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THE

BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

INTRODUCTION.

L Unity of the Work.

The Books now known to us as the First and Second Books of the Kings,

like 1 and 2 Samuel, were originally and are really but one work, by one

writer or compiler, and it is only for convenience of reference and because

of long established usage that we here treat them as two. In all Hebrew

11SS. down to the time of Jerome certainly, and probably down to

a.d. 1518, when the Hebrew text was first printed by D. Bomberg at Venice,

the division into two books was unknown. It was first made in the Greek

version by the Septuagint translators, who followed a prevailing custom of

the Alexandrine Greeks of dividing ancient works for facility of reference.

The division thus introduced was perpetuated in the Latin version of

Jerome, who took care, however, while following the LXX. usage, to notice

the essential unity of the work;* and the authority of the Septuagint in

the Eastern, and of the Vulgate in the Western Church, has ensured the

continuance of this bipartite arrangement in all later time.

That the two books, however, are really one is proved by the strongest

internal evidence. Not only is there no break between them—the separation

at 1 Kings xxii. 53 being so purely arbitrary and artificial that it is actually

made haphazard in the middle both of the reign of Ahaziah and ofthe ministry

of Elijah—but the unity of purpose is conspicuous throughout. Together they

afford us a continuous and complete history of the kings and kingdoms of

the chosen people. And the language of the two books points conclusively

* " Qnartus Melachim, i.e., Regum, qui iii. et iv. Regum voramlne oontinetur " (Prolog.

Galeat.) Similarly Origen in Euseb. " Ecclea. Hist." vi. 25 : BaaiXauv rpirij, reraprt] iv ivi

Oia/iuiXtv Aa/3i£, onip iori /3aai\n'a Aa/3ij.

a*
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to a single writer. While there are no indications of the manner of speech

of a later period, no contradictions or confusions such as would arise from

different writers, there are many phrases and formulae, tricks of expression,

and turns of thought, which show the same hand and mind throughout the

entire work, and effectually exclude the idea of a divided authorship.

While, however, it is indisputable that we have in these two portions of

Holy Scripture the production of a single writer, we have no sufficient

warrant for concluding as some (Eichhorn, Jahn, al.) have done, that the

division between them and the Books of Samuel is equally artificial, and

that they are parts of a much greater work (called by Ewald " the Great

Book of the Kings ")—a work which comprised along with them Judges,

Buth, and 1 and 2 Samuel The arguments in support of this view are

stated at considerable length by Lord Arthur Hervey in Smith's " Dictionary

of the Bible " (vol. ii. p. 21), but to my thinking they are entirely incon

clusive, and have been effectually disposed of by, among others, Bahr,*

Keil.t and Rawlinson, \ each of whom cites a number of peculiarities not

only of diction, but of manner, arrangement, materials, &o.,§ which clearly

distinguish the Books of Kings from those which precede them in the sacred

Canon.

IL Title.

The name Kings (D'^d) requires but little notice. Whether these

scriptures bore this name from the first or not—and it is hardly likely that

they did, the probability being that the Book was originally cited, like those

of the Pentateuch, &c, by its initial words, 1H "pom, and was only called

" Kings " from its contents (like the Book of " Samuel ") at a later period—

this one word aptly describes the character and subject-matter of this

composition and sufficiently distinguishes it from the rest of its class. It is

simply a history of the kings of Israel and Judah, in the order of their

reigns. The LXX. Title, BamXaw. y. t. (Le. "Kingdoms"), expresses the same

idea, || for in Eastern despotisms, and especially under the Hebrew

theocracy, the history of the kingdom was practically that of its kings,

* "Die Konige," Einleitung, § 8.

t " The Books of the Kings." English Translation. Introduction, pp. 9, 10. Compare

his " Introduction to the Old Testament," vol. i. pp. 254—260.

} " Speaker's Commentary," vol. ii. p. 468.

§ For example. The chronology of the Kings is precise and detailed, whilst that of

1 and 2 Samuel is extremely vague and general ; the Kings abound in references to the

Mosaic law, which are nowhere found in Samuel ; the author of the former constantly

refers to his authorities, the writer of the latter never.

|| Jerome, in his " Prologus Oaleatus," questions the fitness of this title, but with

insufficient reason. The books contain the history of two kingdoms, though of but one

nation.
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III. Contents and Purpose.

It must be remembered, however, that the history of the kings of the

chosen people will necessarily have a different character and a different

design from the chronicles of all other reigns and dynasties ; it will, in fact,

be such history as a pious Jew would naturally write. Such a one, even

without the guidance of Inspiration, would inevitably view all the events in

the history both of his own and of neighbouring nations, not so much in

their secular or purely historical as in their religious aspect. His firm

belief in a particular Providence superintending the affairs of men, and re

quiting them according to their deserts by temporal rewards and punishments,

would alone give a stamp and colour to his narrative very different from

that of the profane historian. But when we remember that the historians

of Israel were in every case prophets ; that is, that they were the advocates

and spokesmen* of the Most High, we may be quite sure that history in their

hands will have a " purpose," and that they will write with a distinctly

religious aim. Such was assuredly the case with the author of the Kings.

His is an ecclesiastical or theocratic rather than a civil history. Indeed,

as Bahr well observes, "Hebrew antiquity does not know the secular

historian." t The different kings, consequently, are pourtrayed not so

much in their relations to their subjects, or to other nations, as to the

Invisible Ruler of Israel, whose representatives they were, whose religion

they were charged to uphold, and of whose holy law they were the executors.

It is this consideration accounts, as Rawlinson remarks, for the great length

at which certain reigns are recorded as compared with others. It is this

again, and not any " prophetico-didactic tendency," or any idea of advancing

the prophetic order, accounts for the prominence given to the ministries of

Elijah and Elisha, and to the interpositions of various prophets at different

crises of the nation's life (see 1 Kings i. 45 ; xi. 29—40 ; xiii. 12, 21—24 ;

xiv. 5—16 ; xxiL 8 ; 2 Kings xix. 20 ; xx. 16 ; xxii. 14, &c.) It explains

too the constant references to the Pentateuch, and to the previous history

of the race (1 Kings ii. 3 ; iii. 14 ; vL 11, 12 ; viii. 56, &c. ; 2 Kings x. 31 ;

* The Trpo-^rqc is properly one who speaks for another, as advocate or interpreter. It

is a mistake to explain the word of prediction or /oretelling. The irpo has no reference to

time. Apollo is called Aioc irpopqri/c—"the interpreter of Jove" (Aesch. Eumen. 19).

And Plato calls poets Movauv irpo^ijrm (Phaedr. 262 d). It is true that the term

conveys primarily the idea of inspiration, or possession (X^?, ebullivit, Gesenius,

Thesaurus, ii. 838 ; cf. uavrif from uaivouai), but this word also, at an early period, had

the meaning of " spokesman," as in Exod. vii. 1, " Aaron thy brother shall be thy prophet."

The " prophets " of the New Testament (1 Cor. xi. 4, 5 ; xiv. passim), it is well known, were

preachers rather than predicters, and the term "prophesying " was formerly used in our

own language of expounding.

t In the American translation of Lange's " Bibelwerk" unfortunately rendered, " The

secular historian does not know Hebrew antiquity."
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xiv. 6 ; xvii. 13, 15, 37 ; xviii. 4—6, &c.), and the constant comparison of

the successive monarchs with the king " after God's own heart " (1 Kings

xi. 4, 33; xiv. 8; xv. 3, 11, &c.), and their judgment by the standard of

the Mosaic law (1 Kings iii. 14 ; vi. 11, 12 ; viii. 56, &c.) The object of

the historian clearly was, not to chronicle the naked facts of Jewish history,

but to show how the rise, the glories, the decline and the fall of the Hebrew

kingdoms were respectively the results of the piety and faithfulness or of

the irreligion and idolatry of the different kings and their subjects. Writing

during the captivity, he would teach his countrymen how all the miseries

which had come upon them, miseries which had culminated in the destruction

of their temple, the overthrow of their monarchy, and their own transporta

tion from the land of their forefathers, were the judgments of God upon

their sins and the fruits of the national apostasy, He would trace, too, the

fulfilment, through successive generations, of the great promise of 2 Sam.

vii. 12—16, the charter of the house of David, on which promise indeed

the history is a continuous and striking commentary. True to his mission

as the Divine ambassador, he would teach them everywhere to see the finger

of God in their nation's history, and by the record of incontrovertible facts,

and especially by showing the fulfilment of the promises and threatenings

of the Law, he would preach a return to the faith and morals of a purer age,

and would urge " his contemporaries, living in exile with him, to cling

faithfully to the covenant made by God through Moses, and to honour

steadfastly the one true God." *

The two Books embrace a period of four and a half centuries ; viz. from

the accession of Solomon in r.c. 1015 to the close of the captivity of

Jehoiachin in r.c. 562.

IV. Date.

The date of the composition of the Kings can be fixed, with much greater

facility and certainty than that of many portions of Scripture, from the

contents of the Books themselves. It must lie somewhere between

r.c. 561 and r.c. 538 ; that is to say, it must have been in the latter part

of the Babylonian captivity. It cannot have been before r.c. 661, for that

is the year of the accession of Evil-Merodach, whose kindly treatment of

Jehoiachin, "in the year that he began to reign," is the last event men

tioned in the history. Assuming that this is not an addition by a later

hand, which we have no reason to think is the case.t we have thus one

limit—a maximum of antiquity—fixed with certainty. And it cannot have

been after r.o. 538, the date of the return under Zerubbabel, as it is quite

inconceivable that the historian should have omitted to notice an event of

such profound importance, and one too which had such a direct bearing on

• Thenius. f See Keil, Introduction to Kings, p. 9.
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the purpose for which the history was penned—which was partly, as we

have already remarked, to trace the fulfilment of 2 Sam. vii. 12—16, in

the fortunes of David's house—had that event occurred at the time when he

wrote. We may safely assign this year, consequently, as the minimum date

for the composition of the work.

And with this conclusion, that the Books of Kings were written during

the captivity, the style and diction of the Books themselves agree. " The

language of Kings belongs unmistakably to the period of the captivity "

(Rawlinson, " Speaker's Commentary," pp. 469, 470). * Lord A. Hervey,

indeed, contends that " the general character of the language is that of the

time before the Babylonish captivity "—elsewhere he mentions " the age of

Jeremiah "—but even if we allow this, it does not in the least invalidate the

conclusion that the work was given to the world between ac. 460 and

B.o. 440, and probably about r.o. 460.

V. The Authorship

is a question of much greater difficulty, t It was long held, and it is still

maintained by many scholars, that the Kings are the work of the prophet

Jeremiah. And in support of this view may be alleged—1. Jewish tradition.

The Talmud (Baba Bathra, f. 15. 1) unhesitatingly ascribes the work to

him. Jeremias icripsit librum suum et librum regum et Ihrenos. 2. The last

chapter of 2 Kings agrees, except in some few particulars, with Jer. lii. The

spelling in the latter is more archaic and the facts recorded in vers. 28—30

differ from those of 2 Kings xxv. 22—26, but the general agreement is very

striking. It is alleged, accordingly, and not without reason, that the two

narratives must have had a common origin, and more, that the final page of

Jeremiah's history of the Kings, with a few alterations and additions made by

a later hand, was appended to his collection of prophecies, as forming a

fitting conclusion to those writings. And certainly this arrangement, though

it does not prove Jeremiah's authorship of the Kings, does afford evidence

of a very ancient belief that he was the writer. 3. There is in many cases a

marked resemblance between the language of Kings and that of Jeremiah.

Havernick, perhaps the most powerful and energetic advocate of this view,

has furnished a striking list of phrases and expressions common to both. \

And so marked are the correspondences between them that even Bohr, who

summarily rejects this hypothesis, is constrained to allow that " the mode of

* Rawlinson gives, loc. cit., an interesting list of the words and phrases which substan

tiate this assertion. And see Diet. Bib. vol. ii. p. 26.

t " As regards the authorship of these Books, but little difficulty presents itself " (Lord

A. Hervey, who ascribes them to Jeremiah). But Biihr, Keil, al. reject this idea with equal

positiveness.

J Einleitung, vol. ii. pp. 171 sqq. This list is accessible to the English reader in the

" Speaker's Commentary," ii. p. 471.
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thinking and expression resembles that of Jeremiah," and he accounts for

the similarity by the conjecture that our author had before him the writings

of the prophet or was, perhaps, his pupil,* while Stahelin is driven to the *

conclusion that the writer was an imitator of Jeremiah. But the resem

blance is not confined to words and phrases : there is in both writings the

same tone, the same air of despondency and hopelessness, f while many of

the facts and narratives again are more or less common to the history and

the prophecy. J 4. Another consideration which is equally striking is the

omission of all mention of the prophet Jeremiah in the Books of Kings—an

omission easily accounted for if he was the author of those Books, but

difficult to explain on any other supposition. Modesty would very naturally

lead the historian to omit all mention of the share he himself had taken

in the transactions of his time, especially as it was recorded at length else

where. But the part Jeremiah sustained in the closing scenes of the history

of the kingdom of Judah was one of so much importance that it is hard to

conceive any impartial, not to say pious or theocratic historian, completely

ignoring both his name and his work.§

But a string of arguments, equally numerous and equally influential, can

be adduced against the authorship of Jeremiah, prominent among which are

the following : 1. That if Jeremiah did compile these histories, he must

have been at the time about eighty-six or eighty-seven years of age. Bohr

regards this one consideration as conclusive. He, like Keil and others,

points out that Jeremiah's ministry began in the thirteenth year of the

reign of Josiah (Jer. i. 2), when, it is urged, he must have been at least

twenty years of age. But the Book of Kings, as we have just seen, cannot

have been penned earlier than r.c. 562 ; that is to say, at least sixty-six

years afterwards. In reply to this, however, it may fairly be remarked (1)

that it is quite possible that Jeremiah's entrance upon the prophetic office

took place before he was twenty years old. He calls himself a child py3 Jer.

i. 6), and though the word is not always to be taken literally, or as furnish

ing any definite chronological datum, || yet the tradition that he was but a

boy of fourteen is not wholly irrational or incredible. (2) It is quite within

the bounds of possibility that the work may have been written by an

octogenarian. We have had conspicuous instances amongst our own con

temporaries of men far advanced in years retaining all their mental vigour

* This latter supposition is also the view of Thenius. Bleek suggests Baruch.

t Compare 2 Kings xvii. 14 with Jer. vii. 26; 1 Kings ix. 8 with Jer. xxii. 8; and

2 Kings xxi. 12 with Jer. xix. 3. These parallels are the more striking sinoa they disclose

at the same time a similarity of tone and of language.

} For a list of these, see " Dictionary of the Bible," vol. ii. pp. 28—30.

§ It is true Jeremiah is only mentioned twice by the Chronicler, but this is easily

accounted for by the brevity and incompleteness of his work.

|| Nagelsbach, " Jeremias,'' in Lange's " Bibelwerk," p. 2.
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and engaging in arduous literary labours. And (3) it does not absolutely

follow, because the last paragraph of the Kings carries us down to r.c. 562

that that is also the date of the composition or compilation of the rest. It

is quite obvious that the bulk of the work might have been written by

Jeremiah some years before, and that these concluding sentences might

have been added by him in extreme old age. There is much greater force,

however, in a second objection, viz., that the Kings must have been written

or completed in Babylon, whilst Jeremiah spent the concluding years of

his life and died in Egypt. For, though it is not absolutely certain, it ia

extremely probable that the work was finished and published in Babylon.

There is not much weight perhaps in Bahr's remark that it cannot have

been composed for the handful of fugitives who accompanied Jeremiah to

Egypt, but must have been designed for the kernel of the people in cap

tivity, for the prophet may have composed the work in Tahpenes, and have

at the same time hoped, perhaps even provided, for its transmission to

Babylon. But it cannot be denied that while the writer was evidently

familiar with what transpired in the court of Evil-Merodach, and was

acquainted with details which could hardly have been known to a resident

in Egypt, there is an absence of all reference to the latter country and

the fortunes of the remnant there. The last chapter of the work, that is to

say, points to Babylon as the place where it was written. So also, prima

facie, does the expression of 1 Kings iv. 24, " beyond the river " (Auth. Vers,

"on this side the river''). The "region beyond the river" can only mean

that icrst of the Euphrates, and therefore the natural conclusion is that the

writer must have dwelt east of the Euphrates, i.e., in Babylon. It is

alleged, however, that this expression, which is also found in Ezra and

Nehemiah, had come at this time to have a meaning different from its strict

geographical signification, and was used by Jews, wherever they might

happen to reside, of the provinces of the Babylonian Empire (including

Palestine), west of the Great Eiver, just as a Roman, even after residing

in the country, might speak of Gallia Transalpina, and it cannot be denied

that the expression is used indifferently of either side of the Jordan, and

therefore presumably it may designate either side of the Euphrates.* But

it is to be observed—1. that in the majority of instances where the expres

sion is used of the Euphrates (Ezra vi. 6 ; viL 21, 25 ; Neh. ii. 7), it is

found in the lips of persons residing in Babylonia or Media; 2. that in

other instances (Ezra iv. 10, 11, 16) it is used in letters of state by Persian

officers, who would naturally adapt their language to the usages of the

Persian court and of their own country, even when resident abroad, and

lastly, that in the one instance (Ezra viii. 36) where the words are employed

* See note on ch. iv. 24.
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of Jews resident in Palestine, it is by a Jew who had just returned from

Persia. While therefore it is perhaps impossible to arrive at any positive

conclusion from the use of this formula, it is difficult to resist the impres

sion that on the whole it suggests that the Book was written in Babylon,

and therefore not by Jeremiah. 3. A third consideration alleged by Keil

in his earlier edition,* viz., that the variations of style and diction between

2 Kings xxv. and Jer. lii. are such as to negative the supposition of their

having proceeded from the same pen, or rather such as to compel the belief

that " this section has been extracted by the author or editor in the two

cases from a common or more copious source," is too precarious to require

much notice, the more so, as (1) these variations, when carefully examined,

prove to be inconsiderable, and (2) even if the distinct authorship of these

two portions, or their having been copied from a common authority, were

established, it would by no means necessarily follow that Jeremiah had not

copied them, or had had no share in the rest of the work.

It would seem, therefore, that the arguments for and against Jeremiah's

authorship of the Kings are so evenly balanced that it is impossible to

speak positively one way or the other. Professor Rawlinson has stated the

conclusion to which an impartial survey conducts us with great fairness

and caution. " Though Jeremiah's authorship appears, all things con

sidered, to be highly probable, we must admit that it has not been proved,

and is, therefore, to some extent, uncertain."t

VI. Sources of the Wokk.

The Books of Kings being obviously and necessarily, from their historical

character, to a very large extent, a compilation from other sources, the

question now presents itself, What and of what sort were the records from

which this narrative was constructed ?

What they were the writer himself informs us. He mentions three

" books " from which his information must have been largely derived—" the

book of the acts of Solomon " (1 Kings xi. 41) ; " the book of the Chronicles of

(fit. ofthe words [or events] of the days to) the kings ofJudah " (1 Kings xiv. 29 ;

xv. 7, 22 ; xxii. 45 ; 2 Kings passim) ; and *' the book of the Chronicles (" the

words of the days") of the kings of Israel" (1 Kings xiv. 19; xv. 31, &c.)

That he made abundant use of these authorities is evident from the fact

that he refers to them more than thirty times ; that he constantly quoted from

them verbatim is clear from the fact that passages agreeing almost verbatim

with those of the Kings are found in the Books of Chronicles, and also from

* Professor Rawlinson appears to have only had the edition of 1846 before him. Bat

the Kings of Keil and Delitzsch's Commentary is practically a new work, and differs very

materially from its predecessor.

t " Speaker's Commentary," ii. 472.
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the use of expressions which manifestly belong, not to our author, but to

some document which he cites.* It is consequently more than " a reason

able supposition that " this " history was, in part at least, derived from the

works in question."t And there is a strong presumption that these were

his only authorities, with the exception perhaps of a narrative of the

ministry of the prophets Elijah and Elisha, for though he refers to them so

constantly, he never once refers to any other. What, however, was the

precise character of these writings is a matter of considerable uncertainty.

"We are warranted in the belief, from the way in which they are cited, that

they were three separate and independent works, and that they contained

fuller and more extended accounts of the reigns of the several kings than

any which we now possess, for the invariable formula in which they ;iro

referred to is this, " And the rest of the acts of ... . are they not written

in the Book of the Chronicles," &c. It hardly follows, however, as Bahr

thinks, that this formula implies that the works, at the time our history was

written, were " in general circulation," or " in the hands of many,'' for our

author surely might reasonably refer to them, even if they were not generally

known or readily accessible. But the great question in dispute is this :

Were " the books of the words of the days to the kings," as their name at

first sight seems to imply, state papers ; i.e., public archives prepared by

appointed officers, or were they private memoirs of tho different prophets.

The former opinion has the support of many great names. J It is alleged

in its favour that there was, at any rate in tho kingdom of Judah, a state

functionary, " the recorder," whose business it was to chronicle events and

prepare memoirs of the different reigns, a " conrt historian," as he has

been called ; § that such memoirs were certainly prepared in the kingdom

of Persia by an authorized officer, and were afterwards preserved as state

annals, || and, lastly, that such publio documents appear to be sufficiently

indicated by the very name they bear, " The book of the chronicles to the

kings." There is no question, however, despite these allegations, that the

second view is the correct one, and that the " Chronicles " were the com

pilations, not of state officials, but of various members of the schools of the

prophets. For, to begin with, the name by which these writings are known,

* The expression " unto this day" in the great majority of eases, cannot refer to the

date of authorship—the time of the captivity—but belongs to a period when the southern

kingdom was still in existence, and the temple was still standing. See 1 Kings viii. 8 ;

ix. 13 ; x. 12 ; 2 Kings ii. 22 ; x. 27 ; xiv. 7 ; xvi. 6 ; xx. 17, Ac.

t Rawlinson.

J Among others, Berthold, Havernick, Movers, and Ewald.

§ Ewald, "History of Israel," iii. p. 270. Ewald, however, does not identify this officer

with the Mazkir or Remembrancer (see p. 267) as many writers do. See, e.g., Diet. Bible,

Art. " King."

II A similar institution is said to exist in modern Persia. Vide Malcolm's " History ol

Persia," ch. xxiii.
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and which has been thought to imply a civil origin, really means no more

than this, "the Book of the history of the times of the Kings," &c, as Keil

interprets it, and by no means indicates any official archives. And, in the

second place, we have no evidence in support of the view that the recorder or

any other officer was charged with the preparation of the history of his time.

The word T3TD properly means " remembrancer," and he was no doubt so

called, not " because he kept the memory of events alive," * but because he

reminded the king of the state affairs which required his attention. It is

generally admitted t that he was " more than an annalist," but is not so

well understood that in no case in which he figures in the history is he in

any way connected with the public records, but always appears as the king's

adviser or chancellor (cf. 2 Kings xviii. 18, 87 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8). More

over, there are almost insuperable difficulties in the way of believing that

the " books of the Chronicles " can have been compiled by this remem

brancer. For example, (1) there is no trace of the existence of any such

functionary in the kingdom of Israel ; (2) David is said to have instituted

the office of " court and state scribe," but we find that David's history was

recorded, not in any state annals prepared by this functionary, but in " the

book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the

book of Gad the seer " (1 Chron. xxix. 29). Now, surely, if any such officer

charged with such a duty had existed, the record of David's life would

have been composed by him, and not by unofficial and irresponsible persons.

But (8) the state archives of the two kingdoms, including the memoirs—if

such there were—of the different kings, can hardly have escaped the sack

of Samaria and the burning of Jerusalem. It has been conjectured, indeed,

that the Assyrian and Babylonian monarchs preserved the records of con

quered nations in their respective capitals, and permitted such of the

exiles as had acquired their favour to have access to them,J but this, as

Bahr observes, is obviously a supposition " as unfounded as it is arbitrary,"

and is beset with difficulties. Seeing that not only the royal palace, but

also " all the great houses were burned" (2 Kings xxv. 9), the conclusion is

almost inevitable that all the public records must have perished. And such

records—in the kingdom of Israel, at least — had also had to run the

gauntlet of intestine warfare and dissension. A dynasty cannot be changed

nine times, and each time be destroyed, root and branch, without the

greatest danger to the archives of sharing the same fate. That amid all the

changes and chances of the two kingdoms, changes which culminated in

the transportation of the two entire nations to distant lands, the state

annals had been preserved and were accessible to a historian of the time of

• Diet. Bib., Art " King."

t See Diet. Bib., Art. " Recorder."

{ Stiihelin, Einleitung, g. 129, cited by Bahr.
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the captivity, seems almost incredible. But our author manifestly refers to

the " Books of the Chronicles," &c., as still existent in his time, and, if riot

generally circulated, yet guarded and accessible somewhere. But a still

more conclusive argument against the " state paper" origin of our histories

is found in their contents. Their tone and language absolutely forbid the

supposition that they were based on the records of any court historio

grapher. They are to a very large extent histories of the sins, idolatries,

and enormities of the respective sovereigns whose reigns they describe.

" The history of the reign of each of the nineteen kings of Israel begins

with the formula, ' He did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord. '

The same formula occurs again with respect to twelve out of the twenty

kings of Judah. . . . Even of the greatest and most glorious king,

Solomon, it is related at length how deeply he fell. ' The sin of Jeroboam

who made Israel to sin ' is represented as the source of all the evils of the

kingdom: the conspiracies and murders of a Baasha, a Shallum, a

Menahem ; the shameful acts of an Ahab, a Jezebel, and a Manasseh are

recorded without any indulgence." * And these are the deeds and the reigns

with respect to which we are referred for fuller information " to the Books

of the Chronicles." For that these " Chronicles " contained accounts of

the impieties and abominations of the various kings is clear from 2 Chroii.

xxxvi. 8, where we read (of Jehoiakim), " His abominations which he did

and that which was found in him, behold they are written in the book

of the kings of Israel and Judah." Now, it is altogether out of the ques

tion that any court scribe can have described his late master's reign in

such terms as these ; indeed no one could or would have used such

language, but men who lived at a later period, and those, courageous and

high-minded prophets, who were perfectly independent of the court and

regardless of its favours. And, lastly, the constant change of dynasty on

the throne of Israel is fatal to the supposition. We have already mentioned

those changes as endangering the preservation of the state papers, but they

are equally an argument against the memoirs of the different royal houses

having been written by the " recorder," for the object of each successive

dynasty would be, not to preserve a faithful record of the reigns of its

predecessor, but to stamp them with infamy, or consign them to oblivion.

We find, therefore, that the prevailing opinion as to the character of the

" books of the words of the days " is encompassed with difficulties. But

these vanish at once, if we see in these records the compilations of the

schools of the propheta We have incontrovertible evidence that prophets

did act as historians. Samuel, Nathan, Gad, Iddo, Ahijah, Shemaiah,

Jehu the son of Hanani, Isaiah the son of Amoz, are all mentioned by

* Bahr (Einleitung, p. 12), whom I have largely followed in this note.
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name as the compilers of memoirs. We know, too, that for portions of

this very history we must be indebted to members, probably unknown

members, of the prophetic order. The histories of Elijah and Elisha

never formed part of the " books of the Chronicles," and they contain

matters which, in the nature of tilings, can only have been contributed by

these prophets themselves, or by their scholars or servants. The history

of Elisha, especially, has several marks of a separate origin. It is dis

tinguished by a number of peculiarities—" provincialisms " they have

been called—which betray a different hand, while the narratives are such

as can only have proceeded, originally, from an eye-witness. But perhaps

it is hardly necessary to mention these particulars, as it is " universally

allowed that prophets generally were the historians of the Israelitish

people."* It was almost as essential a part of their office to trace the hand

of God in the past history of the Hebrew race as to predict future visita

tions, or to promise deliverances. They were preachers of righteousness,

spokesmen for God, interpreters of his just laws and dealings, and to be

this they only needed to be faithful and impartial historians. It is not

without significance, in this connexion, that the historical books of the Old

Testament were known to the Jewish fathers by the name " and are

distinguished from the books strictly prophetical only in this, that the

adjective D»3it?N"i ])riores, is applied to them, and to the latter D^nnx

posteriores" \

But we have evidence of the most positive and conclusive kind, evidence

almost amounting to demonstration, that the three authorities to which our

historian so repeatedly refers, were in their original form the works of

different prophets, and not of the public annalist. For we find that where

the author of Kings, after transcribing a string of passages, which agree

almost word for word with a series in the Books of Chronicles, J and which

must therefore have been derived from a common source, refers to " the book

of the acts of Solomon (1 Kings xi. 41), the chronicler indicates as the

documents upon which he has drawn, " the book of Nathan the prophet, and

the prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite, and the visions of Iddo the seer.

The conclusion, therefore, is irresistible (2 Chron. ix. 29), that the " book

of the words of the days to Solomon," if not identical with the writings of

the three prophets who were the historians of that reign, was nevertheless

based on those writings, and to a large extent composed of extracts from

* Bahr, who cites Knobel, " Der Prophet, der Hebr." i. 58 sqq. JoBephus (Contra Apion.

i. 8) expressly says, " The prophets, who were after Moses, wrote down what was done in

their time in thirteen books."

t Bahr.

{ Compare 1 Kings viii. 12-50 with 2 Chron. vi. 1—40; 1 Kings viii. 64—ix. 9 with

2 Chron. vtt. 7—22 ; 1 Kings x. 1—28, with 2 Chron. ix. 1—28, <fcc.
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them. It is possible, and indeed probable, that in the one " book of the

Chronicles," the memoirs of the three historians had been condensed,

arranged, and harmonized ; but it hardly admits of doubt that the latter

were the originals of the former. And the same remarks apply, mutati*

tmitandit, to the " book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah." The

history of Rehoboam in 1 Kings xii. 1—19 is identical with the account of

that monarch in 2 Chron. x. 1—4 ; the words of 1 Kings xii. 20—24 are

the same that are found in 2 Chron. xi. 1—4 ; while 2 Chron. xii. 13 is

practically a repetition of 1 Kings xiv. 21. But the authority to which

our author refers is the " book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah,"

whereas that mentioned by the Chronicler is " the book of Shemaiah the

prophet, and of Iddo the seer." Now it is clear that these parallel passages

are derived from the same source, and that source must be the book or

books of these two prophets.*

Nor does it invalidate this contention that the Chronicler, in addition to

the prophetic writings just named, also cites occasionally the " book of the

kings of Israel and Judah" (2 Chron. xvi. 11 ; xxv. 26; xxvii. 7; xxviii.

26 ; xxxii. 32 ; xxxv. 27, &c.) ; in one place apparently called " the book of

the kings of Israel " (2 Chron. xx. 34), together with a " Midrash of the

book of the Kings " (2 Chron. xxiv. 27). For we have no evidence whatso

ever that any of these authorities were of a public and civil character. On

the contrary, we have ground for believing that they were composed of the

memoirs of the prophets. It is not quite clear what the Midrash just

referred to was, but the two works first cited were probably identical with

" the Books of the Chronicles " so often mentioned by our historian.

And in one case (2 Chron. xx. 34), we have distinct mention of a prophetic

book or writing—that of Jehu, the son of Hanani—which was embodied in

the book of the kings of Israel, t

We can hardly be mistaken, therefore, in concluding from these data

that the prime " sources of this work " were really the prophetic memoirs

mentioned by the Chronicler (1 Chron. xxvii. 24 ; xxix. 29 ; 2 Chron.

ix. 29; xii. 15; xiii. 22; xx. 34; xxiv. 27; xxvi. 22; xxxii. 32; xxxiii. 18)

which, together, perhaps, with other writings, the authors of which are

unknown to us, furnish the materials for the " Books of the Words of the

Days," &c.

The relation of the Kings to the Books of the Chronicles will be more

appropriately discussed in the Introduction to that volume.

The fact that the Chronicler alleges his authority, and that a different one from the

authority given by the Kings, forbids the assumption that the agreement is the result of

copying on the part of the former from the latter.

literally was made to ascend upon, i.e., was introduced or incorporated into the

history of the kings of Israel.
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VII. Credirility.

But the question may possibly arise, Are these writings, whatever their

origin, to be accepted as authentic, sober history ?

It is a question, happily, which may be dismissed with few words, for

their veracity has never been seriously doubted. If we except the miraculous

portions of the history—to which the only serious objection is that they are

miraculous, and therefore in the nature of things must be mythical—there

is absolutely no reason for challenging the veracity and honesty of the

narrative. Not only has it throughout the air of sober history; not only is

it accepted as such—including the supernatural portions —by our Lord and

His apostles (Matt. vi. 29 ; xi. 14 ; Luke iv. 25-27 ; ix. 8, 54 ; Mark i. 6 ; Acts

vii. 47, 48; Rom. xi. 3, 4; Heb. xi. 35; James v. 17, 18; Rev. ii. 20; xi. 9),

but it is everywhere confirmed by the monuments of antiquity and the

records of profane historians, whensoever it and they happen to have points

of contact. The reign of Solomon, for example, his friendly relations with

Hiram, his Temple, and his wisdom are mentioned by the Tyrian historians,

from whom Dius and Menander of Ephesus derived their information (Jos.,

Contra Apion. i. sectt. 17, 18). The proficiency of the Zidonians in the

mechanical arts and their knowledge of the sea is attested both by Homer

and Herodotus.* The invasion of Judah by Shishak in the reign of Reho-

boam, and the conquest of many of the cities of Palestine, is proved by the

inscription of Karnak.t The name and the importance of Omri are pro

claimed by the inscriptions of Assyria, which also tell of the defeat of

" Ahab of Jezreel " by the Assyrian armies, of the defeat of Azariah, and the

conquest of Samaria and Damascus by Tiglath Pileser.J And, to pass by

later matters and points of less moment, the recently discovered Moabite

stone bears its silent but most striking witness to the conquest of Moab by

Omri, and its oppression by him, and by his son and successor, for forty

years, § and to the successful rebellion of Moab against Israel, || and also

mentions by name Mesha, Omri, Chemosh, and Jehovah. In the face of

such remarkable and minute corroborations of the statements of our historian,

and in the absence of any well-founded instances of misstatement on his

part, and, indeed, of any solid grounds for impeaching his historical accuracy,

it would be the very wantonness of criticism to deny the credibility and

truthfulness of these records.

VIH. Chronology,

There is one particular, however, in which our text, as it now stands, is

open to some suspicion, and that is the matter of dates. Some of these, it

• See note on ch. v. 6. t See note on eh. xiv. 25.

} See notes on 2 Kings xvi. 7—16.

| See note on 2 Kings i. 1, and iii. 4, 5.

|| See note on 2 Kings iii. 3.
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would appear, have been accidentally altered in the course of transcription

—a result which need cause us no surprise, if we remember that anciently

numbers were represented by letters, and that the Assyrian, or square

characters, in which the Scriptures of the Old Testament have been handed

down to us, are extremely liable to be confounded. The reader will see at a

glance that the difference between 3 and 3 (which represent respectively

tiro and twenty), between 1 and 1 {four and tiro hundred), between n and

11 (eight and four hundred), is extremely slight. But other dates would

appear to have been altered, or inserted—probably from the margin—by

some reviser of the text. We have nothing more than what we find else

where in Scripture, and even in the text of the New Testament—the marginal

gloss finding its way, almost unconsciously, into the body of the work.* It

will be sufficient to mention here as instances of such imperfect or erroneous

chronologies, 1 Kings vi. 1 ; xiv. 21 ; xvi. 23 ; 2 Kings i. 17 (cf. iii. 1) ; xiii.

10 (cf. xiii. 1) ; xv. 1 (cf. xiv. 23); xvii. 1 (cf. xv. 30, 33). But this fact,

though it has occasioned no little difficulty to the commentator, in no way

detracts, it need hardly be said, from the value of our history. And it does

this less because these corrections or interpolations are as a rule sufficiently

conspicuous, and because, as has been justly remarked, " the chief difficulties

of the chronology and almost all the actual contradictions disappear, if we

subtract from the work those portions which are generally parenthetic."!

IX. Literature.

Amongst the works available for the exposition and illustration of the

text, and to which reference is most frequently made in this Commentary,

are the following :—

1. Commentar iiber der Bilcher der Kdnige. Von Dr. Karl Fried. Kiel. Moskau, 1846.

2. Biblischer Commentar liber die propheti>chen-Getchichts-bilcher dei A. T. Drifter

Band : Die Bilcher der Kdnige. Leipzig, 1874. By the same author. Both these works

are accessible to the English reader in translations published by Messrs. Clark of Edin

burgh (1857 and 1877). I have thought it well to refer to both volumes, as though the

latter, no doubt, represents Keil's matured judgment, still the former occasionally contains

valuable materials not included in the latter work.

3. Die Biicher der Kdnige. Von Dr. Karl C. W. F. Bahr. Bielefeld, 1873. This is one of the

most valuable volumes of Lnnge's Theologisch Homiletitchet Bibelwerk. It has been trans

lated, under the editorship of Dr. Philip Schaff, by Dr. Harwood, of New Haven, Conn.

(Edinb., Clark) ; and as the translation, especially in its ' ' Textual and Grammatical "

section, contains additional and occasionally useful matter, I have referred both to it and

to the original.

4. Symbolik dei llotaitchen Cultui. By the same author. Heidelberg, 1837. For all

that concerns the Temple and its ritual, this work is indispensable, and though

occasionally somewhat fanciful, is a monument of Bahr's profound and varied learning.

• Scrivener, " Introduction to New Testament Criticism," pp. 12, 13.

t Rawlinson, " Speaker's Commentary," p. 476.
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5. Die Bilcher der K'&nige. Von Otto Thenius. Leipzig, 1849. This work, I regret to say,

I only know indirectly. But some proofs of its suggestiveness, and some of its destructive

tendencies, will be found in the Exposition.

6. Holy Bible with Commentary. (" Speaker's Commentary.") The Books of Kings,

by the Rev. Canon Rawlinson. London, 1872. This, though perhaps somewhat meagre

in its textual criticism and exegesis, is especially rich, as might be expected from the

well-known learning of its author, in historical references. I have also occasionally cited

Ilia "Historical Illustrations of the Old Testament" (S. P. C. K.), and his " Bampton

Lectures."

7. The History of Israel. By Heinrich Ewald. English Translation. London, 1878.

Vols. IIL and IV.

8. Syntax of the Hebrew Language. By the same author. London, 1879. The citations

from this latter work are distinguished from those from the " History of Israel " by the

sectional number and letter, thus : 280 b.

9. The Holy Bible. Vol. HI. By Bishop Wordsworth. Oxford, 1877. The great

feature of this commentary, it is hardly necessary to say, in addition to the patristio

learning which it reveals, and the piety which breathes through it, is the moral and

spiritual teaching which the author never fails to draw from the text. There is perhaps a

tendency to over-spiritualize, and I have been unable to follow the writer in many of his

mystical interpretations.

10. Lectures on the Jewish Church. Vol. II. By Dean Stanley. London, 1865.

Though differing repeatedly and very widely from his conclusions, I am very sensible of

the great charm of picturesqueness and the graphic power which marks everything that

this highly gifted author touches.

11. Sinai and Palestine. By the same. Fifth Edition. London, 1858.

12. Biblical Researches in the Holy Land. By the Rev. Dr. Robinson. 3 vols. London,

1856.

13. Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine. By the Rev. J. L. Porter. London,

Murray, 1858.

14. The Land and the Book. By the Rev. Dr. Thomson. 2 vols. London, 1859.

15. Tent-work in Palestine. By Lieut. Conder, R.E. This is by far the most readable

and valuable work which the recent Exploration of Palestine has produced. New Edition.

London, 1880.

16. Handbook to the Bible. By P. R. Conder and C. R. Conder, R.E. London, 1879.

This is cited as " Conder, Handbook." " Conder " alone always refers to the " Tent-work."

17. Narrative of a Journey through Syria and Palestine. By Lieut. C. W. M. Van de

Velde. 2 vols. Edinburgh and London, 1854.

18. Contemplations on the Historical Passages of the Old Testament. By Bishop Hall.

3 vols. S. P. C. K.

19. Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. By Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson.

New Edition. London, 1880.

20. Elias der Thisbiter. Von P. W. Krummacher. Elberfeld, 1835.

21. Gesenii Thesaurus Philologicus Criticus Linguae Hebraeae Veteris Testamenti.

Lipsiae, 1835.

22. Qesenius's Hebrew Grammar. Fourteenth Edition, enlarged and improved by E.

Eoediger. London, 1846.



THE FIEST

BOOK OF THE KINGS.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER I.

The revolt of Adonijar and the acces

sion of Solomon. — The first chapter of

this book is occupied with the accession

of Solomon and with the circumstances

which preceded, marked, and followed that

event. The author, or compiler, evidently

considered that his work properly began

with the reign of Israel's third king,

and David's illness and death are only

introduced into the narrative because

they necessitated a hasty and premature

coronation of Solomon, and exercised an

important influence on the beginning of

his reign (ch. ii). In the natural order of

events, Solomon would not have succeeded

until his father's death, but Adonijah's

attempt to possess himself of the kingdom

required the immediate elevation of Solomon

to the throne, and this attempt having been

suggested by David's extreme feebleners,

the author is compelled to begin his history

with an account of David's decay and death.

In the opening verses, consequently, he in

troduces us into the chamber of sickness.

His materials for this part of the history

were no doubt derived from the "Book of

Nathan the prophet " (1 Chron. xxix. 29 ;

2 Chron. ix. 29). The date of these events

is B.C. 1015.

Ver. 1.—Now [Hob. and, but "now"

more nearly expresses the import of the

original, for 1 has here little or no connect-

1 KINGS.

ing force. It is commonly found at the be

ginning of a book (as in Exod., Levit., Josh.,

Judges, 2 Sam., Ruth, Ac.), and that where

there is no connection whatever with any

earlier writing (as in Esther, Ezek., Jonah,

iSc.) It can hardly imply, therefore, ' ' that

the historian regards his work as a con

tinuation of a preceding history " (Rawlin-

son), nor is there any need to suppose that

it " has been taken from a writing contain

ing the earlier history of David." Keil]

King [Heb. the king. The frequent use of

this title, "King David," "King Solomon,"

"King Asa," Ac., is characteristic of our

author. The expression is not unknown in

2 Sam., but it occurs so rarely as to con

stitute a distinction (not a link, as Words

worth) between that book and the Kings.]

David was old [yet 2 Sam. v. 4, 5, shows

that he cannot have been more than seventy.

(He was thirty at his accession ; his reign

at Hebron lasted seven years and a half ; at

Jerusalem thirty-three years.) Rawlinson

says, " the Jews at this time were not long

lived." Certainly, the Jewish kingt were

not. Only David, Solomon, and Manasses

exceeded threescore] and stricken [Heb.

gone, i.e., advanced] In years. [A common

expression, only found with }|5T as in Gen.

xviii. 11 ; xxiv. 1 ; Josh. xiii. 1, &c.'] And

they covered him with clothes [lit. covrr-

ingi. "133 is used of any covering, whether

of the person (Gen. xxxix. 12 ; 1 Kings xxii.

10), or the bed (1 Sam. xix. 13), or even a

table (Num. iv. 6). Indeed, the outer gar

ment was nsed, at least by the poor, for a

covering at night (Exod. xxii. 27). The

context (ver. 47) shows that bedclothes are

B
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intended here] but he gat no heat. [A

common experience of the aged. David's

early hardships and later sorrows and

anxieties appear to have aged him pre

maturely. Possibly he was also afflicted

with disease.]

Ver. 2.—Wherefore [Heb. and] bis ser

vants [according to Josephus (Antiq. vii. 14,

3), his physicians] said unto him, Let there

be sought [lit. as marg.,"Jct them seek"]

for my lord the king [the singular pro

noun is used as representing the servant

who was spokesman for the rest] a young

virgin [marg., " a damsel, a virgin." She

must be young, to impart heat, and a virgin,

as befitted a king. Though she was recom

mended as a nurse, they would naturally

suppose she might be taken as a concubine]

and let her stand before the king [i.e., as

servant (ver. 4). Cf. ch. xii. 6, 8; Gen.

xli. 46 ; Dan. i. 5 ; Deut. i. 38 (with Josh,

i. 1) 1 Kings x. 8. In the East, servants

still stand and wait their masters' plea

sure. Cf. 2 Kings v. 25], and let her cherish

him [So also the LXX., tool torai avrbv

BaXirovoa. But Gesenius, al. " be a com

panion to him"] and let her lie in thy [or

" his," LXX. avrov, Vulg. suo] bosom [the

expression is generally, but not invariably

(see 1 Kings iii. 20 ; Ruth iv. 16) used de

complexu venereo] that my lord the king

may get heat. [This close embrace of

youth was an obvious way of imparting

animal heat to age (" Calor a corpore

juvcnili ac sano maxime prodest senibus."

Grotius), and was the more favoured because

other and internal remedies were not then

known. It is recognized by Galen, and is

said to have been prescribed by a Jewish

physician to the Emperor Frederick Bar-

barossa (Bahr). It is stated by Roberts

that it is still largely followed in the East.]

Ver. 3.—So [Heb. and] they sought (cf.

Esth. ii. 2), for a fair [this word points to

the same conclusion as " virgin " in ver. 2]

damsel throughout all the coasts [i.e.,

borders (coi(o = rib, side). An old writer

speaks of the " coasts and quarters of

heaven "] of Israel, and found Ablshag

[ = "Father of error." Names compounded

with Ab, " father," were and are very com

mon in the East. We have, e.g., .46-salom

in ver. 6, and -46i-athar in ver. 7] a [Heb.

the"] Shunammlte [Shunem, a town of

Issaohar (Josh. xix. 18), now called Sdlam,

" a flourishing village encompassed by gar

dens" (Porter), and "in the midst of the

finest cornfields in the world " (Grove), lies

on the lower slope of "Little Hermon,"

and has before it the wide plain of Esdrae-

lon. Another Shunammite appears in the

sacred history (2 Kings iv. 8)] and brought

her to the king.

Ver. 4.—And the damsel was very fair

[lit. ,fair to exceeding'] and cherished [see on

ver. 2] the king, and ministered to him ;

but the king knew her not. [This is men

tioned to explain the history of chap. ii.

13-25. Had it been otherwise, Adonijah

could never have presumed to seek her in

marriage, and Bathsheba would never have

promised her help in his suit. Such an

incestuous alliance would not only have

been contrary to the law (Levit. xv.ii. S),

but abhorrent to all true Israelites (cf.

1 Cor. v. 1). In this fact, which the court

knew, and which the nation at large did not

know—they could only suppose that such

a "search" for one so exceeding "fair"

meant the increase of the seraglio—Adoni

jah found his pomt cVappui for a second

attempt on the throne . The older expositors

and some of the modern, notably Words

worth, assume that Abishag was David's

wife, in the sense of being legally married

to him. (Corn, a Lap. discusses the question

at considerable length, and with needless

pruriency.) But this idea finds no support

in Scripture, which represents her as simply

an attendant. It is idle to remark, conse

quently, that " the Jewish law allowed

polygamy" (Rawlinson).

Ver. 5.—ThenAdonijah [ = " Jehovah is my

Lord." The fourth son of David, and now

apparently the eldest surviving. It seems

probable that Chileab, or Daniel (1 Chron.

iii. 1), David's second son, died in infancy.

For Amnon's death, see 2 Sam. xiii. 29;

for Absalom's, ibid, xviii. 14. He must now

have been between thirty-three and forty

years of age (having been born in Hebron)]

the son of Haggith [ = " Festive " (Gesen.)

"the dancer" (Stanley)] exalted him

self, saying [tohimself and bis confederates],

I will be king. [It is not difficult to trace

this resolve to its sources. They were (1)

his seniority (ch. ii. 22). It is true thero

was no " right of primogeniture " in tho

Hebrew monarchy. "The God-King had

reserved to Himself the choice of the earthly

king" (Keil). David himself was not the

eldest, but the youngest brother. At the

same time primogeniture, ceteris paribus,

would have, and as a matter of fact had,

considerable weight. The firsthorn had tho

birthright ; can we doubt he would expect

the crown, and think it hard if he were

passed over? (see 2 Chron. xxi. 3). (2)

His personal attractions. Adonijah would

think that his beauty and stature (Josephus

mentions the latter) marked him out, as

similar gifts had done Saul (1 Sam. ix. 2),

for the throne. (3) He was encouraged in

his pretensions, if indeed they were not

suggested to him, by others, by Joab, for

example (see on ver. 7). (4) Possibly
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love for the beautiful Shunammite and the

desire to gain possession of her may have

strengthened his resolves. It is noteworthy

that he and his beauty are mentioned just

after her and hers] : and he prepared [Heb.

made] him chariots and horsemen [rather

horses, as in 1 Sam. viii. 11 ; 1 Kings v. 6,

Heb. The former passage almost settles the

meaning here. Keil assumes that a mounted

escort is meant], and fifty men to run

before him [as Absalom before him (2 Sam.

xT. 1). Adonijah seems in every way to

have imitated Absalom. Josephus says he

resembled him in disposition. Chariots,

horses, and outrunners arc mentioned (1 Sam.

viii. 11) as the very first of the king's in.

signia. Horses were such natural and

familiar tokens of royal state (not being

employed in agriculture or for travelling),

that the Hebrew kings were warned (Dcut.

xvii. 16) against multiplying them. Out

runners again, such as the Roman emperors

had (called by them cursoresY, and such as we

find at the present day in Egypt, /oof-men

who precede the chariot at full speed, and

by their shrill cries clear the way, are ad

mirably calculated to impress the public

mind. According to Morier, "runners

before the king's horse in Persia are indis

pensable to the royal state." Adonijah

hoped by this display of regal pomp to win

the suffrages of the people.]

Ver. 6.—And his father had not dis

pleased [or pained, afflicted. The LXX.

has amnj\votv] him at any time [Heb.

from his days, i.e., all his days, LXX. ovli-

irort, Vulg. a diebus ejus. Sein Lebtage

(Bahr). Some (Seb. Schmidt, e.g.) would

understand " since the days of his ambition

and display"] In saying, Why hast thou

done so 1 and he also [i.e. , he also, as well as

Absalom, mentioned presently; or, possibly,

he as well as Abishag just mentioned.

Bahr's rendering, " Und dazu war er sebr

schon," Ae. " And moreover he " was, Ac.

will not stand] was a very goodly man [cf.

2 Sam. xiv. 25. This accounted in part

not only for his ambition, but also for his

following]; and his mother [the two last

words are not in the original, which simply

has " and she bare," There is no

need, with Thenius, to read, yp genuit, or

with others, "lyffl. We have a similar

ellipsis in Num. xxvi. 59. The meaning

is quite clear, viz., that Haggith bare

Adonijah to David next after Maachah bore

him Absalom. This fact is mentioned to

show that he was the eldest surviving son ;

and it shows therefore that seniority counted

for something (cf. ch. ii. 25)] bare him

after Absalom.

Vcr. 7.—And he conferred [Heb. "hit

words were " (2 Sam. iii. 17, Heb.)] with Joab

[Joab's share in this conspiracy, despite his

hitherto unwavering fidelity to David, is

easily accounted for. He must have known

that he was under David's displeasure, and

he must have feared, too, that he would be

an object of dislike and distrust to a suc

cessor trained, as Solomon had been, under

David's and Nathan's immediate influence.

He could hardly be unconscious that under

a new reign his position—unless he took

measures to assure it—would be a preca

rious one. He resolved, therefore, to secure

himself by helping Adonijah to his throne.

It is also highly probable that Adonijah's

ambitious character was much more to his

liking than that of the pious and pacific

Solomon. Adonijah's physical qualities,

again, would no doubt commend him to

this rough soldier, who may also have

sympathised with him as the eldest son.

And there may have been other circum

stances (such, e.g., as close personal friend

ship), of which we know nothing] the son

of Zerulah, and with Abiathar [in 2 Sam.

viii. 17, we read that " Ahimelech son of

Abiathar " was priest. Similarly, 1 Cbron.

xxiv. 6. An obvious transposition] the

priest. [" Abiathar's defection is still more

surprising" than Joab's (Rawlinson). It is

certainly remarkable, when we consider the

close ties which subsisted between Abiathar

and David, ties which were cemented by

the blood of eighty-five persons (1 Sam.

xxii. 18), and strengthened by the many

afflictions which they had shared in com

mon (ibid. ver. 23 toch. xxviii. ; 2 Sam. xv.

24—29), that he should have joined in a

plot to defeat David's cherished hopes ami

plans—plans, too, which he must surely

have known, had the sanction of religion

(1 Chron. xxviii. 5), and there must have

been some powerful motive to account for

this. May we not find one in jealousy of

Zadok, who had for some time been asso

ciated with him in the priesthood, who is

generally mentioned first (2 Sam. viii. 17 ;

xv. 29, 35, 36 ; xx. 25), as if he were the

more important and influential, and whose

advancement, after the prophecy of 1 Sam.

ii. 33—36, Abiathar could not contemplate

without suspicion and dread. Is it not

highly probable that among the "words"

Adonijah had with him was a promise to

restore the priesthood to his family exclu

sively, as the reward of his allegiance] : and

they following Adonijah helped him (lit., as

marg., '' helped after Adonijah." It is a

pregnant construction, " they aided having

followed the side of Adonijah " (Gesenius).

Ver. 8—But Zadok the priest [2 Sam.

viii. 17. It is generally said to be difficult to

explain "how Zadok and Abiathar camo
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both to be 'priests at this time." Baw-

linson, who adds that "the best expla

nation is that Abiathar was the real high

priest," officiating in Zion, while Zadok

acted as chief priest at the tabernacle at

Gibeon. (Bahr, by a strange oversight,

assigns to Zadok the care of the ark on

Mount Zion, whereas 1 Chron. rvi. 89,

distinctly connects his ministry with the

tabernacle of witness at Gibeon.) But the

precedence (see on ver. 7) generally assigned

to Zadok is hardly consistent with the idea

that Abiathar was " the real high priest."

The fact is that a duality of high priests,

associated, apparently, on pretty equal

terms, was not unknown in Jewish history.

The cases of Eleazer and Ithamar, Hophni

and Phinehas, Annas and Caiaphas, will

occur to all. 2 Kings xxv. 18, speaks of " the

chief priest " and " the second priest ; "

2 Chron. xxxi. 10, of the " ohief priest of

the house of Zadok.*' And a dual priest

hood would be the more necessary in

David's days, because of the two sanctu

aries, Zion and Gibeon. We find, however,

from 1 Chron. xv. 11, that Zadok was

already priest at the time of the bringing

up of the ark. And the true explanation,

no doubt, is that Zadok had succeeded some

member of his family, in all probability

Jehoiada, called in 1 Chron. xii. 27, " the

leader of Aaron " (Heb.J, who had certainly

been high priest in the time of Saul (1 Chron.

xxvii. 6), and who would hardly be degraded

when, with 3700 followers, he joined David

at Hebron. On his decease, or cession of

office, Zadok, who had joined at the same

time with a large contingent, was associated

with Abiathar in the priest's office. This

dual arrangement, consequently, was the

result of David's having taken over a high

priest from Saul, together with the kingdom,

when he had Abiathar as priest already,]

and Benalah the son of Jehoiada, [«.«.,

Jehoiada the high priest (1 Chron. xxvii. 5).

Bcnaiah was consequently a Levite, and of

the family of Aaron; set, however, by

David, because of his prowess (2 Sam.xxiii.

20, 21 ; 1 Chron. xi. 22) over the body

guard (2 Sam. viii. 18 ; 1 Chron. xviii. 17).

Probably ho was a near relative of Zadok.] ,

and Nathan the prophet [a Jewish tradi

tion makes Nathan the eighth son of JesBe.

He comes before us 2 Sam. vii. 2, 3, 17 ;

xii. 1—12, 25] and Shlmel [by Ewald iden

tified with Shammah (1 Sam. rvi. 9), or

Shimeah, David's brother (2 Sam. xiii. 3 ;

xxi. 21). Others suppose him to be the

Shimei of 1 Kings iv. 18. But see note on

chap. ii. 8. Josephus calls Shimei (not

Bei, as Bahr states) 6 Aaviiov rtfXoc] , and

Ret [this name occurs here only. Ewald

would identify him with Kaddai (1 Chron.

ii. 14), another brother of David, but on

very slender grounds] , and the mighty men

[or heroes. Gesen. ' ' chiefs." Not the 600

men who formed David's band in his wan

derings (1 Sam. xxv. 13 ; xxvii. 2) (Rawlin-

son), but the 30 (or 37) to whom this name

of Gibborim is expressly given, 2 Sam. xxiii.

8 ; 1 Chron. xi. 15, 25 ; xxix. 24. Comp.

2 Kings x. 25, Heb.] which belonged to

David [same expression as in 2 Sam. xxiii.

8] were not with Adonljah.

Ver. 9.—And Adonljah slew [or sacrificed,

LXX. iQvaiaoir. It was a sacrificial feast,

like Absalom's, 2 Sam. xv. 12 (where see

Speaker's note). Beligious festivity, i.e.,

was the apparent object of their assembling :

religion was invoked, not merely to cloke

their designs, but to cement them together]

sheep and oxen and fat cattle by [Heb.

with ; same expression, 2 Sam. xx. 8] the

stone of Zoheleth, [i.e., "the serpent "(Gesen.)

" No satisfactory explanation has been given

of thiB name" (Bawlinson). See Smith's

"Diet. Bible" tub voc., where the various

interpretations are given. The stone, which

served as " a natural altar for the sacrificial

feast," the spring, which afforded "water

for the necessary ablutions," and the situa

tion with respect to the adjoining city

recommended this place as a rendezvous]

which Is by En-Rogel [Josh. xv. 7 ; xviii.

16 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 17. Perhaps " the spring

of the spy." The Chald., Arab., and Syr.

render " the spring, of the fuller "—the

Orientals wash clothes, Ac, by treading

(rogel) them. Josephus says it was without

the city, in theroyal garden (ivBaotkucf wapa-

Seiatp). The authorities are divided between

the " Fountain of the virgin " (Ain um ed-

Deraj), and the " Well of Job " (Bir Eyub.)

See the arguments in Bonar's " Land of

Promise," App. 5; Thomson's "Land and

Book," vol. ii. p. 528 ; and Mr. Grove's Art.

in Smith's "Diet. Bib." Porter ("Hand

book of Palestine ") identifies En-Bogel with

Bir Eyub without remark. There is much

to be said on either side. The pool of

Siloam ("Bib. Museum") has nothing in its

favour] and called all his brethren the

king's sons [including, it would seem, even

the elder sons of David and Bathsheba, who

would bring up the number to fifteen (1

Chron. iii. 5). They too, if living, would

naturally resent the preference of the

youngest brother], and all the men of

Judah, the Icing's servants [" all tho

Judcans who were serving at court, as

being members of his own tribe " (Keil).

The fierce jealousy between Ephraim and

Judah would almost compel the king to

surround himself with soldiers and attend

ants of the latter tribe. Some of the invited

guests, no doubt, like Absalom's two hun
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dred, " went in their simplicity and knew

not anything " (2 Sam. xv. 11).

Ver. 10.—But Nathan the prophet, and

Benaiah, and the mighty men, and Solomon

his brother, he called not. [It is clear

from this verse that Adonijah perfectly

understood that he had in Solomon a rival.

The intentions and promises (ver. 13) of his

father can hardly have been unknown to

him. The name " Jedidiah,'' too, bestowed

upon Solomon by Nathan (2 Sam. xii. 25),

taken in connexion with the prophecy of

Nathan (ibid. vii. 12 ; cf. 1 Chron. xxii. 9,

10), must have proved to him that Solomon

was marked out for David's successor. He

seems to have been well aware also who

were Solomon's supporters. To some of

them he may have made indirect overtures.

The historian having recorded Adonijah's

preparations for a coup d'etat, now relates

the manner in which the plot wan frustrated.

The prophet, who had been the guardian

and preceptor of Solomon's youth, and who

knew the Divine will respecting the succes

sion (1 Chron. xxii. 9, 10), takes prompt and

energetic measures to defeat the conspiracy.

Ver. 11.—Wherefore Nathan spake unto

Bathsheba the mother of Solomon [the per

son after Solomon most directly concerned

and also best fitted to approach the king]

saying, Hast thou not heard that Adonijah

the son of Haggith [possibly there is a touch

of worldly wisdom here, as Rawlinson sug

gests, " Haggith, thy rival." We may be

sure David's harem was not without its fierce

jealousies. But (see ver. 5, and ch. ii. 13)

the patronymic is so common in Heb. that

we cannot safely found an argument upon it.

See on chap. ii. 5] doth reign [Heb. did

reign. LXX. i/SavtXTwrtr, aor. =■ " suc

ceeded." " Schon so gut wie Kdnig geworden

is*." Bahr and Keil] and David our Lord

knoweth it not.

Ver. 12.—Now therefore come, let me

give [Heb. counsel] thee counsel, that thou

mayest save [Heb. and tave, i.e., by acting

upon it] thine own life, and the life of thy

son Solomon. The custom of Eastern

kings—to secure their thrones by a massacre

of their rivals—has received many illustra

tions, notably among the Ottomans, and is

receiving one in Burmah at the present

moment (May, 1879). We have Scripture

instances in Judges ix. 5 ; 1 Kings xv. 29 ;

2 Kings x. 7, 14 ; xi. 1 (of. 1 Sam. xxiv. 21).

To put a royal mother to death, along with

her offspring, though perhaps unusual, was

not unknown. Rawlinson cites the instances

of Cleopatra, widow of Philip of Macedon,

who was murdered with her infant son

Caranus by Olympias ; and Roxana, widow

of Alexander the Great, who, with her son,

was put to death by Cassander. Nathan doef -

not say this will be, but may be, Bathsheba'*

fate.

Ver. 13.—Go and get thee In [Heb. come]

unto king David, and say unto him, Dldst

not thou, my lord, O king, swear unto thine

handmaid [this oath of David's to Bathsheba

(see vers. 17, 80) is not elsewhere recorded,

but it was evidently well known to Nathan,

and probably, therefore, to others sIro]

saying. Assuredly [Heb. that, iJ, recitantis]

Solomon thy son shall reign after me, and

he [emphatic] shall sit upon my throne 1

why therefore doth Adonijah reign ?

Ver. 14.—Behold, while thou yet talkest

there [the original is more graphic, "thou

art yet talking . . . and I "] with the king,

I also will come after thee and confirm

[marg., " fill up," cf. irXqpuau, LXX. Still an

idiom of the East. Roberts (quoted in the

' 'Biblical Museum ") cites many illustrations.

Tbo meaning is, not to add to, amplify, but

to corroborate. See ch. ii. 27 ; viii. 15, 24}

thy words.

Ver. 15.—And Bathsheba went In unto

the king Into the chamu.* [jit., inner cham

ber, BaXauoc, cubiculum penetrate, Buxtorf.

Some word 2 Sam. iv. 7 ; xiii. 10] ana «h«

king was very old [the repetition (see ver. 1)

is not idle or unmeaning. Here the word

refers to feebleness rather than age. It is

mentioned to explain David's confinement

to his chamber] and Abishag the Shunam-

mlte ministered unto the king. [This is

introduced to show the king's helplessness.

It does not prove that " there was a dis

interested witness present" (Rawlinson), for

she may have withdrawn, as Bathsheba did

presently (ver. 23), and Nathan (ver. 32).

It is a graphic touch, painted probably from

the life, and by the hand of Nathan, from

whom this narrative is derived.

Ver. 16.—And Bathsheba bowed, and did

obeisance [cf. 2 Sam. xiv. 4. But we are

hardly justified in seeing here " more than

the ordmary Eastern salutation " (Rawlin

son). The Jewish court seems to have been

very ceremonious and stately (1 Sam. xxiv.

8 ; 2 Sam. xix. 24). The king was the repre

sentative of Heaven] . And the king said.

What wouldest thou [marg., What to thee ?

Not necessarily, What thy supplication ? (as

Rawlinson). It rather means generally,

" What thy business ? " Quid tibi, not quid

petis.

Ver. 17.—And she said unto him, My

Lord, thou swarest by the Lord thy God unto

thine handmaid, saying, Assuredly Solomon

thy son shall reign after me, and he shall

sit upon my throne.

Ver. 18. — And now, behold, Adonijah
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relgneth ; and now my Lord the king, thou

knoweat it not.

Ver. 19.—And he hath slain oxen and

fat cattle and sheep In abundance, and

hath called all the sons of the king, and

Abiathar the priest, and Joab the captain

of the host ; but Solomon thy servant hath

he not called. [Said, not to " show that

Solomon had reason to fear the worst if

Adonijah should succeed" (Keil), but to

prove that there was a plot. It showed the

cloven foot.]

Ver. 20.—And thou [instead of nn$l, the

Chald., Syr., and Vulg., with manyMSS. read

nniJl "and now;" but this looks like an
T-:

emendation, and " proclivi lectioni prcc-

stat ardua." Similarly, the second " now"

in ver. 18 appears as " thou " in 200 MSS.

These variations are of very little conse

quence, but the received text, in both cases,

is somewhat the more spirited] my lord, 0

king [the repetition (see vers. 18, 21, 24,

27) illustrates the profound deference and

court paid to the Hebrew monarch (<><ms on

ver. 16), especially when we rem<=uiber that

these are the words of a wif»] » the eyes of all

Israel are upon thee (»*• ch. ii. 15) that thou

shouldest tell tiiem who shall sit on the

throne »' my lord the king after him.

fiws shows that there was no "right

of primogeniture." The kings of the East

have always designated their successor

amongst their sons. " Alyattes desig

nated Crcesus ; Cyrus designated Cam-

byses, and Darius designated Xerxes "

(Rawlinson). " The Shah of Persia, at the

beginning of this century, had sixty sons,

all brought up by their mothers, with the

hope of succeeding" (Morier, quoted by

Stanley). And the kings of Israel claimed

and exercised a similar right (2 Chron. xi. 22 ;

xxi. 3).

Ver. 21.—Otherwise [there is no corre

sponding word in the Heb.] it shall come to

pass, when my lord the king shall sleep

[strictly, " lie down : " see on ch. ii. 10] with

his fathers [this phrase, so common in the

books of Kings and Chronicles, only occurs

" onoe in the Pentateuch (Deut. xxxi. 16)

and once in the historical books before

Kings " (Rawlinson). It was evidently the

product of an age when the nation was set

tled, and men had their family sepulchres]

that I and my son Solomon shall be counted

[Heb. 6c] offenders [Heb. as marg., sinners.

The primary meaning of SBH is " to miss the

mark." Like aftapravetv, it came to be used

of all err-ing and transgression. Bathsheba

and Solomon would be obnoxious to Adoni

jah, as representing a rival cause ; possibly

also as guilty of high treason (Clericus,

BShr, al.)

Ver. 22.—And lo, while she yet talked

with the king, Nathan the prophet also

came in. [Heb. came, i.e., to the palace.

" Came in" almost implies that he entered

the room, which he did not till summoned

(ver. 23). Observe, Nathan's words convey

no suggestio falsi. He does not deny a pre

vious interview with Bathsheba, nor does he

confess it. If there is an appearance of arti

fice, there was no intention to deceive. And

the artifice, such as it was, was not only

harmless, but for the public good.

Ver. 22.—And they told the king, say

ing, Behold Nathan the prophet [we are

scarcely justified in seeing in this " solemn

announcement of his approach " an " indi

cation of the consideration in which he was

held " (Stanley). It is difficult to see how

otherwise he could be announced. It is

clear that he was constantly spoken of as

"the prophet" (vers. 10, 22, 34, 38, <fco.

Cf . 2 Sam. vii. 2 ; xli. 26] . And when he

was com* in before [Heb. and he came before

—three words instead of six] the king, he

bowed himself before the king with his

face to the ground [see on vers. 16, 20 ;

and cf. ver. 31, where we have a Bimilar

expression. " In the Assyrian sculptures,

ambassadors ore represented with their faces

actually touching the earth before the feet

of the monarch" (Rawlinson). This pro

found reverence on the part of Nathan is

the more remarkable, when we remember

how he hod once denounced David to his

face (2 Sam. xii. 7)] .

Ver. 24.—And Nathan said. My Lord, O

king, hast thou said [the Heb. has no

question, but a strong affirmation : " Own

hast said," i.e., "thou must have said (Du

hast wohl gesagt." BShr). Nathan puts it

thus forcibly, in order to draw from the king

a disclaimer], Adonijah shall reign after

me, and he shall sit upon my throne?

[Same words as in vers. 13, 17, and possibly

designedly so. The coincidence conveys the

meaning, " Thou hast sworn Solomon shall

reign, " &c. " Thou hast said, Adonijah shall

reign," &c]

Ver. 25.—For [proof that the king must

have decreed that Adonijah should succeed

him. There appears to be an undertone of

reproof in these words. Nathan assumes

that Adonijah cannot have done all this

without David's knowledge and sanction,

because " his father had not displeased

him at any time " (ver. 6). This uprising

was the result of David's over-indulgence

and want of firmness] he is gone down this

day, and hath slain [see on ver. 9] oxen and

fat cattle and sheep In abundance, and

hath called all the king's sons, and the

captains of the host [Joab was the cap

tain (ver. 19). The plural shows that other
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high officers had followed his lead. "Under

the captains of the host (ver. 25), the ser

vants of the king (ver. 10) are mcluded "

(Bahr). Bahr's accidental miscitation (yer.

10 for ver. 9) has apparently led his American

translator (p. 24) to the serious mistake of

identifying these " captains of the host "with

"the mighty men" (Gibborim) of ver. 10,

who, it is distinctly said, ' ' were not with

Adonijah] and Abiathar the priest, and

behold, they eat and drink before him [con-

rivia apta eonjurationibm. Grotius] and say,

God save king Adonijah. [Heb. "let the

king (not "king," asmarg.) Adonijah live,"

or better, "live the king," iS:c. (comp.

the vivat rex, and the vives and vivas of

later days.) This was the customary ac

clamation wherewith the Jews greeted their

kings (cf. ver. 39 ; 1 Sam. x. 24 ; 2 Sam.

xvi. 16 : 2 Kings xi. 12 ; 2 Chrou. xxiii.

Ver. 26.—But me, even me [Heb. 7] thy

servant [to Nathan this omission was most

significant. He seems to say that he had

not been called because he had been con

cerned in the appointment of a successor

2 Sam. vii. 13] and Zadok the priest, and

Benaiah the son of Jeholada, and thy ser

vant Solomon [Bahr thinks that " we have

in the order of these names a climax, in

which Solomon, as the highest personage, is

named last "] hath he not called.

Ver. 27.—Is this thing done [DX=an, or

perhaps, num, " Is it then the casethat," Ac. ]

by [lit., from with] my lord the king [i.e.,

with his privity and by his appointment] ,

and thou hast not shewed it unto thy servant

[Heb. " made thy servant know." Nathan

submits that he has a strong claim (2 Sam.

xii. 25) to be informed, should there be any

change in the king's plans] , who should sit

upon the throne of my lord the king after

htm ? [Same expression as in ver. 20. The

repetition was well calculated to impress

upon the king the importance of nominating

a successor at once.

Ver. 28.—Then king David [see on ver. 1]

answered and said, Call me Bathsheba [she

evidently left the chamber when Nathan

entered it. " This was done, not to avoid

the appearance of a mutual arrangement

(Cler., Then, al.), bnt for reasons of pro

priety, inasmuch as in audiences granted

by the king to his wife or one of his coun

sellors, no third person ought to be present

unless the king required his assistance."

Keil.] And she came into the king's presence,

and stood before the king. [Here, as in

numberless other instances, our translators

have disregarded literalness in favour of

euphony. The Hebrew has here an exact

repetition, " came before the king, and

stood before the king." The Authorized

Version rendering was adopted as the more

spirited and rhythmical.

Ver. 29. —And the king sware [see on

ver. 51] and said, As the Lord llveth [or

"by the life of Jehovah." Cf. "by the

life of Pharaoh " (Gen. xlii. 15). This was the

common form of oath. See, e.g., ch. ii. 24 ;

Judges viii. 19 ; Ruth ih. 13 ; 1 Sam. xiv.

39 ; xix. 6 ; xx. 21 ; xxix. 6 ; and especially

Jer. iv. 2 ; v. 2 ; Hos. iv. 15. It is cha

racteristic of David to introduce into the

formula some such clause as the following] ,

that hath redeemed my soul [i.e., life] out

of all distress. Same expression as in

2 Sam. iv. 9. Similar expressions are found

inPso.xxv. 22, andxxxiv.22. The repeated

deliverance out of straits and danger—" out

of the hand of all his enemies, and out of

the hand of Saul"—was one of the most

remarkable features of David's life, and it

is no wonder that he repeatedly commemo

rates it, converting every adjuration into

an act of thanksgiving. Similarly, Jacob

(Gen. xlviii. 16.)

Ver. 30.—Even as I sware unto thee by

the Lord God of Israel, saying, Assuredly
[Heb. i3 that, often prefixed to the oratio

directa ; not lending anyemphasis ( = immo),

as Keil says the first and third '3 of this

verse do, but in English simply redundant.

See on vers. 13, 17] Solomon thy son shall

reign after me, and he shall sit upon my

throne [same words as in vers. 13, 17, 24.

These close repetitions are the habit of the

East] In my stead, even so [Heb. that so]

will I (certainly [not in Heb.] do this day.

Ver. 31.—Then Bathsheba bowed with

her face to the earth, and did reverence

to the king [see on vers. 16, 23], and

said, Let my lord king David live for

ever. [This hyperbolical expression is here

only used of a Hebrew monarch. It was

constantly addressed to the Babylonian and

Persian kings. See Dan. ii. 4 ; ili. 9 ; v. 10 ;

vi. 21 ; Nehem. ii. 3.

Ver. 32.—And king David said [this

prompt and vigorous action shows that

David's force of character and mental power

were unimpaired] , Call me Zadok the priest,

and Nathan the prophet, and Benaiah the

son of Jeholada. [" the order of the names

marks the position of the persons v,itu

respect to the matter in hand." Rawlinson] .

And they came before the king.

Ver. 33.—The king also said [Rub.

"And the king said," which is everyway

preferable. The " also " is somewhat con

fusing] , Take with you the servants [i.e.,

the Cherethites and Pelethites, ver. 38] of

your lord, [Heb. lords ; probably a pluralis

majestatis (cf Gen. xxxix. 2 ; xlii. 30 ;

2 Kings ii. 3, 5, 16), suggested to David by

the tutu loqucndi of the court. This ex
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pression seems at first a strange periphrasis

for " my servants." But David naturally

adopts the language those around him

were always using. See ver. 43 ; also 2 Sam.

xi. 11, and xx. 6. Note : The latter passage,

which refers to the king, has the plur. ; the

former, referring to Joab, the sing.] and

cause Solomon my son to ride upon mine

own mule, [lit., " the she-mule " (the most

prized in the East. Cf. Judges v. 10, Heb.)

"which is mine.'' This wasnot merely amark

of honour (of. Gen. xli. 48 ; Esth. vi. 8, 9),

but a public and very significant indication

of David's will respecting his successor.

The populace would perceive at once who

was destined to sit in David's seat. " The

Rabbins tell us that it was death to ride on

the king's mule without his permission "

(Rawlinson). fn1S, the fem, form is only

found here and in vers. 38, 44. The mule

would deem to have been a recent importa

tion into Palestine—we never read of them

before the time of David—and the Israelites

were forbidden to breed them (Levit. xix.

19). Their use, consequently, was naturally

restricted to royal or distinguished person

ages (2 Sam. xiii. 29). Wordsworth sees in

the word a proof that David had not dis

obeyed Godby multiplying horses to himself] ,

and bring him down to Glhon. [Not

Gibeon, which Thenius most arbitrarily

would substitute for the received text.

Where was Gihon? The popular belief

(accepted by Bahr and Keil, as well as by

some geographers) is that it was in the

valley of the Son of Hinnom, a part of

which still bears the name of Gihon, i.e., to

the west of Jerusalem, and not far from the

Jaffa gate. By many indeed the present

Birket-es-Sultan is identified with the

Lower Pool of Gihon. But others (Fergu

son, Rawlinson, Ac.) see in it the ancient

name of the Tyropreop. Scripture does

not speak of it as a spring, though the

' ' source of the waters of Gihon " is men

tioned 2 Chron. xxxii. 30, Heb. The text

shows that it was below the city (" bring

him down upon Gihon," ver. 83. Cf. also

ver. 40). 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14, speaks of

" Gihon in the valley," where it is very

noticeable that the word used is Naehal

(i.e. Wady, watercourse). But this " is the

word always employed for the valley of the

Kedron, east of Jerusalem, the so-called

valley of Jehoshaphat ; ge (ravine or glen)

being as constantly employed for the valley

of Hinnom, south and west of the town "

(Grove, " Diet. Bible," art. Gihon). It is also

to be noticed that the text last cited men

tions Gihon in connection with Ophel, which

lies south-east of Jerusalem. The Chald.,

Arab., and Syr. are probably right, there

fore, in identifying Gihon here with Siloam

(which lies at the foot of Ophel), in favour

of which it may further be said that it

would be admirably suited for David's pur

pose—of a counter demonstration—and

that whether En-Rogel is to be found at the

Well of the Virgin or the Well of Job.

Siloam is at no great distance from either,

and quite within earshot, whereas tLe

traditional Gihon is altogether out of the

way. It must be borne in mind that this

procession to and from Gihon was ordained,

not because there was any special reason

for anointing Solomon there—for it was not

a holy place—but purely as a demonstration

to the populace, and to checkmate the con

spirators. It was probably a public place,

and would accommodate a large concourse

(Poole).

Ver. 34.—And let Zadok the priest and

Nathan the prophet [Bahr sees in the fact

that Nathan was associated with Zadok in

the anointing, " the high significance

David attributed to the prophetio office in

Israel. " But the prophets constantly per

formed this ceremony. Samuel anomted

both Saul and David ; Elisha anointed Jehu

(2 Kings ix. 1), and was commissioned to

anoint Hazael (1 Kings xix. 15, 16) ] anoint

him [the king, being a sacred personage,

was set apart to the office, like the priest

and prophet, by anointing. Saul was

probably anointed twice (1 Sam. x. 1 ; xi.

15. Cf. xii. 3). David was anointed

thrice (1 Sam. xvi. 13 ; 2 Sam. ii. 4 ; v. 3.

Solomonwas anointed twice (ver. 39; 1 Chron.

xxix. 22). The Rabbins have always held

that subsequent kings were not anointed,

where the succession was regular. But

this opinion must be taken quantum valet.

It is true that we only read of the anointing

of Jehu (2 Kings ix. 6), Joash (ibid. xi. 12),

and Jehoahaz (ibid, xxiii. 30), and that in

these three cases the accession was irregular.

But it is obvious that other kings may have

been anointed as well, though the fact is

not recorded. There would be no reason

for recording it in ordinary cases It seems

hardly likely, too, that any king would

readily dispense with an ordinance which

would so much strengthen his title] there

king over Israel: and blow ye with the

trumpet [the sound of the trumpet would

almost seem to have been a necessary ac

companiment of coronations, or the procla

mation of a new king. See 2 Sam. xv. 10 ;

2 Kings ix. 13; xi. 141 , and say, God save

king Solomon. [See on ver. 25.]

Ver. 35.—Then ye shall come up (after

him [not in the LXX. Cod. Vat.] that he

may [Heb. and he shall] come and sit upon

my throne [in every possible way his acces

sion was to be proclaimed and confirmed] ,

for he shall be king In my stead [David i.e.,
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virtually abdicates in Solomon's favour. Cf.

vers. 46, 51, 53 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 23, 26] , and

I have appointed him [he and him are em

phasised in the original] to be ruler over

Israel and over Jndah. It is possible, as

Biibr thinks, that Israel and Judah were

severally mentioned because David had

once been king over Judah only, and be

cause Israel had gone over to the side of

Absalom. It is more probable, however,

that " Israel and Jndah" was even then the

current designation of the two component

parts of the realm (see 2 Sam. ii. 9, 10 ; xix.

11, 41, Ac). Besides, we can hardly sup

pose that the historian has in every case,

though he probably has in this, preserved

the exact words of the speaker; and it need

cause us no surprise had he put into David's

mouth the phraseology of a later age. In

the nature of things he can only give us the

tubstance of conversations such as these.

Ver.36.—And Benaiahthe son of Joholada

[probably he spoke, not because the execu

tion of the order depended upon him

(Bahr); for both Zadok and Nathan had a

much more important part to perform, bnt

as a blunt soldier who was accustomed to

speak his mind] answered the king and

said, Amen: the Lord God [lit., "Jehovah,

he God," &c.] of my lord the king say so

too.

Ver. 37.—As the Lord hath been with my

lord the king [cf. 1 Sam. xx. 13. " This

phrase expresses a very high degree of the

Divine favour" (Rawlinson). See Gen. xxvi.

3,4; xxviii. 15; xxxix.2, 21; Exod.iii. 12;

Josh. i. 5; 1 Chron xxii. 11, Ac.], even so

be he with Solomon, and make his throne

Greater than the throne of my lord

king David. [This was said from a full

and honest heart, not to natter David's

vanity (Thenius). It is thoroughly charac

teristic of the man so far as we know him.

And the prayer was fulfilled (ch. iii. 11,12).]

Ver. 38. —So Zadok the priest, and Nathan

the prophet, and Benaiah the son of Je-

hoiada, and the Cherethites, and the Pele-

thltes [these were the royal body-guard

—Xw/mro^i'Xarec Josephns calls them—who

were commended by Benaiah (2 Sam. viii.

18 ; xv. 18 ; xx. 21 ; xxiii. 23). But while

their functions are pretty well understood,

great difference of opinion exists as to the

origin or meaning of the words. By some

they are supposed to be Gentile names. A

tribe of Cherethites is mentioned 1 Sam.

xxx. 14. (Cf. Ezek. xxv. 16 ; Zeph. ii. 5),

and in close connexion with the Philistines

(ver. 16). Hence Cherethite has been

thought to be another name for Philistine ;

and as the I. XX. and Syr. render the word

" Cretans," it has been conjectured that the

Philisttiues had their origin from Crete.

They did come from Caphtor, and that is

probably Crete (see Gen. x. 14 ; Jcr. xlvii.

4; Amos ix. 7; Dent, ii. 23).

again, is not nnlike 'J)t£^i$- In favour of

this view is the fact that David certainly

had a body-guard of foreign mercenaries (2

Sam. xv. 18, where the " Gittites " are

connected with the Cherethites). Nor does

it make against it that "two designations"

would thus " be employed side by side for

one and the same people "—as if we should

speak of Britons and Englishmen (Bahr).

For the names look like a paronomasia—of

which the Jews were very fond—and a trick

of this kind would at once account for

the tautology. [Since writing this, I find

the same idea has already occurred to

Ewald.] But the other view, adopted by

Gesenius, is that the names are names

of office and function. Cherethite he would

derive from cut, slay; and by Chere

thites he would understand "executioners,"

which the royal body-guard were in ancient

despotisms (Gen. xxxix. 1, Heb. ; Dan. ii.

14, Ac. See on ch. ii. 25). In the Pele-

thites (n^S, swiftness) he would see the

public couriers (ayyapoi) of Eastern mon

archies (see Herod, viii. 98 and 2 Chron.

xxx. 6). We see the guard discharging the

function first named in 2 Kings x. 25 ; xi.

4, 8; and the latter in 1 Kmgs xiv. 27

(marg.)] went down [i.e., from the palace on

Mount Zion] and caused Solomon to rido

upon King David's mule, and brought him

to [bV: of. ii. 26]Gihon[Chald., Syr., Arab.,

Shilohd] .

Ver. 39.—And Zadok the priest took an

horn of oil [Heb. the oil. The "holy anoint

ing oil," Exod. xxx. 25, 31, compounded as

directed in vers. 23-25, was evidently part

of the furniture of the tabernacle (Exod.

xxxi. 11 ; xxxix. 38). Eleazer was charged

with its preservation (Num. iv. 16), and the

Rabbins say it lasted till the captivity] out

of the tabernacle [the tabernacle on Mount

Zion, containing the ark (2 Sam. vi. 17 ; 1

Chron. xv. 1) must be meant here. There

was not time to have gone to the tabernacle

at Gihon (Stanley), which was three hours

distance from Jerusalem (Keil). Though

Abiathar had charge of this sanctuary, yet

Zadok would readily gain access to it, es

pecially in the king's name] and anointed

Solomon. And they blew the trumpet [cf.

2 Sam. xv. 10 ; 2 Kings ix. 13 ; xi. 14] ; and

all the people said, God save king Solomon.

[Notice the exact fulfilment of the threefold

charge of ver. 34 and its result. Solomon

was confirmed in his office by the suffrages

of the people.]

Ver. 40.—And all the people came up after
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him [same expression as ver. 35. The pro

cession, the sound of the trumpets, 4c. , had

collected a large crowd, which followed

Solomon on his return], and the people

piped [Heb. were piping] with pipes [pipes

or flutes were used on occasions of rejoicing

(Isa. v. 12 ; xxx. 29. Cf. 1 Sam. x. 5), and

also of mourning (Jer. xlviii. 36 ; Matt. ix.

23). It is true that a very slight change

(D^T)3 B'^'nt? instead of D^TO)

will give the meaning, " dancing with

dances," which Ewald prefers, on the

ground that " all the people" could not

have produced their pipes at a moment's

notice. But the objection loses its force

when it is observed (Rawlinson) that the

text implies that only some of the people

piped. "All the people came up . . .and

the people," &o. Besides, even if it were

not so, some allowance is surely to be made

for Eastern hyperbole. And the received

text is to be preferred on other grounds.

The LXX. , however, has ixopivov iv xooo't] ,

and rejoiced with great Joy [Heb. " were

rejoicing a great joy "] , and the earth rent

[this is certainly a strangly hyperbolical

expression. For strictly means to

cleave asunder, tear open (see, e.g., Num.

xvi. 31 ; Amos i. 13 ; 2 Chron. xxv. 12).

And Thenius suggests a slight emendation

of the text, viz., ySFIFIl (i.e., "resounded")

for yi53Fll which would obviate this diffi

culty. He points out that while the LXX.

Cod. Vat. has ipi'myt], some versions have

Vx13fvi the Vulg. insonuit. But per

haps it is safer to keep to the lectio ardua]

with the sound of them [Heb. " with their

voices "] .

Ver. 41.—And Adonijah and all the

guests that were with him heard it [it is

probable they " were listening with some

anxiety to hear if anything would occur."

Rawlinson] as they had made an end [Heb.

" and they had finished " ] ofeating,Andwhen

Joab heard the sound of the trumpet [the

original almost implies that Joab's practised

ear was the first to catch the note of the

trumpet. He seems to have been the first

to suspect its significance] , he said. Where

fore Is this noise of the city being In an

uproar? [More exactly, "in commotion."

riD1n, an onomatopoetio word, like our

English "hum." We speak of the " hum

of the city," " the buzz of business," Ac.]

Ver. 42.—And while he yet spake, be

hold, Jonathan the son of Abiathar the

priest [Cf. 2 Sam. xv. 36 ; xvii. 17. His

experience had marked him out for the post

of watchman] came [That he had not

arrived before shows how prompt, and even

hurried, had been the measures taken by

Solomon's party] and Adonijah said unto

him [Heb. and LXX. omit "unto him"] Comb

in [Heb. come. See on ver. 22. "Come

in " suggests the idea of a house or tent,

whereas the feast was a t fresco] ; for thou

art a valiant man [it is Adonijah (not

Joab, as Biihr—of course by an oversight—

says) who speaks thus. Perhaps " able,"

" honest," or " worthy man " (cf. ver. 52 ;

same word in Heb. ; also Prov. xii. 4) would

be nearer the mark. " Valiant " is clearly

out of place] and bringest good tidings. [A

similar expression 2 Sam. xviii. 27. It was

evidently a familiar saying. The idea, "a

good man will bring good news " corresponds

with that of the proverb of 1 Sam. xxiv. 13.

Adonijah's misgivings reveal themselves in

these words. He fears the worst, but strives

to put on a cheerful face and to encourage

his guests.]

Ver. 43.—And Jonathan answered and

said to Adonijah, Verily [Rather, "nay

but," "on the contrary " (mimo vera). See

Gen. xvii. 19, Heb., "Nay, but Sarah thy

wife," Ac., and Gesen., Thesaurus, sub voce

This particle has not " always an ob-

jectingforoe" (Rawlinson)—see Gen. xlii.21,

and especially 2 Sam. xiv. 5 ; 2 Kings iv. 14

—but only in the later Hebrew, e.g., 2

Chron. xix. 8; xxxiii. 17] our Lord king

David hath made Solomon king.

Ver. 44.—And the king hath sent with

Zadok the priest, and Nathan the prophet,

and Benaiah the son of Jeholada, and the

Cherethites, and the Felethites [see on ver.

38] , and they have caused him to ride upon

the king's mule.

Ver. 45.—And Zadok the priest and

Nathan the prophet have anointed him

king in Gihon : and they are come up from

thence rejoicing, so that the city [iVlf)

same word as in ver. 41. Elsewhere almost

exclusively found in poetry] rang again

[rather, "is in commotion." Same expres

sion in ver. 41 and Ruth i. 19, where it is

translated, " the city was moved "] . This

is the noise [Heb. voice] that ye have heard.

Ver. 46.—And also [the same two words

are found at the beginning of vers. 47, 48.

They accord well with the breathless and

excited state of the speaker, and suggest

how each successive detail told on the

hearers] Solomon sitteth [rather, " sate, took

his seat," UaBun (LXX.) aorist. See ver. 35]

on the throne of the kingdom [rather, "the

royal throne." So Gesen. All David's

directions were now fulfilled] .

Ver. 47.—And moreover [D5) as before]

the king's servants [see on ver. 33] came

to bless our lord king David [Jonathan

here refers in all probability to the words

of Benaiah, vers. 36, 37. He does not kuow
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the exact particulars, and ascribes to the

" servants " the words of their commander.

Of course it is possible that " the body

guard took up the words of Jehoiada

(Benaiah ?) their captain and repeated them

with some slight alteration." Rawlinson]

saying, God [so the Keri. The Cethib has

" thy God "] make the name of Solomon

better than thy name and make Ills

throne greater than thy throne [This

prayer was fulfilled (chap. iii. 12 ; iv. 21-24] .

And the king bowed himself [in worship.

Cf. Gen. xlvii. 31] upon the bed.

Ver. 48.—And also thus saith the king,

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, which

hath given one to sit on my throne this

day, mine eyes even seeing it. [These

last words are added because it is quite au

exceptional thing for a king to see his suc

cessor on the throne.]

Ver. 49.—And all the guests [Heb. called,

LXX. KXijroi] that were with [Hcb. to]

Adonijah were afraid [Heb. trembled] and

rose up [LXX. omits] and went every man

his way. [This fear and flight betray a

consciousness of guilt. They cannot have

believed in the right of primogeniture.]

Ver. 50.—And Adonijah feared because

of Solomon and he arose and went and

caught hold of the horns of the altar. [Cf.

chap. ii. 28. Probably the altar of Mount

Zion, chap. iii. 15 ; 2 Sam. vi. 17. Though

it is impossible to say positively whether

this er the altar at Gibson (chap. iii. 4) or

that recently erected on the threshing floor

of Araunah (2 Sam. xxiv. 25) is meant. For

the " horns,'' seeExod. xxvii. 2; xxxviii. 2 j

and compare xxx. 2. They were of shittim

(i.e., acacia) wood overlaid with brass, and

served a double purpose. Victims were

bound to them (Psa. cxviii. 27), and blood

was put upon them, Exod. xxix. 12. As to

the altar as a place of sanctuary, see on

chap. ii. 28. Evidently a right of sanctuary

existed amongst both Jews and Gentiles at

the time of the Exodus, and probably from

time immemorial. It is referred to in Exod.

xxi. 14, but it was much circumscribed by

the appointment of the cities of refuge

(Num. xxxv. 10 sqq.) By "laying hold of

the horns the offender thereby placed him

self under the protection of the saving and

helping grace of God " (Biihr, " Symbolik,"

i. 474)

Ver. 51.—And it was told Solomon, say

ing. Behold Adonijah fearsth King Solomon,

for lo, he hath caught hold on the horns of

the altar, saying, let king Solomon [this

repetition of the title is striking. Both

courtiers and criminals hasten to give the

I young king his new honours. In Adonijah's

mouth it is also a virtual abdication of his

claim to the throne and a direct acknow

ledgment of the new monarch. But see

on vers. 1 and 35.] swear unto me to-day

[Cf. 2 Sam. xix. 23. This is one of many

passages which show how lightly the Jews

esteemed promises in comparison with

oaths. The sentiment possibly took its

rise in the oaths sworn by the Divine Being

(Gen. xxii. 16; xxiv. 7; Exod. xvii. 16, Ac.),

though it is possible, on the other hand, that

these asseverations were made in deference

to the popular sentiment. Be that as it

may, the oath held a much more conspicu

ous and important place in the Jewish than

the Christian economy. See Gen. xxi. 23 ;

xxxi. 23 ; Num. xiv. 2 ; xxx. 2 ; Judges xv.

I 12 ; xxi. 1 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 28 ; Jer. v. 2, and,

to omit other passages, 1 Kings i. 13 ; ii. 8,

23, 42. Even our Lord, who rebuked the

habit (Matt. v. 34—37; xxiii. 16—22) re

spected the adjuration of Caiaphas, and

St. Paul frequently appeals to God (Acts

xxvi. 29 ; 2 Cor. i. 23 ; xi. 31 ; Phil. i. 8.)

The Christian religion, as it has gradually

begotten a reverence for truth, has made

the simple word into a bond] that he will

not slay his servant [Cf. " I will be King,"

ver. 5.] with the sword [the usual form of

capital punishment, ch. ii. 8, 25, 31, 46.

Adonijah indirectly confesses that he had

merited death] .

Ver. 51.—And Solomon said [i.e., he re

fused to swear] , If he will shew himself a

worthy man frlTIS, cf. ^Pr!J*X,ver.42],

there shall not an hair of him fall to the

earth [i.e., not a single hair shall be injured.

Same expression 1 Sam. xiv. 45 ; 2 Sam.

xiv. 11 ; Acts xxvii. 34. It was evidently a

familiar saying] but if wickedness shall be

found in him, [i.e., if he shall commit any

fresh crime] he shall die [Heb. np|, "then

he shall die," emphatic.]

Ver. 53.—So King Solomon sent and they

brought him down [The altar was elevated :

probably a slope, not steps (Exod. xx. 26)

led to it] from [Heb. from upon. He was

still clinging to it] the altar. And he came

and bowed himself to king Solomon [i.e.,

made obeisance to him us king. Cf. vers.

16, 23, 31] and Solomon said unto him,

Go to thine house. This was not a sen

tence of banishment from court, but merely

a dismissal to a private life, involving a tacit

admonition to live quietly and be thankful

that his life was spared him. " Vade in

domum tuam, ibi quiesce et rei tuat age, nec

te publicis regni mei negotiis immitceai"

(Corn, a Lapide).
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HOMILETICS.

Ver. 1.—The chamber of siclenesi. This opening chapter of 1 Kings, intro

duces us into the privacy of a sick room. Stretched upon a couch, covered

With many folds of rich Eastern drapery, we see a feeble, decrepit, attenuated man.

At his side stands a fair young girl, assiduously ministering to his wants. From

time to time the door opens, and prophet, priest, and warrior enter to receive his

instructions ; for happily the mind is not a wreck like the body. Its vigour is

hardly abated, though the bodily strength is well-nigh exhausted. He has but

reached the appointed threescore years and ten, and yet—such have been the hard

ships of his life—the vital force is spent. They cover him with clothes, but he

gets no heat. The flame of life is slowly but surely expiring. But we see at once

that this is no ordinary room ; that this is no common patient. The gorgeous

apparel, the purple and fine linen, the " attendance of ministers, the standing of

servants," proclaim it a king's court. And the insignia, the pomp, the profound

homage proclaim that this sick man is a king. Yes, it is David, second king of

Israel, but second to none in goodness and true greatness, who lies here. His

chequered life, so full of romance, of chivalry, of piety, is drawing near its close.

But the hour of death is preceded by a period of feebleness and decay. For sick

ness is no respecter of persons. It, too, like death, " thunders at the palace gates

of kings and the dwellings of the poor." There is no release in that war,

The sickness of David, then, may fittingly suggest some thoughts as to sickness in

general. What, let us ask, is its purpose, what its uses ? Why is it that, as a rule,

a period of gradual decay precedes death ? For it is worthy of remark that man

alone, of all the animals, dies of disease. Among all the myriad forms of life, that

is, he alone dies gradually. The lower animals, as a rule, prey upon each other.

Beasts, birds, fishes, insects, all die a violent death. No sooner is one of them

attacked by sickness, or enfeebled by old age, than it is dispatched and devoured

by its fellows. It ie thus the balance of the species is preserved. But in the case

of men, sudden death is the exception. For them there remains, as a rule, a dis

cipline of pain prior to dissolution. It is well to ask why this is. The general

answer is, of course, obvious. It is because of that other life, that future reckoning

which awaits men after death. Let ns consider, however, in what ways sickness

and pain are a preparation for the life and the judgment to come.

I. Sickness is God's notice to quit. We should think it hard to be ejected

from our home and turned into the street without due notice. We want a little

time to make preparations. Especially is this the case when we are leaving our

abundant and repeated notice in the various accidents and occurrences of life. Too

often, however, both the lessons of Providence and the warnings of the preacher

are unheeded. So the Lover of souls will give men a final warning, and one that

they cannot mistake, cannot well disregard. They shall feel it in their own persons.

Sickness shall bid them set their house in order and prepare to meet their God. A

German fable tells us that once upon a time Death promised a young man that he

would not summon him until he had first sent several messengers to apprize him

of his coming. So the youth took his fill of pleasure, and wasted health and

strength in riotous living. Presently, a fever laid him low. But as no messenger

had appeared, he had no apprehensions ; and when he recovered, he returned

fortnwith to his former sins. He then fell a prey to other maladies, but, remem

bering his covenant with Death, made light of them. " I am not going to die," he

cried ; " the first messenger has not yet come." But one day some one tapped him

on the shoulder. He turned, and saw Death standing at his elbow. " Follow me."

Sceptre and crown must tumble down,

And in the dust be equal made

With the poor common scythe and spade."

 

world. Now God has given us
_ i j r l-T- m .. .
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said the King of Terrors ; " the hour of thy departure is come.'' " How is this ? "

exclaimed the youth ; " thou art false to thy word I Thou didst promise to send

me messengers, and I have seen none." " Silence I " sternly answered the

Destroyer. " I have sent thee messenger after messenger. What was the fever ?

What was the apoplexy ? What was each sickness that befel thee ? Each was

my herald ; each was my messenger." Yes, the first use of sickness is to remind

men of death. And how much they need that reminder we may learn from the

case of David. He had long been familiar with death. He was no stranger to

" th' imminent deadly breach," had known many " hairbreadth 'scapes," and often

there had been " but a step between his soul and death." Nay, he had once seen

the Destroyer himself, seen him standing with his drawn sword ready to smite.

And yet the man who had faced death, who had long carried his life in his hand,

receives a final warning ere its close. That sickness, perhaps, first brought home

to him his mortality, first cried to him, " Thus saith the Lord God, Remove the

diadem and take off the crown " (Ezek. xxi. 26). But

II. Sickness is God's way of weaning men from the world. It is natural

to cling to life ; but it is necessary we should be made willing to leave it. The

wrench is felt the less when some of the ties which bind us to earth have been

snndered : when life loses its attractions. It is the office of pain and sickness to

make life valueless, to make men anxious to depart. How often it happens that

men who at the beginning of illness will not hear of death are presently found

praying for their release. Such are the "uses of adversity." An old writer

compares affliction to the bitter unguent which nursing mothers who would wean

their offspring sometimes put upon their breast. A few weeks on the couch of pain,

and we soon cry out that life is not worth the living.

III. Sickness is God's discipline for paradise. True it is that all "earthly

care is a heavenly discipline." All the ills that flesh is heir to are designed to be

the instruments of our perfection. Like the Captain of our salvation, we are " made

perfect through sufferings." For us, as for Him, " the cross is the ladder to

heaven." Those are two suggestive words, which only differ by one letter—vatHifiara,

fiaBi'iiiara, " afflictions, instructions." But while all affliction is a school, the last

illness should be the finishing school. At the last assay the furnace must be

heated more than it has been wont to be. " I have learnt more," said Mr. Cecil,

" within these curtains in six weeks than I have learnt in all my life before." The

chamber of sickness is an enforced Retreat. There, ears " that the preacher could

not school " are compelled to listen. There, "lips say ' God be pitiful' which ne'er

said ' God be praised.' There, many have learnt for the first time to know them

selves. And how necessary is this last discipline David's sick-chamber may teach

us ; for he had already had his share of troubles. His life had been largely spent

in the school of adversity. " In journeyings often, in peril of robbers," &c. (2 Cor.

xi. 25, 26), these words aptly describe his early career. And even since he ascended

the throne, how often has the sword gone through his soul. Amnon, Absalom,

Tamar, Abner, Amasa, what tragedies are connected with these names. Few men

have experienced such a long and bitter discipline as he ; and it would seem, too, to

have accomplished its work. If we may judge by some of his later Psalms, full of

contrition, of humility, of devout breathings after God, that sweet and sanctified

soul had " learned obedience by the things which he suffered." But he is not

spared the final chastening. The sweet singer of Israel, the man after God's own

heart, must go awhile into the gloom and the silence of the sick-room, there to bo

made fully " meet for the inheritance of the saints in light." Men often pray to

be spared a long sickness, often commiserate those who experience one. But we

have learned that it has its uses. We see that it is a last chance given to men : a

last solemn warning, a final chastening to prepare them for the beatific vision. The

Neapolitans call one of the wards of their hospital L'Antecamera delta Morte—the

ante-chamber of death. It is thus that we should regard every " chamber of sickness."

Ver. 5 sqq. with ch. ii. 13 sqq.—Adonijah's history and its lessons.

I. He was a spoilt child.—" His father had not displeased him at any time."
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(ch. i. 7). There is no greater unkindness and injustice to a child than over-in

dulgence. The child is the father of the man. The hoy who has all his own way-

will certainly want it in after life, and will not get it, to his own disappointment

and the unhappiness of all around him. He that loveth his son chasteneth him

betimes. David was probably so engrossed with pnblic cares and duties that his

first care, after God—his family—was neglected. How unwise are those parents

who devolve the care of their children at the most critical and impressionable time

of life on domestics, who are often ill-suited or unequal to the charge. One of tho

first duties a child demands of its parents is that it should be corrected and

conquered. The will must be broken in youth. The sapling may be bent, not so

the trunk. David's unwise indulgence, his sparing the rod, prepared a rod for

his own and Adonijah's back. It was the sin of Eli that " his sons made them

selves vile and he restrained them not." And one sin of David was that he, had

not checked and " displeased " this wilful son.

II. He was endowed by nature with a dangerous property. " He also was

a very goodly man." Gifts of form and feature, much as all admire them, and

much as some covet them, are frequently a snare to their possessor. Perhaps, upon

the whole, personal beauty has oftener proved a curse than a blessing. " For the

most part," says Lord Bacon, " it maketn a dissolute youth." Oftener still it spoils

the character. The conceit of the Platonists, that a beautiful body loves to have a

beautiful soul to inhabit it,is unhappily not borne out by facts. "A pretty woman,"

it has been said, and it is often true, "adores herself" (Eugenie de Guerin). The

natural tendency of this possession is to engender pride, selfishness, conceit,

ambition. A striking exterior has often cost its possessor dear. It did both

Absalom and Adonijah no good. It is worthy of notice that it was David's

" goodly" sons conspired against him, and it was his "fair " daughter Tamar was

dishonoured. Adonijah's face was an important factor in his history : it contributed

to his ruin. It favoured, perhaps it suggested, his pretensions to the throne. He

thought, no doubt, " the first in beauty should be first in might." Had he been

blessed with an insignificant appearance he would probably have saved liis head.

As it was, courted and admired, he thought the fairest woman of her time was

alone a fit match for him ; and pride whispered that a man of such a presence was

marked out for a king, and so urged him to his ruin. Let us teach our children to

covet only " the beauty of the soul."

III. He was cursed with an inordinate ambition. " I will be king."

" Cursed," for it has cursed and blighted many lives. Like the ignis fatwus, it has

lured men to their destruction. It has been well called " a deadly tyrant, an

inexorable master." " Ambition," says the most eloquent of divines, " is the most

troublesome and vexatious passion that can afflict the sons of men. It is full of

distractions, it teems with stratagems, and is swelled with expectations as with a

tympany. ... It is an infinite labour to make a man's self miserable ; he makes

his days full of sorrow to acquire a three years' reign." What a striking illustra

tion of these words does Adonijah's history supply. If he could but have been

content to fill the second place he might have lived honoured, happy, and useful.

But ambition soured and then cut short his life. How much of the misery of the

world is caused by despising " that state of life unto which it has pleased God to

call us " and stretching out after another for which we are not fitted. Adonijah's

history teaches this lesson—Solomon may have partly drawn it from his life and

death—" Pride goeth before destruction," &c.

IV. He stooped to unworthy means to attain his object. " Chariots," "horses,

fifty men to run before him." It is much like the Roman device, " Panem et

circenses." History repeats itself. But these things were almost innocent compared

with the measures he took when these failed. The smooth intrigue of a marriage,

the employment of the king's mother as his tool, the plausible words, the semblance

of resignation to the Divine will—and all this to overthrow a brother who had

generously spared his life. And all this was the outcome of ambition—ambition

which makes men trample on the living and the dead. Alas ! we never know to

what base courses we may be reduced if we once embark in immoral enterprises.
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Adonijah's " I will be king " led to conspiracy, rebellion, intrigue, ingratitude ; to

defiance of a father, of a brother, of God.

V. He was hot without warning, rut it was in vain. The failure of his first

conspiracy, the abject terror which followed, the flight to the sanctuary, the terrified

clinging to the horns of the altar, the piteous entreaty for life—these things should

have been remembered, should have " changed his hand and checked his pride." Still

more, his brother's magnanimity, " there shall not an hair of him fall to the earth ; "

or, if not that, his message, " If wickedness be found in him he shall die." All are

of no avail. The passion for empire, like the passion for play, is almost incurable.

Adonijah was playing for a throne : he staked honour, safety, piety—and lost. He

played again—and this time a drawn sword was suspended over his head—he

staked his life, and lost it.

VI. He was suddenly cut off, and that without remedy. And this was the

end of the spoiled child, of the "curled darling;" this the end of his pomp and

circumstance, of his flattery and intrigue, of his steadfast resistance of the will of

heaven—that the sword of the headsman smote him that he died. Instead of the

throne, the tomb ; instead of the sceptre, the sword. Chariots and horses, visions

of empire, visions of love—one fell thrust of the steel put an end to all that. Pied

Adonijah as a fool dieth, ingloriously, ignobly. " "When we are dead, all the world

sees who was the fool." Adonijah's death was the fitting and natural conclusion

of his life. He has sowed to the wind : what wonder if he reaps to the whirlwind.

Ver. 5.—Adonijah and the Lord's Anointed. The conspiracy of Adonijah and

its issue may suggest some lessons as to the kingdom of Christ and those who

oppose His reign. For consider—

I. Solomon is a type of oue rlessed Lord. This is universally allowed. The

true "son of David " is the Son of God. He is the Divine Wisdom, the true Anointed

One, the eternal King of Israel. Solomon "the peaceful" prefigured the great

" Prince of Peace."

II. The kingdom of Solomon foreshadowed Christ's reign. This is taught

" by most certain warrants of Holy Scripture " (see e.g., Luke i. 82, 88, and cf. 2

Sam. vii. 11, 12 ; Ps. lxxii. 11, sqq. ; Isa. ix. 7 ; xvi. 5 ; Jer. xxiii. 5).

III. The ofposition to Solomon's rule prefigured the resistance of the

powers of this world to Christ. The second Psalm, the primary reference of

which is to Solomon, has its absolute fulfilment in our Lord (Acts iv. 25-27). Note

here (1) As against Solomon were leagued princes, priest, and general, so against

the Christ were gathered tetrarch, priests, and proconsul. (2) As the aid of religion

was invoked against Solomon by Adonijah and Abiathar (note on ver. 9), so it was

invoked against our blessed Lord by Annas and Caiaphas (St. Matt. xxvi. 65 ; St.

John xix. 7). In both cases, religion was used as a cloke. Now observe—

IV. The course of Adonijah's conspiracy foreshadows (1) the rrief

success, and (2) the sudden overthrow, of the powers of evil. (1) The brief

success. As for a time everything seemed to favour the conspirators—David's in

decision, Adonijah's following, &c.—so now the powers of this world seem to have

their own way. The silence of God, a corrupt priesthood, physical force, the

chariots and horses of the world, the pomp and glitter of wealth—all seem to

promise success. The cause of Christ, like that of Solomon, seems to be desperate.

But (2) The sudden overthrow. In the very hour of apparent success, amid cries

of " God save King Adonijah," the trumpet blast proclaimed the destruction of their

hopes, and the trembling and terrified guests hurriedly dispersed to their homes.

So, at the trump of the archangel, if not before, the " gates of hell " shall be over

come and the enemies of our Lord shall be put to confusion, and flee to the moun

tains and hills to cover them (St. Luke xxiii. 80). Meanwhile the Church and her

ministers, like Bathsheba and Nathan, must cry to the Eternal Father, "Lord,

how long " (Rev. vi. 10) ?

y. The duration of the conspiracy prefigures (1) the rrief rejection and

(2) the eternal reign or Christ. The conspiracy lasted at the longest a few

weeks ; the peaceful reign of Solomon extended over forty years. The conspiracy
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against Christ has lasted over 1800 years—for " we see not yet all things put under

Lim "—but what is this compared with eternity, and "He shall reign for ever and

ever" (Rev. xi. 15 ; cf. Dan. vi. 26).

VI. The end of the conspirators foreshadows (1) the judgment and (2) the

doom of the enemies of Christ. (1) The judgment. No sooner was Solomon

anointed king than he sate in judgment upon Adonijah (ver. 52), and no long time

afterwards upon Joab and Abiathar. (2) The doom. He condemned Abiathar to

banishment (ch. ii. 26), and appointed Adonijah and Joab to be slain. Even so our

Lord will presently sit upon the judgment throne and will in like manner banish

(" Depart, ye cursed ") and deliver to death (" These mine enemies, which would

not that I should reign over them, bring hither and slay them before me ") the

opposers of His glorious reign.

Ver. 11 sqq.—The Jetcish prophet : an example to the Christian pastor. The

dealings of Nathan with David may suggest some thoughts as to (1) the office,

and (2) the duties of the Christian minister. For observe—

The Christian minister occupies in the new dispensation a position some

what ANALOGOUS TO ThAT OF ThE PROPhET IN ThE OLD. Prophecy, that is to

say, is one of his functions. For prophecy does not, strictly ana properly, mean

prediction (or foretelling), but preaching (orforthtelling). The prophetes was the

spokesman or interpreter of God. (See Introduction, note.) The " prophesyings " of

the New Testament (1 Cor. xi. xiv) were preachings or expositions ; and in this

sense the word is used by Lord Bacon, and others. So the prophet was, and the

preacher is, an ambassador for God, an expounder of his laws, a herald of his

kingdom. The former, therefore, may well serve as a pattern to the latter. Now

the dealings of the prophet Nathan with King David were of two kinds : 1. He

admonuhed him in health; 2. He counselled him in sickness. Hence let us

learn that we owe doctrine, reproof, correction, instruction in righteousness ; in

other words, " both public and private monitions and exhortations, as well to the

pick as to the whole within our cures." (See " The Ordering of Priests,'' Book of

Common Prayer.) The latter are liable to be overlooked. But the prophet

further suggests to us (1) what are the ministrations or admonitions the pastor

oives to his flock, and (2) what is the spirit in which he should offer them. He

teaches the former by his dealings with David in health, and the latter by his

dealings with David in sickness.

I. Under the first head, observe that, 1. He boldly denounced David's sin (2 Sam.

xii. 7) at the risk, perhaps, of his life, and fearlessly threatened him with shame

(ver. 11) and sword (ver. 10). 2. Heproclaimed forgiveness on David's repentance

(ver. 13). 3. He ministered comfort in DaviiTs sorrow (ver. 25). 4. He en

couraged and advised David in his undertakings (2 Sam. vii. 8—17. Behold here,

the principal duties of the pastoral office—to rebuke sin, to pronounce absolution, to

comfort the sorrowing, to guide the conscience. And note: in all these functions,

Nathan merely echoed the word the Lord had given him. We must take care

not to " go beyond the word of the Lord, to do more or less."

II. Under the second category, we find that, 1. He wis faithful to his God. He

had been employed by God to declare Solomon the heir to the throne. He would

have been unfaithful had he permitted another to usurp the crown. 2. He was

faithful and deferential to his king. As keeper of the king's conscience, as

trusted adviser and counsellor, he owed it to the king to apprize him of Adonijah's

plot. It is a sacred duty to speak, and he speaks—speaks with the profound

reverence which even the Lord's prophet owes to the Lord's anointed (ver. 23).

(A great churchman confessed that he had not served his God as faithfully as he

had served his king. Nathan was true to both.) 3. He was disinterested. He

asks no favours for himself. It is for the Hebrew commonwealth, for the Jewish

Church, that he acts and speaks. He does not abuse his position to extort gifts

from a dying man. (Compare Savonarola dictating the terms of absolution to

Lorenzo de' Medici.) 4. He was decreet. " Wise as serpent, but harmless as

dove." He approaches Bathsheba (ver. 11), excites her alarm (ver. 12), uses her
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as the most likely agent to prevail with the king, instructs her (ver. 13), follows her

(ver. 22). " The policy of Nathan was of use as well as his prophecy " (Bp. Hall).

Thus the prophet teaches the pastor to use all fidelity, to show true loyalty and

courtesy, to act purely and unselfishly, to use the means God has put within his

reach with consideration and discretion.

The Benedictus of the Old Testament, and the Benedictus of the New (Ver.

48 ; Luke i. 68).

On two memorable occasions this doxology has been found on the lips of the

paints. No doubt the formula, "Blessed be the Lord God of Israel," was a

favourite one with the people of Israel ; no doubt the words were often used (cf.

Fs. xli. 13; lxxii. 18). But there are two occasions of pre-eminent interest and im

portance when this thanksgiving broke from joyful lips. Let us consider them.

1. It was used (as we see) by the aged King David on the day that he saw his son

Solomon (Peace) a forerunner of the Messiah, seated on the throne of Israel. 2. It

was used by the aged priest Zacharias on the day that he saw his son John (Grace),

the forerunner of Messiah, brought into the commonwealth of Israel. It is just

possible, but hardly probable, that the words, as used by the latter (under the

guidance of the Holy Ghost, Luke i. 67) had a reference to their use by the

former. But it may be instructive, nevertheless, to compare these two ascriptions

of praise, for they are more or less characteristic, the one of the old dispensation,

the other of the new. Let us observe,

I. Their points of contact. II. Their points of contrast.

I. They are alike in three particulars. 1. Each Benedictus was in some sort

the " Nunc Dimittis " of an aged saint. Each proceeded from a man " old and

stricken in years " (1 Kings i. 1 ; Luke i. 7) ; each from a man of fervent piety

(1 Kings xi. 4 ; Luke i. 6) ; each was suggested by the speaker's son rising up

to take his place, and to carry' on his and God's work. 2. Each Benedictus was

connected with a son of David. The first was a grateful acknowledgment of the

anointing of a Son of David to be King ; the second was in thankful anticipation of

the coming of the Son of David to be Prophet, Priest, and King. Note : all the

praises of Scripture connect themselves directly or indirectly with Christ. 3. Each

Benedictut wok elicited by God's gracious fulfilmTnt of His promise. The first

commemorated the realization of the promise ofa successor made through the prophet

Nathan (2 Sam. vii. 12) ; the second, the (proximate) fulfilment of the promises of

a Saviour, made by " all the holy prophets since the world began " (Luke i. 70),

and of which the promise of 2 Sam. vii., was a foretaste and pledge. Note : in all

ages the faithfulness of God has elicited the thankfulness of his people.

II. But let us now consider their points of contrast. These are four in number,

and show how the thanksgiving of David was for temporal, and that of Zacharias

for spiritual benefits. 1. The Benedictus of David celebrated the ascent of the

throne of Israel by his Son ; that of Zacharias, the leaving of the throne of Heaven

by the Son of God. Solomon was beginning his glory : Jesus had laid His aside.

Solomon was going to be ministered unto : Jesus to minister to others. 2. The

Benedictus of David commemorated the gift of a son to rule His people : that of

Zacharias, the gift of a Saviour to redeem the world (vers. 68, 77, 79). 3. The

Benedictus of David proclaimed that the succession to the throne was preserved in

] lis house : that of Zacharias, that through the " house of David " a "horn of salva

tion " was raised np for men. The aged king, doubtless, thought that in Solomon

God had "made the horn of David to bud" (Ps. exxxii. 17) ; but Zacharias cele

brated the true fulfilment of that promise—its blossoming into salvation. 4. The

Benedictus of David celebrated the reign of a roh who should bo a man of peace

(1 Chron. xxii. 9) : that of Zacharias, the coming of one who should guide men's

"feet into the way of peace" (ver. 79). We said each Benedictus was a sort of

Nunc Dimittis. That last sentence of David's—" Mine eyes also seeing it "—carry

our thoughts to another of the Evangelical Hymns, the Nunc Dimittis of Simeon

—"Mine eyes have seen Thy salvation." Zacharias was not a greater poet than

David. And David, as well as he, spake by the Holy Ghost (2 Sam. xxiii. 2). Yet

1 kings. c
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how much grander, and every way nobler, is the Benedictus of the latter than that

of the former ; of the New Testament than the Old. It is because the theme is so

much higher, and the benefits are so much greater, because '' a greater than

Solomon is here."

The two triumphal entries.—Twice in' the history of Jerusalem has a Son

of David ridden through her streets, sitting on ass or mule, amid the shouts aud

praises of the people. Let us compare the two occasions. They will furnish a

furthor proof and illustration of the typical character of Solomon; a further proof

that a " greater than Solomon is here." Observe—

I. The triumphal ride through the city was in each case after an

anointing.—Solomon had been anointed by prophet and priest : Jesus, the Divine

Solomon,by God himself. Solomon's anointing was with holy oil out of the tabernacle

(ver. 89) ; that of Jesus with the Holy Ghost (Luke iv. 18 ; Acts iv. 27 ; x. 88).

Solomon was anointed to be king : Jesus to be King, and Priest, and Prophet.

II. Each rode through the city as king (vers. 84, 35).—"God save King

Solomon," cried the populace. " Blessed is the king that cometh in the name of

the Lord" (Luke xix. 88). In each case the words were true, " Behold thy King

cometh " (Matt. xxi. 5 ; John xii. 15). And

III. Each rode as the Son of David (1 Kings i. 43 ; Matt. xxi. 9) —Did the

populace remember the triumphal progress of Solomon, one thousand years

before, through those same streets, as they cried, " Hosanna to the Son of David"

(Matt. xxi. 9—15).

IV. Each rode amid the acclamations of the peofle.—Each, that is to say,

was acknowledged as king by popular acclaim. In each case, a curious Oriental

hyperbole expresses the enthusiastic rejoicing and the deafening cries of the

throng. " The earth rent " (1 Kings i. 40). " The stones would immediately cry

out " (Luke xix. 40 ; cf. Matt. xxi. 10). But here the resemblance ends. Hence

forward how great and striking is the contrast.

I. All the great peofle surrounded Solomon : our Lord was preceded and

followed ry the poor. The dignitaries of the realm, both in church and state,

prophet and priest, soldier and civilian, all assembled to do Solomon honour. But

our Lord had none of these to do Him reverence. " Master, rebuke Thy disciples "

(Luke xix. 39). The pomp and grandeur were all on the side of Solomon.

II. Solomon went to sit on his throne : Jesus to suffer and reign on the

cross. The former rode to ease and glory and pomp and unparalleled magnifi

cence ; the latter to shame and spitting, to denial and death. But, cruxscala caeli.

III. Solomon rode to glory : Jesus to rring others to glory. The triumphal

entry of Solomon was an ordinary thing. Such royal progresses have often been

before and since. But never has the world seen such an entry as that of our

Redeemer. He might have reigned as a king, but He chose to suffer as a felon :

He might have lived for self, He chose to die for others. Shall we deny Him our

hosannas ? Shall not earth and heaven ring with His praises ?

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 5.—The sin of ambition. Ambition is not always wrong. It is a

common inspiration ; and when the desire for distinction is associated with fitness

for it, the call to effort and advance is from God. But for such ambition the world

would stagnate. When the schoolboy is working for a prize, when the writer or

speaker resolves to be amongst the foremost men of his age, when the man of busi

ness presses on towards the front ranks in the commercial world, we see what

should be applauded and not condemned, so long as lawful objects are sought by

lawful means. Let us, in all our pursuits, remember God's laws for exaltation.

Men are to go higher, when they have fulfilled the duties of the lower sphere. They

are to rise on performances, and not on discontent. Hence, if ambition be con

scientious, it will prompt to the minutely faithful performance of trivial duties.

With a tireless hand crooked things will be made straight, and rough places plain,

before the glory is revealed. If, however, ambition be not ruled by righteousness,
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or modified by love, if it is regardless of the rights of others and of the will of God,

then it is a sin ; the sin which was the herald of disobedience and death, the source

of the tyranny and bloodshed which have desolated the world. It was this sin

of which Adonijah was guilty when he " exalted himself, saying, I will be king 1 "

Let us see wherein the sinfulness of his sin lay.

I. This amrition prompted Adonijah to an infringement of the divine

ordinance. It hasbeen said that his act was natural, though foolishly precipitate ;

for, according to the usual law of primogeniture, he had a right to expect the throne.

But the law of primogeniture was never the law of the kingdom of Israel, which in

spirit was a theocracy throughout. The invisible King distinctly reserved to him

self the right of appointment (Deut. xvii. 14, 15). True, seniority was a tacit indi

cation of the Divine will, but this was always overruled by any special revelation

of God's choice. He who had chosen David from amongst his brothers, chose

Solomon, and there was fitness in the choice ; not only because as a man of peace

he was qualified to build the Temple (1 Chron. xxii. 8, 9), but also because his

succession was a pledge to his parents, and to all the people, that after the death of

their first child the sin of David and Bathsheba was buried in oblivion (comp. Psa.

li. 2, 7, 9, with Isa. xliii. 25, Ac.). This Divine choice was publicly known.

Nathan sided with Solomon not as " the leader of a court cabal," but as the pro

phet of the Lord ; and Adonijah himself was well aw»re of the election of his

brother (ch. ii. 15). When Adonijah said " I will be king," he deliberately set

np his will against God's. A deep significance underlies God's choice of men. He

elects according to fitness and fits according to election, so that the e is ultimate

harmony between circumstances and character. The two sons of Zebedee were

taught this. They had as much seeming right to the place of honour which they

sought as had Adonijah to the throne. They belonged to " the twelve," wero

personally beloved of their Lord, and their mother was related to the Virgin Mary,

and was of those who ministered to Jesus. But Jesus said, " to sit on my right

hand and on my left is not mine to give, but it shall be given to those for whom it is

prepared of my Father." In other words, honours would be given by law and not

by favour ; not from arbitrary impulse, but from a knowledge of what was right and

fitting. Draw lessons of contentment from the assurance that our lot is appointed

by God. Show the necessity for our own sakes of submissiveness in prayer, lest

God should give us our request and send leanness into our soul.

IL This amrition was a craving for outward honour, and not for inward

worth. " He prepared him chariots and horsemen and fifty men to run before

him." His ambition was to have these for their own sakes, not to increase his

influence for good. Nor was he the last man who cared for glitter and show. The

candidate for a competitive examination, who seeks only for honours, and cares

nothing for the learning and studious habits which may be acquired, will never be

a true student. So with the professional man who works for money only, &c.

Honours thus won are unsatisfying and transient. Their worth is fitly represented

in the ceremonies observed at the coronation of a Pope. The M. C. holds in

one hand a lighted taper, and in the other a reed surmounted by a piece of flax.

The flax is ignited and flashes up into light, but in a few moments the flame dies

out and the thin ashes fall at the Pontiff's feet, while a sonorous voice chants the

words, " Pater sanctus, sic transit gloria mundi." The pagans understood to some

extent the lesson we seek to enforce. Their temple of honour had only one entrance,

and that was through the temple of virtue. Over the gates of the kingdom oi

Christ these words are written, " He that humbleth himself shall be exalted, and he

that exalte th himselfshall be abased." In the day when spiritual realities shall be

revealed there shall be not the glorification, but the " manifestation of the sons of

God," and in the outcome of character inwrought by God's Spirit true and lasting

glory shall be found.

III. This amrition asserted itself with a complete disregard for the

rights of others.—David still reigned ; Solomon was his appointed successor ;

but Adonijah trampled their rights beneath his feet as he mounted the throne.

Selfishness is the chief of those elements in ambition which constitute its sinfulness.
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Hence we may test ambition, by asking ourselves how we regard onr competitors.

If a man envies others ; if, without compunction, he will crush another to the wall

that he may pass him by ; if he refuses to help another in sore straits, who is within

his reach, on the ground that every man is for himself; then his ambition is a sin.

This is more clearly revealed by our Lord than by the old dispensation. He hns

taught us not only to love our neighbours, but our competitors, and even onr foes.

He has urged us to " bear one another's burdens ," to deny ourselves, and take up

our cross to follow Him. The Christian Church has a sacrifice for its basis, and a

cross for its banner.

IV. This amrition was nurtured in defiance of significant warning.

Adonijah repeated his brother's offence. (Comp. 2 Sam. xv.) He knew how that

bright young life had closed in darkness, when Absalom died helpless and unpitied

by the hand of Joab. He had often seen his father sitting looking at himself with a

far-off look in his eyes, as if he still were saying, " O, Absalom, would God I had died

for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son I" Yet the same sin which had been so

signally punished he resolved to commit. History is crowded with illustrations of

the fact that men who have lived as Adonijah did have found their honours

unsatisfying, and have died in disappointment and despair. Alexander, who con

quered the world, died, after setting fire to a city, in a scene of awful debauchery.

Hannibal, who at one time could fill three bushels with the gold rings of fallen

knights, died by poison, administered by his own hand, unwept in a foreign land.

Ctesar, who conquered eight hundred cities, fell stabbed to the heart by his friends,

in the place of his noblest triumph. Napoleon, the conqueror of Europe, died a

heart-broken captive. It has been writ large, in letters of blood, so that he who

runs may read, " the expectation of the wicked shall be cut off I"

Conclusion.—Will you, with the nobler possibilities set before yon in the gospel,

whom angel voices are calling to higher things, whose conscience is whispering of

duty and love, to whom Christ, the suffering Saviour, the King of Glory, says,

" Follow Me 1 " will you, like Adonijah, turn to the ways of self-indulgence and

vainglory, to prove as he did that " the wages of sin is death."—A. R.

Ver. 6.—Moral ruin in a religious home. It is a notorious fact that the sons

of devout men sometimes prove a curse to their parents, and bring dishonour on

the cause of God. When sin entered the world, it caused the earth, on which

flowers had aforetime blossomed, to bring forth thorns and briars. This is a picture of

a sad truth, known in the first home, and in many another since. Eve rejoiced

over the fair child she had "gotten from the Lord," and did not suspect that

passions were sleeping within him which would nerve his arm to strike the fatal

blow which slew his brother and destroyed his mother's peace. Such sorrow has

been experienced in subsequent history. Isaac's heart was rent by the deceit of

Jacob and the self-will of Esau. Jacob found his own sin repeated against himself,

for he who had deceived his father when he was old and blind, suffered an agony

of grief for years, because he was falsely told by his sons that Joseph was dead.

Probably few have had more domestic sorrow than David. He experienced, in its

bitterest form, the grief of a parent who has wished that before his son had brought

such dishonour on the home, he had been, in the innocence of his childhood, laid to

rest beneath the daisies. Of David's sons, Amnon, the eldest, after committing

a hideous sin, had been assassinated by the order of Absalom, his brother. Absalom

himself had rebelled against his father, and had been killed by Joab, as he hung

helpless in the oak. Chileab (or Daniel) was dead. And now of the fourth son,

the eldest surviving, Adonijah, this sad story is told. Adonijah's sin seems so

unnatural at first sight that we must try and discover the sources whence so bitter

and desolating a stream flowed. We shall find them in three adverse influences

around em at home, which are hinted at in our text.

I. Adonijah inherited a constitutional tendency . amrition and self-

conceit. His association with Absalom is not without significance. The two

brothers were alike in their sin and hi the tendencies which led to it. These were

inherited.
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(1) The law that " like produces like" which is provod to demonstration

in the breeding of lower animals (illustrations from horses bred for speed or en

durance, dogs for fleetness or scent, pigeons for swiftness or beauty, &c.), asserts

itself in man. Not only are physical qualities inherited, so that we recognise a

" family likeness '' between children of the same parents ; but mental qualities are

inherited too ; statesmanship, heroism, or artistic gift, reappearing in the same

family for generations. Moral tendencies are transmitted too ; and Scripture

exemplifies it. If Isaac is so luxurious that he must have his savoury dish, we do

not so muoh wonder that Esau, his son. sells his birthright for a mess of pottage.

If Rebekah, like Laban her brother, is greedy and cunning, her son Jacob inherits

her tendency, and must live a life of suffering, and present many an agonising

prayer before he is set free from his besetting sin. So is it still. The drunkard

gives to his offspring a craving for drink, which is a disease. In more senses than

one, " The evil that men do lives after them." Surely, then, when not only future

happiness, but the destiny of children depends on the choice of a life partner, thero

should be regard paid not merely to physical beauty, or mental endowment, or

social position, but, above all these, to moral and spiritual worth.

(2) It is argued that this law of moral heritage affects personal responsU

bility; that it is hardly fair to condemn a man for a sin to which he is natu<

rally prone. But " shall not the Judge of all the earth do right ? " Whatever

your parentage, you are not " committed to do these abominations." If the dispo

sition be evil, it need never become the habit of life. It is something you may

yield to, but it is something you may resist ; for " He is faithful who will not

naffer you to be tempted above what you are able to bear." Rather should any

tendencies to evil be recognised as God's voice calling attention to the weak places

of character, that there we may keep most eager watch and ward. And because

we are weak, He has sent His Son to bring deliverance to the captives, that through

Him we may be inspired with hope, and fitted with strength, and rejoice in the

liberty wherewith Christ makes His people free.

II. Adonijah was misled ry adulatioh. " Me was also a very goodly man."

Physically, as well as morally, he was a repetition of Absalom. His parents were

guilty of partiality. David loved him the more because (like the lost boy) Adonijah

was so fair, so noble in mien, so princely in stature. Courtiers and soldiers (who*

looked, as they did in Saul's time, for a noble-looking king) flattered him. Joab

and Abiathar joined the adulators. Intoxicated with vanity, Adonijah set up a

royal court, as Absalom had done (see ver. 5). Every position in life has its own

temptations. The ill-favoured child who is the butt at school and the scapegoat at

home is tempted to bitterness and revenge. His character is likely to be unsightly,

as a plant would be, which grows in a damp, dark vault. There can belittle beauty

if there is no sunshine. On the other hand, if the gift of physical beauty attracts

attention and wins admiration, or if conversational power be brilliant, &c., it is a

source of peril. Many a one has thusbeen befooled into sin and misery, or entrapped

into an unhappy marriage, and by lifelong sadness paid the penalty of folly, of

venturing too far, prompted by ambition, has fallen, like Icarus when his waxen

wings melted in the sunshine. When that time of disappointment and disenchant'

ment comes, happy is it when such an one, like the prodigal, comes to himself, and

says, " I will arise, and go to my father I "

III. Adonijah was undisciplined at home. " His father had not displeased

him at any time in saying, Why hast thou done so f" This refers not only to the

special act of rebellion, but to the tendencies and habits leading up to it, which

David had not checked, for fear of vexing the high-spirited lad. The weak indul'

gence of children (such as that which Eli exhibited) is the cause of untold misery.

Not many parents blazon abroad the story of their domestic grief. Loyal hands

draw down the veil over the discord at home, and that agony of prayer which is

heard by " the Father who seeth in secret." You do not see the girl who mars the

beauty of her early womanhood by a flippant disregard of her parents, and whose

own pleasure seems to be the only law of her life. You do not see the child whose

hasty passion and uncontrolled temper are the dread of the household ; who, by
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his ebullitions of rage, gets what he wishes, till authority is disregarded and trodden

underfoot. You do not see the son who thinks it manly to be callous to a mother's

anxiety and a father's counsels, who likes to forget home associations, and is sink

ing in haunts of evil, where you may weep over him as a wreck. But, though you

see them not, they exist. Far otherwise, in some of these sad experiences, it

might have been. Suppose there had been firm resolution instead of habitual

indulgence ; suppose that authority had been asserted and used in days before these

evil habits were formed ; suppose that, instead of leaving the future to chance,

counsels and prayers had moulded character during moulding-time—might there

not have been joy where now there is grief? Heavy are our responsibilities as

parents. Tet splendid are our possibilities ! These children who may prove our

curses may, with God's blessing on our fidelity, grow up to be wise, pure-hearted,

courageous men of God, who will sweeten the atmosphere of the home, and purge

this nation of its sins, and make the name of " the King of saints " honoured and

praised throughout the world ! " Train them up in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord."—A. R.

Vers. 39-41.—The dethronement of the false by the enthronement of the true.

When Bathsheba and Nathan brought David news of Adouijah's revolt, and

told him that Joab and Abiathar were at the coronation feast at En-rogel, it is note

worthy that the king made no direct attack on the conspirators. He merely com

manded that Solomon should be seated on the royal mule, that he should ride in

state to Gihon, and that there Zadok should anoint him king, and proclaim by the

sound oftrumpet that he was appointed ruler. It was this which paralysed the traitor

ous assembly. The sound of the trumpet was to their scheme what the blast of the

rams' horns was to the walls of Jericho, when they fell in irreparable ruin. David's

method was the wisest, the surest ; for it not only removed a present evil, but pro

vided a future good. The lesson is obvious, and is susceptible of wide application ;

that the false is most surely dethroned by the enthronement of the true. The strong

man armed keeps his goods in peace, until a stronger than he shall come. (Sue

Luke xi. 21, 22.) Suggest : applications of this principle.

I. Vain thoughts are to re expelled ry the incoming of what is wise and

good. The Psalmist hated " vain thoughts," because he loved God's law (Psa.

cxix. 113). When the heart is empty, swept, and garnished, there is room for worse

evils to come (Matt. xii. 44). The full mind and heart are safe. Apply to the con

quest of wandering thoughts in worship, of vanity in children, &c.

II. Self-will is to re conquered ry a norler and stronger will. We are

early taught this. Every child carries out his own wishes without regard to others,

till he recognizes that the parent's will is authoritative. Sooner or later there is a

struggle, and only when it is decided in oneway istheie rest. Similarly we have to

learn to subordinate our thoughts to God's revelation, our wishes to His will, and

this lesson is more painfully learnt as the years pass by and the habit of self-rule

grows stronger.

III. Unworthy affections are to re overcome ry a worthy love. When love

is set on the unworthy, force is useless, argument is vain. But if the love is diverted

to a nobler object, it naturally disentangles its tendrils from the unworthy. In the

highest sphere it may be said of love to our Lord, " that love shall all vain love expel."

IV. Error is to re surdued ry truth. The hatred of artizans to machinery

when first introduced was not conquered by dragoons, nor by prisons, but by the

discovery on their part of the mistake they had ignorantly made. So with all

errors. We shall not destroy heathenism by the abuse of the idols, but by the

presentation of Christ.

V. Care is to re extirpated ry prayer. In many hearts care is enthroned.

To many a one our Lord might say, " Thou art careful and troubled about many

things." We cannot reason away our anxieties, nor force them from our minds,

but we can have the rest our children have, who never trouble about the morrow,

because they trust in us. It would be vain to say, " Be careful for nothing," unless

the apostle could add the alternative, " but in everything, by prayer and supplica
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tion, with thanksgiving, make your requests known unto God ; and the peace of

God which passeth all understanding shall keep your hearts and minds."

VI. Evils reigning in society are to re overthrown ry what is norler than

they.—Apply this broadly, e.g., wholesome literature must defeat pernicious.

Low amusements, intoxicating drinks, &c., will pass away when there is the

establishment of nobler substitutes for these.

The whole subject is summed up in Christ—the true King of humanity,

the incarnation of all that is worthy of being loved and enthroned. Draw

the analogy between Solomon the anointed king, as he rides on the mule into

Jerusalem amid the acclamations of the people, and the entry of our Lord into

Jerusalem as described Matt. xxi. If worldliness, or selfishness, or ambition, or

lust has been reigning in your heart, the usurped will be dethroned when you wel

come Christ as King and say, " O Lord our God, other lords besides thee have

had dominion over us, but now we acknowledge Thee to be our Lord, to the glory

of God the Father."

Descend to Thy Jerusalem, 0 Lord,

Her faithful children cry with one accord ;

Come, ride in triumph on ; behold, we lay

Our guilty lusts and proud wills in Thy way.

Thy road is ready, Lord ; Thy paths, made straight,

In longing expectation seem to wait

The consecration of Thy beauteous feet,

And, hark, hosannas loud Thy footsteps greet.—A. R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IL 1—11.

The last words and death of David.

—The death of David, and of course the

charge which preceded it, did not follow

immediately (as the casual reader might be

tempted to suppose) on the events related

in chap. i. We find from 1 Chron. xxiii.—

xxix. 23, that the aged king recovered suffi

cient strength to leave his sick room, to

gather round him the princes of Israel

(1 Chron. xxiii. 2), to make a number of

fresh arrangements respecting the priests

and Levites and the services of the sanc

tuary, and even to ' ' stand up upon his

feet " (1 Chron. xxviii. 2) and address a

large assembly respecting the erection ani

adornment of the Temple. And once more,

in strains which are among the noblest and

sweetest which the sweet singer of Israel

ever penned, he "blessed the Lord before

all the congregation" (ch. xxix. 10. sqq.);

he also instituted festal sacrifices on a

scale of great magnificence, and witnessed

a second and probably more formal and

public consecration of his son to the kingly

office (vers. 21, 22; cf. 1 Sam. xi. 15;

2 Sam. v. 3). But the recovery cannot

have been otherwise than trausient -it was

but the sudden brightening of the flame

before it dies out in the socket—and we see

him in this second chapter, once more in

the ante-chamber of death. Now, he has

already given his parting charge to the

princes of the realm, and has publicly

exhorted Solomon to discharge his duties

faithfully (2 Chron. xxviii. 9, 10) ; but as

he feels the end approaching, he summons

him to his side to impart to him his last

and private instructions, and addresses him

thus :

Ver. 1.—I go the way [lit. , I am walking

(same word as in ver. 3) in the way] of all

the earth [i.e. , of all the sons of earth, all

mankind (cf 1 Sam. 17,46; 1 Kings x., 24;

Psa. lxvi. 4, Ac.) The path to Sheol, the

path which all his forefathers, and untold

millions more, have trod, he is treading it

now. The words sound like a reminiscence

of Josh, xxiii. 24. Perhaps, too, the thought

of Joshua suggested to his mind the next

words] : hut be thou strong, and be a man.

[Similar, though not identical, words were

four times addressed to Joshua (Josh. i.

6, 7, 9, 18), and David may well have

thought that his son, in entering upon his

difficult duties, was not at all unlike Joshua

when he succeeded Moses in the leadership

of Israel, and that he needed similar en

couragement. It is not necessary to sup-
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pose, as Canon Bawlinson does (" Speakers

Com.," vol. ii. p. 489), that in the words,

" show thyself a man, we have a reference

to Solomon's youth; for words precisely

similar were addressed to each other by the

Philistines at Aphek (1 Sam. iv. 9). The

ago of Solomon at his accession is very

doubtful. David said, " Solomon my son

is young and tender" (1 Chron. xxii. 6;

xxix. 1) ; and Solomon says of himself, " I

am a little child " |bij "iy; (1 Kings iii. 7).

Josephus, probably reflecting the tradition

of his time, fixes his age at fourteen ;

Eupolemus at twelve. I incline to think

that the words " young and tender" almost

forbid the favourite opinion that he was

about twenty.]

Ver. 3.—And keep the charge [lit.,

" watch the watch " (custodies custodium

Jelwvae), or, " serve the service." Bahr

paraphrases, " be a true watcher in the

sen ice of Jehovah." The words are con

stantly employed to denote a strict per

formance of the service of the tabernacle or

of the duties of the priests and Levites

(Lev. viii. 35 ; xviii. 30 ; Numb. i. 53 ;

iii. 7, 8, 25, 28, 32, 38 ; xxxi. 30 ; 1 Chron.

xxiii. 32, &e. ; also Gen. xxvi. 5). "The

reference," says Rawlinson, " is to the

charge given to all the kings in Deut.

xvii. 18—20." But there is no necessity

for restricting it to that one injunction.

What the charge is is explained presently]

of the Lord thy God to walk in His ways,

to keep [same word] His statutes, and

His commandments, and His Judgments,

and His testimonies [it is impossible to

draw any clear and sharp distinction be

tween these four words, as the older ex

positors do. '' The phrase is derived from

the Pcntateuoh " (Wordsworth). The force

of the accumulation of practically synony

mous terms is to represent the law in

its entirety ("Die Totalitiit des Getetzes,"

Keil) ; cf. Deut. v. 31, viii. 11, and espe

cially Psa. ex is. ] , that thou mayest prosper.

[The marginal rendering, " do wisely,' ' is

preferred by some (Keil, e.g.) ; but the

translation of the text has the authority

of Gesenius and others on its side, and

gives a better meaning. " The context

evidently requires ' prosper ' here, as in

Josh. i. 7" (Rawlinson). "That thou

mayest ... do wisely " is a very lame

and impotent conclusion to ver. 3. We

have here an evident reminiscence of Josh,

i. 7 ; possibly also of Deut. xxix. 9. David

was unquestionably well versed in the

Scriptures of that age, of which every king

was commanded to make a copy.

Ver. 4.—That the Lord may continue

[rather, " establish " (ut confirmet), as ii is

rendered in 2 Sam. vii. 25, where this same

word of rro nise is spoken of. Cf. 1 Kings

viii. 26] His word which He spiJ.e con

cerning me [by the mouth of Nathan,

2 Sam. vii. 12—17 (cf. Psa. lxxxix. 4) ; or

David may refer to some subsequent pro

mise made to him directly. In the promise

of 2 Sam. vii. there is no mention of any

stipulations, "If thy children," Ac. But

both here and in Psa. exxxii. 12, and in

1 Kings viii. 25, special prominence is

given to the condition (dum se bene

gesserint), which no doubt was understood,

if not expressed, when the promise was

first made], saying, If thy children take

heed to [lit., " keep," same word as in vers.

2, 3] their way, to walk before me In truth

with all their heart and with all their soul

there shall not fall thee [lit., " be cut off to

thee," as marg. (cf. 1 Sam ii. 29; Josh. ix. 23).

This word does not occur in the original

promise mode through Nathan. But it doet

occur in subsequent versions of the promise,

1 Kings viii. 25, ix. 5, as well as here—a

strong presumption that the promise must

have been repeated to David in another

shape], said he, a man on the throne of Israel.

But this thought—that the permanence

of his dynasty depended on the faithful

observance of the law as it is written in tLe

book of Moses (i.e., in all its details), seems

to have reminded the dying man that he

himself had not always kept the statutes

he was urging his successor to keep. It

had been his duty as king, as the power

ordained of God, to visit all violations of

the law of God with their appropriate

penalties ; and this duty, in some instances

at least, had been neglected. For the law

of Moses, reaffirming the primaeval law

which formed part of the so-called " precepts

of Noah " (Gen. 6)—that ix. blood must bo

expiated by blood—enjoined, with singular

emphasis and distinctness, the death of the

murderer (Numb. xxxv. 16, 17, 18, 19,

30—33; Exod. xxi. 14). It declared that

so long as murder remained unpunished,

the whole land was defiled and under a

curse (Numb. xxxv. 33). And it gave the

king no power to pardon, no discretion in

the matter. Until the red stain of blood

was washed out "by the blood of him that

shed it " the Divine Justice was not satis

fied, and a famine or pestilence or sword

might smite the land. Now, David knew

all this : he could not fail to know it, for

he had seen his country, a few years before,

visited by a famine because of the un
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avenged blood of the Gibeonites (2 Sam.

xxi. 1). And yet, one notorious and in

famous murderer bad not been put to

death. The assassin of Abner and of

Amasa still polluted the earth, still occu

pied a distinguished position, and defied

punishment. But if the law of Moses was

to be kept, then, whatever it might cost,

and however painful it might be (Dent,

xix. 13), he must die ; and David, for the

welfare of his kingdom, the stability of his

throne, and above all, the honour of God,

must require his death. No doubt it had

often burdened his mind, especially during

these last days of feebleness, the thought

that punishment had been so long delayed ;

and therefore, as be sees the end approach

ing, he feels that he must enjoin upon his

successor the fulfilment of that duty which

he had been too " weak " to discharge

(2 Sam. iii. 39). Hence he proceeds,

Ver. 5.—"Moreover, thou knowest also

what Joab, the son of Zeruiah [there is no

" emphasis on these words : ho who was

mine own sister's son," as Wordsworth, see

on i. 11] , did to me and [this last word has

no place in the original, and should be left

out, as it is misleading. It makes David

demand the death of Joab partly because of

the private injuriet he had suffered at his

hands, and partly because of his two brutal

murders mentioned presently. But this

is just what David did not do; for he is

careful to exclude all mention of his private

wrongs. It is true, he says, " what Job

did to me," but that is because "the

sovereign is smitten in the subject " (Bp.

Hall), and because the first of these mur

ders had caused David to be suspected of

complicity, while each had deprived him of

an able officer. And the words that follow]

what he did to the two captains of the hosts

of Israel [these words are clearly explicative

of the '' what he did to me." Only thus can

we explain the absence of the "and"] unto

Abner the son of Ner [2 Sam. iii. 27. This

was one of those foul murders to which the

law expressly donied any right of sanctuary,

for it was "with guile" (Exod. xxi. 14). Joab

'' took Abner aside in the gate to speak with

him peaceably, and smote him there in the

abdomen "] , and unto Amasa the son of

Jether [or Ithra. In 2 Sam. xxvii. 24,

Ithra is called "an Israelite," an obvious

mistake for " Ishmaelite," as indeed it

stands in 1 Chron. ii. 17. Amasa's mother,

Abigail, was sister of David and Zeruiah ;

Amasa, consequently, was Joab's first

cousin. This murder was even fouler than

that of Abner. Here there were ties of

blood ; they were companions in arms, and

there was no pretence of a vendetta] , whom

he slew and shed [lit., "put," a somewhat

strange expression. It almost looks as if

" upon him," had dropped out. The

meaning "make," which Keil assigns to

Ov is not borne out by his references,

Deut. xiv. 1 ; Exod. x. 2. " Showed,"

" displayed," is nearer the original] , the

blood of war In peace [the meaning is

obvious. Blood might lawfully be shed in

time of war, in fair fight ; and Joab might

have slain the two captains in battle with

out guilt. But he slew them when they

were at peace with him and unprepared, bj

treachery] , and put the blood of war [the

LXX. has alfia dOwov, " innocent blood "]

upon his girdle that was about his loins

and In his shoes that were on his feet

[we are not to suppose that the girdle and

sandal are mentioned as " die Zeichen dts

Kriegerttandct" (Bahr), military

insignia; nor yet that the idea is "from

the girdle to the sandal" (Ewald), i.e.,

copiously. These are- usual (hardly

" principal," as Keil) articles of Eastern

dress, of the civilian's as well as of

the soldier's, and these two are mentioned

because, no doubt, the horrille details of

the two murders, and especially of the last

(see 2 Sam. xx. 8), had been reported to

David. He had been told at the time how

the blood of Amasa had spurted on to the

girdle of Joab, and streamed down into hid

sandals, and these details, which no doubt

made a deep impression upon his mind, are

recited here to show how dastardly and

treacherous was the deed, and how

thoroughly Joab was stained with innocent

blood, blood which cried to heaven for

vengeance (Gen. iv. 10)] .

Ver. 6.—Do therefore according to thy

wisdom [cf. Prov. xx. 26. It needed gre:.t

discretion in exacting the punishment ot

death in the case of one who was so power

ful, who had such influence with the army

and the people, whose crimes had been

passed over for so long a time, to whom

David was so much indebted—Joab had

partly won and had twice preserved for

him his crown—and to whom he was allied

by ties of blood. To act precipitately or

unwisely might provoke a revolution] , and

let not his hoar head [see on ver. 9. Joab,

though David's nephew, could not have

been much his junior, and David was now

seventy] go down to the grave In peace.

[He must die a violent, not a natural death,

as Corn, a Lap. This expression, no doubt,

looks vindictive, but that is solely because
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we forget the character of the Old Testa

ment dispensation (as one of temporal re

wards and punishments. See the " Exposi

tor," vol. iii. p. 114), the position of David as

king (as the authorized dispenser of punish

ments, and as responsible to God for

dispensing them without fear or favour),

and the principles of the Mosaic code (as a

lex talionis, demanding blood for blood, and

requiring the magistrates and people to

purge themselves of the guilt of blood by

demanding " the blood of him that shed it ").

Let these considerations be borne in mind,

and there is absolutely no warrant for

charging David with malevolence. Words

worth lays stress on the fact that Joab had

not repented of his crimes. But we need

have recourse to no such suppositions. The

Jewish law afforded no place of repentance

to the murderer. No amount of contrition

would cleanse the land of blood. The

temporal penalty must be paid. In the

case of David himself, it was only commuted

by special revelation (2 Sam xii. 10, 13,

14), not remitted.

Ver. 7.—And to the sons of BarxUlai

[the " Beni-Barzillai " would include son,

or sons, and all other descendants. It is

highly probable, though it is not expressly

stated, that Chimham was the son of Bar

zillai .(2 Sam. xix. 37). Rawlinson says,

" Who the other sons were is not known."

It would be more correct to say that we do

not know whether there were any other

sons. The family was still existing temp,

Ezra (Ezra ii. 61), where, it is worth notic

ing, we real of the daughters of Barzillai

(of. Nehem. vii. 63). In Jeremiah xli. 17,

we read of the " habitation (TVn\t cara

vanserai, khan) of Chemoham," where the

Keri has Chimham. It has been argued

from the mention of this name, and the

fact that their khan was near Bethlehem,

that David or Solomon gave the family land

there] , and let them be ofthose that eat at

thy table [i.e., of those who have their sus

tenance from the royal table, not necessarily

at it (Keil) ; cf. Dan. i. 5 ; 2 Kings xxv. 29.

Presence at the table is expressed by

\rhf b$ (2 Sam. ix. 11, 12). It was es-

teemed an essential part of royal munifi

cence tliroughout the East that the king

should feed a large number of retainers and

dependants. Cf. the account of Solomon's

doily provision in 1 Kings iv. 22, 23 ; also

2 Sum. xix. 28; Judges i. 7] ; for so [i.e.,

in like manner, with food] ; they came to

me [lit., " came near." The Hebrew 2"$>

often includes, as here, the idea of succour.

Cf. Ps. lxix. 19; Lam. iii. 57. Barzillai

certainly came (2 Sam. xvii. 27), and pro

bably Chimham, but the Speaker's Com

mentary is mistaken when it says that

" Chimham is mentioned as present." He

was present at the return of David (2 Sam.

xix. 31, 38, but not necessarily before]

when I fled because of [lit. , " from the face

of "] Absalom thy brother.

Tho mention of Absalom, and those

terrible days of revolt and anarchy, when

he was constrained to flee for his life, seems

to have reminded the dying king of one of

the bitterest ingredients of that bitter cup

of shame and suffering—the cruel curses of

Shimei. He remembers that the sin of

Shimei, which was nothing else than treason

and blasphemy, has so far escaped punish

ment. In a moment of generous enthusiasm,

he had included Shimei in the general

amnesty which he proclaimed on his return

(2 Sam. xix. 23). He had thought, no

doubt, at the time only of the offence

against himself; he had forgotten his

sacred and representative character as "the

Lord's anointed ; " or if he had remem

bered it (ver. 21) the emotions of that

memorable day had obscured or perverted

his sense of justice and duty. But he bus

since realized—and the thought weighs

upon his conscience in the chamber of

death—that he then pardoned what he had

no power to pardon, viz., a sin to which

the Mosaic law attached the penalty of

death. For blasphemy, as for murder,

there was no expiation short of the death

of the blasphemer (Lev. xxiv. 14—16 ; cf.

1 Kings xxi. 10, 13) ; and blasphemy, like

murder, though not perhaps to the same

extent, involved those who heard it in its

guilt, until they had discharged themselves

of their sin upon the head of the guilty (Lev.

xiv. 14 ; cf. Lev. v. 1). But Shimei, so far

from having suffered the penalty of the

law, had been twice protected against it ;

twice preserved alive, in defiance of law, by

the supreme magistrate, the executor of

law. And David, who has been charging

his son to keep the law, now realizes that

he himself has been a law-breaker. He has

kept his oath, sworn to his own or his

people's hurt, and he will keep it to the

end. But Solomon is under no such obli

gation. He can demand the long arrears

of justice, none the less due because of the

time that has elapsed and the royal lachet
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('' nullum tempus occurrit regi ") ; he can

deal with the blasphemer as the law directs,

and this David now charges him to do.

Ver. 8.—And, behold, thou hast with thee

[Bahr understands by ^!py, "near thee," (in

deiner Nahe) because Bahurim was near

Jerusalem. Keil gathers from this word

that Shimei " was living at that time iu

Jerusalem," and refers to ver. 36, which, if

anything, implies that he was not. But it

is worth suggesting whether Shimei may

not be the Shimei to whom reference is

made in ch. i. 8. (Dean Stanley notices

this as a possibility, but alleges nothing in

support of it;: " Jewish Church," vol. ii. p.

171, note.) We there find Shimei and Kei

mentioned as firm adherents of Solomon at

the time of Adonijah's rising, and in these

words, they " were not with Adonijah."

Surely it is not an unfair presumption—if

there is nothing to rebut it—that the Shimei

subsequently mentioned as " with" Solomon

is the same person. But it has been ob

jected (e.g., by Kitto) that the false part

that Shimei played at the time of Absalom's

revolt would have for ever prevented his

being recognized and mentioned as one of

Solomon's supporters. I very much doubt

it. The great influence which Shimei pos

sessed must be taken into account. Nothing

shows that influence more clearly than the

fact that on the day of David's restoration,

despite the part he had taken, and the

possible disgrace and danger that awaited

him, he could still command the attendance

of one thousand men of Benjamin (2 Sam.

xix. 17). Probably the secret of his in.

fluence lay in the fact that he was "of the

family of the bouse of Saul," and possibly,

owing to the insignificance of Saul's de

scendants, was the mainstay and chief re

presentative of that house. And if so, there

is nothing at all surprising in the mention

of the fact that he was " not with Adonijah,"

and was subsequently " with " Solomon.

It may have been a matter of great con

sequence at that critical time, which side

Shimei—and the thousand or more Ben-

jamites at his back—espoused. And if he

did then declare for Solomon, it could

hardly fail to procure him some amount of

favour and consideration. He would thence

forward rank amongst the friends of the

young king, and the words " thou hast with

thee" would accurately describe his po

sition] Shimei, the son of Gera [another

Shimei, the son of Elah, is mentioned (1

Kings iv. 11) as Solomon's officer in Ben-

iamin. Gera must not be thought of as the

" father " of Shimei, except in the sense of

ancestor. He was removed from him by

many generations, being the sou of Bela

and the grandson of Benjamin (Gen. xlvi.

21; of. 1 Chrou. vii. 6). Ehud, three

hundred years earlier, is also described as

" a son of Gera," Judg. iii. 15] , a Benjaraite

[lit., the Benjamite, meaning that Gera, not

Shimei, was the Benjamite. He was well

known as the son of Benjomin's firsthorn

(1 Chron. viii. 1), and the head of a house

in Benjamin. Professor Gardiner (American

translation of Lange, textual note, p. 29),

following the LXX. and Vulg., insists that,

'3'P'n'IS (with the article) can only mean

" sou of the Jaminite, i.e., of the descen

dants of Jamin, a son of Simeon." But

this is directly contrary to what we read

2 Sam. xvi., viz., that Shimei was of " a

family of the house of Saul," i.e., a Ben

jamite. And to this the grammar agrees.

Judges iii. 15 is an exact parallel, and com

pare 'E'lpiS'n-rva, 1 Sam. vi. 14, 18, and

,P0/iri-n,3, 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 18 ; xvii. 58] of

Bahurim [the name means "The young

men." It was some six miles distant from

Jerusalem, in Benjamin, and on (or off, as

Josephus, Ant. vii. 9, 7, implies) the main

road to Jericho and the Jordan valley. It

may have lain in one of the wadieb branch

ing out from the ravine which runs con

tinuously alongside the steep desceut to

Jericho. The event narrated in 2 Sam. iii.

16 as happening at Bahurim may well have

served to inflame Shimei's hatred. In spite

of his rancorous hostility, however, we

gather from 2 Sam. xvii. 18, that David had

some faithful adherents there] , which [lit.,

" and he"] cursed me with a grievous [acc.

to Gesenius, at., " strong," i.e., sweeping ;

Keil, vehement; Thenius, "heillot," flagi

tious. LXX., Karapav oftiiijpriv. Vulg., male-

dictio pessima] curse In the day when I

went to Mahannim [2 Sam. xvi. 5] ; but he

came down to meet me at Jordan [lit. , the

Jordan, i.e., the descender, so called from

the rapidity of the stream (it has a fall of

1400 feet in about 100 miles) or from the

steep descents which lead to it. The word

always has the defin. art.], and I sware to

him by the Lord, saying, I will not put thee

to death with the sword [2 Sam. xix. 23] .

Ver. 9.—Now therefore [lit., "and now."

Possibly the "now" is a note of time in

apposition to the " day " of ver. 8, or rather

the time of David's oath. "I then un

advisedly sware unto him, but now the law

must have its course." Probably it is merely

inferential,—quae cum ita sint] hold him

not guiltless [rather, thou 'halt not leave

himunpunithed (Vatablns, Gescn., Bahr,a{.);

cf. Exod. xx. 7 ; Jer. xxx. 11] ; for thou art

a wise man [pponj/oc rather than <ro^cc

(LXX.) Gesen. renders here, " endued with

ability to judge." David clearly desires
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that wisdom and justice, not malice or

passion, should be Solomon's guide] , and

knowest what thou oughtest to [lit., shalt

or slwuldest] do to Mm ; but [Heb. and] his

hoar head [mentioned, not maliciously, but

with the idea that punishment, which had

been long delayed, must overtake him

nevertheless. The age of Juab and Shimei

would make the Divine Nemesis the more

conspicuous. Men would " see that there

was a God that judgeth in the earth "j

bring thou down to the grave with blood.

The Auth. Version here needlessly alters

the order of the original, which should be

followed wherever it can be (and it generally

can) without sacrifice of idiom and elegance.

In this case the alteration, by the Blight

prominence it gives to " hoar head " and to

" blood," gives a factitious harshness to the

sentenoe. The Hebrew stands thus : ' ' And

thou shalt bring down his hoar head with

blood to Sheol. This order of the words

also exhibits somewhat more clearly the

sequence of thought, which is this: "Thou

art wise, therefore thou knowest what by

law thou shouldest do. What thou shalt

do is, thou shalt bring down," dec. It is

clear from these words that if David was

actuated by malice, by a " passionate desire

to punish those who had wronged him "

(Plumptre, Diet. Bib., art. " Solomon "), or by

" fierce and profound vindictiveness " (Stan

ley, " Jewish Church," vol. ii. p. 135), he was

profoundly unconscious of it. ii it wa3 " a

dark legacy of hate" (ibid.) he was be

queathing to Solomon, then he stands before

us in these last hours either as an unctuous

hypocrite, or as infatuated and inconsistent

to the last degree. That the man who, in

his opening words (ver. 3), enjoined npon

his son, in the most emphatic manner, a

strict and literal obedience to the law of

Heaven, should in these subsequent words,

delivered almost in the same breath, re

quire him to satiate a long-cherished and

cruel revenge upon Joab and Shimei (the

latter of whom he had twice delivered from

death), is an instance of self-contradiction

which is almost, if not quite, without

parallel. But as I have showed elsewhere,

at some length, it is a superficial and entirely

erroneous view of David's last words, which

supposes them to have been inspired by

malice or cruelty. His absorbing idea was

clearly this, that he had not "kept the

charge of the Lord;" that he, the chief

magistrate, the "revenger to execute wrath,"

by sparing Joab and Shimei, the murderer

and the blasphemer, both of whose lives

were forfeited to justice, had failed in his

duty, had weakened the sanctions of law,

and compromised the honour of the Most

High. He is too old and too weak to

execute the sentence of the law now, but

for the safety of his people, for the security

of his throne, it must be done, and there

fore Solomon, who was under no obligation

to spare the criminals his father had spared,

must be required to do it. Of the Jewish

king it might be said with a special pro

priety, " Bex ett lex loqttens," and seldom

has the voice of law spoken with greater

dignity and fidelity than by David in thi-t

dying charge. To say, as Harwood does,

(Lange, American Trans., p. 32) that "no

thing but sophistry can justify his [David's]

charge to Solomon, not to let the unfortu

nate man [Shimei] die in peace," merely

shows how imperfectly the writer has en

tered into the spirit of the theocratic law,

that law under which David lived, and by

which alone he could be governed and

govern others.

Ver. 10.—So [Heb. atut] David slept

[Heb. lay down] . The idea of aSt? is not

that of sleep so much as of the recumbent

posture of the dead. It points to the grave

rather than to Sheol (Gesen.), though the

latter idea is not excluded. Wordsworth

(after a Lapide) finds here "an assertion

of the doctrine of the existence of the soul

after death, and of the resurrection of the

body," but it is not in the text] with kla

fathers (cf. the Latin expression abiit ad

phtres, and the Greek wXeovuiv ireudai],

and was buried in the city of David [i.e.

the hill of Zion, whioh he had fortified,

His citadel became his sepulchre, and

thenceforward bore his name. Intramural

interment was permitted only to prophets

and kings. Jerusalem is completely under,

mined by caves and caverns, and Zion is

no exception to the rule. One of these,

possibly enlarged, probably became the

burying-place of the kings. It was known,

not only in Nehemiah's day (Nehem. iii.

15, 16), but down to the age of the apostles

(Acts ii. 29). Probably owing to a mis

understanding of St. Peter's words, " his

sepulchre is with us," &c, the Coenaculum

is now shown as David's tomb. Josephus

says Solomon placed a vast quantity of

treasure with the body, three thousand

talents of which were taken out by Hyrcanus

(Ant. xiii. 8. 4). He has also a curious

story of an attempted plunder of the tomb

by Herod (Ant. xvi. 7. 1)

Ver. 1 1 .—And the days that David reigned

over Israel were forty years : seven years

reigned he In Hebron, and thirty and three

years reigned he in Jerusalem [as elsewhere

(1 Chron. xxix. 27), the historian has dis

regarded the fraction of a year in giving

the length of David's reign. He reigned

at Hebron, according to 2 Sam. v. 5, " seven

years and six months."
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HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—11.—A Jewish deathbed. A brilliant poet and essayist once summoned

liis stepson, the young Earl of Warwick, to his bedside, and with perfect dignity and

composure bade him mark " how a Christian man can die." In this section, one

far greater, and yet in one sense far less, than Addison,—greater aa a poet, as a

statesman, as a patriot; less, inasmuch as "he that is least in the kingdom of

heaven is greater than he,"—beckons us to the chamber of death, and bids us wit.

ness the departure of a pious Jew—of a typical Hebrew of the Hebrews. In one

sense, David is tho greatest figure in the Old Testament. He alone, of all that aro

born of women, has been called a "man after God's own heart." And more : If

Solomon is of all Old Testament characters the most secular, certainly David is by

far the most spiritual. Proof : His songs are still chanted in church as well as

synagogue, and Christian souls find no fitter expression for their devout longings

and aspirations than in the language of his exquisite Psalms. Let as hear his last

recorded words. The last utterances of great men are allowed to have a special

interest. They have often been intensely characteristic. Let us listen to " the last

words of David." Let ns carefully notice (1) What he does say, and no less care

fully (2) What he does not say.

I. What he dges say. 1. He says he is not afraid to meet death. His con.

duct, his demeanour says this. See how calmly he looks it in the face. " I go the

way," &c. He hardly knows what death means; knows but little of the life

beyond ; his hopes and fears are bounded by the pale and shadowy realm of Sheol,

but he can trust the living God, and he thinks—he believes—" they cannot cease

to live whom God does not cease to love." And so he goes into the gloom and

the shadows with the trust of a child that holds the father's hand ; he approaches

the grave

" As one who wraps the drapery of his conch

About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams."

We have a far nobler creed—a livelier hope than his. Jesus Christ has "brought

life and immortality to light." We have heard of the rest of Paradise ; of tho

resurrection ; of the beatific vision. Shall we then dread to die ? Shall we be put

to shame by a Jew ? The Mohammedan calls death the " terminator of delights and

the separator of companions." Socrates said, " Whether it is best to live or die, the

gods only know." Shall we act as if we had no better belief ? Surely our bene

ficent religion, and its gospel of immortality, should make us brave to die. 2. He

bids us be mindful of our mortality. There are Christians who will not think,

will not speak of death. Not so David. He saw the end approaching, and he faced

it. It is well we should have from time to time, as we constantly have in daily life,

in the dispensations of God's providence, a memento mori. Pagan and Moslem

monarchs nave had their heralds daily and publicly remind them of their frailty.

The ancient Egyptians would bring a mummy to their feasts. The Kaffirs ever keep

the boards for their coffins in their houses. With their dismal and often hopeless

creeds, they yet remember death. Shall we, who know that death is but the gate

of life, ostrich-like, shut our eyes to it, and all " think all men to be mortal but our

selves ?" 3. He teaches us in death to think of duty ; to remember those who will

come after ns—our friends, enemies, church, and country. He leaves a son " young

and tender." He is concerned for his piety, for his prosperity ; and through him,

for the piety and prosperity of the nation. He knows that the words of the dying

have weight. He will not depart without a solemn dying charge. It is the last

best gift he can bestow. The Christian must not die selfishly. Even in pain and

feebleness, he must care for others. If he can, he ought to charge his children and

connexions ; to warn them, to bless them. Should he be less jealous for their present

and eternal welfare, or less concerned for the honour and glory of God, than was this

dying Jew ? 4. He reminds us that men die as they have lived. David has kept

the law, " save in the matter of Uriah," &c. His death is of a piece with his life—
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it is the natural outcome, the good fruit from a good tree. During life, he has been

very zealous for the Lord God of Israel. The ruling passion displays itself in death.

The great desire of the man who has kept the law is that his son may keep it. To

die well, one must live well. The last struggle works no change in the character.

Deathbed repentance is generally delusive. They deceive tliemselves, who,

" Dying, put on the weeds of Dominio,

Or as Franciscans think to pass disguised."

5. He trams us to set our house in order, to pay our debts and square our

accounts before we die. David, we read, " prepared abundantly (for the temple)

before his death." He has made royal provision for the house that should be built.

But he remembers at last that three debts of his are still undischarged ; a debt of

gratitude to the sons of Barzillai, a debt of retribution to Joab, and another to

Shimei. " Due punishment of malefactors is the debt of authority " (Bp. Hall). He

will not, like some, "go on sinning in his grave ; " he will have these debts dis

charged. He cannot depart in peace while they burden his conscience. And we,

too, go where " there is neither work, nor device, nor knowledge," where wrongs

cannot be redressed, where accounts cannot be settled. Have we any crime uncon-

fessed, or injury unrepaired, any enemy unforgiven ? " What thou doest, do

quickly." But let us now consider—

II. What David does not sav. The silence of Scripture is often golden, is some

times as instructive as its voices. Here is a case in point The most spiritual of Old

Testament saints—the man after God's own heart—is dying, and he knows it. Ho

gives his son his parting counsels, and what are they ? They are all of this world.

Observe—1. Tliere is no mention of a future life ; no " hope full of immortality,"

no talk of reunion, but rather a sad " vale, vale in aelernum vale." The most

remarkable feature in David's last words is, that there is not one word about another

life. The Christian could not die thus. Even "half-inspired heathens" have

expressed a livelier hope—witness Cicero's " O preeclarum diem cum ad illud divi-

num animorum concilium coetumque proficiscar "—and how immeasurably higher

than this, again, is St. Paul's desire to depart and be with Christ! " I go the way

of all the earth "—it is like the sound of the clods upon the coffin, without the

faintest whisper of a "Besurgam." What a contrast between this and the apostle's

exultant cry, " Death is swallowed up in victory ! " And the very humblest Chris

tian could hardly depart as David did, with absolutely no reference to the realm of

tho future. There would assuredly be some comforting word about the many man

sions, the rest for the weary, the gates of pearl, the streets of fine gold. Of all this

David said nothing, neither in life nor death, because he knew nothing. He had

hopes, anticipations, convictions almost, as some of the Psalms show, but he had

not what the Christian has, the " full assurance of faith," the " sure and certain

hope of a resurrection to eternal life." In this respect how much greater was

Addison, how much more " full of all blessed conditions " his death. In this

respect, every Christian deathbed has a glory and a consecration and a triumph

which we miss in the death chamber of the sweet Psalmist of Israel, the most

saintly and spiritual of all the Jews. As Coleridge,

" Is that a deathbed where the Christian lies 1

Yes, but not his ; 'tis death itself there dies."

2. There is no idea of a future recompense. Hence, partly, his urgent demand

for the punishment of Joab and Shimei. He does not know of a "judgment to

come ; " of any distribution of rewards and punishments after death. He has been

taught that the righteous and the wicked alike are to be " recompensed in the

earth," and therefore Joab and Shimei, albeit old and greyheaded, must not die in

peace. If they do, justice, he thinks, will be robbed of its due. How different the

conception of the Christian 1 He views with calmness the miscarriage of justice ;

he sees the wicked in great prosperity ; he " bears the whips and scorns of time,"

" suffers the stings and arrows of outrageous fortune," knowing that this world is
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not all ; that " God is patient because be is eternal," and that " the crooked sball

be made straight, and the rough places plain," at the judgment-seat of Christ.

3. There was no hope of a kingdom and a crown. David's idea was that he was

leaving a kingdom ; St. Paul's that he was going to one. " Remove the diadem and

take off the crown "—this was the message of death to the Hebrew kings. And to

us death brings a crown (Rev. ii. 10, iii. 11; 2 Tim. iv. 8; James i. 12, &c.), a

throne (Rev. iii. 21), a sceptre (Rev. ii. 27), a kingdom (Dan. vii. 18 ; Luke xxii. 29 ;

Heb. xii. 28, &c.) To the Jew death was practically the end of life and of glory ;

to the Christian it is the beginning of both.

Vers. 1—11.—Eikon Basilike. The king, the close of whose chequered and

romantic career is narrated in this section, was the pattern king of the Hebrew

people, and is in many respects a model for all kings. The portrait drawn here

and in the Psalms is a veritable Eikon Basilike, both truer and worthier of regard

than that " Portraiture of his sacred Majesty," so famous and so influential in the

history of our own country. We see him gathered to his fathers. Let us honestly

frame his eulogium.

I. He was one of nature's kings. The first king of Israel seems to have been

chosen because of his physical, the second because of his moral, qualifications. His

was a kingly soul. " Kind hearts are more than coronets "—yes, and more than

crowns. Few nobler and greater men have ever lived. Witness his magnanimity,

his chivalry, his loyalty, his bravery, his tenderness, his forgiveness of wrongs. See

the records of 1 Sam. xvi, 12, 21 ; xvii, 82—87, 50 ; xviii. 14—16 ; xxii. 23 ; xxiv.

5, 22 ; xxv. 16 ; xxvi. 9—25 ; 2 Sam, i. 11—15 ; ii. 5, 6 ; iii. 81—39 ; iv. 9—12 ; ix. 1 ;

xvi. 10, 12 ; xviii. 83 ; xix. 22. Such a man, had he lived and died among the

sheepfolds, would have been " king of men for all that."

II. He was one of Heaven's kings. " The powers that be are ordained of God."

All legitimate monarchs reign de jure divino. But not all equally so. He was

expressly chosen of God (1 Sam. xvi. 1 ; Psa. lxxxix. 20), was taken from the sheep-

folds and from perilous watches against the lion and the bear to be the viceroy of

Heaven. And he proved himself a king after God's own heart. He is the standard

with which subsequent monarchs are compared, and by which they are judged.

(2 Kings xi. 4, 33 ; xv. 8—5, 11 ; 2 Kings xiv. 3, &c.)

III. He was faithful to the King of kings. " He did that which was right

in the eyes of the Lord, and turned not aside from anything that he commanded

him all the days of his life, save only," &c. (1 Kings xv. 5). " His heart was perfect

with the Lord his God" (1 Kings xt 4). He kept God's commandments and

statutes (ver. 84). He was qualified to govern by having learnt to obey. He re

quired nothing from his subjects which he did not himself render to his sovereign

IV. He faithfully executed the judgments of a king. The powers that be

are appointed " to execute wrath on him that doeth evil." The Church at her altar

prays " that they may truly and indifferently minister justice, to the punishment of

wickedness and vice." " A wise king scattereth the wicked and bringeth the wheel

over them." "The execution of justice on the guilty is essential even to the exercise

of mercy to those whose safety depends on the maintenance of the law" (Words

worth). David was never more kmgly than when he " cut off all wicked doers

from the city of the Lord " (Psa. ci. 8).

V. He was a king to the last. " David did never so wisely and carefully

marshal the affairs of God as when ho was fixed to the bed of his age and death "

(Bp. Hall). It is the king speaks in this dying charge. It was because he was

king, and as such owed obedience to the King of kings, and owed protection and

the vindication of law to his subjects, that he could not pardon Joab and Shimei.

A private person can forgive private wrongs ; a king may not forgive public injuries,

for he may not give away what is not his to give. It is true the son of David-

prayed for the forgiveness of his murderers. It is true that we are to forgive those

who have wronged us. But we are not to defeat the ends of justice, and bid the

malefactor go free. Nor will the Son of David forgive conscious and inveterate
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rebellion. Ho it is, the fount of all mercy, who will say, " Those mine enemies,

who would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and slay them before

me " (Luke xix. 27).

VI. He sought and found mercy from the King of kings. He was not

perfect, not sinless. "Save only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite." It is not

the " fierce light that beats upon a throne " discloses David's imperfections ; it is

] lis own confessions. In Psalm li. he has himself recorded his sin and his profound

penitence ; in Psalm xxxii. he tells us of his pardon. The king of Israel tells us

how the King of Heaven forgives. And here most of all, perhaps, is he a pattern

for all kings, for all men, to the end of time. This Kikon Basilike has many

goodly and noble features, but the fairest lineament of all is the story of his sin

and its forgiveness (2 Sam. xii. 1-13).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—11.—Holy Scripture gives us many a touching and pathetic description

of the death of the father of a family, showing how it at once sanctions and sancti

fies natural affection. The farewells of David remind us of those of Jacob. Death

sometimes seems to fill the men of God of the old covenant with the spirit of

prophecy, as if the summit of the earthly life was illuminated with a purer radiance

falling upon it from a higher sphere. Death is indeed to all the messenger of God

to reveal to us great truths ; it is a great prophet.

I. Death shows to us where ends the way of all the earth (I Kings ii. 2).

Pascal says, "However brilliant the tragedy may have been, the end is always

death. From every grave which is dug comes a voice crying, Memento mori."

II. Death teaches us to loox at our past existence as a whole, as from a

height we look down on the plain below. It brings out the great object of life,

the essential truth too often drowned in the busy hum of the world. David

thinks no more at this hour of the glory or of the pleasures of life. Its one

great end stands out more clearly before him—to walk in the ways of the Lord,

to keep His statutes and His commandments. This is wisdom and prudence.

III. Death reminds the servants of God that their work dges not

perish with them ; that none of them, not even the greatest, is an indispensable

instrument of the work ; that they are only links in the chain. Thus the torch

which is to enlighten the world is passed from hand to hand.

IV. The inheritance of a holy work to re carried on is the best of

those blessings which, according to God's promise, are to rest upon His people

to the third and fourth generations (Exod. xx. 6). A great responsibility rests

upon a Christian family, and their education ought to be conducted with a view to

it. This succession in piety, in living and acting faith, is more important and moro

real than the succession by means of official ordination.

V. Every servant of God, in his death, may say with Jesus Christ, " It is

ExPEDIENT FOR YOU ThAT I GO AWAY J " " Ye ShALL DO GREATER ThINGS ThAN

these." It is well to know, when our work is done, that it will be carried on

by another. With Solomon, the Jewish theocracy received a new development,

such as it had never known in the time of David. It is well for us to die, even for

the sake of the work of God, which we are called to accomplish up to a certain

point, but no further.

VI. How much retter still is it for us to die, when we look at it in

the light of eternity. " David slept with his fathers (ver. 10), but only like them

to be carried home to God, to rest in Abraham's bosom " (Luke xvi. 22). For

ourselves, we may say with St. Paul, " To depart, and be with Christ is far better "

(Phil. i. 18).—E. de P.

Ver. 2.—" Show thytelf a man." The religion of God is the religion of man.

True religion is the perfecting of our humanity.

I. Man was made in the image of God. This is His essential characteristic.
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The more He reflects this image, the more truly manly He is. The religion of

the Bible restores His manhood.

II. There is no faculty in man which dges not find its complement and

its develofment in God. His reason finds in God alone the truth which it

seeks. His heart only finds an object adequate to its power of loving in the God

who is Love. His conscience has for its ideal and its law the Divine holiness.

" Be ye perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect" (Matt. v. 48).

His will derives its power alone from God. 1. The Son of God was the Son of

man, and realized the true idea of humanity in His holy life. 2. The religion of

God honours and exalts man, even as falsehood and error degrade and debase him.

8. The Divine morality is in profound harmony with true human morality, that

law which is written in the natural conscience. The petty religiousness which says,

" Touch not, taste not, handle not " (Col. ii. 21), and creates all sorts of artificial

duties, is not in accordance with true piety, the one great commandment of which

—love to God and man—approves itself at once to the gospel and to the conscience.

4. Be a man means, finally, Do thy duty like a man. Be one of the violent who

take the kingdom by force. Let us be careful not to effeminate our Christianity by

a soft sentimentalism. Let us learn from the Son of God to be truly men " after

God's own heart."—E. de P.

Vers. 1—4.—A royal father's last words. David's eventful life is drawing to a

close. He has proved himself to be " a man after God's own heart." Not a

perfect man, for he had grievous defects. But, in the main, he recognized the

grandeur of his position as " the Lord's anointed." He lived by the inspiration

of a Divine purpose. He " served his own generation by the will of God " (Acts

xiii. 86). His very faults bore witness to the native force of his character. The

height of the precipice measures the depth that frowns beneath it. Great natures

are most capable of great temptations, great sorrows, and great sins. But now

great David dies, and the sovereignty of Israel must pass into other hands.

I. The calmness of a good man in the face of death. " I go the way of

all the earth." There is a tone of quiet composure and satisfaction in these words—

remarkable feature of the way in which most of the Old Testament saints con

fronted death. More than mere Oriental courage, mere passive submission to the

inevitable,—faith in the Unseen and Eternal—fortitude of a soul that has found a

nobler inheritance than earth supplies—peaceful self-surrender into the hands of

the Living God. Yet not like the clear and certain vision of Christian faith.

Compare this, " I go the way," &c., with St. Paul's " I have fought a good fight," &c.

(2 Tim. iv. 7, 8). He who has a living hold on Christ can say, not merely " I go the

way of all the earth," but " I go my way to the eternal home of the redeemed."

" Absent from the body ; present with the Lord." Composure in the face of death

very much a matter of natural temperament—dependent on physical conditions—

to be distinguished from the higher triumph of faith. Men of faith sometimes in

" bondage through fear of death." Live much with Christ, and when the fatal hour

comes the sting and the terror shall be taken away.

II. The care of a godly father for the well-reing of his son. Often

in the life of David we see, through the garb of his kingly character, the throbbing

of the true fatherly heart. The spirit of fatherhood here takes the form ofwise and

solemn counsel befitting the time. Fine touch of nature in this. The true father

desires that his sons should be nobler, better, happier than himself. He lives

over again in their life, and would have them to avoid the errors and evils into

which he has fallen. David's yearning for Solomon is at once intensified and

hallowed by the remembrance of his own wrong-doing. " Be strong and shew

thyself a man." Solomon's youth, gentle disposition, heavy responsibilities, alike

demanded such counsel. Supreme lesson of life for the young—the path of

obedience to the Divine law is that of safety and prosperity. The wisdom and

strength God gives will enable the " little child " in the noblest sense to " play the

man." Each generation on a vantage ground as compared with those that went

before it—children " heirs of all the ages." Best legacy the fathers leave them—

1 kings. d
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the great principles of truth and righteousness, as illustrated by their own living

history. Chart of the ocean of life in the children's hands ; rocks and shoals and

hidden currents traced by the care and toil and suffering of those who sailed before

them. Let them use it wisely if they would have a safe and prosperous voyage.

III. Thk steadfastness of God's purposr amid all the changks of human

history. David dies in the faith that "the Lord will continue His word." The

" everlasting covenant ordered in all things and sure " is not fluctuating and perish

able as the things and beings of earth. Steadfast order of the heavenly bodies

and of the seasons a symbol of the sure covenant (Jer. xxxiii. 20). The frailty of

man often serves to deepen our impression of the eternity of God. Human life a

tale soon told, but " the counsel of the Lord standeth fast," &c. This is our security

for the triumph of the cause of truth and righteousness in the world, " All flesh is

grass," &c. (1 Peter i. 24). Man dies, but God lives ; and the hope that stays itself

upon His word can never be put to shame.

IV. The conditional nature of Divine promises. " If thy children take heed,"

tec. All Divine promises are thus conditional. Faith and practical submission

needed to place us in the line of their fulfilment. God "continues His word" to

those who continue in His ways. The promises are " Yea and amen" in Christ.

Be " in Him " if you would realize them.—W.

Vers. 2, 3. — A charge from a dying king. The utterances of dying men

naturally have weight. Those who stand on the border line between time and

eternity have less temptation to disguise the truth, and are more likely than others

to see things in their true relations. When those who speak to ur thence are men

who have long loved us, and who have ever proved worthy of our love, we must be

callous indeed if their words are powerless. Exemplify by the mention of any

whose whole future destiny turned upon the wish and the counsel of a dying father

or friend. David's counsel to Solomon had this double value. He spoke as a

dying man, and as a wise and loving father. Happy would it have been for the

son had this counsel always been the law of his life. 1. The anxiety of David for

the moral and spiritual welfare of hit son. Some parents deem their duty done

if they see their sons and daughters fairly " settled in life," without much consider

ation for character. David cared first for character, and next for circumstances.

He believed that if the heart were right with God, things would of themselves go

right with men. 2. The willingness of Solomon to receive such counsels. How

different was his spirit from that of Adonijah (1 Kings L 5). Though young, high-

spirited, of princely rank, and already anointed king, he bows to listen to his aged

father. Lessons of reverence for age, and respect to parents, to be drawn from this.

In his charge to Solomon, David inculcates—

I. The importance of complete oredience to God. He had seen the terrible

effects of partial obedience in Saul, his own predecessor. (Illustrate from Saul's life.)

1. This implies the recognition of God as King. He is King of kings, and

Lord of lords, and even princely Solomon was to remember that he had a Master

in heaven. This would be not only for his own good, but for the welfare of his

kingdom. The tyrannies, the exactions, the cruelties of an ordinary Eastern despot

would be impossible to one who habitually acknowledged that he was responsible

to God, and that wrongs which no human court could avenge would receive just

retribution from " the Judge of all the earth." The wishes of his dying father

might somewhat restrain him, but these could not have the abiding power of the

law of the ever-living and ever-present God. What safety belongs to him who, like

Joseph, says in the hour of temptation, " How can I do this great wickedness, and

sin against God .' " That thought may be ours in the darkness as well as in the

light, amid strangers as well as in the precincts of home. To the lad setting out

from his father's house, to the man undertaking new responsibilities, the metsige

comes, " Keep the charge of the Lord thy God, to walk m His ways." 2. This

involves thoroughness in obedience. David uses no vain repetitions when he speaks

of " statutes, commandments, judgments, and testimonies." The whole law, not

a part of it only, was to be remembered. We are all tempted to partial obedience.
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It is easy, natural, profitable to obey some commands. Disobedience will bring

disease, or shame, or loss of reputation, and, fearing such penalties, some refrain

from transgression. But there are other laws of God, obedience to which brings

dishonour rather than glory, impoverishment and not advantage ; and these also

are to he obeyed if we would " walk before God in truth, with all our heart."

Again there are some precepts which seem of trifling value, and we are tempted to

say we need not be too precise. But we forget that God's laws, even the least of

them, are terribly precise. Science is proving this in every department of nature.

The tide, for example, will not stop short a foot in space, nor a moment in time, to

save the life of the helpless man penned in between the rocks. And are moral laws

less inexorable ? Besides, the crucial test of obedience is found in relation to little

things. If your child obeys your important command, because he sees its import

ance, you are glad ; but you are much more pleased when he does something you

told him to do, merely because you wished it, for this is a higher proof of genuine

obedience than that.

II. The necessity of personal resolution. " Be thou strong, therefore, and

show thyself a man." This sounds like an echo of God's own words to Joshua (i. 7).

The occasions too were similar. Joshua was entering on his leadership, and

Solomon was on the steps of his throne. David would evoke the manly resolution

of his son. There was the more necessity for this, because his honoured and heroic

father could no longer stand beside him. One of God's reasons for taking away

our parents by death is to develope and strengthen our character. When the

saplings grow under the shelter of the parent tree, they are weakly ; but when the

giant of the forest falls, and the winds of heaven begin to buffet those which have

had its protection, their strength becomes greater, and their roots strike deeper.

" Show thyself a man," says David to Solomon. Some suppose they show their

manhood by aping the airs of the elders (smoking, swearing, &c.) But in David's

sense, to show yourself a man is to prove yourself wise, valorous, virtuous, and

above all, loyal of heart to God. This exhortation then implies the manifestation of

moral courage and strength. These are required in order to the obedience we have

described, for such obedience implies struggle. 1. There is conflict with self. We

have to check the uprising of passion, to fight against the pride which would make

us refuse to submit to the revelation, and to the righteousness of God, &c. 2. There

it resistance to the evil influences of others. When Solomon was misled by bis

wives, and began to worship their gods, he was forgetting the command, " Be

strong and show thyself a man." Point out the necessity for moral courage, and

for the renewal of strength, by waiting on God, to those surrounded by evil associates.

3. There is antagonism to popular customs. In school, in business, in national

policy, in church routine, it is easier to float with the stream than to contend

against it. He must needs " be strong, and show himself a man," who would say,

" We must obey God rather than man I " Show where Solomon found this

strength, and where he lost it. Give examples of both from sacred history. E.g.,

the disciples were cowards when Christ was away, but they became heroes when the

promise was fulfilled at Pentecost : " They were endued with power from on high."

III. The assurance of resulting rlessedness. " That thou mayest prosper,"

&c. As an historical fact, this promise was fulfilled. The kingdom of Solomon

prospered as long as he was faithful to the God of his father. His apostasy sowed

the seeds of its decay. God's promises are contingent, not absolute. They have

attached to them implied conditions. This, which was shown in material blessings

under the covenant of the old economy, is abidingly true. It is not that man merits

the blessings of God by his obedience, but that he unfits himself to receive them by

disobedience. This is yet more clearly seen under the light of the new dispensation.

God gives a man that which he is fit for, on earth and in heaven. In and through

Jesus Christ He has broadened our views of recompense. Beyond death the

fulfilment of this promise extends, and he who is faithful with the few things shall

be at last a ruler over many. In a spirit of humble obedience and prayerful

dependence, let us seek to keep the charge and win the blessedness revealed in

these dying words of the sweet Singer of Israel.—A. B.
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ADONIJAH'S INTRIGUE.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER H. 12—25.

Ver. 12.—And Solomon sate on the throne

of David his father, and his kingdom [i.e.,

dominion, sway] was established greatly.

[Cf. 2 Chron. i. 1, 2. This verse serves as

a kind of heading or introduction to the

rest of the chapter. It was principally by

the removal of rivals and disaffected persons

that his sway was established.

Ver. 13.—And Adonijah, the son of Hag-

gith, came to Bathsheba, the mother of Solo

mon. [The LXX. adds Kai irpooeKvvnaev airy,

but the words are probably inserted from ver.

19. The historian now relates the plot of

Adonijah and its defeat. Foiled in his pur

pose to mount the throne by direct means,

Adonijah and his advisers have recourse to

intrigue and subtlety. By the aid of Abishag,

ho hopes to accomplish what his chariots

and horsemen (ch. i. 5) had failed to effect.

And he first addresses himself to the queen

mother ("Aggreditur mulierem, ut regnandi

ignaram ita amoribus facilem." Grotius).

The position of the queen dowager in the

Hebrew kingdom was an influential one ;

not unlike that of the Valide sultana

amongst the Ottomans. Hence the con

stant mention of each king's mother (1

Kings xiv, 31 ; xv. 10, where notice ver.

13 ; 2 Kings xi. 1 ; xii. 1 ; xiv. 2 ; xv. 2,

(fee. ; hence, too, the part which such a

queen mother as Athaliah found it pos

sible to take. This pre-eminence was a

natural result of the polygamy ol Eastern

sovereigns (and the consequent intrigues of

the harem), coupled with the high estima

tion in which the mother was held in the

East.] And she sald, Comest thou peace

ably. [Heb. Is it peace thy coming t Bath

sheba was evidently surprised by his visit.

Owing to the part he had taken against her

son, there would naturally have been but

few dealings, if not positive alienation,

between them. Her first thought, conse

quently, is, M What can this coming mean ?"

The prominence of the idea of peace in all

Eastern salutations has often been noticed.

Cf. 1 Sam. xvi. 4 ; 2 Kings ix. 22 ; iv. 26 ;

v. 21; Luke x. 5; Johnxx. 19—21, &c.] And

he said, Peaceably [Heb. peace.]

Ver. 14.—He said moreover [Heb. And

he taid] I have somewhat to say unto

thee [lit,, "a word to me (cf. est mihi) for

thee." This expression throws some light

on the New Testament phrase, rl i/ioi Kai

ooi, John ii. 4, &c.] And she said. Say on.

Ver. 15,—And he said, Thou knowest that

the kingdom was mine [schon so gut trie

mein (Bahr). Adonijah evidently made

much of the right of primogeniture (cf. ver.

22), which was not unrecognized amongst

the Jews. There is possibly in these words,

too, a hint at the part Bathsheba had taken

in defeating his claims] and that all Israel

set their faces [i.e., eyes] upon me that I

should reign [Heb. upon me all Israel set,

&o. The " me " is emphatic by its position.

So is the " mine " just before used. Several

commentators remark that Adonijah's words

were not strictly true. But we hardly expect

to find truth on such an occasion. Adomjah

was adroit and diplomatic, and puts the case

Ss it best serves his purpose. In order to

propitiate Bathsheba, he exaggerates his

loss and disappointment, just as in the next

words, in order to put her off her guard, he

plays the saint and obtrudes his piety and

resignation]: howbelt [lit., and] the king

dom is turned about and is become my

brother's, for it was his from the Lord.

[This verse shows pretty clearly that Adoni

jah had not renounced his pretensions to

the throne. Despite the pitiful failure of

his first conspiracy, and notwithstanding

Solomon's generous condonation of his

treason, he cannot forget that he was, and

is, the eldest surviving son, and had been

very near the throne. And as to the king

dom being his brother's by Divine appoint

ment, he cannot have been ignorant of that

long ago (2 Sam. xii. 25), yet he conspired all

the same. And it is not difficult to read

here between the lines, that he has not re

linquished his hopes, and does not acqui

esce in Solomon's supremacy.]

Ver. 16.—And now I ask one petition of

thee [Heb. request one request] deny me not

[marg., " turn not away my face." Better,

Turn not back, i.e., repulse not. Rawlinson

paraphrases, " Make me not to hide my

face through shame at being refused ; " but

this is not the idea of the original, which

means, Reject me not ; send me not away.

In the Heb. " face " often stands for "per

son," for eyes (ver. 15), looks, mien] . And

she said unto him, Say on.

Ver. 17.—And he said, Speak, I pray thee,

unto Solomon the king ; for he will not say

thee nay, [will not repulse thee. Same words

as ver. 16. There is a spice of flattery in

these words. He now exaggerates her in

fluence with the king] that he may give me

Abishag the shunammite to wife. [We are

hardly justified in concluding, as some com

mentators have done, that love had nothing
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to do with this request. It is not improb

able, on the contrary, that a passion for the

beautiful Shunamnite, perhaps the fairest

woman of her time, may have first given a

powerful impulse to Adonijah's ambition

(see on ch. i. 5). At the same time, he must

have had ulterior motives (see on ver. 22).

Ver. 18. — And Bathsheba said. Well

[there is no reason why the strict render

ing "good," should not be preserved here.

The A.V. follows the LXX. caXuc. Similarly

Luther, wohi ; but Bahr, gut] , I will speak

for thee [LXX. xcpi trov] unto the king.

Ver. 19.—Bathsheba therefore [lit., And

Bathaheba] went unto king [Heb. the king]

Solomon, to speak unto Mm for Adonvjah.

And the king rose up to meet her, and bowed

himself unto her, [the LXX. reads, " and

kissed" her (cai KareipiXqoev avrijf). There

is not necessarily a pregnant construction, as

Keil insists : " rose up and went down to

meet her." We get here a glimpse of the

stateliness of Solomon's court] and sat

down on his throne, and caused a seat

[lit., throne, same word] to be set [most

probably the servants of Solomon placed

the seat for the queen mother, as the LXX.

(irtfli/ Bp6vos) and most translators. The

reception was clearly a public one, if the in-,

terview was private. But the original is

simply, " and he set," Ac., suggesting that

Solomon may have done it, as a mark of

respect, with his own hands. He " received

his mother as fTTJI " (ch. xv. 13). Bahr]

for the mother of the king, and she sat on

his right hand. [The place of honour. Cf.

Psa. ex. 1 ; Matt. xx. 21 ; xxv. 33 ; Acts

vii. 56 ; Rom. viii. 84 ; Heb. i. 8 ; viii. 1,

Ac. It was also the place of honour amongst

Arabians (Keil), Greeks, and Romans, as

the very names eiwwuot—an euphemism for

apumpot—and sinistra, show.

Ver. 20.—Then she said, I desire one small

petition of thee. [So it seemed, no doubt,

to her, in her inexperience and ignorance of

Adonijah's real motives. She thought she

held the threads of a love story in her hands,

and that it would be a small thing for

Solomon to make these handsome lovers

happy] : I pray thee, say me not nay. And

the king said unto her, Ask on, my mother :

for I will not say thee nay. [The readiness

of the king to grant whatever she asked proves

that the reasons which induced him to deny

her request must have been weighty ; i.e.,

Adonijah's suit cannot have been devoid of

political consequences.

Ver. 21.—And she said, Let Ablshag the

Shunammlte be given to AdonJJah thy

brother to wife. [For the construction (n$

with a nominative, or, as some think, ]JV

used impersonally — man gebe), cf. Gen.

xxvii. 42 ; Exod. x. 8 ; and especially Num.

xxxii. 5 ; and see Gesen., Lex. s. v. 1*1$ and

Ewald, Syntax, 295 6.1

Ver. 22.—And kingSolomon answered and

said unto his mother. And why dost thou

ask Ablshag the Bhunammlte for Adonijah ?

[Professor Plumptre (Diet. Bib., art. " Solo

mon ") says this " narrative is not a little

perplexing." He then specially remarks on

the strangeness of Bathsheba's interceding

for Adonijah, and also on Solomon's " flash

ing into fiercest wrath " at her request. HO

explains the facts, however, by " Mr. Grove's

ingenious theory identifying Abishag with

the Shulamito (Cant. vi. 13), the heroine of

the Song of Songs." It is " the passion

ate love of Solomon for ' the fairest among

women ' that has made Bathsheba, " hither

to supreme, to fear a rival influence, and to

join in any scheme for its removal." The

king's vehement abruptness is in like

manner accounted for. He sees in the re

quest at once an attempt to deprive him of

the woman he loves and a plot to keep him

still in the tutelage of childhood. Of tho

ingenuity of this theory no one can doubti

nor yet that it may possibly represent the

actual facts. But it is not necessary, nor

does it help much to the explanation of the

narrative. Bathsheba's intervention may

easily be accounted for' by (1) her desire to

conciliate her son's most formidable rival ;

(2) her feminine interest in a love match ;

and (3) her pride, which could not bnt be

flattered, on being assured that her influence

with the king was so great. Nor is it any

more difficult to assign a reason for Solo

mon's sudden outhurst of anger. This re

quest is evidence to him of a fresh plot

against his throne, a plot so skilfully laid

that its abettors have been able to deceive

his own mother, and have made her a tool

for its advancement. Surely this is quite

enough to account for Solomon's indigna

tion. And the theory of a love story has

this disadvantage, that the young king com

pletely ignores it in what follows, all his

concern being about the kingdom, and not

one word being said about the woman ; and

again—and this is almost fatal—his mention

of Joab and Abiathar, and his subsequent

dealings with them, prove conclusively that

he suspected a conspiracy against his crown,

not a scheme, in which these latter could

have had no interest, and therefore no part,

to rob him of a mistress] ask for him the

kingdom also [Heb. and ask for Aim=and

(you will next) ask for him; or. Aye, ask

for him, Ac. It was quite natural that

Solomon should see in Adonijah's suit for

Abishag an indirect, but none the less real

or dangerous, attempt to compass his own

downfall. For it was one of the customs of
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Oriental monarchies that the harem of a

sovereign descended to his successor. Thus

the impostor Smerdis took possession of the

harem of Cambyses (Herod, hi. 68), while

Darius in turn had some of the wives of

Smerdis (iii. 88). And what is much more

to the point, a similar custom obtained

amongst the Jews. David, for example,

succeeded to the wives, along with the king

dom, of Saul (2 Sam. zii. 8). And we see

from the case of Abner and Bizpah (Ibid,

iii. 8), and still more from that of Absalom

(ch. xvi. 22), that to " take possession of

the harem was the most decided act of

sovereignty" (Lord A. Hervey, Speak. Com.

on 2 Sam. xvi. 21). Now all these instances

were of too recent a date, and had attracted

far too much attention at the time, to have

made it possible for them to have escaped

either Solomon's or Adonijah's observation.

They manifest " such a close connection in

public opinion between the title to the

crown and the possession of the deceased

monarch's wives, that to have granted Ado

nijah's request would have been the strongest

encouragement to his pretensions " (Bawlin-

son in loco). It may be said that Abishag

had not really been the concubine of David

(ch. i. 4), which is true, and which explains

what would otherwise have been the aston

ishing impiety of Adonijah (Lev. xviii. 8,

xx. 11 ; of. 1 Cor. v. 1), and the wonderful

complaisance of Bathsheba. There is no

warrant for charging Adonijah (as is done

by a Lapide, WordBworth, al.) with defy

ing the Divine law and seeking an inces

tuous alliance, for the historian is careful

to represent Abishag as David's attendant,

and not as his wife. But it is hardly prob

able that the nation at large knew this.

People generally could only suppose that

this fair young girl, chosen out of all the

thousands of Israel because of her beauty,

had become to all intents and purposes one

of the royal seraglio. It is almost a cer

tainty, therefore, that Adonijah's request

concealed a plot for using Abishag as a

stopping-Btone to the throne, and Solomon

certainly is not to be blamed if he inter

preted it by the light of contemporaneous

history, and by the usages of his time and

country. He knew that his brother had

made one deliberate effort to supplant him,

and therefore he could only conclude that

this was a second, though veiled, attempt

to deprive him of his kingdom]; even for

him, and for Ablathar the priest, and for

Joab the son of Zerulah. [The LXX. and

other translators appear to have had a

slightly different text before them. The LXX.

renders, cat ai/rtp 'AfitaQap xai aiirtji 'Iwaj3,

r. t. X; the Vulgate, "et habet Abiathar,"

do. The Cbald. paraphrases, "nonne in

comilio fuerunt ille et Abiathar," do. Keil

well remarks that "the repetition of 1^

answers entirely to the emotional character

of the words." We can hardly believe,

however, that in these conversations we

have the iptiuima verba of the speakers

If so, how were they preserved and handed

down to the author? Even a " court scribe"

would hardly oatch every turn of expression.

And possibly this interview with Bathsheba

was private. It would almost seem, from

the immediate mention of Joab and Abia

thar, as if Solomon had received some prior

intimation of this second conspiracy. Pos

sibly his remarkable penetration had di

vined that mischief was brewing from the

bearing of the three, who no doubt would

be narrowly watched. Or he may have

heard of frequent meetings on their part.

Anyhow, Adonijah's suit is to him conclu

sive proof of a plot] .

Yer. 23.—Then king Solomon sware by

the Lord, saying:, God do so to me, and more

also [a common form of adjuration (Ruth

i. 17 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 44 ; xx. 13 ; 2 Sam. iii. 9 ;

xix. 13, &e.) = Oott foil mich fort und fort

ttrafen. Bahr] , If [or " that." '3 constantly

follows formulas of swearing, as in all the

passages just cited. Cf. the use of on in

New Testament. The order of the next

words in the Hebrew is noticeable] against

Ills life spake Adonijah this word. [Wpi?,

" at the peril or cost of his life." Cf. 2 Sam.

xxiii. 17 ; Josh, xxiii. 11.]

Ver. 24.—Now therefore [Heb . and, notr] ,

as the Lord llveth, which hath established

me, and set me [a ' has here crept into

the text ; obviously owing to the fact that

this same letter both precedes and follows]

on the throne of David my father, and who

hath made me an house [Keil and Words

worth understand by this expression, " hath

given me issue." " Solomon," says Keil,

"had already one son, viz., Behoboam, about

a year old (comp. xi. 42 with xiv. 21, and 2

Chron. xii. 13)." But some doubt seems to

attach to the "forty and one years" men

tioned as the age of Behoboam at his acces

sion. Bahr says Solomon's " marriage did

not occur till afterwards (iii. 1). And we

find from 1 Kings xi. 38 ; 2 Sam. vii. 11 , 27,

that to ' make,' or ' build an house,' means

to found a lasting dynasty"] , as he promised

[Heb. spake, i.e., at 2 Sam. vii. 11—13],

Adonijah shall be put to death this day.

Ver. 25.—And King Solomon sent by the

hand [i.e., tho instrumentality ; not neoes-

sarily eigenhSndig, as Thenius. Cf. Exod.

iv. IS ; 1 Sam. xvi. 20, Heb. ; 1 Kings xii. 15 ;

xiv. 18 ; Jer. xxxvii.2 ("which he spake by the

hand ofJeremiah"), &c. Thesame expression

is found in ver. 46 of this chapter] of Benalah
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[in the East the captain of the king's body

guard has always been the "chief of the

executioners," the title given to Potiphar,

Gen. xxxvii. 36, Heb. ; in 2 Kings xxv. 8 to

Nebuzar-Adan ; and in Dan. ii. 14 to

Arioch " the captain of the king's guard,

which was gone forth to ilay the wise men,

&c.] and he fell upon him so that he died.

[Solomon has been accused of " a cold

blooded vengeance " and of " that jealous

cruelty so common in Oriental despots," in

ordering the execution of his brother. But

unjustly. It is to be remembered that on

the occasion of Adonijah's first rebellion the

young monarch had displayed the greatest

magnanimity towards him. He might then

have justly decreed against him the death

which no doubt the conspirators had de

signed against him (1 Kings i. 12.) Adonijah,

by fleeing to the altar, showed that he had

good grounds for fearing the avenging

sword. He was clearly conscious that he

had merited the death of the traitor. But

Solomon spared him, during good behaviour.

He warned him that " if wickedness were

found in him " he should die (1 Kings i. 52.)

His first treason, consequently, was not to

be lost sight of, in case he were guilty of a

fresh offence. And now that he is found

conspiring again ; now that he abuses the

royal clemency, and seeks by chicanery and

intrigue to snatch his brother's crown, the

sentence of death takes effect. This

renewed attempt, after failure and forgive

ness, must have convinced the king that

Adonijah's pretensions would be a standing

menace to the peace and prosperity of his

empire, and therefore he owed it to himself,

to his subjects, and above all to God, who

had entrusted him with the crown, to put

this restless and dangerous plotter out of

the way. To pass over a second offence

would be a virtual encouragement of sedition,

for it would show that the king was weak

and might be trifled with. Adonijah there

fore must die, not only in expiation of his

treason, but as an example to the subjects

of Solomon, that the disaffected, including

all Adonijah's partizans, might be awed into

obedience.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 22—25.—The Brothers. It may be instructive if, after the manner of

ancient writers, we draw out a comparison between the two brothers whose history-

is recorded in part in this section, and who here appear as rivals. Their careers

were very different. The one reigned with almost unparalleled magnificence for forty

years; the other fell in the very May-morn of his life by the sword of the execu

tioner. What were the causes which produced such different results ? Let us

consider some few of them.

I. Adonijah was endued with reauty, Solomon with wisdom. The first had

goodliness ; the second goodness. Men admired Adonijah ; the Lord loved Solomon

(2 Sam. xii. 24). To the elder brother the Allwise Providence allotted the gifts of

face and form—exterior advantages—to the latter He gave " wisdom and under

standing exceeding much, and largeness of heart "—the quiet, unobtrusive adorn

ment of the spirit. Wisdom is better than rubies ; yes, and better than beauties.

II. Adonijah was amritious; Solomon was pious. The first loved self, and

sought his own advancement. The second "loved the Loed" (1 Kings iii. 8). The

first, by his own showing, resisted and defied the will of Heaven (1 Kings ii. 15) ;

the latter " walked in the statutes of David his father." Adonijah desired riches,

honours, the life of his enemies ; Solomon asked for none of these things, but for

an understanding heart (chap. iii. 9, 11). Their lives consequently were regulated

on totally different principles. The first acted as if he were master (chap. i. 6) ; the

second remembered he was but a servant (ver. 9). And Adonijah lost everything,

even his life, while Solomon gained everything—the wisdom for which he asked ;

the " richest honour " for which he did not ask. Verily " godliness is profitable

unto all things (1 Tim. iv. 8).

IIL Adonijah sought to force events ; Solomon waited patiently for the

Lord. Adonijah would not wait till his father was dead; he would snatch the

sceptre from the old man's feeble grasp ; he would be king at any cost, and at once.

It is worth noticing that Solomon on the other hand took no part in the measures

which placed him on the throne. " He that believeth shall not make haste." The

one sought to frustrate the designs of Providence, the other " committed himself to

him that judgeth righteously." And he was crowned and Adonijah was executed.
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IV. Adonijah rebelled against his father ; Solomon reverenced his

mother. Treatment of parents is a test of character. To honour father and

mother is "the first commandment with promise." Adonijah repaid his father's

indulgence with treason against his throne ; Solomon, when seated on his throne,

had a throne set for his mother. If he were king, his mother should be queen. He

received her with the profoundest respect, though she was his subject ; for he "counted

her uncrowned womanhood to be the royal thing." The fortunes of these two

brothers were not more diverse than their characters, as revealed by their treatment

of their elders. And their histories accorded with their principles ; their lives and

deaths illustrated the commandment.

V. God chose Solomon and refused Adonijah. As in the case of Esau and

Jacob, as in the case of Manasseh and Ephraim, the younger is preferred to the

elder. And yet the elder was apparently the popular favourite. " Man looketh on

the outward appearance, but the Lord looketh on the heart." It is the case of

David and his brethren over again. In all these cases " the Lord hath set apart

him that is godly for himself." The meek, pacific Solomon, the rejected of Joab

and Abiathar, is the accepted of Jehovah. And the brilliant and beautiful Adoni

jah, his advantages, his influence, Iub efforts, all these avail him nothing, for " the

proud"—and we may add, the selfish, the disobedient—"the Lord knoweth afar

ofT" (Psa. cxxxviii. 6), while " the wicked and him that loveth violence his soul

hateth " (Psa. xi. 5).

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB IL 26—35.

The deposition of Abiathab and the

death of Joab.

Ver. 26.—And unto Abiathar the priest

[see note on 1 Kings i. 8. The historian

now relates the end of Adonijah's confeder

ates] said the king, get thee to Anathoth

[The Heb. is extremely cart and authorita

tive, corresponding well with the anger and

determination of the speaker. Anathoth,

the home of Abiathar, was also the residence

of another high priest, Eilkiah (Jer. i. 1).

It was in Benjamin, a priests' city, and had

suburbs (Jos. xxi. 13, 17, 18). It has been

identified by Bobinson with Andta, a village

1J hrs. N.N.E. of Jems. The name ( =

Answers) according to Gesenius, means,

" answers to prayer" but according to the

Talmud, " echoes "] , unto [^J) is here almost

the equivalent of b». Cf. £ Sam. xv. 4, 20,Heb.

Ac] thine own fields [the patrimony of his

family] for thou art worthy ofdeath ; [Heb.

a man of death ; LXX. dvflp Oavarov, i.e.,

tvoxoq dav&rov, Matt. xxvi. 66.] but I will not

at this time [Heb. in this day] put thee to

death [i.e., the sentence of death was deferred

during good behaviour. It is hardly correct

to Bay that Abiathar was " spared for a time,

but only for a time " (Stanley) . Morecorrectly

Corn, i Lapide: " Misit eum in patriam ut

ibi vitam, quam ei condonabat, quiete Produ

ceret. " For aught we know, he died in peace

[because thou barest the ark of the Lord God

before David my father [Thenins, quite need

lesslywould read for " ark," " ephod " (1 Sam.

xxtii. 6). Zodok and Abiathar had borne

the ark (not of course in person, but per

alios, viz., the Levites Uriel, Joel, Ac.: 1

Chron. xv. 11), when David brought it up to

Jerusalem, and also during his flight from

Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 24—29). Abiathar hod

thus been associated both with David's joys

and sorrows] and because thou hast been

afflicted in all wherein my father was

afflicted. [See 1 Sam. xxii. 17—23 ; 2 Sam.

xv. 24, Ac]

Ver. 27.—Bo Solomon thrust out Abiathar

from being priest unto the Lord, that he

might fulfil [Heb. to fulfil. " An addition of

the narrator, not the intention of Solomon. It

is the 'iva irXijpwflj? of the New Testament."

Bahr] the word of the Lord, which he spake

concerning the house of Ell in Shlloh [1

Sam. ii. 31—35. Abiathar was the last

descendant of the house of Ithamar. With

his deposition the high priesthood reverted

to the house of Eleazar, and so another

"word of the Lord" had its fulfilment

(Num. xxv. 16).]

No one con justly accuse Solomon of un

necessary severity or of cruelty in his treat

ment of Abiathar. On the occasion of his

first conspiracy, Abiathar seemB to have

escaped even censure. And yet that con

spiracy, had it succeeded, would almost cer

tainly have involved Solomon's death (ch. i.

12). He is now found plotting again, for the

action of Solomon proves that there hadbeen

a second plot. Oriental usages would have

justified his death. He is simply warned

and banished.

Ver. 28.—Then tidings [Heb. And the re-
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port, *o. Not necessarily of Abiathar's

deposition, but certainly of Adonijah's

death] came to Joab, for Joab bad turned

after [same expression as in Exod. xxiii. 2 ;

Judges ix. 3] Adonijah, though [lit., and]

be turned not after Absalom. [The LXX.

(Cod. Tat.), Vulg., and all ancient versions

except the Chald., here read Solomon, which

Ewald and Thenius adopt. This reading is

perhaps too summarily dismissed by most

commentators, as involving a statement

which would be self-evident and superfluous.

But it is not so. The meaning would then

be that Joab had inclined to Adonijah, and

had not, subsequently, gone over to the side

of Solomon —information which is much

less obvious than that he had not " gone

after Absalom." The Arabic version may

thus be nearest the truth, which reads,

"Neither did he lore Solomon." Somewhat

similarly Josephus.] And Joab fled unto the

tabernacle of the Lord, and caught hold of

the horns of the altar. [As Adonijah had

done before him (eh. i. 50). His flight is

almost certain evidence of his guilt. (" Joab

vero seipsum prodidit." Minister.) Why

should he flee, if conscious of innocence?

Solomon had acted generously before, and

Joab would not be aware of David's dying

instructions. His two assassinations had

remained so long unpunished that he would

hardly expect to be called to an account for

them now. We have here, therefore, another

indication of a second conspiracy, and it is

an old belief (Theodoret, al.) that Joab had

suggested to Adonijah the plan of marriage

with Abishag. Some have asked why Joab

should flee to the altar when his crimes de

prived him of the right of the sanctuary. But

a drowning man grasps at a straw. It is

probable that he never thought of his mur

ders, but only of his treason. According to

the Rabbis, death at the altar ensured him

burial amongst his fathers (Minister). But,

if this were so, it would hardly enter into

his calculations.

Ver. 29.—And It was told king Solomon

that Joab was fled unto the tabernacle of

the Lord ; and, behold, he Is by the altar.

[The LXX. here inserts, " And Solomon the

king tent to Joab, saying, What has happened

thee, that thou artfled to the altar J AndJoab

siid. Became I feared before thee, and I fled

to the Lord." This is only a gloss, but it

is an instructive one. It shows that the

author regarded Joab's flight as betraying

a guilty conscience.] Then Solomon sent

Benalah, the son of Jeholada, saying, Go,

fall upon him. [The LXX. adds, " and bury

him."}

Ver. SO.—And Benalah came to the taber

nacle of the Lord, and said unto him

FBenaiah evidently " hesitated to stain the

altar with blood." It was only the sanctity

of the altar which made it an asylum.

There was strictly no " right of sanctuary "] ,

Thus salth the king, Come forth. [Probably

Solomon had directed that Joab should, if

possible, be induced to leave the altar.

Every Jew would dread its profanation by

strife and bloodshed.] And he said. Hay;

but I will die here. [Heb. " here will I die."

Joab may possibly have thought that

Solomon would hardly venture to put him

to death there, and that so he might some

how escape with his life. Bnt it is more

probable that he counted on death, and

that a feeling of superstition, or of defiance,

had decided him to meet his doom there.

It should be borne in mind that gross super

stition not uncommonly accompanies irre-

ligion and brutality; and it is quite con

ceivable that Joab hoped for some indefinable

benefit from the shadow of the altar, much

as the poor Polish Jew expects from burial

in Jerusalem. Or his motive may have

been defiance, thinking he would "render

Solomon odious to the people, as a profaner

of the Holy Place" (M. Henry). It can hardly

have been to put off for ever so short a time

the execution, as Bishop Hall imagines.]

Ver. 31.—And the king said unto him, So

as he hath said, and fall upon him [the

law decreed (Exod. xxi. 14) that, if a man

had slain his neighbour with guile, he

should be taken from the altar to die.

Possibly the desperate character of Joab

made literal compliance with this command

well-nigh impossible. The attempt to drag

him from his place of refuge might have

led to a bloody encounter. And the king

evidently felt that Joab's crimes justified

exceptional measures] , and bury him [why

this injunction ? Possibly because the spirit

of Deut. xxi. 23 seemed to Solomon to re

quire it. Both Bahr and Keil think it was

that Joab's services to the kingdom might

be requited with an honourable sepulture.

Was it not rather that the corpse might be

removed with all possible haste from the

sanctuary, which it defiled, and hidden from

view, as one accursed of God, in the earth ?

So Bishop Hall : " He sends Benaiah to

take away the offender both from God and

men, from the altar and the world "] ; that

thou mayest take away [LXX. "to-day,"

arifiepov] the Innocent blood [for the con

struction cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 31 ; Neh. ii. 12 ;

andEwald,287<i. Innocent blood, i.e., blood

not shed in war, or forfeited to justice, rested

upon the community, or the authorities

responsible for its punishment (Num.

xxxv. 33 ; Deut. xix. 10, 13 ; xxi 9. Cf.

Gen. iv. 10) until satisfaction was made.

See on ver. 5] , which Joab shed, from me,

and from the house of my father. [Heb.
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"from upon me." Solomon evidently be

lieved that the guilt of blood was upon him

and his house so long as Abner's and

Amasa's blood remained unavenged (" The

blood that is not required from the mur

derer will be required from the magistrate."

Henry), and that he and his seed might

have to answer for it, as Saul's seed had

done (2 Sam. xxi. 1, 9). This is one of the

many considerations which show that both

David and Solomon were actuated not

by "coldblooded vengeance" or "long-

cherished resentment " (Stanley), but by a

sense of duty. In fact, Jewish law im

peratively demanded the death of Joab,

and to spare him was to violate all law,

and to imperil the throne and the people.

"Only a superficial observer," says Ewald,

" can here reproach Solomon with needless

severity."]

Ver. 32.—And the Lord shall return

[LXX. Marpefit, returns, or returned]

his blood [LXX. To aiua ri/c aliaa( avrov,

i.e., the blood he had shed. Cf. vers. 33,

44] upon his own head, who fell upon [same

word as in vers. 29, 31. So that it was

strictly a re-taliation. The lex talionis was

carried out to the letter] two men more

righteous and better than he, and slew

them with the sword, my father David not

knowing. [Heb. "and my father David

knew not" i.e., was not privy thereto.

Solomon thinks of the unjust suspicions

which these crimes cast upon his father. ]

Ver. 33.—Their blood shall therefore re

turn upon the head of Joab, and upon the

head of his seed [according to Exod. xx. 5 ;

xxxiv. 7 ; Lev. xx. 5 ; xxvi. 39. There is

an obvious reference to David's curse

2 Sam. iii. 29, which thoroughly agreed

with the spirit of the Old Testament in

comprehending the children in its sweep.

And it is to be noticed that the sins of the

fathers are still, by the operation of natural

laws, and by the constitution and laws of

society, visited upon the children, to the

third and fourth generation] for ever : but

upon [Heb. to] David, and upon his seed,

and upon his house, and upon his throne,

shall there be [or "be," optative; LXX.

'yivoiro] peace [i.e., prosperity] for ever

from the Lord. [So persuaded is Solomon

that he it fulfilling a religious duty in de

creeing the execution of Joab ; so little

thought has he of malice, revenge, or any

baser motive, that he counts on the Divine

blessing m perpetuity for the deed .]

Ver. 34.—So Benaiah, the son of Jeholada,

went up [not because the altar " stood higher

np Mount Zion than Solomon's house "

(Keil), but because Gibeon, where the taber

nacle and brazen altar then were, stood

higher than Jerusalem. It is remarkable

that retribution thus overtook Joab on the

very scene of his last murder, for it was "at

the great stone which is in Gibeon " (2 Sam.

xx. 8), that he slew Amasa. Cf. 2 Kings

ix. 26: "I will requite thee in this plat,

saith the Lord " ] , and fell upon him, and

slew him : and he was burled in his own

house [possibly in the courtyard : hardly

in the garden. The same is recorded of

Samuel (1 Sam. xxv. 1). It was evidently

an exceptional occurrence. Remembering

the esthntition in which the Jew held the

corpse and the grave (Num. xix. 11, 16,

22 ; cf. Matt, xxiii. 27), it must have been

a singular honour to make of the house a

mausoleum. No doubt it was designed to

be suoh in Joab's case. Whatever his

crimes, his services had deserved well of

his country. Possibly his friends were led

to pay him this special honour as a kind of

counterpoise to the ignominy of his death]

In the wilderness [i.e., of Judah. Joab's

mother was of Bethlehem, which was on

the border of the desert. The " wilderness

of Tekoah " (2 Chron. xx. 20), according to

Jerome, was visible from Bethlehem, being

but six Ruman miles distant.

Ver. 35.—And the king put Benalah the

son of Jeholada In his room over the host :

and Zadok the priest did the king put In

the room of Ablathar. [It is hardly likely

that Joab would be retained in command of

the army after the conspiracy of chap, i.,

nor is this implied in this verse, the mean

ing of which is that Benaiah took the place

of Joab, and that Zadok henceforward was

sole high priest.]

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 26, 27.—The Degraded High Priest. We may find in this section a sermon

on Ccetaritm. The relations of the world-power to the Church ; the province of the

State and the prerogatives of the clergy ; what are the proper limits of the temporal

power and what is the exclusive domain of the spiritual ; these have been vexed

questions for many centuries. They are prominent topics at the present day. We

may perhaps find in this history a few principles to guide us. For we learn

I. That priests had retter not meddle with politics. No one can deny their

abstract right to do so. They are men, if they are clergymen, and "nihil humani"

&c. As citizens, they may have convictions. Having convictions, they may surely
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give effect to them. No one qan deny again that they havo often interfered to good

purpose. Witness the case of Jehoiada. It may sometimes be a duty to interfere.

But all the same, their plane is not the plane of politics. Their voXirtvfta is the

Church. And what is lawful, is not always expedient. Their meddling has often

cost not only them, but the Church, dear. Well had it been for Abiathar ; well for

the Wolseys, Richelieus, and many more, had they never given up " to party what

was meant for mankind." There are questions—imperial questions of right and

wrong—where the clergy must speak out ; there are other questions—party ques

tions—where, for their own and their flocks' sake, they had better hold their peace.

II. That priests are men of like passions with other hen. Abiathar appa

rently was not free from that "last infirmity of noble minds." It was probably

jealousy of Zadok impelled him to conspire against Solomon, and to join hands with

the murderer Joab against the prophet Nathan. Neither the holy anointing oil nor

the discharge of the priest's office destroys the phronema sarkos (see Art. IX.) It

is worthy of note that the first high priest was guilty of idolatry, envy, and murmur-

ings ; that the sons of Eli committed abominable crimes ; and that the high priests

Annas and Caiaphas condemned the Lord of Glory. Every high priest needed to

" make atonement for his own sins " (Lev. xvi. 6, 11). Abiathar, the minister of

God, was a traitor against God and His anointed. Having the frailties, temptations,

and passions of other men, priests often commit sins, sometimes commit crimes.

III. That priests may re punished for their crimes ry the secular power.

For centuries the Latin Church contended with our forefathers for the exemption

of ecclesiastics from the authority of civil tribunals. But the Jewish priests enjoyed

no such exemption. Abiathar was threatened by Solomon with death, and was

thrust out of his office. Our Great High Priest respected the tribunal of Pontius

Pilate. And His apostle answered for himself before Felix and Festus, and before

great Caesar himself. (Cf. Art. xxxvn. of the " Articles of Religion.") But

rV. Priests are to re treated with the reverence due to their office.

*' Because thou barest the ark of the Lord God." Criminous clergy are not to be

so punished as to bring their sacred calling into contempt (not, e.g., to be set to

sweep the streets, as General Butler forced one of the American bishops to do in

New Orleans). If the man is entitled to no consideration, the office is. He wears

the livery of the Great King. The vessel is " earthen," but the treasure " heavenly"

(2 Cor. iv. 7). " As men are to God's ministers, they will find Him to them."

V. Priests may re degraded from their position, rut cannot re deprived of

their priesthood. They did not derive their authority from the civil power. It

did not give, and it cannot take away. David did not make Abiathar priest, and

Solomon could not unmake him. We find from chapter iv. 4 that he was still

called " priest." He that is " called of God, as was Aaron," can only be recalled of

God. When Solomon " thrust out Abiathar," he " deprived him of his dignity, but

did not strip him of his priesthood " (Theodoret). The state may fine, imprison,

banish, put to death Christ's ambassadors according to their deserts, but it may

not alter their message, tamper with their creeds, confer their orders, or prescribe

their ordinances. " To Caesar the things which are Cresar's, and unto God the things

that are God's."

VL In removing the unworthy priest the civil power is fulfilling the will

of the Lord. The " sure word of prophecy "—indeed a double prophecy—had its

fulfilment when Solomon banished Abiathar. The secular power thereby accom

plished the good pleasure of God declared four hundred years before (Num. xxv.

13). And the magistrate who, in the exercise of the authority conferred on him by

God for the punishment of evil doers, degrades the criminous priest, silences him,

visits him with appropriate pains and penalties, is doing God service ; is fulfilling

the will of God, who would have evil ministers above all others brought to justice

and chastised ; the more influential their example, the more need of conspicuous

and exemplary punishment.

Vers. 26—35.—The Death of Joab. " Know ye not that there is a prince and a

great man fallen this day in Israel "—so might men say as they heard, so may we
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say as we read, the history of Joab's death. After David, he was by far the greatest

man—the ablest general, the bravest soldier, the most capable statesman—of that

age. He was " the Marlborough, the Belisarius of the Jewish empire." He had

fought David's battles, won his conquests, captured his citadel, and twice preserved

forhira his crown. It is a sad and tragic ending of such a brilliant career. The

idol of the army, the man who was first in the deadly breach (2 Chron. xi. 6), the ever

victorious hero, dies miserably, by the thrust of an old comrade. For him the

sanctuary of God has no protection. Though he clings to the horns of the altar, it

avails him nothing. No, the blood of the white-headed warrior, winner of a hun

dred well-fought fields, streams round the consecrated structure and stains the

place of the Divine Presence. What are the lessons, let us ask, of such a death ?

And, first—

I. Why is he here ? It is (1) because his conscience has made him a coward.

He who never turned his back on the foe, has fled before a breath, a mere rumour.

He has not been attacked, not even threatened ; but the secret is out, the con

spiracy is discovered, his head is forfeited. He betrays his guilt by his flight. Time

was when he would have faced almost any danger, when he would have died

The man whose conscience is burdened with crime has an enemy, a traitor, within

the camp. But why has he fled to the sanctuary; whychosen the tabernacle of God for

his refuge 1 For Joab has not loved the habitation of God's house. The tabernacle

of the Lord could not be " amiable " to that guilty heart. His choice would be

" the congregation of evildoers." A stranger to the tabernacle and its services, why

is he here ? It is (2) because men often betake themselves in adversity to the

religion they despised in prosperity. Yes, Joab's is no solitary case. It is too

common. Witness the so-called deathbed repentances; witness the cries and

prayers which go up in the hour of peril from lips which never prayed before. Men

who have neglected God and contemned the ordinances of religion in health often

turn to Him and to them in sickness. " It is the fashion of our foolish presumption

to look for protectionwhere we have not cared to yield obedience." But (3) the altar

of God is for sacrifice, not for sanctuary. The purpose of the altar, its raison d'etre,

was that sacrifices, i.e., that worship, might be offered thereon. It was an accident,

so to speak, that made of it a sanctuary ; the accident of its sacredness. Because

it was ordained of God, fashioned after a Divine pattern and employed in the Divine

service, it was naturally and rightly regarded as holy, as a structure not to be pro

faned, and hence the manslayer fled thither for protection. But this use of the

altar was quite beside its original intention. It was made for worship, for the

service of God, not for the defence of man. Joab disregarded its proper use ; he

used it for his own convenience. And have we not seen something like this in our

own days ? Religion is ordained for man to live by. Its primary purpose is the

glory of God. It exists that man may offer " spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to

God ;'' that man may be himself " a living sacrifice." But there are those who

would use it only as a sanctuary, as a place to flee to when they can sin no longer.

They want the benefits of religion without its obligations ; they pervert it from its

proper and holy, to a purely selfish purpose ; they want it for death and it was

meant for life. They act, i.e., much as Joab did, and it is to be feared their last

end will not be unlike his. The altar they have slighted will not shelter them in

the day of evil.

II. But let us now ask, secondly, Why is he put to death here ? The altar

was never meant to be stained with human blood, li it was not for sanctuary, still

less was it for slaughter. And it has sheltered many ; why may it afford him no

asylum ? It is (1) Because he has come to it too late. Had he come before, and

come as a worshipper, he would not have needed to come now as a fugitive. Had he

even come, after his great crimes, as a sincere penitent, he might, perchance, have

found forgiveness. David was delivered from blood-guiltiness, and why not joab ?

 

consciousness of
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But he only comes to the altar because he is driven to it ; because he can do

nothing else. Yes, " it is too late to cry for mercy when it is the time of justice."

Those who put off repentance till they can sin no longer find that such feigned

repentance profits them nothing. There is a time when " the door is shut." 2.

Because " he shall have judgment without mercy that showed no mercy." Joab's

murders could not have been more treacherous, more cruel. " The blood of war in

peace." " Took him aside in the gate to speak with him peaceably " (2 Sam. iii. 27,

marg.). " Took Amasa by the beard with the right hand to kiss him" (ib. xx. 9).

There is a lex talionis which governs the dealings of God with transgressors. The cruel

murderer shall be cruelly murdered. The assassin shall be executed at the altar. He

that " showed no pity " shall receive none. 3. Because God pays sure, even if he

pays slowly. It was thirty-four years—an entire generation—since Abner's blood first

cried from the ground. Eight years had elapsed since Amasa's death. And Joab,

meanwhile, had maintained his position. Still " over all the host of Israel," still

second only to the king. If ever he or others had dreamed of punishment, they

must by this time have given up all fear, or all hope. David had died and Joab

still lived. Joab had conspired once and yet he was spared. Is there, men would

ask, a retributive Justice ? is there a " God that judgeth the earth " ? Yes, though

Joab has " hoar hairs," though he has all but gone down to the grave in peace, his

sin has found him out. And the blood which reddens those gray hairs, the blood

which crimsons the sanctuary, proves that there is a Nemesis for crime : that if

Justice has a halting foot, she nevertheless overtakes the fleetest offender ; that " if

the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceedingly small." 4. Because

" without shedding of blood there is no remission." Only the blood of Joab could

expiate the bloodshed he had wrought. Nothing else could cleanse the land. For

innocent blood guilty blood ; this was the law. How different is the gospel. The

blood of Christ speaketh better things than the blood of Abel, ay, than the blood of

Joab. The blood of Joab made an atonement for the land. There the guilty died

because of the innocent. The blood of Jesus made an atonement for the world.

Here the innocent dies because of the guilty. The blood of Joab tells of vengeance,

of retribution, of death. The blood of Jesus speaks of mercy, of restitution, of

life and love and peace. Yes, the death of Joab may surely speak to us, but it

speaks to little purpose, unless it tells us of " the precious blood of Christ."

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER H. 36—46.

The end or Shimei.—This fresh intrigue

of Adonijah's warns the king that he must

be on his guard and keep a watch over sus

pected persons. Prominent among these,

from his antecedents and connexions, would

be Shimei.

Ver. 36.—And the king sent and called

for Shimei [probably from Bahurim. But

see on ver. 8] and said unto Dim, Build

thee [Not necessarily as " a guarantee for

his residence there " (Wordsworth). Jew

ish law would make a purchase difficult.

Lev. xxv. 23. Cf . 1 Kings xxi. 3] an house In

Jerusalem and dwell there [where he would

be under surveillance and where his sinister

influence with the men of Benjamin would

be neutralized] and go not forth thence any

whither [or, " hither and thither." Weder

dahin noch dorthin. Bahr.]

Ver. 37.—For it shall be, on the day thou

goest out and pa3sest over the brook [lit.,

watercourse, wfidy. The Eidron is quite

dry, except during and for a short time after

the winter rains] Kidron [The Kidron

is mentioned specially because that was

the direction which, it might be presumed,

Shimei would take, his old home being

at Bahurim] , thou shalt know for certain

that thou shalt surely die [The Hebrew

is, if possible, still more striking and em

phatic, "To know thou shalt know that

to die thou shalt die." Shimei could not

say that he had not been plainly warned] :

thy blood shall be upon thine own head.

[Cf. Lev. xx. 9, and especially Joshua ii. 19 ;

also ver. 31 of this chapter.

Ver. 38.—And Shimei said to the king,

The saying [or thing, matter, like Xoyoc

pijua, in Greek (cf. Sache, in Germ., from

tagen) means (1) word and (2) deed] Is

good [Shimei cannot complain of the con

dition, remembering what he had done (2

Sam. xv. 5-7) and that Solomon was not

bound by his father's oath (2 Sam. xix. 23)]:
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as my lord the king bath said, so will thy

servant de. And Shimel dwelt [in obedience

to this behest] In Jerusalem many days.

Vor. 39.—And it came to pass at the end

of three years that two of the servants of

Shimel ran away [it has been thought by

some that their flight was preconcerted with

their master. But the narrative does not

favour this supposition] to Achish, son of

Maachah, king of Gath. [This may well

have been the "Achish, son of Maoch"

(1 Sam. xxi. 11 ; xxvii. 2), to whom David

fled fifty years before. Longer reigns than

this are not unknown to history. Or it

may have been his grandson] . And they

told Shimel, saying", Behold, thy servants be

In Gath.

Vor. 40.—And Shimel arose and saddled

his ass [not necessarily himself. Qui facit

per alium, facit per se. Matthew Henry

thinks Shimei did it himself for the sake of

secresy. Many expositors also think that

he went by night. The text rather suggests

the idea that both the going and the return

were perfectly open and undisguised] and

went to Gath. [It is impossible to avoid

the question, What can have led to this in

fatuated disregard of his oath and life ? Now

his perversity may of course have been

judicial—qui» Deux vult perdere, prim de-

mentat—but as to the means which led to

this issue, it is enough if we may believe he

had been dared to it either by his servants

or others. The fierce Benjamite would

naturally be galled to the quick by the

thought that his slaves could thus openly

set him at defiance ; he may have heard

from those who came from Gath that they

were exulting over him ; and he may have

resolved at all hazards to teach them a

lesson. He cannot have forgotten either

Solomon's explicit warning or his own

solemn oath (ver. 42) ; he must have gone

to Gath with his eyes open, and nothing

but a great provocation, such as mockery

and defiance, will account for his going.] And

Shimel went and brought his servants from

Gath.

Ver. 41.—And it was told Solomon that

Shimel had gone from Jerusalem to Gath

and was come again. [He, no doubt, per

suaded himself that his immediate return,

especially when taken in connexion with

the object of his journey, would excuse him

to the king. He would perhaps argue that

a magnanimous sovereign like Solomon

could never deal hardly with one who thus

placed his life in his hands. He can hardly

have built his hopes on his not having

crossed the Kidron, for he must have per

fectly understood that he was to go "no

whither."

Ver. 42.—And the king sent and called

for Shimel, and said unto him. Did I not

make thee swear by the Lord [it thus comes

out quite incidentally that Solomon had

bound Shimei by an oath. The LXX. em

bodies this information as a direct statement

in the text of ver. 37, rdi upKtnev avrbv u

f3aoi\eve Iv rp f/uipa i'«iVy, but it is obviously

a gloss] and protested unto thee, saying,

Know for a certain, on the day that thou

goest out and walkest abroad any whither,

that thou shalt surely die T and thou saldst

unto me, The word that I have heard is

good. [The LXX. (Vat.) omits " And thou

saidst," &o. This last sentence has been

punctuated thus: "Good is the word. I have

heard." Probably IffVt, "which," is to be

understood.

Ver. 43.—Why then hast thou not kept

the oath of the Lord and the commandment

that I have charged [Heb. commanded]

thee with. [" Shimei ought to have been

warned against trifling with Solomon's

forbearance by the punishment already

inflicted on Adonijah and Joab." Words

worth.]

Ver. 44.—The king said, moreover [Heb.

And the king taid] Thou knowest all

the wickedness which thine heart Is privy

to [Heb. knmreth] that thou didst to David

my father [Solomon brings a threefold

charge against Shimei. He has violated a

solemn oath, " by the life of Jehovah," and

so has " profaned the name of his God "

(Lev. xix. 12). He has broken his parole

and set at naught the king's commandment.

He has defied and blasphemed the Lord's

anointed. He must die] therefore the Lord

shall return ["hath returned," or "re

turns." LXX. avTaniitoKt , aor. The king

regards himself as merely the instrument

and dispenser of the Divine Justice. Accord

ing to him, it is God, not spite, demands

and has brought about Shimei's execution]

thy wickedness uponthine own head [Every

Jew, taught to expect that "every trans

gression and disobedience" would receive

its " just recompense of reward " in this lifo

present would see in Shimei's almost un

accountable infatuation the finger of God.

To them he would seem delivered up to

destruction.

Ver. 45.—And king Solomon shall be

blessed, and the throne of David shall be

established before the Lord for ever. [It

is inconceivable that Solomon could have

spoken thus if he had been conscious either

of sharp practice, or spite, or cruelty. Tho

words are those of one who is sure that he

is doing God service.]

Ver. 46.—So the king commanded Ben-

aiah, the son of Jehoiada, which went out

and fell upon him that he died. [The

execution of Shimei has, perhaps, on the
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whole given more offence than that of Joab

or even Adonijah. He, at any rate, was

not " a murderer whom vengeance suffereth

not to live," nor had he taken any part in

recent conspiracies. On the contrary, he

seems to have lived quietly enough under

the eye of the king. And it consequently

has the appearance of cruelty and malevo

lence that Solomon should "press the

letter of a compact against him," especially

when, by returning to Jerusalem, he placed

his life at Solomon's mercy. But it is not

difficult to offer a complete justification of

Solomon's action in this matter. In the

first place, it is to be remembered that

cruelty had no part in his character. In

his long reign of forty years there are

absolutely no evidences of a brutal and

tyrannical disposition. There is a strong

presumption, consequently, that he was not

actuated by cruelty on this occasion, a pre

sumption which fiuds support in the con

sideration that Solomon was much too

sagacious to prejudice himself in popular

estimation at the commencement of his

reign by proceedings which would have the

least suspicion of vindictiveness. And (2)

with this probability the facts of the case

entirely agree. Shimei's life, as we have

seen, was forfeited to Jewish law. As he had

so long been spared, however, the king gave

him a gracious respite. The conditions

imposed were not onerous. Shimei had but

to keep his parole and he would live ; to

break it and he would assuredly die. He

did break it ; not without provocation, it

may be, but he broke it, and broke too his

solemn oath. It may be said it was hard

he should lose his slaves, but better, surely,

lose them than his life. Besides, there

were other ways of recovering them ; or, if

he must pursue them in person, his proper

course was evidently to ask the king's per

mission. That he did not do so is in itself

a suspicious circumstance, and Solomon

might reasonably think that the flight of

the slaves was but a feint, and that Shimei's

visit to a foreign court had really a political

object. But, be that as it may, the king

had protested unto him that if he went any

whither, he should most certainly die.

When he went, when he despised the royal

command and disregarded his sacred oath,

how was it possible for Solomon to break

his word ? To do so would have been

inevitably to compromise himself with his

subjects, and to forfeit their reverence and

trust. Besides, there was a duty he owed

to his dead father, and above all, one which

he owed to the living God. He had now

the opportunity for which his father bade

him wait, of putting into force the provisions

of the Mosaic law, of requiring the death of

the blasphemer, of showing his subjects

that the law could not be defied with im

punity, that though vengeance was not

executed speedily against evil works, still

retribution was certam in the long run, and

so of teaching them a much needed lesson

of obedience and respect of authority.

Every consideration, therefore, of justice,

morality, filial piety, and religion warranted

him in putting Shimei to death. Every

imputation of weakness, irresolution, dis

regard of his plighted word, compromise of

his royal dignity, and indifference to religion

might justly have been levelled against him,

had he interfered between Shimei and the

sword of Justice.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 44—46.—The End of the Transgressor. Such was the end of Shimei—

violent, sanguinary, shameful. Old man aa he is, he may not die in peace : his

hoar hairs must be crimsoned with his blood. What does this teach ? what its

message to Christian men ? It is twofold. It speaks (1) of the Sin, (2) of the

Betrirution.

I. It teaches (1) The sin of treason. He had offered insult and defiance to his

lawful king. Rebellion against constituted authority can only be justified by in

tolerable tyranny and outrage. He who

"dares to wield

The regicidal steel "

must answer to Him by whom kings govern. We are to " honour the king," to

" be subject to the higher powers." " They that resist shall receive to themselves

damnation," as did this rebel Benjamite. 2. The sin of blasphemy. " A grievous

curse." Aimed at the king, it reached the King of kings. It was not only de

structive of authority ; not only an affront offered to the majesty of law ; it was an

indirect blow at the Majesty of Heaven. Men cannot " speak evil of dignities ''

without sin. Those who " curse God " will " die " (Job ii. 9). How little do men
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make of blasphemy ! But Shimei had to pay for it with his life. 8. The sin of

perjury. It was this in the striot sense of the word. He broke through his oath.

Though he said, " the Lord liveth," he swore falsely. He thus profaned the awful

incommunicable name, and incurred the Divine curse (Zech. v. 4). Perjuries are

plentiful in our days, our police courts being witness. (Some kiss the thumb, and

not the book.) " The Lord will not hold him guiltless," &c. 4. The sin of disobe

dience. The king had adjured him, had " protested," had said "know for certain,"

&c. ; and even if the Kidron were mentioned arbitrarily, still it served to test his

obedience. The prohibition, therefore, could not have been plainer. He disre

garded it, and died. " Fool," does any one say ? Stay! The great King has said,

" The soul that sinnoth, it shall die." He has solemnly testified what will be the

doom of disobedience, and yet how often have we crossed our Kidron—the bound

of His law—have gone after our own lusts and pleasures, and it is only because

He is God and not man, only because

"the heart of the Eternal

Is most wonderfully kind,"

that we have not died. 5. The sin and folly of presumption. Whatever may

have led Shimei to go after his slaves, it was certamly presumption brought him

back. He would hardly have returned had he not counted on forgiveness. No

doubt he had persuaded himself either that Solomon would never know, or that, if

he did, he would be magnanimous. " Allowance will be made for me," he had

said ; " my return will disarm suspicion and ensure clemency." But the sword of

Benaiah soon undeceived him. And such will be the end—death, shame, ever

lasting contempt—of those who presume on the mercy of God. How many say,

" God is so good, He will never be hard upon us," &c. But is God true t Can

He deny Himself? Even Solomon could not go back from his word ; and can the

Holy One ? Alas, if despair has slain its thousands, presumption has slain its ten

thousands. It is a significant fact that since the invention of the safety lamp there

have been more accidents in mines than there were before.

II. As to the retrirution, we are reminded, 1. That curses commonly come

home to roost. The " grievous curse " of Shimei did not hurt David. But it was

his own destruction. The poisoned arrow missed its mark, but it reooiled on the

archer. The engineer is hoist by his own petard. A curse rests on those who curse

the king (cf. Eccles. x. 20). 2. That respite does not mean release. When David

" sware " to him, Shimei thought himself safe. Surely the bitterness of death

was past. He would die in his nest. We often mistake God's forbearance for

forgetfulness. He is long-suffering, and men ask, " Where is the promise of TTia

coming ? " Because " He does not settle His accounts once a week " (Goethe)

the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil. But the day of retri

bution comes as a thief, as the flood, as the sword, as the snare. 3. That if we

die, it is our own fault. Shimei had his life in his own hands. It rested with him

alone whether he lived or died. He should live, if he would but live at Jerusalem.

But he chose death. Men cause their own destruction. God has no pleasure in

their death. " Thou hast destroyed thyself." 4. That warnings are commonly

lost on the wicked. " How could Shimei be so infatuated ? " we ask. What, have

we not seen his infatuation paralleled ? Have we never seen repeated warnings

repeatedly neglected ? Yes, souls, sins, warnings, results, are the same in all ages.

5. That when God reckons, He reckons for all. The sword avenged the sin of

eight years before. And in the Great Assize, everything—both cup of cold water

and idle word—will receive its just recompense of reward.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 41—46.—Retributions. This is one example of the way in which Solomon

carried out David's dying command, as given in verses 5—9. Shimei's violation of

his promise in reference to not leaving Jerusalem, though the immediate occasion,

was thus not the real reason of his punishment. He had been all along a doomed
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man. A great deal in David's command in reference to these men that we cannot

regard with complacency; so far as there was anything of personal viudictivenesa

in it, our moral sense condemns it. Would it not have been more magnanimous if

with his dying breath he had freely forgiven these old offenders ? Solomon's con

duct, however, wears a different aspect. A father's word would be to him an

imperious authority ; to vindicate a father's honour the instinctive impulse of filial

affection ; to avenge the innocent blood a sacred obligation. Moreover, these men

deserved their fate. Joab had been a traitor and murderer ; Abiathar had abused

the sanctity of his priestly office by helping the cause of the usurper ; Shimei had

" cursed the Lord's anointed," This incident suggests—

I. The eternal law that wrong-doing must re followed ry its due recom

pense. Recognise the Divine element in this act of human retribution. There is

a Nemesis that tracks the steps of the transgressor, and sooner or later overtakes

him ; not a natural law merely, but an intelligent Divine will and power. The

superstition of the Melitans had a deep and solemn truth in it (Acts xxviii. 4).

Striking correspondence often between the sin and the penalty. Men suffer in

forms resembling the injury they inflict. " Whoso sheddeth man's blood," &c. "All

they that take the sword," &c. The weapon used wrongfully recoils upon the head

of him who wielded it. " Curses, like birds, come home to roost." In the teaching

of Christ and His apostles, however, the law of retribution appears, not in its old

bare, crude form, but in a more vital and spiritual form. New Testament idea—sin

bears within itself the germ of its own punishment. The penalty is a development

rather than an arbitrary infliction. "Sm, when it is finished, bringeth forth death."

Sin may be divinely forgiven, and yet go on to produce in tiiis world all sorts of

bitter fruits. " May one be pardoned and retain the offence ? " No ; but the

pardoned man may retain in himself the evil effects of what he has done, and see,

with infinite remorse, the evil effects in others. The sin, as a " finished " fact,

takes its place in the general procession of cause and effect, independently of God's

mercy to the transgressor. On the other hand, the worst retribution is in the moral

nature of the sinner himself.

" There is no future pang

Can deal that justice on the self-condemn'd

He deals on his own soul." (Manfred.)

(E.g., Shakespiare's Macbeth ; Milton's Satan.)

No escape from this retribution but in " the cross." " The blood of Jesus Christ his

Son," &c. It will not wipe out all the effects of transgression, but it will arrest the

eternal penalty, and perfectly cleanse the fountain from which the evil springs.

II. The norleness of a truthful and fearless discharge of duty. Solomon's

deed a homage to the sense of duty. Magnanimity blended with severity. He

spares Abiathar, but has no mercy on Joab and Shimei. Note the reasons of this

distinction. As a " man of peace " he had no love for this retributive work. It

might involve him in trouble. But he shrinks not from doing the thing he con

ceives to be right. Men often constrained by force of circumstances, or persuasion

of a Divine voice within them, to do what they have no natural inclmation for

doing. Essence of all moral nobleness to make duty rather than inclination or

policy the law of one's life. In men of highest nature conscience is the ruling

power. However it may appear, that Life is the most blessed which is the most

perfect homage to the law of right.

II. The superiority of Christian ethics arove the moral standard of olden

times. In following the chronicles of these old Hebrew kings we feel that we are

moving in a moral region of somewhat dim light and low level. It must needs be

so if there is a real law of development in Scripture and the dispensations of God

We may recognise the working of Divine principles of truth and righteousness amid

the confusions of the time, and yet feel that we nave in the law of Christ a far higher

rule of conduct. We admit what is good in David and Solomon, but He is our

model who, on the cross of sacrifice, prayed, " Father, forgive them, for they know

not what they do."—W.

1 KINGS. * B
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER iH. 1—15.

Thb Beginning or Solomon's Reign.—

In the preceding chapter we have seen

the establishment of Solomon's rule (ver.

46) by the removal of internal foes, i.e.,

of disaffected and rebellions subjects. In

this we see him strengthening his position

by an external alliance, by a marriage with

an Egyptian princess. This event, however,

is related here, not because the historian

had this connexion of ideas in his mind, but

probably because the marriage came next in

order of time.

Ver. 1.—And Solomon made affinity [Not

" alliance " (as some have supposed) but

relationship. Lit., made himselfson-in-law]

with Pharaoh King of Egypt [which of

the Pharaohs this was, it is impossible to

say with certainty. As, however, Shishak

(ch. xi. 40 ; xiv. 25) is undoubtedly the

Sheshonk who succeeded to the throne of

Egypt in the 26th year of Solomon (Poole),

and who was the first king of the 22nd

dynasty of Manetho, we may safely identify

this Pharaoh with "a late kmg of the 21st

!or Janite) dynasty." It has been assumed

Bunsen, Ewald, Brugsch, al.) that it was

Psusennes II., the last king of that house,

on the supposition that he reigned 35 years,

(as stated by Eusebius), but according to

Africanus, his reign was limited to 14 years.

It is wiser to say, therefore, with Mr. Poole

(Diet. Bib., "Pharaoh ") that this Pharaoh

' ' cannot yet be identified on Manetho's

list." It is also impossible to decide whether

the alliance was first sought by Solomon

with a view to win over a powerful and

dangerous neighbour (Thenius), to whose

inroads his northern border was exposed,

and especially to counteract the influence (ch.

xi. 21) of Hadad (Plumptre), or whether the

marriage was proposed by Pharaoh because

the 21st dynasty "had then become very

weak" (Rawlinson) and its head desired

" friendly relations with the kingdom of

Israel, which had grown into a rower to

be dreaded " (Keil). But we may reasonably

suppose that the alliance " must have been

to most Israelites a very startling one "

(Plumptre.) Egypt (Rahab, Psa. lxxxix.

10; Isa. U. 9) was to every Israelite a

name both of triumph and dread. The

Pharaohs were their ancestral foes], and

took Pharaoh's daughter [A marriage such

as this was not without precedent (Gen. xii.

45 ; Exod. ii. 21 ; Num. xii. 1 j Matt. i. 6 ;

Ruth iv. 13), nor was it condemned by the

Law, which only forbade intermarriage with

the nations of Canaan (Exod. xxxiv. 16 ;

Deut. vii. 3), and sanctioned the union of

an Israelite with a captive taken in war

(Deut. xxi. 13 ; cf. xx. 14). " At the same

time, it was only when the foreign wives

renounced idolatry . . . that such marriages

were in accordance with the spirit of the

law " (Keil). As Solomon at this period of

his life faithfully observed the law, as he is

never blamed for this marriage, and as there

is no trace whatever of the introduction of

Egyptian rites into Israel, it is a fair pre-

sumption that the Egyptian princess con

formed to the religion of her adopted

country] , and brought her Into the city of

David [2 Chron. viii. 11 speaks of her

dwelling in " the home of David," i.e., it

would seem, the palace which David had

occupied] until he had made an end [this

hardly shows that he had begun to build,

as Keil infers. He did not begin building

the Temple until the fourth (1 Kings vi. 1), nor

his own house until the eleventh year (i6.

vii. 1) after his accession, and the marriage,

though not at the very commencement of

his reign, can hardly have been delayed to

the eleventh year, and may have taken place

before the death of Shimei] of building his

own house [cf. ch. vii. 7] and the house of

the Lord [cf. ch. vi. ; vii. 51] and the wall of

Jerusalem round about. [Probably, he

both strengthened and extended the city

walls, as Josephus (Ant. viii. 6. 1) affirms.

Acc. to the LXX. addition to ch. xii., it was

on this task that Jeroboam was employed

(ch. xi. 27 ; cf. ix. 15). David had fortified

a part of the city (2 Sam. v. 9).

Ver. 2.—Only [The word perhaps signifies

' ' that there was one exception to the flourish

ing condition of things which the writer

has been describing" (Rawlinson), though

the people are nowhere blamed for sacri

ficing on the high places, and Solomon's sac

rifice at ' ' the great high place " was full of

blessing. The idea rather is that just as he

was obliged to bring his Egyptian wife into

the city of David, because his palace was

not yet finished, so the people were com

pelled to sacrifice on the high places, be

cause the temple was not yet built (Keil),

and " the place " where God would put His

name had only just been chosen (1 Chron.

xxiL 1)] the people sacrificed [Heb. were

sacrificing, i.e., habitually, constantly] in

high places [All nations have chosen hill tops

for acts of worship, perhaps as being nearer

heaven. " Even Abraham built an altar to

the Lord on a mountain near Bethel (Gen.
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xii. 7, 8 ; cf. xxii. 2, 9 ; xxxi. 54)." And

the use of high places for this purpose was

not distinctly condemned in the Law. It is

true the Hebrews were commanded to have

but one place of sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 9 ;

Dent. xii. 5, 11, 13, 26, 27 ; cf. Jos. xxii, 29),

and this no doubt was, if not an indirect

prohibition, a discouragement of such

sanctuaries. It has been held, however,

that this command was purely prospective,

and it is certainly remarkable that even

when the Israelites were settled in the pro

mised land, and the tabernacle was set up

(Josh, xviii. 1), altars were constantly built

and sacrifices offered on high places, and

sometimes, as in the case of Gideon (Judg. vi.

26), and Manoah (i6. xiii. 19, 20), by express

Divine command. Later on we find Samuel

(1 Sam. vii. 9, 10; xi. 15; xvi. 5), Saul

(xiii. 9 ; xiv. 35), David (1 Chron. xxi. 26),

Solomon and Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 30), offer

ing sacrifices in various places, which they

could not possibly have done had it seemed

to them that this was condemned before

hand by the Law. It is highly probable,

therefore, that though the contemporaries of

Joshua took a different view (as Josh. xxii.

15—31 proves), the men of a later age ex

cused themselves on the ground stated in

the text, that "there was no house built

unto the name of the Lord." It has been

held by some that " had they not sacrificed

and burnt incense on high places, they

could not have sacrificed or burnt incense at

all " (Bp. Horsley) ; but this seems to over

look the fact that there was one place pro

vided for sacrifices—the door of the taber

nacle—and that for some reason or other

they sacrificed elsewhere. And the reason,

no doubt, was the one assigned by the his

torian. It should be added that this term

" high place " (,Vj)T) came to be used of all

places of worship, not only on heights, but

even those in valleys (2 Kings xvii. 9 ; Jer.

vii. 31 ; xxxii. 35). The Bamah sometimes

consisted of an altar only, but as a rule,

there was a shrine or sanctuary erected hard

by (ch. xiii. 32 ; 2 Kings xvii. 29 ; xxiii. 19),

the Beth-Bamah, for which the word Bamah

is sometimes loosely employed (ch. xi. 7 ;

xiv. 23 ; 2 Kings xxi. 3)] , because there was

no house built unto the name of the Lord

until those days.

Ver. 3.—And Solomon loved the Lord

[thus keeping the first and great command

ment, the " Shema Israel " (Deut. vi. 5 ; cf.

xxx. 16 ; Matt. xxii. 37 ; Luke x. 27] , walk

ing In the statutes of David his father [i.e.,

those which David had kept (verses 6, 14) and

commanded him to keep (ch. ii. 4)] : only he

sacrificed and burnt Incense In high places.

[There words clearly show that the worship

of the high places, although condoned, and

indeed accepted, by God (ver. 5) was not

strictly lawful and right. It was an igno-

ranee that God winked at. The historian,

remembering what the worship of the high

places became, notioes this as an imperfec

tion of Solomon's early reign, though he

does not say that such worship was sinful.

Ver. 4.—And the king went to Gibeon

[Josh. ix. 3; x. 2; xviii. 25; xxi. 17;

2 Sam. xxi. 1. Now known as El-Jib, a

commanding eminence (as the name implies)

some six miles north of Jerusalem. Strictly,

it consists of two heights, on one of which,

it is conjectured, the town stood, while the

other was the high place. Solomon was

accompanied to Gibeon by " all the congre

gation," including the captains, judges, go

vernors, Ac. (2 Chron. i. 2, 3] to sacrifice

there [This religious service was designed

to inaugurate his reign (2 Chron. i. 13),

after the precedent of 1 Sam. xi. 15 ; cf. 2

Sam. vi. 2. His object was also to suppli

cate the Divine blessing on his undertakings.

If his visit served at the same time as a

farewell, or " honourable funeral to the

tabernacle " (Wordsw.) this was an accident] ;

for that was the great high place [being

the place of the tabernacle and brazen

altar. In 1 Sam. xxi. 6 we find the taber

nacle at Nob, though without the ark (1

Sam. iv. 2). After the massacre of the priests

it lost the ephod (1 Sam. xxii. 20 ; xxiii. 6).

It could hardly remain in a spot stained by

so much blood ; but howor when it found itB

way to Gibeon, we do not know. See 1 Chron.

xvi. 37, 39; 2 Chron. i. 3-6] : a thousand burnt

offerings [such numbers were not infrequent

at festivals. See on ch. viii. 62, and cf. 2 Chron.

xxix. 33 , 34. Rawlinson reminds us that

"Xerxes offered 1000 oxen at Troy" (Herod,

vii. 43).] did Solomon offer [not, of course,

personally, as some (Ewald, e.g.) have sup

posed. He is said to have " offered " them,

because he (together with the congregation,

perhaps) provided them. The immense

number alone shows that he cannot have

offered in person. The festival probably

lasted for seven or eight days, but even then

a thousand victims can hardly have been

offered whole (nt?y) unless the altar was

greatly enlarged, or additional temporary

altars were erected. This latter supposition

is not negatived by the next words. See

on ch. viii. 63, 64.] upon that altar.

Ver. 5.—In Gibeon the Lord appeared

unto Solomon in a dream [cf. Num. xii. 6.

A vision is not necessarily implied (as in

Gen. xxviii. 12 ; cf. xv. 12), though he may

have seen some angelic form (angelut in

Dei nomine ei apparuit loquenx. Grotius)—

of course, only in his dream. Cf. Matt,

i. 20 ; ii. 12. Probably " appeared " is the

equivalent of "revealed Himself." Bahr]
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by night ; and God said, Ask what I dwQ

give thee [cf. Matt. vii. 7. This was the

answer to the sacrifices. The night was

probably that which followed the last day

pn which they were offered (ver. 15).]

Ver. 6.—And Solomon said, Thou hast

shewed unto [Heb. wrought with] thy ser

vant David my father great mercy [marg.,

favour] according as he walked before thee

In truth, and in righteousness, and In up

rightness of heart with thee [cf. 2 Kings

xx. 3, where Hezekiah uses much the same

language of himself. Also ch. xi. 4] , and

thou hast kept for him this great kindness

[Heb. favour ; same word as above. David

himself had regarded this as a singular

meroy (ch. i. 48)] , that thou hast given him

a son to sit [Heb. fitting] upon his throne,

as It is this day. [Same expression Deut.

vi. 24 ; viii. 18 ; 1 Sam. xxii. 6. ; Ezra

ix. 7.]

Ver. 7.— And now, 0 Lord my God, thou

hast made thy servant king instead of

David my father ; and I am hut [Heb. and

I . . . ] a little child : [These words are

generally understood as indicating Solo

mon's humility rather than his age. No

doubt, there is some exaggeration in the

expression, which manifestly is not to be

taken au pied de la lettre ; at the same time

it is questionable whether such words would

be used of himself by a young man of

twenty, which Solomon is commonly sup

posed to have been. See on ch. ii. 2, and xii.

8] I know not how to go out or come In.

[The same phrase is found in the Penta

teuch, Deut. xxviii. 6 ; xxxi. 2. Also in 1

Sam. xviii. 13 ; 2 Sam. iii. 25 ; Ps. cxxi. 8.

It is the formula for expressing behaviour,

conduct, the outward life of man.]

Ver. 8.—And thy servant Is in the midst

of thy people which thou hast chosen [see

Deut. vii. 6] , a great people, that cannot be

numbered nor counted for multitude. [The

promises of Gen. xiii. 16 ; xv. 6, lived in the

thoughts and language of the Jews, and were

doubtless the original of this expression. Cf.

also Num. xxiii. 10.]

Ver. 9.— Give therefore thy servant an

understanding [Heb. hearing. Cf. ver. 11

(Heb. "to hear judgment.") The idea is

not docility, as the Vulg. (cor docile), but

discrimination, penetration. Cf. 2 Sam.

xiv. 17 (Heb.) ; Phil. i. 9, 10 (marg.)] heart

[i.e., a judicial mind. The " hearing heart "

was desired, not that it might " give heed

to the law " (Keil), but to qualify him] to

Judge thy people [TheHebrew king, like most

ancient monarohs, was supreme judge as

well as governor (" prince and judge," Exod.

ii. 14 ; and cf. Exod. xviii. 16). The Jews

desired a king that he might judge them

(1 Sam. viii. 5). Their rulers so far had

been purely " Judges " (D^pt? ; compare

the Carthaginian name, suffetet.) When

they desired one who should lead their

armies, they still put his judicial functions

in the first place (loc. cit. ver. 20). And

what were the duties of a king in this

respect, Absalom's words (2 Sam. xv. 4)

show. In vers. 16—28 we see Solomon sit

ting as Chief Justice] , that I may discern

between good and bad [i.e., right and

wrong, true and false ; cf. Heb. v. 14) : for

who is able to Judge this thy so great

[Heb. heavy, i.e., numerous; 30mpare graves

greges] a people. [The number of the

Israelites at this period is referred to in ch.

iv. 20.]

Ver. 10.—And the speech [Heb. thing;

same word as below] pleased the Lord, that

Solomon had asked this thing. [Though in a

dream the judgment and will were not sus

pended. Our dreams accord with our waking

thoughts. This would have been Solomon's

choice at any time.]

Ver. 11.—And God said unto him. Because

thou hart asked this thing, and hart not

asked for thyself long life [Heb. many

days] ; neither hast asked riches for thyself,

nor hast asked the life [i.e., destruction in

battle] of thine enemies [not so much

personal enemies, like Hadad and Bezon,

(Bawlinson) as military foes. The mean

ing is explained by the corresponding

word, " honour" (1139 9^orV) *n vcr- >

but hast asked [The word is repeated,

according to Hebrew usage, now for the sixth

time] for thyself understanding to discern

[Heb. hear ; see on ver. 9] Judgment ,

Ver. 12.—Behold, I nave done according

to thy words [i.e., granted thy prayer, as the

next words show] : lo [Heb. behold] I have

given thee a wise and an understanding

heart, so that there was none like thee be

fore thee, neither after thee shall any arise

like unto thee. [Cf. 1 Chroa xxix. 25 ; 2

Chron. ix. 22. But there is no need to re

strict the reference to kings and princes.]

Ver. 13.—And I have also given thee that

which thou hast not asked, both riches and

honour [Heb. glory] ; so that there shall not

he any among the kings like unto thee all

thy days.

Ver. 14.—And If thou wilt walk In my

ways, to keep my statutes and my com

mandments, as thy father David did walk

[ver. 6 ; xv. 4. This is the Divine confirm

ation of David's words to his son (ch. ii. 3, 4)

and of the son's description of his father's

piety (ver. 6 supra)], then I will lengthen

thy dayB [Solomon's days were not of an

unusual length, as he can hardly have been

more than sixty (if so much), although

called jjp.t (ch. xi. 41 at the time of his
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decease. But he bad not fulfilled the con

dition (ch. xi. 9—12).

Ver. 15.—And Solomon awoke ; and, be

hold, it was a dream [That is to say, this

passed while Solomon slept ; but it was more

than a dream. The same words are used

of Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 7) when God showed

him what He was about to do (vers. 25, 28,

cf. ch. xl. 8), and this was such a dream as

Pharaoh's and as Joseph's (Matt. i. 20 ; ii.

19). Itwasa dream, i.e., in which a Divine

revelation was made to him. Wordsw. refers

to Solomon's words, " I sleep, but my heart

icaketk" (Cant. v. 2), and "He giveth to his

beloved (Jedidiah) in sleep " (Ps. exxvii. 2)] .

And he came to Jerusalem, and stood before

the ark of the covenant [the other sanctu

ary of that period (2 Sam. vi. 17 ; 1 Chron.

xvi. 37-40)] and offered up burnt offering*

[probably in continuation of the sacrifices

of Gibeon, ver. 4] , and offered peace offer

ings [in testimony of his thankfulness for

the signal favour recently vouchsafed to

him] and made a feast [lit., a drinkingt

After the example of David, 1 Chron. xvi. 3.

Cf. 1 Kings viiL 65. It was not exclusively

a symposium. The flesh of the animals'

offered in sacrifice was eaten by the wor

shippers and their guests (Lev. vii. 15, 31 ;

1 Sam. ii. 16 ; 1 Cor. viii. 13). This was

•' a sacrificial meal of the D'PT^ " (Keil).

See on ch. viii. 63] to all his servants.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 8.—The Grace and Place of Love. " And Solomon loved the Lord, walk'

ing in all the statutes of David his father, only .... he sacrificed,'' &c.

Ofhow many men, as well as of the wisest of men, may some such words be used.

Of some few it may perhaps be averred that they have loved the Lord " with a per

fect heart," of fewer still, if any, that they have loved Him with all the heart, and

all the mind, and all the soul, and all the strength. But in the case of most, ft

qualifying clause must be added, an " only." Along with sincere piety, with devout

love to Him who first loved us, how often are there found imperfections, infir

mities, sins. Sometimes, e.g., the loved is tinged with superstition, as in the case of

St. Theresa, Lacordaire, and many Romanists ; sometimes, as in the case of Calvin

and many Protestants, it is marked by harshness and intolerance ; sometimes, as in

the case of Schleiermacher and Bunsen, it is infected with rationalism. The love,

that is to say, is not without alloy ; it is not the pure refined gold. In some of the

blessed saints we find narrowness and bigotry, in others fanaticism ; in others, again,

Pharisaism and presumption. Now all these " love the Lord .... only ....

But observe. Solomon was loved of God ; blessed, enriched, and prospered of God/

despite this " only ;" notwithstanding, i.e., that his sacrifice and service were marked

by imperfection. Hence learn—

I. That God loves those who love Em, despite their imperfections. Of*

course God loves men who do not love Him. " God commendeth His love towards

us in that while we were yet 'sinners," &c. We often say to children, " God doesn't

love you when you are naughty," but this is vicious theology. If this were so, there

had been no hope for our world. But He is good to the unthankful and evil. Yesj

the love must begin with God. " We love Him because He first loved us." And

the love that bore with our sins, in the days of our impenitence, now bears also with

our infirmities and ignorances. Neither superstition nor narrowness nor fanaticism

"nor any other creature can separate us from the love of God," &c.

II. That God forgives those who love Him, notwithstanding their infirm

mities. It is not meant here that our love can make any atonement or reparation

for our sins. We know of no merits or mediation but His. " Tour sins are for

given you for His name's sake." Bat where there is love, there is forgiveness

(Luke vii. 47). Why, love involves penitence and faith, and ensures obedience,

(Observe the next words, "Walking in all the statutes," &c.) Thus, the three

conditions of forgiveness are all comprehended in love.

ILL That God will receive those who love Him, despite their ignorances.

The gate of heaven is never shut against love, and only love will open it.

" 0 merchant, at heaven's gate, for heavenly ware

Love is the only coin that passes there."

It must be so, for " love is heaven, and heaven is love."
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IV. That we ought to love those who love God, despite their ignorances,

infirmities, and imperfections. If the Eternal Love overlooks our " only," surely

we ought to overlook the " only " of others. We may regret their views, we may

think them unsound in the faith, we may lament their superstition, their lack of

"sweetness and light," their vulgarity, or fanaticism, but if God loves them, and

receives them notwithstanding, what right have we to do otherwise? If they love

our Lord, then they are entitled to our love. " Grace be unto all them that lore

our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity." We find, consequently, in the religion both

of the Old Testament and of the New—

V. That love is everything. It is L The fulfilling of the law (Rom. xiii. 8.

10 ; Matt. xxii. 37—40). We cannot break the law if we love. "Habe caritatem etfao

quicquid vis," said St. Augustine. 2. The stamp and seal royal of the Christian.

" He that loveth, is born of God." "By this shall all men know that ye are my

disciples, if ye have love," &c. It has been said, " Pectus est quod theologumfacit."

It is equally true that the heart makes the Christian. 8. The glory of the man.

It was the greatest glory of Solomon. The highest praise recorded of him is, not

that "he was wiser than all men " (ch. iv. 81), nor yet that he " exceeded all the kings

of the earth for riches and wisdom" (ch. z. 88), but that he loved the Lord. "The

best thing that can be said of a man is that he loves God." Solomon in all his

glory is not greater than the poorest of the saints. 4. The one thing needful. The

one thing God demands is the heart. (Adelaide Procter's beautiful poem, " Give me

thy lieart," affords a fine illustration here.) It is the mainspring of the man. The

life depends on the heart. In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when the Roman

Catholics were commanded to attend Church under pains and penalties, some of

their leaders applied to the Pope for guidance. " Let the Catholics of England,"

was the astute reply, "give me their hearts, and the Queen may do what she likes

with the rest."

Vers. 6—15.—God's Gifts and Solomon's Choice. " And God said, Ask what

I shall give thee," &c. " Happy Solomon ! " we exclaim, as we read these

words. He had all that earth could give already—youth, wealth, prosperity,

glory, greatness. He stood already on the topmost pinnacle of human felicity.

And now Heaven offers him his choice of blessings ; now the treasure-house of the

infinite God is opened, and he is bidden to take what he will. Behold the favourite

of Heaven 1 It is indeed true " there was none like thee before thee, neither after

thee shall any arise like unto thee " (ver. 12). But stay ! Solomon's is not an ex

ceptional case. If we have not his temporal advantages, we may share his

spiritual blessings. For to us—to all, that is, who, like Solomon, " love the Lord "

—does the same voice speak, saying, " Ask what I shall give thee." Yes ; He who

spake to this new-crowned king in the night visions hath in these last days spoken

unto us by His Son, saying, " Ask, and it shall be given you." Let us consider—

I. Like Solomon, we are commanded to ask. It is not that we are per

mitted so to do : it is made a positive duty. If we do not ask, we sin. " Ask,"

" seek," " knock "—these are the injunctions of our Lord and Master. Asking is

an essential part of our religion. «' Prayer is the Christian's vital breath."

II. Like Solomon, we have rut to ask, and God will give. Solomon was

not a favourite of Heaven. God has no favourites—that would argue imperfection

in the Deity. " Every one that asketh receiveth," &c. " Whosoever shall call on

the name of the Lord," &c. " If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, . . .

all for want of asking. God is " more ready to hear than we to pray." And observe

here : we are commanded to ask, and God is sure to give, because He loves to

give ; it is His nature and property to give. Not only (as has been beautifully said)

is " the greatest Being in the world the greatest giver," but it is an essential part

of His perfections to give. We often say " It is more blessed to give than to re

ceive," but God acts on this principle. It is the nature of man to take. The first

lesson the child learns is to grasp. Covetousness, the desire to have, is a part of

our being. It is a part of His being to desire to impart. He abhors a vacuum.

and it shall be given him.'
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III. Like Ahaz, many say, " I will not ask." They will not believe in the

wonderful charity of God. To some it seems too good to be true. But many have

no room for God's gifts. Their heart is full already. " No room for Him in the inn."

IV. Like Solomon, let us ask the rest gifts. That is an instructive fable

which tells how Hercules, on attaining manhood, went out into solitude, and sitting

down there, deliberated long and anxiously with himself which of the two ways

before him it were better to take—the way of pleasure, or the way of virtue. Such

a crisis, involving such a choice, happens in every life. Solomon must now make

his choice, and it really lies between pleasure and duty, between temporal and

eternal blessings. He may choose glory, wealth, renown— in a word, earthly

pleasure and prosperity—or he may choose character, wisdom, goodness ; in other

Words, heavenly and abiding treasure. We know which he chose. So each one

of us has to choose in turn between the showy and the solid, between the higher

and the lower, between God and Mammon.

" Once to every man and nation, comes the moment to decide

In the strife of Truth with Falsehood, for the good or evil side.

Then it is the brave man chooses, while the coward stands aside,

Doubting in bis abject spirit, till his Lord is crucified."

V. If, like Solomon, we choose the rest gifts, the other and inferior

rlessings are thrown in with them. Consider: God gave Solomon wisdom

because he asked for it, and at the same time gave him wealth because he did not

ask for it. His choice of the higher showed he was fit to be entrusted with the

lower. The gifts men covet most, viz., " riches and honour," are of so little account

with God that He adds them as a make-weight. Just as when we buy a jewel the

case is thrown in as part of the purchase, so those who choose the better part receive

at the same time all that is necessary for them. " Seek ye first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you." And

here again observe, that not only is it God's nature to give, but to give " exceeding

abundantly, above all that we ask or think." He is " wont to do more than either

we desire or deserve." Thus the disciples asked for a form of prayer (Luke xi. 1).

Our blessed Lord gave them their desire, and gave at the same time what they

never dreamed of asking for—some precious directions as to the spirit of prayer,

as to perseverance in prayer, &c. (ib. vers. 5—18). The same idea is embodied m a

stanza of Wordsworth's—

" I knelt before Thy gracious throne,

And asked for peace with suppliant knee ;

And peace was given ; not peace alone,

But love and joy and ecstasy."

It was in the night visions that God spoke to Solomon. It is in no dream, no

vision, but in His own written word, He says to us, " Ask what I shall give thee.''

Which shall we imitate, Solomon or Ahaz? Shall we have all or none? But it

may be said, Solomon's wisdom did him no great service after all. His prayer did

not keep him from falling. But why was this 1 It was just because he ceased to

care for wisdom and piety, and ceased to ask for it. Learn, then, in conclusion—

VI. If, like Solomon, we cease to covet the rest gifts, and care only

FOR ThE LOWER, WE ShALL CERTAINLY LOSE ThE FORMER, AND MAY POSSIBLY LOSE

roth. So that Solomon's prayer may teach us this last lesson, that " men ought

always to pray, and not to faint." Yes, it seems, as we think of the beginning and

then of the end of this puissant prince—it seems as if his father's last words must

have been prophetic—"If thou seek him, he will be found of thee; but if thou

forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever " (1 Chron. xxviii. 9) ; and Solomon's

fall solemnly echoes and emphasizes the words which follow—0 that he had laid

them to heart l—" Take heed now " (ver. 10).
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 8—16 ; iv. 2—84.—The prayer of Solomon and its fulfilment. " Ask

what I shall give thee."

Thr prayer of Solomon is the type of true prayer. We leam from it (1)

The power of prayer; (2) The condition on which it is granted; (3) Its result.

I. The Power. " Prayer," said Adolphe Monod, " sets in motion the whole

power of God." The words of God to Solomon show us this Almighty power,

placing itself, as it were, at the disposition of human weakness. When the Son of God

came to earth, taking upon Himself our frail humanity, that He might perfectly

sympathize with all its woes, He spoke in the same way to the poor blind Barti-

masus : " What wilt thou that I should do unto thee ? " (Mark x. 51). Before going

back to heaven He addressed the same language to His disciples : " Whatsoever ye

shall ask the Father in my name, He will give it you " (John xvi. 23). Let us then

ask all that we need with holy boldness, for it is God Himself who bids us do so.

Like the father of the prodigal son, He always comes to meet us. Our hopes and

desires can never be so large as His promises. We truly honour Him when we make

His love the measure of our trust.

II. The conditions on which our prayers are granted are : (a) Full trust in

this infinite love, and grateful remembrance of favours received: "Thou hast

showed unto David my father great mercy .... and hast given him a son to sit

on his throne" (ver. 6). (6) The consciousness of our own helplessness and

weakness : " I am but as a little child, and know not how to go out or come in"

(ver. 7). (c) The precedence given to spiritual over temporal gifts : " Gue thy

servant an understanding heart " (ver. 9). Prayer is not intended to bring to us

at once all material prosperity. Such an answer to prayer might be often injurious,

hardening the heart, and depriving us of the salutary discipline of trial. If the

thing we sought beyond all else was material prosperity, we should be mere mer

cenaries. We are always heard, but not always in the way we desire, so far as our

earthly life is concerned. But when we ask of God a new and understanding heart,

we are asking that which He is pledged to grant, for it is written : " If any man lack

wisdom, let him ask of God, who giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth not."

III. The result of the prayer of Solomon was not only the spiritual grace he

sought, but also the prosperity and glory of his reign. "I have also given thee

that which thou hast not asked " (ver. 13). There is a general application both to

individuals and nations of the words of Christ : " Seek first the kingdom of God

and His righteousness, and all other things shall be added unto you" (Matt. vi. 33),

with the exception of afflictions, which may be necessary as discipline, and on the

condition that we walk in the ways of the Lord (ver. 14), for the mercy of God,

free as it is, is still bound up with His holiness, and cannot suffer the violation of

His laws.—E. de P.

Vers. 5—16.—.4 wise prayer. Gibeon, the scene of this incident, was one of

the " high places" of the land. Worship in high places had been forbidden. Law

against it not rigidly enforced until the place was chosen " where the Lord would

cause his name to dwell." That Solomon's act in sacrificing at Gibeon was not

condemned is proved by his being favoured with this direct Divine communication.

Every scene of real worship may become the scene of special Divine manifestation.

" The Lord appeared unto Solomon in a dream of the night." Whatever our theory

of these dreams of the olden times, it was evidently an articulate and intelligible

Divine communication that Solomon had, and his spirit was intensely active. His

choice of wisdom rather than riches, &c., was an act of judgment, a decision of the

will, and therefore indicative of moral character. The whole spirit of his prayer

most honourable to him. The prayer is, in a sense, answered before it is presented.

Every holy yearning of the pious soul contains within itself the pledge of its own

fulfilment.

I. The nature of true wisdom. A power of moral discernment. "An under
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standing heart to judge," &c. This was the virtue of Solomon's prayer—it craved

a moral rather than mere circumstantial, or even intellectual, endowment. He

had the wisdom of the man of science, the "minute philosopher" (see chap. iv.

33). But higher wisdom was wanted for higher work—for guiding and

governing the people—and this is what he prayed for. Little trace in Solomon of

the pure, fervent spirit of devotion that glowed in his father David. The yearning

of David's heart was not so much for wisdom as for holiness. But Solomon has

a lofty ideal of kingly rule before him, and this is how he seeks to realize it.

1. Wisdom is a practical quality ; not merelytheoretical ; consists less in true ideas

than in the ability to embody them in a real and living form ; not knowledge or

insight, but power to turn what is known and understood to highest account. In

common affairs of life—in matters of business, soience, art—how many clever

theoretical men are there whose cleverness never takes a tangible, practical form I

You can point to nothing that they have ever done as a worthy expression of their

native capacity. Only in a qualified sense are such men " wise." How much more

in the higher sphere of moral and religious life. Here also a science and an art, the

ideal and the practical. Wisdom is the combination of the two. It is thought and

it is life—the science of spiritual truth and reality married to the divine art of living

under the influence of what is real and true.

2. Wisdom deals with those eternal principles that underlie the surface ap

pearances of life. The judgment of Solomon in the dispute between the two

women about the child (verse 16 to end) is suggestive here. Its peculiarity is, that

instead of trusting to appearances to decide the doubt, he leaves the decision to the

deep instinct of the mother's nature, i.e., his wisdom is seen in calling to its aid a

principle profounder and less fallible than itself. Apply this to the higher conduct

of life. We want something more reliable than our own observation or reason as

a guide. " The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." Lay hold on God.

Walk by faith. Let there be a divine element in your life :

" There is more wisdom in a whisper*d prayer

Than in the ancient lore of all the schools."

How great the wisdom of him whose whole daily life is a heaven-ascending prayer!

II. The divine ohigin of wisdom. " Ask what I shall give thee." God is the

infinite Fount of Wisdom, and He " gives" from His exhaustless fulness. " The

Father of Lights." What a world of wonders is the book of Nature 1 What creative

thought, constructive skill, wise adaptation are here 1 A world of profounder

wonders is the Book of Truth. "0 the depth of the riches," &c. But this is

revelation; we have to think of impartation. God will give wisdom. "Ask what

I shall give thee." " If any man lack wisdom let him ask of God," &c. All true

light that guides man in any right path is His gift. Most of all those right

thoughts, high aspirations, holy energies, which are the very life of men. Man

can only disclose his mental riches. The philosopher cannot "give" the rustio

wisdom, nor the father or teacher the child. God sheds the light of His Spirit

into the soul. " If ye being evil," &o.

III. The arundant rewaed of wisdom. "And I have also given thee," &c.

(ver. 13). God's beneficence exceeds the expectations of His children. "Able

to do exceeding abundantly," Ac. (Eph. iii. 20). "Seek ye first the kingdom

of God," &c. (Matt. vi. 83). -W.

Ver. 5.—Sermon for Children. Waiting for God's voice. Little children are

sometimes intended to do great things. God has a special place for everyone to fill.

Sometimes the child who is least thought of in the home or in the class is to have

the noblest destiny. Two brothers once lived in the same tent. 0n« was brave

and manly, a great hunter, and a popular, generous man, but his younger and

feebler brother, Jacob, became greater than he. In Jesse's family at Bethlehem

there were young men, tall, comely, and heroic, yet their shepherd brother, whom

they despised, was chosen to be their king. Now in David's own family God made

His choice ; and overlooking the beautiful Absalom, and the ambitious Adonijah,
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be selected Solomon, their youngest and gentlest brother, to be king over one of the

richest kingdoms in the world, and to rule His own people in the time of their

greatest prosperity. It may be that some lads here, who are little thought of, may

become the leaders of a nation to a nobler life, the teachers of their age, to whom

the world will gladly listen. But whatever sphere you have to fill, you will only

be ready to fill it well when you begin, as Solomon began his reign, by listening to

the voice of God. This was the most interesting part of Solomon's hfe. He was

now at his best. Ascending his father's throne, he was conscious of his responsi

bility, and asked God to give him wisdom (James i. 5, 6). In youth our future is

generally decided. If we go wrong then, it is not easy to be set right. An injury

done to a living thing during its growing time is irreparable. The man who was

crippled when he was a child, the tree blasted when it was a sapling, cannot by any

subsequent care be made straight and whole. Solomon, however, started well—

going up to the ancient tabernacle in Gibeon, to offer sacrifice to the Lord.

Let us see what preparation Solomon had for the dream spoken of here. Many

a child says, " I wish God would come to me, and tell me I might ask for what

ever I liked. I often say my prayers, but God does not seem real to me. I never

see Him or hear Him." You will not see Him as did Solomon, nor hear Him as

did Samuel. But you may feel Hun in your thoughts—in the prompting to do

right, or to speak the truth when doing this may get you into trouble ; and in the

relief and rest you know after telling God about the sorrow you have. [Quote part

of Faber's hymn : " Dear Jesus, ever at my side." Tell some story of a child who

has found help, relief, and rest in prayer. This will bring the old story of Solomon

near to the experience of children.]

Three things prepared Solomon for listening to God.

I. Solomon had come from worship. Describe the old tabernacle, now pitched

on the top of the hill at Gibeon ; the coming of the procession of nobles, soldiers,

priests, &c, to the sacred festival ; the offering of the thousand victims ; the song of

praise, the united prayers, &c. This worship prepared the young king for his

dream. Children go to Sunday schools who are seldom found in God's house.

Trace the lads and girls leaving the senior classes to spend their Sundays in pleasure

and sin—their forced merriment, their aching hearts. Trying to forget God, they

are not prepared to see Him as Solomon did. Contrast with this the day spent in

worship. The children whose hearts are uplifted by songs of praise, who have been

hearing of the love of God in Christ, who have been reminded of those who knew

the Lord, are prepared to say, as Samuel said, " Speak, Lord, for thy servant

heareth 1 "

II. Solomon was alone with God. The crowd had dispersed. The shouts,

and songs, and music were silent. The stars shone down on the camp, and in his

own royal tent the young king had retired to rest. As he slept he dreamed, and a

happy night followed a holy day. Dreams were often used by God in olden days.

Give examples. These were overruled, but they were natural. A dream is the

product of familiar thoughts. Boys don't dream of protoplasm, of which they know

nothing, but of cricket, lessons, companions, &c. The elements of a dream are in

the mind before sleep ; e.g., the Midianitish soldier dreamt of a barley cake, which

was his ordinary food ; the Egyptian butler, of Pharaoh's cup ; the baker, of his

white baskets of bakemeats, &c. So Solomon had been thinking about his kingdom—•

the greatness of his father, the overruling providence of God ; he had been filled

with a desire to rule wisely, had been fired with devotion during the day, and all

these things re-appeared in his dream. If you have never had such dream, you

have had quiet times when you were ill, or before going to rest, when God seemed

real to you. Becall the first time when the old form of prayer had a new meaning,

when God seemed close, and loving, and gracious. An example from child life

may be readily found.

III. Solomon was listening to God, who said, " Ask what I shall give thee."

Sometimes children wish that the fairies, of whom they read, actually existed ; that

one, with her fair form and beautiful wand, would come and say, " Ask what

I shall give thee." Many, like Cinderella, would exchange drudgery for glitter.
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God does not do this. If He did, many of us would ignorantly ask for foolish

things. We do not know what we shall be doing or wanting even to-morrow.

If you were going abroad and did not know for what country you were des

tined, nor even whether it was hot or cold, civilized or uncivilized, it would not

be wise to provide things on the chance they might be useful. You might get

.weapons of defence for a country where they would not be wanted, and have to

wear in the tropics clothing only suited to the polar seas. It would not be really

kind for your father to say, " Now go into that shop, and get whatever you like."

You would say, " No, thank you ; as you know where I am going, and I don't, I

would rather trust you ; though if you think it would be good, I should like this, or

that." So we are taught to pray to our Heavenly Father. Give examples. Some

times God does give us what we foolishly choose, as the father did to the prodigal,

and then sorrow teaches us the folly of our self-will. The freedom to ask anything

can only be given safely to those who are like Solomon. He had just given himself

up to God as a living sacrifice, and had asked God to accept him and use him for

His service ; for it was this which he expressed by his offering of a thousand burnt

sacrifices. (Romans xii. 1.) If you can say in your heart, " Lord, I want to become

like Jesus Christ, and always to be obedient to Thy will ; I long to be earnest and

humble, and pure, and loving, and to live altogether for Thee ; " then He says,

of all that will keep you toward that, "Ask and ye shall receive, and your joy

shall be fulL"

Show the nece$rity ofprayer to children ; point out their special temptations to

neglect it ; and close by the story of Esther going into the king's presence with

trembling, only to see the golden sceptre extended, and to hear the gracious

encouragement, " What is thy petition, and what is thy request ? and it shall be

done unto thee ! " " When thou saidst, ' Seek ye my face,' my heart said unto

Thee, 'Thy face, Lord, will I seek.' "—A. R.

Vers. 6, 7.—The reverent prayer of a royal petitioner. Solomon had a more

peaceful reign and greater outward glory than David. Yet much is said in Scripture

about the father, and little about the son. This revelation of God's truth about

men and things is less concerned with splendid surroundings than with secret

struggles. Few, if any, are made great by splendour. Hence a few verses suffice

to tell of Solomon's ships and palaces, and gold and ivory; but many chapters are

devoted to accounts of David's temptations, deliverances, and prayers. We have

God's estimate of Solomon's magnificence in the memorable words of Christ,

" Consider the lilies of the field how they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin :

and yet I say unto you, that even Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like

one of these." From these words we infer that human greatness does not claim

God's regard, but that He cares for lilies as well as for kings ; so that from none of

us, however lowly our lot, is the privilege of prayer, granted to Solomon, withheld.

The prayer before us was characterized by the following excellences :—

I. Gratitude. (Ver. 6.) Solomon thanked God for what his father had been.

David was far from being a sinless man, but his son loyally veiled his faults, and

praised God for what he had been to himself and others. What reasons for grati

tude many have in this respect. Loving care during the feebleness of infancy ;

provision for education, &c., often the result of habitual self-denial ; protection of

the home not only from physical, but from moral evils, in the shape of bad litera

ture, companions, &c. These are the ordinary blessings from parenthood, but often

there are more than these, e.g., the moral heritage of wholesome tendencies; the

good name, to be chosen rather than great riches ; the repression of evil, and en

couragement of good habits of thought and action ; the counsels and warnings to

the inexperienced ; the Christian truth revealed in the holy life, proclaimed by the

loving lips. Few blessings are greater than these ; but few are less thankfully re

cognized. Gratitude should reveal itself in tender consideration, in graceful

courtesies, in prompt obedience, &c., in the home, and should express itself in

praise to die Giver of all good gifts. [This is but an example of subjects for grati

tude : others may be suggested.]
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II. Solemnity. The young king seemed overwhelmed with a sense of respon

sibility. He was about to succeed a father renowned as a warrior, as a statesman,

as a poet, as a ruler of men. He was about to rule a numerous and prosperous

people, who had been specially declared to be the Lord's, so that he would be hence

forth the representative of Jehovah. He foresaw that there would be snares not

easy to avoid, difficulties hard to surmount ; and therefore he dared not go forward

without the prayer, "O God of my father, stand by me." Contrast this with the

light spirit in which life-work is often undertaken. Describe a father about to

vacate his plan in business, or in the Church, whose honour has been unstained,

who has been a king amongst men, and urge on any who are about to succeed to

such an inheritance the responsibility incurred, that they may feel " who is suffi

cient for these things ? " To go on to unknown temptations, to unattempted duties,

in a flippant, godless spirit, is to show the foolhardiness of the captain who, in

strange waters, wrecks his vessel on the hidden shoal, because he scorns to employ

a pilot.

III. Hopefulness. In ver. 4 he tacitly refers to what God had done for his

father, as an example and pledge of what God could do for him. He implies that

the promise, like the throne, came by inheritance. This was the teaching of the

patriarchal dispensation. It was not withdrawn by Christ, who came "not to

destroy, but to fulfil." Hence, in the first sermon preached after the baptism of the

Church by the Holy Spirit, Peter refers to, and endorses for this dispensation, the

declaration of Joel, " The promise is unto you, and to your children." Show how

the privileges of Christian parentage keep pace with its responsibilities. What God

had been to David was a sign to Solomon, his son, of what God would do for him ;

and therefore he prayed with eager hope.

IV. Humility. " I am but a little child." Solomon had enough to make him

proud. He was immensely rich, was flattered by courtiers, was obeyed by a dis

ciplined army, was strikingly handsome (Psalm xlv.), and was at an age (twenty

years old) when no one thinks least of himself. But he recognized that God made

him what he was (" Thou hast made Thy servant king "), and that, so far as wisdom

and ability were concerned, he was " but a little child." Such has been the spirit

of all truly great men, e.g., Moses, when called in Midian (Exod. iii. 11) ; Isaiah,

when he saw the Lord in the temple (Isa. vi.) ; Jeremiah, when invested with pro

phetic office (Jer. i.) This humility should characterize all who approach God.

Refer to the Pharisee and publican (Luke xviii. 10—14) ; also to declaration that

except we become as little children we cannot enter the kingdom. Contrast

Solomon with his brothers, Absalom and Adonijah. He was content to wait God's

time, and so was prepared for the place prepared for him. The chrysalis waits—is

kept back—in its inactive stage, till both the wings are ready for the sunshine, and

the sunshine ready for the wings. Humbly let us wait for the higher spheres of

earth and the highest spheres of heaven.—A. R.

Vers. 9—13. The wisdom of Solomon's choice. Solomon was never more

kingly than when he made this choice. Subsequently he became enervated by

prosperity, corrupted by heathen associations, &c, but now he ruled as a king over

himself. The bright promise of life is often gradually overcast, till it ends in the

gloom of a hopeless night Examples from Scripture, e.g., Saul the King, Esau.

It is well to kuow the kind of choice that "pleased the Lord." In Solomon's there

was true wisdom, for it had these elements—

I. The choice was for the good of others rather than for the advantage

of himself. It was not like asking for knowledge and wisdom that he might him

self be admired as a sage. This followed, but this he did not seek. He wished

to rule God's people well for their good, and asked that he might do what was just

in judgment, what was equitable in law. Such equity establishes any rule on

a sure foundation. Our hold on India is chiefly due to the righteousness of our

magistrates, and the trustworthiness of men like the Lawrences, Lord Mayo, &c.

Natives would not hesitate to bring an action in one of our English law courts

against an Englishman, so certain are they of even-handed justice. This Solomon
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sought, and the peace and prosperity of his kingdom (ch. iv. 25) arose from the fact

that God gave it him. To ask God to make us wise and capable for the sake of

others, is a prayer consonant with His will. Unselfishness is commended and

exalted under the new dispensation as it never was under the old. Christ Himself

came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give His life " a ransom for

many." The prayer of selfishness, greed, avarice, can never be put up in Christ's

name.

II. The choice was made of inward worth and not of outward show. He

did not ask for himself riches and honour. What will make us noble is always

more readily given by God than what will make us wealthy. A wise father would

rather that his son should be truthful than that he should win popularity among

his schoolfellows by anything surreptitious and deceitful. So our heavenly Father

cares little that we should make money, or win applause ; but He cares much that

we should be wise, and true, and loving ; and these graces He will in no wise

withhold from those who seek. Sometimes He answers our prayers for these

inward blessings in modes we resent. The illness that throws us back upon Him,

the failure that proves a man's life does not consist in the abundance of things that

he possesseth, (CO., may work in us the peaceable fruits of righteousness. The

Lord Jesus, who was at once the King of Glory and the village carpenter, showed

us this ; and in the inward gladness His disciples experienced amid their outward

woes, we have confirmation of it. Show how, m New Testament history, and in the

lives of the saints, the words which begin the Sermon on the Mount have been

fulfilled. Blessedness of the highest kind comes to the poor in spirit, to them that

mourn, to the meek, to them which do hunger and thirst after righteousness, to the

merciful, to the pure in heart, to the peacemakers, and even to those who are

persecuted for righteousness' sake.

III. The choice made of the higher rrought with it the lower rlessings.

(Vers. 11—13.) Because Solomon asked wisdom God gave him that, but added to

it wealth and honour. If we ask grace to fulfil our mission, and rightly do our

life-work, our heavenly Father will see that we do not want for life's necessities.

" Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all these things

shall be added unto you." The teaching of Christ (Matt. vi. 24—34) goes to show

that a man who is chiefly concerned to please God need have no anxiety or care

about lower things. If God feeds the birds. He will feed you ; if He clothes the

lilies, He will clothe you; if He gives the life, He will give the "meat'' that is less

than life. Ask God for the higher blessings: pardon, righteousness, reverence,

wisdom, &c., and He will give you not only these, but all things necessary for us,

and all the riches and honours that are good for us.

Solomon's wisdom was great, but there has come into the world one greater than

Solomon, more worthy far of our adoration and love. As the child iu Nazareth,

Jesus grew in wisdom, and in stature, and in favour with God and man. His

wisdom was purer, deeper, truer than Solomon's, because it was united with purity

of life, with victory over sin, and with sacrifice of self. He is the true Shelomdh,

" the Prince of Peace;" the true Jedidiah, " the well beloved of the Father;" and to

Him now let us humbly bow the knee, as to One worthy to be exalted both as

Prince and Saviour.—A R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER HI. 16—28.

In this section we see how remarkably

the gracious promise of Gibeon (ver. 12)

was fulfilled. The " understanding to

discern judgment " has been richly bestowed.

And this, no doubt, is the reason why the

story is related here. 'VmletZai ri)v rov

f}agikti»s ^WXijtfij oo-piav (Theodore*). It

is just possible, as Thenius maintains,

that the narrative was banded down to a

succeeding age by tradition, and was not

incorporated into any of the documents

from which our historian compiled his

narrative ; but this argues nothing against

its authenticity or its inspiration. It is, as

Bahr observes, a thoroughly Oriental story.
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Ver. 16.—Then came there two women

that were harlots [The Jewish writers here,

as in the case of Rahab (Josh. ii. 1),

would understand " hostess," " inn-keeper "

(XrVpUIB, not ]p13\S, as Bahr, which =

mvSoKtiov, " inn "). In support of which

it is alleged that prostitutes never have

children, or if they have are not solicitous

about them. The meaning " hostess," how

ever (as if from ;.!!, to feed), is not to be en

tertained for a moment, but we may readily

admit that these children, though born out

of wedlock, were not necessarily the off

spring of professed harlots, though the fact

that their mothers dwelt together and alone

(ver. 17) is certainly suspicious ; and see

Gesen. s. v. n3| . Grotius, from Deut. xxiii.

17, concludes that they must have been

foreigners. But it is equally probable that

the law was constantly violated] unto the

king [as supreme judge] and stood before

Mm

Ver. 17.—And the one woman said, O my

lord, I and this woman dwell In one house ;

and I was delivered of a child with her in

the house.

Ver. 18.—And it came to pass the third

day after that I was delivered, that this

woman was delivered also; and we were

together; there was no stranger with us

in the house, save we two In the house.

[Emphasis is laid on this fact, as showing

the possibility of the fraud and the im

possibility of producing proof. Hebrew

women have always required but little

assistance in child-bearing. That which is

written in Exodus i. 19 is true to this day.

Ver. 19.—And this woman's child died In

the night ; because she overlaid It.

Ver. 20.—And she arose at midnight

[rather, in the middle, i.e., dead of the

night. The sleeper could not know it was

midnight] , and took my son from beside me,

while thine handmaid slept, and laid it in

her bosom, and laid her dead child in my

bosom

Ver. 21.—And when I rose in the morning

[while it was still dusk] to give my child

suck, behold it was dead : but when I had

considered it In the morning [i.e., in broad

daylight; Vulg. clara luce] behold [this

second " behold " marks a second discovery]

it was not my son which I did bear.

Ver. 22.—And the other woman said,

Nay, but the living is my son and the dead

is thy son. And this said. No, but the

dead is thy son and the living is my son.

[It is somewhat difficult to account for the

pertinacious claim to the child, preferred

even before the king by the pretended

mother. The most probable explanation is,

that having taken the child in the first

instance on the spur of the moment, in order

to avoid the reproach of having killed her

offspring by her clumsiness and neglect, she

found it difficult to draw back from her

false position—which indeed she could not

do without owning herself both child-stealer

and liar—and so she put on a bold face and

maintained the imposture even before the

monarch himself. That she did not really

care for the child is evident from ver. 26.]

Thus they spake [Heb. "And they spake,"

i. e. , affirmed and contradicted] before the

king.

Ver. 23.—Then [promptly, without hesi

tation] said the king, The one saith [Heb.

" (Am it taying" i.e., keeps saying] This is

my son that liveth, and thy son Is the dead;

and the other saith, Nay, but thy son la

the dead and my son Is the living.

Ver. 24.—And the king said, Bring me a

sword. And they brought a [Heb. the;

the sword, i.e., of the executioner, or the

sword for which he asked] sword before the

king.

Ver. 25.—And the king said. Divide the

living cnilfi In two, and give half to the

one and half to the other [Heb. one] .

Ver. 26.—Then spake the woman whose

the living child was unto the king, for her

bowels [thought by most of the ancients to

be the seat of the affections, probably be

cause of the sensations which strong

emotions excite there. Cf. rd airXayvvit

in the New Testament (2 Cor. vi. 12 ; Phil.

ii. 1; Philem. 7, 20, Ac.] yearned [Heb.

glowed. We speak of " glowing with pity,"

Ac.] upon her son, and she said, O my

lord, give her the living child, and in no

wise slay it. But the other [Heb. thit]

said [Heb. taying] Let it be neither mine

nor thine, but divide it. [The Hebrew is

strikingly concise, "divide." We have

here by far the greatest difficulty in the

story. When the pretender, who has

clamoured for the child, is at last offered it

by its mother, she refuses the gift and

heartlessly urges that it shall be cut in two.

We can only account for her strange con

duct on the supposition that she caught

eagerly at any way of escape from the

dilemma in which she had placed herself,

and thought, no doubt, that to accept his

decision would be to flatter and please the

king. (See Homiletics.)

Ver. 27.—Then the king answered and

said [He simply echoes the exact words of

the mother. This is clear from the fact

that the word =natus, "the one born,"

here and in ver. 26 rendered " child," is a

very unusual one] , Give her the living child,

and In no wise slay it [The LXX., which

reads " Give the child to her who said, Give
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it to her," Ac., obscures the evidently de

signed repetition] she is the mother thereof

[Heb. the, hit mother].

Ver. 28.—And all Israel heard of the

Judgment which the king had Judged, and

they feared the king 'i.e., were impressed

and awed by his almost supernatural pene

tration. Bahr refers to Luke iv. 36 ; viii.

25] , for they saw that the wisdom of God

[for which he asked (ver. 9) and which God

gave (ver. 12] was in him [Heb. within him]

to do Judgment. [Most of the commentators

cite from Grotius, the familiar story found in

Diodorus Siculus, of Ariophames, king of

Thrace. Three youths claimed before this

king each to be the son, and therefore

successor, of a deceased king of the Cim

merians. He decided that that one was the

real son who refused to cast a javelin at his

father's corpse.]

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 28. — Solomon's Judgment a Foreshadowing of the Judgment to come.

Again we see in Solomon a type of the true " Son of David." The arraignment of

the two harlots is an adumbration of the " great assize." This striking scene—

the young king sitting on his throne, probably in a void place at the gate of the

city, in the bright clear Eastern morning ; around him his guards, counsellors, and

ministers of state (ch. xii. 6) ; before him the two harlots and the helpless child—

carries our thoughts to a day of storm and cloud, a day of darkness and dread,

when the " Son of Man shall sit upon the throne of His glory," with " the holy

angels " around Him and " all nations " before Him (St. Matt. xxv. 81). Let us see

in this first judgment, then, an outline of the last Observe :

I. The Judge. It is (1) the Hon of David. "We do not read of David's judg

ments. This a duty which he was apparently remiss in discharging (2 Sam. xv.)

He devolved the duty of judging and punishmg upon his son (1 Kings ii. 1—10).

Even so, the " Eternal Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment

to the Son." Because He is the Son of David, i.e., the Son of Man, our Lord will

judge the sons of men. The Judge is, therefore, one who knows us, one who feels

for us. It is (2) the wisest of men. "He was wiser than all men" (ch. iv. 81).

The wisdom of God was in him to do judgment (ch. iii. 28). But the Judge of men

and angels not only has, but is the Wisdom of God (Prov. ix. ; 1 Cor. i. 24). The

Supreme, the Essential Wisdom will sit upon the great white throne. His

judgments, therefore, must be "just and true. Now consider

II. The Judged. They were (1) of two classes. There was* the innocent

babe and the impure women. And of the latter one was true, the other false ; one

right, the other wrong. There will be two classes, and only two, in the judgment

to come : sheep and goats, wheat and tares, good fish and had, the righteous and

the sinner. (2) Both were harlots. " Whoremongers and adulterers God will

judge." Men cannot, or do not. Our pleasant vices are often undetected ; or, if

known, are not reprobated. But see 1 Cor. v. 11 ; vi. 9—19 ; GaL v. 19—21.

III. The Judgment. Thereby (1) a sin was brought to light. No eye saw that

midnight theft. They two were alone. But the deed is now dragged to the light

of day. And the Lord " will bring to light the hidden things of darkness." What

was " whispered in the ear in closets shall be proclaimed upon the housetops."

(2) A wrong tvas redressed. The pretended mother probably held the child when

they came before the king. The true mother carried it in her arms when they

left the judgment-seat. Restitution, i.e., was enforced. And the judgment-seat

of Christ shall accomplish the restitution of all things. There every wrong shall

have its remedy. Now the " foundations of the earth are out of course." Might

stands for right. Possession is nine points of the law. But in that day " suum

cuique." It is related of one of the Wesleys that on paying an account which was

a gross imposition, he wrote upon the bill, " To be re-adjusted in that day."

(3) Character was revealed. The true mother and the pretended alike proclaim

themselves. A word from each decides the question, and reveals their inmost

thoughts. So shall it be at the end of the world. " Out of thine own mouth will I

judge thee." " By thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt
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be condemned." The Son of Man shall " make manifest the counsels of the

heart."

IV. The Reward and Punishment. To the one the tribunal brought justifi

cation, joy, peace. To the other, condemnation, shame, contempt. But notice

especially (1) the difference it made in their emotions and (2) the difference in

their reputations. (1) The joy of the mother who had received her child again may

be better imagined than described. The same may be said of the vexation, con

fusion, remorse, of the pretender when her villainy was made manifest. And in

these emotions we may see a faint image of the unspeakable joy of the saved : of

the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the lost. (2) The true mother would have

the sympathy of bystanders, the congratulations of her friends, &c. ; the other

would be pointed at with scorn and reproach. Here, too, we have a picture, albeit

an imperfect one, of the issues of the day ofjudgment. To the saint, the " Come ye

blessed " of the Judge will lead to " pleasures for evermore ; " to the sinner,

" Depart ye cursed " will be the beginning of " shame and everlasting contempt."

Ver. 26.—" Let it be neither mine nor thine, but divide it." " The Word of

God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword .... and is a

discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart." The judgment of Solomon is

a striking commentary on this passage ; indeed, it is possible that the writer had

this incident in his mind when he penned these words. For assuredly the word of

Solomon, " Divide," Ac, was sharper than the sword they had just brought him •

in wounding the mother's heart (Cf. Luke ii. 85) ; while not more surely would

the king's sword, had it not been stayed, have pierced to the " dividing asunder of

the joints and marrow " of the child, than did the king's word distinguish between

the true and the false, revealing both the tenderness and yearning love of the real

mother, and also the thoughts and intents and workings of heart of the pretender.

It is probably, in part at least, because of their revelation of character that they

are recorded here. Let us now, therefore, consider the character and motives of

the pseudo-mother, as disclosed to us in her words and conduct.

And first, let us ask, what can have led to this cruel and unnatural speech ?

Here is a woman who has recently become a mother, and who claims to be the

mother of the child, having no pity on a helpless babe. At one moment, she

strenuously contends before the king for its possession, and at the next she con

nives at, and indeed clamours for, its murder. She has surreptitiously taken it

from one who would have guarded and cherished it; she loudly protests that it is

hers ; she is so anxious to have it that she will plead for it before the royal

tribunal, and yet, when it is gravely proposed to cut the hapless child in two, she

is loud in her approval of the plan. How can we account for such strange

inconsistency ?

The usual explanation is that she was impelled to do and say what she did by

spite, by jealousy. And, without doubt, there was an element of spite in her con

duct. If she was to be denied the child, she was resolved that none else should

have it. She would never submit to the humiliation of leaving the judgment-seat

with the character of an impostor, while that other one carried off the babe in her

arms in triumph. But while the feeling of " dog in the manger" explains much,

it does not explain all. It does not account, for example, for her having cumbered

herself with the care of the child in the first instance ; and it hardly explains her

proceeding to the extremity of judicial murder.

Nor even if we combine with spite the desire to flatter the youthful king, do we

find a sufficient explanation of her inconsistency. No doubt she thought it would

be a compliment to her prince readily to acquiesce in his proposal. It is not the

first time or the last that men have readily assented to wrong-doing because a

crowned head suggested it. We see in her cry, " Divide it," a cringing, fawning

desire to ingratiate herself into Solomon's favour, or if not that, at least to play the

courtier ; but we do not see in this desire alone a sufficient explanation of this

* "A blow with a word strikes deeper than a blow with a sword."—Whichcotb.
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clamour for the life of a puling and innocent babe. No, if we are to get at the very

root of her strange and shameful conduct, we must first ask another question, viz.,

What led her to steal this child from its mother's arms and to claim it for her own ?

What induced her when she woke in the night and found her own child dead, to

creep in the darkness to her companion's couch and take a changeling for her son.

For this was surely a strange thing to do. We could more readily understand her

rejoicing in the death of her own child of shame than this eager desire to burden

herself with a bastard that she had not borne.

Now, it is quite possible that there were special circumstances connected with this

case, which, if we knew them, would offer a complete and certain explanation of her

conduct. For example, to pass by other possibilities, hers may have been such a

case as Tamar's (Gen. xxxviii.) But as we do not and cannot know what these

peculiar circumstances were, if there were any, we can only collect her motives, aa

best we may, from the record of facts which we possess.

It is clear, then, that she was not actuated by love for the child. It is unlikely

that a woman such as she was could have love for a child such as this was ; while

it is inconceivable that if she really loved it, she would have consented to and

counselled its death. Nor can it have been the pride and joy of having a man-

child to call her son (1 John xvi. 21). For the child was not hers, and no one

knew this better than herself. No doubt the Jewish mother had special reasons

for desiring offspring and for cherishing her children, but this was the child of a

stranger.

What then were her motives ? Were they not these ? First, the fear of reproach,

and secondly, jealousy of her more fortunate companion. Fear of reproach ; for no

woman, in any age of the world, or under any circumstances, can fail to be morti

fied and humbled and ashamed at having occasioned, by her maladroitness, the

death of her child. She knew what the tongues of the neighbours would say : she

could see them, perhaps, even mocking her as a murderess. For they could not

know that the death was accidental and some of them, she feared, might thinle, if

they did not say, that there had been foul play on her part. These thoughts, as

they rushed through her mind in the black and dark night, would be accentuated

and made well-nigh intolerable by the thought that her companion had been more

careful or more fortunate. What may have passed between these two women we

cannot say. For aught we know, each may nave boasted of her child, or the one

may have disparaged the child of the other. There must almost have been some

thing of the kind—and it may have been something extremely simple—to account

for this act of child-stealing.

It is quite possible, of course, that this woman, had she been interrogated after

the fraud was detected, would have found it difficult to say what led her to play this

false part. For we may rest assured she did not argue about it, did not stop

to parley with herself or to weigh the consequences. She acted on a blind, hasty,

unreasoning impulse. But all the same it is not difficult for us to see that these

must have been among the springs of her conduct. And when the fatal move was

once made, the rest of her sin is easily explained. There was then nothing for her

to do but to brazen it out. It was impossible for her to stop, without proclaiming

herself both liar and thief. As she had lied to her companion, so she must lie to

the neighbours, and as she had lied to the neighbours, so she must lie even before

the king. There was no help for it. Vestigia nulla retrorsum t She must go

on to the bitter end.

But it is easy to see how terribly trying and painful her position would at last

become. The constant fear of detection, or the fear lest she should betray herself,

must have made it almost insupportable. Any moment something might ooze out

which would reveal the deceit and cover her with infamy. Bitterly must she have

regretted that she had ever embarked on this course of fraud ; eagerly must she

have cast about for any chance of escape.

And so when the king proposed to cut the Gordian knot ; when he proposed, that;

is, to extricate her from the toils which she had woven round herself, is there any

wonder that she caught eagerly at the first chance that offered, and that without

X KIKGS. F
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a moment's reflection as to the morality of the remedy, and without the least per

ception of the snare that was spread for her. All she thought was that it promised

an honourable retreat from ground which was every moment becoming more

insecure ; that it opened to her, in her despair and dread of detection, a door of

escape. It is this accounts for the cry, " Divide it." The murder would cover her

multitude of lies, the blood of the innocent would efface the traces of her guilt.

The lessons taught by this history must be very briefly indicated. Among them

are these :

1. Impurity almost inevitably leadt to deceit. The root of all the mischief hero

was the unchastity. The sin against the body makes other sins comparatively

easy. " It is only the first step that costs." And what a step is that 1

2. Moral cotcardice may leald to murder. The fear which prompted the hasty

resolve to possess herself of the living child, led this miserable woman to stealing,

lying, persistent falseness, and to murder, in thought and will. Facilia descensus

Averni, &c.

3. Falsehood leads to falsehood. The proverb says, " If we tell one lie we must

tell twenty more to bury it." " One lie must be thatched with another or it will

soon rain through."

" 0 what a tangled web we weave

When once we venture to deceive. "

i. Jealousy dries up the milk of human kindness. It is " cruel as the grave."

" Fiercer than famine, war, or spotted pestilence ;

Baneful as death, and horrible as hell.'*

It led this woman to act like a fiend ; to desire the butchery of an innocent babe.

5, Sin overreaches itself. The pretender was caught in her own toils. She had

no sooner said, " Divide it," than she saw she was undone. She had proclaimed her

own falseness. "Out of thine own mouth will I judge thee."

6. When the sinner is most secure, then sudden destruction comes upon him.

This woman had never breathed freely till Solomon said, "Divide it." That seemed

such a certain deliverance that she echoed the cry. Now she began to feel safe.

The next moment she was disgraced, condemned, ruined. Cf. Matt. xxiv. 50;

xxv. 44 ; 1 Thess. v. 8, &c.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV. 1-19.

Solomon's state aud court officials.—

The account of Solomon's marriage and

entry upon his religious and judicious func

tions is appropriately followed by a descrip

tion of his court, of the great functionaries

ol the realm, of his royal state and magni

ficence, and, lastly, of his varied and unpre

cedented wisdom. It must not be supposed,

however, from the occurrence of the lists in

this particular place, that they necessarily

represent the appointments of the early part

of Solomon's reign. The mention of two

of the married daughters of the king (vers.

11, 15) has been generally thought to prove

that the record belongs to a much later

period, and it certainly affords a powerful

presumption in favour of a later date. Too

much stress, however, must not be laid on

this consideration, as the girls of the East

marry early, and these may well have been

given to officers much their seniors, who had

long been in office, and who had merited

this distinction (cf. Josh. xv. 16 ; 1 Sam. xvii.

25 ; xviii. 17) by the important services they

had rendered to the State. Ewald sees in

these lists unmistakcable evidence of compila

tion from the public archives. But see Intro

duction, sect. vL If the historians of Israel

were the prophets, nothing is more natural

than that they should record such details of

the Augustan age of their race.

Ver. 1.—So King Solomon was king over

all Israel. [All later kings ruled but a part

of the land of Israel, as also did David at

first.]

Ver. 2.—And these were the princes [i.e.,
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ministers, officers. Cf. 2 Sam. viii. 15-18,

and xx. 23-26] which he had, Azariah the

son [i.e., descendant, probably grandson.

See on 1 Chron. vi. 10] of Zadok the priest.

[We are here confronted by two questions

of considerable difficulty. First, to whom

does the title " priest " here belong, to

Azariah or to Zadok ? Second, what are

we to understand by the term, a spiritual,

or a more or less secular person — iepevc or

/3ci,Xiwri;c 1 As to 1, the Vulgate (tacerdotix)

m l apparently the Authorized Version, with

the Itabbins, Luther, and many later ex

pounders, connect the title with Zadok (who

is mentioned as priest in ver. 4), and under

stand that Azariah, the son of the high

priest Zadok, was, together with the sons of

Shisha, one of the scribes (ver. 3). It is

true that this view obviates some difficulties,

but against it are these considerations. (1)

The accents. (2) The Chaldee and LXX.

(o iepevs Cod. Alex. ; Cod. Vat. omits the

words) Versions. (3) Hebrew usage, accord

ing to which the patronymic is regarded

as almost parenthetical. (4) The fact that

in every other case in this list the title is

predicate nominative (vers. 3—6). (5) The

position of Azariah's name, first in the list

—a position which would hardly be assigned

to a scribe. (6) The absence of any copula

(1), which, it is submitted, would be required

if Azariah and the sons of Shisha alike were

scribes. The question is one of some nicety,

but the balance of evidence is distinctly in fav

our of connecting the title with Azariah, i.e.,

" Azariah son of Zadok was the priest."

This brings us to 2. What are we to under

stand by " the priest "—Jflbn ? It is urged

by Keil, Bahr, of. that this cannot mean

" priest " in the ordinary sense of the word,

still less " high priest," for the following

reasons : (1) Because the high priests of

Solomon are mentioned presently, viz.,

Abiathar and Zadok, and the Jews never

had three high priests. (2) Because the

Azariah who was high priest under Solo

mon—for the words of 1 Chron. vi. 10, "He

it is that executed the priest's office," Ac„

must belong to the Azariah of ver. 9, and

have got accidentally misplaced—was the

son of Ahimaaz, not of Zadok. (3) Be

cause no grandson of Zadok could then be old

enough to sustain the office of high priest.

(4) Because in one passage (2 Sam. viii. 18,

compared with 1 Chron. xviii. 17) D'JEP is

used of privy councillors and of the sons of

David, who cannot have been sacrificing

priests. Keil consequently would under

stand that Azariah was "administrator of

the kingdom, or prime minister." Simi

larly Biihr. But in favour of the ordinary

meaning of the word are these powerful

considerations: (1) All the versions trans

late the word by "priest," i.e., they under

stand by the term a spiritual person. (2)

Whatever may be the case with |n'3(

|n'sri , " the priest " (par excellence) can only

be understood of the high priest (ch. i. 8,

38 ; Exod. xxix. 30 ; Lev. xxi. 21 ; 2 Kings

xi. 9, 15; xxii. 4, 8, 10, 12, 14 Comp.

2 Chron. xxvi. 17). (3) It is extremely

doubtful whether Jn3 is ever used except in

the sense of Upeif. Bawlinson, who says it

sometimes indicates " a civil officer, with

perhaps a semi-priestly character," refers to

Gesenius tub hac voce, who, however, dis

tinctly affirms that the word only means

priest, and accounts for the application of the

term to the sons of David (2 Sam. viii. 18)

on the supposition that the Jews had priests

who were not of the tribe of Levi. The

question is discussed with great learning by

Professor Plumptre (Diet. Bib. , art. "Priest "),

who suggests that " David and his sons may

have been admitted, not to distinctively

priestly functions, such as burning incense

(Numb. xvi. 40; 2 Chron. xxvi. 18), but to

an honorary, titular priesthood. To wear

the ephod in processions (2 Sam. vi. 14) at

the time when this was the special badge of

the order (1 Sam. xxii. 18), to join the

priests and Levites in their songs and

dances, might have been conceded, with

no deviation from the Law, to the mem

bers of the royal house." There is one

difficulty however in the way of accepting

this ingenious and otherwise sufficient ex

planation, namely, that it seems hardly

likely that the title of priest would be freely

accorded by Hebrew writers to men who

were expressly excluded from all "distinc

tively priestly functions," especially after

the use of the same word in the preceding

verse (17) to designate the high priest. And

I venture to suggest that the discharge by

David's sons of the semi-priestly functions

just referred to occasioned so much remark

as to lead to the application of the term

" priest " to them in a special conventional

sense; in fact, that it became a sort of

soubriquet, which rather implied that they

were not priests than that they were. (Notice

the order of 2 Sam. viii. 18, Heb.) And

observe (4), if we are to understand by " the

priest " m ver. 2, " prime minister ; " by

"priest*" in ver. 4, " high priests," and

by "priest" in ver 5, "principal officer,"

language has no certain meaning. (5) The

mention of Azariah as " the priest " in the

same list with Zadok and Abiathar is easily

accounted for. We know that Abiathar was

deposed at the beginning of Solomon's reign

(ch. ii. 27), and Zadok must then have been

an old man. Their names consequently are
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recorded (ver. 4) because they were high

priests for a brief period of the reign, but

Azariah is mentioned first as " the priest "

because he was high priest during most of

the time. (6) " Azariah the ton of Zadok" is

quite compatible with the fact that Azariah

was really the son of Ahimaaz. )J) is con

stantly used in the sense of " descendant,"

and especially " grandson." (Gen. xxix. 5 :

xxxi. 28, 55 : and see on ch. ii. 8, " the

son of Gera.") Zadok is no doubt men

tioned as better known thau Ahimaaz, and

probably because Azariah succeeded him

directly in the office. (7) The age of

Azariah must be uncertain, and Solomon's

reign was a long one. (8) The position of

his name—first—accords well with the idea

that he was high priest, which I conclude

that he was. It is worthy of remark that

in the lists of David the military officers of

the kingdom occupy the first place ; in those

of Solomon, the civil and religious digni

taries. " The princes of Solomon are, with

one exception (ver. 4) ministers of peace."—

.Wordsworth.

Ver. 3.—EUhoreph and Abiah, the sons

of Shisha [probably the same person who is

mentioned in 2 Sam. xx. 25 as Sheva; in

2 Sam. viii. 17, as Seraiah ; and in 1 Chron.

xviii. 16, as Sltavtha, David's scribe. The

office thus descended from father to sons.

The variations in this name are instructive.

Compare Kishi and Kushaiah, Abijah and

Abijam, Michaiah and Maachah, Absalom

and Abishalom, &c. Kames written ej; ore

dietantii are sure to differ. See below on

ver. 12], scribes [the scribes, DHBD, were

Secretaries of State : they wrote letters and

reclamations, drew upedicts, and apparently

ept the accounts (2 Kings xii. 10). Their

position in the list indicates their im

portance] ; Jehoshaphat the son of Aiilud,

the recorder. [He held the same office under

David, and is mentioned in all three lists

(2 Sam. viii. 17; xx. 25; 1 Chron. xviii. 15).

The recorder or "remembrancer" (marg.)

was, perhaps, " chancellor" (Keil), or keeper

of the king's conscience, rather than, as

is generally supposed, chronicler of public

events, and keeper of the archives. See

Introduction, sect, vi.]

Ver. 4.—And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada

[see on ch. i. 82] was [the A. V. supplies

wa* and were quite needlessly in this and

succeeding verses. This is simply a list of

8 riomon'a princes and of the offices they

discharged] over the host [cf. ii. 35] : and

Zadok and Ablathar were the priests [the

mention of Abiathar's name after his depo

sition (ch. ii. 27, 35) has occasioned much

remark, and has even led to the belief that

be was subsequently pardoned and restored

to office (Clericus). Theodoret remarks

quite truly, ri)v apx*jv iftftaro, oi ri)c iepw-

ovviH- iyvftvtooev, and similarly Grotius. But

a simpler explanation is that his name is

put down here because he had been high

priest, though for a brief period only, under

Solomon. See above on ver. 2.]

Ver. 5.—And Adrian the son of Nathan

[Azariah was clearly not an uncommon

name (ver. 2, and cf. 1 Chron. ii. 39;

v. 36—40 Heb. ; A. V. vi. 9—14), especially in

the high priest's family. Keil and Biihr pro

nounce somewhat positively that this Nathan

is not the prophet of that name, but Nathan

the son of David (2 Sam. v. 14 ; Luke iii.

31). It is quite impossible to decide with

certainty which is meant, if either, though

Zech. xii. 12 undoubtedly favours the sup

position that the latter is here intended]

was over the officers [the twelve prefects

mentioned in vers. 7 sqq.] : and Zabud the

son of Nathan was principal officer [Heb.

prleet, Vulg. tacerdos. Singularly, as before,

the LXX. (Vat.) omits the word. The ex

pression can hardly mean " the son of

Nathan the priest," but it may either signify

that " Zabud ben Nathan, a priest, was

king's friend," or that (as in the A. V.) he

was a priest and king's friend. But the

former is every way preferable. I find it

easier to believe that the true import of

2 Sam. viii. 18—the passage which is cited

(sometimes along with ib. xx. 26, where the

LXX., however, has irpnV) to prove that

there were secular " priests "—is not yet

understood, than to hold (with Gesenius,

Ewald, Ac.), that there were sacrificing

priests who were not of the sons of Aaron

(cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 18), or that the word |rp,

the meaning of which was thoroughly fixed

and understood, can have been familiarly

applied, except in the strictly conventional

way already indicated, to lay persons], and

[omtt] the king's friend. [" This appears

to have b.-en now a recognized office (2 Sam.

xv. 37; xvi. 16; 1 Chron. xxvii. 33)," Raw-

linson.]

Ver. 6.—And Ahlshar was over the house

hold [steward and manager of the palace.

We meet this office here for the first time,

an evidence of the growing size and mag

nificence of the court (cf. 1 Kings xviii. 3 ;

2 Kings xviii. 18 ; Isa. xxii. 15). That such

an officer was needed, the fact mentioned

below (on ver. 23) as to the enormous size

of the royal household will prove]: and

Adoniram [see on ch. xii. 18] the son of

Abda was over the tribute. [Marg. " levy,"

i.e., the forced labour (ch. v. 13, 14). See

on ch. xii. 3.]

Ver. 7.—And Solomon had twelve officers

[lit., persons "placed" or "let over"

P

k
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others, i.e., superintendents. The term is

used of Doeg (1 Sam. xxii. 9). They were

twelve, not because of the twelve tribes, but

the twelve months] over all Israel, which

provided victuals for [Heb. nourished] the

king and his household : each man his

month in a year made provision [lit., a

month in the year it was (i.e., devolved)

upon each to nourish. It lias been thought

by some that these superintendents were

also governors of provinces (i/yt/iovfc eat

ararnyoi, Jos. Ant. viii. 2, 3), as well as

purveyors. But of this nothing is said in

the text. Their principal function was to

collect the royal dues or taxes which were

evidently paid, as they still are in the East,

in kind].

Ver. 8.—And these are their names [the

order is not geographical, nor do the dis

tricts correspond, except roughly, with the

territories of the tribes. The order is

probably that of the months for which they

were severally responsible, and the districts

were marked out according to the capa

bilities of the country] : The son of Hur

[Heb. as marg., Ben Hur. Of the twelve

prefects, five are only known by their patro

nymics, for it is hardly likely that these are

proper names, like Ben-hanan and Ben-

zoheth (1 Chron. iv. 20). No satisfactory

explanation of this curious circumstance has

hitherto been given. The most probable is

that in the document from which this list

was compiled, the part of the page contain

ing the missing names had been accident

ally destroyed], In mount Ephraim. [See

on ch. xii. 25. This district, which prac

tically coincided with the territory of

Ephraim, was one of the most fertile in

Palestine. Hence, possibly, it stands first.]

Ver. 9.—The son of Dekar [Ben-Dekar],

in Makaz [unknown otherwise], and in

Shaalbim [Josh. xix. 42 ; Judg. i. 35] and

Beth-shemesh [called Irshemesh, Josh. xix.

41. Now 'Ain Shemes], and Elon-beth-hanan.

[Elon, Josh. xix. 43. Probably Beth-hanan is

a different place, the "and" (1) having acci

dentally dropped out of the text. The LXX.

(f'we Bifiavav) favours this view. It has

been identifiedby Robinson withBeit Hunftn.

This second district embraces Dan.]

Ver. 10.—The son of Hesed [Ben.Hesed],

In Aruboth (Heb. Arubboth, unknown] ; to

him pertained Sochoh [there were two cities

of this name, one in the mountain (Josh,

xv. 48), and one in the " valley " (the

She/elah, Josh. xv. 33, 35), and both in the

tribe of Judah, from which, therefore, this

third district was taken], and all the land

of Hepher. [Josh. xii. 17. Ewald holds

that this place was in Manasseh, and that

" it is impossible in the twelve districts to

find any portion of ... . Judah." But

sec above.]

Ver. 11.—The son of Ablnadab [Ben

Abiiuidab. Possibly the Abinadab of 1 Sam.

xvi. 8; xvii. 13. If so, this officer, who

married Solomon's daughter, was also his

cousin] , in [Heb. omits] all the region

[ni}}, height; the term is only used in

connection with Dor] of Dor [Josh. xi. 2 ;

xii. 23 ; xvii. 11. Dor, now represented by

the miserable village of Tantura, lies on the

strand of the Mediterranean, north of

O.sarea. A " spur of Mount Carmel, steep

and partially wooded, runs parallel to the

coast-line, at the distance of about a mile

and a half " (Porter). This is the " height

of Dor." Thenius supposes this fourth dis

trict embraced the plain of Sharon. Josephus

(viii. 2. 3.) limits this prefecture to the sea

coast, which may well include Sharon.

Indeed, without it, this district would have

been destitute of cornlands] which had

Taphath, the daughter of Solomon, to wife.

[" It has always been a practice amongst

Oriental potentates to attach to themselves

the more important of their officers by

giving them for wives princesses of the royal

house. . . . The practice of polygamy has

generally enabled them to carry out this

system to a very wide extent " (Rawlinson).

Ver. 12.—Baana, the son ofAhllud [cf. ver.

3. Probably the recorder's brother] , to him

pertained [the original, true to its charac

ter as a list, omits these words, simply giving

the name of the officer and then the towns

of his district or province] Taanach and

Hegiddo [similarly associated, Josh. xii. 21 ;

Judg. v. 19 ; i. 27. These towns, which be

came famous in later Jewish history (2 Kings

xxiii. 29 ; 2 Chron. xxxv. 22), lay at the foot

of the E. spurs of Carmel, on the margin of

the plain of Esdraelon. See Conder's " Tent

Work in Palestine," p. 67] and all Bethshean

[Josh. xvii. 11, 16 ; Judg. i. 27. Otherwise

Bethshan (1 Sam. xxxi. 10, 12 ; 2 Sam. xxi.

12), now Beisan. The LXX. here translate

the word o olKoc Xav ; elsewhere they write

paiBoav or fiaiBaap, and in Judges i. 27

explain ij inn SkvBwv toXic, hence its later

name Scythopolis. Rawlinson, by an over-

sight, interprets the name to mean " house

of the sun," which is the translation of

Bethshemesh. Bethshan prob. means " house

of rest." " The site of the town is on the

brow of the descent by which the great plain

of Esdraelon drops down to the level of

the Ghor." The present writer was much

struck (in 1861) by its situation. See

Conder, pp. 233, 234. The text shows that

it gave its name to the adjoining district] ,

which Is by Zartanah [probably the Zaretan

of Josh. iii. 16 and the Zarthan (same word in

the Heb.) of 1 Kings vii. 46, which place is

called Zeredathah in 2 Chron. iv. 17, and is

probably the Zererath of Judg. vii. 22. (The
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variations in spelling are again to be noticed).

Here Solomon cast the Temple vessels. By

some it is identified with Kurn Sartabeh (but

see Quart. Stat, of Pal. Explor. Fund, July,

1874, and Conder, pp. 233, 234), a few miles

below Bethshan. It is noticeable (in con

nexion with Josh. iii.l6) that at this point

the Jordan valley narrows (Keil). It occupies

high ground and commands an extensive

view (Robinson)] beneath [or beloie] Jez-

reel [Wordsworth remarks that " Jezreel,

now Zerin, is a lofty site." But the idea

of " beneath " is not that of depression,

but of geographical position = the district

south-east of Jezreel] from [LXX. andfrom)

Bethshean to Abelmeholah [lit. meadow

of the dance. It lay ten miles south of

Bethshean. It is mentioned in connexion

with Zererath (Zaretan) in Judg. vii. 22, but

is best known as the home of Elisha (1 Kings

xix. 16)] even unto the place that is beyond

[Heb. unto tlte other side of] Jokneam. [Pro

perly, Jokmeam. Identified by the Survey

(Conder, p. 68) with TellKeimun. A Levitical

town (1 Chron. vi. 68) probably the same as

Kibzaim (cf. Josh. xxi. 22). This district

coincided practically with the tribe of Man-

asseh. It embraced a part (see ver. 17) of

the fertile plain of Esdraelon and of the

Jordan valley.]

Ver. 13.—The son of Geber[possibly son of

the Gcber mentioned in ver. 19] In Bamoth-

gilead [two districts east of the Jordan are

now enumerated. And first, the territory of

trad. Ramoth-gilead was a Levitical city

(Deut. iv. 43 ; Josh. xxi. 38). Its selection

as a city of refuge (Josh. xx. 8), and as the

seat of Bengeber's prefecture, together with

the constant wars waged for its possession

(1 Kings xxii. 3 ; 2 Kings viii. 28 ; ix. 14)

show that it was a position of great strength

and importance] ; to him pertained the

towns of Jair [the Havoth Jair are strictly

the liTei (i.e., villages, because men live

there) of Jair. So Gesenius, who cites

Eirieben and similar names] the son

Manasseh [it is doubtful whether the judge

of that name (Judg. x. 3) or Jair, the son of

Segub (called a " son of Manasseh " in Numb,

xxxii. 41, because his grandmother was a

daughter of the great Machir, though his

father belonged to Judah, 1 Chron. ii. 21), is

intended. Probably it is the latter. (They can

hardly be one and the same person, though

they are often identified, as, e.g., in the

Speaker's Comm. on Judg. x. 3. But they

belong to different periods.) Curiously

enough, the Havoth Jair are mentioned in

connexion with each (see Numb, xxxii. 41 ;

Deut. iii. 4, 5, 14 ; Josh. xiii. 30 ; 1 Chron.

ii. 22 ; Judg. x. 4), but in every case except

the last the reference is to the son of Segub.

As the judge was probably one of his de

scendants, it is not surprising that the judge's

sons should possess some of the villages of

Jair], which are In Gilead ; to him also per

tained the region fan, lit., measuring cord,

came to signify the region measured] of

Argob [elsewhere " the Argob," i.e., the

stony. This is the region subsequently

known as Trachonitis, now called the Lejuh.

It is distinguished here and in Josh. xiii.

30, and 1 Chron. ii. 22 from the Gileadite

district just mentioned, with which it is

sometimes confounded. Both seem to have

been conquered by Jair, but the towns of the

former bore the name of Havoth Jair and

these of ISashan Havoth Jair. Cf. Beut. iii.

4, 5, 14 with Numb, xxxii. 41. The lattercon-

sisted of threescore cities, with walls, gates,

and bars. This remarkable district, twenty-

two miles in length by fourteen in breadth,

is " wholly composed of black basalt, which

appears to have issued from innumerable

pores in the earth in a liquid state. . . . Be

fore cooling, its surface was violently agitated,

and it was afterwards shattered and rent by

convulsions. . . . Strange as it may seem,

this ungainly and forbidding region is

thickly studded with deserted cities and

villages" (Porter, " Giant Cities of Bashan,"

also in Kitto's CycL iii. p. 1032 ; Diet. Bib.

i. 104)] which Is in Bashan, threescore great

cities with walls and brazen bars. [These

words are a reminiscence of Beut. iii. 4, 5. ]

Ver. 14.—Ahlnadab the son of Iddo [prob

ably the seer of that name, 2 Chron. ix. 29]

had Mahanaim [Heb. to Mahanaim, as marg.

That is, went, or was appointed, to Maha

naim. Rawlinson understands that his

district was " from the places last mentioned

to Mahanaim," but for this the usus loquendi

of the writer would lead us to expect "Ijj. For

Mahanaim, see Gen. xxxii. 2 ; Joshua xiii.

26].

Ver. 15.— [probably the son of

Zadok, 2 Sam. xv. 27 ; xvii. 17] was in

Naphtall ; he also [like Ben-Abinadab, ver.

11] took B«smith the daughter of Solomon

to wife.

Ver. 16.—Banaah [or Baana, the second

prefect of that name (ver. 12). The names

are identical in the Hebrew. In 2 Sam. iv.

2 the name is Baanah] the son of Hushal

[the Archite, David's friend. Cf. 2 Sam. xv.

32] was in Asher and Aloth. [No town or

district of this name is known. Probably

the word should be Bealoth, as in the LXX.,

Syr., and Vulg. Our translators have taken

the initial 3 for a prefix, but it is almost

certainly part of the name. There was a

Baaloth in Judah (Josh. xv. 24) and a

Baaloth in Dan (ibid. xix. 44), but neither

of these can be meant here.]

Ver. 17.—Jehoshaphat the son of Paruah,
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in Issachar. [He had consequently the

plain of Esdraelon, with the exception men

tioned above, ver. 12.]

Ver. 18.— Shimei the son of Hah [by some

identified with the Shimei of chapter i. 8.

But see note there], In Benjamin. [It is

noteworthy that Shimei was a Benjamite

name, 2 Sam. xvi. 5, 11.]

Ver. 19.— Giber the son of Uri was In the

country of Gilead [i.e., he presided over the

parts not already assigned to Bengeber

(perhaps his son) and Ahinadab. Gilead is

often used (see Dent, xxxiv. 1 ; Judg. xx. 1)

to designate all the country east of the

Jordan. And so apparently here, for] the

country of Slhon king of the Amorites, and

of Og king of Bashan] embraced the whole

trans-Jordanic region, Deut. iii. 8 ; Num. xxi.

24—35 : cf. Psa. cxxxv. 11 ; cxxxvi. 19, 20] ;

and he was the only officer which was In the

land. [This cannot mean " the only officer

in Gilead," notwithstanding the great extent

of territory—the usual interpretation—for

that would contradict vers. 13, 14. Nor can

can it mean the only officer in his district,

or portion, of Gilead, for that is self-evident,

and the remark would apply equally to all

the other prefects. And we are hardly

justified in translating 11}$ I'JfJ "hewas the

first (i.e., superior), officer " (set over those

mentioned above, vers. 13, 14), as Schulze.

1nX U used as an ordinal number, but it is

only in connexion with days and years

(Gesen. s. v.) Some, following the LXX.

(elc iv yy 'lovla) would detach Judah from

ver. 20, where it must be allowed it occurs

with a suspicious abruptness, and where the

absence of the copula, so usual in the

Hebrew, suggests a corruption of the text,

and would connect it with this verse, which

would then yield the sense, " and he was," (or

" there was ") " one officer which purveyed

in the land of Judah." It is to be observed,

however, that though no mention has as yet

been made of Judah in any of the districts,

yet the prefecture of Ben Hesed (ver. 10)

appears to have extended over this tribe,

and the remark consequently seems super

fluous. (Can it be the object of the writer

to show that the royal tribe was not

favoured or exempted from contributing its

share ?) On the whole, the difficulty would

seem still to await a solution. \Ve can

hardly, in the teeth of ver. 7, suppose with

Ewald, al. that a thirteenth officer is here

intended,

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 2 sqq.—The Servants of Solomon. " These were the princes which he

hod." " All Scripture is profitable for instruction," &c. A bare list of

names may teach some lessons. We shall find in this list, first, some proofs of

Solomon's wisdom, and secondly, some principles to guide our own conduct. First,

however, let us remember that to select faithful and efficient servants is one of the

most difficult tasks of rulers. The welfare of the whole State depends very largely

on the choice. (Cf. Ps. ci. 5—7.) Now observe that here—

I. The first place is filled ry God's priest (ver. 2). The minister of religion

takes precedence of the ministers of state. The universal tendency is to put man

first and God second. Solomon—if this list preserves the order of his arrangements

—put God first, in the person of His high priest. Under the theocracy the king

was a sort of summits episcopus. It was meet that next to the anointed Prince

should stand the anointed Pontiff.

II. Priority is given to the officers of peace (vers. 3, 4). Scribes come before

warriors. In David's day it was otherwise. But there has been an advance, and

here is the proof of it. War is essentially barbarous. Among savage tribes war

fare is chronic. As men become wiser and more civilized, the appeal to brute

force is less frequent. Wiser, for war means unwisdom somewhere. More

civilized, for the history of civilization tells how the wager of battle, which is now

confined to nations, was once employed by tribes, provinces, and private persons.

So that, in this particular, the wise son was greater than the pious father. For

this reason Solomon may build the temple which his father's blood-red hand may

not touch. For this reason the son, not the father, is the favourite type of the

Prince of Peace. One of the world's greatest generals (Napoleon) said there were

but two great powers, the sword and the pen, and that, in the long run, the former

was sure to be overcome by the latter. Solomon would seem to have been of the same

opinion. The " scribes " and the "recorder " precede the " captain of the host,"
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III. Many places aee filled ry the functionaries of his father (vers. 8, 4, 6,

and cf. ver. 16). An Eastern autocrat generally appoints his associates of the

harem (ch. xii. 10), his personal favourites, to positions of trust. Solomon showed

his wisdom in retaining the faithful servants of his predecessor (compare the folly

of Rehoboam, ch. xii. 8), and his example thus confirms his precept (Prov. xxvii.

10), " Thine own friend and thy father's friend forsake not."

IV. Some places are filled ry his own sons-in-law (vers. 11, 15). This does

not argue nepotism, or favouritism as the hand of the king's daughter was often

bestowed as the reward of distinguished services (1 Sam. xvii. 25 ; xviii. 17, 27).

It may have been the due recognition of fidelity and ability. Iu any case the

alliances would strengthen Solomon's throne.

" The friends thou hast, and their adoption, tried,

Grapple them to thy heart with hooks of steel."

Alien princes would, no doubt, have been proud to espouse Solomon's daughters,

but he preferred to marry them to faithful subjects. Blood is thicker than water.

V. All places of trust were filled ry persons of piety. The number of

priests' or prophets' sons employed by Solomon is very remarkable (vers. 4, 5, 14,

and possibly 15). He knew that those who were taught in the law of the Lord would

best keep and best enforce the law of the realm. Those who " fear God " are those

who "honour the king" (1 Peter ii. 17). Witness Joseph, Obadiah, Daniel, and

the three Hebrew children. Even irreligious masters know the value of God

fearing servants. God blesses the house of Potiphar for the sake of its pious

steward. Piety involves probity and excludes peculation and malfeasance.

VI. Every officer had his place and kept it. There were definite duties,

definite districts. The prefectures were so many parishes. Eaeh was responsible

for his own and for that only. Order is Heaven's first law. The prosperity of

Solomon's reign may have been largely due to his system and method. There is a

hierarchy and a due order in heaven. The angels would almost seem to have their

districts (Deut. xxxii. 8, LXX.) The great King gives " to every man according to

his work " (Mark xiii. 84).

Vers. 7—19.—The Twelve Prefects and the Twelve Apostles. "And Solomon had

twelve officers over all Israel." Considering how closely he foreshadows our

blessed Lord, the twelve officers of Solomon can hardly fail to remind us of the

twelve Apostles of the Lamb. It may be instructive to comparo their dignities,

functions, &c. Observe—

I. Their respective positions. The officers of Solomon were princes (ver. 2) ;

the officers of Jesus were peasants and fishermen. Ability, energy, &c., dictated

Solomon's choice ; humility, dependence, weakness, our Blessed Lord's (Matt,

xviii. 3, 4 ; xxiii. 11 ; and cf. xi. 11). " Not many mighty, not many noble are

called," &c. (1 Cor. i. 26). " Unlearned and ignorant men" (Acts iv. 13).

II. Their respective reputations. The officers of Solomon were reverenced

and feared ; the apostles of our Lord were despised and defamed. Each of the

twelve prefects was, no doubt, a little potentate. The court of Abinadab in

Mahanaim, or Shimei in Benjamin, would be a copy in miniature of that of the

king in Jerusalem. And we know what the Eastern tax-gatherer is like, what

despotic powers he wields, &c. Witness the Pashas and Valis of Turkey. How

different were the twelve apostles. The contrast could not well be greater.

"Hated of all men," esteemed "the filth and offscouring of all things;" "a

spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and to men " (1 Cor. iv. 9-13). What the

life of an apostle was like we may learn from 2 Cor. xi. 24—29. " Behold, they

which are gorgeously apparelled and live delicately are in king's courts" (1 Luke

vii. 25). " Behold, we have forsaken all and followed thee " (Matt. xix. 27).

III. Their respective jurisdictions. The twelve officers presided over tribes ;

the tioclve apostles ministered to continents. The whole of Palestine is about the

size of Wales, and this strip of territory was divided into twelve parts. Compare

with this the apostolic commission, " Go ye into all the world," &c. " Ye shall be
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witnesses unto me .... unto the uttermost part of the earth." Judaism was a

tribal religion ; the faith of Christ is for humanity.

IV. Their respective functions. 1. The twelve officers were receivers-general ;

the twelve apostles were general givers. The first took from the people to give to

the king: the latter received from their King to bestow on the people. To the

former, the subjects of Solomon brought taxes or tribute ; the latter have obtained

blessings and gifts from their Lord for men. (Cf. Acts i. 8 ; ii. 18 ; viii. 18 ; 1 Tim.

iv. 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 6, &c.) " It is more blessed to give," &c. 2. The officers

nourished the king (ver. 27, Heb.) and his armies: the apostles fed the Church.

(Cf. Acts xx. 28.) The 14,000 dependants of the court, the 4000 charioteers, the

12,000 horsemen, all weie maintained by the twelve purveyors. Through the

apostles, the Lord fed, now 4000, now 7000, and through them, their doctrine

and their successors, He still feeds, with word and sacrament, the millions of the

Church.

So far the comparison is largely in favour of the prefects. As regards this

world's gifts and dignities, they bear away the palm. In their lifetime they

received their good things and the apostles evil things. But an old authority—it

is the dictum of Solon to Croesus (Herod, i. 30—33)—warns us to pronounce on no

man's fortune or happiness until we have seen the end. And the real end is not in

this world. Let us therefore consider (1) What is the verdict ofposterity? and

(I) What will be the issue of futurity as to these two classes? Here we

observe—

I. The names of some of the prefects arb forgotten ; the names of the

apostles are in EVERLASTING rememrrance. The fame of Solomon's twelve was

shortlived. Several of them are now known to us only by their patronymics.

Those much dreaded satraps, before whom subjects trembled, their very names are

in some cases lost in oblivion. But the apostolic college, every member is still

famed, reverenced, loved throughout the whole round world. Their names are

beard, Sunday by Sunday, in the Holy Gospel (cf. Matt. xxvi. 13). Better still,

their " names are written in heaven " (Luke x. 20 ; cf. Phil. iv. 3). As to

II. The twelve apostles will judge the twelve prefects. In their time,

the latter sate on twelve thrones, each in his capital city, ruling the twelve tribes

of Israel. But their glory, like that of the Roman general's pageant, " lacked

continuance." In the midst of their brief authority

" Comes the blind Fiuy with the abhorred shears

And slits the thin-spun life."

The dominion of the apostles is in the future. It belongs to the "regeneration."

" When the Son of Man "—the true Son of David—" shall sit on the throne of his

glory," then shall they " sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes," &c.

(Matt. xix. 28). The despised fishermen shall judge the high and mighty officers

—yes, and magnificent Solomon lnmself. Even now, it may be, their glory is in

part begun.

" Lo, the twelve, majestic princes

In the court of Jesus sit,

Calmly watching all the conflict

liaging still beneath their feet."

Shall we follow the officers of Solomon, or the twelve apostles of the Lamb?

Shall we, that is, desire earthly advancement, high position, contemporary fame,

or shall we count all as drosS that we may " win Christ and be found in Him"

(Phil. iii. 8—11). " What shall it profit a man, if he gain," &c. We cannot all be

iiyepovtc. mi arpaTvyoi, still less can we all wed kings' daughters. But we may all

sit with Christ upon His throne (Rev. iii. 21) ; may all receive the crown of life

(Rev. ii. 10) ; may all be " called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb " (Rev.

xix. ./-»).
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV. 20-34.

Solomon's rule, btate, and wisdom.—

The remainder of this chapter, which de

scribes to us the extent and character of

Solomon's sway (w. 20, 21, 24, 25), the pomp

and provision of his household (vv. 22, 23,

26—28), and his profound and varied wisdom

(vv. 29—34), has every appearance of a com

pilation from different sources. It scarcely

has the order and coherence which we should

find in the narrative of a single writer.

Ver. 20.—Judah and Israel were many, as

the Band which Is by the sea In multitude

[a reminiscence of Gen. xiii. 16 ; xxii. 17 ;

xxxii. 12 (cf. ch. iii. 8). In the reign of

Solomon these promises had their fulfil

ment], eating and drinking, and making

merry. [Cf. 1 Sam. xxx. 16. The Hebrew

here begins a new chapter. The LXX. omits

vers. 20, 21, 25, 26, and places vers. 27, 28,

"and those officers," &c, after the list of

prefects, ver. 19.]

Yer. 21.—And Solomon reigned [Hcb. was

reigning] over all kingdoms [Heb. tlte

kingdoms. That is, as suzerain, as is ex

plained presently. So that Psa. lxxii. 10,

11 had its fulfilment] from the river [i.e.,

the Euphrates, tin- river of that region : so

called Gen. xxxi. 21 ; Exod. xxiii. 31 ; 2

Sam. x. 16. In Gen. xv. 18 it is called " the

great river, the river Euphrates." Similarly

Josh. i. 4] unto [not in the Hebrew. It is

found in the parallel passage, 2 Chron. ix.

26, and perhaps we may safely supply it

here. Its omission may have been occasioned

by the recurrence of the same word p}J) pre.

sently. Some would render, ' ' reigned . . .

over the land," <fcc, supplying 3 in thought

from above. But " unto " seems to be re

quired after " from." Cf. ver. 24] the land

of the Philistines [this, i.e., the Mediterra

nean shore, was the western border of his

realm], and unto the border of Egypt [this

was his southern boundary. We have nere

a reference to Gen. xv. 18, the promise

which now first received its fulfilment] :

they brought presents [i.e., tribute. Similar

expressions, 2 Sam. viii. 2 ; 2 Kings xvii.

B, 4, and especially Psa. lxxii. 10. What the

presents were we are told ch. x. 25, where,

however, see note], and served Solomon all

the days of his life.

The daily consumption of the royal house

hold is now related to show the grandeur

and luzuiy of the court. And it agreed well

with the greatness of tho kingdom. The

lavish provision of Oriental palaces was

evidently a subject Of wonder and of boast

ing to the ancients, as the inscriptions and

monuments show.

Ver. 22.—And Solomon's provision [marg.

bread, but on1?, strictly signifies any kind

of food] for one day was thirty measures

[Heb. cots. The "Q was both a liquid and

a dry mecsure (ch. v. 11) and was the equi

valent to the homer (Ezek. xlv. 14), but its

precise capacity is doubtful. According to

Josephus, it contained eighty-six gallons ;

according to the Kabbins, forty-four] of fine

flour and threescore measures of meal.

[Thenius calculates that this amount of

flour would yield 28,000 lbs. of bread, which

(allowing 2 lbs. to each person) would give

14,000 as the number of Solomon's re

tainers. Tins computation, however, could

have but little value did not his calcula

tions, based on tho consumption of flesh,

mentioned presently (allowing 1J lbs. per

head), lead to the same result.

Ver. 23.—Ten fat [Heb. fatted, i.e., for

table] oxen, and twenty fat oxen out of the

pastures, and an hundred sheep, beside

harts and roebucks [or gazelles] and

fallowdeer [Roebucks. The name Yahmiir is

still current in Palestine in this sense (Con-

der, p. 91)] , and fatted fowl. [This word

(D'iaiS) occurs nowhere else. The meaning

most in favour is geese.]

Ver. 24.—For [the connexion seems to

be : Solomon could well support such lavish

expenditure, because] he had dominion over

all the region on this side ."13T3 strictly

means, on tlie other side, beyond ("13^,

transiit). But here it must obviously

mean on the west side, for Solomon's rule

did not extend east of the Euphrates. The

use of this word in this sense (Josh. v. 1 ;

ix. 1 ; xii. 7 ; 1 Chron. xxvi. 30 ; Ezra

viii. 36 ; Neh. ii. 7) is generally accounted

for on the supposition that the writers were

living in Babylon in the time of the cap

tivity ; but this appears to be by no means cer

tain. (See, e.g., Ezraiv. 10, 11.) The truth

seems to be, not that "the expression be

longed to the time of the captivity, but was

retuined after the return and without regard

to its geographical signification, just, for

instance, like the expression, Gallia Trans

alpine," (Bahr), but that from the first it

was employed, now of one side, now of the

other, of tho Jordan ; of the west in Gcu.
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1. 10, 11; Josh. ix. 1, &c.; of the oast in

Num. nii. 1 ; xxxii. 32 ; " and even in the

same chapter is used first of one and then

of the other Deut. iii. 8, 20, 25 " (Spk.

Comm. on Dent. i. 1), and that it was sub

sequently applied, with similar variations of

meaning, to the Euphrates. See Introduc

tion, sect, v.] from Tiphsah [cf. 2 Kings

xv. 16, apparently the town on the west

bank of the Euphrates, known to the Greeks

as Thapsacus. It derived its name from

the fact that the river at that point was

fordable nD9= passover; iHJ9R = crossing.

A bridge of boats was maintained here by

the Persians. It was here that the river

was forded by Cyrus and the Ten Thousand,

and was crossed by the armies of Darius

Codomannus aud Alexander] to Axzah [i.e.,

Gaza, now called Guzzeh, the southernmost

city of Philistia, ten miles from the Medi

terranean, and the last town in Palestine

on the Egyptian frontier. Cf. ver. 21] , over

all the kings on this side the river [" Petty

kings were numerous at this time in all the

countries dependent upon Judaea" (Rawlin-

son). Cf. 1 Sam. vi. 16 ; 2 Sam. viii. 3-10 ;

1 Kings xx. 1. The " kings on this side the

river " were those of Syria (2 Sam. viii. 6.

Cf. x. 19) conquered by David, and of

Philistia, 2 Sam. viii. 1] : and he had

peace on all sides [Heb. from all hit

servant*] round about him [in fulfilment

of 1 Chron. xxii. 0. The objection of

Thenius that this statement contradicts

that of ch. xi. 23, sqq. , is hardly deserving

of serious notice. The reign of Solomon, on

the whole, was undoubtedly a peaceful one.

Ver. 25.—And Judah and Israel [here we

have the copula, the absence of which in

ver. 20 suggests a corruption or confusion of

the text] dwelt safely [Heb. confidently.

Cf. Judges viii. 11 ; 1 Sam. xii. 11], every

man under his vine and under his fig tree.

[A proverbial expression (see 2 Kings xviii.

31, where it is used by Rabshakeh ; Micah

iv. 4 ; Zech. iii. 10) to denote rest and the

undisturbed enjoyment of the fruits of the

earth, not necessarily, as Keil, " the most

costly products of the land." In invasions,

raids, Ac., it is still the custom of the East

to cut and carry off all the crops, and

fruits. Wordsworth notices that the vine

often " clustered on the walls of houses (Psa.

exxviii. 3), or around and over the court

yards"] , from Dan even to Beersheba [i.e.,

from the extreme northern to the extreme

southern (not eastern, as the American

translator of Bahr) boundary, Judg. xx. 1 ; 1

Sam. iii. 20 ; 2 Sam. iii. 10].

Ver. 26.—And Solomon had forty thou

sand stalls of horses [40,000 is certainly a

clerical error, probably for 4000 (i.e.,

D'VfW for rU^X). For (1) in the

parallel passage in Chronicles the number

is stated as 4000. (2) 4000 agrees, aud

40,000 docs not, with the other numbers

here given. The chariots, e.g., numbered

1400 ; the horsemen 12,000. Now for 1400

chariots the proper allowance of horses

would be about 4000. We see from the

monuments that it was customary to yoke

two horses (seldom three) to a chariot ; but

a third or supernumerary horse was pro

vided to meet emergencies or accidents.

4000 horses would hence be a liberal pro

vision for Solomon's chariots, and it would

also agree well with the number of his

cavalry. 12,000 cavalry and 40,000 chariot

horses are out of all proportion. As to stalls,

it seems clear that in ancient, as in modern

times, each horse had a separate crib (Vege-

tius in Bochart, quoted by Keil). Gescnius,

however, understands by JlTTX, not stall*,

but team*, or pair*] for his chailots [or

chariutrij : the word is singular and col

lective] and twelve hundred horsemen

[rather, horses, i.e., riding or cavalry, as

distinguished from chariot-horses above.

See note on ch. i. 5. It has been supposed

that this warlike provision is mentioned to

account for the peace (" si vit pacem, para

bellum") of Solomon's reign, and was de

signed to overawe the tributary kings. But

it is more probable that the idea of the

historian was, partly to exhibit the pomp

and circumstance of Israel's greatest king,

and partly to record a contravention of the

law (Deut. xvii. 16), which was one of the

precursors of his fall] .

Ver. 27.—And those [rather, time, i.e., the

officers mentioned vv. 7-19] officers provided

victual for [Heb. nourished] king Solomon

and for all that came unto king Solomon's

table [we can hardly see here (with Keil)

" a further proof of the blessings of peace."

The words were probably suggested by the

mental wonder how the cavalry, &c., could

be maintained, and so the author states that

this great number of horses and horsemen

depended on the twelve purveyors for their

food] every man in his month ; they lacked

nothing [rather, suffered nothing to be lack

ing. So Gesen. ; and the context seems to

require it].

Ver. 28.—Barley also [the food of horses

at the present day in the East, where oats

are not grown. (Cf. Hom. II. v. 196)] and

straw for the horses and dromedaries

[marg. mules or ttcift beasts. Coursers, or

fleet horses of superior breed are intended.

EO1 = Germ. Iiemier. These coursers were
V V

for the use of the king's messengers or posts.

See Esther viii. 10, 14] brought they unto

the place where the officers were [" officers "
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is not in the Hebrew. The LXX. and Vulg.

supply ' ' king " (the verb is singular, " aai ").

But the true meaning is to be gathered from

chap. x. 26. There we learn that the horses

were distributed in different tow ns through

out the land. To these different depots,

therefore, the purveyors must forward the

provender, " unto the place where it should

be " fPIVpji not, as Rawlinson, " where the

horses were."] every man according to Ms

charge.

Ver. 29.—And God gave Solomon [in ful

filment of the promise of chap. iii. 12] wis

dom and understanding (nipsn , wisdom,

knowledge; ilJUJ?), discernment, penetration.

The historian, after describing the prosperity

of the realm, proceeds to speak of the per

sonal endowments of its head] and largeness

of heart exceeding much [the Easterns

speak of the heart where we should talk of

head or intellect (chap. iii. 9, 12 ; x. 24.

Cf. Matt. xv. 19 ; Ephes. i. 18 (Greek) ; Heb.

iv. 12). The "large heart" is the ingenium

capax, as Thenius. These different words

indicate the variety and scope of his talents,

in agreement with ver. 33] as the sand that

la on the sea shore. [Same expression in

Gen. xxii. 17 ; xxxii. 12 ; xli. 49 j Josh. xi.

4 ; Judg. vii. 12, Ac.]

Ver. 30.—And Solomon's wisdom excelled

[or exceeded ; same word as in ver. 29] the

wisdom of all the children of the east

country [By the Beni-Kedem we are hardly

to understand (with Rawlinson) a distinct

tribe on the banks of the Euphrates. It is

true that the land of the Beni-Kedem is

identified with Haran or Mesopotamia (Gen.

xxix. 1), and the mountains of Kedem (Num.

xxiii. 7) are evidently those of Aram. It is

also true that " the children of the East "

are apparently distinguished from the

Amalekites and Midianites (Judg. vi. 3, 33 ;

vii. 12 ; viii. 10). It is probable, nevertheless,

that the name is here employed to designate

all the Arabian tribes east and south-east

of Palestine—Sabaeans, Idumeans, Teman-

itcs, Chaldeans. What their wisdom was

like, we may see in the Book of Job. Cf.

Jer. xlix. 7 ; Obad. 8] and all the wisdom

of Egypt. [The learning of Egypt was of

great repute in the Old World. It differed

very considerably from the wisdom of

Kedem, being scientific rather than gnomic

(Isa. xix. 11, 12 ; xxxi. 2, 3 ; Acts vii. 22) and

including geometry, astronomy, magic, and

medicine. Sec Jos., Ant. viii. 2. 5; Herod, ii.

109. 160. Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyptians"

vol. ii. pp. 316—465.

Ver. 31.—For (Heb. and) he was wiser

than all men [KeU adds " of his time," but

we have no right to restrict the words to his

contemporaries (see note on chap. iii. 12).

It is very doubtful whether the names men

tioned presently are those of contemporaries]

than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, and

Chalcol, and Darda [It is impossible to say

whether these are the Fame j,erKons as the

Ethan and Heman and Chalcol and Dara

of 1 Cbron. ii. 6, or the Ethan and Heman

who were David's singers. The resemblance

is certainly remarkable. Not only are the

names practically the same (Dara may well

be a clerical error : many MSS. , together

with the Syr. and Arab., read Darda), but

they occur in the same order. Our first

impression, consequently, is that the two

lists represent the some persons, and if so,

these four sages were the " eons" of Zerah,

the son of Judoh (Gen. xxxviii. 30). But

against this it is urged that Ethan is here

called the Ezrahite, as are both Ethan and

Heman in the titles of Psalms lxxxix. and

lxxxviii. respectively. The resemblance,

however, of Ezrahite (,rl}?>?) to Zerahite

(*rnt) is so close as to suggest identity

rather than difference. There is, perhaps,

more weight in the objection that Chalcol

and Darda are here distinctly said to be " the

sons of Mahol," though here again it h:.s

been observed that Mahol means pipe

or dance, and the "sons of Mahol," con

sequently, may merely be a synonym, agree

ably to Eastern idiom (Eccles. xii. 4, with

which cf. 2 Sam. xix. 35), for " musicians."

We may therefore allow that the four names

may be those of sons (i.e., descendants) of

Zerah. But the question now presents

itself: Are Ethan and Heman to be identified

with the well-known precentors of David?

Against their identity are these facts: 1.

That Ethan the singer (1 Chron. vi. 31) is

described as the son of Kisbi (1 Chrou. vi.

44), elsewhere called Kushaiah (ib. xv. 17),

and of the family of Merari ; as a Levite

that is, instead of a descendant of Judah, and

that Heman, who is called the singer, or

musician (ib. vi. 33), and the " king's seer "

ib. xxv. 5) is said to be a son of Joel, a

grandson of the prophet Samuel, and one of

the Kohathite Levites (ib. xv. 17). The first

impression in this case, therefore, is that

they must be distinct. But it should be

remembered (1) that the sons-r-in the strict

sense—of Zerah are nowhere else named

for their wisdom, whereas the royal singer

and seer probably owed their appointments

to their genius, and (2) that though Lcvites,

they may have been incorporated (possibly

like Jair, through marriage—see note on

ver. 13 above, and cf. Ezra ii. 61) into the

tribe of Judah. " The Levite in Judg. xvii.

7 is spoken of as belonging to the family of

Judah, because he dwelt in Bethlehem of

Judah, aud Elkanah the Levite is called an
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Ephraimite in 1 Sam. i. 1, because in his

civil capacity he was incorporated into the

tril,e of Ephraim " (Keil). It must be ad

mitted, however, that the natural mterpre

tation of 1 Chron. ii. 6 is that the " sons"

of Zerah there mentioned were his im

mediate and actual descendants, and not

Levites who long centuries afterwards were

somehow incorporated into his family. But

the question is one of so much nicety that

it is hardly possible to come to a positive

conclusion] and his fame [Heb. name] was

In all [Heb. all the] nations round about.

[Cf. x. 24, Ac]

Ver. 32.—And he spake three thousand

proverbs : and his songs were a thousand

and five. [Of the former, less than one-

third are preserved in the Book of Proverbs

(see i. 1 ; xxv. 1) ; the rest are lost to us.

The Book of Ecclesiastes, even if the com

position of Solomon, can hardly be de

scribed as proverbs. Of his songs a 11 have

perished, except the Canticles, and possibly

Psalms lxxii., exxvii. (see the titles), and,

according to some, exxviii.

Ver. 33.—And he spake of [i.e., discoursed,

treated, not necessaiily wrote] trees [In his

proverbs and songs he exceeded the children

of the East. But his knowledge was not

only speculative, but scientific. In his ac

quaintance with natural history he outshone

the Egyptians, ver. 20], from the cedar trco

that is In Lebanon [A favourite illustration.

The Jews had a profound admiration for all

trees, and of these they justly regarded the

cedar as king. Cf. Judg. ix. 15; Ps. lxxx. 10;

civ. 16 ; Cant. v. 15 ; Ezek. xxxi. 3] unto

the hyssop that springeth out of the wall

[His knowledge, i.e., embraced the least pro

ductions of nature as well as the greatest.

The common hyssop (Exod. xii. 22; Lev.

xiv. 4) can hardly be intended here, as that

often attains a considerable height (two

feet), but a miniature variety or moss-like

hyssop in appearance, probably Orthotrichum

saxatite] : he spake also of beasts, and of

fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes.

[" The usual Biblical division of the animal

kingdom " (Rawlinscn). The arrangement

is hardly according to manner of motion

(Bahr). If anything, it is according to

elements—earth, sky, sea. Both Jewish and

Mohammedan writers abound in exaggerated

or purely fabulous accounts of Solomon's

attainments and gifts. We may see the be

ginning of these in Jos., Ant. viii. 2. 5.

Ver. 34.—And there came of all people

[Heb. the peoplei, nation*] to hear the

wisdom of Solomon [ch. x. 1] , from all tho

kings of the earth [i.e., messengers, am

bassadors, as in the next chapter], which

had heard of his wisdom.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 20—25.—The Oolden Age. It has been cynically said that men always

place the golden age in the past or in the future. Possibly they are not so far

wrong after all. For, if our historian is true, there has been such a period in the

history of the world. And if the Holy Gospel is true, there will be such a period

hereafter. The reign of Solomon was the Augustan, the golden age, of Israel. The

reign of Jesus, of which Solomon's empire was a foreshadowing, will be the golden

age of the world. Let us then consider what light the first period—the past—throws

upon the future ; in what respects, that is to say, the sway of Solomon is a typo

and prefigurement of the holy and beneficent rule of our Redeemer. Observe—

I. The monarch. 1. He was the wisest of men. This was the root of the uni

versal prosperity. He was capax imperii ; he had the understanding to judge that

great people (ch. hi. 9). From a throne stablished in equity and intelligence (Psa.

lxxii. 2) flowed a tide of blessing through the land. But " Messiah the Prince " is

the Incarnation of Wisdom. He is " made unto us wisdom " (1 Cor. i. 80). In

Him " are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge " (Col. ii. 3). He is " the

wisdom of God " (1 Cor. i. 24). 2. He ruled in the fear of the Lord. The precept

of his father (2 Sam. xxiii, 3) was not forgotten (ch. iii. 6—9). Compare the account

of Messiah's reign—the reign of the Branch of the root of Jesse—in Isaiah ii. 2—5.

This " King shall reign in righteousness " (Isa. xxxii. 1).

II. The empire. 1. Its extent. He had dominion from "the river to the

bolder of Egypt," " from Tiphsah even to Azzah." The petty kings brought pre

sents and did fealty. Now observe how Psalm lxxii., descriptive or prophetic of the

reign of Solomon, is 1 1 ;o prophetic of the reign of our blessed Lord. Of Him alone

is it strictly true that " He shall have, dominion from sea to sea," &c. (ver. 8), that

" all kings shall fall down before Him," &c. True, His enemies do not yet " lick
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the dust" (ver. 9), for " we see not yet all things put under Him," but we know

that all power is given to Him in heaven and in earth (Matt, xxviii. 18), and

that " the kingdoms of this world " shall " become the kingdoms of our Lord and of

his Christ" (Rev. xi. 15). 2. Its duration. Solomon's was a long reign, and

would have been much longer (ch. iii. 14) had he been faithful But He who shall

possess " the throne of his father David " shall reign over the house of Jacob for

ever, and of his kingdom there shall be no end " (Luke i. 82, 38 ; cf. Dan. ii. 44 ;

vii. 14, 27 ; Psa. cxlv. 13 ; Micah iv. 7).

III. The surjects. 1. Their number. They were " many," " as the sand which

is by the sea in multitude." Compare Dan. vii. 10, " ten thousand times ten thou

sand stood before him," and Rev. v. 11 ; vii. 9, " a great multitude which no man

could number." 2. Their character. Solomon's sway extended over Gentiles as

well as Jews (vers. 21, 24). A foreshadowing of the inclusion of Gentiles in the

kingdom of Christ. In the one fold, two flocks (John x. 16). Compare Acts

xxvi. 23 ; xxviii. 28 ; Rom. xL 15 ; Ephes. iii. 6 ; ii. 14, &c. There are three

particulars, however, in which the subjects of our Lord will differ from those of

Solomon. (1) There will be no bondage, no forced labour, none to bear burdens.

(2) The free labour of love will require no rest (ch. v. 14). The servants who serve

Him "rest not day and night'' (Rev. iv. 8), yet keep perpetual sabbath (Heb. iv. 9.)

(3) All shall be holy. No Jeroboam shall " lift up his hand " against the Lord.

He shall be all and in all.

IV. The reign. 1. It was peaceful (ver. 24 ; cf. ch. v. 4 and 1 Chron.xxii. 9).

In Messiah's reign they shall " beat their swords into ploughshares," &c. (Isa. ii. 4).

Into His court " neither foe entereth nor friend departeth." He is the King and

Prince of Peace (Heb. vii. 2). 2. It was joyous and prosperous. " Eating and

driuking and making lnerry.'' " Ibi festivitas sine fine" (Augustine). And

Athanasius speaks ruv iiyiW cot rw dyyiXwv au iopraZovruiv. The vine and the fig-

tree may remind us of the tree of life with its twelve manner of fruits ; the security

(ver. 25) of the pillars in the temple of God (Rev. iii. 12). " In his days Israel

shall dwell safely " (Jer. xxiii. 6 ; cf. Isa. xi. 6—9). That golden age lasted " all the

days of Solomon" (ver. 23). That which is to come shall be coeternal with the

endless life of the Son of God (Heb. vii. 16; John xiv. 19; Psa. xvi. 11).

Ver. 31.—" The greatest, 1oiscst, meanest of mankind." It is a spirited and

glowing description which the historian here gives of Solomon's wisdom. We may

believe that it was not without a pardonable pride that he recounted the rich

endowments and the widespread fame of Israel's greatest monarch. But it is really

one of the saddest chapters in the whole of Scripture—and one of the most instruc

tive. Manifold as were his gifts, marvellous as was his wisdom, they did not preserve

him from falling. It is a strange, shuddering con!rast, the record of his singular

powers and faculties (ch. iv. 29—34), and the story of his shameful end (ch. xi. 1—14)

How came it to pass that a man so highly gifted and blessed of God made such

complete shipwreck of faith and good conscience ; that over the grave of the very

greatest and wisest of men must be written, " Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen from his

high estate"? Let us consider (1) The character of his wisdom; and (2) The

causes of hisfall. As to (1), observe —

I. It was unprecedented and has since reen unequalled. The sages of

Hebrew antiquity, the shrewd Arabians, the sagacious Egyptians, he has eclipsed

them all. " Wiser than all men," such was the judgment of his contemporaries.

And such is also the verdict of posterity. At the present day, among Jews, Chris

tians, and Mohammedans, no fame equals his. Among the wise men of the world

Solomon stands facile princeps.

II. It was prodigious. To the writer it seemed inexhaustible, illimitable. Ho

can only compare it to " the sand that is on the sea shore; " and he could hardly

use a more forcible illustration of its boundless and infinite extent.

HI. It was varied and comprehensive. It was both scientific and sententious.

He was at once philosopher and poet. Nothing was too great and nothing too

small for him. It is seldom that a man excels in more than one or two branches of
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knowledge, but Solomon was distinguished in all. He could discourse with equal

profundity of the cedar and the hyssop, of beast and bird. It was lofty, it was

wide, it was deep.

IV. It was true wisdom. Not superficial, and not mere book learning. Book

worms are often mere pedants. Students often know little of the world and know

less of themselves. But Solomon knew man (" The proper study of mankind is

man ") knew himself. He needed not the charge, yv&Bi oeavrbv. He was not one

of the fi(Ttupooo<pt,rrat whom the Attio poet justly ridicules (Aristoph. Nub. 860). His

writings proved that he had studied the world, and was familiar with the heart.

V. It was God-given wisdom (ver. 29 ; cf. 8, 12, 28 ; Dan. ii. 21). Not " the

wisdom of this world which is foolishness with God " (1 Cor. iii. 8), and which

" descendeth not from above " (James iii. 15), but that which the Supreme wisdom

teacheth. (Cf. Prov. ii. 6.) Solomon was truly 6toci£aKTO£.

VI. It was God-fearing wisdom. " The fear of the Lord," he says, " is the

beginning of wisdom." (Cf. Prov. i. 7 ; ix. 10.) There is a wisdom (falsely so

called) which dishonours and despises God. This did not Solomon's. The Proverbs

point men to the Lord.

VII. His wisdom still warns and teaches the world. Some of the thousand

and five songs (Pss. lxxii., cxxvi.) are still chanted by the Catholic Church. (It is

significant, though, how few of this vast number remain to us. David was not as

wise as Solomon, nor so prolific a writer, but his songs have survived in considerable

numbers. They are among the greatest treasures of Christendom. Piety is before

wisdom. " Knowledge shall vanish away," but "charity never faileth.") Some

of his Proverbs are still read to the congregation. He still warns the young and

the sensual (chs. ii.—vii.) He is fallen, but his words stand. Now turn we to

(2) The causes of lusfall. How came this wisest of men, without fellow before or

since, whose wisdom was so profound, so real, so boundless, whose wisdom came

from God and led to God, and who though dead yet speaketh, how came he of all

men to go astray ? Was it not—

I. Because the heart was not kept. The intellect, i.e., was developed and

cultivated at the expense or to the neglect of the spiritual life. " His wives turned

away his heart." But how came one of so much wisdom to let his wives turn it

away ? Because the wisdom had dwarfed and overshadowed the soul ; because

the moral did not keep pace with the intellectual growth, and it became flaccid

and yielding. It is dangerous for wisdom to increase unless piety increases with

it. The higher the tower, the broader should be its foundations. If all the weight

and width is at the top, it will come to the ground with a crash. Even so, if

wisdom is not to destroy its possessor, the basis of love and piety must be broadened.

" Knowledge bloweth up, but charity buildeth up." The head of a colossus needs

the trunk of a colossus to sustain it.

II. Because his own precepts were not kept. It was because he leaned to

his own understanding that this giant form fell prostrate. It was because he forgot

his warnings against the strange woman that he fell a prey to strange women.

The keeper of the vineyards did not keep his own (Cant. i. 6). He was not true to

himself, and he soon proved false to his God. After preaching to others, he him

self became a castaway. A solemn warning this to every preacher and teacher

that he should not do

" As some ungracious pastors do,

Show men the steep and thorny road to heaven,

While, like a puffed and reckless libertine,

Himself the primrose path of dalliance tread

And recks not his own rede."

III. Because pride poisoned his wisdom and perverted his gifts. There

was no decay of mental power ; the force was unabated, but it was misdirected.

Pride took her place at the helm. It is pride, not sensuality, accounts for his army

of wives and concubines. But if pride brought them, pleasure kept them. And
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when he put his heart into their keeping, they turned him about at their will (cf.

James iii. 8, 4). The heart carries the intellect along with it. (Here again

compare his own words, Prov. xvi. 18, and iv. 23 ; cf. Dan. v. 20.) Magnificent

Solomon, unequalled in wisdom, how art thou fallen from heaven 1 Aye, and if we

could but draw aside the veil ; if we could but visit the spirits in prison (1 Pet. iii.

19), we might perchance find among them one clothed of yore " in purple and fine

linen " (Luke xvi. 19 ; cf. xii. 27), and who " fared sumptuously every day," and

looking into the anguished face might find it was none other than the brilliant and

illustrious son of David, the chosen type of the Messiah, the very wisest and

greatest of mankind. " The wisest, greatest, meanest of mankind." We know of

whom these words were spoken. But their true application is not to England's

greatest chancellor, but to Israel's greatest king.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 20—25.—A Prosperous Reign. This chapter presents a general view of the

prosperity of Solomon's reign, much of which was owing to the extraordinary glory

of the reign of David. Such a rule as David's sowed seeds of blessing in the

land which it was Solomon's privilege to reap. David united the kingdoms of

Judah and Israel, and Solomon came into quiet possession of the completed

commonwealth. David laid the foundation, Solomon developed the fabric and

adorned it. Each succeeding generation inherits the good stored up for it by

those that went before. Happy they who are the descendants of a noble ancestry.

If it is true that " the sins of the fathers are visited on the children," &c., equally

true is it that " the good men do lives after them." We all reap the fruits of the

care and toil and suffering of our fathers. "Other men labour and we enter into

their labours." The text suggests—

I. The grandeur of a multitudinous peofle. " Judah and Israel were many,

&c. What is the secret of the feeling of solemnity akin to awe with which we

gaze upon a vast concourse of human beings ? It is the fulness of life—not mere

physical force, but thinking, emotional liie, with all its latent capacities that im

presses us. But think of a great nation—what a world of busy, many-sided life is

here I What complex relations ; what slumbering energies ; what rich resources ;

what mines of undeveloped thought ; what tides of feeling ; what boundless

possibilities of good or evil, of glory or of shame ! Consider the mutual action

and reaction of the individual and corporate life in such a nation ; the conditions

of its well-being ; the tremendous responsibility of those who are set to guide its

forces, to guard its interests, to control its destinies. We can understand the

trembling of spirit Moses felt when he looked on the thronging host of Israel in

the wilderness. "Wherefore layest thou the burden of all this people upon me? "

&c. (Numbers xi. 11). So with Solomon—" Who is able to judge this thy so

great a people ? " (ch. iii. 9). Rulers who show that they are alive to the dread

significance of their position claim our deepest sympathy. Well may we pray for

them (1 Tim. ii. 2) that they may be inspired by the right spirit, prompted by

purest motives, never allowed to fall into the sin

" Of making their high place the lawless perch

Of winged ambitions."

II. T3E FAR-REAChING INFLUENCE OF A WISE AND RIGhTEOUS RULE. " And

Solomon reigned over all kingdoms," &c. (ver. 21). These were tributary kingdoms.

It was not the division of one great empire into many provinces, but the recognition

by outlying principalities of the superior sovereignty of the Hebrew monarch.

What was the cause of this wide-spread influence ? Won by force of arms in

David's reign, it was retained, probably, by force of good government and beneficent

policy. Israel presented an example of a well-ordered state—entered, under

Solomon, on a remarkable career as a commercial people—Solomon himself a royal

merchant. Note his sagacity in " making affinity " with the king of Egypt (ch. iii.
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1), and in his treaty with Hiram, king of Tyre (ch. v.) This was the secret of

Solomon's influence. As far as we can judge, it was not so much the result of

overmastering force, but of a policy by which the bonds of mutual confidence and

helpfulness were strengthened. We are reminded that this is the real stability of

any nation—the spirit of justice, integrity, beneficence that inspires it, coupled

with the disposition to form friendly and helpful relations. The influence that

arises from the display of military strength not worthy to be compared with this.

" Righteousness exalteth a nation" (Prov. xiv. 84). " The throne is established by

righteousness" (Prov. xvi. 12). Every nation is strong and influential just in

proportion as its internal order and external relations are conformed to the law of

righteousness.

III. The peace that is the result of righteousness. " He had peace on

all sides round about him" (ver. 24). This was the fulfilment of a prophecy that

attended his very birth. David, the " man of war," yearned for a time of peace,

and the yearning expressed itself in the names he gave his sons—Absalom, " the

father of peace ; " Shelomoh, Solomon, " the peaceful one." The peacefulness of

Solomon's reign was the natural outcome of his own personal characteristics, and

of the policy he adopted. " When a man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even

his enemies to be at peace with him" (Prov. xvi. 7). False maxim of international

life, " If you want peace prepare for war "—multiply the means and provocations

of strife ! Maintain an attitude of distrust, defiance, menace 1 Men have strange

confidence in the pacifying effect of desolating force. They " make a solitude and

call it peace," forgetting that tranquillity thus gained does but cover with a deceptive

veil the latent seeds of hostility and revenge. How much better the Scripture idea,

" The work of lighteousness shall be peace," &c. (Isa. xxxii. 17) ; " The fruit of

righteousness is sown in peace of them that make peace " (James iii. 18).

IV. The security that springs from peace (ver. 25). " And Judah and Israel

dwelt safely," &c.—this became almost a proverbial expression (2 Kings xviii.

31 ; Micah iv. 4 ; Zechariah iii. 10). Suggests the quiet enjoyment of the good of

life, the fruit of honest labour, under the protection of impartial law. This is the

result of peace. Often urged that war is an education in some of the nobler

elements of national character; safeguard against luxury and indolent self-indul

gence, &c. But may not these good results be bought at too terrible a price ? Are

there no other fields for the healthy development of a nation's energies 1—no foes

of ignorance, and vice, and social wrong, to say nothing of forms of beneficent

world-wide enterprise, that call them forth in manly exercise ? It is the reign of

peace that fosters the industries that enrich the life of a people, and the bene

ficent activities that beautify it. 'Tis this that " makes the country flourish and

the city smile." The happy condition of things here described is said to have lasted

through " all the days of Solomon ; " chiefly true of the earlier part of his reign.

Sins and disasters involved the latter part in gloom. So far, however, we have in

it a prophecy of the reign of David's " greater Son." Psa. lxxii. has its partial

fulfilment in the days of Solomon ; but the grandeur of its prophetio meaning is

realized only in the surpassing glory of His kingdom who is the true " Prince of

righteousness and peace."—W.

Ver. 83.—The voice of Nature speaking jor God. This is given as an example

of the wisdom for which Solomon was justly famed. His information was at

once accurate and far reaching. Nothing escaped the notice of his observant eye,

nothing was too insignificant to deserve his attention. The " hyssop " which was

remarkable neither for size nor beauty, neither for fragrance nor utility, as well as

the noble " cedar," was the subject of his research and discourse.

I. The germ of his knowledge was from God. He was enriched with natural

capacities above the average, as the preceding chapter shows. Men do differ widely

in keenness of perception, in retentiveness of memory, in power of imagination, in

love or dislike for the studies of natural science. A remembrance of this is oi

peculiar value to us in the training of children. The dullard in mathematics may

prove the scholar in classics, &c. The wisdom of the Divine arrangement which

1 kings. a
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makes differences between us in our natural tastes and capacities is seen in this,

that it is on the one hand a blessing to society, enabling all spheres of life to be

filled, and on the other a means of culture to character, by calling forth our sym

pathy, our forbearance, and our generosity in rejoicing over the triumphs of others.

II. The growth of his knowledge was from study. Solomon did not have all

the mysteries of nature unveiled to him by revelation. No "royal road to learning"

existed then, or ever. His studiousness as a youth may be fairly inferred from his

strenuous exhortations to diligence and his frequent rebukes of sloth. Out of the

depths of personal experience he declared that the "hand of the diligent maketh

rich "—in thought, as well as in purse. See filso Proverbs x. 6 ; xix. 24 ; xxvi. 13,

&c. Press home on the young the value of habits of diligence. Illustrate by

examples from biography. It would be interesting to know with certainty the sub

stance of Solomon's discourses. Probably he knew more than any other of his own

day of horticulture, physiology, and kindred topics. But the reference is not so

much to scientific treatises and orderly classifications as to the ethical use he made

of the phenomena of nature. This may be inferred, partly from the fact that in

those days, and in Eastern lands, this rather than that would be accounted

" wisdom ;" and partly from such writings of Ins as are still extant—certain of the

Psalms, the Canticles, and the Proverbs. Study the text in the light thrown by

these books, and it will be seen that through Solomon's wisdom the voice of Nature

spoke to his people for God, in the same fashion as in far nobler tones it spoke

afterwards through Him who made the lilies whisper of God's care, and the

fallow fields speak of Christian duty. Inanimate things and dumb creatures spoke

to Solomon's people through him, and should speak to us.

I. The creatures of God speak to us of Divine cabs. Solomon, like his

father, could say, " The heavens declare the glory of Qod ; " or like One greater than

himself, " Consider the lilies of the field," &c. See how he speaks (Prov. xvi. 15)

of the cloud of the latter rain that filled out the ears of corn ; of the dew upon the

grass (Prov. xix. 12) ; of the gladness of nature, when the winter is past and the rain

is over and gone (Cant. ii. 11—13). To see God's hand in all thiB is true wisdom.

The phenomena are visible to pure intellect, but He who is behind them can only

be " spiritually discerned." Many now are losing sight of God because the mental

perception only is employed, and believed to be necessary. Once the world appeared

to men as the expression of God's thought, the outcome of His will. Now some

look on it as you may look on a friend who is not dead so far as natural life is con

cerned, but is worse than dead, because intelligence and will are gone, and he is an

idiot 1 May we be aroused by the Divine Spirit to yearn for the lost Father, for the

vanished heaven.

II. The creatures of God speak to us of human dependence. Neither

" hyssop " nor " cedar " can grow without Heaven's benediction, and of every

" beast, and " fowl," and " creeping thing," and " fish," it may be said, " these all

wait upon Thee." Man, with all his attainments and powers, cannot create a

single element required by his life. He can use God's gifts, but they are God's

gifts still ; and because He is good, our Lord bids us learn the lessons of content and

trust (Matt. vi. 25—84). We depend on these creatures in the natural world for food,

clothing, shelter, Ac, and they only live because God cares for them.

III. The creatures of God speak to us of daily duties. How often in

Proverbs we are reminded of that. Agur, who had wisdom similar to that of

Solomon, speaks of the diligence of the ant, of the perseverance of the spider, of the

strength in union of the locusts, of the conscious weakness and provided shelter of

the conies. Solomon speaks of the blessing that came to the keeper of the fig tree

(Prov. xxvii. 18) as an encouragement to servants to be faithful and diligent.

Adduce similar examples.

IV. The creatures of God speak to us of moral dangers. Take three ex

amples of this. 1. In Canticles ii. 15 Solomon alludes to " the little foxes who so

stealthily approach and spoil the vines and their tender grapes " as illustrations of

the small evils which desolate men's hearts and homes. Apply this. 2. Then in

Proverbs xxiv. 80—34 he draws a picture of a neglected garden, grown over with
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thorns and nettles, and shows how looking on it he " received instruction," and

warning against sloth. 3. Again turn to Proverbs xxiii. 82, where, speaking of

intoxicating drink, he says, " at last it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like all

adder." It was in this way he referred to the animals and plants around him.

V. The creatures of God speak to us of social evils. In those days, as in

other days, foolish favourites, and unworthy men, were exalted to places of trust

and honour. Seeing it Solomon draws again on his observance of nature ; and

having noted the disorder and injury caused by untimely storms, says, " As snow

in summer, and as rain in harvest, so honour is not seemly in a fool " (Prov. xxvi. 1).

Another example of this teaching occurs in Proverbs xxviii. 3. A heavy rain after

long drought, raising the streamlets to floods, would sweep away the mud-built

dwellings of the poor and the harvest already reaped ; and to those who had seen

that the wise king said, " A poor man that oppresseth the poor is like a sweeping

rain which leaveth no food."

VI. The creatures of God speak to us of norle possirilities. Solomon

saw growth around him on every side. The seed dropped in the crevice of a wall

was not forgotten, but appeared in the " hyssop ; " and the sapling, which a child

could break, at last became the great " cedar of Lebanon." God's benediction and

man's toil developed life ; and the feeblest was not forgotten, the smallest not de

spised. We can imagine how from such facts Solomon would draw lessons of trust

and hope.

Ik conclusion let us learn from the subject the following lessons—1. Never be

afraid of the teachings of natural science. Show how geology, botany, astro

nomy, &c., are regarded by some Christians with terror, as if their influence would

affect the spiritual truths revealed of God. Demonstrate the folly of this. Let theology

recognize the sisterhood of science. 2. Never become absorbed in pursuits which are

merely intellectual. The soul of man needs more than his intellect can win. The

" hunger and thirst after righteousness " only a living God can satisfy. Use the

suggestions of nature as the witnesses of God. 3. Never neglect the wonderful

works of God. Many a frivolous life would be redeemed from vacuity and ennui

if young people were trained to observe and take interest in the habits of animal

life and the marvels of inanimate existence. Show the wholesomeness of such

studies, as those of Charles Kingsley and others. But let us walk through this fair

world as those who follow Christ, and then from the fragrant lilies and golden

harvest fields He will speak to us of our Father in heaven.—A. R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER V. 1—18.

Solomon and Hiram.—The somewhat de

tailed description which we have had in

chapter iv. of Solomon's pomp and power

and wisdom, is followed in chapters v. sqq.

by an account of what, in Jewish eyes, was

the great undertaking of his reign, and, in

deed, the great glory of Hebrew history—the

erection and adornment of the Temple. And

as this was largely due to the assistance he

received—both in the shape of materials and

labourers—from the Tyrian king, we have

in the first place an account of his alliance

with Hiram.

Ver. 1.—And Hiram [In vers. 10, 18, the

name is spelled Hirom (OWn), whilst in

Chronicles, with one exception (1 Chron.

xiv. 1, where the Keri, however, follows the

prevailing usage), the name appears as

Huram (D1-1n). In Josephus it is lSpupoc.

This prince and his friendly relations with

the Jews are referred to by the Tyrian his

torians, of whose materials the Greek writers

Dius and Menander of Ephesus (temp. Alex

ander the Great) availed themselves. Ac

cording to Dins (quoted by Josephus contr.

Apion, i. 17) Hiram was the son of Abibaal.

Menander states that the building of the

temple was commenced in the twelfth year of

Hiram's reign, which lasted 34 years (Jos.

Ant. viii. 3. 1 ; Contr. Ap. i. 18). Hiram is

further said to have married his daughter

to Solomon and to have engaged with him

in an intellectual encounter which took the

shape of riddles] king of Tyre [Heb. 1tX,

rock, so called because of the rocky island on

which old Tyre was built, sometimes called
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"IX "l¥39i the fortress of, or fortified Tyre

(Josh. xix. 29 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 7, Ac) The

capital of Phoenicia. In earlier times, Sidon

would seem to have been the more import

ant town ; hence the Canaanites who in

habited this region were generally called

Zidonians, an in ver. 6] sent bis servants

[legatot, Vatablus] unto Solomon [The Vat.

LXX. has here a strange reading, " To

anoint Solomon," Ac. The object of this

embassy was evidently to recognize and

congratulate the youthful king (the Syriac

has a gloss, " and he bleited him," which

well represents one object of the embassy)

and at the same time to make overtures of

friendship. An alliance, or good under

standing, with Israel was then, as at a later

period (Acts xii. 20) of great importance to

them of Tyre and Sidon. Their narrow

strip of seaboard furnished no com lands, so

that their country depended upon Israel for

its nourishment] ; for he had heard that

they had anointed him king In the room of

David his father [i.e., he had heard of the

death of David and the accession of Solo

mon ; possibly of the events narrated in

chap, i.] : for Hiram waa ever [Heb. all the

days : i.e., of their reigns ; so long as they

were contemporary sovereigns] a lover of

David.

Ver. 2.—And Solomon sent to Hiram.

[According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 2. 6), he

wrote a letter, which together with Hiram*s

reply (ver. 8) was preserved among the pub-

lie archives of Tyre. The account of 2

Chronicles ii., which as a rule is more de

tailed than that of the Kings, begins here.

It does not notice, that is to say, the prior

embassy of the Phoenician king, as the

object of the chronicler is merely to narrate

the measures taken for the erection of the

temple] , saying [The return embassy gave

Solomon the opportunity to ask for the

timber, Ac., that he desired.]

Ver. 8.—Thou knowest how that David

my father could not build an house [Hiram

could not fail to know this, as his relations

with David had been close and intimate.

Not only had he " sent cedar trees and car

penters and masons " to build David's house

(2 Sam. v. 11), but " they of Tyre brought

much cedar wood to David" (1 Chron. xxii.

4) for the house of the Lord] unto the name

of the Lord [i.e., to be dedicated to the

Lord as His shrine and habitation (cf. Dent,

xii. 5, 11 ; and ch. viii. 18, 19, 20, Ac.)] for

the wan [Heb., war. As we have singular

noun and plural verb, Bwald, Rawlinson, al.

assume that war stands for advertariet, as

the next clause seems to imply. Bahr and

Keil, however, with greater reason, inter

pret, " for the war with which they sur

rounded him ;" a construction (3?9 with

double accusative) which is justified by Psa.

cix. 3] until the Lord put them under the

soles of his feet [until, i.e., He trampled

them down. The same image is found in

some of David's psalms, e.g., vii. 5 ; lx. 12 ;

cf. Psa. viii. 6 ; xci. 13 ; Isa. lxiii. 3 ; Rom.

xvi. 20 ; Eph. i. 22 ; Heb. ii. 8.]

Ver. 4.—But now the Lord my God hath

given me rest [In fulfilment of the promise

of 1 Chron. xxii. 9. David had had a brief

rest (2 Sam. vii. 1), Solomon's was perma

nent. He was " a man of rest "] on every

side [Heb. round about, same word as in

ver. 3, and in 1 Chron. xxii. 9] , so that there

Is neither adversary [Hadad and Rezon, of

whom this word is used (1 Kings xL 14, 23),

apparently belonged to a somewhat later

period of his reign] nor evil occurrent

[Rather, "occurrence," or "plague" (y33),

i.e., " rebellion, famine, pestilence, or other

suffering" (Bahr). David had had many such

" occurrences " (2 Sam. xv. 14 ; xx. 1 ; xxi.

1 j xxiv. 15).]

Ver. 5.—And, behold, I purpose [Heb. be

hold me lay itig pDX, with infin. expresses

purpose. Cf. Exod. ii. 14 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 16)] to

build an house unto the name ofthe Lord my

God, as the Lord spake unto David my

father, saying [2 Sam. vii. 12, 13. He thus

gives Hiram to understand that he is carry

ing out his father's plans, and plans which

had the Divine sanction, and that this is no

fanciful project of a young prince] , Thy son

whom I will set upon thy throne In thy

room, he shall build an [Heb. the] house

unto my name.

Ver. 6.—Now therefore command thou

that they hew me cedar trees out of

Lebanon [Heb. the Lebanon, i.e., the White

(<£. mountain). " It is the Mont Blanc of

Palestine " (Porter) ; but whether it is so

called because of its summits of snow or be

cause of the colour of its limestone is uncer

tain. Practically, the cedars are now found

in one place only, though Ehrcnberg is said

to havo found them in considerable numbers

to tho north of the road between Baalbek

and Tripoli. " At thehead of Wady Kadisha

there is a vast recess in the central ridge of

Lebanon, somo eight miles in diameter.

Above it rise the loftiest summits in Syria,

streaked with perpetual snow ... In the

very centre of this recess, on a little irregu

lar knoll, stands the clump of cedars " (Ibid.,

Handbook, ii. p. 584), over 6,000 feet above

the level of the sea. It would seem as if

that part of Lebanon where the cedars grew

belonged to Hiram's dominion. " Tho

northern frontier of Canaan did not reach as

farasBjerreh " (Keil), whore the cedar grove

is now. The idea of some older writers

that the cedars belonged to Solomon, and
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that he only asked Hiram for artificers

("that they hew me cedar trees," Ac.) is

negatived by ver. 10. It is true that " all

Lebanon " was given to Israel (Josh. xiii. 5),

but they did not take it. They did not drive

out the Zidonians (ver. 6 ; Judg. i. 31) or

possess " the land of the Giblites " (ver. 5 ;

Judg. iii. 3). It should be stated here, how

ever, that the cedar of Scripture probably

included other varieties than that which

now alone bears the name (see on ver. 8)] ,

and my servants shall be with thy ser

vants [i.e., sharing and lightening the

work] : and unto thee will I give hire for

thy servants [Solomon engaged to pay and

didpay both Hiram and his subjects for the

services of the latter, and he paid both in

kind. See below, on ver. 11] according to

all that thou shalt appoint [This would

seem to have been 20,000 measures of wheat

and 20 measures of pure oil annually, ver.

11] : for thou knowest that there Is not

among us any that can skill [Heb. knoweth,

same word as before] to hew timber like

unto the Zldonians [Propter vicina nemora.

Grotius, Sidon (Heb. tfTY), means " fish

ing." See note on ver. 18. By profane, as

well as sacred writers, the Phoenicians are

often described by the name Zidonians, no

doubt for the reason mentioned in the note

on ver. 1. See Homer, Iliad vi. 290 ; xxiii,

743 ; Odys. iv. 84, 618 ; xvii. 424. Cf. Virg.

JEn. i. 677, 678 ; iv. 545, &o. Gen. x. 15 ;

Judg. i. 31 ; iii. 8 j 1 Kings xi. 1, 33, ifeo.

' ' The mechanical skill of the Phoenicians

generally, and of the Zidonians in particular,

is noticed by many ancient writers," Rawlin-

son, who cites instances in his note. But

what deserves especial notice here is the

fact that the Zidonians constructed their

houses of wood, and were celebrated from

the earliest times as skilful builders. The

fleets which the Phoenicians constructed for

purposes of commerce would ensure them

a supply of clever workmen. Wordsworth

aptly remarks on the part the heathen thus

took in rearing a temple for the God of Jacob,

Cf. Isa. lx. 10, 13.]

Ver. 7.—And it came to pass, when Hiram

heard the words of Solomon [reported by

his ambassadors] , that he rejoiced greatly

[see note on ver. 1. The continuance of

the entente cordiaU was ensured] , and said,

Blessed be the Lord [In 2 Chron. ii. 12,

"Blessed be the Lord God of Israel that

made heaven and earth." We are not

warranted by the expression of the text in

concluding that Hiram believed in the

exclusive divinity of the God of Israel, or

" identified Jehovah with Melkarth his god "

(Rawlinson), much less that he was a

proselyte to the faith of David and Solomon,

All that is certain is that he believed the

Lord, as did most ancient nations (" Der

PolylheisvMt ist nicht ausichiesslich. Bahr),

to be one of the gods many. A belief in

Jehovah as God was quite compatible with

the retention of a firm faith in Baal and

Astarte. It is also possible that he here

adopts a language which he knew would be

acceptable to Solomon, or the historian

may have given us his thoughts in a Hebrew

dress. It is noticeable that the LXX. has

simply ei'Xoyiji-oc o Seof] which hath given

unto David a wise son [Compare 1 Kings

i. 48 ; ii. 9. The proof of wisdom lay in

Solomon's fulfilling his wise father's pur

poses, and in his care for the worship of

God. ' ' Wise," however, is not used here in

the sense of ' ' pious," as Bahr affirms. In

Hiram's lips the word meant discreet, saga

cious. He would hardly recognize the fear of

the Lord as the beginning of wisdom] over

this great people.

Ver. 8.—And Hiram sent to Solomon

[in writing, 2 Chron. ii. 11. It is instructive

to remember in connexion with this fact

that, according to the universal belief of

antiquity, the use of letters, i.e., the art of

writing, was communicated to the Greeks

by the Phoenicians. Gesenius, indeed, holds

that the invention of letters is also due to

them. See the interesting remarks of Mr.

Twisleton, Diot. Bib. ii. pp. 866—868] , say

ing, I have considered the things which

thou sentest unto me for [Heb. heard the

things (i.e. , message) which thou sentest unto

me] : and I will do all thy desire concerning

[Heb. in, i.e., as to] timber [or trees] of

cedar [Heb. cedars] and timber of fir

[Heb. trees of cypresses. This is, perhaps,

the proper place to inquire what, trees are

intended by the words fJX, and BT13, here

respectively translated " cedar " and " fir."

As to the first, it is impossible to restrict

the word to the one species (Pinut cedrus

or Cedrus Libani) which is now known as

the cedar of Lebanon, or, indeed, to any

single plant. That the Cedrus Libani,

one of the most magnificent of trees, is

meant in such passages as Ezekiel xxxi.,

Psa. xcii. 12, &e., admits of no manner of

doubt. It is equally clear, however, that in

other passages the term "cedar" must

refer to some other tree. In Num. xix. 6,

and Lev. xiv. 6, e.g., the juniper would

seem to be meant. " The cedar could not

have been procured in the desert without

great difficulty, but the juniper (Junipcms

oxycedrus) is most plentiful there." (The

"cedar" of our pencils, it may be re

marked, is a kind of juniper—Juniperm

Bermudiana.) In Ezekiel xxvii. 5, " they

have taken cedars of Lebanon to make masts

for thee," it is probable that the Pinus
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Halrpensit, not, as was formerly thought,

the Scotch fir (Pram tylventris), is intended.

The Cednu Libani appears to be indiffer

ently adapted to any such purpose, for

which, however, the Pinut Halepcnsit is

eminently fitted. But in the text, as

throughout ch. v.—viii., the reference, it

can hardly be doubted, is to the Cednu

Libani. It is true the wood of this species

is neither beautiful nor remarkably durable.

Dr. Lindley calls it the " worthless, though

magnificent cedar," but the former adjective,

however true it may be of English-grown

cedar, cannot justly be applied to the tree

of the Lebanon mountain. The writer has

some wood in his possession, brought by

him from the Lebanon, and though it has

neither fragranoe nor veining, it is unmis

takably a hard and resinous wood. And it

should be remembered that it was only

employed by Solomon in the interior of the

temple, and was there, for the most part,

overlaid with gold, and that the climate of

Palestine is much less destructive than our

own. There seems to be no sufficient

reason, therefore, for rejecting the tradi

tional and till recently universal belief

that the Cednu Libani was the timber

chosen for the temple use. Mr. Houghton,

in Smith's Diet. Bib., vol. iii. App. A. p. xl.,

who speaks of it " as being car' ttoxrjv, the

firmest and grandest of the conifers," says

at the same time that " it has no particular

quality to recommend it for building pur

poses ; it was probably therefore not very

extensively used in the construction of the

temple." But no other tree can be sug

gested which better suits the conditions of

the sacred narrative. The deodara, which

has found favour with some writers, it is

now positively stated, does not grow near

the Lebanon. It may be added that, under

the name of Eres. the yew was probably

included. The timber used in the palaces

of Nineveh, which was long believed to be

eedar, is now proved to be yew (Diet. Bib.,

art. " Cedar"). However, it is certain that

T^JJ is a nomen generate which includes, at

any rate, the pine, the cedar, and the juniper,

in confirmation of which it may be men

tioned that at the present day, " the name

arz is applied by the Arabs to all three "

(Boyle, in Kitto's Cyclop., art. " Eres ").

The Grove of Cedars now numbers about

450 trees, great and small. Of these about

a dozen are of prodigious size and consid

erable antiquity, possibly carrying us back

(as the natives think) to the time of

Solomon. Their precise age, however, can

only be a matter of conjecture.

The identification of the "fir" is even

more precarious than that of the cedar.

Celsius would see in this the true cedar of

Lebanon. Others identify it with the juni

per (Juniperxu excelsa) or with the Pimu

HaUpcnsis, but most writers (among whom

are Keil and Bahr) believe the evergreen

cypress (Cupressiu sempeniirenx) to be in

tended. Very probably the name Berosh

comprehended two or three different species,

as the cypress, the juniper, and the savine.

The first - named grows even near the

summits of the mountain. Bahr says it is

inferior to cedar (but see above). According

to Winer, it is well fitted for building pur

poses, as " it is not eaten by worms, and is

almost imperishable and very light." It is

certainly of a harder and closer grain, and

more durable than the Cednu Libani.

It shows the brevity of our account that

Solomon has not mentioned bis desire for

" fir " as well as " cedar." This is disclosed

in Hiram's reply, and in the parallel passage

of the chronicler. It is also to be noticed

that in the text the request for material!

is more prominently brought to view, while

in Chronicles the petition is for workmen.

Ver. 9.—My servants snail bring them

[Noword in the Hebrew; "Timber of Cedar,"

&c, must be supplied or understood from

the preceding verse] down [It is generally

a steep descent from the cedar grove, and

indeed all the Lebanon district, to the

coast] from Lebanon onto the sea [This

must have been a great undertaking. The

cedars are ten hours distant from Tripoli,

and the road must always have been a bad

one. (" What a road it is for mortals. In

some spots it seems to have been intended

for mountain goats only It winds

up sublime glens, and zigzags up rocky

acclivities, and passes over stone-strewn

terraces," <feo. (Porter, Handbook, p. 583.)

To the writer it appeared to be the most

rugged and dangerous rood in Palestine.

It is possible that the timber was collected

and floated at Gebal (Biblus. See note on

ver. 18). Beyrout, the present port of the

Lebanon, is 27 hours distant via Tripoli.

But cedars would then, no doubt, be found

nearer the sea. And the ancients (as the

stones of Baalbek, Ac, prove) were not

altogether deficient in mechanical appli

ances. The transport of cedars to the

Mediterranean would be an easy undertak

ing compared with the carriage of them to

Nineveh, and we know from the inscrip

tions that they were imported by the

Assyrian kings] and I will convey them by

sea In floats [Heb. "I will make (or put)

them rafts in the tea." This was the

primitive, as it was the obvious, way, of con

veying timber, among Greeks and fiomans,

as well as among Eastern races. The reader

will probably have seen Buch rafts on the

Bhine or other river] unto the place which
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thou shalt appoint [Heb. send] me [In 2

Chron. ii. 16, Hiram assumes that this

place will be Joppa, now Yafo, the port of

Jerusalem, and 40 miles distant from the

Holy City. The transport over these 40

miles, also of most rugged and trying road,

must have involved, if possible, a still

greater toil than that from Lebanon to the

sea] and will cause them to be discharged

there, and thou shalt receive them : and

thou shalt accomplish [Heb. do, same word

as in ver. 8, and probably used designedly

= " I will perform thy desire . . . and thou

shalt perform my desire." There shall be a

strict quid pro quo] my desire, In giving

food for my household [Hiram states in his

reply in what shape he would prefer the

hire promised by Solomon (ver. 6). The

food for the royal household must be care

fully distinguished from the food given to

the workmen (2 Chron. ii. 10). The fact

that 20,000 cors of wheat formed a part of

each has led to their being confounded (e.g.

in the marginal references). It is noticeable

that when the second temple was built,

cedar wood was again brought to Jerusalem,

via Joppa, in return for " meat and drink

and oil unto them of Zidon " (Ezra iii. 7).

The selection of food as the hire of his

servants by Hiram almost amounts to an

undesigned coincidence. Their narrow strip

of comland, between the roots of Lebanon

and the coast—Phoenicia proper ("the

great plain of the city of Sidon," Josephus,

Ant. v. 3, 1) is only 28 miles long, with an

average breadth of one mile—compelled the

importation of com and oil. Ezekiel

(xxvii. 17) mentions wheat, honey, oil, and

balm as exported from Palestine to the

markets of Tyre. It has been justly re

marked that the fact that Phoenicia was

thns dependent upon Palestine for its

breadstufis explains the unbroken peace

that prevailed between the two countries

(Heeren. See Diet. Bib. ii. p. 865).

Ver. 10.—So Hiram gave [Heb. kept

giving, supplied] Solomon cedar trees and

flr [or cypress] trees, according to all his

desire.

Ver. 11.—And Solomon gave Hiram

twenty thousand measures [Heb. cors. See

ch. iv. 22] of wheat for food [rtaD for

n^sXD] to his household [Rawlinson re

marks that this was much less than

Solomon's own consumption (ch. iv. 22).

But he did not undertake to feed Hiram's

entire court, but merely to make an adequate

return for the timber and labour he received.

And the consumption of fine four in

Solomon's household was only about 11,000

cors per annum] and twenty measures of

pure oil [lit., beaten oil, i.e., such as was

obtained by pounding the olives, when not

quite ripe, in a mortar. This was both of

whiter colour and purer flavour, and also

gave a clearer light, than that furnished by

the ripe olives in the press. See the

authorities quoted in Bahr's Symbolik, i.

p. 419] : thus gave Solomon to Hiram year

by year [probably so long as the building

lasted or timber was furnished. But the

agreement may have been for a still longer

period.]

Ver. 12.—And the Lord gave [Can there

be any reference to the repeated "gave " of

the two preceding verses t] to Solomon wis

dom, as he promised him (ch. iii. 12) and

there was peace [one fruit of the gift. Cf.

James iii. 17] between Hiram and Solomon,

and they two made a league together

[Hob. " cut a covenant." Cf. Spina uuveiv.

Covenants were ratified by the slaughter of

victims, between the parts of which the

contracting parties passed (Gen. xv. 18 ;

Jer. xxxiv. 8, 18, It)). Similarly umwii,

" libation," in the plural, means "league,

truce," and oiroviac riuveiv is found in

classic Greek.]

Ver. 13.—And Xing Solomon raised a

levy [Marg., tribute of men, i.e., conscrip

tion] out of all Israel [i.e., the people, not

the land—Ewald] and the levy was thirty

thousand men. [That is, if we may trust

the figures of the census given in 2 Sam.

xxiv. 9 (which do not agree, however, with

those of 1 Chron. xxi. 5), the conscription

only affected one in forty of the male popu

lation. But even the lower estimate of

Samuel is regarded with some suspicion.

Such a levy was predicted (1 Sam. v lii. 16).

Ver. 14.—And he sent them to Lebanon,

ten thousand a month, by courses [Heb.

changes] : a month they were In Lebanon,

and two months at home [they had to serve,

that is to say, four months out of the twelve

—no very great hardship], and Adonlram

[see on ch. iv. 6 ; xii. 18] was over the levy.

Ver. I5.—And Solomon had threescore

and ten thousand that bare burdens, and

fourscore thousand hewers in the moun

tains. [These 150,000, destined for the

more laborious and menial works, were not

Israelites, but Conaanites. We learn from

2 Chron. ii. 17, 18 that " all the strangers

that were in the land of Israel " were sub

jected to forced labour by Solomon—there

were, that is to say, but 150,000 of them

remaining. They occupied a very different

position from that of the 30,000 Hebrews.

None of the latter were reduced to bond

age (ch. ix. 22), while the former had

long been employed in servile work. The

Gibeonites were reduced to serfdom by

Joshua (Josh. ix. 27), and the rest of the

Canaan ites as they were conquered (Josh.xvi.
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10 ; xvii. 13 ; Judg. L 29, 80). In 1 Chron.

xxii. 2, we find some of them employed on

public works by David. By the "hewers"

many commentators have supposed that

Btone-cutterB alone are intended (bo Job.,

Ant. , viii. 2. 9) partly because stone is men

tioned presently, and partly because 3Vn

is mostly used of the quarrying or cutting

of stone, as in Deut. vi. 11 ; viii. 9 ; 2 Kings

xii. 12, Ac. Oesenius understands the

word both of stone and wood cutters. But

is it not probable that the latter alone are

indicated? That the word is sometimes

used of wood-cutting Isa. x. 15 shows. And

the words, "in the mountain " pn^) al™08'

compel us so to understand it here. " The

mountain " must be Lebanon. But surely

the stone was not transported, to any great

extent, like the wood, so great a distance

overland and sea, especially when it abounded

on the spot. (The tradition that the stone

was quarried at Baalbek is quite unworthy

of credence. It has no doubt sprung from

the huge stones found there. " The temple

was built of the beautiful white stone of the

country, the hard missal " (Warren, p. 60.)

It is true the number of wood-cutters would

thus appear to be very great, but it is to be

remembered how few comparatively were the

appliances or machines of those days : al

most everything must be done by manual

labour. And Pliny tells us that no less than

360,000 men were employed for twenty years

on one of the pyramids. It is possible,

however, that the huge foundations men

tioned below (vex. 17) were brought from

Lebanon.]

Ver. 16.—Beside [without counting] the

chief of Solomon's officers [Heb. the princes

of the overseers, i.e., the princes who acted

as overseers, principes qui praefecti erant

(Vatabl.) ] which were over the work three

thousand and three hundred [This large

number proves that the " chiefs of the over

seers" cannot be meant. Were all the

3,300 superior officers, there must have been

quite an army of subalterns. But we read

of none. In ch. ix. 23, an additional num

ber of 550 " princes of the overseers " (same

expression) is mentioned, making a total of

3,850 superintendents, which agrees with

the total stated in the Book of Chronicles.

It is noteworthy, however, that the details

differ from those of the Kings. In 2 Chron.

ii. 17 we read of a body of 8,600 " overseers

to set the people a work," whilst in ch. viii.

10 mention is made of 250 " princes of the

overseers." These differences result, no

doubt, from difference of classification and

arrangement (J. H. Michaclis). In Chron.

the arrangement is one of race, i.e., 3,600

aliens Onj ; of. 2 Chron. ii. 18) and 250

Israelites, whilst in Kings it is one of status,

i.e., 3,300 inferior and 550 superior officers.

It follows consequently that all the inferior

and 800 of the superior overseers were

Canaanites] which ruled over the people

that wrought In the work.

Ver. 17.—And the king commanded and

they brought [or cut out, quarried (Gesen.),

as in Eccles. x. 9 ; see also ch. vi. 7 (Heb.) ]

great stones, costly [precious, not heavy, as

Thenius. Cf. Psa. xxxvi. 8; xlv. 9 ; Esth.

i. i. in the Heb.], stones and [omit and.

The hewed stones were the great and costly

stones] hewed stones [or squared (Isa. ix. 10 ;

cf. ch. vi. 86 ; vii. 9 ; xi. 12). We learn from

ch. vii. 10 that the stones of the foundation

of the palace were squared to 8 cubits and

10 cubits] to lay the foundation of the house.

[Some of these great squared stones, we can

hardly doubt, are found in situ at the

present day. The stones at the south-east

angle of the walls of the Haram (Mosque of

Omar) are " unquestionably of Jewish ma

sonry " (Porter, Handbook, p. 115). " One

is 23 ft. 9 in. long ; whilst others vary

from 17 to 20 feet in length. Five courses

of them are nearly entire" (16.) As Herod,

in rebuilding the edifice, would seem to have

had nothing to do with the foundations, we

may safely connect these huge blocks with

the time of Solomon. It is also probable

that some at least of the square pillars,

ranged in fifteen rows, and measuring five feet

each side, which form the foundations of

the Mosque ElAksa, and the supports of the

area of the Haram, are of the same date

and origin (cf. Ewald, Hist. Israel, iii. 233).

Porter holds that they are " coeval with the

oldest part of the external wallB." Many of

them, the writer observed, were monoliths.

The extensive vaults which they enclose are

unquestionably " the subterranean vaults of

the temple area" mentioned by JoBephus

(B. J. v. 8. 1), and the " cavati sub terra

monies " of Tacitus. It may be added here

that the recent explorations in Jerusalem

have brought to light many evidences of

Phoenician handiwork.]
Ver. 18.—And Solomon's builders and

Hiram's builders did hew them, and the

stone-squarers : [the marg. Giblites, i.e.,

people of Oebal, is to be preferred. For

Oebal ( = mountain) see Josh. xiii. 5 ("the

land of the Giblites and Lebanon ") ; Psa.

lxxxiii. 7 (" Gebal and they of Tyre ") ; and

Ezek. xxvii. 9, where the LXX. translate the

word Biblus, which was the Greek name of

the city and district north of the famous

river Adonis, on the extreme border of

Phoenicia. It is now known as Jebeil. It has

been already remarked that Tyre and Sidon,

as well as Gebal, have Hebrew meanings.

These arc among the proofs of the practical
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identity of the Hebrew and Phoenician

tongues. The Aramsan immigrants (Dent,

xxvi. 5 ; Gen. xii. 5) no doubt adopted the

language of Canaan (Diet. Bib., art. " Phoeni

cians"). Keil renders, "even the Giblites."

He would understand, i'. e. , that the Zidonian

workmen were Giblites ; bat this is doubtful.

The Giblites are selected, no doubt, for

special mention because of the prominent

part they took in the work. Gebal, as its

ancient and extensive ruins prove, was a

place of much importance, and lying as it

did on the coast, and near the cedar forests,

would naturally have an important share in

the cutting and shipping of the timber. In

deed, it is not improbable that it was at this

port that the land transport ended, and the

rafts were made. A road ran anciently from

Gebal to Baalbak, so that the transport was

not impracticable. But as the forests were

probably of great extent, there may have

been two or three depots at which the

timber was floated] so they prepared

timber [Heb. the timber] and atones [Heb.

the ttones] to build the house. [The LXX.

(Vat. and Alex, alike) add here, " three

yeart." It is barely possible that these

words may have dropped out of the text,

but they look more like a gloss, the infer

ence from the chronological statement of

ch. vi. 1.]

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 7—12 compared with ch. xvi. 81 and ch. xviii. 4. Tyre and Itrael—a

lesson on personal influence. Twice in the history of Israel were its relations

with the neighbouring kingdom of Tyre close and intimate. Twice did the Phoeni

cian race exercise an important influence on the Hebrew people. In the days of

Solomon the subjects of Hiram furnished men and materials to build a house to the

name of the Lord. The Phoenicians were not only idolaters, but they belonged to

the accursed races of Canaan, yet we see them here assisting the holy people, and

farthering the interests of the true religion. But in the days of Ahab these relations

were reversed. Then the kingdom of Ethbaal furnished Israel with a princess who

destroyed the prophets of the Lord and sought to exterminate the religion of which

the temple was the shrine and centre. In the first case, that is to say, we see Israel

influencing Tyre for good ; we hear from the lips of the Tyrian king an acknow

ledgment of the goodness of the Hebrew God ; we see the two races combining to

bring glory to God and to diffuse the blessings of peace and civilisation amongst

men. In the second case, we see Tyre influencing Israel for evil. No longer do

the skilled artificers of Zidon prepare timber and stones for the Lord's honse, but

the prophets and votaries of Phoenician deities would fain break down the carved

work thereof with axes and hammers. So far from rearing a sanctuary to Jehovah,

they would root up His worship and enthrone a foul idol in the place of the Divine

Presence. Such have been at different times the relations of Tyre and Sidon to the

chosen race and the true religion.

Now why was this fatal difference ? Why was the influence in one age so whole

some, in another so baleful ? It may be instructive to mark the causes of this

change. But observe, first—

I. It was not that the Phoenician creed was changed. In its essential fea

tures that was the same B.C. 1000 (temp. Solomon) and B.C. 900 (temp. Ahab). It

was always idolatrous, always immoral, always an infamous cultus of the reproduc

tive powers. The gods of Hiram were the gods of Ethbaal, and the rites of the

latter age were also the rites of the former.

II. It was not that the law of the Lord was changed. The idolatry which

it forbade at the firet period, it forbade at the second. It never tolerated a rival

religion ; it always condemned the Phoenician superstition. That is, temper eadem.

III. It was not that Hiram was a proselyte. This was the belief of the

divines of a past age, but there is no evidence in its favour.

We see then that it was no change in either of the religions svttemt. No ; it

was a change of pertons made this difference. It was brought about by the per

sonal influence of three or four kings—of Solomon, Jeroboam, Omri, Ahab. But

before we trace the influence they respectively exercised, observe—

I. The wholesome relations retween Hiram and Solomon, retween Tyre and
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Israel, i.e., were due to the piety of David. " Hiram was ever a lover of

David." The timber he supplied for the temple was not the first he had sent (2

Sam. v. 11). The league between the two kings (1 Kings v. 12), and their joint

undertakings (eh. v. 18 ; ix. 27), were the fruits of David's righteous dealings.

II. The relations continued wholesome and reneficial so long as the law

of the Lord was kept. During David's reign, and the earlier part of Solomon's,

the commerce of the two nations was to their mutual advantage. Then the Jew

came into contact with idolatry unhurt. The soil was not ready for the baleful

seed. At a later period (see Homily on ch. x. 22) it was otherwise.

III. The law was no sooner violated than the influence of Tyre recame

hurtful. The Zidonian women in Solomon's harem were a distinct violation of

the law (ch. xi. 1), and that trespass bore its bitter fruit forthwith (ch. xi. 7, 8).

The principal factors, consequently, in the change were these—

I. The influence of Solomon. If he built altars for his Tyrian consorts, what

wonder if the people learnt first to tolerate, then to admire, and at last to practise

idolatry. Who can tell how much the frightful abominations of Ahab's days are

due to the example of wise Solomon, to the influence of the builder of the temple ?

II. The influence of Jeroroam. The cultus of the calves, though it was not

idolatry, paved the way for it. That violation of the law opened the door for de

partures greater still. , It was no great step from the calves to the groves, from

schism to utter apostasy.

III. The influence of Omri. Nations, like individuals, do not become infamous

all at once (Nemo repente turptiaimus fuit). They have their periods and pro

cesses of depravation. Omri carried Jeroboam's evil work a step further ; possibly

he organized and formulated his system (Micah vi. 16). He exceeded all his pre

decessors in wickedness, and so prepared the way for his son's consummation of

impiety.

IV. The influence of Ahar. A second violation of the Jewish marriage law

opened wide the gates to the pestilent flood of idolatries. The son of Omri weds

the daughter of a priest of Astarte ; and Phoenicia, once the handmaid of Israel,

becomes its snare. Now the ancestral religion is proscribed, and the elect people

lends itself to unspeakable abominations (1 Kings xvi. 82 ; cf. 2 Kings x. 26, 27 ;

Rev. ii. 20). It may be said, however, that all this was the work of Jezebel, and

due to her influence alone (1 Kings xxi. 25 ; cf. xviii. 18 ; xix. 2, &c.) That may

be so, but it was only the example of Solomon, the schism of Jeroboam, and the

apostasy of Omri made this marriage possible, or enabled Jezebel, when queen, to

do these things with impunity. Hence learn—

I. The power and responsirility of personal influence. An idle word may

destroy a kingdom. The Crimean war sprung out of the squabbles of a few monks

over a cupboard and a bunch of keys. " There is not a child . . . whose

existence does not stir a ripple gyrating onward and on, until it shall have moved

across and spanned the whole ocean of God's eternity, stirring even the river of life

and the fountains at which His angels drink." And our responsibility is increased

by the fact that—

II. The evil that men do lives after them. They go on sinning in their

graves. Though dead, their example speaks. Witness Solomon and Jeroboam.

III. The evil that kings do affects whole countries. Their own king

doms, of course, and neighbouring kingdoms too. It has been said that " the in

fluence of one good man extends over an area of sixteen square miles." But who

shall assign any limits to the influence of a wicked prince ? It may plunge a con

tinent into wars, and wars that shall last for generations, or it may steep it for ages

in sensuality and superstition. Its issues, too, are in eternity. It is because of the

influence of kings that we are so plainly commanded to pray for them (1 Tim. ii. 2 ;

of. Ezra vi. 10 ; Jer. xxix. 7).

IV. In keeping of God's commandments is great reward. The perfect piety of

David procured the friendship and help of Tyre. The disobedience of Solomon,

Jeroboam, and Ahab led to the decay and dispersion of the nation and the destruc

tion of their families.
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V. Temptation disciplines the faithful soul, rut destroys the sinner.

David took no harm from his commerce with Hiram, nor did Solomon in the days

of his piety. A good man will choose the good and refuse the evil in a corrupt

system. But the wicked will choose the evil and refuse the good. Ahab's relations

with Tyre were altogether to his hurt. In David's loyal heart the evil seed found

no lodgment ; in Ahab's it found a congenial soil, and took root downwards and

bare fruit upwards.

Ver. 17.—Sure Foundations. No city in the world has experienced so many

vicissitudes as " the city of the Great King." The place of the "vision of peace

(or, "foundation of peace ") has known no peace. It has been sixteen times taken

by siege since our blessed Lord's day, and conqueror after conqueror has cried,

" Rase it, rase it, even to the foundation thereof" (Psa. cxxxvii. 7). It has been

the carcase round which the Roman " eagles " have repeatedly gathered ; it has

been the battle-field of Saracen and Crusader ; now the Christian has wrested it

from the Moslem, and now the Moslem has torn it back from the Christian. The

consequence is that it is a mound of ruins, a heap of debris. When the Anglican

church was built, it was necessary to dig down some forty feet, through the

accumulated rubbish of ages, to get a foundation. The Jerusalem of the past can

only be reached by deep shafts. It is literally true that not one stone of the

ancient city is " left upon another " (Matt. xxiv. 2). With one exception. Amid the

wreck and havoc of war, amid the changes and chances of the world, the colossal

foundations of Solomon remain undisturbed. His " great stones " are to be seen

at the present day at the south-east angle and underneath the temple area (see on

ver. 17). Everything built upon them has perished. Not a trace of tower or

temple remains ; nay, their very sites are doubtful. But " through all these great

and various demolitions and restorations on the surface, its foundations, with their

gigantic walls, have been indestructibly preserved" (Ewald). After the lapse of

nearly three thousand years, " The foundation standeth sure."

Let us learn a lesson hence as to—I. Christ. II. The Church of Christ. III.

The doctrine of Christ and His Church. We may see, then, in the Solomonic

foundations of the Temple—

I. A picture of Christ. He compared Himself to the Temple ("John ii. 19),

and to the foundations of the Temple (Matt. xxi. 42). Yes, to these very corner

stones which are still visible. It is remarkable that Psalm cxviii. 22—" The stone

which the builders refused is become the head of the corner "—ie cited by our Lord

of Himself (Matt, xxi. 42), and is applied to Him by St. Peter (Acts iv. 11), while Isa.

xxviii. 16, "Behold, I lay in Zion for a ioundation a stone," &c.—words which were

no doubt suggested by the great and precious stones of Solomon's building—are

interpreted of Him both by St. Peter (1 Pet. ii. 6) and St. Paul (Rom. ix. 83). Wo

have consequently " most certain warrants of Holy Scripture " for seeing in these

venerable relics an image of the Eternal Son. He is the one foundation (1 Cor.

iii. 11); the chief corner stone (ntpoywwai'of, Eph. ii. 20); He "abideth ever;"

" Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever (Heb. xiii. 8, Gr.) That

" sure foundation " can never fail. How many systems of philosophy, how many
••oppositions of science " have " had their day and ceased to be " ? How many

proud empires have tottered to their fall; how many dynasties are extinct and

forgotten ? But the carpenter's Son still rules in the hearts of men, and the cross

of Christ " towers above the wreck of time."

II. A picture of the Church of Christ. As surely as the great corner stone

images our Lord, so surely do the huge and strong foundations pourtray the Church

of which He is the Founder. It is to the Church (ikicXijm'o uiro Biov TeBtfi&tuftivt])

those words refer, " The firm foundation of God standeth " (2 Tim. ii. 19, Gk.)

The Church is " the pillar and ground of the truth ; " it is " built upon the founda

tion of apostles and prophets" (Eph. ii. 20 ; of. Rev. xxi. 14). And, like the founda

tions of the Temple, its base shall be stable and permanent. " The gates of hell

shall not prevail against it " (Matt. xvi. 18). It is founded on a rock (ibid.)
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" Crowns and thrones may perish,

Kingdoms rise and wane,

But the Church of Jesus

Constant will remain."

It was the boast of Voltaire that what it took twelve men to build one man should

suffice to break down. But the Church is stronger in the hearts of men now than

it was in the eighteenth century. And Voltaire's cry of impotent rage, Ecraset

Vin/dme, seems farther than ever from its realization. Its enemies assert that

Christianity has " destroyed two civilizations "—a striking admission of its strength

and vitality. True, the Church has a legion of foes. But let us take courage.

There is at Jerusalem a pledge and picture of her stability. Her fashions, her

excrescences, her sects and schisms, like the buildings of the Holy City, shall pass

away. But her foundation is sure.

III. A picture of the doctrine of Christ and the Church. As there are

twelve foundations of the Church, so are there six foundation-truths, six " prin

ciples of the doctrine of Christ " (Heb. vi. 2). And of these it may justly be said,

" Other foundation can no man lay than that is laid." Some of these doctrines

may have been, or may hereafter be, more or less obscured—the "doctrines of

baptism and of the laying on of hands " are often ignored or repudiated even now

—but for long centuries the foundations of the Temple area nave been hidden.

Obscured or not, they shall never be shaken or removed. This " firm foundation

standeth." The monoliths beneath the Mosque El Akta, standing where Solomon

and Hiram's builders placed them, are silent but eloquent pictures of the eternal

and unchangeable truth of God. And if men build on the foundations of Christian

doctrine, or on the one foundation of " the personal historical Christ " (Alford on

1 Cor. iii. 11), " wood, hay, stubble," i.e., systems, more or less worthless, of their

own, like the Temple of Jerusalem, these shall be destroyed by fire in the " day of

visitation;" but the foundation shall remain unscathed, strong and sure and

eternal as the God who laid it.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 2—6.—The Temple. Read also 2 Chron. ii. 1—10, where additional light is

thrown on this transaction. It marks a period of extreme interest and importance in

Hebrew history. It introduces us, by anticipation, to that which was the crowning

glory of the reign of Solomon, for his name must ever stand connected with the mag

nificence of the first Temple, though it be but as a gorgeous dream of the far-distant

past, which imagination strives in vain to reproduce with distinctness and certainty.

Whether the Hiram who entered into this treaty with Solomon is the same as the

Hiram who was the friend of David is a matter of doubt. Menander of Ephesua

(quoted by Josephus) describes him as a man of great enterprize, a lover of archi

tecture, noted for his skill in building and adorning the temples of the gods. And

in this we have a valuable indirect confirmation of the Biblical history. Look at

this purpose of Solomon to build a splendid temple to the Lord in two or three

different lights.

I. It expresses his desire to carry out the good designs of his father

David. Filial feeling prompted it. It drew the inspiration of its enthusiasm from

the warmth of a filial heart. " Thou knowest how that David my father could

not," &c. We are told why he " could not " (1 Chron. xxii. 7, 8 ; xxviii. 5). He

had been " a man of war," and had " shed much blood." Noble purposes may be

conceived in a time of discord and confusion ; they can be actualized only in a

time of rest. The hands must be free from the blood of men that would build a

worthy dwelling-place for a righteous God. Nothing was more natural than that

Solomon, under happier auspices, should resolve to do what his father had the

" heart to do," but " could not." To how large an extent is human life a record of

thwarted purposes ! A tale cut short before it is half told ; a laying of plans that

are never worked out ; a reaching forth towards fair ideals that men have not the
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power or the time to turn into realities. What can the high mission of each

succeeding generation be but just to take up the good purposes that a previous

generation failed to accomplish and develop them to their ripe issues ? This is

the real law of human progress. All honour to the son who, knowing what was

truest and deepest in his father's heart, endeavours worthily to fulfil it.

II. IT 1s ThE SPONTANEOUS OUTCOME OF hIS OWN DEVOUT FEELING. Solomon

never had the pure and lofty spirit of devotion that inspired the soul of David ; but

as yet, at least, his religious sentiment is deep and true. A "house great and

wonderful," dedicated to the Lord, in the royal city, will give it fitting public

expression. All religious feeling instinctively seeks to body itself forth in appro

priate forms. Forbidden as the Jews were to " make any likeness or image " of the

great Object of worship (Exod. xx. 4), it was quite in harmony with the Divine

dispensation of the time that the spirit of worship should robe itself in a grand

symbolic garb. Solomon only sought to develop the service of the tabernacle into

a system more imposing and enduring (2 Chron. ii. 4, 5). In every age symbolism

has its place as the spontaneous and natural expression of religious thought and

feeling. Let it be relied on as the means of awakening such thought and feeling,

as the prescribed form in which it shall move—an artificial substitute for it—and

it becomes a mockery and a snare. The magnificence of Solomon's design for the

Temple indicated not only the fervour of his devotion, but the breadth of his view

as regards the essential sacredness of all natural things. " The earth is the Lord's

and the fulness thereof." All things beautiful and precious are turned to their true

use when dedicated to Him. We cannot be too careful to give Him our richest and

best. The true heart says, " I will not offer burnt offering to the Lord of that which

doth cost me nothing." Let us not be more concerned for our own houses than

we are for the Lord's. The history of the Temple, however, and of all ecclesiology,

shows how easily the wealth of outward adornment in worship may become the

grave of the spiritual and the veil of the Divine. In proportion as care for the

symbolic form—the mere shrine of worship—has increased, the living reality—the

worship of the Father " in spirit and in truth "—has passed away.

III. It expresses his sense of the fact that the acknowledgment of

Ood is the real strength and glory of a nation. The Temple was to be

dedicated "to the name of Jehovah "—the visible sign and symbol of the sovereignty

of that name over the whole life of the people. There was worth in the sign just

so far as that sovereignty was real. The Jewish commonwealth was a theocracy—

the Temple the palace and throne of the great invisible King. Judaism was not the

union of Church and State as two separate or separable powers, but their identi

fication. No distinction between the political and ecclesiastical, the secular and

spiritual spheres. The two were one. The ideal Christian nation is a theocracy in

which Christ is king. Not made so by its institutions, but by the spiritual life

that pervades it. True to its name only so far as the law of Christ is honoured in

the homes of the people, moulds the form and habit of their social life, controls

commerce, rules in Parliament, strengthens, ennobles, glorifies the Throne. Its

Christian Churches are thus the very flower of a country's highest life.

" Those temples of His grace,

How beautiful they stand 1

The honour of our native place

And bulwark of our land."

As the graveyard—where " the rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep "—tells of the

vanity of all earthly things, how the pride and glory of man must one day moulder

down to dust, so the church is the memorial of the unfading inheritance of truth

and purity and love—the blessed fellowship of the redeemed—the " House of God,

not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."

IV. It expresses his desire that Israel should have a centre of reli

gious attraction and rond of religious unity. The tabernacle had been the

movable sanctuary of a wandering people, the Temple should be the resting-

place of the Divine presence (Psa. exxxii. 14). Hitherto there had been a divided
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worship, connected both with the tabernacle at Gideon and the ark in the city of

David (1 Chron. xvi. 87—39). But in future all sacred associations are to be

gathered up in the central glory of the Temple. One nation, one faith, one God,

one sanctuary. Bat this localization of the highest forms of worship had its

dangers. Men came to think of " the Holy Presence as belonging to the building,

instead of the building as being hallowed and glorified by the Presence." Christ

proclaims the infinite Presence, the impartial Love. " The hour cometh when ye

shall neither in this mountain," &«. (John iv. 21). " One greater than the Temple

is here "—in whom all its sacred symbols are fulfilled—the attractive centre and

bond of union for redeemed souls of every age and nation. Our thoughts are led

on to the glorious vision of the holy city of which it is written, " I saw no temple

therein, for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it " (Bev. xxi.

22).—W.

Ver. 5.—The building of the Temple. " Behold I purpose to build an house unto

the name of the Lord my God." Every man has some special work given him by

God. It is of the utmost importance that he should find out what that work is, if

he would not make his life a failure and come short of the purpose of God for him.

In the case of Solomon the great work given him to do was not to extend the

boundaries of his kingdom, but to build the temple of the Lord. This he clearly

understood, as is evident from his saying, " I purpose to build an house to the name

of the Lord." This was to him the work of paramount importance. The building

of the Temple was to give a religious centre to the theocracy. This was part of the

Divine plan, a branch of the education of the people, by which God would prepare

the way for the new covenant. The old covenant was essentially preparatory ; it

was " the shadow of good things to come " (Heb. x. 1). The Temple was to form a

part of this preparation.

I. It was a visible symbol of the presence of God with His people. This

was the only way in which such an idea oould be brought home to men in the state

oi rude infancy in which they then were, and with their incapacity to apprehend

directly spiritual graces. The material was thus the necessary medium of the

spiritual.

II. The erection of a holy place for worship reminded men that the earth

which they inhabited was defiled ; it developed in them the sense of sin.

IIL The possibility of drawing near to God in this holy place pointed to the

time of reconciliation, when every spot of a redeemed earth might be a place of

prayer ; when there should be no longer one sanctuary for one nation alone, but

when all the nations should have free access to God as worshippers in spirit and in

truth. The fact that Solomon sought out workmen for the Temple, not only among

the Israelites, but among the Gentiles, is prophetic, and prefigures the time when

the multitude of worshippers shall be " of every kindred, and nation, and people,

and tongue " (Bev. v. 9).

IV. There is not a single Christian living who has not a task like that of

Solomon to fulfil. Every Christian ought to say, " I purpose to build an house to

the name of the Lord." («) He must first become himself a living stone of the spiri

tual temple (2 Pet ii. 51). (b) His body must be the temple of the Holy GhoBt (1

Cor. vi. 19), his whole being a sanctuary (1 Cor. iii.) His houBe should be a house

of prayer (Josh. xxiv. 15). Are not these human temples themselves the stones

elect, precious, to be used by and by in that great heavenly temple which the

Lord shall build and not man ? (2 Cor. v. 1.)—E. de P.

Vers. 7—12.—Letsons from the conduct of a heathen prince. Describe the con

dition of Tyre at this period, alluding to its commerce, its religious beliefs, its

proximity to the kingdom of Solomon (the capitals being distant from each other

about 122 miles), its monarchical institutions, as opposed to the usual republican

government of Phoenician settlements—as exemplified in Carthage, the splendid

daughter of Tyre, founded about 140 years after the building of Solomon's temple.

Point out some of the effects of the intercourse between these two states, as suggested
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by Old Testament history. Suggest from this the responsibilities and the perils

accruing to us as a Christian people, from the fact that our own destinies are so

interwoven with distant and heathen nations. Allude to the fearlessness of Scripturo

in ascribing what is good and commendable to those whom the Jews generally

scorned. Various examples may be given, e.g., Abimelech king of Egypt, Cyrus,

Hiram ; and in the New Testament, Cornelius, Publius, &c. Compare the words

of our Lord (Matt. viii. 11, 12).

The conduct of Hiram teaches us the following lessons.

I. That we should rejoice in the prosperity of others (ver. 7). Hiram was

moved to joy, partly because of his love and admiration for David. It is an

unspeakable advantage to have the position won by a father's toil, the afiection and

confidence deserved by a father's worth. In our material possessions, in our worldly

occupation, in our ecclesiastical and, above all, our Christian relationships, how much

of good has come from parentage ! Contrast the possibilities of a lad, born of

honoured parents, and therefore trusted till he proves untrustworthy, whose path in

life is smoothed by the loving hands of those who care for him, for his father's sake,

with the terrible disadvantages of the child of a convict, who is distrusted and ill-

treated from his birth. Hiram was well disposed to Solomon for his father's sake.

There were many reasons for jealousy. The two kingdoms adjoined each other,

and national pride would be fostered by religious differences. It is easier to rejoice

over the success of a distant trader than over the prosperity of a neighbour who is

our competitor. Nor is it common for a heathen to be glad over the welfare of a

Christian. Hiram was large-hearted enough to overlook barriers which were erected

by the hands of rivalry and religious distinction.

II. That we should fairly consider the demands of others. " I have con

sidered the things which thou sentest to me for" (ver. 8). The request of Solomon

was bold. It would require sacrifice on the part of the Tyrians. They were asked

to help in building a temple for another nation, and for the worship of One who

was to them a strange deity. No prejudice, however, interfered with Hiram's fair

consideration of Solomon's request ; and as it was more fully understood, it seemed

more aud more feasible. How often prejudice prevents men from looking at a

novel scheme for work, from welcoming a new expression of old truth, &c. A

false patriotism sometimes refuses to see any excellency in another people. Sec

tariamsm checks Christians in learning from each other. There is much presented

to us which we cannot at once welcome, but at least it should be fairly considered.

" Prove all things, hold fast that which is good."

III. That when we do a kindness, it should re done without grudging. " I

will do all thy desire." It is not right to ask another for what is unreasonable, or

to give to another what is unreasonable for him to expect. Sometimes to grant a

request is easier than to refuse it, and we do what is asked to save ourselves trouble.

Every demand should be weighed in the balance of equity. But if, after the test,

it seems right to accede to it, we should not do it reluctantly, or partially, or

murmuringly, lest we should mar the beauty of the act to others, and rob ourselves

of the bliss of ministering to others in Christ's spirit. " Whatsoever ye do, do it

heartily, as to the Lord, and not unto men," &c. (Col. iii. 23, 24). " Give, and it

shall be given unto you ; good measure," fas. (Luke vi. 88).

IV. That we should recognize and recompense the arilities of the

humrlest. In 2 Chron. ii. 18 we read that Hiram chose from amongst his

subjects a skilful man, to be set over this business. Christians can serve their

Lord in this way amidst their ordinary occupations. In the counting-house, or

office, or factory the recognition and encouragement of diligence and skill may be

a means of grace to employer and employe. We should devoutly recognize that

knowledge, skill, capacity of any sort, are the gifts of God ; and while we employ

our own faithfully, we should, as opportunity serves, aid our fellow servants in the

use of theirs.

V. That we should acknowledge our mutual dependence. Solomon and

Hiram were not independent of each other. It was for the good of these kings and

of their peoples that they should be associated in this holy work. Solomon con
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fessed, " There is not among us any that can skill to hew timber like unto the

Bidonians " (ver. 6). Each nation, each individual has his own sphere to fill in the

economy of God. No one of these can serve well in isolation. See St. Paul's

teaching about the body and its members. Show how nations are mutually

dependent, commercially and in their political relations. Point out the special

responsibility of God's people when they are associated with heathen nations.

Suggest the possibility that each section of Christ's Church may be doing its own

appointed service, though all must feel that they are mutually dependent if the

prayer of our Lord is to be fulfilled (John xvii. 21). Apply the principle to the

association of Christians in Church fellowship, in evangelistic entorprize, in reli

gious worship, &c., and show the benefits arising to the individual from the fact

that he is one of many.

VI. That each should loyally accept, and heartily do, his own share in

building the temple of the Lord. (2 Chron. ii. 16.) Christians are likened to

labourers in a vineyard, to servants in a household, to builders of a temple by our

Lord and His apostles. In none of these spheres of activity is the work of all the

servants alike in its publicity, in its honour, in its immediate effects, in its pleasant

ness, &c. Yet to every " good and faithful servant " the recompense will come ;

and he who shaped the stone in the quarry, or bore the burdens for more distin

guished builders, will, in the great day, not lose his reward.—A. R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VI. 1—38.

Solomon's temple.—The preparations (or

the building of the Temple having been

related in the preceding chapter, the his

torian now proceeds to describe the edifice.

He begins his narrative with a precise state

ment of the date of its erection (ver. 1);

then follows (1) a description of the shape,

size, and arrangement of the exterior (vers.

2—10), and (2) a detailed account of its

internal fittings and adornments (vers.

15—35). The promise made to Solomon

during its erection finds a place in vers.

11—13 ; while the vessels, iSc., used in the

Temple service are described in ch. vii. A

parallel though briefer account, and one

differing considerably in its arrangement,

is found in 2 Chron. iii. iv.

The erection of this splendid sanctuary

was no doubt the greatest event, both in

Jewish and Gentile eyes, in the history of

the Holy City. It made Jerusalem what it

had not been till then, the religious capital.

The stronghold of the Jebusites now be

came the shrine and centre of the Jewish

system. We are not warranted, however,

in believing that it shaped the name by

which the city was known to the Greeks,

'Itpo*roX»/id (Jos., B. J. 6. 10) and 'Itpiv

SoXo/umwc (Eupolemus in Euseb. Prep. Ev.

ix. 34 ; see Stanley, " Jewish Church," ii.

p. 193), being probably mere attempts to

" twist Jerushalaim into a shape which

should be intelligible to Greek ears " (Diet.

Bib. i. 983).

We find a sufficient indication, however,

of the profound importance which this

undertaking assumed in Jewish eyes in the

fact that four chapters of our history—and

three of them of considerable length—are

occupied with an account of the materials,

proportions, arrangements, and consecration

of this great sanctuary. To the historio

graphers of Israel it seemed meet that every

measurement of the holy and beautiful

house should be recorded with the greatest

exactness, while the very vessels of service,

" the pots and the shovels and the basons,"

were judged worthy of a place in the sacred

page.

But these careful and detailed dimensions

are not only proofs of the tender veneration

with which the Jew regarded the Temple

and its appointments; they are also (as

Bahr has well shown, Symbolik, i. pp. 127,

128) indications and expressions of the

belief that this house, so " exceeding mag-

nifical," was for the Lord, and not for man.

These exact measurements, these precise

and symbolic numbers all point to a place

for the Divme Presence ; they are " the
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first requisite for every space and structure

which has a higher and Divine destination,

and they impart thereto the signature of

the Divine " (Bahr). Indeed the very names

tempiurn and ripuvot ( = a space measured

off) are in themselves in some sort attesta

tions to the anoient belief that the dignity

of a temple of the Most High God required

that the length and breadth and height,

both of the whole and of its component

parts, should be carefully recorded. It is

this consideration explains a peculiarity of

Scripture which would otherwise cause some

difficulty ; viz., the detailed and repeated

measurements, anl the almost rabbinical

minuteness, sot only of our author, but of

Ezekiel and of the Apocalypse. When a

" man with a measuring reed " (Ezek. xl.

3, 5 ; Rev. xi. 1 ; xxi. 15) appears upon the

scene, we are to understand at once that

the place is sacred ground, and that we are

in the precincts of the temple and shrine

of Jehovah.

At the same time it must be added here

that, exact and detailed as is the descrip

tion of this edifice, it is nevertheless so

partial, and the account is, perhaps neces

sarily, so obscure as to leave us in consider

able doubt as to what Solomon's Temple

was really like. In fact, though " more has

been written regarding the temple at Jeru

salem than in respect to any other building

in the known world " (Fergusson), the

authorities are not agreed as to its broad

features, while as to matters of detail they

are hopelessly divided. On one point, in

deed, until recently, there was a pretty

general agreement, viz., that the house was

"rectilinear and of box-form." But it is

now contended that this primary and funda

mental conception of its shape is entirely

at fault, and that its sloping or ridged roof

would give it a resemblance to the ark or to

a tent. Nor have we the materials to decide

between these conflicting views; in fact,

nothing perhaps but drawings would enable

us to restore the temple with any approach

to accuracy. "It is just as easy to pour-

tray a living man from a tolerably well-

preserved skeleton as to reproduce a building

in a way which shall correspond with reality

when we have only a few uncertain remains

of its style of architecture in our posses-

1 K.KGS.

sion " (Romberg and Steger, quoted in Bahr,

" Bibelwerk," p. 49). And the difficulty is

enhanced by the fact that the temple was

tui generis. It was purely Jewish, so that

no information aa to its structure and

arrangements can be derived from the con.

temporary architecture of Egyptians or

Assyrians. In the absence of all analogies

restoration is hopeless. It is well known

that all the many and varied representations

of different artists, based though they all

were on the Scripture account (Exod. xxv.

31—37) of the seven-branched candlestick,

were found to be exceedingly unlike the

original, when the true shape of that

original was disclosed to A.e world on the

Arch of Titos. It is eqrally certain that,

were a trui representation of the temple

ever to be placed in our hands, we should

find tliat it differed just as widely from all

attempted " restorations " of the edifice,

based on the scanty and imperfect notices

of our historian and Ezekiel.

The mention of Ezekiel suggests a brief

reference to the temple, which he describes

with so much precision and fulness in his

fortieth and following chapters. What is

its bearing on the description we have now

to consider 1 Is it an account of the temple

as it actually existed in or before his time ;

is it a plan or suggestion for its restoration

(Grotius), or is it wholly ideal and ima

ginary? The first view, which long found

favour with commentators, and which has

still some advocates, is now pretty generally

abandoned. For while many of Ezekiel's

measurements, &e., correspond exactly with

those of our historian, and while it may be

conceded, therefore, that this delineation

has a historical basis, there are features in

the narrative which con never have been

realized in any building, and which prove

the account to be more or less ideal. For

example. The outer court of his temple

(Ezek. xlii. 16—20) would cover not only

the whole of Mount Moriah, but more than

the whole space occupied by the entire city

of Jerusalem. He speaks again of " waters

issuing out from under the threshold"

(ch. xlvii. 1), and flowing down eastward

to heal the pestilent waters of the Dead

Sea, where a literal interpretation is mani

festly impossible. And it is to be reec em

it
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bered that the prophet himself speaks of

his temple as seen in vision (eh. xl. 2 ; xliii.

2, 3). The true account of this portraiture

would therefore seem to be that, whilo it

borrowed largely from the plan and propor

tions of Solomon's Temple, it was designed

to serve as " the beau ideal of what a Se

mitic temple should be " (Fergusson, Diet.

Bib. iii. p. 1460. In a paper in the " Contem

porary Keview," vol. xxvii. p. 978, Fergus-

son adopts the idea that it was designed to

serve as a basis for the future restoration of

the temple.)

Two other authorities, whose accounts

have a direct bearing on the sacred narra

tive, must be mentioned here—Josephus and

the Talmudio tract on the temple, called

Middoth (i.e., measures). Unfortunately,

neither is of much avail for the illustration

of the text we have now to consider.

Josephus, too often unreliable, would seem

to be especially so here. " Templum aedifi-

cat," says Clericus, " quale animo ccmceperat

turn quale legerat a Salomone conditum."

"Inconsistency, inaccuracy, and exaggera

tion are plainly discoverable in the measure

ments given by Josephus" (Conder, " Hand

book to Bible," p. 368). "Wherever the

Mishna is not in accord with Josephus the

measurements of the latter are untrust

worthy " (ib. p. 369). The writers of the

Mishna, again, refer generally, as might

be expected, to the temple of Herod,

or confuse in their accounts the three

temples of Solomon, Herod, and Ezekiel

(Bahr). The student of temple archi

tecture consequently derives but scant

assistance in his work from the writings of

uninspired historians.

Perhaps this is the proper place to remark

on the close correspondence between temple

and tabernacle. (See Fergusson, Diet. Bib.

iii. p. 1455). In the first place, in plan and

arrangement the two structures were identi

cal. Each faced the east ; each had three

parts, viz., porch, holy place, and holy of

holies, while the side chambers of the temple

(ver. 5) were analogous to the verandah

formed by the projecting roof, or curtains,

which ran round three sides of the taber

nacle. Secondly, the measurements both of

the whole edifice and of its component parts

were exactly double those of the tabernacle,

as the following table will show :—

Tarernacle. Temple.

cubits. cubits.

Entire length 40 80

„ width 20 40

„ height 15 30

Length of Holy Place . . 20 40

Width 10 20

Height 10 20

Length of Holy of Holies, 10 20

Width 10 20

Height 10 20

Width of Porch 10 20

Depth 5 10

The only exception to this rule is that of

the side chambers, which (on the lowest

story) were but five cubits wide, i.e., they

were identical in width with the verandah.

It is held by some, however, that with the

enclosing walls, they were ten cubits. If

this were so, it follows that here again the

same proportions are exactly preserved.

It will be clear from this comparison that

the temple was constructed, not after any

Egyptian or Assyrian model, but that it

preserved the features and arrangement of

the consecrated structure, the pattern of

which was showed to Moses in the Mount

(Exod. xxv. 9, 40; cf. Acts vii. 44; Heb.,

viii. 5), so that when " David gave to Solo

mon his son the pattern of the porch," iSc.,

" and the pattern of all that he had by the

spirit " (1 Chron. xxviii. 11, 12), the same

arrangement and similar proportions were

consciously or unconsciously preserved.

The temple differed from the tabernacle

only so far as a large house necessarily

differs from a small tent.

It is also to be observed that every

dimension of the temple was either ten

cubits—the holy of holies was a cube of ten

cubits—or a multiple of ten, just as the

dimensions of the tabernacle are either five

cubits or multiples of five. Now this deci

mal arrangement can hardly have been

accidental. Not only had the Jews ten

ringers, but they had ten commandments,

and a system of tenths or tithes, and this

number, therefore, was to them, no doubt,

the symbol of completeness ("Symbol der

Vollendung und Vollkommenheit." Bahr,
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Symbolik, i. p. 175), just as five was the

sign of imperfection (ib. pp. 183—187). The

very dimensions, consequently, of the house

are a testimony to the perfections of the

Being to whose servioe it was dedicated.

Nor is the recurrence of the number three,

though by no means so marked, to be alto

gether oyerlooked. Considering its Divine

original—that it was made after the pattern

of th'.-ys >n the heavens—it is not wholly

unworthy of notice that the building " had

three compartments. . . . Each of the three

sides was flanked by an aisle formed of

three stories, and the holy of holies was of

three equal dimensions " (Wordsworth), And

if we cannot follow him further and see any

significance in the fact that the "length

was 3 x 30 cubits, and the height 3 X 10,"

we may still remember that this house was

built, though Solomon knew it not, to the

glory of the Triune God. Bahr, however,

who also shows at some length how " the

number three is everywhere conspicuous in

the building " (p. 54), accounts for it on the

ground that "three is in the Old Testa

ment the signature of every true and com

plete unit " ( Was drei Mai geschieht iet dot

reehte Einmal ; wot in drei getheilt itt iet

eine wahre Einheit), so that practically

three would signify here much the same as

ten—it would stand as " the signature of

the perfect unit, and so also of the Divine

Being."

One remark more may be made here, viz.,

that in the temple or tabernacle we have

the archetype of the Christian Church. The

correspondence is so obvious as to strike the

most casual observer. Porch, or steeple,

nave, chancel, altar, side aisles, these have

succeeded to, as they were suggested by,

porch, temple of the house, oracle, mercy

seat, side structure, of the Jewish sanctuary.

Just as Christianity is built on the founda

tions of Judaism (see Homiletios), so has

the Jewish temple furnished a model for

the Christian ; for, considering how closely

the early Church fashioned itself after the

pattern of Judaism, the resemblance can

hardly be accidental.

Ver. 1.—And it came to pass In the four

hundred and eightieth year after the chil

dren of Israel were come out of the land

of Egypt [This date has been the subject of

much controversy, which cannot even now

be considered (pace Keil : " The correctness

of the nnmber 480 is now pretty generally

admitted") as closed. Grave doubts are

entertained as to its genuineness. Lord A.

Hervey (Diet. Bib. vol. ii. p. 22) says it is

" manifestly erroneous." Rawlinson con

siders it to be " an interpolation into the

saored text " (p. 515). And it is to be ob

served, 1. that the LXX. reads 440 instead

of 480 years—a discrepancy which is sus

picious, and argues some amount of incer

titude. 2. Origen quotes this verse without

these words (Comm. in S. Johann ii. 20).

3. They would seem to have been un

known to Josephus, Clem. Alex., and others.

4. It is not the manner of Old Testament

writers thus to date events from an era, an

idea which appears to have first occurred to

the Greeks temp. Thucydides (Rawlinson).

It is admitted that we have no other in

stance in the Old Testament where this is

done. 5. It is difficult to reconcile this

statement with other chronological notioes

both of the Old and New Testaments. For

taking the numbers which we find in the

Hebrew text of the books which refer to

this period, they sum up to considerably

more than 480 years. The time of the

Judges alone comprises 410 years at the

least. It should be stated, however, with

regard to the chronology of the period last

mentioned (1) that it only pretends to fur

nish round numbers—20, 40, and the like—

and evidently does not aim at exactitude ;

(2) that there is good ground for suspeoting

that the periods are not always consecutive ;

that in some cases, i.e., they overlap. We

are not justified, therefore, because of the

dates of the Judges in rejecting this state

ment. The question of New Testament

chronology is somewhat more complicated.

In Acts xiii. 20, St. Paul states the period

between the division of Canaan, by Joshua

(Josh. xiv. 1, 2), and the time of Samuel

the prophet as 450 years (roi jura ralra ilc.

ireai Trrpatmoioie coi irtvrrjKOVTa UtoKev rpirdc

cr.X.) But Lachmann, on the authority

of A, B, C (and we may add X), considers the

received text to be corrupt, and would place

Kai piird ravra after irtvrrjKoyra. Alford,

however, treats this reading as " an attempt

at correcting the difficult chronology of the

verse," and says that " all attempts to re

concile " it with 1 Kings vi. 1 " are arbitrary

and forced." If, then, the received text is

to stand—and it is to be noticed that the

reigns of the Judges, including Samuel,

sum up exactly to the period mentioned by

St. Paul, 450 years—the interval between

the Exodus and the erection of the temple

cannot well have been less than 99 or 100

years longer, i.e., 580—Josephus makes it
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592—instead of 480 years. 6. The ohrono-

logy of Josephus — to which by itself,

perhaps, no great weight is to be attached,

agrees with St. Paul's estimate, and of

course contradicts that of the text. 7. Nor

does it seem to be a valid argument for the

retention of the suspected words, that " the

precision of the statement is a voucher for

its accuracy." (Bahr, who adds, "Not only

is the whole number of the yean given, but

also the year of the reign of the king, and

even the month itself," for the genuineness

of the later date, " In the fourth year," Ac.,

is not questioned.) The remark of Keil

that the building of the temple marked a

new and important epoch in the history of

the chosen people, and so justified an ex

ceptional reference to the birth or emanci

pation of the nation, though undoubtedly

true, will hardly avail much against the

considerations alleged above. On the whole,

therefore, I confess to the belief that these

words are the interpolation of a later hand

(of whioh we shall find traces elsewhere),

though it would, perhaps, be premature,

with only the evidence now before us, to

exclude them from the text. It is certainly

noteworthy that such destructive critics as

Ewald and Thenius are satisfied as to their

genuineness], In the fourth year of Solo

mon's reign over Israel [according to the

chronology of Usshcr, this was a.m. 3000] ,

In the month Ztf [i.e., May. The word sig

nifies splendour. The month was pro

bably so called because of the brilliancy of

its flowers (Gesen., Keil, al.)] , which is the

second month [This explanation is added

because before the captivity the months

(with the exception of Abib) appear to have

had no regular names, but were almost

always designated by numbers. (See, e.g.,

Gen. vii. 11 ; 2 Kings xxv. 1). Only four

pre-captivity names are recorded, and of

these three are mentioned in connexion with

the building of the temple, viz., Zif here

and in ver. 87, Bui in ver. 38, and Ethanim

in ch. viii. 2. It has hence been inferred

that these names were not in general use,

but were restricted to public documents,

Ao. (Diet. Bib. ii. 416), a supposition which,

if correct, would account for the facility

with which the old appellations were super

seded by post-captivity names. The later

name for this month was Iyar (Targum on

2 Chron. xxx. 2)] , that he began [not in

Heb.] to build the house of [Heb. to] the

Lord. [The chronicler mentions the site

(2 Chron. iii. 1), "In Mount Moriah, . . .

in the threshing-floor of Oman," Ac. We

know from the extensive foundations yet

remaining that the preparation of the plat

form on which the temple should stand

must have been a work of considerable tune

and labour, and see Jos., Ant. viii. 3. 9, and

Bell. Jud. v. 5. 1. We can hardly be wrong

in identifying the remarkable rock known as

the Sakrah, over which the mosque of Omar
(Kubbet-es-Sakrdh) is built—the •' pierced

rock " of the Jerusalem Itinerary—with the

threshing-floor of Oman. The reader will

find an interesting paper on the site of the

temple in " Scribner's Monthly," vol. xi.

pp. 257—272. Accordmg to Mr. Beswick,

whose measurements and conclusions it

gives, the porch stood on the Sakrah. Mr.

Conder, however, urges strong reasons

("Tent Work," pp. 187—9) for placing the

Holy of Holies on the rock. We should

then " see the Holy House in its natural

and traditional position on the top of the

mountain ; we see the courts descending on

either side, according to the present slopes

of the hill ; we find the great rock galleries

dropping naturally into their right places ;

and finally, we see the temple, by the im

mutability of Oriental custom, still a temple,

and the site of the great altar still conse

crated [?] by the beautiful little chapel of

the chain." But see Porter i. p. 125; Pal.

Explor. p. 4, also pp. 342, 343; " Our Work

in Palestine," chs. viii. and ix. ; "Recovery

of Jerusalem," ch. xii., Ac. Quot viatoret,

tot sententiae.]

Ver. 2.—And the house [i.e., not the

whole structure, but the main building, ex

clusive of porch (ver. 3) and side chambers

(ver. 5)] which Hug Solomon built for the

Lord, the length thereof was threescore

cubits [But what was the length of the

cubit? (hlj^!) This unfortunately is by no

means certain, as the Jews wonld seem to

have had three different cubits. All the

ancient measures, both Jewish and Gentile,

were taken from parts of the body. Thus

we find a "finger-breadth" (Jer. Iii. 21),

" hand-breadth" (1 Kings vii. 26), "span"

(1 Sam. xvii. 24), and the Greeks had their

lamAos iroit and irqvvc, and the Romans

their cubitus, pet, digitus, Ac. ntps is used

initsproper sense (ulna) Deuteronomy iii. 11.

Probably at first it signified, like Trijyiic, the

length from point of elbow to tip of little or

middle finger. But it is obvious that this was

an uncertain measure, and hence perhaps

arose cubits of different length . According to

Gesen. the cubit here mentioned, which was

the older or sacred Mosaic cubit (2 Chron.

iii. 3), was six palms, while that of Ezekiel

(Ezek. xl. 5 ; xliii. 13), the roval Babylonian

cnbit, was seven, but on this as well as

other points the authorities are very far

from agreed. " The length of the cubit is

one of the most knotty points of Hebrew

archeology " (Diet. Bib." iii. p. 17361. There

is a general consensus of opinion, however.
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in favour of understanding the cubit here

mentioned as measuring 18 inches. Fer-

gusson (Diet. Bib. iii. 1451) considers this to

be beyond question. It is certainly note

worthy that the measurements of Kings and

Chronicles, of Ezra and Ezekiel, of Jose

phus and the Talmud, all agree, and we

know that Josephus always uses the Greek

cubit of 18 inches. Mr. Conder, however,

maintains that the Hebrew cubit amounts

to no more than sixteen inches. He says,

" Maimonides tells us that the temple cubit

was of 48 barleycorns, and any one who will

take the trouble to measure barleycorns, will

find that three go to the inch "—which gives

16 inches for the cubit. To this argument,

which is not perhaps of much weight, he

adds, what is of much greater moment,

that " the Galilean synagogues, measured

by it, give round numbers " (pp. 187—8)]

and the breadth thereof twenty cubits,

and the height thereof thirty cubits. [It

thus appears that the temple was but a

small—compared with many churches, a

very small—building. But its purpose and

object must be considered. It was dot for

assemblies of the people. The congregation

never met within it, but the worship was

offered towards it. It was a place for the

Holy Presence, and for the priests who

ministered before it.]

Ver. 3.—And the porch [d!?-1X, forepart,

projection (Vorhalle, Gesenius). The porch

was not a colonnade—that is called a
'•porch of pillan" (ch. vii. 6), but was formed

by simply prolonging the side walls, and

possibly the roof (see below). Bahr holds

that it had only side walls and cieling, and

was entirely open in front ; and the fact that

no mention is made of any door or opening,

though the doors of the other parts of the

edifice are all referred to (vers. 8, 31, 33),

certainly favours this view, as also does the

position of the pillars of ch. vii. 21] before

the temple of the house [The house, or main

building (ver. 2), had two parts. (1) "The

temple of the home " (^3*n « " spacious,"

hence "magnificent building," "palace," as

in Prov. xxx. 28 ; Dan. i. 4. Gesen., Thes.

i. 375). The same word is used of the taber

nacle (1 Sam. L 9), of the royal palace (1

Kings xxi. 1 ; 2 Kings xx. 18 ; Psa. xlv. 8, 15),

and of heaven (2 Sam. xxii. 7, &o.) This was

the va&c par excellence, and is called " the

great house," because of its superior size and

height, in 2 Chr. iii. 5. (9) The oracle OW)

see on ver. 5. The two bore a rough resem

blance to the nave and chancel of a Gothic

church], twenty cubits was the length

thereof according to the breadth of the

house [The porch, i.e., extended across the

entire front, or east end of the temple] and

ten cubits was the breadth [i.e., depth]

thereof before the house. [The height of

the porch, of which no mention is made

here, is stated in 2 Chron. iii. 4 as 120

cubits (say 180 feet), but there is surely

some mistake in the figures. For (1) This

is " unlike anything we know of in ancient

architecture " (Fergusson). (2). A porch of

such dimensions would surely have been

called ^Ijp not D^IX (Thenius.Keil). (3) It

is doubtful whether an erection of so great

a height, with such a slender basis, would

stand. It would certainly be out of all pro

portion. Towers are generally built about

three times the height of the adjoining nave,

but this would be six times as high, and

moreover the porch did not taper to a point

like a Gothic spire. It is much more

probable, therefore, that there is a corrup

tion of the text of Chronicles (see on 2 Chron.

iii. 4)—errors in numbers are by no means

infrequent—than that such a column could

be erected to serve as a porch, or if erected—

and this consideration appears to me to be

decisive—could have been passed over by

our author without notice. It is impossible,

however, to say positively what the height

of the porch was. Probably 30 cubits, the

height of the house, Stanley character

istically puts it down as " more than 200

feet." It may be remarked here that Fer<

gusson, following Josephus and the Talmud,

contends that the temple had another build

ing of the same height above it. See Diet.

Bib. iii. p. 1456, and note on ver. 20.]

Ver. 4.—And for the house he made win

dows of narrow lights. [There has been

much disputation over these words. The

older expositors generally follow (as does

the marg.) the Chaldee and Rabbins : " win-

dowt broad within and narrow without ; "

windows, i.e„ somewhat like the loopholes

of ancient castles. The windows of the

temple would then have resembled those of

Egyptian sacred buildings. (It is not im

plied that there was any conscious imitatiorl

of Egypt, though Fergusson surely forgets

the affinity with Pharaoh (ch. iii. l),the trade

with Egypt (ch. x. 28), and the favour with

which some Egyptian fashions were re

garded (Cant. i. 9), when he oontends that

the chosen people would never take the

buildings of their ancestral enemy for a

model.) But this meaning is not supported
by the original (D'Q^S Di9p^), the literal

interpretation of which is "closed beams"

(cf. chap. vii. 4, 5), and which the most

competent scholars now understand to mean

" closed orfixed lattices, i.e., the lattices of

the temple windows were not movable, as

in domestic architecture (2 Kings i. 2 ; xiii.
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17 ; Dan. vi. 10). So Gesenius, De Wette,

Keil, Ba lr, aj.] ,

Ver. 5.—And against [or upon, 7}> ; they

rested on the wall] the wall of the house

[here meaning both temple and oracle : see

below] he built chambers [Marg. floor:

The Orig. is JWV? (Keri, yy}) singular =

itratum ttravit, spread out). Bymm.

translates myaorpmua. Gesenius remarks

that the word is used here and in ver. 10 in

the masculine of the whole of the side struc

ture, while in ver. 6 it is used in the femi-

mine of the single stories. The floors bore

this name, \rVKL because they were spread

upon, not inserted into the walls. Bawlinson

has evidently confounded this word with

y^K (see below) when he says, " The

Hebrew word here used would be best trans

lated a lean-to." Both words are translated

alike "chambers" in the Authorized Ver

sion, but the first means stories or floors ;

the second may, perhaps, signify lean-tos]

round about, against [It is doubtful

whether P8< is here, as commonly.merely the

sign of the accusative, or is the preposition

" with," meaning "in -connexion with," cum

parietibus (Seb. Schmidt), in which case its

meaning would approach very closely to

that of by above. Bahr remarks that 7J and

HM are used elsewhere as almost synony

mous, and refers to Psa. iv. 7 in connexion

with Psa. lxvii. 2. Keil translates, " As for

the walls " (Anlangend die Wande), but

this gives us an unfinished sentence. It is

probably an accusative, explicative of the

preceding clause = " I mean the walls," <fcc.,

the singular, wall, having being used above.

This additional clause] the walls of the

house round about [would then mean that

the term "house" is to be understood as

including both temple and oracle (and ex

cluding porch), as the next words define it],

both of the temple and of the oracle [The

floors, i.e., ran round the south, west, and

north sides of the building. Stanley aptly

compares them to the little shops which

nestle under the continental cathedrals;

though the side aisles of some Gothic

churches, viewed externally, would perhaps

better represent their proportions] and he

made chambers [JwPV, literally, ribs,

beams, (Gesenius); Rippen (Bahr). The de

sign of the word is clearly to oonvey that

the floors were " divided by partitions into

distinct compartments" (Merz). According

to Ezek. xli. 6 (where, however, the reading is

doubtful) there were thirty-three of these side

chambers ; according to Josephus (Ant. viii.

3. 2) thirty. Thenius is probably not so far

wrong when he sees in these chambers bed

rooms. A sort of monastery would seem to

have been attached to the temple. So many

chambers could hardly have been required

for the " preservation of temple stores and

utensils" (Keil), or of offerings (Ewald).

Whatever their use, we can hardly suppose

that they were wholly without light, though

nothing is said about windows. They may

have had " fixed lattices." It is to be re

membered that the priests and Levites min

istered " by night in the house of the Lord "

(Psa. exxxiv. 1)] round about.

Ver. 6.—The nethermost chamber [Heb.

floor; et. Ezek. xli. 6] was five cubits

broad [It must be remembered that all

the measurements are those of the interior],

and the middle was six cubits broad, and

the third was seven cubits broad : for [Ex

planation how these differences of size

arose] without [i.e., on the outside] in the

 

wall of [Heb. omits] the house [main build

ing—nave, and chancel] he made [Heb. put]

narrowed rests [marg. " narrowings or re-

batements." The word DiyjlD means lessen

ings, deductions; AbsStte, Gesen. (Thesaurus,

i. 304). Bahr. The outside of the temple

wall took the shape of three (or four) steps,

and presented three ledges for the beams to

rest upon. See below] round about [same

word as in ver. 6. The recesses in the wall

ran round the north, west, and south sides

of the building ; they were co-extensive, i.e. ,

with the flats or side-chambers], that the

beams should not be fastened [Heb. that no

fastening] into the walls of the house. [The

meaning is perfectly clear, viz., that the

timbers should not be let into the walls,

( " they had not hold in the wall of the

house," Ezek. xli. 6) ; but why this was for

bidden is not quite so certain. According to

Bahr, it was in order to preserve the great

and costly stones of the temple intact ; but

others, with greater probability, hold that it

was because it appeared unseemly to have

the side-chambers, which were for semi
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secular purposes (cubicles, perhaps), made

an actual part of the sacred edifice. Any

how, it is clear that the beams rested on

ledges made in the walls ; but whether in the

temple wall only, or in the outer wall of

the side structure also, is uncertain. The

preceding sketch will not only illustrate

the difference, but will help the reader to

understand the description preceding. In

drawing (1) rebatements are showed only in

the temple or inner wall. In (2) they are

showed in both walls. In (1) the edifice is

represented with a flat ; in (2) with a span

roof.

Keil decides in favour of the first arrange

ment (1), and Bahr says somewhat posi

tively, " The outer wall of the structure had

no rests." In fact, he suggests that the

whole of this side building may have been of

wood. It must be admitted that we do know

that there were rebatements in the wall A,

whereas nothing is said as to the outer wall

r. It may also be reasonably alleged that

the considerations of fitness and sacredness

which forbade the insertion of the beams

into the sanctuary wall would not apply to

the outer wall, which was a part of the side

structure only. Against this view, how

ever, may be urged the extreme thickness of

wall which this method of buildmg would

necessitate. For unless we suppose that

the floor of the ground story rested on the

rock, and so was quite detached from the

building, we must suppose four rebatements,

so that if the wall at the top were two cubits

wide, it would be no less than six cubits (or

nine feet) at the bottom. It is true that the

walls of ancient buildings were of extra

ordinary thickness, but it must also be re

membered that the temple was not fifty feet

high. However, Ezek. xli. 9 suggests that

the outside wall (b) may have been five cubits

in thickness, and, if so, the inner wall would

hardly be less. Fergusson, therefore, has

some justification for puttiug each wall

down as five cubits wide ; but on the whole,

perhaps, the plan represented in (1) appears

the more probable.

The historian here digresses for a moment

to speak of the remarkable and, indeed,

unprecedented way in which the temple

was built. The stories were shaped and

prepared beforehand in the quarry, so that

there was nothing to do on their arrival

in the temple area but to fit them into

their place in the building.]

Ver. 7.—And the house, when it was In

building, was built of stone made ready

[Heb. perfect. This does not mean unhewn,

though roosts' D'Ufi is undoubtedly used

in Deut. xxvii. 6 (of. Exod. xx. 25) of un

hewn or virgin stone ; and Gesenius would

so understand the expression here. But

the context seems rather to convey the idea

that the stones were not shaped on the

spot. It was apparently the belief of the

ancients that stones of proper shape and

size were provided in their bed by God (so

Theodoret and Procopius.) It is incon

ceivable, however, that no dressing or pre

paration of any kind would be required ; an

idea, moreover, which is contradicted by ch.

v. 18. When Gardiner (in Bahr, American

edition) quotes Keil (in his earlier work) as

understanding " all unviolated stones of the

quarry," he hardly does justice to that

author, who straightway adds, " that is, not

altogether unhewn stones . . . but stones

thatwere so hewn and wrought in the quarry

that neither hammer," <£c. (see below).

Similarly Thenins and Bahr] before it was

brought thither [so the Authorized Version

renders vBD but mistakenly. It means, the

quarry (Gesenius, Keil. For the construc

tion, see Ewald, 289a, and Gesenius, Gram,

od. Rbdiger, p. 170.) The verb »D3 is

used of quarrying in ch. v. 31 (Heb.) Where

was this quarry ? The general idea is that

it was in the Lebanon. And it is not to be

denied that some of the massive substruc

tions and comer-stones of the temple may

have been brought from the mountain, along

with the wood ; but the bulk of the stone,

there can be no doubt, was found much

nearer home. Some of it, according to the

Jlishna (Middoth, iii. 4), came from Bethle

hem j but we can hardly be mistaken in

believing that for the most part it was

quarried in Jerusalem itself, under the very

temple rock, and out of the vast caverns

recovered some years ago by Dr. Barclay

(see his " City of the Great King "), the

" Royal Caverns " of Josephus. See " Quart.

Journal," Pal. Explor. Fund (No. vii.), pp.

373, 374, and cf. p. 34. There are un

mistakable evidences of these extensive

caverns having served as a quarry. Not

only are the walls cut straight, but rude

masses are left here and there to support the

roof, and, what is still more convincing,

there are stones more or less cut out of the

rock, and incisions are made where stones

are to be quarried. There was no reason

why the workmen should go far afield for

stone when they had it, and of very excellent

quality, at their own doors] : so that there

was neither hammer [Heb. and hammert.

Keil understands " finished stones of the

quarry, and hammer, and axe." But tho

word "was built" (nJ3J), coming as it

does between "quarry" and "hammers,"

almost forbids this connexion] nor axe
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[Heb. the axe] nor any tool [Heb. every

tool] of Iron heard In the house, while it

was building. [The historian remarks on

this, not only because it was so unusual,

but with the evident idea that it was a ful

filment of the spirit of the law (Deut. xxvii.

5, 6), which required the altar to be of

virgin stones, untouched by tool of iron. If

the quarries are to be identified with the

"Royal Caverns," it is easy to understand

how the temple rose up in silence.

Ver. 8.—After recording this interesting

and singular fact, the historian resumes his

description of the side-building. The door

[or entrance, doorway, ring, as in ver. 31]

for [Heb. of] the middle chamber [gene

rally understood to mean " the middle side

chamber of the lower story." But this is

by no means necessary, for (1) vbf, may

signify the suite of rooms, i.e., the entire

story or flat, as well as a single lean-to or

compartment, and (2) np'nn is used in the

next clause of the middle ttory. This hag

led Thenius, Keil, Ewald, Bahr, al. to sub

stitute mhnnn (following the LXX. and

Targum), which would give the sense of

" lower story " (as in Ezek. xli. 7). Bahr

says this "must necessarily be read."

That this emendation has much in its

favour must be allowed, but it seems also

certain that we get a perfectly clear mean

ing from the text as it stands, viz. , that " the

door (leading to) the middle floor was (on

the ground floor) on the right side," Ac. It

is hardly likely that all the compartments

on the ground floor had only one approach,

and the doors which communicated with

them may well have been passed over as

requiring no special notice. But the his

torian feels it necessary to state how the

second and third stories were reached, and

the staircase which led to them lauses him

to speak of the position of the door which

opened upon it] was In the right aide

[Heb. shoulder. This word (in.p) almost

implies that the door was in the external

wall of the side structure, not in the wall of

the holy place (as Bottcher, al.) The fact

that the floor-joists were not inserted into

the temple walls, as being inconsistent with

the dignity of the sanctuary, makes it almost

a certainty that there was no direct com

munication between the building and its

dependanee. It is very improbable that

the walls of the house were anywhere broken

through. The " right side " was the south

side (chap. vii. 89), i.e., the right, not as

one faced the oracle, but, like the building,

faced east. What was the exact position

of the door, whether in the centre, or at

either angle, it is impossible to eay] of the

house: and they went up with winding

staire [D'?A is only found here and in

2 Chron. iii. The staircase was obviously

unlike those of most Eastern buildinps,

within the side structure. Even if the

outer wall was five- cubits thick, of which we

have no proof, it is very doubtful whether

the staircase would or could be constructed

within it] Into [Heb. upon] the middle

chamber [or story] , and out of the middle

Into the third.

Ver. 9.—So he built the house and

finished it [i.e., the exterior (see on ver.

14)] and covered [i.e., roofed, same word

Deut. xxxiii. 21 ; Jer. xxii. 14 ; Hag. i. 4.

There is no reference to the lining of cedar

which was applied to the interior. That is

described in ver. 15] the house with beams

and boards [Heb. rows, rank*. The same

word is used of soldiers 2 Kings xi. 8, 15]

of cedar. [It has been universally held till

quite lately that the roof was either vaulted

(Thenius) or flat (Bahr, Keil). But Mr.

Fergusson has alleged some reasons for

believing that it was a span or gable roof.

It is true that Oriental buildings almost

invariably have externally flat (internally

arched) roofs. In Palestine, because of the

scaroity of timber, no other form is possible.

But the temple, as we have seen, was con

structed after the model of the tabernacle,

and the latter, as the name almost implies,

and as necessity would require, had a ridged

roof (see Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1453). It does

not necessarily follow, however, as Fergus-

son assumes, that the temple followed the

tabernacle in this respect. It is obvious

that when a " house was built unto the name

of the Lord," the form of the tent might

be abandoned as inappropriate. It is true

that this shape would be consecrated to

them by mauy centuries of use, but it is

also possible that in a house it would strike

them as altogether bizarre.]

Ver. 10.—And then [Heb. omits] he built

chamber* [Heb. the floor (J?1¥*n). The

word (masculine) is here again used of the

eutire side structure] against all the house,

five cubits high [i.e., each story was five

cubits (7J feet). The three stories would

altogether measure fifteen cubits, and of

course something must be allowed for joists,

floors, Ao. The entire height of the side

structure (exterior) would consequently be

about 18 or 20 cubits. And as the house

was internally 30 cubits high, the exterior

measurement would probably be about 32

cubits. It has hence been inferred that

between the side structure and the top of

temple wall there would be a clear space of

12 or 14 cubits, in which the windows were

inserted. But this is based on the assump
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tion that the side structure had a flat roof,

which is by no means certain. If the roof

leaned against the walls of the house, with

a low pitch, there would still be space

amply sufficient for the clerestory windows.

Rawimson's diagram (p. 511), whieh gives

30 cubits as the height from basement to

ridge of roof, and only allows 20 cubits for

height of walls, practically makes the house

20 instead of 30 cubits high, for it is hardly

likely that it had an open roof. In fact, we

know that it had a cieling (ver. 14), which

must have been at the height of 30 cubits

(see the diagrams on p. 102. In (1) house

and side structure are represented with flat,

in (2) with ridged or sloping roofs), un

less there was an upper chamber above the

house, as to which see ver. 20. Rawlinson's

diagram has this further defect, that he

allows nothing for thickness of joists, floors,

and cielings. If we allow one cubit for each

floor, then, on his plan, there would be little

or no room left for the windows. This verse

, is hardly to be considered as a repetition of

ver. 5, the side structure being here men

tioned in connexion with its height and

the materials used in its construction] and

they rested on [the meaning of tho Heb.

Wti') has been much disputed. It is un

certain what is the nominative, Solomon

(as in |3!1), or the "floor" (just referred to in

inD1p). Gesenius understands the former,

and renders, " he covered the house," Ao.

Thenius, " he fastened the floor," &o. Keil

adopts the latter alternative, ' ' it held to the

house with cedar beams." It may be urged

against this rendering (as also against

Thenius's) that beams which merely retted

on the walls would hardly bind or hold the

side structure to the main building. But it

is almost impossible to decide between these

interpretations. We may either render "he

covered," Ac. (with Chald., Vulg.) in which

case ver. 10 would agree with ver. 9 (each,

i.e., would refer to the roofing ; ver. 9 to

roof of temple ; ver. 10 to roof of side

structure and its stories) ; or we may take

the words to mean " it laid hold of, i.e.,

rested on] the house with timber of cedar.

At this point the historian interrupts his

description of the building to record the

gracious promise made to the king during

its erection. It should, perhaps, be stated

tnat this (vers. 11—14) is omitted in the

Vat. LXX. But it has every mark of genuine

ness.]

Ver. 11.—And the word of the Lord came

to Solomon [probably through the prophet

Nathan. It cannot well have been a direct

communication, for the tecond direct revela

tion is mentioned in chap. ix. 2 (of. iii. 5).

The original promise was made by Nathan

(2 Sam. vii. 12). It seems exceedingly

probable that the promise would be renewed

through him if he were still alive] saving,

Ver. 12.—Concerning [or, as to. There

is nothing, however, in the Hebrew] this

house which thou art In building

Cf. |yi, vers. 5, 9, 10] If thou wilt walk' la

my statutes [the connexion of ideas seems

to be this, " Thou art doing well to build

the house ; thou art fulfilling my good

pleasure (2 Sam. vii. 13) ; if thou wilt go on

and in other matters wilt keep," Ac. It is to

be observed that this promise contains a

faint note of warning. Possibly Solomon

had already betrayed some slight tokens of

declension] , and execute my Judgments, and

keep all my commandments to walk in

them; then will I perform [literally, con

firm. Same word as in ch. ii. 3. The

" word of the Lord " is the echo of the word

of David] my word with thee, which I

spake onto David thy father [i.e., the word

mentioned ch. ii. 4 and found 2 Sam. vii.

12 sqq.] .

Ver. 13.— And I will dwell among the

children of Israel, and will not forsake my

people Israel [cf. Deut. xxxi. 6. A fresh

element is here introduced into the promise,

arising out of the erection of the temple.

God had pledged His presence to the taber

nacle (Exod. xxv. 8 ; xxix. 45 ; cf. Levitt

xxvi. 11). And the temple was reared to

be His dwelling-place (ch. viii. 13 ; 2 Chron.

vi. 2). He now assures the royal builder

that he will occupy it. " Jehovah Shammah "

(Ezek. xlviii. 35). The covenant relation

shall be more firmly established.

Ver. 14.—So Solomon built the house and

finished it [though these words are a repe

tition of ver. 9, yet they are not without

significance. Encouraged by the promise

just made, he proceeded with the interior,

of which the narrative henceforth treats.

Ver. 9 speaks of the finishing of the shell.

Ver 15.—And he built [i.e., constructed,

covered] the walls of the house within

[but not without also, as Stanley affirms,

" Its massive stonewalls were entirely cased

in cedar, ro as to give it the appearance of

a rough log-house "] with boards [or beams

(flW^V) : same word as in vers. 5—8] of

cedar [Heb. cedars. The practice of cover

ing stone walls with a lining of wood, which

in turn was ornamented with gold or colour

(Jer. xxii. 14), seems to have had its origin

m Phoenicia (Bahr), and may have been

suggested to Solomon by his Zidonian work

men (Cf. 2 Chron. ii. 14), both the floor of

the house and the walls of the cieling [This

gives no sense and is against the Hebrew,

which is as the marg.—"from the floor . . •
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unto the wall*," &e. The expression „ walls

of the deling," though it may he taken to

mean " the walls where they join the

cieling," is peculiar, and the suggestion that

tor ni"Vp icalit, we should read Jimp

beams—the word of the parallel verse in

2 Chron.—has everything in its favour.

The LXX . reads rug r&v Iokuv] : and [omit]

he covered them on the Inside with wood

[This is apparently a mere repetition. The

A. V. would lead us to suppose that a fresh

particular was stated. We learn from

2 Chron. iii. 6 that not only were the walls,

or their wooden lining, covered with plates

of gold, "gold of Parvaim," but they were

likewise ornamented with precious stones] ,

and he covered the floor of the house with

planks of fir [see on ch. v. 8] .

Ver. 16.—And he built twenty cubits on

[Heb. from] the aides of the house both the

floor and the walls [Heb. as in ver. 15,

" from the floor to the walls " (or beams).

If JlVvp is a copyist's error, it is repeated

here] with boards of cedar [He is now speak

ing of the wooden partition which separated

the oracle from the temple of the house. At

a distance of 20 cubits, measured along the

sides from the west end of the house, he

erected a cedar wall which reached from the

floor to the cieling] he even built them ] i.e.,

the 20 cubits] for it [the house] within

[The meaning is clear, though the construc

tion is somewhat involved, viz., that he

reared this partition inside the house to

separate a portion for the oracle] even for

the oracle [Heb. an oracle] even for the

most holy place [Heb. for the holy of

holies] .

Ver. 17.—And the house, that Is, the

temple before it [or, the anterior temple.

The portion of the structure before the

oracle is sometimes called, as here, " the

house ; " sometimes (as in ver. 5) " the

temple ; " sometimes (as in ver. 4) " the

temple of the house ; " or, as here again,

" the front temple," "ith is supposed to be

an adjective formed from Thenius,

however, supposes that "VJ'I (oracle) has

fallen out of the text. Our author now

describes the division of the building into

holy and most holy place] was forty cubits

long".

Ver. 18.—And the cedar of the house

within [lit. cedar (wood) was placed against

the house inside] was carved with knops

[Heb. sculpture of gourds. The sculpture

is in apposition to cedar. The authorities

are divided as to the kind of sculpture in

tended. Keil thinks they were bassi relievi;

Bahr contends that, like those of the Egyp

tian monuments, they were sunken. D'l'fJ?

is generally assumed to be synonymous with

flypS "squirting cucumbers" (2 Kings iv.

39, note). Bahr, however, justly observes that

a deadly fruit, such as this is described to

have been, was hardly likely to be employed

in the decoration of the sanctuary, and he

would render the word " buds." Keil thinks

the gourds were oval ornaments, something

like the wild gourd, which ran in rows along

the walls. See the illustration, " Slab from

Kouyunjik," Diet. Bib. ii. p. 49] and open

flowers [lit. burstings of flowers. These

words again are very variously interpreted.

Thenius : festoons of flowers ; Keil : open

flower buds ; Qesen. : expanded flowers] :

all was cedar; there was no stone seen.

[Really, the cedar was no more seen than

the stone, for this in turn was overlaid with

gold (ver. 22.)]

Ver. 19.—And the oracle [Heb. an oracle.

Heb. "V3 ;l probably from "Q^ speak. 8c

Jerome, o'raculum ; and Aquila and Symm.

xpiuortarripiov. Gesenius, Bahr, al., how

ever, interpret the word to mean the hinder

part, adytum he prepared In the house

within [ht. in the midst of the house within,

i.e., between the Holy Place and the end

structure] to set there [the principal purpose

which the oracle served. JFin = ]"!£) with re

peated syllable. Cf. 1 Kings xvii. 14, Keri]

the ark of the covenant of the Lord.

Ver. 20.—And the oracle in the forepart

[or, the interior of the oracle. Keil, after

Kimchi, maintains that \)B^ is the con

struct of the noun D'??1?. See ver. 29,

where it clearly means interior, as its oppo-

sition to "without" shows. The A. V.

yields no sense] was twenty cubits In length,

and twenty cubits In breadth, and twenty

cubits in the height thereof [that is to say,

it was a perfect cube. When we consider

that the oracle of the tabernacle was a cube

of ten cubits and the Holy City (Rev. xxi.

16 ; cf. Ezek. xlviii. 8—35, especially ver. 20)

is a cube of 12,000 furlongs, we cannot but

regard these measurements as significant.

To the ancients the square seemed the most

appropriate shape to express the idea of

moral perfection. The idea of the cube

consequently was that of entire complete

ness, of absolute perfection. A little light

is thrown on this subject by the use of

rerpdyuvog among the Greeks. See the

quotation from Simonides in Plat. Protag.

334 a; Arist. Rhet. iii. 11; Eth. Nic. i. 10,

11, and compare the familiar " totus teres

atque rotundus." The height of the oracle

(internally) being only twenty cubits, while

that of the house was thirty (ver. 2), several

questions of some interest suggest them

selves for consideration. It is perhaps
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impossible in the present state of our know

ledge to arrive at any very positive conclu

sions, but it may be well, nevertheless, if

only to show in how much uncertainty the

architecture of the temple is involved, to

state them. First among them is this:

Was the roof of the temple flat or ridged ?

(See above on ver. 9). (2) In either case,

was the height of thirty cubits, or any uni

form height, maintained throughout, or

was the roof of the oracle some ten cubits

lower than that of the house? The analogy

of the tabernacle, of which the temple was

a copy, would lead us to suppose that the

ridge—if there was a ridge—of the entire

building was level and unbroken, though the

analogy of the Gothic church, which, we

have already seen, is almost a reproduction

of the temple, suggests that the oracle (like

the chancel, and, it may be added, like the

adytum of Egyptian temples) may possibly

have had a lower roof. But (3), supposing

the same height was maintained from end

to end, to what use, if any, was the vacant

space of ten cubits (15 feet) between cieling

and roof of oracle applied? It has been

held by some that there was a chamber

here, but that it was empty, being formed,

in fact, not for use, but in order to procure

the cubical shape of the oracle. Others

contend that this upper room, or one which

ran the entire length of the building, was

designed to serve as a receptacle for the

reliques of the tabernacle, and they would

identify it with the nV1?!? (LXX. T& iirepyov)

of 2 Chron. iii. 9. And untrustworthy as

Josephus is when not supported by inde

pendent evidence, it is worth mentioning

here that both he and the Talmud "per

sistently assert that there was a superstruc

ture on the temple equal in height to the

lower part " (Fergusson, who, consequently, is

of opinion that there undoubtedly was some

such superstructure, as in the tomb of

Darius, near Persepolis (see Diet. Bib. iii.

pp. 1456, 1457), and that it was used for

worship (2 Kings xxiii. 12), where see note).

Bahr, however, argues forcibly against this

idea. He says, inter alia, that there was no

approach provided to these chambers; but

our account is so manifestly imperfect that

this argument is at the best a precarious

one. He sees in the " upper chambers "

(the Hebrew word is plural) the upper

stories of the side structure. He agrees,

however, with Ewald that there was a

chamber over the oracle, but thinks it was

unoccupied. Keil identifies this space with

the "upper chambers" of 2 Chron. iii. 9,

and upon the whole this appears to be the

most feasible view. (4) How was the cieling,

whether with or without this upper chamber,

and whether at the height of twenty or thirty

cubits—-how was it supported ? For " no

cedar beam could be laid across a space of

twenty cubits without sinking in the centre

by its own weight." Fergusson hence argues

that the roof must have been carried on

pillars—four in the sanctuary and ten in the

hall. He remarks that they were used in

the house of the Forest of Lebanon, where

they were lea suitable than here] : and he

overlaid it [lit. made it shine] with pure

gold [marg. shut up (from "Ijp clamit).

Cf. Job xxviii. 15 (Heb.) The same gold is

described as "ltno (Exod. xxv. 11) and 3to

(2 Chron. iii. 8). It is called " shut up gold,"

not because it was concealed (cei/iiXiovj, but

because of the exclusion of impure mgre

dients (Vulg. aurum purissimum). The lavish

use of gold in the interior of the temple—its

weight 600 talents (75,000 lbs.), its value

almost incalculable—was not for mere dis

play (for most of it was never seen except by

the priests), but was symbolical of light and

purity (Job xxxvii. 22, 23; Rev. xxi. 18),

and stamped the place as the abode of Him

who dwclleth in light (1 Tim. vi. 16). See

Bahr in loc. The palace of the Lord must be

" exceeding magnifical." The overlaying was

not gilding, but laminae of gold were attached

to the woodwork with nails. This art was

probably derived from Egypt (Exod. xxv. 11,

13). Egyptian figures ornamented with gold

plates are found both in the Louvreand British

Museum. See Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyp

tians," ii. p. 233 sqq.) Rawliuson remarks

that " suoh ornamentation was common in

Babylon, in Assyria, and in Media." Seelsa.

xlvi. 6; Herod, i. 98; Layard, ii. 264. In

addition to the gold, the house was garnished

with precious stones (2 Chron. iii. 6). Cf.

1 Chron. xxix. 2, 8]; and so covered the

[Heb. an] altar which was of cedar. [The

italics in the A. V. lead us to suspect a mis

translation, and such it proves to be. What

the writer means, supposing the present text

to be retained, is, not that Solomon covered

the cedar altar with gold, but that he overlaid

the (stone ?) altar with cedar. It is true the

article is wanting, but this may perhaps be

accounted for by the fact that the altar is

now mentioned for the first time (Keil). It

is much more probable, however, that the

text has been slightly oorrupted. The LXX.

reads, xal lwoitiin (hMnaariipiov (Cod. Alex,

adds KtSpov), which proves that the Seventy

had &W>1 instead of FlV*l in their text. If

so, the absence of the article is at once ex

plained, and an unmeaning repetition in

ver. 22 avoided. The mention of the altar

—of course it is the altar of incense that is

meant : the altar of burnt sacrifice was out

side the building—in connexion with the
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oracle is significant. In ver. 22 it is called

the "altar that (belonged) to the oracle,"

because it stood just outside it. In the

tabernacle it was placed ' ' before the vail "

(Exod. xxx. 6; xl. 5, 26; Lev-it. xvi. 12—18),

and it occupied this position because the

incense burned upon it was offered before

the Invisible Presence within. It is an

argument in favour of the textual emenda

tion suggested above that the altar in the

tabernacle was of wood (Exod. xxx. y, and

that Ezekiel speaks of the " altar of wood "

(ch. xli. 22), the altar of sacrifice being of

earth, stones (Exod. xx. 24, 25), or brass

(2 Ghron. iv. 1). If we retain the Received

Text we are almost compelled to believe that

this altar was also of stone, as the; would

hardly cover a wooden altar with wood.

Ver. 21.—So [Heb. And. The ornamen

tation of the holy place is next mentioned]

Solomon overlaid the house [as well as the

oracle] within with pure gold : and he made

a partition by the chains of gold before the

oracle [These words are extremely obscure.

Tbe prevailing view is that of Gesenius, al.,

that 13ti="he bolted," Ac. But, if so,

what did the chains bolt? Bahr says, the

boards of the cedar partition, just as the

bars fastenedtogether the boards of the taber

nacle (Exod. xxvi. 26—29). Gesen. himself

(together with Kail, marg.,aZ.) understands

the doors, "he bolted the doors of the

oracle," so as to keep them closed, except

on the day of atonement. But the literal

rendering is, " he carried over with chains

of gold before the oracle," where nothing is

said of either boards or doors. The more

natural interpretation, therefore, would per

haps be : he carried on the gold plates of the

house in chains of gold across the partition,

and so fastened it to the side walls. Per

haps this was done to avoid any fracture of,

or insertion into, the stonework] ; and he

overlaid it [What? Keil says, the cedar

altar last mentioned at the end of ver. 20.

But the altar has now dropped out of the

reader's, and therefore presumably out of

the writer's mind. It would be more natural

to understand the words of the oracle just

mentioned, but the adornment of the oracle

has already been related (ver. 20), and it is

hardly likely that having stated that it was

covered with pure gold in one verse, he would

mention that it was overlaid with gold in

the next. It looks as if the cedar partition

were referred to, the boards " before the

oracle "] with gold.

Ver. 22.—And the whole house he over

laid with gold [This no mere repetition,

more Hebraico, as Bahr and Keil would have

us think. Something additional must surely

be referred to, and 2 Chron. iii. 4 warrants

us in understanding this statement to in

clude the porch, the interior of which was

gilded. Because the porch is elsewhere (ver.

3) distinguished from the "house," it does

not follow that it can never be comprehended

under that term] until he had finished all

the house : also [Heb. and1 the altar that

was by [Heb. to. See on ver. 20] the oracle

he overlaid with gold.

Ver. 23.—And within the oracle [The

description now passes on to the mysterious

symbolic figures which were placed in the

holy of holies] he made two cherublms

[As to the nature, composition, and signifi

cance of the cherubim, see notes on Exod.

xxv. 19 ; xxxvii. 7. The only particulars

which will require notice here are those

in which the cherub of the temple differed

from that of the tabernacle] of olive tree

[Beb. treei or wood of oil. The oleaster

(wild olive) is supposed to be intended, the

proper name for the olive tree being JVI

(Neh. viii. 15). The wood of the oleaster,

which is firm, fine-grained, and durable,

was used by the Greeks for the images of

their gods (Winer). The cherubim of the

tabernacle were of solid gold ; those of the

temple, on account of their great size

(fifteen feet high) were necessarily of less

costly material. But though of wood, yet

the most durable and beautiful of wood,

the olive, was employed in their construc

tion. It is noticeable how olive wood is

employed for the cherubim and doors of

oracle, and for the posts of the temple

doorway ; the less precious cedar was used

for lining the walls and for beams, Ac.,

while for the floor and doors of house, the

commoner cypress sufficed] , each ten cubits

high. [Half the height of the oracle. They

occupied its entire width (ver. 24).

Ver 24.—And five cubits was the one wing*

of the cherub, and five cubits the other

wing of the cherub : from the uttermost

part of the one wing unto the uttermost

part of the other were ten cubits. [As the

four wings alone covered the whole extent

of the oracle, each pair must clearly have

been in contact on the body of the cherub.]

Ver. 25.—And the other cherub was ten

cubits ; both the cherublms were of one

measure and one size [or shape],

Ver. 26.—The height of the one cherub

was ten cubits, and so it was of the other

cherub. [The constant recurrence of the

number ten, the symbol of completeness

and perfection, is not to be overlooked.]

Ver. 27.—And he set the cherublms

within the Inner house : and they stretched

forth the wings of the cherublms [The

marg. reading, the cherubim stretched forth

their wings, is altogether inadmissible] , so

that the wing of the one touched the one

wall, and the wing of the other cherub
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touched the other wall, and their wings

touched one another In the midst of the

house. [In 2 Ghron. iii. 10 we are told

that the cherubim were of " image work "

(the meaning of the Heb. word is unknown].

We also learn that they "stood on their

feet " and, nnlike the cherubim of the taber

nacle, which faced each other (Exod. xxvii .

9), faced the throne, i.e., the cedar partition,

and the east. The object of this arrange

ment probably was to enable the wings to

be stretched out across the sanctuary. In

the tabernacle the wings were "spread out

on high " (Exod. xxv. 20 ; xxvii. 9). In

both cases the ark and mercy-seat were

placed under the overshadowing wings (ch.

viii. 6). There would be a clear space of

eight or nine cubits between the bodies of

the cherubim, and the ark only measured

i\ cubits (Exod. xxv. 10) in length and 1$

cubits in breadth. Unlike Ezekiel's cherubim

(Ezek. chs. i. x; of. Rev. iv. 7), these had

apparently but one face. The cherub was

not a simple, but a complex being, having

no unalterable and fixed form. See Bahr,

Symbolik, i. pp. 813, 814 j Diot. Bib. vol. i.

pp. 301—303.]
Ver. 28.—And he overlaid the cherublma

with gold.

Ver. 29.—And he carved all the walls of

the house round about with carved figures

of cherublma [lit. opening*, i.e., gravmgs

or indentations of cherubim. D'n-lfl? is

used of gravings in stone, Exod. xxviii. 11 ;

xxxix. 6: in metal, xxviii. 36; xxxix. 30]

and palm trees and open flowers [The open

flowers may well have been lilies (ch. vii.

19, 22, 26). It is uncertain whether there

were one or more rows of cherubim and

palms. Keil, arguing from the analogy of

Egyptian temples, contends for two or three

rows, but it is doubtful how far the Israel

ites, notwithstanding their new and inti

mate relations with the country, would take

Egypt and its idolatrous shrines for a

model. Ezek. xli. 18 tends to show that

the palm-trees alternated with the cherubs.

The cherubim may have had two faces, suoh

as he describes (ver. 19), the face of a man

on the one side, and the face of a young lion

on the other side ; but if so, they must have

differed in form from those of the oracle.

Possibly the open flowers formed a border,

or were sculptured in festoons, above, and

the gourds (or buds) formed a border below

(as in the Kouyunjik slab). But as to this

the text is silent.

But while we are ignorant of the precise

form and of the arrangement of these

ornamental carvings, we are not wholly in

the dark as to their symbolism. For every

thing in the temple, we may be sure, had a

meaning. Let us inquire, then, into the

significance of the cherubim, the palms,

and the flowers.

1. The Cherubim have been regarded by

some as symbols of the invisible Godhead,

by others as ' ' representations of the heavenly

spirits which surround the Lord of glory

and set forth psychical life at its highest

stage" (Keil); but it seems best to view

them as symbols of all animal life, includ

ing the highest and perhaps not excluding

the thought of Him who is the source and

spring of life, the Anima animantium (cf.

ch. xii. 28). Hence they are spoken of as

nvnn (Ezek. i. 5, 18, 15, Ac.) " the living

things" (compare ra Jiia, Rev. iv. 6, 8, 9),

and even as iljnn "the life " (Ezek. x. 14,

15, Ac.) The cherubim consequently speak

of the great animal kingdom before its

Creator. " Creaturely being reaches its

highest degree in those which have an

anima, and among these, the lion, the bull,

the eagle, and the man are the highest and

most complete" (Bahr). These shapes,

accordingly, were not inappropriate or un

meaning in a temple raised by the creature

to the glory of the Creator.

2. Just as the cherubim speak of animal,

so do the Palms of vegetable life. They are

" the princes of the vegetable kingdom "

(Linnaeus). " Amongst trees there is none

so lofty and towering, none which has such

a fair majestic growth, which is so ever

green, and which affords so grateful a shade

and snch noble fruits— fruits which are

said to be the food of the blessed in

paradise—as the palm " (Bahr), who also

adds that it is said to have as many ex

cellent properties as there are days in the

year, aud cites Humboldt as designating it

the " noblest of plants-forms to which the

nations have always accorded the meed of

beauty. " Judssa, he further remarks, is

the fatherland of the palm, so much so that

the palm in later days become the symbol of

Palestine (as on the well-known coin with

the legend Judaa capta). The palms,

therefore, tell of the vegetable world, and of

Him who fashioned its noble and graceful

forms.

3. And very similar was the testimony of

the Flowers. " Flowers and bloom have

been, from ancient times to our own, the

usual symbols of life-fulness. ... Bo then

by the flower-work, as well as by the cheru

bim and the palm-trees, was the dwelling of

Jehovah, which was adorned therewith, de

signated as an abode of life " (Bahr). On

the earthly dwelling-place of the Eternal,

that is to say, were everywhere pourtrayed

the various tokens of His Almighty power

and goodness. And the sigmficance of

each is the same. " Thou hast created all

things, and for thy pleasuro they ore, and
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were created." They were graved] within

and without. [These words, here and in ver.

30, are generally taken to mean "in the

oracle and in the house." But it is worthy of

consideration whether they do not rather

signify, "in the house and in the porch."

The latter was overlaid with gold (2 Chron.

iii. 4). It is doubtful whether |W'n^ on

the outside, can be applied to any part of

the interior, and here its application would

be to the oracle (Thenius)] .

Ver. 80.—And the floor of the house he

overlaid with gold, within and without.

Ver. 31.—And for the entering of the

oracle, he made doors [which hung on

golden hinges (oh. vii. 50] of olive tree

[see on ver. 23)], the lintel and side

posts were a fifth part of the wall. [The

meaning of the Hebrew words has been

much disputed. See Gesen. Thesaur, i.

pp. 43—15. Gesen. himself interprets as

A. V. : crepido cum postibus erat quinta

pan, i.e., quintam parietis partem occu-

pabat. The Rabbins : the " entablature

with side posts and threshold formed a

pentagon." But a pentagonal doorway is

without example in Eastern architecture.

Thenius: "the strength is generally

taken as an architectural term — crepido

portae, or entablature) of the posts was

a fifth." Rawlinson : " the lintel was one-

fifth of wall, and each door post one-fifth

of its height ; " in which case the doorway

would of course be a square of four oubits.

But perhaps the rendering of A. V. (with

whioh Keil and Bahr also agree) is more

natural. The meaning, consequently,

would be that the entrance to the oracle,

inclusive of the side posts which helped to

form it, occupied one-fifth of the extent of

the cedar partition. The entrance to the

house (ver. 33) was one-fourth of the wall

of the house.]

Ver. 32. — The two doors also were

[Rather, perhaps, " And he made " is to be

supplied from ver. 31, as Keil. Rawlinson

remarks that such doors as these are cha

racteristic of Assyrian gateways] of olive

tree : and he carved upon them carvings of

cherubims and palm trees and open flowers,

and overlaid them with gold, and spread

[*n;i Hiph. of TJJ] gold [Heb. the gold]

upon the cherubims and upon the palm

trees [The writer means, not that the carv

ing alone was gilded—as Thenius thinks, who

remarks on the effective contrast which the

dark red cedar and the bright gold would

furnish)—but that the gilding did not con

ceal the character of the carvings. It is

clear from ver. 22 that " all the house "

blazed with gold in every part. If thefloors

were covered with gold, we may be sure both

walls and doors would not be without their

coating of the precious metal. Our author

does not mention the curtain—it is clear that

the doors would not dispense with the neces

sity for a vail—but the chronicler does (2

Chron. iii. 14). It was necessary in order

to cover the ark (Exod. xl. 3, 21) ; hence

it was sometimes called " the vail of the

covering." But for this, when the doors

were opened on the day of atonement, the

priest in the holy place might have gazed

into the oracle. See on oh. viii. 8. The doors

opened outwardly (into the house). The

vail was suspended within the oracle.]

Ver. 83.—So also [i.e., similarly] made

he for the door [or entrance, doorway] of

the temple poets of olive tree, a fourth

[Heb. from a fourth] part of the wall. It

is uncertain whether we are to understand

the " fourth part " of the height or of the

breadth of the doorway, though the latter is

probably meant. The height of the wall is

variously estimated ; generally at 30(ver. 2),

but by Rawlinson at 20 cubits. But the

breadth is beyond dispute. It was 20 cubits.

The doorway, consequently, would be five

cubits wide. The effect of the preposition,

"from a fourth," is probably this: The

entrance with the side posts subtracted

one-fourth from the space of the wall.

Ver. 84.—And the two doors were [As in

ver. 32, the verb is to be supplied from the

verse preceding. " And he made two doors,

Ac.] of fir tree [C113 see note on ch. v. 8] :

the two leaves [lit. ribs, same word as in

vers. 5, 8, 10] of the one door were folding

[Heb. rolling] , and the two leaves [D'i^i?

is probably a clerical error for D'V^V arising

out of the y^j? in vers. 82, 35] of the other

[Heb. second] door were folding. [It seems

more natural to suppose that the leaves

were formed by a vertical than by a hori

zontal division. Indeed, it is doubtful

whether the word would be applied to

the latter arrangement. Keil objects to the

former on the ground that the leaves would

thus be only one cubit broad each, and the

opening of one leaf, consequently, would

be insufficient to admit of any person's pass

ing through. But to this it may be replied

(1) that the opening of two leaves would in

any case form a sufficiently wide entrance,

and (2) that it is not said that all the leaves

were of uniform width. Besides, the other

arrangement is without precedent in the

publio buildings of the East.]

Ver. 35.—And he carved thereon cheru

bims and palm trees and open flowers [The

constant recurrence of the same forms is in
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itself a proof that the; mast have been sig

mficant] , and covered them with gold fitted

upon the carved work [Heb. made straight

upon the engraved work. That is to say, the

gold fitted closely to all the uneven and in

dented surface of the figures. Elsewhere,

laminae were simply laid upon the level

walls, Ac.]

Ver. 36.—The description of the buildings

concludes with a brief reference to the en

ceinte or court. And he built the Inner court

[The mention of an inner court, called in

2 Chron. iv. 9 the " court of the priests,"

presupposes, of course, the existence of an

outer court. Our author does not mention

this, but the chronicler does, under the name

of "the great court." In Jer. xxxvi. 10, the

former is called the " higher court," because

it occupied a higher level] with three rows

of hewed stone and a row of cedar beams.

[These, it is thought, formed the enclosing

tcall of the court (the LXX. adds rwcXoSev).

The cedar beams were instead of coping-

stones. It has been supposed, however (J.

D. Michaelis), that these three rows of stone,

boarded with cedar, formed the pavement of

the court. But the question at once suggests

itself, Why pile three rows of stones one

upon another merely to form a pavement,

and why hew and shape them if they were

to be concealed beneath a stratum of wood?

It is a fair inference from 2 Chron. vii. 3,

that the wall was low enough to permit men

to look over it. Fergusson, on the contrary,

argues that it must have been twice the height

of the enclosure of the tabernacle, which

would give us an elevation of ten cubits

(Exod. xxviL 18). It is worth suggesting,

however, whether, the inner court being

raised above the outer, which surrounded

it, these stones may not have formed the

retaining wall or sides of the platform. As

the outer court had gates (2 Kings xi. 6;

xii. 9 ; 2 Chron. iv. 9 ; xxiii. 5 ; xxiv. 8),

it also must have had walls. From 2 Kings

xxiii. 11 ; Jer. xxxv. 2 ; xxxvi. 10, we

gather that there were various chambers

in the forecourt. Such were certainly

contemplated by David (1 Chron. xxviii.

12) ; but it is not recorded that Solomon

built them. Nor have we any warrant,

except the bare assertion of Josephus,

for the belief that he built a colonnade

or cloister on the cast side, such as was

known to later ages by the name of "Solo

mon's Porch " (John x. 23 ; Acts iii. 11 ;

v. 12). As to the dimensions of these

spaces, we are left to conjecture. If, as in

everything else, the dimensions of the

tabernacle were doubled, then the court of

the priests would measure 200 cubits from

east to west, and 100 cubits from north

to south. It should be stated, however,

that in the temple of Ezekiel, the propor

tions of which, in the present instance,

may well be historical, both courts are re

presented as perfect squares. Rawlinson

inadvertently puts down the length (along

the side of temple) at 100 oubits, and the

breadth (ends of temple) at 200. The outer

court would probably be twice as large as

the inner, i.e., 400 x 200 cubits. But all

this is necessarily uncertain.]

Ver. 37.—In the fourth year was the

foundation of the house of the Lord laid.

In the month Zlf [see on ver. 1] .

Ver. 38.—And In the eleventh year, In the

month Bui = rain. Hence Bui would

be the month of rain (Qesen.) Keil under

stands it to signify produce (proventtu), and

sees in it the month of fruits. It extended

from the November to the December full

moon] , which is the eighth month, was the

house finished throughout all the parts

thereof [Heb. V"13^] , and according to all

the fashion of it [Heb. VO^D] . So was

he seven years in building it. [As Bui was

the eighth month, and Zif the second, the

house was precisely seven and a half years

in building—a short period, if we consider

the magnitude of the undertaking, but long

enough, if we remember the enormous

number of hands employed upon it, the

preparations made by David, and the modest

dimensions of the edifice (ver. 2). The

commentators all cite Pliny's statement that

all Asia was building the temple of Diana

at Ephesus 200 years, but the cases are not

at all parallel. We learn from 2 Chron.

iii. 2, tl a' it was on the second day of the

month that the building was commenced.

Bishop Wordsworth, who assigns seven

years and seven months as the time occu

pied in this work, sees in this hebdomatio

period an analogy to the seven days of the

creation.]

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 2, 3, 20. — Christianity built on the Foundations of Judaism. The

Jewish temple in its resemblance to the Gothic church is a not inapt illus

tration of the relations of Christianity to Judaism. The temple of Solomon was

not only architecturally the exact reproduction on a larger scale, and in a
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more permanent form, of the tabernacle of witness (see p. 08), it was also the

model and archetype of the sacred buildings of the Christian faith. In appearance,

no doubt, it was somewhat different—the purposes for which the two edifices were

designed were different (p. 101), but the ground-plan and general arrangement

were the same (p. 90). The porch, " temple of house," oracle, side chambers of

the one, correspond with the porch (or tower), nave, chancel, and side aisles of

the other. Nor was this resemblance accidental. The architects of earlier times—

times when men had not come to think that they most honoured Christianity by

going as far as possible away from Judaism, times when the first dispensation

was regarded as full of significance and guidance for the children of the second—

the architects of those days thought they would best serve the God of Jews

and Christians by adhering as closely as possible to the Divine " pattern which was

shewed in the mount," the pattern which had served for tabernacle and temple

alike.

Now this fact, that the place of Divine worship has been, in nearly all ages, bnilt

after one model, may suggest the thought that the principles of Divine worship,

and indeed of religion, have been in all ages the same. And for the good reason

that God and man, the worshipped and the worshipper, are in all ages the same.

If the successive generations of men who " went up to the temple to pray" went up

to an edifice something like ours, they also carried with them hearts, sins, sorrows,

needs, infirmities, altogether like ours. The Gothic church, then, was modelled

after the Jewish temple. Even so the Christian religion has been cast in the

mould of Judaism. It is not a brand-new religion, utterly diverse from the dispen

sation which preceded it, but it is built on the old foundations. Its proportions are

much statelier, its nses are much nobler, but still the Christian Church is the copy

of the Jewish, and Christianity is the child of Judaism. There are some of our

cathedrals—York Minster, e.g.—which occupy the site, and parts of which follow

the outlines, of the old Saxon church of wood—another illustration of the relations

of our holy religion to the religion which it has replaced. And that Christianity

was never designed to be destructive of Judaism, but was meant to be a develop

ment, an outgrowth and expansion of it, our Lord's words (Matt. v. 17) and His

apostle's (Hom. iii. 81 ; Col. ii. 17) clearly show. The law, i.e., was the outline of

which Christianity is the filling up and completion. But observe : the filling up, if

it be true to its name, must keep within the liues of the sketch.

It is one of the tendencies of the age to throw over Judaism and its teaching (see,

e.g., " Scribner's Magazine," vol. xii. pp. 724 sqq., and the letters of Charles Dickens).

Men say they want " Christianity without Judaism. " They speak of the latter as

a dead letter. But surely it is an unworthy conception of the Supreme Wisdom

— the idea that a faith which was adapted to the men of one age has absolutely no

lessons or no guiding principles for the men of a later age, but must be cast aside

as wholly antiquated and effete. A principle of continuity can be distinctly

traced operating in the kingdom of nature ; are we forbidden to believe that there

is any such law in the kingdom of grace ? Let us now consider, then, in what

ways Christianity is built on the foundations of Judaism, and how the religion of

the New Testament follows the lines laid down in the Old.

I. The fundamental idea of Judaism was that of a visible Church. It was that

God had " taken a nation from the midst of another nation" (Deut. iv. 82—84) to

be a peculiar people to Himself, a "kingdom of priests, a holy nation" (Exod. xix.

5, 6). His purposes of grace, i.e., were to be manifested to the world through a

society. Here, then, was a rXifTif and an lotAiprfa. Precisely similar is the root

idea of our religion. The Son of God came to found a Church (Matt. xvi. 18 ;

Ephes. ii. 20), to regenerate humanity through a brotherhood. Behold the prin

ciple of continuity in this " great Church truth of God's word." The very words

used of the Jewish people are transferred to the Christian Church (1 Peter

ii. 0 ; Rev. L 6 ; v. 10). The composition of the two societies was different (one

nation, all nations), the rites of admission were different (circumcision, baptism),

but the principle—a visible Church—was the same. Every Jew was a priest.

Every Christian is the same.
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II. The officers of the Jewish Church correspond with the officers of the

Christian Church. " It is an apostolical tradition that what Aaron and his sons

and the Levites were in the temple, that our bishops, priests, and deacons claim

to be in the Church " (Jerome). No society can exist without at least (1) laws,

and (2) officers. The Jewish Church had as its officers, high priest, priests, and

Levites. The Christian Church has a great High Priest in the heavens (Heb.

iv. 14), and its earthly officers are bishops, priests, and deacons. The analogy is

not imperfect, for just as the high priest was of the order of the priests, so are

bishops but superintending presbyters. The bishop is primus presbyter; the high

riest was summus sacerdos. The Jewish Church had also its prophets (see

ntroduction, Sect. III., note), corresponding with the preachers of the Christian

economy. A prophet need not be a priest ; a preacher need not be a presbyter.

Of course, the nature and functions of these officers of the two dispensations

differ, as do the dispensations themselves, but the same outlines are preserved.

III. The services of the Christian Church are derived from the service of the

Jewish synagogue. " Widely divergent as the two words and the things they

represented afterwards became, the Ecclesia had its starting point in the Syna

gogue" (Plumptre). The earliest assemblies of Christians were composed of men

who had worshipped in the synagogue (Acts xiii. 14; xiv. 1; xviii. 4, 26; xxii.

19. Cf. Luke iv. 16; John xviii. 20, &c.), and who, in default of directions to the

contrary, naturally preserved under the new dispensation the form of worship to

which they had been accustomed under the old. St. James, indeed (ch. ii. 1),

speaks of the Christian assembly as a " synagogue." The use of fixed forms of

prayer, the reading of the two lessons (Luke iv. 18 ; Acts xiii. 15, 27 ; xv. 21), and

the cycle of lessons ; the sermon or exposition (Acts xiii. 15 ; Luke iv. 21) ;

the chanting of the Psalms of David ; the very prayers for the departed which

"have found a place in every early liturgy in the world" (Ellicott), all these

have come to us from the synagogues of the Jews. The Catholio Church has not

disregarded the principle of continuity. She has not thought fit to devise a liturgy

of her own heart, or to disregard liturgical forms altogether. She has simply per

petuated, or adapted to its new and more blessed conditions, the form of service

delivered unto her by the Jew.

IV. The principles of Christian worship are the principles of Jewish worship.

It has been said that the true idea of worship as a Divine service, as the self-

forgetting adoration of the ever-blessed God, was obscured, if not altogether lost,

in the Church of England at least, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Men went to church—too often they go still—not for the service, but for the

sermon ; not for the glory of God, but for their own edification and instruction.

It must not be supposed that it is here intended to depreciate edification. If men

were perfect, the sermon might indeed be dispensed with. But ro long as they are

what they are, then those who have " any word of exhortation for the people "

must " say on." But all the same, edification is not the primary reason for our

assembling. The first Christians " came together to break bread " (Acta xx. 7), to

" show the Lord's death " upon the Lord's day (Rev. i. 10). And God surely

should ever come before man. Praise must take precedence either of prayer or

preaching. The true idea of worship is the glory of God, not the profit of men.

And if this idea was lost, or was obscured, it was because men ignored or despised

the lessons and principles of Judaism. The worship of the temple, its psalms and

sacrifices, its holocausts and hecatombs, all were designed for the glory and honour

and worship of Jehovah—all were primarily to exalt and magnify the Incommuni

cable Name. And such should be the aim of all Christian worship. Our holy

religion was never meant to dethrone the Deity, nor can Christians owe Him less,

or less profound, adoration, than did Jews. Was their service solemn and stately ?

so should be ours. Did they never come before Him empty ? neither should we.

Was the altar, not the pulpit, the centre of their worship ? the altar, not the

pulpit, should be the centre of ours. The principles of Divine service know of no

break. They are governed by the same law of continuity.

V. The sacraments of Christianity are founded upon the rites of Judaista.

1 KINGS. I
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Baptism (practised among the Jews before our Lord's time) takes the place of

circumcision; the Lord's Supper of the Paschal Supper. Just as the rite oi

circumcision brought the Jewish child into the bond of the covenant, into the

visible Church, so does baptism the Christian child ; otherwise our children would

be worse off than the children of the Hebrews. And as for the Lord's Supper, it

was instituted in the very midst of the Passover (Luke xxii. 1, 7, 15—20), and was

clearly designed to take its place. The rites of Judaism warrant our belief in a

sacramental religion ; they help to explain how it was that our Lord incorporated

into His new and spiritual dispensation two outward and visible signs. The Law

was full of these : the Gospel could hardly discard them altogether.

VI. The precepts and commandments of Judaism, again, " the law and the

prophets," are not abolished, but fulfilled (Matt. v. 17 ; Rom. iii. 81) in Christianity.

The Sermon on the Mount has given a new meaning to the covenant of Mount

Sinai, even the ten commandments (Deut. iv. 13). Out of the law of the two

tables has been developed the Christian law of love (Matt. xxii. 36—40 ; Luke x. 27 ;

Rom. xiii. 8—10). The " new commandment " of Christ (John xiii. 84) is practi

cally " the old commandment " which we had from the beginning (1 John h. 7, &c.)

VII. And—to descend to minor matters—we might show how even the festivals

of Christendom follow the lines of the Jewish feasts. True, Christianity has one

blessed festival peculiar to itself—Christmastide, the feast of the Holy Incarnation—

but the rest—Easter, Whitsuntide, Harvest Festival—correspond severally with the

Jewish Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. The times themselves are, perhaps,

of no great moment—though the synchronism is remarkable—but the principles

on which they are based, the principle, e.g., of setting apart certain seasons for the

commemoration of certain facts, or the acknowledgment of certain gifts, these are

common to both dispensations. It is this principle which gave the Jew his

sabbath : it is the same principle justifies, and indeed requires, the observance of

the Lord's day. Christianity has not discarded the day of rest, though it observes

the sabbath no longer. It has changed the day of rest into a day of worship, the

seventh day into the first, the memorial of the creation into a memorial of the

resurrection and redemption.

VIII. But it will be said, Surely Christianity is utterly unlike Judaism in one

cardinal point, viz., it has no sacrifice. But is it so? Truly, we offer no longereither

bullocks or goats. The Christian priest neither pours the blood nor burns the fat,

but all the same he offers sacrifice (1 Peter ii. 5), the sacrifice of praise and

thanksgiving (Heb. xiii. 15), the sacrifice of alms and oblations (Phil. iv. 18), the

sacrifice of soul and body (Rom. xii. 1). Nor is that all. For observe : The Holy

Supper in the Christian scheme, both as an offering, as a feast, and as a memorial,

corresponds with the sacrifices of the law. For what, let us ask, was the meaning

of all those sacrifices which the Jews " offered year by year continually" ? They

could not take away sin. They could not mnke the comers thereunto perfect.

Why then were they offered ? One reason was, that they might serve as memorials

before God of the death of Christ. They were silent, but eloquent, reminders of

Him who should put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. Perhaps the Jew knew

it not. Perhaps the high priest himself did not realize it, but we know that all

those countless thousands of victims, offered year after year and century after

century, were so many mute pleadings of the one priceless death. And as they

spoke to the eternal Father of the Lamb who should die, precisely so do the bread

and the wine of Christ's sacrament of love speak of the Lamb who has died. The fat

and the blood were, the bread and the wine are, all avapvijous (Num. x. 10 ; cf.

Levit. xxiv. 7; Luke xxii. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 25; cf. Heb. x. 3). Our Lord Himself

calls the wine "my blood of the new covenant" (To alfut pov rijc mtivijc iia6^rijf),and

we are surely justified, with many divines—John Wesley among them—in calling

the Holy Eucharist " the Christian sacrifice."

But sacrifice and sacrament have another point of contact. For some at least of

the Jewish sacrifices, the peace offerings "(see on ch. viii. 63—65) afforded a feast to

the worshippers. In like manner, the sacramental species serve not only as a

memorial of Christ's death (1 Cor. xi. 26), but they are also food to the faithful
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soul (1 Cor. x. 16, 17 ; Heb. xiii. 10 ; Matt. xxvi. 26 ; John vi. 54, 55). If, there

fore, the Holy Communion is not a sacrifice, properly so called (inasmuch as there

is no death), it has these marks of a sacrifice, that it is an oblation, a memorial, and

a feast. And when we consider these remarkable analogies, we can hardly doubt

that even the sacrifices of Judaism have their counterpart in the institutions of

Christianity.

It was said by one of the Reformers that the man who can rightly distinguish

between the Law and the Gospel should thank God and be assured that he is a true

theologian. But theologians too often treat them as if they were antagonistic or

irreconcilable, and one of the dangers to which the Reformed Churches are

specially obnoxious is to forget the continuity of gospel and law : to forget that the

Church is built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets (Ephes. ii. 20). If

it is true that " Vetus Testamentum in Novo patet," it is also true " Novum Testa-

mentum in Vetere latet."

Ver. 19.—The Ark of the Covenant of the Lord. This temple of Solomon, so

" exceeding magnificat, " this " holy and beautiful house, " " of fame and glory

throughout all lands "—why was it built ? what its primary purpose ? It was

above everything else a home for the ark (ch. viii. 1, 6), a place for the Divine

Glory which hovered over it.

In this temple, unlike the shrines of Paganism, there was no statue, no simili

tude of a God. Here was no "image which fell down from Jupiter," no Baal or

Asherah, no Apis or Osiris. We may imagine how this would impress the Phoeni

cian workmen. We know how it impressed Pompeius and the Romans. There

is deep significance in those words of the Roman historian : Inania arcana, vacua

sedes. Nothing but the ark. And this ark, what was it ? It was a coffer, a chest.

It was nothing in itself; but it was meant to contain something. It was the casket

of a rare jewel. "There was nothing in the ark, save the two tables of stone," &c.

(ch. viii. 9). It was the " ark of the testimony." So that the temple was properly

and primarily the shrine and depository of the tables of the law graven with the

"ten words," "the words of the covenant" (Dent. iv. 13).

Now we have just seen that the temple was the archetype of the Church : wa

have seen, too, that everything in Judaism has its analogue m Christianity. What,

then, let us ask, was the significance of the ark ? To what does it correspond in

the new dispensation ?

In the Church, to nothing. The " words of the covenant " are no longer kept in

the dark. No ; we now inscribe them on our chancel walls. In the " sanctuary"

of the Gothic church the ten commandments are " writ large " for men to see.

But if Judaism was really the outline of Christianity, then there must be some

thing in Christianity answering to that ark which was the core and centre of the

Mosaic system. Certainly. But it is to be found, not in " temples made with

hands," but in those other " temples " of the Christian faith, the bodies of believers,

the temples of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. iii. 16 ; vi. 19). The ark was the soul of

Judaism. It may fittingly represent the souls which Christ has redeemed. Temple,

ark, tables of the law—these severally correspond to the " body, soul, spirit" of the

Christian man. Within the temple was the ark ; within the ark the tables. Within

the aw/in is the ^nrffi ! within the yfoxfi the mrvpa.

Nor is this so fanciful as it seems. For are not our bodies the " temples of the

Holy Ghost " ? Aj)d are not our hearts— i.e., our inmost being, our spiritual part

(1 Peter iii. 4)—the fleshy tables on which He writes His law ? Yes, in the " new

covenant " God writes His law in the heart, and puts it in the inward parts (see

Jer. xxxi. 33 ; cf. Ezek. xi. 19, 20 ; 2 Cor. iii. 3). In the face of these scriptures,

who can deny that the ark and its tables have their analogues in the New Testa

ment?

Such, then, being the symbolism and significance of temple, ark, and tables of

law, what are their lessons ? Among others these :

1. That God dwells within us. No longer in temples made with hands, but

"with him that is of a contrite and humble spirit" (Isa. lviL 15). Did the She
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chinah brood over the mercy seat ? Not less truly does God's Spirit dwell (Rom.

viii. 9) and witness (ver. 16) with our spirit. Men say the Shechmah has left the

world. On the contrary, It has enshrined Itself in the soul. " Chritt in you "

(Col. i. 27) ; God dwelling in us (1 John iv, 12) ; this is the last best gospel of our

religion. The Old Testament, Neander says, tells of a God who is for man. In

the Gospels we hear of Emmanuel, God with man. But the Epistles speak to us

of God in man.

2. That God writes His lata upon us. We have seen that in the Church there

is neither ark nor tables of stone. It is because there is no need of either. This

is the age of that "new covenant" of which the prophet spoke, when the finger of

God should write the law upon the spirit, and when the Bath Kol should speak

within. The laws of our country are so voluminous that no man can hope to know

or to remember them, and their "glorious uncertainty" is proverbial. But God's

law is but one (Rom. xiii. 9, 10 ; Heb. viii. 10 ; x. 16) ; and that sweet and blessed

statute the Spirit graves within us. Now observe—

3. The ark,led by God, conducted Israel to victory and rest. In the journeyings

of Israel the ark went before them (Num. x. 83). At the Jordan it opened a way

for them (Josh. iii. 14—17). Before Jericho it led them on to victory (Josh. vi.

9—11). Even so the soul, guided and taught of God, passes safely through its pil

grimage, conquers its foes, and gains its heavenly rest. Let us yield ourselves to

be " led by the Spirit of God" (Rom. viii. 14).

4. The ark, led by man, conducted Israel to disaster and defeat. When the

Israelites, instead of following the ark, would lead it (1 Sam. iv. 3), it landed them

in a " very great slaughter." It proved to be no fetish, as they had hoped ; it only

led them to a shameful death. " It is one thing to want to have truth on our side ;

another to want to be on the side of truth " (Whately). It is of no avail to have

the commandments of God, unless we keep them ; to know His will, unless we do

it. And if we lean to our own understandings, the soul will make shipwreck.

Reason, it is true, is " the candle of the Lord ; " but revelation is the " lamp to our

feet and the light to our path " (Psa. cxix. 105 ; cf. Prov. iii. 5, 6).

5. The art, the pride of Israel, on two occasions became its plague. The men

of Bethshemesh looked into it, and died. Uzzah put forth his hand to steady it,

and was smitten for his error (2 Sam. vi. 7). So the ark teaches the much-needed

lesson of reverence—reverence for God and the things of God. It also suggests

that dishonour done to God, or disregard of His law, has a sure retribution. If

we stifle our convictions or quench the Spirit's light, the law written within may

hereafter become the " instrument to scourge us."

6. In the second temple there was no ark. A stone is said to have taken its

place. The venerable relic of the wilderness life, the sacred chest, and its still

more sacred contents, both perished in the sack of Jerusalem (2 Kings xxv. 9 sqq.)

May we not see here a lesson against impenitence ? Over how many souls may

" Ichabod " be written 1 The ark of God is taken ! The soul is led captive of the

devil. The heart of flesh, the " fleshy tables " on which the Spirit loves to write,

has given place to a heart of stone—a heart as cold, as hard, as senseless, as void

of all grace and blessing as this stone whioh stood in the oracle in the room of the

ark of the covenant of the Lord.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.—The Purposes of the Temple. The three chapters thus introduced

describe the erection and dedication of Solomon's temple. Magnificent as the

building was, architecturally and artistically, it deserves more consideration as that

which was the divinely appointed centre of true worship. Its significance to

Christians can hardly be overrated. This the Epistle to the Hebrews clearly shows.

While it stood it was for all nations a witness for Jehovah ; and now that in sub

stance it has passed away, the spiritual truths it embodied are a heritage for us.

Essentially it was one with the tabernacle, the erection, and ritual of which were
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directly revealed by God on Sinai. Neither in principle nor even in minute detail

were the directions of Jehovah about its construction to be disobeyed. From the

ark of the covenant down to the hooks for the curtains the command ran, " See

that thou make all things according to the pattern showed thee in the mount."

There are far-reaching issues ever flowing from the smallest details of Divine law.

Great meanings are wrapped by God in trifling things. (Give examples of this.)

Solomon was right in superseding the tabernacle by the temple. The tent was

suitable for the wandering life of an unformed nation, but the stately and stable

temple for an organized people whose pilgrimage had ended. God's utterances

both to David and Solomon, and the presence of the Shechinah on the day of con

secration, prove that ike erection of the temple was according to the will of God.

The temple had meanings which no other building subsequently erected could have.

It was " a shadow of good things to come." It symbolized much that was revealed

in the person of Christ (Heb. ix. 11, &c.), and much that is now existing, not on

earth, out in heaven (Heb. ix. 24, &c.) But, though its symbolism is a thing of

the past, some of its purposes and uses are things of the present, known in the

places set apart by Christian men for the worship of God. To some of those we

now refer.

I. The temple was a place of sacrificr (2 Chron. viL 12). The sin-offering

typified the atonement made by the Lamb of God, who once was offered for the

sins of the world. This is the fact made known by the ministry of the Word and

represented by the broken bread and outpoured wine of the Eucharistio feast. No

time and no place can be more suitable than the sanctuary for the acknowledgment

of sin, and the expression of faith. There each Christian sings—

"My faith would lay her hand

On that dear head of Thine."

II. The temple was a place for prayer and praise. Solomon used It thus

(ch. viii.) Incense typified it. In Isaiah lvi. 7 we read, " My house shall be called

a house of prayer, for all people." The Lord Jesus referred to this when the temple

was used for other purposes (Matt. xxi. 13). Describe the praise of the temple.

Many there understood the words, " Praise ye the Lord ; for it is good to sing

praises unto our God ; for it is pleasant, and praise is comely." Show the advan

tages of united praise, the promises given to combination in prayer, e.g., sympathies

enlarged, weak faith invigorated by contact with stronger faith, &c.

III. The temple was a place for the consecration of persons and things.

There priests were set apart ; there sometimes prophets were called (Isa. vi.) ; there

dedicated things were laid before the Lord (2 Chron. v. 1). Show how in modern

days this is still true of the assembly of God's people. Men are there roused to a

sense of responsibility, and there consecrate themselves to the service of God.

Resolutions and vows are made there which carry with them the impress of Divine

approval. The cares of life, its purposes, its companionships are there made to

appear in their Godward aspect. Through the worship of the sanctuary heavenly

light falls on daily toil, and men learn to call nothing that God has cleansed com

mon or unclean.

IV. The temple was a place for rememrering the law of the Lord. The

temple was incomplete until the ark of the covenant was brought in; and " there

was nothing in the ark save the two tables of stone which Moses put there at Horeb,

when the Lord made a covenant with the children of Israel " (1 Kings viii. 9).

Show the importance of organized Christian worship as a perpetual witness for the

law of God. In the busy week there are temptations to forget it ; to put expediency

in the place of righteousness, &o. The whole tone of English society is raised by

the faithful exhibition of God's requirements each sabbath day.

V. The temple was a place for the union of the peofle. The Psalms of

the Ascents (Songs of Degrees) show this. The people overlooked their social dis

tinctions and the tribes ignored their tribal jealousies when they ascended the sacred

hill to unite as a nation in the worship of the one true God. Jeroboam was shrewd
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enough to see that it would be impossible for two separate kingdoms to exist while

all the people met in the one temple. Hence the calves at Bethel and Dan, and

hence in our Lord's day the temple on Gerizim. Show how in the Christian Church

the rich and the poor meet together, and how essential Christian principle is to

fuse together the various classes of society. There are many disintegrating forces

at work—the capitalists and the working classes, for example, are seriously divided.

Common meeting-ground cannot be found in the home, but in the Church. The

recognition of the one Fatherhood precedes the realization of the one brotherhood.

Christians are, unhappily, divided amongst themselves. Sectarianism has increased

the division of society. Belief is to be found not in form, but in spirit ; not in

union, but in unity. As we worship together and work together, the oneness of

which we dream may become a reality.

VI. The temple was a place foe the revelation op God (see vers. 10, 11 ;

1 Chron. v. 13 ; vii. 2). His presence is not confined to any temple made with

hands ; but wherever His people meet, there He revealB Himself as he does not do

unto the world. " Where two or three are gathered together in My name there am

I in the midst of them." It was when the disciples were assembled with one

accord for prayer that the Holy Spirit came. So may our assemblies be blessed ;

and sinners will find pardon, the careworn will find rest, the doubters will find

iaith, the weakly will find strength, and the despondent will find hope in the house

of the Lord our God.—A. B.

Ver. 7.—Building in sihnce. This was due partly to the reverential feelings of

those engaged in so holy a work. " The Lord is in his holy temple, let all the

earth keep silence before him." If we are upbuilding Christian character in our

selves, or in our children ; if we are helping to rear the spiritual temple of God,

suoh reverence, as opposed to thoughtlessness, flippancy, &c., should characterize

us. The silence of the building was not only the outcome of devout feeling, but it

was (like the temple itself) symbolical of spiritual truth ; as we propose to show.

A noble temple is being reared (1 Cor. iii. 16, 17 ; Eph. ii. 22 ; 1 Peter ii. 6). This

temple is imperishable and unassailable ; that of Solomon's was pillaged (1 Kings

xiv. 25 ; 2 Kings xii 17), polluted by the unworthy (2 Kings xxi. 4—7), burnt by the

enemy (2 Kings xxv. 9). The erection described in our text teaches us something

of the work which is still carried on by the builders of the true temple.

I. The builders of God's house are often doing a secret work. Picture

the workmen in the quarries, the moulders in the clay, the artist with his graving

tool, &c. Their names were unknown, they were unrecognized by the multitudes

who would worship in the temple they were helping to build. Illustrate from this

the work of mothers influencing their children ; of visitors to haunts of sin and

sorrow, whose ministry of love is not known to their nearest friends ; of literary

men in obscure rooms who are influencing the destinies of a people, Sco. Draw

encouragement from this, e.g., that we do not see all the good that is going on in

England and abroad, in the Churches and outside them. So Elijah was cheered

by the revelation that there were seven thousand in Israel who had not bowed the

knee to Baal, when he thought he alone was left to witness for Jehovah. Befer to

the Lord's teaching about the secret progress of His kingdom ; the leaven hid in

three measures of meal ; the seed cast into the earth and left buried by the man

who sleeps and rises, unconscious that it is springing and growing up he knows not

how.

II. The builders of God's house do varied work. Enumerate some of the

different kinds of labour and of skill which were required for the temple. Show

that the work varied in dignity, in arduousness, in remunerativeness, &o. None of

it, however, was without its value or final effect Describe the multitudinous forms

of Christian activity, and the advantages of such diversity. It demands self-

abnegation, it calls forth all graces and gifts, it makes one Christian dependent on

another, and so evokes sympathy and gives place for co-operation, &c. Let none

despise his own work, nor envy another his.

III. The builders of God's house do their work with careful complete-
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ness. How exact the measurements, how perfect the finish of work, which only

required to be brought together in order to make a complete whole. Piece joined

piece in the woodwork, and every separate casting found its appropriate niche.

Nothing but painstaking accuracy could have insured such a result. Yet probably

no workman knew the whole design ; he was only intent on finishing nis own

appointed work. Observe the carefulness of God in little things, whether in crea

tion or in moral law. Small infringements of Divine ordinances bring lamentable

results. Illustrate from the consequences of disobedience to natural law in pain,

disease, &c. Argue from this to the higher in mental and moral spheres. Care

lessness is not tolerated. How much less in concerns of the soul. Negligence is

sin. " How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation 1 " There must be

care in laying the foundations of heavenly hopes (see Matt. vii. 24—27). Care also

is required in doing work for our Lord. " But let every man take heed how he

buildeth thereupon " (1 Cor. iii. 10—15).

IV. Tee ruilders of God's house are more anxious for thoroughness than

for noise. No sound of hammer or axe was heard to call the attention of passers

by to the noble work going on ; bat all the inhabitants of the kingdom saw the

effects of the quiet labour. Quietude is hard to obtain in the activities of the pre

sent day, yet God's servants must have it. Christ saw His disciples were excited,

and said, " Come ye yourselves apart into the desert and rest awhile." Moses

needed the solitude of Midian and of Sinai ; Elijah the loneliness of Horeb, &c.

Great souls are fashioned in silence. Our lonely times are our growing times.

Exemplify by reference to a man laid aside by illness, to a mother or wife who

is for a time absorbed in ministry to some invalid. The busy workers need quiet

most. They wait on the Lord, and so renew their strength. Some of the best

work done for Christ is silent. It is not proclaimed by large organization, or

applauding crowds, but lies in the whispered counsel, the interceding prayer, &c.

V. The ruilders of God's house will see their larour issue in the Divine

ideal. The work was widely distributed, secretly done, &c., but all was tending

to an appointed end—the temple. The building existed in the mind of the master

builder before it had material existence. So with God's work. A Divine purpose

is controlling all, appointing all ; and out of what seems confusion and contradic

tion He will bring forth " the new heaven and the new earth." Faithfully

doing each one what lies to his hand, we shall all find that what we have done has

its place and results ; that our " labour is not in vain in the Lord." Forgotten and

obscure workers will have their reward from Him who noticed the widow's mite,

and gratefully accepted Mary's offering. We shall do more than we expect, if wi

do what we can.

VI. The ruilders of God's house find their reward in the glory of their

God. Describe the temple—complete at last—resounding with songs of praise,

crowded with worshippers, overwhelmed by the Divine presence—and use it as a

type of the temple not made with hands, where the redeemed serve God day and

night. The wish of God's noblest servant is that God may be glorified whether by

life or by death.

Apply the idea of silent working to what God is doing in each Christian heart

by the discipline of life and the influence of the Holy Spirit. It is felt within, but

it is not known or heard without.—A. E.

Ver. 23.—The Mystery of the Chenibim. That the cherubim were symbolic

no one denies. They are so often mentioned in Scripture that their meaning has

been frequently discussed. Enumerate some of the opinions held. The view we

accept is that they were symbolic representations of redeemed humanity. They

were intended to inspire men with hope of redemption, from the day when the

Lord placed them at the east of the garden of Eden, till the vision of John (Rev.

xxi.) is fulfilled in the " new heavens and new earth," wherein the cherubim are no

longer seen, having vanished before the reality they symbolically represented. In

the cherubim we are reminded of the following—

i L The perfecting of humanity. Some obscurity lingers about the forms of
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these beings. They are introduced in Gonesis without a word of description ; and

in Exodus (xxv. and xxxvii.) little is said beyond this, that they had "wings and

faces." Turning to their visionary appearances—to Ezekiel and to John—there is

variety in form. But whatever latitude there may be iu detail, the leading form

was always that of a man—e.g., Ezekiel says (ch. i. 5), "they had the likeness of a

man." With this, other creature forms were combined, viz., the lion, the ox, and

eagle. These were selected for special reasons. They belonged to the noblest kmg

dom, that of animal life, as distinguished from that which was vegetable or mineral.

They were amongst the highest after man in the nature of their life ; very different,

for example, from sea-anemones, &o. They had loftier attributes than those of

other creatures ; greater powers or wider usefulness. Hence, combined with the

image of man to form the cherubim, they suggested the addition to him of the

powers Uiey specially represented. The lion, especially to the Hebrews, was a type

of kingly majesty and glorious strength. Give quotations from Scripture. The

eagle, with its keen vision and swift flight, was a type of rapidity of thought and

movement (Deut. xxviii. 49 ; Job ix. 26 ; Prov. xxiii. 5). The ox, used in plough

ing, harrowing, carrying home the sheaves, and treading out the corn, represented

patient and productive activity. In the cherubim all these were grafted on

man—an ideal combination, to show that, though man was the highest creature

of God (he alone having a moral and a rational nature), he could be, and would be,

ennobled by having hereafter the powers bestowed, of which in creature life these

animals were representatives. Show the Scripture evidence for expecting in

heaven the faculties for knowing, for serving, for enjoying, which we have not

here.

II. The fulness of life. In Ezekiel and Revelation the cherubim are fre

quently spoken of as " the living ones" (animantia, ?«a) . This expression is obscured

in our translation by the unhappy rendering "beasts" (Rev. iv. 6), Ac. The

expression denotes life in its highest and most active form. In harmony with

this, Ezekiel speaks of their " running and returning." John says, " they rest not

day nor night." Though the cherubim in the temple and tabernacle were of

necessity stationary, the same idea was there expressed by the outspread wings. The

cherubim pointed on to the plenitude of life, Divine and spiritual, over which weari

ness should have no power, and towards which death would never approach.

" I give unto them eternal life," &c. " I am oome that they might have life, and

that they might have it more abundantly," &o.

III. The dwelling with God. The cherubim were always associated with the

Divine Presence. After man was driven from Eden, the cherubim was placed

there to occupy the place he had forfeited ; where life was full, and where holiness

was a necessity. When the tabernacle was constructed, all the inner curtains

were inwoven with cherubic figures, and images of cherubim appeared on the

sacred ark, which was the throne of Jehovah. This was repeated in the temple, as

the passage before us shows ; for the magnificent cherubim, each ten cubits high,

were stationed in the "oracle," the place where the Shechinah proclaimed God's

presence. We must add, therefore, to the ideas we have dwelt on—this thought,

that the life represented was life essentially connected with God Himself. Not

only will the life of the future be full, but it will be holy. Holiness will be its

essence. " The pure in heart shall see God." " Without holiness no man shall see

the Lord." " Neither shall there enter into it anything that defileth," &c.

IV. The rliss of the future. A careful reading of Genesis iii. 24 shows that

the " sword" and the "cherubim" were not only distinct, but had different functions.

The sword " kept" the way to the tree of life, so that it was more accessible to fallen

man. It was a symbol of repulsion and alarm. The cherubim "kept" the garden

in a different sense. They did not defend it against man, but occupied it for man,

and therefore gave to those who were shut out the hope of that which the promise

of Jehovah had already announced. The presence of the cherubim said to fallen

man : " This region of life is not destroyed, it is not given over to other creatures,

but it is occupied and kept provisionally for yon by a being in whom your nature

predominates; and hereafter, you yourself changed, enriched with new powers,
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restored by redemptive love to holiness, shall share Paradise regained." The

means of realizing this became more clear as the ages rolled by. The hope that

ideal humanity would inherit bliss did not die out, but the method of its fulfilment

was unfolded in the Mosaic institutions. Not only did the cherubim in the oracle

witness, as the cherubim in Eden had done, but once a year the high priest,

as the representative of the people, went in, and stood with the cherubim m the

presence of Jehovah. He entered not " without blood," but after atonement had

been made for the sins of the people. Apply this to the truth revealed in the

Epistle to the Hebrews. Show how Christ, who has atoned for the world's sin,

has entered as our High Priest into the holiest of all, and how He has opened the

kingdom of heaven to all believers. No wonder that in the Revelation " the Lamb

that was slain " is depicted as being the object of heaven's praise ; the link between

man's guilt and God's mercy.

fFor justification of this use of the cherubim, see Fairbairn's " Typology ol

Scripture."]—A. R.

Ver. 2.—The temple is described as " the Jwuse which King Solomon built for

the Lord." This idea of consecration ran through the whole plan of the building.

Without having recourse to a minute and fanciful symbolism, we see clearly that

everything is so disposed as to convey the idea of the holiness of God. In the

centre is the altar of sacrifice. The holy of holies, hidden from gaze by its

impenetrable veil, strikes with awe the man of unclean heart and lips, who hears

the seraphim cry from beneath their shadowing wings, " Holy, holy, holy, Lord

God Almighty I" (Isa. vi. 3.) The temple of holiness is not the temple of nature

of colossal proportions, as in the East, nor is it the temple of aesthetic beauty, as in

Greece. It is the dwelling place of Him who is invisible, and of purer eyes than

to behold evil (Hab. i. 13.) Hence its peculiar character. It answers thus

to the true condition of religious art, which never sacrifices the idea and sense

of the Divine to mere form, but makes the form instinct with the Divine idea.

Let us freely recognize the claims of religious art. The extreme Puritanism

which thinks it honours God by a contemptuous disregard of the sesthetio, is

scarcely less mistaken than the idolatrous materialism which makes beauty of

form the primary consideration. It was not for nothing that God made the earth

so fair, the sky so glorious ; and it was under Divine inspiration that the temple

of Jerusalem was reared in such magnificence and majesty as to strike all

beholders. Only let us never forget to seek the Divine idea beneath the beauty of

the form. When we admire merely the beautiful, whether in a temple, as did the

disciples, or in the great world of nature, the warning words of Christ fall upon

upon our ear : " As for these things which ye behold, the days will come in the

which there shall not be left one stone upon another" (Luke xxi. 6). " Toua lea

cieux et leur aplendeur ne valent pas le aowpir d'un aeul cceur." Love is the

crowning beauty. It is like the precious vase of ointment which Mary of Bethany

broke over the feet of Christ. Beauty is the fit associate of worship, so long as it

is kept subordinate, and does not distract our minds from the higher spiritual

realities of which it is but symbolic. Let us seek in the temple of nature the

high and holy God, of whom it is said, that " the invisible things of Him are

clearly seen from the creation of the world, being understood by the things that

are made" (Rom. i. 19). Let us recognize His presence beneath the arches of the

mediaeval cathedral, among the memorials of a worship which we ourselves have

left behind. Let us seek Him in the great monuments of Christian art, whether

reared by poet, musician, painter, or soulptor. Let it be our aim to glorify Him

in the forms of our worship, while we sedulously guard against the worship of the

form, which is sheer idolatry. Such are the principles of Christian aesthetics, which

are one branch of Christian morals. " The beautiful is the glory of the true," says

Plato. When one corner of the veil which hides heaven from us is lifted, the

Divine life shines forth in all its radiance of purity and beauty.—E. de P.

Vers. 87, 38.— Tlte Glorioua House of tlte Lord. Ia comparison with other
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sacred shrines of antiquity the temple of Solomon -was small in its dimensions

and brief in the time of its building. Nor will the mere fact of its material

splendour account for the extraordinary interest with which it has ever been

regarded — an interest in which Jew, Mohammedan, and Christian alike partici

pate. The place it occupied, the part it performed in the religious history

of the world, will alone account for this. If it is necessary to suppose any

pre-existing model as suggesting the plan of its structure, it is to Assyria and

not to Egypt, as some have thought, that we should look for such a type.

But however this may be, it has a deep Divine meaning which raises it above

comparison with any other temple that the hand of man has ever reared. Let

us look on it now as the ancient symbol of the Church of the living God, that

fellowship of new-born souls of whom St. Peter says, " Ye also as living stones are

built up a spiritual house," &c. (1 Peter ii. 6). Note certain points of special

interest in this analogy—those features of the temple which are suggestive of

similar features in the spiritual fabrio of the redeemed Church.

I. The firmness of its foundation. The threshing-floor of Araunah, the site

of the temple, was part of the plateau on the top of Mount Moriah (2 Chron. iii. 1).

Solomon, as we are told by Josephus, in order to enlarge the area, built massive

walls on the sloping sides of the mountain, filling in the spaces with earth ; and

the foundations of these walls were composed of huge stones bedded and, as it

were, mortised in the solid rock. How forcibly are we reminded of the word of

Christ to Peter, " Upon this rock will I build my Church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 18). Whatever the bearing of this word on

the disciple himself may be, it is certain that it cannot refer to him apart from the

grand confession he has just made—" Thou art the Christ, the son of the living

God." Peter may be one of the great foundation stones, but Christ Himself is the

solid, primary, unhewn Bock on which the fabric rests. Not so much any truth

about Him, but the personal ChrUt in the grandeur of His being, the integrity of

His righteousness, the strength and fidelity of his wondrous love, is the Church's

firm foundation.

II. The silent process of its structure. " There was neither hammer, nor

axe, nor any tool of iron heard in the house while it was in building (ver. 7). This

was probably in obedience to the prohibition recorded in Exodus xx. 26 and

Deuteronomy xxvii. 5. It expressed the king's sense of the sanctity of the work.

The tranquillity of the scene must not be broken by the clang of inharmonious

sounds. " Like some tall palm, the noiseless fabric grew." The fact is suggestive.

The building up of the Church of God is a silent, hidden process. Outward visible

agencies must be employed, but the real constructive forces are out of sight Truth

works secretly and silently in the souls of men. " The kingdom of God cometh

not with observation." Noise and show are out of harmony with the sanctity of it.

Clamour and violence only hinder the work. Let us not mistake a restless, busy,

fussy zeal for the externalities of Church life for true spiritual service. This is often

in inverse ratio to the amount of real edification. The best machinery works with

least friction and noise. The quiet, thoughtful workers, who move on steadily by

the inspiration of their holy purpose, without much public recognition, may after

all be the most efficient builders of the temple of God.

III. The variety of the agencies by which the work was done. Foreign

power was enlisted in the service—Hiram and his artificers. Cedars from Lebanon,

gold and silver and precious stones from Ophir and Parvaim, brass " without

weight" from the foundries of Succoth and Zarethan—all were consecrated to

it. So also with the spiritual fabric. The resources of the world are at the

command of Him who rears it. " All things serve His might." All beings, with

all their faculties, are at His disposal. All streams of human interest, and thought,

and speech, and activity may be made tributary to the great river of His purpose.

Our faith rests in the assurance that it is so—that just as our physical life is

nourished by all sorts of ministries, near and remote, so the kingdom of truth and

righteousness in the world is being built up by a vast variety of agencies which it

is beyond our power to trace. All human affairs are but as the scaffolding within
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•which the structure of Goil's great house is slowly rising to its completion. To

tins structure it is that the prophetic word, in its deepest meaning, may be

applied, "The sons of strangers shall build up thy walls" (Isa. lx. 10). And in

its final consummation shall be fulfilled the apocalyptic picture, " The kings of the

earth do bring their glory and honour into it" (Rev. xxi. 22).

IV. The mingled strength and beauty of the fabric. The blocks of stone
•were lined with cedar planks, and the cedar overlaid with plates of gold ; the

walls covered with carved " cherubims and palm trees and open flowers;" the

brazen pillars crowned with " lily-work." The building was not of large dimen

sions, but wonderful for its combination of solidity and adornment, partaking of

the firmness of the rocky mount on which it stood, glittering in the sunlight, the

crowning glory of the royal city. How much more truly may we say of the

spiritual temple, " Strength and beauty are in His sanctuary." There is no strength

like that of truth and righteousness ; no beauty like that of holy character :—

strength drawn from Christ, the living Foundation, the reflected beauty of that

purer heaven which is the eternal home of God.

V. The orderly arrangement of its parts and appurtenances. The temple

was framed apparently after the model of the tabernacle, but with doubled dimen

sions and more enduring materials, and that was " after the pattern shown to

Moses in the mount "—all regulated with regard to the due administration of the

service of God. Courts, chambers, galleries, altars, lovers, utensils—all consecrated

to some sacred use, or meant to enshrine some high symbolic meaning. The

gathering up of a complex variety of parts in one grand structural unity. Such

is the Church—an aggregate of various but harmonious and mutually helpful

parts. "Thereare diversities of gifts and administrations and operations, but the

same Spirit " (1 Cor. xii. 4). " All the building fitly framed together," Ac. (Ephes.

ii. 18). "The whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every

joint supplieth," Ac. (Ephes. iv. 16). It would seem necessary that the social

religious life should assume some visible organized form ; and though there may

he no such form or forms ecclesiastical that can claim to have the stamp of distinct

Divine approval, yet all are Divine so far as they minister to the general edifica

tion and preserve " the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace." They each and

all have their place in the Divine order, if they help to fulfil the holy uses, and to

heighten the glory of the great temple of the Lord.

VI. Its sublime distinction as the habitation of God (see vers. 12, 18, Ac.)

This was but the repetition of a more ancient promise (Exod. xxv. 8 ; xxix. 45).

And what are all these promises, with all the marvellous manifestations that veri

fied them, but typical foreshadowings of the richer grace by virtue of which the

Church becomes " the habitation of God through the Spirit"? " The Most High

dwells not in temples made with hands;" His dwelling-place is the fellowship of

redeemed souls.—W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIL 1—61.

Solomon's palaces and the preparation

or the temple vessels.—The first twelve

verses of this chapter constitute a break in

the long account of the Temple, its furni

ture and its consecration. The historian

having described the Temple buildings, be

fore he passes on to speak of their contents

pauses for a moment to record a few par

ticulars as to the building of the suite of

palaces which next occupied Solomon's at

tention. The LXX., possibly following an

older arrangement, but more probably (see

next note) adopting an apparently more

logical and methodical order, relegates this

section to the end of the chapter.

Ver. 1.—But Solomon was building' his

own house thirteen years [There is no con

trast implied between the time spent upon

the temple and that occupied in the building

of the palace, as the word " but" seems to

suggest. The close connexion which exists

in the original is interrupted by the division

of chapters. In cb. vi. 38 we read, " So

was he seven years in building it." Ch. vii. 1

then proceeds, "And he was building his
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own house thirteen yearn." The much

longer period occupied in the erection of the

royal palace is easily accounted for. In the

first place, the buildings were much larger,

and the undertaking altogether was a much

more extensive one (ver. 2). Then, though

seven years only were consumed in the

actual building of the temple, yet prepara

tions for the work had been made, both by

David and Solomon, for a long time before

hand. Lastly, a special force of labourers

would appear to have been employed on the

temple, while it ia probable that they

wrought at the palaces in greatly diminished

numbers. So that the longer period spent

over his own house does not argue selfish

ness or worldliness on Solomon's part. On

the contrary, it speaks well for his piety that

he built the temple first and urged on that

sacred work with so much vigour. The

thirteen years date from the completion of

the seven years of ch. vi. 38. That is to

say, the building of the temple and palace

together ocoupied twenty years, as is ex

pressly stated in ch. ix. 10. It ia therefore

one of Stanley'a reckless statements that

the palace " was commenced at the same

time as the temple, but not finished till

eight years afterwards" ], and he finished

all his house. [By Solomon's "house " we

are not to understand his private palace, or

residence proper, alone (see ver. 8), but a

range of palaces, more or less connected,

including the "house of the forest of Le

banon " (ver 2), " the porch of pillars "

Iver. 6), the throne-room or judgment hall

ver. 7), his own house and the house of

Pharaoh's daughter (ver. 8). That all

these are comprehended under the term

" house " is evident from ch. ix. 1, 10, 15 ;

x. 12, where Solomon's buildings are alwaya

spoken of aa two, viz., "the house of the

Lord " and the " king's house."

The situation of this string of palaces is

by no means certain. Josephus says it stood

over against (or opposite) the temple, which

is highly probable ; but this still leaves the

question of site open, for the palace would

be justly described as avrucpvs lxuv "am,

whether it stood west or south of the

Fanciuary. Ewald places it on the opposite

ridge of Ophel, i.e., on the south prolonga

tion of the temple mount; while Fergusson,

Bahr, Ac., locate it on the north-east side of

Zion, on the opposite side of the Tyropoean

valley, and overlooking it and the whole

city of David. Recent explorations seem to

favour Ewald's view. See "Recovery of

Jerusalem," pp. 819 sqq., and " Our Work in

Palestine," p. 159 sqq. When we remem

ber that the very site of Zion is disputed, it

will not surprise the reader that questions

of this kind should be involved in uncer

tainty. And when it is further considered

that the accumulated dtbrit of Jerusalem

at one point reaches a depth of 120 feet, it

will be readily understood what obstacles

stand in the way of their settlement.]

Ver. 2.—He built also [Heb. and he built.

The A. V. rendering almost contradicts the

view just advanced, viz., that the house of

the forest of Lebanon was part of " all the

house" (ver. 1)] the house of the forest of

Lebanon [so called, not because it was a

summer residence in Lebanon, as some have

supposed, nor yet merely because it was

built of Lebanon cedar, but because it dis

played a perfect thicket or forett ("117*) of

cedar pillair] ; the length thereof was one

hundred cubits [the temple proper was 60] ,

and the breadth thereof fifty cubits [The

temple was but 20. It does not follow that

this apace of 100 x 50 cubits was all roofed

in, for it would seem as if the house was

built round a courtyard. Rawlinson re

marks that a roof of 75 feet is " much greater

than is ever found in Assyria." But it isby

no means certain that there was any such

roof here] , and the height thereof thirty

cubits [the same as the temple] , upon four

rows of cedar pillars [How these were

disposed of, or what was their number, it ia

impossible to say. Thenius says they were

400, but this is pure conjecture. The de

scription is so meagre and partial that it is

impossible to form a correct idea of the

building. The remark made above (ch. vi.

Introd. Note) as to the temple applies with

still greater force to the palaces. " There

are few tasks more difficult or puzzling than

the attempt to restore an ancient building

of which we possess nothing but two verbal

descriptions; and these difficulties are very

much enhanced when one account is written

in a language like Hebrew, the scientific

terms in which are, from our ignorance,

capable of the widest latitude of interpreta

tion, and the other, though written in a

language of which we have a more definite

knowledge, was composed by a person who

could never have seen the building he was

describing " (Fergusson, Diet. Bib. ii. p.658)] ,

with cedar beams [n1rna, cut or hewn

beams] upon the pillars!' [This palace,

according to Fergusson, was " the great

hall of state and audience " and the princi

pal building of the range. But if it was

this, which is very doubtful, for the throne

was in the hall of judgment (ch. v. 7), it

would seem to have served other purposes

besides that of an audience-chamber. Among

other things, it was certainly an armoury

(ch. x. 17. Cf. Isa. xxii. 8). The Arab.

Vers, calla it "the house of his arms."

Possibly it was also the residence of the
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bodyguard (cf. xiv. 28 with x. 17). Bahr

observes that the arrangement of the palaces

accords with the Jewish conceptions of the

kingly office. The first, the armoury, re

presents him in his militant character (1

Bam. viii. 20), the second in his judicial

function (1 Sam. viii. 5, 6 ; 2 Sam. xv. 4 ;

1 Kings iii. 9), while the third shows him in

his private capacity.]

Ver. 3.—And it was covered [or roofed]

with cedar above [cf. vi. 9, 15] upon the

beams [DW^y lit., ribi, the word used in

ch. vi. 5 of the side chamberi, and in vi. 34

(in the masculine) of the Uavet of the doors] ,

that lay on forty-five pillars, fifteen In a

row. [Rawlinson, al. are much exercised to

reconcile this statement with that of ver. 2,

which speaks of four rows, But the ex

planation is very simple, viz., that the

" forty-five, fifteen in a row " does not refer

to the pillars but to the side chambers or

compartments (A. V., " beams "). The de

scription is so very loose and general that

positive statements are out of place, but the

meaning certainly appears to be this, that

there was a roofing of cedar over the side

chambers (which rested upon the pillars

mentioned in ver. 2) forty-five in number,

fifteen in a row. It is true the Masoretic

punctuation is against this view. It is also

clear that the LXX. understood the numbers

forty-five and fifteen to refer to the pillars,

for they have essayed to cut the knot by

reading three rows instead of "four rows,"

in ver. 2. Similarly the Arab, in ver. 3 reads

sixty instead of forty-five ; obviously another

desperate attempt to solve the difficulty by

a corruption of the text. But the solution

suggested above is so simple and natural

that we can hardly be wrong in adopting it.

Bahr says positively that forty-five pillars

could not have supported a structure 100

cubits by 50 cubits, " nor could the building

have been named ' forest of Lebanon ' from

forty-five scattered pillars." It would follow,

hence, that there wero side chambers only

on three sides of the building, as was the

case in the temple. And if (as has been

inferred from vers. 4, 5) a three-storied

structure is here described ; if, that is to

say, the forty-five chambers were divided

fifteen to a tier or story, it is highly prob

able that they would be distributed six to

each long side and three to the rear (Bahr).

This arrangement—a court surrounded by a

colonnade and galleries—is still found in

the East; as all travellers know. And in

its favour it may be said that it is such as

to have been suggested by the plan of the

temple. The ground-plan is the same, with

this difference, that a courtyard occupies the

place of the temple proper.]

Ver. 4.—And there were windows [D'ljWJ'

same word as in ch. vi. 4, i.e., beams or

lattices. Keil understands, beam layers ; and

Bahr, iibergelegU Balken. The LXX. has

irXivpuv] In three rows [or tiers. All we

can say is that there is a possible reference

to three stories formed by the three rows

of beams], and light [lit., outlook. n|TO

probably means a wide outlook. LXX.

x^ipa, aspectus, prospectus} was against

light In three ranks [Heb. three, times.

The meaning is that the side chambers

were so built and arranged that the rooms

had their windows exaotly vis-a-vis in

each of the three stories. Josephus ex

plains, OviM/iam rpiy\iipoi{, windoics in three

divisions, but this is no explanation of

the words "light against light," Ac. Fer-

gusson understands the three outlooks to

mean, first, the clerestory windows (that

there was a clerestory he infers from Josephus

(Ant., vii. 5. 2), who describes tbis palace as

"in the Corinthian manner," which cannot

mean, he says, " the Corinthian order, which

was not then invented, but after the fashion

of a Corinthian oecus, which was a boll with

a clerestory ") ; (2) a range of openings

under the cornice of the walls ; and (3) a

range of open doorways. But all this is

conjecture.

Ver. 5.—And all the doors atd posts

[For JlfaTp posts, Thenius would read ffltnij

outlooks, after ver. 4, which seems a natural

emendation, especially as the LXX. has

X"«"- We should then get the sense of

" doors and windows "] were square of beam.

[The word translated ' ' windows " in ver. 4 ;

the proper rendering is beam, and the mean

ing apparently is that all these openings

were square in shape. Nothing is said

about the height of the rooms, and as the

commentators are not agreed whether there

was one story or three, that can obviously

be only matter of conjecture. Bawlinson,

who thinks of but one hall, with three rows

of windows, supposes, after Houbigant, that

one row was placed in a wall which ran

down the middle of the apartment. Such an

arrangement, he observes, was found by

Layard at Nimrud.]

Ver. 6.—And he made a porch of pillars

[Heb. the porch of pillars. This was no

doubt a covered colonnade, i.e. , it had a roof

but no sides. The pillars were its only walls.

But here the question presents itself, Was

tins porch the vestibule of the house of the

forest of Lebanon, just described ? From

the correspondence between its width and

that of this palace, Rawlinson infers that it

was (cf. ch. vi. 2, 3). Bahr believes it to

have been the porch or entrance to the hall

of judgment mentioned in the next verse,
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while Fergusson again assigns it an inde

pendent position, separate from either. The

term porch (D^IX), the meaning of which is

surely determined by its use in ch. vi., almost

implies that it must have served as the

entrance or vestibule to eome building.

But the size, and the fact that it had itself

a porch (see below), favour the idea that it

was an independent structure, though Raw-

linson shows that " most of the Persepolitan

porches had small pillared chambers at some

little distance in front of them," and refers

to the Egyptian propylaea. Keil argues

that this pillar hall, as he calls it, stood

between the house of the forest of Lebanon

and the judgment hall. Bahr, as remarked

above, sees in it the anterior part of the

judgment hall, which latter, he adds, bore

to it the same relation that the oracle did to

the temple-house. He observes that as the

ark was in the oracle, so the throne (ch. x.

18) found a place in the hall of judgment.

This structure, therefore, with its porch,

mentioned presently, would reproduce the

main features of the temple arrangement.

We see, consequently, that both the house

of the forest of Lebanon and the porch of

pillars followed in their outline the ground-

plan of the temple. Nor is this at all sur

prising, considering that all these edifices

probably had the same architect or designer] ;

the length thereof was fifty cubits [the

length, i.e., according to the view last ad

vanced of the two divisions of the building,

viz., the porch of pillars and the porch of

judgment. But the correspondence of the

length (or width—the same word is used of

the width of the temple porch ch. vi. 3) of

this porch with the width of the house of

the forest of Lebanon is, to say the least,

remarkable, and suggests that after all it

may have been the porch of that building.

If so, the resemblance to the temple would

be still more striking] , and the breadth

[depth ?] thereof thirty cubits : and the

porch [Heb. a porch] was before them [i.e.,

the pillars. The words can only mean that

a smaller porch stood before the porch of

pillars, or colonnade] : and the other [omit]

pillars [i.e., the pillars of the minor vesti

bule or fore porch] and the thick beam [Heb.

threthold] were before them. [The broad

threshold, approached by steps, and the

pillars which it supported, together with the

roof which covered them, formed the front

part and approach to the larger porch or

colonnade.]

Ver. 7.—Then he made a porch [or the

porch] for the throne where he might Judge

[i.e., it was at once audience-chamber

(throne-room, ch. x. 18) and court of justice] ,

even the porch of Judgment [Stanley re

marks that this " porch, or gate of justice,

still kept alive the likeness of the old

patriarchal custom of sitting in judgment at

the gate." He then refers to the " gate of

justice " at Granada and the " Sublime

Porte " at Constantinople. It is, perhaps,

not quite so certain that " this porch was

the gem and centre of the whole empire," or

that because it was so much thought of a

similar but smaller porch was erected for

the queen (ver. 8) (" Jewish Ch.," ii. p. 195)] :

and it was covered with cedar from one

side of the floor to the other. [Heb. from

thefloor to thefloor, as marg. Gesenius under

stands these words to mean, " from one

floor to the other," i.e., to the cieling (the

floor of the other story) ; in other words,

the walls from bottom to top. 8o the Vulg.,

a pavimento utque ad lummitatem, and Syr.,

a fundamento ad caelum ejtu usque, which

have led Thenius to suggest the reading

n'nip. "Itf (unto the beams) instead of

"IP- Keil thinks the cieling served

as the floor of an upper story, built over

the porch of judgment, but, as Bahr

observes, no such upper story is even hinted

at elsewhere. It seems to me that, on the

whole, the A. V. rendering is to be retained,

the meaning being that the whole space,

both of wall and cieling, from one side of

the floor to the opposite side, was covered

with cedar.]

Ver. 8.—And his house where he dwelt

[i.e., his private residence. Not to be

identified with the " house " of ver. 1. The

term is here expressly restricted to his

dwelling-house. There it as clearly includes

all the several palaces] had [or was. The

" court" is apparently in apposition to " his

house." The words in italics, here as else

where, merely darken the sense] another

[Heb. the hinder] court within [For the

use of b ri'39 = within, compare ch. vi.

16 ; Num. xviii. 7, and see Gesen., Thesaur.

i. 193] the porch, which was of the like

work [i.e., the walls were covered with

cedar. The reference is clearly to materials,

adornment, Ac., not to size]. Solomon

made also an house for Pharaoh's daughter,

whom he had taken to wife [Heb. he made

also a house for . . . wftom Solomon had

taken, i.e., married] , like unto this porch.

[This would seem to have been the private

residence of the queen, not the harem

where all the wives and concubines (ch. xi.

3) were collected. It was evidently distinct

from and behind the residence of the king,

an arrangement which still prevails in

Eastern palaces.]

Ver. 9.—All these [f.i!.,buildings, palaces]

were of costly [or precious , cf. ch. v. 31
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and vers. 10, 11] stones, according to the

measures of hewed stones [ lit., of squaring

or hewing, same word in cbs. v. 31 (Heb.), vi.

36, and Isa. ix. 9, Ac. All the stones in these

several buildings were shaped to certain

specified dimensions], sawed with saws

is obviously an onomatopoetio word,

like our saw. Gesenius cites aaipu, terro, Ac

The Egyptians, whose saws were apparently

all single-handed, do not seem to have

applied this instrument to stone, but part

of a double-handed saw was found at Nim-

rud (Layard, p. 195, and Diet. Bib., art.

" Saw "). That saws were in common use

and were made of iron is implied in 2 Sam.

xii. 31] , within and without [It is not quite

clear whether the meaning is that the two

surfaces exposed to view, one within and the

other without, the building were shaped

with saws, or that the inner and hidden

surface of the stone was thus smoothed as

well as the exposed parts] , even from the

foundation unto the coping [or corbels. It

is generally agreed (Gesen., Keil, Bahr) that

the reference is to the " projecting stones

on which the beams rest," though Thenius

would understand battlements (Dent. xxii. 8)

to be intended. But for these a different

word is always used, and the LXX. yeiaoc

signifies the projection of the roof, not an

erection upon it] , and so on the outside

toward the great court [i.e., the pavement

of the court was of sawed stones (see ver. 12).]

Ver. 10.—And the foundation was of

costly stones, even great stones [Bahr says,

" Even the foundations which from without

were not seen, were composed of these great

stones." But the meaning evidently is that

the foundation stones were larger than those

reared upon them] , stones of ten cubits

[i.e., ten cubits long, and of proportionate

width, Ac.] , and stones ofeight cubits [The

foundations of the palaces, consequently,

were much less than those of the temple

platform, some of which would measure

16 cubits. See note on ch. v. 17.]

Ver. 11.—And above [i.e., upon the

foundation stones just described] were

costly stones, after the measures of hewed

stones [It is implied here that the stones of

the superstructure were less than those of

the foundation. It is also implied that the

former were more carefully smoothed and

faced than the latter] and cedars. [Heb.

cedar.]

Ver. 12.—And the great court round

about [The palace, again like the temple,

had two courts. The lesser is referred to

in ver. 8, and was enclosed among the

buildings. The great court probably sur

rounded the entire structure] was [enolosed

by a wall] with three rows of hewed

stones, and a row of cedar beams [The

latter formed the coping. The wall of tho

court of the palace thus resembled that of

the temple. See on ch. vi. 36. In all

these coincidences we have tokens of the

same designing hand] , both for the inner

court of the house of the Lord. [This sudden

digression from the court of the palace to

the temple is suspicious, and suggests either

a mistranslation or corruption of the text.

The historian evidently meant to say that

the wall of the court, in its three rows of

stones and its cedar coping, resembled the

inner court of the temple ; and, according

to some grammarians (Gesen., Ewald), this

meaning may well be conveyed by the text

as it stands, 1 in Hebrew serving sometimes

to institute a comparison (Prov. xxv. 3, 12,

20 ; xxvi. 14, Ac.) " As in the court," Ac.

But the instances just cited, being proverbs or

apophthegms, are not strictly parallel with

our text. It seems better, on the whole,

however, to retain the text in this sense than

to replace 1 by 3, reading 1Xrta or 1Xro

for "IXn^l. 1Xnna (Horsley) is quite inad

missible, as the constr. case never has the

art.] , and for the porch of the house. [It

is almost impossible to decide whether the

porch of judgment (ver. 7) or the porch of

the temple is here meant. The immediate

context favours the latter. But this does

not seem to have had any court or enclosing

wall other than the inner court. Rawlinson

decides for the porch of judgment, "which,"

he says, " had a planking of cedar over

the stone pavement " (ver. 7). But ver. 7

(where see note) rather excludes than in

cludes the pavement. The reference is

probably to the "court within the porch,"

mentioned in ver. 8.]

After this brief account of the royal

palaces, the author proceeds to mention the

vessels, Ac., used in the temple service, pre

facing his description by a few words re

specting the great Tyrian artist, by whom

they were for the most part cast, and pos

sibly designed also.

Ver. 13.—And king Solomon sent [rather,

had sent (2 Chron. ii. 13)] and fetched Hiram

out of Tyre. [This is our historian's brief

version of the transaction which is recorded

in 2 Chron. ii. 7—14. He has not men

tioned before (ch. v. 6) Solomon's request

for a master-builder. Hiram, like his

namesake the king, is elsewhere (2 Chron.

ii. 13 ; iv. 11, 16) called Huram or Hirom

(ver. 40). See note on ch. v. 1. In the

first of these passages the king calls him

" Huram my father " (see note there) ; in

the last he is designated " Huram his

father." The title " Ab " (cf. Gen. xlv. 8,

41, 43 ; 2 Kings ii. 12 ; v. 13 ; vi. 21 ; cf.
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viii. 9) shows the high esteem in which he

was held. It can hardly be, as some have

supposed, a proper name. It may signify

" counsellor," or master, i.e., master-builder.

The Tyrians evidently regarded him with

some pride.]

Ver. 14.—Be was a widow's son of the

tribe of Napht 01 [In 2 Chron. ii. 14 he is

described as the " son of a woman of the

daughters of Dan." The discrepancy is

only apparent. For in the first place it is

not absolutely necessary to understand by

Ban the tribe of that name. It may well

refer to the town, formerly Leshcm (Josh,

xix. 47), or Laish (Judg. xviii. 7, 27), colo

nised by the Danites, and thenceforward

bearing their name (ver. 29), which was

situated within the borders of Naphtali.

If, however, it is preferred to see in the

" daughters of Dan " a tribal reference, we

may suppose (with Keil, al.) that the woman

was originally a Danite, but became, through

her first husband, "of the tribe of Naph

tali." Bat the first explanation is the more

simple and obvious] , and his father was a

man of Tyre [i.e., Hiram was the son (not

stepson, or adopted son, as the Rabbins) of

a mixed marriage. In earlier times Laish

had but little intercourse with the Zido-

nians (Judg. xviii. 28). It is nowhere stated

that the inhabitants were of Phoenician

extraction ; nor can it be justly inferred

from this passage] , a worker In brass [or

copper. Brass is a oompound of copper

and zinc ; but ITJ'n; originally and strictly

signifies a pure metal (Dent. viii. 9 ; xxxiii.

25, See. ; Job xxviii. 2). There were copper

mines in Palestine, and the art of working

this metal was known at a very remote

period (Gen. iv. 22, Heb., and see Wilkin

son's " Ancient Egypt," vol. iii. p. 243 ;

and De Rougemont, " Age du Bronze," p.

180). In later times the word sometimes

denoted brass (x«Xr6c), or copper-bronze

(a mixture of copper and tin). Cf. Jer.

vi. 28. From 2 Chron. ii. 14 we learn that

Hiram was "skilful to work in gold and in

silver, in brass, in iron, in stone, and in

timber," &c. From the mention of brass

only in this passage, and in ver. 45, it has

been somewhat hastily concluded that " the

work that he personally did for Solomon "

was "limited to works in brass" (Rawlin-

son). It is, perhaps, safer to say that brass

only is mentioned here, because the follow

ing section treats exclusively of the brazen

ornaments, &a., of the sanctuary (Keil).

It would almost seem, however (see note on

ver. 48), as if he was not employed to make

the vessels of gold. Nor does this suppo

sition really contradict the statement made

below, viz., that he wrought all Solomon's

work] : and he was filled with wisdom, and

understanding, and cunning: [or knowledge,

as the same word is rendered Exod. xxxi. 3,

where similar language is used of Bezalecl.

It is noticeable, however, that the words

" filled with the spirit of God," nsed of the

Hebrew, are not applied to the Tyrian

workman] to work all works In brass. And

he came to king Solomon [probably with a

considerable number of assistants] , and

wrought all his work.

Ver. 15.—For he cast two pillars of brass

[The process of casting, as practised by the

ancients, receives considerable illustration

from the paintings of Thebes (see Wilkinson,

"Ano. Egypt." ii. pp. 234, 256; Kitto, "Daily

Bib. Blus." Sol. and Kings, pp. 72, 73)], of

eighteen cubits high apiece [Heb. eighteen

cubits toot the height of the one column.

This was the height of the shaft (cf. 2 Kings

xxv. 17 ; Jer. Iii. 21). To this must be added

the capital (vers. 16, 19), which measured five

(or, according to some, nine) cubits, and prob

ably the pedestal. The pillars were hollow,

the metal being four finger breadths thick

(Jer. Iii. 21). In 2 Chron. iii. 15 the height

is given as thirty-five oubits—a discrepancy

which has been variously explained. Ac

cording to some writers (e.g., Abravanel,

Movers, Wordsworth), this represents the

total length of the two pillars (each pillar

consequently being 17J cubits) — an idea

which, perhaps, finds some slight support

in the word employed TJ1X length. Here it

it rilpip height. By others it has been sup

posed that the total height of base, column,

and capital was thirty-five cubits, which, if

not incredible, is very improbable. Others

think it a part of that systematic reduplica

tion of the heights of edifices by the

chronicler, of which we have already had

an instance in ch. vi. (where see note). But

the true explanation would seem to be that,

by a clerical error, thirty-five (rb) has been

substituted in the text for eighteen (11').

So Keil and Bahr] : and a line [or thread]

of twelve cubits did compass either of

them [Heb. the tecond column] about, [It

must not be supposed, from the fact that

the height of the one column is given, and

the circumference of the other, that they

were dissimilar in height and breadth or

girth. There has probably been an acci

dental abbreviation of the full expression,

" Eighteen cubits was the height of the one

pillar, and eighteen cubits was the height

of the other pillar ; and a line of twelve

cubits compassed the one pillar, and a line

of twelve cubits compassed the other pillar. "

It is just possible, however, that the pecu

liarity results from the actual system of
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measurement employed in this ease. As

they were eastings, it would be needless to

measure both pillars, and so the length may

have been ascertained from the first, and

the breadth from the second. The columns

would thus be about twenty-seven feet high,

and about six feet in diameter.]

Ver. 16.—And he made two chapiters [or

capitals] of molten [Heb. poured] brass, to

put upon the tops [Heb. heads] of the

pillars : the height of the one chapiter was

Ave cubits, and the height of the other

chapiter was five cubits [In 2 Kings xxv.

17 the height is given as three cubits ; but

this is obviously a clerical error. See

2 Chron. iii. 15; Jer. lii. 22. A much

more important question is whether the

chapiter (1111)3 same word, akin to 1ns,

crown) of four cubits mentioned in ver. 19

is to be understood as a part of this chapiter,

or something additional and superposed,

the entablature, e.g. The former appears

the more probable. See note on ver. 19.

But it is not a fatal objection to the latter

view that it would make the entire chapiter,

or both members, nine cubits high; no

less, that is, than one-half the length of

the shaft. No doubt to modern ideas this

appears wholly disproportionate; but a

double chapiter, bearing the same propor

tion to the shaft, is found in some of the

buildings of Persepolis (Fergusson, Diot.

Bib. iii. p. 1457). From the expression of

vers. 41, 42, "the bowls of (he chapiters"

(cf. 2 Chron. iv. 12, 13 ; Jer. lii. 23), and

the word " belly " (|I33) in ver. 20, we gather

that the chapiters were bowl-shaped, or

bellied out something like the so-called

" cushion capital " in Norman architecture.

Ver. 17.—And nets [Gesen., lattice; Keil,

plait. " It seems almost in vain to try and

speculate on what was the exact form of the

decoration of these celebrated pillars. The

nets of checker-work, and wreaths of chain-

work, Ac., are all features applicable to

metal architecture ; and though we know

that the old Tartar races did use metal

architecture everywhere, and especially in

bronze, from the very nature of the mate

rial, every specimen has perished, and we

have now no representations from which we

can restore them " (Fergusson, Diet. Bib.

I.e.)] of checker work [the Hebrew repeats

theword : netsof nut-work, or plaits of work of

plait], and wTeaths [or cords, twisted work,

i.e., festoons] of chain work [the wreathed

or twisted festoon probably resembled a

chain] , for [or, to, i.e., were on] the cha

piters which were upon the top of the

pillars; seven for the one chapiter, and

seven for the other chapiter [The LXX,

having here Ittrvoy, it is clear that the text

they had read n33C "a net," and not riJOC

1 KINGS.

"seven." Some, accordingly, would read, "a

net for the one chapiter, and a net," Ac.

But there is no sufficient reason for the

change. " This decoration consisted of

seven twists arranged as festoons, which

were hung round the capitals of the pillars "

(Keil). The comparison with " chain work "

was probably suggested by the fact that the

intertwined threads, whioh crossed and re-

crossed each other, bore a rough resemblance

to the links of a chain.

Ver. 18.—And he made the pillars [There

is evidently a confusion of the text here.

Probably we should read, with some MSS.

D'3D1n, the pomegranatei (so LXX.), in

stead of DH1Dyn, or rather, we should

transpose the two words, reading pome

granates where the Masoretic text has pillars,

and vice vend. " The pomegranate was ono

of the commonest ornaments of Assyria.

... It is doubtful whether a symbolical

meaning was attached to it, or whether it

was merely selected as a beautiful natural

form " (Rawlinson). Wordsworth charac

teristically sees in its many ripe seeds, " an

expressive emblem of fruitfitlness in good

works." According to Bahr, it is an image

of the law or covenant of Jehovah, and the

seeds represent the separate commands

(Symbolik, ii. 122, 1231. In the tabernacle it

was pourtrayed in works of divers colours on

the hem of the robe of the ephod (Exod.

xxviii. 33, 34 ; xxxix. 24). All the Scrip

ture notices of this fruit prove its great

abundance in Palestine (Num. xiii. 23 ;

Josh. xv. 32 ; xxi. 25 ;—in the two last

passages it appears as the name of a

town—Cant. iv. 3, 13 ; viii. 2 ; Joel i. 12 ;

Haggai ii. 9, Ac.) It was also well known

to the Egyptians (Num. xx. 5)], and [or

even] two rows round about upon the

one network [" The relation between the

two rows of pomegranates and the plaited

work is not clearly defined, but it is gene

rally and correctly assumed that one row

ran round the pillars below the plaited

work and the other above" (Keil). The

pomegranates, one hundred in number in

each row (2 Chron. iii. 16), four hundred in

all (2 Chron. iv. 13 ; Jer. lii. 23), would

thus form a double border to the chain

work], to cover the chapiters that were

upon the top, with pomegranates [rather,

on the top of the pillars, as the transposition

mentioned above and the sense require] ;

and so did he for the other chapiter.

Ver. 19.—And the chapiters that were

npon the top of the pillars [It is difficult to

believe that these words, which are iden

tical with those in vers. 16, 17, 18, can refer

to a different — a second and superposed

capital (Rawlinson), or to the entablature

(Fergusson)] were of Illy work [i.e., bassi-

K
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relievi in imitation of flowering lilies. Prob

ably the bowl-shaped chapiter was treated

as a full-blown lily, just as the capitals of

Egyptian pillars took the form of the lotus.

The molten sea was similarly treated (ver.

26). Thelily from KW, to be white),

was undoubtedly an emblem of purity.

BShr observes that it may justly be named

" the flower of the promised land," and that

as the lotus was the religious flower of the

Indian and Egyptian religions, so was the

lily of the Jewish] In the porch [These

words, d'jIKJI. are vei7 obscure. Keil

understands " as in the hall" (cf. enrd rb

avXufi, LXX.) But that idea would have

been expressed by dViX3, and nothing is

Baid elsewhere about any lily-work in the

porch (Biihr). Ewald, too, thinks the

decoration of the porch is referred to, and

holds that a description of this lily-work

must once have preceded this statement,

though it is now wanting. Thenius, al.

suppose them to refer to the position of the

pillars within the porch, and the " four

cubits " mentioned presently, they take

to indicate the diameter of the capitals.

Wordsworth would render " inside or to

ward the porch," and understands that the

lily-work was only on the intide of the

pillars. It is, perhaps, impossible to arrive

at any certain conclusion] , four cubits.

[This may either mean that of five cubits

(which was the height of the entire capi

tal), four, and these the upper four (ver.

221, were covered with lily-work, while one

cubit at the bottom of the capital was orna

mented with chain-work or festoons—we

can hardly believe that nets, chains, and

lily-work were all combined in the same

space, or it may refer to the position of the

pillars in the portico.]

Ver. 20.—And the chapiters upon the two

pillars had pomegranates [Instead of the

italics, Keil would supply Hiram made, but

it is doubtful whether this is any improve

ment. We have already heard more than

once that he made the chapiters. It is

better to supply projected or were, as in the

preceding verse. This verse is extremely

obscure ; but its design appears to be to ex

plain how the bowl of the chapiter projected

above its base] also above [i.e., above the

neck, or lowest cubit, on which was the net

and chain-work], over against [riBJJ^t? with

two prefixes is a rare form] the belly [or

" bowl " (ver. 41)] which was by [Heb.

beyond, on the other tide of, i.e., as it

appeared to a spectator standing below] the

network : and the pomegranates were two

hundred In rows [This agrees with the total

of four hundred, as given in ver. 42, and in

2 Chronicles, and with the " hundred round

about" (i.e., the number in each row) men

tioned in Jer. lii. 23. We gather from this

latter passage that ninety-six out of the

hundred faced the four quarters, for this is

apparently the meaning of nriVl, wind

wards; see Ezck. xlii. 16"—18, not that the

pomegranates could be " set in motion by

the play of the wind," as Ewald confidently

affirms. The remaining four pomegranates,

of course, occupied the four corners. The

necessary inference from this statement,

viz., that this part of the capital was four

square, seems to have escaped the notice of

the commentators] round about upon the

other chapiter. [Some words have evidently

dropped out of the Hebrew here, as in ver.

15. The text, no doubt, originally stood

" two hundred in rows round about the one

chapiter, and two hundred in rows round

about upon the other chapiter." There has

been no intentional compression—that is

not the genius of the Semitic languages—

but an accidental omission, occasioned by

the recurrence of almost identical words.

Ver. 21—And he set up the pillars In the

porch [We are now confronted by the much

vexed questions, (1) What was the position,

and (2) what the purpose, of these two

columns T Were they in the porch, or be

fore it? And were they architectural or

monumental ? Did they support the roof of

the porch, or were they isolated and detached,

after the manner of obelisks ? I incline to

the opinion of Biihr, that they stood in the

porch, but that they formed no part of the

building, i.e., that they were not for any

structural use, but simply for ornament.

This appears to me, on the whole, to result

! from the following considerations : ( 1 ) The

language used favours a position within the

porch. We have here B*?$b ( = "ot or in

the porch," perhaps for the porch, as Biihr),

and in ver. 19 (where see note) DpiKJ. And

with this agree the expression of the Chron.

"before 02B?) the house," and "before

fft-hv) the temple " (2 Chron. iii. 15, 17).

The pillars would, however, be ' ' before the

temple," whether they stood within or in

front of the porch, and it may be safely

allowed that the language of the historian is

not decisive one way or the other. The pre

positions of the text, however, seem to lend

some support to Bahr's view. (2) We know

that " the Phoenicians used isolated metal

columns as sacred ornaments, so that Hiram

would be familiar with such a mode of

ornamentation " (Rawlinson). " Whenever

in coins or histories we get a represents
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tion of a Phoenician temple, it always has

a pillar or pillars stauding within or before

it" (Stanley). (3) It is extremely doubt

ful whether these oolumns, twenty-three

feet in height, were adapted to serve as

supports to the roof of the porch. The

height of the latter has been variously

estimated at twenty, thirty, and sixty cubits,

and whichever estimate is preferred, the

columns would appear to be of an unsuitable

altitude. Fergusson says they were " appro

priate to support the roof of the porch," but

then he conceives the columns to be in all

twenty-seven oubits high (see on ver. 19), and

allows the remaining three cubits for the

slope of the roof). But, as we cannot be

certain either of the height of the porch or

of the column, this is an argument of which

very little can be made. (4) If the pillars

were part of the building, they would almost

certainly have been of the same material,

i.e., wood or stone. Their metallic com

position is certainly an argument for their

monumental character. It can hardly be

alleged in favour of this view, however,

that they are mentioned amongst the

vessels or articles of furniture, for the his

torian might fittingly describe the pillars

here, as being the principal of the " works

in brass " which Hiram wrought, even if

they did form the supports of the roof of

the porch. Nor are we justified, consider

ing the extreme brevity and the partial cha

racter of the description of the temple, in

affirming that they would have been men

tioned in connexion with the building, had

they formed part of the edifice. (5) The

remark of Stieglitz (cited by Bahr) that " it

was their separate position alone which

gave these pillars the impressive aspect they

were designed to wear," lends some little

support to this view. So also does (6) The

fact that these columns, and these alone,

received special names. " No architectural

portion of the building received a name"

(Keil). But this argument, again, is not to

be unduly pressed, for to some it may seem

that the names they bore would have a

special propriety and an enhanced signi

ficance, if the columns contributed to the

strength and stability of the edifice. The

question, therefore, is one of considerable

complexity, the more so, as it is maintamed

that it would be almost impossible to con

struct a roof thirty feet in width without

some such pillars to support the beam (Fer

gusson); but the balance of evidence appears

to favour the view that Jachin and Boaz

were monuments erected in the porch, to

dignify the sanctuary, and to symbolize the

power and eternity of the Being to whom it

was dedicated]: and he set up the right

pillar, and called the name thereof Jachin

[i.e., he shall establish, as marg. The name

expressed the belief that God would presene

and protect the new fane. It is true that a

Jachin is mentioned (1 Chron. ix. 10 ; xxiv.

17), as head of the 21st course of priests

in the reign of David, while a Boas was one

of Solomon's ancestors, but the columns

could hardly be named after them, or any

private persons. Ewald suggests that they

were named after " some favourites of the

time, perhaps young sons of Solomon."

The idea of Thenius that these names were

engraved upon the pillars is not wholly im

probable, though of course it finds no sup*

port in the text] and he set up the left

pillar [the left as one faced them from

the house. The right hand is identified with

the south in ver. 39] , and called the name

thereof Boat [Marg. in it is strength. Prob

ably " in Him, i.e., God, is its strength"

(cf. Isa. xlv. 24). The thought of Jachin,

" He will establish," is thus continued ; and

the two pillars pointed alike to the God of

Israel as the true support and upholder of

His sanctuary. The LXX. interpretation

of these two names, Kar6p(Wic and 'Ioxwj

(2 Chron. iii. 17), success and strength,

though very far from literal, preserves their

fundamental ideas,

Ver. 22.—And upon the top of the pillars

was Illy work [a repetition, in the Hebrew

manner, of ver. 19. The " lily work," which

probably involved two things, (1) that the

capital had a rude resemblance to a " full

blown lily-cup" (Bahr), and (2) that repre

sentations of the leaf of the lily were pour-

trayed upon it (as in the cornice of Persepolis,

an illustration of which will be found Diet.

Bib. iii. p. 1457), was a not unfitting finial to

the column, as it formed a sort of crown or

chaplet upon it. The two pillars wonld

thus resemble two giant plants, the column

answering to the stalk, the capital to the

flower. The ideas of architecture, it is well

known, have very frequently been derived

from the vegetable kingdom,

Ver. 23.—The writer now passes on to

describe the brazen vessels made by Hiram

for the temple use. And he made a [Heb.

the] molten sea [so called on account of its

unprecedented size and capacity. It was

designed, like the laver of brass in the'

tabernacle (Exod. xxx. 18—20), to contain

the water necessary for the ablutions of the

priests. For its size and shape see below] ,

ten cubits from the one brim to the other

[Heb. from his lip to his lip] round all

about [i.e., circular] , and his height was

five cubits [this was the depth of the vessel,

exclusive of its foot or base] : and a line of

thirty cubits did compass it round about.

[The historian obviously uses round num

bers when he speaks of the diameter as ten
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and the circumference as thirty cubits. If

the diameter was exactly ten, the circumfer

ence would of course be about 31J cubits.

But the sacred writers seldom aim at pre

cision.

Ver. 24.—And under the brim of it round

about [The edge of the laver was curved

outwards (ver. 26)] there were knops [see

note on ch. vi. 18. The text of 2 Chron.

iv. 3, D'lp3 (" the similitude of oxen"), is

obviously a clerical error for D'tfpB (Keil),

but whether n1D1 is an interpolation may

well be doubted. Keil thinks it was intro

duced to explain the mention of oxen]

compassing [Heb. surrounding, some word]

it, ten In a cubit [It does not follow from

this that each gourd or knop was " a little

over two inches in diameter" (Keil), for they

nay not have been in close contact, and,

moreover, the cubit was probably 18 inches] ,

compassing the sea round about : the

knops were cast In two rows, when it was

cast. [Lit., two rows ; the knops were cast

in its casting. The " brass," of which the

laver was composed, had been taken by

David from the cities of Hadarezer (1 Chron.

xviii. 8 ; 1 Sam. viii. 8, LXX.)]

Ver. 25.—It stood [Heb. standing'] upon

twelve oxen [The import of the number

twelve is well explained by Bahr, Symbolik,

i. 201 sqq. Like seven, it is compounded out

of three and four. But the primary reference

here is to the twelve tribes] , three looking

toward the north, and three looking toward

the west, and three looking toward the

south, and three looking toward the east

[So the tribes in the camp formed n square

round the tabernacle, three on each side-

east, south, west, and north (Num. ii.)] : and

the sea was set above upon them, and all

their hinder parts were inward. [The same

regard of the cardinal points (see Bahr,

Symbolik, i. 210 sqq.) has been noticed in

the pomegranates on the capitals of the two

columns. See note on ver. 20. Keil sa>s

the feet of the oxen no doubt rested on

a metal plate, so that they were fixed and

immoveable; but this lacks proof. The

oxen would be immoveable in any case,

owing to the weight of the metal and the

w ater. All conjectures as to the height and

size of the oxen are necessarily of little

value.

Ver. 26.—And it wasahandbreadththick

[i.e., three inches] , and the brim thereof

was wrought like the brim of a cup [Heb.

and his lip like tlte work of the lip of a cup,

i.e., curved outwards] , with flowers of lilies

(Tit., " a blossom of lily." Keil understands

"ornamented with lily flowers," but the

strict interpretation—the " lily blossom "

being in apposition to "cup"—requires us

to refer the words to the shape rather than

to the ornamentation of the laver. The lip

was curved like a lily] : it contained two

thousand [In Chron. and by Josephus the

number is given as 3000. This may have

resulted, as Keil thinks, from confounding

i and 2 but it is suspicious that so many of

the numbers of the Chronicles are exagge

rations. The common explanation of the

discrepancy, viz., that it held 2000 baths

" when filled to its ordinary height, but

when filled to the brim 3000 " (Wordsworth),

appears to me hardly ingenuous] baths.

[" The data for determining the value of

the bath or ephah are both scanty and con

flicting " (Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1741). Josephus,

the only authority on the subject, says that

it equalled the Attic metrites (about 8J gals.),

but it is very doubtful whether he was

" really familiar with the Greek measures "

(ib.) At any rate, if this statement is

correct, his other statement as to the shape

of the laver must be altogether erroneous,

since 2000 baths would equal 17,000 gals.,

aud a hemispherical laver could not possibly

have contained more than 10,000. The

attempt has been made, on the assumption

that the sea was a hemisphere, as Josephus

affirms, to calculate from its capacity the

value of the bath, which in that case would

be about four gallons. But there is good

reason for doubting whether the laver was

hemispherical—such a shape would be ill

adapted to its position on the backs of

oxen—and some have maintained that it

was cylindrical, others that, like the laver

of the tabernacle, it had a foot (Exod. xxx.

18) or basin. The prevailing opinion of

scholars, however, appears to be that it was

30 cubits in circumference only at the lip,

and that it bellied out considerably below.

While the shape, however, must remain a

matter of uncertainty, we arc left in no

doubt as to its purpose. It was "for the

priests to wash in" (2 Chron. iv. 6)—not, of

course, for immersing their whole persons,

but their hands and feet (Exod. xxx. 19, 21).

The priests (after Exod. iii. 5; Josh. v. 15,

Ac.) ministered barefoot. It was, accord

mg to Rabbinical tradition, provided with

taps or faucets (Bahr). It has, however,

been held by some that the water issued

forth (as in the Alhambra) from the lions'

mouths. It is probable that a basin of some

sort was attached to it. Whether the laver

was filled by the hand or by some special

contrivance, it is qnite impossible to say.

We know that provision was made for storing

water hard by. The present writer was privi

leged in 1861 to explore the great reservoir,

the Bnhr el Khebir, still existing underneath

the Haram area, at a time when very few

Europeans had seen it (see Pal. Explor.

Fund, No. vii.j Barclay, "City of the Ureal
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King Porter, Handbook, i. pp. 134, 138).

The water was probably brought from Solo

mon's pools at Bethlehem, though " a

fountain of water exists in the city and is

running unto this day, far below the sur

face" ("Our Work in Palestine," p. 103).

Tacitus mentions the fons perennis aquae

and the piscinae cUternaeque servandis tm-

bribut.

Ver. 27. —And h« made ton bases [or

stand*, 1113130, from \)3,erectusstetit. The

description of both the bases and the layers

which th6y supported (vers. 87—39) is ex

tremely obscure. We know, however, that

the bases (as the name implies) were simply

stands or pediments for the layers] of

brass ; four cubits was the length of one

base and four cubits the breadth thereof,

and three cubits the height of it [they

were rectangular, or box-shaped, six feet

square and four and a half feet high.

Ver. 28.—And the work of the bases was

on this manner [Heb. and thii the work of

the base]: they had borders [JYIipo (from

"i;p, claw/it) means strictly enclosing; i.e.,

sides, forming the stand. They were panels,

because of the borders or ledges mentioned

presently, but this was the accident of their

construction. The translation " border"

gives a totally wrong impression], and the

borders were between the ledges [Ueb. the

sides were between the borders, i.e., were

enclosed by ledges or frames.

Ver. 29.—And on the borders [panels]

that were between the ledges were lions

[i.e., figures or bas-reliefs of lions], oxen,

and cherubtms [" The lion and the ox are

the two animal forms which occur most fre

quently in Assyrian decoration" (Rawlinson).

They have also found a place through the

cherubim, in the symbolism of Christianity] :

and upon the ledges there was a base above

[i.e., there was a pedestal or stand (J3 ; see

ver. 31) of some sort for the laver, upon the

square basis] : and beneath the lions and

oxen were certain additions [Heb. wreaths,

festoons, iV^i (of. Prov. i. 9), corona'] made

of thin work. [Heb. pensile or hanging

work, "HID from TV descendit ; Vulgate,

dependentia. It would seem that on the

panel, beneath the figures of animals, Ac.,

were sculptured hanging festoons of flowers.

Ver. 30. —And every base had four brazen

wheels [As the lavers were used for washing

" such things as they offered for burnt

offering " (2 Chron. iv. 6j, and consequently

would require to be contmually emptied and

refilled, they must of necessity be move

able, so that they could be taken, now to

the sea, or other reservoir, now to the altar] ,

and plates [Heb. axles] of brass : and the

rour corners [Heb. feet; D$f? signifies step,

thence foot, and is here used of artificial

feet. These were, no doubt, at the four

corners, and served to raise the stand above

the wheels, so that the foliage, &c., was not

hidden] thereof had undersetters [Ueb.

shoulders. " The bearings of the axle "

(Qesen.) must be meant. The bases had four

feet, which apparently terminated in a sort

of socket or fork, into which the axletrees

were inserted] : under the laver were under

setters [Heb. the shoulders] molten [or

cast], at the side of every addition. [Lit.,

opposite to a man (i.e., each) were wreaths.

The explanation of Eeil is that " from the

feet . . . there ascended shoulder pieces,

which ran along the outside of the chest and

reached to the lower part of the basin, which

was upon the lid of the chest, and, as

shoulders, either supported or helped to

support it. " He thus understands the

" shoulder " to extend from the foot, or

axletree, to the bottom of the laver. But

it seems quite as likely that these shoulders

were within the stand; that they started

from its upper corners, i.e., "from under

the laver" (as in the Hebrew), passed

down along its inner angles, and emerged

below—the stand may well have had no

bottom—in the shape of feet or forks,

which rested on the axletrees, and sup

ported both stand and laver. Over against

this internal shoulder-blade or support was

placed externally a wreath. But Bahr de

spairs of arriving at any just and adequate

understanding of this arrangement, and,

in the absence of drawings, it is perhaps

hopeless that we shall ever interpret the

words with certainty.]

Ver. 81.—And the mouth of it [Heb.

his mouth. I incline, with Keil, to think

the mouth of the laver just mentioned

("1'9 masc.) is referred to rather than the

stand (Thenius), which would require a fem,

suffix] within the chapiter [By this wa

are, perhaps, to understand a round orna

ment, resembling the capital of a pillar,

which stood in the centre of the dome-

shaped covering (see ver. 35) of the stand,

and on which the laver rested (so Keil,

Bahr). Rawlinson says, " No commentator

has given a satisfactory explanation of this

passage "] : and above [Heb. upwards]

was a cubit [i.e., the neck or foot of the

laver measured uniformly one cubit, in

width apparently] : but the mouth [Heb.

and her mouth, fem. This last-mentioned

mouth is probably the mouth of the capital

(fem.) The neck or mouth of the laver

would appear to have been fitted into the

mouth of the crown-shaped pedestal] was

round after the work of the base [Heb.
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»tand-work, |3 here fixes the meaning of the

word in ver. 29, i.e., it decides it to be the

substantive (Keil, after Chald.), not the ad

verb (as Thenius, Bahr, al.) a cubit and a

half [so that the first mouth would fit easily

into the second] , and also upon the mouth

of it [Hcb. In r mouth, that of the capital,

which was external. The mouth of the

laver was partially concealed] were

gravlngs [Keil understands this of the

carving of the stand already mentioned, ver.

29. But a mouth is mentioned, which the

square stand lacked. Besides the word

" also " points to additional carvings. I

understand the chapiter which formed the

mouth of the stand to be meant] with

[Heb. mill, their borders, foursquare, not

round, [i.e., the capital had panels like the

stand, and the former, like those of the

latter, were square.]

Ver. 32.—And under the borders [i.e.,

panels] were four [Heb. the foum i.e., those

mentioned in ver. 30] wheels [" The wheels

reached no higher than that portion of the

sides of the base which wasornamented with

garlands " (Rawlinson). It would be more

correct to say that the wheels did not cover

any portion of the sides ; they were under

them]; and the axletrees [Heb. hands, as

holding the wheel to the base or stand.

Axletrees is altogether misleading. The

hands were the parts connecting the wheels

and axles] of the wheels were joined to

[Heb. in, as marg.] the base : and the

height of a wheel was a cubit and half a

cubit, Ii.e., 27 inches. ]

Ver. 33.—And the work of the wheels

was like the work of a chariot wheel [Hcb.

the chariot, i.e., the ordinary chariot] : their

axletrees [Heb. hands], and their naves

[Gesenius understands rims. He derives

33, gibbus, from 32$, curvatus rst) , and

their felloes [or fellies, as the word is now

written. These are the parts which com

pose the circumference of the wheel ; but

Gesen. translates spokes, because they are

the joinings (pB'n conjunxit) of nave and

rim] , and their spokes [DHt^n Gcsen. would

render naves, because the spokes collect at

tl nit part] , were all molten.

Ver. 34.—And there were four under-

setters [It seems probable that this is not

a repetition of ver. 30 (Rawlinson), but that

the reference is to the upper part (of. ver.

35) of the shoulder pieces, which, accord

ing to Keil's view, supported the laver] to

the four corners of one base : and the

undersetters were of the very base itself.

[Heb. from the base, its shoulders. Whether

these words mean that the shoulders pro

jected from the base, that "they rose above

the comers with a slight curve" (Keil), or

that they were cast with the base, i.e., front

the same mould, as in the next verse, it is

impossible to say.]

Ver. 35.—And In the top [Heb. head] of

the base was there a round compass

[Probably " the base above " (ver. 29) or

stand for the laver. This was apparently

arched to the height of nine inches above

the top of the base] of half a cubit high :

and on the top of the base the ledges

[Heb. hands. These can hardly be either

" the hands of the wheels " (ver. 32) or the

" shoulders" of ver. 30 or ver. 34, but what

they were it is difficult to say. They may

have been arms or projections supporting

the laver] thereof and the borders thereof

were of the same. [Heb. from it, sc., of one

piece or casting.]

Ver. 36.—For on the plates of the ledges

[hands] thereof, and on the borders [sides,

panels] thereof, he graved cherublms, lions,

and palm trees, according to the propor

tion [Heb. nakedness, hence naked space,

void. The meaning is that he filled all the

spaces with carvings] of every one, and

additions [wreaths, festoons] round about.

Ver. 37.—After this manner he made the

ten bases : all of them had one casting, one

measure, and one size.

Ver. 38.—Then made he ten lavers of

brass : one laver contained forty baths [i.e.,

about 340 gals., if we accept the account

of Josephus, Ant. viii. 2. 9. Bnt see on ver.

26] : and every laver was four cubits. [It is

uncertain whether the height or the

diameter is meant. Keil deciles for the

latter—and four cubits, the width of the

sides of the stand, may well have been also

the diameter of the basin—on the ground

that as ' ' the basins were set upon (bv) the

stands," it can hardly refer to the height.

But it is worthy of remark that " the height

of all the other parts has been mentioned "

(Rawlinson). See vers. 27, 32, 35, and with

out this particular we could not calculate the

entire height, which, if the laver were four

cubits, would be about thirteen feet. This

surprising size is accounted for by remem

bering the height of the altar, to which the

fat and other sacrificial portions had to be

transferred from the laver] : and upon every

one of the ten bases one laver. [Ten lavers

would not be at all too many when we re

member the prodigious number of victims

which were occasionally offered .]

Ver. 39.—And he put five bases on the

right side [Heb. shoulder] of the house,

and five on the left side of the house

[i.e., on the south and north sides of the

court of the priests] : and he set the sea on

the right side of the house eastward over

against the south. [This passage is deei
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nive as to which was the right and which

the left. The right side was the south.

It was probably for convenience that the

sea did not stand due east of the house, ijt.,

between the porch and altar.]

Ver. 40.—And Hiram made the lavers

[So the Hec. Text. But perhaps we ought

to read n1TD, i.e., pott, here, as in ver. 45

and 2 Chron. iv. 11. This word is joined with

shovels and basons, not only in these two

passages, but also in Exod. xxvii. 3,

2 Kings xxv. 14, Jer. lii. 18; in other

words, the appropriate term in this con

nexion would be "pots," while "lavers,"

having been just mentioned in ver. 38, would

involve an idle repetition. Altogether,

therefore, there can be little doubt that we

should here read n1TDn for nW3i1. It is

apparently the reading of the Chald., LXX.,

and some MSS. These "pots "were used, not

for carrying away the ashes (Keil), but, as

the name implies P'D, effervescere), for 6ot7-

ing the flesh of the peace offering (1 Sam.

ii. 13, 14), and the ihovels [these, again, as

the name implies (v* from t]]ftabstulit ; see

Gesen., Thesaurus, p. 607), were used for

taking away the ashes from the altar (Exod.

xxvii. 3 ; Num. iv. 14), and the basons. [The

sacrificial bowls for receiving the blood of

the victims (Exod. xxxviii. 3 ; Num. iv. 14).]

So Hiram made an end of doing all the

work [the writer now recapitulates the work

of Hiram. The repetition may be due to

the fact that the history was compiled from

various lists and documents] that he made

king Solomon for [Heb. omits the prep.]

the house of the Lord.

Ver. 41.—The [Heb. omits the art. and

reads pillars, two] two pillars, and the two

bowls of the chapiters that were on the

top of the two pillars; and the two net

works to cover the two bowls of the

chapiters which were upon the top of the

pillars. [See on verses 16—20.]

Ver. 42.—And four hundred pome

granates [Heb. the pomegranates, 400] for

the two networks, even two rows of pome

granates for one network, to cover the two

trawls of the chapiters that were upon the

pillars [Heb. upon the face of the pillars] .

A chapiter could hardly be correctly de

scribed as Un H.)5'^y. It is probable that

this is a clerical error, and that we should

read 'yn ^pH?!? (Bahr, Keil), " upon the two

pillars." So LXX. lir' i/npoTtpots k.T.\. This

is a more likely emendation than CX"I hp. It

is true this latter is the reading of some

MSS., and is followed by the Syr. and Vulg.,

but it can easily be accounted, for, being a

repetition of the last words of ver. 41, while

it fails to account, as the first-named

emendation does, for the '.JS'^y.

Ver. 43. And the ten bases and the ten

lavers [Heb. " the bates, ten and the lavers,

ten "] on the bases. [See on vers. 27—37.]

Ver. 44.—And one [Heb. the one] sea and

twelve oxen [Heb. the oxen twelve} under

the sea [vers. 23—26].

Ver. 45.—And the pots [see on ver. 40],

and the shovels, and the basons, and all

these vessels [according to the Keri] which

wiram made [There is no mention of the

altar, as in 2 Chron. iv. 1, possibly because

it was not made by Hiram (Bahr)] to

[rather, for] king Solomon for [Heb. omits]

the house of the Lord, were of bright brass.

[Marg. made bright, i.e., polished after

casting.]

Ver. 46.—In the plain [Heb. Ciecar, i.e.,

circle or circuit, the word used only of the

Ghor or Jordan valley. This tract is called
•• The Ciccar" Gen. xiii., 11, xix. 17, Ac.

See Stanley, " Sinai and Palestine," App.,

§ 12] of Jordan [in the Heb. this river (" the

descender") always takes the art.] did the

king cast them, in the clay ground [Heb.

as marg. in the thickness of the ground.

Whether the soil was made thick by stamp

ing (Keil) it is impossible to say. It looks

as if this site had been ohosen because the

soil was suitable] between Succoth [Gen.

xxxiii. 17. It appears from Judg. viii. 5

that it lay east of the Jordan (cf. Josh, xiii.

27, where it allotted to the tribe of Gad) ;

" and indeed it has been recovered, under its

later name Tarala, at Tell Dar'ala, north

east of the Damieh ford " (Conder, p. 229).

As Zarthan was almost certainly west of the

Jordan, and as the casting—from the na

ture of the country—must as certainly

have been done to the west of the river, it

is somewhat surprising to find a trans-

Jordanic town mentioned as one of the

landmarks defining the site. It is possible

that there was a western Succoth—a place

named Sakut was discovered by Robinson

and Van de velde, a few miles south of

Bethshean ; but this name is radically dif

ferent (Conder). It is, therefore, more prob

able that, being near the ford of the river,

this place was so well known that it would

serve better than any of the less familiar

western towns to identify the site of the

foundry] and Zarthan. [See note on chap,

iv. 12.]

Ver. 47.—And Solomon left all the ves

sels unweighed [the interpretation of the

A. V. italics is justified by the next clauses]

because they were exceeding many : neither

was the weight of the brass found out.

[Marg. searched. So Gesen. al This

does not mean that the " brass for each
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vessel was not weighed out" (Bahr), but

that the total weight of the metal was not,

perhaps could not, be ascertained.]

The sacred record now proceeds to enu

merate the vessels, &c, used inside the

temple—those hitherto described having

been for external use. These latter, as

became the furniture of a house which

blazed in gold, were all of gold, while the

former were of brass. It would seem to be

a fair inference, from the omission of

Hiram's name, that he was not employed

on the manufacture of these latter vessels.

Ver. 48.—And Solomon made all the ves

sels which pertained unto [neither word in

Heb.] the house of the Lord: the altar of

gold [the altar of incense. See on chap,

vi. 20, 22] and the table of gold [The Ueb.

shows the meaning to be, He made the

table out of gold, not ' ' He made the golden

tabic," as Keil. 2 Chron. iv. 8 (cf. ver.

19 and 1 Chron. xxviii. 16) speaks of ten

tables] whereupon the shewbread was.

Ver. 49.—And the candlesticks [Exod.

xxv. 81—37 ; xxxvii. 17—24. According

to Jewish tradition, the seven-branched

candlestick was preserved in the temple in

addition to the ten named here] of pure

[Heb. shut] gold, five on the right side

and live on the left, before the oracle

[" These are said to have formed a sort

of railing before the vail, and to have

been connected by golden ohains under

which, on the day of atonement, the

high priest crept" (Diet. Bib. t 249).

The idea that the ten candlesticks rested

on the ten tables mentioned in the Chro

nicles is entirely groundless. Eleven tables

would in that case have been necessary

'(Bahr). Besides we are distinctly told

that the tables were for the shewbread

(2 Chron. iv. 19), not for the candlesticks] ,

with the flowers [ornaments of the candle

stick (Exod. xxv. 31)] , and the lamps [the

seven extremities of the candlestick which

held the oil ml the wicks (ver. 37). It is

highly probable that the temple candle

sticks were fashioned after that of the taber

nacle] , and the tongs [ib. ver. 38. Heb. two

takers] of gold.

Ver. 50.—And the bowls [same word in

Exod. xii. 22. The "dishes " of Exod. xxv.

29, and xxxvii. 16, with which Rawlinson

identifies them, are expressed by a different

word. He thinks they were for the oil—

which the connexion would seem to imply

—but they may have been for the blood] ,

and the snuffers [Ueb. knives, "1DJ, carptit.

The word is used of the pruning-hook in

Isa. ii. 4 ; cf. Levit. xxv. 3. They served

the purpose though they had not the shape

of our snuffers] , and the basons [same word

as in vers. 40, 45. These latter, however,

were of brass, while those of the text were

of pure gold. According to 2 Chron. iv. 8,

they were a hundred in number. As the

root signifies to sprinkle, they were

probably either for the water or the blood

of sprinkling. Keil thinks they were for the

wine of the libations], and the spoons

[D1B?, lit., palms (of hands), hence used

of shallow vessels (Exod. xxv. 29 ; Num.

vii. 84, 86. The last cited pasage (cf.

vers. 14, 20, 26) shows that they were used

for the incense (Lev. xxiv. 7, Ac.), LXX.

Oviotai], and the censers [or snuffers, ex

tinguishers ; marg. ash-pans. In Exod. xxv.

38 the word is translated snuff-dishes. In

Num. iv. 14, xvi. 6, it signifies censers,

which may well be the meaning here] of

pure gold ; and the hinges [or sockets of

the hinges (Gesen., Keil)] of gold, both

for the doors of the Inner house, the

most holy place [Heb. for the holy of

holies] , and for the doors of the house, to

wit, of the temple. [These were evidently

of inferior (not pure) metal.]

Ver. 51.—So was ended an the work

that king Solomon made for the house

of the Lord. And Solomon brought In the

things which David his father had dedi

cated [marg. holy things of David (2 Sam.

viii. 8, 10, 11; 1 Chron. xxii. 3, 14, 16;

xxviii. 14—18). Cf. xxvi. 26—28] ; even the

silver, and the gold, and the vessels, did

he put among the treasures of the house

of the Lord. [So that all the store of pre

cious metal and the brass that David had

prepared was not absorbed in the decora

tion .and furniture of the temple. There

would seem to have been a considerable

overplus, which was stored in the temple

treasury. ]

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 15—22.—The Pillars of Brass. If, as some think, the importance of any

Scripture subject is to be gauged by the space assigned to it in the sacred page, then

surely the fact that eight long verses of this chapter are occupied with the descrip

tion of these two columns and their capitals proves, first, their importance in the

eyes of Jewish writers, and, secondly, that they must have a significance for the

minds of Christian readers.
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But the importance of these monuments (which is also attested (1) by their

position—in the very forefront of the temple—the first objects that would strike the

eye of the beholder—and (2) by their isolation—they were apparently unconnected

with the edifice and served a purpose of their own) is not due to what they were in

themselves. No doubt they were regarded in that age as wonderful works of art.

Probably they were the largest castings either accomplished or attempted up to that

date. And from the minute details of their capitals, the chequer-work, cham-work,

net-work, lily-work—details evidently recorded with some degree of pride and

wonderment on the part of the historian—we may reasonably infer that there " were

not the like made in any kingdom " (ch. x. 20). But it is not because of this that

so much prominence is accorded to them in Scripture ; it is because of their con

nexion with the temple. Their glory is reflected on them from the sanctuary. They

are mentioned " because of the house of the Lord our God," of which they were the

handmaids and ornaments. We are led, therefore, to inquire—

I. What meanino they had foe the Jew?

II. What lessons they have foe ourselves ?

I. But in order to arrive at their meaning, we must first consider their purpose.

We have seen that they were not structural, but monumental (note on ver. 21) ; in

fact they served instead of an inscription upon the building. The Western world,

with its love of the concrete, often stamps its great edifices with appropriate legends.

But the children of the Easthave ever preferred the mystical teaching of symbolism.

For them there has always been a charm in "the view of things half seen." And

so the Jewish temple bore no letters on its front, but its representative pillars stood

forth, embodiments in themselves of the ideas of the building, and silently pro

claimed its object and character. And this is the teaching they had for the wise—

1. That the temple uas strong and firm and lasting. Their very materials

proclaimed this. They were not of perishing wood or stone, but of enduring bronze.

Then, they were of unusual girth in proportion to their height, for whereas the

shaft was 12 cubits -in circumference, it was but 18 cubits high (Jer. lii. 21). The

first impression they gave, consequently, would be that of strength, of fixity, and

so thoy spoke, by their very character as well as by their names, of the stability of

the house. It was no longer a tent (cf. isa. xxxviii. 12), it was a house of cedar

(2 Sam. vii. 2), it was a crtj/w it dei. The two columns, that is to say, served instead

of these two inscriptions, " I have surely built thee a house to dwell in, a settled

place for thee to abide in for ever" (ch. viii. 13), and " This is my rest for ever,

here will I dwell, for I have desired it " (Psa. cxxxii. 14).

2. That its strength and stability were in God. Of course this is an idea

which symbolism could only express imperfectly. And yet it may be (as some

have thought) that the brazen pillars would recall to some minds the pillar of cloud,

the token of God's presence. And if we may see in the steeple a " silent finger

pointing to the sky," then surely these erect columns may have carried men's

thoughts upwards to the throne of God. But if not, the names, Jachin, Boai, at

any rate, witnessed for Him and proclaimed Him to all as the hope and stay of the

new sanctuary. It was, therefore, as if in the place of pillars these superscriptions

also had been conspicuous on the temple : for Jachin—" God is in the midtt of

her; she shall not be removed ;" and for Boaz—"Except the Lord build the house,

they labour in vain that build it " (Psa. cxxvii. 1. Note. This psalm is ascribed to

Solomon. And these words were inscribed on the late Eddystone lighthouse).

3. That it was the shrine of a holy God. The two columns, standmg as

sentinels over the house, confronted ail who came into its courts with the idea of

consecration. We have seen that column and ohapiter together bore a rough

resemblance to a lily—the column the stalk, the chapiter the flower. Now the lily is

the emblem of purity (see on ch. vii. 19). The " lily-work in the porch " proclaimed

the house as belonging to the All-Holy One of Israel. The columns, therefore, in

their esoteric symbolic language, spoke to the same effect as if these words had been

blazoned on the temple's front (as on the high priest's mitre) : " Holiness unto the

Lord" (Exod. xxviii. 86; xxxix. 80), or these, "I the Lord your Qod am holy"

(Levit. xix. 2; xxi. 8).
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4. That it was for the worship of a holy people. The chapiters were

fashioned after a lily-cup. The columns, i.e., blossomed into purity under the

shelter of the sanctuary, and so proclaimed that holiness was to be the product of

the temple services and ritual. They served accordingly as memoranda, both to

priests and worshippers. It is said that on the front of the seeond temple words

were inscribed, viz., these : " Know before whom thou art going to stand." In

this first temple the two columns spoke to the same purport. To the priests they

cried, " Be ye clean that bear llie vessels of the Lord" (Isa. lii. 11) ; to the people

they spoke, like the " fringe with the ribband of blue," " Be ye holy unto your

God" (Num. xv. 88, 40).

5. That it was for a people zealous of good works. On the columns were

400 pomegranates. Pomegranates are said to be emblems of fruitfulness. If so,

they taught the Hebrew worshipper this last lesson—they served instead of this

inscription, " Thou shall not delay to offer the first of thy ripe fruits " (Exod. xxii.

29) ; or this, "He looked that his vineyard should bring forth grapes " (Isa. v. 2).

II. But what lessons have Jachin and Boaz for ourselves? Do they not speak to

us (1) of the Church, the "pillar and ground of the truth" (1 Tim. iii. 15) ; (2) of

the Christian, who shall be "a pillar in the temple of God ? (Rev. iii. 12.)

1. Of the Church. The lessons these brazen columns had for the Hebrew

people, the same they have for ourselves, with this difference, that they also speak

to us by their fall. They image forth the stability of the Church—that the gates

of hell shall not prevail against it ; that its strength is iu God—its weapons are not

carnal, but spiritual (2 Cor. x. 4 ; Matt, xxviii. 20 ; John xv. 4) ; that its object is

holiness (Ephes. v. 27 ; i. 4 ; Titus ii. 12) and fruitfulness (John xv. 8 ; 2 Cor. ix.

10; Phil. i. 11). But they have an additional lesson for us, derived from their de

struction. For why were these splendid works of art removed out of their place, broken

up, and carried to Babylon ? (Jer. lii. 17, 21.) It was because their lessons were un

heeded, because the people were not pure and holy (Jer. xxii. 8, 9 ; v. 81 ; Acts vii.

48). And so we learn—not that the Catholic Church will " likewise perish : " that

can never be (Matt. xvi. 18) ; of that it might be said, with a propriety of which the

Latin poet was all unconscious, " Exegi monumentum aere perennius"—the

columns lasted 423 years, the Church 1800 already—but that particular churches,

if unfaithful, shall have their candlesticks removed out of their places (Rev. ii. 5).

" If God spared not the natural branches," &c. (Rom. xi. 21).

2. Of (he Christian. He may learn hence—(1) To be rooted and grounded in

faith and love (Eph. iii. 17 ; Col. i. 28). (2) Not to be carried about by every wind

of doctrine (Eph. iv. 14; James i. 6; note on ver. 20). (8) That "God is our

refuge and strength " (Phil. iv. 18 ; Col. i. 11 ; 1 Peter v. 10). (4) That we are to

"wear the white lily of a blameless life" (cf. 2 Peter iii. 14). (5) And to "bring

forth much fruit," and (6) that if we overcome, we shall be pillars in the heavenly

temple, not to be broken, or cast into the fire, or to share in the destruction of

Babylon (Rev. xviii. 2), but to " go out no more for ever" (Rev. iii. 12).

Vers. 23, 24.— The Molten Sea and the Brazen Lavers. If the two pillars teach

the lesson of purity, of personal holiness, how much more the sea and bases I For

observe—

1. Sea and bases had the same end in view, viz., purification. The first was

for the cleansing of the priests. The second for the cleansing of the sacrifices

offered by the priests.

2. The extraordinary provision of water for the service of the temple. Under

neath the temple area was a great reservoir (it is said to be some fifty feet deep),

no doubt the same which exists at the present day, near the Mosque el Aksa (note on

ver. 26). This was connected by an aqueduct (which can still be traced) with Solo

mon's Pools at Etham, near Bethlehem. Whether these great works were purely

for the use of the temple, or whether the eity also shared in their benefits, may be

doubtful, but that the temple occupied the first place in the scheme is beyond all

question. From this subterranean sea—whether by pipes or by the labours of the

Nethinim, we cannot be certain—both molten sea and brazen lavers were filled.
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But here a distinction must be made. The priests were commanded to wash,

under pain of death (Exod. xxx. 19 sqq.; xxix. 4; xl. 30—82), but there was no

such command with respect to the victims. No ; the sacrifices would seem to have

been washed because the Jewish mind instinctively felt that this was right and

fitting. And that it was right and fitting is proved by the fact that the service was

accepted, and here enjoys the Divine sanction. We should hardly have had twelve

verses of Scripture devoted to the description of the lavers and their bases, had not

God Himself approved of the washing of " the work of the burnt offering ' ' (2 Chron.

iv. 6, Heb.)

' Hence we may learn—-

I. That Christian priests must be washed.

II. That Christian sacrifices should be cleansed.

I. Christian priests must re washed. Here two questions arise. (1) Who are

Christian priests? (2) What is this washing ?

1. By Chrittian priests we may understand here all Christians. For all Chris

tians are priests, precisely as all Jews were priests (cf. 1 Peter ii. 5, 9, with Exod.

xix. 6). Of course, there is a priesthood among Christians, just as there was a priest

hood among the Jews (see page 113). It is often said, and said truly, that the word

Uptvc, taeerdot, is nowhere applied to the ministers of the New Testament ; but the

answer is that it could not have been so applied, so long as the Levitical priesthood

existed, without risk of confusion. It is also true that the functions of the Christian

presbyterate are very, very different from those of the Jewish priesthood; but all

the same, if Christianity is filling up, and not the reversal or the negation of

Judaism (Col. ii. 17; Matt. v. 17), then, assuredly, it must not only have its altar,

(Heb. xiii. 10), but its priesthood. But let us understand the word here of the body

of believers : for clearly, if we can prove that all Christians must be washed, how

much more those who minister in holy things, and bear the vessels of the Lord?

(Isa. lii. 11.)

2. By Christian washing we may understand, primarily, the washing (car*

IZox'iv) of the New Testament, " the washing of regeneration " (Titus iii. 5 ; cf.

(1 Cor vi. 11 ; Eph. v. 26; Heb. x. 22; cf. vi. 2). For to all Christians is the com

mand addressed, "Arise, and be baptized, and wash away thy sins " (Acts xxii. 16;

cf. ch. ii. 88). Of all may our holy Lord be heard to say, "If I wash thee not,

thou hast no part with me " (John xiii. 8 ; cf. iii. 5 ; Mark xvi. 16).

But is this all? Are we only to find here a lesson as to Christian baptism?

Certainly not. For observe, (1) by baptism, the initial rite of our religion, men are

made priests (Rev. i. 5, 6). (2) The washing of the priests was a washing of the

hands and the feet (Exod. xxx. 19); and (3) it was to be repeated as often as they

"went into the tabernacle of the congregation or" came near unto the altar (ver. 20 ;

ch. xl. 82). Clearly, then, the "one baptism" of Christianity cannot respond to

this exclusively. No ; that rather corresponds to the washing of the whole person

(Levit. xvi. 4, 24), which the Rabbins say was performed in the molten sea, or in its

basin ; but which may possibly have been performed in private. That there was

such complete ablution on the part of the priests needs no proof; it is presupposed

in the directions about the hands and feet. It would have been mockery to wash

the extremities of the body, while the body itself remain unclean. But the priest

who went to the temple pure might, perhaps, contract some defilement on the way ;

the exposed parts, the hands and the feet, might be stained and ro become unfit for

the service of the All-Holy. It was for this the molten sea was provided, and this

helps to illustrate our Lord's words, " He that is washed needeth not save to wash

his feet " (John xiii. 10). Even so we, though, as St. Paul says, we " were washed "

(dir<XoiliraiT0e, aor.) "in the laver of regeneration," have sullied our baptismal robes

in our passage through and contact with the world (James iii. 2), and need, day by

day, cleansing and forgiveness (Matt. vi. 12). The text teaches, then, that we are

unfit for the service of the Most Pure until we have washed our hands and feet ;

until, i.e., we are purged from the soils and stains of this wicked world. Not only

must "our bodies be washed with pure water," our "hearts" must also be

"sprinkled from an evil conscience," before we can draw near with acceptance to
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God (Heb. x. 22). " I cannot pray, but I sin ; I cannot hear, or preach a sermon,

but I sin ; I cannot give an alms or receive the sacrament, but I sin ; nay, I cannot

so much as confess my sins, but my very confessions are still aggravations of them ;

my repentance needs to be repented of, my tears want washing, and the very wash

ing of my tears needs still to be washed over again in the blood of my Redeemer"

(Bp. Beveridge).

What, then, let us now ask, is the "sea," what the "laver," for the washing

away of these daily sins and defilements ? It is a fountain of blood (" Not by water

only, but by water and blood," 1 John v. 6) ; it is the other sacrament of our

religion, the "blood of the new covenant shed for many for the remission of sins "

(Matt. xxvi. 28). "The one baptism for the remission of sins" (Nicene Creed) can

not apply to the sins of later life. For this, other provision is needed, and in the

mercy of God other provision is made in the sacrament of love and the ministry

of reconciliation. (Cf. also Matt. xvi. 19 ; xviii. 18 ; John xx. 28 ; Matt, xxviii. 20.)

But here one word of caution may possibly be needful. It must not be supposed

for a moment that there is any other source or ground of cleansing and forgive

ness than the free, unmerited mercy of God in Christ ; that there is any hope for

the sinner except in the "full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfac

tion" once made by the one Saviour "for the sins of the whole world;" or that

any rites or ordinances can have any virtue or efficacy apart from His meritorious

death and His now victorious life. The sacraments are not, cannot be, the

sources or the grounds of forgiveness, nor do they work like a charm—ex oprre

operato. But in the all-wise appointment of God, they are the means of grace, the

channels through which His infinite mercy ordinarily flows (gratia non ligatur

mediis) to the penitent and believing soul.

Nor must it be supposed that the generous provision made by God for the

cleansing of all sin obviates the need for striving against sin (Heb. xii. 4). We are

to "cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of flesh and spirit" (2 Cor. vii. 1). We

are to "purify ourselves, even as He is pure" (1 John iii. 8). The priests of the

Holy God must "live a clean life" (Wyclif).

II. Christian sacrifices should be cleansed. Here again two questions

arise. (1) What are Christian sacrifices i (2) How can they be cleansed ?

1. Christian sacrifices. Those which all Christian men are ordained to offer

(1 Peter ii. 8) are these—(1) The living sacrifice of body and soul (Rom. xii. 1).

(2) The sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving (Heb. xiii. 15). (8) The sacrifice of

alms and oblations (Heb. xiii. 16; Phil. iv. 18).

2. The Cleansing of these sacrifices is that which takes place in a "pure heart

and good conscience." It is a matter of motive, of intention. The quality of the

sacrifice depends on the spirit of the sacrificer. It is a sacrifice, howsoever offered

—there is such a thing as " the sacrifice of fools" (Eccles. v. 1)—but it may be, and

often is, a maimed, or unclean, or unworthy sacrifice. If our praise, for example,

be prompted by the love of music rather than the love of God ; if our alms be

offered for the praise of men (Matt. vi. 1) and not "for His name's soke," then the

sacrifice is unclean. The Christian priest, consequently, should " interrogate his

heart "—"Interroge viscera tua" (Augustine)—before he enters on Divine service.

It has been well said that we ought to wash our prayers and praises in our hearts

before we put them into our hps. The customary "prayer before service" and

the self-examination before communion (1 Cor. xi. 28), if made more real, would

ensure the cleansing of the Eaciifice. (Compare James L 27.)

Ver. 46.—The Clay Ground in the circuit of the Jordan. These things are an

allegory. These words suggest some thoughts as to the soil in which the King of

Heaven moulds the vessels for fit's service (2 Tim. ii. 20, 21 ; Acts ix. 15 ; Rom. ix.

21, 28). They, too, are prepared in the plain: they are cast in the clay ground.

Observe (1) that both pillars and vessels, i.e., Jachin and Boaz, as well as " the

pots and the shovels and the basins," were cast in this same clay ground. In the

two pillars we may fitly see for our present purpose emblems of those two "pillars

and basements of the truth" (1 Tim. iii. 15), the Jewish and Christian churches;
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in the vessels, emblems of those " vessels unto honour," the " messengers of the

churches," Prophets, Apostles, Martyrs, 4c. (2 Cor. viii. 28 ; Acts ix. 15). We

shall find that the great Master Builder has prepared them all in the plain ; that

all alike have been moulded in the clay.

As to the plain, the figure is obvious enough, and a few words will suffice to

expound it. From the Mesopotamian immigrants into Palestine, the first fathers of

the Jewish people, down to the peasants and fishermen of Galilee, aye, and to the

poor monk, Luther, and the poor servitor, Whitfield, history constantly teaches the

same lesson—that not many wise men or mighty or noble (1 Cor. i. 26) are the

vessels chosen of Heaven to do God's work in the world. The apostles did not

issue forth from " king's houses " (Matt. xi. 8). Just as " the gentle rain from

heaven" leaves the mountains and descends into the vales, so does the grace of

God ever condescend to men of low degree. Not "the princes of this world"

(1 Cor. ii. 8), not itB rich men (James ii. 6), but the " poor of this world " hath God

chosen (ib. ver. 5). " Have any of the rulers or of the Pharisees believed on him ? "

(John vii. 48). No, it was the " common people "—the despised amhaaretz—

"heard him gladly" (Mark xii. 37). The early adversaries of Christianity used to

sneer at the humble origin and occupations of its champions, and the apologists

would not and could not deny the charge.

Now as to the " clay ground," observe that while the text gives this rendering,

the margin has, " thickness of the ground." It is not a distinction without a

difference, for the latter rendering would import that the soil had been made thick,

for the purpose of casting, by stamping or puddling. And which of these transla

tions is the true one; whether, i.e., the soil was naturally clayey—perhaps from the

overflow of the Jordan (Josh. iii. 15, Heb.), perhaps from the springs which make

much of the Jordan valley into a swamp (Conder, pp. 226—229)—or whether it was

artificially prepared for castings, it is perhaps impossible to say. Nor need we

wish to decide, since for our purpose both meanings are true. Whatever Hiram

did, God easts His vessels, some in the clay, i.e., in the most unpromising soil, with

the most ungenial surroundings ; some " in the thickness of the ground," i.e., in

soil which has been trodden by the iron feet of the persecutor ; and some in both.

I. Let us now see how (1) the Churches—we regard them as two for our present

purpose, though strictly the Christian ImcXtiaia is but the development of the Jewish

(see p. 112)— and (2) their messengers have both been prepared in the clay ground.

But first, let us carry our thoughts to that foundry in the Jordan valley. We now

assume that it was a bed of clay in which the castings were made. If so, it is

probable this tract of land had hitherto laid waste. The ox had not drawn the

plough through it; it had yielded neither seed to the sower, nor bread to the eater;

the farmer had not planted it with olive or vine. And in a land so small—Palestine

is about the same size as Wales—and so densely populated as the Holy Land; in a

country where every available yard was cultivated, and where even the steep hill

sides were laid out in terraces to increase the acreage ; in a land, too, of great

fertility (Dent. viii. 7-9)—for the whole realm was remarkably prolific, and " the

plain of the Jordan " was the garden of the whole (Gen. xiii. 10)—this barren tract

could not fail to be noticed. It had long been an eyesore, we may well believe, to

the fellahin who tilled the neighbouring fields. The traveller who passed it on his

way to the fords of the Jordan (Judg. viii. 5 ; xii. 6 ; Gen. xxxiii. 17) pronounced it

unprofitable, and altogether it was "nigh unto cursing " (Heb. vi. 8).

And so it lay, century after century, a marsh, or piece of scrub, a blot on the

landscape. Men thought it was irreclaimable. But now the temple is being built,

the vessels of brass have to be cast, and through the length and breadth of Palestine

they find no spot so suited to the purpose as the " clay ground between Succoth

and Zarthan." Here shall the foundry be. And so from this despised and desolate

tract the burnished brass went forth to adorn the temple of the Lord. Even so—

1. The Jewish Church was moulded in the clay. Where was it constituted ?

In the desert of Sinai, in the " great and terrible wilderness." In the Red Sea was

its baptism (1 Cor. x. 2); at Horeb (lit., dry ground) it entered into the covenant.

From the "backside of the desert," from the plain of Iluhah, where "desolation
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keeps unbroken sabbath; " from a "frozen tempest of black, weather-worn, rugged

mountain peaks," the Hebrew Church went forth to witness for God. Nowhere,

perhaps, under the whole heaven is there a more arid and rugged and desolate and

uninhabitable land. Yet God chose it to be the school and training-ground of His

Church.

2. The Christian Church was cast in the clay. Not in Greece, amid the schools

of philosophy, not in Borne, among senates, and armies, and subject kings, but

in Palestine, a despised corner of the empire, among Jews, who were hated of

all men. And in what part of Palestine ? Not in Jerusalem, among the scribes

and doctors, but in the provinces, in "Galilee of the Goim." The question was

often asked, Can any good thing come out of Nazareth ? (John i. 46.) The answer

was often given, " Out of Galilee ariseth no prophet" (John vii. 62). Surely this

was clay ground. Yet there it pleased God to found the Holy Catholic Church.

And this, which is true of the Church, is equally true of its vessels. For—

8. The lawgivers and prophets of tlie Jewish Church were shaped in the clay.

Moses, it is true, was bred in the court, but he was not prepared there for his work.

No, it was necessary for him to leave the court in order to become a " vessel meet

for the Master's use." It was in this same desert of Sinai, amid the Bedouin,

while keeping an Arab's flock, and leading a nomadic life, after forty years of soli

tude, that God appeared unto him. The lawgiver himself came from the clay.

So did Elijah, the restorer of the law. He was a Gileadite. It was a wild, un

settled, semi-civilized, trans-Jordanic region gave to the world the greatest of the

prophets. And he too must go into the desert, and must be trained for his work

at Horeb—the "dry ground" (1 Kings xix. 8). And the same remark applies to

nearly all the prophets, judges, &c. Occasionally we have a Jeremiah, the son of

a high priest (Jer. i. 1), or a Daniel of the royal seed (Dan. i. 8), but more fre

quently a herdman, a gatherer of sycamore fruit (Amos vii. 14 ; 1 Kings xix. 19),

or a captive by the river Chebar (Ezek. i. 3), rises up to speak for God.

4. The apostles and preachers of Christianity were fashioned and prepared in

clay ground. (1) The founder of Christianity was well called a "root out of a dry

ground " (Isa. liii. 2). "Is not this the carpenter's son 1 " (Matt. xiii. 55). " Jesus

of Nazareth, the son of Joseph" (John i. 45). "How knoweth this man letters,

having never learned ? " (ib. vii. 15.) (2) The apostles, too, came from the fisher

man's boat at Bethsaida (John i. 44), and from the receipt of custom (Matt. ix. 9) in

Capernaum. Only one out of the entire college had studied in the schools (Acts

xxii. 8). They were justly described as " ignorant and unlearned men" (ib. iv. 13).

(3) And the same may be said of nearly all the early Christians and confessors.

It was a most unpromising and unlikely soil in which the Church first took root.

" Publicans and sinners." M. Benan has given a graphic description of the early

Christians of Borne—a "longshore population," sleeping on the straw, "clad in

malodorous stable slops," "smelling of garlic," "with fetid breath like that of

ill-fed people," Ac. It is not improbable that the bulk of the early Christians were

men of this sort, tentmakers like Aquila, slaves like Onesimus, gaolers like him of

Philippi, soldiers like those of Ctesar's household. And eighteen centuries have

only served to establish more firmly the truth that "not many mighty," Ac. It is

curious and suggestive that so many of the saints of the Boman calendar are said to

have been of noble birth. It is easy thus to glorify dead saints, but if, with

Chateaubriand, we ask to see living ones, we frequently find them in the homes of

the poor, and almost invariably amid cares, worries, temptations, hindrances, per

secutions of every kind. The saints are still fashioned in the clay.

II. But let us now assume that this foundry of the Jordan valley was not a bed

of natural clay, but that the soil had been prepared by stamping. We shall find

that both (1) the Churches and (2) the messengers of the Churches have been pre

pared "in the thickness of the ground," under the heel of persecution and oppres

sion. And first of the Churches.

1. The Jewish Church came out of the house of bondage. " Out of the iron

furnace" (Deut. iv. 20; 1 Kings viii. 51: cf. Exod. v.) "Dealt subtilly with our

kindred, and evil entreated our fathers" (Acts vii. 19). It was among the brick
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fields—tlie thick Nile mud—of Egypt, and their hardships and oppressions, that

God disciplined and prepared His people.

2. The Christian Church has come out of great tribulation. Its history begins

with a shameful crucifixion, and it is a history written in blood, a history of " stripes "

(Acts xvi. 28; 2 Cor. vi. 6), beatings (Acts v. 40), stonings (ib. vii. 59; xiv. 19), the

sword (ib. xii. 2), "great persecution" (to. viii. 1), and the like. Nero, Decius,

Aurelian, Diocletian—what tragedies are connected with these names 1 Yet " the

blood of the martyrs has been the seed of the Church," and in the reign of Con

stantino the empire awoke to find itself Christian. Persecution only evolved

progress (Phil. i. 12, 13). And what is true of the pillars is also true of the vessels.

3. The heroes of the Jewish Church passed through fire and sword. Moses

must flee his country, must learn obedience by the things which he suffered.

Elijah—they 6ought his life (1 Kings xix. 10). Jezebel sought to slay the prophets

of the Lord. Daniel is cast into the lions' den ; the Hebrew children into the fire ;

Jeremiah into the mire and clay (Jer. xxxviii. 6). Isaiah is sawn asunder (Heb.

xi. 37). Zechariah is slain between the temple and the altar, &c. See Heb. xi.

34 —88. "What evidences of stamping are here I Surely the ground bears the

marks of a struggle I

4. The saints of the new dispensation have been made perfect through suffering.

For St. Paul, see 2 Cor. xi. 23—33, and remember that this list only extends, at the

latest, to a.d. 58. That " chosen vessel" was first showed " what great things he

must suffer" (Acts ix. 16). For the early Christians see Rev. ii. 10. 13; vi. 10; vii. 14,

&c. ; 1 Cor. iv. 13; 2 Cor. vi. 5—10. Polycarp, Augustine, Cyprian, Chrysostom—

the time would fail me to tell of those bright vessels of grace, some in the dark

ages, some in our own time, who were prepared for the ministry and the inherit

ance of the saints in " the thickness of the ground," and who, " after they had suf

fered awhile," were made perfect.

Ver. 21.—Jachin and Boat. No features in Solomon's temple have given

rise to so much controversy as these two famous pillars; the beauty of which

Jewish writers are never tired of recounting. They were marvels of the glyptio

skill for which the Phoenician workmen were distinguished. Homer speaks of

such metallic work. In D. xxiii. 741—744, he thus describes the prize assigned

by Achilles for the foot-race at the funeral of Patroclus—

" A bowl of solid silver, deftly wrought,

That held six measures, and in beauty far

Surpassed whatever else the world could boast ;

Since men of Sidon, skilled in glyptic art,

Had made it, and Phoenician mariners

Had brought it with them over the dark sea."

(See also his description of Menelaus' gift to Telemachus, Od. iv. 614—618.)

Hiram, the Phoenician artificer, lent by the king of Tyre to Solomon, was specially

skilled in such work (2 Chron. ii. 14). " In the plain of Jordan, in the clay

ground between Succoth and Zarthan," he cast these two great bronze pillars,

each 17} cubits high, with capitals five cubits high, adorned with pomegranates,

and " nets of checker-work, and wreaths of chain-work." They were placed on the

right and left of the porch of the temple, and probably were not obelisks, but were

necessary as "pillars" to support the roof, which was thirty feet in width. That

these were symbolic is evident from their names, which may be rendered, " Sta

bility " and " Strength." The reference is not so much to the material building, but

to the kingdom of God in Israel, which was embodied in the temple. They

pointed then, and now, to the beauty and strength of the dwelling of God.

I. The fashioning of the pillars. Made of bronze cast in the earth. None
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but the initiated would expect such an issue from such a process. Picture the

anxiety of those in charge when the mould was constructed, when the metal was

molten, &c. Apply to the anxiety and care of those rearing the spiritual temple.

1. They were theproduct of human skill. This skill was devoutly recognized as the

gift of God. Compare ver. 14 with the description of Bezaleel's artistic " gifts." If

wisdom of that kind is from God, how much more is the highest wisdom needed

for the upbuilding of the true temple (1 Cor. iii. 12—17). Turn to the promises of

the Holy Spirit to the apostles, and of wisdom to all who seek. Refer to times of

difficulty and anxiety in which only this heavenly help could avail the teachers and

rulers of the Church. Observe such expressions as that in which Paul speaks of

himself as " a wise master builder." Indicate special gifts still required by those

who succeed to this work. "If any man lack wisdom let him ask of God," &c.

2. They were the result of marvellous diligence. Years and generations of effort

had made these artificers what they were, and now daily they applied themselves

to their toil, nor was it without reward. Nothing great can be attained in this

world without work. God has not made things pleasant by ordaining that the way

to them should be easy, but He has made them precious by ordaining that the way

should be hard. The hardships endured by miners, pearl divers, agricultural

labourers, kc. The strenuous toil of the student, the man of business, the explorer,

the scientist, &c. No wonder that in the highest sphere diligence is essential. It

is required for the upbuilding of our Christian character; e.g., " Give diligence to

to make your calling . . . sure," &c. " Work out your own salvation," &c.,

" Not as though I had already attained," &c. Similar diligence is required by the

Church for the evangelization of the world. Contrast the diligence shown in other

pursuits with the indolence in this. 3. They were the product of combined effort.

The wealth of Solomon was added to the skill of Hiram. Observe the diversity of

workmen essential for the designing, moulding, fashioning, uprearing of these

pillars. Each did his own work, did it heartily, completely. All was not equally

honourable, easy, remunerative ; yet none neglected his share of the toil. Speak

of the millions now constructing God's spiritual temple ; how the various races of

men, how the differing sects of Christians, how the peculiar tastes and gifts of

individuals, are rearing " the house not made with hands," " the habitation of God,

through the Spirit."

II. The symrolism of the pillars. 1. Stability (Jachin). In this the

temple was a contrast to the tabernacle. Yet even the temple and all that was

material of the old worship passed away to make room for the spiritual realities

which abide eternally. In Hebrews (xii. 27) we read of "the removing of those

things that are shaken, us of things that are made, that those things which cannot

be shaken may remain." Show how, amidst the fall of empires, the Church has

lived, in spite of all that evil powers could do (Matt. xvi. 18). Speak of the safety,

for time and eternity, of those who are in Christ (John x. 28), &c. 2. Strength.

The Church needs more than endurance, it wants vigour. Resistance must be

supplemented by aggression. Far more than the Jewish Church the Christian

Church is to be characterized by this. The apostles were not merely to hold their

own, but to go " into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." Only

the active Church, only the active Christian, has a robust and wholesome life. Let

"Boaz" stand beside" Jachin." 3. Beauty. The lilies and pomegranates adorning

the pillars not only showed that there should be beauty in the worship of God, and

that the noblest art should be consecrated to Him, but symbolized the truth de

clared in Psa. xcvi. 6, " Strength and beauty are in His sanctuary." Strength needs

beauty to adorn it. Beauty needs strength to support it. Illustration : the ivy

clustering round the oak. Let the courageous man be gentle ; the stalwart man

tender ; the sweet girl morally strong, &c. If we would have it so, we shall find

those graces in the holy place of God, the sacred place of prayer, whether public

or secret, for strength and beauty are in His sanctuary. Emblems of stability and

strength, yet exquisite in their beauty, let Jachin and Boaz, in the porch of the

temple, remind us of what God would see in the Christian Church, and in every

Christian character.—A. R.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIH. 1—66.

The dedication op the temple. — The

stately and impressive service with which

the Temple, the character and contents of

which have now been described, was dedi

cated, is related in this chapter, and divides

itself into four sections. We have (1) the

removal of the ark and Solomon's ascrip

tion of praise on the occasion (vers. 1—22).

(2) The prayer of consecration (vers. 23—54).

(3) The benediction of the congregation

(vers. 55—61), and (4) the festal sacrifices

which followed on and completed the dedi

cation (vers. 62—66). The inaugural rites,

it is clear, were on a soale corresponding

with the magnitude and renown of the

undertaking (1 Chron. xxii. 5).

Section I.—The Removal of the Ark.

Ver. 1.—Than [i.e., when the work of the

house of the Lord was practically ended,

as stated m ch. vli. 51. But the precise

date of the dedication is a matter of dispute

and uncertainty. We know that it took

place in the seventh mouth of the year, but

of what year we cannot be so sure. Was it

the same year in the eighth month of whioh

(ch. vi. 38) the house was finished (Ewald) ?

Was the dedication, that is to say, one

month anterior to the completion of the

house and its appointments ? Or are we to

understand " the seventh month " to mean

the Ethanim of the following year (Bahr) ?

are we to assign the dedication, that is, to

a date eleven months after completion?

Or, finally, are we to believe with the Vat.

LXX. /icrd tWi frij (the LXX. text is

here, however, in great confusion), that the

temple was not dedicated until the palaces

were also built (see ch. ix. 1—9) ; are we to

hold, i.e., that though finished and ready

for use, it remained unnsed for a period of

thirteen years (Theniua, Keil) ? These are

questions which we cannot perhaps answer

with absolute certainty, but, to my mind,

every consideration is in favour of the date

first mentioned, i.e., the seventh month of

the eleventh year of Solomon's reign. It is

true Bahr says that this opinion " needs no

refutation," while Keilpronounces it "directly

at variance with chap. vii. 51." But it is

worth while to inquire whether this is so ?

And, first, as to the bearing of the passage

just cited, "So was ended all the work

which," &c., taken in connexion with ch.

1 KINGS.

viii. 1, " Then Solomon assembled," &a. To

the cursory reader it appears no doubt as if

this " then " must refer to the completion

of the work of which we have just heard,

and which was not effected until the eighth

month of the year (oh. vi. 38). But (1)

though probably a mark of time ( = tunc),

is clearly a word of great latitude of mean

ing, and may apply as well to one month

before completion (the time specified in ch.

vii. 51) as to eleven mouths after ; and (2)

it would be quite consistent with the usut

loqueiidi of the sacred writers to describe

the temple as finished, when in reality it

was incomplete in a few minor particulars

(De minimit rum curat tcriptura). Further

more, if the temple was finished in ever}

detail, and in all its furniture and appoint

ments, in the eighth month, as we learn from

oh. vi. 38, we may be perfectly sure it would

or could be practically finished—finished

so as to be ready for consecration—by the

seventh month. Indeed, it is not an un

reasonable presumption, that it hardly would

be perfect and complete on the day of dedi

cation. Those who have built or restored

churches, not to speak of cathedrals, whioh

would perhaps afford a closer analogy to the

temple, know how extremely difficult, if not

impossible, it is to have every detail finished

and arranged for the day of consecration.

Some few accidental omissions will have to

be supplied afterwards, or experience will

suggest certain alterations and improve

ments which have to be made. There is no

inherent improbability, therefore, that the

temple should be dedicated in the seventh

month, though it was not finished Vl^l

until the eighth month, i.e., three or four

weeks later. And there was a strong reason

why the dedication should take place at the

earliest possible date. There had been a long

period of preparation, extending back into

the preceding reign (1 Chron. xxviii., xxix.) ;

the dedication consequently had long been

eagerly looked for; moreover, the erection

had evidently been hurried forward, a pro

digious number of labourers having been

employed in order to expedite the work. It

is almost inconceivable, therefore, that,

after these energetic measures had been

taken, either the kiug or the nation should

have been content to wait thirteen yeai s—

nearly twice the time it had taken to build

the temple—until the palaces, which were

entirely mdependent and secular buildings,

were also completed. If the great national

sanctuary, which was the glory of the land,

was ready for use, as we know it was, we

L
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can hardly believe, considering the natural

eagerness and impatience of men, that the

tribes of Israel, or their ambitious monarch,

would, of their own choice, defer the con

secration for an indefinite number of years.

It would appear consequently that it is the

view that the dedication was postponed for

thirteen years ' ' hardly needs discussion "

(see below on oh. ix. 1). And the same con

siderations apply, though perhaps with

diminished force, to their waiting one year.

For if it be said that the delay was occa

sioned by the desire to connect the dedica

tion with the feast of tabernacles, which was

par excellence the feast of the year (3nrj)

the answer is that it is more likely that the

work would be hurried on by the employ

ment of additional hands, if need be, or that

the edifice would be consecrated, though not

complete in all its details, at the feast of

the eleventh year, than that, for the sake of

one mon£h, they should wait eleven months.

And if the objection be raised that a feeling

of religious awe would forbid the dedication

of an imperfect building, or of a perfect

building with imperfect arrangements, it is

easy to reply that both building and fur

niture may have been practically complete,

and may have been believed at the time to

be perfect, but that the experience of the

first few days suggested a few alterations or

additions which threw the completion of the

work in all its particulars into the eighth

month. It is worthy of notice that Josephus

distinctly states that the dedication was in

the seventh month of the eighth year (Ant.

viii. 4. 1)] Solomon assembled [^np\ See

Ewald, 233 6] the elders of Israel and all the

heads of the tribes, the chief [Ueb. princes]

of the fathers of the children of Israel.

[This great assembly (compare Dan. iii. 2)

can hardly be said to have been suggested

to Solomon by the precedent afforded by

David (Keil), when bringing up the ark

(2 Sam. vi. 1), for it was only natural that

he should summon the representatives of

the people to witness an event of such pro

found importance in the national history,

as the dedication, after years of waiting

(2 Sam. vii. 6—13), of a national sanctuary

intended to supersede the tabernacle, at

which for five centuries their forefathers

had worshipped. And the more so, as they

had been called together by David to con

sult about the erection (1 Chron. xxviii. 1),

and had offered willingly of their treasures

(ib. xxix. 6—9) towards its decoration. It

is inconceivable, therefore, that the temple

of the Jews could have been formally

opened, except in the presence of the

"elders and heads of the tribes." Nor can

we (with Rawlinson) see a contrast between

the more popular proceedings of David, who

" gathered together all the chosen men of

Israel, thirty thousand (2 Sam. vi. 1), and

the statelier, more aristocratic system of his

son, who merely summons the chief men ; "

for Solomon's "elders," Ac. (Deut. xvi. 18;

1 Sam. xvi. 4 ; xxx. 26—31), may well have

equalled David s " chosen men " in number.

It is quite likely that there was more for

mality and statelincss in this latter case,

but it was practically the same class of

persons, i.e., the leading men by birth,

talents, or prowess, that were present on both

occasions. In fact, it was the Jewish Church

by representation] unto King Solomon In

Jerusalem, that they might bring up [Heb.

to bring up] the ark of the covenant of the

Lord [so called because it contained the

tables of the covenant which the Lord made

with the children of Israel (ver. 9). The

temple being really, or principally, a re

ceptacle for the ark, the removal of this

venerated relic to its place in the oracle is

narrated first, as being of the first import

ance] oat of the city of David, which la

Zion. [Cf. 2 Sam. vi. 12, 17.]

Ver. 2.—And all the men of Israel [not

all the heads of the tribes just mentioned

(ver. 1), as Keil, but all who came to the feast,

as every male Israelite was under obligation

to do (Deut. xvi. 16)] assembled themselves

unto King Solomon at the feast [the Heb.

word 3nn (with the art.) always means the

feast of tabernacles. The same word is used

of the feast of psssover (Exod. xxiii. 15)

andpentecost (ib. ver. 16), but " the feast"

here can only mean that of tabernacles. As

the "feastof ingathering" (Exod. xxiii. 16),

as commemorating the deliverance from

Egypt (Levit. xxiii. 43), and as peculiarly a

social festival (ib. vers. 40—42 ; Num. xxix.

12 sqq.), it was the most joyous as well as

the greatest (^opri) ayiurrdrn Kai fieytorn.

Jos., Ant. viii. 4. 1) gathering of the year.

(Compare the Jewish saying of a later

date : " He who has never seen the rejoic

ing at the pouring out of the water of

Siloam, has never seen rejoicing in his life. ")

It was doubtless for this reason that taber

nacles was selected for the dedication. A

special feast of dedication, however, was

held for seven days before the feast of taber

nacles proper commenced (see on ver. 65).

It did not displace that great feast, however

(Stanley), but simply preceded it. It is

worthy of notice that Jeroboam selected the

same feast (ch. xii. 32) for the inauguration

of his new cultus. The idea of Josephus,

that the feast of tabernacles " happened to

coincide with the dedication " hardly seems

probable] in the month Ethanim [variously

interpreted to mean giftt, i.e., fruits

(Thenias), flowing ttreams (Gesenias)—it
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falls about the time of the early rains—and

equinox (Bbttcher)] , which lathe seventh

month. [This is added because the month

was subsequently known as Tisri (see on

ch. vi. 1), or to show that "the feast" was

the feast of tabernacles.]

Ver. 3.—And all the elders of Israel came

[Not a mere repetition. The men who were

summoned to Jerusalem (ver. 1) were all

present, of their own accord, to witness the

removal] , and the priests took up the ark.

[In the parallel account in 2 Chron. v. 4,

we read that " the Levitts took np the ark."

But there is no contradiction, as has been

too readily supposed. For ver. 7 of the

Chronicles, " the priests brought in the ark,"

Ac., confirms the statement of the text.

And the explanation is suggested in ver. 5

of the same chapter, " These did the priests,

the Levites (so the Heb.) bring up." Same

expression in Josh. iii. 3. Ail the priests

were Levites—Keil translates, " the Leviti-

cal priests "—and this somewhat singular

expression is no doubt used to remind us

that such was the case. Nor need it cause

as any surprise to find the priests employed

in this service. It is true that the ark was

given into the charge of the Kohathite

Levites (Num. iii. 30, 31) ; and it was their

duty to bear it (ib. iv. 15 ; vii. 9 ; x. 21 ;

cf. 1 Chron. xv. 2, 11, 12). But the real

care and supervision of the ark always

belonged to the sons of Aaron. It was

their office, e.g., to put on or take off the

covering of the ark and of the vessels, which

the Levites were forbidden directly to touch

(Num. iv. 5—15). It was quite in accord

ance with the spirit of these provisions that

S. domon now entrusted the carriage of the

ark to the superior order. But more than

that, Solomon was not without precedent to

justify his choice. Indeed, we may see in

his selection of the priests a minute mark

of truth, amounting almost to an unde

signed coincidence. For we find that on

occasions of extraordinary solemnity— at

the crossing of the Jordan, e.g. (Josh. iii.

6, 15, 17), and at the siege of Jericho (Josh,

vi. 6), the priests had borne the ark (cf.

1 Sam. iv. 4 ; 1 Chron. xv. 11, 12). It

was no doubt these familiar precedents

guided Solomon, or the ecclesiastical au

thorities, in their selection of the priests on

this occasion. A " settled place," a " house

of cedars" (2 Sam. vii. 7), " having now been

found for the ark" to abide in, after it had

" dwelt in curtains " for 500 years, it was

taking its last journey, and in order to

mark this journey as exceptional, in order

to show both the ark and the house the

greater reverence, it was determined that it

should be borne for the last time by the

priests. Keil suggests that the ark may

have been uncovered, but this is very im

probable. Why, we may ask, were cover

ings provided, and their use prescribed

(Num. iv. 5—15), if they were to be arbi

trarily dispensed with ? He also adds that

Levites were not allowed to enter the most

holy place. But neither, it may be added,

was this lawful for the priests. Levites and

priests might enter that day, because the

house was not then dedicated. The cloud

(ver. 10) claimed it for God.

Ver. 4.—And they brought up the ark of

the Lord [which had now been for nearly

40 years " in the tabernacle that David had

pitched for it " on the Mount Zion (2 Sam.

vi. 17)] , and the tabernacle of the congre

gation [Heb. " the tabernacle of meeting"

(Exod. xxix. 42, 46. See Diet. Bib. ii. p.

1414 ; Bahr, Symbolik, i. 80, 81). This had

been for many years at Gibeon. (Cf. ch. iii.

4 ; 2 Chron. i. 3 ; 1 Chron. xvi. 39. See

note on ch. iii. 4.) The tabernacle of Mount

Zion is never called " the tabernacle of the

congregation" —indeed, it is expressly dis

tinguished from it, 2 Chron. i. 3, 4. The

ark and the tabernacle were now reunited

in the temple of Solomon, thus " mark

ing the identity and continuity of the life

and ritual of the Hebrew Church" (Words

worth)] , and all the holy vessels that were

In the tabernacle [Perhaps the brazen altar.

Certainly the altar of incense, the table of

shewbread, the candlestick, and also the

brazen serpent (Stanley)] , even those did

the priests and Levites bring up. [We are

hardly justified in saying (as Keil, al.) that

the Levites carried all but the ark. The

text rather favours the view that the priests

assisted in bringing up the tabernacle and

its furniture. So 2 Chron. v. 5. Neither

the tabernacle nor its vessels were designed

for further use in the temple ; the latter

had been replaced by vessels better suited

to the enlarged sanctuary—they were simply

preserved, so far as we know, as relics of tho

past, in the treasury or side-chambers.

Ver. 5.—And king Solomon, and all the

congregation of Israel, that were assembled

unto him were with him, before the ark

[Prayers and sacrifices alike were offered

toward the mercy seat (Psa. xxviii. 2 ; of.

Exod. xxv. 22) ] , sacrificing sheep and oxen

[apparently the ark rested en route (cf.

2 Sam. vi, 13) whilst the sacrifices were

offered. The object of the sacrifice was to

testify the grateful joy of the people at the

proximate realization of their hopes, There

may have been also in the background the

idea of averting the Divine anger, of making

a propitiation for possible errors and imper

fections in their service, There were trage

dies connected with the removal of the ark

in time past (1 Sam. iv. 17 ; vi. 19 ; 2 Sam.
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vi. 7) which, we may he sure, were not

altogether forgotten on this occasion] that

could not be told or numbered for multi

tude. [Cf. 2 Sam. vi. 13. But the sacrifices

on that occasion were on a much smaller

scale (1 Chron. xv. 26). Josephus adds

(Ant. viii. 4. 1), that a vast quantity of in

cense was burnt, and that men preceded the

ark, singing and dancing, until it reached its

destination] .

Ver. 6.—And the priests brought in the

ark of the covenant unto his [i.e., its.

But this word is never found in the A. V.

It has come into use since the date of our

translation] place [cf. ch. vi. 19] into the

oracle of the house, to the most holy place

[Heb. holy of holies] , even under the wings

of the cherubims [ch. vi. 27. Whether the

ark stood with its length east and west, or

north and south, it is somewhat difficult to

decide. But see on ver. 8] .

Ver 7.—For the cherubims spread forth

their two wings over the place of the

ark, and the cherubims covered from

HJI?' texit ; hence n^D, booth ; LXX. irepi-

ftaXviTTOv, i.e., overshadowed and concealed.

This word is of some importance as show

ing that the ark would thenceforward and

always be in complete darkness, under the

outstretched wings of the oherubim—a fact

which suggests the true explanation of the

following verse] the ark and the staves

thereof above [Heb. from above] .

Ver. 8.—And they drew out [It is uncer

tain whether Wlfc?! is transitive, as our A. V.

renders it, and as in ch. iii. 14 — lengthen,

in which case, however, it should almost

be followed by J"l<<, or intransitive, as in

Exod. xx. 12 ; Deut. v. 16 ; xxv. 15, when

the meaning would be, " The staves were

long," but the latter rendering has the sup

port of most scholars. As the oraole in the

tabernacle was a cube of ten cubits, they

cannot have been more than eight or nine

cubits, and it is doubtful whether, the ark

being only 2 J cubits, they would be so long.

Their length is mentioned in order to ao-

oount for the ends being seen. It is im

material to the meaning of the passage,

however, which interpretation we put upon

this verb. If we adhere to the A. V. then

we must understand that, as it was for

bidden to remove the staves from the rings

at the corners of the ark (Exod. xxv. 12—

15), they drew the staves forward towards

one end of the ark ; that they removed the

staves altogether from the ark (Stanley) is a

view to which the text lends no support]

the staves, that the ends [Heb. heath. It

is possible the ends of the slaves were

fitted with knobs. This would prevent their

removal] of the staves were seen out In

[Heb. from] the holy place [Marg. ark,

the word found in the Chron. v. 9. It is

questionable, however, whether EHpn is

ever used, by itself, of the ark (Gesen.,

Thesaurus, s.v.) It may be used of the

most holy place (see on ver. 10), but here

it would appear to designate the ^'i1 (ch.

vi. 17), the body or " temple of the house"

(Exod. xxvi. 33 ; Heb. ix. 2). Its meaning

appears to be so defined by the next words]

before the oracle [i.e. , a person standing in

the holy place, but at the west end, near

the entrance to the oracle (ch. vi. 31), could

see the ends of the staves. Several questions

of considerable nicety suggest themselves

here. 1. What was the position of the

ark ? Did it stand, that is to say, east and

west, or north and south under the wings

of the cherubim? 2. What was the posi

tion of the staves 7 Were they attached to

the ends or to the sides of the ark ? 3. How

could the ends of the staves be seen, and by

whom and when—on the occasion of the

dedication only or in later years ? 4. Why

has our author recorded this circumstance?

As to 1, the balance of evidence is in favour

of the ark having stood north and south, in

a line, that is, with the wings of the cheru

bim. For (1) only thus apparently could

the cherubim have " covered the ark and

the staves thereof. " (2) If it had been

otherwise, the " cherubim overshadowing

the mercy seat," presuming that they wero

retained in the temple, would have had an

unequal and onesided position, for instead of

being equally prominent, they would have

stood, one with the back, the other with

the face to the entrance and the holy place.

(3) Had the ark stood east and west the pro-

i'ecting staves would surely have been in the

ligh priest's way in the performance of his

solemn functions (Levit. xvi. 12—15). That

they served to guide him to the mercy

seat is of course mere conjecture, and as

such of no weight. 2. As to the staves,

Josephus states (Ant. iii. 7. 5) that they ran

along the sides of the ark, and this would

appear to be the natural and proper ar

rangement. It follows hence again that

they cannot have been more than eight or

nine cubits long, inasmuch as they fonnd a

place between the bodies of the cherubim,

which cannot have been more than nine

cubits apart. 3. The explanation of the

Rabbins is that the ends of the staves were

not really seen, but that they projected into

the curtain and so made two visible protru

sions or prominences. But this view hardly

satisfies the requirements of the text, and it

assumes that the ark stood east and west,

which we have found good reason to doubt.

But even if this were so, it is doubtful
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whether the staves, ro long as they remained

in the rings, could be made to reach to the

door of the oracle, unless indeed they were

lengthened for the purpose. How then were

they seen ? The following considerations

may assist us to answer this question. (1)

The oracle, of course, in its normal state

was in perfect darkness (ver. 12). Once a

year, however, a gleam of light was ad

mitted, when the curtain was drawn par

tially aside to permit of the high priest's

entrance. (2) When the curtain was drawn

to one (probably the left) ride, the light

would fall, not on the ark, but on the ends

of the staves projecting from the right or

north end of the ark, which would thus be

distinctly visible to the high priest. But

(3) at this time the high priest was not

alone in the holy place. It was not required

that " there should be no man in the taber

nacle of the congregation," except when the

high priest went in to make an atonement

for the holy place (Levit. xvi. 17). At an

earlier stage of the service he would

seem to have required assistance. Accord

ing to the Mishna (Yoma), a priest held the

basin of blood and stirred it to prevent

coagulation, at the time of his first entry.

Moreover (4) it is extremely doubtful whether

the high priest can have drawn aside the

curtain himself. Whether he entered three

or four times on that day, at his first entry

his hands were certainly full. If he carried

" a censer full of burning coals of fire " . . i

"and his hands (Vjprt, both fitU) full of

sweet inoense beaten small " (to. ver. 12), it

is clear that some other person must have

drawn aside the veil for him. It is to this

person, I take it, the priest who was privi

leged to draw aside the curtain, and possibly

to others standing near—certainly to the

high priest—that the ends of the staves

were visible. Nor would a reverent look

directed towards these objects—made origin

ally for the Levites to handle — involve

unhallowed curiosity. And if this were so,

it would help to explain (4) the mention of

this circumstance by our author. If it were

a fact that year by year a gleam of light fell

upon the staves, and if priest after priest

testified of what he had seen, up to the time

of writing (" unto this day," see below), we

can readily understand why a circumstance

of so much interest should be recorded. And

we have not an adequate explanation of its

mention here, if we are to understand that

the staves were seen on the day of dedica

tion, when of course they must have been

visible, and never afterwards, or that the

staves were partially drawn out of their

rings in order to show that the ark was now

at rest] , and there they are unto this day.

[Same expression ch. ix. 31 ; xii. 19 ; 2 Kings

viii. 22. At the date of the publication of

this book, the temple was of course de

stroyed (2 Kings xxv. 9), so that at that

day the staves were not there. But the ex

planation is very simple. Our historian

has copied the words he found in the MS.

he was using.]

Ver. 9.—There was nothing" in the anc

save the two tablet of stone which Moses

put there [Kxod. xxv. 16 ; xL 20 ; Deut. x.

5. This statement appears to be at vari

ance with Hebrews ix. 4, which mentions

"the golden pot that had manna, and

Aaron's rod that budded," as in the ark,

along with " the tables of the covenant."

And it is to be observed that, while our text

excludes these relics from the afk (tempt

Solomon), no other scripture save that just

cited expressly includes them. Iri . Exod.

xvi. 94 and Num. xvii. 25 (Heb. A.V., xvii.-

10) they are commanded to be laid up*

" before the testimony," words which no'

doubt may mean, as they were long inter

preted to mean, " before the tables of testi

mony in the ark"—observe, the words are'

" before the testimony," not " before the"

ark "—but which are now generally thought

to import " in front of the ark which con

tained the testimony." We know the book

of the law was put " at the side (ISD) of

the ark " (Deut. xxxi. 26), and hence it is

held by some that the golden pot, Ac., occu

pied a similar position. It seems prefer

able, however, considering the distinct

statement of St. Paul, or the author of the*

Epistle to the Hebrews, which, to say the/

least, embodies Jewish tradition, to adhere

to the ancient interpretation that the golden

pot of manna and Aaron's rod were in the

ark. And this in no wise conflicts with the

statement of the text, for these treasures

might well have been removed by the Philis'

tines, whose first thought, we may be sure,

would be to open their new acquisition. It

is not improbable, indeed, that the object of

the men of Bethshemesh in looking into

the ark was to see whether these treasures'

were still there. For if the golden pot ever

was in the ark, we oan hardly suppose it

would escape the rapacity of the Philistines,

who would leave the two tables of stone as

things of no value. Indeed, it is just pos

sible that the trespass offering, the golden!

mice, Ac., were designed as a return for the

golden pot which had been removed. And

the statement Of the text, ''there was

nothing," i£c., almost implies that there

had been something there at one time (see

Alford on Heb. ix. 4). It seems probable,'

therefore, that the golden pot and Aaron's

rod were originally deposited "before the

testimony " in the ark ; that they were

removed daring its captivity (1 Sam. v., vi.) ;
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and that the sacrilege was discovered at

Bethshemesh (1 Sam. vi. 19). This last-

mentioned episode explains how it came to

be known that " there was nothing, " Ac. It

is hardly likely after that memorable visita

tion that Solomon could have opened the

ark and taken ont the two relics, as Rawlin-

son suggests. Nor have we any warrant for

the view that the mercy seat, with the

cherubs, was removed to make way for a

new lid without them, and so the interior of

the ark was disclosed to view (Stanley)]

at Horeb [See Exod. iii.1 ; xvii. 6 ; xxxiii. 0;

1 Kings xix. 8i This name, which means

dry ground, desert, would appear to have

belonged to two or three different places in

the wilderness. But as the name of the

place where the law was given and the cove

nant with God made (Dent. iv. 10, 13) it

became subsequently a nomen generate for

the whole of the Sinaitic region (Diet. Bib.

iii. p. 1326). Here the mount of the law

is clearly meant] when [Heb. which, Hj^j

is occasionally found in the sense of quum,

as in Dent. xi. 6 ; Psa. oxxxix. 15 ; 2 Chron.

xxxv. 20 ; cf. ch. ix. 10 (Gesen., Thes., s.v.)]

the Lord made a covenant [Heb. cut ; see

note on ch. v. 12. IT"13 is to be understood.

Same ellipsis in 1 Sam. xx. 16 ; xxii. 8] with

the children of Israel when they came

[Heb. in their coming] ont of the land of

Egypt. [Exod. xxxiv. 27, 28 ; Deut. iv. 13.]

Ver. 10.—And it came to pais, when the

priests were come ont [Rather, at the

priettt came out] of the holy place [It has

teen supposed that " the holy " (E^pn) is

here put for the mott holy place, as in

Ezek. xli. 23. Bat this is not by any means

the necessary interpretation. The cloud

may obviously have filled the entire building

only as the priests left it. It would seem,

however, from verse 11 as if the priests,

having left the oracle, were about to min

ister in the holy place], that the cloud

[Observe the article ; the well-known cloud

which betokened the Divine presence. It

had rested upon the tabernacle on the day

that it was dedicated (Exod. xl. 34), had ac

companied it in its journeys lib. ver. 88),

and had apparently been specially displayed

at certain junctures in the history of Israel

(Num. xii. 5, 10 ; xvi. 42 ; Deut. xxxi. 15).

It was thus the acknowledged symbol of

God's presence, and as such was a visible

sign that He now accepted the temple, as

He had formerly accepted the tabernacle,

as His shrine and dwelling-place. It is

hardly correct to identify the cloud with

" the Shechinah of the Targums " (Rawlin-

son), for it is noticeable that the Targums

never render " the cloud " or " the glory " by

- the Shechinah." In fact, as regards the

use of the word by Jewish writers, it would

seem to be a periphrasis for God (Diet.

Bib. iii. p. 1211). We may see in the cloud,

however, the teat of the Shechinah (Kitto,

Cyclopedia, iii. p. 821) Oiled the house of

the Lord.

Ver. 11.—So that the priests could not

stand to minister because of the cloud

[They were overpowered by the manifesta

tion, precisely as Moses had been before

(Exod. xl. 35). It was at the moment when

the singers and trumpeters, standing at the

east end of the altar, began their service of

praise—and the re-appearance of the priests

may well have been the signal for them to

begin (2 Chron. v. 13)—that " the house was

filled with a cloud." Possibly the priests were

about to burn incense. Evidently ministra

tions of some sort were intended and were

interrupted. The exaot correspondence with

Exod. xl. 35 (cf. Ezek. xliv. 4) is not to be

overlooked. The idea obviously is that the

Divine approval vouchsafed to the taber

nacle was now in turn granted to the

temple], for the glory of the Lord had

filled the house of the Lord. [Is the

" glory of the Lord " identical with the

cloud, or is something additional intended

by these words? It is certainly noticeable

that what ver. 10 says of the cloud—that it

"filled the house—ver. 11 says of the glory.

It is also true that there is no mention of

any light or fire. And the " darkness " of

ver. 12 might naturally seem to refer to the

cloud, and therefore to exclude the idea of

light. But surely the words J'. "1133 are to

be interpreted here by their signification and

use elsewhere, and we find " the glory of the

Lord elsewhere mentioned as something

distinct from the oloud. We must remem

ber that what by day was a pillar of cloud, by

night was a pillar offire (Exod. xiii. 21, 22).

In Exod. xix. 9, 16, the mention of the

" thick cloud" is followed by the statement

that " Mount Sinai was altogether on a

smoke because the Lord descended upon it

in fire" (ver. 18). Similarly, in Exod. xxiv.,

we are told that "the glory of the Lord

appeared upon Mount Sinai, and the cloud

covered it (the glory?) six days; and the

seventh day He called unto Moses out of

the midst of the oloud- And the sight of

the glory of the Lord was like devouringfire "

(vers. 16, 17). But perhaps the most de

cisive passage in this connexion is Exod.

xl. 34, where we are told that " the cloud

abode upon" the tent of meeting, while

" the glory of the Lord filled the (interior

of the) tabernacle." Compare Exod. xvi.

7, 10 ; Levit. ix. 6, 23 ; Num. xiv. 10 ; xvi. 19,

42. It would appear, therefore, that " the

glory of the Lord " was not the cloud, but,
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as the word almost seems to imply, a " light

from heaven above the brightness of the

sun " (Acts xxvi. 13 ; of. Rev. i. 14, 16).

It is hardly necessary to add that the glory,

though apparently resident in the cloud, was

not always luminous; the cloud veiled it

from the eyes of men.

Ver. 12.— Then spake Solomon [in a

transport of emotion at the sight. The

cloud and the glory proved that his pious

work was accepted. These blessed tokens

assured him that " the Lord was there "

(Ezek. xlviii. 35) ; that the incomprehen

sible Godhead had entered the earthly

shrine he had prepared, and would dwell

there] , The Lord said that he would dwell la

the thick darkness. [Heb. b$y., lit., dark-

neu of cloud: When did God speak of

dwelling in dark cloud? The reference,

probably, is to Exod. xix. 9 ; xx. 21 ; Deut.

iv. 11 ; v. 22 (note that, in the three last

cited passages, this same word is used, and

in the last two in connexion with cloud,

which would appear to be a practically

synonymous term), but especially to Levit.

xvi. 2, " I will appear in the cloud upon

the mercy seat." Solomon had1 thus every

warrant for connecting a theophauy with

the thick dark cloud. Cf. Psa. xviii. 11 ;

xcvii. 2. The words cannot refer to " the

holy of holies not lighted by windows "

(Wordsworth).

Ver. 13.—I have surely built [Heb. to

build, I have built] thee a house to dwell

In, a settled place for thee to abide In for

ever. [The temple was primarily, as already

remarked, a shrine for the ark, between the

cherubim of the mercy seat of which God

dwelt. This was a |is'O (from }«, ttatuit),

a settled place. The tabernacle was but a

poor and transitory abode, partaking of the

frailty of the shepherd's tent (Isa. xxxviii.

12). For D'P^ll? (ai&vtc), cf; Isa. xxvi. 4 ;

li. 9 ; Dan. ix. 24 ; Psa. cxlv. 13;

Ver. 14.—And the king turned Ms face

about [He had been earnestly gazing toward

the house where the cloud appeared. He

now faced the congregation] and blessed

[This word here, and in ver. 55, is used

somewhat loosely. The blessing was in both

cases addressed to God. The Hebrew king

was not authorized to bless the people—

that was the prerogative of the priests

(Num. vi. 23; cf. Levit. ix. 22), and he is

only said to bless here as felicitating, as

wishing them a blessing. Dean Stanley

|" Jewish Ch.," vol. ii. p 218) characteristi

cally asserts that Solomon " performed the

highest sacerdotal act of solemn benedic

tion." Bat the same word is used in ver.

66, of the people blessing the king. " Did

the people," as Wordsworth pertinently

asks, " also perform a priestly act? " The

word is elsewhere used of taluting. See

note on ver. 66, and Gesen. s.v.] all the

congregation of Israel : (and all the con

gregation of Israel stood) ; [Heb. were

standing Opj>) ; " ttood " conveys the idea

that the congregation rose as Solomon

spoke, whereas they were standing already

in the temple courts.

Ver. 15.—And he said. Blessed be the

Lord God of Israel [ch. i. 48] , which spake

with Ms mouth unto [or, concerning; btf

after verbs of speaking has the force of de

(Gen. xx. 2 ; Jeri xl. 16 ; Psa. lxix. 27).

David my father [The words were really

spoken to Nathan], and hath with his hand

[i.e., power ; of. Job xxxiv. 20 ; Acts iv. 28 ;

xiii. 11 ; Ezra vii. 6] fulfilled it [the spoken

word He has fulfilled in deed], saying,

[The reference is to 2 Sam; vii., of which

Solomon merely gives the substance. Much

Of what he says here is not recorded there.]

Ver. 16.—Since the day that I brought

forth my people Israel out of Egypt, I chose

no city out of all the tribes of Israel, to

build a house, that my name might be

therein [The chronicler adds here, "Neither

chose I any man to be ruler, &c. Prob

ably our account cornea nearer to the words

actually spoken. The speech in the Chron.

looks as if it had been somewhat amplified,

though it only completes the sense (Raw-

linson)] , but I chose David to be over my

people Israel. [Cf. Psa. ixxviii. 70. This

psalm pursues much the same line of

thought as this address.]

Ver. 17.—And it was 1* the heart of

David my father [2 Sam. vii. 2 ; 1 Chron.

xvii. 1] to build an house for the name of

the Lord God of Israel.

Ver. 18.—And the Lord said unto David

my father [Not, perhaps, totidem verbit.

The Divine approval was implied in 2 Sam.

vii. 11—16, arid it may have been expressed

at the same time; The narratives of Scrip

ture are necessarily greatly oondensed],

Whereas it was In thine heart to build an

house unto my name, thou didst well that

It was In thine heart.

Ver. 19.—Nevertheless thou shalt not

build the house [Wordsworth observes that

it was filial reverence prevented Solomon's

mentioning the caute of this prohibition,

which, however, it mentioned with appro

priate humility by David himself (1 Chron.

xxii. 8)]; but thy son that shall come

forth out of thy loins, he shall bull d the

house unto my name. [2 Sam. vii. 11, 12.

The recurrence of " the name " of the Lord

is to be noticed (see vers. 16, 17, 18, 29, 43,
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Ac.) The name of God is the expression to

man of His nature, attributes, Ac.]

Ver. 20.—And the Lord hath performed

[Same word as in ch. ii. 4. Lit., " hath

raised up " (LXX. aviarnai). Also same word

as " risen up " (LXX. aviornv) below, and

as " set up " in 2 Sam. vii. 12. We might

translate "established" throughout] his

word that he spake, and I am risen up In

the room of David my father, and sit on

the throne of Israel [ch. i. 48] , as the Lord

promised [2 Sam. vii. 12], and have built

an house for the name of the Lord God of

Israel [ib. ver. 13] .

Ver. 21.—And I have set there a place

for the ark, wherein Is the covenant of the

Lord [Hence its name, "the ark of the

covenant" (Exod. xxxiv. 28; cf. Dent. ix.

11)] which he made with our forefathers

when he brought them out of the land of

Egypt [vers. 9, 16] .

Section II.—The Prayer.

The prayer of dedication, properly so

called, now begins. This solemn and beau

tiful composition was probably copied by our

author from the " Book of the Acts of Solo

mon" (1 Kings xi. 41), possibly from the

" Book of Nathan the prophet " (2 Chron.

ix. 29). It was evidently committed to

writing beforehand, and would, no doubt,

as a matter of course, be religiously pre

served. The later criticism objects to its

authenticity that the many references to

the Pentateuch (compare ver. 12 with Exod.

xix. 9 ; ver. 31 with Exod. xxii. 11, Levit.

v. 1; ver. 33 with Levit. xxvi. 17, Deut.

xxviii. 25 ; ver. 36 with Levit. xxvi. 25 ;

ver. 50 with Levit. xxvi. 40, 42 ; ver. 51 with

Deut. iv. 20, Ac.) prove it to be of a later

date. Ewald assigns it to the seventh cen

tury b.o. ; but this is simply to beg the

question of the date of the Pentateuch. It

is obviously open to reply that these re

ferences only prove that the king was

acquainted, as he was bound to be (Deut.

xvii. 18), with the words of tho law. It

divides itself into three parts. The first

(vers. 22—30) is general ; the second (vers.

31— 53) consists of seven special petitions ;

the last (vers. 50—53) consists of a general

conclusion and appeal to God's covenant

mercy.

Ver. 22.—And Solomon stood [i.e., took

his stand (LXX. aviori]). Not " was stand

ing." It was but for a moment, however,

for we find him presently kneeling (ver. 54 ;

2 Chron. vi. 13). The latter passage informs

as that he both stood and knelt upon a

" brazen scaffold," three cubits high] be

fore the altar of the Lord [i.e., the brazen

altar of sacrifice. The platform or scaffold

was "set in the midst of the court" (2

Chron. I.e.) All these rites took place in

the open an*. The king had no place icith-

in the edifice] In the presence [the word is

not to be pressed to mean "facing the

people." It is hardly likely he would pray

towards the people— he was their wpo-

il,V'nKi he spoke for them to God—or

turn his back on the sacred Presence just

manifested], and spread forth his hands

towards heaven: [one attitude of earnest

prayer thoughout the East, as may be seen

at the present day amongst the Mohamme

dans. (See Lane's " Modern Egyptians,"

ch. iii., "Religion and Laws.") So com

pletely was this posture identified with sup

plication that to " lift up the hands " came

to be a synonym for prayer (Exod. ix.

29, 83 ; Psa. xliv. 20 ; oxliii. 6 ; Isa. i. 15 ;

lxv. 2.)]

Ver. 23.—And he said, Lord God of Israel,

there is no God like thee [Similar words

are found in Exod. xv. 11 ; Psa. lxxxvi. 8,

Ao. They do not at all imply the existence

of other gods, but are explained by other

passages (e.g., ver. 60 ; Deut. iv. 39, " the

Lord He is God and none else ; " 2 Sam. vii.

22 ; xxii. 32) as meaning that the God of

Israel stands alone, and alone is God. It

would be strange, indeed, if the people

whose great peculium was the unity of the

Godhead (Deut. vi. 4 ; Isa. xlii. 8) recog

nized other deities. Observe : Solomon be

gins his prayer with an act of praise; with a

recognition at once grateful and graceful of

God's past mercies (cf. Psa. lxv. 1, 2 ; Phil,

iv. 6). Exaudit Dominus invocantem, quern

laudantem vidit" (Augustine)], In heaven

above, or on earth beneath [Josh. ii. 11] ,

who keepest covenant and mercy [same

words in Deut. vii. 9] with thy servants

that walk before thee with all their heart.

[Cf. ch. ii. 4.]

Ver. 24.—Who hast kept with thy ser

vant David my father [Solomon sees in

this a special pledge of God's faithfulness

and truth] that thou promiseast [Hob.

ipakest, same word as below. The alteration

in the A. V. obscures the connexion] : thou

spakest also [Heb. and thou spakest, i.e.,

"yea," or "for thou spakest"] with thy

mouth and hast fulfilled it with thine hand

[ver. 15, and ch. iii. 6. The completion

of the house, following the establishment of

Solomon upon the throne, was to him proof

conclusive that the promise of 2 Sam vii.

had received its fulfilment] , as it is this

day.
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Ver. 23.—Therefore now [Hcb. And now.

The promise has been but partially fulfilled.

The house is built ; he now prays that the

succession may be continued in David's

line] keep [cf. ver. 24, " thou hast kept "]

with thy servant David my father that thou

promisedst [Heb. spakest to, as above]

him, saying [The reference is of course to

the great promise of 2 Sam. vii. 12—16] ,

There shall not fall thee a man In my sight

to sit on the throne of Israel [cf. ch. ii. 4] ,

so that [marg. , if only. As to the condition,

see note on ch. ii. 4, and cf. ch. vi. 12, 13]

thy children take heed to [Heb. keep.

Same word as above. The repetition is

suggestive. God's keeping His promise was

contingent on their keeping His command

ments] their way, that they walk before me

as thou hast walked before me.

Ver. 26.—And now, 0 God [The LXX.,

Valg., Syr., and Arab, read, O Lord God, as

do many MSS. But the word is more likely

to have been inserted (in conformity with

vers. 23, 25) than to have been left out] let

thy word [The Keri has thy words. Keil

sees here a reference to "all the words " of

2 Bam. vii. 17 ; but this, especially when

the reading is doubtful, is somewhat too

remote], I pray thee, be verified [IPSJ*.

optative form. Oesen., Oram. 126. 2]

which thou spakest [Psa. exxxii. 14] unto

thy servant David my father.

Ver. 27.—But ['3. Bahr refers for this

use of the word to 1 Sam. xxix. 8 ; 1 Kings

xi. 22 ; 2 Kings viii. 13 ; Jer. xxiii. 18] will

God Indeed [Heb. verily ; same root as that

of preceding verb, " verified." The repeti

tion shows the connexion of thought. " But

can these words be verified? Will God

verily," Sec] dwell on the earth? behold

the heaven and heaven of heavens [Same

expression Deut. x. 14. Of. Psa. oxv. 16 ;

cxlviii. 4 ; Isa. Ixvi. 1. The Jewish belief

respecting the seven heavens (see Wetstein

on 2 Cor. xii. 2 j Stanley, " Corinthians,"

I.e.) is of much later date, and a reference

to it, or to the belief of some Babbins in two

heavens (after Deut. x. 14), is altogether out

of the question. The " heaven of heavens "

= "all the spaces of heaven, however vast

and infinite" (Gesen., cf. Psa. cxlviii. 4). The

analogy of " holy of holies " would, however,

suggest that not all the heavens, but the

highest heavens are intended] cannot con

tain thee ; how much less ['3 tw\ : Ewold,

354 e] this house that I have bullded?

[Two points are to be noticed here. (1)

Solomon never denies for a moment that

the temple was a real habitation of Jehovah,

or that a real presence was manifested there.

He only denies that the Deity is contained

in earthly temples (2) He had no un

worthy ideas—such as were prevalent in

that age—of God as a local deity, limited to

space. The words clearly prove his grasp

of the omnipresence and infinity of God.

With this passage compare Psa. exxxix.

7—10 ; Isa. lxvL 1 (quoted in Acts vii. 49),

and Acts xvii. 24.]

Ver. 28.—Vet have thou respect unto the

prayer of thy servant [=the prayer I now

offer, which is that thou wilt hear all future

prayers offered here, mine and my people's]

and to his supplication, 0 Lord my Ood, to

hearken unto the cry and to the prayer

[Three words are used here, nj>pn, n^nn,

and n|"L The first (from b^nn, precalus

est ; see ver. 29) is apparently a general term

for prayer ; the second (from |jn, propitius

fait) is properly a cry for mercy ; hence an

earnest prayer or supplication ; while the

third signifies a joyful cry ; hence a mournful

cry or prayer] which thy servant prayeth

before thee to-day.

Ver. 29.—That thine eyes may be open

[This anthropomorphism does not conflict

with what was said under ver. 27] toward

this house night and day [not so much to

watch over it as to see the worship and

prayer offered there] , even toward the place

of which thou hast said, My name shall be

there [of. Ezek. xtviil 35, and vers. 18. 19,

20, <fec. When had God said this ? Never,

perhaps, in so many words. Keil says the

reference is to 2 Sam. vii. 13 implieite (" He

shall build an house for my name "), while

Rawlinson thinks the " reference is not to

any Bingle text, but to the many passages in

Deuteronomy where God speaks of a place

which He will choose to ' set his name '

there (Deut. xii 5, 11, 18, Ac. ; xiv. 23 ;

xv. 20 ; xvi 2, Ao.y But it is very prob

able that a revelation was made to David

respecting the sanctuary, the terms of which

are not preserved to us. This is almost

implied by Psa. lxxviii. 68; exxxii. 10; 1

Chron. xxii. 1—passages which prove that

David claimed to have Divine sanction for

placing the temple on "Mount Zion." Psa.

exxxii. is unmistakeably Davidio, and em

bodies some features of the message of God

{e.g., the condition, ver. 12) not preserved

in 2 Sam. vii.] : that thou mayest hearken

unto the prayer which thy servant shall

make toward [Marg. in, but Heb. Sfit sup

ports the A. V. rendering. Now that God

had revealed His presence in the temple,

the Jew, wherever he might be, would, and

as a matter of fact did, pray towards it

(Dan. vi. 10 ; Psa. v. 7 ; Jonah ii. 4), just

as the Mohammedan has his Kibleh in

Mecca] this place.

Ver. 80.—And hearken thou to the sup
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plication of thy servant, and of thy people

Israel, when they shall pray toward this

place : and hear thou In heaven [Heb. unto

heaven, D^O^iT^t, a pregnant construction

= hear the prayer that ascends unto heaven.

The chronicler here, as elsewhere, simplifies

the meaning by reading "from heaven,"

'B'n'|p] thy dwelling place [Here, and in

vers. 39, 43, and 49, heaven is described as

the true dwelling place of Deity. Con

fidently as Solomon believes that he hag

built a habitation for the Lord, he never

dreams that the "Most High dwelleth not

in temples made with hands " (Acts vii. 48 ;

rvii. 4)] : and when thou hearest, forgive,

[There is possibly a play of words here—

With the next verse the special or par

ticular supplications begin. Like those of

the Lord's prayer, they are seven in num

ber , and no doubt for the same reason, viz.,

because seven was the number of covenant,

the number which expressed the relation

ship between the Lord and His people (" die

Signatur der Verbindung Gottu und der

Welt "—BShr, Symbolik, i. 187 sqq.) In

fact, to the Jew the number " seven " was

something like the sign of the cross to a

large portion of Catholio Christendom, for

it spoke to him of God's covenant of mercy

and peace.

And the first of the seven concerns oatht.

The king implores the covenant-keeping

God to watch over the covenants of words

made in the now consecrated sanctuary, and

to protect their sanctity by punishing the

false swearer. There were cases in which

the Mosaic law provided that an oath

should be administered to suspected per

sons (Exod. xxii. 11 ; Levit. v. 1, 4, Ac.)

And there were other cases in which men of

their own accord, for " an end of all strife,"

would make oath. Now every oath, what

ever its form (Matt, xxiii. 16—22), is in

reality an affirmation ' ' by the God of truth "

(Isa. lxv. 16) ; it is an appeal to the know

ledge and power and justice of the Most

High (Levit. xix. 12 ; Deut. vi. 13 ; x. 20 ;

Isa. xlviii. 1 ; Jer. xii. 16 ; xliv. 26). A false

oath, consequently, dishonoured the Divine

name, and polluted the sanctuary dedicated

to that name, and if it went unpunished,

contradicted the principles and provisions

of the dispensation of temporal punishments,

and so encouraged falsehood and impiety.

God is here entreated, consequently, to take

cognizance of the oaths sworn bet re His

altar (ver. 31), and to be a swift witness

against the false swearers (Mai. iii. 5). It

is, perhaps, because of the direct dishonour

which perjury offers to the Divine name

that, as Bahr suggests, this prayer stands

first among the seven, thus corresponding to

the ' ' Hallowed be Thy name " in the Lord's

prayer, and to the third among the ten

commandments.

Ver. 31.—If any man trespass [The force

of the Hebrew (which begins somewhat

abruptly) 1fg T\% (LXX. oaa av auapry) is

probably, At for that which, or in all casei in

which, i.e., when (as Ewald, 333 a). The

chronicler, as usual, simplifies by reading

DX] against his neighbour, and an oath be

laid [Heb. and he (the neighbour) lay an

oath, i.e., prescribe a form of adjuration,

such as that in Deut. xxi. 7] upon him to

cause to swear, and the oath come

[This translation cannot be maintained.

For in the Heb. there is no def. art. , as there

would be if n^{< were noun and nominative ;

and, moreover, in that case the verb, to

agree with the feminine noun, would be n^l.

And as no other meaning can be extracted

from the words as they stand, we are driven

to suspect a slight corruption of the text,

either (1) the omission of 1 between the

words, which in that case would have stood

n^Xl X3t, and would mean, " and he (the

accused) come and twear "—a conjecture

which is supported by the LXX., tai ik&y

xai IZayoptvay, or (2) the omission of the

preposition 3, which would yield

= and he (the accused) entert into the oath,

an expression found in Neh. x. 29 and Ezek.

xvii. 13] before thine altar in this house.

[Despite the last words, the altar of sacri

fice before the house is probably meant.

This was the altar of the Jewish layman,

and, moreover, it was one visible sign of the

covenant. Psa. 1. 5 ; Exod. xxiv. 6—8 ; cf.

xx. 24. The altar which afforded shelter to

the man?layer, in the same way lent sanctity

to the oath. The practice of swearing by

the altar (Matt, xxiii. 18) is of later date.

Ver. 82.—Then hear thou in heaven

[Heb. and thou, thou wilt hear the heavent.

The same expression, D'tJK'.l tfpC'fl, is

found in vers. 34, 36, 39. See Ewald,' 300 a.

Keil sees in it the adverbial use of the

accusative. Most of the versions read

" from heaven," as does the Chronicles and

one MS.] , and do [i.e., act] and Judge thy
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servants, condemning [Heb. to make (i.e.,

prove) Kicked] the wicked, to bring [Heb.

Sire, same word as below] his way [i.e.,

works, fruits] upon bis bead [cf. Ezek. ix.

10 ; xi. 21 ; Bame expression] and Justify

ing [Heb. to make righteotu. Cf. itxatovv

in N. T. and justum facere] toe righteous

[cognate words are used in both cases] , to

give him according to his righteousness.

The second special petition contemplates

the case, which was morally certain to occur,

of Hebrews taken captive in war and carried

to a foreign land. To be separated from

the commonwealth, the rites and the bless

ings of Israel, was one of the greatest

calamities which could befal a Jew (Deut.

iv. 27, 28; Levit. xxvi. 33 ; Psa. exxxvii),

and as such Solomon gives it a prominent

place in his prayer. The connexion, how

ever, which some have imagined to exist

between this prayer and the preceding, viz.,

that that referred to internal, this to exter

nal dangers, is too artificial to have found

a place in Solomon's thoughts.

Ver. 33.—When thy people Israel be

smitten down before the enemy [cf. Levit.

xxvi. 7, 17 ; Deut. xxviii. 25. There is a

constant reference to these two chapters

throughout this prayer, or, if no direct re

ference to them, there are uumistakeable

reminiscences of them] , because they have

sinned against thee, and shall turn again

to thee, and confess [or praiie. Fsa. liv.

8 Heb. ; cvi 47 ; exxii. 4] thy name, and

pray, and make supplication unto thee In

this house. [The marg. towards is a mis

taken attempt at avoiding the difficulty

which lies on the surface of the text, viz.,

that persons in a foreign land could not

pray in the temple. But the king obviously

is speaking here, not of those taken captive,

but of the nation at large (" thy people

Israel ") by its representatives (cf. Joel iL

ii. 17), supplicating after its defeat. The

idea of captives does not come in until the

next verse. Under the term house the

courts are obviously included (Acts ii 46;

Luke xviii. 10). Into the edifice the priests

alone were admitted.

Ver. 34.—Then hear thou in heaven, and

forgive the sin of thy people Israel, and

bring them [i.e., the captives of Israel,

those carried off by the enemy. There is

no thought here of the captivity of the

nation—that is referred to in vers. 46—50—

as the prayers to be offered in the temple

prove. This petition is in exact accordance

with the promises and threatenings of the

law, for the former of which see Levit. xxvi.

40—44; Deut. xxx. 1—6; for the latter,

Levit. xxvi. 33 ; Deut. iv. 27 ; xxviii. 64 sqq. ]

again unto the land which thou gaveat

unto their fathers.

The third petition concerns the plague of

drought. Just as rain, in the thirsty and

sunburnt East, has ever been accounted one

of the best gifts of Qod (Levit. xxvi. 4 ; Deut.

xL 11 ; Job v. 10, and passim ; Psa. lxviii

9; cxlvii. 8; Acts xiv. 17), so was drought

denounced as one of His severest scourges

(Levit. xxvi. 19 j Deut. xi 17 ; xxviii. 23, 24,

Ac) This petition finds an illustration in

the public supplications which are still

offered in the East, and by men of all

creeds, for rain.

Ver. 35.—When heaven is shut up, and

there is no rain, because they have sinned

against thee; If they pray toward this

place [toward, because the inhabitants of

the land everywhere would direct their

prayers toward the holy oracle in Jerusalem

(Psa. xxviii. 2)] , and confess [praise] thy

name, and turn from their sin, when [or

because, '?] thou affllctest them. [LXX.

orav raTTfivwonc avrovc—Humbling should

be the result of affliction.]

Ver. 36.—Then hear thou In heaven [see

on ver. 82], and forgive the sin of thy

servants, and of thy people Israel, that

thou teach them [rather, because thou art

teaching them, Ac. The thought is, " For

give, because they have learned the lesson

Thy discipline of drought was meant to

teach ; " because the chastisement has ful

filled its purpose] the good way [1 Sam.

xii. 23] wherein they should walk, and

give rain upon thy land, which thou hast

given to thy people for an Inheritance.

The fourth petition refers to the various

plagues mentioned in the law (Levit. xxvi. ;

Deut. xxviii.), as the punishment of apos.

tasy or infidelity.

Ver. 37.—If there be to the land famine

[Heb. Famine should there be, Ac. The

word is emphatic by position. Famine

is denounced, Levit. xxvi. 20, 26 ; Deut.

xxviii. 33] , If there be pestilence [Levit.

xxvi 25 ; Jer xiv. 12 ; xxiv. 10 ; Amos iv.

10 ; Ezek. vi. 12, 4c.] , blasting [same

word Oen. xli. 6 ; Amos iv. 9 ; Deut.

xxviii. 22], mildew [lit. paleness,

perqci Deut. 1. c.], locust, or If there be

caterpillar [It is uncertain whether ^'PPI,

lit., devourer, here rendered " caterpillar,''

is not an adjective and an appellation of

the locust — devouring locust. Deut. xxviii.

88 (ng^ri «^pq! "the locust shall

consume it ") certainly favours this view.
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But the Chroii. and the Versa, distinguish

it here (by the introduction of " and " be

tween the two" words) as a separate plague.

It is also similarly distinguished, Joel i. 4 ;

Psa. lxxviii. 46. Gesen. considers it to be a

species of locust] ; If their enemy besiege

them In the land of their cities [Heb. hit

gates, but " the land of his gates " hardly

yields sense. It is noteworthy that the

LXX. (with most of the Versa.) reads iv /up

ruv nu\tmr airov. Thonius, consequently,

to bring the Hebrew text into harmony,

would substitute VTJf nn«3 for V"IBB»

viXD. Another suggested emendation is

l'1PC3, pX3, " in the land, even in their

gates." But it is doubtful whether any

alteration is really required. " The land

of their gates" (of. "land of their captivity,"

2 Chron. vi. 87 ; Jer. xxx. 10, Ac.) may

perhaps be interpreted the land where their

gates (i.e., fortified cities) are. The marg.

" Juritdiction"—the gate being the place

of judgment (Roth iv. 11 ; Prov. xxii. 22 ;

2 Sam. xv. 2)— is altogether out of the

question] ; whatsoever plague, whatsoever

[Heb. every plague, Ac. J sickness there he.

Ver. 38.—What prayer and supplication

soever [There is here a studied reference to

the preceding words. Lit., etery prayer,

Ac. We might render is Ver. 37, "What

soever the plague," Ac, and here, " What

soever the prayer," Ac.] he made hy any

man, or by all thy people Israel, which

shall know every man the plague ef his

own heart [Here again there is an nnmis-

takeable reference to the "plague" (same

word) of ver. 37. The plague of the heart

is the inner smart of the conscience corre

sponding with and perhaps more painful

than the smiting of the person. The mean

ing obviously is that the prayers will vary

according to the various mental and physi

cal sufferings of men] , and spread forth his

hands [see on ver. 22] toward this house.

Ver. 39.—Then hear thou in heaven thy

dwelling place, and forgive, and do, and

give to every man according to his ways,

whose heart thou knowest ; (for thou, even

thou only, knowest the hearts of all the

children of men ;) [Jer. xvii. 10. Cf. b up-

Sioyviiartts 0«6c (Acts xv. 8 ; also iS. i. 24).

Ver. 40.—That they may fear thee all

the days that they live In the land which

thou gavest unto their fathers; [Solomon

anticipates that a godly fear will be the

result of forgiveness and restoration. We

find the same thought in Psa. cxx*. 4. The

mercy and goodness of God should lead to

repentance, but unhappily it not unseldom

fails to do so.]

The fifth petition contemplates the prayers

which foreigners, attracted by the fame of

Jerusalem, of its religion and sanctuary,

could offer towards the house. The Gentiles

who should visit Jerusalem would assuredly,

with their polytheistic ideas and their be

lief in local or tribal deities, invoke the aid

and blessing of the mighty God of Jacob.

This mention of aliens from the common

wealth of Israel in the prayer of dedication,

especially when viewed in the light of the

exolusiveness and bigotry which character

ized the Jews of later days, is especially to

be noticed. As Rawlinson (in loco) observes,

"Nothing is more remarkable in the Moaaio

law than its liberality with regard to

strangers." He then quotes Exod. xxii. 21 ;

Levit. xxv. 35 ; Deut. x. 19 ; xxxi. 12 ; Num.

xv. 14—16 ; and adds : " It is quite in the

spirit of these enactments that Solomon,

having first prayed God on behalf of his

fellow countrymen, should next go on to in

tercede for the strangers," &o. The inter

course of the Hebrews at this period with

foreign nations, and the influence they

exercised on the Jewish thought and

manners (see Stanley, "Jewish Ch." ii. Lect.

xxvi.), are also to be remembered. These

new relations with the stranger would no

doubt have widened Solomon's views.

Ver.41.—Moreover concerning a stranger,

that la not of thy people Israel, hut cometh

oat of a far country for thy name's sake ;

[Solomon takes it for granted that such

will come, and not without good reason,

for the house was " exceeding magnifical "

and destined to be " of fame and glory

throughout all countries" (1 Chron. xxii. 5).

And we can hardly doubt that in the visit

of the Queen of Sheba we are to see one

fulfilment of this anticipation. (Note the

expression of ch. x. 1 " concerning the name

of the Lord") One who blessed God, as

she did (ver. 9), would certainly pray towards

the house. In the time of the tecond

temple there were several instances of

strangers (e.g., Alexander the Great, Ptolemy

Philadelphus, and Seleuous; seeKeiltn loc.)

worshipping the God of Jacob in Jerusalem.

Ver. 42.--(For they shall hear of thy

great name [Cf. Josh. vii. 9 ; Psa. lxxvi. 1 ;

xcix. 3] , and ef thy strong hand [cf. Exod.

vi. 6 ; xiii. 9 ; Deut. ix. 26, 29 ; of. vii. 19.

They had heard at a much earlier date

(Exod. xv. 14; xviii. 1 ; Josh. v. 1). The

reference is not so much to the marvels of

the Exodus—that was long pOst—as to the

wondrous works which Solomon assumes

will hereafter he wrought], and of thy
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stretched out arm;) .when be shall come

and pray toward this house.

Ver. in.— Hear thou In heaven thy dwell

ing place, and do according to all that the

stranger calleth to thee for : that all people

of the earth may know thy name [It is

interesting to notice this foreshadowing of

the inclusion of the Gentiles in the one

fold. The same thought is found in some

of the Psalms and in Isaiah, as St. Paul

witnesses (Rom. xv. 9 sqq.) Cf. Psa. xxii.

27 ; lxxii. 11 ; lxxxvi. 9 ; xcviii. 8 ; cii. 15 ;

cxvii. 1 ; Isa. xlix. 6 ; lii. 10] to fear thee,

as do thy people Israel ; and that they may

know that this house, which I have builded.

Is called by thy name. [Heb. that thy

name is called (or, has been called, fcOpJ.

LXX. (irirErXr/roti) vpon this home, i.e. , that

God has taken this house for His habita

tion: that He dwells there, works, hears,

answers there. Same expression, Jer. vii.

10, U, 14 ; xxv. 29 ; Deut. xxviii. 10 ; Isa.

iv. 1. In Num. vi. 27 we have, " they

shall put my name upon the children of

Israel." In Deut. xii. 5, and xvi. 6 (cf.

1 Kings xi. 36), we read of the place God

has ' ' chosen to put his name there."

So far the royal suppliant has spoken of

prayers offered in or at the temple. He

now mentions two cases where supplications

will be offered by penitents tar distant from

the holy city or even from the Holy Land.

And first, he speaks of the armies of Israel

on a campaign.

Ver. 44.—If thy people go out to battle

against their enemy, whithersoever [Heb.

in the way which] thou Shalt send them

[These words clearly imply that the war,

whether defensive or offensive (i.e., for the

chastisement of other nations) , is one which

had God's sanction, and indeed was waged

by His appointment] , and shall pray unto

the Lord toward [Heb. in the way of. Same

expression as above. The repetition is sig

nificant. " They have gone in God's way.

They may therefore look the way of God's

house for help." Executing God's commis

sion, they might justly expect His blessing]

the city which thou hast chosen, and toward

the house that I have built for thy name.

Ver. 45.—Then hear thou in heaven their

prayer and their supplication, and main

tain their cause. [Heb. do thrir judgments,

i.e., secure them justice, defend the right.

Same words, Deut: x. 18 ; cf. Psa. ix. 5, Heb.]

The last petition—the second of those

which speak of prayers addressed towards

the temple, or the Holy Presence which

dwelt there, from a foreign land—contem

plates as possible the captivity of the

Hebrew nation. It has hence been too

readily inferred that this portion of the

prayer, at least, if not the preceding peti

tion also, has been interpolated by a post-

captivity writer. But there is really no

solid reason for doubting its genuineness.

Not only is it the seventh petition (see on

ver. 31), but the captivity of Israel had

been denounced as the punishment of per

sistent disobedience long before by Moses,

and in the ohapters to whioh such constant

reference is made (Levit. xxvi. 33, 44 ;

Deut. xxviii. 25, 36, 64 ; cf. iv. 27)—a fact

which is in itself an indirect proof of

genuineness, as showing that this petition

is of a piece with the rest of the prayer.

And when to this we add that the carrying

of a conquered and refractory race into cap

tivity was an established custom of the

East, we shall be inclined to agree with

Bahr, that "it would have been more re

markable if Solomon had not mentioned it."

Ver. 46.—If they sin against thee (for

there is no man that sinneth not), and thou

be angry with them, and deliver them to

the enemy [Qeb.give them before an enemy] ,

so that they carry them away captives unto

the land of the enemy, far or near ;

Ver. 47. — Yet if they shall bethink

themselves [Heb. as marg., bring back to

their heart. Same phrase, Deut. iv. 39 ;

xxx. 1. The latter passage, it should be

noticed, treats of the captivity, so that

Solomon, consciously or unconsciously, em

ploys some of the very words used by

Moses in contemplating this contingency.

These repeated coincidences lead to the

belief that the prayer was based upon snd

compiled from the Pentateuch] in the land

whither they were carried captives, and

repent, and make supplication unto thee

in the land of them that carried them cap

tives, saying, We have sinned, and have

done perversely, we have committed wicked

ness. [This verse is full of paronomasia,

1TBTI, 12V2, 13B', Ao. Words almost

identical with this confession were used

(Dan. ix. 5 ; Psa. ovi. 6) by the Jews in

their captivity at Babylon, from which it

has been concluded that this part of the

prayer must belong to the time of the cap

tivity. But surely it is, to say the least,

just as likely that the Jews, when the cap

tivity of which Solomon spoke befel them,

borrowed the phrase in which their great

king by anticipation expressed their peni

tence. Seeing in the captivity a fulfilment

of his prediction, they would naturally see
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in this formula, which no doubt had been

preserved in the writings of the prophets,

a confession specially appropriate to their

case, and indeed provided for their use.

Ver. 48.—And so return onto thee with

all their heart [almost the words of Dent,

xxx. ver. 3, as those in ver. 17 are of ver. 1] ,

and with all their soul. In the land of their

enemies, which led them away captive

[observe the paronomasia—1355* is here

used in two senses] , and pray unto thee to

ward [Heb. the way of] their land [see

Dan. vi. 10] which thou gavest unto their

fathers, the city which thou hast chosen,

and the house which I have built for thy

name. [There is apparently a climax here,

" land," " city," ' ' house. "]

Ver. 49.—Then hear thou their prayer

and their supplication In heaven thy dwell

ing place, and maintain their cause. [Heb.

do their judgment», as in ver. 45.]

Ver. 50.—And forgive thy people that

have sinned against thee, and all their

transgressions wherein they have trans

gressed against thee, and give them com

passion [Heb. to companion or bowels

O'PDl^a oirMyxva, 2 Cor. vi. 12; Phil,

i. 8 ; ii. 1, Ac.] before themwhocarriedthem

captive, that they may have compassion

on them. [For the fulfilment of this

prayer, see Ezra i. 3, 7 ; vi. 13 ; Neh. ii. 6.

Compare Psa. cvi. 46.]

In the three following verses we have a

sort of general conclusion to the dedication

prayer. It is hardly correct to Bay that

these last words apply to all the preceding

petitions—the plea "they are thy people"

manifestly cannot apply in the case of vers.

41—43. On the other hand, as little are

they to be limited to the persons last men

tioned in vers. 46—50, though it is highly

probable they were suggested by the thought

of the captives. They ore manifestly in

close connection with the preceding verses.

Ver. 51.—For they be thy people [a cita

tion or reminiscence of Dcut. iv. 10] , and

thine inheritance, which thou broughtest

forth out of Egypt [cf. vers. 21, 53. There

is a constant recurrence throughout the Old

Testament to this great deliverance, and

with good reason, for it was the real birth

day of the nation, and was also a pledge of

future help and favour. God who had

" wrought such great things for them in

Egypt " could not well forsake them. Solo

mon's constant plea is that they are the

elect and covenant race] from the midst of

the furnace of Iron [i.e., a furnace for iron,

heated and fierce as for smelting. Same

phrase, Dent. iv. 20] .

Ver. 52.—That thine eyes may be open

[cf. ver. 29] unto the supplication of thy

servant, and unto the supplication of thy

people Israel [cf. vers. 28, 30] , to hearken

unto them In all that they call for unto thee.

Ver. 53.—For thou didst separate them

from [Levit. xx. 24, 26 ; cf. Exod. xix. 5, 6]

among all the people of the earth, to be

thine Inheritance [same expression, Deut.

iv. 20 ; ix. 26, 29. This is no idle repetition

of ver. 51. The idea of that verse is de

liverance, of this election. Cf. Num. xvi. 9 ;

viii. 14] , as thou spakest by the hand [see

note on ch. ii. 25] of Hoses thy servant

[Exod. xix. 5, 6 ; Deut. ix. 26, 29 ; xiv. 2] ,

when thou broughtest our fathers out of

Egypt, 0 Lord Bod.

In Chron. (ch. vi. 41, 42) the prayer ends

somewhat differently. " Now therefore

arise, O Lord God," <Sc.—words which are

found in substance in Psa. exxxii. 8—10.

These two verses look like an addition, and

were probably inserted by the chronicler to

form a connecting link with ch. vii. 1—3

(Bahr). The LXX. has an extremely

curious addition, said to be taken from the

"Book of the Song." Stanley sees in its

very abruptness and obscurity an evidence

of its genuineness (" Jewish Ch." ii. 218).

Section III.—The Concluding Blessing.

The service of dedication concludes, as

it commenced, with a benediction (ver. 14).

Ver. 64.—And it was so, that when Solo

mon had made an end of praying all this

prayer and supplication unto the Lord, he

arose from before [see note on ver. 22] the

altar of the Lord, from kneeling on his

knees [the first mention of this posture in

the sacred history (Stanley). The Jews

usually stood in prayer (Luke xviii. 11, 13)]

with [Heb. and] his hands spread up to

heaven.

Ver. 55.—And he stood [this does not

necessarily imply that he drew nearer to

the congregation, as Eeil] , and blessed [cf.

2 Sam vi. 18, and see note on ver. 14. The

words of blessing, which are presently

given (vers. 56—61), prove that he did not

assume priestly functions and put any

blushing upon the people, Num. vi. 27] all

the congregation of Israel with a loud

[Heb. great] voice, saying,

Ver. 66.—Blessed be the Lord, that hath

given rest unto his people Israel, according

to all that he promised [a distinct reference

to Deut. xii. 9, 10 (cf. iii. 20), where we

read that when the Lord should have given

rest to Israel, then a place for sacrifice, ifcc,
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8hoald be appointed (ver. 11). That place

is now dedicated, and the king sees in this

circumstance a proof that the rest is now

at last fully attained. The permanent

sanctuary is a pledge of settlement in the

land. The rest hitherto enjoyed (Josh,

xxi. 44) had been but partial. Only under

Solomon were the Philistines brought into

complete subjection (1 Kings ix. 16), and

hitherto the ark had dwelt in curtains] ;

there hath not failed [Heb. fallen; cf.

1 Sam. iii. 19] one word [a clear reference

to Josh. xxi. 45, as the precedmg words are

to ver. 44] of all his good promise, which

he promised by the hand [cf. ver. 53] of

Moses his servant [vis.,inLevit. xxvi.3—13,

and in Deut. xxviii. 1—14, i.e., in the

chapters which are the sources of this

prayer, Ac.

Ver. 57.—The Lord our God be with us,

as he was with our fathers : let him not

leave us, nor forsake us. [Solomon in

sensibly glides again into prayer ; here for

the presence of God, in ver. 59 for His

help. There is probably a reference to

Deut. xxxi. 6, 8 ; Josh. i. 5, where, however,

" forsake " is represented by a different word.

Ver. 58.—That he may incline our hearts

unto him [Psa. cxix. 26 ; cxli. 4] , to walk in

all his ways [ver. 25 ; ch. ii. 4. The condi

tion on which God's blessing was insured

was at this time printed on Solomon's mind],

and to keep his commandments, and bis

statutes, and his Judgments [see note on

ch. ii. 3, to which ver. there is not improbably

a reference], which he commanded our

fathers.

Ver. 59.—And let these my words, where

with I have made supplication before the

Lord, be nigh unto the Lord our God day

and night, that he maintain the cause of

[Heb. to do the judgment of] his servant,

and the cause of his people Israel at all

times, as the matter shall require [Heb.

the thing of a day in his day. Same phrase

Exod. v. 13 ; xv£ 4] :

Ver. 60.—That all the people of the earth

may know that the Lord is Qod, and that

there is none else. [See ver. 22. We have

here a recurrence to the thought of ver. 43,

which was evidently prominent in Solomon's

mind. He hopes the house now dedicated

will be fraught with blessing for the world,

and that the Gentiles will come to its light.

Cf. Isa. ii. 2, 3.]

Ver. 61.—Let your heart therefore be

perfect with the Lord our God [An instruc

tive commentary on these words is found in

ch. xi, 4, where it is said of this Solomon,

"Hit heart was not perfect," Ac.—same

words. Similarly, t'6. vers. 3, 9 are a com

ment on the prayer of ver. 58. Having

preached to others, he himself became a

castaway] , to walk in his statutes, and to

keep his commandments, as at this day

[That day the nation proved its piety by the

dedication of the house.

At the close of this prayer (omitted in

Chron.), according to 2 Chron. vii. 1, " fire

came down from heaven and consumed the

burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the

glory of the Lord filled the house," but

Bahr rejects these words as an interpo

lation. He maintains, indeed, that the

chronicler contradicts himself, for we can

hardly think that the glory which we are

told (ch. v. 14) had already filled the house,

left it and then returned. It is certainly

suspicious, and a much stronger argument

against the words in question, that no men

tion of the fire is made by our author, for,

brief as this history is, it is difficult to

believe that so signal an interposition could

have remained unnoticed, if it really oc

curred.

Section IV.—The Festal Sacrifices.

The ceremonial of dedication was fol

lowed, as would naturally be the case, by

sacrifices on a scale of unusual grandeur.

Apart from their religious use and signifi

cance, the sacrifices testified to the devotion

of the giver, who on this of all days must

not appear before the Lord empty, and they

also afforded materials for the great and

prolonged feast by which this auspicious

event in the history of Israel must be com

memorated.

Ver. 62.—And the king, and all Israel

with him [Another indication (see on ver. 2)

that practically the whole Israelitish nation

(i.e., its males) assembled to witness this

great function (ver. 65. But see on ch. xvi.

17). The words also prove that the sacri

fices mentioned presently were offered by the

people as well as by the king], offered sacri

fice before the Lord. [See note on ch. ix. 25 ]

Ver. 63.—And Solomon offered a sacrifice

[Solomon is mentioned as chief donor, and

as the executive. But others shared in the

gift] of peace offerings [Levit. vii. 11 sqq.

This was especially the sacrifice of praise—it

is called " the ■aerifies of thanksgiving of

his peace offerings," to. vers. 13, 15. Sea

Bahr, Symb. ii. 368 sqq. In the peace offer

ing, the fat was burnt on the altar, but the

flesh was eaten (ver. 15; cf. Deut. xii. 7), so

that this form of offering was, in every way,

adapted to a festival. The idea that " ox

after ox, to the number of 22,000, and sheep

after sheep, to the number of 120,000, were

consumed," sc. by fire (Stanley), is expressly

excluded] , which he offered unto the Lord,
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two and twenty thousand oxen, and an

hundred and twenty thousand sheep. [It

is very possible that these numbers have

been altered in course of transcription, as

is the case with numbers elsewhere, but

there is no ground for suspecting exaggera

tion or mistake. For, in the first place, the

Chronioles and all the Versions agree with

the text, and, secondly, the numbers, com

pared with what we know of the sacrifices

offered on other occasions, are not unduly

large, nor were they such that (as has been

alleged) it would be impossible to offer them

within the time specified. If, at an ordi

nary Passover, a quarter of a million of

lambs could be sacrificed within the space

of two or three hours (Jos., Bell. Jud.

vi. 9. 8), there can obviously have been "no

difficulty in sacrificing 3000 oxen and

18,000 sheep on each of the seven days of

the festival " (Keil). (But were not the sacri

fices spread over fourteen days ? ver. 65.)

And it is to be remembered (1) that " pro

fusion was a usual feature of the sacrifices

of antiquity. . . . Sacrifices of a thousand

oxen (xtXi6/i/3ai) were not infrequent. Ac

cording to an Arabian historian (Koto-

beddyn), the Caliph Moktader sacrificed

during his pilgrimage to Mecca . . . 40,000

camels and cows and 50,000 sheep. Taver-

nier speaks of 100,000 victims as offered by

the King of Tonquin " (Bawlinson, Stanley);

and (2) that the context insists on the ex

traordinary number of victims. They were

so numerous, we are told, that the brazen

altar was quite inadequate to receive them

(ver. 64). It has been already pointed out

(note on ver. 62) that the people joined the

king in the sacrifices. Indeed it is against

not only ver. 62, but vers. 63, 65, to suppose

that all the victims were offered by Solomon

alone (Ewald, Stanley). If these numbers,

therefore, include those offered by the

people, we can the more readily understand

them. For, by the lowest computation,

there could hardly be less than 100,000

heads of houses present at the feast (Bahr,

Keil), and if the numbers of David's census

(2 Sam. xxiv. 9) may be trusted, there may

very well have been four or five times that

number, and on such an occasion as that,

an occasion altogether without precedent,

every Israelite would doubtless offer his

sacrifice of thanksgiving—the more so as a

large number of victims would be required

for the purposes of the subsequent feast.

And as to the impossibility of the priests

offering so prodigious a number within the

specified time (Thenius, al.), we have only

to remember (1) that if there were 38,000

Levites (men over thirty years of age) in the

time of David (1 Chron. xxiii. 3), or any

thing like that number, there matt have

been at the very least at this period two or

three thousand priests (Keil), and we can

hardly think that at the dedication of so

glorious a temple, in which they were so

profoundly interested, many of them would

be absent from Jerusalem. But if there

were only one thousand present, that num

ber would have been amply sufficient to

perform all the priestly functions. For it

was no necessary part of the priests' office

either to slay the victim, or to prepare it

for sacrifice—that any Israelite might do

(Levit. i. 5, 6, 11 ; iii. 2, 8, Ac.) ; the duty of

the priest was strictly limited to " sprink

ling the blood round about upon the altar "

(Levit. iii. 2, 8 ; of. i. 5), and burning the fat,

the kidneys, <fcc, upon the altar (ib. iii. 5).

It is clear, consequently, that there is no

difficulty whatsoever as to the manual acts

required of the priests. It only remains to

notice one other objection, viz., that the

people could not possibly have eaten all the

flesh of these peace offerings. But here

again the answer is conclusive, viz. (1) that

it was not necessary that all should be eaten,

for the law expressly provided that if any of

the flesh remained over until the third day,

it should be burnt with fire (Levit. vii. 15 ;

xix. 6), and (2) no one can say what the

number of people may not have been (Bee

below on ver. 65), and (3) the sacrifices were

spread over fourteen days.] So the king;

and all the children of Israel dedicated the

house of the Lord.

Ver. 64.—The same day did the king

hallow the middle of the court [i.e., the

entire area of the court of the priests (ch.

vi. 36). Ewald (287 g) translates "the

inner court." The whole space may have

been regarded as " one huge altar" (Bawlin

son), or temporary altars may have been

erected all over the area. As already ob

served, this fact alone points to an enor

mous number of victims] that was before

the house of the Lord : for there he offered

burnt offerings [Heb. the burnt offerings,

i.e., either the usual daily burnt offerings

(Num. xxviii. 3), or more probably, those

appropriate to such a special function (Num.

xxix. 13 sqq. ; cf. 1 Kings iii. 4)] , and meat

offerings [Heb. the meat offering. Both this

and the preceding word (!"6j?n) are singular

(generic) in the original] , and the fat of the

peace offerings : because the brazen altar

that was before the Lord [i.e., house of the

Lord] was too little to receive the burnt

offerings, and meat offerings, and the fat

of the peace offerings [and yet it was 20

cubits (30 feet) Bquare, and so would offer

a surface of 100 (Keil 144) square yards] .

Ver. 65.—And at that time Solomon held

a feast [the necessary sequel to such a
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number of peace offerings (cf. ch. iii. 15).

All the flesh that could be, must be eaten

( Levi t . xix . 5, 6)] , and all Israel with him,

a great congregation [see note on ver. 64.

" All Israel " would hardly be an exaggera

tion] , from the entering In of Hamath [the

northern boundary of Palestine (Num.

xxxiv. 8 ; cf. xiii. 31 ; Josh. xiii. 5 ; Judg. iii.

3 ; Ezek. xlvii. 16 ; Stanley, S. and P. p.

407 ; Diet. Bib. i. p. 644 ; Porter, pp. 620,

621] unto the river [Heb. , i.e., torrent

bed, watercourse, icady (river is "InJ). See

Stanley, S. and P. pp. 14, 505, 506] of Egypt

[i.e., the southern limit of the Holy Land.

See Num. xxxiv. 5 ; Josh. xv. 4, 47 ; 2 Kings

xxiv. 7 ; Gen. xv. 18, where the word is "in}

refers to the Nile. The Wady el Arish must

be intended (Diet. Bib. vol. iii. p. 1046, 1047,

and Gesen., Thesaurus, vol. ii. p. 872, Porter,

p. 267)], before the Lord our God, seven

days and seven days, even fourteen days

[The two periods are thus distinguished,

because they were properly distinct, the first

being the feast of dedication, the second

the feast of tabernacles. This is more

clearly explained in 2 Chron. vii. 9, 10.]

Ver. 66.—On the eighth day he sent the

people away [i.e., on the eighth day of the

second feast, the " three and twentieth day

of the month'' (ii., ver. 10). The first im

pression is that the eighth day of the period

of fourteen days is meant, but the context,

to say nothing of the Chron., contradicts

this. The feast of dedication began on the

eighth day of the mouth Ethanim (ver. 2),

and lasted until the fourteenth. The feast

of tabernacles began on the fifteenth and

lasted till the twenty-first. On the even

ing of the twenty-second, the " day of re

straint " (Levit. xxiii. 36 marg.), he dismissed

the people, who would depart to their homes

next morning] : and they blessed [i.e.,

felicitated, saluted (on taking leave). Cf.

Prov. xxvii. 14 j 2 Kings iv. 29 ; 1 Sam.

xxv. 6, 14. Marg. thanked. See note on

ver. 14] the king, and went unto their

tents [i.e., homes—an archaic expression,

dating from the times of the desert wander

ings. Josh. xxii. 4 ; Judg. vii. 8 ; 2 Sam. xx.

1 ; 1 Kings xii. 16] joyful and glad of heart

for all the goodness that the Lord had done

for David his servant [the real founder of

the temple. Solomon had but carried out

his ideas and had entered into his labours] ,

and for Israel his people.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 8—11.—The Dedication of the Temple and itt Teaching. The eighth

day of the seventh month of the year 1004 B.C., or, accordmg to some, B.C. 1000,

was one of the brightest days of Jewish history—

" a day in golden letters to be set

Among the high tides of the calendar ; "

for on that day the holy and beautiful house, which had been seven and a half years

in building, for which preparations had been made for a much longer period

(1 Chron. xxii. 5), and on which a force of some one hundred and sixty thousand

workmen had been in different ways employed ; oa that day of days this house of

houses was solemnly dedicated to the service of Almighty God. Let us carry our

thoughts back to that day ; let us join the procession ; let us try to realize the scene,

for we may learn a lesson thence, first, as to the consecration of our churches,

and secondly, as to the dedication of our souls and bodies to God.

It is an enormous concourse that is gathered in and about the holy city. From

"the entering in of Hamath to the river of Egypt " (ver. 65) every town and hamlet

had sent up its tale of men. No Israelite who could be present—and in the seventh

month the labours of the field were well-nigh over—would be absent. We must

not think of the heads of the tribes alone ; it is a nation keeps festival to-day. And

such a nation, with such a history 1 And its glory culminates to-day in the dedica

tion of its temple. What child of Israel, then, but would be there ?

With early morning all Jerusalem, and its neighbouring hills and valleys (Psa.

exxv. 2), was instinct with life. The Easterns always rise early, and that day was

a high day. It is still early when the great procession is marshalled. At its head

is " Solomon in all his glory." The dignitaries of the State, of the Church (ch. iv.

1—19) ; all are there. Their rendezvous is the Mount Zion ; their object to escort

the ark of God, with all the honour they can render it, on its last journey, to its

last resting-place. And so the white-robed priests (2 Chron. v. 12) take up the

1 KINDS. M
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consecrated structure and bear it tenderly, yet proudly, to its home. To-day the

Levites may not carry it. As at the Jordan (Josh. iv. 10), as at Jericho (Josh. vi. 4),

as in Mount Ebal (Josh. viii. 83), so on its last journey it must be borne on the

shoulders of priests. The procession—we cannot follow its course, for it is probable

that, for the sake of effect, it would make a considerable detour, perhaps a circuit

of the city ; nor can we speak of its psalms—and we may be sure if psalms (Pss.

xv., xxiv ; 1 Chron. xvii. 7—86) were chanted at the removal of the ark, they would

not be wanting at the dedication of the temple—or its sacrifices (ver. 5)—the pro

cession (cf. 1 Kings i. 88) at last reaches the temple precinct ; it passes through the

gate ; here the crowd is checked, but the priests and princes pass on ; they reach

the inner court ; here the princes stop, but the priests pass on. The whole temple

platform is now choked with worshippers, while thousands who cannot gain

admittance witness the august ceremonial from without, many, no doubt, having

found a coign of vantage on the Mount of Olives. The priests, with their precious

burden, pass through the porch, pass through the holy place, pass through the veil

into the thick darkness of the oracle. There they lay down the ark, the outward

and visible sign of the covenant, under the overshadowing wings of the colossal

cherubim. They leave it wrapped in darkness ; they leave it to begin at once their

ministrations before the new shrine. At this point of the ceremonial it had been

arranged that priests and Levites, singers, trumpeters, and harpists should burst into

a song of praise (2 Chron. v. 12, 13). But ere they can fully accomplish their

purpose, the dedication has become a true consecration, for the awful cloud, the

token of the Divine presence, the cloud which veiled " the glory of the Lord " has

filled the house, and the priests cannot stand to minister. As at the dedication of

the tabernacle (Exod. xl. 84) so now, the incommunicable Godhead has " come in a

thick cloud" (Exod. xix. 8), and has driven them, as it drove Moses, from the

sanctuary. The king, who sees the portent from without, recognizes at once that

his and his father's hope is realized ; that his and his people's offering is accepted ;

that his and their projects and labours are now crowned ; and, overcome with joy,

he cries, " I have surely built thee a house to dwell in, a settled place," &c.

41 Majestic silence ! then the harp awoke,

The cymbal clanged, the deep-voiced trumpet spoke,

And Salem spread her suppliant hands abroad,

Viewed the descending flame, and blessed the present God."

Such, in brief, was the dedication of this house. It is true prayers and sacrifices

followed, but of these we cannot now speak particularly. The essential parts of

the consecration were (1) the solemn and formal setting apart of the edifice by

the king and the representatives of the people, to be the house of God, and (2) the

formal entry—to use the language of men—by the Godhead, concealed under the

thick cloud, upon His new shrine.

So that in this service, as in all true services, there were two parts, man's and

God's. It was man's part to offer the house with appropriate ceremonial to the

Most High ; it was God's part to accept it with appropriate signs. Now both of

these are commonly and correctly called eonteeration. It will be for our con

venience, however, if we now call the first of these dedication and restrict the term

consecration to the second. And, using the words in these senses, let us see in

this imposing ceremonial a lesson, first, as to our churches. As to which, we learn :

I. That chukches should be formally dedicated to God. For if a formal ser

vice of dedication was fitting in the case of the temple, how can it be inappropriate in

the case of the church ? Is the latter less worthy of care and reverent regard than

the former? Is it built for objects of less importance, or objects less Divine ? Is it

less dear to God, or less truly "God's house," becauso man is admitted to a place

therein ? Or may men build houses for God and retain the ownership for them

selves ? " Can we judge it a tiling seemly for any man to go about theouilding of

an house to the God of heaven with no other appearances than if his end were to

rear up a kitchen or parlour for his own use? Or, when a work of such a nature is
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finished, remaineth there nothing hut presently to use it and so an end 1 " (Hooker.)

Alas, that churches and chapels should ever have been offered—sometimes by

public auction—to the pewholders, or dedicated by brass plates, &c., to the service

of opulent parishioners. Too often have they become congeries of petty freeholds,

temples of exclusiveness, God's bouse in nothing but name. But this could not

have been if the true idea of dedication had not been obscured or lost.

II. How churches shocld re dedicated to God. This history tells us that it

should be with all possible solemnity and stateliness. There may surely be a pro

cession. If this was right for the Jew, it cannot be wrong for us. There may be pro

cessional hymns—the psalm which was acceptable in their lips cannot be unbecoming

in ours ; the dignitaries of the State may join the ranks, even " kings of the earth "

may " bring their glory and honour into it " (Rev. xxi. 24) ; in fact, it cannot be too

stately, provided it be done not for self-glorification but for the glory of God. For

is not God the same now as then ; is He not still a great king ? And is not man

the same? Does he not still owe the profoundest homage he can render to his

Maker ? And if it be heartfelt, why may it not be public ? The history teaches

that an august ritual befits the dedication of a church, and that, inter alia, there

should be sacrifices (vers. 5, 62 ; cf. 2 Sam. xxiv. 24—we should not come before

the Lord empty), music (2 Chron. v. 12, 13—the language of heaven, the one

tongue that escaped confusion at the building of Babel), and that the book of the

covenant should be borne (as it is in Germany, and as the ark was) in procession

to its place. " These things the wisdom of Solomon did not account superfluous "

(Hooker).

It is to be remembered here that our Lord by His presence sanctioned the

observance of a feast of dedication (John x. 22).

III. That churches must re consecrated ry God. The bishop, or other officer,

can only consecrate in the sense of dedicating—of setting apart from profane uses.

And this is what the " consecration " of churches and churchyards really means—no

more and no less (see Hooker, Eccles. PoL v. 12. 6), If either is to be " hallowed "

(ch. ix. 2), it must be by the Divine presence. The Moslems say that wherever

their great Caliph Omar prayed is consecrated ground. We hold that holy ground

(Exod. iii. 5) must derive its sanctity from the All-Holy. The God who filled the

temple must also hallow the church.

IV. That churches sincerely dedicated to God will re consecrated ry God.

Was the Ineffable Presence granted to the temple ? Then why not to the church

also ? God has no favourites, nor is His arm shortened. The Presence will not be

revealed, but it will be there ; none the less real, all the more real, because it is

spiritual. It would be strange if, in the dispensation of the Spirit, we disbelieved in

the presence of Him who fills heaven and earth, who is " in the midst of th9 seven

candlesticks " (Rev. i. 13), and who has promised His presence to companies of

"two or three" sincere souls (Matt, xviii. 20, Ubi tres, ibi ecclesia). Our churches

indeed are " sanctified by the word of God and prayer " (1 Tim. iv. 5), and if there

is no cloud, yet we may " behold the glory of the Lord " (2 Cor. iii. 18) ; but they

receive their full and perfect consecration in the Kotvuvia of Christ's body and blood

(1 Cor. x. 16). Men forget that if there is not a Real Presence then there must be a

real absence. Some will allow God to be present everywhere—except in His church

and sacraments.

As to the Christian life, this dedication of the temple reminds us—

I. That our rodies are temples of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. vi. 19 ; iii. 16, 17 ;

2 Cor. vi. 16). " God has built " the " temple of the body " (John ii. 21) to be His

shrine (Rom. viii. 9, 11 ; 2 Cor. vi. 16 ; Eph. iii. 17).

II. That we should dedicate them to God (Rom. vi. 13, 19 ; xii. 1 ; 1 Cor. vi.

13—29 ; Matt. xxii. 21). This is done in baptism, may be done in confirmation,

and must be done in conversion (the turning to God).

III. That if we dedicate them, God will consecrate them. If we " open

the door " (Rev. iii. 20 ; John xiv. 23) He will enter in and dwell there. We have

but to give the heart—the innermost recess of the house, the adytum—to Him,

and He will possess and glorify the whole body (Luke xi. 84, 36).
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Chap. vi. ver. 7, and chap. viii. ver. 12.—The Silence and the Darkness. In the

first of these passages we are told that the house, built for the habitation of the

Most High, was reared in profound silence J in the second, that the Most High

Himself dwelleth in the thick darkness.

Now observe, first, that darkness stands in the same relation to sight that

silence does to hearing. In the one, nothing is seen; in the other, nothing is

heard. And, secondly, that the cloud and the house were alike the shrine and the

dwelling-place of Deity : the cloud the inner, the temple the outer abode. We

learn, therefore, that the God who appears in the cloud (Levit. xvi. 2), and dwells in

the thick gloom of the oracle, is One who shrouds Himself in silence and darkness.

Hence, let us learn—

I. That He is a God that hideth Himself (Isa. xlv. 15). " No man hath seen

God at any time " (John i. 18 ; Matt. xi. 27 ; Deut. iv. 12). " Thick darkness is

under his feet " (Psa. xviii. 9, Heb.) " Darkness is his secret place ; dark waters

and thick clouds his pavilion" (ch. vm. 11 ; cf. Psa. xcvii. 2). And He hides Him

self, not as Eastern kings have done (comp. Esther i. 14, and Herod, iii. 84),

to enhance their renown and dignity, and to increase the awe and reverence of

their subjects—omne ignctvm pro magnifico—but because we cannot see His

face and live (Exod. xxxiii. 20). " Whom no man hath seen or can see "

(1 Tim. vi. 16). " Dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto " (to.)

Cf. Acts xxii. 11.

II. That we cannot ry searching find out God (Job xi. 7). In one sense

those are not so far wrong who speak of Him as " the Unknowable." The

Quicunque vult describes Him as " Incomprehensible " (Latin, immensus, i.e.,

immeasureable). Man cannot understand the mysteries of his own existence, how

much less the being of the Godhead. If we could understand God, we should be

intellectually equal with God (Gen. iii. 22). It is no argument against the doctrine

of the Trinity, or the eternal generation of the Son, or the procession of the Holy

Ghost, that each is a mystery. How could it be otherwise ? We have " nothing to

draw with, and the well is deep."

III. That His ways aee weapped in darkness. See Rom. ii. 33 ; Deut. xxix.

29 ; Eccles. xi. 5. His judgments are an abyss of which we cannot see the bottom

(Psa. xxxvi. 6). His footsteps are not known (Psa. lxxvii. 19). As He dwells in the

thick cloud, so are His judgments far above out of sight (Psa. x. 5). " It is the

glory of God to conceal a thing " (Prov. xxv. 2). Hence it is that His dealings are

often so mysterious and painful, because what He does we know not now (John

xiii. 7). The disciples " feared when they entered into the cloud " (Luke ix. 34).

" Now we know in part." We only see, it has been said, as it were, the under

side of the carpet, and so life is a confused and meaningless mixture. It is not

God's will that we should see the plan and pattern yet. (Cf. Col. i. 26 ; Ephes.

iii. 9.)

IV. That His works are wrought in silence. He is Himself a God that

keepeth silence ; Psalm 1. 3, 21 recognizes this. If silence be golden, the Eternal

has observed this golden rule. Men blaspheme Him, defy Him, challenge Him to

smite them dead—as a well-known atheist is said to have done—&c., and He keeps

silence. Amid " earth's many voices," amid its everlasting Babel, His voice is never

beard. Similarly, He works in the silence. At the creation, " He spake and it was

done." " God said, Let there be light, and there was light." Creation moves in

silence. We speak of " the music of the spheres; but it is but a beautiful conceit.

On the contrary, " there is no speech, no language ; their voice is not heard " (Psa.

six. 3, Heb.) Much truer is that exquisite conception—

" And nightly to the listening earth

Repeats the story of her birth."

The fact is that,

"In solemn silence, all

Move round this dark terrestrial ball."
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And in silence, too, is this planet sustained and ordered. How

" silently the springtime

Her crown of verdure weaves,

And all the trees on all the hills

Open their thousand leaves. "

Or as another, not less beautifully, puts it—

" Soundless as chariots on the snow

The sapliugs of the forest grow

To trees of mighty girth :

Each nightly star in silence burns,

And every day in silenoe turns

The axle of the earth.

" The silent frost, with mighty hand,

Fetters the rivers and the land

With universal chain ;

And, smitten by the silent sun,

The chain is loosed, the rivers run,

The lands are free again."

But for the discordant din of men, and but for the voices of beasts and birds, this

earth would be a temple of silence. And it is in the silence that God reveals

Himself. Not in the great and strong wind, not in the earthquake, not in the

fire, but in the still small voice (1 Kings xix. 12, 13). " Let ns be silent," says

one, " that we may hear the whispers of the gods." In the silence, too, His Church

has grown. TTi« kingdom " cometh not with observation " (Luke xvii. 20). As

silently as the seed grows, day and night, in the soil ; as silently as the leaven works

in the meal. And in the silence our Holy Lord will come again—as a thief in the

night, as a snare, as the lightning.

V. That all the earth should keep silence refore Him (Hab. ii. 20). It

is not meant to preach here "the eternal duty of silence," nor that all worship

should be "of the silent sort;" but that, in realizing the awful presence of God,

men should be hushed into the profoundest awe. When we do " take upon our

selves to speak unto our Lord," we should remember that " we are but dust and

ashes " (Gen. xviii. 27). Our finger on our lips, our lips in the dust. It was this

feeling, in part, led Solomon to build the temple in silence. And the feeling which

found this expression in act he has elsewhere translated in words (see Eccles. v.

1, 2). It was with a similar feeling that our Lord acted (Mark xi. 16). And it is

significant that we read of " silence in heaven " (Rev. viii. 1).

VI. That God's work must re done in silence. "All real work is quiet work."

It must be unobtrusive if it is to be fruitful. " The temple was thrown down with

axes and hammers, and they that did it roared in the midst of the congregation

(Psa. lxxiv. 4, 6), but it was built up in silence " (M. Henry). A temple of the Lord,

a temple of " living stones," is now being built. " O God, that the axes of schism or

the hammers of furious contention should be heard within Thy sanctuary " (Hall).

It is because of our unseemly cries and wranglings, because of the clash of contro

versy and the shouts of heated partizans, that this temple has made such poor

progress. Not until we have been first hushed into silence can the headstone be

brought forth with shouting (Zech. iv. 7).

Ver. 2 ; cf. vi. 16.—The Holy of Holies and the Heaven of Heavens. Else

where (pp. 99, 112) we have spoken of the correspondence of the Jewish temple

with the Christian Church. But let us now trace a truer and higher resemblance.

For the Epistle to the Hebrews tells us that the " holy places made with hands "

are " the figures (avr'tTvira, i.e., copies) of the true " (Heb. ix. 24). The temple of

Solomon, therefore, must correspond to things in the heavens. It does this,

first, in its structure ; secondly, in its furniture ; thirdly, in its services.
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I. In its structure. The temple, we have seen, was a reproduction, on an

enlarged scale, and in a more permanent form, of the tabernacle. And the

tabernacle was fashioned after a heavenly pattern (Exod . xxv. 40 ; xxvi. 80 ; xxvii. 8 ;

Heb. viii. 5). Thrice was Moses admonished to make it " according to the fashion

which was showed him in the mount." It has been well said that earth is

" Bat the shadow of heaven, and things therein

Are to each other like."

But this is true in a special sense of the earthly and heavenly temples. Their

resemblance is recognized in the very language used of the temple. " Heaven thy

dwelling-place" is constantly found in close connexion with " this house " (ch. viii.

30, 84, 89, 43). The same word—Zebul—used of the temple in ch. viii. 13 is used

of heaven in Isa. lxiii. 15. Compare also ver. 18, " a settled place for thee to dwell

in," to., with vers. 80, 89, 43, &c. (Heb.) The same word—Haycal—again, used

of the temple in ch. vi. 5, 33 ; vii. 50 ; 2 Kings xxiv. 18, is elsewhere used of heaven

(Psa. xi. 4 ; xviii. 7 ; xxix. 9, &c.) But can we trace the resemblance ? Can we

suggest any points of contact 1 Let us try, premising, first, that a " general analogy

is all that we can look for" (Alford on Rev. viii. 3).

1. The temple was tripartite (see ch. vi. Introduction). It was composed of porch,

holy place, and oracle (the side chambers were hardly integral parts of the structure ;

see note on ch. vi. 6). Now it is remarkable that though the Jewish fathers spoke

of "seven heavens"—some held that there were two—Holy Scripture speaks of

three, and three only. When St. Paul would describe the very dwelling-place of

Deity, he calls it " the third heaven " (2 Cor. xii. 2). What are the three heavens—

whether atmospheric (nubiferum), sidereal (astriferum), and angelic (angeliferum),

or what—it does not concern us to say ; it is enough for our purpose that there

are three. And three, it must be remembered, is the number and signature of God.

2. All the temple was God's dwelling-place. It is a mistake to suppose that the

oracle was the abode of God, the holy place the abode of the people. In the temple

the people had noplace. It was the "house of the great God " (Ezra v. 8) ; a palace

for God, and not for man (1 Chron. xxix. 1). " As the whole house, so also each

compartment ... is called ' the dwelling-place ' " (Bahr). Again, the holy place, as

well as the entire sanctuary, is called the palace (ch. vi. 5 with 2 Kings xxiv. 13).

The primary design of the temple, as of the tabernacle, was to afford a habitation

for the ark and for Him whose covenant it contained.

3. But the inner temple was God's shrine. In the holy of holies, He was

revealed. He dwelt " between the cherubim " (Exod. xxv. 22 ; 1 Sam. iv. 4 ; 2

Kings xix. 15, &c.) The word Shechinah, which is used to denote the Presence, is

derived from shachan, " he dwelt." So it is in heaven. Heaven is God's throne

(Isa. lxvi. 1 ; Acts viL 49) ; but there is a " heaven of heavens," where He is

revealed. True " the heaven and heaven of heavens " cannot contain Him, any

more than the holy and the holy of holies, but in each He has His special habi

tation. Here again temple and temple not built with hands are alike.

4. The temple blazed with gold and gems. It was " exceeding magnificat " as

the palace of the Godhead. Everything was appropriate to a great king. " Pure

gold," " gold of Uphaz," cedar, olive wood, all was "for glory and beauty " (Exod.

xxviii. 2). Compare the description of heaven in Rev. xxi. 9 sqq. Like a jasper

stone (ver. 11) ; pure gold (vers. 18, 21) ; precious stones (vers. 19, 20) ; twelve

pearls (ver. 21).

II. In its furniture. Observe : the furniture and appointments outside the

house, in the court of the priests—brazen altar, molten sea, lavers, &c.—have no

counterparts in heaven. They are " of the earth, earthy." In the holy place were

the altar of incense, the table of shewbread, the ten candlesticks, &c. (ch. vii.

48—50). In the most holy place were the mercy-seat, the cherubim of glory,

the ark, the golden censer, &c. And heaven has its golden altar (Rev. vi. 9 ; viii.

8; ix. 13), its incense (Rev. viii. 8, 4), its seven lamps (Rev. iv. 5 ; cf. Exod. xxvii.

23 ; Zech iv. 2). And for the table of shewbread, see Rev. xxii. 2. Or if it be said
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that the " table of the face " has no counterpart in heaven, we may reply that it is

not needed, because His servants "see his face" and feast upon His presence

(Rev. xxiv. 4). Similarly heaven has its mercy-seat— the Fount of Mercy dwells

there—its cherubim and seraphim (isa. vi. 2 ; Rev. iv. 7; of. Ezek. L 10), and its

golden censer (Rev. viii. 3, 5). It has no ark—the covenant is writ in the heart of

the Eternal, as He now writes it on the hearts of men (Heb. viii. 10). But it has

its throne (Rev. iv. 2 et passim), and the ark was the throne of God (cf. Isa. vi. 2).

III. In its services. Here we must distinguish between (1) the service of the

holy place, and (2) the service of the Holiest of all. As to the former, it must here

suffice to say that it centred round the altar of incense. Morning and evening,

year in, year out, incense was burnt upon the golden altar. And we have already

seen that incense is offered in heaven. As to its meaning, lessons, &c., we have

spoken elsewhere (pp. 190,200). Let us turn, therefore, to the worship of the most

holy place. And here we observe—

1. The cherubim of glory overshadowed the mercy-seat (Heb. ix. 5). They

were, as it were, choirs on either side of the place of the Presence. Now the

cherubim were symbolical representations of all created existences (see note on

ch. vi. 29) from the highest to the lowest. But especially did they shadow forth the

highest forms of intelligence, the celestial beings who surround the Lord of glory ;

they were earthly counterparts of the heavenly seraphim (Isa. vi. 2), and so they

pourtrayed, as far as was possible, the worship of the heavenly hosts. It is true they

were silent—they could not be otherwise—but still they conveyed the idea of

ceaseless contemplation, of the most profound and reverent homage, of awestruck

adoration. Indeed, we only understand what they symbolized by comparing the

shadow with the substance. For we find that heaven has its cherubim. The " four

beasts (Jiua) round about the throne, full of eyes before and behind " (Rev. iv. 6—8),

are clearly the " very substance " of those things of which Isaiah's and Ezekiel's

winged creatures (Isa. vi. 2 ; Ezek. i. 10 ; x. 14) were the likeness, and of which

Solomon's cherubim were the copies. The silent, stately cherubim consequently

were adumbrations of the mysterious hierarchy who ceaselessly praise the Un

created Light and lead the worship of the skies (Rev. iv. 8—11 ; v. 8, 9, 14),

" raising their Trisagion ever and aye."

2. The high priest entered the most holy place once a year. The ceremonial of

the day of atonement (Levit. xvi.) foreshadowed, as we are expressly told in Heb. ix.,

the entry of our great High Priest into heaven itself. The Jewish high priest,

robed in spotless white vestments, passed through the veil of blue and purple and

scarlet (Exod. xxvi. 31) into the holy oracle, with the blood of calves and goats, &o.

Even so our unspotted Lord, " the High Priest of our profession " (Heb. ii. 1),

passed through (not into, iieXijXuOdra) the blue heavens (Heb. iv. 14) into the

presence of the Eternal, with His own blood (ch. ix. 12). And as the high priest

presented the tokens of death—as he sprinkled the blood (which is the life of the

flesh) seven times before the mercy-seat eastward (Levit. xvi. 15), and so in figure

pleaded the meritorious death of Him who should come to put away sin, so does

our great High Priest present his pierced and wounded form—He stands before the

throne as a " Lamb as it had been slain " (Rev. v. 6)—and pleads His passion, the

death of One who has come, for the salvation and life of the world. It may be

that, like the high priest, He utters no articulate words ; it may be that, like him,

He simply appears as the representative of man to show the tokens and pledges of

atonement ; or it may be that as the incense was burned when the blood was

sprinkled, so His powerful intercession, of which the incense was a type, is joined to

the silent pleading of His wounds. But whichever way it is, it is clear that the

ritual of the holy of holies has its blessed counterpart in the ritual of the heaven

of heavens.

Vers. 23—53.—The Prayer of Dedication. In how many and varied ways is

Solomon a type of the Divine Solomon, the true Son of David (see pp. 68, 77, &c.)

Even in this respect they are alike—that each has " taught us how to pray " (Luke

xi. 1 sqq.)
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For we may be sure that the Prayer of Dedication is for our instruction and -

imitation, otherwise it would hardly have been recorded, and recorded at such

length, in Scripture. " After this manner therefore pray ye" (Matt. vi. 9).

I. Laymen may offeb public prayer. This is no monopoly of priests. The

Hebrew king might not sacrifice or burn incense (2 Chron. xxvi. 18), bat he might

lead the prayers both of priests and people, and that on the greatest day in the

history of Israel. Even so, though " we give not to our princes the ministering

either of God's word or of the sacraments " (Art. xxxvii.), still we do not deny them

any " prerogative which we see to have been given always to all godly princes in

Holy Scripture " (ib.), and least of all the prerogative of prayer exercised by David,

Solomon, Asa (2 Chron. xiv. 11), Jehoshaphat (ib., xx. 6—12), and Hezekiah

(ib., xxx. 18—20). It was Constantine, a layman, presided at the Council of Nice.

II. Kinds should be proud to take part in religious functions. Whatever

divinity doth hedge them about, they are not greater or wiser than Solomon, and

the proudest moment of his life was when he led the ark to its resting-place ; the

happiest, when he *' blessed all the congregation of Israel " (ver. 14). Never is

king so great as when he takes his proper place before God. Alas ! that religion

should have ever been brought into such contempt that kings should be ashamed

or afraid to be the " nursing fathers " of the Church (Isa. xlix. 23). Solomon's

prayer is " a testimony that a wisdom which can no longer pray is folly" (Bahr).

III. Prayer should be preceded by praise. It was not until Solomon had

"blessed God " (ver. 15) that he prayed to God (vers. 23—53). " Praemisaa laude,

invocatio sequi solel." This was the rule of the early Church (6ee Psa. lxv. 1, 2 for

the scriptural order ; of. Phil. i. 8, 4 ; iv. 6, and see Howson's Hulsean Lectures,

No. iv., for the combination of thanksgiving and prayer in St. Paul's Epistles). And

Solomon not only began but ended with blessing (ver. 56).

IV. True prayer is asking God for what we need. Not rhetorical display,

not sesquepedalia verba, no), a mere string of texts and hymns, bat the simplest,

humblest cry of the heart. Which of us has not heard prayers like the Pharisee's—

without one word of prayer (i.e., petition) in them? And how many prayers are

made painful by their pretentiousness. Perhaps a child has been ordained our

pattern (Matt, xviii. 2—4), that from it we should learn to pray. " In prayer it is

better to have a heart without words than words without a heart " (Bunyan).

V. Prayer should be offered for all sorts and conditions of men. Not for

self only. It is not "my Father," but "our Father." Perhaps selfishness is

nowhere more conspicuous or more hateful than in our prayers. We are members

one of another. It is in the Pharisee's prayer that we find so muoh " I." Notice

how varied were Solomon's petitions, and cf. 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2, 8. Tennyson says—

" For what are men better than sheep or goats

That nourish a blind life within the brain,

If, knowing God, they lift not hands in prayer

Both for themselves and thote who call them friend t "

And he does not stop there, but adds that thus

" the whole round world

Is bound by golden chains around the feet of God."

This prayer of dedication was a veritable Litany (vers. 81, 33, 37, 41, 44, Ac.)

VI. Prayer should be scriptural, i.e., conceived in the spirit and expressed in

the words of Scripture. This prayer was pre-eminently so (see notes on vers. 22 sqq.)

What St. Cyprian says of the Lord's prayer, " Quanta efficacius impetramus quod

petimus in Christi nomine, si petamus ipsius oratione," may suggest to us that

that prayer is most likely to move God's hand which is based on God's Word.

Supplication should be shaped by revelation.

VII. Prayers may be lituegical. The Scripture references, its artificial

structure, and indeed its very preservation, prove that this prayer was a pre
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composed form. A form need not involve formalism. All Christians use forms of

praise ; why not forms of prayer? (See Hooker, V. xxvi. 2. 3.)

VIII. Outward forms are not to re despised. Solomon " kneeled upon his

knees, with his hands stretched out towards heaven " (cf. Dan. vi. 10 ; Acts vii. 60;

ix. 40 ; xx. 36 ; xxL 5 ; Ephes. iii. 14, and, above all, Luke xxii. 41 and xxiv. 50.

Also Psa. xxviii. 2 ; lxiii. 4 ; cxxxiv. 2). Ritualism is a question of degree, for we all

use some rites. So long as we have bodies, we can never have a purely spiritual

religion, but must " glorify God in our bodies and spirits " (1 Cor. vi. 20). That

forms have their foundation in human nature, and may be impressive and edifying,

is proved by the fact that " no nation under heaven either doth or ever did suffer

public actions which are of weight to pass without some visible solemnity " (Hooker,

TV. i. 3), and for this reason, that

" Sounds which address the ear are lost and die

In one short hour ; while that which strikes the eye

Lives long upon the mind : the faithful sight

Graves on the memory with a beam of light."

It is only when forms usurp the place, or mar the reality, of spiritual worship (John

iv. 24) that they are really reprehensible.

Vers. 62—66.—The Feast on tlie Sacrifices. In this prodigious number of

sacrifices—in round numbers 150,000 victims—8,000 oxen and 18,000 sheep for every

day of the festival (Keil) ; five oxen and twenty-five sheep for every minute of each

day (Thenius)—in this wholesale slaughter, which converted the court of the

Eriests into one great shambles, and almost choked the sewers of the temple with

lood, one feature is liable to be overlooked (note on ver. 64), namely, that all these

sacrifices were "peace offerings," with the exception, of course, of the usual burnt

offerings. In all these—and king and princes and people alike brought their

thousands— all was first given to God, but the bulk was given back by God to

the sacrificers. 'With the exception of the fat, &c., burnt on the altar, and the

blood (which was the life), poured out at its base, and the customary portion of the

priests (Levit. vii. 14, 21 ; 1 Cor. ix. 13), all the rest was carried home by the offerer

to provide a feast for him and his family. The peace offering was thus a social

festival (die feierliche und fbrmliche Mahlzeit (Bohr, see his Symbolik, ii. 868 sqq.)

And the same remark applies to the still greater number—a quarter of a million—of

paschal lambs offered year by year in later times. The blood was sprinkled as

a memorial before God, but the lamb was roasted entire to provide a supper for the

household (Deut. xvi. 1—7). In all these sacrifices God graciously entertained

those who offered them with their own oblations—which He had first given them—

at His own table. And herein we have an illustration of God's gracious way of

dealing with our gifts and offerings. He accepts them at our hands, but gives them

back for our use and enjoyment. We present our sacrifice, and He spreads a

banquet for our souls. It is a curious circumstance, and one that shows how

entirely this principle has been overlooked, that " sacrifice," which properly means

" something made sacred," " consecrated," has come to be a synonym for " loss,"

"privation." But this a true sacrifice can never be. There is no such thing as

giving at a loss to the Lord of all. He insists on paying us back a hundred fold.

All our offerings are in this sense peace offerings. He sends us away laden with

our own gifts, "joyful and glad of heart for all the goodness of the Lord" (ver.

66). Let us now see how this holds good.

I. Or the sacrifice of the death of Christ. This is the one veritable sacri

fice of the world. Of all others it may be said, " Of thine own have we given

* hee." He alone "offered himself" (Heb. ix. 14). " With his own blood " (ver. 12).

Behold how this oblation comes back to us charged with blessing. " Once offered

to bear the sins of many ' (ver. 28) ; " Having obtained eternal redemption for us "

(ver. 12). "By the obedience of one many are made righteous " (Rom. v. 19).

Compare Heb. ii. 9, 10 ; xii. 2 ; Phil. ii. 6—11 ; and especially John x. 11, 17, and

vi. 51.
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II. Of the sacrifice of our rodies (Rom. xii. 1). If in separating the body

from common uses and yielding our bodies instruments of righteousness to Ood

(Rom. vi. 13), we seem to suffer inconvenience, privation, &c., it is not really so.

This sacrifice brings "joy and gladness of heart. Not unseldom are we conscious

of the present gain. "Virtue is its own reward." The "testimony of the con

science " is no slight recompense. How great, for example, is the guerdon of

purity I

" So dear to Heaven is saintly chastity

That when a soul is found sincerely so

A thousand liveried angels lacquey her,

Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt,

And in clear dream and solemn vision

Tell her of things that no gross ear can hear," ifec.

There is a story told of George Herbert which shows how little sacrifices become

great feasts. On his way to a musical gathering, he stopped by the way to help

a poor waggoner out of the ruts. Arriving late and bespattered with mud, he was

commiserated for the loss and inconvenience he had sustained. But he would not

allow that it was loss. "The remembrance," he said, "will bring music into the

heart at midnight."

III. Of the sacrifice of our alms. True, they are loss when given to serve

self, or for the praise of men. " Verily I say unto you, they have (i.e., exhaust,

tnti\ovaa,) their reward" (Matt. vi. 2). Such givers get what they bargained for;

they receive " their good things" (Luke xvi. 25). But then there was no oblation to

God. A Scottish laird having put a crown piece by mistake into the plate, asked

for it back again. On being told that he might put what he chose in, but take

nothing out, he said, " Well, well, I suppose I'll get credit for it in heaven."

" Na, ua," was the just reply, "ye'll only get credit for the penny." But if the alms

be true offerings to God, then they have both a present and an eternal reward.

Present, in hearing the widow's heart sing for joy, and in the blessing of him that

was ready to perish " (Job xxix. 13) ; eternal, in that " God is not unrighteous to

forget," &c. (Heb. vi. 10), and that a " cup of cold water only " shall in no wise lose

its reward (Matt. x. 42). Such gifts are the truest and safest investments (Prov.

xix. 17).

" Wo lose what on ourselves we spend,

We have as treasure without end

Whatever, Lord, to Thee we lend."

There is on record an admirable prayer of Thomas Sutton, the pious founder of

the Charterhouse, "O Lord, Thou hast given me a large estate, give me a large

heart." We cannot lose what we give away.

IV. Of the sacrifice of our onlations. We use "oblations" here in the

liturgical sense of the word, i.e., of the oblations of bread and wine in the Holy

Communion. For these were anciently, and should be still, solemnly offered to

God, as our thank-offerings, as a sort of first-fruits of His creatures. And now con

sider how they are given back to us. " The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not

the communion (eoivwvi'a, the joint participation in) of the blood of Christ ? the bread

which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ?" (1 Cor. x. 16.)

We have presented to the Divine /Majesty bread and wine, and He gives us in

return the body and blood of our Lord (♦&., xi. 24, 25).

V. Of the sacrifice of worldly prospects, &c. Men often speak of the

sacrifices they have had to make for the sake of their religion. And time was

when great sacrifices were demanded ; these are sometimes demanded still. But

tliey involve no loss, no real and abiding injury. On the contrary, they are

actually, and in the long run, a gain. " There is no man that hath left houses,

or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my

sake and the gospel's, but he shall receive an hundredfold now in this time,

houses, and brethren, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and lands, with per

secutions ; and in the world to ccme eternal life " (Mark x. 29, 80). On which
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Bengel beautifully remarks that nature gives us each but one father and one

mother, but the Church gives us many. (Cf. Rom. xvi. 13.) " What shall I do,"

said AnmCTa.h, " for the hundred talents which I have given to the army of

Israel?" "And the man of God answered, The Lord is able to give thee much

more than this " (2 Chron. xxv. 9). Who had made more sacrifices than St.

Paul ? And yet who was it wrote of " having nothing, yet possessing all things ? "

(2 Cor. vi. 10). The man who had such loved and loving friends as Rom. xvi.

proves him to have had, cannot be called poor. Well might he write, "I have

all and abound " (Phil. iv. 18). The sacrifices he had made prooured him a con

tinual feast. It is the same with all our sacrifices. The Great King cannot receive

gifts, but he must return them "according to his royal bounty" (1 Kings x. 13).

The Greatest Giver in the world will never be outdone in generosity by king

Solomon. (A beautiful illustration of the leading thought of this homily will be

found in one of Mrs. Gatty's " Parables from Nature," called " The Circle of Bless

ing," 2nd series, 6th ed.,pp. 5 sqq.)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 6.—The Ark of the Covenant. The ark was the heart of the temple. For

it the shrine was erected. It was regarded as the throne of Jehovah. Hence

the reverence with which it was approached. In itself the ark was not very re

markable. It was a chest 2£ cubits long, and 1J cubits deep and broad, made of

wood covered with gold ; the lid, called " the mercy-seat," being of pure gold,

having the cherubim at its ends. For its construction see Exod. xxv., where it is

placed first as the most important of all the furniture of the tabernacle. Describe

its connection with the people's entrance to Canaan, leading them through the

Jordan, and heading the procession round Jericho. A superstitious sanctity was

attached to it later. The outward symbol was supposed to have the efficacy which

belonged only to that which it symbolized. It was carried into battle (1 Sam. iv.)

under this delusion, but the ark could not save a people from whom God had

withdrawn. Their superstition was rebuked by the defeat of the army, and the

capture by the Philistines of the ark itself. Show how often in Church history the

sign has been substituted for the thing signified, to the injury of God's cause.

Though the superstitious belief in the ark was always rebuked, its sanctity was

vindicated : by its avenging progress through the cities of Philistia, and by the

punishment of Uzzah. Moreover, a blessing came with it to those who received it

aright, e.g., to the house of Obed-Edom. The ark had been brought up to Jerusalem

by David amid national rejoicing and placed in a tent prepared for it ; now it

found its abiding place in Solomon's temple. Throwing on the ark the light of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, let us remind ourselves of certain religious truths to which

it bore silent witness. These will be suggested by the contents of the ark, by its

covering, by the mode of approaching it, and by its uses in worship.

I. The ark suggested that the covenant rested on law. The safe custody of

the material tables of stone implied the moral observance of the precepts inscribed

on them. " There was nothing in the ark save the two tables of stone," &c. (If

we are to understand Heb. ix. 4 as asserting that Aaron's rod and the pot of

manna were actually inside the ark, they had probably disappeared by Solomon's

time.) The term " a covenant " is only used by way of accommodation, when applied

to the relation between man and God. Such a " covenant" is merely a promise,

which God makes dependent on the fulfilment of certain conditions ; e.g., the

promise after the flood is called a " covenant." So the covenant of Sinai was a

promise on God's part, conditioned by the observance of the ten commandments on

man's part. This was proclaimed by the presence of the tables of the law in the

ark of the covenant. Show from Scripture and experience that bliss is conditioned

by obedience. There is nothing lawless either in morals or in nature.

II. The ark proclaimed that mercy came retween man and the rroken law.

" The mercy-seat " covered " the tables." The value of mercy was typified by tlw
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pure gold of the capporeth. Exhibit the necessity of mercy to men who are prone

to evil and forgetful of good. Illustrate it from God's dealings with Israel, and

Christ's goodness to His disciples. The publican struck the keynote of true prayer

when he exclaimed, " God be merciful to me, a sinner I " Compare Psalm li.

Show bow the sense of our want of mercy grows with our sensibility to the sinful

ness of sin. Paul the apostle an example of this : " of sinners I am the chief."

III. The ark declared that an atonement made mercy possirle. Describe

the day of atonement ; the sacrifice offered ; the high priest entering the holy of

holies with the blood which he sprinkled on the mercy-seat. Even he could only

draw near to the mercy-seat after the sacrifice (compare Heb. ix.) " Without the

shedding of blood there is no remission." Apply this to the sacrifice of " the Lamb

of God," who was " wounded for our transgressions," whose " blood cleanseth from

all sin." Describe him as the High Priest in the Holiest of all, having opened the

way for all sinners to the aboundmg mercy of God.

IV. The ask encouraged men to draw near to God. The law (represented by

the tables) was broken ; but the mercy of God (represented by the capporeth) was

revealed ; and the atonement (represented by the sprinkled blood) was provided ;

so that God fulfilled His promise about the mercy-seat. " There will I commune

with thee."

Apply the teaching of this subject to those conscious of guilt, burdened by

sorrow, &c. " Let us, therefore, come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we

may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need."—A. R.

Vers. 10,11.—The Presence of the Lord in the House of the Lord. The Shechinah,

which is here referred to, was a most brilliant and glorious light, usually concealed

by a cloud ; a fit emblem, therefore, of Jehovah, the God of light and of glory,

who is veiled from His creatures. As the visible symbol of the Divine presence,

" the pillar of cloud and fire," had gone before Israel in the wilderness, proving their

guide and defence. Suddenly and mysteriously it appeared in the new temple of

Solomon, at the festival of dedication, giving Divine sanction to the work, and

assuring all beholders that Jehovah had made that His dwelling-place. Not only

was the holy of holies filled with the cloud, but the holy place also, indeed, the

whole building was permeated by it, so that all the building was henceforth holy.

The signs of the Divine presence are different now, but the reality of it may be con

sciously felt. " Where two or three are met together in my name, there am I in the

midst of them." The New Testament counterpart of this manifestation is found in

the upper room on the day of Pentecost, when " suddenly there came a sound from

heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were

sitting " (Acts ii. 2). Compare these two manifestations : the splendour of the

temple, with the poverty of the upper room ; the narrowness of national rejoicing,

with the breadth of world-wide preaching, &c. Let us seek the changeless inward

truth underlying the changeful outward form which embodies it.

I. The preparation for the Divine presence. Read the account of that

m Inch, on the part of the people, had preceded this display. 1. Sacred memories

were recalled. The worn tent, the ark, the holy vessels, had just been brought in

(ver. 4), and glorious yet tender associations were connected with each. The

revival of old impressions made in youth, &c., makes the heart sensitive to the

Spirit of God. Give examples. 2. Divine law was enthroned. "Nothing in the

ark save the two tables of stone" (ver. 9). Disobedience to God's commands, for-

getfulness of them, unfits us for seeing Him. It deteriorates character, debases the

heart. " Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ? he that hath clean hands

and a pure heart," &c. 3. GoU's claims were recognized. By the completion of

the temple, by the multitudinous sacrifices (ver. 5). The willingness to give our

selves up to God prepares us to see Him as our God. Not the intellectual research,

but the reverent submission discovers Him. " Except ye be converted and become

as little children, ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven." " He that doeth

the will of my Father shall know of the doctrine." " We beseech you, there

fore, brethren, by the meroies of God, that ye present yourselves a living sacrifice,"
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&c. 4. Earnest prayers were offered* Solomon's prayer, which follows, was but

the formal and public utterance of many secret prayers on the part of himself

and others. See how often he spoke to God about this building, and how often

God spoke to him. He and his people prayed above all things that the special

glory of the tabernacle might be granted to the temple. Now the prayers were

answered. " Ask and ye shall receive," &c. The apostles expected the Holy

Spirit ; but in order to receive the fulfilment of the Lord's promise, " they continued,

with one accord, in prayer and supplication."

II. The effects of the Divine prksence. We do not refer to the special and

immediate effects of the cloud, but to the moral and religious effect of the presence

thus symbolized. 1. It restored significance to old symbols. The ark had lost

much of its sanctity in the eyes of the people, as the conduct of Uzzah showed.

This naturally arose from its frequent removals, its uncovering, its capture by the

Philistines, and most of all from the absence of the Shechinah. Now the old

veneration was restored to it, because its real significance was re-established.

Apply this thought to churches, to their organizations, to their sacraments, &c.

How often these are like the cloudless ark. They want the realized presence of

God to make them vivid with life. 2. It testified to God's acceptance of the new

building. Reverence and awe fell on all the worshippers. True " consecration "

arises from the signs of the Divine presence given to the faithful. The conversion

of a sinner, the uplifting of a fallen disciple, &c., these are the evidences we look

for that worship and work, place and people, are accepted of God. 3. It confirmed

the faith of some, and inspired faith in others. From ohildhood they had been

told of the appearance of the glory of the Lord in olden days. Now, for the first

time, they saw it, and doubt vanished before the light. A great turning to God on

the part of the unrighteous, or some similar spiritual evidence of the Divine power

amongst us, would do more than all controversy to destroy scepticism. 4. It pro

claimed God's readiness to hear prayer. With what confidence Solomon could

pray after this ! The realization that God is near us is our highest encourage

ment to speak to Him. " Because he hath heard me in time past, therefore will I

call upon him as long as I live."

If such be the glory and bliss of God's presence on earth, what will it be to

stand before His throne in heaven ?—A. R.

Vers. 10, 11.—The Glory-cloud.—Never did Solomon appear so much "in

all his glory " as on this memorial day of the dedication of the temple. The

solemnities of the service, the procession of the sacred ark from the city of David

into its resting-place, the robed priests, the rapturous multitude, the unnumbered

sacrifices, the music and the songs, must have formed altogether a marvellous

spectacle. But of all the incidents of the day none could be compared with that

of the sudden appearance of the Shechinah—the glory-cloud. This introduced a

new supernatural element. The rest was human—man's handiwork, man's wor

ship, man's glory; this was Divine— the miraculous sign of the present and

approving God. It raises the scene above comparison with any similar scene in the

history of any other nation. Other peoples have reared their gorgeous temples, and

kings and priests have gone in solemn pomp and circumstance to consecrate them.

But what shrine has ever been honoured like this ? Altars to false gods innumer

able have been reared, but where has been the fire from heaven to kindle their

sacrifices? Idol temples dedicated—where the radiant cloud of the Divine pre

sence ? The priests were too much dazzled by the shining splendour to continue

their ministrations. Solomon might well be filled with adoring wonder. " But

will God indeed?" &c. (ver. 27). Many Scripture examples of the way in which

miraculous revelations of the presence of God overawe the spirits of men : Jacob

at Bethel, Moses before the burning bush, Elijah at the mouth of the cave, the

disciples of Christ on the Mount of Transfiguration, &c. Solomon's, however, was

not so much an emotion of fear, but of sacred reverence and glad surprise. The

appearance of the cloud set the seal of Divine acceptance on the temple and its

service, linking it with all the glorious associations of the past—the climax and
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crown of a long series (900 years long, perhaps) of miraculous Divine manifesta

tions. But look on it now as prophetic of a more glorious future, ae imaging forth

to the men of that age higher forms of Divine manifestation that in the fulness of

time should come to pass.

I. The incarnation op Christ. When the eternal Son of the Father laid

aside the " form of God," and took upon Him " the likeness of sinful flesh," He

filled the temple of a human body with the Divine glory. God came to dwell in

very deed " amongst men upon the earth." The Infinite Unseen submitted to the

conditions of a finite visible personality. The Light insufferable, " which no man

can approach unto," veiled itself in a cloud of mortal flesh. " We beheld his

glory," Ac. (John i. 14). When the second temple was being built, many of the

people were troubled at the thought that it would be so inferior to the first. The

old men who had " seen the first house " wept (Ezra iii. 12 ; Haggai ii. 3). But

the prophets of the time were commissioned to comfort them with the assurance

that, though the old symbolic grandeur was gone, the glory of the latter house

should be greater than that of the former. It would contain no ark, no mercy

seat, no Shechinah, no heaven-kindled fire, no Urim and Thummim, no prophetio

spirit ; " Ichabod " would be written on its walls. But a nobler Presence than had

ever been seen on earth before would irradiate it in the coming time : " Behold I

will send my messenger," &c. (Mai. iii. 1); "Yet once, it is a while, and I will

shake the heavens," &c. (Haggai ii. 6, 7). Every time the Lord Jesus, " the bright

ness of the Father's glory," entered the temple—as a babe in His mother's arms,

as a boy girding Himself for His " Father's business," as a man in the fulness of

His Divine authority, purging it from defilement, expounding in it the law of

acceptable worship, making it the centre of His beneficent healing ministry—He

verified in some new form these prophetic words. The manifestations of the

present Deity in the olden times " have no glory in this respect by reason of the

glory that excelleth," even " the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the

face of Jesus Christ." Do we ask, "Will God in very deed dwell 1 " &c, the answer

comes back to us, " Great is the mystery of godliness, God was manifest," &c.

(1 Tim. iii. 16), " Immanuel, God with us " (Matt. L 23). That outshining

radiance in the temple was dazzling, almost repellent, deepening the sense of

distance, creating fear ; this Divine apocalypse is infinitely attractive, gives un

mistakable proof of sympathetic personal nearness, awakens grateful, trustful, and

adoring love.

II. The gift of the Spirit. The manifestation of God in the person of His

Son was preparatory to the richer grace—the actual impartation of Himself by

His Spirit to the individual souls of men (see Eph. iv. 8 sqq. ; 2 Cor. vi. 16).

The dispensation of the Spirit is the ultimate fact. In this God communicates

Himself in the highest form of revelation, and the most intimate fellowship of

which man is capable. The '' dwelling " of the Holy GhoBt in every new-born

soul, in every assembly of true spiritual worshippers, in the " one body " of the

universal Church, is prefigured in the scene before us. The day of the dedication

of the temple finds its antitype in the " day of Pentecost." Place these manifesta

tions side by side. As you trace the lines of comparison between them, how

glorious does the Christian fact appear ! The one was material in its nature—a

bright and beautiful vision for the eye, appealing indirectly through the senses to

the soul ; the other intensely spiritual—a blessed overpowering influence, seizing at

once on the minds and hearts of the people, the flowing in of a Divine life. And

though there was something for the eye and ear, its form was such as to suggest

most strikingly that living word of truth and holy fire of love which the heart

alone can know. The one was diffuse, general, indiscriminate—a bright, scattered

cloud filling the place ;—the other was distinct and personal. The Spirit of God

deals not with companies of men, but with isolated souls. There was a separate

tongue of flame on the head of each. Not the place merely, but the men, each

according to his own individuality, was " filled with the Holy Ghost." The one

manifestation concealed more than it revealed. It was the sign of God's presence,

but it made the people feel that He is indeed a " God that hideth himBelf." They
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could not really " behold his glory." They "saw through a glass"—a cloud—

" darkly." The " dispensation of the Spirit," though it did not remove fleshly

restrictions, brought in that blessed condition of things in which the soul has such

a thrilling sense of Divine communion as scarcely to need any material help to the

apprehension of it, and almost to forget the intervening veil. The one manifesta

tion was local and exclusive, confined to the central shrine of Jewish worship, dis

tinguishing the Jewish people from all the world besides ; " to them belonged the

glory." The grace of the Spirit is God's free gift to all mankind, " shed on us

abundantly " (Joel ii. 28 ; Acts x. 45 ; Titus iii. 5). The Spirit is the exclusive

possession of none of the churches, owns no human creed, or ritual, or ecclesi

astical boundary rather than another, dwells with all who call upon the same

redeeming Lord. The one manifestation was transitory, served a temporary pur

pose. The "glory " soon departed again, and returned to the heaven from whence

it came. The other is an enduring reality. The Comforter, the Spirit of Truth,

" abides with us for ever," the spring of an imperishable life, the pledge and pro

phecy of the unfading glory of God's unveiled presence.—W.

Vers. 17—19.—The Unfulfilled Purposes of Life. Men often take credit to

themselves for the designs of others. An inventor is forgotten, having died in

obscurity, while others make fortunes from that secret which he won by the sacri

fices of ease, strength, and time. [Give other examples of the non-recognition by

men of purposes and schemes which were unfulfilled by their originators.] Solomon

showed himself to be truthful and magnanimous when, in the presence of his

people, he ascribed to his father the inception of the building which now stood

before them in its splendour. How much more ready is God, who knows the

hearts of all men, to recognize and reward the unfulfilled longings of men to serve

Him ! Briefly indicate the reasons which made it unsuitable that David should

personally do this special service (compare 2 Sam. vii. with 1 Chron. xxii. 8). He

stood not alone in his disappointment, therefore the following thoughts which arise

from considering it may help others to bear the unfulfilled purposes of their lives.

I. David profosed to do some great thing for his God. We too often seek to

effect great things for ourselves, or for our children, rather than for God. David

wished to erect the temple. It was to be (1) an expression of his own gratitude for his

election, protection, and exaltation. (2) A memorial to the people of the Divine

goodness which had so wondrously constituted them as a nation. (3) A recognition

that God was the centre of the nationality, as His temple was of the city. As to

it all the tribes should repair, so to Him should all their hearts be turned. Suggest

some of the tendencies which hinder men from indulging and accomplishing great

purposes for God ; e.g., the love of money, self-indulgence, materialism, scepticism.

II. David had it in his heart to do much for the renefit of others. He

lived for his people. He shrunk neither from the perils of war nor the anxieties of

rule that they might become a strong and noble nation. He did not wish to build

the temple for himself, but for them and their children. Had he been allowed to

begin it (when alone he was able to do so) in extreme old age, he would probably

never have seen its completion ; but he was content that generations yet to come

should have that as their place of worship. Rebuke the tendency of men to ignore

their responsibility to posterity. Sometimes in national finance, in ecclesiastical

arrangements, &c., the fact that the benefit would only lie in the future and not in

the present, is enough to check effort and sacrifice. Who has not heard the

question, " What has posterity done for us ? " Show the fallacy of this reasoning,

and its sinfulness, because of the selfishness and ingratitude it reveals. Indicate

some of the blessings we enjoy as a nation, and as churches, from the labours and

sacrifices of our predecessors who did not count even life dear to them.

III. David was prevented ry circumstances from fulfilling his purpose.

Wars, unsettlement, infirmities of age, &c., were some of these. They were beyond

his control, but not beyond God's. Still the purpose was, as we have said, a right

one. Give examples from modern life : e.g., (1) The young man who longs to be

come a minister of God's truth, but is compelled to labour for the support of himself
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and others. (2) The Christian whose heart goes out with yearning over the lost,

who lies a helpless invalid in some solitary room. (3) The child-disciple, stirred

with noble enthusiasm, with splendid promise of future power in the Lord's

kingdom, taken away in youth from the home and the world which seemed so

sorely to want him, 4c.

IV. David made it possible fob others to do what he could not do. See

an account given of the treasures he accumulated for the house of the Lord, the

musical service he prepared, the plans for the building, 4o. How unlike those who

say, "if 7 cannot do this no one else shall ;" or, with less selfishness, " I cannot do

it, let others take all the burden if they are to have all the honour. " Show how

we can help others in doing their work, and so indirectly serve our God. It may not

be possible for you to go abroad amongst the heathen ; but you can support those

to whom it is possible. Perhaps you cannot, from want of time, or suitability, teach

the children or visit the sick ; but you can invite others to do this, or encourage

and sustain them in it.

V. David's noble purpose was fulfilled by his son. This was God's design

and promise (ver. 19). (1) Encouragement to parents. We live again in our

children. " Instead of the fathers shall be the children," 4c. By training a child

for God, we may carry out, through him, the wish we could not execute. Parents

multiply vims the possibilities of their own lives. Special encouragement here for

weak and overburdened mothers. They cannot do public work for Christ, but

through their children they can, e.g., Eunice and Monica moved the world through

Timothy and Augustine. (2) Lesson to children. What your parents used to do

for God, you are to continue ; what they could not do, you are to fulfil.

VI. David's unaccomplished purpose was recognized and recompensed by

the Lord. "Thou didst well that it was in thine heart." God knows what is in

us of good as well as of evil. He approves the motive even when the effort fails.

He sees the issue of every right purpose in all its width and depth. When Mary

anointed her Lord she did more than she imagined ; for she was the bigh priest

anointing the Priest and King of Israel. In the day of judgment the righteous will

be amazed at the issues and the rewards of their humble services, and with

astonishment will ask, "Lord, when saw we thee?" 4c. "And the king shall

answer, and say unto them, Verily, I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me."—A. B.

Vers. 28.—The Prayer of Dedication. Describe the scene at the dedication of

the temple. Note the fact that it is a king who leads his people to God's footstool.

Show the influence of earthly rulers, who not only affect surrounding nations by

their policy, but degrade or exalt the moral life of their people by their personal

character, and by the tone of their court. Our reasons for thankfulness in the present

reign. Contrast the influence of Victoria with that of Charles II. or George IV.

Apply the same principle to other kings of men, i.e., to rulers of thought in litera

ture and science. How heavy the responsibility of those who use their kingliness

to lead men from God into the dreariness of scepticism ; how glorious the powers

they may employ to exalt the Lord our God. Solomon is a proof that wisdom

is better than knowledge. On this occasion he prayed as the representative and

leader ot others. A prayer so prominent in Scripture, so remarkable in circum

stances, so acceptable to God, deserves consideration, that we may see its elements.

It presents the following characteristics :

I. Grateful acknowledgment of the past. " In everything give thanks "

(1 Thess. v. 18). " By prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, make your

requests known" (Phil. iv. 6). " It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord"

(Psa. xcii. 1). "Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits"

(Psa. ciii. 2.) Notice the causes of Solomon's thanksgiving : (1) God's goodness to

his father (ver. 24). Home blessings so wholly unmerited, so richly beneficial.

(2) Divine deliverance from bondage (ver. 51). Egypt a type of sorrow, slavery to

evil habit, 4c. (8) Separation and consecration for God's purposes (ver. 58). The

honour of this. Its responsibilities. Its signs. (4) Best and quietude (ver. 56).
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" He hath given rest unto his people Israel." The blessedness of peace to a country,

exemplified by the contrast between Solomon's and David's reigns. The freedom

from harassing anxieties experienced by many is from God. The rest of heart, which

may be ours amidst the distresses of life, is from Him. " Peace I leave with you "

(John xiv. 27). " Heart quiet from the fear of evil" (Prov. i. 83). See also 2 Cor. iv.

8. For all such blessings we should give God thanks.

II. Confidence in the promises. (See ver. 29 as example.) Show how the

patriarchs ever reminded God of His promises. Illustrate also from the pleadings

of Moses and the prophets. Prove from Christ's own words that the promises are

renewed and enlarged for us, and that only on them can our expectancy of blessing

be founded. The utility of prayer cannot be demonstrated by reason, but by reve

lation. In the spiritual realm we know Divine laws by Divine declaration, the truth

of which is confirmed by the experience of those who,fulfilling the required condi

tions, test them. " Ask and it shall be given you" (Matt. vii. 7) is a promise. But

appended to it is the requirement of faith. " Without faith it is impossible to

please God " (Heb. xi. 6). " According to your faith, so be it unto you." See also

James i. 5—7 ; Matt. xxi. 22, &o.

III. Enlargement of heart (ver. 41, " moreover concerning a stranger, " &c.)

The prayer is remarkable on the part of a Jewish king. Give evidences of the

narrowness and selfishness of the nation. We might expect this feeling in all its

intensity on such an occasion as the consecration of this temple. But Solomon's

sympathies overflowed national prejudices. The tendency of prayer is to enlarge

the heart. Christians pray together who never work together. They who are

nearest to God's throne are nearest to each other. As we pray, our yearnings go

further afield, and we think kindly of the erring, pitifully of the lost, forgivingly of

the wrong-doers.

IV. Longing for the glory of God. Solomon's chief wish in regard to the

temple is expressed in verse 60, " that all the people of the earth may know that

the Lord is God, and that there is none else." Our Lord's prayer is like Solomon's

in this, that it ends in an ascription of " the kingdom, and the power, and the

glory," to God. So with all true prayer. It ends in praise. See how David, in

the Psalms, prayed himself out of sadness into joy ; out of confession into thank

fulness and praise. If we ask something for ourselves, or for others, it should be

with the implied wish that it may be granted or withheld, as may be, for our wel

fare and God's glory. The yearning of each Christian should be that of the Lord

Jesus, " Father, glorify thy name."—A. R.

Vers. 88, 39.—The Praying King. One of the most remarkable features of this

scene of the dedication of the temple is the place occupied, the part performed, in

it by Solomon himself. He is the central figure, the chief actor. Both priest and

prophet give place to him. The dedicatory prayer is a spontaneous effusion of his

own devout feeling, and it is he who pronounces afterwards the benediction on the

people. He stands before us here as a true type of that greater " Son of David,"

who is our Prophet, Priest, and King. There is a great deal in the tone of this

prayer that betokens a soul fully alive to the solemn and momentous meaning of

what was taking place in Jerusalem that day. It is not, indeed, to the service of the

ancient Jewish temple that we should look for the most perfect models of devotion.

New Testament revelations multiply and strengthen immeasurably our motives to

prayer, enlarge its scope, open to us new grounds of assurance in it. " One greater

than Solomon " has taught us how to pray, and revealed to us the path to accept

ance in the merit of His own mediation. But as the life of religion in the soul of

man is essentially the same in all ages, so the principles involved in prayer as the

expression of it are the same. Two such rudimentary principles appear in this

passage, viz., the sense of need prompting the suppliant to look heavenwards, and

the recognition of something out of himself as the ground of hope for acceptance.

I. The sense of need, &c. It is the " plague of the heart"—the burden rest

ing heavy there, the haunting sense of want or sadness in the secret soul, coupled

with some kind of faith in Divine power—that moves men to pray. All true

1 KINGS. N
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prayer is the ntterance of these inward impressions. If much of our so-called pray

ing were subjected to this test, it is to be feared that it would be found very hollow

and unreal, mere " words," a mere formal homage to custom—no deep, earnest,

irrepressible longing of the soul inspiring it. Solomon beginB to enumerate dif

ferent calamities that may impel the people to pray, and then, as if overpowered

by the mere vague, distant imagination of these possibilities, he says, "Whatsoever

plague, whatsoever sickness," &c. How soon are we lost in the attempt to realize

the manifold troubles of human life. We can understand and sympathize with

individual griefs, but who can comprehend at all adequately the general sum of

human woe, and take the weight of it sympathetically upon himself ? Every man,

however, knows where the universal evil specially touches himself. " Every heart

knows its own bitterness." And with God there is both an infinite acquaintance

with the whole and a special sympathy with each. There are some griefs that you

lock up in your own bosom as secrets that none else must look upon.

" Not e'en the dearest heart, and next our own,

Knows half the reasons why we smile or sigh."

But there is no grief you can conceal from Him. He became in the person of His

Son " the man of sorrows and acquainted with grief," that we might feel how He

follows us, or rather, goes before us, in every path of suffering. There is room in

the great fatherly heart of God for us all, with all our burdens, and we can never

measure the uplifting and sustaining power that comes to us by casting ourselves

and them upon it—" In everything by prayer and supplication," &c. (Phil. iv. 6, 7) ;

"Cast thy burden upon the Lord," &c. (Psa. lv. 22). But this expression, "the

plague of his own heart," has a deeper meaning. It opens to us all the dark sad

mystery of personal sinfulness, the moral disease that lurks within. There are

times when the most careless, reckless spirit has glimpses of the unwelcome truth

that this, after all, is the deepest cause of its disquietude. The multiform, mys

terious evil of the world has its central root in the world's heart. Something of

that "root of all bitterness" is in every human heart. Here lies the fatal mischief.

It is not the tribulations of outward life, it is yourself you have most reason to

mourn over. Not so much from them, but from something in yourself you have

need to pray to be delivered. Christ always taught, by word and deed, the vital

connection between the external calamities and the internal " plague." He took

upon Him our sicknesses and sorrows, not only to show us how they may be nobly

borne, but that He might bring His power as the Great Physician of souls to bear

upon the seat of our deadly disease, and by the efficacy of His blood might heal

and save us all. Go penitently in His name to the mercy-seat with the " plague of

your heart," and you shall be redeemed from it.

II. The recognition of something out of one's self as the ground of hope.

This essential element in true prayer is suggested by the words, " And shall stretch

forth his hands towards this place." An interesting view is here given us of the

relation of the temple to the individual religious life of the people. It was intended

to be a witness to the unseen, a help to faith, an inoentive to all holy thought and

feeling. It stood through all the changes of time, the shifting lights and shadows

of the world around it, as an impressive symbol of the " everlasting covenant." It

enshrined the "sure mercies of David." Within its hallowed enclosure were

gathered the sacred historio records and relics, and the types and shadows of

" better things to come." It told both of what God had done and what He had

promised—the monument of the glorious past, the prophecy of the brighter future.

There was deep meaning, then, in the suppliant " stretching forth his hands

towards that house," as expressive of the attitude of his soul towards that which it

symbolized. When some lonely worshipper in a distant corner of the land, some

patient sufferer, some soldier in his agony on the field of battle, some captive, like

Daniel, in a strange country, directed his eyes towards the holy place, it was a

sort of pathetic appeal to God's own faithfulness, a silent but eloquent plea that He

would not forget His covenant, would fulfil the hopes that He Himself had
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awakened, and not for their sakes alone, but for His own truth and mercy's sake,

would hear and save. In all this the temple was a type of something nobler,

diviner than itself. The temple was the shadow, the substance is in Christ. " In

him are hid all the treasures," ifec. The cross of Christ, in which all the promises

are confirmed and sealed ; the cross, which is both the altar of the Redeemer's

sacrifice and the throne of His sovereignty, is the shrine of " truth and grace " to

men. The glory alike of the past and of the future is centred, focussed there.

" All the light of sacred story

Gathers round its head sublime,"

and from it there streams forth an ever-brightening radiance into the otherwise

dark futurity. It stands the connecting link between heaven and earth, the meet

ing-place of God and man, the key to all human history, the basis of our immortal

hope. Here, then, on this central object alike of Divine and human interest, must

the eye of the suppliant be fixed. It is that pledge of Divine love and faithfulness,

external to ourselves, embodied in the cross of Christ, that we must plead if we

would find acceptance in our prayer. "When God has thoroughly taught us what

the "plague of our own heart " means, and has unveiled to us the blessed mystery

of His mode of curing it, it will be the sustained habit of our life to stand as

suppliants before Him " in the name of Jesus." Thus alone can we so link our

selves with the sanctities of a higher world as to make our common life Divine.—W.

Ver. 38.—The consecration of the temple was the grandest religious ceremony of

the old covenant. It is important—

I. Because it centralizes the worship of the theocracy.

II. Because it supplies a type of the spiritual temple which is to be

reared in the Church and in every Christian soul. Solomon, as the king chosen of

God, represents in this service of consecration the entire theocracy. The temple

is essentially a house of prayer, as is manifest from the words of the consecration.

" What prayer and supplication soever be made by any man, or by all thy people

Israel, which shall know every man the plague of his own heart . . . hear

thou in heaven." It is the sanctuary of the invisible God, and its gates stand

open to the multitude, who come to worship and to offer sacrifice. Instead

of a statue, such as was found in the idol temples, the priests of the true God place

in their sanctuary the ark of the covenant, containing the law, the Divine expression

of the holy will of God. The altar of sacrifice, placed in front of the sanctuary,

reminds the people of their transgressions, while at the same time the sacrifice of

the victims is prophetic of the future redemption. The consecrating prayer opens

and closes with adoration. It spreads before God all the wants of the people, and

asks from Him deliverance in every time of need (oh. ix. 3). It enumerates first

temporal distresses, but the whole petition culminates in the ever-recurring plead

ing for forgiveness. This is the burden of the whole temple service, and this

character is reproduced in Christian worship. In the time of its highest spiritu

ality there were no properly consecrated Christian temples. Araa non habemua

said Minutius Felix. A temple is nevertheless a necessity of worship ; and we are

free to recognize this apart from any superstitious notion, and remembering that

while the heaven of heavens cannot contain the Most High, He yet condesoends to

dwell in the humble and contrite heart. There has been no longer a sanctuary in

the old exclusive sense, since the blood was shed which has redeemed the whole

earth to God. Our houses of prayer are not now more holy in themselves than our

homes. Let us consecrate them by consecrating ourselves to God, and rendering

to Him the worship which is His due—the sacrifice of our whole being. Let our

prayers, like that of Solomon, begin and end with adoration, and let the burden of

them be the expression of our repentance for sin. Let them have, like the prayer

of the theocratic king, a breadth of intercession for the whole people of God, and

let them lay at the foot of the cross the burden of the woes of humanity and the

needs of the Church.—E. de P.
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Vers. 41—43.— The Stranger's Interest in the Temple. Kindly human

sympathy is one of the most marked characteristics of this prayer of Solomon.

This is seen in the way in which he enters into various supposed conditions of

need and suffering among his people ; takes the burden and the " plague " upon

himself as if it were his own ; a true intercessor on their behalf. His royalty

assumes here the aspect of fatherhood. The model king is one in heart and

interest with those over whom he rules. We are reminded, too, that before

the " mercy-seat " of God all human distinctions are lost. All suppliants stand

on one common level, subject to the same dangers and necessities. All true

prayer, therefore, is thus broad in its sympathies. But in this passage the king's

supplications take a wider range than the needs of his own people. He pleads for

the "stranger," the foreigner from a " far country." This is strictly in harmony

with the Divine economy of the time, however much it may seem to be otherwise.

It is remarkable how much there was in the Mosaic law that was expressly intended

to enforce on the people a generous regard for those who were beyond their pale.

They were commanded not to " vex a stranger " (Exod. xxii. 21), to relieve his

poverty (Levit. xxv. 35), even to " love " him as " God loveth him in giving him

food and raiment" (Deut. x. 18, 19), and all this in memory of the fact that they

themselves were once " strangers in the land of Egypt." Strangers, moreover,

were to be permitted to hear the solemn reading of the law in the " year of release "

(Deut. xxxi. 12), and to offer sacrifices on the same conditions as themselves.

" One law and one manner shall be for you and for the stranger that sojourneth with

you " (Num. xv. 16). So that Solomon gave expression to the spirit of the dispen

sation to which he belonged when he thus prayed. Certain broad truths underlie

this prayer—

I. Jehovah's universal sovereignty. He is the " God of the whole earth,"

and not merely of any particular portion of it (Isa. liv. 5). " Is he the God of the

Jews only and not of the Gentiles ? " (Rom. iii. 29.) " The God of the spirits of all

flesh" (Num. xvi. 22). The whole Mosaic economy was built on the grand truth of

the unity and absolute world-wide supremacy of Jehovah. The heathen, according

to their principle of local deities, might acknowledge the God of the Hebrews as

having authority over his own, but a Hebrew who should in any way recognize the

gods of other nations and think of Jehovah merely as a national deity would be a

traitor to the commonwealth. The only living and true God can have no rival. The

gods of the nations are idols, and "an idol is nothing in the world"—"a lying

vanity," a vile " abomination." " The things which the Gentiles sacrifice they

sacrifice to demons and not to God" (1 Cor. viii. 4, 5 ; x. 20). To "know God,"

to have " him whom they ignorantly worship " declared to them, is " eternal life "

to men. The absence of this knowledge is death. The curse and misery of the

world is that it " knows not its God. " Solomon here dimly recognizes this truth ;

and the case he contemplates is that of some child of the Universal Father in whom

the sense of need has been awakened, " coming from a far country " to " seek the

Lord, if haply he may feel after him and find him " (Acts xvii. 27, 28).

II. The representative character of Israel. They were a representative

people in two respects. (1) Inasmuch as they were called to bear witness to the

glory of the " great name " of Jehovah. His name is the symbol ofHis personality,

the attributes of His being and character—spirituality, purity, righteousness, love,

&c. Their mission was to make known to mankind the God who had revealed

Himself in wondrous forms to them. How they failed to rise to the height of this

mission their national history only too sadly tells. The utterances of the psalmists

and prophets are full of the spirit of it, but all this was far above the comprehension

of the great mass of the people. They utterly mistook the meaning of the distinc

tion conferred upon them, and God taught them by the discipline of subjection and

captivity the lesson that in the day of their national glory they failed to learn. In

this mission as a witness Israel was a type of the Christian Church. Christ declared

the Father's name to His disciples and He sent them forth on an errand like His

own (John xvii. 18—26). How grand a vocation, to reflect the glory of His " great

name" on the world's darkness, to say to the nations, " Behold your God 1 " (2) They
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were a representative people also in the sense that in their history God illustrated the

general method and the uniform laws ofHis moral government. The " strong hand

and the stretched out arm " here suggests the marvellous manifestation of Divine

power that marked the career of the people from the beginning, the whole course of

providential training and moral discipline through which they passed. But the

principles on which God deals with one nation are the principles on which He deals

with aJL He is no " respecter of persons." The history of the " chosen people "

unfolds His universal purpose and plan, illustrates unvarying laws, the conditions of

all personal, social, and national life. And so it comes to pass that after every

review of Israel's experiences we may say, " Now all these things happened unto

them for ensamples," &c. (1 Cor. x. 11).

III. The attraction of the temple for all longing human hearts as the

scene of gracious Divine manifestation. That which made it the centre of

interest to pious Jews made it so also to earnest souls of other lands. The truth

and mercy symbolized and enshrined there—promises, atoning sacrifices, benedic

tions—answered to universal needs of humanity. Solomon supposes a case in

which the vague sense of this should lead the " stranger in a far-off land'' to look

with longing eyes, or to bend his steps, towards " the house over which God's name

is called.'" We have no historical record of strangers actually worshipping in the

first temple as they did in that built after the captivity ; but God said, " My house

shall be called a house of prayer for all people " (Isa. lvi. 6, 7 ; Mark xi. 17) ; and

there may have been many who, with a far-reaching hand of faith, " took hold of

His covenant " as established there.

IV. The response God gave to every true suppliant, whgever he might

re. " Hear thou in heaven thy dwelling-place," &c. This intercessory prayer, we

may be sure, was answered. God does not awaken holy yearnings in any soul that

He will not satisfy. " In every nation, he that feareth him," &c. The sovereignty

that reigns over all lands is that of Almighty Love. There is room in the infinite

Father's heart for all, even the far-off " stranger," and " the same Lord over all

is rich unto all that call upon him."—W.

Ver. 49.—Occasions for Prayer. In the prayer of dedication Solomon suggests

occasions on which it would be natural for men to turn to their God. The Divine

Presence is constant, but our realization of it is not. Many require the shock of

some unexpected or lamentable occurrence to rouse them to prayer. This effect,

however, will only be seen in those who have, underlying their forgetfulness and

sensuousness, an abiding (though sometimes inoperative) belief in God. This

Israel for the most part had. Hence Solomon's belief that in their future times

of distress and difficulty they would turn to Him who dwelt between the cherubims.

Analyze the prayer, and see the following occasions suggested as those in which

supplication would be natural.

I. When men make vows and promises. Compare ver. 81 with the ordinances

of Moses (Exod. xxii. 7—9). The oath was taken in the presence of God, because

the thought of Him as the Searcher of hearts would induce serious consideration

and careful exactitude, and because He was tacitly invited by His providence to

confirm or to punish the spoken word. Show how the principle, right in itself,

became abused and vitiated, so that Christ condemned the practices of His day

(Matt. v. 33—87). Learn from the ancient practice (1) that our utterances should

be made as by men conscious of the nearness of the God of truth. Apply this to

the immoralities of some business transactions, to the prevalence of slander in

society, &c. (2) That our resolutions should be formed in a spirit of prayer.

How vain the pledge and promise of amendment, unless there be added to the

human resolve the help of God's providence in circumstances, and the grace of

His Spirit in the heart ! Give examples of each.

II. When men are injured or defeated ry their adversaries. "When thy

people Israel be smitten down before the enemy " (ver. 88). National defeat in war

should lead to self-examination on the part of those smitten. Too often the investi

gation is applied only to material resources : incompetent officials are dismissed,
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weakened regiments are strengthened, new alliances are formed, &c. The mischief

may lie deeper. Sometimes God is calling the people not to redeem national

honour, hut to seek national righteousness. The teaching of the verse may be

applied figuratively to defeats suffered by Christian controversialists or by philan

thropic workers, &c. Every check in onward progress is a summons to thought

and prayer. " In the day of adversity consider." Illustrate by examples in

Scripture, e.g., by the defeat of Israel at Ai, and its issues.

III. When men are trembling under natural calamities. Reference ia

made in ver. 35 to the withholding of rain; in ver. 37 to "famine, pestilence,

blasting, mildew, locust, and caterpillar." Such troubles were sent in vain to bring

the Egyptians to repentanoe. Compare those plagues with Elijah's message to

Aliah, and with the threats of other prophets. Such statements as Dent. xi. 17

enshrine an abiding truth. In the long run the violation of God's laws do bring

disasters of the very kind specified here. If the law of industry be violated, the

harvests fail ; if the law of mutual dependence be ignored by nations, commerce

is crippled, and impoverishment comes ; if the laws against self-indulgence, pride,

ambition, &c, be defied, the spendthrift has the result in poverty, the proud nation

in the miseries of war, &o. Even the disasters which are accounted " natural

phenomena," then, should lead the wise-hearted to prayer, the sinful to penitence ;

and God will hear in heaven His dwelling-place, and answer and forgive. Show

how, during the ministry of our Lord, the cripples, the blind, the diseased came to

Him. Their misery made them feel their need of what He alone could give, and

many of them became conscious of their spiritual wants from considering first the

want that was physical. As they were thus led, so the Church has been which in

the Old Testament was oppressed most by the earthly wants, and in the New by

the spiritual. Those in the far country learn, by beginning to " be in want," that

God is calling them to arise and return to Him.

IV. When men are conscious of their sin. All through this prayer reference

is made to sin and to the consequent necessity for pardon (vers. 38, 46—50). Point

out the climax in ver. 47 : (1) " We have sinned "—have not kept in the ways of

God—sin in its negative aspect; (2) " have done perversely "— acts of perversity ;

(8) "have committed wickedness"—the overwhelming passion whioh drives into

corruption. The necessity of humble confession as an integral part of prayer from

the lips of fallen man can readily be shown from Scripture. Examples of con

science of sin impelling to prayer seen in David (Psa. li.), the publican (Luke

xviii. 18). " If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins,

and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness " (1 John i. 9).

V. When men are going forth to conflict in God's name. " If thy people

shall go out to battle against their enemy whithersoever thou shalt send them,'' &c.

(ver. 44). We must not forget that Israel was a theocraoy. David, for example,

spoke of his foes as being God's foes. So had it been with Moses, Joshua, &c.

The consciousness of that gives almost superhuman power. " Man, being linked

with Omnipotenoy, is a kind of omnipotent creature," says Bacon. Even when

the belief that one is on God's side is false, the belief itself is an inspiration.

Examples from history of such belief well or ill founded—Joan of Arc, the

Puritans, &c. In actual war no nation can fairly put up this prayer unless the

cause of war is that of which we can say, " whithersoever thou shalt send." No

mistake need exist in reference to foes whom Christ came to destroy. The promise,

" Lo I I am with you," was the inspiration of the apostles as they confronted false

philosophies, crass ignorance, brutal customs, degrading superstitions. Hence, if

they were going forth to battle with such evils, the prayers of the Church went up

on their behalf. Men were set apart for their Christian mission by prayer (give

examples), and in their work they often turned to their intercessors, saying,

" Brethren, pray for us I " Feeling our insufficiency to overcome the adversaries

of the gospel, let us, like the apostles, "oontinue in prayer and supplication" till

we are " endued with power from on high."—A. R.

Ver. 61.—A Royal Benediction. The prayer of Solomon is followed by a
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benediction. " He stood and blessed all the congregation," &c. (vers. 54, 55). But

though he assumed for the time the priestly function, his utterance was not cast

into the usual form of priestly benediction. It was rather an ascription of praise

to the God who had fulfilled His promises and given rest to His people, and an

exhortation to them that they on their part should follow that path of life in

which alone they could hope to realize the further fulfilment of those promises, and

enjoy the heritage of blessing that was theirs. Lessons are suggested here that are

of force and value for all time.

I. The relation retween true prayer and personal righteousness. Solomon

felt that all the impassioned supplications that he had been pouring out before the

Lord, and all the sympathetic enthusiasm of the people in these temple services,

would be but a mockery unless he and they were prepared to walk with all fidelity

in the way of God's commandments. They would soon be leaving the sacred

shrine of worship. They could not always be amid the ecstatic and rapturous

associations of the temple. They must go back to the matter-of-fact, prosaic

world, to their posts of honour and responsibility, to the privacy of their homes, to

their haunts of busy life, to their paths of commerce and of labour. Let them

worship there. Let them dwell with God there. Let them embody there, in all

the forms of practical virtue, the spirit of devotion that has inspired them amid

these hallowed scenes. The "statutes and commandments" of the Lord had

reference in great part to the due observance of the ritual of temple worship, but

they also claimed, as much then as now, to control the whole spirit and conduct of

human life in all its aspects. The relation between prayer and conduct is of a

twofold character. They act and react the one on the other. True prayer sheds

a hallowing influence over the entire field of a man's daily activity. When his

soul has been face to face with God, absorbed in Divine communion, the inspiration

of holy thought and feeling of which he has been conscious will inevitably betray

itself in the way in which he acts when he mingles with the things and the beings

of earth. The glory of heaven that has shone upon him cannot fail to be reflected

in the beauty of his character and deed. A prayerful spirit is an earnest, pure,

upright, loving spirit, and such a spirit will govern the whole form and method and

aim of a man's life. Prayer solves difficulties, clears one's vision of the path of

duty, draws strength from Divine sources for all toil and suffering, raises the tone

and level of moral action, fortifies the spirit for any emergency, fills the heart with

the peaceful joy of a better world. On the other hand, the conduct of life neces

sarily affects for good or ill the spirit and efficacy of prayer. If it is needful to

pray in order that we may live as Christians, it is equally needful that we should

live as Christians in order rightly to pray. The importance of prayer as one chief

function of spiritual life doubles the importance of all our actions, because our

prayers are so much as our doings are. According as we stand towards the world,

with all the social relationships and duties that belong to our place in it, so do we

stand before the mercy-seat. Think, for instance, how the beneficial effect offamily

prayer may be nullified by the prevailing spirit of family life. By the discord that

may be allowed to reign in it, by its lack of the graces of mutual respect and loving

self-sacrifice, by the worldliness of its associations, the meanness of its ambitions,

the frivolity of its pleasures, the vanity of its cherished societies—how completely

may the soul of domestic devotion be destroyed. Let a man be morally reckless in

the intercourse and transactions of daily life, and all freedom, " boldness," gladness

in prayer is at an end. Anything like loving, confiding converse with the " Father

who seeth in secret " is impossible to him. If he cannot look without fear and shame

in the face of his fellow man, how shall he dare to look in the face of God ? The

" heavens become as brass " above his head which no voice of prayer can penetrate.

When Saul's heart is thoroughly set in him to do evil it is vam for him to inquire

of the Lord. " The Lord answers him no more, neither by Urim, nor by prophet,

nor by dream." Let there be a Divine unity and harmony in our life. Let our

conduct in all human relationships show us to be what, in our hours of devotion,

we seem to ourselves to be. Let it be our ambition every day " to live more nearly

as we pray."
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II. The relation retween practical virtue and the state of the secret

heart. A man's heart must be " perfect with the Lord " before he can walk

acceptably in the path of His commandments. The old legal economy was not

after all so superficial as it seemed to be. Qod's commandment was " exceeding

broad." Literal as the moral laws were, and formal as the ceremonial precepts,

they touched at every point the life of the spirit within. " Moses describeth the

righteousness which is of the law, That the man who doeth these things shall live

by them" (Rom. x. 5), but the righteousness was not in the mere doing. David,

the noblest representative of the spirit of the law, well knew that as it is from the

fountain of the evil heart that all transgression proceeds, so from the purified

heart springs all practical righteousness. " Create in me a clean heart, O God,"

&c. (Psa. li. 10). The glory of Christianity is that it not only recognizes this prin

ciple, but actually brings to bear on the heart the renewing, healing power. It

cleanses the fountain of life within. The law could disclose the secret evil, convince

of sin, rebuke, restrain, but it could not make men righteous. The gospel does.

" Christ is the end of the law for righteousness," &c. (Rom. x. 4). " What the law

could not do," Ao. (Rom. viii. 8, 4). Keep your heart in habitual contact with

the highest sources of spiritual inspiration—in familiar converse with Him who

is the fountain of truth and purity and love. Watch over its most secret thoughts

and impulses. Guard its sensibilities from the contaminations of the world and

the hardening influences of life. Seek to preserve the freshness of its Divine

affections and the integrity of its allegiance to Christ, if you would walk as He

did, " in loveliness of perfect deeds."

III. The- reneficial influence of a sacred memory. " As it is this day."

Solomon would have that day to dwell in their memories and hallow all their days.

Times of special Divine manifestation and highest religious consciousness show us

what we may be, what God would have us to be, what is the true level of our

spirit's life.—W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX. 1—9.

The answer to Solomon's crayer.—

This chapter opens with an account of

God's second appearance to Solomon. It

must not be supposed, however, from the

apparent close connexion of this relation

with the preceding narrative, that it stands

to it in equally close chronological order.

It probably finds a place here because the

historian has grouped together all the

suitable materials in his possession whioh

related to the temple. But see on ver 1.

Ver. 1.—And it came to pass when

Solomon had finished the building of the

house of the Lord, and the king's house

[ch. vii. lj , and all Solomon's desire

which he was pleased to do [By " desire "

we are not to understand "pleasure build

ings" (of. vers. 10, 19). The chronicler

gives the true meaning : " all that came

into Solomon's heart." It is, however,

somewhat doubtful what works are com

prehended under this term. 2 Chron.

vii. 11 limits it to the two great erec

tions already described—"all that came

into his heart to make in the house of the

Lord and in his own house." But it is by

no means certain that our author intended

the word to be thus restricted ; it is quite

possible, e.g., that some of the buildings men

tioned below (vers. 15—19) are to be included.

But another question of much greaterimport

ance presents itself here. In the Divine

communication of vers. 3—9 there isconstant

and unmistakeable reference to the prayer

of dedication (see especially ver. 3) ; in fact,

this message is the answer to that prayer. It

has been held, consequently, that the answer

must have followed, if not immediately, yet

soon after the petitions were uttered ; if so,

the dedication must clearly have taken

place, not on the completion of the temple

(chap. vi. 38), but on the completion of the

palace, &o. ; in other words, the temple must

have been finished fully thirteen years before

it was consecrated and occupied. Rawlinson

suggests that the delay was perhaps occa

sioned by the circumstance that the furni

ture of the temple was not till then ready ;

but oh. vi. 38, Heb., seems to state distinctly

that all the vessels and appointments of

tha sanctuary were finished at the date

there given. Seasons have been given

elsewhere (see note on oh. viii. 1) in support

of the position that the dedication cannot
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possibly have been delayed for so long a

period, especially after the strenuous efforts

which had been made to hurry on the under

taking. Nor does the text, when carefully

examined, really require this hypothesis;

indeed, it suggests some reasons for thinking

that a considerable period must have inter

vened between the prayer and the response.

For the tone of this response is unmistakc-

ably foreboding, if not minatory. Vers. 6—9

contain a stern warning. But there was

nothing, so far as we know, in the attitude

of Solomon or of Israel at the time of the

dedication to call for any such denunciation.

At that time, as the prayer surely proves,

Solomon's heart was perfect with the Lord

his God. But the response has unmis-

takeably the appearance of having been

elicited by signs of defection. The wide

difference, consequently, between the spirit

of the prayer and the tone of the answer

suggests that some time must have elapsed

between them, and so far supports the view

that the dedication was not delayed until

the palace, ifec., was completed. And it is

also to be remembered that the prayer of

dedication had not been without acknow

ledgment at the time. The excellent glory

which filled and took possession of the

house was itself a significant and sufficient

response. Mo voice or vision could have

said more plainly, " I have heard thy prayer,

1 have hallowed this house." But when,

some thirteen years later—about the very

time, that is, when he was at the height of

his prosperity, and when, owing to the com

pletion of his undertakings, wo might fear

lest his heart should be lifted up with pride—

when Solomon and his court began to de

cline in piety and to go after other gods, then

this merciful message opportunely refers him

to the prayer which he was in danger of for

getting, and warns him of the consequences

of the apostasy to which he was tending.]

Ver. 2.—That the Lord appeared to

Solomon the second time [see on oh. vi. 11,

and cf. xi. 9 ; Solomon had received a

menage during the building of the temple],

as he had appeared unto him at Glbeon

[i.e., in a dream (ch. iii. 5)] .

Ver. 3.—And the Lord said unto him

[This message is given at greater length in

2 Chron. vii. 12—22. Vers. 13, 14, e.g.,

contain a reference to that part of the prayer

which related to drought and rain] , I have

heard thy prayer and thy supplication

[These two words are found similarly united

in Solomon's prayer, vers. 38, 45, 54], that

thou hast made [Heb. supplicated] before

me; I have hallowed this house which

thou hast built [sc. by the manifestation

described ch. viii. 11. Cf. Exod. xxix. 43 :

"the tabernacle shall be sanctified" (same

word) "by my glory." In 2 Chron. we read,

"I have chosen this place to myself for a

house of sacrifice," where, however, it is

worth considering whether instead of the

somewhat singular rQT JV3 the original text

may not have been ^3T TV3, as in ch. viii.

13] to put my name there [ch. viii. 29;

cf. vers. 16, 17, 18, 19 ; also Deut. xii. 11 ;

Luke xi. 12] for ever [oh. viii. 13. As

Solomon offered it, so God accepted it, in

perpetuity. That the house was subse

quently " left desolate " and destroyed (2

Kings xxv. 9) was because of the national

apostasy (vers. 8, 9)] , and mine eyes and

mine heart shall be there perpetually. [In

ch. viii. 29 Solomon asked that God's "eyes

may be open . . . towards the house." The

answer is that not only His eyes shall be open,

but eyes and heart shall be there (Epb.es.

iii. 20 ; see Homiletics on ch. iii. 5) ;—the

eye to watch, the heart to cherish it.]

Ver. 4.—And [Heb. And thou, emphatic]

If thou wilt walk before me as David thy

father walked. In Integrity of heart before

me and in uprightness [cf. eh. iii. 6, 14 ; xi.

34. David was not perfect, as our author

tells us elsewhere (ch. xv. 5 ; cf. ch. i. 6 ;

2 Sam. xxiv. 10). His integrity consisted

in his unvarying loyalty to the true God.

Even when overcome by that fierce tempta

tion (2 Sam. xi.) he never faltered in his

allegiance to the truth. There was no

coquetting with idolatrous practices ; of. Psa.

xviii. 20—24] , to do according to all that

I have commanded thee, and wilt keep

my statutes and my Judgments [the echo

of David's last words, ch. ii. 3, 4. It is prob

able, however, that the historian has only

preserved the substance of the message. It

is doubtful whether Solomon himself would

remember the exact words] :

Ver. 5.—Then I will establish [same

word as in ch. ii. 4, where see note. Surely

he would remember this word as it would

recall his father's charge to his mind] the

throne of thy kingdom upon Israel for

ever [this is the answer to the prayer of

ch. viii. 26] as I promised to David thy

father, saying, There shall not fall thee

a man upon the throne of Israel. [2 Sam.

vii. 12, 16; 1 Kings ii. 4; vi. 12; Psa. exxxii.

12. But the primary reference is to ch. viii.

25 ; see Introduction, sect. III.

Ver. 6.—But If ye shall at all [rather

altogether, or assuredly] turn from following

me [The. A. V. entirely misrepresents the

force of the Hebraism, If to turn, ye thall

turn, which must mean complete, notpartial,

apostasy. Cf. 2 Chron. vii. 19, and 2 Sam.

vii. 14, 15], ye or your children [as the

promises of God are to us and our children

(Acts ii. 39), so are His threatening*], and

will not keep my commandments and my
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statutes which I [LXX. Muvaijc ; Qui facit

per aiium, Ac.] have set before you, but

go and serve other gods and worship

them [Exod. xx. 5 ; Deut. v. 9 ; xiii. 2] :

Ver. 7.—Then will I cut off Israel out of

the land which I have given them [Cf.

Deut. iv. 26, 27 ; and for the fulfilment see

2 Kings xxv. 11, 21 ;] and this house which

I have hallowed for my name [Jer. vii. 14]

will I cast out of my sight [same expres

sion, 2 Kings xxiv. 20] ; and Israel shall be a

proverb and a byword among all people

[the exact words of Deut. xxviii. 37. Similar

words in Isa. xiv. 4 ; Micah vi 16. Much

the same punishment is denounced in Levit.

xxvi. 14—38, and Deut. iv. 45, 63] :

Ver. 8.—And at thU house, which Is high

[Heb. And this house shall be high, PIVP

Our translators were probably in

fluenced by 2 Chron. vii. 21, the text of

which is C'C which would seem

to be an emendation, designed to clear up

the difficulty rather than an accidental vari

ation of the text. But here the literal

rendering is probably the truer, the meaning

being " this house shall be conspicuous, as

an example "—so the Vulg. domut haec erit

in exemplum. The LXX. accords with the

Hebrew text, o oboe oiroc larat o vipnXbg,

but the Syriao and Arabic read, " this

house shall be destroyed." Keil sees in the

words an allusion implicite to Deut. xxvi. 19,

and xxviii. 1, where God promises to make

Israel \Yb)J_t and says "the blessing will be

turned into a curse." The temple should

indeed be " high," should be what Israel

would have been, but it shall be as a

warning, &e. ; but this connexion is some

what far-fetched and artificial. Thenius

would read for flty, D'»Jp " ruins," after

Micah iii. 12 ; Jer. xxvi. 18 ; Psa. Ixxix. 1 ;

but it is hardly right to resort to conjectures,

unsupported by a single version or MS., so

long as any sufficient meaning can be ex

tracted from the words as they stand, and

no one can deny that " high " may surely

signify " conspicuous." Cf. Matt. xi. 23] ,

every one that passeth by It shall be

astonished. [ Dipj? primarily means to be

dumb with astonishment, G'esen., Thes. iii.

p. 1435] and shall hiss [pT, like " hiss,"

is an onomatopoetio word. It does not

denote the hissing of terror (Bahr) but of

derision; cf. Jer. xix. 8 ; xlix. 17 ; Job xxvii.

23; Lam.ii. 15,16. Rawlinson aptly remarks,

as bearing on the authorship of the Kings,

that this is a familiar word in Jeremiah (see

ch. xviii. 16 ; xxv. 9 ; xxix. 18 ; 1. 13 ; li.

37, in addition to the passages cited above),

and that the other prophets rarely use it.

The fact that much of this charge is in

Jeremiah's style, confirms the view taken

above (note on ver. 4), that the ipsitsima

verba of the dream are not preserved to us.

The author indeed could hardly do more

than preserve its leading ideas, whioh he

would naturally present in his own dress] ;

and they shall say, Why hath the Lord

done thus unto this land and to this house 1

[Similar words Deut. xxix. 24, 25 ; Jer.

xxii. 8.]

Ver. 9.—And they shall answer, Because

they forsook the Lord their God who

brought forth their fathers out of the land

of Egypt [Based on Deut. xxix. 25. Solomon

in his prayer referred repeatedly to this

great deliverance, vers. 16, 21, 51, 53] , and

have taken hold upon other gods and have

worshipped them and served them ; there

fore hath the Lord brought upon them all

this evil.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—9.—The Second Appearance to Solomon. "Behold the goodness and

severity of God " (Rom. xi. 22). To Solomon goodness, to Israel severity.

I. The goodness of God is manifested—

1. In revealing Himself to Solomon. The greatest favour God cod. show us is

to show us Himself; the greatest gift is to give us Himself.

" Give what Thou wilt, without Thee I am poor,

And with Thee rich, take what Thou wilt away."

" I will love him and will manifest myself unto him " (John xiv. 21). " I will

come in to him and sup with him " (Rev. iii. 20). " We will make our abode with

him " (John xiv. 23). There are no rioher promises than these. Well may we

exclaim, "0 altitudot" (Rom. xi. 83.) " O why should heavenly God to men

have such regard I "

Yes, the riches, honour, glory, &c., given to Solomon were of small account

compared with the good thoughts and high aspirations bestowed upon him. Riches
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are such third-rate blessings that God bestows them indiscriminately on the evil

and the good. But noble resolves and high purposes—" courtliness and the desire

of (true) fame, and love of truth, and all that makes a man "—these He reserves

for His children. Solomon's riches and glory proved his ruin ; the revelations he

received were the true source of his greatness.

2. In warning Solomon. The very kindest thing a friend can do for us is to

admonish us when we are going wrong. " Thou mayest be sure that he that will

in private tell thee of thy faults is thy friend, for he adventureth thy dislike and

doth hazard thy hatred" (Sir W. Raleigh). God showed this proof of love to

Solomon. In the night watches, in the darkness and silence, away from the

glamour and flattery of the court, the Divine voice was heard in his secret soul.

And theplainness of the warning was a part of its mercifulness. The trumpet gave

no uncertain sound (vers. 5—8). God set before him that day "life and good,

death and evil " (Deut. xxx. 15). By one to whom such wisdom had been vouch

safed, warnings should have been unneeded. But they were needed—and they

were mercifully granted. The good Shepherd goes " o'er moor and fell, o'er crag

and torrent " to bring back the straying sheep.

IL The severity of God is exhibited—

1. In the punishment denounced against Israel. " Cut off; " " cast out of my

sight ; " " a proverb and a byword ; " " shall be astonished and shall hiss "—these

are its terms. But observe : (1) None of these things needed to have befallen them.

God had no pleasure in the death or dispersion of His elect people. It was their

own fault if they were cut off. (2) These things were denounced in kindness to stay

them in their sin and so to prevent their dispersion. These were the sanctions of

that dispensation. " The law is not made for a righteous man, but," &c. (1 Tim. i. 9).

(3) There was no disproportion or undue rigour in these penalties. What seems to

us severity is really exact justice, or rather mercy, to the world. As Israel had been

favoured above all peoples, so, in strict equity, should it be punished above all.

" The glory, and the adoption, and the covenants," Ac. (Rom. ix. 4), could not

appertain to them without bringing with them " many stripes " for the disobedient.

Those exalted to heaven shall be brought down to hell (Matt. xi. 23). It was

necessary for our admonition that the chosen people should not afford the world

the spectaclo of a nation sinning unpunished (1 Cor. x. 11).

2. In the punishment inflicted. For how literally have these words been

fulfilled I What an evidence of the truth of God the history of Israel supplies !

This, at any rate, is no vaticinium ex eventu. " This day is this scripture

fulfilled in your ears " (Luke iv. 21). " A proverb and a byword "—eighteen

centuries at least testify to the truth of these words. " Cast out of my sight ; " let

the horrors of the siege of Jerusalem (see Jos., B. J. v. ch. x.—xiii., vi. passim.

" Never," he says, " did any other city suffer such miseries") explain to us these

words. And there is not a country of Europe, there is hardly a city, in which the

history of the Jew is not traced in blood, written within and without in " mourning

and lamentation and woe." Claudius expelled them from Rome (Acts xviii. 2) ; our

Edward I. drove them out of Guienne and England. " Ivanhoe " gives some idea of

their treatment in this country ; but a romance could not record a tithe of the horrors

of which Clifford's Tower in York or the Jews' house in Lincoln could tell. And

yet it is allowed that they have always been treated more tenderly in England than

in the rest of Europe. But even here, and down to the present day, the word

" Jew " is too often a name of hate. In Servia, in Moldavia and Wallachia, they

are still the objects of fierce persecution and not always unmerited obloquy. Even

the " Anti-Semitic League," now (1880) being organized in Germany, is a part of

the " severity " of God, a proof of the •' sure word of prophecy." In Jerusalem,

again, the metropolis of their race, they are accounted the filth and offscouring

of all things. At the Greek Easter the refrain is often heard in the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre, " O Jews, 0 Jews, your feast is a feast of apes." What a com

mentary, too, is the Jews' " place of wailing " on this scripture 1 The " holy and

beautiful house " a desolation, the temple precincts trodden under-foot of the

Gentiles I Conqueror after conqueror, pilgrim after pilgrim, has asked the question,
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"Wherefore hath the Lord done thus?" &c., while the "ever-extending miles of

gravestones and the ever-lengthening pavement of tombs and sepulchres " answer,

" Because they have forsaken the Lord their God," &c. (ver. 9 ; Jer. xxii. 8, 9).

" Tribes of the wandering foot and weary breast,

When will ye fly away and be at rest ?

The wild dove hath its nest, the fox its cave,

Mankind their country—Israel but the grave."

Application. Bom. ii. 21. In the history of the Israelitish nation we may see

the principle of God's dealing with individual souls (see Keble's Occasional Papers,

&c., pp. 435 sqq.) But we may also read in it a warning for the Christian Church

(Rev. ii. 5).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—9.—The Renewed Covenant. This Divine manifestation was probably

similar in form to that with which Solomon was favoured at the beginning of his

reign, of which it is said, "In Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon in a dream by

night " (ch. iii. 50). We have no means of judging as to the precise time of this

occurrence ; but the close connection of thought between what God here says to

Solomon and the prayer at the dedication (seen most clearly in 2 Chron. vii. 14, 15)

leads us to suppose that it took place immediately after that event. It illustrates :

I. The fidelity of God and the rlessed results that attend it. God's

faithfulness is seen (1) in the answering of the prayer—" I have heard thy prayer,"

&c. The vision was itself an instant and very gracious Divine response. All true

prayer is heard. No pure breath of supplication, the incense of the heart, ever

ascends to Heaven in vain. God does not disappoint the hopes and longings He

has Himself awakened. As the vapours that rise from land and sea sooner or

later return again, distilling in the silent dew, descending in fruitful showers

upon the earth—not one fluid particle is lost—so every cry of filial faith that

goes up to the great Father of all comes back in due time in some form of heavenly

benediction. And more, the answer is often far larger and richer than our expecta

tions. He " doeth exceeding abundantly," Ac. (Eph. iii. 20). Solomon had prayed

" That thine eyes may be open towards this house." God answers, " Mine eyes

and mine heart shall be there perpetually*" The very heart of God dwells where

His suppliant people are. This anthropopathic mode of speech is a gracious Divine

accommodation to our human wants and weaknesses. God condescends to us that

we may the better rise to Him. It is the necessarily imperfect yet most welcome

expression of a sublime reality that we could not otherwise know. God has a

tender " heart " towards us as well as an observant " eye." And wherever we

seek Him with all our hearts there His heart responds to the throbbing of ours—

a sympathetic personal Presence, meeting our approach, pitying our necessities,

giving love for love. Note, too, the constancy of this grace—" for ever," " per

petually." " The gifts and calling of God are without repentance." Wherever

He records His name there He " dwells." When He blesses, when He gives or

forgives, it is " for ever." If the grace is cancelled, if the benediction is with

drawn, the fault is ours, not His. " Though we believe not, yet He abideth faith-

fill; He cannot deny Himself" (2 Tim. ii. 13). (2) In the repetition of the

promise, "If thou wilt walk before me," &c. (vers. 4, 5). The promise is reite

rated as a sacred and inviolable engagement which God on His part will never

break. " The sure mercies of David." All Divine promises are sure. We have

but to place ourselves in the line of their fulfilment and all is well with us. They

are steadfast as the ordinances of heaven and earth. Natural laws are God's pro

mises in the material realm. Obedience to them is the sure path to physical

well-being. Are His counsels in the moral and spiritual sphere likely to be less

steadfast and reliable ? Heaven and earth shall pass away, but the promises of

His grace can never fail. " They stand fast fox ever and ever, and are done in

truth and uprightness " (Psa. oxi. 8).
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II. Thb infidelity of man and the fatal consequences tiiat follow it.

" Bat if ye shall at all turn from following me," Ac. Here is a solemn note of

warning, the prtsage of that guilty apostasy by which the Jewish people became

in after years the most signal example to men and nations of the waywardness of

human nature and the retributive justice of God. We are reminded that the faith

fulness of God has a dark as well as a bright side to it. As the cloud that guided

the march of the Israelites out of Egypt was light to them, but a source of blinding

confusion and miserable discomfiture to their adversaries, so this and every other

attribute of God bears a different aspect towards us according to the relation in

which we stand to it, the side on which we place ourselves. Be true to Him, and

every perfection of His being is a joy to you, a guide, a glory, a defence ; forsake

Him, and they become at once ministers of vengeance. Even His love, in its

infinite rectitude and purity, dooms you to the penalty from which there can be no

escape. Whether in the physical or the spiritual realms, one feature of the very

beneficence of God's laws is that they must avenge themselves. Learn here (1)

that all human loss and misery spring from forsaking God. " If ye shall at all

turn from following me, ye or your children," then shaft all these woes come upon

you. All sin is a departure from the living God. " My people have committed

two evils, they have forsaken me," &c. (Jer. ii. 18). Adam cast off his allegiance

to God when He listened to the voice of the tempter. Idolatry in its deepest root

has this meaning (see Bom. i. 21—28). Every sinful life is a more or less in

tentional and deliberate renunciation of God, and its natural results are shame,

and degradation, and death. The course of the prodigal in Christ's parable is a

picture of the hopeless destitution of every soul that forsakes its home in God.

" They that are far from thee shall perish " (Psa. lxxiii. 27). (2) That according

to the height of privilege so is the depth of the condemnation when that privilege

is abused. The very height of the " hallowed house " shall make the ruin the

more conspicuous and the more terrible. There is no heavier judgment that God

pronounces upon men than when He says, " I will curse thy blessings." The best

tilings are capable of the worst abuse. And when the highest sanctities of life are

violated they become the worst grounds of reproach and sources of bitterness.

The greater the elevation, the deeper and more dreadful the fall. " Thou Caper

naum, which art exalted to heaven," Ac. (Luke x. 15). (3) That one inevitable

penalty of trangression is contempt and scorn. " Israel shall be a proverb and a

byword among all people." "He that passeth by shall be astonished and shall

hiss." " When the salt has lost its savour it is henceforth good for nothing but to

be cast out and trodden under-foot of men " (Matt. v. 18). The wicked may be in

honour now, but the time is coming when they " shall awake to shame and ever

lasting contempt."—W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB E. 10—28.

Solomon's buildings and undertakings.

—So far the historian has spoken exclu

sively of the two greatest works of Solomon's

reign, the Temple and the Palace, and prin

cipally of the former. Even the message

just related was, as we have seen, the re

sponse to the prayer offered when the temple

was consecrated. But he now proceeds to

mention other proofs of Solomon's great

ness, and of the prosperity of his reign—

doubtless because the glory of Israel then

reached its climax, and the author would be

tempted to linger over these details because

of the dark contrast which his own timo

supplied—and this leads him to speak of the

means by which all these enterprises were

accomplished. The particulars here given

are but fragmentary, and are grouped to

gether in a somewhat irregular manner. It

would seem as if both this account and that

of the chronicler had been compiled from

much more copious histories, each writer

having cited those particulars which ap

peared to him to be the most interesting and

important. But the design of the historian

in either case is evident, viz., (1) to recount

the principal undertakings of this illustrious

king, and (2) to indicate the resources which
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enabled him to accomplish such ambitions

and extensive designs. These latter were

(1) the alliance with Hiram, which secured

him the necessary materials (vers. 11—14) ;

(2) the forced labour of the subject races

(vers. 20—23) ; and (3) the voyages of his

fleet (vers. 26—28).

Ver. 10.—And it came to pass at the end

of twenty years [seven of which were occu

pied on the temple and thirteen on the

palace (ch. vii. 1)] , when [or, during which.

LXX. iv olc uKotoufioe. This may well be

the meaning of f1J3 "\&X, though "I^X, qui,

undoubtedly sometimes has the sense of

quuni] Solomon had built the two houses,

the house of the Lord and the king's house.

[Observe how all the palaces are regarded

as one house. Note on ch. vii. 1.]

Ver. 11.—(Now Hiram the king of Tyre

[Here we have a parenthesis referring us

back to ch.v. 8—10] had furnished Solomon

with cedar trees and with fir trees and

with gold [The gold is here mentioned for

the first time. No doubt Hiram's shipping

had brought it in before the Jewish navy

was built. It was this probably that led to

the construction of a fleet] according to all

his desire), that then [this is the apodosis

to ver. 10] king Solomon gave Hiram

twenty cities [really they were mere vil

lages. "It is a genuine Eastern trick to

dignify a small present with a pompous

name " (Thomson). But TV is a word of

very wide meaning] in the land of Galilee.

lit., circuit, region (like Ciccar, ch.

vii. 46), hence often found as here with the

art. = the region of the Gentiles (Isa. ix.

1 ; 1 Mace. v. 15 ; Matt. iv. 15), so called

because it was inhabited by Phoenicians (see

2 Sam.xxiv. 7, and Strabo, xvi. p. 760) , origin

ally designated but a small part of the con

siderable tract of country later known as the

province of " Galilee," viz., the northern

part in the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. xx. 7 ;

2 Kings xv. 29 ; Isa. ix. 1. Cf. Jos., Ant. v.

1. 18). It is easy to see why this particu

lar region was surrendered to Hiram. (1)

It was near his country (2 Sam. xxiv. 7) ; (2)

the people were Phoenicians, allied to Hiram,

but strangers to Solomon, both in race and

religion ; (3) Solomon could not with pro

priety alienate any part of Immanuel's land,

or convey to a foreigner the dominion over

the people of the Lord. Levit. xxv. 23 for

bade the alienation of the land ; Deut. xvii.

15 the rule of a stranger.

Ver. 12.—And Hiram came out from Tyre

to see the cities which Solomon had given

him; and they pleased him not. [Heb.

were not right in his eyes. It has been con

jectured that Hiram had hoped for the noble

bay of Acco or Ptolemais (Milman, Raw-

linson), but surely he had seaboard enough

already. It was rather corn lands he would

most need and desire. His disappointment

is amply accounted for by the fact that the

country assigned him was a hungry and

mountainous, and therefore comparatively

useless, tract. " The region lay on the

summit of a broad mountain ridge "

(Porter).]

Ver. 13.—And he said, What cities are

these which thou hast given me, my

brother ? [Cf. chap. xx. 32. It would seem,

at first sight, as if this form of speech was

then, as now, the usage of courts. But the

Fellahin of Palestine, the " modern Canaan-

ites," still address each other as "my

father'' or "my brother." See Conder,"Tent-

work, " p. 332] . And he called them the

land of Cabul [The meaning of this word is

quite uncertain. The LXX. reads "Opto*,

which shows that they must have read

instead of ; indeed, it is possible that

the words have the same meaning (Gesen. )

Stanley IS. and P. p. 364) thinks these cities

formed the boundary between the two king

doms, and refers to the use of opia in Matt,

xv. 21; Luke vi. 17, i&c. According to

Josephus, Xaj3a\uv is a Phoenician word,

meaning displeasing ; but his etymologies

are to be received with caution, and Gesenius

justly pronounces this a mere conjecture

from the context. Thenius and Ewald re

gard the word as compounded of 3 and hi

= as nothing; Keil connects it with the

root , which would yield the meaning

pawned or pledged, and hence concludes that

this strip of territory was merely given to

Hiram as a security for the repayment of a

loan (see below on ver. 14) ; while Bahr de

rives it from , an unused root, akin to

the preceding " vinxit, constrinxit, and

would see in it a name bestowed on the

region because of its confined geographical

position. He does not understand the word,

however, as a term of contempt. " How,"

he asks, " could Hiram give the district a

permanent name which contained a mockery

of himself rather than of the land ? " But

the word was obviously an expression of

disparagement, if not disgust, which, fall

ing from Hiram's lips, was caught up and

repeated with a view to mark not so much

his displeasure as Solomon's meanness. But

it is not necessary to find a meaning for the

word, for it is to be considered that a city

bearing this name existed at that time and

in this neighbourhood (Josh. xix. 27), the

site of which, in all probability, is marked by

the modern Kabul, eight miles east of Accho
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(Robinson, lii. 87, 88; Diet. Bib. i. 237 ;

Thomson, "Land and Book," i. 281, 511).

It is possible, indeed, that it may have been

one of the " twenty cities " (ver. 11) given

to Hiram. And if this city, whether within

or without the district of Galilee, were no

torious for its poverty or meanness, or con

spicuous by its bleak situation, we can at

once understand why Hiram should transfer

the name to the adjoining region, even if

that name, in itself, had no special signifi

cance] unto this day. [See on ch. viii. 8.]

Ver. 14.—And Hiram sent [n^B^J must be

understood as pluperfect, " Now Hiram

had tent" referring to verse 11. This

fact is mentioned to explain the gift of the

cities, viz. , that they were in payment for

the gold he had furnished. The timber and

stone and labour had been paid for in corn

and wine and oil. See on ch. v. 11] to the

king sixscore talents of gold. [This sum

is variously estimated at from half a million

to a million and a quarter of our money.

(Keil, in loe., and Diet. Bib. iii. 1734. It

equalled 3000 shekels of the sanctuary

(Exod. xxxviii. 24—26). Keil, who, as we

have seen, interprets Cabul to mean pledged,

says somewhat positively that these 120

talents were merely lent to Solomon to

enable him to prosecute his undertakings,

and that the twenty cities were Hiram's se

curity for its repayment. He farther sees

in the restoration of these cities (2 Chron.

viii. 2, where see note) a proof that Solomon

must have repaid the amount lent him.

The " sixscore talents " should be compared

with the 120 talents of ch. x. 10, and the

66<3 talents of ch. x. 14.]

Ver. 15.—And this is the reason [or man

ner, account, Ke^ : " -TWs i> the cote

with regard to," Ac. The historian now

proceeds to speak of the forced labour. The

LXX. inserts this and the next nine verses

after ch. x. 22] of the levy [see on ch.

v. 13, and xii. 18] which Solomon raised ;

for to build [The punctuation of the A.V.

is misleading. The Hebrew has no break—

" which Solomon raised for building," Ac.]

the house of the Lord and his own house

and Millo [Heb. invariably, the Millo, as in

2 Sam. v. 9 ; 1 Kings xi. 27 ; 2 Kings xii.

20 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 5 ; LXX. » ixpa. The

import of the word is much disputed, but

Wordsworth has but slight warrant for say

ing that it means fortress. According to

some it is an archaic Canaanitish term,

" adopted by the Israelites when they took

the town and incorporated into their own

nomenclature" (Diet. Bib. ii. p. 367), an

idea which finds some support in Judges

ix. 6, 20. Mr. Grove would further stc in

it a name for Mount Zion, *Kpa being the

invariable designation of that part of the

city in the Maccabees. But see Jos., B. J. v.

4. 1 ; Ant. xv. 11. 5 ; and Porter, i. pp. 96,

109. Lewin (" Siege of Jerusalem," p. 256)

identifies it with the great platform on which

temple and palace alike were built. But

the word yields a definite meaning in the

Hebrew ( = X'^D, "thefilling in"). Gesenius

consequently understands it to mean, a

rampart (agger) because this is built up and

filled in with stones, earth, Ac. And the

name would have a special fitness if we

might suppose that it was applied to that

part of the wall of Jerusalem which crossed

the Tyropaeon valley. This ravine, which

practically divided the city into two parts,

would have been the weakest spot in the

line of circumvallation , unless it were partly

filled in—it is now completely choked up by

dibru, Ac.—and protected by special fortifi

cations ; and, if this were done, and we can

hardly doubt it was done (see on ch. xi.

27), Hammillo, " the filling in," would be its

natural and appropriate name. And its

mention, here and elsewhere, in connexion

with the wall, lends some support to this

view] and the wall of Jerusalem [We learn

from 2 Sam. v. 9 that David had already

built Millo and the wall. Rawlinson argues

from chap. xi. 27 that these repairs had

been " hasty, and had now—fifty years

later—fallen into decay," and that Solomon

renewed them. More probably the words

indicate an enlargement of the Tyropaeon

rampart, and an extension of the walls.

See note there and on chap. iii. 1.

Solomon, no doubt, wished to strengthen

the defences of the capital, on which he had

expended so much labour, and where there

was so much to tempt the rapacity of pre

datory neighbours] and Hazor [For the

defence of the kingdom he built a chain of

fortresses " to form a sort of girdle round

the land" (Ewald). The first mentioned,

Hazor, was a place of great importance in

earlier times, being the " head of all those

(the northern) kingdoms " (Josh. xi. 10). It

stood on an eminence—as indeed, for the

sake of security, did all the cities of that

lawless age (ib., ver. 13 marg.)—overlooking

Lake Merom. It was at no great distance

from the north boundary of Palestine, in

Naphtali (Josh. xix. 36), and being favoured

by position, it was strongly fortified—Hazor

means fortrett—and hence Joshua made a

point of destroying it. It appears, however,

to have speedily regained its importance, for

in Judg. iv. 2, 17 we find it as the capital

of Jabin, king of Canaan. It was selected

by Solomon as the best site for a stronghold,

which should protect his northern border,

and as commanding the approach from
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Syria. As it is Dot mentioned in ch. xv.

20, it would appear to have escaped in the

invasion of Benhadad. Possibly it was too

strong for him] and Meglddo [Josh. xii. 21 ;

xvii. 11 ; Judg. v. 19. This place was chosen

partly because of itscentral position—it stood

on the margin of the plain of Esdraelon,

the battle-field of Palestine, and the battles

fought there prove its strategical importance,

Judg. v. 19 (of. 1 Sam. xxxL 1) ; 2 Kings

xxiii. 29 ; Judith iii. 9, 10—and partly, per

haps, because the high road from Egypt to

Damascus passed through it. It dominated

the passes of Ephraim (see Judith iv. 7). It

has till recently been identified with el-Lejjnn

(from Legio. Compare our Chetter, Ac.)

(Robinson, ii. 116 sqq. ; Stanley, S. and P.,

p. 347 ; Porter, 286, 287); bnt Conder (" Tent-

work, " p. 67) gives good reasons for fixing

the site at the " large ruins between Jezreel

and Bethshean, which still bears the name

of Mujedd'a, i.t., on the eastern side of the

plain] and Gezer [This commanded the ap

proach from Egypt, and would protect the

southern frontier of Solomon's kingdom. See

Josh. x. 33 ; xii. 12 ; xxi. 21 ; Judges i. 29 ;

2 Sam. v. 25 ; 1 Chron. xx. 4. It stands on

the great maritime plain, and is also on the

coast road between Egypt and Jerusalem.

The site was identified (in 1874) by M.

Clermont Ganneau with Tell Jeter. The

name means "cut off," "isolated" (Gesen.)

" The origin of the title is at once clear, for

the site is an out-lier—to use a geological

term—of the main line of hills, and the

position commands one of the important

passes to Jerusalem " (Conder, p. 6).

The mention of Gezer leads to a paren

thesis of considerable length (vers. 16—-19).

The question of the levy is put aside for the

time, whilst the historian explains how it

was that the king came to build Gezer. He

then proceeds to mention the other towns

built during the same reign.

Vcr. 16.—For Pharaoh king of Egypt had

gone up and taken Gezer and burnt it with

fire [The total destruction of the place and

its inhabitants by fire and sword looks more

like an act of vengeance for some grave

offence than like ordinary warfare], and

slain the Canaanltes that dwelt in the city

[Though Gezer waa allotted to Ephraim

(Josh. xvi. 3) and designated as a Levitical

city (ib., xxi. 21), the Canaanite inhabitants

had never been dispossessed (Josh. xvi. 10 ;

LXX. "Canaanites and Perizzites ;" cf. Judg.

i. 29), and they would seem to have enjoyel

a sort of independence] , and given it for a

present [D'n , dotatio, dowry. It is the

custom of the East for the hnsbsnd to pur

chase his wife by a present (Gen. xxix. 18 ;

2 Sam. iii. 14, Ac.) ; but in royal marriages

a dowry was often given. " Sargon gave

Cilicia as a dowry with his daughter. . . .

Antiochus Soter gave his claims on Mace

donia as a dowry to his step-daughter Pbila,

when she married Antigonus Gonatas. Coele-

Syria and Palestine were promised as a dowry

to Ptolemy Epiphanes, when he married

Cleopatra, sister of Antiochus the Great,"

Ac. (Rawlinson). Gezer being a wedding

present, its conquest must have taken place

years before the date to which the history

is now brought down] unto his daughter,

Solomon's wife.

Ver. 17.—And Solomon built Gezer [In

the case of Gezer it was on actual rebuild

ing. But as applied to Beth-horon, Ac.,

" built " probably means enlarged, strength

ened'] and Beth-horon the nether [mentioned

in connexion with Gezer, Josh. xvi. S (cf. x.

10). It is deserving of mention that the

two cities of Beth-horon still survive in the

modern villages of BHtur el-tahta and

cl-fok," names which are " clearly corrup

tions of Beth-horon "the Nether" and "the

Upper " (Stanley, S. and P., p. 208). One

lies at the foot of the ravine, on an eminence,

the other at the summit of the pass. Like

Megiddo and Gezer, this town, too, lay on a

high road, viz. , that between Jerusalem and

the sea coast. The selection of Beth-horon

for fortification by Solomon is also justified

by history—three decisive battles having

been fought here (see Josh. x. 10 ; 1 Mace,

iii. 13—24, and Jos., Bell Jnd. ii. 19.

8. The object of the king in fortifying

this place was to protect the uplands of

Judah, Benjamin, and Ephraim against in

vasion from the Philistine plain. It is per

haps not unnoteworthy that, according to our

author, it was Beth-horon the nether that

Solomon "built," as this would naturally

have suffered more than its loftier neighbour

from war. According to 2 Chron. viii. 5,

however, Solomon built Beth-horon the

upper also.

Ver. 18.—And Baalath [probably the

place mentioned in Josh. xix. 44, and there

fore a town of Dan. By some it has been

identified, but on wholly insufficient grounds

—the mention of Tadmor immediately after

wards being the chief—with Baalbek. This

is one of the names which prove how

ancient and widespread was the worship of

Baal (Gesen., Thesaurus, 225 ; Diet. Bib., i.

147, 148)] and Tadmor In the wilderness, In

the land. [Whether this is (1) the famous

Palmyra, or (2) Tamar, an obscure town of

south Judah, is a question which has been

much disputed. It should be stated in tho

first place that the Cethib has "IDfl, but the

Keri, after 2 Chron. viii. 4, reads "ID"Ifl, as do

all the versions; and secondly that a Tatnar is
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mentioned Ezek. xlvii. 19 and xlviii. 28 a place

which may woll be identical with " Hazazon

Tamar, which is Engedi " (2 Chron. xx. 2 ;

ct Gen. xiv. 7. In favour of (1) are the

following considerations : (1) the statement

of the chronicler that Solomon did build

Palmyra (for of the identity of " Tadmor "

with Palmyra there can be no reasonable

doubt; see Diet. Bib. iii. 1428). (2) The

probability that Solomon, with his wide

views of commerce, would seize upon and

fortify the one oasis in the great Syrian

desert in order to establish an entrepot

there (see on ver. 19). (3) The words " in

the wilderness," which, of course, are

eminently true of Palmyra. Against it,

however, may be urged (1) that Tamar was

much more likely to be changed into

Tadmor than Tadmor into Tamar. (2) That

this place is distinctly described as " in the

land," which, strictly. Palmyra was not.

But here it is to be observed that the chro

nicler omits these words, and that the Syriao,

Arabic, and Vulgate render, " in the land of

the wilderness." Keil says our text is mani

festly corrupt, and certainly the expression

is a singular one. Some would, therefore,

alter pta into D1X3, or into nDm (after

2 Chron. viii. 4). Both of the emendations,

however, while undoubtedly plausible, are

purely conjectural. Wordsworth, who thinks

Palmyra is meant, says it is described as

" in the land " to indicate that God had

fulfilled his promise to extend the land of

Solomon far eastward into the wilderness

(Psa. Ixxii. 9). And a Jewish historian, espe

cially in the time of his country's deoadence,

might well recount how this great city had

once been comprised within the boundaries

of Israel. In favour of (2) are these facts : (1)

That it is the reading of the text. It is

said, however, that the ancient name of

Tadmor was Tamar, and the place clearly

owed its name to the Palm trees. But the

name is always Tadmor in the Palmyrene

inscriptions. (2) That this place was "in

the wilderness," i.e., of Judah. (3) That it

was " in the land," and (4) that it was in

close proximity to the places just mentioned.

The evidence is thus so evenly balanced that

it is impossible to decide positively between

the two.

Ver. 19.—And all the cities of store that

Solomon had [cities where the produce of

the land was stored for the use of the

troops or household, or against a season

of scarcity (Gen. xli. 35 ; Exod. i. 11),

or possibly (Ewald) they were emporiums

for the development of trade. The fact

that these store cities are mentioned

in the same breath with Tadmor, is an

argument for the identification of that

place with Palmyra, which Solomon could

1 KINGS.

only have built as a means of gaining or

retaining control over the caravan trade

between the East and the Mediterranean.

Cf. 2 Chron. xvii. 12 ; xxxii. 28, and Gen.

xli. 48. They would seem to have been

chiefly on the northern frontier, 2 Cbron.

viii. 4 (" in Hamath") ; ib. ch. xvi. 4 speaks

of " the store cities of Napthali." It should

be remembered that Solomon had an ad

versary in Damascus], and cities for his

chariots, and cities for his horsemen [Cf.

ch. iv. 26. These were not so much fortresses

(vers. 15—18) as places adapted to accommo

date his cavalry, Ac. For horsemen we should

perhaps read horses. See note on ch. v. 6] ,

and that which Solomon desired to build

[Heb. and the desire of Solomon which he

desired ; cf. ver. 1. The use of the cognate

verb refutes the idea that Solomon's " desire"

is another name for pleasure-buildings or

pleasaunces, as does also " desire " in ver. 11.

It is certain, however, that such buildings

were erected, and it is probable that they

are referred to here] In Jerusalem and In

Lebanon [It is highly probable that plea

sure-houses were built in Lebanon (Cant,

vii. 4, passim), for which Solomon may well

have had a strong affection, and pleasure-

gardens in Jerusalem (Eccles. ii. 4—7). See

Stanley, pp. 197-199) ; and we may reasonably

imagine (with Ewald) that in these latter

he sought to grow specimens of the plants,

Ac, about which he " spoke ' (ch. iv. 33 ;

cf. Eccles. ii. 5). " It is a curious fact that

in the ground hard by the * fountains of

Solomon' near Bethlehem, which exhibit

manifest traces of an ancient garden, and

where the intimations of Josephus would lead

us to suppose that Solomon had a rural re

treat, are still to be found a number of plants

self-sown from age to age, which do not

exist in any other part of the Holy Land "

(Kitto, " Bib. Illus." vol.iv. p. 101). Some of

Solomon's journeys to these favourite re

sorts, wo can hardly doubt, are referred to

in Cant. iii. 6—10; iv. 8 sqq. ; vi. 11]

and In all the land of his dominion.

Yer. 20.—And all the people that were

left of the Amorltes, Hlttltes, Perlzzites,

Hlvltes, and Jebusltes [Judges i. 21—36;

iii. 5; 1 Chron. xxii. 2] which were not

of the children of Israel.

Ver. 21.—Their children that were left

after them in the land [this is explicative

of ver, 20] , whom the children of Israel also

[also is not in the Hebrew, and is meaning

less] were not able utterly to destroy,

upon those did Solomon levy a tribute of

bond service [see on ch. v. 13, and cf. Judges

I., passim, and 1 Chron. xxii. 2] onto this

day.

Ver. 22.—But of the children of Israel did

Solomon make no bondmen [see however

o
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ch. v. 18, 18. This service, though compul

sory,was not servile. Bondage was forbidden,

Levit. xxv. 39. The levy were treated as

hired servants and had wages] ; but they

were men of war, and hla servants [of. oh.

i. 9. Not only " officials of the war depart

ment" (Bahr) but officers of every kind],

and his princes [these were the heads both

of the military and civil services] , and his

captains [Heb. V$i$. LXX. rpurrarai.

Exod. xiv. 7 ; xv. 4 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 8 ; 2 Kings

ix. 25 ; x. 25, Ac. These third men were

really " a noble rank of soldiers who fought

from chariots" (Gesen.), each of which would

seem to have held three men, one of whom

drove, while two fought : thence used of the

body-guard of kings. That they formed a

corps, and were not literally "captains,"

is clear from 1 Sam. xxiii. 8, Ac.] and rulers

of his chariots, and his horsemen.

Ver. 23.—These were the chief of the

officers that were over Solomon's work,

five hundred and fifty, which bare rule

over the people that wrought In the work

[see on oh. v. 16] .

Ver. 24.—But p|X, lit. only. Keil rightly

connects the word" with tX below. " So

soon as . . . then." Cf. Gen. xxvii. 30.

This and ver. 25 are not interposed arbi

trarily, as might at first sight appear, but

refer to ch. iii. 1—4. The completion of

the palaces rendered it no longer necessary

or proper that Solomon's daughter should

dwell in a separate house. The chronicler

tells us that she had dwelt in David's palace

on Mount Zion, and that Solomon was con

strained to remove her, because he looked

upon all the precinot as now consecrated

(2 Chron. viii. 11)]. Pharaoh's daughter

came up [nnVlJ. Keil hence argues that

the palace stood on higher ground than

David's house. But this conclusion is

somewhat precarious. The approach to the

palace involved an ascent, but Zion was

certainly as high as Ophel] out of the city

of David unto her house which Solomon

[Heb. he] had built for her : then did he

build Mlllo. [Thenius infers from these

words that Millo was a fort or castle for the

protection of the harem. But there is no

warrant for any such conjecture. In the

first plaoe, this wife would seem to have

been lodged in her own palace apart from

the other wives. 2. We can offer a better

explanation of the word Millo (see ver. 15).

8. The word " then" may mean either (1),

that when her palace was completed, Solo

mon then had workmen who were liberated

and were employed on Millo (Keil), or (2),

that when she vacated David's house, the

building of Millo could be proceeded with.

Ver. 25.—And three times In a year [i.e.,

no doubt at the three feasts, the times

of greatest solemnity, and when there was the

largest concourse of people. See 2 Chron.

viii. 12. The design of this verse may be

to show that there was no longer any offer

ing on high places. It would thus refer to

ch. iii. 2, as ver. 24 to ch. iii. 1] did Solo

mon offer burnt offerings and peace offer

ings upon the altar which he built unto

the Lord [the chronicler adds, " before the

porch "] , and he burnt Incense. [It has been

supposed by some that Solomon sacrificed

and burntincensepropria manu. According to

Dean Stanley (" Jewish Ch." ii. pp. 220, 221),

" he solemnly entered, not only the temple

courts with sacrifices, hut penetrated into

the Holy Place itself, where in later years

none but the priests were allowed to enter,

and offered incense on the altar of incense."

But this positive statement is absolutely

destitute of all basis. For, in the first place,

there is nothing in the text to support it.

If Solomon ordered, or defrayed the cost

of, the sacrifices, Ac., as no doubt he did,

the historian would properly and naturally

describe him as offering burnt offerings.

Qui facit per alium facitper te, and priests

are expressly mentioned as present at these

sacrifices (ch. viii. 6 ; 2 Chron. v. 7—14 ;

vii. 2, 5). We have just as much reason,

and no more, for believing that the king

built Millo (ver. 24) with his own hands,

and with his own hands " made a navy of

ships " (ver. 26), as that he sacrificed, Ac,

in propria persona. And, secondly, it is

simply inconceivable, if he had so acted,

that it should have attracted no more

notice, and that our historian should have

passed it over thus lightly. We know what

is recorded by our author as having hap

pened when, less than two centuries after

wards, King Uzzjah presumed to intrude on

the functions of the priests (2 Chron. xxvi.

17—20) ; cf. 1 Kings xiii. 1), and we know

what had happened some five centuries be

fore (Num. xvi. 35), when men who were

not of the seed of Aaron came near to offer

incense before the Lord. It is impossible that

Solomon could have disregarded that solemn

warning without some protest, or without

a syllable of blame on the part of our author.

And the true account of these sacrifices is

that they were offered by the king as the

builder of the temple, and probably through

out his life, by the hands of the ministering

priests (2 Chron. viii. 14). Thrice in the

year he showed his piety by a great function,

at which he offered liberally] upon the

altar [Heb. upon that, sc. altar iflX. See

Gesen. Lex., p. 94 ; Ewald, Syntax, 332a (3)]

that was before the Lord. [The altar of

incense stood before the entrance to the
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oracle, the place of the Divine presence.

See on ch. vi. 22]. S0 he finished the

house. [Same word, but in the Kal form

in ch. vu. 51. The Piel form, used here,

may convey the deeper meaning, " he per

fected," i.e., by devoting it to its proper

use. It was to be "a house of sacrifice"

(2 Chron. vii. 12).

Ver. 26.—And king Solomon made a navy

ofships [Hcb. 'JX, a collective noun, classis.

The chronicler paraphrases by flVp^, plural.

This fact finds a record here, probably be

cause it was to the voyages of this fleet that

the king was indebted for the gold which

enabled him to erect and adorn the buildings

recently described. (As to form, Ac. , of the

ships, see Diet. Bib. ii. p. 1014). But no

historian could pass over without notice an

event of such profound importance to Israel

as the construction of its first ships, which,

next to the temple, was the great event of

Solomon's reign] In Ezlon-geber [lit., the

backbone of a man (or giant). CI. Num.

xxxiii. 35 ; Deut. ii. 8 ; 2 Kmgs xiv. 22 ;

2 Chron. viii. 17. The name is probably

due, like Shechem (see note on ch. xii. 25)

to a real or fancied resemblance in the

physical geography of the country to that

part of the human body. Stanley (S. and P.

p. 84) speaks of " the jagged ranges on each

side of the gulf." Akaba, the modern name,

also means back. 2 Chron. t.e. says Solo

mon went to Ezion-geber, which it is highly

probable he would do], which Is beside

[Heb. ntf =apud (Gesen., Lex. s.v. )] Eloth

[lit., trees akin to Elim, where were palm

trees (Exod. xv. 27 ; xvi. 1). The name is

interesting as suggesting that Solomon may

have found some of the- timber for the con

struction of his fleet here. A grove of palm

trees " still exists at the head of the gulf of

Akaba" (Stanley S. and P. p. 20). Palms,

it is true, are not adapted to shipbuilding,

but other timber may have grown there in a

past age. But see note on ver. 27. For

Elath, see Porter, p. 40 ; Deut. ii. 8 ; 2 Sam.

viii. 14 (which shows how it passed into the

hand of Israel) ; 2 Kings viii. 20 ; xiv. 22 ;

xvi. 6. It gave a name to the Elanitic Qulf,

now the Gulf of Akaba'] , on the shore [Heb.

lip] of the Bed sea [Heb. Sea of Rushes.

IiXX. 1; ipvBpd daKaaaa. The redness is

due to subaqueous vegetation. " Fragments

of red coral are for ever being thrown up

from the stores below, and it is these coral

line forests which form the true ' weeds ' of

this fantastic sea" (Stanley, S. and P. p.

83). There is also apparently a bottom of

red sandstone (ib. p. 6, note). It is divided

by the Sinaitic peninsula into two arms or

gulfs, the western being the Gulf of Suez, and

the eastern the Gulf of Akabah. The former

is 130 miles, the latter 90 miles long] , in the

land of Edom. [The subjugation of Edom

is mentioned 2 Sam. viii. 14.]

Ver. 27.—And Hiram sent in the navy his

servants, shipmen that had knowledge of

the sea with the servants of Solomon. [The

chronicler states (2 Chron. viii. 18) that he

sent ships as well as servants, and it has

been thought that ships were transported,

in parts or entire, by land across the Isthmus

of Suez, and there are certainly instances on

record of the land transport of fleets. (Keil

reminds us that Alexander the Great, accord

ing to Arrian, had ships transported—in

pieces—from Phoenicia to the Euphrates,

and that, according to Thucydides (Bell.

Pelop. iv. 8) the Peloponnesians conveyed

60 ships from Coroyra across the Leucadian

Isthmus, Ao.) But this, especially when the

state of engineering science, Ac., among the

Hebrews is taken into account, is hardly to

be thought of. It is quite possible, however,

that timber for shipbuilding was floated on

the Mediterranean down to the river of

Egypt, or some such place, and then trans

ported either to Suez or to Akaba. Probably

all that the chronicler means is that Hiram

provided the materials and had the ships

built. The Israelites, having hitherto had

no fleet, and little or no experience of the

sea, were unable to construct ships for them

selves. And the Tyrians may have seen

in the construction of a fleet for eastern

voyages, an opening for the extension of

their own maritime trade. Possibly in the

first voyages Tyrians and Jews were co

partners.]

Ver. 28.—And they came to Ophir [It is

perhaps impossible to identify this place

with any degree of precision. The opinions

of scholars may, however, be practically

reduced to two. The first would place

Ophir in India; the second in southern

Arabia. In favour of India is (1) the three

years' voyage (but see on ch. x. 22) ; (2) most

of the other treasures brought back by the

fleet, exclusive of gold, are Indian products.

But against it is urged the important fact

that no gold is now found there, south of

Cashmere, whilst south Arabia was famed

for its abundant gold (Psa. lxxii. 15 ; Ezek.

xxvii. 22). On the other hand, it is alleged

that in ancient times India was rich in gold

(Ewald, Hi. p, 264), and that there are no

traces of gold mines in Arabia. The ques

tion is discussed at considerable length and

with great learning by Mr. Twisleton (Diet.

Bib. art. " Ophir "). He shows that it is

reasonably certain (1) that the Ophir of

Gen. x. 29 is the name of some city,

region, or tribe in Arabia, and (2) that the

Ophir of Genesis is the Ophir of the Book

of Kings. And Gesenius, Bahr, Keil, al.
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agree with him in locating Ophir in the

latter country. Ewald, however, sees in

Ophir " the most distant coasts of India,"

and it is probable that the Hebrews used

the word somewhat loosely, as they did the

corresponding word Tarshish, and as we do

the words East and West Indies. They were

not geographers, and Ophir may have been

merely an emporium where the products of

different countries were collected, or a nomen

generate for " all the countries lying on the

African, Arabian, or Indian seas, so far as

at that time known" (Heeren). See on ch.

x. 5] , and fetched from thence gold, four

hundred and twenty talents [The chronicler

says 450. The discrepancy is easily accoun

ted for, 20 being expressed by 3 ; 50 by 3.

Wordsworth suggests that " perhaps thirty

were assigned to Hiram for his help "] and

brought It to king Solomon.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 25.—The Two Altars of Judaism. This text is somewhat remarkable as

bringing before us at the same moment the two altars of the Jewish Church—the

great brazen altar of sacrifice and the golden altar of incense. The present is there

fore, perhaps, a fitting place to study their use and significance.

For it is with good reason that they are here joined together. Though the ritual

of the first was quite distinct from that of the second, yet each was an essential

part of the same religious system ; each was a centre of Hebrew worship. More

over, the second was the complement of the first. Incense was the appropriate

adjunct of sacrifice. And the two together formed practically the sum of the

ordinary ceremonial of the children of the old covenant.

The altars themselves, however, will require but little notice, for they both alike

derived their interest and importance from the purposes they served. The altar of

sacrifice is not even mentioned by our historian in his account of the temple

arrangements; while the chronicler dismisses it in a single verse. And neither

the Kings nor the Chronicles describe the size, structure, &c., of the altar of incense.

It is true the altar" sanctified the gift" (Matt, xxiii. 10 ; Exod. xxix. 37, 44), perhaps

sanctified the incense also (but see Exod. xxx. 85—87), but all the same, the

sacrifice and the incense, not the brazen or the golden altars, are the important and

significant things. The two altars, that is to say, really bring before us the two

questions of Sacrifice and Incense.

I. The altar of sacrifice. But before we turn our thoughts to the sacrifices

smoking on the altar, let us glance for a moment at the altar itself. Observe—

1. Its position. Outside the temple, the " house of sacrifice " (2 Chron. vii. 12 ;

Matt, xxiii. 85), but in the court of the priests, and, therefore, exclusively for the

service of the priests.

2. Its dimensions. It was fifteen feet high, and its top was a square of thirty

feet (2 Chron. iv. 1). It was designedly high—the altar of the tabernacle was but

four and a half feet high. It was high, despite the inconveniences resulting there

from. The height required that a ledge or platform should be constructed round it ;

that a long slope or flight of steps should be ascended in order to reach it; and that

the lavers and sea should be high in proportion (ch. vii. 23, 25, 27, 38). Its great

size and capacity—it presented a superficies of 900 square feet—was because of the

great number of victims which were occasionally offered upon it at one time.

3. Its horns. These were no freak of the architect, but were of the essence

of the structure, and of Divine obligation (Exod. xxvii. 2). The blood was put upon

them (ib. xxix. 12; Levit. iv. 7, 18, 80, 84 ; viii. 15; ix. 9, &c.) ; the sacrifioe, at least

in early times, was bound to them (Psa. oxviii, 27) ; the suppliant for life clung

to them (ch. i. 50 ; ii. 28, Ac.) The altar was designed, that is to say, for sacrifice ;

but it also served at the same time for sanctuary.

And now let us look at the sacrifice, at "the gift upon the altar." Observe—

1. It is an offering. Whatever the character of the sacrifioe, burnt offering, sin

offering, peace offering, meat offering, it was an offering, a gift. Whether whole

bullocks were consumed, or only the fat, kidneys, &o., it had been first consecrated,

devoted, given, to God. This is, perhaps, the primary idea of sacrifice. The victim

must be presented before it could be immolated.
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2. It was ordinarily an offering made by fire (1 Sam. ii. 28). The holy fire

kindled by God (Levit. ix. 24), and which for long centuries was never suffered to go

out (Levit. vi. IS), the element which at that time, and ever since, has been re

garded in the East as an image of the Godhead, if not a sign of His presence, this

consumed everything. The tongues of flame not only carried the smoke and smell

of the sacrifice—hecatomb, holocaust, whatever it was—up into the blue sky and to

the throne of God, but they, so to speak, devoured the victim ; they feasted on the

sacrifice.

3. It wot an offering of life. Not only was this a matter of fact—that the victim

was first slain, then offered on the altar, but this idea was expressed in the ritual of

the sacrifice. The blood was poured out at the foot of the altar, or sprinkled on

its horns, or borne into the most holy place. But the blood is the life of the flesh

(Levit. xvii. 11), and hence the sprinkling of the blood was the core and centre of

all sacrifice. (See Bahr, Symbolik, ii. pp. 199 sqq.) The very separation of the

elements again—the blood poured in one place, the flesh or fat burnt at another

—pictured death ; for when the blood is withdrawn from the body death ensues.

The consuming fire, too, spoke of death. So that in sacrifice men offered to God

the most mysterious and precious of man's possessions and of God's gifts, the life,

the ^njxh, which came from God and went back to God. It was an old and reason

able belief that the gods would have our nearest and dearest—see Tennyson's

beautiful poem, " The Victim "—hence the gift to the altar was the life.

4. It was an offering for life. The full significance of sacrifice, we may readily

believe, the Jew did not know. It is doubtful whether even the high priest com

prehended the blessed meaning of those solemn rites in which he bore a part. But

this they did know, that the life offered at the altar was an atonement for their life.

The lex talionis, "an eye for an eye," &c. (Exod. xxi. 24), had taught them this. So

had much of their expressive ceremonial, e.g., the laying of the hands on the

head of the victim, <fec. (Levit. iii. 2 ; iv. 4, &c.) So above all had the express words

of Scripture, " The life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you upon

the altar for an atonement for your souls (Heb. lives, same word as above), for it is

the blood that maketh atonement for the soul " (Heb. through the life, sc. of the

blood) Levit. xvii. 11. They understood, that is, that sacrifice was not only euchar-

istic, but that it was also deprecatory and in some way expiatory. They hoped

that it would somehow reconcile them and restore them to communion with God,

the Life, the Anima animantium.

More than this, however, the Jewish worshipper did not see in the sacrifice. But

for us who turn our gaze to Mount Moriah from the hill of Calvary, it has an

additional significance. We may see in it—

5. A picture of the offering of Jesus Christ. An imperfect picture, no doubt—a

shadow, a type, a parable, but still the outline is clear and distinct. We see here

the priest, the victim, the altar, the mactation, the blood-pouring, the elevation, the

death. As a picture, indeed, all sacrifice " showed the Lord's death" (1 Cor. xi.

26) much more vividly and touchingly than the Holy Communion does.

6. A pleading of the death of Christ. This is the crown and blossom of sacrifice.

It was an dva/injaic, a silent but eloquent memorial before God. Only thus can we

adequately explain the elaborate sacrificial system of Moses. From any other point

of view sacrifices are, as Coleridge confessed, an enigma. But see in them tokens,

memorials, pleadings of the one vicarious death, and all is clear. Then we can

comprehend why they should have offered thousands of victims " year by year con

tinually." Every bullock, every sheep, was, though the worshippers knew it not, a

mute reminder of the one sacrifice for sin. Each was a foreshadowing of the

death ; the death of Him who is " the life " (John xiv. 6) ; each spoke to the heart

of God of the precious blood of Christ. Let us trace the parallel a little more in

detail.

1. The Altar prefigured the Cross.

(1) In its position. The true altar of incense is in heaven. The altar of sacri

fice was altogether of this world ; it was in the truest sense " an altar of earth."

But while outside the temple of heaven, the cross was yet in the court of the priests,
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for " Immanuel's land " was a sort of precinct or forecourt of the eternal sanctuary,

audit was the home of a nation of priests (Exod. xix. 6). Hence we may learn (1)

that sacrifice is only offered where there is sin, and (2) that the cross goes together

with the kingdom (Eev. i. 5, 6) ; it is the altar of the Holy Catholic Church.

(2) In its elevation. Probably the altar was made high to give it due honour

and prominence, or there may have been the thought of elevating the sacrifice

towards heaven. But, whatever the reason, it struck the eye ; everyone saw that it

was the centre and ornament and distinguishing mark of the court of the priests.

Now the cross itself was probably raised but two or three feet above the ground—

pictures generally represent it incorrectly—but it was planted on a hill. Conder

(" Tent-work," pp. 196, 198) identifies Calvary with a rounded knoll, above a cliff or

precipice some thirty feet high, near the Damascus gate), and it still—and this is

the important thing—" towers above the wreck of time." It is still the glory and

badge and attraction of Christ's people of priests. It was fitting, too, that He

should be raised above earth who was from above (John iii. 81) ; that He should be

suspended between earth and heaven who should reconcile earth to heaven.

(3) The cross had no horns, but it had arms—arms to which the victim was

bound, arms which were stained with His blood, arms which offer shelter and

sanctuary to the world.

" Lord, on the cross Thine arms were stretched,

To draw Thy people nigh," &c.

2. The Sacrifice prefigured the Crucifixion. It is hardly needful or possible

here to point out in what manifold ways the various sacrifices of the Law fore

shadowed the oblation of Calvary. It must suffice to say here that this too was a

voluntary offering (Heb. ix. 14), a whole offering cf. Heb. x. 10, &c.), the

grateful savour of which ascended (the idea of the word riljj?) to heaven (Gen. viii.

21 ; Ephes. v. 2) ; that the life was given (Matt. xx. 28) and blood poured (1 Peter

i. 2) ; that the blood was poured for the remission of sins (Matt. xxvi. 28 ; Heb. ix.

22), and the life given for the life of the world (John vi. 51). It is for us to lay our

hands on the head of the sacrifice, and the analogy is complete. We must bring

no offering of our own merits, but must take refuge under the arms of the Cross—

" Nothing in my hand I bring,

Simply to thy Cross I cling."

It must not be supposed, however, that because sacrifices, properly so called, have

ceased, because they have found their blessed fulfilment in " the one offering,"

" once for all " (Heb. x. 10, 14), therefore the pictures and pleadings of that offering

have ceased also. On the contrary, the death oi Calvary, which cannot be repeated,

is for ever pleaded (Rev. v. 6) in the heavenly temple. In this sense it is a con

tinual offering (Exod. xxix. 42). And it is. also pleaded by the Church on earth.

For the holy sacrament, like the sacrifice, tells of death, and of the same vicarious

and victorious death. The sacrifice pleaded the merits of Him who should come ;

the sacrament the merits of One who has come. The first was, the second is, an

ivafivnmc of the death which won our life. (See Homiletics on ch. vi. pp. 114, 115.)

II. The axtae or incense. It is often forgotten that Judaism had two altars.

But who shall say that the altar of incense was less important or less gracious than

that of sacrifice.

A few simple questions will perhaps best bring this subject of incense before us.

Let us therefore ask—

1. What was the incense f It was (see Exod. xxx. 34 sqq.) (1) a confection of s weet

spices/ a compound of the most fragrant and grateful products of the earth, which

when burned emitted a pleasing odour. (2) A perfume ordained of God. Its

constituents and their proportions were alike prescribed (ib. vers. 84, 85). These

were to be " tempered (Heb. salted) together." Hence the scrupulous care with

which it was prepared and preserved in the "house of Abtines." And hence the
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probability that the story of thirteen ingredients (Jos., B. J. v. 5. 5) of the addition

of cassia, cinnamon, &c., to the elements mentioned in the Law, is a Rabbinical

fable. Suoh a confection would have been " strange incense." (3) It was a per

fume reservedfor God (Exod. xxx. 87, 88). None might be made for private use under

pain of death (ib. ver. 88). Hence it was called " most holy" (Heb. holy of holies),

2. Where was it offered .' In two places. Occasionally in the most holy place ;

usually on the golden altar which stood before that place. Henoe this altar is

spoken of as "before the Lord,'' and is called " the altar that belongeth to the oracle"

(ch. vi. 22). It was clearly, therefore, and peculiarly an offering to God, whose

throne was in the sanctuary, and whose palace was the temple. It was burnt

before the Presence, whose seat was between the cherubim. Indeed, it is not improb

able that it was only burnt outside the oracle, because the priests must not enter

the most holy place. (The golden altar, as we have just seen, really " belonged to

the oracle.") When the high priest did enter, on the day of atonement, the incense

was burnt within the veil. And the Sadducees were accounted heretical because

they contended that the incense might be kindled outside and then carried inside

the holy of holies.

3. When was it burned f It was burned (1) morning and evening. When the

lamps were trimmed at the break of day; when the lamps were lighted at the

approach of night. Thus every little life—for our days are " lives in miniature "—

was rounded off with incense. There was not a day for many hundred years but

began and ended with this sweet service. (2) With the morning and evening

sacrifice. It was bound up with the offerings of the great altar. " Mane, inter

sanguinem et membra suffiebat, vesperi, inter membra et libamina " (Talmud,

quoted by Lightfoot). " When the incense and prayers were finished, the parts of

the victim were laid on the altar." So that the incense and the sacrifice were really

parts of the same service. The two altars of Judaism presented their offerings to

heaven at the same time. (3) It was a "perpetual incense" (Exod. xxx. 8),

just as the sacrifice is called a continual burnt offering (ib. xxix. 42). The sweet

perfume, we may remember here, never died out in the holy place. There was an

everlasting fragrance, year in, year out, in the earthly abode of the heavenly King.

(4) It was offered together with prayer. See Luke i. 10 ; Rev. v. 8 ; viii. 1—4 ; and

Lightfoot, " Heb. and Talm. Exerc. on Luke i. 10."

4. By whom was it offered ? (1) By the priests. Originally, it is believed, by

the high priest exclusively, but subsequently a priest was chosen by lot (Luke i. 9)

to perform this office each morning and each evening. And we are told that as

this was esteemed the most honourable of all the functions of the priests, and as a

blessing was thought to be attached to its performance, the lot was cast among

those who were "new to the incense," i.e., among those who had not offered it

already. (2) By the priests alone. No function was more jealously guarded than

this. On two memorable occasions (Num. xvi. 85—40 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 16 sqq.) a

terrible dispensation proclaimed that " no stranger, who was not of the seed of Aaron,

should come near to offer incense before the Lord-"

5. hy was it offered ? Maimonides held that it was merely, or principally,

designed to counteract the stench which would arise from the victims slain for the

morning and evening sacrifice. Others have beheld in it merely a recognition of the

majesty and sovereignty of God, and have seen its counterpart in the perfumes

which were offered before the monarchs of the East (cf. Matt. ii. 11). But a

moment's reflection will show that both these conceptions are miserably inadequate

and unworthy. It is inconceivable that so prominent and essential a part of the

Jewish system can have had no higher meamng or have no analogue in Christianity.

It is universally admitted that the brazen altar and its sacrifices were full of symbol

ism. How can we think that while these prefigured Christ's death the golden altar

and its incense foreshadowed nothing. No, they must have typified something,

and something connected with the work of the eternal Son of God.

For observe, just as there is an altar raised on Calvary, just as there is a sacrificial

altar of which we Christians eat (Heb. xiii. 10), so is there an altar in heaven (Rev.

viii. 8). Nor will this surprise us if we bear in mind that the Mosaic worship was
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fashioned after the mode of the heavenly, and that the tabernacle and its furniture

were made according to the pattern showed in the Mount.

What, then, did incense symbolize ? Was it prayer? It has been very generally

supposed (after Psa. cxli. 2) to be an emblem of prayer. But this is a view which

reflection hardly justifies. For (1) prayer was offered at the time of incense ; it

was an invariable adjunct thereto, and we should hardly have the type and anti

type, the shadow and the substance, together. The type is only needed until the

antitype takes its place. (2) Incense is said to be offered with prayers (Rev. v. 8),

where the " which " (ai) would seem to refer to the " vials " (^idXac) rather than to

the Bvfuaftdnif (eh. viii. 1—4). In the passage last cited, this is beyond doubt.

The incense was to be added to (A. V. " offered " ), and was therefore distinct from,

the prayers of all saints.

No, the incense offered day by day, and century after century, prefigured the

gracious intercession of Christ, that intercession through which alone our prayers

are presented, which alone ensures their acceptance, and without which sinful man

cannot draw near to God. When the high priest entered the oracle, as the repre

sentative of the congregation, the cloud of incense must cover him lest he should

die. We have but to notice how close is the correspondence between type and

antitype to be convinced that this is its true meaning. (1) His prayers are like the

fragrant incense. In Him the Father is well pleased. And they are ordained of

God. He is the " Anointed," the " Advocate with the Father," " the one Mediator."

(There is a " strange incense," too—the mediation of saints and angels.) (2) He

stands " before the throne," " at the right hand of God," "in heaven itself." (3)

He " ever liveth to make intercession for us." The incense never dies out of the

heavenly courts. When we pray, morning and evening, our Intercessor prays also.

When we offer our sacrifices, He offers the incense at the same time. And He is

also (4) our High Priest. When He passed through the heavens with His own

blood to make atonement, the incense, to make intercession, was not forgotten.

And if it be objected that in heaven the incense was offered by the elders (Rev.

v. 8), or angels (t&. viii. 3), we may remember that the ministry at the golden altar,

which strictly appertained to the high priest alone, was also shared by other

ministers of the congregation, and the angels are " ministering spirits."

So that both the altars of Judaism speak to us of Christ : the one of His death,

the other of His " endless life ; " the first of the " one offering," the second of the

ceaseless intercession. And between them they shadowed forth the fulness and

completeness of our salvation. "We have an Advocate with the Father"—this is

the gospel of the incense. " We have a great High Priest "—this is the evangel of

incense and sacrifice alike.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 25.—Solomon's Worship. Our text appears at first sight to be introduced

into this chapter in a superfluous and arbitrary manner. It is not without good

reason, however, that this record of Solomon's religious worship stands between

statements about his fortifications and his fleet. We have much to learn from

the Old Testament method of blending the earthly with the spiritual, and of

suffusing national enterprise with religion. The verse before us, read in con

nexion with the statement made in oh. iii. 2, indicates that, after finishing the

temple, Solomon swept away the abuses, and remedied the defects which bad pre

vailed. He had built the temple, and now would be the leader of his people in

using it. He did not consider that the erection of an altar excused him from

sacrificing on it. He was not one of those who will encourage others to devotion,

while they neglect their own personal responsibility. Apply this to any who con

tribute to a society, but withold all personal service ; or aid in the celebration of

worship, while their own hearts are never engaged in it. If we compare the text

with 2 Chron. viii. 12, 18, we see that it was not only on the national festivals

(Passover, Pentecost, and Feast of Tabernacles), but on all occasions appointed by

Mosaic law, that Solomon, through the priests, presented offerings before the Lord.
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No allusion is made here to expiatory sacrifices (the sin offering and the trespass

offering) but these, of necessity, preceded those mentioned here. All the more fitly

does the text represent what we should offer when we draw near to God, through

the merits of the expiation already made for us by Him who became, on our behalf,

a sin offering. This verse will answer the question of conscience, "What shall I

render unto the Lord t "

I. The dedication of self. Burnt offerings were representative and not vica

rious. They represented the dedication of himself to God on the part of the wor

shipper. St. Paul shows us this (Romans xii. 1), "I beseech you, therefore, brethren,

appropriateness of the type can be easily shown by alluding to such points as

these :—1. The sequence of the burnt offering on the expiatory sacrifice. No

burnt offering was made until a previous sin offering had been presented. The

worshipper must first be brought into covenant with God. Were the burnt offering

presented first, the barrier of sin between man and God would be ignored, and the

idea of an atonement would be denied. Our offering of ourselves is only acceptable

through the previous sacrifice of Christ. 2. The completeness of the burn t offering.

The sacrificer laid his hands on the victim, and then it was placed whole on the

altar, its death signifying the completeness of the presentation of the man, body and

soul, to the Lord. Show that God has the right to demand our whole selves ; not

a share in affection and thought simply. 3. The occasions for presenting the

burnt offering. (1) Daily (Exod. xxix. 88—42) to show that at no time are we

" our own." (2) Doubly on the sabbath (Num. xxviii. 9, 10). The seventh day a

time for special consideration and self-consecration. (3) On great festivals (Num.

xxviii. 11 ; xxix. 39). Times of exceptional deliverance, enrichment, &c., are seasons

for renewed self-dedication. Press home the entreaty of Rom. xii. 1.

II. The giving of thanks. Peace offerings were of various kinds, but had the

same meaning. They were a presentation to God of his best gifts, a sign of grate

ful homage, and at the same time afforded means for the support of God's service

and His servants. Flour, oil, and wine were offered with the daily burnt offering.

The shew-bread was renewed each sabbath day. Special offerings were made on

the sabbath and other festivals. The first-fruits were presented, and corn from

the threshing-floor at the annual feasts, &c. (1) All these were of a Eucharistic

nature, and teach us to render thanks and praise to God (Heb. xiii. 15). (2) They

betokened communion with God, for in part they were eaten by the people in

His presence. (3) They aided in the sustenance of public worship. The priests

hod the breast and shoulder. See the lesson Paul draws Phil. iv. 18. (4) They

ministered to the necessities of the poor. Peace offerings constituted great national

feasts. Give examples. Show Christ's oare for the poor. Allude to such verses as

Heb. xiii. 16. We express thankfulness to the Lord, and acknowledgment of His

goodness, by distributing to others as they have need. " Inasmuch as ye have done

it unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me."

III. The offering of pkayer. " He burnt incense upon the altar." Incense

was offered morning and evening (Exod. xxx. 7, 8), and on the great day of atone

ment (Levit. xvi. 12). The altar of incense stood before the holy of holies in

the holy place, where only the priests could stand. Sacredness and sweetness

were suggested by the incense, so carefully and secretly compounded, so exclusively

used in the service of God. As a symbol it denoted prayer ; taken in its broadest

sense, as the outflowing of the soul in adoration, prayer, praise toward God. Refer

to Psalm cxli. 2, where prayer and incense are blended as reality and symbol ; to

the smoke in the temple (Isaiah vi. 3 4) ; to the people praying while Zacharias

was burning incense (Luke i. 10) ; to the prayers of the saints before the throne

(Rev. v. 8 ; viii. 8, 4). 1. Prayer should be reverent. (The incense altar was close

to the holy of holies, under the immediate eye of God.) 2. Prayer should be

constant. (Incense was perpetual. " Pray without ceasing.") 3. Prayer should be

the outcome of self-dedication. (Incense was kindled by a live coal from the altar

of burnt offering.) 4. Prayer is accepted through the merits of the atonement.

(The horns of the altar of incense were sprinkled with blood.)—A. R.

 

bodies a living sacrifice,'' &c. The
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER X. 1—13.

The visit op the queen of Srera.—The

last words of the preceding ohapter spoke of

Solomon's fleet, of its voyages, and the

treasures it brought home. The historian

now proceeds to tell of one result to which

these voyages led. The fame of the king

and his great undertakings was so widely

diffused, and exoited so much wonder and

curiosity, that a queen of Arabia came,

among others, to see the temple and the

palaces and the many marvels of Solomon's

city and court. The prediction of Solomon's

prayer (ch. viii. 42) has soon had a fulfil

ment.

Ver. 1.—And when the queen of Sheba

[There is no good ground for doubting that

by XJ$ we are to understand the kingdom

of Southern Arabia (Yemen). It is true that

while Gen. xxv. 8 (ef. 1 Chron. i. 32) speaks

of Sheba, the son of Joktan, one of the

colonists of southern Arabia, Gen. x. 7 and

1 Chron. i. 9 mention another Sheba, the

son of Cush, and a doubt has arisen whether

this was an Arabian or an Ethiopian prin

cess, and it is alleged that she was the

latter by Joscphus, who calls her " queen of

Egypt and Ethopia," and by some Rabbinical

writers, and in the traditions of the Abys

sinian ohurch. But the kingdoms of Sheba

X^) and Saba (X}P) are entirely distinct

Psa. lxxii. 10), the latter being the name

both of the capital and oonntry of Meroe,

a province of Ethopia (Jos., Ant. ii. 10. 2) ;

while the former in like manner designates

both the chief city and also the kingdom of

the Sabeans (Job i. 15). This tribe would

seem to have grown richer and stronger than

all the other Arabian peoples by means of its

commercial enterprise, and it was especially

famed for its gold, gems, and spices (Ezek.

xxvii. 22 ; Jer. vi. 20 ; Isa. Ix. 6; Joel iii. 8 ;

Job vi. 19 ; Psa. lxxii. 10). It is noticeable

that in both kingdoms government by female

sovereigns was not uncommon (of. Acts viii.

27) ; but it is very remarkable to find any

country under the rule of a qneen at this

early date. (The idea that either of these

lands was always governed by queens has no

real basis.) The name of this princess,

according to the Koran,was Balkis, according

to Abyssinian belief, Maqueda. Whether

she was a widow or virgin is unknown]

heard {Heb. hearing. Doubtless through

the Arab traders. The record of this visit,

following immediately upon the mention of

the voyages (ch. ix. 26), is a grain of evidence

in favour of locating Ophir in Arabia] of

the fame (Heb. hearing ; cf. acoq, which also

means the thing heard, report. Compare

diro«aXt'i//if, Kavxi">si Ac.] of Solomon con

cerning the name [Heb. Dt$, i.e.," in rela

tion to, in connexion with, the name," Ac.

No doubt it was the house he had built

Ji D5$ (ef. chs. iii. 2 ; v. 17, 18 ; viii. 17,

18, 19, 20, Ac.) had made him famous. Bnt

the expression is somewhat unusual, and

these words are omitted by the chronicler.

Gesenius and Ewald, however, regard the^ as

instrumental, " the fame given him by the

name," Ac., as Judg. vii. 18; Ezek. xii. 12,

Ac., and Wordsworth compares the use of

(v in Greek. The LXX. and other versions

read " the name of Solomon and the name

of the Lord." But the text is on every

ground to be retained. The alliteration in

this verse (probably accidental) is to be

noticed. There is also a slight paronomasia]

of the Lord, she came to prove (LXX.

vupaaai, to test)] Mm with hard questions

[Heb. in riddles ; LXX. iv alvlyfian. The

Arabian mind has ever delighted in dark

sayings, enigmas, Ac., and extensive collec

tions of these have been made by Burck-

hardt and others (see Keil t'n loc.) Accord

ing to Dius (cited in Josephus, Contra

Ap. i. 17. 18) Solomon also had dialectical

encounters with TTimm and with Abdemon,

or, according to Menander, a younger son of

Abdemon, a man of Tyre.]

Ver. 2.—And she came to Jerusalem [a

great undertaking in those days. Our Lord

lays stress on this long journey, U r•Sv

vtparuv rije ftfc. Matt. xii. 42 ; Luke xi. 31]

with a very gTeat train [Heb. with a very

heavy force or host (^'.ri). Thenius under

stands the words of an armed escort, which

may well have been necessary considering

the countries through which she passed, and

the treasures she carried. It would also be

quite in the spirit of the age that the queen

should be escorted by a band of her soldiers.

But it is not so certain that this idea was in

the historian's mind] , with [not in Heb.]

camels [2 Chron. ix. 1 has ' ' and camels."

But the word is here explicative of the b'H

preceding (Keil). It does not, however, decide

against an armed force, as camels wonld be

in any case required. The camel was a

familiar object to the Jews (Exod. ix. 8 ;

Levit. xi. 4; Deut. xiv. 7, Ac.); but such a

(

(
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procession as this would create great as

tonishment in Jerusalem, and we may

imagine how the people would line the

bazaars as she passed, and the acclama

tions with which they would greet the queen

(cf. i. 40 ; Matt. xxi. 9) and her swart at

tendants] that bare spices [Heb. balsams ;

hence spices generally ; LXX. tiSvouara.

Exod. xxy. 6 ; xxxV. 28 ; Ezek. xxvii. 22.

The perfumes of Arabia are proverbial (see

Herod, iii. 107—113), and Yemen is the

chief spice country (Diet. Bib. i. p. 91] , and

very much gold [Pea. lxxii. 15. Gold is not

now found in Arabia, nor are there any

traces of gold mines ; but Strabo and Dio-

dorus both state that it was found there,

and, according to the latter, in nuggets of

considerable size (Diet. Bib. i. p. 707).

It is quite possible, however, that much of

the " gold of Arabia" came to its emporiums

from other lands. This particular present

was doubtless brought by the queen because

she had heard of the extensive use made of

it by Solomon, and of the enormous quan

tities he required. " Strabo relates that the

Sabeans were enormously wealthy, and used

gold and silver in a most lavish manner in

their furniture, their utensils, and even on

the walls, doors, and roofs of their houses "

(Rawlinson)] and predons stones [the onyx,

emerald, and turquoise are still found in

Arabia, and in former times the variety

was apparently much greater (Plin., Nat.

Hist, xxxvii.)] ; and when she was come to

Solomon, she communed with him of [Heb.

spake to him] all that was In her heart.

[The words are not to be restricted, as by

Keil, to riddles. There may well have been,

as the earlier interpreters supposed, religious

discourse—gravissimas et sacras quaestiones.

Ver. 3.—And Solomon told her [Tjn is

used of solving riddles in Judges xiv. 13

(Bahr), and interpreting dreams Gen. xli.

24; Dan. v. 12] all her questions [Heb.

words) ; there was not anything hid from

the king, which he told her not.

Ver. 4.—And when the queen of Sheba

had seen all Solomon's wisdom, and the

house he had built [ver. 5 compels us to

understand this of the palace, not of the

temple. Josephus says she was especially

astonished at the house of the forest of

Lebanon] ,

Ver. 5.—And the meat of his table [cb.

iv. 22, 23] , and the sitting [" The rooms of

the_ courtiers in attendance" (Keil). But

yfiO may mean an assembly (Psa. i. 1), and

possibly the queen saw them when gathered

together for a meal] of his servants, and

the attendance [Heb. standing. According

to Keil," the rooms of the inferior servants."

But ver. 8 appears to be decisive against this

view] of his ministers [i.e., those who

ministered to him. The word " servants "

is, perhaps, to be understood of state

officers ; the word " ministers " of personal

attendants (as in Acts xiii. 5, i$c.) That

the latter were an inferior class, the ' ' stand

ing " shows] , and their apparel [cf. Matt,

vi. 29. The rich and costly dress of Eastern

courtiers and attendants is sometimes fur

nished by the king (Gen. xlv. 22 ; 1 Sam.

xviii. 4 ; 2 Kings v. 5 ; Dan. v. 7 ; Esther

v. 8 ; 1 Maco. x. 20. Cf. Chardin, '* Voyage

en Perse," iii. 230] , and his cupbearers [By

this word Keil would understand " drinking

arrangements." But see 2 Chron. ix. 4,

"cupbearers (same word) and their ap

parel "], and his ascent [i rh'U. It is some

what doubtful whether we are to interpret

this word, ascent, or burnt offering. 2 Kings

xvi. 18, 1 Chron. xxvi. 16, Ezek. xl. 26

make for the former, and the chronicler has

which undoubtedly means " ascent."

But all the translations understand the

word of burnt offerings—the LXX. has ml

ri)v oXotaiiTutmv—and the word, " whioh

occurs at least 300 times in the Bible,"

always (with one exception) signifies burnt

offering. It is objected against this inter

pretation (1) that we should require the

plural, i.e.," burnt offerings ; " but this is by

no means certain, as the historian may

refer to one particular holocaust (see ch. ix.

25) which the queen witnessed; and (2)

that the sight of burnt offerings could not

have caused her any astonishment (Keil).

But their prodigious number may surely

have done so ; and we are certainly to under

stand that Solomon was remarkable for the

scale of his sacrifices. Considering, how

ever, that the word undoubtedly means

" ascent " in Ezek. xl. 26, and that it is so

paraphrased by the chronicler, it is perhaps

safer to retain this rendering here] ; there

was no more spirit in her [same expression

Josh. v. 1, and cf. ii. 11. For various legends

as to this queen, see Stanley, " Jewish Ch."

ii. pp.234—236].

Ver. 6—And she said to the kins;, It was

a true report [Heb. Truth was the word]

that I heard In mine own land of thy acts

[or words. Same word as above and in the

next verse] and of thy wisdom.

Ver. 7.—Howbelt, I believed not the

words [" Fame, as it is always a blab, so

ofttimes a liar " (Bp. Hall)] until I came,

and mine eyes had seen it : and behold, the

half was not told me ; thy wisdom and

prosperity exceeded the fame [Heb. thou

hast added wisdom and good to the report]

which I heard.

Ver. 8.—Happy [Heb. O the happiness,
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as in Psa. i. 1 ; ii. 12 ; xxxiii. 12, Ac.] are

thy men I .XX. wives, jn ."«»'»... ; happy are

thy servants, which stand continually be

fore thee [see on ch. i. 2] , and that hear

thy wisdom.

Ver. 9.—Blessed he the Lord thy God

[From this mention of the name of Jehovah,

taken in connexion with Matt. xii. 42, it has

been concluded that the qneen became a

convert to the faith of Israel. But this

inference is unwarranted. Polytheism per

mitted, and, indeed, encouraged, a full

recognition of the gods many of the dif

ferent races and regions. See on ch. v. 7,

and of. 2 Chron. ii. 12 and Ezra i. 3.

Observe, too, it is " Jehovah, thy God."

And it is very significant that all her gifts

and treasures were for the king ; none were

offerings to the temple] which delighted

In thee [cf. ch. v. 7] , to set thee on the

throne of Israel; because the Lord loved

Israel for ever [a graceful and thoroughly

Oriental compliment. This visit was as

flattering to the pride of the chosen people

as to their king] , therefore made he the*

king, to do Judgment and Justice.

Ver. 10.—And she gave the king an

hundred and twenty [Josephus says twenty]

talents of gold [Psa. lxxii. 15. " The rivers

still run into the sea ; to him that hath

shall be given" (Bp. Hall). As to the talent,

see on ch. ix. 14] , and of spices very great

store [Heb. much exceedingly (Ewald, 287 e. )

" The immense abundance of spices in

Arabia ... is noted by many writers. Hero

dotus says that the whole tract exhaled an

odour marvellously sweet (iii. 113). Dio-

dorus relates that the odour was carried out

to sea to a considerable distance from the

shore (iii. 46). According to Strabo the

spice-trade of Arabia was in the hands of

two nations, the Sabeans and Gerrhaeons,

whose profits from it were se enormous that

in his time they were the two wealthiest

nations on the face of the earth (xvi. 4. 19),"

Rawlmson] , and precious stones ; there

came no more such abundance of spices

as these which the queen of Sheba gave

to king Solomon. [Josephus states (Ant.

viii. 6. 6) that the cultivation of the balsam

in Palestine dates from this visit ; the

plant having been one of the queen's

gifts.

The two following verses form a sort of

parenthesis. In speaking of the gold and

gems brought by the Arabian queen, it

occurs to the historian to state that both of

these commodities were also brought in by

the fleet. Possibly, too, the mention of the

spices reminded him of the fragrant almug

trees brought from Ophir (Biibr). But it

would rather seem that they are included as

one of the chief products of the voyage.

Ver. 11.—And the navy of wirnm also

[i.e., built and equipped by him, ch. ix.

26—28], that brought gold from Ophir,

brought in from Ophir great plenty of

almug trees [In 2 Chron. ii. 8 ; ix. 10, called

" algum-trees." The origin and meaning

of the word are alike uncertain. By some

(see Gesen., Thes. i. p. 93) the Al is supposed

to be the Arabio article, as found in Al-coran,

Al-cohol, Ad-miral, Ac., but later authorities

(see, e.g., Max Muller,"Science of Language,"

p. 214) lend no support to this view. " Cel

sius enumerates fifteen different trees, each

of which has been supposed to have a claim

to represent the almug tree of Scripture "

(Diet. Bib. iii. Appendix, p. vi.) It is now,

however, pretty generally agreed that the

red sandal-wood (pterocarpus sandaliorus,

Linn. ; or, according to others, tantalum

album, the white species) is intended—a tree

which grows in India and on the coast of

Malabar. It is said that in India sandal

wood is called valguha (same root) ; and

Stanley sees in almug the " Hebraized form

of the Deccan word for sandal." Dr.

Hooker, however, (Diet. Bib. I.e.) regards

the question as still undecided] , and pre

cious stones. [Stanley remarks on the fre

quent references to gold and silver and

precious stones in the Book of Proverbs

(chs. i. 9. ; iii. 14, 15 ; viii. 10, 11 ; x. 20 ;

xvi. 16, Ac.), as one indication that it be

longs to the age of Solomon.]

Ver. 12.—And the king made of the almug

trees pillars [lit., props. In 2 Chron. ix.

11 we have a different word, ni^DD (cf.

Judg. xx. 31, 32 ; 1 Sam. vi. 12, Ac.),' there

translated stain. The word in the text

"IJJD!? is avall Xty. Keil understands

" steps with bannisters ; " Bahr (after

Jarchi) " tesselated pavements ; " Gesenins,

" balusters ; " Thenius, " divans ; " Bott-

cher, "benches and similar moveables."

But was not the pavement already laid, and

of cedar ; and would the sanctuary have

divans, &c. ?] for the house of the Lord, and

for the king's house, harps also and psal

teries [also mentioned together (Psa, lxxi.

22 ; cviii. 2 ; cl. 3). They were stringed

instruments, but their precise shape and

character is quite uncertain. One species

of sandal-wood, or of wood closely allied to

it, is said to have been much sought after for

musical instruments] for the singers : there

came no such almug trees, nor were seen

unto this day.

Ver. 13.—And king Solomon gave unto

the queen of Sheba all her desire, whatso

ever she asked, beside that which Solomon

gave her of his royal bounty. [Heb. ae-
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cording to the hand of king Solomon. The

chronicler has, " beside that which she had

brought onto the king." That is to say,

in addition to the fitting presents which he

nude in return for her gifts, he freely gave

her whatsoever she asked for. To ask for a

coveted thing is no breach of Oriental pro

priety. The Ethiopian Christians find in

these words (and considering the character

of Solomon and the license of that age, per

haps not altogether without reason) a basis

for their belief that she bore Solomon

a -on, Melimelek by name, from whom,

indeed, the present sovereigns of Abyssinia

claim to derive their descent.] Bo she

turned and went to her own country, she

and her servants.

Bishop Wordsworth has remarked (p. 44)

that the record of this visit disappoints us.

He says, "He (Solomon) answered her hard

questions. He showed her his palace . . .

but we do not hear that he invited her to go

up with him into the house of the Lord,"

| 4c. Again : " The visit of the queen of

: Sheba seem to have been without any spi

ritual result." " In like manner," he adds,

"we hear nothing of any attempt on Solo

mon's part to improve his friendship and

commercial relations with Hiram into an

| occasion for communicating the better mer

chandise of Divine truth to the Sidonians."

But surely this criticism overlooks the

fact that Judaism was not a missionary

religion, and that the chosen people had no

sort of commission to convert the heathen.

It is, no doubt, a mystery ; but it is a fact,

that for 2,000 years the light of God's truth

was, by the counsel and purpose of God,

restricted within the extremely narrow con

fines of Israel, and that the " fulness of the

time," when the Gentiles should be " fellow-

heirs," was distant from Solomon's day by

a whole millennium.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—13.—The Queen of Sheba. Well may the journey of this Eastern queen

have a triple mention in the sacred page (1 Kings x. ; 2 Chron. is. ; St. Matt. xii. ;

St. Luke xi.), for it is almost, if not altogether, sui generis. We are bo familiar

with the Btory from our infancy that we often fail to realize its true character and

proportions. A woman, a princess, an Arab queen, travels some three thousand

miles in search of wisdom. We have read of long voyages undertaken and of

great hardships endured by men who were in search of gold. Fable tells of the

search for ayolden fleece ; history tells of many voyages to a fancied El Dorado,but

here only, and in the case of the Magi, do we read of a traveller who brought gold

and sought wisdom.

And our Lord has honoured this history—this almost romantic story—by

drawing one of its lessons with His own hand (Matt. xii. 42). But though He

has there furnished the outline, He has left it for us to fill in the colouring. And

the rest of the story He has left untouched ; the other lessons we have to gather for

ourselves. We have, therefore, to consider, I. The journey of the queen. II. Her

rich offerings to Solomon. III. Solomon's royal presents to her.

I. As to the Journey—the one point noticed by our blessed Lord. He has

reminded us (1) of its character. She came " from the ends of the earth." (2)0/

its purpose. It was to " hear the wisdom of Solomon." Let us collect our thoughts

round these two centres, the nature and object of this enterprise.

I. The Nature of this Journey. Four particulars must be borne in mind.

(1) The length of the way. Presuming that Sheba was Yemen (see note on

ver. 1), her capital would be at no great distance from Mocha or Aden, i.e., it would

be some fifteen hundred miles distant from Jerusalem. But ancient journeys are

not to be measured by miles, but by hours. Now both the queen and her company

travelled by camels, and the camel can only go, with any degree of comfort, at a

walking pace, and, like other beasts of burden, must have occasional rests. Even if

they had some " swift dromedaries " for the queen, the pace must have been regulated

by the sumpter camels. We may be pretty sure, therefore, that the party would

not travel, on the average, more than twenty miles a day, which would give some

thing like seventy-five days for the journey to Jerusalem, and the same for the

return. (2) Its fatigues and hardships. Eastern queens, even of the Sabeans,
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were not unacquainted with luxury (note on ver. 2), and the journey through the

" great and terrible wilderness " would Bubject this lady to many discomforts.

Camel-riding is very tiring ; desert-travel profoundly wearisome. Whatever

comforts her " very great train " might be able to procure her, nothing could alter

the blazing sun overhead, the burning sands beneath, or the utter desolation and

monotony of the desert. Those who have made the journey to Sinai will have some

idea what the daily life of this party was like. (8) Its perilt. " Perils of the

wilderness " (cf. Pea. xci. ; Deut. viiL 15), and " perils of robbers " alike. Her

course lay through the land of Ishmael, whose " hand was against every man,"

and she carried with her large treasure—a tempting bait to the rapacious Bedouin.

True, she had an armed escort, but that would not exempt her from dangers. Nor

were these " perils by the way" all. She had left her kingdom without its head.

An insurrection might be fomented against her (Luke xix. 14), or a usurper might

snatch her crown. And all this was (4) undertaken by a woman. True, she was

an Arabian, and therefore presumably hardy and patient, but all the same the sex

of the traveller increases our admiration, especially when we consider the estima

tion in which women have generally been held in the East. And she was a queen,

and left a court, left her fragrant country, " Araby the blest," to plod painfully and

slowly over the desert reaches, till she came to the " city of the vision of peace."

II. Thr purpose of this undertaking. Many sovereigns have left their

homes at the head of " a very great train " both before and since her day, but

with what different objects in view. They have swept across continents—the

Barneses, the Shishaks, the Alexanders, the Tamerlanes of history, but not for

wisdom. Theirs was no peaceful or kindly mission. Some, like Peter the Great,

have visited foreign courts for the sake of advancing the commerce, 4c., of then-

country. Some, like the Persian Shah recently, have travelled far to see the

wonders of the world, and to taste of its pleasures ; but she came to "prove Solomon

with hard questions," to " commune with him of all that was in her heart," to

"reason high

Of providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate,

Fixed fate, freewill, foreknowledge absolute."

It is clear that to her " wisdom " was " the principal thing," and she brought gold

and rubies (Job xxviii. 18 ; Prov. iii. 16 ; viii. 11) to obtain it. She is like the

" merchantman seeking goodly pearls." She has found one pearl of great price,

and she will give all that she has to possess it. True, she saw the wonders of

Solomon's court, but she came to hear his wisdom. She envied his courtiers, not

because of their places, palaces, Ac, but because they stood before him (ver. 8) and

heard his words.

And our Saviour has said that this conduct will condemn the men of His gener

ation. It were easy to show how. But it will be more to the point if we consider

how it may condemn the men of our own time.

1. Christ is "more (vXiiov) than Solomon." Solomon was the wisest of men;

Christ was " the wisdom of God." Solomon, a great king ; Christ, " King of kings

and Lord of lords " (Rev. xvii. 4). Compare the Song of Solomon with the

Beatitudes ; the Proverbs with the Sermon on the Mount ; Solomon's end and

Christ's death. We should not dare to compare them had not He done it before.

2. Christ is here. No need to cross deserts or continents to find Him. " Say

not in thine heart, Who shall ascend into heaven ? (that is, to bring Christ down

from above )," &c. (Rom. x. 6, 7). And say not, " True, He was present in those

Galilean synagogues, in those streets of Jerusalem, but He is not here." His

own words affirm the contrary (Matt, xxviii. 20 ; xviii. 20, &c.) He is present

everywhere.

" One Spirit, His

Who wore the platted crown with bleeding brows,

Fills universal nature."

But more especially is he present in His Church, His word, His sacraments. 3.

Christ has come from the uttermost parts of the world to us. It is not we who
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have to leave a kingdom. He has left His that he may "appoint unto ns a

kingdom."

" Thy Father's home of light ;

Thy rainbow-circled throne,

Were left for earthly night,

For wanderings sad and lone."

And yet men will not listen to Him, will not learn of Him. It is said that

ninety-five per cent, of our labouring classes do not statedly attend any place of

Christian worship. And of those who do, how many do His bidding ? In the

great assize all these will meet the Queen of the South. She will witness of the

journey she took, of the sacrifices she made, of the risks she incurred, to sit at the

feet of Solomon. She will tell of Solomon's "ascent," &c., and she will put to

shame and everlasting contempt those to whom the words and wisdom, the

sacrifice and ascension of the Lord were unholy or indifferent things (Heb. x. 29).

And not the Queen of the South alone. The kings of the East, Melchior, Jasper,

Balthasar—so tradition calls them—they too came a long journey to see the child

Christ. And how many pagans in Africa, in India, in the islands of the sea, have

gone long miles just to hear one sermon from the passing missionary 1 Will not

all these condemn the men of this generation ?

III. Her offerings to Solomon. It was the custom of those days to approach

king, seer, &c., with a present (ver. 25 ; Psa. lxxii. 10 ; 1 Sam. ix. 7 ; Judg. vi. 18).

And she did not come empty. We read of " camels bearing spices," of 120 talents

of gold, &c. (ver. 10). Now observe : (1) She gave of what site had. Her country

produced or imported gold ; it produced spices and precious stones (note on ver. 2).

Other visitors to Solomon gave garments, horses, &c. (ver. 25). These she had not,

but she gave what she could (2 Cor. viii. 12). (2) She gave what Solomon needed.

We know how much gold he required ; not for the temple only—that was apparently

completed—but for his great and varied undertakings. She brought 120 talents of

the " gold of Arabia "—literally the ransom of a province (ch. ix. 14). She brought

spices—in ver. 15, we read of " the traffick of the tpice merchants —and precious

stones—in 2 Chron. iii. 6 we find that Solomon garnished the house with these. So

that, like Hiram, she helped to prepare a shrine for the Holy One of Israel. (3) She

gave generously. Her munificence was unexampled—"very much gold " (ver. 2).

" There came no more such abundance of spices," &c. (ver. 10),

And shall not her gifts, too, condemn our parsimony 1 For Christ, the Divine

Solomon, has need of our spices and silver and gold. He too is building a temple

(1 Peter ii. 5). He too plants store cities and treasures in His realm. He would

have the whole round world girdled with Christian temples. He would make it

one vast " Paradise " (Eccles. ii. 4, 5). And He needs our agency and our offerings.

He wants the perfume of sacrifice on our part (Phil. iv. 18 ; Eph. v. 2 ; 2 Cor. ii. 15).

The Queen of the South did not offer to Solomon of that which cost her nothing.

But how seldom is the widow's mite offered to our king. " All these of their

abundance have cast in," &c. (Luke xxi. 3). Compared with her gift how miserable are

our subscriptions and offertories. Note t There is a striking similarity between her

gifts and those of the Magi. Both too were offered to a king.

IV. Solomon's gifts to her. She was not the loser either by her long journey

or her costly presents. Aprince like Solomon could not permit her to make sacri

fices. Noblesse oblige, His generosity must exceed hers. So he gave her " all her

desire," "whatsoever she asked" "according to the hand ofthe king" (ver. 13, Heb.)

We see here a picture of the recompenses of our God. " According to his riches in

glory " (Phil. iv. 19). Exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think "

(Eph. iii. 20). " Ask and it shall be given you " (Matt. vii. 7). His gifts too are

" according to the hand of a king," and what a king ! He cannot remain in any

man's debt. " A oup of cold water only" He will abundantly recompense.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—3.—The Queen of the South. This incident is remarkable as the only

one in the reign of Solomon to which reference is made in the New Testament.

Solomon is twice spoken of by our Lord in His recorded discourses. In one case

his royal magnificence is declared inferior to the beauty with which God has clothed

the " lilies of the field." " Even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one

of these" (Matt. vi. 29). Art can never vie with nature. What loveliness of form

or hue that human skill can produce is comparable with that of the petals of a

flower ? What is all the glory with which man may robe himself to that which is

the product of the creative finger of God ? In the other case, it is the wisdom of

Solomon that our Lord refers to, as having its wide-spread fame illustrated by the

visit of the Queen of Sheba, and as being surpassed by the higher revelation of truth

in Himself. " The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment,'' &c. (Matt. xii.

42). The interest and importance of this incident is greatly heightened by its thus

finding a place in the discourses of Christ. In itself there is no very deep meaning

init. It supplies few materials forhighmoral orspiritual teaching. The interchange

of civilities between two Oriental monarchs is related by the historian with innooent

pride, as setting forth the surpassing grandeur of the king whose reign was to him the

golden age of his own nation's life. There is something of a romantio charm in it,

too, that naturally gave rise to fanciful traditions being added to the biblical story.

But beyond this it is an event of no great moment. This use of it, however, by our

Lord lifts it out of the region of the commonplace, gives it other than a mere secular

meaning, makes it an important channel of Divine instruction. Every name is

honoured by association with His. Every incident becomes clothed with sacred in

terest when made to illustrate the relation of human souls to Him. Let us look at

these two persons, then, in the light of the New Testament reference to their interview.

I. Solomon, in his wisdom, a type of the " greater " Christ. The distinctive

personal characteristic of Solomon was his " wisdom." The fame of it is regarded

by some as marking the uprising of a new and hitherto unknown power in Israel.

Whence came this new phenomenon ? We trace it to a Divine source. " The

Lord gave unto David this wise son " (ch. v. 7). " God gave Solomon wisdom and

understanding exceeding much" (ch. iv. 29). No doubt the extended intercourse

with surrounding nations that he established was the beginning of a new life to

Israel, bringing in a flood of new ideas and interests. This supplied materials for

his wisdom but did not create it. It was not learnt from Egypt, or the " children

of the East." It was a Divine gift, that came in response to his own prayer (ch.

iii. 9). 1. One broad feature that strikes us in Solomon's wisdom is its remarkable

versatility, the variety of its phases, the way in which its light played freely on all

sorts of subjects. It dealt with the objects and processes of nature. It was a kind

of natural science. He has been called " the founder of Hebrew science," the

" first of the world's great naturalists." " He spake of trees, from the cedar tree,"

&c. (ch. iv. 83). One would like to know what the range and quality of his science

really was ; but the Bible, existing as it does for far other than scientific purposes,

does not satisfy our curiosity in this respect. It dealt with moral facts and problems

—a true practical philosophy of life; its proper ends and aims, its governing

principles, the meaning of its experiences, its besetting dangers and possible

rewards. It dealt with the administration of national affairs. This is seen in his

assertion of the principle of eternal righteousness as the law by which the ruler of

men must himself be ruled. His wisdom lay in the gift of " an understanding

heart to judge the people and discern between good and evil," and the people"

"feared the king, for they saw that the wisdom of God was in him to do judgment"

(ch. iv. 29). We are thus reminded ofthe unity of nature and of human life. Truth

is one, whether in thought, feeling, or conduct, in things private or public, secular

or spiritual. Wisdom is the power that discerns and utilizes the innermost truth

of all things, finds out and practically applies whatever is essentially Divine. 2.

Solomon's wisdom assumed various forms of expression : the Proverbial form, aa
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iu the " Book of Proverbs ; " the Poetic form, as in his " Songs" and " Psahns ; "

the Socratic form, by question and answer, riddles—" dark sayings "—and the in

terpretation thereof. It is in this latter form that his wisdom here appears.

Tradition says that Hiram engaged with him in this " cross questioning," and was

worsted in the encounter ; so here the queen of Sheba came " to prove him with

hard questions," and " communing with him of all that was in her heart she found

that he could tell her all her questions," &c. By all this we are led to think of

"One greater than Solomon." (1) "Greater," inasmuch as He leads men to

wisdom of a higher order. Solomon is the most secular of the inspired writers of

the Old Testament. Divine things arc approached by him, as it were, on the

lower, earthly side. A prudential tone is given to the counsels of religion, and

vice is set forth not so much as wickedness but as "folly." Think of the marked

difference between the utterances of Solomon's wisdom and the sublime spiritual

elevation of David's psalms. And when we come to Christ's teaching, what im

measurably loftier heights and deeper depths of Divine truth are here 1 Redemption,

holiness, immortality, are His themes—the deeper " mysteries of the kingdom of

heaven ; " "in him are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge " (Col. ii. 3).

(2) " Greater," inasmuch as the Divine fount of wisdom must needs be infinitely

superior to any mere human channel through which it flows. Solomon was after

all but a learner, not a master. His were but guesses at truth. Christ's were the

authoritative utterances of the incarnate " Word." Solomon spoke according to the

limited measure of the spirit of truth in him. Christ spoke out of His own infinite

fulness. " God giveth not the Spirit by measure unto Him" (John ill. 84). Whence,

indeed, did Solomon's wisdom come but from Him, the true fontal " Light that

lighteth every man that cometh into the world " ? The words that the wise in

every age have spoken were but dim, dawning rays of the light that broke in a

glorious day upon the world when He, the Sun of Righteousness, aroso.

II. The QUERN of Shera, in her search after wisdom, as an example for

ourselves. All the motives that actuated her in this long pilgrimage from the far-

off corner of Arabia we know not. Mere curiosity, commercial interest, personal

vanity may have had something to do with it. But the words of the narrative

suggest that it was mainly an honest thirst for knowledge, and specially for clearer

light on highest matters of human interest. Learn (1) The nobility of a simple,

earnest, restless search after truth. (2) The grateful respect which a teachable

spirit will feel towards one who can unveil the truth to it. (3) The joyous satisfac

tion of soul that springs from the discovery of the highest truth. How much does

such an example as this in the realms of heathen darkness rebuke the spiritual

dulness and indifference of those who with the Light of Life shining gloriously upon

them in the person of Christ refuse to welcome it, and walk in it 1 " Many shall

come from the east and the west," &c. (Matt. viii. 11, 12).— W.

Vers. 1—13.—The Queen of Sheba. The suggestiveness of Solomon's intercourse

with surrounding nations. His magnanimity was as remarkable as his magnifi

cence. His brood policy stood out in striking contrast with the narrowness of some

of his contemporaries and successors. It was one evidence of his divinely inspired

wisdom. In some respects his enlightenment puts to shame modern diplomacy.

Trace his relations with the king of Tyre and the queen of Sheba. These were not

exceptionally treated by the wise-hearted ruler. His country was open to the com

merce of surrounding peoples, and his court free to all who would live in amity with

him. Indicate the typical nature of his kingdom—the golden age of God's people.

Apply to the reign of Him who said, " A greater than Solomon is here ! " Remarks

on the position and the commerce of the land from which this great queen came.

Her conduct is full of suggestions for us—

I. Her coming shows the pains those should take who are searching for

true wisdom. The journey was long, arduous, costly. It may have raised oppo

sition amongst the people she ruled. In spite of all she came. Give examples of

men who in old time travelled far in search of wisdom, visiting schools of philo

sophy, astrologers, and sages, consulting oracles like that at Delphi. Not less is

1 kings. p
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demanded of men in our days who investigate natural phenomena. Instances

abound of travellers who have laid down life, as did Franklin and Livingstone, in

journeys of discovery; of surgeons and physicians who have ran personal risk to

learn by crucial experiment a means of cure; of scientific discoverers who have

Sacrificed time and effort to make sure of one fact, or establish one law, &c. In

contrast with all this how small the effort to win true riches, to know essential

truth. Many are content with hearsay ovidence. The queen of Sheba was not.

At any cost she would see and know for herself. Perhaps it was with some remem

brance of her visit that Solomon wrote Prov. ii. 3—5 : " If thou criest after know

ledge, and liftest up thy voice for understanding ; if thou scekest her as silver, and

searchest for her as for hid treasures ; then thou shalt understand the fear of the

Lord, and find the knowledge of God." Compare this with the parable of the

merchant seeking goodly pearls (Matt. xiii. 45, 4G). See also Col. ii. 3.

II. Her confession expresses the feeling of those who have come to One

greater than Solomon. " The half was not told me" (vers. 6, 7). St. Paul

speaks of " the unsearchable riches of Christ ; " of " the excellency of the knowledge

of Christ," &c. In proportion as men really know Him, and live near Him, does

He oppear more winsome and worthy. Cito the utterances of such men as Bernard,

Wesley, &c. Their words fall from our lips in song, yet they seem extravagant to

us on our low level of religious life, and at our sad distance from Christ. Such

bursts of praise we may use as tests of our devotion. Christ has not changed, but

too often His people see Him from afar. Any one who is living near the Lord can

say, " The half was not told me " of Thy love and glory.

III. Her offering suggests the presentation we should make to our King.

Bead verse 10. Draw out the parallel between this and the coming of the Magi

(Matt, ii.), when they fell down and worshipped the child Jesus, and opened their

treasures and presented to Him gifts—gold and frankincense and myrrh.

" Say, shall we yield Him, in costly devotion,

Odours ol Edom and offerings Divine ;

Gems of the mountain, and pearls of the ocean,

Myrrh from the forest, or gold from the mine 1

" Vainly we offer each ample oblation ;

Vainly with gifts would his favour secure ;

Bicher, by far, is the heart's adoration ;

Dearer to God ore the prayers of the poor."

See Isa. i. 12 ; Psa. xl. 6, Ac.

IV. Her entertainment reminds us of the welcome given by our Lord.

1. Like Solomon (ver. 8) Christ answers our questions. He knew His disciples

" were desirous to ask Him," so they needed not even to frame their questions. Un

spoken prayers are heard. 2. Like Solomon (ver. 5) Christ reveals His glory. Tho

transfiguration, the last talk with the apostles, the apocalypse, &c. 8. Like Solomon

(ver. 13) Christ loads us with benefits. Pardon, peace, strength, joy, &c.—of

greater worth than gold and precious stones. These material, those imperishable.

Let the earnestness of this queen rebuke our sloth and unbelief. " The queen

of the south shall rise up in the judgment with this generation, and shall con

demn it : for she came from the uttermost parts of the earth to hear the wisdom

of Solomon, and behold, a greater than Solomon is here " (Matt. xii. 42).—A. B.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB X. 14-20.

Solomon's wealth, pomp, and power.—

The visit of tho Queen of Sheba, in itself a

Btriking proof of the fame and greatness of

■ Solomon, is followed by a description of his

revenues, his throne, and various other par

ticulars of his wealth and magnificence,

some of which are related here because they

were the products of the voyages of that same

fleet which had been the means of acquaint

ing the queen with Solomon and his glory.

Ver. 14.—Now th« weight of gold that
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came to Solomon In one year [probably one

particular and exceptional year, probably

also the year of the queen's visit, not year

by year (Wordsworth, al.), as the Vulgate

(per singulot annot). One fleet only came

home from its voyage after three y.'ars, and

the gold would hardly weigh precisely 666

talents year by year] was six hundred

threescore and six talents of gold. [The

correspondence with the number of the

beast (Rev. xiii. 18 ; cf. Ezra ii. 13) is in all

probability not altogether accidental. It is

possible, i.e., that the number of the beast

is a reminiscence of this number of talents.

For wc may surely see in this statement of

Solomon's prodigious wealth an indication

of his worldliness, the turning-point, per

haps, in bis estrangement from God. " The

love of money " may have been the root of

all his evil. It is certainly remarkable that

from this time forward his career is one of

steady declension. It is also remaikable that

while he is here represented to us as a

" royal merchant," the mark of the beast is

on the bnyer* Anitellers (Rev. xiii. 17). But

see " Expositor," May, 1881. It is, of course,

possible that the number has been corrupted,

but, on tho other hand, it may have been re

corded, partly because of the singularity of

the sum total. The 666 talents include the

receipts from all sources—taxes, tribute, and

voyages—with the exception made presently

(ver. 15). Rawlinson quotes Keil (in his

earlier edition) as estimating this amount

at £3,646,350. But in his later work, Keil

puts it in round numbers at two and a half

millions (17,000,000 thalers), while Mr. Poolo

calculates it at about £8,000,000. These

widely varying figures are instructive, as

showing that both estimates arc little more

than guesswork. We do not know the value

of the Hebrew talent, nor, indeed, can it

ever be rightly appraised until we know its

purchasing power. The denarius, e.g., is

generally valued at 8Jd. (or 7{i1.) because it

contained some 58 grains of pure silver, but

its real value was nearer three shillings,

inasmuch as it was a fair wage for a day's

work on the land (Matt. xx. 2). In any case,

it is clear that this sum should hardly be

compared with the annual revenue of other

Oriental empires, asby Rawlinson (see above).

Ver 15.—Beside that he had of the mer

chantmen [The root "flD signifies to trawler

or travel about. In Num. xiii. 16, 17, it is

used of spies. It may here be applied to

persour who travelled for purposes of trade ;

but the versions differ very materially in

their rendering of the word; the LXX.

understanding it of tribute (Tuv 0upuv ruv

vxorerayuivwv) ; the Chaldee, Syriac, and

Arabic of artizatu ; the Vulgate of ambas-

tadorf. And the word is nowhere else used

of traders. For the construction, see Ewall

287?], and of the trafflck [it is note

worthy that no such word is used before

DHFin above] of the spice [not in Heb.]

merchants [Sa"1 is akin to hil. Like the

preceding word, the primary meaning is to

go about (^J1 foot) ; hence, to trade. It is

probable that Solomon's great commercial

enterprises were conducted for his own

benefit, i.e., that tho merchants were little

more than agents, who bought and sold for

the king. Such is the custom of Eastern

kings (Kitto)], and of all the kings of

Arabia [31^n is very variously interpreted.

According to Gesenius it means foreigners,

and he would understand "foreign kings

who made an alliance with the Israelites,"

and so the Chaldee. Keil : " the kings of the

mixed population" (mentioned Exod. xii. 38.

Cf. Jer. 1. 37 ; Neh. xiii. 3). Perhaps the

words are best explained by Jer. xxv. 24:

" The kings of Arabia (Xl$!) and . . . of tho

mingled people P'JSJ) that dwell in the

desert," i.e., the desert of Arabia descrta,

bordering on Palestine. The chronicler

here gives us 3}JJ, i.e., not the Arabia of

the geographers, but the tract of country

south and east of Palestine, as far as tho

Red Sea (Gesenius). No doubt these kings,

who were great sheepmasters, paid their

tribute in flocks of sheep and goats (2 Chron.

xvii. 11 ; 2 Kings iii. 4] , and of the governors

of the country. [The word JlinS (cf. ch.

xx. 24) is a foreign word, perhaps Sanskrit,

apparently borrowed by the Jews from tho

Persians. It is used of Tatnai (Ezra v. 6),

of Zerubbabel (Haggaii. 1), and of Nehemiah

(Neh. v. 14). Probably our author, in whose

day it was a familiar and well-understood

word, substituted it for some older Hebrew

designation. But the office and character

of these "governors" is more difficult to

define than the name. Rawlinson thinks

that, in some parts of the empire, the kings

—the "empire of Solomon," he observes,

" was in the main a congeries of small

kingdoms " — " had been superseded by

governors." But it seems as natural to

understand the term of the twelve prefects

mentioned in chap, iv., who were " the

governors of the land," or of similar officers

in the different outposts of the kingdom. We

know that the contributions which passed

through their hands were furnished in kind ;

hence, perhaps, it is that this income is

distinguished from the gold of ver. 14.

Ver. 16.—And king Solomon made two

hundred targets [il3X, from a root which

signifies protect, a large oblong shield,

which covered the entire person (Psa. v. 12),
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6vpi6{. tcutum. Sec 1 Sam. xvii. 7, 41.

The LXX. here reads topara, i.e., Bpearsl of

beaten gold [The authorities are divided as

to the meaning of D-iny, here translated

beaten. This rendering is supported by

Bahr and Keil (after Kimchi), but Gesenius

understands mired gold. Rawlinson infers

from the weight that the Bhields were only

plated (shields were commonly made of

wood, covered with leather). But whether

they were solid or not docs not decide the

question whether the gold was pure or

alloyed. " Shields of gold " are mentioned

2 Sam. viii. 7 ; 1 Mace. vi. 39] : six hundred

shekels [Heb. omits shekels, as elsewhere,

Gen. xxiv. 22; xxxvii. 28; Judg. viii. 26, Ao.

There were apparently two kinds of shekel,

the Mosaic and the royal (for the latter see

2 Sam. xiv. 20). The former was twice as

much as the latter, but there is no agree

ment amongst commentators as to the

weight or value of either. Nor can we be

certain which is indicated here. Thenius

decides for the former, and estimates the

weight of the gold on each target to be 17 J

lbs., and tho value to be 6000 thalers

£900), or, according to Keil, 6000 thalers

£750). Keil, however, inclines to tho

belief that the royal shekel is meant, in

which case the weight would be 9 lbs., and

the value about £400. Bahr, however,

estimates the gold at no more than £78

(523 thalers)] of gold went to one target.

Ver. 17.—And he made three hundred

shields [portable shields (peltat, Vulgate)

adapted for use in hand-to-hand encounters

(2 Chron. xii. 9, 10 ; cf. 2 Sam. i. 21). That

these were much smaller shields is clear

from the text. These shields were borne

by the royal body-guard on great occasions

(ch. xiv. 27). They were taken away by

Shishak (/6. ver. 26)] of beaten gold ; three

pound [n^tp, pwa, nit ho. As 2 Chron. ix. 16

has here 300 shekels, it follows that the

month = 100 shekels. From Ezek. xiv. 12,

however, it would Beem that there were

manchs of different value] of gold went to

one shield [i.e., half as much as to the

target] ; and the king put them In [Heb.

gave ttem to] the house of the forest of

Lebanon [ch. vii. 2. They would certainly

be suspended on tho walls, but whether on

the inside or the outside is not quite certain,

and the text affords us no means of deciding.

We know that elsewhere shields were

suspended outside the walls of armouries,

&c. " At Tyre the beauty of the place was

thought to consist in the splendour and

variety of the shields of all nations hung on

its walls (Ezek. xxvii. 10, 11). In Borne

the temple of Bellona was studded with

them. In Athens, tho round marks where

they hung can still be traced on the walls of

the Parthenon. There were also arms hung

round the walls of the second temple

(Jos., Ant. xv. 11. 3)," Stanley. It is

supposed that along with those mode by

Solomon were hung the shields taken by

David from the Syrians, as according to

2 Sam. viii. 7, LXX. , these latter also were

carried off by Shishak. It has been inferred

from Cant. iv. 4 that these also were 500 in

number, and that the entire thousand were

suspended on a part of the house of the

forest of Lebanon known as the Tower of

David ; cf. Isa. xxii. 8 ; Psa. xlvii. 9] .

The historian now proceeds to describe

the great feature of another of Solomon's

palaces. As the house of tho forest of

Lebanon was distinguished by the golden

shields which emblazoned and glorified its

walls, bo was " the porch of judgment " (ch.

vii. 7) by the chryselephantine throne.

Ver. 18.—Moreover the king made a great

throne [Heb. seat. The use of a chair

where the custom of the country is to squat

on the ground, or to recline on a divan, is

always a mark of dignity. See 2 Kings iv.

10 ; Prov. ix. 14] of ivory [Heb. tooth.

Below in ver. 22 we have elephant's tooth.

It is generally thought that this " throne of

the house of David " (Psa. exxii. 5) was of

wood, veneered with ivory, as was the

practice in Assyria (Rawlinson, " Ancient

Monarchies," i. p. 463), and in the chrysele

phantine statues of the Greeks (Paus. ii. 4.

1 ; vi. 25. 4, etc.) Bahr says there is no

more necessity for believing this throne to

have been of solid ivory than the "ivory

house " mentioned in ch. xxii. 39. Cf. Psa.

xiv. 8 ; Amos iii. 15 ; vi. 4. But there is

surely this difference between them, that

the palace could not possibly be constructed

entirely of ivory, whereas tho throne might

be, and some of the thrones of India have

been (Rawlinson)] , and overlaid it with the

best [ID-ID, from the root TTS, separavit =

aurum depuratum. The chronicler explains

the word by lintp (2 Chron. ix. 17)] gold.

[It is very unlikely that the gold entirely

covered and concealed the ivory, especially

if the latter was merely a veneer. Keil and

Bahr consider that the gold was laid on the

wood and tho ivory inserted between tho

plates, but the text does not speak of over

laying with ivory, but of overlaying ivory

with gold. And tho presumption is that the

ivory was solid. In the Greek statues both

ivory and gold were applied in laminae, tho

former representing the flesh, the latter the

drapery.]

Ver. 19.—The throne had six steps [" Tho

characteristic feature in the royal throne

(

(
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was its elevation " (Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1493) ;

cf. Isa. vL 1], and the top [Heb. head] of

the throne was round behind [same word

eh. vii. 23, 24. Thenius and Biihr under

stand it of an arched or rounded canopy

attached to the back ; Keil supposes that

the back was arched or rounded in form] :

and there were stays [Heb. handt, i.e.,

arms] on either side on the place of the

seat [see drawing of Assyrian throne in

Layard's " Nineveh," ii. 301 ; Diet. Bib. iii.

p. 1494] , and two lions [probably of wood

overlaid with gold. Cf. Jer. x. 3, 4] stood

beside the stays.

Ver. 20.—And twelve lions stood there

on the one side and on the other, upon the

six steps [It is somewhat doubtful whether

there were twelve or fourteen lions in all.

Most commentators assume that there were

fourteen, and the text will certainly bear

that construction. But it is altogether more

likely that there were twelve ; that is to say,

that the two lions on the topmost step are

the two mentioned in the preceding verse as

" standing beside the stays," otherwise

there would have been four lions on that

step. And we all know that twelve had a

significance such as could not attach to any

other number (Biihr, Symbolik, i. 201—205 ;

ii. 133, 423). It would signify that all the

tribes had an interest in the royal house (cf.

eh. xii. 16 ; 2 Sam. xx. 1) ; and a right of

approach to the throne (cf. ch. xviii. 31).

The lion, a familiar emblem of sovereignty

among many nations, had an especial ap

propriateness in this case, as being the

symbol of the tribe of Judah (Gen. xlix. 9 ;

cf. Num. xxiii. 24; xxiv. 9). We are to seo

in them partly "symbols of the ruler's

authority" (Keil), and partly, perhaps, they

represented the twelve tribes as guardians of

the throne. ' ' The king mounted between

figures of lions to his seat on the throne,

aud sat between figures of lions upon it"

(Wordsworth). Thrones somewhat similar

to this in character, but much less magnifi

cent, are represented on the Assyrian monu

ments. The historian might justly add] :

there was not the like made [Heb. not

made so] in any kingdom.

Ver. 21.—And all king Solomon's drink

ing vessels were of gold [as were those of

Assyria and Babylon. This lavish display

of wealth was characteristic of Oriental

courts. Rawlinson quotes Chardin's de-

cription of the splendour of the court of

Persia, " Tout est d'or massif," &c., and

adds, " Both Symes and Yule note a simi

lar use of gold utensils by the king of Ava

(Symes, p. 372; Yule, p. 84) "], and all the

vessels of the house of the forest of Lebanon

were of pure gold [1-Up ; see on ch. vi. 20.

LXX. jtpvi7i'./i truyirf»:\fiir//{i'n. This immense

quantity of gold is quite paralleled in the

accounts of profane writers. " Sardana-

palus, when Nineveh was besieged, had 150

golden bedsteads, 150 golden tables, a

million talents of gold, ten times as much

silver, Ac. (Ctesias, ap. Athenaeus, xii. p. 29).

No less than 7170 talents of gold were used

for the vessels and statues of the temple of

Bel in Babylon. . , Alexander's pillage of

Ectabana was estimated at 120,000 talents

of gold," Ac. i Biihr, in Joe.)] ; none were of

sliver [Heb. none silver. The Marg., " there

was no silver in them," i.e., they were un

alloyed, is a misapprehension of the true

meaning] : it was nothing accounted of in

the days of Solomon.

Ver. 22.—For [Reason why silver was so

lightly esteemed. It was because of the

prodigious quantity both of gold and silver

brought in by the fleet] the king had at

sea a navy of Tarshish [It has been much

disputed (1) whether this was a second

fleet, or the same as that mentioned ch.

ix. 26—28, as trading to Ophir, and (2)

whether this fleet, if it were not the same,

went to Ophir or to Tartessus in Spain. Keil

and Bahr contend that thero was but one

fleet, first, because there is no mention of a

second fleet at ch. ix. 28, and, secondly, be

cause the cargoes were practically the same.

I incline (with Rawlinson, iit.) to think there

were two separate navies, for the following

reasons : (1) The expression " navy of

Tarshish" (in 2 Chron. ix. 21 expanded

into " ships going to Tarshish," which Keil

and Biihr are compelled to set aside as a

mistake on the part of the writer), taken in

connexion with the following words, " with

(D5J, together with, as well as) the navy of

Hiram " (i.e., as we conclude from ver. 11,

the navy manned, or, it may be, owned, by

Hiram) points to a separate fleet ; (2) the

cargoes, so far from being the same, strike

me as being altogether diverse. The Ophir

fleet brought in "gold, almug trees, and

precious stones." Tho navy of Tarshish

" gold and silver, ivory, apes, and pea

cocks." See below. (3) Even if we under

stand here by the " navy of Hiram " a Phoeni

cian fleet, still a second fleet is indicated.

But this leads us to consider the destina

tion of these ships. The term, ' ' fleet of Tar

shish," does not in itself prove anything, for

the expression, " ships of Tarshish," is

almost a synonym for " merchant vessels."

In ch. xxii. 48 we read, " Jehoshaphat made

ships of Tarshish lo go to Ophir," and they

" were broken at Ezion-gcber " (cf. Psa.

xlviii. 7 ; Jonah i. 3). It is probable that in

Jewish lips the words were a nom?n gene-

rale for all vessels going long voyages (Isa.
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ii. 16; Psa. xlviii. 7; compare our "East

Indiaman," " Greenlander "). But the

words " in the sea," DJ3, are most naturally

understood of that ocean which the Jews

called par excellence " the sea," or " the

great sea " (Num. xxxiv. 6, 7), the

Mediterranean, though the term Djn is un

doubtedly used of the Red Sea, the Sea of

Galilee, and the Dead Sea. And the more

so as we know that the Tynans had an exten

sive commerce with Tartessus, which was a

great emporium of trade from the earliest

times. Bahr objects that " no gold is

found in Spain, but few peacocks, and little

ivory ; " but Rawlinson, on the other hand,

affirms that " Spain had the richest silver

mines known in the ancient world, and had

a gooddeal of gold also " (Plin., Nat. Hist.

iii. 4), while " apes and ivory were produced

by the opposite coast of Africa " (Herod, iv.

191. As to peacocks see below). And it

is a powerful argument in favour of Tar

tessus that it is the plentifulness of silver

in Solomon's days has suggested this refer

ence to the fleet. For though silver " was

found in the land of the Nabataeans, accord

ing to Strabo, xvi. 784 " (Keil).yet it was to

Tartessus that the ancient world was chiefly

indebted for its supplies of that metal. On

the whole, therefore, it seems probable that

a second fleet, trading with the Mediter

ranean seaports, is here described. And

Psa. lxxii. 10 is distinctly in favour of this

conclusion. When Ewald says (" Hist.

Israel," iii. 263) that the Phoenicians would

hardly tolerate a rival in the Mediterranean,

he surely forgets that they had been admitted

by the Jews to share the trade of Ophir]

with the navy of Hiram ; once In three

years [This period agrees better with a

voyage to Spain than to Southern Arabia.

And if we understand it of Spanish

voyages, it removes one difficulty in the

way of placing Ophir in Arabia. It has

also been urged that " the Hebrews

reckoned parts of years and days as whole

ones " (Kitto) ; but this hardly would apply

to the expression " once in three years "]

came the navy of Tarshlsh, bringing gold

and silver, Ivory [Heb. tooth of elephanU,

LXX. dlovret l\eipavrivot. It is noteworthy

that the name for elephant used here is de

rived from the Sanskrit (Gesen.), and an

argument has been drawn hence in favour of

placing Ophir in India, and of identifymg the

Tarshish fleet with the navy of Ophir. But

such conclusions are extremely precarious.

The name may have first come to the Jews

from India, in which case it would be re

tained, from whatever quarter the com

modity was subsequently derived. See

Rawlinson, p. 546], and apes pip is in like

manner identified by Gesenius, al., with the

Sanskrit kapi. Sir J. Emerson Tennant

("Ceylon," ii. p. 102) says "the terms by

which these articles (ivory, apes, and pea

cocks) are designated in the Hebrew Scrip

tures are identical with the Tamil names by

which some of them are called in Ceylon to

the present day "] , and peacocks. [So the

the ancients interpret the original word,

though some of the moderns would under

stand " parrots." But the root '3fl appears

in several Aryan tongues (cf. rauc, from

ra Fug, and pavo) as indicating the peacock

(Gesen., Max Miiller, al.) which originally

came from India. Whether it was also

found in Africa is uncertain. Aristophanes

(Birds, 485) says, rnXtlrm ITfpffirof opvtg.

Wordsworth very justly sees in the mention

of these curious beasts and birds a symptom

of declension in simplicity and piety, a token

that "wealth had brought with it luxury

and effeminacy, and a frivolous, vainglorious

love for novel and outlandish objects."

Ver. 23.—So King Solomon exceeded all

the kings of the earth for riches and

wisdom [Cf. ch. iii. 13. " There is something

ominous of evil here. Riches are put before

wisdom. This was not tho case in the

beginning of Solomon's reign (ch. iii. 11) "

—Wordsworth.

Ver. 24.—And all the earth sought to

[Heb. sought the face of] Solomon, to hear

his wisdom which God had put In his heart

[i.e., mind. Cf. ch. iv. 34] .

Ver. 25.—And they brought [Heb. ami

these (visitors were) bringing] every man

his present [It is doubtful whether we

are to understand by this word tribute, or

gifts. The succeeding words, " a rate year

by year," would seem to imply the former ;

the fact that the visitors came not as sub

jects, but to "hear the wisdom," Ac., tho

latter. Bahr understands that the presents

' ' were repeated year by year, so highly had

Solomon risen in estimation." But even

this supposition does not explain the " rate"]

vessels of silver, and vessels of gold, and

garments [cf. Gen. xlv. 22 ; 2 Kings v. 26 ;

Ezra ii. 69] , and armour [rather, "amis,

weapons " (Gesen.) Ewald understands

perfume ; LXX. cracrijv, i.e., oil of myrrh] ,

and spices [cf. ver. 10] , horses and mules

[see on ch. i. 33], a rate year by year

[Heb. Vic matter of a year in his year] .

The remaining verses of this chapter,

which, in the account of the chronicler,

find a place at the end of the first chapter of

his second book, repeat some of the informa

tion already given in chs. iv. 26 and ix. 19,

and furnish a few additional particulars as

to the wealth and commerce of the king.
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Ver. 26.—And Solomon gathered together

his chariots and horsemen, and he had a

thousand and four hundred chariots [these

words have an important bearing on ch.

iv. 26, where see note] , and twelve thousand

horsemen. [The question may suggest itself

here, why did Solomon, who was a " man of

peace," maintain such a formidable array of

chariots and horsemen ? For not only was

it in contravention of Dent. xvii. 16 (cf.

1 Sam. viii. 11), but it was entirely un

necessary, especially for a nation inhabiting

a hilly country like that of Israel. We find,

consequently, that David, when he took a

thousand chariots from Hadarezer (1 Chron.

xviii. 4), only reserved for his own use ono

hundred of them, though he was at the timo

engaged in war. It may perhaps be said

that this force was necessary to keep the

tributary kings in due subjection. But it

seems quite as likely that it was maintained

largely for the sake of pomp and display.

Solomon seems to have determined in every

way, and at any cost, to rival and surpass

-nil contemporary kings. The maintenance

of this large force of cavalry ia another

token of declension] , whom he bestowed in

the cities for chariots (ch. ix. 19), and with

the king at Jerusalem.

Ver. 27.—And the king made silver to be

In Jerusalem as stones [an obviously hyper

bolical expression] , and cedar trees made

he to be as the sycamore trees [the JV?iX'

is the avtouuipta of the New Testament

(Luke xix. 4), i.e., as the name imports,

the fig-mulberry—the "sycamine treo" of

Luke xvii. 6 would seem to denote tho mul

berry proper. Though now but compara

tively rare iu Palestine, it is clear that

formerly it was very common (see, e.g., Isa.

ix. 10, whence it appears that it was used

for building purposes, and where it is also

contrasted with the cedars). It was esteemed

both for its fruit and its wood, so much so

that David appointed a steward to have

the supervision botli of " the olive-trees

and the sycamore trees in the Shefeloh "

(1 Chron. xxvii. 28). The sycamores of Egypt,

which were used for the coffins of mummies

(Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1394), are referred to in

l'sa. lxxviii. 47, in a way which bespeaks

their great value. There is a good description

of the tree in Thomson, " Land and Book," i.

23—25] that are in the vale [Same word as

in 1 Chron. I.e. Tho Shcfelah is a " broad

swelling tract of many hundred miles in

area, which sweeps gently down from the

mountains of Judah ' to mingle with the

bounding main ' of the Mediterranean "

(Grove, Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1611). This " Low

Country " extended from Joppa to Gaza.

The translation "vale" is altogether mis

leading. Conder ("Tent-work," p. 5) de

scribes it as "consisting of low hills, about

five hundred feet above the sea, of white

soft limestone," and adds that " the broad

valleys among these hills . . . produce fine

crops of corn, and on the hills the long

olive groves flourish better than in other

districts "—an incidental and valuable con

firmation of the text. " The name Sifla,

or Shephelah, still exists in four or five

places round Beit Jibrin " (Eleutheropolis),

ib. p. 276] for abundance.

Ver. 28. — And Solomon had horses

brought out of Egypt, and linen yarn : the

king's merchants received the linen yarn at

a price. [This is a difficult passage, and

the difficulty lies in the word njplp, here ren

dered "linen yarn." Elsewhere the word

signifies, a congregation, or gathering, as of

water (Gen. i. 10; Exod. vii. 19; Lcvit. xi.

36). Consequently, Gesenius (with Vata-

blus, al.) would here interpret, "company."

"And the company of kings' merchants took

the company (of horses) at a price." The

great difficulty in the way of this inter

pretation is perhaps the paronomasia,

which, though not altogether without pre

cedent, would be formal and unusual in

grave history. Somewhat similarly Biihr :

" and as to horses . . . and their collection,

the merchants of the king made a collec

tion for a certain price," but this again is

strained and artificial. Perhaps it is safer

to see in the word the name of a place.

The LXX. (similarly the Vulgate) renders,

" from Egypt and from Thekoa," Kai tc

Benovi, which Keil, however, contends is

manifestly a variation of an older reading,

Kai Ik Kovi, " and from Kova." As to Koa

or Kova, it is objected that no such place is

mentioned elsewhere, and it is alleged that

if it were a market for horses, or even if it

were a frontier station, where the duties on

horses were collected, we should surely have

heard of it again. But this is by no means

certain. Koa may well have been an in

significant post on the frontier which it

was only necessary to mention in this con

nexion. Osroui certainly looks like an emen

dation, but it is to be remembered that

although Tekoa (Amos i. 1 ; 2 Chron. xi. 6 ;

xx. 20) was apparently on insignificant

village, still it gave its name to a district;

it was no great distance from the Egyptiau

frontier— it was some six Roman miles

south of Bethlehem, according to Jerome

(in Amos, Proem.), and it may have been

the rendezvous of the Egyptian and Hebrew

horse-dealers. The text would thus yield

the following meaning : " And as for the

export of Solomon's horses from Egypt and

from Koa (or Tekoa), tho king's merchants

took them from Koa (or Tekoa) at a price."

Ver. 29. — And a chariot [including
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perhaps the two or three horses (sec note

on ch. T. 6) usually attached to a chariot,

and the harness. 35/1 is used (2 Sam. viii. 4 ;

x. 18 ; Ezek. xxxix. 20) for chariot and

horses] came up and wont out of Egypt

for six hundred shekels of silver [about

£80 (Wordsworth, £35), but, as these

figures show, the precise value cannot be

ascertained with certainty. But it is quite

clear that these amounts cannot have been

the custom duty, or the profits after reckon

ing all expenses (Ewald) paid on chariots

and horses, but must represent the actual

price] , and an horse for an hundred and

fifty : and so for all the kings of the

Hlttites. [We can hardly see in these

Hittites representatives of the seven nations

of Canaan (Wordsworth, al), though the

term " Hittite " is sometimes undoubtedly

used as a nomen generale for Canaanites

(Josh. i. 4 j Ezek. xvi. 3), for the Canaanitish

tribes had been reduced to bond-service, the

Hittites amongst them (ch. ix. 20). The

word is probably nsed somewhat loosely of

the semi-independent tribes bordering on

Palestine, the Kluttti of the Assyrian in

scriptions (Diet. Bib. i. 819), with whom

Solomon had a sort of alliance. It is a

curious coincidence that we find horses

and chariots associated in popular estima

tion with the Hittites, at a later period of

the history (2 Kings vii. 6). Nor are we

justified in supposing that these horses

and chariots were furnished as cavalry to

" Solomon's vassals, whose armies were nt

his disposal, if he required their aid "

(Rawlinson), for the kings of Syria are

mentioned presently, and some of these at

least were enemies to Solomon. Probably

all we are to understand is that neighbour

ing nations received their supply of horses

from Egypt—thehome of horses and chariots

(Exod. xiv. 6 ; xv. 1 ; Dent. xvii. 16 ; Isa.

xxxi. 1 ; Jer. xlvi. 2—4)—largely through

the instrumentality of Solomon's mer

chants] , and for the kings of Syria [" who

became the bitterest enemies of Israel "

(Wordsworth): one fruit of a worldly policy] ,

did they bring them out by their means.

[Heb. by their hand they brought them out,

i.e., they exported them through Solomon's

traders.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 14—29.—The Decline and Fall ofSolomon. The fall of Solomon, in itself

one of the most portentous facts in Scripture history (see Homiletics, pp. 78—80),

is rendered doubly suggestive and admonitory by a consideration of the way

in which it was brought about. It was not that he succumbed to some fierce

onslaught of temptation ; it was no terrible rush of passion—no sudden guilty love

of " fair idolatresses," as some have held—wrought his ruin ; on the contrary, his

decline in piety was so gradual and slow as to be almost imperceptible. It is

almost impossible—and this consideration alone is most instructive— to trace with

certainty the steps which led to his downfall. The Arab tradition teaches that a

little worm—no more—was, silently and unseen, gnawing at the staff on which this

Colossus leaned, and that it was only when it broke and he fell that men dis

covered he was dead—an instructive parable of his moral and spiritual decay. We

may well cry here—

" 0 fall'n at length that tower of strength

Which stood foursquare to all the winds that blew."

But it is much more pertinent to ask what brought that proud fortress to the

ground. It would have sustained unshaken the blows of engines of war ; it would

have defied the hurtling storm and tempest, but it could not resist the gradual

subsidence of its foundations, and so, while preserving a fair appearance almost to

the last, it settled and settled, and at the last became a heap of ruins.

Let us trace, then, as best we can, that downward course which ended in the

builder of the temple building altars to Baal ; let us lay bare, if we can, this worm

that was noiselessly but ceaselessly eating out his inner life. Perhaps we cannot

discover all its hidden workings, but we can surely see some.

Up to the date of the dedication of the temple all would seem to have gone

well. Unless the dedication prayer is, as some have affirmed, the composition of

a later ago, the prince who poured out his soul before God in those earnest and

gracious words cannot have erred very far from the right way. And the message
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he received during the building of the temple confirms this view. It is a message

not of warning but of encouragement. It is at the completion of the palaces that

we discover the first certain token of defection. For it was then that the Lord

appeared unto him the second time, and the communication then made was

undeniably minatory. Its tone of threatening is inexplicable, except on the sup.

position that Solomon's " heart was not right with the Lord," &c. At this period,

then, about the twenty-fourth year of his reign, the destroying worm was already

at work.

Nor is it difficult to conjecture what was the first beginning of declension on

Solomon's part. We find it iu the erection of the palaces, or rather in the carnal

mind and the self-love and the desire for ostentation which led to their erection.

It is just possible that the building of these palaces was not, in itself, to be con

demned. It is suspicious, no doubt, and argues selfishness and heartlessness,

when, as in Russia, Turkey, &c., the huge and costly residences of the Crown con

trast everywhere with the wretched hovels of the peasantry. And one would

naturally expect the theocratic king to attain a higher level and to devote him

self more to the advancement of his people's good than ordinary rulers. But it

must be remembered that under Solomon the Jewish people enjoyed an unprece

dented prosperity (ch. iv. 20, 21). The entire nation shared in the wealth and

abundance of the court. We cannot be certain, consequently, that the palaces,

per ie, involved a departure from the law, the more so as some of them were

necessary for purposes of state and justice (see on ch. vii. 7). But the matter

appears in a very different light when we come to consider the way in which

they were reared. Forced labour, on the part of the subject races at least, can no

doubt be justified from Scripture (Josh. ix. 21 sqq.), at any rate, for the house of

God (ver. 23), but not for the pleasure or aggrandisement of the monarch

(1 Sam. viii. 11, 16). " It is not of the Lord of Hosts that the people shall weary

themselves for very vanity " (Hab. ii. 13). And when we remember that Jeroboam

was probably encouraged to rebel by seeing and hearing the murmurings of the

house of Joseph (ch. xi. 28) of whose labours he was the overseer, and that this

and similar burdens laid upon the people (ch. xii. 4) resulted in the revolt of the

ten tribes, we can hardly suppose that Solomon completed his great undertakings

(ch. ix. 15—19) without inflicting positive hardship and grave injustice on large

numbers of his subjects. It is probable, indeed, that the woe pronounced against

a later monarch (Jer. xxii. 13, 14) had not been unmerited Vy him. He had

"used his neighbour's service without wages," &c. Possibly he had raised his

forest of cedar pillars, &c., by the sweat and groans of his serfs. It was a common

thing for Eastern autocrats to do, but when " Jedidiah " did it, the cries of the

oppressed labourer went up " into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth."

But whether the erection of the palaces was in itself wrong or not, and whether

the raising of the " levy " (ch. ix. 15) was oppressive or not, there can be little

doubt that the " proud look and high stomach " (Psa. ci. 5 ; exxxi. 1, 2)—the very

spirit which David had disclaimed—which prompted some of these understandings

was altogether sinful. Solomon is now no longer the "little child" he once was

(ch. iii. 7). Now that he has "strengthened himself," like his son after him,

he begins to forget his God and to forsake His law (2 Chron. xii. 1). It has been

promised him that he shall exceed all other kings in wisdom and riches and

honour (ch. iii. 12, 13) ; but this is not enough for him, he must surpass them also

in the outward tokens of wealth and power. His palaces, to begin with, must be

greater than theirs. He no longer covets the best gifts (see Homiletics, p. 55). The

fine gold is become dim.

Still, so far, there has been no deliberate, or perhaps even conscious, infraction of

the law—only the worldly and selfish mind. He may well have argued that his

state required this show of magnificence ; that the Canaanites were ordained of

God to hew wood and draw water at his pleasure. But this only shows how slight

are the beginnings of evil ; how fine sometimes is the line which divides right from

wrong, and how easily our judgment is warped by our inclinations. It is the old

story, Homo vult decipi et decipiatur.
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It is impossible to say in what precise order the records of Solomon's reign are

to be arranged, but it is probable that the next downward step is to be traced in the

alliance in which he engaged with the Tyrians. We cannot blame him, of course,

for the "league " of ch. v. 12. But for that, he could hardly have built the temple,

to say nothing of the palaces. Whether he was justified, however, in having at sea

" a navy of Tarshish with the navy of Hiram " (ch. x. 22) may well be doubted.

For it was part of God's plan that the Jewish people should " dwell alone and not

be reckoned among the nations " (Num. xxiii. 9). Their geographical position

was one of almost complete isolation. They were not destined to be a great com

mercial country. Their land was to be the theatre of our redemption. Theirs were

" those holy fields

Over whose aores walked those blessed feet,

Which eighteen hundred years ago were nailed

For our salvation, to the bitter cross ;"

and it was no preparation for the Incarnation that it shonld become the home of

" gripple merchants." Contact and copartnership with idolaters could hardly be

for the advantage of the faith. Nor is it difficult to see that Solomon's commerce

grew at the expense of his religion. Riches, proverbially a dangerous possession,

were with him—wise though he was—a step towards utter ruin. All the time that

his fleets were ploughing the main, that caravans of merchants were filling his

store cities, that he was driNnng bargains with the Syrians and Hittites (ver. 29),

leanness was spreading in his soul—he was becoming more and more a secular

prince. It has been justly remarked that the mention of " apes and peacocks " (ver.

22), is a significant indication of the moral and mental deterioration which he was

undergoing. To think that the wisest of men should find his pleasure in the antics

of the one or the plumage of the other ; or that he, the viceroy of Jehovah, should

import jibbering baboons and strutting fowls, if not for himself, for the outlandish

women of his court. No, these " wide views of commerce," this partnership with

the Tyrians, this influx of prosperity, has not been for Solomon's or Israel's good.

Indeed, if we study the character of the average nineteenth century Jew, we may

form a fair idea of what commercial enterprise and lust of gold did for Solomon,

the first of Hebrew chapmen.

And yet this commerce, it is easy to see, may have been in its commencement

unexceptionable. Fossibly it was in part undertaken to provide gold for the

embellishment of the temple. But it soon engendered, if indeed it was not en

gendered by, that " love of money which is the root of all evil." As Solomon

grew richer he loved riches more. Ver. 23 is full of significance. " So Solomon

exceeded all the kings of the earth for riches and wisdom.'' Time was when

wisdom held the first place (ch. iii. 11). And so it come to pass that he who at

first was "rich toward God," and who, like David his father, had only accumulated

gold for the glory of the sanctuary, proceeded to " multiply silver and gold to him

self" (Deut. xvii. 17). Even his drinking vessels were of pure gold (ch. x. 21). So

that his conrxnrce and its prodigious gains led at last to a dittiuct violation of the

law. He has not ceased to serve God. He still sacrifices and burns incense three

times a year (ch. ix. 25). But he is trying to Eerve God and mammon, and mammon

has gained the mastery. It is probably mentioned as a circumstance full of signi

ficance, that the weight of gold that came to him in one year was six hundred and

sixty-six talents (ver. 14). For as seven is the number of the covenant, so six

marks a falling short of that covenant, and the first distinct violation of the covenant

consisted in the multiplication of silver and gold.

And when a breach in the law was once made we are not surprised to hear

presently that it was widened. Facilis descensus Averni. From the multiplication

of the precious metals it was an easy step to the multiplication of horses. And

hero we see at once how Solomon's conscience has become seared, or he has learnt

to disregard its warnings. He knew perfectly well that his "twelve thousand

horsemen " were a violation of the law. And he could hardly excuse himself on the
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ground that they were required for purposes of defence. The hilly country of

Palestine does not admit of their being deployed therein. It was partly because

they could only be employed in aggressive warfare that they were forbidden.

Whatever unction, therefore, he might lay to his soul as to his accumulation of

gold, he could hardly think, if he thought at all, that his horses and chariots

involved no sin. But they were necessary, he persuaded himself, to the state of so

great and puissant a monarch, and he would have them. And so hardened was

he, so careless of the commandment, that he actually established a market for

horses on his southern frontier and supplied them to neighbouring kings, who

presently employed them against the people of the Lord.

And yet, grave as was this disregard of law, it was but a worm that was at work

in his soul—only self-love and self-confidence (cf. Isa. xxx. 1) ; only the lust of

the eye and the pride of life. He is still the Lord's anointed: his lips distil know

ledge ; he still offers hecatombs, but his " heart is not right," &c.

And so the years passed by. To all outward appearance his glory and magni

ficence increased. It is very suggestive to consider how hollow was that prosperity

which was the marvel of the world, and how that wisdom which was so renowned

was foolishness with God. The court became more splendid, more voluptuous,

more dazzling, but the man became year by year poorer and meaner and baser.

It only needed one step more—and apparently he was not long in taking that—to

complete his defection. The other monarchs of his time had their seraglios. It

was necessary that he too should have an establishment of this kind, and he must

have it even greater than theirs. He knew that the law forebade the multiplication

of wives, but what of that ? He had violated the law already : he might just as

well do it again. An obsolete precept, he may have argued, suited to primitive

times, must not stand in the way of his pomp or his pleasures. And so the Lord's

anointed gathered round him in the holy city a thousand strange, immodest women.

His fleets and merchants brought him mistresses from every land. And they brought

with them their foreign rites, and the effeminate king was taken captive by their

charms, and they had their way, and nothing would suffice them but he must tolerate

their religion, and what he did for one he must do for all, and—and so the end of

sin and shame is reached, and the decline becomes a fall, and " the darling of

Jehovah," the wisest of men, the representative of Heaven, the builder of the

temple, the type of our Lord, builds altars to the "abominations" of Moab and

Ammon "in the hill that is before Jerusalem " (ch. xi. 7).

This mournful history is full of admonition and instruction. It must suffico to

indicate the following lessons :—

1. A man may preach to others and yet be a castaway (1 Cor. ix. 27). Solomon's

Prayer (ch. viii.), Psalm (Psa. cxxvii.), and Proverbs should be studied in the light

of his fall. "Thou therefore which teachest another, teachest thou not thyself? "

(Rom. ii. 21). Compare vers. 22, 23 with Prov. v.—vii. ; and remember the con

stant references to the " law " in the dedication prayer.

2. " Nemo repente turpissimus fuit." " He thatdespiseth little things shall fall

by little and little."

" It is the little rift within the lute

That by and by shall make its music mute."

8. "Out of the heart of men proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications,"

&c. (Mark vii. 21). It was not to an assault from without, it was to treachery

within that Solomon yielded—Solomon who had said, " Keep thy heart with all

diligence," &c.

4. " The love of money is the root of all evil " (1 Tim. vL 10). May we not

say, " Behold two kings stood not before him : how then shall we stand ? " (2 Kings

x. 4). " Children, how hard it is for them that trust in riches," &c. (Mark x. 24).

" Take hoed, and beware of covetousness " (Luke xiL 15), " which is idolatry "

(Col. in. 5).

5. The course of sin is downhill. Vires acquirit eundo. The sinner is on an

inclined plane ; and the gradient at first is almost imperceptible. Let us learn, too,

" the deceitfulness of sin." - ' ' ' - .
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6. Woman, made to be man's helpmeet, loo often becomes his snare. It is seldom

that a man is ruined but a woman das bad a share in it.

7. Solomon was old at the time of his fall, &o. (ch. xi. 4). Hot youth bas its

dangers and temptations ; but mature age has them also. David was not less than

fifty when he fell. See p. 225.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XI. 1—13.

Solomon's defection. —The observant

reader will have already remarked in this

history some intimations of Solomon's ap

proaching fall. Among these are, first, the

repeated warnings which are addressed to

him, especially in ch. ix. 6—9, and, second,

bis repeated transgressions of the law by

which he ruled. We have already heard

of the multiplication of silver and gold

(ch. x. 14—25), in defiance of Dent. xvii.

17, and of the multiplication of horses

(oh. x. 27—29), in disregard of ver. 16 of the

same chapter. We now read how the ruin

of this great prince was completed by the

multiplication of wives. The historian

obviously had the words of Deut. xvii. in his

mind as he wrote. It is remarkable that

the chronicler is altogether silent as to

Solomon's fall, as he is also as to David's

sin.

Ver. 1.—But [Heb. And. This chapter is a

direct continuation of the preceding. LXX.

n)i i jSaffiAti't k.T.\. The polygamy was but

a part of his worldliness, like the chariots,

gold, Ac.] king Solomon loved [The LXX.

^iXoyvifjc is misleading. It is perfectly

clear that it cannot have been mere sensu

ality led to this enormous harem. This is

evident from (1) his time of life. It was

"when he was old"—i.e., when passions

are not at their strongest—that his wives

turned away his heart. (2) The number—

if the numbers are to be trusted—of his

wives. A thousand concubines cannot be

kept for mere purposes of passion. (3) The

large number of princesses, which shows

that the object of this array of mistresses

was to enhance his state and renown. As

he exceeded other kings in glory, wisdom,

and power, so must he excel them not only

in armies, chariots, and horses, but also in

the number of bis wives. It is clear, there

fore, that the "lust of the eye" and "the

pride of life " had their part in this huge

establishment. "The same consideration

of state which leads a Western prince or

noble to multiply horses, leads an Eastern

prince to multiply wives, with often as

little personal consideration in the one case

as in the other " (Kitto)] many [He is blamed

for their number. This was against Deut.

xvii. 17] strange [not merely foreign,

though tnat is the primary meaning of

the word, but strange as opposed to a law

ful wife. Cf. Prov. v. 20; vi. 24; vii. 5,

Ac. No doubt the harlots in Israel were

principally aliens] women, together with

r'3"n3Tl$<1 i.e. , praeterJiliam Ph. (Maurer).

Pharaoh's daughter is regarded as his

lawful wife] the daughter of Pharaoh [see

note on ch. iii. 1] , women of the Moabites,

Ammonites [Heb. Moabitesses, &e. Per

haps these two nations are mentioned first

because such alliances as these, though

not forbidden in terms by the law, would

nevertheless, from its spirit and bearing

towards these races, he looked upon with

especial disfavour. If the Ammonite or

Moabite was not to be received into the con

gregation until the tenth generation (Deut.

xxiii. 3) ; if the Israelite was not to seek

their peace or prosperity all the days of

his life (ver. 6), then the idea of inter

marriage with them must have been alto

gether repugnant to the Hebrew polity, as

indeed we maygather from the book of Ruth],

Edomltes [Favourably distinguished (Deut.

xxiii. 7) from the two preceding races. The

Edomito was a " brother." His ohildren of

the third generation might enter into the

congregation] , Zldonlans [Rawlinson thinks

this word lends " some countenance to the

tradition recorded by Menander (ap. Clem.

Alex. ' Strom.' i. p. 386), that Solomon

married a daughter of Hiram, king of Tyre."

But such tradition was sure to arise; the

uxorious character of Solomon and his close

relations with Hiram are quite sufficient to

account for its growth. And a daughter of

Hiram would hardly have been passed over

without special mention] , and Hlttltes [see

on ch. x. 29] .

Ver. 2.—Of the nations concerning which

the Lord said unto the children of Israel

[Of the nations just enumerated, the law

expressly forbade marriage with the Hittites

alone (Exod. xxxiv. 11—16 ; Deut. vii. 1—4),

though the Zidonians are probably to be

included, as being Canaanitcs (Gen. x. 15).

But the principle which applied in the case

of the seven nations of Canaan applied

equally to all other idolaters. " They will
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turn away thy son from following me," Ac.

(Deut. vii. 4). The spirit of the law, conse

quently, was as much violated by an Edomite

or Ammonite as by a Hittite alliance] ,

Te shall not go in to them, neither shall

they come in onto you [much the same ex

pression Josh, xxiii. 12. The historian does

not cite any special Scripture, however, but

gives the substance of several warnings], for

surely they will turn away your heart

after their gods [cf. Exod. xxxiv. 16] : Solo

mon clave [same word Gen. ii. 4] unto

these [emphatic in Heb. " even to these,"

instead of cleaving to God (Deut. iv. 4 ; x.

20; xxx. 20, each of which has the same

word as here), and despite the prohibitions

of the law, Ac.] In love.

Ver. 3.—And he had seven hundred

wives, princesses [These may have been

members of royal or princely houses of

neighbouring nations. Evidently they en

joyed a distinguished rank] , and three hun

dred concubines [Though not committed to

a defence of the accuracy of the figures

700 and 300 (which are clearly round num

bers), it must be said that the reasons alleged

for reducing them (as from 700 to 70) are

not of much weight. It is hardly correct, e.g.,

to say (as Rawlinson) that the numbers are

given in Cant. vi. 8 as " threescore queens

and fourscore concubines," for it is obvious

that too much importance must not be at

tached to an obiter statement (" there are

threescore," iSe.) in a poetical book, too,

and one descriptive of Solomon's youth.

The view of Ewald and Keil, again, that these

numbers represent the sum total of the in

mates of the harem at different periods of

Solomon's long reign, rather than the num

ber present at any one time—they would see

in the numbers of Cant. I.e. a statement of

the average strength of the seraglio—though

not to be described as evasive, is certainly

not the natural interpretation of the words.

And these numbers, when we compare them

with the establishments of other Eastern

potentates, are not found to be at all incre

dible. The commentators all remind us that

Dareius Codomannus, e.g., took with him on

his expedition against Alexander360pelliees.

Or if ancient history, as Rawlinson affirms,

furnishes no strict parallel to these figures,

the harems of modern Persia and Turkey at

anyrate have quite eqnalled that of Solomon.

Bahr in foe.) It is true that Rehoboam

only 18 wives and 60 concubines (2 Chron.

xi. 21), but then Rehoboam was not Solomon.

If his harem was but a tithe of his father's,

so also were his wealth and his power] : and

his wives turned away his heart. [" Satan

hath found this bait to take so well that he

never changed since he crept into Paradise "

(Bp. Hall).]

Ver. 4.—For it came to pass, when Solo

mon was old [As be was but sixty at the

time of his death, " old" is here a relative

term, and must mean " toward the close of

bis life," i.e., when he was about 00 or 55],

that his wives turned away his heart after

other gods [The text does not limit Solo

mon's polygar.ny to the time of old age, but

his idolatrous leanings. I say leanings,

for it is doubtful to what extent Solomon

himself took part in actual idolatry. Both

Bahr and Keil — the latter in opposition

to the views he held in 1846 — not to

speak of others, deny that he shared the

idolatries of his wives, and the former

labours hard, and on the whole, it seems

to me, successfully, to prove that he was

only guilty of sanctioning idolatrous wor

ship in the vicinity of Jerusalem. His

arguments, briefly stated, are these: (1)

It is nowhere said that he "served" pSi1)

other gods—the expression constantly used

of the idolatrous kings ; cf. xvi. 31 ; xxii. 53 ;

2 Kings xvi. 3, Ac. (2) Neither the son of

Sirach nor the Talmud nor the Rabbins

know anything of his personal idolatry. (3)

Had he formally worshipped idols, his sin

would have been greater than that of Jero

boam—as to which, however, see on ch.

xii. 29 sqq. (The " sin of Jeroboam " lay

in "making Israel to sin," i.e., in forcing

his people into schismatic and unauthorized

worship, rather than in any practices of his

own.) (4) The expressions "his heart was

not perfect," below, and " he went not fully "

(ver. 6) are inconsistent with the idea of

idolatry. Similarly Ewald says, " There is

no evidence from ancient authorities that

Solomon, even in advanced life, ever left

the religion of Jahveh, and with his own

hand sacrificed to heathen gods. All traces

of contemporary history extant testify to the

contrary " (vol. iii. p. 297). See, however, on

ver. 5] : and his heart was not perfect with

the Lord his God [It is instructive to com

pare with this the words of ch. viii. 61,

" Let your heart be perfect," Ac. Words

worth remarks that " the defection even of

Solomon from God through the influence

of his strange wives is one of the best justi

fications" of the commands of Exod. xxxiv.

12—16; Deut. vii. 2—4, Ac.], as was the

heart of David his father.

Ver. 5.—For Solomon went after [Raw

linson observes that this expression, which

is " common in the Pentateuch, always

signifies actual idolatry." He cites Deut.

xi. 28 ; xiii. 2 ; xxviii. 14 ; but it should be

considered that in the two passages last

cited the words are added, "and served them."

And the true explanation would seem to be

that, though " it is not stated that Solomon

himself offered sacrifice to these idols," yet
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" even the building of altars for idols was

a participation in idolatry, which was irre

concilable with true fidelity to the Lord"

(Kcil). Biihr contends that the words " went

after Ashtorcth," Ac., no more involvo

personal service than the word "built" in

ver. 7 involves personal labour ; but both

expressions show that he regarded these

idolatries not only without disfavour, but

with positive approval and practical en

couragement. " It is not likely he could be so

insensate as to adore such deities, but so far

was the uxorious king blinded with affection,

that he gave not passage only to the idolatry

of his heathenish wives, but furtherance "

(Bp. Hall). And the distinction, so far as

the sin is concerned, between this and actual

idolatry is a fine one. It is not implied,

however, that Solomon ever discarded the

worship of Jehovah. To the end of his reign

ho would seem to have offered his solemn

sacrifices on tho great altar thrice a year.

But his heart was elsewhere (ver. 9).]

Ashtoreth the goddess of the Zidonlans

[TYVtiPVt 'Aoraprn, probably connected with

carriip, Stella, and ttar, by some identified

with the planet Venus, by others with

tho moon, is here mentioned for the first

time in the singular (Ashtaroth, plural, is

found in Gen. xiv. 5 ; Judg. ii. 13 ; x. 6 ; 1

Sam. vii. 4 ; xii. 10, Ac.) Wilh Baal, she

divided the worship of the Phoenicians, the

antiquity of which is evident from Gen. xiv.

5 ; Num. xxii. 41. It was really an impure

cultus of the reproductive powers (see be

low on xiv. 23). Interesting proof of the

existence of a temple of this goddess at

Sidon is supplied by an inscription dis

covered there in 1855 (see Diet. Bib. i. 123)] ,

and after Mllcom [In Jer. xlix. 13 ; Amos

i. 15,"Malcam, " i.e. , their king. According to

Gcsenius, the same as Molech (i.e., the king)

in ver. 7, though Ewald, Movers, Keil regard

thorn as different deities. But it seems

more probable that it was the same deity,

worshipped (2 Kings xxiii. 10, 13) under dif

ferent attributes. This is " the first direct

historical allusion" to his worship in tho

Old Testament. A warning against it is

found Levit. xx. 2—5. He was the fire-god,

as Baal was the sun-god, and the sacrifices

offered to him were those of children, who

would seem to have not only " passed

through the fire," but to have been burnt

therein. Psa. cvi. 37, 38 ; Jer. vii. 31 ; xix. 5 ;

Ezek. xxiii. 39, Ac. See Diet. Bib. ii. 403]

the abomination [i.e., the hateful, detest

able idol] of the Ammonites. [It has been

suggested (Speaker's Commentary on Levit.

xx. 2) that the children offered to Molech

"were children of incest or adultery, and we

are reminded that Ammon was the child of

intett. It must be remembered, however,

that we have no record of Jewish children

passing through the fire to Molech beforo

the time of Ahaz (Biihr, Keil).]

Ver. 6.—And Solomon did evil In the

sight of the Lord [cf. Judg. ii. 11 ; iii. 7,

Ac.] , and went not fully [X^p nV, ic. n^J

A pregnant expression found also Num.

xiv. 24; xxxii. 11, 12; Deut. i. 36] after

the Lord, as did David his father.

Ver. 7.—Then did Solomon build an high

place [see on ch. iii. 2] for Chemosh, the

abomination of Moab [The meaning of

" Chemosh " is uncertain. Gesenius suggests

"Vanquisher"—Chemosh was the god of

war. The mention of Ashtar-Chemosh on tho

Moabite stone ' ' connectsthe Moabite religion

with the Phoenician," where Ashlar is the

masculine form of Astarte, and suggests

that " Chemosh was connected with the an

drogynous deities of Phoenicia " (Speaker's

Comm. on Num. xxi. 29). It is probable,

in fact, that Chemosh, Baal, Ashtorcth,

Molech, Ac., were originally so many names

of the one supremo God, worshipped under

different attributes, and with various rites

in different countries] , in the hill that is

before Jerusalem [sec 2 Kings xxiii. 13.

The hill is of course the mount of Olives.

Tho altar would seem to have stood on the

south peak, which is now known, as it hag

been for centuries past,as the Mons Scanda li,

or the Mom Offemionit (the Vulg. rendering

of 2 Kings I.e.) See Robinson, i. 565,566] ,

and for Molech, the abomination of the

children of Ammon. [Ewald sees in these

altars a wise religious toleranoe ("Hist.

Israel," iii. pp. 297, 298).]

Ver. 8.—And likewise did he for all

[having done it for one, he must needs do

it for all. " No hill about Jerusalem was

free from a chapel of devils " (Hall)] his

strange wives, which burnt [Heb. burning,

Ewald, 335 a] incense and sacrificed unto

their gods. [Observe, as bearing on the

question of Solomon's apostasy, that Solo

mon built the altars ; his wives taxrificed,

Ac. According to Keil, incense is here men

tioned before sacrifice, because vegetable

took precedence of animal offerings in the

nature-worship of Western Asia (Biihr,

Symbolik, ii. pp. 237 sqq.) But it is very

, doubtful whether this idea was in the mind

of the writer.]

Ver. 9.—And the Lord was angry with

Solomon, because his heart was turned

from the Lord God of Israel, which had

appeared unto him twice, [cf. iii. 5 and

ix. 2. The anger arose partly from the ex

ceptional favours which had been shown to

him ; cf. Amos iii. 2 ; Luke x. 12—15.]

Ver. 10.—And had commanded him con

cerning this thing [ch. ix. 6J that lit
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should not go after other gods : but he

kept not that which the Lord commanded.

Ver. 11.—Wherefore the Lord said unto

Solomon [probably by a prophet, Ahijah or

Iddo. There would hardly be a third ap

pearance], Forasmuch as this 13 done of

thee [Heb. this teas icith thee] , and thou

hast not kept my covenant and my sta

tutes, which I have commanded thee, I will

surely rend [i.e., despite thy great power

and magnificence, thy fortifications and

munitions of war] the kingdom from thee,

and will give it to thy servant. [Not

merely subject, but officer, employt. This

made the decree the more bitter. A " ser

vant" should be heir to his glory. For a

hireling Solomon's vast treasures had been

prepared. This verse should be read in the

light of Eccles. ii. 18.]

Ver. 12.—Notwithstanding in thy days

I will not do it [The threatening had two

gracious aod merciful limitations, (1) The

blow should not fall until after his death

(cf. ver. 34 ; ch. xxi, 29 ; 2 Kings xxii.

20), and (2) the disruption should bo but

partial. There should be a " remnant "

llom.ix. 27; xi. 5,Ac.] for David thy father's

sake [i.e., because both of David's piety

and God's promise to him (2 Sam. vii. 13)] :

but I will rend it out of the hand of thy

son.

Ver. 13.—Howbeit I will not rend away

all the kingdom; but will give one tribe

[viz., Judah (ch. xii. 20, " the tribe of Judah

only "). " Even the reservation of one tribe

is called a gift " (Wordsworth) to thy son for

David my servant's sake, and for Jerusa

lem's sake which I have chosen. [But for

this provision, Jerusalem would have ceased

to be the religious capital. When the sceptre

departed from Jndoh, we may be sare that

the " envy of Ephraim " would have de

manded that the city of their solemnities

should be placed elsewhere—at Shilob,

which for 400 years had been God's " bright

sanctuary," or at Bethel, which from far

earlier times had been a holy place. See

on ch. xii. 29, 32.]

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 4—8.—The Sin of Solomon. Three questions will suffice to bring this

subject before us. First, what was this sin ? secondly, by whom was it committed?

thirdly, when, and under what Circumstances ?

But first, it is well wo should understand what this sin was not. (1) It was not

actual idolatry. True, Solomon built the altars, but he built them for his wives

(vers. 7, 8). The wisest of men never stooped so low as to " project bis person " to

dumb idols (note on ver. 4). To him, an idol was " nothing m tho world " (1 Cor.

viii. 4). That, of all things, was " vanity of vanities ; " (2) Nor was it the outcome

of simple sensuality. The wives who " turned away his heart," and to whom he

" clave in love "—it was not passion but pride bad collected them in such numbers

under his palace roof. " His crowded seraglio was but one instance more of the sort

of ambition which made him seek to surpass all men in his gardening, his agricul

ture, lns treasures of gold," &c. (Keble). See on ver. 1. But when he had them, he

must humour them, even in their idolatries. Ho was very far, we may be sure,

from thinking that all religions were alike, which has been " the disease of some

great wits ; " but he flattered himself that he was tolerant and liberal, and as he

claimed liberty of conscience, so be must concede it to others.

Wo see, then, that the essence of this sin was that having permitted himself,

or purposes of state and prido and ostentation, the love of many strange women, he

permitted them, and possibly some of bis subjects, also, to worship their false gods.

And by so doing—

1. He gave a direct sanction to superstition. He may have argued, like some

in later times and some who bear the Christian name, that these things, though

nothing in themselves, were all very well for women, that the ignorant must

have material objects of worship, &c. But it was not thus that the God of Lis

fathers viewed the deed. This philosophic tolerance of other creeds, He called

the teaching of falsehood. This liberality, in His sight, was " damnable un^

charitableness "—the expression is Jeremy Taylor's—for it was leading poor souls

away from the light and changing the truth of God into a lie (Rom. i. 25). It was

" making the blind to wander out of the way " (Dent, xxvii. 18) in the worst possible

sense of the words.
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2. He encouraged immorality and cruelty. For it must never be forgotten

what the " abominations " of these Semitic divinities were like. The idolatry of

the East always involved impurity ; hence its powerful hold on a nation like the

Jews, for whom the worship of " silver and gold, the works of men's hands," could

have had but little charm. Its " vile affections " (Rom. i. 26) were its chief attrac

tions. And Solomon, who knew what the worship of Baal and Ashtoreth meant,

who knew how unclean were their rites, and what painful and shameful sacrifices

Molech and Chemosh demanded of their votaries, nevertheless gave the word, and

presently the hills about Jerusalem were crowned with chapels of devils.

3. He dishonoured the one true God. For if " Polytheism is not exclusive,"

Monotheism, in the very nature of things, is and must be. Its bosis,'its fundamental

conception, is that there are not " gods many and lords many. " Its keynote is the

Shema Israel (Deut. vi. 4), " the Lord our God is one Lord." It proclaims a

"jealous God" who will not give His glory to another, nor His praise to graven

images (Isa. xlii. 8). But Solomon robbed Him of His rights ; of the exclusive

sovereignty and the undivided authority which belonged to Him alone. By

building idol altars he claimed homage for idol deities ; before the eyes of the

Lord's people, he thrust rivals and pretenders on to the Lord's throne, and degraded

" the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man." (Rom.

i. 23).

4. He defied the Holy One of Israel. For these altars of lust and cruelty were

not built in a corner. They did not shrink from the light as in a past age ; they

were not frequented by pagani. They rose " on the hill that is before Jerusalem ;"

they fronted the altar of Jehovah ; their priests were visible to the priests in the

temple court ; their smoke ascended to the sky along with the smoke of the daily

sacrifice. If insult had been designed, it could hardly have been more open or

obtrusive.

II. And by whose permission, at whose bidding were these shrines of infamy

erected ? They were built by—

1. The wisest of men. In science (ch. iv. 83), in philosophy (ib. vers. 29—82),

in self-knowledge (see Homiletics, pp. 78, 79). Cf. ch. iii. 12, 28.

2. The most favoured and enlightened of men. The Lord " appeared unto him

twice" (ver. 9). His was "abundance of revelations " (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 7). To him it

was said, " Ask what I shall give thee " (ch. iii. 5). This was Jedidiah. " There was

no king like Solomon, who was beloved of his God, yet even him did outlandish

women cause to sin " (Neh. xiii. 26).

3. The builder of the temple. To him had been granted the high honour which

was denied to pious David. He had " found a place for the Lord, a habitation

for the mighty God of Jacob " (Psa. exxxii. 5). The golden altar, the brazen altar ;

he had planned and reared them both. And now he builds altars to "horrors "

(see note on ch. xv. 13). " He that burnetii incense, he blessed an idol " (Isa.

lxvi. 3, Heb.)

4. The teacher of the Church. He was " that deep sea of wisdom which God

ordained to send forth rivers and fountains of all Divine and human knowledge to

all nations, to all ages ; " he was " one of those select secretaries whose hand it

pleased the Almighty to employ in three pieces of the Divine monuments of sacred

Scriptures" (Bp. Hall). He is fallen, but his writings stand. He still preaches to

others, though himself a castaway. There have been authors whose pestilent

writings go on corrupting and destroying souls for ages after they have ceased to

speak. But Solomon's is in some respects a sadder case than theirs. His writings

have taught and blessed the world for nigh three thousand years after he himself

fell into " utter wretchlessness of most unclean living."

5. A man who warned others. It is only when we study his fall in the light

of his prayer and proverbs, with their many admonitions, that we realize how great

a wreck he became andhow appalling is the lesson of his fall. " Since the first man,

Adam, the world hath not yielded either so great an example of wisdom or so fearful

an example of apostasy, as Solomon" (Hall).

III. But when was it, let us now ask, that Solomon fell into this deadly sin 1 At
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what period of bis reign, and under what circumstances, did he sink to such depths

of degradation ? Observe—

1. It was not after sudden or special temptation (see Homiletics, p. 216).

We may truly say of him, " There hath no temptation taken you but such as is

common to man. No Delilah, no Bathsheba wrought his ruin. It is instructive

to compare ch. iv. 20—24 with the account of our Lord's temptation (Matt. iv.

8—11). Solomon was not tempted by hunger; his "provision for one day was,"

&c. The enemy could not offer him " the kingdoms of the world and the

glory of them : " he had them already (ch. iv. 21, 24 ; oh. x. passim) ; he could

only use the common weapon of presumption, of spiritual pride, and it was by this

that Solomon was slain.

2. It was not after great trials or adversity. His career, how unlike David's I

Rest on every side." "Neither adversary nor evil occurrence " (ch. v. 4). " Fating,

drinking, and making merry" (ch. iv. 20). Compare 1 Sam. chs. xviii.—xxx. And

yet David stood and Solomon fell. What we call adversity (compare Jacob's " all

these things are against me," Gen. xlii. 36) is often spiritual prosperity. " Tribu

lation " is a significant word. The tribulum was the threshing-sledge which separ

ated the chaff from the grain. It is said by some that war is neoessary for nations

to preserve them from corruption and decay ; it is certain that peace is not

always good for princes. The man of peace and rest, who was ' not plagued

like other men," has furnished the world with the most terrible example of apostasy.

Well may the apostle bid us to " rejoice in tribulation also," to " count it all joy

when," &c. (James i. 2).

3. It was " when he was old." St. Paul speaks of " youthful lusts," but old age

has its special dangers and temptations. It was in the time of mature experience,

when the hot blood of youth should have cooled, when he should have known the

world and his wisdom should have been ripest, that his wives turned away his heart.

Perhaps he presumed upon his exalted gifts and revelations. With age came self-

confidence. It is thus that many strong cities have been taken. " Praeruptum

eoque neglectum " discloses the secret of their fall

4. It was when his riches had increased. The greater his store, the leaner his

sOuL " It is easier for a camel," &c. (Matt. xix. 24). " The deceitfulness of riches "

choked the word (Matt. xiii. 22). The Latin proverb which says that " every rich

man is either a knave or the son of a knave " has some truth in it. Happy are

those who have " neither poverty nor riches " (Prov. xxx. 8) ; happiest those who

can say, " My riches consist, not in the abundance of my possessions, but in the

fewness of my wants."

5. It was when his prosperity was at its highest. It was when he " waxed fat"

that " Jeshurun kicked." It is when men " have eaten and are full " that they most

need to " beware that they forget not the Lord their God" (Deut. viii. 10, 11).

Observe, it was not until he had reached the very pinnacle of greatness and felicity

that Solomon fell. " His prosperity, whioh even wise men find a constant wear and

trial to the spirit, did him more harm than even his wisdom did him good " (Au

gustine). How appropriate that prayer, " In all time of our wealth, . . . good

Lord, deliver us." " The food convenient which Agur prayed for is safer than the

food abundant which even Solomon was surfeited with (M. Henry).

6. It was after his wives were multiplied. Polygamy has ever been a snare

to rulers. It is said that Scripture nowhere condemns it. If the letter does not,

the spirit does. Scripture tells of the misery it has occasioned. Witness the families

of Abraham, Jacob, Elkanah, and David. It was the immediate cause of Solomon's

ruin. There are few partnerships which are so lightly entered into as the one which

lasts for all life. And yet how completely is a man's honour, prosperity, and peace

in his wife's keeping. " How many have we known whose heads have been broken

by their own rib " (Bp. Hall). It is a quaint but true saying, " If a man would

thrive, he must ask his wife." How strange that he who knew the priceless value

of one true woman's love (Prov. xxxi. 10—81) should surrender himself to immodest

and forbidden attachments. Can there be a reference to his thousand wives and

concubines in those pessimist words of Eccles. vii. 26—28 ? " If one woman undid

1 KINGS. Q
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all mankind, what marvel is it if many women undid one ? " (Hall.) " Thou didst

bow thy loins unto women, and by thy body wast thou brought into subjection"

(Kcolus. xlvii. 19).

7. It was after repeated warnings. He had had (1) the standing warning of

Scripture (Deut. xvii. 16 sqq.), (2) the special warnings of his father David (1 Kings

ii. 8, 4, and especially 1 Chron. xxviii. 9), (8) the supernatural warnings of Ood.

'1 Kings iii. 14 ; vi. 12, 13 ; ix. 6, 7). And to these may surely be added (4) the

repeated and emphatic warnings which he had himself addressed to others. But

all these went for nothing. And so it is too probable his own words (Frov. xxix. 1)

found a fulfilment in his own person. The saddest consideration of all is that this

great preacher has unconsciously predicted his own fall, and passed sentence on

himself. " Out of thine own mouth will I judge thee," &o. (Like xix. 22).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.—The Fall of a King. Solomon was a king of men. Not only

was he supreme civil ruler of his nation, he was also chief in wisdom and know

ledge, and distinguished in the favour of Ood (Neh. xiii. 26). This moral royalty

is open to all. The prize is nobler than that of the most glittering " corruptible

crown." From this kingship Solomon fell, though he retained the throne of

the nation. The rascal often lurks in the heart that is under an anointed face.

Let us consider—

I. The occasion of this delinquency. 1. Solomon had many wives. (1) This

was an invasion of God's order. That order was exhibited in Eden, when Eve stood

singly by the side of Adam. Lamech was the first polygamist (Gen. iv. 19). He

was, ominously, the fifth in descent from the fratricide Cain. (2) Moses tolerated

polygamy, as he also suffered divorcements, not with approval of these customs, but

rather in judgment upon the people for the hardness of their hearts (see Matt. xix.

8—9). (8) This principle will explain many Mosaic ordinations the observance of

which was a burdensome yoke, and from which, by the mercy of Christ, we are

happily released (Acts xv. 10, 11). Note : God's order cannot be invaded with

impunity. It is our duty carefully to ascertain it, and faithfully to keep it. 2. His

wives were strange women. (1) Not only were they foreigners, they were also

idolaters. There is no proof that even Pharaoh's daughter was a proselyte.

Solomon could have no spiritual sympathy with these without compromising his

loyalty to Jehovah. (2) They were idolaters of those very nations against alliances

with which the law of God was express (see ver. 2 ; Exod. xxxiv. 12—16 ; Deut.

viL 8, 4). The sin was therefore most flagrant. (3) The spirit of tins inhibition

still binds (see 1 Cor. vii. 89 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14). The reason for it is in the nature of

things and must abide. Note : Many a man has had his heart pierced and his

head broken by his own rib. 8. David had too many wives. (1) The example of

David may have injuriously influenced Solomon. A large harem may have been

a sign of grandeur ; but these kings ought to have been superior to such fashions

(see Deut. xvii. 17). (2) The evils in the examples of good men are especially

mischievous, for they are liable to be condoned into harmlessness ; the more

readily so when to follow them is agreeable to natural inclination. (8) They are

liable to be carried farther. If David had many wives, Solomon had very many.

David's wives were chiefly daughters of Israel, but Solomon's were daughters of

foreign idolaters. Amongst his 700 wives and 300 concubines, not one was good (see

Eccles. vii 28) . Note : Good men should be especially watchful over their influence

—parents, ministers, Sunday-school teachers, professors of religion.

II. The progress of the evil. 1. First the heart is set against the head.

(1) The earliest record here is that Solomon's heart was turned away. His head

at first seems to have been clear, as Adam's also was, who, though in the trans

gression, yet was " not deceived " (1 Tim. ii. 14). But his heart, like that of Adam,

was fatally susceptible to female influenoe. (2) It is a foolish thing in a wise man

to trust his head when he gives his heart to evil. " Man at his best is vanity."
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2. Then the heart rules the head. (1) This is the next stage and inevitable. This

may be disputed long, bat will assert itself in time. Observe well that when

Solomon was " old " he so far yielded to the influence of his wives as to encourage

and join in their idolatry. (2) Probably his vices made him prematurely old.

Calmet supposes him to have been eighteen years old when he came to the throne,

and he reigned forty years (ver. 42). Thus he could be only fifty-eight at his

death. 3. Finally the wise man becomes a fool. (1) Behold this wisest of men

trying to solve the impossible problem of serving Jehovah and Ashtaroth I He

went not fully after the Lord his God as did David his father. (2) David indeed

fell into grievous sin, but his offence was more directly against man ; indirectly

against God. Even then the offence as against God was the venom of his crimes

(Psa. li. 4). But the sin of Solomon was against God directly. Note : Offences

against society are denounced without mercy by men, while the mental rebellion

of the unbeliever against God is even glorified as " honest doubt ! " but the Bible is

explicit that " He that believeth not shall be damned." (3) Behold this wise man

further building a temple to Moleoh, the murderer, the devil, on the Mount of

Olives, over against the temple of the Lord, the glorious work of his royal youth !

Could folly go farther ? (4) The mischief of Solomon's idolatry remained to the

times of Josiah (see 2 Kings xxiii. 13). Who can say that it terminated even then ?

Eternity will declare.—M.

Vers. 9—13.—The Anger of Ood. This is the inevitable consequence of sin. Had

God expressed no displeasure against Solomon, what mischief might not his example

have wrought? The terrible judgments of the great day will have a most salutary

effect upon the order and stability of the whole moral universe. If men sufficiently

considered these things they would hesitate before they plunged into vices. Let

us be admonished from this history as to—

I. How the anger of God is provoked. It is provoked—1. By the turning away

of the heart from Him. (1) And justly so, for to do this is to outrage the highest

propriety. God is everything that should engage the affections of an intelligent

creature—"the perfection of beauty;" "the altogether lovely." (2) For to do

this is the straight road to the deepest demoralization. Man is made in the image

of God expressly that his nature may have its perfection in union and communion

with Him. To turn away from God must lead to depravation evermore. This, in

other words, is everlasting damnation. (3) Then let us keep our hearts (Prov.

iv. 23). No diligence should be spared. Our life is in it. 2. By doing this

wantonly. (1) It was an aggravation of Solomon's sin that God had appeared

to him. Review the circumstances of the vision he witnessed before he set about

the building of the temple (see ch. iii. 5—15). He could not have been wholly

ignorant of the glorious character of God. (2) It was a further aggravation that

God had appeared to him twice (ver. 9). Review the circumstances of the vision

after the work of the temple was finished (see ch. ix. 1—9). Note : Privileges

imply corresponding responsibilities. Note further: God keeps account of His

favours conferred upon us, though we may forget them. He will remind us of

them all in the great day of judgment. (3) It was an additional aggravation

that he had been forewarned of the very evils into which he fell. And the promises

of God to him had been so remarkably verified that he had the best reason to

accept the truth of His admonitions. How slow of heart are the men to believe

the inflexibility of Divine justice ! (4) A king who exacts obedience from subjects,

or a master who claims the obedience of servants, should be the last to forget his

duty to God. Consider—

II. How the anger of God is expressed. It is expressed—1. In the severity of

justice. (1) The kingdom of Solomon was now doomed to be rent. He had

divided his affections (between Jehovah and Moleoh), ro are the affections of his

subjects now to be divided. (2) A considerable portion of his kingdom is to be

turned over to one of his servants. What a fitness there is in this judgment also I

Solomon, the servant of God, rebelled against God; Jeroboam, the servant of

Solomon, rebels against Solomon. (3) What a melancholy reversal I Time was
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when God loved Solomon (see 2 Sam. xii. 24 ; 1 Kings x. 9 ; Neh. xiii. 26). Severe

is the fall from the height of a throne. From a vastly greater elevation is the fall

of one cast from the bosom of God. (4) Behold how sin works ruin I It ruins

individuals, families, nations. The anger of God is expressed—2. With the

mitigations of mercy. (1) For the sake of David his father these judgments were

not to come upon Solomon in his day. We little know the benefits or the evils

entailed upon us by our forefathers. We should see that we entail not evils but

benefits upon our descendants. (2) " For David's sake I " David, the beloved,

was a type of Christ, for whose sake the entail of infinite mischief is cut off from

his sons, and they are made heirs of inestimable blessings. (3) Even Rehoboam

was to reap the benefit of the faithfulness of David. One tribe, the most im

portant, was to be retained to him. The promises respecting the true son of

David must be fulfilled. (4) " For Jerusalem's sake," also, mercy must rejoice upon

judgment (ver. 13). The temple was there. The shechinah was there. Kingdoms

are spared the severity ofjudgments in respect to the interests of religion in many

ways little dreamed of by statesmen and rulers.—M.

Vers. 1—8.—Solomon's Sin. I. The sin. 1. Its nature. He not only aided his

wives to continue their idolatrous worship, he himself participated in it. He went

after strange gods, seeking their favour and observing their ordinances. The

worship of Jehovah was not discarded, but delight in the true God was gone,

and the flame of that loving zeal for God's commandments died away : his heart

was not perfect with the Lord his God. The worship now offered in the temple

was the lingering tradition of a brighter past, a thmg of custom and outward

necessity, and the heart was given to baser worships, sensuous and sensual. The

soul had ceased to drink at the fountain of living waters, and was drinking at the

fountain of death. Is our heart perfect with the Lord, our delight in His love, our

hunger after His righteousness as deep as in the past ? Do we offer a cold and

formal worship to Him, while our heart warms into living interest and strong

desire only at the world's shrines ? 2. Its guilt. (1) God had given Solomon

unparalleled wisdom, wealth, and power, and all were now turned against his

Benefactor. All that fame and influence were used to glorify idolatry and lessen

zeal for God's service. How often are God's gifts thus turned against Him 1 (2)

The sin of Solomon became the sin of Israel (ver. 83). The responsibility of

parents in regard to their children's attitude toward God—the responsibility of the

leaders of thought and of society, of all of us, as to how we influence men in their

attitude toward the things unseen and eternal. 3. Its sadness. It was his last

work, the sin not of youth but of old age. The light which God had kindled did

not flame out into eternal glory, but went out in eternal night. The seeds of sin

and disaster were sown among his people, his life a wreck, his memory not a star

to guide the wanderer in the darkness, but a warning beacon on the waste of

death ! The story of many a life besides : will it be the story of thine ?

II. What led to it. 1. Unregulated affections. The wisdom of marrying only

in the Lord. The danger of worldly alliances and worldly friendships. 2. The

despising of God"s commandments (see ver. 2, and Deut. xvii. 16, 17). The

counsels of God were lightly esteemed. Many commands of God are to-day held

to be antiquated and are quietly ignored. The directions of Scripture in regard to

what are deemed minor things aro set aside. The spirit of unbelief is there. For

individuals and for churches it must prove a seed of sin and spiritual disaster. 3.

The human love displaced the Divine. The spirit of disloyalty needed only a

strong enough inducement to go further, and it found it here. To please his wives,

altars to their gods were built on Mount Olivet, and then his own soul was taken

in the snare of their abominations. The testimony which we are called to lift up

in the face of all life away from God is safety for our own soul. It is hard to do it,

but there is life in it for ourselves and, it may be, for others also.—U.

Vers. 9—13.—God's Anger. I. Sins are set in the light of past mercies.

1. Solomon's idolatry is contrasted with the advantages conferred upon him,
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The Lord had appeared to him twice. The reality of God's existence and His

personality had been engraven upon Solomon's bouI. 2. With the commandment

given. The Lord " had commanded him concerning this thing." The rebellion

and ingratitude are both marked. Our sins are judged not only in themselves and

their effects, but also in the light of what God has done and said to us. There is a

baseness and an enmity in sin that will yet crush the sinful heart. Do we weigh

sins in this way ? Does our repentance read them thus ? God's judgment will :

" Forasmuch as this is done of thee" &c.

II. The Divine judgment. 1. Hopes frustrated. Solomon may have excused

his sin to himself because it conciliated neighbouring princes and nations and so

strengthened his kingdom. But while he fancied himself building up, he was in

reality casting down. Forgetfulness of God is forgetfulness of one's own good. 2.

Pride abated. The dominion is given to a servant There is not only loss but

shame. There are first that will be last, and last first. 8. Punishment reflects sin.

Solomon's rebellion and ingratitude are punished by rebellion and ingratitude.

The kingdom is rent from him by a subject, and by one whom he had trusted and

advanced (ver. 28). " Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." As the

wicked have shut out God, God will shut out them.

III. The Divine mercy. In God's chastisements there is ever a gateway of

kindness through which we may pass up into His forgiveness and love. 1. The

judgment is delayed. It was a heavy judgment that the kingdom should be rent

from his son, but it would have been an added bitterness had his own day set in

disaster and shame. 2. The whole will not be taken even from his son. His seed

will still reign in Jerusalem. 8. There is humbling even in the mercy. It is done

for David's sake and for Jerusalem's sake. Pride is crushed beneath God's mercy

as well as beneath His judgment We are pardoned for Christ's sake and His

name's sake. In the midst of rebuke for iniquity there is mercy and hie for lowly

faith.—U.

Vers. 9, 10.—The Dotonfall of Solomon. The fall of Solomon has appeared to

some commentators incredible. As to the fact itself, however, there can be no doubt.

Nor is his fall so exceptional as many suppose. Others beside this king have had

pions parentage, a religious education, a promising youth, extraordinary intellectual

endowments, frequent warnings of their danger, and yet have failed and come

short of the glory of God. Give examples. It is noteworthy that God saw Solo

mon's danger and warned him of it on the evening of that day upon which his

religious devotion appeared most intense. The dedication of the temple was at

once the zenith of the nation's glory, and of their king's highest attainments.

Describe the Feast of Dedication ; the song of the people—" Lift up your heads, O

ye gates, &o. ; the prayer of Solomon that this might be so ; and the manifestation of

the Divine Presence. Contrast this scene with the silence of the following night,

in which the message of the Lord came, bidding him beware lest the emotion and

resolve of the day should be evanescent (ix. 2). Our times of religious excitement

are not our safest hours. Enthusiasm has its perils as well as its powers. Befer

to Peter's eager protestation, and the Lord's word of caution, " Simon, Simon,

behold, Satan hath desired to have," <fec. (Luke xxii. 81). The sins which consti

tuted Solomon's decadence—against which, through him, we are warned—appear

to have been these :

I. Sensuality. His base self-indnlgence grew upon him, as it does on any man.

The life he lived was degrading to his manhood. Love became debased to lust,

because it was divorced from purity. Physically, as well as morally, he became a

wreck, and though not 60 years of age when he died, he was already weary, broken,

and old (ver. 4). Some light may be thrown upon his downward progress by the

books which bear his name, and which, if not written by him, were declarations of

the experience he knew. If the Song of Solomon represents his bright youth,

when love, though passionate, was undefiled, the book of Ecclesiastes is the out

cry of his age, when all seemed " vanity and vexation of spirit," and when he tried

once more painfully to lay the old foundation of the shattered fabric of his life
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(Eceles. xii. 13). Compare him with Samson ; show how the indulgence of passion

destroys kingliness. Even such sin was not beyond pardon. It would have been

wel for Solomon had he returned to God, as his father had done (see Psa. li.)

II. Evil companionship (ver, 2). The Israelites were often warned against

marriage with the heathen. At times ordinary international intercourse was for

bidden. Instances are given in which disobedience to this law of severance

brought terrible effects. Some companionship is essential to man. The hermit

must be a very imperfect Christian. John the Baptist was in the wilderness, but

Christ, whom we follow, was ever found in the haunts and homes of men. Yet

under the new dispensation the wise choice of companionship is insisted on, and

provided for. The twelve apostles were associated together, as well as separated

from others ; and in their work they went forth by two and two. The Apostolic

Church presents a beautiful picture of fellowship (Acts ii.) It is amongst the wise-

hearted and devout that we are to find our friends. " Be ye not unequally yoked

together with Unbelievers/' The importance of this to the young, whose characters

are not yet formed. Hence responsibility rests on parents, who can encourage or

hinder acquaintances, and on young people themselves. He must have something

of Christ's wisdom and strength, and must be animated by His motives, who, like

Him, would be safe and useful amongst " the publicans and sinners."

III. Extravagancr. The wealth of Solomon was enormous. The treasure

saved for him by David seemed inexhaustible, and the tribute from other peoples

(x. 25), the monopolies granted by the king (x, 28, 29), the importation of gold from

Ophir (ix. 28), &c., brought immense revenues. The king was proportionately ex

travagant. See the account given of his palaces, his gardens, and his retinue. No

country could long bear such a strain. Increased taxation was necessary, and this

was one of the causes of the break-up of the kingdom under Kehoboam. Show

in modern life the temptations to extravagance and ostentation ; the injury

caused by these sins to a nation ; the moral perils to which the extravagant are

exposed ; the diminution of help to God's cause and to God's poor.

IV. Oppression. He appears to have copied the Pharaohs not only in magnifi

cence, but in disregard for human suffering* The Canaanites were reduced to the

position of helots ; multitudes were torn from their homes to fell timber in the

forests, or hew stone in the quarries. Even the Israelites had to do forced labour.

Kings have responsibility to their people, as well as the people to their kings.

God's laws were violated by Solomon (Exod. xxii. 21 ; xxiii. 9). Show from history

the Nemesis of oppression. Indicate manifestations of the spirit of tyranny in

business, in homes, schools, &&

V. Idolatey, Solomon erected temples to Ashtoreth, Milcom, and Chemosh.

Describe the idolatries specified. All idolatry sternly forbidden. The cultus of

these deities hideously cruel, dark, impure. Heathenism degrades man and dis

honours God. Show the steps which led Solomon to the commission of such

egregious sin. (1) He was broad in his views, far advanced from the traditional

knowledge of the age, and often oonversed with wise men of other creeds. Slowly

he lost his sense of the pre-eminence of the truth revealed to him. He saw what

was true in other systems, but meantime lost his horror at what was false in them.

This one of the special perils of our age ; point it out- (2) He wished all that was

connected with him to reflect his own magnificence. It was not enough that his

wives and concubines should be at liberty to worship their idols ; they must do it

splendidly, if at all, for his glory was concerned in their acts. (8) He would please

and attract surrownding nations. This partly for commercial ends, chiefly for

personal glory. Base motives lead to false policy, and false policy prepares for

national ruin.

Conclusion.—1. The possibility ofruin to those whose religious advantages are

greatest.

2. The retribution heavier in proportion im the offence is aggravated by neg

lected warning.—A. R,

"Vers. 9—13.—Solomon's Fall. The dark omen that marred the brightness of
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Solomon's second vision (ch. ix. 6) has come to be fulfilled. He was forewarned of

danger and yet has fallen into it. The splendour of royal circumstance remained

the same, but how completely has his tale glory departed ! " How is the gold

become dim and the fine gold changed I " The smile of God that rested as glad

sunshine on his head, has turned to "anger." The cause of the change is in the

secresy of his own soul. The Scripture narrative is silent about the course of his

inner life, the phases of thought and feeling through which he may have passed ;

so that this sudden note of discord in the midst of the harmony strikes us with

something of sad surprise. Enough, however, is said to show that it was a moral

change in the man himself. The Lord God of Israel had not changed in His

purpose or method ; it is Solomon whose " heart is turned from him." How far

this was a fatal change, a real apostasy, we know not. We need not attempt

to solve the purely speculative question as to whether he ever recovered from his

fall ; his later writings suggest at least the hope that it was so. Enough for us

now to note the facts, to trace the causes, and learn the lessons. Certain broad

principles of moral life are here strikingly illustrated.

L The treachery of human nature. Beneath the fairest exterior there may

be latent germs of evil that only need outward incentives to develop themselves into

disastrous issues. Even the inspirations of the highest wisdom and the raptures of

religious emotion may have underlying them tendencies to the grossest forms of

folly and the lowest deeps of sin and shame. Solomon was sincere enough in his

earlier piety, but too little alive to the slumbering forces of evil that he bore within

him. His moral history confirmed the truth of his own proverb : " He that trusteth

in his own heart is a fool " (Prov. xxviii. 26). An Arab tradition says that in the

staff on which he leaned there was a worm which was secretly gnawing it asunder.

That worm was the hidden corruption of his moral nature. It is a solemn lesson :

" Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." We can look upon no

form of wrong-doing in others without being reminded that there is something akin

to it in ourselves. Concealed in our own bosoms there is that which might possibly

develop into similar issues. Our only security lies in the triumph of that gracious

Divine power that can thoroughly purge the fountain of the heart, and destroy there

the very germs of evil

IL The base uses to which the highest advantages of life may be per

verted by the wayward heart. Solomon's greatness became the occasion and

aggravation of his fall His royal magnificence foBtered " the last of the eye and the

last of the flesh, and the pride of life." His consciousness of power degenerated into

tyranny (1 Kings xii. 4 ; 1 Sam. viii. 11). The wealth of his emotional nature

took the form of illicit love and boundless self-indulgence. His studious interest in

Nature induced the dream of occult mysterious powers in material things, and the

practice of magic arts. His intercourse with men of other nations led to his

catching the infection of their idolatries, until at last the rival temples of Moloch,

Chemosh, and Ashtaroth, with all their cruel and abominable rites, frowned darkly

upon Olivet, over against the glorious house of the Lord on Mount Moriah. So

fatally may the noblest personal endowments and the richest advantages of life

foster the evil tendencies of the heart when once it has surrendered itself to their

control. If it be true that " there is a soul of goodness in things evil," it is equally

true that nothing is so good but that the spirit of evil may transform it into an

instrument of moral injury. The fascinations of outward life are full of danger when

that spirit lurks within. The wealth of a man's intellectual resources, the multitude

of his possessions, the range of his influence, do but put into his hands the more

abundant means of wrong-doing when his heart is not loyal to the good and true.

*• The fairest things below the sky

•Give but a flattering light ;

We must suspect some danger nigh,

Where we possess delight."

This idea is not to be carried too far. Life would be intolerable on the principle

of universal suspicion and distrust. The great Father of all would have His children
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use and enjoy freely the good of every kind that falls to their lot. But let them

beware lest the spirit of evil, in some form of outward charm, through some secret

avenue of soul or sense, should gain an entrance to the citadel of their heart, and

" turn it away " from Him.

III. The certainty of Divine retributions. Solomon cannot sin with impunity.

His personal defection involves the throne in dishonour and the whole nation in

discord and sorrow. He had been forewarned that it should be so, and the threat-

enings of God are as sure as His promises. What is God's " anger " but just the

reverse side of that faithfulness that secures the purposes of His grace ? What are

His judgments but the severer methods of His holy love ? An inexorable Nemesis

tracks the path of the transgressor ; not a mere blind fate—not a mere impersonal

law of moral sequence—but a Divine will and power, pledged to vindicate the cause

of eternal righteousness. It may follow him slowly, as with " leaden foot," but

sooner or later it overtakes him. "Whatsoever a man soweth," &o. (Gal. vi. 7, 8).

And though one only may sow the evil seed, how many, often, are the reapers t

"The sins of the fathers are visited on the children," &o. No man can "perish

alone in his iniquity." According to the range of his social relations so is the

mischief his wrong-doing works. When the king falls, how many fall with him I

The laws of God

" must work their will,

Whatever human heart may bleed ;

And more than they who do the ill

Must suffer for the evil deed."

IV. The mercy that tempers Divine judgments. The execution of the

sentence is both delayed and modified. Not in Solomon's own reign shall the

thing be done ; " nor shall the kingdom be wholly torn from his house " (vers. 12, 13).

This is partly from tender regard for the sacred memory of David his father, and

partly, we may believe, in mercy to himself, that space may be given him for re

pentance (see Psa. Ixxxix. 80—87). We have here a type and example of the general

method of God's ways. " In wrath he remembers mercy." Something of gracious

forbearance is seen in the severest of Hisjudgments. His chastisements are fatherly.

And beneath the darkest providences and the sternest retributions there is the

steady flow of a loving-kindness that endures throughout all generations, the strength

of a covenant that shall never be broken.—W.

Vers. 9—18.—After the consecration of the temple Solomon reached the culmi

nating point of his reign, both in a spiritual and temporal point of view. His fame

and his dominion continued to increase. The Queen of Sheba came from the far

East to pay him homage. From this summit of glory he had a sudden and shame

ful fall, and became all but an apostate. This son of David, whose high honour it

was to have built and consecrated the temple of Jehovah, this heir of the promises

on which hung the salvation of mankind, sank into idolatry. The causes of his fall

were—1st, Pride : he forgot to give glory to God. 2nd, Lust : strange women enticed

him after strange gods (ch. xi. 8). The fall of Solomon repeats in a manner the features

of the first transgression. It began in the desire to be as God, and was consummated

in the gratification of the flesh. Its emphatic warning to all God's people is, " Let

him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall " (1 Cor. x. 12). Chastisement

from God is the consequence of this fall. God had already warned Solomon that

His most glorious promises were contingent on obedience to His commands. " If

thou walk in my ways," &c. (ch. iii. 18, 14). God chastens Solomon because He

loves him, and does not altogether take His mercy from him, since He still leaves

the kingdom of Judah to his descendants. The book of Ecolesiastes, with its blend

ing of bitterness and repentance, is perhaps the ripening fruit of this merciful

severity.—E. de P.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XI. 14-43.

Solomon's adversaries.— As the his

torian has collected together in chs. vi.,

vii., viii. all the information he can con

vey respecting the temple, and in chs. ix.,

i. all the scattered notices respecting Solo

mon's power and greatness, so here he

arranges in one section the history of

Solomon's adversaries. It mast not be sap-

posed that the following records stand in

due chronological order. The enmities here

mentioned did not date from the deli

very of the message of which we have just

heard ; on the contrary, the hatred and oppo

sition of Hadad and Bezon began at an early

period, though not the earliest (ch. v. 4), of

Solomon's reign. It was only in his later

life, however, that they materially affected

his position and rule ; hence it is that they

are brought before us at this stage of the

history, and also because they are manifestly

regarded as chastisements for Solomon's

tin.

Ver. 14.—And the Lord stirred up an

adversary unto Solomon, Hadad [In ver. 17

written Adad, Apparently this, like

Pharaoh, was a title rather than a name.

And, like Pharaoh, it is said to mean the tun.

It was borne by a king of Edom in very

early times, Gen. xxv. 15 ; xxxvi. 35, 39 (in

the latter verse, as in ch. xxv. 15, Hadar is

probably a clerical error for Hadad, as the

name stands in 1 Chron. i. 30, 50, *1 and

1 being so very much alike. Gesenius,

however, contends that Hadar is the true

reading), and was also a favourite name

with the kings of Syria, especially in the

forms Benhadad, Hudadezer] the Edomlte :

he was of the king's seed In Edom.

Ver. 15.—For it came to pass, when David

was In Edom [2 Sam. viii. 14. But the text

is peculiar. Instead of "in Edom " we have

" with Edom," D1XTIX, unless we take flX

to be the mark of the accusative, which, how

ever, there is no verb to govern. Keil inter

prets, "When David had to do with Edom."

Bahr refers to 1 Chron. xx. 5, and Gen. xix.

4, but they are not strictly parallel, and it is

possible that the text is slightly corrupt, as

the LXX., Syr., and Arab, must have had

n13n3 instead of nVil3 before them " when

David smote Edom." The LXX., e.g., reads

iv rip IZoXoBptvaat. «. r. X. It was only vica

riously, however, that David smote Edom, or

was in Edom. According to 1 Chron. xviii.

12, Abishai slew 18,000 Edomites, while

Psa. lx. (title) represents Joab as having

slain 12,000 at the same time and place.

The two brotherswereboth in highcommand,

or Abishai may have been detailed by Joab to

this service] , and Joab the captain of the

host was gone up to bury the slain [The

commentators generally are agreed that

these are the Israelites slain by the Edomites

during an invasion of Israel, and not either

the Edomites or Israelites slain in the valley

of Salt] , after he had smitten [rather, that

he smote. This is the apodosis] every male In

Edom. [This is, of course, hyperbolical (cf.

" all Israel " below). It is clear that the

whole Edomite nation did not perish. The

words point to a terrible slaughter (cf. 1

Chron. xviii. 13) among the men of war.

Possibly the cruelties of the Edomites (com

pare Psa. exxxvii. 7 ; Obad. 10—14) had pro

voked this act of retribution, as to which see

Dent. xx. 18.]

Ver. 16.—For six months did Joab remain

there with all Israel [i.e., the entire army,

as in ch. xvi. 16, 17] , until he had cut off

every male in Edom.

Ver. 17.—That Hadad fled [This word

excludes the idea that he was carried off in

infancy by servants, something like Joash,

2 Kings xi. 2] , he and certain Edomites of

his father's servants with him, to go into

Egypt [cf. Matt. ii. 13] ; Hadad being yet

a little child. [The words used of Solomon

ch. iii. 7.]

Ver. 18.—And they arose out of Midian

[a name of wide and somewhat varied sig

nificance. Midiau embraces the eastern por

tion of the peninsula of Sinai (Exod. ii. 15,

21 ; iii. 1), and stretches along the eastern

border of Palestine. The term has been com

pared with our " Arabia." Andtheindefinite-

ness arises in both instances from the same

cause, viz., that the country was almost en

tirely desert. Midian would thusextend along

the back or east of Edom. There is no need,

consequently (with Thenius), to read fWtJ

i.e., their dwelling. It is noticeable, how

ever, that the LXX. reads U rijc iroXewc

yialiAu, and some of the geographers do

mention a city of that name on the eastern

shore of the Elanitio gulf], and came to

Faran [Elsewhere Mount Paran, Hab. iii. 3 ;

Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; a desert and mountainous

tract lying between Arabia Petnea, Pales

tine, and Idumrea (see Num. x. 12; xiii.

3, 27; 1 Sam. xxv. 1; Deut. i. 1), and

comprehending the desert of Et Tih. It is

diffionU to identify it with greater precision,
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but it has been connected with the beautiful

Wady Feiran, near Mount Serbal, in the

Sinaitic range, which would agree fairly well

with our narrative] : and they tookmen with

them out of Paran [as guides through the

desert, and possibly as a protection also] ,

and came to Egypt [The direct route from

Edom to Egypt would be across the desert

Of Et Tih—practically the route of the cara

van of pilgrims from Mecca. But this does

not settle the position of Paran, as the text

seems to hint that the fugitives did not

proceed direct from Edom. They may have

taken refuge in the first instance amongst

the tribes of Midian ; or they may have

diverged from the straight course through

fear], unto Pharaoh king of Egypt [This

cannot have been the Pharaoh who was

Solomon's father-in-law, for in the first

place, the flight was in the time of David,

and secondly, a prince who had aided and

abetted these fugitives would hardly be likely

to form an alliance with their great enemy.

It may have been Psusennes II.] ; which gave

him an house, and appointed him victuals

[i.e., certain cities or officers were charged

with his maintenance, though, as his rela

tions with the royal family were so extremely

intimate (vers. 19—22), he may have been fed

from the royal table], and gave him land.

Ver. 19.—And Hadad found great favour

in the sight of Pharaoh, so that he gave

him to wife the sister of his own wife, the

sister of Tahpenes [LXX. Oatuiva. "No

name that has any near resemblance to

either Tahpenes or Thekemina has yet been

found among those of the period (Poole,

Diet. Bib. iii. 1431). Bawlinson adds that

the monuments of that age are extremely

scanty] the queen. [Heb. rn'Jjl the word

generally used of the queen mother (as in

ch. xv. 13). Here, and in 2 Kings x. 13,

however, it is used of the queen consort.]

Ver. 20.—And the sister of Tahpenes bare

him Qenubath Ms son [otherwise unknown],

whom Tahpenes weaned In Pharaoh's house

[A significant token of his adoption into the

royal family. The weaning, which generally

took place in the second, sometimes third,

(2 Mace. vii. 27) year.was clearly a muchmore

marked occasion in the ancient East than

it is among ourselves (Gen. xxL 8 ; 1 Sam.

i. 24)]: and Qenubath was In Pharaoh's

household among the sons of Pharaoh, [i.e.

he was brought up in the Egyptian harem.]

Ver. 21.—And when Hadad heard in Egypt

that David slept with his fathers, and that

Joab the captain of the host was dead [It

comes out very significantly hero what a

name of terror Joab's had been in Edom,

and how deep was the impression which his

bloody vengeance of a quarter of a century

before had made] Hadad said to Pharaoh,

Let me depart [Heb. send me away] , that

1 may go to mine own country. [Bawlin

son cites Herod, iii. 132—137; v. 25, 35,

106, 107, to show that refugees at Oriental

courts must obtain permission to leave

them.]

Ver. 22.—Then Pharaoh said unto him,

But what hast thou lacked with me, that,

behold, thou seekest to go to thine own

country 7 [The natural inquiry of Eastern

courtesy.] And he answered. Nothing:

howbeit let me go In any wise. [Heb. thou

shalt surely send me away. Bawlinson says,

" There is a remarkable abruptness in this

termination." But we must remember how

unfinished, to our eyes, Scripture narratives

constantly seem. There is no need, conse

quently, to suspect any accidental omission

from the Hebrew text. The LXX., it is

true, adds, " and Ader departed," 4c., but

this may be inferred from vers. 14, 25. And

Hadad's persistent desire to depart, for

which he assigns no reason, is suggestive

of the thoughts which were stirring in his

soul. "The keen remembrance of his

native land, his lost kingdom, and the

slaughter of all his house, gathered strength

within him ; and all the ease and princely

honour which he enjoyed in Egypt availed

not against the claims of ambition, ven

geance, and patriotism " (Kitto).]

Ver. 23.—And God stirred him up another

adversary [almost identical with ver. 14] ,

Bezon the son of BHadah [Often identified

with the Hezion of ch. xv. 18, but on insuf

ficient grounds. Whether he was a usurper,

who had dethroned Hadad (see Jos., Ant.,

vi. 5. 2), or an officer of Hadadezer's. who

escaped either before or after the battle of

2 Sam. viii. 3—5, is uncertain. The follow

ing words agree equally well with either sup

position] , which fled from his lord Hadad-

ezer king of Zobah.

Ver. 24.—And he gathered men unto him,

and became captain over a band [either of

rebels before or of fugitives after the defeat] ,

when David slew them of Zobah [Of Zobah,

not in Heb. " Them " must mean the Syrian

army] : and they went to Damascus, and

dwelt therein [As David put garrisons in

Syria of Damascus (2 Sam. viii. 6), this must

have been some time after the defeat of the

Syrians. But Keil argues that it cannot

have been in the middle or later part of Solo

mon's reign, inasmuch as Solomon must

have been lord of Damascus, or he could not

have built Palmyra. But it is not so incon-

trovertibly settled that Solomon did build

Palmyra (see on ch. ix. 18) as to make this

argument of much weight. And even if it

were, we might still fix the reign of Bezon at

an earlier period of Solomon's sway. See

below] , and reigned, [i.e., the band or troop
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of Rezon, either in the confusion of the de

feat, or in some subsequent time of anarchy,

took possession of Damascus, and he, it

would seem, usurped the crown. The word

" reigned," however (plural), is somewhat

remarkable. It may perhaps be accounted

for by the plurals which precede it. The

insertion of one "yod"(13W1 for 13^Di1)

gives the sense " they made him king," which

would certainly be preferable, if the emen

dation were not purely conjectural.

Ver. 25.—And he was an adversary to

Israel all the days of Solomon [We are not

compelled, however, to believe that his

reign lasted " all the days of Solomon."

This last expression is to be taken with con

siderable latitude. It is an Orientalism.

At the time of ch. v. 4, neither Hadad nor

Rezon was giving Solomon any trouble] ,

beside the mischief which Hadad did [Heb.

omits did. The construction of the Hebrew

(see Ewald, 277if (2), 2926, note) is difficult.

Literally, " and with the evil which Hadad,"

Ac. (comp. ver. 1 of this chapter, "and with

the daughter," Ac., with Exod. i. 14, Heb.)

The LXX. reconstructs the text, making

the following words, " and he abhorred,"

Ac., apply to Hadad; and altering Syria

(D1X) into Edom (D"IX) to suit. But it

is far better to understand tW^D (with

our Authorized Version) ; i.e., beside the

mischief which Hadad did (or, " beside the

mischief of Hadad," Ewald). " And he

(Rezon) abhorred," Ac. Hadad's enmity

has already been described (vers. 17—22),

and the historian has passed on to the case

of Rezon. It is extremely unlikely that he

should now suddenly recur exclusively to

Hadad. It is very natural for him, on the

other hand, in his account of Rezon, to re

mind us that all this was in addition to the

mischief wrought by Hadad] : and he ab

horred [Heb. loathed] Israel, and reigned

over Syria.

Ver. 26.—And Jeroboam [Viewed in the

light of their history, the names Jeroboam

and Rehoboam are both instructive. The

first means, " Whose people are many ; " the

second, "Enlarger of the people." The

latter might almost have been bestowed in

irony, the former by way of parody] the son

of Nebat [The case of Jeroboam is now

related at much greater length, not so much

because of the importance of the rebellion

at the time, as because of its bearing on the

later history of Israel. It led to the disrup

tion of the kingdom and the schism in the

Church. It was the first great symptom of

the decadence of the power of Solomon ; of

his decline in piety we have had many indi

cations. We see in it an indication that

the Hebre'-weanmionwealth has passed its

zenith], an Ephrathlte [i.e., Ephraimite;

cf. Judg. xii. 5 ; 1 Sam. i. 1. Ephraim

was the ancient rival of Judah, and by

reason of its numbers, position, Ac., might

well aspire to the headship of the tribes

(Gen. xlix. 26 ; xlviii. 19 ; Deut. xxxiii. 17 ;

Josh. xvii. 17)] of Zereda [Mentioned here

only, unless it is identical with Zeredathah

(2 Chron. iv. 17) or Zarthan (Josh. iii. 16;

1 Kings iv. 12) in the Jordan valley.

That this place was apparently situate

in the tribe of Manasseh, is no argument

against the identification (Bahr), for an

Ephrathite might surely be born out of

Ephraim. It is, however, observable that

Zereda has the definite article (similarly

i/ Taptlpa in the LXX., but this place is lo

cated in Mount Ephraim), which Zarthan,

&c., have not. Hence it is probably the same

as the Zererath of Judg. vii. 22. In fact,

some MSS. read ITJ1X there instead of ilViy

and 1 and 1 are not only etymologically

interchangeable, but are also extremely

liable to be confused (see above on ver. 14)] ,

Solomon's servant [i.e., officer ; cf. ver. 28] ,

whose mother's name was Zeruah [i.e.,

leprous. His mother's name is recorded,

probably because his father, having died

early, was comparatively unknown. But it is

not impossible that the similarity either

with Zeruiah (cf. oh. i. 7) or Zererah had

something to do with its preservation. The

people would not readily forget that

Solomon's other great adversary was the

son of Zeruiah. And we have many proofs

how much the Jews affected the jingle of

similar words] , even he lifted up his [Heb.

a] hand [i.e., rebelled. Synonymous ex

pression 2 Sam. xviii. 28 ; xx. 21. Observe,

we have no history or account of this rebel

lion except in the LXX., but merely of the

circumstances which led to it] against the

king.

Ver. 27.—And this was the cause [or,

this is the account; this is how it came about.

Same words Josh. v. 4, and ch. ix. 15. We

have here a long parenthesis, explaining the

origin, Ac., of Jeroboam's disaffection] that

he lifted up his hand [Heb. a hand] against

the king. Solomon built Mlllo [see on oh.

ix. 15] , and repaired the breaches [These

words convey the impression that Solomon

renewed the decayed or destroyed parts of

the wall. But (1) tiJf does not mean re

pair, except indirectly. It means he closed,

shut. And (2) J*1g sing, refers to one breach

or opening. Moreover (3) it was not so

long since the wall was built (2 Sam. v. 9).

It could hardly, therefore, have decayed,

and there had been no siege to cause a

breach. We must understand the word, con

sequently, not of a part broken down, but
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of a portion unbuilt. We have elsewhere

suggested that this was the breach in the lino

of circumvallation, caused by the Tyropceon

valley, and that the Millo was the bank, or

rampart which closed it. And to this view

the words of the text lend some confirma

tion] of the city of David his father. [As

Millo was built about the 25th year of

Solomon's reign (ch. ix. 15), we are en

abled to fix approximately the date of

Jeroboam's rebellion. It was apparently

about ten or twelve years before Solomon's

death.

Ver. 28.—And the man Jeroboam was a

mightyman ofvalour [same expression Judg.

vi. 12 ; xi. 1 ; 1 Sam. ix. 1 ; 2 Kings xv. 20.

In Ruth ii. 1 it hardly seems to imply valour

so much as wealth (as A. V.) : and Solomon

seeing the young man that he was Indus

trious [Heb. doing work] , he made him

ruler over all the charge [Heb. appointed

him to all the burden] of the house of

Joseph. [The tribe of Ephraim, with its

constant envy of Jndah, must have been

mortified to find themselves employed—

though it was but in the modified service

of Israelites—on the fortifications of Jeru

salem. Their murmurings revealed to Jero

boam the unpopularity of Solomon, and

perhaps suggested thoughts of overt rebel

lion to his mind.]

Ver. 29.—And it came to pass at that

time [a general expression = " when he was

thus employed "] when [Heb. that] Jero

boam went out of Jerusalem that [Heb.

and] , the prophet Ahljah the Shllonlte [i.e.,

of Shiloh, as is expressed ch. xiv. 3—4,

where see notes. He too, therefore, was an

Ephraimite (Josh. xvi. 5). This portion of

the history is probably derived from his writ

ings (2 Chron. ix. 29). We may be pretty

sure that Nathan was now dead] found him

In the way ; and he [i.e., Ahijah. Ewald

understands Jeroboam to be meant, and

would see in the new garment his " splendid

robe of office "] hsd clad himself with a

new garment [nD^ same word'as i"6pb'

such transpositions of letters being common.

The simlah was the outer garment (Qen.

ix. 23 ; 1 Sam. xxi. 10, &e.), which served at

night as a covering (Deut. xxii. 17). It

was probably identical in shape, Ac., with

the camel's-hair burnout, or abba, worn by

the Arabs at the present day (cf. Conder, pp.

318, 342), and being almost a square would

lend itself well to division into twelve

parts] ; and they two were alone In the

field [i.e., open country.]

Ver. 30.—And Ahijah caught [This

English word almost implies that it was

Jeroboam's garment (cf. Gen. xxxix. 12) ;

but the original simply means " laid hold

of."] the new garment that was on him,

and rent [same word as in vers. 11, 12, 13]

it In twelve pieces. [The first instance of

an " acted parable " (Rawlinson).]

Ver. 31.—And he iaid to Jeroboam, Take

thee ten pieces : for thus saith the Lord,

the God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the

kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and

will give ten tribes [Keil insists that

" ten " is here mentioned merely as the

number of completeness ; that, in fact, it

is to be understood symbolically and not

arithmetically. He further states that in

point of fact the kingdom of Jeroboam only

consisted of nine tribes, that of Simeon

being practically surrounded by the territory

of Judah, and so becoming incorporated in

the southern kingdom. But surely, if that

had been the idea in the prophet's mind, it

would have been better expressed had he

torn off one piece from the garment and

given the rest, undivided, to Jeroboam

(Bahr). And the reference to the number of

the tribes is unmistakable. As to Simeon,

we have no means of knowing what part

that tribe, if it still existed, took at the divi

sion of the kingdom. See on ch. xix. 3. Its

members had long been scattered (Gen. xl ix.

7), and it gradually dwindled away, and has

already disappeared from the history. But

even if it had a corporate existence and did

follow the lead of Judah, still that is not con

clusive on the question, for we know not only

that the historian uses round numbers, but

also that we are not to look for exact state

ments, as the next verse proves] to thee.

Ver. 32.—But he shall have one tribe

[LXX. tio aidfirTpa. Some would understand

" one tribe, in addition to Judah," but

compare ch. xii. 20, " tribe of Judah only,"

and see note on ver. 13. Possibly neither

Judah nor Benjamin is here to be thought

of separately. In ch. xii. 21, and 2 Chron.

xi. 3, 23, they are both reckoned to Reho-

boam. They might be regarded as in soma

sense one, inasmuch as they enclosed the

Holy City (Seb. Schmidt), the line of divi

sion passing right through the temple

platform. But it is perhaps safer, in view

of ch. xii. 20, to understand the term of

Judah, oompared with which large and

influential tribe " little Benjamin " was

hardly deserving of separate mention) for

my servant David's sake, and for Jerusa

lem's sake [see on vers. 12, 13], the city

which I have chosen out of all the tribes of

Israel.

Ver. 33.—Because that they [The LXX.

has the singular throughout, and so have

all the translations, except the Chaldee.

But the plural is to be retained, the import

being that Solomon was not alone in his

idolatrous leanings ; or it may turn our
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thoughts to the actual idolaters—his wives

—whose guilt he shared. The singular

looks as if an alteration had been made to

bring the words into harmony with the

context, and especially with the concluding

words of this verse, "David hie father."]

have forsaken me, and have worshipped

Ashtoreth the goddess of the Zldonlans

[p"IX a Chaldee form. But many MSS.
read Di31X], Chemosh the god of the

Moabites, and Mllcom [the LXX. has

"their king the abomination," &c., roi Tip"

|3niTiXfI auruv. See note on ver. 5] , the god

of the children of Ammon, and have not

walked in my ways, to do that which Is

right In mine eyes, and to keep my statutes

and my Judgments, as did David his

father.

Ver. 34.—Howbelt I will not take the

whole kingdom [Rawlinson says the context

requires "aught of the kingdom," and

affirms that the Hebrew will bear this

rendering. But he surely forgets that the

Hebrew has the def. art. n^?U^nm

con only represent "all the kingdom, ri)v

puaiXelav o\tiv (LXX.) See Gesen., Thesau.

t.v. d. It would certainly seem as if

this verse should speak of Solomon's re

taining the sceptre during his lifetime,

and not of his retaining a part of the

empire. But we may not go against the

grammar] out of his hand : but I will make

him prince all the days of his life for

David my servant's sake, whom I chose,

because he kept my commandments and

my statutes. [" If Solomon break his

covenant with God, God will not break his

covenant with the father of Solomon "

(Hall).]

Ver. 35.—But I will take the kingdom

out of his son's hand, and will give it unto

thee, even ten tribes.

Ver. 36.—And unto his son will I give

one tribe [cf. ver. 32, note] , that David my

servant may have a light alway before me

[The same expression is found in ch. xv.

4 ; 2 Kings viii. 19 ; 2 Chron. xxi. 7 ; and

compare Psa. exxxii. 17. Keil would ex

plain it by 2 Sam. xxi. 17 ; but 2 Sam. xiv.

7, " my coal which is left," appears to be a

closer parallel. The idea is not that of a

home (Rawlinson), but family, issue. We

speak of the extinction of a family (Bahr)]

in Jerusalem, the city which I have chosen

me to put my name there.

Ver. 37.—And I will take thee, and thou

shalt reign according to all that thy soul

deslreth [We are not justified in concluding

from these words that Jeroboam then had

ambitious designs upon the throne (Keil).

They rather mean, " as king, all thy desires

shall be gratified " (cf. Deut. xii. 20 ; xiv.

26 ; 1 Sam. ii. 16 ; 2 Sam. iii. 21). Bahr

paraphrases " thou shalt have the dominion

thon now strivest for," but we have abso

lutely no proof that Jeroboam at that time

had ever meditated rebellion. It is quite

possible that the idea was inspired by this

interview] , and shalt be king over Israel.

Ver. 38.—And It shall be, If thou wilt

hearken unto all that I command thee [cf.

ch. iii. 14 ; vi. 12 ; ix. 4] , and wilt walk In

my ways, and do that is right in my sight,

to keep my statutes and my command

ments, as David my servant did ; that I

will be with thee [cf. ch. i. 37, note] , and

build thee a sure house [cf. 2 Sam. vii.

11, 16; i.e., a family, perhaps dynasty. Ob

serve, however, there was no promise to

Jeroboam, as there was to David, of an en

during kingdom. It was not God's design

to take away the kingdom from David in

perpetuity (ver. 39)] , as I built for David,

and will give Israel unto thee.

Ver. 39.—And I will for this [i.e., the

defection just described] afflict the seed of

David, but not for ever [Heb. all the days.

Cf. Psa. lxxxix. 28, 33, 36. This limitation,

" not for ever," would seem to apply to

the kingdom, for it was through the loss of

their kingdom that the seed of David was

afflicted. And if so, it promises, if not a

restoration of the kingdom to the house of

David, at any rate a renewal or continuance

of God's favour. We may perhaps regard the

promise as fulfilled in the subsequent his

tory of the kings of Judah. Not only did

the kingdom last for nearly 500 years, but

the royal house of David maintained its

position to the time of Zcrubbabel. Nor is

it to be overlooked that He " of whose king

dom there shall be no end " (Luke i. 33)

was the son of David] .

Ver. 40.—Solomon sought therefore to

kill Jeroboam. [It is often assumed that

Solomon's attempt on Jeroboam's life was

the result of the prophecy of Ahijah. And

our translation with its " therefore " favours

this view. The Heb., however, has simply

" and Solomon sought," Ac. And these

words connect themselves with ver. 26,

" even he lifted up his hand," ifec. With

ver. 27 a parenthesis begins, explaining

how it came about that Jeroboam rebelled.

It is implied distinctly that it was because

of Ahijah's prophecy. That prophecy, how

ever, was in no sense a justification of

treason or attack on Jeroboam's part. The

fact that God had revealed His purposes was

no reason why Jeroboam should forestall

them. David knew and others knew that

he was destined to be king, but he piously

left it for God, in His own time and way, to

place him on the throne. And Jeroboam's

rebellion is the more inexcusable, because.
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Ahijah bod expressly stated that Solomon

was to retain the kingdom during his life

time. However, "he lifted up his hand;"

there was some overt act of rebellion, and

Solomon, because of this, and not because

of the prophecy (of which, indeed, he may

never have heard), sought to slay him. Nor

was the king without j ustirication in so doing.

Treason must be promptly suppressed, and

treason against a benefactor (see ver. 28)

is doubly hateful.] And Jeroboam arose,

and fled Into Egypt [cf. verse 17, and Matt,

ii. 13. It was the natural place of refuge] ,

unto Shlshak, king of Egypt [Shishak is

beyond doubt the Sheshonk I. of the monu

ments, and is the first of the Pharaohs who

can be identified with certainty (see Diet.

Bib. iii. p. 1288). The date of his accession

appears to be somewhere between 988 and

980 B.c. As to his invasion of Palestine,

see on ch. xiv. 25. His reception of Jero

boam almost proves that there has been a

change of dynasty, and that the new Pharaoh

was no friend to Solomon] , and was In Egypt

until the death of Solomon. [Compare again

Matt. ii. 15.]

Ver. 41.—And the rest of the acts of

Solomon, and all that he did, and his wis

dom, are they not written in the book of

the acts of Solomon 1 [The sources of this

history are mentioned more specifically in

2 Chron. ix. 29.]

Ver. 42.—And the time [Heb. days] that

Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all

Israel was forty years. [Josephus, here as

elsewhere, doubles the figure, making his

reign to have lasted eighty years. It is some

what remarkable, but affords no just ground

for suspicion, that each of the first three

kings of Israel should have reigned just forty

years. " Such numerical coincidences occur

in exact history. Saosduchinus, Chinila-

danus, and Nabopolassar, three consecutive

kings of Babylon, reigned each twenty-one

years" (Rawlinson).]

Ver. 43. — And Solomon slept with his

fathers [see note on ch. ii. 10. For the

later and often mythical accounts of Solo

mon, see Ewald, iii. pp. 318, 319. The ques

tion of his repentance is discussed by Keble,

' ' Occasional Papers," pp. 41 6—434] , and was

burled In the city of David his father; and

Rehoboam his son [So far as appears his

only son. " Solomon hath but one son, and

he no miracle of wisdom." " Many a poor

man hath a houseful of children by one

wife, whilst this great king hath but one

son by any housefuls of wives " (Bp. Hall).

It is worth remembering in this connection

that Psa. exxvii., which speaks of chil

dren as God's reward (ver. 3), is with good

reason ascribed to Solomon] reigned in his

stead.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 81—35.—The Punishment of Solomon's Sin. We have lately traced the

gradual declension in piety of this most puissant prince ; we have seen him steadily

sowing to the wind. The next thing Scripture records concerning him is the

retribution which befel him. It is now for us to see him reaping to the whirlwind.

But in considering the recompenses of his sin, it is essential to remember—1.

That we can only speak, because we only know, of the temporal punishment which

attended him. It may be that was all. Possibly the flesh was destroyed that the

spirit might be saved in the day of the Lord (1 Cor. vi. 5). It may be that, foully

as he fell, he did not fall finally, but of this no man can be certain. There is every

reason to think that the question has been " left in designed obscurity " (Keble,

" Occasional Papers," pp. 892—434, where the subject is discussed at considerable

length), that no one might presume. It may be, therefore, that he still awaits the

just recompense of wrath in the day of wrath (Rom. ii. 5). 2. That if this temporal

punishment does not strike us as severe—considering the enormity of his sin and the

greatness of the gifts and privileges he had abused—it is partly because the temporal

punishment was mitigated for his father's sake. The avenging hand could not smite

Solomon without at the some time hurting David. We are expressly told that

Solomon was maintained on the throne all his life, and that one tribe was given—the

word implies that the gift was unmerited—to his son, for David's sake (vers. 34—86).

If, therefore, we are tempted to think that the punishment was not exemplary, let

us see in it an instance of God's " showing mercy unto thousands " (sc., of gene

rations, Exod. xx. 6)—a proof of the Infinite Love which " remembered David and

all his afflictions " (Psa. exxxii. 1). But such as it was, it was sufficient to teach

us these two lessons at least. 1. "Be sure your sin will find you out " (Num. xxxii.

23). 2. " Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap " (Gal. vi. 7).
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For this retribution was of two kinds. There was—I. That which Solomon

SUFFERED IN hIS OWN PERSON ; and, II. ThAT WhICh hE SUFFERED IN hIS FAMILY

and kingdom. Under the first of these categories the following penalties are to be

ranked:

1. Hit life was shortened. Probably by the operation of natural laws. It is not

suggested that he was directly smitten of God ; it is quite possible that his rank

voluptuousness destroyed his energies and induced premature decay. But all the

same his days were cut short. Not only was long life the principal sanction of the

dispensation under which he lived, but it had been expressly promised him as the

reward of piety (ch. iii. 14). But his sun went down while it was yet noon. He

was not sixty when the mandate went forth, " Remove the diadem, and take off the

crown " (Ezek. xxL 26). And if it be true, what Dr. Johnson said to David Garrick

when the latter showed him his elegant house at Richmond, that great and rare

earthly possessions " make deathbeds miserable," it must have cost Solomon a sharp

pang to leave so soon his cedar palace and his chryselephantine throne.

2. His life was embittered. If, as is most probable, we have in the book of

Ecclesiastes a chapter of his autobiography, it is clear that his glory brought him

little satisfaction (ch. iii. passim ; v. 18 ; vi. 12 ; viL 26); there was a worm at the root

of all his pleasures. Of what avail were his houses, his gardens, his pools of water,

&c., so long as he had not the heart to enjoy them?

" It is the mind that maketh good or ill.

That maketh wretch'd or happy, rich or poor,

For some, that hath abundance at his will,

Hath not enough, but seeks a greater store."

He knew nothing of " the royalty of inward happiness." How different St.

Paul, "Having nothing, yet possessing all things," &c. (2 Cor. vi. 10). What

a commentary on the "confessions" of Solomon, as they have been called, with

their everlasting refrain, their vanitas vanitatum, is that oonfession of a man who

suffered one long martyrdom of pain—the Baptist minister, Robert Hall—" I enjoy

everything."

3. He was tortured by remorse. This is not expressly stated, but surely it may

with good reason be inferred. For the wisest of men could not be so insensate,

when he heard the message of doom (ch. xii. 2), as not to reflect how different

his end was to be from his beginning ; how fair the flower, and how bitter the fruit.

Surely the cry he has put into others' lips would often rise from his own, " How

have I hated instruction," &c. (Prov. v. 12).

4. He was haunted by forebodings. "This great Babylon" which he had

builded, how soon should it be destroyed. The empire which he had consolidated

should barely last bis life. " One tribe "—how those words would ring in his ears I

Then he had good reason, too, to fear that his son was one of the class he had

himself described (Prov. x. 1 ; xv. 20; xvii. 25 ; xix. 13. Cf. Eccles. ii. 19), and no

match for Jeroboam, of whose designs upon the throne he cannot have been ignorant

(1 Kings xi. 26, 27). He had the mortification of knowing that his " servant " would

enter into his labours. And to the prospect of dissensions within, was added the

certainty of disaffection without. Hadad and Rezon were already on his border,

and were only biding their time. The political horizon was indeed black and

lowering.

6. He was harassed by adversaries. For it is clear from verses 14, 23, 26,

that Solomon's enemies were not content to wait for his death. Damascus was a

thorn in his side. Egypt was a hothed of intrigues. The profound peace which he

once enjoyed he had lost. The clouds of war were not only gathering, but some of

them had burst. His throne of ivory and gold can have been but an insecure and

uncomfortable seat for some time before he vacated it.

II. But men like Solomon think of posterity and of posthumous fame as much as

of themselves. If every father has "given hostages to fortune," how much more

vulnerable is a king in the person of his successor. Let us now trace the calamities

which befel Solomon's house and kingdom.
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1. In the infatuation of hit son. Was there ever a political crisis so wofully

mismanaged as that which marked Rehoboam's accession ? A few pacific words,

a graceful concession, and all would have gone well. But his brutal non possumus

precipitated his downfall. It was enough to make Solomon turn in his grave. But

it is for us to remember that " his mother's name was Kaamah, an Ammonitess "

(ch. xiv. 21, 81). And this is the result of multiplying wives.

2. In the dismemberment of his kingdom. The vast empire which Solomon had

founded with so much care and pains, how short a time sufficed to tear it asunder.

What a contrast between the " one tribe " with its barren territory, and the descrip

tion of ch. iv. 20, 21. How had he spent his strength for naught, or rather for his

slave Jeroboam, who inherited all the fairest and wealthiest portions of the realm.

And this was the end of his land-hunger—that he was left with the desert of Judah.

3. In the invasion of Shishak. For he had not long slept with his fathers when

the vast treasures which he had lavished on the palace ol the Lord and his own

palaces were carried away to Egypt. All the precious metals which David had

accumulated, all the acquisitions of Solomon's fleets, all the royal offerings of the

queen of Sheba and of tributary kings—gone to the sons of the stranger, to the swart

children of Ham. He had amassed prodigious wealth, but it was for aliens and

enemies. Not only the shields and drinking vessels, but the candlesticks, bowls,

and the very laminae which had glorified the sanctuary, all fell to the invader.

What a case of Sic vos non vobis I What would Solomon have said could he have

foreseen Rehoboam's " Brummagem " shields, and the punctilious ceremony with

which they were paraded and preserved 1 And this was the end of multiplying

silver and gold to himself. He had put it all into a bag with holes (Haggai i. 6).

4. In the demoralization of his people. For the idolatries of Judah, the images,

the groves, the Sodomites (ch. xiv. 23), were but the continuation and development

of the idolatries which Solomon had inaugurated. His son did but reap the crop

which himself had sown. Nay, so exact is the Irx talionis that we presently find

a queen of Judah erecting a " horror " for the most shameful of rites (see note on

ch. xv. 13). And this was the result of building altars for his queens and princesses

" on the hill that is before Jerusalem," that within a few years the Lord's people,

whose was the law and the temple, ifec., built them high places, &c., " on every high

hill and under every green tree " (ch. xiv. 23).

5. In the captivity of the nation. For the dispersion and enslavement of the

Jewish people, though only consummated some four centuries later, and though it

was the retribution of a long series of sins, was nevertheless, in a sense, the result

of Solomon's sin. That is to say, his sin was (as ch. ix. vers. 6, 7 show) the first

beginning of that ever-deepening apostasy from the Lord, of which the captivity

was, from the first, denounced as the punishment. Other princes no doubt followed

in his steps and filled up the measure of iniquity, but the Grand Monarque of their

race had first showed them the way. And so the people who had held sway even

to the Euphrates were carried beyond the Euphrates, and those who had seen subject

kings in "their land became subjects in a foreign land (cf. Jer. v. 19). How full of

instruction and warning is it that the captivity which Solomon foretold (ch. viii.

46) he should have done so much to precipitate. He predicted, i.e., both his own

and his nation's downfall.

6. But the multiplication of horses, that too, like the other sins, seems to have

brought its own peculiar Nemesis. For whence, let us ask, came the army that

pillaged Jerusalem, and carried off the treasures of the temple ? It came in the

footprints of the horses. First, the invasion of Solomon, and then the invasion of

Shishak, " with twelve hundred chariots and threescore thousand horsemen " (2

Chron. xii. 3). And what came of the horses supplied to the Tyrians and Hittites ?

See oh. xx. 1 (" horses and chariots ; " cf. ver. 25) ; ch. xxii. 81 ; 2 Kings vi. 15 ;

vii. 6, &c. It is extremely probable that the cavalry he supplied to foreign kings

became an instrument in their hands to scourge his own people. Nor is it wholly

unworthy of notice that the murderer Zimri was " captain of half the cluiriots "

(ch. xvi. 9). Assuredly, that unhallowed trade did not go unpunished.

Such, then, is the principal moral of this history : " Their sorrows shall be mul
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tiplied that hasten after another god " (Psa. xvi. 4). And among the additional

lessons which this subject teaches are these: (1) That where much is given, much

will be required ; (2) That judgment begins at the house of God ; (3) " He that

knew his lord's will and did it not shall be beaten with many stripes ; " (4) " Every

transgression and disobedience shall receive its just recompense of reward ; '' (5) " If

God spared not the natural branches," &o.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 14—25.—Premonitions of Wrath. Though the full weight of the judgment

of God upon the sin of Solomon was not to come upon him in his lifetime, yet did

he not, in this world, go altogether without punishment. The foreknowledge of

the evils to come upon his family and people was in itself a heavy affliction. But in

addition to this, the evening of his days was doomed to be disturbed. To this end—

I. God stirred up adversaries against him. 1. In themselves these were

inconsiderable. (1) Hadad the Edomite I What can he do ? He is indeed of the

seed royal of Edom, but then Edom is tributary to Solomon, and Hadad is an exile

in Egypt. (2) Rezon the Syrian ! What can he do ? He was only a captain

under Hadadezer, king of Zobah, whom David defeated, and who fled with his

men, over whom he seems to have acted as a chief of banditti. 2. But they have

been quietly acquiring influence. (1) Hadad, who was a lad when he fled from

David, has now attained to man's estate ; is in high favour with Pharaoh, and

has become brother-in-law to the monarch of the Nile. (2) Rezon also, taking

advantage of the apathy of Solomon, who is too much engaged in the seraglio to

pay close attention to the affairs of his distant provinces, is already in Damascus

and on the throne of Syria. 3. With God behind them they are now formidable.

(1) The fly is a feeble creature, but let God send it forth as a plague, and Egypt is

in agony. So Hadad, again amongst his Edomites, is by a competent Providence

enabled to work " mischief " even to Solomon ! (2) Rezou also is in a position to

gratify his abhorrence of Israel " all the days of Solomon," or to the end of those

days. (3) Let us see the hand of God in all the events of life. Let the discern

ment of symptoms of His displeasure lead us to repentance and reformation. Let

us never despise the day of small things, for the great hand of God may be in it.

It is difficult to distinguish the trifling from the momentous.

II. He stirred up those adversarjes ry mean& 1. They were reminded of the

sufferings of their people. (1) When David conquered Edom there was a fearful

carnage. For six months Joab was engaged in cutting off all the males, until, no

natives surviving, Israel had to bury the slain (vers. 15, 16). This slaughter was

sufficiently dreadful, though it may only have extended to those old enough to bear

arms. Hadad was not an infant then, but (|Bp 1IM) a little boy—of sufficient age

to see what was going on and make his escape with the servants. Rezon was of

an age and in a position to estimate the miseries which the Syrians suffered when

" David slew " them, which sufficiently accounts for the manner in which he " ab

horred Israel." Wars are the cradles of resentments. (2) These terrible massacres

have their justification in the sins of the people who suffered them. In executing

the wrath of God upon Edom, David fulfilled the famous prophecy of Balaam

(see Num. xxiv. 17—19). But in this David was the type of Christ, the true Star

of Jacob and Prince of Israel, whose anger will sweep His enemies to extermina

tion. 2. They werepersuaded that the opportunity was ripe for revenge. (1) They

heard that the warriors were dead (ver. 21). They were no longer paralyzed by

the sound of the once terrible names of David and Joab. (2) As for Solomon, he

never was a warrior. And now he is stupefied by idolatry, and enervated in the

harem. (3) Consequently they put on a bold front, and from different points

harassed and distracted Solomon, apparently with impunity. For the king of

Israel knew that God was angry, and " conscience makes cowards of us all."

Who can afford to have God for his enemy ? Solomon could not afford it. Can

we ? Who would not make peace with such an antagonist ? He proposes His

own terms. Why do we not repent and believe the gospel ?—M.

1 kings. R
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Vers. 26—28.—Jeroboam. The words before lis are interesting as the earliest

notice of a character who made a considerable figure in Hebrew history. They

bring before as—

I. The orscurity of his origin. 1. He was an Ephrathite of Zereda. (1) The

tribe of Ephraim was not obscure ; on the contrary, it was next in importance to

Judah. But that importance was collective—arose from the multitude of its

people. An individual Ephrathite would rather be lost in the multitude. (2) As

to Zereda, so little was this place among the thousands of Ephraim that it is

mentioned only here, and would have been forgotten but for Jeroboam. Note:

Places derive notoriety from men. Men are greater than places. 2. He was the

eon of Nebat and Zeruah. (1) Of these persons we should not have heard but

for the part their son played in history. How much of our reputation is ad

ventitious I Unenviable is the notoriety gained through relationship with the

devil. How truly glorious is that man who rejoices in the imputed righteousness

of Christ 1 (2) Yet Nebat and Zeruah founded the reputation of Jeroboam. They

had the moulding of the child which became the father of the man. This is the

true reason for the association of their names with his. (3) In this view there is

something judicial in this association of the names of parents and child. Their in

fluence, though obscure, was sure, and now finds expression. What an expression

will there be of obscure influences when the momentous resultants come out in the

disclosures of the great judgment ! 3. He was the son of a widow. (1) Why is

this noted, but to suggest that through the death of Nebat the responsibilities of

the home at Zereda early devolved upon Jeroboam? Thus, those executive powers

which brought him under the notice of Solomon had early scope. How little we

know of the purposes of Providence in the bereavements and afflictions of families I

(2) Private afflictions are suffered for public uses. In suffering, let us not murmur,

but listen to the voice of God, and pray that the dispensation may be sanctified.

II. His advancement to power. 1. He became a mighty man of valour. (1)

This fact is recorded, but not the stages by which he became so known. Many

a struggle occurred which had no other reoord than in this resultant. The value

of circumstances is expressed in resultants. Let us attempt to weave all the

circumstances of our lives into a character of goodness that will endure for ever.

(2) Jeroboam had an energetic spirit and probably a robust physique. These he

inherited. Neither for genius nor good constitutions are we indebted to ourselves.

We owe much to our ancestors. (3) But he cultivated his natural parts. Many

are richly endowed by nature, but waste their endowments as an idle spendthrift

wastes an inheritance. Our very faculties may become obliterated by disuse

(Matt. xxv. 28). 2. Hit abilities were discerned by Solomon. (1) This is noted

to have occurred in connection with the building of Millo, and the closing of, or to

close, the breaches in the city of David (ver. 27). Possibly Jeroboam distinguished

himself against Jebusites, or some other malcontents, or in closing those breaches

in the face of the enemy. (2) Possibly the industry that attracted the notice of

Solomon may have been simply in superintendence of improvements in the buildings

at Millo and the fortifications. Providence finds opportunities for those who are

ready to enter the opening door (Prov. xxii. 29). 3. He was promoted to the

charge over the house of Joseph. (1) From an individual once lost in the multitude

of this great house, he is now conspicuous before the multitude. His being an

Ephrathite is now of importance to him. Let us never quarrel with circumstances,

for we never know what may prove of service. (2) Being found diligent in a

minor oharge he is promoted to a major responsibility. So does God deal with

His people (Matt. xiii. 12 ; xxv. 29). What is worth doing is worth doing well 4.

Now he lifts his hand against his patron. (1) Prosperity brings out the character.

He is moved by ambition. Much would have more. He aspires to a throne. His

success had encouraged this desire before he met Ahijah (see ver. 87). (2) He

rebels against the author of his prosperity. Ambition smothers gratitude. How

human 1 Is not this the case with all rebels against God ? (8) How plainly we

can see baseness when manifested by man toward his fellow ; but how slow we

are to see this when ingratitude is toward God I
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The obscurity of our origin is no bar to our advancement in the religious service

of God. " Not many noble are called."—M.

Vers. 29—89.—The Message of Ahijah. As Jeroboam went out of Jerusalem

with his commission from Solomon to rule as his lieutenant over the house of

Joseph, meditating how he might use his fortune to construct a throne, he was met

by Ahijah the Shilonite, who accosted him in a manner agreeable to his ambition.

In the message of Ahijah we have—

I. A profhecy. 1. This was expressed in sign. (1) The Shilonite provided him

self with a new garment. This was intended to symbolize the kingdom. The

same sign had been similarly used before (see 1 Sam. xv. 27 ; xxiv. 5). Note : His

people are the honourable clothing of a prince (see Prov. xiv. 28). (2) The garment

was new. The kingdom of Israel was as yet young. Solomon was but the third

monarch in succession. The garment was whole. So was the kingdom, as yet,

unbroken. Note : The robe of Christ was seamless and woven throughout, which

suggests the perfect unity which will appear in the subjects of His heavenly kingdom.

Note further: That in His transfiguration, which symbolized His kingdom (see

Matt. xvi. 28 ; xvii. 1), His raiment shined " as no fuller on earth could white it,"

suggesting the purity and glory in which the subjects of that kingdom are to shine

(Matt. xiii. 43). (8) But the robe in the hands of the prophet, the messenger and

representative of God, is now rent into twelve pieces, according to the number of

tribes composing the kingdom, ten of which were given into the hand of Jeroboam.

Note: God disposes. In its militant state the kingdom of Christ is subject to

revolutions, but not so in its triumphant and heavenly state. 2. The prophecy also

is expressed in words (vers. 81—89). (1) Thus the testimony is twofold It

appeals to the eye, also to the ear. (2) History verified the predictions to the

letter. What a testimony to the truth of God is the harmony and correspondence

of prophecy and history 1

II. Its reasons. These are expressed and implied. 1. The sin of Solomon is

specified (vers. 31, 83). (1) Solomon foisook the Lord God never forsakes us

unless we first forsake Him. Let us be admonished. (2) He worshipped idols.

Ashtoreth, the impure Venus of the Zidonians ; Chemosh, the abomination of the

Moabites ; and Milcom, or Molech, the devil of the Ammonites,are put into compe

tition with the God of Israel ! Whoever is so foolish as to forsake God will surely

become the dupe of devils. (3) We notice the plural pronoun, " they have forsaken

Me," &o. Not Solomon and his wives, for these heathen women had never known

God ; but Solomon and the Israelites drawn away by his influence and example.

Men seldom sin alone. Accomplices are involved with their leaders in a common

retribution. (4) He forgat the good example of his father David. This is mentioned

to his discredit. We are accountable to God for our advantages. For godly

parents, godly ministers, opportunities. 2. The piety of David is remembered.

(1) It is remembered in the mind of God. Let sincere Christians who are apt to be

discouraged at their failures take comfort from the fact that God is more willing to

remember our good endeavours than our failures. David in glory would know the

blessedness of this. (2) It is remembered to the advantage of his offspring on the

earth. The temporal judgments upon Solomon's sins were mitigated in conse

quence of David's piety. Would not David, in glory, have satisfaction in this?

3. The Scriptures must be fulfilled. (1) David was to have a light always before

God in Jerusalem (Psa. cxxxii. 16, 17). The family of David must be preserved

until Messiah comes to be the Light of the Gentiles. (2) As David was a type of

Christ, so was Jerusalem, with its temple and shekinah, a type of His Church. Of

this Church, Christ is the everlasting Light (see Isa. xxiv. 23 ; lx. 19, 20 ; Eev. xxi.

23). 4. No mention is made of any goodness in Jeroboam. (1) This omission is

significant. It suggests that the Ephrathite was used only as the instrument of

Providence for the punishment of surners ; and for this service had the reward of

his ambition. Therefore the success of our desires in this world is no certain proof

either of our goodness or of God's favour. (2) But in respect to his service God

gave Jeroboam a glorious opportunity by goodness to make himself great like
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David (see ver. 88). What opportunities does God graciously vouchsafe to us!

Let us utilize them to the best possible account.—M.

Vers. 40—43.—Solomon's End. There is peculiar interest attaching to the earlier

and later days of men who have made a figure in history. Here we have the brief

record of the end of a character famed for wisdom above all mere men, upon which

we have sadly to meditate that—

I. He sank under a dense cloud. 1. His morning was very bright. (1) From

his youth he was beloved of God. In token of this he received from God the name

Jedidiah (2 Sam. xii. 24, 25). Could any distinction be more glorious ? Let the

young among us aspire to this distinction. (2) When he came to the throne this

name was changed to Solomon, the Peaceable. The wars of his father David were

everywhere so triumphant, that no adversary now appeared (ch. v. 4). The love of

God brings peace. (3) He was zealous and faithful in building the temple of the

Lord, which he devoted to God in a noble dedicatory prayer, and had an answer in

the descent of the holy fire upon the sacrifices, and in the Shekinah taking pos

session of the house. Those who are beloved of God and rejoice in His peace are fit

agents for the building of the spiritual temple of the Lord. (4) He was blessed by

God with extraordinary wisdom, not only in the arts of government, but also in

various walks of learning (1 Kings iii. 8—10 ; iv. 83). The profoundest philosophers

have been godly men. The boast of sceptics to the contrary is not sustained by

fact. (5) He was inspired by God to contribute books to the sacred Scriptures.

The Chaldaisms which occur in the Ecclesiastes are not sufficient to wrest the

authorship of that book from Solomon, to whom the Jews have ever ascribed it ;

for these it may have acquired in passing through the hands of Ezra. 2. But his

evening was very black. (1) His reign extended over forty years, and a considerable

portion of that period he was under bad influences. Pharaoh's daughter is thought

to have been a proselyte to Judaism, but of this there is no proof. (2) This foreign

marriage was followed by about seven hundred more. These were distinguished as

princesses (ver. 3). Not that they were daughters of kings, but wives of Solomon,

of the second order, Pharaoh's daughter being queen. Beside these were the three

hundred concubines. Such a harem, in its number alone, was a plain violation of

the law (Deut. xvii. 17). But he was still further guilty in making alliances with

heathen women (Exod. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii. 8, 4). (3) The very evils predicted

happened to Solomon ; through these he was drawn into the grossest idolatry (vers.

5—8). (4) The last act recorded of him was that of seeking to kill Jeroboam, who

to avoid his resentment took refuge with Shishak, king of Egypt. Shishak was

brother-in-law to Hadad, the Edomite adversary of Solomon, but not the father of

Solomon's wife, as some have supposed. If, as the narrative suggests, this design

upon the life of Jeroboam was in consequence of his knowledge of the prophecy of

Ahijah, it was an evidence of extreme wickedness, for it was fighting against God.

It was the very sin of Saul against his father David. And in this purpose he seems

to have persisted to his death ; for Jeroboam remained in Egypt until that event.

How fearful are the evils of apostasy I How admonitory !

II. But is there no sunshine in the cloud? Some think they see it—1. In

the promise of God to David. (1) The promise referred to is recorded 2 Sam. vii.

12—17. But was not Solomon, who was chastened with the rod of men by Hadad,

Rezon, and Jeroboam, the Rubject of the mercy of God, in that his family was con

tinued in the throne of Judah ? In this he was distinguished from Saul, whose

succession was cut off. (2) Unless this answer oan be shown to he insufficient, the

Calvinistio argument based upon this text for the infallible final perseverance of the

saints is simply a begging of the question. 2. Jn the Divine approval of the reign

of Solomon. (1) The passage relied upon in this statement is 2 Chron. xi. 17.

But when the commencement of the rule of Rehoboam in Judah, for three years, is

commended as according to the example of David and Solomon, the allusion, as far

as Solomon is concerned at least, was to the manner in which he commenced his

reign. (2) This is sufficient for the consistency of the text. To make it prove more

would make it prove too much by committing God to the approval of what He has
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elsewhere explicitly condemned. (3) Rehoboam, who as king of Jndah, like his

father Solomon, began his reign well, fell into the snare of Solomon in multiplying

wives (see 2 Chron. xi. 21). 3. In his authorship of the Ecclesiastes. (1) The

argument is that upon the message of God, by Ahijah, as is supposed (vers. 9—13),

Solomon repented, and afterwards wrote this book, in which he confesses the vanity

of his past life. (2) But the theory of his repentance upon that occasion ill consorts

with the history of his seeking the life of Jeroboam, because he was destined to give

effect to the burden of that message. True repentance will bear meet fruit (Matt.

iii. 8). (3) The Ecclesiastes was more probably written before than after the

apostasy of Solomon. The allusions to his experiences as " king over Israel in

Jerusalem " may have been prophetio anticipations, which may explain the past

tense, " was king," which is agreeable to the prophetic style. When all has been

said that can be alleged to encourage hope in Solomon's end, the doubt is grave

enough to instruct us that we must not presume upon God's mercy, and sin. Let

us rather hope in His mercy, repeut, and sin no more. Praise God for the Great

Atonement !—M.

Vers. 14—25.—The Divine Chastisements. I. Chastisement is mehcy. Though

the judgment was kept back, Solomon was meanwhile made to feel the rod of cor

rection. We may be forgiven and yet chastised—yea, chastised because we are

forgiven. " Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth," &c. This, too,

was mercy, for—1. It was fitted to lead him to seek God in truth. It is easier to

feel and confess our folly and sin in adversity than when all is well with us, 2.

It revealed to him the kind of harvest he had prepared for his child. He was

now reaping the fruits of his father's fierce vengeance (see ver. 15). The story

recorded on the page of Scripture was then on Israel's lips and in Solomon's

thoughts. When God visits for sin, the iniquity of the past is remembered. Sins

are seeds that produce harvests of trouble for those who come after us ; and

Solomon's reaping the fruit of his father's deeds must have set before him the

legacy of judgment he was bequeathing to his own son. And yet Solomon does

not seem to have been benefited. Are we reading the lessons of our chastisements ?

II. Oca enemies are God's instruments. 1. When they assail us it is of Him.

The Lord stirred them up. They had been adversaries before, but they had

hitherto been powerless to harm Israel (see ver. 4). But now in Solomon's fall the

day of their opportunity came. Onr foes are held as in a leash by God. Without

His permission they can attempt nothing : when they are loosed it is of Him. They

serve Him and in the truest sense serve us. In the midst of evil deeds and evil

speech let us look past all to Him. 2. God's restraining hand is still upon them.

Though Hadad and Rezon attempted more, they were not permitted to succeed. So

far as they may serve us they are allowed to go, but no further.—U.

Vers. 26—43.—The call to Jeroboam. I. The unwearied efforts of God to

win men for righteousness. This is the beginning of the story of Jeroboam the

son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin. 1. He is met by mercy. The widow's son

is made king of Israel. 2. By counsel and promise (ver. 88). The seed is cast

upon the stony ground and among the thorns, as well as upon the good soil.

Learn—1. That, hke the great husbandman, we should sow the seed of the kingdom

everywhere ; though men may not hear, God is served and glorified in that offered

mercy. 2. It is no proof that all is well with us, that we have been the recipients

of God's goodness, or that His Word has touched and searched our heart : is there

any fruit ?

II. The spirit required in order to reap lasting renefit from others' dis

asters. 1. Sympathy with them in their suffering. The judgment which is to

fall upon Solomon and Israel is laid upon Jeroboam's heart. He went out clothed

with a new garment, he returned with a handful of fragments, the symbol of the

new kingdom and the effect of God's judgment. We cannot rightly enter into

blessing springing from another's loss if we pass in with a light heart. 2. Recognition

of them as still objects of Divine mercy (vers. 84, 86). The house of David was not
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to be utterly cast out. The love that smiles on us is still round them. 3. Becognition

that the gift we receive is from the hand of the same Master. Blessing and judg

ment hang for him upon the same issues (vers. 38, 38). Only in lowliness and

brotherliness can we rightly receive the gifts God sends us.

III. The impossibility of thwarting the Divine purpose (ver. 40). 1 Solo

mon's attempt to remove the danger by slaying Jeroboam is defeated. His life is

guarded till his work is done. 2. It only serves the Divine purpose. Jeroboam's

enmity is secured. He is sent down to Egypt and strengthened by alliance with

a power unfriendly to Israel. Fighting against God, we only bind our cords the

more firmly, we kick against the pricks. To humble ourselves under the mightyhand

of God will bring us into the light of meroy : to contend with Him is destruction.—U.

Ver. 28.— The Successful Man. Among the " adversaries " of Solomon, Jeroboam

was the most active. He raised sedition, or, in the words of Scripture, " lifted up

his hand," against the king. He was of humble birth, but belonged to the most

powerful tribe—Ephraim. His rise is described here. The fortifications of Millo

underneath the citadel of Zion were being erected. Amongst those employed Jero

boam was noticed by the king as strong, skilful, and industrious. Ever on the out

look for talent, and with wisdom to discern it, Solomon made him superintendent

of the tribute required in money and service of the tribe of Ephraim ; a place of

trust and profit. Jeroboam is a good example of worldly success, the subject for

our consideration.

1. The elements of worldly success. 1. Natural ability. This belonged to

the son of Nebat in large measure, as his subsequent history shows. Shrewdness,

courage, self-reliance were his. These, and similar gifts, are unevenly distributed

amongst men. Children at school are by no means equal in powers of attainment.

In business, one man will make a fortune where another would not suspect a chance.

Amongst the advantages of such inequality are these : that the higher and lower

grades of work required by the world are alike done ; and that room is given for

the exercise pjf generosity, self-conquest, &c., in our social relations.

2. Personal diligence. With all Jeroboam's faults he was not idle. He did

thoroughly and well what came to hand. This is the secret of success, both in

student and business life. It rectifies the balance sometimes between men of un

equal ability. The tortoise wins the race against the hare. The student conquers

the genius. Where it is added to ability, success in life is certain. " Seest thou a

man diligent in his business ? he shall stand before kings : he shall not stand before

mean men" (Prov. xxii. 29). "The hand of the diligent shall bear rule" (Prov.

xii. 24). Examples : Abraham's servant ; Joseph in Egypt, Ac. Show how this is

true in the higher sphere of the Christian life. " To him that hath to him shall be

given," &c. He that is faithful with few things will become ruler over many.

8. Kindly interest. " Solomon saw the young man." This added an element of

uncertainty to his prospects. It seemed a chance, but was under the rule of God, as

the history shows. Diligence and fidelity should be ours, whether or no we have

the notice of the earthly master, for the unseen King is ever watching us. We are

to work with singleness of heart, as unto the Lord ; to serve others " not with eye

service as men pleasers," &o. Show the responsibility which rests on employers to

develop, and encourage, and put to the best use the gifts of their employes. Pro

motion should follow merit.

II. The possibilities of worldly success. 1. It is possible to defend others.

Jeroboam was known in future times of danger as the man who " enclosed the city

of David." Higher possibilities than that belong to successful men. How they can

guard those employed by them from disease, from moral contamination, from

ignorance, &c. The responsibilities of landowners, manufacturers, 4c.

2. It is possible to lighten tlie burdens of others. As ruler over the tribute,

Jeroboam could alleviate or aggravate the burdens of the tribe. Point out what

could be done by far-seeing, right-hearted statesmen to lessen the troubles of the

poor, the miseries of subject races, the burdens of taxation, &c.

8. It is possible to become ready for loftier rule. He who was the overseer of
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one tribe became the king of Israel. The discharge of the dnties of the former

office made those of the latter less arduous. Apply this to the preparation of men

for the nobler rule of heaven, by the exercise of powers for God in the earthly sphere.

III. The perils of worldly success. 1. Ingratitude. Jeroboam fostered ill-

feeling against Solomon in Ephraim till he was expelled the kingdom. Men often

kick away the ladder by which they rose to fortune. Give examples. The wish to

forget the past in which they wanted help, and to attribute to their own skill what

came from the kindness of others, tempts to this. Even poor parents have been

left uncared for by prosperous children.

2. Impatience. Jeroboam was to have the kingdom, as Ahijah told him, but he

could not wait for Solomon's death. His first exaltation and the words of the

prophet aroused greed and ambition which would not be stayed. A man who has

known nothing but success is more impatient than are others at a disappointment

or difficulty. It is harder for him than for one trained in the school of adversity to

say, " Not my will, but Thine be done." His is seldom the " meek and quiet spirit "

which is, in the sight of God, of great price.

3. Rebellion against God. He heard from Ahijah's lips these words of God

about Solomon—" I will make him prince all the days of his life ; " yet during his

life Jeroboam tried to dethrone him. Compare this conduct with that of David

towards Saul. The contrast is the more remarkable because of the provocation

David received, and because the son of Jesse, unlike the son of Nebat, had been

actually anointed king. He had no right to seize what God had promised to give.

Jacob learnt this lesson in the house of Laban. In this disregard, or defiance, of

God was the germ of Jeroboam's ruin. His rule was (like Solomon's) conditional

on obedience to the Divine will (compare ver. 88 with ix. 4—6). Stability depends

on God ; the seen on the unseen. No cleverness, no diligenoe, no human help can

bring lasting prosperity to a soul, or to a nation, which forsakes righteousness and

forgets God.—A. R.

Vers. 29—86 ; chs. xiv. 21—81 ; xvi. 1, 2, 25, 26.—The judgments of God on

Judah and Israel from the death of Solomon lo the time of Ahab. The separation

of the people of God into two kingdoms was a punishment for the idolatry of

Solomon ; but from this punishment God brought forth good, for it was well that

the pride of the Jews should not be fostered by unmixed prosperity. It would have

formed a far stronger barrier to the gospel in after times if it had not been thus

early broken.

After the separation of the two kingdoms, idolatry more or less gross prevailed

in both, with brief intervals of return to the worship of the true God. This fearful

moral declension is traceable to a great extent to the fall of Solomon. Sin is thus

always the parent of after evil. He who rebels against God leaves behind him the

influence of his example, and gives fresh force to the current of evil. God made

both kingdoms feel, during this period, repeated strokes of His chastising hand.

Their history is a history of tears and blood. Every fresh sin, the bitter outgrowth

of former transgressions, becomes a source of new calamities. The hard Asiatic

tyranny of Rehoboam leads to the rending of the kingdom. The erection of a

half-pagan sanctuary entails upon Jeroboam and his race the catastrophes which

issue in their ruin.

The history of the Jews during this period, therefore, presents the aspect of one

long judgment of God, in which sin brmgs forth death and thus becomes its own

punishment (James i. 15). This is true also in the history of individuals ; and we

have in this fact one of the strongest evidences that we are under the government

of a holy God. Let us never forget that His holiness is at the same time love, and

that through all the dark and sorrowful vicissitudes of our life He is carrying out

His plan of mercy. In spite of all its falls, its wanderings, and its woes, Israel did

fulfil its preparatory mission. If in the end the theocracy tottered to its fall, this

failure also entered into the conditions of the Divine plan. Israel was never treated

by God, however, as a mere passive instrument. God gave it repeated warnings,

as, for example, by the mouth of the unknown prophet who was sent to Jeroboam

to declare to him the judgments of God (ch. xiii.)—E. de P.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XH. 1—24.

The revolt or the ten trires.—With

the reign of Rehoboam, on which our his

torian now enters, we begin the second

great period in the history of the Hebrew

monarchy, so far as it is related in these

Books of Kings. The first, which com

prises the Augustan age of Israel, the short

lived maturity of the race in the reign of

Solomon, has extended over forty years,

from B.C. 1015 to B.C. 975. The seoond,

which is the period of the existence of the

two kingdoms of Israel and Judah side by

side—that is to say, from the disruption to

the carrying away of Israel into captivity—

extends over two centuries and a half, viz.,

from B.C. 975 to B.C. 722, and is, with few

exceptions, a period of steady and shameful

decline.

And in giving his account of the division

of the kingdom, our historian, more mo,

confines himself to the recital of actual facts,

and hardly speaks of their hidden causes.

Yet the sixteenth verse of this chapter

reveals to us very clearly one of the secret

springs of the dissatisfaction which existed

at the date of Rehoboam's accession, one of

the influences which ultimately led to the

disruption of Israel. Jealousy on the part of

Ephraim of the powerful tribe of Judah had

undoubtedly something to do with the revo

lution of which we now read. The discon

tent occasioned by Solomon's levies and the

headstrong folly of Rehoboam were the im

mediate causcs, but influences much deeper

and of longer standing were also at work.

The tribe of Ephraim had clearly never

thoroughly acquiesced in the superiority

which its rival, the tribe of Judah, by

furnishing to the nation its sovereigns,

its seat of government, and its sanctuary,

had attained. During the two former reigns

the envy of Ephraim had been held in check,

but it was there, and it only needed an occa

sion, such as Rehoboam afforded it, to blaze

forth. That proud tribe could not forget

the glowing words in which both Jacob

(Gen. xlix. 22—26, "the strength of my

head ") and Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 13—17)

had foretold their future eminence. They

remembered, too, that their position—in the

very centre of the land—was also the richest

in all natural advantages. Compared with

their picturesque and fertile possessions, the

territory of Judah was as a stony wilderness.

And for a long time they had enjoyed a

certain superiority in the nation. In the

time of Joshua we find them fully conscious

of their strength and numbers (Josh. xvii.

14), and the leader himself admits their

power (ver. 17). When the tabernacle was

first set up, it was at Shiloh, in the territory

of Ephraim (Josh, xviii. 1), and there the ark

remained for more than three hundred years.

And the pre-eminence of Ephraim amongst

the northern tribes is curiously evidenced

by the way in which it twice resented

(Judg. viii. 1 ; xii. 1) campaigns undertaken

without its sanction and co-operation. It

and its sister tribe of Manasseh had fur

nished, down to the time of David, the

leaders and commanders of the people—

Joshua, Deborah, Gideon, Abimelech, and

Samuel— and when the kingdom was estab

lished it was from the allied tribe of Benja

min that the first monarch was selected.

" It was natural that, with such an inherit

ance of glory, Ephraim always chafed under

any rival supremacy "(Stanley," Jew. Ch."ii.

p. 272). It was natural, too, that for seven

years it should refuse allegiance to a prince

of the rival house of Judah. Even when, at

the end of that time, the elders of Israel

recognized David as " king over Israel "

(2 Sam. v. 3), the fires of jealousy, as

the revolt of Sheba and the curses of

Shimei alike show, were not wholly extin

guished. And the transference of the

sanctuary, as well as the sceptre, to Judah

—for Jerusalem, whilst mainly in the

territory of Benjamin, was also on the

border of Judah—would occasion fresh

heart-burnings. It has been supposed by

some that Psa. lxxviii. was penned as a

warning to Ephraim against rebellion, and

to reconcile them to their loss of place and

power; that, if so, it was not effectual, and

that the jealousy endured at a much later

date Isaiah xi. 13 shows. There hod prob
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ably been an attempt on the part of

Jeroboam the Ephraimite to stir up his

and the neighbouring tribes against the

ascendancy of Judah in the person of

Solomon. That first attempt proved

abortive. But now that their magnificent

king was dead, now that the reins of

government were held by his weak and

foolish son, the men of Ephraim resolved,

unless they could wrest from him very

great concessions, to brook the rule of

Judah no longer and to have a king of

their own house. (The reader will find a

very suggestive chapter on this subject in

Prof. Blunt's "Undesigned Coincidences,"

pp. 162—174.)

Ver. 1.—And Rehoboam [see on ch. xi. 26,

and compare the name E&pv«q/io£. The name

possibly indicates Solomon's ambitious

hopes respecting him. The irony of history

alone emphasizes it. Eccles. ii. 18, 19

would seem to show that Solomon himself

had misgivings as to his son's abilities.

" As the greatest persons cannot give them

selves children, so the wisest cannot give

their children wisdom " (Hall). His mother

was Naamah, an Ammonitess (ch. xiv. 31).

It would appear from ch. xiv. 21, and 2

Chron. xii. 13, that he was 41 years of

age at his accession. But this is, to say

the least, doubtful. For (1) he is described

in 2 Chron. xiii. 7 as being " young ("lj?3)

and tender-hearted." (2) The LXX. addi

tion to 1 Kings xii. 24 says he was sixteen ;

vide up taaideKa Irwv iv ru ($aoi\tveiv avrbv.

(3) It is hardly probable that Solomon, who

was himmlf " young and tender" at his

father's death, should then have had a son

a year old. (4) Rehoboam's counsellors, who

had "grown up with him," and were there

fore of the same age as himself, are called

" lads " (DH$», LXX. wattapta). To these

reasons Rawlinson adds a fifth, viz., "that

it is hardly likely that David would have

permitted his son to marry an Ammonitess,

which of course he must have done, if

Behoboam was born in his lifetime. But

it should be remembered that David had

himself married a foreign princess, Maaohah,

daughter of Talmai, king of Qeshur (1

Chron. iii. 2). There is greater force in

the remark that Solomon's marriages with

Ammomte and Moabite women belong

apparently to a later period of his life (ch.

xi. 1). Altogether the evidence seems to

point to a corruption of the text of ch.

xiv. 21, Ac., and it has been suggested that

"forty-one" is there an error of transcrip

tion for "twenty-one," a mistake easily

made, if, as is extremely probable, the

ancient Hebrews, like the later, used the

letters of the alphabet as numerals. Twenty-

one would then be SO ; forty-one XC] went

to [This journey was probably made soon

after a prior coronation at Jerusalem.

According to the LXX. addition, it was at

least a year after his accession] Shechem

[An old gathering place of the northern

tribes (Josh. xxiv. 1). Its position, in the

very centre of Palestine, fitted it for this

purpose. (" Shechem may be considered

the natural capital of Palestine," Conder,

p. 16.) But it was perhaps primarily

selected because it was the capital of

Ephraim, not because it was a "national

sanctuary of Israel " (Wordsworth), a title

to which it has but little claim. It had

once before furnished Ephraim with a

king (Judg. ix. 2). We learn from Joshua

xx. 7 that it was "in Mount Ephraim;"

from Judges ix. 7 that it was under Mount

Gerizim. To its position the place was, no

doubt, indebted for its name. It is often

said to be doubtful whether the place was

named after Shechem, the son of Hamor

(Gen. xxxiii. 18), or whether this prince

took his name from the place. The latter

is, no doubt, the correct view. For Shechem

means strictly, not, as it is often translated,

the " shoulder," but dorsi pars superior, or

perhaps the space between the shoulder-

blades (as is proved by Job xxxi. 22,

" Let my shoulder fall," np?tS'D). Hence

the word is found only in the singular

(see Gesen., Thes. iii. p. 1407). Now any

one who has seen the vale of Shechem

(Nablus) will hardly doubt that its name

is due to its resemblance to this part of the

body (compare " Ezion-geber," ch. ix. 26).

The town lies in a valley between the two

ridges of Ebal and Gerizim ; cf. Jos., Ant. iv.

8. 44. " The feet of these mountains where

they rise from the town [to the height of 1000

feet] are not more than 500 yards apart."

It is consequently one of the most striking

and beautiful spotsin Palestine, and themore

so as its perennial supply of water clothes

it with perpetual verdure. For its history

see Gen. xii. 6 ; xxxiii. 18 ; xxxiv. ; xlviii.

22 ; Deut. xxvii. 4—12 ; Josh. xx. 7 ; xxi. 20 ;

xxiv. 1, 25, 32 ; Judg. ix. ; &o. In the New

Testament it has been supposed to appear

under the form Sychar (John iv. 5), and

this variation has been universally accounted

for as a paronomasia, 1fX? meaning "a lie."

But the recent survey has given ur good

reasons for identifying the place last named

with 'Askar, a little village on the slope of

Ebal, half a mile from Jacob's well and a

little over a mile from Nablus (Conder, pp. 40,

41)]: tor [This word suggests that Rehoboam
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had not " selected the capital of Ephnmnto

be the scene" of his coronation (Rawl.)

but that he went thither because the northern

tribes claimed this concession. They de

manded apparently that he should meet

them to receive their homage in the terri

tory of Ephraim. It was a recognition of

the importance of the tribe, and there they

could the better urge their demands] all

Israel [That is, not the twelve tribes (Ewald),

but the ten, or their representatives. The

name of Israel was already identified with

the ten, or rather eleven, tribes (see 2 Sam.

ii. 9, 10, 17, 28). It is highly probable that

the comparative isolation of Judah from

the rest of the tribes (see Diet. Bib. vol. i.

p. 1157) had led to this result. Indeed, this

fact—that the term " Israel " was used of

the whole nation, exclusive of the tribe of

Judah—shows in a very significant way the

alienation of Judah from the rest] were

come to Shechem to make him king. [It

would certainly seem from these words as if

the ten tribes had then no settled idea of re

volting. Kimchi sees in the very selection of

Shechem a proof that they were only "seek

ing an opportunity for transferring the

government to Jeroboam." Similarly Keil.

But the glories of Solomon's reign and the

traditions of the house of David would

surely make them hesitate, even if they

had heard of the prophecy of Ahijah the

Sbilonite (ch. xi. 29), before they wantonly

broke away from Rehoboam. And the text

says expressly that they had assembled to

" make him king," i.e., to accept him as

such, to anoint him (1 Chron. xu. 38 com

pare 1 with 2 Sam. ii. 4 ; v. 3 shows that

TpVpO is synonymous with TJ^O^ '■]?'!?, Keil),

after the example of Saul (1 Sam. ii. 15),

David (2 Sam. ii. 4; v. 3), and Solomon

(ch. i. 39 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 22). No doubt,

as the context shows, they intended to

stipulate for an alleviation of burdens, Ac.,

and their selection of Shechem as the place

where they would render their allegiance

was a " significant hint " (Ewald. " The

very place puts Israel in mind of a re

bellion," Bp. Hall) to Rehoboam. Then-

putting forward Jeroboam as their spokes

man—presuming for the present that the

received text of ver. 3 is to be retained, as

to which, however, see below—was a

further hint, or rather a plain indication,

that they did not mean to be trifled with.

It is not a proof, however, as Keil main

tains, that they had already determined to

make the latter king, for they distinctly

said to Rehoboam (ver. 4), " Grant our

petition and we will serve thee." (Ewald,

who says " they had the fullest intentions

of confirming his power as king if their

wishes were granted," points out how this

fact makes against the received text,

according to which they had already sum

moned Jeroboam from Egypt.) It is clear

from this and the passages cited above that

the Jewish people at this period of their

history were accustomed, not indeed to

choose their king, but to confirm him in his

office by public acclamation.]

Ver. 2.—And It came to pass, when Jero

boam the son of Mebat [see on ch. xi. 26J,

who was yet In Egypt [The usual, and in

deed the necessary, interpretation, if we

retain our present Hebrew text, is that these

words refer, not as the context would lead

us to suppose, to the time indicated in vers.

1, 3, iVc, but to the time of Solomon's

death. But see below] , heard of it [The

words " of it," though not in the original,

are a fair and legitimate interpretation of

its meaning. Whether they are retained

or not, the natural and grammatical inter

pretation is that it was the visit to Shechem,

just before mentioned, of which Jeroboam

heard. But according to our received text,

Jeroboam was one of the deputation which

met king Rehoboam at Shechem. It has

been found necessary, consequently, to

understand the words of the death of

Solomon, which has been related in ch.

xi. 43. So the Vulgate, Audita morte ejus.

Similarly the LXX. Cod. Vat. inserts the

substance of this verse as part of ch. xi. 43.

(The Cod. Alex, follows the Hebrew.) But

this interpretation is surely strained and

unnatural] (for he was fled from the pre

sence of king Solomon, and Jeroboam dwelt

in Egypt 0 [The parallel passage in 2

Chron. x. has here, " And Jeroboam re

turned from Egypt " ('XDD' T instead

of 'XD3 'T 3g?J). And as some copies of the

LXX. have Kai Marpe^iv' lepofloafi i'£ Atyvir-

Tov and the Vulgate has " Reversus est de

Aegypto," Dathe, Bahr, al. would adopt this

reading here. It is true it involves but a

slight change, and it may simplify the con

struction. But no change is really required

Bahr's objection, that in the text, as it

Ft and*, we have an unmeaning repetition,

" Ho was still in Egypt . . . and Jeroboam

dwelt in Egypt," loses all its force if we

understand Jeroboam to have continued

his residence in Egypt (as the LXX. says

he did) after hearing of Solomon's death,

until summoned by the tribes to be their

leader. In any case the repetition accords

with Hebrew usage.]

Ver. 3.—That [Heb. and] they sent and

called him. And Jeroboam and all the

congregation of Israel came [It has been

held that this verse is largely an interpola

tion. The LXX. Cod. Vat. has simply,
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" And the people spate onto king Reho-

boam, saying." Of more importance, how

ever, is the fact that it is at direct variance

with ver. 20, which places the appearance of

Jeroboam on the scene after the revolt of

the tribes. Indeed, these two verses can

only be brought into agreement by the

questionable device of understanding the

"all Israel " of ver. 20 very differently from

the same expression in ver. 1. If, however,

we follow in this instance the LXX., which

omits the name of Jeroboam both here and

in ver. 12 (and which thereby implies that

he was not one of the deputation to Reho-

boam, but, as ver. 2 states, was at that time

still in Egypt), the difficulty vanishes.

Ver. 20 then becomes the natural and

logical continuation of vers. 2, 3. "And

Jeroboam dwelt in Egypt. And they sent

and called him [to the country.] . . , And

when all Israel heard that Jeroboam was

come again [at their summons] they sent

and called him unto the congregation," Ao.

And in favour of the omission of Jeroboam's

name is the fact that the Hebrew text, both

in ver. 3 and in ver. 12, betrays some little

confusion. In ver. 3, the Cethib has

and U*] in ver. 12, whereas the Keri has

in both cases. The words look, that

is to say, as if a singular nominative had

been subsequently introduced], and spake

onto Rehoboam, saying.

Ver. 4.—Thy father made our yoke [see

for the literal sense of the word, Nnm.

xix. 2 ; Deut. xxi. 3, Ac. ; for its tropi

cal use, Levit. xxvi. 13 ; Deut. xxviii. 48,

Ac.1 grievous [Heb. heavy. Was this com

plamt a just one? It is one which occa

sions us some surprise, as the reign of

Solomon had not only been glorious, but

the people had apparently enjoyed the

greatest plenty and prosperity (ch. iv. 20,

35; of. viii. 66). Bishop Hall, Bahr, and

other writera, consequently, who see in the

fact that the ten tribes had chosen Jeroboam

for their mouthpiece a settled determination

on their part to revolt, affirm that their

grievances were purely factitious. But we

must not forget that, despite the unbroken

peace (see Hall, "Contempl." ii. 136) and

general prosperity and affluence, the people

had had one burden at least to bear which is

always galling and vexatious, the burden of

a conscription. It is by no means certain,

though it is constantly assumed, and is not

in itself improbable, that the taxes and im

posts had been heavy, the passages alleged

in support of that view (ch. x. 15, 25 ; xii.

4, LXX.) being quite inconclusive. But

while we have no right to speak of the

" enormous exactions of the late king "

(Stanley), we may be perfectly sure that

such an establishment as his (ch. iv. 22,

26) and such undertakings (chM. 14, 22 ; iii.

1 ; vii. ; ix. 26, 17, 18) would be extremely

costly, and that their cost was not alto

gether defrayed by the presents of subject

princes (ch. iv. 21 ; cf. x. 10, 14), the profits

of the king's merchants (ch. x. 28), or the

imports of the fleet (ft., v. 21). But the

people had certainly had to pay a more

odious tribute, that of forced labour, of

servile work (ch. iv. 6, Heb. ; v. 14 ; of. oh.

ix. 21. DQ is almost always used of a tri

bute rendered by labour, Gesen.) It is

quite true that Solomon was not the first

to institute this ; that David had exacted it

before him (2 Sam. xx. 24) ; that the bur

den was one with whioh all subjects of the

old-world monarchies, especially in the

East, were familiar; and that in this case it

had been imposed with peculiar considerate-

ness (ch. v. 14). But it is none the less cer

tain, when we consider the magnitude of

Solomon's undertakings, and the number

of men necessarily employed in executing

them, that it must have involved some

hardships and created much dissatisfaction ;

such results are inevitable in all conscrip

tions. " Forced labour has been amongst

the causes leading to insurrection in many

ages and countries. It alienated the people

of Rome from the last Tarquin ; it helped

to bring about the French Revolution ; and

it was for many years one of the principal

grievances of the Russian serfs " (Rawlin-

son). But we may find instances of its

working perhaps as more Eastern, more

olosely illustrative of the text amongst the

Fellahin of Egypt. " According to Pliny,

360,000 men had to work 20 years long at

one pyramid " (Bahr). In the construction of

the great Mabmoudieh canal, by Mehemet

Ali, over 300,000 labourers were employed.

They worked under the lash, and such were

the fatigues and hardships of their life that

many thousands died in the space of a few

months (cf., too, Exod. i. 11 sqq. ; ii. 23]:

now therefore make thou the grievous

[Heb. hard, heavy] service of thy father,

and his heavy yoke which he put upon us,

lighter [lit.," lighten somewhat from," Ac.],

and we will serve thee. [Their stipula

tions seem reasonable enough. Bahr, who

says, " We oannot admit the complaint of

too hard tribute-work to be well founded,"

and Keil, who maintains that "there can

not have been any well-grounded occasion

for complaint," surely forget that both the

aged counsellors (ver. 7) and also the

writer of this book (vers. 13—15) manifest

some degree of sympathy with the com

plainants.]

Ver. 5.—And he said unto them, Depart

yet for three days [so as to afford time for
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counsel and deliberation. It has been

assumed that both the old and young ad

visers of Rehoboam had been taken by

him, as part of his retinue, to Shechem

(Bahr). But it is quite as likely that some

of them were summoned from Jerusalem

to advise him, and that the three days' de

lay was in order to give time for their

attendance. It is a long day's journey

(12 hours) from Nabliis to Jerusalem.

Three days, consequently, would just afford

sufficient time for the purpose] then come

again to me. And the people departed.

[The peaceable departure, like the respect

ful demand, contradicts the idea of a settled

purpose to rebel.]

Ver. 6.—And king Rehoboam consulted

with the old men [According to Bahr," the

D'J^! are not old people, bnt the elders."

No doubt the word is constantly used, as

in the expressions, " elders of Israel,"

*' elders of the city," Ao. (cf. irpea^vripoi,

sena tores (from senex), aldermen = elder

men), without any reference to age; but

this is not the case here, as the strong

contrast with "young men" (vers. 8, 13,

14) proves] that stood before [see on ch.

i. 2] Solomon his father [among them,

perhaps, were some of the " princes " of

ch. iv. 2 sqq.] while he yet lived, and

said, How do ye advise that I may answer

this people 1

Ver. 7.—And they spake unto him, say

ing, If thou wilt be a servant unto this

people this day, and wilt serve them [Keil

questions the propriety and expediency of

this advice. He says, " The king could not

become the "Ijy of the people without pre

judicing the authority entrusted to him by

God." But they do not propose that he

should become their servant, except for one

day, and then only in the sense of making

reasonable concessions. What they mean

is this: "If thou wilt brook for once to

accede to their terms instead of dictating

thine own," i&c. The form of their answer

was probably suggested by the temper of

the king. They saw what was passmg in

his mind, viz., that he would fain play the

autocrat, and that he resented it exceed

ingly that his subjects, just as he had be

gun to taste the sweets of royalty, should

presume to parley with him ; and they say

in effect, " You think that they are revers

ing your relations, that they are making

you, their sovereign, their servant. Be it

so. It is but for one day. Then they will

be your slaves for ever "] , and answer them

[i.e., favourably; grant their request; cf.

Psa. xxii. 22 ; lxv. 6], and speak good

words to them, then will they be thy ser

vants for ever. [" Thy servants," in oppo

sition to "a servant" above; "for ever"

in opposition to " this day."]

Ver. 8.—But he forsook the counsel of

the old men which they had given [Heb.

counselled] him [" We can easily imagine

that their proposal was not very agreeable to

the rash and imperious young king, in whose

veins Ammonite blood flowed " (Bahr)] , and

consulted with the young men [see on ver.

1. " The very change argues weakness. . .

Green wood is ever shrinking " (Hall)] that

were grown up with him [possibly his com

panions in the harem], and which stood

before him [i.e., as his courtiers and coun

sellors (cf. ver. 6). The old men were the

counsellors of Solovwn ; the young men

alone are spoken of as the ministers of

Rehoboam.

Ver. 9.—And he said unto them. What

counsel give ye [emphatic in the original]

that we [It is noticeable how Rehoboam

identifies these young men with himself.

He employs a different expression when

addressing the old men (ver. 6). The A. V.

perhaps gives its force by the translation,

" that I may answer," Ac. ; lit., " to

answer "] may answer this people who

have spoken to me, saying, Make the yoke

which thy father did put upon us lighter ?

Ver. 10.—And the young men that were

grown up with him spake unto him,

saying, Thus shalt thou speak unto this

people [There is a certain amount of con-

temptuousness in the expression (cf. St.

John vii. 49)] that spake unto thee [The

repetition, " speak, spake," is probably not

undesigned. It suggests the idea of retalia

tion, or that it was a piece of presumption

on their part to have spoken at all], saying,

Thy father made our yoke heavy, bnt

make thou it lighter unto us [lit., from

upon us] ; thus shalt thou say unto

them [This iteration is expressive of deter

mination and resentment. We may read

between the lines, "I would make short

work with them, and teach them a lesson

they will not forget"], My little finger

[" Finger" is not in the original, but the

meaning is indisputable] shall be [or is,

rpy, strictly, was thicker. The LXX. has

simply tayyTiaa] thicker than my father's

loins. [A figurative and perhaps proverbial

expression. The sense is clear. " My

hand shall be heavier than my father's,

my force greater than his, my weakness

even stronger than his strength." The

counsel of the young men is full of flattery,

whioh would be acceptable to a young king.

Ver. 11.—And now whereas my father did

lade you with [or, lay upon you] a heavy

yoke, I will add to your yoke : my father

chastised you with whips [It is probable

that the expression is not entirely figura
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tive. It is quite possible that the levies of

Amorites, Hittites (ch. ix. 20), &c., had been

kept at their toils by the lash] , but I will

chastise you with scorpions. [" The very

words have stings "(Hall). It is generally

held that there is here " no allusion what

ever to the animal, but to some instrument

of scourging—unless, indeed, the expression

is a mere figure " (Diet. Bib. iii. p. 1161).

Perhaps it is safer to understand it as a

figure of speech, although the scorpion,

unlike the serpent, is little like, or adapted

to use as, a lash. Probably it was in the pain

the whip caused that the resemblance lay

(Rev. ix. 5). All the commentators mention

that the later Romans used a whip called

a " scorpio," and cite Isidore (Orig. 5, 27)

in proof. Gesenius, Keil, al. understand

" whips with barbed points, like the point

of a scorpion's sting ; " the Rabbins, Virgae

spinis instructae ; others, the thorny stem of

the egg-plant, by some called the " scorpion

plant." Compare our use of the word "cat."

" The yoke and whips go together, and are

the signs of labouring service (Ecclus. xxx.

26, or xxxiii. 27) " Bahr.]

Ver. 12.—So Jeroboam and [LXX. omits]

all the people came to Rehoboam the third

day [" Three days' expectation had warmed

these smoking Israelites" (Hall)], as the king

bad appointed, saying, Come to me again

the third day.

Ver. 13.— And the king answered the

people [the omission of Jeroboam's name,

though perhaps it cannot be pressed in

argument, is noticeable] roughly, and for

sook the old men's counsel that they gave

him.

Ver. 14.—And spake to them after the

counsel of the young men, saying, My

father made your yoke heavy, and I will

add to your yoke : my father also chas

tised you with whips, but I will chastise

you with scorpions.

Ver. 15.— Wherefore the king hearkened

not unto the people, for the cause [or course

of events ; lit., turn] was from the Lord

[" Quern Deus vult perdere, prim dementat."

God did not inspire Rehoboam's proud and

despotic reply, but used it for the accom

plishment of His purpose, the partition of

the kingdom (cf. Exod. xiv. 4 ; Matt. xxvi.

24). God makes the wrath of man to praise

Him], that [Heb. in order that] he might

perform his saying, which the Lord spake

by [Heb. m the hand of; cf. ch. xiv. 18 ; ii. 25,

note] Ahijah the Shilonlte [see on ch. xi.

11] onto Jeroboam the son of Nebat.

Ver. 16.— So when all Israel saw that

the king hearkened not unto them, the

people answered [Heb. brought back word

to ; probably after some consultation

amongst themselves] the king, saying,

What portion have we in David ? [Same

expression as 2 Sam. xx. 1. The words, in

terpreted by this passage and 2 Sam. xix. 43,

mean, " Since we have no kindness or fair

ness from David's seed, what is his house

to us? Why render homage to his son?

We receive nought from him, why yield

aught to him ? "] neither have we Inherit

ance in the son of Jesse [i.e., " his tribe is

not ours ; his interests are not ours." Bahr

sees in the expression " son of Jesse " " an

allusion to David's humbler descent," but

surely without reason. It is simply a peri

phrasis for the sake of the parallelism. The

rhythm almost elevates the words to the rank

of poetry] : to your tents, O Israel (lit., thy

tents, or dwellings ; i.e., " Disperse to your

homes (see oh. viii. 66 ; and cf. 2 Sam. xviii.

17 ; xix. 8 ; xx. 1), and prepare for war."

which means primarily a " tent," has for

its secondary meaning,"habitation,""home."

This cry—the Marseillaise of Israel—prob

ably had its origin at a time when the people

dwelt in tents, viz. , in the march through

the desert (see Josh. xxii. 4; Num. i. 52 ;

ix. 18; xvi. 26)]. Now see to thine own

house, David [i.e., let the seed of David

henceforth reign over the tribe of Judah, if

it can. It shall govern the other tribes no

longer. "It is not a threat of war, but a

warning against interference " (Rawlinson).

has the meaning of " look after," " care

for." " David, the tribe father, is mentioned

in place of his family " (Keil)] . So Israel

departed unto their [lit., his) tents [see

note on ch. viii. 66] .

Ver. 17. — But as for the children of

Israel which dwelt In the cities of Judah

[i.e., " the Israelites proper or members of

other tribes, who happened to be settled

within the limits of the land of Judah "

(cf. ver. 23). A number of Simeonites wore

(Rawlinson) certainly among them (Josh. xix.

1—9). The term " children of Israel " is

henceforward to be understood in its re

stricted sense (see on ver. 1). It cannot

include the men of Jndah], Rehoboam

reigned over them.

Ver. 18. — Then king Rehoboam sent

Adoram, who was over the tribute [Prob

ably the same officer as the Adoniram of

ch. iv. 6. For "Adoram," the LXX. and

other versions read "Adoniram" here. It

is curious that a person of the same name,

Adoram (LXX. Adoniram), was over David's

levy (2 Sam. xx. 24). That there was a

relationship, and that the office had de

scended from father to son, can hardly bo

doubted, but whether two persons or three

arc indicated it is impossible to say. It is

of course just possible, though hardly likely,

that one and the same person (Ewald) can
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have been superintendent of servile work

under David, Solomon, and Behoboam. It

is generally assumed that the young king

sent this officer " to treat with the rebels

and to appease them, as Josephus expressly

says" (Bahr). It seems quite as likely that

he was sent to coerce them, or to collect

the taxes, as a summary way of showing

that the king meant to enforce his rights

and was not moved by their words. For

it is hardly probable that such a proud

and headstrong prince as Behoboam would

stoop, especially after the confident threats

which he had just uttered, to parley with

rebels. Such a man, guided by such coun

sellors, and inflated with a sense of his own

power and importance, would naturally

think of force rather than of conciliation

or concessions. He would be for trying his

whips of scorpions. And if conciliation

had been his object, it is hardly likely that

he would have employed Adoram, the super

intendent of the levy, a man who would

naturally be obnoxious to the people, to

effect it. Moreover the sequel—Adoram's

tragical end—also favours the supposition

that he was sent, not " to arrange some

alleviation of their burdens " (Bawlinson),

but to carry out the high-handed policy of

the king] ; and all Israel stoned him with

stones [" With one exception, this was a

bloodless revolution" (Stanley). It has

been remarked that the practice of stoning

is first heard of in the stony desert (Arabia

Petraea). But in reality it is older than the

date of the Exodus, as Exod. viii. 26 shows.

And it is an obvious and ready and summary

way of despatching obnoxious persons (cf.

Exod. xvii. 4 ; 1 Sam. xxx. 6 ; 1 Kings xxi.

10). It is to this day a favourite method of

the East for testifying hatred and intoler

ance] , that he died. Therefore king Beho

boam made speed [So the LXX., t$6aoev.

The Hebrew literally means, as margin,

"strengthened himself." But the A. V. gives

the practical force of the word. He be

stirred himself ; he lost no time ; the death

of Adoram showed him the danger of a

moment's delay. " He saw those stones

were thrown at him in his Adoram" (Hall).]

to get him up to his chariot, to flee to

Jerusalem.

Ver. 19.—So Israel rebelled [lit., fell away

(marg.) The common secondary meaning

of the word is to transgress. Its use here

may perhaps suggest that their rebellion

was not without sin] against the house of

David unto this day (see on ch. viii. 8)].

Ver. 20.—And it came to pass, when all

Israel heard that Jeroboam was come again

[These words are hardly consistent with

the idea that Jeroboam had been from the

first the spokesman of " all Israel " in their

interviews with Behoboam. If, however,

the received text of vers. 3, 12 is retained

{fee on ver. 3), then we must understand

the " all Israel " in ver. 1 of the representa

tives of the different tribes, and here, of the

entire nation who had heard from its repre

sentatives, on their return to their homes

(ver. 16), of the presence of Jeroboam in the

country], that they sent and called him

unto the congregation [Where and when

this gathering was held we are not informed.

Probably it was at Shechem, and soon after

Behoboam's flight. After the open and irre

parable breach which they had made (ver.

18), the leaders of the tribes would naturally

assemble at once to concert measures for

their defence and future government] , and

made him king- [by anointing. Note on

ver. 1] over all Israel [This public and

formal consecration of Jeroboam completed

the secession of the northern tribes. Was

this secession sinful? Bahr, Keil, and others,

who start from the assumption that secession

was determined upon even before Behoboam

came to Shechem, and that the complaints

of the people respecting the grievous service

to which they had been subjected by Solo

mon were groundless, naturally conclude

that it was altogether treasonable and un

justifiable. But is this conclusion borne

out by the facts? We may readily admit

that the schism was not accomplished with

out sin : we cannot but allow that Israel

acted with undue precipitation, and that

Behoboam, who was " young and tender

hearted," was entitled, for David's and

Solomon's sake, as well as his own, to

greater forbearance and consideration, and

it is almost certain that both the "envy of

Ephraim" and the ambition of Jeroboam

largely influenced the result. At the same

time, it is to be remembered that the division

of the kingdom was ordained of God, and

that the people had just cause of complaint,

if not, indeed, sufficient warrant for resist

ance, in the arbitrary and insolent rejection

of their petition by the young king. No

law of God requires men to yield themselves

up without a struggle to such cruel and

abject slavery as Behoboam threatened these

men with. They judged—and who shall say

unreasonably?—from his words that they

had only tyranny and cruelty to expect at

his hands, and what wonder if they stood

on their defence? They are only to be

blamed because they did more. But law

ful resistance not uncommonly ripens into

unlawful rebellion]: there was none that

followed the house of David, but the tribe

of Judah only. [This general statement is

qualified immediately afterwards (ver. 21).

The tribe of Benjamin, " the smallest of

the tribes of Israel " (1 Sam. ix. 21), " little
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Benjamin" (Psa. lxviii. 27), is here omitted

as of comparatively small account. Exact

precision has never characterized Oriental

writers. There is no suspicion of untruth :

it is the genius of the people to

"disdain the lore,
Of nicely calculated less and more.''

It may be added here that Edom remained

under the sway of Judah until the reign

of Jehoram (2 Kings viii. 20), just as Moab

and other portions of Solomon's empire for

a considerable period formed part of the

new kingdom of Israel (2 Kings i. 1; iii.

4, 5).]

Ver. 21.—And when Rehoboam was come

to Jerusalem, be assembled all the house

of Judah with [Heb. and] the tribe of

Benjamin [It is at first sight somewhat sur

prising that Benjamin, so long the rival of

Judah, and which had so long resisted the

rule of David, should on this occasion

have detached itself from the leadership of

Ephraim, its near and powerful neighbour,

and a tribe, too, with which it had a sort

of hereditary connexion. That a sort of

jealousy existed at one time between the

tribes of Benjamin and Judah, consequent,

no doubt, on the transference of the sceptre

from the house of Saul to that of David, is

very evident. A thousand men of Benjamin

constituted the following of the rebel Shimei,

(2 Sam. xix. 17). The rising of Sheba the

Benjamite, again lib., xx. 1), proves that

the enmity and discontent were not even

then subdued. But when the ten tribes fell

away, Benjamin seems never to have faltered

in its allegiance. The change is easily

accounted for. It was the glory of Ben

jamin that Jerusalem, the joy of the whole

earth, the civil and religious capital of the

nation, was largely withm its border. " The

city of the Jebusite" was in the lot of

Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 28). But it was

also on the boundary lme of Judah.

This fact had, no doubt, brought the

two tribes into close contact, and had

given them interests in common, in fact

had " riveted them together as by a cramp "

(Blunt, pp. 167, 174, who traces " a gradual

tendency of the ten tribes to become con

federate under Ephraim," and a growing

alliance and community of interests between

Judah and Benjamin) ; and now Benjamin

could not fail to see that separation from

Judah would mean the loss of Jerusalem

(which would be largely peopled by the men

of Judah, David's tribe, and would be prac

tically in their hands), while adhesion to

Ephraim would not prevent the establish

ment of another sanctuary further north.

The traditions of fifty years, consequently,

and the common interest in the capital,

prevailed over hereditary ties and ancient

feuds, and decided Benjamin to cast in

its lot with Judah ; the more so, as the

heads of this tribe may have felt, after

once furnishing Israel with its king, as

jealous of Ephraim as they had once been

of Judah. It must not be forgotten, how

ever, that some portions of Benjamin, in

cluding Bethel, Gilgal, and Jericho, were

incorporated in the northern kingdom

(Ewald)] , an hundred and fourscore thou

sand chosen men [the LXX. has ixaruv

kcu ciKoo-i = 120,000, but the larger number

need create no astonishment. At the time

of David's census, the men of Judah num

bered—if the figures can be depended on

—500,000, while Abijah could muster some

18 years afterwards an army of 400,000

(2 Chron. xiii. 3)], which were warriors

[lit., making war], to fight against the

house of Israel, to bring the kingdom

again to Rehoboam, the son of Solomon.

[It is characteristic of Rehoboam that he

proposes forthwith to subdue the rebellious

tribes by force. Probably he had no idea

to what extent the tribes would prove dis

loyal.]

Ver. 22.—But the word of God came unto

Shemaiah [This part of the history is prob

ably derived from the "book" which this

prophet wrote (2 Chron. xii. 15). When

Keil describes him as " a prophet who is not

mentioned again," he has surely overlooked

2 Chron. xii. 7, 8, where we find him pro

phesying with reference to the army of

Shishak] , the man of God [a common ex

pression in the books of Kings. It rarely

occurs in the other Scriptures. This desig

nation is not altogether synonymous with

"prophet." It is used, for example, of

angels (Judg. xiii. 6, 8), of Moses (Deut.

xxxiii. 1), and of David (2 Chron. viii. 14),

and would embrace any minister or servant

of God, while 603J is restricted to the

teaching order. There were false prophets,

but no false men of God. It is also worth

considering whether the name of prophet

may not have been practically restricted to,

or bestowed by preference on, those who

had received a prophetic training, the " sons

of the prophets " who had been taught in

the schools. Cf. 1 Sam. x. 5—12; xix. 20 ;

Amos vii. 14] , saying,

Ver. 23.—Speak unto Rehoboam, the son

of Solomon, king of Judah, and unto all

the house of Judah and Benjamin, and to

the remnant of the people ["the children

of Israel" mentioned in ver. 17, where see

note] , saying,

Ver. 24.—Thus saith the Lord, Te shall

not go up, nor fight against your brethren

[a timely reminder of the unity of the race,

notwithstanding the division of the king
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dom] the children of Israel: return every

man to his house : for this thing [i.e., the

division, rupture] Is [lit., was] from me. [A

prophet of Judah now confirms what a

prophet of Israel had already announced] .

They hearkened therefore unto the word of

the Lord, and returned [not " because they

probably saw that a war with the numeri

cally greater, and just now bitterly excited,

ten tribes would bring them into a worse

condition still " (Babr), but because of the

" word of the Lord." It was the remon

strance of the prophet alone restrained

them. They knew their numerical inferiority

before, but they nevertheless mustered for

battle] to depart [a common Hebraism. The

phrase in 2 Chron. xL 4, Jl^p

" they returned from going," was probably

designed as an explanation] , according to

the word of the Lord.

At this point the Vat. LXX. inserts along

addition, which differs from, and indeed

contradicts, the Hebrew text in some im

portant particulars. Rehoboam is repre

sented as 16 years of age (Heb. 40), as

reigning 12 years (Heb. 17) ; his mother

is Naanan (Heb. Naamah), and is the

daughter of Ana, son of Nahash, king of

Ammon. Jeroboam is described as son of

Sarira, a harlot. He is appointed by Solo

mon superintendent of the levy of Ephraim,

and builds for him a city Sarira, and also

completes the circumvolution of Jerusalem.

He has 300 chariots and aims at royalty.

Solomon seeking to slay him, he flees to

Shishak, king of Egypt, who treats him

with distinction, giving him the sister of

his own wife in marriage. Here his son

Abijah is born, when Rehoboam has been

something like a year upon the throne.

After his birth, Jeroboam asks a second

time to be released : he returns to his own

country, takes up his abode at Sarira, for

tifies it, and gathers the tribe of Ephraim

round him. Here Abijah falls sick, and

the visit to the prophet, narrated in chap,

xiv., takes place. The child dies ; there is

general mourning, after which Jeroboam

goes to Shechem, and collects the tribes.

Here the prophet Shemaiah (not Abijah)

tears a new garment in twelve pieces, gives

him ten, and promises him the dominion

over ten tribes. After which follow the

events of vers. 5—24 of this chapter.

The great circumstantiality of this nar

rative has led some scholars—Dean Stanley

among them—to preterit before the Hebrew

version. But its details will not bear careful

examination, and there is little doubt that

it is a compilation of later date. Its untrust-

worthiness hasbeen well shown amongothers

by Rawlinson, Speaker's Commentary in loc.

But he omits to notice what is perhaps its

strongest condemnation, viz., that this LXX.

addition is in conflict with the LXX. (and

Heb.) text of chap. xi. The account of

Jeroboam's marriage with the sister of the

queen, e.g., is manifestly a variation of the

history of Hadad (ch. xi. ver. 19 ; see also

ver. 22). Nor does it harmonize with the

preceding history of this chapter, as given

by the LXX.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 18—15.—Judicial Infatuation, It is impossible to read this history of

the great rebellion, even at the present day, without a certain feeling of sadness.

We see here a young prince, heir to one of the greatest empires of antiquity, the

inheritor of an illustrious and unequalled name, with all the advantages which the

glory and greatness of his father could give him, reaping the benefits of a long

peace, his coffers full of money, his cities filled with all manner of store, his fleets

ploughing the sea, his army guarding his frontier ; we see him wantonly

flinging these singular advantages away from him, and absolutely courting his own

destruction and the dismemberment of his kingdom. We see a position which has

had but few, if any, parallels recklessly sacrificed for the lack of a few conciliatory

words. It needed but the slenderest modicum of common sense and all would

have gone well. He had but to stoop for one day :n order to conquer for ever

(ver. 7). But no ; we hear him instead hurling opprobrious words at the spokesmen

of the ten tribes, and forthwith the land is ablaze with insurrection. He madly

talks of the might of his little finger, of whips and scorpions, and from that hour
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his kingdom is divided ; the holy people are ranged under hostile banners, and the

way is opened for the schism in the Church. We talk sometimes of men who

dance on the edge of a volcano, and we have read of Nero fiddling while Rome was

burning, but it may be questioned whether history affords a more pitiable instance

of folly and infatuation than this. And it was such infatuation that we cnn hardly

resist the conclusion that it was, somehow, retributive and judicial. " Who would

not have looked any whither for the cause of this evil, rather than to heaven 1 Yet

the holy God challenges it to Himself " (Bp. Hall). " The cause was from the Lord."

It is well that we should understand, however, that this gross infatuation was

only one out of many factors which produced the disruption. The division of the

kingdom—the first act in the long drama of retribution for the sin of Solomon—was

to a large extent the natural result of the rule and policy of Solomon. No doubt

of all the causes of revolt the prophecy of Ahijah was the most influential. It was

that " beginning " which, as Aristotle sagely remarks, is often the larger half.

Possibly but for that, Israel's " winter of discontent " would have been " mado

glorious by the summer sun " of the accession of a young prince. Probably but

for that, Jeroboam would never have " lifted up his hand against the king." But

we must not shut our eyes to the fact that the people had had a " heavy yoke " to

bear. Rehoboam himself confessed to this (ver. 14). It is idle to say that their

demands betray a foregone conclusion to revolt. The contrary is distinctly implied

in verses 4, 7. Nor is it the fact that the rebellion was wholly due to the jealousy

of E phi-aim, for that proud tribe had readily acquiesced in the supremacy of Judah

during the reign of David. Indeed, the rebellion is almost inexplicable, except on the

supposition that the people had suffered real hardships, and carried heavy burdens

during Solomon's reign. Men do not soon forget the glories of such an empire as

his, and do not wantonly tear it asunder, and reduce it to impotence, unless they

have had substantial grievances. But in this case, so many were their grounds of

disaffection that, remembering that Jeroboam, who no doubt appeared to them in

the light of a champion and tribune of the people, was in reserve, should they need

his services, it only needed the infatuation of Rehoboam to kindle the smouldering

embers of discontent into a flame.

And when we see in this inconceivable infatuation the immediate Cause of the

disruption, we must still remember how it was that Rehoboam came to be capable

of such egregious folly. Are we to suppose that he was expressly blinded for the

occasion ? Is it implied that, like Saul, an evil spirit from the Lord troubled him,

or that, like Ahab.he wasthe victim of heaven-sent delusions ? Is it not ratherenough

to believe that he was simply left to himself, to be the sport of his own folly and

pride? His infatuation would still be judicial, if we saw in it, not the strange per

versity of a moment, but the spontaneous outcome of his birth and education.

Indeed, in that case, it would be still more conspicuously the just and appropriate

retribution for his father's sin. It was because of Solomon's foreign wives, and the

idolatries which, with his sanction, they practised, that Solomon's empire was to

be torn from his son (chap. xi. 83). And now we find that the dismemberment of

this empire was brought about by the son of one of these strange women—the child

of an unregenerate Ammonitess. It has been said that " every great man is the son

of his mother." * The same remark might be made of every great fool. It was

probably because Naamah was what she was that Rehoboam was what he was.

" The two worst men in my parish," said a clergyman, " are what their mothers have

made them." We could not expect much character, not to speak of wisdom, in

Solomon's mistresses, who were chosen for their charms, and whose cloistered life,

amid the intrigues, and follies, and pettinesses of the harem, did not fit them to be the

mothers of kmgs. What knowledge of the world or of men, what honour, what

common sense could we hope to find in one brought up under such influences ?

The bearing of Rehoboam is precisely the bearing we should expect as the result

of the training of an Eastern harem. It appears, consequently, that we may

justly regard his infatuation as judicial, not so much in the sense of being inspired

• "Rigle generale, i laquelle du moms je n'ai guiro vu u'exceptions, lea hommea tuferieurt

ti/iit tous lee file de Uur mire."—MicheUt.

1 KIMUs. B
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for the moment, but as being the natural consequence of his parents' folly and

sin. But let us now consider what shape this same infatuation took ; let us separate

it into its constituent parts, that we may the better understand Behoboam's charac

ter, and see the workings of his mind. Observe—

I. His entire unconsciousness of danger. There were not wanting, to those

who could read the signs of the times, many indications of peril. It was a

" significant hint " that Shechem had been selected for his coronation ; that the

tribes insisted on a conference ; that instead of acclamations he was met with

stipulations. It was a presage of danger that their first words to Solomon's son,

to David's grandson, were of a " heavy yoke " and a grievous burden. It was still

more ominous that Jeroboam had already raised the standard of revolt, and that this

aroh-rebol—according to the received text, but see on vers. 8, 20—was present among

the malcontents. Even if he had not at that time been recalled from Egypt, still

Behoboam knew full well that he was there, and ready to rebel again if opportunity

offered. All these were mutterings of the coming storm, and no one who was not

a fool could have failed to perceive their import.

II. His vacillation and irresolution. Bishop Hall observes that his stipu

lating for three days in which to consider their demand was the only word he spoke

which argued wisdom. Matthew Henry, on the other hand, thinks that it was

" impolitic to take time to consider," and it may well be doubted whether this was

not really a false and dangerous move. Had ho bluntly refused all concessions and

laid hands on the ringleaders, it is very probable that such a display of energy

would have quelled the spirit of insurrection. Or had he graciously and instantly

promised a redress of their grievances, he would have preserved his crown. But

this delay was dangerous. It set them a-thinking what they would do in case of

a refusal. A Fabian policy has saved some states, no doubt ; but how many has it

destroyed ? And if, as has been suggested (on ver. 5), the object of the three

days' delay was that he might summon his young companions to his side, its

unwisdom is still more apparent.

III. His pride and obstinacy. It was pride, not mental incapacity, led him to

reject the counsel of the old men and seek for further advice. It was because it

went against the grain to be a " servant," even for one day. That they should have

presumed to ask concessions, or to parley with him at all, was an offence in his eyes.

It is easy to read his vexation between the lines. With his high-flown notions of

Divine right, with the characteristic contempt of an autocrat for the masses, it was

mortifying to find his subjects bandying words with him. We may be pretty sure

that, had the old men advised " whips of scorpions," &c, we should have heard of

no further consultation. The pride of Solomon and the pretensions of Naamah

reappear in their son.

IV. His folly. This, which is conspicuons all the way through, is especially

manifest in (1) his turning to the young men for advice, and (2) in his taking it in

Ereference to that of the old men. We might also instance the threats to which

e stooped, and the mission of Adoram, but these come more appropriately under—

V. His insolence and defiance. Had he wished to provoke a rebellion, he

could not have taken more effectual means to secure the end. " I will add to your

yoke." " I will chastise you with scorpions." What cry could he possibly expect

in return, except a war-cry, such as he presently heard ? If he had meant to

punish, he should surely have held his tongue and used his hands. To boast of

what he would do is like the Chinese warrior, who thinks to disperse his enemies by

a ferocious shout. And to send Adoram, not to make overtures of peace—Beho

boam's folly would hardly go so far as to select him for such a mission—but, as it

would seem, to collect tribute or to make a show of his authority, why, if he had

designed to make the breach irreparable, and to stamp out the last faint hope of

reconciliation, he could not have done more. It was the act of a spoilt child, it

was the coming out in the flesh of what was bred in the bone.

Amongst the lessons this history teaches are these : (1) The sins of the fathers

are visited upon the children, and that by the operation of so-called natural laws.

(2) That God uses the folly, as well as the wrath, of man to praise Him. (8) That
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if a fool be brayed in a mortar with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart

from him, (4) That the mother has the marring or the making of her child in her

hands. (5) That,

" A pebble in the streamlet's source,

Hath turned the course of man; a river ;

A dewdrop on the baby plant,

Hath warped the giant oak for ever."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers.l—5.—The Dead and the Living. "The king is dead; long live the king!"

This paradox expresses an important truth. Bathsheba recognized it when David

on his deathbed promised her that Solomon, her son, should succeed him on the

throne, and she said, " Let my lord king David live for ever " (ch. i. 31).

L Solomon is dead. 1. His active form is no longer seen. (1) He " slept with

his fathers " (ch. xi. 43). He has stiffened into a corpse. Perfectly passive now !

What a moral I The doom of alL Work while it is day. (2) He was " buried iu

the city of David his father." He had a royal funeral. But all this state was

simply to bury him—to put him out of sight. Much wisdom is buried alive in

state display. (3) Jeroboam may now return from Egypt. The protection of

Shishak is no longer needed. Human wrath has its limitations. Not so Divine

wrath (see Matt. x. 28). 2. Where is the disembodied spirit .' (1) Not extinct.

Not in stupor. The term " sleep " relates to the body. It anticipates for it an

awaking—a resurrection. (2) Stirring in the world of spirits as it stirred when

embodied in this world of matter. (3) What a world is that I How populous !

How darkly veiled I yet how interesting to us who are on our way thither I

II. But he survives in Rehonoam. This fact is the ground of—1. Sehoboam's

claim to the throne. (1) He is Solomon's representative. This is more than a law

phrase. Had he not been the son of Solomon he would not have been invited to

Shechem. We inherit responsibilities. (2) Solomon lives in Rehoboam with a

potency to move "all Israel." See the nation from Dan to Beersheba, under this

influence, streaming down to Shechem. 2. The nation's suit to the claimant.

(1) In this they recognise the claim of Solomon's representative to the crown.

(2) Also that he may likewise oppress them as Solomon had done (see ch. iv. 7, 22 ;

ix. 15). From Solomon's oppressions they seek of Solomon, in Rehoboam, relief.

(3) How history verifies prophecy (see 1 Sam. viii. 10—18).

III. So surviving, his influence is modified. 1. A new individual appears.

(1) Rehoboam is not the facsimile of Solomon. He is indeed the son of a wise

man ; but the son, not of his wisdom, but of his folly. His mother was an

Ammonitess. This fact is emphasised, according to the Hebrew style, by being

stated and restated (ch. xiv. 21, 31). (2) His character is the resultant of the

influences of Solomon, of Naamah, and of those which also flowed into the current

of his life during the apostasy of his father. He became the impersonation of these

various moral forces. (3) The influence of Solomon in Rehoboam, therefore, is

considerably modified. Parents are to a large extent responsible not only for their

own direct influence upon the character of their children, but also for the con

temporary influences to which they allow them to be exposed. 2. New relation

ships have therefore to be formed. (1) The people suffered the imposts of Solomon

while he lived. They grew upon them by degrees, and brought with them a

system of vested interests. The whole system became so crystallized around the

person of the king that it was difficult to obtain relief. (2) Now Solomon is dead

all this is loosened, and the opportunity is given for the nation to remonstrate.

They are prompt to improve it. (3) Jeroboam is not only present now, which

he would not have been had Solomon lived, but is made the spokesman of the

people. (4) Rehoboam confesses the force of those altered circumstances in listen

ing to the suit, and taking time to deliberate upon the nature of his reply. The

value of influences is a most profitable subject for Christian consideration ; present—

posthumous (see 2 Peter i. 15).—M.
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Ver. 6—11.—IaraeVs Magna CJiarta. The question submitted to Beboboam at

Sliecbem concerned the constitution of the monarchy. Hitherto tiiere had been

no constitution defining the rights of the people and limiting the power of the

crown. Behoboam took three days to deliberate upon the people's Bill of Bights,

and in that interval took counsel. The old men who stood before Solomon advised

concession, while the young ones, who had grown up with him, recommended

resistance. Wisdom was with the ancients.

I. Limited monarchy is best for the people. 1. Because it recognises their

rights. (1) The people do not exist for the king. They may be governed as a

republic without a king. (2) But the king exists for the people. Where no people

are there can be no king. (8) For a king, therefore, to use the people simply for

his own aggrandisement and ignore their rights is preposterous (Jer. ii. 14). 2. It

respects their happiness. (1) Since the people collectively are of more importance

than an individual monarch, the haughty bearing of a monarch is out of place.

So the sages counselled Behoboam to " serve" the people and "speak good words

to them." (2) The interests of a good king will be bound up with the happiness

of his subjects, and he cannot reasonably object to a constitution that will recognise

this community of interests.

II. It is best also for the prince. 1. It encourages his virtues. (1) It does

this by limiting his extravagance. Solomon would have been far happier had his

people been saved the charge of building palaces for, and sustaining in state, seven

hundred princesses and three hundred concubines. (2) For what would be neces

sary to sustain his rank a constitutional king might trust the good sense of his

people. At Shechem they did not seek exemption from taxation, but relief from

its excesses. They knew that it would not be to the credit of a great people to

pauperise their prince. 2. It gives stability to his throne. (1) " They will be thy

servants for ever." Such was the manner in which this was expressed by the sages.

It will be their interest to be so. Gratitude also will bind them. The loyalty of

love is stronger and more enduring than that of fear. This is the loyalty which

the gospel claims, and the constancy of the subjects of the kingdom of Christ is

witnessed in a million martyrdoms. (2) Who ruleB over a loving people may be

tranquil. He need not fear the poniard of the assassin. (This is the paradise of

tyrants I) He will have the joy of ruling over a happy nation. The typical con

stitutional monarch is the father of his people.

III. Advocates of tyranny scorn to reason. 1. The young counsellors give

no reasons. (1) This method they leave to the ancients. For reasons they

substitute smart speech. " Thus shalt thou say unto them, My little finger shall

be thicker than my father's loins." Pertness too often has displaced reason.

(2) Why should reasons be given by one who claims a Divine right to act as

he pleases? 2. But may there not be a benevolent autocracy i (1) Certainly.

And if this can be guaranteed, together with competent wisdom, then there is no

better government. For is not this the very idea of the government of God?

(2) But who can guarantee this in human kingdoms 1 The people certainly are

as likely to know what is for their welfare as the majority of their kings. (3) What

if the autocrat should prove a fool 1 What if he should prove a devil ? Would

not a kingdom in this case be a hell upon earth ? (4) Behoboam seems to have

combined the Satanic and the foolish. Lost the greater part of his kingdom;

reigned over the remnant wickedly. Christians should pray for their rulers.

They should bless God for their liberties.—M.

Vers. 12—15.—Infatuation. " Whom the gods mean to destroy they first

infatuate." Such was the observation of a heathen philosopher ; and it is true,

only that the infatuators are devils, and God permits. The text furnishes a case in

point. What but infatuation could have prompted Behoboam to have acted so

insanely ? It is seen—

I. In nis refusal to hearken to the people. 1. They assembled to honour

him. (1) He was invited to Shechem to meet them that they might crown him.

(2) They promised to serve him as they had served his faiher. They had a reserva
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tion, but—2. Their retervation was not unreasonable. (1) They had suffered what

they called a " grievous yoke " of taxation and servitude, of which they desired a

relaxation. Had they not a right to demand this ? Did the people exist to be the

slaves of their lungs t (2) They did not ask to be released from all taxation and

service. They acknowledged the duty of sustaining the legitimate burdens of the

state. Why, then, did he not hearken ?

II. In the answer he gave them. 1. Bespecting his father's administration.

(1) He owned that his father had ruled with rigour ; that he had made their yoke

heavy. He put it even stronger than the complainants; that he had " chastised

them with whips." (2) Might he not rather have softened it to them t He could

have reminded them that Solomon had created their commerce ; that their commerce

had so enriched them that they might bear the taxes ; that his wisdom had made

the nation great and respected ; that he had built their temple ; that they had

something for their taxes in great public works. (3) But he lacked, not only the

wisdom of his father, but also the feelings of a good son. 2. Bespecting his own.

(1) He declares that he will rule them more oppressively than his father did ; that

he will increase their burdens and sting them with " scorpions"—knotted whips

armed with iron points. (2) These rough and hard words were paraded and ren

dered more offensive by the rough and hard manner (ver. 13). (3) How gratuitous

was this insolence I What but infatuation could have prompted it ? It is seen—

III. In the circumstances attending; the answer. 1. It was deliberately

given. (1) It could not claim the excuse of being uttered thoughtlessly in haste,

for he had taken three days to consider it. (2) In taking these three days the

tyrant betrayed the fool. It gave the people time to confer and agree upon a

policy. 2. It was advisedly given. (1) He did not speak without counsel. He had

taken the advice of the wits with whom he had been brought up. (2) He had also

consulted the sages who had been schooled in the wisdom of Solomon, and he might

have acted upon it but did not. (8) He left God out of his counsels, though his

Shechinah was still in the temple. 8. He trusted in his fortune. (1) He was the

son of Solomon. Probably the only son. We read of no other ; had there been one

he would probably have been mentioned as a rival who would keep the nation

united. (Note: population is not increased by polygamy. Hosea iv. 10.)

Behoboam, therefore, presumed upon the strength of Ins claim to the throne.

(2) Even the presence of Jeroboam at the head of the remonstrants did not shake

his confidence in his fortune. He could scarcely have been ignorant of the message

of God to his father, and the corresponding prophecy of Ahijah. But what are the

words of Jehovah to this son of Naamah the Ammonitess, whose national god was

Molech ? (3) But the Providence he ignored is seen in the infatuation that ignored

it. The cause, the (H3D) revolution, was from the Lord (ver. 15.) " They that

lose the kingdom of heaven throw it away as Behoboam did Ins, by their own wil

fulness and folly " (Matthew Henry). Miserable is the infatuation that imperils

the salvation of the souL—M.

Vers. 16—20.—The Bevolution. The unconciliatory, insulting, insane conduct

of Behoboam in rejecting the Bill of Rights of the people of Israel provoked a

revolution in the state. This is recorded in the text, in which we learn that—

I. It commenced with the rejection of the kino. 1. This act was done

in haste. (1) By his hesitation at such a time, under such circumstances, to

listen to their grievances, the people saw that Behoboam was a tyrant. They

accordingly availed themselves of the three days he took to consider his reply, to

concert their measures, and were therefore ready for action. (2) They soon " saw

that the king hearkened not." He left them in no doubt, for he took high ground

at once. And they were as prompt in their resolution. 2. It was done in anger.

(1 ) This is seen in the manner in which the leaders of the people mingle their

advice to their constituents with their answer to the king (ver. 16). (2) Also in the

promptness with which the people acted upon the advice. " So Israel departed

unto their tents." 8. But their anger carried them too far. (1) Why include

David in their resentment ? Had they no inheritance in the son of Jesse ? Would
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they have said bo when David delivered them from the hand of Goliath 1 How

fitful is the passion of the multitude ! How soon are good men forgotten ! (2) In

rejecting David did they not forsake the Lord who gave them David and his seed

for ever by a covenant of salt ? (2 Chron. xiii. 5—-8.) (3) In rejecting David, in

whom was the promise of Messiah, did they not go far towards rejecting Christ 1

See Stephen's argument, Acts vii. (4) Were they not impolitic in this ? In so

rejecting David they alienated from their cause the great tribe of Judah. Wrong

is never truly politic. (5) In their hot haste they do not consult God, either by

urim or by prophet (Hosea viii. 4).

II. It was completed in the crowning of Jeroboam. 1. Between these acts

there was an interval. (1) While in their tents the Israelites were still open to

consider. They were as yet committed to no policy for the future. Time and re

flection might have shown them that their anger had been carried too far. (2)

Wise counsel now might have brought before them the evils of a division in the

nation. Thus they would be weakened in the presence of the heathen. And

in case of differences with Judah difficulties might arise in respect to their religious

duties. For their temple was in the dominion of Judah. They may, there

fore, be liable to temptations to irreligion, if not to idolatry. (3) While in their

tents they were likewise still open to negotiations. Reasonable concessions now

from Rehoboam might bring them back to their allegiance. 2. But Behoboam's

folly hastened the sequel. (1) He sent among them " Adoram, who was over the

tribute." Adoram, from his office, was odious to them, for the taxes he had

collected were the very ground of their complaint. Thus the infatuation of the

king was as conspicuous in his choice of an ambassador as in that of his coun

sellors. (2) The haste with which this was done aggravated the evil. It was done

while he was yet in Shechem, before his return to Jerusalem. If Adoram was

commissioned then to collect taxes, Rehoboam lost no time in producing his

scorpion. (3) Irritated as they were, this act roused their resentment to fury, and

" all Israel stoned " Adoram to death. 8. They now completed the revolution.

(1) Rehoboam, in terror of his life, mounted his chariot, and fled to Jerusalem. So

ignominiously ended his threatening words I (Prov. xi. 2 ; xvi. 18 ; xvii. 19 ; xviiL

12.) (2) Israel, now free from the embarrassment of the monarch's presence pro

ceeded at once to crown Jeroboam. (3) But in all this there is no consultation with

the Lord ; yet to the letter are the predictions of Ahijah verified. There is a Pro

vidence in human affairs. Prophecy makes this evident. Wicked men are, in

their very waywardness, unconsciously made the instruments of that Providence in

bringing punishment upon themselves.—M.

Vers. 21—24.—The Message of Shemaiah. In the order of Providence the

words of the prophet Ahijah became so far translated into history, that ten of the

tribes of Israel had revolted from the son of Solomon and had made the son of

Nebat their king. Rehoboam, unwilling to lose so important a portion of his

kingdom, was now mustering a formidable army to reduce them to submission. At

this juncture the word of the Lord came to Shemaiah. Let us consider—

I. The message. 1. It was the word of Jehovah. (1) So it is worthy of all

respect. It is the word of Infinite Wisdom and Knowledge. It is the word of the

Supreme Arbiter. (2) God does not speak immediately to men upon ordinary

occasions. Indirectly He speaks to us evermore and in a million voices. (3)

Happy is that people among whom the voice ol God iB heard. This was eminently

the happiness of Israel. It was a sad day in Israel when there was " no open

vision" (1 Sam. iii. 1). 2. It came by the hand of Shemaiah. (1) God spake "in

divers manners." By audible voice, as from Sinai ; by urim, as in the temple ; by

dream ; and by prophet, as in the present case. (2) Ahijah was a man of God.

Such in general were the prophets. But sometimes it pleased God to use persons

of equivocal character ;—Balaam, Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar, Caiaphas (John xi.

49—52). 3. It came to the whole community. (1) To Rehoboam. He was first

mentioned as the head. Also because he was the prinoipal cause of the mischief

which he now sought to repair. (2) To Judah and Benjamin. These tribes were
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ro united as to be viewed as " one tribe," and are unitedly called " Judah." Tin

temple was actually within Benjamin's boundary. (3) To the remnant of tlio

people. These consisted of priests and Levites, and godly people out of all the

tribes who were unwilling to separate themselves from the house of David (2 Chron.

xi. 13—16). 4. It commanded pence. (1) They were not to fight with their

brethren. The case must be extreme that can justify a civil war. What miseries

must have ensued if 180,000 warriors of Judah had encountered a corresponding

army of Israel 1 (2) They were to submit to a revolution which was from the

Lord. Not that God was the author of it, but permitted to be brought about by the

king and his people for the punishment of their wickedness. " What is brought

about in the course of God's providence is considered and spoken of as done by

Him as a general would say that he drew the enemy into a snare, which he had

only laid in his way " (Julius Bate).

II. Its reception. 1. They hearkened to the word. (1) They recognized it

as the word of God. Shemaiah was known to be a "man of God." His message

also agreed to that of Ahijah, the fulfilment of a part of which pledged the fulfil

ment of the remainder. (2) To resist now would be to fight against God. This

would be a hopeless business. But is not this the attitude of every sinner 1 2.

They returned to their houses. (1) The remnant of Israel were naturally glad to be

spared the horrors of a war with their brethren. (2) So were the people of Judah

and Benjamin. People are generally averse to war unless stirred up to it by their

rulers. What a responsibility rests with war-makers ! (3) Rehoboam is powerless

without the people. He is now thoroughly cowed. The discipline was good for

him. This was seen in the next three years of his reign. It were well if all men

recognised God's word when it comes to them. We have God's word written in

the Scriptures of truth. Do we take it home to guide and •antral our conduct ?

Vers. 12—16.—The rending of the kingdom. The name of Rehoboam is re

markable as seen in the light of the facts of his history. The " enlarger of the king

dom " becomes the chief instrument in its disruption. The one strong nation, the

throne of which he inherited from his father, is changed by his folly into two com

paratively weak and distracted kingdoms, which maintain towards each other an

attitude of perpetual jealousy and strife. The revolt of the ten tribes was a calamity

from the ill effects of which the land never recovered. Both politically and re

ligiously the unity of the chosen people was hopelessly broken, and the career of

each separate division became henceforth one of ever deepening corruption. The

northern kingdom was governed for two hundred and fifty years by a succession

of men who followed only too closely in the steps of " Jeroboam, the son of Nebat,

who made Israel to sin." Their reigns were little else than a story of crime and

bloodshed and confusion. And though the history of Judah was not quite so dark,

it tells very much the same tale. Few of its kings were wholly free from the

prevalent wickedness. The efforts of the noblest of them, aided by all the moral

influence of a long line of inspired prophets, were powerless to arrest the down

fall of the state ; till at last, after three hundred and eighty years, it sunk into the

shame and misery of the Captivity. How can it be said of all this, that " The

cause was from the Lord " ? Look (1) at the human element, (2) at the Divine

element, in this transaction. It is full of meaning for every age.

I. The human element. The rending of the kingdom was not a sudden event

that came without warning. As in all such cases, a variety of circumstances pre

pared the way for it. There were slumbering sources ofmischief, certain conditions

of thought and feeling, specially old jealousies between the tribes of Ephraim and

Judah, that mode it inevitable. But having regard to the nearer occasions, note—

(1) How the seed of evil sown in one generation bears deadly fruit in the next.

Trace tho calamity back to the time when Solomon's heart first began to turn from

the Lord. The root of it lay in his idolatry, and in the oppressions into which his

luxury led him. That idolatry undermined the deepest foundation of the nation's

unity in its loyalty to Jehovah, the Great Invisible King ; that tyranny violated the
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public sense of righteousness, which is the strength of every nation, and kindled a

smouldering fire of discontent, which was sure, when occasion served, to burst into

a flame. So true is it that the evil, as well as the good, men do " lives after them."

Through the subtle relations that exist between man and man, generation and

generation, the possible influence of any form of wrong-doing can never be

measured. It spreads in widening circles. As in the line of individual history

every man reaps what he sows—

" Onr deeds still travel with us from afar,

And what we have been makes us what we are"—

so in the line of succeeding generations. Germs of evil sown by the fathers spring

up among their children. There is a conservation of moral forces as of material.

Let a corrupting power be once set in motion, and, though hidden for awhile, it ia

sure to appear again in some riper and more extended form. The nation retains

its visible unity under Solomon, but when the charm of his personal reign is over,

the disintegrating work that has been going on beneath the surface is made

manifest. (2) The danger there is in following the prompting of foolish

inexperience and headstrong self-will. Rehoboam was wise in taking counsel

of his advisers in this emergency. His folly lay in listening to those who flattered

his vanity, rather than those whose prudence was a safer guide ; and in supposing

that, whetherthe discontent that urged the plea of oppression was reasonable or not,

heavier oppression would cure it. It is a familiar picture of human life that we

have here. " Days should speak, and multitude of years teach wisdom "

(Job xxxii. 7) ; but how often is the counsel of youthful incompetence followed

because it is more agreeable. There is a time to resist as well as to yield ; but

experience shows that the pride that refuses all reasonable concession, and perhaps

adds insult to wrong, defeats its own end. To stoop is often to conquer. To

humble one's self is the way to be exalted. Imperious self-will rushes blindly to its

own ruin. Kindly human sympathy and generous self-abandonment win honour

and power. " He that would be great among you," &c. (Matt. xx. 26, 27).

II. The Divine element. This is seen in two respects. (1) So far as these

events were the result of the wrong-doing of men, God ordains the laws by virtue

of which that result comes to pass. All sin is a defiance of the Divine Authority.

But the sovereignty of God is proclaimed in the very disasters that follow it and

avenge it. What is the punishment of sin but an assertion, in a form that cannot

be avoided, of the authority against which it is a rebellion ? We can no more

avert the penalty that treads on the heels of trangression than we can escape from

our own shadow, or change the course of nature, and that because we cannot get

beyond the reach of God. The law that governs it is backed by all the forces of

Omnipotence. It is but a phase of the Will that is " holy and just and good."

Learn to look through all the wayward and uncertain forms of human action to

the majesty of that Eternal Righteousness that " cannot be mocked," but will

vindicate itself in unfailing sequences of reward and punishment. (2) Evil as

these events and doings may be, God works out through them His own all-wise

purposes. The principle involved in this may be profoundly mysterious to us, but

the fact is too manifest to be denied, Jeroboam may have been utterly wrong in

the spirit that moved him, taking advantage of tribal jealousy for the purposes of

his own ambition ; and yet he did but fulfil the Divine decree expressed through

Ahijah the Shilonite (ch. xi. 29 seq.), and even through the prediction of the

patriarch Jacob, which gave to Joseph the ascendancy and declared that the seed

of Ephraim should " become a multitude of nations." Rehoboam's high-handed

policy was without excuse, and yet he and his foolish counsellors were but ministers

of the Divine purpose, maintaining God's choice of the house of David, and help

ing to fulfil the prophecy that the " sceptre should not depart from Judah until

Shiloh come." All history is full of illustrations of the way in which God makes

the evil of the world, in itself essentially at variance with His will, to serve Him.

All streams of human folly and wrong, wandering and tortuous as they may be,
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become tributary to the great river of His purpose, " He maketh the wrath of man

to praise Him." The highest example is the sacrifice of Jesus, man's iniquity

working out the world's redemption. " Him, being delivered by the determinate

counsel and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands," &c. (Acts

ii. 23). The final verification of this truth belongs to the time when, out of all the

sin and strife and sorrow of the ages, God shall bring forth the glorious triumph

of His gracious sovereignty, the " gathering together into one of all things in

Christ."—W.

Vers. 13, 14.—Rehoboam't Folly. Such madness is scarcely credible in the

son of Solomon. These two kings present a remarkable contrast. Solomon at

twenty years of age is the wisest man of his times, Behoboam his son, at forty, is

unfit to rule himself or his people. Wisdom is not by descent, but is the gift of

God. Describe the scene in the chapter : the visit of Behoboam to Shechem,

probably with a view to conciliate the ten tribes ; the complaint of the people ; the

two councils of the king ; the maddening effect of his reply. The study of small

and foolish men is advantageous, as well as the study of the great and wise, that by

their follies we may be warned. Behoboam's faults lie on the surface, as would be

natural in so shallow a character as his. A careful study of the ohapter reveals to

us the following.

I. Behoboam's feebleness or character. We should expect of one who suc

ceeded to the throne in the prime of his life some clear notions of the policy he

would pursue. Brought up in a court to which the rulers of other peoples came

(ch. x. 24), over which the wisest king of that age ruled, he was rich in natural

advantages. He could also have discovered for himself the condition of the people,

their causes of complaint, &c. Had he given himself to such thought he would

have been prepared for prompt and resolute action on his accession. Instead of

this he seems helpless ; (urns now to these and now to those for counsel, and has

not even enough wisdom to weigh the value of advice when it is given, " Unstable

as water, thou shalt not excel," is a law of far-reaching application. Amongst the

virtues we should inculcate in our children is that of sober self-reliance. It may be

fostered in the home with safety and advantage. Trust a child with something

which he is free to use or abuse, in order to test him, and develop in him this

grace. Probably Behoboam had been brought up in the harem, and so had the

heart of a child, with the years of a man. All gifts must be exercised to increase

their value. " A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways," and an example

of this lies before us,

II. Behoboam's contempt of experience, He consulted the old advisers of

Solomon, it is true, but clearly for the look of the thing only. Directly after

Bpeaking with " the responsible ministers of the crown," he turned to the courtiers,

who were far less able to advise in such a crisis. Job says, " With the ancients

is wisdom ; and in length of days understanding." This is not always true. A

man may be old without being wise, he may go through many experiences without

being experienced. Still, other things being equal, a long study of affairs gives

knowledge and discretion. It would clearly be so, with men chosen by the wise

Solomon. Besides, those who have already won their honours are more dis

interested than those who are ambitiously seeking to win them ; and those whose

reputations are high are more careful to guard themselves against folly than those

who have no reputation to lose. [Found on such principles the duties of submis

sion to authority, of reverence to age, &c, which are the essentials of a happy

home and of a peaceful society.]

III. Behoboam's resort to the foolish. The answer of the young men

showed their folly. That such a spirit should exist is a proof that in the later years

of Solomon the people about him had sadly deteriorated. (1) These were the boon

companions of Behoboam, and knowing his haughty temper they flattered him to

the top of his bent. (2) They were courtiers brought up amid the luxuries of the

splendid reign just ended, and knew little or nothing of the condition of the people.

For these and other reasons they were of all others the most uufit to give counsel
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in this crisis. [Give examples from history of kings ruined by their favourites.]

We should always suspect those who gratify our vanity, or seek to further our lower

pleasures. Show the evils which arise, especially to weak characters, from foolish

associates. " He that walketh with wise men shall be wise, but a companion of

fools shall be destroyed." " Forsake the foolish, and live." " Blessed is he that

walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor

sitteth in the seat of the scornful.''

IV. Rehoboam's boastfulness of his power. " My little finger shall be

thicker than my father's loins." A proverbial expression to denote that his power

was greater than his father's. Such bragging is no sign of courage. At the first

outbreak of rebellion, this boaster " made speed to get him up to his chariot, to flee

to Jerusalem." A strong character expresses itself not in great words, but in great

deeds. The boastful Peter fails, the silent John stands firm. The Pharisee is

rejected, the publican justified. " He that humbleth himself shall be exalted, and

he that exalteth himself shall be abased."

V. Rehoboam's abuse of his authority. " My father made your yoke heavy,

and I will add to your yoke," &c. This was not the speech of one who felt himself

to be a shepherd of God's flock, but of one who assumed despotic authority. This

was never permitted to a king of Israel, nor is it intended by God that any man

should thus rule. It would be an evil to the ruler himself as well as to his people.

Least of all is it to be tolerated in the Christian Church. The highest in ecclesias

tical office are forbidden to be " lords over God's heritage," but are to be " examples

to the flock." Christ said, " The kings of the Gentiles exercise lordship over them

. . . but ye shall not be so " (Luke xxii. 24—29).

VI. Rehoboam's neglect of prayer. How differently he began his reign from

his father t Solomon went first to God ; Rehoboam went hither and thither for

counsel, but never turned to God at all. How often we act thus in our temporal

perplexities, in our theological difficulties, &c. How sadly we forget the words,

" If any of you lack wisdom let him ask of God," &c. (J as. i. 5—8). Throw the lurid

light of this Btory on Proverbs i., and make personal application of the warning

given there.—A. R.

Ver. 16.—The Revolt. This was the song of the insurrection. It is the Marseil

laise of Israelitish history. We heard it first alter the revolt of Absalom (2 Sam.

xx. 1). It appears to have originated with " Shoba, the son of Bichri, a Benjamite."

The revolt described in our text was more serious, beginning as it did the ruin of

Solomon's splendid kingdom. All such national events (the wars of the Roses, the

civil war of the sixteenth century, the revolution of 1688, the French Revolution of

the last century, &c.) are worthy of study. Moral causes lie at the root of them all,

and the hand of God is over them all. The moral and Divine are more clearly

revealed in Old Testament history ; hence in part its value. In tracing this great

revolution to its causes, we do not forget, though we do not dwell upon, two factors

to which our attention is called by Scripture—(1) the design of God, and (2) the

ambition of Jeroboam. We must remember, however, in regard to the former that

God expressly declared that He would base future events on the king's obedience

or disobedience to His law. And as to the ambitious designs of Jeroboam, they

would all have been futile if (as God had foreseen) there had not been popular dis

content, combined with princely folly. What, then, were the ultimate causes of

the event described ?

I. Tribal jealousy. This had always existed. Ephraim and Judah had

specially displayed it. The jealousy of Ephraim had asserted itself both against

Gideon and Jephthah (Judg. viii. 1 ; xii. 1). The pride of this tribe was fostered

by such facts as these : Joshua sprung from it, Samuel was born within its borders,

Saul was of Benjamin, hereditary with Joseph ; its geographical position gave it

power, &c. Hence, till David's time, the leadership of the nation was practically

in the hands of Ephraim. He reigned seven years over Judah before he could

obtain supremacy over the other tribes. He dealt wisely with those who belonged

to Ephraim, selecting some of them for special favour, &o. Solomon, howover,
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aggravated the discontent by his oppression towards the close of his reign, so that

Behoboam had no easy task before him. All was ripe for revolt. 1. National

strength is impossible without national unity. Clans must lose their jealousies if

they would become a strong people. The severance of the rich from the poor, the

hostility between capital and labour, the disaffection of any section of the people

must be a source of weakness, a sign of decadence. 2. The Church's power is

sapped by sectarian hostility. There may be diversity in modes of work and

worship, but amongst all Christians should be unity of spirit. " There are diversities

of operations, but the same spirit." Each tribe may march through the wilderness

with its own banner, but all must find their one centre in the Divine presence, and

seek their one Canaan as a land of rest. Isaiah foretells the day when " Ephraiin

shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraiin " (ch. xi. 13).

II. Heavy taxation. It affected the people's wealth, and still more painfully

their personal labour. A more foolish step than that which Behoboam took could

scarcely be imagined. He sent to appease the people " Adorain, who was over the

tribute ; " the very man who represented the oppression they resented 1 Quern

De.us vult perdere, prius dementat. Show how extravagance, disregard of the

rights of others, unjust demands, carelessness of the interests of dependants, lead

to disaster—in homes, in business, in national and ecclesiastical affairs. Illustrate

this from history ; the decline and fall of the Boman Empire ; the dissolution of

the formerly vast dependencies of Spain, &c. So if a Church demands too much,

as Borne does, she loses all. The intelligent men of Boman Catholic countries are

sceptics.

III. Belioious indifference. That this existed is evident from the ease with

which Solomon set up the worship of Ashtoreth, Milcom, and Chemosh ; and from

the fact that Jeroboam, directly after the revolt, erected the calves at Bethel and

Dan. J. D. Michaelis and others have sought to justify the people in their re

bellion, but there can be no doubt that so far as they were concerned the revolt was

criminal. Neither in this nor in any other act of man does higher causality affect

the morality of an act. They were anxious about the decrease of taxation, but not

about the removal of idolatry. To them it mattered little whether Jehovah were

worshipped or not. But it was to represent Him, to fulfil His purpose, to preserve

His truth, that the kingdom existed. Indifference to God is destructive of the

stability of human hopes, of the kingliness of human character, of the peace and

security of human kingdoms. Christ has come into the world to arouse it from

indifference, that all men may go out to greet Him as " King of kings, and Lord of

lords." If you lose the kingdom of heaven it is because, like Behoboam, you throw

it away. The lost opportunity never came to him again. He was forbidden to try

to recover by force what he sacrificed by folly (ver. 24). Over him and over many

a man the lament may be heard, " Oh that thou hadst known,'even thou, at least in

this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace, but now they are hid from

thine eyes."—A. B.

Vers. 1—20.—The accomplishment of tlie predicted judgment. I. Dangers

often come disguised. 1. It was a time of joyous expectation. Nothing he-

tokened the nearness of rebellion and disaster. All Israel had come to Shechem

to make him king. There was no dispute about the succession, and no unwil

lingness to own the sway of the house of David. All was hopeful. Danger

may lurk in joy like a venomous insect in a flower. 2. The people's request was

reasonable. Behoboam could shield himself under no plea of Divine right. David

was appointed to shepherd Israel, and the people had a right to protest against

their burdens. 8. Their demand seems to have been urged with moderation.

There was as yet no determination to rebeL The issue lay with the king. It was

to bear the stamp of his mind as well as theirs. There are moments that face us

with a sudden demand to manifest the spirit that is in us and to make or mar our

future. Should the demand come to thee to-day, what mark would be left, what

work would be done?

II. A danger wisely met. 1. The importance of the juncture was felt and
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owned. He took time for consideration. A good decision is nothing the worse of

a calm review : a bad one needs it 2. He sought counsel. We are helped by the

light of others' judgment, but above all we need the direction of God.

III. The beginning of disaster. 1. A grave defect. Among all that is said of

these three days there is no mention of his mquiring of the Lord, or lifting up one

cry for guidance. There is pride and passion in us which only God can subdue :

these retained are worse than all our foes ; they can only harm us through the

enemies we harbour within our breast. 2. The counsels of wisdom are rejected

(vers. 7, 8). 8. The counsels of folly accepted (vers. 8—11). He was seeking for

the reflection of his own proud, vengeful thought, and he now found it in the

advice of those who were like-minded. What we need is not the strengthening of

our own judgment, but its correction by the utterance of love and righteousness

and truth.

IV. Folly's harvest. 1. The shame of rejection and desertion (ver. 16).

2. Bis last attempt to assert his authority defeated (ver. 18). 8. His igno

minious flight. He who might have won a kingdom has to flee for his life.

4. The separation of the ten tribes completed (vers. 19, 20). If Rehoboam had

fled from the evil which was in himself, he would not have required to flee from

his people. We give birth to the terrors which pursue us. There is but one flight

possible from loss and death—the flight from sin.—U.

Vers. 21—83. I. An error that could not be repaired (vers. 21—24). Reho

boam had zeal and strength behind him in his attempt to bring back the tribes

by force. One hundred and eighty thousand men responded to his call ; but all

were dispersed at the lifting up of God's hand. The attempt was forbidden,

1. Because of the ties of kindred. These were forgotten by Rehoboam when he

threatened the people with a heavier yoke. Tyranny is possible only in the denial

of the brotherhood of man. It was forgotten now as he gathered his hosts together.

Wars are impossible in the recognition of the brotherhood of man. This is God's

word to the nations, to England as to the rest: "Ye shall not . . . fight against

your brethren." 2. Because the loss was of God. " This thing is from Me."

These two thoughts assuage anger and beget repentance ; they who are against us

are our brethren, and the blow is from our Father's hand. Our mistakes are per

mitted, and we eat their bitter fruit in God's righteous judgment. Keep the way

of love and lowly dependence on God. Every other is full of mistake and irre

parable loss.

II. The blindness op worldly policy (vers. 25—88). Judged from a merely

human standpoint, Jeroboam showed commendable foresight, and took effectual

precautions against a great and possible danger. Yet he did not look far enough

or high enough. The range of his vision did not embrace the mightiest of all

forces. It shut out God, and every step he took ensured the destruction of the

power he sought to guard. 1. His fear was unbelief. There did seem to be a

danger in the recourse of the tribes to Jerusalem, but he had God's promise that

He would build him a sure house if be would do that which was right in God's

sight (xi. 38). Do not our fears go right in the face of the promises of God ?

2. It was base forgetfulness of God's mercy. The Lord had fulfilled part of what

He had said. The very circumstances in which the fear arose (the possession

of the kingdom) were thus its answer. Our fears not only deny God's promises,

but also the testimony of the past. Unbelief and ingratitude are the first steps

in the path of sin (Rom. i. 21). 3. His defiance of God, When unbelief has shut

Him out of the heart, His commandments are lightly esteemed. To suit the

exigencies of state, God's ordinances were overturned, other holy places were set

up, the commandment against image-worship broken, the priesthood and the feast-

time changed. Jeroboam's sin lives still in our statecraft, in the conduct of our

business, &c. God's purpose regarding us and the world is nothing ! His com

mandments are the only things that with safety can be disregarded ! 4. His mis

directed ingenuity. He cleverly takes advantage (1) of the jealousy of the tribes.

Why should Jerusalem be the only holy place, or Levi the one servant of God ?
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(2) He only repeats the sin, ami quotes the words, of Aaron, and the fathers (Exod.

xxxii. 4). (3) He uses places already consecrated, Bethel hy Jacob's vision and

altar, and Dan, the shriue of Micah's image (Judg. xviii. 80). (4) He hides zeal

for his own safety under the plea of care for the people's convenience (ver. 28).

Misused ability cannot shield from God's judgment. In every step he took he was

the more surely sealing his own doom, and ensuring the final extinction of his

people. " Be not deoeived, God is not mocked."—U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB XII. 25—33.

the establishment of the kingdom of

Israel, and the schism in the Chdbch.—

The historian, after describing the great

rebellion of the Jewish people, proceeds, in

the rest of this chapter, to relate the mea

sures which the new king took to secure his

position. These were both external and

internal. The external means were the

erection of fortresses ; the internal, the

provision of new sanctuaries, priests, and

ordinances.

Ver. 25.—Then Jeroboam built [i.e., re

built or fortified, DJJ naturally has both

meanings] Shechem [see on ver. 1 and on oh.

xiv. 1] In Mount Ephraim [The Har-

Ephraim, or mountain district of Ephraim

(in Josh. xi. 16 called the "Mountain of

Israel ; " cf. Josh xvii. 15—18 ; Judg. iv. 6 ;

X. 1 ; 1 Sam. i. 1), is " the central mass of

the hills of Palestine, nearly equidistant

from the northern and southern boundary

of the whole country " (Stanley, S. and P.,

p. 229), and the richest and most beautiful

of the land. "The tower of Sichem

been burnt down by Abimelech and

the tower of Fennel had been destroyed by

Gideon, Judg. viii. 17 " (Keil). The city of

Shechem had been destroyed at the same

time as the tower, but had no doubt been

rebuilt, at least in part, otherwise it could

hardly have been selected for Behoboam's

coronation. It was naturally Jeroboam's

first care to strengthen his position by forti

fying his capital, and the more so as this

city would be particularly obnoxious to

Behoboam as the scene of the revolution ;

but why he should at the Bame time have

rebuilt Penuel—Ewald thinks the seat of

government was placed here—is not at first

sight so obvious, as it lay beyond the Jor

dan (Gen. xxxii. 22, 30; xxxiii. 17) and

was therefore presumably outside the circle

of hostilities, should such arise. Probably

it was because this was the gate to his

Trans-Jordanic territory. A tower com

manding the fords of the Jordan would

secure Reuben, Gad, &o., against invasion

from Judah. It is also not unlikely that

Jeroboam, who was the great castle builder of

that age, had some fears of " hostile attacks

from the north and north-east " (Keil), or

thought of "the caravan road which led

over Gilead to Damascus" (Wordsworth),

and of which he would wish, for the sake

of his revenue, to retain the control], and

dwelt therein [He made it his first resi

dence and capital]; and went out from

thence [i.e., when he had secured one forti

fied city. He could hardly be certain as

yet which side some of the tribes would

take. It is also possible that some of the

workmen who had built Shechem were

afterwards employed on the fortification of

Penuel], and built Penuel. [Bahr says,

"There is no doubt that he built these

fortifications by tribute labour, like Solo

mon. " But is this quite so certain t The

people after the revolt would naturally

conclude that Behoboam, of whose proud

temper they had had such proof, would

want to wreak his vengeance on the city

which bad rejected him, and the instinct of

self-defence would lead them at once to

rebuild their walls. And the new-born

kingdom would also earnestly desire to pos

sess a suitable capital. Thus their self-

interest and enthusiasm alike would obviate

the necessity for a conscription.]

Ver. 26.—And Jeroboam said In bis heart,

Now shall the kingdom return to the house

of David [It needed much less prescience

than Jeroboam seems to have possessed to

perceive that fortresses and armies would

be of no avail for the defence of his realm,

bo long as Jerusalem remained the ono

sanctuary of the land. He clearly foresaw

that if the people went up thither, as in

time paBt, three times a year, to keep the

feasts, the religious sentiment would in

time reassert itself and sweep him and his

new dynasty away. With one religion, one

sanctuary, one priesthood, there could not

long be two kingdoms. People who bad so

much in common would, sooner or later,

complete the unity of their national life

under a common sovereign. And we find,

indeed, that so powerful were the attrac-

part

had
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tions of the temple, and the religious sys

tem of which it was the centre, that " the

priests and Levites that were in all Israel,"

together with the more devout laity, fell

away to Rehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 13. 16),

while the speech of Abijah on Mount Zema-

raim (2 Chron. xiii. 11), proves that others

as well as Jeroboam were well aware that

the old religion and the new kingdom could

hardly co-exist.]

Ver. 27.—If this people go up to do sacri

fice [Heb. sacrifice] In the house of the Lord

at Jeijusalem [as the law of Moses ordained

(Deut. xii. 11, 14; xvi. 6, 11)], then shall

the heart of this people turn again unto

their lord [The Syriac omits this word. The

LXX. has npot Kiipiov cm ri'piov auriHv] ,

even unto Rehobonm king of Judah [When

Wordsworth remarks that Jeroboam " here

acknowledges Rehoboam as the ' lord ' of

the people," he surely forgets that these are

not the actual words of Jeroboam, but the

thoughts which the historian supposes him

to have had (ver. 26)], and they shall Mil

me [as they would do, if they wished to

return to Rehoboam's rule. Their first

offering would be the head of the usurper,

2 Sam. xx. 20, 21 ; cf. 2 Sam. iv. 7], and go

again [lit., turn again, same word as above]

to Rehoboam king of judah.

Ver. 28. — Whereupon the king took

counsel [" With his counsellors, or the

heads of the nation who had helped him to

the throne " (Keil). Biihr understands,

" he reflected about it alone " (et excogitate

coruilio, Vulgate), alleging that so important

a circumstance as the concurrence of the

heads of the people in changing the system

of worship would not have been passed over

in silence. But while the text does not

perhaps imply any formal deliberation with

the elders, it is reasonable to suppose that

Jeroboam, who owed his position to popular

election, and who was far too sagacious not

to follow the example of Rehoboam (vers.

6, 9), would summon others to advise him

as to this critical and momentous step.

Wordsworth refers to Isa. xxx. 1, and says

that " Jeroboam is the image and pattern of

Machiavellian politicians." " Next to Ahi-

thophel, I do not find that Israel yielded a

craftier head than Jeroboam's " (Hall)] , and

made two calves [It is generally held that

these were in imitation of, or were suggested

by, the "golden calf" of Aaron (Exod.

xxxii. 2), and the close resemblance of Jero

boam's words (below), in inaugurating this

new cultm, to Aaron's have been thought to

prove it. But suroly it has been overlooked

that Jeroboam could hardly be so short

sighted and unwise as deliberately to rein

troduce a worship whioh had provoked the

"fierce wrath" (vet. 12) of God, and had

nearly resulted in the extermination of the

Jewish race. For of course neither Jero

boam nor his people could have forgotten

the stern condemnation which Aaron's calf-

worship bad received. The molten image

ground to powder, the ashes mixed in the

drink of the people, the slaughter of three

thousand worshippers, Ac., would assuredly

have lived in the memories of the nation.

A more impolitic step, consequently—one

more certain to precipitate his ruin, by

driving the whole nation into the arms of

Judah— Jeroboam could not have taken,

than to attempt any revival or imitation of

the forbidden cultns of the desert. And it

is as little likely that the worship of the

calves was derived from the worship of Apis,

as practised at Memphis, or of " Mnevis,

the sacred calf of Heliopolis " (Stanley),

though with both of these Jeroboam had

recently been in contact. It would have

been but a sorry recommendation in the

eyes of Israel that the first act of the new

king should be to introduce the hateful

idolatry of Egypt into the land ; and every

consideration tends to show that the calf-

worship was not, and was not intended to

be, idolatry, such as the worship of Egypt

undoubtedly was. It is always carefully

distinguished from idol-worship by the his

torians and prophets. And the idea which

Jeroboam wished to give his subjects was

clearly this—that, so far from introducing

new gods or new sanctuaries, he was merely

accommodating the old worship to the new

state of things. He evidently felt that what

he and his honse bad most to fear was, not

the armies of Rehoboam but the ritual and

religious associations of Jerusalem. His

object, if he were wise, must therefore bo

to provide a substitute, a counterfeit wor

ship. " I will give you," he virtually says,

" at Bethel and Dan, old sanctuaries of our

race long before Jerusalem usurped their

place, those visible emblems of the heavenly

powers such as are now found only in the

temple. You too shall possess those mys

terious forms which symbolize the Invisible,

but you shall have them nearer home and

easier of acoess." There can be little doubt,

consequently, that the " calves" were imita

tions of the colossal cherubim of Solomon's

temple, in which the ox or calf was prob

ably the forma praecipua (ch. vi. 23).] of

gold [Hardly of solid gold. Possibly of

wood covered with gold plates, i.e., similar

to the cherubim (ch. vi. 23—28) ; probably

of molten brass (see ch. xiv. 9, and cf. Psa.

cvi. 19), overlaid with gold ; such images, in

fact, as are described in Isa. xl. 19] , and

said unto them, It Is too much for you

[This translation, pace Keil, cannot be

maintained. Nor can it be said that " tho
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exact meaning of the original is doubtful "

(Itawlinson), foi a study of the passages

where this phrase, D^"33 oocurs (see, e.g.,

Dent. i. 6 ; ii. 3 ; iii. 26 ; and cf. Gen. xlv.

28 ; Exod. ix. 28 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16 ;

1 Kings xix. 4) will convince the reader

that it must be rendered here, "It is

enough "—i.e., " you have gone long enough

to a city which only owes its present posi

tion to the ambition of the tribe of Judah,

and which is a standing testimony to your

own inferiority; henceforth, desist." We

have an exact parallel in Ezek. xliv. 6 ;

where the Authorized Version renders, "Let

it suffice you." The LXX. supports this

view by rendering iKav6vaBu iiftiv through

out. Vulgate, nolite ultra aicendere, &c.] to

go up to Jerusalem : behold thy gods

[rather " god," for Jeroboam had no idea

of introducing polytheism. It is true he

made two calves because of his two sanctu

aries, but each was designed to represent

the same object—the one God of Israel.

The word is translated " gods " in Exod.

xxxii. 1, 4, 8, 23, 31 ; but as the reference

is in every case to the one calf, it should be

translated " god " therealso. In Nehemiah's

citation of the words (ch. ix. 18), the word

is unmistakably singular. " Thit is thy

god,'' Ac. The words are not " exactly the

same as the people nscd when setting up

the golden calf " (Buhr). Jeroboam says,

"Behold," &c.], 0 Israel, which brought

thee up out of the land of Egypt. [It is at

first sight somewhat difficult to resist the

view, which is generally entertained, that

Jeroboam, of set purpose, cited the ipsissima

verba of the Israelites in the desert (Exod.

xxxii. 4). But a little reflection will show

that it is much more difficult to believe that

a monarch, circumstanced as Jeroboam

was, could at the very outset of his career

have acted in the teeth of history, and have

committed the gross blunder, not to say

wanton outrage, of deliberately connecting

his new cult with the calf-worship of the

desert. He can hardly have dared, that is,

to say, " This is no new religion, for this

very form of worship our fathers used

formerly in the desert, under the guidance

of Aaron himself" (Seb. Schmidt, followed

by Keil, al.) unless both he and his peoplo

alike—which is inconceivable—were igno

rant of their nation's history recorded in

Exod. xxxii. 19—35. It has been argued

by some that this action of Jeroboam and

the ready compliance of the ten tribes,

prove that the Pentateuch cannot then have

been written. But, as Hengstenberg (cited

by Wordsworth) rejoins, the same argument

would lead to the conclusion that the Bible

could not have been written in the dark

ages, or, we might add, even at the present

day. He can hardly have claimed, that is

to say, to be reintroducing the calf-worship,

which God had so emphatically reprobated,

unless he designed an open defiance of the

Most High, and wished to shock all the reli

gious instincts and convictions of his people.

It is much more natural, consequently, to

snppose, considering the very frequent recur

rence, though sometimes in slightly different

shapes, of the formula " the Lord thy God,

which brought thee out of the land of

Egypt " (Exod. xx. 2 ; xxix." 45, 46 ; Levit.

xix. 36 ; xxiii. 43 j xxv. 38 ; xxvi. 13, 45 ;

Num. xv. 41 ; xvi. 13 ; xx. 16 ; Deut. v.

6, 15 ; vi. 12 ; viii. 14 ; ix. 26 ; Josh. xxiv.

6, 17 ; Judg. vi. 8 ; 1 Sam. viii. 8 ; x. 18 ;

1 Kings viii. 21, &c.) that the correspon

dence is accidental, the more so as Jero

boam does not quote the exact words, and

that he has used a phrase which was con

stantly in their ears, insisting thereby that

his calves were emblems of the God of their

race, the God whose great glory it was that

He had taken their nation out of the midst

of another nation, &c. (Deut. iv. 34), and

delivered them from a thraldom with which,

perhaps, the tyranny of Rchoboam is in

directly compared. Or if there u> any

reference to the golden calf, it must have

been depreciatory, as if to say, " That was

rank idolatry, and as such it was punished.

That calf was an image of Apis. My calves

are oherubic symbols, symbols such as He

has Himself appointed, of the Great De

liverer of our race. Behold thy God, which

really brought thee up," &c.]

Ver. 29.—And he set the one in Bethel, and

the other put he In Dan. [Two considera

tions seem to have influenced Jeroboam in

his choice of these sites. First, both these

places were in some sort sanctuaries already.

Bethel was already a makum, or holy place,

in the days of Abraham; was consecrated

by the visions and altar of Jacob (Gen.

xxviii. 11—19 ; xxxi. 13; xxxv. 1, 7, 15),

and by the ark having been there (Judg.

xx. 26—28, Heb. ; cf. Jos., Ant., v. 2. 10).

And though Dan (Josh. xix. 47 ; Judg.

xviii 29 ; xx. 1) can hardly have had as

sacred a character as the ' ' house of God

and the gate of heaven" (Gen. xxviii. 17)

had, still it had its shrine and its schis

matic priesthood. A grandson of Moses

(Judg. xviii. 13, true reading) had minis

tered there, and his sons were the priests

of Dan still. Secondly, these localities

would suit the convenience of his subjects,

being respectively at the southern and

northern extremities of the kingdom. And

this, no doubt, was one reason why Dan

was chosen in preference to other places,

such as Shiloh, which, though more sacred,
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were less conveniently situated. A sanctuary

at Dan would save the northern tribes

many tedious journeys. It should be re

marked that Bethel properly belonged to

Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 13, 22), though it

was also on the border of Ephraim ; and it

has been suggested that it was Jeroboam's

selection of this place as a seat of the calf-

worship decided the tribe of Benjamin to

follow the lead of Judah. But the narrative

seems to imply that their choice had been

made at an earlier period (ver. 21), and the

city would seem to have been long in the

possession of the house of Joseph (Judg. i.

22). It is now known as Beitin, and is one

of the most naked and dreary spots in

Palestine. " The place seems, as it were,

turned to stone ; and we can well imagine

that the patriarch found nothing softer than

a stone for his pillow." Conder, p. 252,-

who suggests that from the time of Abraham

Bethel was a Dlplp, a sacred place merely

(Gen. xxviii. 11), and distinct from the

adjoining city of Luz (ver. 19).]

Ver. 30.—And this thing became a sin

[It was in itself sinful, for it both set at

nought the express prohibition of the De

calogue (Exod. xx. 4), and also disregarded

tho one sanotuary of God's choice (Deut.

xii. 5). And it led to other sins, e.g., the

intrusion of a schismatic and irregular

priesthood, and the performance of un

authorized rites, and to " an ever-deepening

corruption of the national faith " (Ewald).

Cf. Hosea viii. 5 ; xiii. 2. But the meaning is,

it became an occasion of sin to the people

(" Quod fuitpostea causa gravissimi peccati"

—Vatab.) Jeroboam " made Israel to sin"

(ch. xiv. 16 ; xv. 26, Ac.) It is difficult to

conceive, in the face of these and similar

words, how any one can seriously maintain

that " the church of Israel was the national

church " (Stanley, ii. 264)] : for the people

went to worship before the one even unto

Dan. [The people frequented both sanctu

aries ; why, then, is that at Dan especially

mentioned :' Some (Bawlinson, e.g.) have

suggested that the text is here corrupt, and

that we should read, " before tho one to

Bethel, and before the other to Dan.'' Ac

cording to others, " the one " (inxri) refers

to the double "in^n ("the one," "the

other") ; cf. ver. 29. They would interpret,

that is, " the people went to both, even to the

distant Dan (Bahr, Thenius). Keil would

force tho text and understand, ' ' the people,

even unto Dan," i.e., the people throughout

the whole kingdom. Similarly, Wordsworth.

Ewald understands " before the one " to

mean ins? i.e., "as one," sc. man. On the

whole it is better to take the words as they

stand, literally. It is quite conceivable that, I

at first, the people resorted almost exclusively

to the Danite sanctuary. Having been for

long years a seat of worship, and having

probably its " house of high places," or

temple (see below), already built, it would

naturally be in a position to receive wor

shippers some time before Bethel was pre

pared for that purpose. Jeroboam's offer

ing in person at Bethel (ver. 32) which

marks the inauguration of his new ritual

there, may have been partly designed to

attract worshippers to a shrine, which, as

being nearer Jerusalem, or for some other

reason, was neglected. But the verse is

patient of another interpretation. It may

intend to convey that the rebellious tribes,

in their defiant disregard of the old order of

things, the order now represented by a

hostile kingdom, went en masse to the

opposite point of the compass, even to the

unhallowed and hitherto despised sanctuary

of the Danites. The LXX. (Vat.) addition

here is noticeable, " And they forsook the

house of the Lord."]

Ver. 31.—And he made an house of high

places [See on ch. iii. 2, and cf. 2 Kings xvii.

29. It is often assumed (Keil, Rawlinson,

ul. after Josephus) that Jeroboam built tiro

temples for his cherubim, and the statement

of the text, that he built one, is explained

on the ground that the historian contrasts

the " house of high places " with the " house

of the Lord." Ewald, too, after 2 Kings

xvii. 29, 32, understands the words as plural.

But is it not more probable that a chapel or

sanctuary already existed at Dan, where an

irregular priesthood had ministered for

more than four hundred years ? This verse

would then refer exclusively to Jeroboam's

procedure at Betliel (see next verse). There

he built a temple and ordained a number of

priests, but Dan had both already. We

know that the Danite priests carried on the

calf-worship to the time of the captiviiy

(Judg. xviii. 30). This " house of high
places " has grown in Ewald's pages into '• a

splendid temple in Canaanite style "], and

made priests of the lowest of the people

[Heb. niVpp "from the ends," i.e., from

all classes, ex universo populo (Gesen.), and

not, as the writer explains presently, from

the tribe of Levi alone. Gen. xix. 4, Judg.

xviii. 2, Ezek. xxxiii. 2, prove this to be the

correct interpretation of the word. Bawlin

son, who remarks that " Jeroboam could

have no motive for specially selecting per

sons of low condition," does not thereby

dispose of the A. V. rendering, for the

historian might mean that some of Jero

boam's priests were of the lowest stamp,

because he could find no others, or because

he was so little scrupulous as to take them.

"Leaden priests are well htted to golden
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deities" (Hall)], which were not of the

sons of Levi. [Jeroboam would doubtless

have been only too glad to have retained the

services of the Levitical priests, but they

went over in a body to Rehoboam (2 Chron.

xi. 13). The statement of ver. 14, that

" Jeroboam and his sons " had " cast them

out," suggests that they bad refused to take

part in his new cult and that thereupon he

banished them, and, no doubt, confiscated

their possessions The idea of Stanley, that

*' following the precedent of the deposition

of Abiathar by Solomon, he removed from

their places the whole of the sacerdotal

order," is a wild conjecture for which Scrip

ture affords not the slightest warrant.]

Ver. 32.—And Jeroboam ordained a feast

In the eighth month, on the fifteenth day

of the month, like unto the feast that la In

Judah [i.e., the Feast of Tabernacles, which

was held on the 15th of the seventh month

(cf. ch. viii. 2). This was the great feast of

the year, and, as the feast of harvest or

ingathering, the most joyous. See on ch.

viii. 1. Had Jeroboam provided no counter

attraction to this great festive gathering in

Judah he might have found it a formidable

temptation to his subjects. The reason

usually given for the alteration of the time

—in defiance of the law, which expressly

fixed it in the seventh month (Levit. xxiii.

34, 39, 41)—is that the eighth would be more

generally convenient in the north, where

the harvest or vintage was a month later

(Then., Keil), as affording more time for the

ingathering. In favour of this view is the

consideration that the Jews not unfrequently

had to intercalate a month—a second Adar—

into their year, because of the season being

a late one. Some of the older commentators,

e.g., Vatab., think this time waschosen as the

anniversary of his accession, but this is pure

conjecture, and such an association would

be contrary to the genius of the Hebrew

people. Keil maintains that Jeroboam's

design was to " make the separation, in a

religious point of view, as complete as

possible." But we can hardly be expected

to believe that he altered the month,

for the sake of creating a distinction,

but " retained the day of the month, the

fifteenth, for the sake of the weak who took

offence at bis innovations" (Keil). The

day was retained, as Biihr points out, be

cause, the months being lunar, the fifteenth

was the day of the full moon] , and he

offered [Heb. as marg., " and he went up,"

i.e., ascended the altar ; LXX. avifin. (Keil

contends that bvi\ means " and he sacri

ficed," but this translation is without pre

cedent. Ver. 33, " and he went up to burn

incense," is decisive as to the meaning.)

The altar was always raised. It was prob-

1 KINGS.

ably approached by a slope, as Exod.xx.

26 forbade steps, though it is by no means

certain that they were not used even in

Solomon's temple, and Jeroboam probabli

would have no scruples on such a minute

point of ritual. It has been thought (Kitto,

iv. 147) that he was moved to officiate in

person by the precedent of the Egyptia

kings, who exercised priestly functions ; but

it is much more probable that he was

guided by the example of Solomon at the

dedication of the temple] upon [i.e., he

stood upon the ledge or platform (called in

the A. V. *' compass," Exod. xxvii. 5) in

the middle of the altar] the altar. So did

he in Bethel [i.e., the feast was held at one

centre only, and at Bethel alone the king

offered in person. But I venture to suggest

that instead of }2. "so did he," ,Vc., we

should read »2. The LXX. seem to have

had this word before them—Iwi rb Bvaiaarti-

ptov 8 ircoinaep iv f}aiBt)\. And not only

does this slight change bring the Hebrew

into harmony with the LXX., but it also

simplifies the construction. "He went up

upon the altar which he made to sacrifice

unto the calves which he made." The very

tautology is instructive, as suggesting that

altar, calves, and priests were all of Jero

boam's making, not of God's ordaining.

The use of '2 as a relative ( = 1v'iX) is

strictly grammatical!, sacrificing [marg., to

s icrifice] unto the calves that he had

made : and he placed In Bethel [Dan being

already provided with its prieslhood] the

priests of the high places [i.e., of . tit .

house of high places " (ver. 31). Or it may

be a contemptuous designation of Jeroboam's

irregulai* priests] which he had made.

Ver. 33.—So he offered [Heb. went up, as

before. This verse is really the introduction

to the history of the next chapter] upon the

altar which he had made in Bethel the

fifteenth day of the eighth month, even In

the month which he had devised [Josephus

(Ant. viii. 8. 5) seems unaware that this new

feast was kept at a different date from the

true Feast of Tabernacles. But these words

are decisive] of his own heart [The Cethib

has 13^D by which Maurer and Keil under

stand "I3Vl? (" seorsum." But qu.) Bat

tho Keri is every way to be preferred,

So LXX., Airb Kapiiat airrov. Similarly,

Neh. vi. 8] ; and ordained [rather, kept,

celebrated] a feast unto [Heb. for] the

children of Israel : and he offered [went

up] upon the altar, and burnt Incense

[Heb. to burn, &o. The context seems to

imply that it was not mcense, or not

incense only, but the sacrifice, or sacrificial

T
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parts of the victim, that the king burned.

See on ch. xiii. 3 And this meaning

is justified by Lev. i. 9, 17 ; 1 Sam. ii. 16 ;

Amos iv. 5, where the same word is nsed.

It cannot be denied, however, that the

word is generally nsed of incense, and it is

very probable that both this and sacrifices

were offered by Jeroboam on the same altar

(cf. ch. xi. 6). We may perhaps see in

Jeroboam's ministering in person, not only

the design to invest the new ordinance with

exceptional interest and splendour, but also

the idea of encouraging his new priests to

enter on their unauthorized functions with

out fear. The history, or even the traditions,

of Nadab and Abihu (Lev. x.) and of Eorah

and his company (Num. xvi. 40), and the

threatenings of the law (Num. xviii. 7, 22,

cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 20), may well have made

them hesitate. To allay their fears the

king undertakes to offer the first of the sacri

fices. And that their fears of a Divine in

terposition were not groundless the sequel

shows.]

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 80.—The Sin of Jeroboam. What was this sin, of which, from this time

forward, the historian has so much to say ? It is mentioned more than twenty

times in Scripture. It casts its dark shadow across fifteen reigns of the kings of

Israel. Its baleful influences were felt for more than two and a half centuries. It

was the prime cause (2 Kings xvii. 21-23) of that captivity from which the ten

tribes have never returned. Surely we ought to know what it was. And as one

help to a right conclusion, let us first clearly understand what it was not.

I. It was not the sin of rebellion. There may have been sin in the way in

which the rupture with Judah was brought about (see 2 Chron. xiii. 6, 7), though

that is by no means certain (notes on vers. 19, 20). But even if Israel was set upon

rebellion, and even if Jeroboam had rudely and wickedly precipitated the revolt,

that cannot be " the sin " of which he is here and elsewhere accused. For, in the

first place, later kings could not be held responsible for Jeroboam's conduct at the

time of the disruption, i.e., they could not commit that sin of Jeroboam ; and,

secondly, the disruption itself was ordained of God (ch. xi. 81 sqq. ; xii. 15 ;

2 Chron. xi. 4). Verse 15, too, is decisive. " The cause was from the Lord." Those

who sate on Jeroboam's throne, consequently, no less than the successors of Solomon,

reigned de jure Divino. The former equally with the latter were the anointed of

Heaven (2 Kings ix. 8, 6). It was the Lord " raised up " (ch. xiv. 14) Baasha

(ch. xv. 28, 29), Zimri (ch. xvi 12), Jehu (2 Kings ix. 6), and the rest.

II. It was not the sin of going after other gods. If this were the sin

referred to here it would probably have been called " the sin of Solomon," for

Solomon is twice charged with that sin (ch. xi. 4, 10), whereas Jeroboam never went

after Baal, or Ashtoreth, or Milcom. It is true the calves are once called " other

gods " (ch. xiv. 9), but they are only so called in derision, and in oh. xvi 81 the

sin of Jeroboam is expressly distinguished from the worship of other gods. It was

probably Jeroboam's boast ( ee note on ver. 28), not that he was instituting a new

religion, or setting up a rival Deity, but that he was worshipping the one true God

in a more rational and primitive way. See Jos., Ant. viii. 8. 4. And that the calf-

worship was not idolatry, properly so called, is clear from this consideration, that

" the sin of Jeroboam " is confined to the kingdom of Israel. Not one of the kings

of Judah is ever taxed with it. And yet it was in Judah, and not in Israel, that

idolatry prevailed. Of the kings of Israel, only Ahab and his two sons were guilty

of idolatry ; whereas of the kings of Judah only five set their faces against it Yet

the non-idolatrous kings of Israel are constantly charged with Jeroboam's sin, and

the idolatrous kings of Judah never. Polytheism, therefore, it cannot have been.

III. It was not the sin of image worship. The calves were not made to be

worshipped, any more than the cherubim of Solomon's temple. Nor do we read

that they received Divine worship. " The people went to worship before the one,"

4c. The Scripture, it is true, calls them " molten images," but Jeroboam doubtless

said they were symbols of the heavenly powers, designed (like the images of the

Roman Communion) to be helps to devotion, and they are nowhere called " idols "
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or " horrors," or " statues." We entirely misconceive Jeroboam's purpose, and

discredit his sagacity, if we think that he had the worship of Apis or Mnevis or any

similar idol in his mind. The last thing that would occur to him would be to set

up a purely pagan system amongst such a people as the Jews. His was not the

sin of idol worship. What, then, was it ?

L It was the sin of heresy. For " heresy " in the original meaning of the

word simply implied an arbitrary selection of doctrines or practices—ai'peatc = a

choosing—instead of dutifully accepting those which God has enjoined. This is

precisely what Jeroboam did. Instead of taking and handing down to his suc

cessors, whole and undenled, the " faith once delivered," he presumed to modify it ; to

adapt it, as he thought, to the new order of things, &c. His heresy was threefold.

1. He chose his own places of worship. God had ordained that there should

be one sanctuary for the whole nation. Both the law of Moses and the history of

Israel alike taught that the religious centre of the nation should be one. From an

early age it was predicted that God would choose Himself a place to put His name

there (Deut. xii. 13, 14 ; xiv. 23). And this Divine choice had been recently and

unmistakably made. He " chose not the tribe of Ephraim, but chose the tribe of

Judah, the Mount Zion which He loved." And He built His " sanctuary," &c. (Psa.

lxxviii. 67—69 ; cf. Psa. cxxxii. 13, 14). At the dedication of this sanctuary

this choice had been publicly proclaimed (ch. viii. 10, 11 ; 2 Chron. vii. 2, 12, 16).

The whole nation then understood that God had " chosen Jerusalem to put His

name there." And Jeroboam was aware of this, and was also aware that the

division of the kingdom was to make no difference as to the oneness or the position

of the sanctuary. To prevent misconception he was twice reminded in the message

of Ahijah, his charter to the crown, that Jerusalem was " the city which God had

chosen out of all the tribes of Israel " (ch. xi. 32, 33). It was to be in the future,

as it had been in the past, the one place of incense and sacrifice. And that Jero

boam knew it, his own thoughts (ch. xii. 26, 27) reveal to us. " If this people go

up to" do sacrifice in the house of the Lord at Jerusalem." He is quite clear, then

—indeed, he could not be otherwise—as to the place of God's choice. But that place,

he argues, will not do for him. Political considerations demand that he shall find

a religious centre elsewhere. So he " takes counsel," and decrees ex mero arbitrio

that Israel shall have three holy places instead of one, and that Bethel and Dan

shall henceforward divide the honours hitherlo enjoyed by Jerusalem.

2. He chose his own modes of worship. Though the way in which God

should be approached had been prescribed, though every detail of the Divine ser

vice had been ordered beforehand, and though he had been warned against adding

aught to it or diminishing aught from it (Deut. iv. 2; xii. 82), yet he decided other

wise. Perhaps he persuaded himself that he had good reasons for it ; but all the

same he chose otherwise than God had chosen. Though Exod. xx. 4, &e., forbade

the making of graven images, yet he "made molten images " (ch.xiv.9). Though

the law decreed that the sons of Aaron alone should offer sacrifice and burn in-

sense, yet he determined to play the priest himself, and also " made him priests

of the lowest of the people." Sic volo, *icjubeo, &c.

3. He chose his own times of worship. Nothing could have been more

positively fixed than the date of the Feast of the Tabernacles. It was to be " the

fifteenth day of the seventh month " (Levit. xxiii. 84, 89). But this was not the

day of Jeroboam's "choice." He "devised" a month " of his own heart ; "he

consulted, perhaps he thought, his people's convenience ; but was there ever

heretic yet that was not full of arguments, when all God asks is obedience 1

"In religion *

What dangerous error, but some sober brow

Will bless it and approve it with a text,

Hiding the grossners with fair ornament."

II. It was the sin of schism. It is not without reason that in the Litany

" heresy and schism " are coupled together, for the latter springs out of the

former (Justin Martyr quotes as one of the sayings of our Lord iaovrai exiofiara Kai
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aipioeic (cf. 1 Cor xi. 18). Jeroboam's arbitrary choice led to a division in the

Jewish Church. Let us briefly consider in what way the breach in the national

unity, hitherto so close and conspicuous, was effected.

1. The one centre of unity gave place to three centres of division. Hitherto,

three times a year (cf. ix. 25) all the males of Israel, from Dan to Beersheba, had

gathered round one altar. Thither, "the tribes went up, the tribes of the Lord."

Now, instead of fa ing, even from Dan, the people went to worship before the

calves " even unto Van." The ten tribes turned their backs on Jerusalem, and

sought, some of them, a sanctuary at the opposite point of the compass. Nor did

those who worshipped at Bethel afford a less striking proof of disintegration, for

that sanctuary was within sight of the temple mount. The two pillars of smoke

ascending day by day from rival altars, but twelve miles apart, proclaimed to all

that there was a " schism in the body."

2. The one priesthood of Aaron shared its ministry with the priests of Jeroboam.

No longer were offerings brought exclusively to the sons of Levi, but " whosoever

would" might burn the incense and sprinkle the blood. The schism was accentu

ated by the appointment of a new order of men, with vested interests in the

perpetuation of division.

3. The one ritual of Divine obligation was travestied by rites and ceremonies

of human appointment. If the breach was widened by the intrusive priesthood, it

was deepened by the unauthorized and forbidden cultus of the calves. The

stranger, who came out of a far country for God's name's sake (ch. viii. 41, 42), to

pray toward the house, found himself in the presence of rival systems, each claim

ing to be primitive and true, but differing so widely that he would go home to his

own land, doubting whether both were not false. He would say, as others have said

since, that before men compassed sea and land to make proselytes, they had better

agree among themselves.

4. The one Feast of Tabernacles appointed of God was parodied by a Feast

devised ofman. That feast, the most joyous of the year, had once been the greatest

manifestation of religious unity which Israel afforded. It was the very " dissidence

of dissent" when the least of the seventh month was straightway and osten

tatiously followed by a feast of the eighth month, celebrated but a few miles distant.

It was the culminating proof of hx°—eravia.

III. The sin of Kohah (Num. xvi.) This has been already twice referred to, as

a part of the heresy and as a factor in the schism. But it may well stand by itself

as a substantive part of the sin. It was just as great a violation of the Divine

law to use the ministry of unauthorized persons as to worship at shrines of man's

choosing or with ordinances of man's devising.

This, then, was " the sm of Jeroboam." It was not rebellion, not idolatry, but

the worship of the true God in unauthorized places, with unauthorized rites, and

by unauthorized ministers. Nor did it make it less a sin that it seemed to prosper.

The church of Jeroboam straightway became the church of the majority. At the

time of the captivity it could boast of some antiquity (Judg. xviii. 30; 2 Kings

xvii. 16). But all the same God put His brand upon it. Three miracles

(1 Kings xiii.) were wrought as a testimony against it. The voices of the

prophets were raised to condemn it (Hosea, passim; Micah vi. 16, &c.) But from

year, to year and reign to reign it flourished, and bore its baleful fruit, and then,

after the schism had lasted two hundred and fifty years, while the kingdom of

Judah, despite its idolatries, still retained for 185 years longer its place in the

covenant land, the ten tribes were earned away to the cities of the Medes, were

" scattered beyond the river," and disappeared from the page of history.

And has this sin no lessons 1 has its punishment no warnings for ourselves? If,

as some seem to think, we may pick and choose our doctrines at pleasure ; if the

Scripture is of private interpretation ; if we are at liberty each one to set up his own

dogmas against the quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus of the Catholic

Church ; or if there is no such thing as schism : if it is never mentioned or never

reprobated in the New Testament; if the Babel of sects—there are over one hundred

of them in this England of ours—is according to the plan and purpose of our Lord ;
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or if, again, the " form of sound words," the depositum fid-ei, the creeds of the

undivided Church, have no authority: if they cau be added to by the autocrat of

Borne, or diminished from by any state, or sect, or teacher ; or, finally, if there is

no such thing as a " mission " of Christ's ministers ; if any man may take this

honour to himself ; if those who have never been sent themselves may never

theless send others—then this history is void of all meaning. But if, on the

other hand, Christianity is the child of Judaism, and the Christian Church the

inheritor of the principles of the Jewish ; if that church is One and Catholic

and Apostolio ; if the faith was once for all (ajra£) delivered to the saints ; if onr

Lord Christ sent His apostles even as the Father had sent Him (John xx. 21),

if they in turn " ordained elders in every city " (Titus i. 5 ; cf. 2 Tim. ii. 2), and by

laying on of hands (Acts xiii. 3) ; if the tactual succession is not a mere piece of

priestly assumption—then assuredly the history of Jeroboam's sin is full of meaning,

and " very necessary for these times." And the prominence accorded to it in

Scripture, the twenty references to its working—we can understand it all when we

remember that " whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our

learning," and that the Spirit that moved the prophets foresaw the manifold heresies

and schisms of Christendom.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 25—27.—Jeroboam's Despondency. " Uneasy lies the head tlifit wears a

crown." Jeroboam's ambition was to be a king, and God gave him his desire. This

was to punish Solomon and his house for their apostasy, and the men of Israel who

had been led away in it. The sequel proved that the ambition of Jeroboam also

brought its punishment, for he soon found his throne the reverse of a comfortable

seat

I. His faith ik his people was shaken. 1. They seem to have become restive

under his rule. (1) This was likely to be the case. Their complaint against the

house of David was the pressure of their burdens. But these could not be lightened

when two kings had to be maintained instead of one ; when a court had to be

supported by a greatly diminished constituency. (2) They had to create a capital

worthy of the kingdom. So Jeroboam set about building Shechem, which was a

ruin ; for, two centuries before, it had been demolished by Abimelech (Judg. ix. 45).

The cost of this, including that of the palace there, appears to have been so dis

agreeable, that Jeroboam, for his tranquillity, shifted his court to Fenuel, on the

cast of the Jordan. (8) Penuel now stood in need of improvements. It had

suffered at the hands of Gideon nearly three centuries before, when the tower was

destroyed (Judg. viii. 17). A second palace here was not likely to ease their bur

dens. (4) Then their ability to pay taxes was reduced ; for their commerce, created

in the days of Solomon, seems to have declined. This would not improve their

temper. 2. He tlierefore became gloomily apprehensive. (1) He feared that,

having now discovered that their burdens were no lighter, they might reflect that

tlie3' had done wrong in throwing off allegiance to their legitimate sovereign, and

that the " kingdom would return to the house of David." (2) Further, that this

disposition must be encouraged by their visits to Jerusalem for religious purposes

(Deut. xvi. 16, 17). They would then see that neither Shechem nor Penuel, as

capitals, could compare with Jerusalem. (8) And he feared that a counter revolu

tion must imperil his life, for Rehoboam would demand this as a condition of their

reconciliation. But the true cause of his despondency was that—

II. He had forootten to trust m God. 1. Had lie no assurance in the words of

Ahijah f (1) Did not Ahijah give him ten pieces of the rent garment ? Did he not

accompany the sign with assuring words ? (Chron. xi. 87.) Has not this part of the

prophecy been fulfilled? (2) Is it not, therefore, in the power of Jeroboam to

perpetuate his throne by faithfully serving God ? (Chron. xi. 88.) The fulfilment of

the former part of the prophecy surely pledges the latter. (8) Ah, but this promise

is conditional I So are all God's promises. If we comply not with the conditions
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we shall infallibly forfeit the kingdom of heaven. 2. But he was moved by am

bition rather than piety. (1) Had he complied with the holy conditions, instead

of apprehending mischief to his throne from the visits of his subjects to Jerusalem,

it would be the other way. For the more they learnt to love and serve God, the more

loyal must they be to a godly king. (2) But he felt in his soul that he had not so

complied : nor had he any disposition to repent ; therefore, instead of seeking help

in God, as he should have done, he trusted to his own wicked policy. There is no

real happiness without God. The very pinnacle of human ambition is a throne :

yet without God is there no happiness here. " What shall it profit a man if he gain

the whole world and lose his own soul?"—M.

Ver. 28.—Jeroboam's Calves. Unbelief is the root of all mischief. Had the

king of Israel believed God, he would have obeyed Him ; then he would have been

under no temptation to set up a spurious religion to the confusion of his family and

people. But what did he mean by these calves ?

I. They were intended to be images of the God of Israel. 1. So lie describes

them in the text. (1) " These are thy Elohim, O Israel." Our English Bibles give

the word " God " without the capital G, as though the purpose of Jeroboam were to

lead the people away from the true God. Tliis, indeed, was the effect, but that it

was the design may well be doubted. (2) He further identifies the Elohim repre

sented in them as having brought them up out of the land of Egypt. This expres

sion is equivalent to saying that the Elohim he would remind them of in these

figures was the same who wrought all the miracles of the Exodus. (3) We must

not be misled by the words, " Behold thy Elohim," or " These are thy Elohim,"

as though he wished to impose these calves upon them as the very Elohim who

wrought all the wonders of their miraculous history. For this is a Hebraism for

similitudes (see Gen. xli. 27 ; Dan. ii. 88 ; 1 Cor. x. 4). Note : Romanists impose

their monstrous transub.4antiation upon those who have not discerned this. 2. His

error was a reproduction of Aaron's. (1) This will be clear from a comparison of

the text with Exod. xxxii. 4. (2) Aaron could not, under the very shadow of the

Shekinah, and within hearing of the voice of thunder from Sinai, have intonded to

substitute his calf for the very Elohim. (3) But that he only intended it as an

emblem of the true God is placed very clearly before us in the words following

(Exod. xxxii. 5, 6), in which the feast celebrated before his calf is called a "feast of

Jelwvah ' 3. Yet this was idolatry. (1) Idolatry may consist of worshipping the

creature instead of the Creator. This the Romanist does when he worships the

wafer. (2) Or it may be substituting some imagination of his heart for the God

who has miraculously revealed Himself, and whose revelations concerning Himself

are written in Holy Scripture. Such were the idealizations of the ancient (and also

modern) heathen. (3) Or it may consist in attempting to worship the true God

through unauthorised images (see Exod. xx. 4). This was the case with Aaron,

also with Jeroboam. It is likewise the case with the Romanist, who uses crucifixes,

and images and pictures of the Persons of the Trinity.

II. But why did he hake calves? 1. He had the cherubim in his mind.

(1) These had the visage of a calf. They had, indeed, also the visages of a lion,

of a man, and of an eagle. But the whole figure terminated in the foot of a calf

(Ezek. i. 7). (2) Jeroboam's calf probably had also associated with it the other

visages of the cherubim; so probably had Aaron's, for they respectively call

their image by the plural name Elohim (Dt6k). The single image at Bethel is

also called calves (D*5^I?) in the plural, which suggests a plurality of visages, though

not necessarily visages of calves, for the whole emblem appears to have been

designated by this name. 2 But the cherubim were emblems of the Holy Trinity.

(1) The calf or young bull, which by the ancients was taken for an emblem of fire,

stood here for the first Person of the Godhead. (See Bate's " Critica Hebraea,"

under blV and 3113 ; also his learned " Inquiry into the Occasional and Standing

Similitudes of the Lord God in the Old and New Testaments.") (2) The lion was

the symbol of light, and stood for the second Person. With the face of the lion that
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of the man was constantly associated, foreshadowing the assumption of the manhood

into the Godhead by that blessed Person. (3) And the eagle, the emblem of air,

stood for the Holy Spirit. (4) These, therefore, are called the cherubim, or

similitudes of the Great Onet, from D'31 Great Ones, and 3 like. 3. Micah's

teraphim were like Jeroboam's calves. (1) They were a compound or plural

image like the cherubim, and used like them (see Judg. xvii. 5, xviii. 5). (2)

Michael was a worshipper of the true God, and so was Laban, who also used

teraphim (see Gen. xxxi. 19, 30, 37, 49). (3) Compare also 1 Sam. xix. 13 ;

Ezek. xxi. 21 ; Hosea iii. 4. (4) The cerberus of the pagans, with its plurality of

heads, was a corruption, and the name of that monster keeps up the sound, of the

original Hebrew cherubim. How subtle is the spirit of idolatry ! We cannot keep

too close to God's Word.—M.

Vers. 28—83.—Jeroboam's Sin. The king of Israel, moved by personal ambition

instead of zeal for God. fearing lest his people, in going to Jerusalem to worship,

should see reason to regret having rent the kmgdom, took counsel to prevent this.

The result was the development of the policy described in the text. It was

cunning—

I. In the kind of worship imposed. 1. As to its objects. (1) It purported

to be the worship of the God of Israel. Essentially the same with the worship at

Jerusalem. Thus it conciliated favour. Had it been the worship of any god of

the nations, opposition would have been provoked. (2) Yet was it idolatry. So in

like manner is much of the worship of modern times which passes under the name

of Christianity. Satan does not lose his identity by transforming himself into an

angel of light. 2. As to its modes. (2) Its images were imitations of the cherubim.

Such also were the teraphim. And as God was said to dwell in, not " between "

(38* is to inhabit), the cherubim, so Jeroboam directed his dupes to seek the God

of Israel in his calves. (2) With these were associated altars, for sacrifice and

incense, like those in the temple ; and the victims would be clean animals proper

for sacrifice ; the incense also would be similar to that burnt in Jerusalem. (3) He

had a Feast of Tabernacles, which is described in the text as " like unto the feast

that is in Judah." Only that he altered the date as well as the place from the

fifteenth day of the seventh month to the corresponding day of the month following.

It is significantly noted, " which he had devised of his own heart " (see Num. xv.

39). He was a forerunner of another character who has not hesitated to " change

times and laws " (Dan. vii. 25). 3. As to its ministers. (1) His priests were

Levites, where he could get them. In this he seems to have succeeded at Dan.

For the descendants of Jonathan, who was of the family of Aaron, appear to have

fallen in with his designs (see Judg. xviii. 80). (2) But it was different at

Bethel. Here the Levites, it is to be hoped, had too much principle to serve his

calves. So "he made priests of the lowest of the people." (3) Amongst these he

officiated himself. Morally he was indeed amongst the lowest of the people,

notwithstanding his position as king. This, unhappily, was not sufficiently discerned.

The wicked do not understand (Dan. xii. 10).

II. In the places chosen for that worship. 1. Dan was chosen with

sagacity. (1) This was a city in the north, whose Canaanitish name was Laish,

but which, when conquered by the Danites, received the name of their father

(Judg. xviii. 29—81). This would be convenient to the people living so distant

from Jerusalem. (2) Besides, from its founding, this city was sacred to the worship

of God through the medium of teraphim. This was about the time of Joshua's

death when Phinehas ministered at the tabernacle at Shiloh (compare Judg. xx.

27, 28). From these very teraphim, when they were in the house of Micah, God

gave responses to Jonathan the priest. (3) For the teraphim of Micah, which

were carved blocks covered with silver, Jeroboam substituted one of his calves,

which was covered with gold ; otherwise there does not appear to have been any

material change in the worship there. So the prejudices of the people would not

be shocked. 2. Bethel also was chosen with sagacity. (1) This was in the

southern part of the kingdom, to accommodate those who might otherwise go to
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Jerusalem through convenience of distance. How adroitly do the wicked place

their snares ! (2) This place, too, had a memorable history. It was the scene of

the vision of the ladder and renewal of the covenant with Jacob, in token of which

the patriarch vowed to the Lord, anointed a pillar, and built an altar (Gen. xxviii.

19, 20 ; xxxi. 18 ; xxxv. 1, 7). It was one of the stations of Samuel, and a place to

which, in his days, the people were accustomed to go up to worship (1 Sam. vii. 16 ;

x. 3). (3) Here, accordingly, Jeroboam fixed his head-quarters, and built a

pretentious temple, or "house of high places " (ver. 81).

Thus practically did Jeroboam say, with another purpose in his heart, " It is too

much for you to go up to Jerusalem." Beware of religion made easy ; it may

land yon in perdition. Beware of imitations of Divine things. Keep rigidly to

the Word of God.—M.

Vers. 2(3—W.—Thc Sin of Jeroboam, This passage describes the act which

is so often referred to with horror, in the books of Kings and Chronicles, as

" the sin of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat." To an irreligious man like himself,

nothing would appear more natural or politic than this conduct. He had been

driven into Egypt by Solomon, had there married Pharaoh's daughter, and become

familiar with the worship of Apis and Mnevis. Now he had returned, and found

himself the ruler of the ten tribes, the first king of the separate "kingdom of

Israel." Recognizing as he did the religious tendencies and memories of his

people, he saw that the national assemblies for worship in the temple at Jeru

salem would, sooner or later, unite the tribes again under one king. Hence his

action. Looking at his conduct (1) from the earthward, and (2) from the heaven

ward side, we see that his policy was at once shrewd and sinful.

I. The shrewdness of Jeronoam's policy. (1) It was an appeal lo tribal

independence. In effect he said, " Why should you men of Ephraim be dependent

for your worship on Judah ? Why should your tribute go to support their temple ?

Let us have a place of our own." This argument has been repeated by demagogues

in every land and age. Class has been set against class, nation against nation,

Church against Church, by this spirit. Show some of the advantages of recog

nizing our interdependence. (2) It was an appeal to self-indulgence. " It is too

much for you to go up to Jerusalem." Point out instances in which religious

teachers have condescended to such base suggestions as this ; e.g., the theology that

declares self-conquest nothing, that makes faith the executioner, instead of the

sustaiuer of morality ; the teaching that will offer " indulgences " to those of

sinful habit ; the worship that pleases a sensuous taste, but demands no intelligent

thought, &c. 8. It was an appeal to former memories. He made Shechem his

capital, a place associated with Abraham and Jacob, and afterwards assigned

to the Levites, and made a free city. He erected one of the calves at Bethel,

a holy place on the borders of Benjamin and Ephraim (see Gen. xxxii.). No

doubt his design was to conciliate those who were proud of past history. 4. It

teas a bold attempt to deceive the devout. He pretended that it was the old worship

re-established ; that Jehovah was really represented by the calves : " These be thy

gods (the old gods) that brought thee out of the land of Egypt." Not the first or

last time in which the prince of darkness has appeared as an angel of light. Shrewd

as was the policy, it was not perfectly successful even during his reign. The best

kingdom by work and wealth ; and the prophets and many of the priests wero

roused to hostility. Even had it succeeded, however, such policy deserved to be

branded with infamy. Principle must never be sacrificed to expediency. Success

never condones wrong-doing with God.

II. The sinfulness of Jeroroam's policy. 1. It revealed his utter distrust of

God. See the promise that had been given him (ch. xi. 88) : "I will build thea

a sure house." He could not believe it. He would trust his own skill rather than

Oods favour. So had it been with Saul and Solomon. The path of simple

e is strait and narrow, and " few there be that find it." " Do My will and

i. is the lesson of life, but wo are slow to learn it. Many professing

leople emigrated to Judah

 

another
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Christians consider religion inappropriate to business competition and to political

movements. In this they resemble the son of Nebat. 2. It violated the funda

mental law of the Decalogue. If the first command was not actually broken, the

second was, necessarily. Had these calves merely been the outward symbols of

Jehovah, they were amongst the forbidden " images." Jeroboam knew this. He

remembered the calf Aaron made, for his words were an echo of those of the first

high priest. He knew that only the intercession of Moses then saved the people

from destruction, yet again he defiantly disobeyed. Show the peril of allowing

images, crucifixes, banners, the elements in the sacrament, &c., to take a false

position in Christian worship. Even if the initiated worship God through these,

they break (in spirit) the second command ; while the more ignorant are with

equal certainty led to the violation of the first. 3. It involved and necessitated

other sins. (1) The people worshipped in the place God had not chosen, as

He had chosen the temple. (2) They had no ark of the covenant on which rested,

nnd because of which was promised, the real presence of God. (3) The priests

were chosen by the king in opposition to the ordinance of God (vers. 81, &c., ex

tiniverso populo. (4) The national feast of tabernacles was changed from the

seventh mouth (Levit. xxiii. 84) to the eighth, not only because the harvest

was later in the north than in the south of Judah, but to widen insidiously

the breach between the kingdoms. So in all ages and in all spheres one sin leads

to another. It would be better to die as Abigail (ch. xiv. 13) than to reign as

Jeroboam.—A. R.

Vers. 26— 80.— 77te Golden Calves. Jeroboam here earns for himself that name

of evil repute—" the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin." As the leader in the

revolt of the ten tribes he was simply fulfilling a Divine purpose. " The thing was

from the Lord,"—the ordained penalty of Solomon's transgression (ch. xi. 31, 33).

But this setting up of the golden calves, this only too successful attempt to sever

the sacred bond that bound the people of the whole land in one common allegiance

to the temple and the great invisible King who sat enthroned there, bore a widely

different character. This was not " from the Lord." It was wholly evil. " The

thing became a sin," and the sin of Jeroboam became the prolific source of sin in

Israel through all succeeding generations (see ch. xiv. 7—16). This transaction

illustrates—

I. The fatal perversity of a lawless amrition. This was Jeroboam's ruin.

God, by the prophet Ahijah, had promised to establish him in the kingdom on

certain conditions (ch. xi. 88). There was no wrong in the mere fact of his

seeking to verify this prediction. His sin lay in the nature of the means he adopted

He thought it needful in order to his having a " sure house " that the people shoul:

be kept from going up to sacrifice at Jerusalem. In other words, he would strengthr

his house at the expense of doing deep dishonour to the " Bouse of the Lord." Hn

own petty kingship was more to him than the Infinite Majesty of Jehovah. Thur

we see how a carnal ambition (1) is subject to needless fears; (2) trifles with or

defies a power that it finds to be infinitely stronger than itself ; (3) thinks to secure

its ends by means that actually deleat them ; (4) is deceived by its seeming successes.

History is full of examples of the way in which men have sought power for them

selves, either by the abuse or the degradation of things sacred, or have thought to

serve ends right in themselves by unrighteous means. This was one form of Satanic

temptation to which our blessed Lord was subject. " All these things will I give

thee," &c. (Matt. iv. 8, 9), and his professed followers have too often fallen before

it.

II. The artifice of a wicked purpose. This is seen in the way in which Jero

boam practised craftily upon the religious sentiment of the people in the service of

his own ambitious designs. (1) He pandered to their idolatrous propensities. The

" golden calves " may have been intended as a memorial rather than a representa

tion of the Deity. But they were too suggestive of the base, sensuous worship of

Egypt, and violated the second commandment if not the first. (2) He made pre

tence of consulting their ease and convenience. " It is too much for you," &c. (3)
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He took advantage of the sacred associations of Bethel and Dan, as if the place

would hallow the proceeding. (4) He instituted a priestly order as a substitute

for the Levites. (5) He ordained festivals that should rival those of Judah and

Jerusalem. In all this, while affecting to do honour to the traditions of religion,

he struck a fatal blow at the religious unity and integrity of the nation, turning the

highest sanctities of its life into an occasion of sin. How forcibly are we reminded

that iniquity assumes its most hateful form when it prostitutes to its own ends

things sacred and Divine. Satan is never so Satanic as when he wears the garb of

" an angel of light." The most detestable of all vices is hypocrisy. More deadly

injury has been done to the cause of religion by its false friends than its bitterest

enemies could ever inflict.

III. The disastrous effects of wickedness ru high places. Jeroboam's

wicked policy perpetuated and multiplied in Israel the evils of which the rending

of the kingdom at first had been the penalty. With few exceptions all the kings

that followed him " did evil in the sight of the Lord," and the record of their reigns

is little else than a story of crime and bloodshed and misery. Moreover, the leprosy

of idolatry spread from the throne down through all classes of the people until the

kingdom of Israel was completely overthrown and the ten tribes were carried captive

into Assyria. Such are the woes that fall on a land when its princes are corrupt

and reprobate. So true is it that " they that sow to the wind shall reap the whirl

wind."—W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIII. 1—10.

The testimoxy of God aoainst TnE

calf worship.—We have in this chapter,

which some commentators consider to be

derived from a different source from the

narratives which precede and follow it—

the expression of vcr. 32, " the cities of

Samaria," according to them, proving it to

be of a later date, while the style and

colouring of the story suggest that it em

bodies a tradition current in the time of

the compiler—an account of certain circum

stances of profound significance which

marked the inauguration of Jeroboam's first

great feast—for the close connexion with

ch. xii. shows that it is " the fifteenth day

of the eighth month " that is here described.

The chapter divides itself into two sections,

the first (vers. 1—10) containing the public

testimony of the prophet of Judah against

the schismatic worship, the second (vers.

11—32) his subsequent perversion and his

tragical death.

Vcr. 1.—And, behold, there came a man

Of God [see on ch. xii. 22. The " man of

God" is throughout carefully distinguished

from the " prophet." Josephus calls the

former Jadon, probably the Grecized form

of Iddo, tap, which appears as 1117} Ia'do,

in the Keri of 2 Chron. ix. 29. Iddo, how

ever, notwithstanding his " visions against

Jeroboam the son of Nebat " (2 Chron. ix.

29), it cannot have been, for he survived to

the reign of Abijah, and indeed wrote a

" story " (Heb. ilidrash, i.e., Commentary)

of that reign, whereas this man of God died

forthwith. For a similar reason, we cannot

believe it to have been Shemaiah, the his

torian of the reign of Rehoboam (2 Chron.

xii. 5, 15)] out of Judah [whither, as a rule,

both priests and prophets would seem to

have retreated (2 Chron. xi. 14, 16). It is

clear, however, that the migration of the

latter was not so general as that of the

former. In ver. 11 we find a prophet at

Bethel ; in ch. xiv. Ahijah is still at Shiloh,

and at a later day we find school* of the

prophets at Bethel, Jericho, Ac. (2 Kings ii.

3, 5). Stanley says with truth that " the

prophetical activity of the time ... is to

be found in the kingdom, not of Judah, but

of Israel," but omits to add that it was be

cause the northern kingdom more especially

needed their ministry. It was just for this

reason that Ahijah and others remained at

their posts.) oy [Heb. in, same word as in

vers. 2, 9, 17, 20, 32, Ac. Similarly, 1 Sam.

iii. 21. The 2 is not merely instrumental,

but, like the iv of the N. T., denotes

the sphere or element. " By the word "

would imply that he had received a Divine

communication ; " in the word," that his

message possessed him, inspired him, was

"in his heart as a burning fire shut up

in his bones" (Jer. xx. 9)] the word of

the Lord unto Bethel [It is worth remem

bering that the new sanctuary at Bethel

would probably be visible from the temple
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(Porter, p. 219 ; Van de Velde, ii. 283), so that

this function was an act of open defiance] :

and Jeroboam stood by [Heb. upon. Sec

on ch. xii. 32, 33. It is the same occasion]

the altar to burn incense [or to barn the

fat, <fcc, of the sacrifice. See on ch. xii. 33.

This altar was clearly, pro hac vice, an altar

of burnt offering ; not an altar of incense,

as is proved by the next verse.]

Ver. 2.—And he cried against the altar

In the word of the Lord, and said, 0 altar,

altar, thus salth the Lord [This apostrophe

of the altar is very striking and significant.

It is as if the prophet disdained to notice

the royal but self-constituted priest ; as if

it were useless to appeal to him ; as if his

person was of little consequence compared

with the religious system he was inaugu

rating, the system of which the altar was

the centre and embodiment] ; Behold a child

■hall be born unto the house of David,

Josiah by name [This particular mention

of the Reformer by name was formerly re

garded, as by many it is still, as a remark

able instance of prophetic foresight. But

the tendency of late, even amongst orthodox

theologians, has been to doubt the authen

ticity of these two words, on the ground

that it is unlike Scripture prophecy in

general to descend to such details, which

rather belong to soothsaying than predic

tion. Prophecy concerns itself not with

names, times, and similar particulars, but

with the " progressive development of the

kingdom of God in its general features "

(Keil). It is not for a moment denied that

the prophet could just as easily, speaking " in

the word of the Lord," have mentioned the

name of Josiah, as the circumstance that a son

of the house of David would utterly destroy

the worship of calves. But it is alleged

that the latter prediction is quite in accord

ance with Scripture usage, and the former

altogether contrarient thereto. The case of

Cyrus (Isa. xliv. 28 ; xlv. 1), it is true, is an

exception to the rule, unless E?ib (which

means the gun) is, like Pharaoh and Hadad,

a name of office, a title of the Persian kings.

The instances of Isaac (Gen. xvii. 19) and

Solomon (1 Chon. xxii. 9) are not parallels,

as in both these cases the name was highly

significant, and each was mentioned, not by

way of prophecy, but as a direction to bestow

that name on a child shortly about to be

bom. And it is certainly noticeable—though

the argument e tilentio is necessarily a pre

carious one—" that where this narrative is

again referred to (2 Kings xxiii. 15—18) there

is no allusion to the fact that the man of God

had prophesied of Josiah by name " (Raw-

linson). On the whole, therefore, it seems

probable that the two words IDi? mjtptt' I

were no part of the original prophecy, but a

marginal note which in course of time found

its way accidentally into the text. The idea

of Keil, that "Josiah " is mentioned here not

as a proper name, but as an appellation, "he

whom Jehovah sustains," is hardly worthy

of serious consideration. It may be allowed,

however, that the meaning of the name

affords some slender reason for its mention] ;

and upon thee shall he offer [lit., sacrifice]

the priests of the high places [see on ch.

xii. 32] that burn incense upon thee, and

men's bones [Heb. bones of man, i.e., human

bones. Nothing could more completely fore

shadow the future desecration of the altar.

The presence in the congregation of a living

man who had merely touched a dead body

and had not been purified, defiled the taber

nacle (Num. xix. 13), how much more the

dead body itself, burnt on the very altar.

The Samaritan who once strewed the temple

with human ashes (Jos., Ant. xviii. 2. 2)

knew that he took the most effectual way

to pollute it] shall be burnt [Ueb. shall they

burn] upon thee. [For the fulfilment, see

2 Kings xxiii. 20, " At the ground of this

judgment, as of the whole theocratic law,

lies the jus talionis" (Keil, 1846).]

It is worthy of note how completely this

brief protest proclaimed to Jeroboam the

utter and shameful overthrow, both of his

political and religious systems. A child

of the rival house of David should staml

where he then stood, his successors extinct

or powerless to prevent him, and should

cover this new cultus with disgrace and con

tempt. The man of God, he must have

felt, has proclaimed in few words the fall of

his dynasty, the triumph of his rival, and

the failure of all his schemes.

Ver. 3.—And he gave a sign [The Heb.

nQID rather signifies a portent (ripac., mira-

culum, prodigium) than a sign, the proper

word for which is niN. The word ocours

repeatedly in the Pentateuch, where it is ren

dered wonder, or miracle, by our translators

(Wordsworth). Signs had, of course, been

given before (Exod. iv. 30 ; vii. 9 ; 1 Som.

xii. 17 ; Ac.) but hardly in such immediate

attestation of a special message. From this

time forward such signs are not infrequent

(Isa. vii. 14 ; xxxviii. 8 ; 2 Kings xix. 29).

They mark the decline of faith (Matt. xii.

39). As to the need at this crisis for some

miraculous token, see Homiletics. The

fitness of this particular sign is obvious]

the same day, saying', This Is the sign

which [Bather that ; T^K = quod. The A. V.

rendering hardly makes sense. Nor does
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it agree, aa Rawlinson seems to think, with

the LXX., which reads roiro to piiua 9

IXAXijai Kvpiog, Ac.] the Lord hath spoken

[i.e., by me. "This is the proof that my

message is from Him, and is no idle threat."

Wordsworth sees in this sign " a proof

vouchsafed by God Himself to the man of

Judah, as well as to Jeroboam, that he was

really sent by God," Ac. But surely a man

who came " in the word of the Lord,"

and cried, " Thus saith the Lord," wanted

no proof that " he was doing God's bid-

ilii;" (see 1 Cor. xiv. 22)] ; Behold, the

altar shall be rent and tie ashes [strictly,

fat ashes. |B"J ; properly, "fatness" (sue

Judg. ix. 9 ; Psa, lxiii. 6. moVqc, LXX.),

is the fat of the sacrifice, which was burnt

upon the altar, mixed with the ashes

that consumed it] that are upon it shall

be poured out. [The Bign, a partial de

struction of the altar, and the scattering

of the sacrifice, was admirably calculated

to presage its ultimate and final and igno

minious overthrow. The idea favoured

by Stanley ("Jewish Ch. " ii. 280) that

this prediction was fulfilled " if not before,

at least" in the time of Amos, when the

altar was destroyed by an earthquake shock

(Amos ix. 1 ; cf. iii. 14), does not seem to

take account of ver. 5.]

Ver. 4.—And It came to pass when king

Jeroboam [The A. V. follows the LXX. The

Heb. omits " Jeroboam "] beard the Baying

of the man of Ood, which had cried against

the altar In Bethel, that he put for.h his

hand [instinctively. His first thought was,

not to wait and see whether the promised

Bign was given, but to seize and punish the

man who had dared thus to denounce and

thwart him. And we may imagine how ex

tremely mortifying this interruption must

have been to him. It threatened the com

plete frustration of his policy at the veiy

moment when it seemed certain of success]

from the altar [the ledge or platform, i.e.,

where he stood. He did not leave it, but

shouted his commands to his servants] ,

saying, Lay hold on him. [" Arrest him,"

" let him not escape." One word in the

Heb.] And bis hand, which he put forth

against him, dried up [Possibly the result

of paralysis or tetanus (Ackermann in

Bahr). It was like the " withered hand " of

the New Testament (Matt. xii. 10, Ac.)

deprived of feeling and vital force, as the

next words show] , so that he could not pull

i: In again to him. [It was not only power

less to punish, it was punished. " Now

stands the king of Israel, like some antique

statue, in a posture of impotent endeavour "

( Hall). This was a warning to the king, not

so much against his unauthorized and

sohismatical rites, as against his attempt to

avenge himself on the messenger of God

(Psa. cv. 14, 15).]

Ver. 5.—The altar also was rent [by the

same invisible power, and probably at the

same moment] , and the ashes poured out

from the altar, according to the sign which

the man of God had given by the word of

the Lord.

Ver. 6.—And the king [humbled and

alarmed by the judgment he had experience I

in his own person] answered and said unto

the man of Ood, Intreat now [The Heb. is

very expressive—"Smooth or stroke theface."

It is an expression which occurs several

times. See especially Exod. xxxii. 11 ; 2

Kings xiii. 4; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 12; Prov.

xix. 6] of the Lord thy God [i.e., whose

messenger thou art. " Jeroboam, con

science-stricken, does not dare to call Jeho

vah his own Ood" (Wordsworth). This

was probably the case, yet surely it is an

inference not warranted by the text. The

expression, " The Lord thy God," is of con

stant occurrence, especially when a " man

of God " is addressed ; cf. ch. xvii. 12 ;

xviii. 10] , and pray for me [This sudden

change in his bearing shows how much

Jeroboam was frightened. The sight, too,

of the king humbly supplicating the pro

phet who a moment before had protested

against the calf-worship was calculated to

make an impression on the minds of the

people] , that my hand may be restored me

again. And the man of God besought

[lit., stroked the face of] the Lord, and

the king's hand was restored him, and

became as it was before.

Ver. 7.—And the king said unto the man

of God, Come home with me, and refresh

thyself [with food, ablutions, Ac (Gen.

xviii. 4, 5 ; xix. 2 ; Mark vii. 3,&c.) W e are

hardly justified in seeing in these words

(with Bahr and Eeil) an attempt to " gain

the prophet over to his side by friendliness,"

and to render his threat harmless in the

eyes of the people. The king doubtless

may have hoped that it would "blunt the

edge of the prophet's denunciation of his

scbismatical altar" (Wordsworth); but this

was not the object, or not the sole object,

with which the invitation was given. Jero

boam could not possibly have done less,

after the signal service the man of God had

rendered him, than invite him to his palace.

Eastern courtesy alone (Gen. xviii. 4; xix.

2 ; xliii. 24, Ac.) would require him to offer

hospitality to his benefactor. And he could

scarcely hope that any hospitalities would

either neutralize the impression which the

recent miracles had made, or win over to his

side one who had a direct commission from

the Most High to oppose him. With more

reason, Wordsworth cites 1 Sam. xv. 30,
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" Honour me now, I pray thee, before the

elders of my people." A feeling of gratitude

may have prompted the invitation, while the

king at the same time was very sensible of

the advantages which would accrue to him

self if it were accepted] , and I will give

thee a reward. [The services, especially of

seers and prophets, were invariably requited

in the East with presents, as are those of

Judges, Kadis, Kaimakams, and other

officers at the present day (see ch. xiv. 3 ;

Gen. xxiv. 53 ; xxxiii. 11 ; xliii. 11 ; Num.

xxii. 17 ; Judg. iii. 17 ; vi. 18 ; xiii. 15 ; 1

Sam. ix. 7, 8 ; xii. 3 ; 2 Kings v. 5, 15 ; viii.

8, 9).]

"Ver. 8.—And the man of God said unto

the king, If thou wilt give me half thine

house [cf. Num. xxii. 18, of which, how

ever, there is hardly a reminiscence. Ob

viously, half the contents or wealth of thy

house] , I will not go In with thee, neither

win I eat bread nor drink water In this

place.

Ver. 9.—For so was it charged [Heb. he,

sc. the Lord, charged vie] me by [Heb. in]

the word of the Lord, saying, Eat no bread,

nor drink water [Participation in food—the

" eating salt "—is in the East a token of

friendship and affinity ; a sign of close com

munion and fellowship. The prophet's

refusal to participate was consequently a

practical and forcible disclaimer of all

fellowship, a virtual excommunication, a

public repudiation of the calf-worshippers.

Cf. 1 Cor. v. 11," With such an one, no, not

to eat." As Corn, a Lapirfe, " Ut ipso facto

ostenderet, Sethelitas idololatras adeo esse

delestabiles, et a Deo quasi excommunicatos,

ut nullum fidelium cum iis cibi vel potus

communionem habere velit "] , nor turn again

by the same way that thou eamest. [The

object of this command was not "simply to

test the obedience of the prophet" (Kaw-

linson), nor yet that no one might "force

him to a delay which was irreconcilable

with his commission " (Keil), for that was

practically executed, but to avoid as far as

possible—what, indeed, happened in spite

of these precautions—his being traced and

followed. Because of this provision, the

old prophet (ver. 10) was reduced to ask,

" What way went he ? " But the charge, wo

can hardly doubt, was also designed to serve

another purpose, viz., to warn the prophet

against doing what he did presently—against

returning to Bethel. When he wasfollowed,

and when he was told of a revelation com

manding his return, he should have remem-

bered.among other things, that it had clearly

been part of God's purpose, as evidenced by

the explicit instructions given him, that he

should not be followed. This alone should

have led him to suspect this old prophet of

deceit.]

Ver. 10.—So he went another way, and

returned not by the way that he came to

Bethel.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 2, 3, 8.—Protest and Excommunication. The sin of Jerobnam, the schism

which he inaugurated in person at the first feast of tabernacles held in Bethel, was

not consummated without protest. When the king, possibly in the " golden

garments " of the priesthood, mounted the altar platform and stood before the

vast multitude assembled to witness this first great function of the new regime,

a messenger of God, sent from Judah, the seat of the true religion, lifted up

his voice and witnessed against these irregular and impious proceedings, against

the unsanctified altar, the unhallowed sacrifice, and the intrusive priesthood. It

must have been pretty clear beforehand that any protest addressed to Jeroboam,

who had devised and elaborated this corruption of Mosaic worship, would be un

availing, but nevertheless ft must be made. It was probably in part because

Jeroboam was beyond the reach of remonstrance that the warning was addressed

to the altar itself. In other words, it was made for the sake of the people rather

than of their king. They should be mercifully, and therefore distinctly, taught that

this calf-worship had not and could not have the sanction of the Most High.

Whether they would hear, or whether they would forbear, they should see that

God hud not left Himself without witness ; they should know that at this crisis

there had been a prophet amongst them. The breach should not he made without

due warning of its sinfulness and its consequences. " For a testimony unto them"

the man of God addresses the dumb altar, the sign and centre of the new system,

and proclaims not only its overthrow but the destruction of Jeroboam's house and

the defeat of all his schemes.

And as, under such circumstances, mere threats, of whatsoever character and If
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whomsoever spoken, would have had bnt little weight without " signs following," the

message straightway receives the confirmation of a miracle. That the man of God

" came from Judah " was in itself reason enough why the men of Israel should not

listen to him, unless he compelled their attention by prodigies. " A partizan,"

they would say, " perhaps a hireling of llehoboam, it was natural such a one would

prophecy evil of the Northern Church and kingdom," and so his words would have

been unheeded, even if his life had been spared. Besides, one who professed to

come as he did, " in the word of the Lord," they had a right to ask for his

credentials, and those credentials could only be miraculous. Had not Moses and

Aaron " wrought signs and wonders in the land of Egypt, before Pharaoh and all

his servants'.'" Had not Samuel, too, supported his message by a portent ? (1 Sam.

xii. 18.) If the denunciation of the schism, consequently, was not to be inoperative,

he must " give a sign " the same day.

And to these "two witnesses"—"the "sure word of prophecy" and the "sign

following"-—the rashness and impiety ofJeroboam procured the addition of a third, or

rather of two more—silent, but eloquent attestations, each of them, that the prophet

had not spoken in his own name. For, enraged at this bold, this most unwelcome

and sinister interruption of his ritual, and fearing the effect of this brave protest on

his audience and the thousands of Israel to whom the news would ultimately come,

and forgetting at the moment the sacred character of the speaker and the unseen

panoply which protected him, he stretches forth his hand intuitively, as if to detain

the prophet, and thunders his commands to the attendant soldiery to arrest him. But

that hand, really raised against the Most High, suddenly becomes rigid and power

less, and he must needs stoop to beg the prophet's prayers that it may be restored

to him again. And so it came to pass that the heretic king furnished in his own

person, much against his will, two powerful proofs that the "man of God "did

indeed speak the word of God and was supported by the power of God. It is thus

that God mokes the wrath of man to praise Him.

Such, then, was the protest, in word and deed, which marked the first great

service of the schismatic Church. But that was not all. The protest was to be

followed by an interdict. The man of God was commissioned at the same time to

put the city and inhabitants of Bethel under a ban. He was to treat them as lepers,

as so tainted with heresy, so polluted and unclean in the sight of God, that he

could neither eat of their bread nor drink of their cap. For this was clearly the

object of the injunction, " Eat no bread nor drink water there ; " it was to show

that all who participated in this unhallowed worship were thenceforward to be

treated by Divine command as heathens and publicans. And to the children of

the East this public disclaimer of fellowship, this practical excommunication,

would have a significance such as with our altered conditions of society we can

hardly conceive, though the " Boycotting" of our own time may help us to under

stand its operation. Every citizen of Bethel, every worshipper of the calves, would

feel himself branded as unclean. The " scarlet letter " which the Puritans of New

England printed on the bosom of the adulteress hardly involved a greater stigma.

It was for this reason, therefore, that when the king bade the man of God to his

palace and promised him a royal recompense for the service he had rendered him,

the latter flung back his invitation in his face, and swore that half the king's house

would not tempt him to eat of his dainties. Jeroboam, and his people through him,

should learn that if they would persist in their wanton defiance of Divine law;

if they would have two churches and three sanctuaries where God had decreed

there should in either case be but one ; if they would sacrifice before the works of

their own hands, and by ministers of man's ordaining, and at times of man's

devising, then the pious Hebrews who preserved inviolate the ancient faith should

wipe their hands of them, and treat them as renegades and aliens from the common

wealth of Israel.

The lessons of this history are manifold. Two, however, occupy a position of

pre-eminence above the rest.

1. That corruptions of religion are not to be consummated without protest on

the part of the Church. That Christianity, as well as Judaism, should have its
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heresies and schisms was distinctly foretold hy St. Paul himself (1 Cor. xi. 19 ; Acts

xx. 29, 80). But if they are inevitable, because of the frailty of our nature and the

hardnesss of our hearts, they are none the less sinful, and it is none the less our

duty to strive and to witness against them. If God did not suffer that first great

schism to pass unreproved, can we do better, or do less, than follow His example ?

It may be said that we cannot always distinguish between heresy and orthodoxy

—that we " call our doxy orthodoxy, and other people's doxy heterodoxy," and

this is quite true. But individual opinion is one thing and the teaching of the

Church another. Has the Church, then, no teaching office? Is she or is she not

" the pillar and ground of the truth"? Has she or has she not the promise of

our Lord's guidance and illumination ? (Matt. xviii. 17, 18 ; xxviii. 20.) Or

can the Church universal err ? (Matt. xvi. 18.) Is her " Quod semper, quod ubique,"

&c., no test of truth? It is not for the private Christian to claim any infallibility,

but it is for the Church to say what is in and what is against her depositum fidei.

And furthermore it is her duty, in her synods and by her officers, to protest against

all corruptions of the faith. "A man that is a heretic . . . reject," Titus iii. 10;

cf. ch. i. 9—11 ; 1 Tim. vi. 3-5 ("From such withdraw thyself") ; Rom. xvi. 17 ;

Matt, xviii. 17; 8 John 9, 10; Gal. i. 8; ii. 11. The Christian verity is not less

dear to God than was the teaching of Moses. The preacher is as much bound

to preserve the faith whole and undenled as was the prophet. And it is idle to say,

as it sometimes is said, that mere protests are worse than useless. They may not

avert a schism— this protest did not—but they may have their use nevertheless, as

this had. Or if they are entirely futile as regards others, they are not forgotten of

God. Besides, who shall say that success or non-success is to alter the standard

of Christian duty ? It is surely something to be able to say, whatever the issue,

Liberavi animam meam. It is to be remembered that God knew beforehand that

this His protest, though enforced by signs and wonders, would be comparatively

unavailing.

2. That certain crimes against morality and religion arc still to be visited by

excommunication. Not the excommunication of bell and book and candle—that

finds no place in Holy Scripture—but social excommunication such as that described

to us in this history. Indeed, there is also an ecclesiastical excommunication which

must sometimes be wielded. There are persons with whom we have no right to

cat and to drink at the Table of our Blessed Lord—persons who must be repelled

at any cost from Holy Communion, lest we should indirectly make ourselves " par

takers of other men's sins " (1 Tim. v. 22). When John Wesley once proposed to

give a note of admission to the Lord's Table to a man of dubious character, Henry

Moore, one of his preachers, bluntly said that if that man were admittod he should

refuse to attend. " Sir," said Wesley, " I should attend even if the devil came to

Holy Communion." " So should I," was the answer ; " but not if John Wesley

gave him a note of admission." For it is obvious that the Eucharist, the closest

rite of fellowship—the rite which makes and proclaims us members one of another

(Rom. xii. 4,5)—if knowingly administered to the "notorious evil-liver," is a virtual

condoning of his sin ; it is equivalent to bidding him God speed (2 John 10, 11), and

so it makes the Church " partaker of his evil deeds." "Therefore put away from

among yourselves that wicked person " (1 Cor. v. 13). But our history points

rather to social than ecclesiastical interdict. And it must be distinctly understood

that the refusal to eat and drink with notorious and incorrigible evil-livers is a part

of Christian duty (see 1 Cor. v. 9—11 ; 2 Thess. iii. 14, 15; Matt, xviii. 17). We

are not permitted to know them and to treat them like other men. The story of

St. John's hurriedly leaving the bath because of the presence there of the heretic

Cerinthus, is one for which the so-called tolerance of the age can only afford a

contemptuous smile; but the ago is often wiser in its own conceit than Christ and

His apostles. Only let us remember, if we must treat any as heathens and pub

licans, how Christ treated the penitent publicans (cf. Luke xv. 1,2); and then let

us not shrink from discharging this painful duty both to our country, our Church,

and our God. Among the secondary lessons of our story are these :

I. That right shall triumph in the long run. The schism throve for 250 ysars,
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but the altar was ultimately dishonoured and overthrown. The Reformer who

should desecrate it with bones of men was already appointed in the counsels of

God. Even so, sooner or later, " every plant which my heavenly Father hath not

planted shall be rooted up " (Matt. xv. 13). " If this work be of men, it will come

to nought" (Acts v. 88).

" Our little systems have their day,

They have their day and cease to be."

Magna est veritas, &c. The Babel of sects cannot last for ever.

2. The ministers of God are secure so long at they do their duty. Jeroboam,

with the ten tribes at his buck, was powerless against the unprotected missionary.

" He reproved kings for their sakes, saying . . . Do my prophets no harm " (Psa.

cv. 14, 15). The stars shall fall from their courses before a hair of their heads

shall be injured. Cf. Dan. iii. 27 ; vi. 22 ; 2 Kings i. 10, &c. But it may be

objected, " The saints and messengers of God have often been brutally outraged

and murdered " (Heb. xi. 35—37). True, but who shall say that they were not

then most secure ? " Through much tribulation we must enter into the kingdom of

God" (Acts xiv. 22). It was when Stephen was martyred that he saw "Jesus

standing"—i.e., to help—" at the right hand of God." It has been suggested that

it was when St. Paul was stoned and taken up for dead (Acts xiv. 19) that he was

caught up into Paradise (2 Cor. xii. 4). Sic iter ad astra.

3. The wicked cannot dispense with the prayers of the saints. " Entreat the

face of the Lord thy God and pray for me " (cf. Exod. ix. 28 ; Num. xii. 2, 13 ;

Acts viii. 24). How often has this history repeated itself ; and what a foreshadow

ing of the world to comel Here was one of the synagogue of Satan worshipping

at the prophet's feet, &o. (Rev. iii. H). Observe, too, it is the part of a man of God

to answer threats with prayers. "They are mine adversaries, but I, prayer"

(Psa. cix. 4, Heb. ; cf. Psa. xxxv. 18 sqq.) It is the very best way of overcoming

evil with good.

4. Men are often more concerned about their sufferings than about their sins.

Jeroboam's entreaty is, not that his sin may be forgiven, but that his hand may be

restored. How many pray, " Heal my body," how few, "Heal my soul, for I have

sinned against thee " (Psa. xii. 4). The plague of head or hand extorts more cries

for mercy than the plague of the heart (ch. viii. 38).

5. " Law and order cannot be violated with impunity by any ruler under any

religious pretext " (Maurice). The rent altar teaches the lesson of Psa. ii. 2—5 :

" Those betray themselves that think by any sin to support themselves." ..." Ho

promised himself that the calves would secure the crown to his family, but it proved

they lost it " (M. Henry).

6. Let the ministers of Ood beware of bribery. " Come home with me and I

will give," &c. The device of Jeroboam for silencing and conciliating the prophet has

often been tried since, and with fatal success. How many men's mouths have been

stopped by a sop—by place or pension, nay, by an insignificant present. Men know

well—the enemy of man knows well— that the preacher finds it hard to reprove a

benefactor. The writer once heard an influential person boasting that he had

silenced his clergyman's remonstrances and appeals by a present of game I The

world has a shrewd suspicion that the clergy are not incorruptible ; that they, like

others, have their price. Let us be on our guard against social corruption. How

sinister the influence of some homes on the younger clergy. The cordial " Come

home with me " was to them a snare of Satan. With the State clergy how strong

the temptation to sacrifice independence for a benefice ; with Nonconformists, to

speak smooth words lest the congregation should " stop the supplies." Tho man

of God thus speaks to all ministers of God,
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—3.—The Fire of Jehovah. Jeroboam went to inaugurate ms feast of

tabernacles at his principal temple in Bethel, and to give effect to the ceremonies

officiated in person as high priest. Then, as he stood by the altar, censer in hand,

he was confronted by the word of the Lord. A man of God from Judah denounced

the altar in the words before us, which contain a very remarkable prophecy ; and

he authenticated his message by a miraculous sign. (Compare Mark xvi. 20.) The

subject teaches—

L That God sees the end from the reginning. 1. This is evinced in His

works of creation. (1) There is foresight in the constitution and adjustments of

the framework, and in the motions, of the orbs. (2) Also in the anticipatory

instincts of animals—storing of food, provisions for young. Moths deposit their

eggs upon leaves, not used by themselves as food, but proper to sustain the larva?.

(3) And in the anticipatory faculties of man. Intelligent foresight in business,

in politics, in science, in religion. 2. It is evinced in prophecy. (1) Great out

lines of the world's history pre-written there (see Gen. ix. 25—27 ; Dan. vii.). (2)

Particular example here. (Compare this with 2 Kings xxiii. 15—20.) The facts

here were attested—By the Jews, on whose behilf they were ordered—By the

Ephrathites, who would have impugned their authority if they could. 3. This

example is too circumstantial to have been accidental. (1) The child was to

be of the house of David. Who but God could forosee that the house of

David should occupy the throne of Judah at a distance of 856 years ? (2) Who

but God could foresee that Bethel would then have passed from the kings of

Israel under the dominion of Judah? (See 2 Chron. xiii. 19.) (3) Who but

God could foresee that at a distance of 810 years a child should be born to the

house of David, bearing the name of Josiah, who should in due time do these

things? (4) Who else could anticipate, even when Josiah received his name,

that the grandson of the wicked Manasseh, and son of the no less wicked Amon,

should come to the throne, and with pious zeal bring these things to pass ? Note :

Such prescience as God displayed in this prophecy, and FOch providence as He

evinced in its accomplishment, encourage faith. They assure us that our very

names are in His book (Phil. iv. 3). They encourage prayer.

II. That He will confront the sinner in judgment. 1. The message to

Jeroboam was to this very effect. (1) He bore His testimony against the altar.

It had been consecrated, after a fashion, by the king, but God would desecrate it.

The bodies of its priests were to be sacrificed upon it, and the bones of men were

to be burnt upon it (ch. xiii. 2). God will accept no will-worship—no worship

ordered after the policy of statesmen. (2) In the demolition of the altar, not

only is the religion connected with it doomed to be overthrown, but the judgment

involves its votaries—the king, his priests, his people. (3) The testimony wai

strong. The man of God cried aloud. He did not quail in the presence of the

king amidst his friends. God's messengers should never cringe nor quaiL God's

word can never fail. 2. These things were an allegory. (1) Many of the

wonderful narratives of Holy Scripture may be thus understood. We have the

famous example, Gal. iv. 21—81. (2) Here Jeroboam, like all other leaders in

apostasy, was a forerunner of the Antichrist. As the religion of the " man of

sin " is a caricature of the religion of Christ, so was that of Jeroboam a parody

upon the Mosaic. (3) Josiah was a type of Christ, the true Son ofDavid. (Compare

Isa. vii. 14.) Warning and mercy come before destruction. The army of Judah

was stayed from crushing Jeroboam (ch. xii. 24), and in the mission of the man

of God there was mercy in the warning. Let the sinner be admonished not to

refuse the gospel.—J. A. M.

Vers. 4—6.—The Man of Sin. When the man of God predicted the confusion of

the political religion of Jeroboam, and gave the sign that the altar at Bethel should

1 kings. V
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be rent and its ashes ponred out, the pride of the king who stood there as a priest

was mortified, and his resentment was manifested as described in the text.

I. Jeroroam was a typical sinner. 1. He transgressed God's law—(1) In

making images. The law forbad this (Exod. xx. 4, 5). But he made two golden

calves. Note : Images of God must be caricatures, and God will not be mocked,

solemnly or otherwise, with impunity. How many frightful caricatures of Deity

has the " man of sin " perpetrated I (2 These, ii. 3—12.) (2) In multiplying altars.

Legal worship was hmited to one altar " in the place which the Lord should

choose " (Deut. xvi. 16). This was to keep before men the one only Mediator

(John xiv. 6 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5). Therefore other altars than that at Jerusalem were

" altare unto sin " (Hos. viii. 11). (3) In creating priests. According to the law,

none but sons of Aaron had a Divine vocation to the priesthood (Exod. xxx. 7, 8 ;

2 Chron. xxvi. 18; Heb. v. 4). According to the gospel, Christ is sole Priest.

Jeroboam, an Ephrathite, invaded the law-principle, making himself high priest,

and making subordinate priests of the lowest of the people. 2. He did so impu

dently. (1) His sin was not of ignorance, for he had access to the Scriptures ;

but it did not serve his purpose to refer to them. (2) Prophecy was particularly

distasteful to him, for his doom is written there. Jeroboam had this from the lips

of Ahijah, and now has it from the man of God from Judah. Beware of the spirit

that would discourage a study upon which God has pronounced a blessing (Rev. l 8).

(3) The spirit of his religion was political. He would not have troubled himself

with it had he not political ends to serve (ch. xii. 26—29). And to carry out these

he dissembled : " It is too much for you to go to Jerusalem ! "

II. His doom also was typical. 1. He was confronted by the word of Qod.

(1) With this the man of God from Judah withstood him at his altar. So by the

word of the Lord, and especially with the spirit of prophecy, has the man of sin

been confronted by Waldenses, Paulikians, Hussites, Lutherans, and such -like men

" from Judah." (2) But against this testimony he invoked the civil power under

his usurped control (ver. 4). The spirit of persecution was there. The modern

Jeroboam carried it further (Dan. xii. 21 ; Rev. xiii. 7; xvii. 6). 2. He was

humbled by the power of Ood. (1) His hand was withered ; his power to

persecute was paralyzed. How powerless is the hand of man when arrested by

the hand of God 1 Behind the political restraints which now hold the persecuting

hand of our enemies we must discern the invisible hand of God. (3) The altar,

then, was cloven, and the ashes of the spurious sacrifices poured out as with con

tempt. This also was effected by the same invisible hand. Who can resist the

might of God ? (4) Constrained by these judgments, he confessed the finger of

God, and entreated the man of God to pray for the restoration of his hand (see

Exod. x. 16, 17 ; Num. xxi. 7 ; Matt. v. 23, 24). 3. Yet he persisted in his sin.

(1) His humiliation was selfish. It was the creature of his terror and suffering,

so it was transient. (2) True repentance is of a loftier principle, and is enduring.

It is a life, as faith also is a life. (3) Instead of using his restored hand to demolish

his high places, he used it to repair the altar at Bethel, and persisted in his sin

(vers. 33, 34 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 20). But Josiah executed the judgments of prophecy

in due time. So will the modern Jeroboam and his monstrous organization of sin

perish in the fires of the judgment (Dan. vii. 10, 11 j 2 These, ii. 8). Note : Let

those come out of Babylon who would escape her plagues.—J. A M.

Vers. 7—10.—The Man of God. We may view " Jeroboam the son of Nebat,

who made Israel to sin," as the " man of sin " of his time, and a forerunner of the

Antichrist of more modern times (2 Thess. ii. 3). In contrast to him we have to

consider the " man of God," in which character this prophet who confronted Jero

boam at Bethel, is described. The instructions under which he acted teach us how

a saint should behave amongst workers of iniquity.

I. He must hold no fellowship with them. 1. He must not eat and drink

with them. (1) For this was anciently a profession of fellowship. Hence the

Hebrews in Egypt would not eat with the Egyptians (Gen. xliii. 82). The Jews

would not eat with the Samaritans (John iv. 9) ; and they were shocked to see
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Jesus eating with publicans and sinners (Matt. ix. 11). For the same reason Chris

tians were forbidden to eat with ungodly persons (1 Cor. v. 11 ; see also Rom. xvi.

17; 2 Thess. iii. 6, 14 ; 2 Tim. iii. 5 ; Jas. iv. 4; 2 John 10). (2) The law of

distinction between clean and unclean meats set forth not only the duty of avoiding

fellowship with moral uncleanness, but also with those who are morally unclean ;

for the unclean animals represented " sinners of the Gentiles " while the clean

stood for the " holy people " of Israel (Acte x. 14, 84, 85). (3) The eating of the

forbidden fruit in Eden at the instigation of the serpent, who also seems to have

eaten of it first, expressed fellowship with Satan 1 As the trees of Eden were sacra

mental, it may have expressed a covenant with the Evil One I Those who ate

together were understood to stand to each other in a covenant relationship (Gen.

xxxi. 48—46). (4) In this light the Christian Eucharist sets forth the covenant

fellowship, that we have, first, with Christ, and secondly, with those who are in

such fellowship with Him (see, in this light, John vi. 68—56). 2. He must refuse

their presents. (1) Some think Jeroboam's offer to "reward" the man of God

was to give him a bribe. This is not evident. Yet good men are liable to be

tempted with bribes, but should stoutly refuse them (1 Sam. xii. 3 ; Job xv. 84).

(2) The king's intention was to do honour to the man of God, according to a

constant custom in the East (see 1 Sam. ix. 7; 2 Kings v. 15). The word nnD

here translated " reward," would have been better rendered " gift," as in many

other places it is. But such a gift or present, if accepted, would express friendship,

and therefore, coming from the hand of an arch idolator and schismatic, it must be

declined. (3) Good men must be careful how they accept favours from the wicked,

lest in doing so they may compromise to them their independence, or come unduly

under their influence (see Gen. xiv. 28 ; xxiii. 13—16 ; 2 Kings v. 16).

II. His intercourse with them should be brief. 1. While serving God he

is safe. (1) His very testimony for God commits him to a course of conduct con

sistent with it. This element of moral strength is lost to those who hide their light

under a bushel. (2) He has a right to claim God's help (Matt. x. 19, 20; xxviii. 20).

2. But it is perilous longer to remain. (1) The very disposition to remain amidst

circumstances with which we should have no sympathy argues weakness which

should alarm. (2) He lays himself open to temptation. He may find the " king "

disposed to honour him. Some are foolishly susceptible to flattery from the great

ones of this world. The man of God should be proof against this (ver. 8). (3) He

may be taken at a disadvantage. Being away from the influence of godly friends.

Having now no claim to special help from God. 8. But why must he return by

another way I (1) Not only did the man of God give a sign, but he was also him-

telf a sign (see Ezek. xii. 11 ; xxiv. 24 ; Zech. iii. 8, margin). As Jeroboam was

the sign of the man of sin, this prophet was, at least in his instructions, a typical

" man of God." (2) In coming from Judah, where God was purely worshipped in

His temple, to Ephraim, where " altars were made unto sin," he would personate

that moral lapse into which Ephraim had fallen. (8) In his speedy return from

Ephraim to Judah, after deprecating the sin of the place, he would represent to the

Ephrathites what God expected from them, viz., repentance and reformation. (4)

But the way back to God is not precisely the reversal of the way from Him. Adam

fell by sin of his own and was turned out of Eden, but must return by the righteous

ness of another (Gen. iii. 24). Our way back to God is the " new and living way

opened in the blood of Jesus."—J. A. M.

Vers. 1, 2. —The Nameless Prophet. Jeroboam's inauguration of the high place

p.t Bethel was an imitation of Solomon's dedication of the temple at Jerusalem.

Like Solomon, he chose the feast of tabernacles as the season for this ceremony,

although he daringly altered the date of the feast from the seventh month to the

eighth. Describe the scene : the crowds of people, the new-made priests, the gor

geous shrine, the conflicting feelings of the worshippers. None dared to oppose the

king, and at the expected moment he stepped forward to burn incense before the

calf. Just then one, who had been till then unnoticed, pressed to the front of the

crowd. He came from the neighbouring kingdom of Judah. In words of terrible
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invective he delivered the message of the Lord. Who was he ? Josephus (Ant.,

viii. 8. § 5) identifies him with Iddo the seer. There is no proof of this. He was one

of the many servants of Jehovah who have done their work without emblazoning

on it their name. Like John the Baptist, he was content to be " a voice crying "

out a testimony for God. In considering the service rendered in his day by this

nameless frofhet let us look at the following :

I. His message. 1. Its Divine origin. " He cried ... in the word of the

Lord." A remarkable expression. It represents the word as the sphere in which

he lived, the atmosphere he breathed. A sense of the Divine presence, a confi

dence in the Divine call, a certainty of the Divine message, characterized him.

This was a sign of the true prophet. Compare with this the call of Samuel, the

announcements of Elijah, the commission of Isaiah, &e. To some the declarations

of God's will came fitfully. Prophecy was never a constant possession of a servant

of God. There was a tidal flow of inspiration, the law of which we know not. So

was it with the miraculous powers of the Apostles. 2. Its definite nature (ver. 2).

The very name of the coming avenger is mentioned more than three hundred years

before Josiah's birth. It was foretold that the priests would be sacrified on the

altar at which they had insulted God. The lex talionis is the ground of this, as

of other theocratic laws. It reminds us that the sinner is destroyed by his own

sin ; that punishments are not arbitrary, but are the legitimate issues of crime

against God. It was further announced thst the bones of the dead would be taken

from the graves and burnt on the altar, so that the place of idolatry might be

denied and dishonoured. See Num. six. 16. For fulfilment of prophecy read

2 Kings xxiii. 15—20. 3. Its merciful design. In ch. xii. 24 we read that God

forbade the advance of the army of Judah on Jeroboam. Instead of carnage he

sends this message. He willeth not the death of a sinner, but would rather he

should turn from his wickedness and live. Suggest the warnings God now sends

to rouse us to thought and penitence.

II. His courage. It was a bold thing to venture amongst the people at a time

when they were full of hatred to Judah, and of unwillingness to be reminded of

Jehovah ; and to face the king, who was a man of despotic and resolute temper, in

the very pride of his royal strength. But in the presence of them all the prophet's

cry arose, " 0 altar, altar, thus saith Jehovah," &c., as if the stones would listen more

readily than the people. Give examples of similar courage being displayed by men

who have had the consciousness they were speaking for God ; e.g., Moses before

Pharaoh, Elijah before Ahab, John tho Baptist before Herod, Peter and John

before the Sanhedrim, Paul before Felix. From church history, too, such examples

as that of Ambrose, John Knox, &c., may be cited. Show how requisite courage

is now to genuine fidelity to conviction, amongst sceptical or sinful associations.

III. His credentials. A sign was given there and then. The altar was cleft

in twain, and the ashes were poured out. For the significance of the latter see

Levit. xvi. 3, 4. Point out the credibility of supernatural signs as attesting

supernatural revelations. Refer to the miracles of Christ, of which He said,

" Believe me for the very works' sake." See also Mark xvi. 20 ; Acts ii. 43. In

dicate the nature of the credentials which the world may fairly demand of Chris

tian men in the present day ; and show how far we fail in giving these, and the

causes of our failure.

IV. His safety. Amidst all the perils encircling him he was " kept by the power

of God." The hand that would have slain him was withered ; the man who cursed

his message besought his prayers. " Man is immortal till his work is done."

When God's servants die, it is because they have fulfilled the purpose of their lives.

They have many enemies, but God can disable all their foes. The path of duty is

the path of safety. Illustrate this from the records of the Christian Church;

Luther at Worms, &o. 1. Learn to listen for God's message. He would make you

His " voice." 2. Learn to dare anything in God's name. The rarity of Christian

chivalry. 3. Learn to trust in God's protection. " He that dwelleth in the secret

place of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty." 4. Learn

topray even for your persecutors. Compare ver. 6 with Matt. v. 44.—A. R.
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Ver. 6.—The King confronted by the Prophet. Jeroboam is not allowed to

pursue his iniquitous career without solemn Divine rebuke and warning. Though

Behoboam has been forbidden to attempt forcibly to suppress the revolt of the

tribes (ch. xiL 24), a " man of Ood out of Judah is sent sternly to denounce the

rival altar, and to give the sacrilegious king something like a symbolic forewarning

of the disasters that should surely befall him. The scene, described here with so

much simplicity and dramatic force, is full of moral instruction.

I. In the person of the king we see the helplessness of a wicked man in the

hands of an offended God. The physical associations and the mental conditions

here presented are alike suggestive of this. It is a striking picture of restrained
infatuation and impotent rage. • 1. The king's withered arm tells how God can in

a moment turn the strength that is used against Him to weakness. " When thou

with rebukes dost correct man for iniquity," Ac. (Psa. xxxix. 11). -2. The rent altar

suggests the certain frustration, sooner or later, of the purposes and plans of those

that are at enmity with God. " The Lord bringeth the counsel of the heathen

to nought," &c. (Psa. xxxiii. 10). " If this counsel or this work be of man," &c.

(Acts v. 38). 8. The king's inability to pray for himself reminds us how God some

times forsakes those who forsake Him, so that it seems utterly vain for them to call

upon Him. Many a man has felt like Saul, " I am sore distressed, and God is

departed from me," &c. (1 Sam. xxviii. 15). 4. His appeal to the prophet to inter

cede for him is typical of the way in which ungodly men are often contrained by

force of circumstance to seek succour from those whom they have despised. " The

wheel of fortune turns and lowers the proud," and they are placed, perhaps, at the

mercy of the very men whom they once scorned and injured. Such are the penal

ties that God often inflicts on those who trifle with His authority and defy His

power. Such is the curse that falls upon " presumptuous sin."

IL The behaviour of the prophet presents a fine example of moral dignity

and consciods STRENGTH. See here—(1) The courage of a man who knows that

God is on his side. The prophets of old, conscious of a more majestic Presence

and a higiier Sovereignty, never trembled before the face of wicked kings. The

fear of God casts out all other fear. " Be not afraid of them that kill the body,"

&c. (Luke xii. 4, 5). " If God be for us," Ac. (Rom. viii. 81). (2) The mag

nanimity of one who feels that he is called to witness for God among men. The

prophet will not take advantage of the king's helpneBsness; rather responds at once

to his appeal. He who is inspired by God's Spirit will not return scorn for scorn,

or retaliate an attempted injury, but rather use for beneficent ends the power that

he possesses. " Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven

and consume them ? " " Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of," &c. (Luke

ix, 54, 5(i). (8) The efficacy of the prayer of a righteous man. The withered

arm is restored, and though this had no happy moral effect, as might have been

expected, on Jeroboam, the whole transaction, in which mercy was thus blended

with judgment, vindicated the honour of Jehovah, and established afresh His

sovereign claim to the allegiance alike of king and people.—W.

Vers. 1—10.—I. The pretensions of error deepen its shame. The idolatrous

altarwas being solemnly consecrated. The people's eyes were dazzled with the splen

dour of the priestly and regal display. Jeroboam himself stood by the altar to

offer incense. And then the cry arose which arrested every ear and thrilled through

every soul. 1. The attempt to give importance to the new idolatry only broadened

the mark for God's rebuke: it simply lent emphasis to His condemnation. They

had come to consecrate, and had really come to attend upon God while He dese

crated the work of their hands. Heathenism in its splendour thus rebuked by the

preaching of the cross, Rome by the light of the Reformation. 2. The agent by

whom God's glory teas vindicated. The insignificance of the poor, weary, travel-

stained man deepened their disgrace. " God hath chosen the weak things of the

world to confound the things which are mighty."

II. The doom of idolatrous worship. 1. The altar will be desecrated. The

place will be made an abomination and horror. Sin's judgment will in the end be
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sin's destruction. 2. The sin will be wiped out in the blood and shame of those

who have wrought it. The priests will be offered upon the altar, the bones of its

worshippers burned upon it. The world's sin will be ended in God's fiery judg

ment upon the sinful. 3. The certainty of God's purpose. Centuries intervened

between the prediction and the fulfilment, but all was arranged. The time was

fixed, the avenger named. There is no uncertainty in God's mind regarding the

end of iniquity. The decree has been recorded, the time fixed, the man named by

whom He will judge the world in righteousness. 4. The sign meanwhile given.

The altar was rent and its ashes poured out. The wrath revealed from heaven now

is proof that all God's purpose shall be fulfilled.

III. Man's inarility to contend with God. 1. The withered arm. The arm

outstretched in eager, wrathful command to arrest the man of God, withered in the

very attitude. It was the emblem of his house and of his people ; they were

withered in the attitude of rebellion against God. 2. The prophet's safety. He

needed none to shield him. God protects all those who serve Him. 3. Jeroboam's

humiliation. He turns from idol and altar and priests, and requests the prophet's

intercession with Jehovah. 4. His arm is restored at the prophet's request, and

he thus bears in his person another token that the word he has heard is from God.

It is the story of God's contest with darkness and wrong to-day.

IV. Separation essential for testimony. Jeroboam's hospitality and reward

were alike refused. The prophet was even forbidden to return by the same way :

he was not to enter even into acquamtance with men who were sinning so deeply

against God. Unless there be separation our testimony is a sham. Our life un

says our speech. If we will speak God's word to the sinful, our attitude must

reveal their distance from God and the peril in which they stand. If our own heart "

be filled with holy fear it may pass from us to them.—J. U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIII. 11—34.

ThE DISOBEDIENCE AND DEATH OF THE

man of God.—The seduction of the man

of God, who has borne such fearless witness

against Jeroboam's ecclesiastical policy, and

his tragical end, are now narrated, partly

because of the deep impression the story

made at the time, but principally because

these events were in themselves an eloquent

testimony against the worship of the calves

and the whole ecclesiastical policy of Jero

boam, and a solemn warning for all time

against any, the slightest, departure from

the commandments of God. The very un

faithfulness of this accredited messenger

of the Most High, and the instant punish,

ment it provoked, became part of the Divine

protest against the new rtgime, against the

unfaithfulness of Israel ; whilst the remark -

' able manner in which these occurrences

were recalled to the nation's memory in the

reign of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 17, 18) made

it impossible for the historian of the theo

cracy to pass them over without notice.

Ver 11.—Now there dwelt an old prophet

[Heb. a certain (lit. one) old prophet. For

this use of 1nX ( = rit) cf. 1 King* xx. 13 ;

xix. 4] at Bethel [It is at first somewhat

surprising to find one of the prophetic order

residing here, at the very seat and strong

hold of the apostasy, especially after what

we read in 2 Chron. xi. 13—16, that the

priests and Levites, and it would seem all

devout worshippers of the Lord God of

Israel, had left the country, and had gone

over to Rehoboam. For we cannot sup

pose that a sense of duty had kept this

prophet at his post (see note on ver. 1). The

fact that he remained, not only in the king

dom, but at its ecclesiastical capital ; that he

stood by without protest when the schism was

being effected, and that, though not present

himself at the sacrifice, he permitted his sons

to be there, is a sufficient index to his cha

racter. It is quite possible that strong poli

tical sympathies hod warped his judgment,

and that he had persuaded himself that the

policy of Jeroboam was necessitated by the

division of the kingdom, which he knew to

be from the Lord, and which one of his own

orderhad foretold. Or it may be that, despite

his better judgment, he had gone with bis

tribe and the majority of the nation, and now
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felt it difficult to withdraw from a false posi

tion. Or, finally, he may have taken the side

of Jeroboam because of the greater honours

and rewards that prince had to bestow

(see on ver. IS). There is a striking simi

larity between his position and action and

that of Balaam] ; and his sons [The Heb.

has son ; The LXX., Syr., and Vulg., tons.

It is quite true that a " very slight change

in the Hebrew text would bring it into ac

cordance with the Septuagint here " (Raw-

linson, similarly Ewald), but it would be

against sound principles of textual criticism

to make it. It is much more likely that the

LXX. and other versions have been altered

already, and that the plural has been intro

duced here because it is uniformly found in

the later narrative. " His son" (133), as

the lectio ardua, is therefore to be retained.

The use of the singular indicates that one

of them was at first the principal speaker.

Perhaps one hastened home with the news

before the rest. The sons of the prophet

are not to be confounded with "the sons

(i.e., disciples) of the prophets " (2 Kings ii.,

lii., iv., passim); not merely because "the

latter would scarcely have witnessed the gol

den calf-worship " (Bah r), but also because

they would have been differently designated]

came and told him all the works [Heb.

work] that the man of God had done that

day In Bethel : the words which he had

spoken unto the king, them they [observe

the plural] told also to their father. [It is

quite clear that the virtual excommunication

which the man of God had pronounced had

made as great an impression as the signs

which he had showed. The interdict was a

matter which came home to the Bethelites,

as an affront to the whole community.]

Ver. 12.—And their father said unto

them. What way went he T [The question

shows that the old prophet throughly under

stood the import of those " words," and

that his first thought was that the interdict

must be removed at any cost.] For his

sons had seen [Heb. and his sons saw, or

showed. LXX. la&iovoiv. Similarly most of

the versions. A very slight change in the vowel

points ItOM for would give this sense]

what way the man of God went which

came from Judah.

Ver. 13.—And be said unto his sons.

Saddle me the ass. [This prompt and

seemingly abrupt command—though we

cannot be sure that all the conversation is

here reported—shows his instant resolve to

follow. These are the words of one who had

made up his mind, coute que coute, to bring

the man of God back.] So they saddled him

the ass : and he rode thereon.

Ver. 14 And he went after the man of

God and found him sitting under an oak

[Heb. the oak ; i.e., the well-knowu oak.

Possibly there was but one, or one of great

size, in the neighbourhood—such trees are

comparatively rare in Palestine. Possibly

also this tree became well known from these

events. It is singular that in another place

(Gen. xxxv. 8) we read of "the oak" (|'l^X)

of Bethel, whilst in Judg, iv. 5 we read of

the "palm tree" (1OFI) of Deborah, between

Hamuli and Bethel." And it is not at all

improbable, seeing that in 1 Sam. x. 3 we

read of the terebinth of Tabor—in

the A. V. rendered "plain of Tabor"—

which Ewald (" Hist. Israel," iii. 21 ; iv. 31)

considers to be only a dialectic variation of

Dehorah, and remembering the great age to

which these trees attain, that the same tree

is referred to throughout. The word here

used, it is true, is i"l!j{< (which is generally

supposed to indicate the terebinth, but is

also "used of any large tree" (Gesenius),

and which, therefore, may be used of the

of Bethel. Both names are derived

from the same root fynfortis. Cf. Amos

ii. 9), and both indicate varieties— what

varieties it is not quite clear—of the oak.

Some expositors have seen in this brief rest

the beginning of his sin, and certainly it

would seem against the spirit of his instruc

tions to remain so near a place (see note on

ver. 16) from which he was to vanish speedily,

and, if possible, unperceived. In any case

the action betrays his fatigue and exhaus

tion] , and he said unto him, Art thou the

man of God that eamest from Judah ? And

he said, I am.

Ver. 15.—Then he said unto him. Coms

home with me [Heb. Come with me to th .

Iwuse] and eat bread. The sting was in

the tail of tin* invitation. If he would par

take of food, he would thereby remove the

ban and so neutralize one part of his mis

sion.]

Ver. 16.—And he said, I may not [Heb.

am not a bl to] return with thee, nor go In

with thee : neither will I eat bread nor

drink water with thee in this place. [The

translation " in tltat place " adopted by

Wordsworth (after the Vulgate, in loco tito)

does not agree with the Hebrew. And it is

not required by the context. The tree was

probably at no great distance from the

town.]

Ver. 17.—For it was said to me [Heb. o

word to me] by [Heb. m] the word of the

Lord, Thou shalt eat no bread, nor drink

water there, nor turn again to go by the

way that thou eamest.

Ver. 18.—He said onto him, I am a
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prophet also as thou art ; and an angel

(Babr observes that " he does not venture

to say that Jehovah spake to him, but says

an angel did." Ir it not more probable that

the angel was mentioned, partly for the

purpose of giving an air of circumstantiality

and reality to his story, and partly to convey

the idea of his having a superior authority

for his message ? A communication through

a celestial messenger would seem to have

been regarded as a higher form of revelation

than a subjective communication to the mind

of the prophet. Cf. Acts vii. 58 ; Heb. ii. 2 ;

Luke i. 13, 29 ; Acts xxvii. 23, ifec. Observe,

the prophet speaks presently of " the word

of Jehovah "] spake unto me by [Heb. in ;

same expression as in vcr. 17] the word of

the Lord, saying, Bring him back with thee

Into thine house that he may eat [Heb. and

he shall eat] bread and drink water. But

he lied to him. [These last words are in

serted parenthetically ; hence there is no

" but " in the Heb. The true character and

designs and motives of this " old prophet "

have long been a crux interpretum (see Hall,

Contempi., ii. 151—3.) Some, mcluding

Josephus and most Jewish commentators,

have supposed him to be al'ogether a false

and lying prophet, such as are found plenti

fully later on in the history (ch. xxii. 6 ;

Jer. xxviii. 1) ; but against this is the fact

that he was undoubtedly the channel of a

Divine communication (vcr. 21). The real

difficulty, lio doubt, lies in the fact thut

one by whom the Spirit of God spake to

man should have acted so base a part as he

did. But it must be remembered (1) that he

did not know what a terrible judgment

his lie would bring upon " the man of

God ; " (2) that truth had not the place in the

Jewish scheme which it has in Christian

morals; (3) that the gift of prophecy is

compatible with much moral imperfection

on the part of the prophet—the cases of

Balaam and Caiaphas will occur to all—

and (4) that this man was constrained to

prophesy almost in spite of himself ; he was

compelled, i.e., to proclaim his own falseness,

and to announce the punishment of the man

he had himself deceived. It is also to be

considered that this lying prophet, like those

of ch. xxii. 22, accomplished the purpose of

God, which was to make the man of God a

sign to the men of that generation. Cf.

Isa. xx. 3 ; Ezek. xii. 6 ; xxiv. 24. In this

latter consideration, indeed, lies the key to

the history. The object the old prophet had

in view it is not so difficult to divine. He

hears that the prophet of Judah has refused

the hospitality of King Jeroboam, and has

put the city of Bethel and the new cultus

under a virtual ban by refusing to eat bread

in the place, or to hold any communication

with the inhabitants, himself among the

rest, although he has taken no part, even by

his presence, in the ceremonial of the day.

He naturally feels himself condemned and

aggrieved by this conduct. A prophet

would feel the interdict much more keenly

than the people, and there can be little

doubt that this man, who had been trying

to serve two masters, was deeply morti tied

by the excommunication pronounced against

him. He resolves, therefore, to rehabilitate

himself in his own estimation and that of

his neighbours, by bringing back the man of

God to eat and to drmk, and so in effect to

remove the interdict, at any cost. If he

succeeds, he will make the whole city, aud

especially the sovereign, whose policy has

been so emphatically condemned, his debtor;

while by accomplishing what the king had

failed to effect, he will at once heal his

wounded pride and secure a position of in

fluence in the new kingdom. If it was the

hope of temporal advancement had detained

him at Bethel, he now sees, as he thinks,

an easy way to its attainment ; if it was an

ardent sympathy with the new state of

things, he sees before him an opportunity

of expressing it in a most practical and

serviceable way.]

Ver. 19.—So he went back with him,

and did eat bread In his house, and drank

water [cf. ver. 10] .

Ver. 20.—And it came to pass, as they

sat at the table [cf. Ps. lxxviii. 30. He is

taken in the act, " even in the blossoms of

his sin "] , that the word of the Lord came

unto the prophet that brought him back.

Ver. 21.—And he cried [same word as in

ver. 2. He who denounced the "sin of

Jeroboam " is now denounced in turn]

unto the man of God that came from

Judah, saying, Thus saith the Lord, Foras

much as thou hast disobeyed the mouth of

the Lord, and hast not kept the command

ment which the Lord thy God commanded

thee.

Ver. 22. —But eamest back, ani hast

eaten bread and drunk water In the place,

of the which the Lord did say to thee, Eat

no bread, and drink no water ; thy carcase

[rather corpse ; " carcase " is now a term of

disparagement, of which, however, there is

no idea in the Hebrew] shall not come unto

the sepulchre of thy fathers. [The desire,

common in a greater or less degree to nil

mankind, to rest after death amongst kindred

dust, was especially strong in the Jew. It

is evidenced by the common euphemism

"he was gathered unto hi* fathen," and by

the provisions of Abraham (Gen. xxiii. 4),

Jacob (Gen. xlvii. 29 ; xlix. 29—31), and

Joseph (Oen. 1. 25). See also the words of

Barzillai (2 Sam. xix. 37 ; and compare
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2 Sam. ii. 32). This denunciation did not

necessarily imply a violent death (as Keil,

al.) or even a speedy death, but it prepared

the man of God for some untimely end.]

Ver. 23.—And it came to pasj, after he

had eaten bread, and after he had drunk,

that he saddled [i.e., the prophet of Bethel;

the " man of God " would seem to have come

on foot. See below] for him the ass, to wit,

for the prophet whom he had brought back.

This translation is inadmissible. For not

only is the term " prophet " throughout

this narrative restricted to the prophet of

Bethel (the prophet of Judah being always

spoken of as " the man of God,") but the

expression here used Tl 'X N'ZI3"i is also

twice used (vers. 20, 26) of the same prophet.

He is characterized there, that is to say, as

" the prophet which brought him back ;" it

is hardly likely, therefore, that the same

words are here to be interpreted, " the

prophet whom he brought back." The

mistake has arisen from the proximity of

("for him") to X'33^("to" or "for the

prophet "). But the is here indicative of

possession (the dative of the possessor), as

in 1 Sam. xiv. 16, " the watchmen to," i.e.,

of, "Saul," and ib. xvi. 18, "a son to

Jesse " (cf. Gen. xiv. 18 Heb. ; 1 Kings v.

29 Heb. ; Ruth ii. 3 Heb.) We must therefore

render " He (the old prophet, but tins is

not absolutely certain ; the " man of God "

may be understood) saddled for him (the

man of God) the ass of the prophet which

brought him back. " The man of Goi had

been delayed by his return to Bethel, and

the prophet, out of pity, lends or gives

him his ass. Not merely, it is probable,

for the sake of speeding him on his way,

but that he might have some living thing

with him on a journey which he had so

much cause to dread.

Ver. 24.—And when he was gone [Heb.

and he went], a lion (Lions were evi

dently numerous in Palestine in former

days, though they are now extinct. This

is proved by the names of places, such

as Laish, Lebaoth, &c., and by the con

stant reference to them in Scripture. They

had their lairs in the forests, one of which

existed near Bethel (2 Kings ii. 24), and

especially in the thickets of the Jordan

valley (jer. xlix. 19; Zech. xi. 3)] met

[Heb. found. The primary meaning of

Xyp is, no doubt, " found accidentally,"

"came upon" (elptv, invenit), but it is

often used of finding after a search (1 Sam.

ix. 4, Ac.), and it should be remembered

that this is the word used in vers. 14, 28] him

by [in, as below] the way, and slew him :

and his carcase was cast in the way [road,

highway, ver. 25] , and the ass stood [Heb.

standing] by it, the lion also stood [stand

ing] by the carcase. [These particulars are

mentioned to show that his death was no

accident, or chance, but a visitation of God.

There are probably but few persons who

have not felt that this summary punish

ment was marked by extreme severity ; the

more so, as the prophet was cruelly de

ceived, and that by a brother prophet, who

claimed to have received a subsequent reve

lation, and whom, consequently, it appeared

to be a duty to obey. And when it is ob

served that the really guilty person, the

prophet of Bethel, so far as appears, escaped

all punishment, and by his lie secured for

himself respect for his remains, we seem to

have a case of positive hardship and in

justice. As I have discussed the question

at some length elsewhere (Homil. Quart.,

vol. iv. pp. 214—221), it must suffice to

say here that the difficulty is at onoe re

moved if we remember that although the

Jewish dispensation was one of temporal

recompenses, yet all the same there is a

judgment hereafter. No doubt the man of

God was punished for his disobedience, for

inexcusable disobedience it was. It is quite

true that he was solemnly assured that an

angel had appeared to revoke his com

mission, but for this he had only the word

of a stranger, of one, too, with whom he

had been commanded "not even to eat."

He had " the word of the Lord ; " that is to

say, the voice of God, borne in upon his

soul, forbidding his return, and the word of

an irreligiom stranger, who gave no " sign

the same day " in proof of his mission,

authorizing it. There can be no doubt

which he ought to have followed, the mora

so as the command he had himself received

was so remarkably explicit and decisive

(ver. 9) ; so decisive that we can hardly

suppose he would have deviated from it,

had not the pains of hunger and thirst

pleaded powerfully in favour of the pre-

tended revelation of the Bethelite prophet.

Indeed, it is hardly too much to say that he

eagerly welcomed this cause for returning.

It is impossible, therefore, to acquit him of

disobedience. Nor is it difficult to see that

the consequences of this disobedience were

serious. It was not as if he had disregarded

a mere positive obligation, the only object

of which was to test his obedience (Rawlin-

son) ; he had acted in a way calculated to

destroy the moral effect of his mission. He

had been employed not only to testify

publicly against the calf-worship, but also

to lay the city and the new sanctuary of

Jeroboam under an interdict, and by his

return that interdict lost much of its force.

His eating and drinking, small matters in
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themselves, were full of sign'ficanoe. In

deed, he did in oDe way precisely what

Jeroboam and his people were doing in

another—he forsook the plain commands of

God for the ordinances of men ; he listened

to the tempter and ate the forbidden fruit ;

and so it came to pass that, instead of wit

nessing against disobedience, he himself set

them the example of disobedience. It is

the story of the Fall over again ; and

therefore death, the punishment of the

Fall, befell him. But before we say that

his punishment was too severe, let us re

member what, by the mercy of God, that

primal punishment has become. It has

been turned into a blessing. It has given

as the incarnation, redemption, eternal

life. We forget that death is not neces

sarily an evil—is in reality a blessmg. One

of the heathen has said that if we only

knew what the future life was like, we

should not be content to live. To this

" man of God " it must surely have been

gain to die. If the flesh was destroyed, it

was that the spirit might be saved (1 Cor.

v. 5). Only because we forget that death

is the gate of life do we complain of the

severity of his doom. And as to the lying

prophet who wrought all this mischief es

caping retribution—which, by the way, he

did not do, for assuredly he must have had

a life-long remorse—it is overlooked that

the day of retribution has not yet arrived.

There is for him a judgment to come. It

may be said that the Jew did not know of

this—that the future life had not then been

revealed. That is quite true, and for that

very reason this visitation would make all

the deeper impression on their minds. To

this must be added that the man of God

did not die merely or principally because of

his sin, but " that the works of God might

be made manifest in him." His death was

necessary in order that his mission might

not be altogether invalidated. His miserable

end —as it must have seemed to them—

would surely speak to the inhabitants of

Bethel and to all Israel and Judah, for long

years to come, as to the sure vengeance

awaiting the disobedient, whether king,

prophet, priest, or people. Though dead

" he cried against the altar of Bethel."

And the sacred narrative (vers. 26—32)

affords us some ground for hoping that the

" old prophet " became penitent for his sin.

It is noteworthy that he joins his testimony

to that of the man of God. Thus, this

tragedy extorted even from him a warning

against disobedience (ver. 26), and a con

firmation of the prophecy against the altar

of Bethel (ver. 32).]

Ver. 25.—And, behold, men passed by,

and saw the carcase cast In the way, and

the lion standing by the carcase : and they

came and told it In the city where the old

prophet dwelt. [This was precisely what

God had designed. By this means, the

very disobedience and death of the man of

God became a part of the protect against

the new rites. " For if the partaking of

food against the commandment of God,

though the result not of indulgence, but of

deceit, brought so great a punishment upon

a righteous man, what sort of chastise

ments would befall those who had left God

their Maker and were worshipping sense

less images " (Theodoret.)]

Ver. 26.—And when the prophet that

brought him back from the way heard

thereof, he said, It is the man of God, who

was disobedient [Heb. rebelled; same word

as in ver. 21] nnto the word [Heb.

"mouth," as in ver. 21] of the Lord:

therefore the Lord hath delivered him

unto the lion, which hath torn [Heb. as

marg., broken. The word " is very expres

sive, for the lion kills with one blow "

(Thenius)] and slain him, according to the

word of the Lord, which he spake onto

him.

Ver. 27.—And he spake to his sons, say

ing, Saddle me the ass. And they saddled

him.

Ver. 28.—And he went and found his

carcase cast in the way, and the ass and

the lion standing by the carcase : the lion

had not eaten the carcase nor torn [Heb.

broken, as in ver. 26] the ass.

Ver. 29.—And the prophet took up the

carcase of the man of God, and laid it upon

the ass [i.e., the one standing by], and

brought it back : and the old prophet came

to the city, to mourn and to bury him.

[The mourning is specially mentioned,

because in the East professional wailers

were and are employed at funerals. The

Jew, no less than the Greek and Roman,

esteemed it a great misfortune and disgrace

to be deprived of decent burial : Isa. xiv. 19 ;

Jer. xxii. 19 ; and especially 2 Kings ix.

10.]

Ver. 30.—And he laid his carcase In his

own grave [Matt, xxvii. 60. This was a

mark of profound respect (Ruth i. 17 ; Gen.

xxiii. 6)] ; and theymourned over Mia, say

ing", Alas, my brother. [A customary

formula in lamentation (Jer. xxii. 18). It

hardly implies that " he was mourned and

buried as a relative of the family " (Bahr).

Seeing that the old prophet was responsible

for his death, he could hardly have done

less. " It is a cruel courtesy to kill a man

and then help him to his grave " (Hall).]

Ver. 31.—And it came to pass, after he

had buried him, that he spake to his sons,

saying, When I am dead, then bury me In
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tlie sepulchre [Palestine, being of lime

stone formation, has a large number of

caves. These, enlarged and adapted, were

everywhere used for interments. (" The

whole cliffs on its southern side [Hinnom]

are honeycombed with tombs," Porter). In

three sides of the cave vaults (loculi), each

large enough to hold a body, were recessed

in the rock, the entrance being closed by a

slab of stone (see Conder, pp. 85, 96, 118,

Ac.) In the so-called " tombs of the kings "

and " prophets " we have such sepulchres on

a large scale. A Paper on the Tombs of

Palestine will be found in the Quarterly

Statement of the Palestine Exploration

Fund, p. 66 sqq. It appears from 2 Kings

xxiii. 17 that a pillar was erected to mark

this prophet's resting-place] wherein the

man of God Is burled ; lay my bones beside

his bones. [That is to say, " Bury me

in the cell next to his " (Rawlinson). But

it is not absolutely certain that this arrange

ment (of loculi) obtained at this early period.

The bodies may have been in much closer

contact. See 2 Kings xiii. 21. The LXX.

adds here, " That my bones may be sared

with his bones ; " an obvious gloss, founded

on 2 Kings xxiii. 18. This request throws

some light on the yearning desire of the

modern Jew to rest as near as possible to the

bodies of the saints. See Porter, i. p. 145.]

Ver. 32.—For the saying which he cried

by the word of the Lord against the altar hi

Bethel, and against all the houses of the

high places [At that time there would seem

to have been but two " high places." Keil

sees "a prophetic element in these words."

He thinks the old prophet foresaw that such

sanct uaries would be multiplied. Rawlinson

gathers, " from the mention of the great

high place in 1 Kings iii. 4, that there were

many lesser high places in the laud," which,

no doubt, was the case at the date of

Solomon's accession. It is probable, how

ever, that many of these, if not all, would

be deserted when the temple was built. And

it is most reasonable to suppose that in

these, as in the following words, the his

torian has represented the prediction or

affirmation of the old prophet in the lan

guage of his own time] which are In the

cities of Samaria. [Obviously, these exact

words caunot have been used by the prophet

of Bethel, for Samaria dates its existence

and name from the reign of Omri (1 Kings

xvi. 24). The compiler of the Kings pro

bably found the term in the documents

which he used, or possibly, as already sug

gested, translated the prophet's meaning into

the language of a later day] shall surely

come to pass.

Ver. 33—After this thing [calculated

though it was to make a deep impression

and to furnish a solemn warning] Jeroboam

turned not from his evil way. " Some hand

was found that durst repair the altar Qod

had rent " (Matthew Henry). According to

Josephus, the old prophet now explained

away the miracles of the prophet of Judah,

alleging that the altar had fallen because it

was new and the king's hand had become

powerless from fatigue (Ant.,viii. 9, § 1)] , but

made again [Heb. " returned and made. "

The tautology is significant. He returned

not from his sin, but returned to it] of the

lowest [see on ch. xii. 11] of the people

priests of the high places : whosoever would

[Heb. pleased] , he consecrated [Heb. filled

his hand. In the consecration of Aaron and

his sons, and possibly of their successors

also, the portions of the victim which were

usually burned upon the altar, together with

the right shoulder or leg, which was tho

priest's portion, and three cakes of un

leavened bread, were put into the hands of

the candidates for the priesthood, and

waved before the Lord before they were

offered on the altar (Exod. xxix. 22—26 ;

Levit. viii. 25—28). To "fill the hand"

consequently became a synonym for con

secration] him [It would almost appear,

from the extreme readiness with which

Jeroboam ordained his priests, that few

candidates offered themselves for the office.

In one respect, however, he exacted more

from the candidate than did the law. For

whereas the latter required " one bullock

and two rams " (Exod. xxix. 1, Ac.), ho

demanded one bullock and seven rams as

the offering on consecration (2 Chron.

xiii. 9] , and he became one of the priests

[Heb. and he became priests, &c. So the

Chaldee. LXX. «ii iyivtro lepei'c] of the high

places.

Ver. 34.—And this thing [Heb. " in this

thing :" 17"J3. Cf . 1 Chron. vii. 23 ; ix. 33]

became sin unto the house of Jeroboam,

even to cut it off, and to destroy it from off

the face of the earth [ch. xv. 29. The

forfeiture of the crown would bring in its

train, almost as a matter of course, the

destruction of his family (ch. xiv. 10—14).

And we are taught here that both events

are to be regarded, nnder the dispensation of

temporal rewards and punishments, as the

recompenses of his impiety ; of that daring

schismatio policy which, in all its branohes,

betrayed a complete disregard of the terms

of the covenant, and which was persevered

in contemptuous defiance of tie repeated

warnings of God.]
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IIOMILETIOS.

Vers. 21 sqq.—The Man of God and the People of God. The morning of that

fifteenth day of the eighth month, that black day in the Hebrew Kalendar, that

birthday of division, was hardly more memorable or eventful than the evening.

In the morning the Bethelites saw the signs of the man of God ; in the evening

they saw in him a sign, a parable, and a terrible warning. The lesson of the

rent altar and the rigid hand was followed by the lesson of the lion and the ass

and the rigid corpse. Truly, of that day it might be truly said, " The evening and

the morning were one day."

For we may be sure, when the old prophet came back from his quest of the body,

and brought with him that melancholy burden, swinging across the ass, the men

of Bethel, who had already heard from wayfarers of the tragedy, would crowd the

streets or lanes—for Bethel was probably little more than a village—to meet him,

and would gaze, hushed and awestruck, into the dumb and helpless face of the

man whose words and deeds had that day been so full of power. There was not a

child that night but would leave his play to stare in silent wonder, or with whis

pered question, on the corpse. Of that sad funereal procession, the words which,

near a thousand years later, described the entry of a living Prophet into an

adjoining city, might justly be used, " All the city was moved, saying, Who is

this?" (Matt. xxi. 10.) Nor would the language which described the effect of that

same Prophet's death a few days later be less applicable here, " All the people that

came together to that sight, beholding the thmgs which were done, smote their

breasts and returned" (Luke xxiii. 48).

Let us now suppose, however, for the sake of bringing out the lessons of this

narrative, that there were some in the crowd—as on the first feast-day there may

well have been—strangers in Bethel (cf. John xii. 20 ; Acts ii. 5—11), who did not

understand the things which were come to pass there that day. Let us join them,

as they go, carried by the stream, to meet the body ; let us -listen to their questions,

and to the answers they receive. We shall not gather all the truth from the discourse

we overhear, but we shall learn at all events one lesson which this tragedy had for

the men of that time.

Now the first question which would rise to these strangers' lips, as they

came upon the body, borne by the patient ass, which was the one terrified

witness of the catastrophe, would be, "Who is this?" They think, perhaps,

it is some peasant who has been slain as he tilled his fields, or some itinerant

chapman who has been murdered on hie journey. But the bystanders speedily

undeceive them. They tell them that this is " a man of God who came from

Judah." His name, it may be, is unknown to them, but not his deeds. They

relate, with breathless excitement, not unmixed with fear, how a few short hours

ago he was amongst them ; how on the morning of that very day he had con

fronted their king as he was in the act of sacrificing, had denounced his inno

vations, had foretold the overthrow of his policy and dynasty, and had then

wrought wonderful works in attestation of his mission. The strangers listen with

steadily increasing wonderment. Had this man been " a murderer whom ven

geance suffered not to live," or a sinner above all men that dwelt in Bethel,

they could have understood it. Such a one, however he might have met his

end, would only have received the just reward of his deeds, but " a man of God," a

man who wrought miracles, a favourite of Heaven !—they cannot comprehend it, and

they, as excited as their informants, hurriedly ask how he has come by his death.

" A lion slew him," is the answer. It is true no human eye saw the deed,

but there can be no doubt as to the manner of his death. Then they tell how way

faring men that afternoon had seen a strange sight, a corpse cast in the way—

whose corpse they knew not—and an ass and a lion standing as joint sentinels

over it, &c. And then the strangers would understand that this man of God had

died by the visitation of God. They would remember that the " teeth of evil

beasts" were one of the plagues denounced in the law, and they would wonder, and
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they would ask, what this messenger of the Most High, this miracle-worker,

could have done between morning and evening to bring this terrible judgment

down upon-his head.

And this was a question which only the old prophet could rightly answer, and

he had answered it already. He had told his sons and neighbours that afternoon,

when first he heard of this tragedy, that it was the punishment of disobedience

(ver. 26). Not improbably he proclaimed it again to the crowd which awaited his

return. "He had been charged," he would say, as they stood gazing on the

helpless corpse, " to lay our city under a ban ; he had been commanded to eat no

bread, to drink no water here. And he came back, and he ate bread and he' drank

water in my house ; therefore it is that ' the lion hath torn him and slain him,

according to the word of the Lord' " (ver. 26).

And so the men of Bethel, and the strangers among them- and thousands of

strangers would be present in Bethel at that time—would understand that this man,

albeit a prophet, and a doer of wondrous works, had paid the penalty of his partial

disobedience with his life. They would perceive that God had not spared His own

elect messenger. They would see that the man who had been commissioned to

protest against Jeroboam's will-worship, who had courageously faced the king in

his might, and had stood like an Athanase against the world, had received judg

ment without mercy when he overstepped the commandment of his God. And

they would assuredly be reminded, some of them at least, how sinful and how

dangerous must be that departure from the law which they had that day seen

instituted amongst themselves. And as one by one they dropped off, and, deeply

awed and impressed, returned to their tents or booths, the one thought which above

all others filled their minds would be this—how sure and swift and terrible was the

recompense of disobedience.

But if these strangers, in their perplexity, proceeded to make fnvther inquiries,

as they may well have done ; if they asked what could have led such a man

as this to set at nought the plain commandment of God : if they discovered

from the old prophet, or his sons, or others, the circumstances of his sin ; if they

learned that this man of God had resisted the entreaties of the king, had obeyed

his own instructions to the letter, and had only come back and eaten bread on the

solemn assurance of this old prophet himself that an angel from heaven had dis

tinctly reversed his commission ; if they understood that it was because he had

taken this man at his word and trusted to his good faith, as they themselves

would have done in like circumstances, that he had been induced to return ; and

that because of this, and nothing else, this ambassador of the Most Merciful had

died by the stroke of a wild beast, we may imagine what their astonishment

and horror would be like. " Who shall deliver us," they would cry, " out of

the hand of this mighty God 1 " And it is probable that at first they would find it

difficult to see wherein his sin lay, and to disentangle the right and the wrong in

his conduct. They would say, and rightly, that he was much more sinned against

than sinning. It would seem to them that the really guilty party escaped

unpunished, whilst his innocent victim paid to the uttermost farthing. And it

is possible that some found, at least for a time, in this episode, as some in later

days have done, a riddle which they could not read. But its meaning could not

be lost upon them all ; if it had been, the Divine purpose in this visitation would

have been defeated. It may be the old prophet himself expounded its lessons ;

it may be that " such as set their heart to seek the Lord"—and we may be sure

that Jeroboam's innovations had occasioned the gravest misgivings and fears in

many minds—fonnd them out for themselves. But in any case some would not

be long in discovering that these things were an allegory. " As hieroglyphics,"

says Lord Bacon, "preceded letters, so parables were more ancient than argu

ments." May we not add that acted parables were still more ancient than spoken

ones. A Tarquin, striking off the heads of the tallest poppies, belongs to the

beginnings of history. This was the age when men not only gave signs, but were

such themselves (Isa. xx. S ; Ezek. xxiv. 24 ; Matt. xii. 89, 40). The death of the

" man of God" accordingly was a parable, an object-lesson of the most impressive
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kind sa to the doom of the unfaithful people of God. In his end, men might see

a fore-shadowing of their nation's, if it should persevere in the worship of the calves.

For they would assuredly remember, as they pondered this history, that as this

prophet of Judah was a man of God, precisely so was Israel the people of God (ch.

viii. 48, 62, 66 ; xiv. 7 ; Levit. xxvi. 12 ; Deut. xxvi. 18). As he was to other men,

so was Israel to other nations. Was he elect of God and precious ? So were they.

Had he a mission ? So had they. Had God spoken to him ? He had also_ spoken

to them, and moreover, had given them a charge not unlike his. For it is to be

also considered that God had plainly spoken to Israel on this very subject of Divine

worship. At the very threshold of the Decalogue, at the head of " the words of the

covenant," stood the charge, " Thou shalt have none other gods but me. Thou shalt

not make to thyself any graven image," &c. And it is to be noted here that these

words stand side by side with the formula, " I am the Lord thy God, which brought

thee out of the land of Egypt "—the very words which Jeroboam had cited in

instituting his new mode of worship ; the very cry which had been raised before

when Israel made its first golden calf (Exod. xxxii. 8). It is almost certain, there

fore, that these initial words of the covenant had been lately and forcibly recalled

to their minds. Eut in any case they could not be ignorant that their forefathers

had been expressly charged to make no similitude, no graven or molten image

(Levit. xxvi. 1 ; Deut. iv. 16, 25 ; v. 8 ; xxvii. 15, &c.) And this commandment,

too, like the message of that morning, had been confirmed with signs following.

The blackness, darkness, tempest, trumpet, fire, all these had attested that revela

tion of God's will. It might possibly occur to some of their minds, therefore, that

when the first protest against a corrupt following of the true God was raised, He

" gave a sign the same day."

Such, then, was the commandment given to Israel. It was as explicit, as authori

tative as that which this dead prophet had recentlyreceived. But of lato a new teacher

had appeared amongst them, in the person of their king, who presumed to pounter-

mand this law of the Almighty. We are not told, indeed, that Jeroboam claimed

to be prophet as well as priest, but we find him acting as one, and received as one.

It is hardly likely that he laid claim to any revelation from on high. He was not

the man to pretend to visions of angels. It was his contention that he was re

verting to the old form of religion, but that was all. At the same time, he was the

great false prophet of the Old Testament. Just as Moses was the giver of the law,

just as Elias was its restorer, so was Jeroboam its depraver. Precisely what the

lying prophet taught the man of God, that had he taught the people of God, viz.,

that God's command was somehow abrogated. Prophet of Bethel and priest-king

of Bethel were alike in this, that each met the Divine, " Thou shalt not," with the

human, " Thou shalt." There was this difference between them, that the first

inculcated disobedience to but one command, whilst the second contravened a

whole system ; but this very divergence would make the parallel all the more

impressive. " If,'' they would argue, " if a prophet, a doer of signs and wonders,

died without mercy because he listened to the voice of a brother prophet—who

swore that he had received a revelation concerning him—and so was betrayed into

breaking one commandment, of how much sorer punishment shall those be thought

worthy who at the mere word of their king, albeit he claimed no spiritual authority,

and acted from political motives only, reject the gracious covenant of heaven, con

firmed by many signs, and go after false gods," &c. There were some, no doubt,

would see in the corpse borne to its burial that day a foreshadowing of the more

terrible judgment then hanging over their own heads.

And so we find this prophet of Judah has not lived or suffered in vain. His

death, like that of Samson, wrought even more effectually than his life. He was

set forth as it were appointed to death (1 Cor. iv. 9). He silently and unconsciously

mirrored forth the sin and the punishment of a disobedient people.

It now only remains for us to indicate briefly how the analogy between man of

God and people of God received its completion in the punishment which befell the
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1. In the case of Jeroboam's house. For the family of the deceiver was the

first to suffer. As in the case of the man of God, "swift retribution " followed

upon sin. And what retribution ! The death and destruction of the race. He

himself was smitten of God. His seed was suddenly cut off. The sword of Baasha

was as swift as the lion's paw. Only one of his children " came to the grave."

The rest were devoured of beasts and birds. (Cf. oh. xiv. 11 with oh. xiii. 28.)

2. In the case of his intrusive priests. If they escaped a violent death, their

remains experienced disgrace worse than death (ver. 2). Here prophet and priests

stand in contrast. The respect accorded to his ashes was denied to theirs.

3. In the case of the entire people. For the captivity, foretold in oh. xiv. 15,

was the death of the kingdom, and the death-knell of the people. The ten tribes

soon lost their corporate existence. And what agonies preceded that dissolution 1

(See Jer. lii. ; Lam. passim ; Pss. lxxiv., cxxxvii.) The people to death, the land to

lions l (2 Kings xvii. 25.) Could the analogy be much closer ?

But indeed the analogy does not end there. De te fabula narratur. The Chris

tian Church has inherited the place, the privileges, the responsibilities of the Jewish

people. If that Church, or if the individual Christian be unfaithful or disobedient,

let them see their own fate glassed and pourtrayed in that of the disobedient

prophet. " If God spared not the natural brandies," &e. " I will remove thy

candlestick out of his place." " Shame and everlasting contempt."

The Two Prophets. We have already considered the principal lesson which this

strange history had for that time. Let us now indicate some of the lessons which

it has for all time. The text, to borrow Bishop Ridley's phrase, " shall lead us by

the hand ; " we will record them as we find them set down in the story. And first

let us contemplate the Old Profhet. Observe—

1. It was the false prophet that was old. Age should bring wisdom (Job. xxxii.

7 ; ch. xii. 7), and piety. But see Homiletics, p. 225. The old king (ch. xi. 4)

and the old prophet alike remind us that there is " no sinner like an old sinner."

2. It was only the false teacher that was styled a prophet. Probably because

he alone had been taught in the schools. He was, so to speak, in the prophetical

succession. The man of God was an irregular, though not self-constituted mes

senger. But observe, when God employs an irregular, He authenticates his mission

with a sign. And consider, too, the unworthiness of ministers argues nothing

against the office or the succession. See Art. XXVI.

3. The old prophet was in Bethel. " Where Satan's seat is " (Rev. ii. 8). But

God had not fixed the bounds of his habitation. What wonder if, like him who

" pitched his tent toward Sodom " (Gen. xiii. 12), he fell into temptation and sin ?

The old prophet, in his way, has " lifted up his eyes and beheld the plain of the

Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere." He has remained here to worship

the rising sun. Conscience bade him go. Convenience made him stay.

4. The old prophet tries to serve two masters. Though Jeroboam sets up

molten images, a sanctuary, a priesthood, he raises no protest. But when Jero

boam burns incense and sacrifices, he does not sanction the proceeding by his

presence. But he compromises the matter by sending his sons. " Video meliora

proboque, Deteriora sequor." " He that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven

with the wind and tossed " (James i. 6). The temporiser soon finds difficulties in his

path. Those who try to gain both worlds generally contrive to lose both. After the

conduct of ver. 18, he could not respect himself; and after the prophecy of ver. 82,

he could expect no advancement from the king.

5. The old prophet stoops to lies. And yet he was a true prophet. A preacher

of righteousness, yet he practised deceit. Baalam has been called " a strange

mixture of a man." This prophet's character and conduct were equally strange.

But, alas 1 it is a common thing to find men's example differing widely from their

precept ; to find insight without holiness, light without love. Prophetio gifts do

not imply piety. It is no new thing for God's ministers to fall into sin.

6. The old prophet slays a man of God. It was his tongue, not the lion's paw,

really slew a man more righteous and better than he. A prophet is the instru
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ment of a murder (cf. John viii. 44). "What shall be given unto thee, or what shall

be done unto thee, thou false tongue ? " (Ps. cxx. 3.) Let us take care lest we destroy

with our meat one for whom Christ died (Rom. xiv. 15). Let us remember—

*' What gnilt, what grief may be incurred

By one incautious, hasty word."

Now let ns turn to the Man of God. Observe—

1. The man of God believes every word. He was not altogether without excuse.

False prophets were not as plentiful as they afterwards became. He was unpre

pared for such unblushing deceit. We should probably have done the same. Yet

we have had manifold warnings (Matt. vii. 15; xxiv. 11.; Acts xx. 29; 1 John

iv. 1 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1, Ac.) We have been taught that if " an angel from heaven

preach any other gospel unto us," it is at our peril we listen (Gal. i. 8). We have

been reminded that " Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light" (2 Cor.

xi. 14).

2. The man of Ood is deceived by lies. It is a favourite device of the enemy.

He is the " father of lies " (John viii. 44). It was thus he deceived our first parents.

That weapon has answered so well that he plies it again and again (cf. 2 Cor. iv. 4 ;

2 Thess. ii. 11).

3. The man of Ood goes back to Bethel. This faithful and courageous servant,

who had defied the king, who had refused his dainties and rewards, &c., does not

endure to the end. " Let him that thinketh he standeth," &c. " Whosoever Bliall

keep the whole law and offend in one point he is guilty of all," because he is guilty

of disobedience. " Evil is wrought by want of thought." The commands of God

must be kept in their entirety.

4. The man of Ood is denounced by the prophet. Those who lead us into sin

are the first to tax us with it afterwards. The deceiver turns upon his victim. We

get scant comfort from companions in sin. " What is that to us? See thou to

that " (Matt, xxvii. 4).

5. The man of Ood hears his doom in silence. "He was speechless." " I be

came dumb and opened not my mouth, for it was thy doing." " Being convicted

by their own conscience " (John viii. 9).

6. The man of Ood dies withou t mercy. Though a prophet, the teeth of an evil

beast avenge his disobedience. Judgment begins at the house of God (1 Pet. iv. 17).

The teacher shall receive the greater condemnation (James iii. 1). " Many stripes "

are for those who knew and did not. " The wages of sin is death."

7. Yet his corpse is nnt mangled or dishonoured. It was partly for our admoni

tion that he died. He was ordained to be a sign to that generation. Therefore,

though deceived, he was not forsaken. The lion and the ass keep watch over his

remains. " Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints." "A bone

of him shall not be broken." "Let no man move his bones" (2 Kings xxiii. 18).

His honourable funeral (cf. Isa. liii. 9 ; Matt, xxvii. 60) and the respect subse

quently paid him show that he was no castaway.

And now that we have considered the prophet of Bethel and the prophet of

Judah separated by deceit and death, let us see them for a moment reunited.

1. In their testimony. For to the witness of the man of God against the altar

of Bethel was added the unwilling, and therefore powerful, witness of the old oro-

phet (ver. 82). Jeroboam has gained nothing by the death of the man who had

denounced him and his rites. Though dead, lie speaks, and speaks as he could

never have done in life. And now "one of themselves, even a prophet of their

own," has been constrained to echo and enforce his testimony. The king has now

the testimony of two unimpeachable witnesses against his impious proceedings.

2. In their grave. " Lay my bones beside his bones." Like Balaam, this old

prophet would " die the death of the righteous." " Gather not my soul with sin

ners " (Psa. xxvi. 9) is his cry. " Sit anima mea cum illo." He will take his

chance with the man of God rather than with the king. " I had rather be," says

one, " with Origen wherever he is than with Justinian and Theodora wherever they

are." " In death they were not divided."
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But how different their lot in life. The deceived dies ; the deceiver lives. The

lion which slew the comparatively innocent man of God would not touch the lying

prophet. Though old, he is spared to grow older, while the other's sun went down

at noon. What an illustration this of the strange confusion of this present life

(cf. Pss. box., lxxiii., &c.) ; what a proof of a life to come, where each shall receive

his just recompense of reward I To the Jew, suckled in a creed of temporal rewards,

&c., this history would present some anxious problems, all of which are clear since

our Prophet, Priest, and King " brought life and immortality to light."

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 11—19.—The Old Serpent again. Ar the ways of the serpent are tortuous

so are those of Satan, If he cannot effect his purposes by moving in one direction

he will move in another, and thus by crooked ways he advances (Isa. xxvii. 1 ; Psa.

cxxv. 5). He had already tempted the man of God by means of the schismatic

king, and failed ; his next work is to see what influence an old prophet may have

upon him. So versatile are his devices that it is our wisdom to be ever on the

alert. Observe the adroitness with which he lays his plans. His astuteness is

seen—

I. In choosing his instruments. These Were—1. " The som of the old prophet."

(1) They were near the altar. Whether by the contrivance of Satan, or that,

finding them there, he made them his tools, is not revealed. Or whether they were

there out of curiosity, or sympathy with the apostasy, is not revealed. But they

were there—on the devil's ground. We must keep from that if we would escape

mischief (2) They were witnesses of the words and works of God. So, might have

been rebuked for sympathy with evil and admonished to separate themselves from

it. They also saw the way the man of God took in returning to Judah. (S) They

lost no time in reporting to their father, urged, unconsciously to themselves, by

Satan. We cannot always tell when we are prompted by the devil, or when he uses

for his purposes our natural promptings. We should pray God to spare us the

humiliation of serving Satan's purposes, 2. The old prophet himself. (1) He was

an " old " prophet, or had been a prophet in the old time before the apostasy of

Jeroboam. Probably he had backslidden from God ; for, though he did not appear

at Bethel, he allowed his sons to be there. Had he not lost his old fire would he

not have lifted his voice against the national sin 1 Backsliders from God become

the devil's dupes. (2) The euergy of Satan is seen in the promptness of this old

prophet's action. He quickly got information. He lost no time in the pursuit.

The sluggishness of age was shaken off under the excitement of the devil's spur.

(3) But what was the old man's motive ? Probably the desire to display that hospi

tality which the Easterns cultivated so carefully, mingled with a curiosity to know

more about the wonders the man of God was commissioned to discover. But

Satan's motive was very different. Beware that your motives become not subser

vient to those of the devil. Let your motives be pure and godly.

II. In using them. 1. See the stratagem in Eden, repeated. (1) Had Satan

tempted Eve in his proper character he would have failed (1 Tim. xi. 14). So the

man of God was proof against the solicitations of the king whom he discerned to be

the " man of sin" ofhis time. (2) Satan therefore concealed himself under the sleek,

lustrous form of a serpent, and deceived our mother. Then transferring himself to

the fallen Eve, under her lovely disguise, overcame Adam. So, enshrining himself

in the old prophet, he vanquished the "man of God." Beware of Satan's disguises.

Especially beware of the religious devil. (8) The offence, again, was eating. In

Eden it was eating the forbidden thing. Note : The place may be right, the thing

wrong. At Bethel it was eating in the forbidden place. Note : The thing may be

right, the place wrong. 2. See the spirit of the devil. (1) The spirit of cruelty.

The old prophet knew that the man of God was forbidden to eat in Bethel, yet

he importuned him to eat bread with him. Cruelty is no less real because

sheathed in professions of kindness. Over-indulgent parents are their children's

cruelest enemies. (2) The spirit of treachery. The man of God had refused a king :

1 kings. x
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will he withstand a prophet ? (Jer. xxiii. 13 ; Amos ii. 11.) (3) The spirit of lies

(ver. 18). Now is Satan transformed into an angel of light. Could the old prophet

have been himself thus deceived ? He deceived the man of God. Beware of the

devil of hospitality. Perhaps the man of God the more readily yielded being weak

with fatigue and fasting (compare Matt. iv. 2—4). No example, save that of Jesus,

may be followed implicitly.—J. A. M.

Vers. 20—22.—The Voice of Reproof. No man of God will deliberately sin

against God (John viii. 44 ; 1 John iii. 9 ; v. 18). But the good are liable to be

surprised or deceived into transgression (James i. 18—15 ; 1 John ii. 1, 2). We must

be ever on our guard against the "wiles" and "depths" of Satan. For lack of

vigilance this man of God fell into the snare, and we see here how he was

reproved.

I. He sinned against the word of Jehovah. 1. This is evident upon the face

of the narrative. (1) He came out of Judah "by the word of Jehovah." Cried

against the altar at Bethel " in the word of Jehovah." Gave the sign upon the altar

" by the word of Jehovah" (vers. 1, 2, 5). (2) He professed that his instructions

not to eat in Mount Ephraim, but to return to Judah by another road, were by the

same word. Professed to the king (ver. 9); to the old prophet (ver. 17). 2. But

could not God revoke or modify His word ? (1) Certainly. He did so to Abraham

(see Gen. xxii. 11, 12). What had been might be. (2) Upon the recognition of

this principle the old prophet proceeded, and so far was the man of God from dis

puting it that he was taken in the snare (vers. 18, 19). 3. Wherein, then, was his

fault ? The revocation here came not with the evidence of the command. The

command was immediately from " the mouth of the Lord " (ver. 21). The revoca

tion came immediately from the mouth of the old prophet. Note : We are respon

sible for the proper use of reason in religion. (2) Faith in the word of the Lord

must be implicit. The Bible is that word. The evidence that it is such is con

clusive—external, internal, collateral. (3) Other voices must not be allowed to

replace this. The voice of " nature," of " reason," of the " Church." We listen

implicitly to these at our peril.

II. By the word of Jehovah he was reproved. 1. This came to the man

of God himself. (1) The reading of the text would lead us to conclude that it

came to the old prophet. The words "ISJtt here rendered, " who brought him

back," are in verse 23 construed, "whom he had brought back," and might be

so construed here. Josephus asserts that the word of the Lord here came to the

man of God ; and so does the Arabic. In the 26th verse we are assured by the

old prophet that this word of the Lord came to the man of God. (2) According to

this view it was " Jehovah " who " cried unto the man of God," viz., from heaven

as He called to Abraham (Gen. xxii. 11). So, coming to himself, as the command

did in the first instance, he had not to weigh contradictory testimonies from the

old prophet, but was left without a doubt. God brings home sin with demonstra

tion, 2. It came to him in the ripeness of his transgression. (1) "As they sat at

table." Conscience reproves the sinner in the very act of sin. This is the voice

of God in the soul. But here was an external voice to which the internal

voice responded. Conscience responds to the word or law of God. (2) It

came to all who were at the table. To the old prophet as well as to the

man of God. His conscience, too, would respond to the voice of God. To the

sons of the old prophet, if present, there would also be a voice. What will

our emotions be when in the day of judgment all the mischief to which we have

been accessories will be discovered ? 3. It was terribly severe. (1) He is doomed

to die. " Sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death." We all die in conse

quence of sin entailed. But here is an actual "sin unto death" (1 John v. 16).

(2) He is doomed to die abroad. The mention of his carcase not coming to the

sepulchre of his fathers implied a violent death away from home. Possibly the

manner of his death may have been made known to him (compare ver. 26 ; ch. xx.

86). The word of God is not violated with impunity. What will be the case ol

those who seldom take pains to consult it ?—J. A. M.
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Vers. 28—29.—The Visitation of Judgment. The man of God from Judah,

deceived by the old prophet of Ephraim, ate and drank in that land of apostasy.

This was a disobedience to the word of the Lord, and a complicity in the abomina

tions he was sent to denounce. For this he heard the Divine voice of reproof,

and went torth to suffer accordingly, as detailed in the text.

I. The sequel verified a remarkable prophecy. 1. Review the prophecy.

(1) Ver. 22. He was, therefore, doomed to die away from his home ; and,

presumably, by violence. (2) With what solemn feelings would he see his ass

saddled with the prospect of such a journey I Ought not our feelings also to

be solemn to whom death is certain, though the moment and the manner be

unknown ? 2. Note the fulfilment. (1) Vers. 29, 30. He was met and slain by

a lion, and his corpse was cast in the way. There was a spectacle for all

passengers I What an evil thing is sin I (2) Thus suffered for disobedience a

*' man of God." The sanctity of his profession did not protect him from sin,

neither can it protect him from punishment. So neither, the dignity of his office.

So neither, the service he had rendered to God (see 1 Cor. ix. 27 ; 2 Cor. xiii.

5, 6). (3) Judgment begins at the house of God, but falls more terribly upon the

wicked (1 Peter iv. 17, 18). They may well tremble before " Him that can destroy

both soul and body in hell." (4) The man of God came not to the sepulchre of his

fathers, yet was mourned over by one who had been a snare to him, but to whom

he had been made a blessing. There are strange reciprocities.

II. The fulfilment was attended by remarkable signs. 1. Miracle con

trolled the instincts of animals. (1) The lion was moved, not by thirst for prey,

but by revenge. But this revenge was the Lord's. The animal had suffered

nothing from the hand of the man of God. (2) Instinct was otherwise controlled.

For here were the lion and the ass together watching the carcase. The ass did

not fly from the lace of the lion ; neither did the lion molest the ass. (3) Nor was

this strange witnessing the accident of a momentary surprise. It was maintained

while certain passengers, who first observed it, journeyed to the city and reported it ;

and until, in consequence, the old prophet, divining its import, came upon the

scene. 2. Here let us admire the Divine resources. (1) He that moved upon the

instincts of the lion and the ass was the same who made the representatives of the

animal creation defile before Adam to receive their names; who brought them

into the ark of Noah ; restrained the lions from injuring Daniel ; the same who, in

the days of His flesh, dwelt among the wild beasts in the wilderness, and who con

trolled the movements of fishes in the depths (Mark i. 13 ; Matt. xvii. 27 ; Luke v.

4— 7). This power over the instincts of the lion and ass is but a sample of cor

responding dominion over every department of nature. And the resources of this

power are the resources of justice and mercy. 3. But what is the mystical mean

ing of the signs ? (1) The death of the man of God was judgment for his com

plicity with the sin of Ephraim in eating and drinking in that polluted place. So it

was the last of the series of warnings to Jeroboam before the abandonment of his

house to destruction (see ver. 33). (2) The lion that inflicted the penalty was the

symbol of Judah, of its royalty, and especially of Shiloh, in whom that royalty cul

minated. Hence Messiah is described as the " Lion of the tribe of Judah " (see

Gen. xlix. 9, 10 ; Bev. v. 5). Of this glorious Lion, Josiah was to be a type. Messiah

visits the sin of Ephraim in the apostasy of the son of Nebat, and the sin of Judah

for complicity in its abominations (see Hosea v. 14). So in like manner will He

strike down the forms of apostasy extant in these latter times. (8) The ass was

the symbol of issachar (Gen. xlix. 14, 15) ; but not of Judah ; for it is difficult to

justify the translation in verse 11, which is better rendered, "and him shall

the peoples obey ; binding up the shoots of the vine, and the branches of the

choice vine." (4) As the ass stood as a witness of this judgment of God upon

the sin of Jeroboam, and then carried the carcase away to be buried, so " Baaslia,

the son of Ahijah, of the house of Issachar," destroyed and put out of sight

the house of Jeroboam, fulfilling the prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite (ch. xv.

27—30). How manifold is the wisdom of God 1 How deep are His judgments t—

J. A M.
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Vers. 30—34.—The Law of Extremity. God has made us free to choose or

refuse good or evil. Will cannot be coerced and yet be free ; coercion here, there

fore, would be destruction. But while God does not compel us to choose the

right, He induces by gracious promises, and admonishes by alternative penalties.

Still we remain free to elect the good with its blessings, or the evil with its entail

ments of misery. But so loth is He to see His creatures wretched that He has

opened a way of repentance and reformation for sinners. In this, mercy is carried

to the extreme limit which consists with the welfare of the universe, which must

ever depend upon the order and harmony of righteousness. At this point there

comes in the law of extremity ; and the sinner passing it has to encounter "judg

ment without mercy."

I. The old profhet sought mekcy. 1. His conduct expressed repentance. (1)

He went out for the corpse of the man of God, and brought it to his home, dis

cerning the hand of God in the judgment. Looking now upon that ghastly form of

death he saw his own sad work. He had caused a mischief he could not now

repair. How inadequately men estimate beforehand the consequences of their

wrong-doing I (2) He decently interred the body in his own grave. This was the

only reparation now within his power for the injury he had caused. But how

inadequate I What a bitter thought ! (3) He " mourned over him, saying, Alas,

my brother!" This exclamation (TIX 'in) was the refrain of a lamentation (see

Jer. xxii. 18). Ward, in his " Manners and Customs of the Hindoos," gives two

specimens of such lamentations. There are frequent allusions to these in the prophets

(see Jer. xxx. 7 ; Ezek. vi. 11 ; Joel i. 15 ; Amos v. 16, 17; Rev. xviii. 10—19). With

the old prophet this was more than a conventional mourning. He mourned for him

self before God. 2. His conduct also expressed faith. (1) He commanded his sons,

when he died, to lay his bones beside those of the man of God. He believed him

to be a man of God in reality, notwithstanding this single act of disobedience for

which he had suffered death. There are " sins unto death," viz., of the body,

which do not involve the final death of the soul. He desired to be with him in

the resurrection. The concern of the ancients respecting the disposition of their

bodies after death arose out of their faith in a resurrection (see Gen. L 24—26;

Exod. xiii. 19; Heb. xi. 22; see also 2 Kings xiii. 20, 21). (2) He gave as the

reason of his command the faith he had in the certainty of the prophecy of the

man of God (ver. 82). And in further testimony of his faith put an inscription on

the tomb (see 2 Kings xxiii. 17). He desired to be associated in death with the

denouncers of Jeroboam's sin rather than with those involved in that sin. Nor

would he be identified in the judgment with perverters of true worship. (3) By

this faith his bones were spared when those of the priests and votaries of Jeroboam

were burnt upon the altar by Josiah (see 2 Kings xxiii. 19). By a corresponding

faith shall we be saved from the judgments of the more illustrious Son of David

upon the man of sin of the mystical Babylon.

II. But Jeronoam encountered the extremity of wrath. 1. He disregarded

the goodness of God. (1) The conditional promises by the hand of Ahijah were

very gracious (ch. xi. 37—39). What a magnificent opportunity he had I But he

missed it. (2) What opportunities have we wasted ? Who can estimate their

value ? No opportunity of glorifying God should escape us. 2. He disregarded

his remonstrances. (1) The judgments upon Rehoboam were lessons to him.

The same God who in them visited the sins of Solomon had also set him upon the

throne of Israel, and would deal with him upon the same principles. But he

sinned against this admonition. (2) Then came the warning from the man of God

at the altar. That God was in this warning was left without doubt by the signs

(vers. 8—6). These staggered him for a moment; but there was no true repentance.

(3) Then came the final warning in the death of the man of God for being impli

cated, though by a deception, in his sin. This also was shown to be from God by

miraculous signs (ver. 64). But this also he disregarded (ver. 83). (4) Now,

therefore, the law of extremity must take its course. He and his house are devoted

to destruction (ver. 84). This last warning was written in letters of blood. God

gave it to Him at the expense of His own servant. And He warns us at the expense
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of His own Son ; and if we finally reject Christ the extremity of mercy is spurned,

and we must encounter the extremity of wrath.—J. A. M.

Vers. 18, 19.—Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. The

miraculous element in this chapter is, with many, a reason for its rejection. The

same reason might lead us to reject the story of our Saviour's life, and deny the

possibility of supernatural revelation. If miracles and signs ever occurred they

would be likely to do so at the time described in this chapter. Idolatrous practices

were being set up. Many who had been worshippers of Jehovah had been seduced.

Worldly policy, social influences, moral enervation, following on the extravagant

prosperity of Solomon's reign, and an inherent tendency to sensuous worship, were

all combining to induce the people to put away all belief in Jehovah. Then, if

ever, He would fitly reveal His power, as He did at the later crisis when Elijah

faced the false prophets on Carmel. The effect on Jeroboam was nil, but the

godless had warning, and the secret worshippers of the Lord still left in Israel were

encouraged. The story of the temptation and fall of this prophet, who at least

delivered one message with fidelity, is tragic and suggestive. After reading it we

have left with us the following thoughts :

I. That a strong temptation had reen resisted. Jeroboam had failed to

reach the prophet by violence, but resolved to overcome him by craft. Terrible as

had been the effect of Jehovah's wrath (ver. 4), the king's conscience was not

stirred. His heart was not touched, though his arm was withered. Hence he did

noi ask the prophet to pray that his sin might be forgiven, but that his arm might

be restored. Immediately after, with a show of civility and gratitude, he invited

him to his house. Clearly this was not in order to honour the prophet, but to

weaken the effect of his message. The people had heard it, and had been moved

by it ; but if they saw the messenger going down in seeming friendship with their

king, this would diminish, perhaps destroy, the effect of his words. Lest this

should happen, the prophet had been forbidden to enter any house. As the repre

sentative of Jehovah, he was to show that God would not dwell amongst the people.

Firmly, therefore, he rejected the invitation of the king, saying, " If thou wilt

give me half thine house, I will not go in with thee, neither will I eat bread nor

drink water in this place," &o. The temptation was resisted ; the victory won.

Give illustrations of similar moral conquests. A young man tempted to impurity

says, " How can I do this great wickedness, and sin against God? " Another site

silent among the scorners, and cannot be induced to join or smile with them, &c.

There are times when we are specially able to resist : e.g., when we come fresh from

the influences of a Christian home ; when we are feeling the impression of an earnest

sermon ; when we are made serious by the death of a dear friend. Under such

influences many obey the command, " Resist the devil, and he will flee from you 1 "

II. That a new temptation was successful. (Read vers. 11—19.) (1) What

were the motives of this old prophet of Bethel f Probably he was not a false

prophet, though these existed ; as tares amongst the wheat, as Judas among the

apostles. Nor must he be charged with the malignant wish to bring this man to

his death. Picture him as one who knew his Lord's will, but did it not. He had

been silent, instead of protesting against the impiety of Jeroboam, and now felt

rebuked by this daring stranger. To entertain him might reinstate him in his own

good opinion, and in the eyes of the people. Hence he gives the invitation, and

when it is resisted another sign of his moral decadence appears, and he tells a lie

about receiving a message from the Lord. (2) How came this temptation to

succeed ? Not improbably there was some self-complacency in one who had just

resisted the king successfully, and a sense of false security which is indicated by his

resting under the terebinth instead of pressing on homewards. Observe here—1.

The conquest of one evil may only bring on the assault of another ; e.g., when

sensuality is repressed, scepticism may arise and prevail. We sometimes forget

that it is not a momentary but a life-long conflict we have to wage. If the

Egyptians are drowned, the Amorites and Canaanites await us. A gross sin fails

to conquer us, but a subtle sin may lead us to bitter bondage. We can never say
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to our soul, " Take thine ease ; " but always, and everywhere, must listen to the

command, " Watch, and pray, lest ye enter into temptation." 2. Lingering near

scenes of temptation may imperil us fatally. Had the prophet not rested he might

not have been overtaken, but would have crossed the border line of the two king

doms. As the moth flutters round the candle, so do some hover about sin. They

read of vices which they think they would never commit, and choose associates

unlike what they mean to be, and yet dare to pray, " Lead us not into temptation."

He who " standeth in the way of sinners," as one half inclined to join them, may at

last " sit in the seat of the scorners," as one who has united with them. " Avoid

it, pass not by it," &c. (Prov. iii. 15).

III. That a trivial act of disoredience was a great sin. It seemed a

small offence to go home with a brother prophet ; but observe that he was in no

doubt as to the will of God. He was not really deceived by that lie about the

angel's message. He knew that he was forbidden to enter any house, and that the

reason for that inhibition was weighty : he knew further that God would not

contradict Himself, or alter His command, yet his sensuous wish for food and rest

prevailed. An act may seem trifling, but the principle involved in it may be

momentous. So it was in Eden. To eat the fruit, or to leave it untouched, might

appear a question of small consideration ; but man's decision of it, " brought death

into the world, and all our woe." It is in trifles that we test the willingness ot our

children's obedience. If they refuse to do an unimportant act because to do it

would be to disobey us, we are more satisfied with their sensitive loyalty than if

the act were notoriously evil. To sin for the sake of a passing pleasure is morally

worse than to sin for the sake of a kingdom, for the temptation is less.

IV. That a tragic punishment was inflicted. (Read vers. 23—25.) Note the

points which marked out this event as the result of God's displeasure, and not of

accident ; e.g., that it was foretold (vers. 21, 22), and that the lion did not kill the

ass, nor eat the dead body. Show how Jesus Christ used the judgments of God, as

recorded in the Old Testament, for purposes of moral and religious instruction. Sin

merits punishment. " We are sure that the judgment of God is according to truth,

against them which commit such things," &c. (Rom. ii. 2—5). In the consciousness

of frequent disobedience let the prayer arise, " God be merciful to me a sinner."

—A. R.

Vers. 20—22.—The Disobedient Prophet. The " old prophet," though here em

ployed as the medium of a Divine message, had acted falsely towards his " brother "

("he lied unto him," ver. 18). The fact that he was content to remain in the land

under the rule ot Jeroboam was against him. As the Levites had been supplanted by

a base priesthood, so the prophets in Israel would seem to be a degenerate race. It

must have aggravated the bitterness of the remorse the " man of God " felt, that

the prophet who had dealt so treacherously with him should be commissioned to

pronounce the Divine sentence on his transgression. His case seems altogether a

hard one. How shall we explain it ? What lessons does it teach ?

I. The inflexirility of a Divine command. The command had been given

clearly and positively (ver. 9), and He who gave it had in no way revoked it. The

reasons for it remained as they were. The man of God greatly erred in giving

more weight to the report of an angelic message delivered to another than to the

clear voice of " the word of the Lord in his own soul. " God is not a man, that he

should lie ; nor the son ofman, that he should repent " (Num. xxiii. 19), and His com

mands can be abrogated only by others that are equally explicit and authoritative.

II. The danger of parleying with the tempter. The integrity of the man of

God was imperilled as soon as he began to listen to the persuasion that would lead

him astray. The first deliverances of conscience are generally right, and we run

great moral risk when we begin to question them. He who had resisted the allure

ments of the king yields to those of the seeming prophet. Moral evil is always

most fascinating when it assumes a sacred disguise, and the false " prophet " is the

most plausible and dangerous of all tempters.

III. The guilt of disonedience. " To obey is better than sacrifice," Ac.
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(1 Sam. xv. 22, 23). The spirit of disobedience is the root of all practical iniquity.

" By one man's disobedience many were made sinners" (Rom. v. 19). A seemingly

trifling offence may thus, especially under certain circumstances, have an important

meaning, and entail fatal consequences out of all proportion to its outward form.

It is on this principle, that every act of wilful wrong is a violation of the spirit of

obedience, that St. James says, " Whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet

offend in one point, he is guilty of all" (James ii. 10).

IV. The temporal penalties that follow the sin even of good men. The

" man of God " may have been at heart a true prophet, and may have received in

another world the eternal reward of the true prophet; but his transgression involved

him in a violent death, and he was denied the privilege, so much desired by every

Hebrew, of having his body laid in the " sepulchre of his fathers." Sin may be

pardoned and yet punished. The temporal penalty may be inflicted though Divine

mercy cancels the eternal. David's sin is forgiven, but his child must die (2 Sam.

xii. 13, 14). Christ is "the propitiation for our sins," and His blood " cleanseth us

from all sin," but He promises us no immunity from the ill effects, the shame and

loss and pain and sorrow in which our sin may in this world involve us.—W.

Vers. 11, 12.— The Tempter. I. The Profhet's sin and doom. Evil is never

wanting in emissaries. It finds them among the so-called followers of God as well

as in the world. This was—1. a prophet. The possession of privileges does not

ensure salvation. Balaam took the wages of unrighteousness. " Many will say to

me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name ? " &c. Is

our own life on a level with the place God has given us ? If not, we may be

among those whose influence and suggestions place stumbling-blocks in the

path of God's children. 2. He dwelt at Bethel, without testifying against its

sin, and unmoved by fear of God's judgment. How many who know God's will

and have declared it to others remain in Bethel still ! 3. His instant resolve. The

very story of the prophet's obedience led him to tempt the man of God. His own

religion was not like this, and this must therefore be either hypocrisy or delusion.

Had the king's request not been mode publicly it might have been acceded to.

There must be a weak point somewhere, and he will try to find it. Lower life is

ever suspicious of a higher, and is anxious to prove that it is not higher. The

prophets in Bethel are ever on the watch to break the credit of the men of God

from Judah. Is thine the spirit of the learner or of the scomer? Does the higher

life judge thee and fill thee with desire to press upward, or only with angry sus

picion and desire to show it is no better than thine own ? They who are of the

wicked prophet's spirit still do his work.

II. The fall of the man of God, 1. How the tempter found him. He sat,

weary and faint, resting under the shadow of the tree. The invitation to eat bread

had more power there than before in Bethel. The tempter knows his opportunity.

In times of weakness and need we should hide ourselves in the joy and strength of

God. 2. The weapons he uses. When an appeal to appetite fails, he professes his

oneness with him and uses falsehood. " I am a prophet also as thou art, and an

angel spake unto me," &c. To eat bread in Bethel with a prophet did not seem

quite the same thing as eating with the idolatrous king ; nor does fellowship with

those who profess to know God, but yet remain in communion with the world, seem

the same thing as fellowship with the world itself. It is thus that the testimony of

the Church against idolatry and iniquity has so largely ceased. And then there is

Scripture for every concession. " An angel spake unto me . . . but he lied unto

him." A worldly Church ensnares where the world itself cannot. 3. The fatal

neglect. God was as near to him as He could be to his tempter, and he might have

inquired of Hun. But in the weakness of the flesh he desired to have it so. There

is only one preservative from spiritual shipwreck—a sincere desire to know what

the Lord saith, and a determination to follow that only.

III. His doom. (Vers. 20—22.) 1. It was uttered as he sat at meat. Conviction

found him in his sin, and the food he had desired became as wormwood and gall to

him. 2. It came from the lips of his seducer. We do not rise in the world's estima
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tion through compliance with its desires. As God used the lying prophet so will

He use the men of the world for the humbling of those who yield before their

temptations. 3. The penalty. Death in the land where he had sinned. His

carcase, buried in Bethel, declared the truth his obedience should have impressed.

God will judge His unfaithful servants. If not glorified in their service, He will be

glorified m their punishment.—J. U.

Vers. 28—84.—Judgment and its result. I. Mercy displayed in the mtdst

of judoment. The sin may have been forgiven though the chastisement fell.

1. His body was preserved from dishonour. The lion's ferocity was bridled; the

prophet's body was neither eaten nor torn ; he guarded the remains from the fowls

of the air and the beasts of the field. (1) Though God chastises His erring people,

He will not utterly cast them away. (2) The fiercest instruments of His vengeance

can go only so far as He permits them. 2. The message he had borne received

added weight by his punithment. In his humiliation God was exalted. The

circumstances showed that the blow was from the hand of God, and the question

was no doubt raised in many a heart, if the Lord has so punished His servant's

error, what will Israel's' judgment be? 3. He still preached in his grave. He

was buried near the altar, and over his tomb was graven the story of his mission

and his fate (2 Kings xxiii. 17).

II. The punishment of unfaithfulness. When all has been said that can

be of the attendant mercy, the judgment still stands out in terribleness. The

prophet still preached, but the cry came up from the dark pathway of death.

His place was not among the vessels of mercy, but among the vessels of wrath. If

we eat in idolatrous Bethel, even though it be in ignorance, God's hand will find us.

He punishes now in spiritual leanness, and that again leads to deeper judgment ;

in the falling away of our children into indifference and worldliness and sin, and

will not God demand their blood at our hand ? God will have perfect compliance

in regard to the conduct of His own worship ; He demands " a pure offering."

Are we making His word our only law? Whose altar are we serving, Jehovah's or

Jeroboam's ?

III. Bethel's answer to God's warnings. 1. The prophet's fear. (1) He

owned God's servant. He cared for his body, mourned over him with the cry,

" Alas my brother I " placed him in his own tomb and had his own bones laid beside

those of the man of God. (2) He lifted up again God's testimony (ver. 82). The

beginning of a better thing in Bethel is ever after this fashion : the honouring God's

servants, cleaving to them, and continuing their work. 2. The king's unconcern.

We are not told that he did anything worse than he hod done before ; he simply

"returned not from his evil way." And this became sin to his house, to out it off

and to destroy it, &c. To bring upon ourselves God's judgments we need do no

more than turn a deaf ear to His warnings.—J. U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIV. 1—20.

The death or Jeroroam's son.—The

protest of the prophet of Judah, the signs

which supported it, and above all the

solemn visitation, with its strange portents,

which straightway followed it, having alike

failed to arrest Jeroboam (ch. xiii. 33) in

his high-handed and shameless depravation

of the true religion, we now read of the

retribution which came upon his family, and

which began with the sickness and death of

his firsthorn. We can hardly regard this

as a part of the disoipline designed to

reform the king, and so avert the schism,

for the narrative distinctly conveys the im

pression that Jeroboam's day of grace was

past, and that judgment was already begun.

Moreover, these events would seem to belong

to a much later period thau that of which

the preceding chapter treats—a period,

indeed, not far distant from the close of

Jeroboam's reign. He then heard, as was

fitting, from the venerable prophet who had
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been God's messenger to announce to him

his future reign oyer the ten tribes, that the

death of the youth whom he had destined

to succeed him was but the beginning of

sorrows, and foreshadowed the speedy and

shameful extinction of his family (ver. 14).

He too, like Solomon, has sown to the

wind and now reaps to the whirlwind. This

section is omitted in the Vat. LXX.

Ver. 1.—At that time [or about (3) that

time. The king is now settled at Tirzah

(ver. 17). In ch. xii. 25 we left him resid

ing at Shechem. The time referred to is

that somewhat indefinite period mentioned

in oh. xiii. vers. 33, 34. These opening

words clearly connect the sickness with

Jeroboam's impenitence. What led the king

to move his Court to Tirzah, Shechem

being, as we have already seen, not only

the capital of Ephraim, but " the natural

capital of Palestine," " its central situa

tion, its accessibility, and its wonderfully

fine water supply" giving it " advantages

not enjoyed by any other city in the land"

(Conder), we are not told ; but it is in

teresting and instructive to find that it has

one conspicuous disadvantage as a capital,

viz., that it is "commanded by a hill on

either side so close to the town, that the

old geographer, Marino Sanuto, in the four

teenth century, considers the place to be

untenable by any military force, because

stones might be rolled down upon the

houses, from either Ebal or Gerizim"

(Conder, p. 16. Cf. Judg. ix. 36). It is very

probable that this consideration suggested

the transfer, of which Ewald despaired of dis

covering the cause (" Hist. Israel," iv. 23)]

Abijah [Rawlinson sees in the name, which

means "Jehovah is his father," an indication

that Jeroboam "did not intend to desert the

worship of Jehovah." But the name was

probably bestowed long before the schism,

possibly in Egypt. It is more likely that

it connects itself, if with anything, with the

message of Jehovah to him (ch. xi. 28). But

the name was not uncommon—it was borne

by a son of Rehoboam (ver. 31 ; compare

Ahijah, below), and inferences from names

most necessarily be precarious] the son of

Jeroboam fell sick. [The historian un

doubtedly means us to see the finger of God

in this sickness. This was one of the

penalties of disobedience (Dent, xxviii. 22,

58—61 ; Exod. xxiii. 25] .

Ver. 2.—And Jeroboam said to his wife

[Conscious that his proceedings would merit

Ahijah's reproof, he is afraid to go in per

son. And his wife—if in this particular we

may trust the LXX., an Egyptian princess—

could be more readily disguised. The com

mission was too delicate to be entrusted to

a stranger. " None might know it but his

own bosom, and she that lay in it" (Bp.

Hall). Jeroboam evidently suspected that

this sickness was punitive, and he would

not have others think so too] , Arise, I pray

thee, and disguise [lit., change. The word

suggests that the disguise was to be effected

by a change of garments. " She must put

off her robes and put on a russet coat" (ib.)

Possibly the queen was not unknown to

the prophet (ver. 4)] thyself, that thou

[Observe the archaio form 'fly for F1S<*

which latter the Keri would substitute, quite

needlessly, here] be not known [Heb. and

they (i.e., those whom she met, not the

prophet only) shall not know that thou art,

otc.] to be the wife of Jeroboam ; and get

thee to ShUoh [the modern Seiliin. "There

is no site in the country fixed with greater

certainty than that of Shiloh" (Conder,

p. 44. See Judg. xxi. 19). The identifica

tion, however, was only effected in 1838.

Conder gives some interesting particulars

which lead him to believe that we can

identify the very site of the tabernacle.

For its history, see Josh. xvi. 5 ; xviii.

1—10 ; Judg. xviii. 31 ; xxi. 19 ; 1 Sam. iv.

3; Jer. xli. 5. Presuming that Tirzah is

to be identified with Teiasir (see on ver. 17)

Shiloh would bo over thirty miles' distant- -

more than a day's journey to the queen, as

the road involves some toilsome climbing] :

behold, there Is Ahijah the prophet [see on

ch. xi. 29. Shiloh was probably the birth

place, as well as the residence, of Ahijah.

It was in the territory of Ephraim (Josh,

xvi. 6), and at no great distance from Bethel.

We can only explain Ahijah's contmued

residence there, after the migration of the

God-fearing Israelites to the southern king

dom, not by his great age, but by the sup

position that, having been concerned in the

transfer of the kingdom to Jeroboam, he

felt it a duty to stay and watch his career.

And the time has now come when he can

be useful. His relations with Jeroboam

had apparently so far been good. He had

not protested, so far as we know, against

the calf-worship, but then God had sent

another prophet to do that] , which told me

that I should be king [Heb. he spake of me

for king] over this people. [So that he

had already proved himself a true prophet,

and so far a prophet of good.]

Ver. 3.—And take with thee [Heb. in

thine hand] ten loaves [Ten would seem

to have been a usual number (1 Sam. xvil

18). On the subject of gifts or fees to pro

phets, judges, Ac, see on ch. xiii. 7] , and

cracknels [or cakes, as marg. The original

word D^j?} pvpugit) means "pricked,"

or " spotted." It is the word translated
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" mouldy " in Josh. ix. 5, 12, where Ge-

senius would render " crumbs." Mouldy

bread would hardly be taken as a present.

These cakes, according to the LXX., Cod.

Alex., were for the prophet's children] and

a cruse [i.e., leather bottle. p3?3 Bakbilk,

is clearly an onomatopoetic word, suggested

by the bubbling noise of liquids in empty

ing] of honey [Spices and other delicacies

were often given as presents, and honey

was a special product of the country (Exod.

iii. 8 ; Deut. viii. 8 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 29. The

honey sent by Jacob to Joseph was prob

ably " honey of grapes"). The present

was purposely a poor one, for the Bake of

maintaining the deception ; i.e., it was a

part of the disguise] , and go to him : he

shall tell thee what shall become of [Heb.

be to] the child. [At first it strikes us as

strange that Jeroboam merely asks what the

result will be. He does not petition, that is

to eay, as in ch xiii. 6, for a cure. But we

find the same peculiarity, which some would

explain by the fatalism of the East, in 2

Kings i 2, and ch. viii. 9, In the present

instance, however, no such explanation is

needed. For (1) Jeroboam could hardly

ask a favour of a prophat of Jehovah, or

hope that it would be granted if he did, and

(2) if, as ho feared, the sickness was judi

cial, it would be useless to ask for healing.

The infatuation which insisted on a dis

guise for the purpose of deceiving the pro

phet, who nevertheless was believed to be

able to divine the issue of the sickness, is

very characteristic, and has had many

parallels since.

Ver. 4.—And Jeroboam's wife did so, and

arose, and went to Shiloh, and came [prob

ably on the second day] to the house of

Ahijah. But [rather Mow] Ahijah could not

see ; for his eyes were set [Heb. stood. Same

word as in 1 Sam. iv. 15. Cf Gen. xxvii. 1.

In amaurosis the pupil is set, and does not

contract with the light. A partial para

lysis of the optio nerve is common in ex

treme old age] by reason of his age. [Heb.

for hoariness, i.e. old age.]

Ver. 5.—And the Lord said unto Ahijah [the

attempted deceit was frustrated by a direct

revelation, the same which disclosed the fate

of the child. "God laughs in heaven at the

frivolous fetchesof crafty politicians" (Hall)].

Behold, the wife of Jeroboam cometh to

ask a thing of thee for her son [or con

cerning ^x, properly " to," ad, has themean-

ing of de, after verbs of speaking. Cf. Gen.

xx. 2; 1 Sam. iv. 19, *c.; Jcr. xl. 16-

Gesenius remarks on the similar use of

f if in the New Testament : Acts ii, 25 ;

Eph. v. 32] ; for he Is sick : thus and thus

[cf. Judg. xviii. 4 ; 2 Sam. xi. 25. nt is a

form of n'XT] shalt thou say unto her,

for it shall be, when she cometh In, that

she shall feign herself to be another woman

[Heb. make herself strange],

Ver. 6. And it was so, when Ahijah

heard the sound [Heb. voice] of her feet

as she came In _HX3 should strictly be

plural, in agreement with n^31 feet. It is

in the singular, probably because the writer

is thinking of the woman. But see Ewald,

317 a, and cf. 1 Sam. iv. 15] at [Heb. in]

the door, that he said, Come In, thou wife

of Jeroboam ; why felgnest thou thyself to

be another? [Heb. makest thyself strange,

as in ver. 5] for [the Heb. "and" brings

out the meaning much better, which is,

"Thou art cleverly playing a part, and I

all the while have a message," Ac.] I am

sent to thee with heavy [same word as in

ch. xii. 13 ; there translated rough] tidings.

[Heb. omits. For the construction see

Ewald, 284 c.]

Ver. 7.—Go, tell Jeroboam, Thus saith

the Lord God of Israel, Forasmuch as I

exalted thee from among the people [com

pare 2 Sam. xii. 8 ; Psa. lxxviii. 70 ; 1

Kings xvi. 2] , and made thee prince over my

people Israel [God still claims dominion

over Israel, despite the schism. They are

still His people, and He is still their God],

Ver. 8.—And rent [same word as in the

former prophecy of Ahijah, ch. xi. 30, 31]

the kingdom away from the house of David,

and gave it thee : and yet thou hast not

been as my servant David [who had been

proposed to Jeroboam as his example, ch. xi.

38. This name, as that of a prince of the

rival house, would now be almost hateful to

Jeroboam], who kept my commandments,

and who followed me with all his heart

[cf. ch. xi. 33, 38 ; xv. 5] , to do that only

which was right in mine eyes ;

Ver. 9.—But hast done evil above all

that were before thee [perhaps preceding

kings are not meant, so much as judges—

judices et dttcrs Israelis (Le Clerc). Kings,

however, are not excluded. Both Saul and

Solomon had sinned (1 Sam. passim ; 1

Kings xi. 5, 6), though neither had set np

an organized idolism and " made Israel to

sin "] : for thou hast gone and made thee

other gods [in defiance of the decalogne

(Exod. xx. 4j. Jeroboam, no donbt, in

sisted that his calves were not idols, but

cherubic symbols. But God does not recog

nize this distinction. Practically they were

"other gods," and so they are here called

derisively], and molten images [the word

is used of the golden calf, Exod. xxxii. 4, 8.

See also Exod. xxxiv. 17; Deut. ix. 12;

Judg. xvii. 3, 4. The " other gods " and the

" molten images " are but two names for
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the same thing, viz., the calves of Bethel

and Dan], to provoke me to anger [This

was the result, not, of course, the object of

Jeroboam's idolatrous worship], and hast

cast me [The order of the Hebrew stamps

the " me" as emphatic, " and me hast thou

cast, Aa] behind thy back [This strong ex

pression only occurs here and in Ezek.

xxiii. 35. It forcibly expresses Jeroboam's

contemptuous disregard of God's revealed

will. In Psa. 1. 17, Neh. ix. 26, we have

somewhat similar phrases] :

Ver. 10.—Therefore, behold, I will bring

evil upon the house [The punishment fell

on the house (eh. xv. 29), not, however, to

the exclusion of the prime offender (2 Chron.

xiii. 20 ; cf. ch. xxi. 29). The reader will

observe that the judgments denounced

against Jeroboam's sin, like all those of the

Old Testament, are temporal. The recom

pense to come is completely ignored. These

severe retributions are calculated and pro

portioned precisely as if there were no here

after] of Jeroboam, and will cut off from

Jeroboam him that plsseth against the

wall [This phrase, which Rawlinson observes

is confined to the period from David to Jehu,

is by him, and generally, understood to

mean " every male." (It is found in 1 Sam.

xxv. 22 ; 1 Kings xvi. 11 ; xxi. 21 ; and 2

Kings ix. 8.) But it is noteworthy, as

Gesenius has remarked, that this is not a

habit of Eastern men. Every traveller in

Egypt will confirm the remark of Herodotus

(ch. ii. 35) on this subject, and the same

applies to Palestine ; i.e., the men sit down

for this purpose, covered with their garments

(Judg. lii. 21 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 3). Some,

consequently, have been led to suppose that

the reference is to the dog, but animals

would hardly share in the destruction of

the royal house. Gesenius is probably

right when he interprets it of boys. Thus

understood, it lends additional meaning to

the passages where it occurs. It expresses

extermination, root and branch, man and

boy] , and him that Is shut up and left In

Israel [A proverbial expression (Deut. xxxii.

36 ; 1 Kings xxi. 21 ; 2 Kings ix. 8), and

involving some play upon words. It

evidently means " men of all kinds," but as

to the precise signification of the terms

' ' shut up " and " left," there has been much

difference of opinion, some (1) interpreting

them to mean respectively married and single

so Keil, al.) ; others (2) frond and free

Gesen, al.) ; others (3) precious and vile;

and others again (4) minors and those of age.

(So Biihr, " All the male descendants, even

the minors, were threatened with destruc

tion.") On the whole perhaps (2) is pre

ferable] , and will take away the remnant

(Heb. "exterminate after" (Gesen.) or

"sweep after" (Keil). The first rendering

is the more literal. The " after " is ex

plained, not as Bahr (" as often as a new

scion arises I will tako it away "), but by the

fact that one who expels another follows

after him (Gesen.)] of the house of Jero

boam, as a man taketh away dung [cf. 2

Kings ix. 37 ; Job xx. 7 ; Jer. viii. 2 ; ix.

22 ; xvi. 4. This word expresses the loathing

and contempt with which they would be

treated] , till it be all gone.

Ver. 11.—Him that dleth of Jeroboam

[Heb. to Jeroboam, i.e., belonging to, of the

house of. "Of Jeroboam," conveys the

idea of his seed. It is possible that his wife

shared in the general doom], In the city

Bhall the dogs eat ; and him that dleth In

the field shall the fowls of the air [Heb.

heavens, as in Gen. i. 26 ; ii. 19 ; vii. 23, Ac.]

eat [This was a terrible threat to a Jew—

that the dead body should fall a prey to

dogs and wild beasts. Cf. Psa. lxxix. 2 ;

Jer. vii. 33 ; xvi. 4 ; xxxiv. 20 ; Ezek. xxix.

5, Ac. For him it had a factitious horror,

because of the threatening of Deut. xxviii.

26; cf. Rev. xix. 17, 18. It was, there

fore, the climax of disgrace and misfortune ;

the greatest dishonour that could be offered

to the dust and to the memory. Hence the

threat of David (1 Sam. xvii. 46 ; cf. ver.

44) ; henco the devotion of Rizpah (2 Sam.

xxi. 10), and the complaint of the Psalmist

(Psa. lxxix. 2). Cf. Homer, Uiad i. 4, 5.

'* Whoso limbs, anburied on the naked shore,
Devouring dogs and hungry vultures tore.''

Dogs, it is well known, are the scavengers of

Eastern cities. They exist there in great

numbers, and in a semi-savage state, and

the carcases of animals and carrion of all

sorts are left for them to consume, which

they do most effectually, roaming the streets

all night (Psa. lix. 6, 14) in search of garbage.

Vultures and other birds of prey perform a

similar office in the open country (Job xxxix.

29, 30 ; Matt. xxiv. 28)] : for the Lord hath

spoken it.

Ver. 12.—Arise thon therefore, get thee

to thine own house : and when thy feet

enter into the city, the child [Heb. then

the child. This is the force of the 1] shall

die. [This was " the sign that the Lord

hath spoken" (ch. xiii. 3). The death of

the child at the precise moment of the

return should serve as an earnest and fore

taste of the doom just denounced.]

Ver. 13.—And all Israel shall mourn for

tiim [no doubt he was heir to the throne]

and bury Mm [mentioned to heighten the

contrast. He should be the one exception

to the rule of ver. 11] : for he [Heb. this]

only of Jeroboam shall come to the grave,

because in him there is found [Heb. was

(

(
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found] some [Heb. a] good thing [The

idea is not merely that he was an amiable

youth, but the words imply some degree of

piety, and almost suggest that he dissented

from his father's ecclesiastical policy. "The

Rabbins have a fable* that he disobeyed his

father's command to hinder people travel

ling to Jerusalem to keep the feasts, and

that he even removed obstructions in the

road" (Biihr)] toward the Lord God of

Israel In the house of Jeroboam.

Ver. 14. —Moreover [Heb. and] the Lord

shall raise him up a king over Israel, who

shall cut off the house of Jeroboam [for the

fulfilment, see ch. xv. 29] that day : but

what ? even now. [Rawlinson only ex

presses a general feeling when he says that

" no satisfactory sense can be obtained from

the Hebrew text," and suggests that it is

corrupt or defective. The passage, no

doubt, is ono of extreme difficulty, and in

asmuch as the MSS. and Versions lend us

no aid to its interpretation, affords scope for

conjecture. The explanation I venture to

submit may, I hope, contribute—it can

hardly do more—to the elucidation of the

text. I observe that in ver. 13 nt is used of
V

Abijah, " this one alone," Ac. I assume that

it has the same import here, viz., " this one

to-day," i.e., "this one dies or is cut off

to-day,"Di'nbeing understood,as constantly,

adverbially, = hodie (see, e.g.. Gen. iv. 14;

xxii. 14 ; 1 Kings ii. 24). It would be a

natural reflection to the prophet who had

just been speaking of the excision of the

house of Jeroboam, " one perishes to-day,

judgment is already begun," i.e. As to the

rest, for nFiy I would read nflX, which had

practically the same sound, and for which,

consequently, ilFiy is sometimes substituted

by the transcriber, as in ch. i. 18, 20, and

understand " And what wilt thou also do ? "

i.e., what will become of thee also ? It is

quite possible (ver. 11) that Jeroboam's wife

perished in the wholesale destruction of his

house, as it is clear from the severe punish

ment assigned to her (ver. 12) that she must

have shared in his sin. The readiness with

which she lent herself to this deceit (ver. 4)

also favours the supposition that she had

approved his policy. She would then have

survived her husband only two years.

Keil's explanation, " cut off the house of

Jeroboam this day," appears contrary to

actual fact, while to interpret " that day "

(with the A. V.) is contrary to Hebrew

grammar.]

Ver. 15—For [Heb. And. The prophet

now proceeds to state the share of the

people in the punishment. They had

acquiesced in the wicked innovations of

Jeroboam and had joined in the worship of

the calves] the Lord shall smite Israel, u

a reed [nj|3 xdwa, canna, cane] is shaken

[The construction is pregnant, viz. , " shall

smite Israel so that it shall be shaken as a

reed," &e. (cf. Luke vii. 24). " The imajre is

very striking, for Israel was brought so low

that every political influence bore it along "

(Thcnius)] In the water, and he shall root

up [same word as in Deut. xxix. 28 ; Jcr.

xxiv. 6] Israel ont of this good land, which

he gave to their fathers, and shall scatter

them beyond the river [i.e., the Euphrates ;

see on ch. iv. 24. This is the first clear

prophecy of the captivity foreshadowed by

Moses (Deut. iv. 27 ; xxviii. 25, 36. 63, 64),

and by Solomon (ch. viii. 46—50). For

its fulfilment, see 2 Kings xvii. 6 ; xviii.

11, Ac.], because they have made their

groves [Heb. their Asherahs, i.e, images of

Astarte. The translation " grove " after the

LXX. akooc, Vulg. lucus, is now abandoned.

It is clear some sort of idol is intended by

the term. This is evident from ver. 23,

where it is said the Asherahs (A.V. grovei)

were built " under every green tree " (cf. 2

Kings xvii. 10) ; from ch. xv. 13 (where see

note) ; from 2 Kings xxiii. 6, wliioh tells

how Josiah " brought ont the Asherahs out

of the house of the Lord," and from the

connexion in which the word is found with

" molten images, carved images," Ac. (ver.

23 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 19 ; xxxiv. 3, 4 ; cf.

also Jndg. iii. 7 ; 1 Kings xviii. 19). They

were doubtless effigies of Ashtorcth, made

of wood (Deut. vii. 5 ; cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 6),

planted erect in the ground (Deut. xvi. 21),

and were consecrated to her impure and

revolting worship. It is clear from this

passage that the frightful impurities of the

Canaanitish races had subsisted in the new

kingdom by the side of the new sacra. They

had probably revived under Jeroboam's rule,

having apparently been in abeyance since

the time of Gideon] , provoking the Lord to

anger. [Ch. xiv. 22; xv. 30; xxi. 22; 2

Kings xvii. 11, 17 ; xxii. 17 ; Deut. iv. 25 ;

xxxii. 16, 21 ; Judg. ii. 12 ; Psa. lxxviii. 58.

Ver. 16.—And he shall [or, that he should]

give Israel up because of the sins of Jero

boam, who did sin, and who made Israel

to sin. [These words became almost a for

mula (ch. xv. 33, 34 ; xvi. 2, 19, Ac.)]

Ver. 17.—And Jeroboam's wife arose, and

departed, and came [possibly she lingered

for some time on the road, dreading to

return] to Tlrzah [Identified by Robinson

and Van de Velde (Narrative, ii. 334, 335),

with Telluzah, or Taluse, a place in the

mountains, six miles north of Shechem.

See Josh. xii. 24. Both these writers admit,

however, that if this is indeed Tirzah, "all

traces of royalty have disappeared." " With

the exoeption of a few sepulchral caves,
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subterranean granaries, wells, and old

hewn stones, nothing of ancient Tirzah

remains in Taluse." Conder recognizes the

name in the modem Teiatir—a village near

Jezreel, in the Great Plain—which " con

tains the exact letters of the Hebrew

word, though the two last radicals are

interchanged in position." " The beauty

of the position, . . . the ancient remains,

and the old main road from the place to

Shechem seem to agree well with the idea

of its having once been a capital " (" Tent-

work," p. 57). Some of its " numerous

rock-cut sepulchres," he thinks, may be the

tombs of the early kings of Israel. It was

famed for its beauty (Cant. vi. 4), and for

this reason, perhaps, among others (see on

ver. 1) was selected by Jeroboam for his

residence. It is not certain that it had

taken the place of Shechem as the political

capital] : and when she came [the Hebrew is

much more graphic. " She came to . . .

and the child died "] to the threshold of

the door [Heb. house], the child died. [This

statement seems at first sight to contradict

that of ver. 12, which says the ohild should

die as she entered the city. But the palace

may have been on the edge of the city

(Bawl.), or the " city " may have been little

more than the palace.]

Ver. 18.—And they burled him [see on

ver. 13] ; and all Israel mourned for him,

according to the word of the Lord, which

he spake by the hand [see on ch. ii. 25] of

his servant Ahljali the prophet. [It was

a token of the righteous judgment of God

that the same prophet who announced

Jeroboam's exaltation predicted his fall.]

Ver. 19.—And the rest of the acts of

Jeroboam, how he warred [see ver. 30 ;

2 Chron. xiii. 2], and how he reigned, be

hold, they are written In the book of the

chronicles of the kings of Israel. [As to

this work, see Introduction, Section VI.

The exact title is " the book of the words

(or matters) of the days," i.e., the record of

daily occurrences.]

Ver. 20.—And the days which Jeroboam

reigned were two and twenty years [Bahr

remarks that the exploits of this long reign

find no mention in Scripture ; the historian

dwells exclusively on the sin, the conse

quences of which were of so much greater

moment] : and he slept with his fathers

[Jeroboam's end would appear to have been

untimely. After hiB defeat by Abijah, we

are told, " the Lord struck him, and he

died," which may either mean that he died

by a lingering disease (2 Chron. xxi. 18, 19)

or more suddenly (2 Sam. xii. 15), but which

certainly implies that he died "by the

visitation of God." I have suggested else

where (Homil. Quart. IV., p. 257) that the

" stroke " was not improbably his son's

death, which was at once so tragical and

such a bitter foretaste of judgment to come.

He may have " warred and reigned " (ver.

19) after this event. He may also have

steadily drooped to his grave] , and Nadab

his son reigned In his stead.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—20.—Abijah and Ahijah. Perhaps there is no single section of this

book more full of lessons, and lessons of the most varied kind, than this. Let us

try to gather something of what God has strawed with so liberal a hand.

1. " At that time (ver. 1) "—the time of ch. xiii. 83. The sickness of the child

distinctly connects itself with the father's persistence in sin (see Deut. vii. 15 ;

xxviii. 22, 61). The hard and impenitent heart treasures to itself wrath (Rom. ii. 5).

Warnings (ch. xiii.) have been unheeded : it is now the time for judgment. " If we

sin wilfully,'' Sto. (Heb. x. 26, 27). Deus habet suas horas et moras. As " the

fulness of time " gave us a Redeemer, so it will give us a Judge.

2. "Abijah, the son of Jeroboam, fell sick" (i6.) Observe—(1) The pious son

sickened, and died ; the impenitent father and the worthless brother lived." Then

sickness is no invariable proof of God's displeasure. " Behold, he whom thou

lovest is sick " (John xi. 8 ; cf. Heb. xii. 6). " Whom the gods love, die young."

The fable of Ganymede is full of significance.

" Te rapuit coelum, tales nam gaudet habere

Illustres animas degeneresque fugit."

" Tis ever thus, 'tis ever thus with all that's best below,

The dearest, noblest, loveliest are always first to go ;

The bird that sings the sweetest, the pine that crowns the rock,

The glory of the garden, the flower of the flock.
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" 'Tis ever thus, 'tis ever thus with creatures heavenly fair,

Too finely framed to bide the brant more earthly creatures bear ;

A little while they dwell with us, blest ministers of love,

Then spread their wings we had not seen, and seek their home above."

See also Longfellow's poem of " The Reaper and the Flowers." (2) Sickness

spares none. " Neither his dignity as a prince, nor his age as a young prince, nor

his interest with heaven as a pious prince could exempt him from sickness " (M.

Henry). As to the purpose of sickness, see Homiletics, pp. 12, 13. Perhaps this

child, in whom was some good thing, only needed the discipline of sickness to make

him fruitful in every good work. " After ye have suffered awhile, make you perfect,"

itc. (1 Peter v. 10). (3) The sickness of his son, while it was a judgment on Jero-

beam, was a warning to Israel. " A cloud and darkness " to the one ; it gave light

to the other (Exod. xiv. 20).

* ' Let us be patient 1 These severe afflictions

Not from the ground arise,

But oftentimes celestial benedictions

Assume this dark disguise."

8. " Get thee to Shiloh " (ver. 2). But Shiloh was not one of his sanctuaries.

Why not to Bethel ? There were his priests and prophets (see on ch. xxii. 6). But

Jeroboam only does what many more have done since. He has one religion for

health, another for sickness. Like Joab, he turns in adversity to the altar which

he scorned in prosperity. He would fain share the consolations of those to whose

admonitions he never listened. This sending to Ahijah is one result of the sickness

of Abijah.

" ' There is no God,' the foolish saith,

But none, ' there is no sorrow ; '

And nature oft, in time of need,

The cry of faith will borrow.

Eyes that the preacher could not school

By wayside graves are raised,

And lips say, 'God be pitiful,'

Which ne'er said, ' God be praised.' "

4. " There is Ahijah the prophet " (ib.) Whom he has never troubled since the

day when " he spake of him for king " (ch. xi. 31). " Yet did not the chief butler

remember Joseph, but forgat him" (Gen. xl. 31). The ministers of Christ may

well be content if they are sent for in times of sorrow and sickness. " Lord, in

trouble have they visited thee " (Isa. xxvi. 16). We think scorn of those who only

come near us when they want something. But how often do we serve God thus ?

5. "Disguise thyself, that thou be not known to be the wife of Jeroboam " (t&.)

Was ever grosser infatuation than this ? Jeroboam, the most astute of politicians,

the Machiavelli of the Old World, thinks that a prophet who can peer into futurity

cannot penetrate his flimsy disguises. It never occurs to him that " the seer " can

see through a woman's veil. Ahithophel is not the only statesman whose wistlom

has been turned into foolishess (2 Sam. xv. 31). What an illustration does this

history afford of that saying of the Temanite, " He taketh the wise in their own

craftiness " (Job v. 13 ; 1 Cor. iii. 19).

6. "He shall tell thee what shall become of the child" (ver. 8). A strange

object for such a journey. It is not, " what to do for the child ; " still less, " what to

do for the sin ; " but simply, what should be the issue of the sickness. But that, time

would show. It needed no ghost, no prophet to declare that. Che sara sara.

Probably Jeroboam despaired of obtaining more. There are petitions " which for

our unworthiness we dare not ask." Despair is not uncommonly the end of

presumption. " Sin makes such a strangeness between God and man, that the

guilty heart either thinks not of suing to God, or fears if (Bp. Hall). Or was it

fatalism prompted this inquiry? It has often been remarked that unbelief and
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superstition are very near of kin. Man cannot divest himself of all belief. Head

and heart alike "abhor a vacuum." Those who will not believe in one God shall

be the victims of strong delusions, and shall believe a lie (2 Thess. ii 11).

" Hear the just law, the judgment of the skies,

He that hates truth shall Le the dupe of lies ;

And he that will be cheated to the last,

Delusions strong as hell shall bind him fast."

Witness Julian the Apostate, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Robert Owen, and many

more. The Chinese people the air with demons and spirits of the dead. Infidel

France thinks it unlucky to travel on a Friday. " There was never wicked man

that was not infatuate " (Hall).

7. " His eyes were set " (ver. 4). Yet " having his eyes open " (Num. xxiv. 4).

Reason is " the candle of the Lord." Revelation is a "light to the feet, and a lamp

to the path." Inspiration is as " eyes to the blind." " Visions of the Almighty

need not bodily eyes, but are rather favoured by the want of them " (Henry). The

eye is but the instrument of vision. Eyes of flesh are not the organs of the spirit.

8. "I am sent to thee with heavy tidings" (ver. 6). Compare Ezek. xiv. 4.

" I the Lord will answer him that cometh according to the multitude of his idols."

Heavy tidings for heavy transgression. The sentence should be proportionate to

the sin. " Whatsoever a man soweth," &c.

9. " / exalted thee from among the people " (ver. 7). It was Jeroboam's abuse

of the singular favours he had received, and his forgetfulness of Divine benefits,

that so much enhanced his sin. Cf. ch. xi. 9 ; 1 Sam. xv. 17 (" When thou wast

little in thine own sight ") ; 2 Sam. xii. 8, 9 ; Psa. lxxiiL 10 (" Took him from the

sheepfolds," &c.) ; Luke xii. 48 (" Unto whomsoever much is given," &c.) ; to., x. 15

("Exalted to heaven, thrust down to hell"). It is well to remember the rock

whence we were hewn, and the hole of the pit whence we were digged (Isa. li. 1).

10. " Other gods and molten images " (ver. 9). Men often disguise their sins

under specious names. " Cherubic symbols " was perhaps Jeroboam's name for his

calves. He would not allow that they were images or idols. Josephus happily

reproduces the language he held to his subjects : " I suppose, my countrymen, you

know that every place hath God in it," &c. (Ant. viii. 8. 4). But God calls things

as they really are. Longfellow truly says that " things are not what they seem."

But they are what they seem to the Omniscient.

11. "And rent the kingdom away from the house of David," &c. Note the

contrast between this language and the discourse which Ahijah held with Jeroboam

once before. That meeting was full of promises ; this message is full of upbraid-

ings. Then God declared that He would rend the kingdom ; here He complains

that He has done so, and done so in vain. Then He proposed David as Jeroboam's

pattern—his name is mentioned six times—here He accuses the king of contemning

that example. There He speaks of a " sure house j " here, of " taking away the

remnant of the house," " as a man taketh away dung." Yet " the gifts and calling

of God are without repentance." It is Jeroboam's Bin has made this difference.

12. " I will bring evil on the house of Jeroboam, andwill cut off," &c. Compare

ch. xii. 27. " And they shall kill me." So the very means which Jeroboam took

to secure his throne procured its overthrow. " The engineer is hoist with his own

petard." If he could but have trusted God his kingdom would have lasted. But

he must needs prop it up himself, with rotten supports, and leaning on these he

brought it speedily to the ground.

18. " WJien thy feet enter into the city the child shall dw " (ver. 12). For the

second time does a prophet give Jeroboam a sign the same day. And the second

sign was hardly less significant than the first. For the mother was, in some sense,

the cause of her child's death. Her step on the threshold was the signal for the

severance of his " thin-spun life." It was not only a foretaste, consequently, of the

doom awaiting the entire house ; it was also a shadowing forth of the cause of that

destruction. The sins of the father were visited upon the children.
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14. " And all Israel shall mourn for him " (ver. 13). The most, and the most

genuine, tears are shed over the graves of children. (Is it that many of us, as we

grow older, become less lovely and engaging, less desirable as companions ?) Yet

of this child it might justly have been said, " Weep ye not for the dead, neither

bemoan him " (Jer. xxii. 10). For (1) he was taken away from the evil to come

(ver. 11). (2) He escaped the butchery of Baasha. And he escaped, too, the danger

of contamination and moral ruin. His life was not unduly shortened. Life

is to be measured not by the beats of the pulse, but by the life-work we have

accomplished. " He being made perfect in a short time fulfilled a long time."

" It may le by the calendar of years

You are the elder man ; but 'tis the sun

Of knowledge on the mind's dial shining bright

And ohrouicling deeds aud thoughts that makes true time."

(3) The " good thing toward the Lord God of Israel " was an earnest of better things

to come. " Little faith can enter heaven." " A little grace goes a great way with

great people." " Those that are good in bad times and places shine very bright in

the eyes of God. A good child in the house of Jeroboam is a miracle of Divine

grace " (Henry).

15. " For the Lord shall smite Israel " (ver. 15). For if Jeroboam had " made

Israel to sin," Israel had loved to have it so (ch. xii. 30). He could not have had

his calves and sanctuaries without priests ; and calves, sanctuaries, and priests

would have been useless without worshippers. But as the king, so the people.

Jeroboam was but a sample of many thousands of his subjects. As the chief

offender, he was the first to suffer, and suffered most. But the nation that had

shared his sin must suffer in its measure and turn.

16. " Beyond the river " (ib.) The judgments of God are governed by a lex

talionis. Not only " an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth," but, " Like as ye

have forsaken me, and served strange gods in your land, so shall ye serve strangers

in a land that is not yours " (Jer. v. 19).

17. "And Jeroboam's wife arose, and departed, and came to Tirzah" (ver. 17).

It is hardly possible to realize the horror with which the princess, still wearing

her disguise, heard the doom of her house, and who shall attempt to describe the

agonies of that journey home. Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah (2 Sam. xxi. 10 sqq.),

has been called the Mater Dolorosa of the Old Testament, but the title equally

belongs to Jeroboam's wife. But why, let us ask, does she suffer such things?

Why must this sword pierce her soul ? Was it not because of her share in the sin?

As she is included in the sentence against the house (ver. 11, Heb.), it is probable

that she had aided and abetted her husband in his irreligious and schismatic policy.

And now she must drink of his cup : she must be the first to taste its bitterness ;

she must bring death to one child and tell of disgrace worse than death to the

rest.

18. " And they buried him" (ver. 18). In Tirzah the beautiful (Cant. vi. 4), great

lamentation was made over him. And indeed his seemed to be a case for tears.

The heir to the throne, he was never to ascend it. The possessor of singular gifts

and advantages, he was never to exercise the former or enjoy the latter. Had he

livedi, he might have effected a reformation, and suppressed the calf-worship. But

now the grave closes over him, and he is no more seen. What a proof this of

a life to come ! Otherwise there would be injustice with God, inequality in His

dealings with men. " But the righteous live for evermore, their reward also is

with the Lord." "We fools counted his life madness and his end to be without

honour. How is he numbered among the ohildren of God, and his lot is among

the saints " (Wisdom v. 4, 5, 15).
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—3.—The Impenitent Seeker. The day of judgment will come at the

end of the world, when the heavens and earth shall be burnt up (2 Thess.

ii. 7—10 ; 2 Peter iii. 7). But this has its prelude in a season of judgments which

overtakes the sinner in this life. Jeroboam, having sinned away his day of grace,

had now entered into such a season. But of this he seems to have been doubtful.

Hence learn—

I. That the sinner may re surprised in his season of judgments. 1. That there

are such seasons is evident. (1) Witness the great deluge (Gen. vi. 11—13). Also

the rain of fire on the cities of the plain (Gen. xix. 13). The overthrow of nations.

Signal visitations upon notorious sinners (Exod. ix. 13—15; 1 Sam. xxviii. 15—19).

(2) Such were presages of the awful judgment to come (Matt. xxiv. 37—39 ; 2 Peter

ii. 4—6; Jude 5—7; Rev. xviii. 4). 2. But all afflictions are not such retributions.

(1) Some are entailed upon us through the fall, and alike affect the penitent and

impenitent (Gen. iii. 16—18 ; Job v. 17 ; 1 Cor. x. 13). (2) Some come to us

through the wickedness and blundering of those around us. Many suffer, irrespec

tive of their character, as when a ship is wrecked through the drunkenness of the

master. (3) Some are appointed or permitted for disciplinary and educational

purposes. These are often amongst our greatest blessings. (4) Sometimes we

suffer for the benefit of others—vicariously. When this is voluntary it is very

Christ-like (see Psa. xxii. 11 ; CoL i. 24). (5) Under all these we have a refuge

in God (Psa. ix. 9, 13 ; xlvi. 1). 3. These may be confounded. (1) Had Jeroboam

known that the mercy of God had reached its limit, and that the season of retribu

tion had set in, he might have spared his queen her journey to Sliiloh. (2) But

what else could he have expected ? Was he not obstinately wedded to his sins ?

Had he not before him the history of Saul ? (1 Sam. xxviii. 15—19.) (3) Men still,

in our day, presume upon the mercy of God to their destruction. Eminently the

case with those who defer repentance. Learn further—

IL That a sinner may seek the Lord to no good purpose. This happens—

1. When the end sought is unprofitable. (1) Such was the case with Jeroboam.

His inquiry should have been, not, " What shall become of the child?" but, " How

may the anger of God be averted ? " (Compare 2 Sam. xii. 16, 17.) But he was not

prepared to repent of his sin. (9) His inquiry was one of curiosity as to the

future. Similar curiosity was manifested by Saul under similar circumstances.

It is unseemly for a sinner to pry into Divine mysteries rather than seek the salva

tion of his souL 2. When the spirit of the seeker is improper. (1) He did not,

indeed, seek his calves (compare 2 Kings i. 2). He rather sought Ahijah, because

the spirit of prophecy was with him (ver. 2). But he had no such faith in his

calves. (2) Why, then, did he not renounce them 1 He had reasons of worldly

policy against this (see ch. xii. 26—28). He was therefore a deceiver of the people.

Hence he would have his queen disguise herself. So several of the Popes were

known to have been infidels. (3) So were he and his dupes doomed to perish

together (see Matt. xv. 14; 2 Thess. ii. 9—12; 1 Tim. iv. 1, 2). 3. When the

manner of the search is unworthy. (1) He paid a respect to the man of God.

This was the meaning of his present (see 1 Sam. ix. 7, 8). Hence such gifts are

called blessings (see Gen. xxxiii. 10, 11 ; Judg. i. 15 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 17 ; xxx. 26,

marg. ; 2 Kings v. 15). (2) Even Jacob would eat of his son's venison before he

proceeded to bless him (see Gen. xxvii. 4, 19, 25, 31 ; see also 1 Kings xvii. 11).

(3) So are God's blessings and sacrifices offered to Him commonly associated (see

Gen. viii. 20—22 ; ix. 1—17). All His blessings come to us through the sacrifice

of Christ ; and especially so when we, by faith, present Christ to Him. (4) But

here was no sacrifice ; and the value of the gift was small. What were a few

loaves, a few cakes, and a cruse of honey as a gilt from a king ! (Compare 2 Kings

v. 5 ; viii. 9.) The meanness of his present was another reason why he would have

his queen disguised.

What an argument for early piety is here ! Surrender to Christ before you

1 KINGS. Y
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are overtaken by a season of judgments. How admonitory is this subject to the

effect that prayer should be true; that we should seek the right thing, in the

right spirit, and in the right manner I—J. A. M.

Vers. 4—6.—Spiritual Vision. When the season of retributions set in upon

Jeroboam, and his son Abijah was smitten with sickness, he sent to the prophet

Ahijah the Shilonite to inquire of the word of Jehovah, what should become

of the child. He was unwilling it should be publicly known that, in such au

emergency, he had recourse to the prophet of the Lord rather than to his calves

(compare 2 Kings i. 2). He accordingly entrusted this delicate business to his wife,

and enjoined that she should disguise herself. The text evinces how futile were

these expedients. Note—

I. Sin seeks disguises. 1. Truth needs none. (1) It is naturally open. " He

that doeth truth cometh to the light." (2) It has nothing to be ashamed of. It

is self-consistent, harmonious, lovely. (3) It ought to be displayed ; its influence

is elevating (Phil. ii. 15, 16). The saint who hides his light wrongs his race.

(4) Churches are constituted that Christians should, to the best advantage, witness

for Christ. They are the candlesticks (see Matt. v. 14—16 ; Rev. L 20). Note :

Christians should discourage the eccentricity that would lead them away from the

Churches. 2. It is otherwise with sin. (1) It is naturally close. The sinner has

as instinctive an aversion to the light as the owl and the bat, his types. (2) It

has everything to be ashamed of. It is self-contradictory, discordant, frightfully

and monstrously ugly. (3) It ought, by the impenitent sinner, to be concealed.

For he could only desire to disclose it in order to infect and demoralize others.

(4) But the true should drag it to the light, that its deformity might be seen,

abhorred, and execrated.

II. God rees through all disguises. 1. Nature itself teaches this. (1) He

that formed the eye, can He not see ? (Exod. iv 10—12 ; Psa. xciv. 9.) (2) He

that formed the mind, can He not perceive? (1 Chron. xxviii 9 ; Psa. vii 9 ; Prov.

xv. 11; Rev. ii. 23.) 2. It is evinced in the visions of prophecy. (1) How far-

reaching are those visions I The end was seen from the beginning. The instal

ments fulfilled certify the remainder. (2) How deep their insight into the secret

workings of the heart I The secret ambition of Jeroboam, when he was yet the

servant of Solomon, was read by Ahijah (ch. xL 87). Now he sees through the

disguise of the queen and reads its motives. 3. This should be considered. (1)

How foolish are disguises where God is concerned I And where is God not con

cerned ? (2) Those who would deceive God only deceive themselves. (3) What

disclosures will the day of judgment make 1 (1 Cor. iii. 13 ; iv. 5.) What a day

of trembling to the hypocrite !

III. God can ofen the eyes of the rlind. 1. Literally. (1) Miracles upon

the sight were occasionally wrought in ancient times (Gen. xix. 11 ; 2 Kings vi. 18).

(2) Many such were wrought by Christ. 2. Spiritually. (1) The prophets were

gifted with spiritual vision. They were therefore called seers. Their prophecies

were called visions. (2) Suoh vision had Ahijah. His natural sight had now failed

him (ver. 4), yet he saw Jeroboam's queen before she came into his presence, saw

through her disguises, and discerned the purpose of her visit. (3) Spiritual vision

is not exclusively the privilege of prophets, (a) God gives this to the sinner when

He discovers to him the exceeding sinfulness of sin. God strips him of the disguises

by which he would deceive himself, and exhibits his own life-likeness to his con

science, (b) God gives it to believers, when He witnesses His pardon and their

adoption, to their spirits. (See Acts xxvi. 17, 18 ; Eph. i. 18.) Have your eyes

been opened ? Pray God that Satan may never succeed in throwing his dust into

them.—J. A. M.

Vers. 7—11.—Hard Tidings. Such is the character given by the prophet to the

matter of the text (ver. 6). What we translate " heavy tidings is, in the Hebrew,

as in the margin, hard. The uses of the word (nCp) in several places suggest
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that it should be here taken as indicating retributive judgments merited by one
■who had hardened his heart in sin. Observe—

I. Privileges involve responsibilities. Thus—1. Special favour calls for

special gratitude. (1) Jeroboam was " exalted from among the people." He was

" an Ephrathite of Zereda," an obscure place, mentioned once, and that only in

connection with his birth (ch. xL 20). The names of his parents also had remained

in obscurity but for the figure he cut in history. (2) He was made " prince " over

the " people of God." This was a splendid distinction. A people is great, not

through its number or the extent of its territories, but from its virtues (see Deut.

vii. 0 ; xiv. 2; xxvi. 18, 19). What an influence has that people exerted upon

human destinies ! (3) The kingdom rent from the house of David was given to

him. Jeroboam, then, was placed in succession to that David who had led the

armies of Israel to victory 1 Also to that Solomon who had built the temple, and

who, in tli6 earlier part of his career, filled the world with the fame of surpassing

wisdom 1 2. The favoured are compared with their peers. (1) Jeroboam was a

compeer to David. Both were lifted from humble station—David from the sheep,

Jeroboam from the army (ch. xi. 28). Both ascended the throne of Israel—founded

dynasties. (2) But how do they compare ? " David kept the commandments of

God"—followed Him " with all his heart." This did not Jeroboam. Melancholy

record, he did nothing for God ! 3. They are contrasted with their peers. (1)

Jeroboam " had done evil above all that were before him." More than Saul, who

never worshipped idols. More than Solomon, who did not make Israel to sin. (2)

Jeroboam made " other gods ; and " (or even) " molten images." Note : He intended

his calves to represent the God of Israel ; but the God of Israel Himself calls them

" other gods." So are the images of Antichrist other gods though baptized with

Christian names. This was worse than the idolatry of Solomon. The caricaturing

of the true God is more offensive to Him than the worshipping of His creatures.

Let the worshippers of barbarous pictures of the Holy Trinity, in which the Almighty

is pourtrayed as a decrepit old man, and such-like, seriously consider this. (8)

Jeroboam is described as having " cast " the God of Israel " behind his back."

What a startling figure ! How descriptive of the sin of those who now neglect

God 1

II. Responsibilities abused pbovoke judgments. Amongst these may be men

tioned—1. The bitter sense of wasted opportunity. (1) Jeroboam is reminded that

he once had the grand chance of making for himself a " sure house like David "

(see ch. xi. 38). What golden opportunities may we not have wasted I (2) That

though the more glorious chance was missed and lost, he had then a gracious season

of warnings, which also he let slip. (See events recorded ch. xiii.) This respite

improved might have averted, and would have mitigated, the severity of the judg

ments impending (compare ch. xxi. 29). 2. The knowledge that the day of ven

geance has set in. (1) An admonition of such a day was implied in the earlier

prophecy of Ahijah, in the judgments then denounced against the house of David

for the sin of Solomon (ch. xi. 30—38). (2) This admonition was declared explicitly

in the message of the man of God from Judah, and solemnly impressed by the signs

attending and following (ch. xiii.) (8) Now Ahijah announces that these judgments

are taMng effect. But even now, had Jeroboam come to God in the spirit of re

pentance, though his sin is " unto death,'' yet might he save his soul. It is hard now

to break a chain so riveted as that is by which he has bound himself. No repent

ance being evinced, the knell of doom sounds forth like the echoes of the closing door

of Noah's ark, which announced mercy fled and wrath begun. 8. The severity of

the sentence. (1) The honour of the house of Jeroboam is to be brought down to

ignominy. (2) The carcases of members of this family are to be consumed by

carrion-feeders. Such are the swords of the wicked (compare Gen. xv. 11 ;

Jer. xxxiv. 18—20). Whether by the sword of Baasha, or literally, after that sword

had done its part, the words of Ahijah came true (see ch. xv. 29). " The doom

of the house of Jeroboam was a figure of that of the house of this man of sin

(see Rev. xix. 17, 18). God knows the proud afar off. But He gives grace to the

humble.—J. A. M.
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Vers. 12—14.—The Iieprobate's Doom. In the queen of Jeroboam we see a

remarkable messenger. For she went as messenger from a king and returned as

messenger from a prophet. Her message in the first instance was simple, but in

her return twofold. She brings a message to the king, and with it a message also

to the nation. The message to the king brings—

I. Heavy tidings respecting Arijah. 1. As to the issue of his illness. (1)

" The child shall die." This is a direct answer to the question with which the

royal messenger was charged (ver. 3). Here was the withering of a limb of Jero

boam's family answering to the sign of the withering of his arm (see ch. xiii. 4).

(2) The king does not now ask for the restoration of the child as he had done for

the restoration of his arm (ch. xiii. 6). He did not even ask, in time, that the

judgment might be averted. How could he, without repenting of his sin ? Note :

The descents of depravity, like those of natural gravitation, are in accelerating

degrees. (3) This judgment is the signal that the season of retributions has now

fairly set in. What a horror to wake up to such a conviction 1 " Be sure your sin

will find you out." 2. As to the near approach of his death. (1) " When thy feet

enter into the city." Every step of the queen's advance over that twelve miles from

Shiloh to Tirzah measured a stride of death towards his victim. Do we sufficiently

realize the fact that this is the case with us in passing through the journey of life ?

(2) What must have been the conflict in the heart of the queen ? Maternal affec

tion would urge her steps with speed that she might see her son alive. Yet was it

a race with death ; and death was first at the palace. That monster overtakes the

swiftest. If he passes one it is to strike another, and so that the recoil of his sting

may wound the trembling heart. 3. As to the circumstances attending. " All

Israel shall mourn for him and bury him ; " but for him only of the royal family,

" because in him there is found some good thing towards the Lord God of Israel."

Hence learn (1) God's punishments are discriminative. He does not overlook the

good in the evil. (2) Yet the good suffer with the evil. Abijah dies for the sin of

his father. Christ dies for the sin of the world. But in His death is life to the

believer. (3) Still the good suffer for their good. They are taken away from evil

to come. Had Abijah lived he might have been drawn into his father's sin. God

often takes them soonest whom He loves best. (4) The evil suffer in the good.

Jeroboam had reason to mourn the loss of the best of his family. So had Israel,

since the succession would now open to a wicked prince. Note : We should pray for

the preservation of virtuous and useful lives. Especially so when such are found

in seats of power and influence.

II. Heavy tidings respecting his survivors. 1. They are devoted to extermi

nation. (1) This as a general fact was already known. (2) It is now published with

additional circumstance. The agent that shall effect it is one who shall himself

mount the throne of Israel. (3) This was fulfilled to the letter (see ch. xv. 27—30) .

2. Judgment will come speedily. (1) Some think this exclamation of the prophet,

" But what 1 Even now " arose from his having, seen that this would be the case.

(2) So it proved. Within two years Jeroboam died. He was succeeded by Nadab,

who two years later was slain by Baasha. In that time also, and by the same hand,

the predicted extermination was completed. (3) " The wicked do not hve out half

their days." This is true of dynasties as of individuals. The dynasty of Jeroboam

lasted only four and twenty years.—J. A. M.

Vers. 15—16.—The Future of Israel. The vision of the Shilonite concerning the

house of Israel, now before us, seems to have come upon him suddenly. We think

the exclamation, " But what? Even now I" was the half-involuntary expression

of the surprise of this new revelation. This utterance should, then, have stood at

the beginning of verse 15 rather than at the end of the verse preceding. The

connecting particle " For," with which verse 15 now opens, favours this view.

The new vision describes the then future calamities of Israel, together with their

provoking causes.

I. He was henceforth to re trourled in his own land. He is there to

stagger and tremble under the stroke of God—1. " As a reed is shaken in the
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water." (1) The reed is a figure offrailty. Rabshakeh, in describing the inability

of the Egyptians to support Hezekiah against the Assyrians, compares them to a

bruised reed (2 Kings xviii. 21 ; Isa- xxxvi. 6 ; see also Ezek. xxxix. 6). Contrariwise,

our Lord, asserting the stability and vigour of John Baptist, said that he was no

"reed shaken with the wind" (Matt. xi. 7). In derision of the royalty of Jesus

the soldiers put a reed in His hand for a sceptre (Matt, xxvii. 29). Subsequent

history bore emphatic testimony to the instability and feebleness of Ephraim. (2)

The reed is " shaken in the water." This element is at once a symbol of trouble

and ofpeople (see Psa. lxix. 17; Eev. xvii. 15). So disquiet, arising from popular

tumults and civil war, is suggested. And did not this become fact ? The frequent

changes of dynasty kept the nation in perpetual broils. These evils were aggra

vated by wars with their brethren of Judah. 2. As a reed shaken by the wind. (1)

This is not asserted, but implied, since reeds shake in water when moved

by winds. And foreign influences had much to do with the troubles of Israel. (2)

Foreign idolatries introduced by Solomon's wives were at the root of the troubles.

(3) The wars between Israel and Judah brought foreign armies upon the scene—

Egyptians, Syrians, and Assyrians. By these rough winds the troubles were

aggravated.

II. Then to re scattered in the lands of steangees. 1. A captivity of

Israel is foretold. (1) The settlement of the people in Canaan is frequently

described in Scripture under the figure of the planting of a vine there (see Psa. lxiv.

2 ; Ixxx. 8 ; Jer. ii. 21 ; xi. 17). (2) This is now to be reversed. "He shall root

up Israel out of this good land which he gave to their fathers." Suppose the vine

had feeling; what a painful process 1 2. Also the region of their dispersion. (1)

" I will scatter them beyond the river," i.e., the Euphrates, for thus, by emphasis,

this river is ever distinguished in Scripture (see Gen. xv. 18 ; compare Deut. xi. 24

with 1 Kings iv. 21 and Psa. lxxii. 8). (2) This river also stands for the Assyrians,

through whose territory it flowed. Their armies invading Israel are likened to the

Euphrates rising and overflowing its western bank (see Isa. viii. 7). (3) How

literally was all this accomplished (see 2 Kings xv. 29 ; xvii. 6, 18).

III. These visitations were to express the anger of God. 1. First pro

voked by their Canaanitish idolatries. (1) These are represented here by " their

groves." The word A*herah (n1CX. fTPCX) occurs thirty-nine times, and is every

where translated groves, yet it may well be doubted whether this is its meaning.

For take the next occurrence after that in our text, viz., ver. 23 of this chapter:

How could a grove be built under a green tree ? How could a grove be made in

the house of the Lord ? (See 2 Kings xxi. 7 ; xxiii. 6.) (2) These Asheroth, or

Asherim, appear to have been images made of wood, cased in metal, perhaps

fashioned like goats, which were worshipped with abominable rites. They were

popular Canaanitish divinities, and for this reason to be execrated by Israelites

(see Exod. xxxiv. 13 ; Deut. xvi. 21). (3) But for all this they fell into the snare

of worshipping together with the Baalim, or Bulls, and other Canaanitish idols

(Judg. iii. 7 ; vi. 25 ; 1 Kings xviii. 19). 2. Then by their complicity in the sin of

Jeroboam. (1) This addition to their earlier idolatries filled up the measure of

their iniquity. For it completely alienated them from the worship of Jehovah in

His temple. (2) They forsook the Lord, so He threatens to " give up Israel for the

sin of Jeroboam," as He had also given up the house of Jeroboam to judgment.—

J. A. M.

Vers. 17— 18.— Death and Mourning. "With a heavy heart the queen of

Jeroboam moved alo ,g the road from Shiloh to Tirzah, and received the salute

of death at the threshold of the palace. This sad event was soon followed by a

state funeral and by a public mourning. In all this note how—

I. Sorrow tarnishes human splendour. 1. Survey this palace of Tirzah.

(1) This is not the only palace of Jeroboam. Soon alter his promotion to the

crown of Israel we find him building a palace at Shechem. That commemorated

the event of his elevation ; for there those circumstances occurred which gave rise

to it (see ch. xii.) (2) But this palace did not long satisfy the royal ambition. We
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find the king presently engaged in building a second at Peuuel, in the tribe of Gad,

eastward of Jordan (ch. xii. 25). Those who come suddenly to fortune commonly

affect great splendour. (3) Now we find him occupying a third. This probably

was the most magnificent. It is situated in a place famous for its beauty in the

days of Solomon (see Song vi. 4). From this it had its name (H X"IJ"I), which signifies

pleasantness. Doubtless the palace was in keeping with the place, for it was pre

ferred as the royal residence until its destruction by fire (ch. xvi 18). 2. Behold-

in this paradise a corpse I (1) Death has smitten Abijah, the best and most

promising of the royal family. What a scene of grief when the mother, arrived

from Shiloh, entered that chamber! What a dense gloom would rest on the

household I In that solemn moment how vain must earthly splendour have

appeared ! (2) And does not sorrow still mingle with all earthly scenes 1 Why,

then, should we not rather set our affections upon things above ? (3) Wealth

cannot bribe death. The King of Terrors enters the palace of royalty as cer

tainly as he enters the cottage of poverty. To the great this enemy is even more

formidable than to the humble, for they have more to leave. The acquisitions

of the worldling, therefore, are only giving point and venom to the sting of

death.

II. It has reliefs and aggravations. 1. The reliefs are the fruits of virtue.

(1) The public mourning would be a solace to the royal family. A king might

provide a pompous funeral for his son, but he could not command the heart of the

nation to mourn (2) This public mourning was a tribute to the virtues of the

prince (see ver. 13). (3) There was pure comfort in the reflection that the spirit of

the pious youth is away from a world of sin, in the companionship of saints and holy

angels. 2. The aggravations are the fruits of sin. (1) How the grief of Jeroboam

must have been embittered by the fact that this bereavement came not as a mes

senger of mercy to him, but as a visitation of judgment ! (2) How it must have

alarmed him to know that it was but the first of a series ofjudgments destined to

issue in the extermination of his house ! (3) The very virtues of the prince first

taken, in this view, became an aggravation, for he is removed as too good a prince

for so wicked a people, and to make way for the succession of a wicked prince to

punish them.—J. A. M.

Vers. 19,20.— The Review. The text reminds ns—

I. That the season of death is a time for reflection. 1. In presence of

a corpse the giddiest pause. (1) This is seen when an ordinary funeral passes

along the streets, in the sombre countenances of the bystanders, if not in more

special tokens of respect. It is more evident still when the deceased may havo

been an acquaintance or a relative. But most so in the very house of mourning,

where the relics are seen shrouded in their pallor and immobility. (2) What

trains of thought are started 1 (a) What a mystery is death 1 (6) What a mystery

is life 1 (c) What a mystery is futurity !—tho spirit world—the resurrection—the

judgment—heaven—hell, (d) Are we prepared to encounter the inevitable ? Who

can forecast the moment? (e) Why should we defer the needful preparation?

2. When a monarch dies a nation thinks. (1) This is so under ordinary condi

tions. The social position occupied is so elevated that the event is conspicuous to

all. What a leveller is death I In this article all claim kindred, the prince and

the beggar (Prov. xxii. 2). (2) But Jeroboam's death was by the stroke of God

(2 Chron. xiii. 20). Such a conspicuous judgment was fitting to the man of sin

(see Isa. xi. 4 ; 2 Thess. ii. 8 ; Bev. xix. 15). How alarmingly would 6uch a death

speak to workers of iniquity 1 (3) The demise of Jeroboam opened the succession

to Nadab, who, without the genius of his father, followed in his iniquities. 3. But

the virtuous only are lamented. (1) Jeroboam was buried. He did come to the

sepulchre "with his fathers." And he may have had the formality of a family

mourning. His household may have gone barefoot, wept, torn their clothes, smote

on their breasts, lay on the ground and fasted, as the custom was. (2) But there

was no national mourning. The public mourning for Moses and Aaron lasted

thirty days, that for Saul seven (Num. xx. 29 ; Deut. xxxiv. 8 ; 1 Sam. xxxi. 13).
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Fur Abijah, a pirms prince of the bouse ofJeroboam, there was a national mourning,

though he never came to the throne ; but for Jeroboam, after a reign of twenty-two

years, no mourning ! (Ver. 13.) (3) What a contrast—the apathy of the nation,

now at the close of their experiment at king-making, to the enthusiasm at its

commencement (ch. xii. 20) ! How seldom do revolutionists adequately consider

the end ! They often anticipate a paradise and find a hell.

II. That we should, therefore, so live that such reflections may prove

grateful. To this end our policy should be—1. Pare. (1) Such was not the

policy of Jeroboam. When his people became restive under his rule, and he feared

they would return to Rehoboam, instead of looking to God, he forsook Him and

made Israel to sin. (2) The policy of purity is the policy of faith. Faith in God—

in Christ—in truth. 2. Peaceable. (1) Peace is kin to purity (James iii. 17). God

made peace for Jeroboam before he had departed from Him (see ch. xii. 21—24).

So does He still undertake for His people (Prov. xvi. 7). (2) Wars are born of evil

lusts (James iv. 1). When Jeroboam forsook the Lord, then commenced an embroil

ment in hostilities from which he was never free. First with Rehoboam (ver. 30),

then with Abijah (2 Chron. xiii). 3. So shall we avoid disaster. (1) By pursuing

an opposite policy Jeroboam brought disaster upon himself. His body was smitten

by God. There is no evidence of any repentance to the saving of his soul. (2) He

brought disaster upon his family. The best of his sons died prematurely for his

sin. Two years later he perished himself. Still two years later and his race

became exterminated with violence. (3) He brought disaster upon his people.

Impatient of taxation under Kehoboam, they made him king, but got no relief,

having to build palaces and sustain wars. And by their complicity in his idolatry

they filled up the measure of their iniquity and incurred the anger of God, which

involved them in the miseries of foreign invasion and captivity. What profit is

there in a crown that is retained by the policy of sin ? The whole world is dearly

purchased with the loss of the soul.—J. A. M.

Ver. 18.—Early Piety in an Unexpected Place. (A Sermon to Young People.)

Jeroboam had married in Egypt a princess named Ano. She was the elder sister

of Tahpenes, the wife of Shishak, king of Egypt. Their home had been gladdened

by the birth of a child, whom they brought with them on Jeroboam's return to his

own tribe and country. This child, Abijah, on whom their affections and the

hopes of the people were fixed, was stricken by illness, and seemed likely to die.

Then the parents turned to the Lord in their trouble, for the calves at Bethel and Dan,

they knew, were powerless to help them. [Note the frequency with which those who

in theory deny God, or in practice forget Him, seek His help in their time of fear and

grief.] They would not send to the temple at Jerusalem for several reasons ; but

Jeroboam remembered the old prophet, Ahijah, who had spoken to him in the field

some years before (ch. xi. 29—31), and foretold that he should rule over the ten tribes

of Israel. Accordingly, Queen Ano secretly set out for Shiloh (the ancient sanc

tuary), where, in a humble home, the prophet lived. She disguised herself as a

poor woman, and took a present such as a peasant would offer—ten loaves, two

rolls for the children of the prophet, a bunch of raisins, and a jar of honey.

Jeroboam hoped he might, by this deceit, get a word of hope about the dying boy,

for he knew that he could not expect comfort from Ahijah, because he had grievously

disobeyed his command. He feared, therefore, that if the man of God recognized

Ano he would rebuke this sin. The attempt was vain. The prophet, nearly blind

though he was, knew by revelation who was coming. Terrible were the words of

doom he uttered about the house of Jeroboam ; and the only gleam of comfort for

the parents was that in Abijah " there was found some good thing towards the

Lord God of Israel," so that he should not have the curse of living to see and share

the woe and shame which were coming. Abijah gives us an example of piety

which is worthy of consideration, especially by the young.

I. Abijah's piety was early. 1. Define piety. It is right disposition towards

God, resulting from the secret influence of God's Holy Spirit. It reveals itself in

desires after what is good, and pure, and true ; in resolutions to seek these ; in
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prayers, through which the heart pours out its love and longing towards God. This

should be more natural to us than to Abijah. He knew of God's power, we know

of His love. He had heard of the Shekinah ; we have heard of Jesus Christ, who

says, " He that hath seen me hath seen the Father." Children ran to Jesus once,

and found rest and gladuess in His love ; why not now ? 2. Describe early piety.

Show how it is- cultivated, hindered, and revealed. Urge upon parents and

teachers the importance of expecting it. We overlook the "blade," and then wonder

we do not see later " the full corn in the ear." If we accept the teaching of Jesus

Christ, it is evident that a child is naturally more likely than an adult to enter Sis

kingdom. To be a child is a necessity ; to" become a child " is an arduous struggle,

and sometimes a sore humiliation. The door of mercy is so low that children can

most easily pass through it. Happy is the home which is adorned by the presence

of a child-disciple. There are those now estranged from God who may have a

fulfilment of the words, " a little child shall lead them."

II. Abuah's piety was sincere. 1. Some good thing was in him—that is, in

his heart. It was not something put on and off, like a garment ; but an abiding

principle, influencing the thoughts as well as the life. Nothing is more offensive

to God than pretended piety. The long-faced visage which never smiles, the cant

phrases which express what cannot really be honestly felt by a child, are hideous

to man and God. 2. This good thing was " toivard the Lord God of Israel." It

reminds us of the phrase, " repentance towards God, and faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ." We may turn from sin to respectability, but that is not repentance

towards God. We may love to do right things because they please men, but this

is not piety towards- God. " The Lord seeth not as man seeth ; for man looketh on

the outward appearaneo, but the Lord looketh on the heart " (1 Sam. xvi. 7).

III. Abuah's piety was discernible. " It was found in him." 1. God saw it.

He spoke of it to His servant Ahijah, as of something He rejoiced to find. God is

ever looking for what is good, in the world and in your heart. Though the world

is corrupt, and men have done abominable works, the Lord looks down from

heaver, to see if there are any that understand and seek God. See Psa. xiv. 1, 2.

Compare this with the Lord's parables of the woman seeking the lost piece of

silver, and of the father going out to look for and meet the returning prodigal.

Not only your faults and sins, but your good wishes and holy thoughts and silent

prayers are recognized by God. 2. Man saiv it. Ahijah did not proclaim his

piety—that would have been offensive, especially in a child—but it was " found "

in him. He was so young that he could take no active part in the service of

God, and was unable publicly to oppose his father's idolatry ; but his parents, and

the courtiers, and the servants must have been sometimes shamed by his earnest

eyes. A noiseless violet makes the hedgerow fragrant It bewrays itself by its

sweetness.

IV. Abuah's piety was unexpected. He belonged to the house of Jeroboam,

who made Israel to sin. His mother was probably still a heathen ; his father was

ambitious, cruel, and irreligious, and, so far as we know, this little boy alone, in all

the court, loved the " God of Israel." His piety was the more conspicuous on

this account, just as the stars are brightest when the sky is dark, and the cedars

are most beautiful when surrounding trees are leafless. Describe the position of

children in a godless home, with irreligious companions, &c. Even there it is not

impossible to love and serve the Lord.

Conclusion. It seems at first sijht, especially to children, a strange reward

that was given to Abijnh—to die young. But there were peculiar reasons for

this. He was delivered from a sinful world, a distracted country, and evil in

fluences ; nor did he ever see those dear to him murdered and dishonoured. He

was " token away from the evil to come." If the veil were rent, and we could

see the heavenly home in its beauty and sinlessness, we should understand what

Paul meant when he said, " To depart and to be with Christ is far better." Every

parent whose child dies in the Lord may hear amidst his sobs the words of

Jesus, " Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such

is the kingdom of heaven."
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" Little one, precious one,

Summoned away,

Ere life's uprising sun

Dawned into day,

Gone from thy mother's arms,

Gone to the Saviour's breast,

Safe from life's rude alarms,

Blissful thy rest." A. E.

Vers. 17, 18.—The Dead Child. Following the order of events as they appenr

in the Hebrew text rather than in the Septuagint, we regard this as the first of the

calamities that befell the house of Jeroboam, until it became extinct on the death ot

Nadab (ch. xv. 29), as the penalty of his transgression in violating the religious

unity of the nation. So soon was he made to feel that he was in the grasp of a

I'ower that could not be mooked or trifled with, and against which it was vain for

him to rebel. The narrative is full of touching interest, and has many points oi

moral teaching. It illustrates—

I. The tenderness of natural affection even in a bad man. We have no

reason to doubt that genuine parental feeling prompted both Jeroboam and his wife

in their appeal to the prophet. One cannot but sympathize with them in their

distress at the fatal sickness of their child. Human nature in its deepest degrada

tion is not altogether lost to the touches of tender emotion. The thrill of parental

love may be found in hearts so debased and hardened that nothing else can move

them. The most ferocious savage will defend his own, and " barbarous people " are

capable of "showing no little kindness" even to strangers (Acts xxviii.) But in

many cases there is no real moral worth in these affections and amenities. They

can scarcely be called " redeeming qualities." Parental feeling is often little else

than an animal instinct. It may exist side by side with the most grovelling pas

sions and the most complete moral obliquity. Jeroboam loved his child, and yet,

in proud self-will and impious defiance of the Divine authority, he could secure his

own carnal ends at the cost of the utter spiritual degradation of the people.

II. The blindness of a sinful infatuation. The king flies in his distress to

the prophet whom he has long slighted and ignored. He sought no counsel from

him in the setting up of the golden calves at Dan and Bethel. But now, as if he

had himself fulfilled all the conditions of the Divine promise, he thinks to get from

the prophet a word to confirm his hope of a " sure house " (ch. xi. 38). Such is the

folly of human nature. When the shadow of adversity falls on men they try, with

something like a superstitious impulse, to get consolation from religious sources

which, in the time of their prosperity, they neglected and despised. But what could

Jeroboam expect from the oracle of a God whomhe sinned against so grievously but

" heavy tidings " respecting his child 1 He bids his wife " feign herself to be another

woman ; " but how could he dream that a prophet, who had power to read the

future, would not be able to penetrate the false disguise ? Thus, when men's hearts

are "set in them to do evil " do they resort to vain subterfuges, and flatter them

selves with a delusive hope. Thus do they often rush blindly on their own con

demnation and ruin ; provoking, and even antedating, the very calamities they have

so much cause to dread.

IIL The curse of sin on the sacred relationships of life. It is terribly

expressive of the hatefulness, in God's sight, of Jeroboam's impiety that the very

flower and crown of his house should be thus stricken—the fairest and the best,

the one who seemed likely to justify his name Abijah (" Jehovah is my Father ")

—because already in his young heart there was found " some good thing towards

the Lord God of Israel." So is it often in the course of human history. The evil

men do oomes back to them, not only in divers forms of retribution, but often in

the form of penalties that pierce them in the tenderest part. The dearest ties of

life are broken. Or they see their own moral deformity reflected in those whom

they would fain shield from its bitter consequences. Or their brightest hopes are

withered at the root, and that which might have been, and was intended to De, the

source of the purest earthly joy becomes the occasion of keenest sorrow.
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IV. TnE BLENDING OF AN ELEMENT OF MERCY WITh GOD'S SEvEREST JUDGMENTS.

We see here how the innocent suffer with the guilty. The iniquity of the fathers

is visited upon the children (Exod. xx. 5). Yet to the child himself, in this instance,

it was a gracious visitation. (1) He was emphatically " taken from the evil to

come." (2) His incipient piety was recognized and crowned by this translation to

a happier sphere. (3) It was his special privilege to die a natural and not a violent

death—the only one of the house of Jeroboam who should " go to the grave in

peace." Thus in the darkest Divine judgment there is a gleam of mercy. There is

" light in the cloud." It has a " silver lining." The sufferings of innocent children,

and the fact that so large a proportion of the human race die in infancy, are dark

mysteries to us. But even here we see the dispensation of an all-wise Love, remem

bering Him who said, " It is not the will of your Father in heaven that one of these

little ones should perish " (Matt, xviii. 14). " Suffer the little children to come unto

me, and forbid them not ; for of such is the kingdom of God " (Mark x. 14).—W.

Vers. 1—20.—Affliction andjudgment. I. The stricken king. Abijah seems

to have been heir to the throne, and to have been alike the king's and the people's

hope. The father's heart was touched : the king saw the dynasty threatened, to

establish which he had ventured so much. The voice of God, against which the

ear was closed, will be heard again in the quietness of the sick chamber, in the

silence of death. God follows us through deepening sorrows, if haply we may

turn ere we are overwhelmed by the waters of destruction.

II. The resort for help. 1. His trouble drives him towards God. It is

meant to do this. It is the touching of God's hand that we may look up and live.

" Eyes which the preacher could not school

By wayside graves are raised,

And lips cry, ' God be pitiful,'

Which ne'er said, ' God be praised.' "

2. He is drawn by the remembrance of past mercy. " Behold, there is Ahijah the

prophet, who told me that I should be king over this people." The remembrances

of mercies are cords to draw back straying hearts to God. The thought of what God

has done makes a holy place for faith, and rears an altar whence may rise the

incense of accepted prayer. 3. His hope is defeated by his own deceit. " Disguise

thyself, that thou be not known as the wife of Jeroboam." He thought he might

find help without owning and yielding his sin. How many prayers are like Jero

boam's embassy ! Men wish to find mercy and yet cling to their sinful life, and

imagine that because their wicked practices are kept behind their back they are not

there in God's sight I 4. Gifts (ver. 3) could not make up the lack of a true,

penitent heart.

III. The Lord's answer. 1. Disguise is impossible before God (vers. 5, 6).

We can conceal nothing from Him ; and one word of His (" Come in, thou wife of

Jeroboam 1 ") is enough to rend every veil of pretence from the soul and overwhelm

it with shame. We may now close the ears to the voice of accusing conscience,

but we go onward, as she went, to where the Judge will name us. 2. God's name.

"The Lord God of Israel." Not only will the covering be torn from the sinner's

heart and life ; God will be revealed. He is the mighty avenger of those who have

been seduced and sinned against. 3. Jeroboam's ingratitude (vers. 7—9). He

was taken from among the people, and yet he had shown no anxiety to discharge

aright the duties of the high office committed to him. (1) Human patterns were

despised (" Thou hast not been as my servant David "). (2) God Himself was cast

behind his back. 4. The doom. (1) There was deepest dishonour for him. His

house was overthrown and removed as the vilest refuse. (2) There was destruction

for his people. For the impenitent and all who are led by them there is, and can

be, only utter and eternal ruin.

IV. The shadow of falling judgment (vers. 17—20). 1. Abijah's death. The

light of the home, the hope of the land, is taken. 2. Jeroboam's death. " The Lord

struck him and he died " (2 Chron. xiii. 20). The clear intellect and the strong
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hand are smitten and removed. Slowly but surely the word advances to its accom

plishment. Are there no shadows ofjudgment on thy path ? Have no words come

true that make thy heart tremble because of those other words which God's lips

have also spoken ?—J. U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIV. 21—31.

The reion of Behoboam.—Ver. 21.—And

Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, reigned In

Jndah. Behoboam was forty [or twenty.

See on ch. xii. 1] and one years old

when he began to reign, and he reigned

[this reign is related at greater length in 2

Chron. xi., xii.] seventeen years [cf. ch.

xv. 1] In Jerusalem, the city which the

Lord did choose [cf . ch. xi. 36 ; Psa. lxxviii.

68; Neh. i. 9] out of all the tribes of

Israel [cf. 2 Chron. vi. 6 ; 2 Kings xxi. 7]

to put his name there. The historian re

minds us that Jerusalem was by God's ap

pointment the religious centre of the land ;

that Bethel and Dan were no sanctuaries of

His choosing ; and that, however much the

realm of Behoboam was restricted, be still

reigned in the capital of God's choice. It

is possible the words have some reference

to the next verse, and imply that, though it

was the holy city, yet even there they fell

away from (rod (Bahr). And his mother's

name was Naamah [or, according to the

LXX., Naanan. Sec on ch. xii. 24] , an

[Heb. the, i.e., the well-known] Ammonltess.

[The name of the mother is given with

every king of Judah, principally because

of the position of influence she occupied

in the kingdom. See on ch. ii. 13, and ver.

31 below.]

Ver. 22.—And Judah did evil In the sight

of the Lord [not, however, before the fourth

year of Rehuboam's reign. For the first

three years the nation remained steadfast in

the faith, and the kingdom was greatly

strengthened and consolidated. The defec

tion commenced when Behoboam began to

feel himself secure (2 Chron. xii. 1). It is to

he observed, however, that the historian says

"Judah" (not Behoboam) "did evil," <tc.

It is probable that a considerable section of

the people approved of the idolatrous prac

tices introduced in the preceding reign, and

that Behoboam was unable to repress them.

It was his misfortune to have to reap the

bitter fruits of Solomon's unfaithfulness] ,

and they provoked him to Jealousy [Heb.

made him jealous. Same word, Exod.

xx. 5 ; xxxiv. 14 ; Num. v. 14. The words

of the covenant proclaimed the Lord a

"jealous God." This is of course anthro

pomorphic language. The nation was re

garded as the bride of Jehovah, and God

is said to be made jealous, because idola

try was unfaithfulness to Him. The wor

ship of Baal and Ashtoreth, it must be

remembered, involved unutterable immo

ralities, hence the special fitness of the

word, which is only used of idolatry of one

kind or other] with their sins which they

had committed [Heb. sinned] above all that

their fathers had done.

Ver. 23.—For they also [i.e., they as well

as the ten tribes] built them high places

[i.e., houses of high places. See on ch. iii.

2 and xiii. 32] and images [lieb. pillars

or statues (ni3W ; LXX., ori'iXnc). These

were, no doubt, originally memorial pillars

or stones, erected to commemorate some

Divine manifestation, and with no thought

of idolatry (see Gen. xxxi. 13 ; xxxv. 14,

20 ; xxviii. 18). But the Canaanites erected

pillars, which were also statues or images, to

their god, Baal. Hence we read of the

" image " (fl^TO) of Baal (2 Kings iii. 2 ;

x. 26, 27 ; cf. xviii. 4 ; xxiii. 14) ; and hence

also we find such images frequently men

tioned side by side with the so-called

" groves," i.e., the " Asherahs " (ver. 15 ;

Exod. xxxiv. 13 ; Deut. vii. 5 ; xii. 3 ; xvi.

21, Ac.) Both the Mazzebah and the A»herah,

consequently, was an upright pillar or post,

but the former was of stone, the latter of

wood ; the former dedicated to Baal, the

god of nature, of generation ; the latter to

Ashtoreth, the goddess of nature and pro

ductive power. The gradual transition of

the memorial pillar into the Baal statue is

hinted at in Levit. xxvi. 1. It is observable

that these idolatrous and immoral rites seem

to have found a home in Judah before they

were introduced into Israel] and groves

[Asherahs, idols ; see on ver. 15. This verso

proves conclusively that the translation

" grove " is a mistaken one] on every high

hill, and under every green tree. [The

phrase is from the Pentateuch, Deut. xii. 2 ;

cf. Jer. ii. 20 ; iii. 6 ; Hosea iv. 13. " Probably

the evil example of Maachah, his favourite

wife (2 Chron. xi. 20—22), whose idolatrous

tastes were displayed under Asa (2 Chron.

xv. 16), was not without a pernicious effect

on Behoboam" (Wordsworth).]

Ver. 24.—And there were also Sodomites

[EH.iJ, a collective noun = D'SJHpn (ch. xv.

12) = consecrated persons or devotees, be

cause they were set apart to the service of
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Astarte, tho Dea Syria. It is clear from

Dcut. xxiii. 18 (Heb.) that male prostitutes

are here spoken of, the name of the female

being ntJHp. The former is described in

ver. 19 I.e. as a dog, the latter as a whorr]

in the land [cf. ch. xv. 12. It is higldy

probable that these infamous persons were of

Canaanite or Phoenician origin (this bemg a

Phoenician superstition, Movers, " Pbbniz."

i. 671), but it is somewhat precarious to

found an assertion to that effect on these last

words (as Biihr)], and [Heb. omits and]

they did according to all the abominations

of the nations [see Levit. xviii., xx. ;

Deut. xviii. 9—12] which the Lord cast

out before the children of Israel. [" Here

we see a reason for God's command, re

quiring the extirpation of the Canaanites "

(Wordsworth).]

Ver. 25.—And it came to pass in the fifth

year [that is, two years after kmg and

people forsook the law of the Lord (2 Chron.

xii. 1). Retribution seems to have overtaken

Judah sooner than Israel. They had the

less excuse, and they seem to have plunged

deeper into idolatry and immorality (see

Homiletics, p. .S35)] of King Rehoboam, that

Shishak king of Egypt [to whom Jeroboam

had fled (ch. xi. 26, 40) j came up against

Jerusalem. [This expedition is related

with somewhat more of detail in 2 Chron.

xii. 2—4. For Shishak, see ch. xi. 40. It

was in the twentieth year of his reign that

Shishak, once Jeroboam's protector and

friend, invaded Palestine. It has been

conjectured (Ewald, al.) that he was incited

so to do by Jeroboam, and that the two

kings waged war against Judah in concert

(see on ver. 30). But as to this Scripture is

silent ; and moreover, if Jeroboam sum

moned Sbishak to his assistance, it is cer

tain that his own kingdom did not altogether

escape invasion ; and it is perhaps more

probable that the divided and weakened

state of the country seemed to promise the

Egyptian king an easy capture of Jerusalem,

of the treasures of which he had doubtless

heard. It is well known that a record of

this expedition exists in the sculptures andin-

scriptions of the great temple at Karnak. The

hassi relievi of the temple wall contain over

130 figures, representatives, as the names

on the shields show, of so many conquered

:ities. Amongst these are found three of

the "cities for defence" which Rehoboam

had built, viz., Shoco,. Adomim, and Aija-

lon (2 Chron. xi. 7—10), while many other

towns of Palestine, such as Gibeon, Taanach,

Shunem, Megiddo, Ac., are identified with

more or less of probability. One feature in

the list is remarkable, viz., the number of

Levitical and Canaanite cities—cities of Israel

—which Shishak is said to have conquered.

The usual inference is that such cities, al

though in Jeroboam's dominions, had never

theless held out against his rule—the former

for religious reasons ; the latter, perhaps, in

the effoit to recover their independence. Mr.

Poole, however (Diet. Bib. , art. " Egypt " ),

accounts for the names on the supposition

that Sbishak directed his forces against the

northern as well as the southern kingdom,

and certainly this seems to agree better with

the facts. It is hardly likely that Jeroboam,

with the army at his command, would

tolerate so many centres of disaffection in

his midst. Besides, the Levites, we are

told, had migrated in a body to Judah;

and the Canaanites at this period can

hardly have been in a position to defy any

Hebrew monarch. The silence alike of

our historian and of the chronicler as to the

invasion of Israel is easily accounted for by

the fact that Judah bore the brunt of the

war.]

Ver. 26. —And he took away the treasures

of the house of the Lord [The historian

omits to mention the interposition of She-

maiah (2 Chron. xii. 5—8). The account

of the Chronicles is altogether much fuller] ,

and the treasures of the king's house j he

even took away all [rather, " and every

thing (sc. that he could lay his hands on) he

took away." The spoil must have been

enormous] : and he took away all the

shields of gold [cf. ch. x. 17] which Solomon

had made.

Ver. 27.—And king Rehoboam made In

their stead brazen shields [lit., shields of

brass or copper ; a striking token of tho

decadence of the kingdom ; cf. ch. ix. 28 ;

x. 22. "He changed his father's religion,

as his shields, from gold to brass" (Hall)] ,

and committed [Heb. appointed] them

unto the hands of the chief of the guard

[Heb. commanders of the runners (see on

ch. i. 38)] , which kept the door of the

king's house. [Cf. 2 Kings xi. 6. The

functions of the body-guard were very varied.

A primary duty was, obviously, to supply

sentinels and attendants for the palace.]

Ver. 28 -And it was so, when the king

went unto the house of the Lord, that the

guards [runners] bare them [Whatever

idolatries Reboboam tolerated or en

couraged, it is clear that he maintained the

temple worship with great pomp and cir

cumstance. The state visits of the Sultan

to the Mosque may perhaps be best com

pared with these processions. Ewald sees

in this circumstance a proof of Rehoboam's

vanity. The brazen shields were " borne

before him in solemn procession, as if every

thing were the same as before "] , and

brought them back into the guard chamber
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[Heb. " chamber of the runners." Solomon's

golden shields were kept " in the house of

the forest of Lebanon " (ch. x. 17). These

shields of brass were of so little value that

the guard chamber sufficed fortheircustody.

Ver. 2'J.—Now the rest of the acts of

Rehoboam, and all that he did, are they

not written in the book of the chronicles of

the kings of Judah 1 [See on ver. 19.]

Ver. 30. — And there was war [cf. 2

Chron. xii. 15, " wars." Keil argues from

the prohibition of war by Shemaiah (ch.

xii. 23) that this must mean " hostility,

enmity.-' But nDn^p surely implies more

than angry feelings or a hostile attitude ;

and it is highly probable that, even if there

were no organized campaigns, a desultory

warfare was constantly carried on on the

borders of the two kingdoms. It is also

possible that Jeroboam took a part in the

war of Shishak] between Rehoboam and

Jeroboam all their days.

Ver. 31.—And Rehoboam slept with his

fa' hers [The same formula as in ch. ii. 10 ;

xi. 43 ; xv. 8, 21, Ao. It is used of nearly

all the kings of Judah] , and was burled with

his fathers [These words go to prove, against

Gesenius, that the phrase " slept (lit., lay

down) with his fathers" is not to be in

terpreted of Sheol, but of the grave ; see on

ch. ii. 10] In the city of David. And his

mother's name was Naaxnah, an Ammon-

itess. [Same words as in ver. 21 . The repe

tition can hardly be, as Bahr, Wordsworth,

al., imagine, designed, in order to show that

the worship of Moloch was brought by her

to Jerusalem (ch. xi. 7), and that she

exercised a sinister influence upon her son.

As she is twice called " the Ammonitess " it

can hardly be doubted that she was one of

the " Ammonitesses " (ch. xi. 1, Heb.) who

turned away Solomon's heart ; and it is

also certain that Rehoboam did not inherit

his folly from his father. At the same

time these words are more easily accounted

for on the supposition that the historian

found them in this position in one or more

of the documents from which he compiled his

history. It is also to be remembered that

some of these chronological statements are

manifestly by a later hand, and have been

transferred from the margin to the text. See

on ch. vl. 1.] And Abijam [elsewhere called

Abijah (2 Chron. xii. lti ; xiii. 1), or Abijuhu

(2 Chron. xiii. 21, Heb.) Some MSS. have

Abijah here. The variation is not easily

accounted for except as a clerical error.

The supposition of Lightfoot that the name

was designedly altered by the historian lo

avoid the incorporation of the sacred Jaii

into the name of a bad man is too fanciful,

the more so as Abijam was by no means an

exceptionally bad king. It is, however,

approved by Bahr and Rawlinson. But it

is as little probable that Abijam is the

original form of the name (Keil). The form

Abijahu, the LXX. 'A/3iow, and the analogy

of Abiel (1 Sam. ix. 1) all make against

this idea. On the whole, it is more likely

that Abijam results from an error of trans

cription, n and the final □ being easily con

founded] his son reigned in his stead.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 25.—The Invasion of Shishak. Three years after the death of David, the

foundations of the temple, the glory of that age—some have called it orbis mira-

culum, the marvel of every age—were laid. Four years after the death of Solomon

his son—some forty years, that is to say, after its foundation, three and thirty years

after its completion, according to some only twenty years after its dedication—the

treasures of that temple, its gold and gems, were carried off by an invader. A

short time after his accession, again, Solomon made alliance with the strongest and

proudest of the empires of that age, with Egypt, and a Hebrew, one whose fore

fathers were Pharaoh's bondmen, was gladly recognized as great Pharaoh's son-in-

law. A short time after his death, this same Egyptian kingdom is become an

assailant of Solomon's son, and Pharaoh is turned to be the oppressor and plun

derer of his realm. For a great part of Solomon's reign it was the boast of the

people that in Egyptian princess occupied one of his splendid palaces in Jerusalem,

but he has not been long dead before those same palaces are rifled by Egyptian

princes, and Jerusalem is environed by the legions of Shishak.

And yet that temple, the magnificence of which has been so short-lived, which

was hardly completed ere it was despoiled, was built to the name of the

Lord, and as a habitation for the mighty God of Jacob. And as such it was

accepted by Him. That house had had a greater glory and consecration than of

gold and precious stones, for " the glory of the Lord had fill-d the house of the

Lord" (ch. viii. 11). Why, then, is it, we may well ask, as the men of that
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age would ask, that it is so soon left comparatively desolate? Cannot the

Deity to whom it was dedicated protect it against spoliation. Or have His wor

shippers provoked Him to anger, so that He has "abhorred his sanctuary," and

" delivered his glory into the enemies' hand"?

For we may be quite sure that there was a profound reason for this profound

dishonour and disgrace. We cannot account for the fact that the temple of the

Lord, the "house of the great God'' (Ezra v. 8), was stripped bare and left a

wreck within a few years of its erection, on the supposition that a chance hap

pened to it, and that it only suffered as other shrines have done from the

vicissitudes of fortune and the impartial, inevitable havoc of war. "In rebus

bellicis," it has been said, "maxime dominatur Fortuna." But if we feel at liberty

to interpret other histories by a theory of chance, that idea must be excluded in

thinking of Ood's people. If their history was fortuitous, then the Old Testament

is a delusion. No ; we may not be able always to trace the finger of God in

profane history, but it will be passing strange if we cannot recognize it here.

Now the immediate cause of the invasion was, no doubt, the divided and therefore

weakened state of the kingdom. We might have been tempted to think that

Jeroboam had summoned his patron Shishak to his aid, had we not proof that

Israel as well as Judah suffered from this campaign. And of course it it possible

that Jeroboam instigated a war which ultimately extended to his own kingdom.

But it is obvious that Shishak would need no invitation to attack Jerusalem. The

fame of its immense treasure is quite sufficient of itself to account for his advance.

So long as it was guarded by the armies of Solomon it was secure. But Rehoboam,

whose troops would not number a third of his father's, and who was paralyzed by

the hostility of Israel crouching like a wild beast on his northern border, offered

an easy prey to a general with 1,200 chariots and 60,000 horsemen, and " people

without number " under his command.

We see, then, that it was the treasures of the Holy City—the vast accumulation

of the precious metals—which excited the cupidity of the Egyptians, while their

defenceless state suggested the idea of seizing them. Observe here—

1. The retribution of Solomon's sin. 1. Of his greed and pride. He has

" multiplied silver and gold to himself" only to provoke an invasion of his territory

and the humiliation of his people. If he had obeyed the law; if he had been

content to embellish the house of the Lord and leave the palaces alone; if his

overweening pride and his insatiable thirst for fame hod not prompted him to

amass treasures which excited universal attention, it is probable that Judah would

have escaped invasion. In this case " pride has gone before destruction." The

very magnitude of his treasures led to their dispersion.

2. Of his idolatry. We have already seen how this sin (ch. xi. 5—8) was

punished by the partition of his realm. In the plunder of his palaces, provoked

and made possible by that division, we see a further recompense of his outrage and

defiance of the Almighty. The hills on which his idol altars were erected now

swarmed with idolaters, assembled not to sacrifice, but to slay. We are reminded

here of the retribution which befell the Jerusalem of a later day. On one of the

hills before Jerusalem the Jews raised a cross—they crucified the Prince of Life.

On all the hills that are round about Jerusalem, the Romans raised crosses, the

crosses of His murderers (Jos., Bell. Jud. v. 11. 1).

8. Of his multiplication of horses. For it is to be remembered from what

quarter the retribution came. There is an exquisite judicial propriety in an

invasion from Egypt, and an invasion of chariots and horses. This was re-taliation

in the proper sense of the word ; it was like for like. Why, there was almost a beaten

track made for those same chariots by the horses and chariots which Solomon

had imported in such prodigious numbers. Literally the trade horses paved the

way for the horses of war. This illegal traffic had long since familiarized Egyptian

charioteers with the shortest way to the Holy City.

4. Of his multiplication of wives. Solomon's lawful wife came from Egypt.

Had he been true to her, he would probably have been true to his Lord God

'ch. xi. 8), and so his realm would have escaped invasion. It is a kind of Nemesis
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for the wrong done to his Egyptian consort that his harem was plundered by

Egyptians. There are those who connect Napoleon's fall with the repudiation of

Josephine. The "judge of the widow" (Psa. lxviii. 5) is also the avenger of the

injured and dishonoured wife (Heb. xiii. 4). Human laws seldom take cognizance

of these, the deepest of wrongs, but the cry of the heart-broken woman goes up

into the ears of One who has said, " I will repay."

II. The punishment of Bkhohoam's folly and sin. 1. Of his obstinacy. For

in the first place, but for his infatuation, humanly speaking, the kingdom would

have escaped division, and the land would have escaped invasion. That infatuation,

it is true, was the product of his breeding and his training, but that consideration

does not wholly exonerate him from blame. No man can charge his parents or

surroundings with his sin. The law does not excuse the thief on the ground that

from infancy he has been taught to steal. Behoboam was a free agent, and ought

to have acted otherwise, and doubtless he knew it when it was too late.

2. Of his pride. It was his pride had rejected all compromise, and had prated

of scorpions, &c. It had been humbled once in the dismemberment of his realm.

It must be humbled again in the spoliation of his palaces. For observe, it

was when he "had strengthened himself" (2 Chron. xii. 1) that Shishak came to

prove his weakness. St. Paul is not the only one who has had to learn the lesson,

" When I am weak, then am I strong." It is extremely probable that this vain

glorious prince, after losing most of his realm, still piqued himself on the abundance

of his treasures. His trust was in his shields of gold. So he must be reduced to

shields of pinchbeck.

3. Of his infidelity. "He forsook the law of the Lord" (2 Chron. I.e.) Much

as his father had done before him. " What the old sing," says the German pro

of, ch. ix. 25), but he sanctioned, or did not suppress, idolatry. The son of an

Ammonitebs, he would find it difficult to trample on the gods of his mother

(ch. xi. 5), and he was probably too much afraid of another insurrection to

stamp out the abominations of vers. 23, 24.

Ill The recompense of Israel's idolatries. Though the chronicler informs

us that Rehoboam " forsook the law and all Israel with him," yet it seems prob

able from vers. 22, 24, " And Judah did evil," &c, that he rather followed than

led his people. H6 could hardly fail, at first, to see that his strength lay in a rigid

adherence to the law ; that his policy was one of piety. The Levites and others who

streamed into Judah, shocked by the innovations of Jeroboam, cannot fail to have

suggested that his role was orthodoxy. It is probable, therefore, that it was not

until a large section of his people, infected with the superstitions and vices

they had learned in Solomon's reign, clamoured for the tolerance of shameful

shrines, that he yielded to idolatry. Ver. 25 seems to connect the invasion directty

with the people's sin. But for the high places and images. &c., the laud would have

been spared this humiliation. It is to be carefully noted that, so long as king and

people served the Lord, Shishak was held back lrom attacking them. Hence we

understand why Judah receives earlier and greater stripes than Israel. It was

Jeroboam made Israel to sin. It was Judah made Rehoboam to sin. The guilty

people, accordingly, are punished by the invasion of their land and the spoliation of

their treasure ; the guilty king by the destruction of his house. And here again,

let us observe, how significant that the chastisement should come from Egypt.

Time was when God had punished the idolatries of Egypt through the instru

mentality of the Jewish people (Exod. vii.—xiv.) Now the tables are turned, and

Egypt is employed to avenge the idolatries of Judah. This was the first time that

an Egyptian army had crossed their border—the first time, indeed, that the land

had sustained the brunt of any invasion. It was the Sodomites and the like had

drawn forth those swords from their scabbards. What a contrast between Exod.

xiv. and 1 Kings xiv. Israel, who then " saw the Egyptians dead upon the sea

shore," now feels the grip of Pharaoh at his throat, and the iron of Pharaoh in his

soul.

verb, " the young chirp.1
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 21—24.—The Sin of Judah. Having discoursed of Jeroboam and the

kingdom of Israel, the sacred historian now returns to Rehoboam and the sister

kingdom of Judah. To have found a better state of things here would have been

refreshing, but in this we are disappointed. How fearful was the moral state of

the whole world in those days I

I. Judah had fallen into the grossest idolatry. 1. He had multiplied

high places. (1) High places were not necessarily for idolatry. They were proper

to the worship of the true God in patriarchal times. (2) Even after God had

chosen Jerusalem to put His name there, the patriarchal use of high places was

upon special occasions sanctioned by Him (see ch. xviii. 88). (3) In Judah there

was little need for these, since the extremity of the kingdom was not very remote

from Jerusalem. The distance to Beersheba would be about forty British statute

miles. (4) But the high places of Judah were mainly designed for idolatry.

Hence their association in the text with " images and groves " and rites of Sodomites

and other Canaanitish abominations. 2. He had built many temples. (1) The

term (n13XD) here translated " images " is elsewhere commonly rendered pillars

(see Gen. xxviii 18 ; xxxi. 51 ; xxxv. 20 ; Exod. xxiv. 4; Isa. xix. 19). It is far

from evident that this word is ever used for any image or figured thing. In

places where it is construed " images," pillars would give as good sense (see Exod.

xxiii. 24 ; 2 Kings x. 26, 27). Marginal readings bear this out (see Deut. vii. 5 ;

xvi. 22). (2) It is probable these pillars were distributed in ranks, as those of the

Druids at Stonehenge and Abiry, to serve as temples in which the powers of the

material heavens were worshipped. 3. He had enshrined idols in these. (1) The

Asherim (D'1CX) are here evidently misVendered " groves ; " for how could groves

be planted " under every green tree " ? (See Homily on vers. 15, 16, supra.)

(2) They were idols apparently in figure like goats. For Jeroboam " ordained him

priests for the high places and for the devils (DHDP goats), and for the calves

which he had made" (2 Chron. xi. 15). Here we have no mention of Asherim;

of goats, however, we have mention. But when Josiah destroyed these things, there

is mention of the Ashcrah, but no mention of the goat (compare 2 Kings xxiii. 15).

The Asherah destroyed by Josiah appears, then, to be the goat which Jeroboam had

set up. (3) These Asherim, or Asheroth—for they appear to have been male and

female idols—were supposed to convey blessings to their worshippers, and hence

their name (from "IK'X to proceed, to bless). 4. His idolatry was attended with

shocking rites. (1) They were the very abominations for which the land had

spewed out the Canaanites as with abhorrence (see Levit. xviii. 28 ; xx. 22, and

contexts). (2) Conspicuous amongst these were the Sodomites, whose orgies were

intimately connected with the Asherim, and to encourage which the women wove

hangings (see 2 Kings xxiii. 7). How fruitful in inventions is the wickedness of

the heart ! (Eccles. vii 29.)

II. For his degeneracy he was without excuse. 1. He had Jerusalem for

his capital. (1) This was the city chosen of God out of all the tribes of Israel to

put His name there. The temple of Jehovah was there, and the Shekinah of

Jehovah was in it. (2) Every appliance for acceptable worship was there at hand.

The altars were there ; the priesthood was there ; the appointed assemblies, festival

and ferial, were there. (3) They sinned, therefore, " before the face of the Lord,"

as in His very presence. Even more so than Israel, who could not now claim

Jerusalem for his capital, though he was still bound to go there to worship. Let

us remember that God is ever near us ; this thought will restrain our truancy.

2. He had a son of David for his king. (1) The mother of Rehoboam, indeed,

was an Ammonitess. This is emphatically (twice) mentioned. She was one of

those strange women who had turned the heart of Solomon from the right way.

The abomination of her country was Milcom or Molech, whose rites were most

ferocious and demoralizing. (2) But against these influences were noble traditions

on the other side. His father, in the beginning of his reign, was illustrious in
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wisdom and zeal for the God of Israel. The memories of his grandfather were

glorious. To this must be added the most material circumstance that the Covenant

was with his house ; for Messiah Himself was to he the Son of David. (3) These

things were not without their influence. For three years after the revolution under

Jeroboam, Eehoboam governed Judah in the tear of God, and so established his

throne (see 2 Chron. xi. 17). (4) When, after this, Rehoboam " forsook the law of

the Lord," his subjects should have dissuaded him and, if necessary, resisted him.

But they went " with him " (2 Chron. xii. 2). (5) To such excesses did they go

that they " sinned above their fathers in provoking the Lord to jealousy."—J. A. M.

Vers. 25—31.—The Entailments of Sin. During the three first years of his

reign in Judah, Rehoboam walked in the steps of Solomon and David, enjoyed

peace, and became established in his throne. Afterwards he gave himself up to

idolatrous abominations, and brought evil upon himself and upon his people. The

entailments of their sin were—

I. Trourle. 1. There was continual war between the kingdoms. (1) While

they remained faithful to God they had peace. God interposed to preserve peace

by the hand of Shemaiah (ch. xii. 21—24). (2) But when they forsook the

Lord, they soon got to strife, which continued as long as the kings lived (ver. 30).

This strife was also handed down to their successors. (3) Thus sinners become

God's instruments to punish one another. So it is seen to this day in the conten

tions and litigations of individuals. Men are slow to see the hand of God.

2. Shishak aggravated the mischief. (1) The influences which brought him upon

the scene may be discerned. Hadad, who occasioned so much trouble to Solomon,

was Shishak's brother-in-law. Shishak was thus disposed to give asylum to Jeroboam

when he fled for his life from Solomon. Shishak now conspires with Jeroboam to

ruin Rehoboam. (2) The array brought against Judah by Shishak was formidable

(see 2 Chron. xii. 3). It would have been crushing had not Rehoboam and his

people, in their extremity, humbled themselves before God (2 Chron. xii. 7).

(3) But they still had to feel the smart of their sins.

II. Forfeiture. 1. In war there is always loss. (1) Necessarily there is the

forfeiture of peace. Who can estimate the value of peace ? Perfect peace is the

resultant of perfect harmony as the white light is composed of all the colours in

the iris. (2) There is the loss of property. Labour is the source of wealth : the

labour withdrawn from industry to wage war is so much loss of wealth. The

soldier also is a consumer. When he does not provide for his own sustenance, the

labour of others must be taxed to feed him. (3) There is the loss of life. War is

seldom bloodless. Often the slaughter is fearful. Wellington is reported to have

said that the calamity next in severity to a defeat is a victory. 2. Shishak despoiled

the temple of its treasure. (1) The booty here was enormous. The spoils of

David's victories were there ; also the accumulations of Solomon's peaceful com

merce. (2) The shields of gold that Solomon had made are particularly mentioned.

It is added that Rehoboam had brazen shields made to replace them. How sin

reduces the fine gold to brass I 3. Shishak also rifled the palace. (1) The treasures

here also were immense. Perhaps there never was such plunder as this in human

annals. (2) Rehoboam handed down a diminished inheritance to his son. By his

folly he alienated ten tribes of his nation from his kingdom. Abijam likewise

succeeded to a kingdom greatly impoverished. He became heir also to embroil

ments. The entailments of sin pursue the spirit into the invisible world. Forfeiture.

Trouble.—J. A. M.

Vers. 21—81.—Unfaithfulness and its rebuke. I. Judah's sin. 1. The nature

of the transgression. The grossest idolatry was set side by side with the pure

worship of God. The temple and its services were still His (ver. 28), but on every

high hill and under every green tree were the images and altars of the false gods.

The preservation of the pure worship of God is no proof that all is yielded which

God demands. The heart may be full of the world's idolatries, of its covetousness

and lust and manifold sin. 2. Its enormity. (1) It was wrought in Jerusalem,

1 kings. z
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" the city which the Lord did choose," &c., and this, too, in the face of the defection

of the ten tribes. It is high treason against Jehovah when those whom He has called

and honoured are faithless to the trust committed to them. It is the darkest crime

against God and man to betray the last earthly refuge of the truth. (2) It was

done after an interval of repentance and religious zeal (2 Chron. xi. 17 ; xii. 1).

They had known and yet forsaken the better way. (3) Their idolatry was more

unrestrained and daring than any that Israel had ever known (ver. 22). 3. Its

fruits (ver. 24). Errors in worship become vices in life. The soul that is cut off

from the fountain of life must needs break out into corruption.

II. Judah's chastisement. It inflicted deep humiliation and loudly proclaimed

God's indignation. 1. It was inflicted by an old and beaten foe. Their temple

songs, celebrating the ancient triumph over " Rahab," must have deepened their

shame. 2. The holy city and the temple itself were spoiled. God loathed their

holy things. We need not marvel that rationalism and infidelity are rampant in a

faithless, worldly Church. It is God's way. Israel's idolatry is punished by

Egypt's triumph. 3. It left its mark in enduring poverty (vers 26—28). The

splendour passed away from the royal pomp, and doubtless also from the temple

service. The nation and Church which Egypt has spoiled, whose faith has been

shaken by doubt, or swallowed up in unbelief, have lost their strength and glory.

They are but the shadows of what a true and pure faith once made them.—J. U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XV. 1—24.

The reigns or Arijam and Asa, kings

op Judah.

The Reign of Abijam.

Ver. 1. — Now In the eighteenth year

of king Jeroboam, the son of Nebat,

reigned Abijam [see note on ch. xiv.

31. It is implied in 2 Chron. xi. 20—22

that he was not the first-born among

Rehoboam's twenty-eight sons, but the

eldest son of the favourite wife. As he left

behind him thirty-eight children (2 Chron.

xiii. 21) at his decease, some three years

later, he must have been of considerable

age at his accession. This consideration

rather favours the idea that Rehoboam was

"forty and one years old when he began to

reign " (ib., xii. 13)] over Judah.

Ver. 2.—Three years [The Alex. LXX.

says &«it£, sixteen. The " three years " are

not to be interpreted strictly. As he as

cended the throne in the eighteenth and

died in the twentieth year of Jeroboam's

reign, he cannot have completed three years.

But it does not follow that " he cannot have

reigned much more than two years " (Raw-

linson, and similarly Keil). He may have

reigned all but three] reigned he In Jeru

salem. And his mother's name was Maa-

chah [in 2 Chron. xiii. 2 called Michaiah,

Hcb. Michajahu. That the same person is

meant is proved as well by the context as

by 2 Chron. xi. 21, where the name is

given as here. Keil (cf. Diet. Bib. ii. 162)

ascribes the discrepancy to an error of the

copyist ; but the names are so unlike in the

original as to discountenance this assump

tion. I venture to suggest that Michajahu

was the significant form—the word means

" Who is like Jehovah ? "—which the name

Maachah, "oppression," borne by the Geshu-

rite princess who married David (2 Sam. iii.

3) assumed when she joined the Lord's peo

ple, and embraced, as no doubt she would do,

the religion of Jehovah. Such a change

would be quite in accordance with the

genius and traditions of the Semitic races

(Gen. xvii. 5, 15; xxx. passim; xxxii. 28;

xii. 45 ; Exod. vi. 3, ifec. Cf. 2 Kings xxlii.

84 ; xxiv. 17 ; Hosea i. 4, 6), and there

may well have been special reasons in this

case, apart from the piety of David, why it

should be made. For the name Maachah

appears to have been taken from the town

and district of that name near Geshur—

a part of Syria was called Syria Maacttah

(1 Chron. xix. 6 ; cf. 2 Sam. x. 6—8). In 2

Sam. xx. 14, 15 we read of a district of

Beth Maachah—and it not improbably wit

nessed to unhappy memories. How natural

it would be that David's bride should take a

name of better omen and of a religious import,

ami how natural that the grand-daughter

who bore her name should be called by that

name in both its forms. Since writing the

above, I find that a somewhat similar idea

has occurred long since to others. Both

Kimchi and Jarcbi hold that she had two

names. It is supposed by some that she

assumed the name Michaiah, as more digni

fied, on becoming queen. Wordsworth thinks

that Michaiah was her real name, and that

it was degraded into Maachah when she was

deposed for idolatry. This latter view dove

tails with the one suggested above. It
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would be quite in accordance with Jewish

usages and habits of thought that the name

which had been changed into Micluiiah

when the grandmother became a proselyte,

should be changed back into Maaehah when

this princess apostatized] , the daughter

[rather, grand-daughter. J13 includes all

female descendants, as (see vcr. 10) all

ancestresses] of Abishalom. We can hardly

doubt that Absalom, the son of David, is

meant here. We have (1) the express state

ment of 2 Chron. xi. 21, " Kehoboam loved

Maaehah, the daughter of A bsalom," &e. (2)

The fact that two of Rehoboam's other wives

were of the family of David, which shows

that it was part of his policy to marry the

daughters of that house. (3) The mother

of Absalom was named Maaehah (2 Sam.

iii. 3). (4) The name is so uncommon —in

fact, it is U7r«5 Aey—that another person

cau hardly be intended. Moreover, the

variation in spelling is extremely slight. It

has been held, however, that a different

person is designated by the name, principally

because Absalom had but one daughter

whose name was Tamar (2 Sam. xiv. 27),

whereas Abijah's mother is said to have

been the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah (2

Chron, xiii. 2). But this difficulty admits

of an easy solution. Tamar was doubtless

married to Uriel, and Maaehah was the

fruit of this marriage. And with this ex

planation agrees the account of Josephus

(Ant. viii. 10, 1).

Ver. 3.—And he walked in all the sins of

his father, which he had done before him

[sins, i.e., from the theocratic standpoint.

See ch. xiv. 22, 25. It does not appear

that either Abijah or Rehoboam was a

vicious man, and from his pious language

on Mount Zemaraim (2 Chron. xiii. 10—12)

we should certaiuly have thought that Abijah

was a god-fearing prince. But ver. 13 proves

that he had sanctioned idolatry, and this

was no doubt his principal sin, as the next

words explain] : and his heart was not per

fect with the Lord and his God, as the heart

of David his father [the words used of

Solomon, ch. ii. 4].

Vcr. 4.—Nevertheless [ig but, si-d,mndern,

Gcscn. 393] for David's sake did the Lord

his God give him a lamp [Better than

margin, candle. The word is " always used

figuratively of progeny." See note on ch. ii.

26 ; and of 2 Sam. xxi. 17 ; Job xviii. 5, 6 ;

I'sa exxxii. 17] In Jerusalem, to set up

his son after him, and to establish Jeru

salem [But for David's piety, that is to say,

his family would have been dethroned, if

not destroyed, as was that of Jeroboam

(1 Kings xiv. 10), of Baasha (ch. xvi. 2),

of Ahab (2 Kings x. 11), &c. Abijah was

the third prince of that line who had per

mitted idolatrous worship, so that that

dynasty had richly deserved to forfeit its

position. The stability of the family of

David on the throne for nearly 400 years,

amid all the changes and chances of thut

period, and whilst in Israel there were

" nine changes of dynasty within 250 years "

is, as Rawlinson remarks, very " difficult to

account for on mere grounds of human

reason "] :

Ver. 5. Because pSW, here causative for

'X R£. Comp. quod] David did that which

! was right In the eyes of the Lord, and

] turned not aside from anything that he

I commanded him all the days of his life,

| save only in the matter of Uriah the

Hittite. [2 Sam. ii. 4. But this last clause

is not found in the I, XX.. and such a state

ment was more likely to be inserted by

transcribers, having first appeared in the

margin as a gloss, than to be omitted, had

it ever formed part of the text. And in

support of this view it may be alleged that

(1) the matter of Uriah was by no means

David's only sin, and (2) it is not the

manner of our writer thus to qualify his

words. See next verse.]

j Ver. 6. —And there was war between

I Rehoboam and Jeroboam all the days of

> his life. [Practically identical with ch xiv.

i 30, where see note. Thenius thinks the

| insertion of the words were due to the care-

I lessness of some copyist, and Bahr admits

; that our present text is possibly not the

| original one. For Rehoboam, some MSS.,

| with tho Syriao and Arabic, read Abijah,

i but this is clearly an emendation, which iu

I turn begets another repetition (ver. 7). and

I there is really no need either to alter or

: suspect the text. Such repetitions are

' quite in accordance with Eastern usago,

i and Rehoboam here stands for the house

i of Rehoboam, or the cause and kingdom

i which Rehoboam represented. The object

! of mentioning his name can hardly be " to

i remind the reader that Abijum inherited

I this war from his father " (Rawlinson), for

' it was only on Rehoboam's death that the

i slumbering hostility blazed out into actual

| war. That there was warfare between Abi-

I jam and Jeroboam we know not only from

! ver. 7, but from 2 Chron. xiii. 3—20 also.

Ver. 7.—Now the rest of the acts of

| Abijam and all that he did, are they not

! written in the book of the chronicles [see

' note on ch. xiv. 29. The marginal refer-

! ence to 2 Chron. xiii. misleads the casual

i reader] of the kings of Judah ? And there

! was war [not only hostility, but open war

! (Vulgate, praelium), hence the repetition]

i between Abijam and Jeroboam.
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Ver. 8. — And Abijam slept with his

lathers; and they burled him In the city

of David [This fact alone should negative

Lightfoot's theory as to his name ; see note

on ch. xiv. 31] : and Asa his son reigned

In his stead.

The Reign of Aia.

Ver. 9.—And In the twentieth year of

Jeroboam king of Israel reigned Asa

[Gesen. interprets the name to meau

" physician "] over Judah. [This reign

is related at much greater length in 2 Chron.

xiv.—xvi. We are there told of the Ethio

pian invasion, of the prophecies of Azariah

and II, in. mi. of the league with Syria, &c.]

Ver. 10.—And forty and one years reigned

he In Jerusalem [Corn, a Lapide points out

that Asa saw eight kings of Israel on the

throne, Jeroboam, Nadab, Baasha, Elah,

Zimri, Tibni, Omri, and Ahab]. And his

mother's [or grandmother's, as margin]

name was Maachah, the daughter of Abl-

shalom. [The same words as in ver. 2,

and the reference can hardly be to a differ

ent person. Buhr indeed questions whether

DX can here stand for grandmother, (1)

because in every other case it designates

the king's mother, (2) Because the mother

of the king, and not the grandmother, en

joyed the dignity and position of Gebirah

(ver. 13; 2 Chron. xv. 16). Some would

read for Abishalom, Uriel of Gibeah ; others,

strengthened by the Michaiah of 2 Chron.

xiii. 2, think the historian mistaken in

mentioning the name of Abijam's mother

(ver. 2 ; 2 Chron. xi. 21) as Maachah. The

difficulty by no means admits of a ready

solution, but perhaps the best explanation

is that the grandmother, Maachah, Reho-

boam's favourite wife, retained her position,

possibly by force of character, or because

Asa's mother was dead. It is not certain,

however, that if the latter had lived she

would have displaced Maachah, of whose

influence and imperious temper we have

several indications j e.g., in the appoint

ment of her son, though not the first-born,

to succeed his father, and in her open

maintenance of idol-worship, and above

all in the fact that she was publicly deposed

by Ami.

Ver. 11.—And Asa did that which was

right in the eyes of the Lord, as did David

his father. [" It is a wonder how Asa

should be good, of the seed of Abijam, of

the soil of Maachah " (Hall).]

Ver. 12.—And he took away the Sodom

ites [see on ch. xiv. 24, and Rom. i. 23—27.

It appears from ch. xxii 46 that this abomi

nation was not wholly suppressed] out of

the land, and removed all the idols [

from bb} volvit. A term of contempt (see

Deut. xxix. 17, where it is coupled with

" abominations ; " Ezek. xxiii 37) ; but whe

ther the word is to be interpreted by bbl a

ball of dung, in which case these idols

[Dei ttercorei) would have a designation like

BeelzebQl (" the lord of dung "), or with bi

j a heap of stones (Gen. xxxi. 46, 48), Dei

Uipidei, is uncertain. Keil would translate

\ log*, Gesenius trunlu, ttocks, which from

I being rolled might well bear this name]

that his fathers had made.

Ver. 13.—And also Maachah his mother,

even her he removed from being queen

[Rather, queen-mother. Gebirah, as already

pointed out on oh. ii. 19, answers to the

' Sultana Valide. The Vulgate reads, Ne etset

i princept in tacris Priapi. Wordsworth re-

' minds us of the position which the queen-

! mother Atossa holds in the Pertae (vers.

) 159—850). A queen consort is hardly pos-

. sible in a polygamous household ; see Kitto,

j iv. 177] because [Heb. which, as in ver. 5] she

had made an Idol [JI^PD from \bs tcrruit,

signifies an object of fear, formido—not

pmIf admit, a thing of shame, as the Rabbis

and others have held, i.e. , a phallic image

(*imulacrum obtcoenum, Jerome), but hot-

rendum. The devout Jew could not but

regard such objects with horror] In a gTove

[Heb. for (i.e., to serve as) an Atherah. See

note on ch. xiv. 15, 23. Asherah is not the

name of the goddeit ( = Astarte), as Words

worth thinks, but of the image] , and Asa

destroyed [Marg. cut off, Heb. simply cut,

which here must mean cut down. The image

was, no doubt, planted erect in the ground]

her idol [horror, as above] , and burnt it

[this shows that it was made of wood] by

the brook Kldroa [Cf. Exod. xxxii. 20.

Here, as in oh. xvii. 3 (where see note), our

translators have been unable to adhere

strictly to the original "in the brook," ic.,

from not knowing that bm, which primarily

means " brook,'' also means " watercourse,"

wady. It is probable that the brook was at

this time flowing, and that the ashes of the

wooden Asherah were cast into it ; but the

burning also took place in the Wady, or

valley. We read of another similar burning

in 2 Kings xxiii. 4, 6 ; but in this case the

ashes were either carried to Bethel or cast

upon the graves, to defile them. It is a fair

inference that on this latter occasion the

Kedron was dry. The valley, " the fields of

the Kedron " (ver. 4 I.e.), is conveniently

placed for such a purpose.]

Ver. 14.—But the high place* [evidently

such as are referred to in eh, in , ije., un-

i authorized shrines of Jehovah ; of. 2 Kings

'. xiv. 4] were not taken away [lit., dt
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parted not. Yet we read in 2 Chron. xiv,

3, that Asa " took away the high places (cf.

ver. 5). But it is clear, even from 2 Chron.

xv. 17, that all of them were not re

moved, and the discrepancy arises from the

well-known Eastern idiom of putting the

whole for the part, of which we have in

stances in Gen. vii. 19; Exod. ix. 25, Ac.

Cf. ver. 32 ; 2 Kings xix. 35, and see below.

Asa probably aimed at removing all, and he

may have removed all out of the cities (2

Chron. xiv. 5), but some remained in the

country districts or in remote places. Or

he may have swept them away for a short

time, and they may have been stealthily

and gradually re-iutroduced. It may be

interesting to remark here that down to the

present day the cultus of the high places

exists—under a modified form, it is true—in

Palestine. Every traveller will remember

the Muk/imt which crown almost every hill.

The religion of the Fcllahln, though nomi

nally Mohammedan, is really, like that of

China, a worship of the dead. " In almost

every village of the country a small build

ing, surmounted by a whitewashed dome, is

observable, being the saored ohapel of the

place ; it is variously called Kubbeh, "dome,"

Maziir, "shrine," or Mukam, "station,"

the latter being a Hebrew word, nsed in the

Bible for the places of the Canaonites

(Deut. xii. 2). . . . Just as in the time of

Moses, so now the position chosen for the

Mukam is generally conspicuous. . . . This

Mukam represents the real religion of the

peasant" (Conder, pp. 304 sqq.)] : never

theless Asa's heart was perfect with the

Lord all his days. [We have here a notable

instance of the Oriental exaggeration just

referred to. For the very same expression

is used by the chronicler (2 Chron. xv. 17),

who in the next chapter (ch. xvi. 7—12) tells

ns of Asa's unfaithfulness in his old age.]

Ver. 15.—And he brought la the things

which his father had dedicated [Heb. the

holy things of his father. These were prob

ably the spoils Abijah had taken in his

war with Jeroboam (2 Chron. xiii. 18)] , and

the things which himself had dedicated

[These were probably the spoils of the

Ethiopians (2 Chron. xiv. 15 ; of. xv. 11)] ,

Into [the Hebrew omits this word. Keil says

that " house " is an accusative governed

by "brought"], the house of the Lord,

silver, and gold, and vessels.

Ver. 16.—And there was war between

Asa and Baasha king of Israel all their days.

[This statement must be compared with 2

Cbron. xiv. 1, 6, from which we gather that

during the first ten years of Asa's reign

there cannot have been war, properly so

called, between them. Indeed, it would

seem from 2 Chron. xv. 19, xvi. 1, that it

was not until the 36th year of Asa's reign

that it first broke out. But these numbers

have clearly not escaped corruption (see note

there), as at the date last mentioned Baasha

must have been dead (cf. ver. 33 below).

It is probable that war is to be taken here,

as elsewhere (cf. xiv. 30), in the sense of

hostility, and in any case we have here

another instance of the hyperbolical habit

of the Eastern mind.]

Ver. 17.—And Baasha, king of Israel,

went up against Judah [This statement

probably refers to the reconquest of the

three cities which Abijah had taken from

Jeroboam (2 Chron. xiii. 19), as Ramah

could hardly have been rebuilt whilst Bethel

remained in the hands of Judah], and

built Raman [Heb. the Ramah, i.e., " the

elevation," or " high place." Now er Ram

(=a the height), in Benjamin (Josh, xviii.

25; Jndg. xix. 13, 14), five miles distant

from Jerusalem, near the frontier of the

two territories, and also then, as now,

on the great north road. It was the key,

consequently, to both kmgdoms. Henoe

the struggles to possess it, vers. 21, 22 ;

2 Chron. xvi. 1, Ac.] , that he might not

suffer any to go out [Heb. not to give any

going out, &c.] or come In to Asa, king of

Judah. [The object of Baasba in fortifying

this place is evident. It was not merely to

have an advanced post as a menace to Jeru

salem (Rawlinson), but primarily, by its

command of the high road, to prevent his

subjects from falling away to the kingdom of

Judah, or even from going up to Jerusalem

to worship ; in fact, to isolate Judah and to

blockade its capital. That there was a great

defection to Asa at this time we know from

2 Chron. xv. 9. This was an exodus which

Baasha felt must be checked. Blunt

('' Coincidences," pp. 176—8) has happily

shown from 2 Chron. xvi. 6, Ac., how the

primary object must have been to " stop the

alarming drainage of all that was virtuous

out of their borders." Rawhuson sees in

the fortification of this place " the first

step towards a conquest of the southern

kingdom." But as to this the text is silent,

or rather it assigns an entirely different

reason.]

Ver. 18.—Then Asa took all the silver

and the gold that were left [LXX. ri

eiptBiv, which Rawlinson thinks points to

a corruption of our text. He says, "The

Jewish treasuries should now have been

tolerably full," because (1) of the long peace

(2 Chron. xiv. 1—6), and (2) the " very

much spoil " they had taken from the

Ethiopians (to., ver. 13). Compare ver. 15

above. But the historian has in mind the

depletion of the treasury by Shishak (ch.

xiv. 26). It is true there was nothing
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"left" on that occasion, but the treasures

since accumulated are referred to under this

term. It may be the phrase is not strictly

accurate, but the LXX. reading looks

suspiciously like an emendation] in the

treasures of the house of the Lord, and the

treasures of the king's house, and delivered

them Into the hand of his servants : and

king Asa sent them [cf. 2 Kings xvi. 8.

For this act of faithlessness he was reproved

by Hanani the seer (2 Uhron. xvi. 7) : " O

Asa, where was thy piety, while thou robbedst

God to corrupt an infidel for the slaughter

of the Israelites?" (Hall)] to Ben-hadad

[" the son of the sun " (see note on oh.

xt 23). Three kings of Damascus at least

bore this name, viz., thm king, his son

(ch. xx. 1), and the son of Hazael (2 Kings

xiii. 24)], the son of Tabrimon [the name

moans, .Good is Bimmon, as to which deity

H*e note on 2 Kings v. 18] , the son of

Hezlon [by some identified with Rezin (ch.

xi. 23). but on insufficient grounds] king

of Syria, that dwelt at Damascus [" The

centre of the Aramaean power west of the

Euphrates " (Ewald)] , saying,

Ver. 19.—There is a league [Rawlinson

would render, " Let there be a league . . .

as there was," but the A.V. is equally good.

Asa claims that a league does exist, and,

in fact, has never been broken] between me

and thee, and between my father and thy

father [Syria would seem to have been

the first of the possessions of Solomon to

regain its independence (ch. xi. 24). Its

friendship would naturally be sought by

Judah, as a counterpoise, perhaps, to the

alliance between Israel and Egypt (Ewald)]:

behold, I have sent unto thee a present

[elsewhere a bribe. Psa. xv. 5 ; xxvi. 10 ;

1 Sam. viii. 3] of silver and gold; come ;

and break [Heb. come, break now, n cohorta-

tive] thy league with Baasha king of Israel,

that he may depart from me. [Heb. go up

from upon me.]

Ver. 20. — So [Heb. and] Ben-hadad

hearkened unto king Asa, and sent the

captains [or princes ; same word as in ch.

3xii. 31 ; cf. xx. 24] of the hosts which he

had against the cities of Israel, and smote

Ijon [now represented by Tell Dibbin, a

mound near the north end of the Alerj

'Ayi'm (which probably preserves the name),

a " meadow of fountains," a few miles north

west of Dan. This hill would offer a com-

manding site for a stronghold, and traces ore

found there of a large and ancient city (Robin

son, iii. p. 375; Diet. Bib., i. p. 863], and I

Dan, [nearthenorthernextremityofPalestine I

(ch. tv. 25 ; 1 Sam. iii. 20, Ac.) Now cer. i

tamly identified with Tell el Kadi the " hill I

of the Judge " (which preserves the meaning j

of the name), near the main source of the i

Jordan. The Tell, apparently an extinct

crater, is covered with ruins. Stanley, S.

and P., p. 395—6. Thomson, " Land and

Book," i p. 320. Van de Velde, ii. p. 420.

The situation is described as superb, and

the country as extremely fertile. This is

the last mention of the place in Scripture.

Retribution has soon fallen on one of the

centres of Jeroboam's schism], and Abel-

beth-maachah [now known as Abil el Kamh

(Robinson, iii. p. 372 ; but see Stanley,

S. and P., p. 390, note 6 ; Thomson, i. p. 324.

Rawlinson argues from 2 Sam. xx. 14 that

there were originally two towns, but ver. 15

leads us to question the present text of ver.

14. Ver. 19 shows it to have been a place

of considerable importance. In 2 Chron.

xvi. 4. it is called Abel Maim, " the meadow

of the waters," not only, it is probable, be

cause of the lake, but of the huge marsh,

the Ard el Huleh, which drains into it (see

Stanley, l.c.) All these towns are in the

neighbourhood of Lake Huleh (Merom), and

all being in the extreme north, bore the

brunt of the invasion. The name Maachah is

to be noticed in connection with ver. 2] ,

and all Clnneroth [in Num. xxxiv. 11 ;

Deat. iii. 17, Cinnereth ; in the New Testa

ment, Gennetaret." " The expression ' all

Cinneroth' is unusual, and may be com

pared with 'all Bithron,' probably like

this, a district and not a town " (Grove, Diet.

Bib., i. p. 330). It is the district on the

western shore of the lake of Galilee, north of

Tiberias, which gave its name to the adjoin

ing sheet of water. A city Chinnereth, per

haps the capital of the district, is mentioned

Josh. xix. 35], with [^y not uncommonly

has this meaning. Cf. Gen. xxxii. 12 (Heb.),

"the mother with the children ;" Exod. xxxv.

! 22, " men with women."] all the land of

Naphtali [Not only were the fortresses of

Naphtali just mentioned smitten by the

Syrians,but they laid waste all the surround

ing district.]

Ver. 21.—And it came to pass, when

Baasha heard thereof, that he left off

building of Raman [He could not prosecute

it when he had enemies on every side. He

at once assumes the defensive] , and dwelt

in Tirzah. [Ch. xiv. 17. He retired to

his capital. It is not implied that he had

entertained the idea of dwelling at Ramah.]

Ver. 22.—Then king Asa made a pro

clamation [Heb. made a 11 to hear] through

out all Judah ; none was exempted [Heb.

! none free] , and they took away [Heb. took

| up] the stones of Ramah, and the timber

thereof, wherewith Baasha [It is noticeable

I that it is generally " king Asa," but never

" king Baasha "] had bullded ; and king

Asa built with them Geba of Benjamin
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[Sometimes " the Geba," i.e., height; in

Josh, xviii. 24, Gaba ; now Jeba, only 45'

north-east of Bamah. This was the northern

limit of the southern kingdom (2 Kings

xxiii. 8). It occupied a striking position,

standing on a rocky knoll on the south side

of the great gorge of Hichmash (now known

as the Wady Suweinlt), a " great crack or

fissure in the country, with vertical pre

cipices some 800 feet high " (Conder, p.

254 ; cf. Diet. Bib., i. p. 658 and Porter, i.

p. 214). As Geba would command the pas*,

it is easy to understand why Asa fortified

it, the more so as this defile " appears to

have been more than once the meeting-

place between the Jews and their enemies "

(Conder)] , and Mizpah. [Heb. the Mizpah,

i.e., icatch-toicer (Gen. xxxi. 49). The

name points to an eminence, but it is

remarkable that while so many sites of

minor importance have been recovered, this

old gathering-place of the tribes (Judg. xxi.

1 ; 1 Sam. vii. 5 ; x. 17—25), and the seat

of Gedaliah's government (Jer. xL 6), cannot

be identified with certainty. It has been

conjectured that it is now represented by

the commanding eminence of Nebi Samwil

(Robinson, ii. p. 328 ; Van de Yelde, ii. p.

53), but Stanley (S. and P., ii. p. 213—4) and

Grove (Diet. Bib., ii. p. 389) argue in favour

of Scopus, and " the survey has done little

to throw light on this question " (see Con

der, pp. 257—9). It is to be hoped that the

" pit," or well, which Asa made (Jer. xli. 9),

probably " to provide Mizpah with a plenti

ful supply of water in case of a siege "

(Ewald), may yet be brought to light.

Ver. 23.—And the rest of all the acts of

Asa, and all his might [see 2 Chron. xlv.,

xv.], and all that he did, and the cities

which he built [during the peace in the

earlier part of his reign (2 Chron. xiv. 5, 6)],

are they not written In the book of the

chronicles of the king's of Judah 7 Never

theless [Heb. only. There was one exception

to his otherwise happy and prosperous teign]

In the time of his old age [see notes on ch.

L 1; xi. 4. "Old age" means here, as

there, the end of life. Asa cannot well

have been more than fifty. It was in the

39th year of his reign (2 Chron. xvi. 12)

that this disease attacked him] he was

diseased In his feet. [It is generally sup

posed that this disease was the gout. In

the Chronicles (l.c.) he is reproached for

seeking " not to the Lord but to the phy

sicians." We muBt remember what the art

of medicine at that day was like (see Eitto,

" Daily Bib. Illns.," iv. 195 sqq.), aud that

the Jews regarded sickness and healing as

alike the immediate acts of God.

Yer. 24.—And Asa slept with his fathers,

and was burled with his fathers ["in his

own sepulchre which he had made for him

self " (2 Chron. xvi. 14, which also notices

" the bed filled with sweet odours," in

which he was laid and the " very great

burning" made for him)] in the city of

David his father : and Jehoshaphat his son

reigned in his stead.

HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 11—26.—The Reign of Asa. Though this prince reigned forty and one

years—a longer period than any of his predecessors, and, with two exceptions, a

longer period than any of the kings who came after him—yet his reign, so far as it

is recorded here, may be summed up in few words. " Happy is the nation," it has

been said, " which has no history." But happier still the nation whose history,

like that of Judah in the time of Asa, maybe comprehended under these two heads

—internal reforms, and external discipline.

I. Internal reforms. Two questions present themselves for consideration here.

First, What were Asa's reforms? Secondly, In what way were they accomplished?

1. His reforms were practically of two kinds : (a) Moral, and (6) Hdigious. It

is not implied that he either put morality before religion, or believed that the one

could be separated from the other. It may be a question in these days—it is at

least hotly disputed—whether morality can long support itself without a religious

basis and religious sanctions ; but it was no question in that dark age, or for many

hundred years afterwards. Then it was a choice between the one true religion and

the most shameful immoralities practised under the name of religion. All that

is meant here, therefore, is that Asa's reforms resulted in purging and raising the

tone of public morality by suppressing the idolatry which sanctioned and con

secrated impurity.

(1) The moral reformation is suggested to our minds by the words " He took

away the Sodomites out of the land" (ver. 12). What an abyss of corruption does

this one brief sentence reveal to us. " It is a shame even to speak of those things
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which "were "done of them in secret" (Eph. v. 12). And this among the holy

people, the bride of the Lord 1 No wonder that Asa's first effort was directed

against these horrible enormities. This suppression of the Sodomites was a first

step towards—

(2) '/he relitiiotis reformation. He next "removed all the idols that his fathers

had made." "His fathers." Solomon, as well as Rehoboam and Abijah. Probably

none of the three had himself reared idol shrines. But all the three had, to say

the least, permitted idolatry, and connived at it. It was sin enough that Ihey had

not vigorously and promptly suppressed it. They were, each in his turn, the

representative of the mighty God of Jacob. What were they doing that they per

mitted any rivalry between the bestial gods of the heathen and the Holy One of

Israel ? But probably we see here the bitter fruits of Solomon's sin—so true it is

that "the evil that men do lives after them." When that powerful prince had

once granted to foreign deities and shameful superstitions a footing in Immantiel's

land, it was more than his comparatively feeble successors could do to dislodge

them. The people loved to have it so, and neither Rehoboam nor Abijah was

strong enough to say them nay. Thus did Solomon, down to Asa's days, yes, and

down to the time of the captivity (2 Chron. xxxvi. 14), go on sinning in his grave.

And let us notice here an instructive contrast between Asa and Solomon. It

was the wise king, the most magnificent of the monarchs of the earth, at the

height of his prosperity, and towards the end of a long and peaceful reign, built

altars for the abominations of neighbouring nations. It was a young prince,

unknown to fame, with no special gifts or endowments, with a restricted dominion,

and encompassed with difficulties, who was the first to stem this tide of sin and

shame with which his great ancestor had flooded the land. " The first last, and the

last first." Compare 1 Cor. i. 27—29. Wealth has greater dangers than adversity.

2. But let us now consider the way in which these great reforms were brought

about.

(1) He began at the right place. "Even Maachah his mother he removed," &c.

The Gebirah, the first lady in the land, whose conduct would of course be an

example to all the women of his realm (Esther i. 17, 18), was deposed from her

lofty station. The history of Israel shows repeatedly how the country took its tone,

as indeed every country must do, more or less, from the court. It is not only

in dress that the queen sets the fashion. The Japanese have a striking proverb,

" Fish begin to stmk at the head." If the court be corrupt, profligate, irreligious,

the commonalty will soon follow suit, for we all imitate our superiors. In this sense

is that word true, corruptio optimi pessima. It would consequently have been of

little use for Asa to put down idols elsewhere had he tolerated them in the harem,

the nursery of his successors. This hydra could not be slain by hewing its feet, or

piercing its body; it was only mortal in its head. Maachah's " horror " must be

destroyed or idolatry will live and flourish. Moreover, in beginning with her, Asa

shows that he appraised aright the power of female influence. He might have

realized that those who " rock the cradle, rule the world." The sinister influence

of the harem had ruined Rehoboam ; it should not rain Jehoshaphat. Here, again,

let us mark the contrast between the conduct of Asa and that of Solomon; between

the cases of Maachah and Naamah. Solomon built idol altars for his wives: Asa

burnt the idol of his mother. The strong king was brought into subjection by

weak and foolish women ; the weak king humbled and degraded the proudest and

strongest woman of her time. The former could not resist the blandishments of

one of his many foreign mistresses when she petitioned for the gods and rites of

her native country ; the latter was deaf to the entreaties of his mother when she

prayed to retain, not her idol, but her place. It must have cost him an effort to

deal with the queen-mother who had exercised so great an influence in former reigns.

It has been said that the devil often " comes to a man in the shape of his wife and

children " (J. Hinton), and truly a man's real foes are not unfrequently those of his

own household. Just as their flattery is the most insidious and mischievous

(Whately), so are their faults too often considered venial, and their sins, when

manifest, are the hardest to reprove (cf. ch. i. 6; 1 Sam. iii. 13). These are the
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" hand " and the " eye," which cause men to offend, and which they must cut off or

pluck out and cast from them (Matt. v. 29 sqq.) Hence the charge of Deut. xiii. 6

sqq. ; cf. Matt. x. 87.

And the moral effect of this act, the public deposition of the queen-mother, can

hardly be over-estimated. It showed the country that the king was in real earnest ;

that he was no respecter of persons ; that no idolatry could expect tolerance at his

hands. Probably but for this he could neither have taken away the Sodomites

nor removed the idols. Possibly it was because neither Rehoboam (see 2 Chron.

xi. 21) nor Abijam dared to deal with the idolatries of Maachah, who would seem

to have been a woman of imperious will, that these foreign superstitions had defiled

the land so long. Asa struck at their root in removing her from being queen.

(2) He did not stop half-way. He destroyed " with both hands oarnestly "

(Micah vii. 3). He not only cut down her idol, he burnt it in the valley of the

Kedron. There was no place left her for repentance. He had burnt his ships

behind him; had destroyed the nests, so that the rooks might not return. This

public burning, witnessed, no doubt, by crowds of spectators, spoke louder than

any words or ordinances could do. When they saw the "horror" reduced to ashes,

and the ashes cast into the brook, they could have no doubt as to the purpose of

their king. They would remember how Moses had acted before (Exod. xxxii. 20).

(3) He did what he could. It is no reproach to him that " the high places were

not removed" (ver. 14), for the chronicler (chs. xiv. 5 ; xv. 12, 18, 17), as well as

our author, testifies that this was no fault of his. " His heart was perfect all

his days." He did what in him lay, and his service was accepted accordingly

(2 Cor. viii. 12). " The fleetest horse cannot escape from its tail."

(4) His reformation was followed by a restitution. It was not merely de

structive, as too many so-called reforms have been. (1) He gave up to the sacristy

of God the silver and gold he had taken from the Ethiopians. It was his happiness

to restore to it some of the treasure of which it had been denuded in the reign of

Rehoboam. (Observe : When idolatry came in, the treasures went out of the land.

When idolatry was expelled, prosperity returned. Godliness has the promise of

the life that now is.) His, consequently, was no cheap reform. He offered of that

which cost him something (2 Sam. xxiv. 24). He might have converted his spoil

into drinking vessels of pure gold (ch. x. 21), but he surrendered it to the service

and keeping of the Most High. (2) He induced his people to dedicate themselves

anew to the Lord (2 Chron. xv. 12 sqq. ; cf. 2 Cor. viii. 5). This was the crown

and blossom of his reformation. " They sware unto the Lord with a loud voice."

And, as the fruit of this righteous policy, we find that he enjoyed, for a part of

his reign at least, (1) quietness (2 Chron. xiv. 1), " The Lord gave him rest" (ver. 6)

—the effect of righteousness is quietness and assurance (Isa. xxxii. 17) ; (2) prosperity

(ver. 7), and (3) growth, in the shape of a large accession of God-fearing, law-abiding

subjects. " They fell to him out of Israel in abundance when they saw that the

Lord his God was with him." Not all the numerical superiority of Israel, not all

its fruitful territory, availed against the attraction of a realm, in one sense a rival

kingdom, where respect for God's law promised security, liberty, and peace.

But let us now observe that these reforms and this courageous piety did not

exempt him from—

II. External trourles. The quiet only lasted ten years. His fenced cities

did not save him from invasion. He had to encounter, first, the invasion of Zerah

(2 Chron. xiv. 9), and secondly, the aggression of Baasha (1 Kings xv. 17). He may

marched against him that his piety profited him nothing. He may have argued,

when he saw the fortress of Ramah threatening his very capital—the city God had

chosen to put His name there—that God made no difference between the righteous

and the wicked, between His faithful people and the calf-worshipping Israelites.

But observe : both these troubles were really blessings in disguise. Afflictions and

adversities may be either punitive or disciplinary. Solomon's were of the former,

Asa's ofthe latter class. For (1) when Asa had learned his own weakness, and learnt

whither to look for help (2 Chron. xiv. 11)—lessons both of them of singular blessed-

have been tempted to think when
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ness— the Lord smote the Ethiopians. This invasion resulted in the enrichment

of the country. The spoil was enormous. And the victory ministered, not to

pride, but to piety (ib., xv. 8). (2) The only result, so far as we know, of the

menaces of Baasha was that that king drew upon himself an invasion of Syrians

(in which it is to be observed, Dan, one of the seats of the calf-worship, was smitten),

and Asa gained two fortresses as a protection against future inroads (ver. 22). It is

true that Asa betrayed a want of faith in taking the consecrated gold and silver

wherewith to bribe the northern barbarians (2 Chron. xvi. 7, 8), and that he was

chastised for the deed (ver. 9), but, all the same, his generally " perfect heart " was

rewarded by more than deliverance. If he ever cried with Jacob, " All these

things are against me,'' he must have subsequently exclaimed with Joseph, " Ye

thought evil against me, but God meant it unto good " (Gen. 1. 20). His troubles

must have taught him this lesson, " Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but

the Lord delivereth him out of them all " (Psa. xxxiv. 19).

And so we see in the dangers and assaults which this reformer underwent proofs

of the loving discipline of God—trials intended for his reformation and for the

chastening of his country. It is difficult at first sight to see how so brutal and

hateful a thing as war can ever be for the good of any people, especially when we

remember that a " victory is the next worst thing to a defeat." But those have

some reason on their side who tell us that war is the purgatory of nations, and that

battles in the moral are something like thunderstorms in the physical world.

There are victims in either case—what hecatombs of victims in some cases—but

the atmosphere is all the clearer afterwards. The campaign of Zerah probably

taught him and his people to bridle their ambition, and to leave their neighbours

alone ; it certainly taught Asa and Israel to trust in the Lord and to cling closer

to Him. They learned that "Providence does" not "always help the biggest

battalions "—that everything turns on the blessing of God. * They proved the

truth of that promise, " Five of yon shall chase an hundred, and an hundred of you

shall put ten thousand to flight," &c. (Levit. xxvi. 8). Psalm xx. might have been

penned with reference to this war. It certainly breathes the spirit of that time.

" Deo adjuvanU "—this is its keynote. And this, too, is the burden of Asa's

prayer (2 Chron. xiv. 11), of Azariah's prophecy (ib., xv. 2 sqq.), of Judah's praises

(vers. 12, 14, 15).

It has been remarked that in the history of the covenant people we may see

pourtrayed the trials, deliverances, &c., of the covenant soul (Keble). And

certainly the prosperous reign of Asa is a picture of what a truly Christian life

involves. Happy are those whose lives, in their main features, may be thus

characterized : " Internal reforms," "external discipline." The three things which,

Luther said, made the minister also make the man, " Prayer, meditation, and

temptation." The idols must be utterly abolished by " the expulsive force of a

new affection ; " " the horror, " the fear and horrible dread that possesses the

unreconciled, must be cast out by perfect love; " everything that defileth " must

be consumed by its ardent flames; the heart must be " dedicated," and then the

loving correction of God will do the rest, and after we have suffered awhile, in

the battle of life, in the chamber of sickness (ch. xv. 23), will make us perfect

(1 Peter v. 10), and grant us " quietness and assurance for ever."

Ver. 22.—Church and Dissent. The building and subsequent demolition of

fiamah—its building by Baasha to check the defection of his subjects to the

southern kingdom and the Jewish Church ; its removal by Asa in order that the

highway to Judah and the temple of Jerusalem might be open to returning

schismatics— this incident may serve to introduce a comparison between the

kingdom of Asa and the kingdom of Christ ; or rather, the history and relations of

the two kingdoms of Palestine after the schism may suggest some thoughts as to

the proper attitude and relations of the Catholic Church towards her separated

children.

And that our view of those relations, so far as it is disclosed to us by this history,

• " In Gottes Segen ist alles gelegen."
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may not be partial and incomplete, it is proper that we should begin the survey,

not with the accession of Asa, but some two decades earlier ; in fact, with the

commencement of the schism. And we may learn—

I. That it is not to re wondered at that heresy should re strong and

aggressive. Ten tribes worshipped the calves ; only two were faithful to the Lord.

Jeroboam's novelties carried "all Israel'' away after them. Even so "the churches

of Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, and Rome have erred " (Art. xix.) Donatists,

Montanists, Arians, Apollinarians—how many were the sects of the first days 1

And now, out of the two hundred millions of Christendom, how many are there

whom with the profoundest sorrow we must pronounce either heretical or schis-

matical. And no wonder, for

"The search for truth is not one half so pleasant,

As sticking to the views we hold at present."

Most of our schisms have had their origin in pride and emulation ; most of our

heresies, spring out of our corrupt human nature. It is every way plcasauter to

choose among doctrines than to take them as revealed by God.

IL That there must, nevertheless, re no fightings amongst Christians.

The armies of Judah were solemnly forbidden to attack those of Jeroboam (ch. xii.

24). Though a host of near two hundred thousand armed men had mustered for

battle, yet they must " return every man to his house."' They were reminded that

the children of Israel were their "brethren," and that the division in the kingdom—

not that in the Church—was ordained of God. A special messenger is entrusted with

a special revelation (ver. 22) to prevent the unseemly spectacle of brethren, the

children of the same Father, meeting in the shock of battle. And observe that,

though there was undoubtedly war at a later period between the divided brandies

of the Hebrew family (oh. xiv. 80 ; xv. 6, 16, &o. ; 2 Chron. xiii. 3), yet it is by no

means certain that these wars ever had the Divine sanction. Observe, too, that

hostility and antagonism, short of actual organized warfare, is here described as

" war " (ch. xiv. 80, note). Now may we not justly infer—what, indeed, is certain

on other grounds—that, whatever their heresies, there must be no hostilities

between the divided sections of the Christian family ? There have been " wars and

fightings" amongst them, it is true, but this is against the will and prayer of their

head (John xvii. 21 ; xiii. 85 ; o£ 1 Cor. i. 11 ; xi. 18 ; James iv. 1). For they are

" brethren " (Matt, xxiii. 8) by a much closer bond than were the Jews. Spiritual

ties are far more real and binding than those of flesh, of mere matter (Matt. xii. 48,

49 ; Rom. xvi. 13 ; Titus i. 4 ; Philem. 10). And if it was unseemly and unnatural

for Jew to lift up hand against Jew, how much more for members of the same body

(Eph. v. 80 ; Rom. xii. 5), professors of the same gospel of love ? And not only the

hand, but the tongue. There must be no stabbing and wounding of brethren by

words any more than by swords. "There is nothing," says Whichcote, "more un

natural to religion than contentions about it." Christians have fighting enough to

do without falling upon each other. There are the common enemies of the Christian

life—the world, the flesh, and the devil. There are the enemies of the faith, the

hosts of devilry, and unoleanness, and unbelief, and indifference. It is well when

disputing about " modes of faith " that we should remember that there are untold

millions of men still worshipping oows and even demons. It is well, too, that we

should consider that we are none of us infallible, and may easily confound friends

and foes. It has been justly said that many of our disputes are like that midnight

conflict at Syracuse, where each party mistook the watchword of the other, and all

was hopeless confusion (Stanley.) We must " contend earnestly for the faith

once for all delivered," &c., it is true, but there are two ways of doing that. " It

is not the actual differences of Christians that do the mischief, but the mismanage

ment of those differences " (P. Henry). "Nous avons eu assez de polemique,"

said a French ecclesiastic ; " il nous reste a avoir un peu d'irenique.''

III. That there must re no sacrifice of truth or compromise of principle

for the sake of conciliating heretics. Asa, like Rehoboam, was only too glad
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to welcome deserters from Jeroboam's Church and kingdom ; his action with

respect to Ramah proves that. But neither of them ever thought of accommodating

the worship or polity of Jerusalem to suit the wishes or prejudices of the schismatic

Israelites. To neither of them did it occur to allow that calf-worship was right

worship ; neither would admit that there was any true Church but that of Judah,

or any sanctuary but that of Jerusalem ; neither could or would recognize the orders

or ministrations of Jeroboam's man-made priests. In fact, it would have been

impolitic, as well as unfaithful, to have done so. It was because Judah was true to

its convictions, and consistently repudiated the schism, and stood resolutely on the

old paths, that such numbers of pious Israelites came over to its side. Even so

now, nothing but harm can come of sacrificing one iota of principle for the sake of

the union of Christendom. We may be branded as illiberal and bigots if we ask

for the credentials of every soi-disant minister of Christ ; if we deny the name of

"Church" to each of the manifold sects and societies of human origin; if we

repudiate an unorganic Christianity, a religion of mere emotionalism. But all the

same, we have no right to exercise a spurious charity and to give what is not ours ;

we have no right to surrender one jot of Catholic truth for the sake of conciliating

outsiders. That would be indeed to " make a solitude and call it a peace." In

that way our religion might soon be watered down so that truth and life and

efficacy would all be gone, and the thin residuum would be stale, flat, and unprofit

able. Only the infidel could ultimately gain by such a process. Our answer, then,

to the separatist must be this: " All that thou desirest of me I will do, but this

thing I may not do." Deeply as we desire unity, we dare not purchase it at such a

price. " Amicus Plato, amicus Socrates, sed magis amica veritas."

IV. That there must re no calling in the aid of unrelievers against

separated rrethren. This was done more than once in Jewish history, but the

result was always disastrous. If Jeroboam called in the aid of ShiBhak against

Rehoboam, he suffered himself, as we have seen (note on ch. xiv. 25), from the

Egyptian invasion. Nor was Asa's appeal to Ben-hadad less ill-advised. In the

first place, it betrayed a lack of faith in God ; then (2) he had to rob the Lord's

treasury of the gifts he had recently dedicated thereto ; and (3) the bands of Syria,

having once tasted the sweets of conquest, were ever afterwards threatening or

ravaging (chs. xx., xxii. ; 2 Kings v. 2 ; vi. 8, &c.) the Holy Land. Asa's son,

Jehoshaphat, found it necessary, as he thought, to join forces with those of Israel

against this very power which Asa invoked. And how often have Christians

pursued the same policy. How often have the armies of the Ottomans, e.g., been

employed by Christians against Christians. The cannon by means of which

Constantinople was taken were cast by Christian engineers. For four centuries

have Mussulman legions been largely officered by Christian renegades, and recruited

from Christian lands—Albania, Wallachia, &c. The " unspeakable Turk " has

only been tolerated in Europe because of the divisions of Christendom. And is not

the same thing being done in another way at the present time ? There are Chris

tians who think it right to make common cause with atheists, secularists, &c.,

against their brethren. If the example of Asa (2 Chron. xvi. 7—9) is not decisive

against such a proceeding, surely that of Jehoshaphat (ib., xix. 2) and Amaziah

(ib., xxv. 6—10) prove that we should neither help, nor seek help from, the

uugodly. The result of such alliances, as Asa found to his cost, will be, "From

honceforth thou shalt have wars." The mercenaries we have hired against one

another will end by doing battle against all who bear the Christian name. The

Britons who called in the Saxons to their aid presently found their new allies

settled in their homes and themselves driven forth into the wilderness.

V. That no orstacles must re raised in the path of reunion. That this

should be done by the separatists need cause us no surprise. Baasha could not

afford to have the highway to Judah open. His occupation would be gone if the

breach were healed and the nation or the Church again became one. And, alas I

there are similar " vested interests " in the perpetuation of division amongst Chris

tians. But just as it was Asa's care to pull down the frontier fortress of Ramah,

just as the stones and timber were carried away bodily by the labour of all his
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subjects, so sbould it be the great concern of the Church and of every Christian to

remove the barriers which separate those for whom Christ died. The national

Church, for example, should be as wide and comprehensive as possible. Sects must

of necessity have narrow and restricted boundaries; for their ration d'etre is

almost invariably to be found, not in the propagation of error, but in the assertion

of some forgotten or neglected truth, which they have made theirpeculium, and treat

as if it were the sum total of revelation to the neglect of the " proportion of faith."

But why should we multiply our tests and articles of membership ? The Apostles'

Creed was thought to embody everything of necessity to salvation in the first age

of the Church ; and when at a later period truth had become mixed with error, the

Nicene symbol was still the only test of the Christian layman. Why should it not

be a sufficient test of Catholicity now ? Why must we refine and define, and so

make intercommunion almost impossible ?

" Must it be Calvin, and not Christ?

Must it be Athanasian Creeds,

Or holy water, books, and beads?

Must struggling souls remain content

With oouncils and decrees of Trent ? "

It is partly because we have built Ramahs round our Zion that our schisms are

so many. We have insisted on forcing our shibboleths on those who could not

receive them, forgetting that, however true any dogma may be in itself, still, if it

is not of necessity to be believed, and we make it an essential part of our system

of doctrine, it may straightway become a source of discord and division. There

are many such barriers and obstacles of our own creation—sometimes in the shape

of practical abuses—which require to be removed, and no Christian should be

" exempt " from the work of " building silver bridges for flying enemies and golden

bridges for returning friends."

VI. That, instead of raising rarriers retween rrethren, we should

STRENGThEN OUR DEFENCES AGAINST ThE COMMON ENEMY. The stones and timber of

Ramah, Asa used to build Geba of Benjamin and Mizpah. Thereby the road to

Jerusalem was left open to friends, whilst these two fortresses commanded it

against foes. Against Baasha, if he would wage war agaiust his kinsmen ; against

the Assyrian at a later date (Isa. x. 28, 29). And is there no lesson for Christians

here ? Too often they are fighting amongst themselves about the " infinitely little "

—about the date of Easter, about unleavened bread, about the " five points," about

lights and vestments, about wafer bread, or about unfermeuted wine in the

Holy Communion—while the enemy is marshalling his forces. Intemperance,

sensuality, devilry in every form, are destroying the Church's children by thousands,

and her watchmen the while are fencing with each other. The siege of Jerusalem

(Jos., Bell. Jud. v. 1) is reproduced amongst ourselves. The enemy is thundering

at our gates, and the Church is paralyzed by factions. We keep raising barricades

in the streets of Zion whilst hostile legions are swarming on the adjoining heights.

We have our Geba, our Mizpah to build, and we perversely build Ramahs instead.

VII. That a house divided against itself cannot stand. First Samaria, then

Jerusalem fell before the enemy. Christianity is now comparatively powerless for

aggressive purposes; indeed, it hardly keeps pace with the population; and its

enemies are asking how much longer it can stand on its defence. Divide et imprra,

thus have many empires fallen. True, the Catholic Church cannot perish, but

national Churches have fallen again and again. There has been some talk amongst

the Brahmins of sending a mission to England. And we may see in France, in

Germany, a foreshadowing of what is in store for us here. " The class which has

recently attained supreme political power is alienated from Christianity in its

present forms." Are the Church and the sects alike to be broken up one by one ?

Or shall we lay aside our " fratricidal dissensions," and combine against the legion

of foes—Atheism, Agnosticism, Socialism, and the rest ? Of one thing we may be

sure, that as long as our " unhappy divisions " last we shall never win England,

much less the world, for Christ.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.—The succession of Abijam to the throne of Judah appears to have

had one limiting principle, viz., that the successor should be of the house and

lineage of David (see 2 Chron. xiii. 8). Within this limit it seems—

L It was determined ry the will, of the reigning king. 1. The principle of

primogeniture was not considered. (1) Else Abijam could not have ascended the

throne : for he had elder brothers, sons of Mahalath and Abihail, and we know not

how many besides (see 2 Chron. xi. 18—21). (2) These were deliberately set aside

by the choice of the king. The reason given for that choice is arbitrary. Reho-

boam " loved Maachah, the daughter of Absalom, above all his wives,'' and there

fore he "made Abijah, the son of Maachah, the chief ruler among his brethren :

for he thought to make him king" (2 Chron. xi. 22, 23). (3) For this he had

precedent. We have no proof that Rehoboam was not the only son of Solomon ;

but Solomon was a younger son of David (see 2 Sam. iii. 2—5 ; xiii. 13, 14), and

was preferred before his elder brethren upon the designation of his father (see

ch. i. 13, 32—35). 2. Abijam represented Rehoboam by walking in his sins.

(1) He recognized the God of Israel. This he did formally in his address to Jero

boam before engaging him in battle (see 2 Chron xiii. 4—12). So did Rehoboam

recognize the God of Israel (see 2 Chron. xii. 10—12. (2) "But his heart was

not perfect with the Lord his God, as the heart of David his father." David

never followed idols ; but Rehoboam forsook not the sins of Solomon, and Abijam

forsook not the sins of Rehoboam. (3) Their mixed worship was like that of the

Samaritans of later times, who " feared the Lord and served their own gods " (2 Kings

xviL 32). If this was not worshipping other gods " before the Lord," it was

worshipping them " beside Him " (see 2 Cor. vi. 16). Yet—

II. The choice of Rehonoam had the Divine sanction (ver. 4). 1. Primogeni

ture, therefore, cannot pleati Divine right. (1) Else would not God have set aside

the choice of Rehoboam in favour of his elder son, or rather, of the representative

of the elder son of David ? (2) David himself was a younger son in the family of

Jesse. And if we go back to earlier tunes, Judnh, a younger son, was preferred

before Reuben, in the family of Jacob. Jacob himself was chosen to the prejudice

of Esau, and Isaac before him to the prejudice of Ishmael. (3) God had His own

reasons for confirming the election of Rehoboam, which, however, were different

from those which moved the king. 3. God had respect to His servant David.

(1) " Because David did that which was right in the eyes of the Lord." He had no

complicity with idolatry, but worshipped the one true God with pure delight.

When away from the courts of the Lord he longed for them with vehement desire.

What a worthy example 1 How it rebukes the half-day worshippers of modern

times I (2) He failed only " in the matter of Uriah." That was a foul blot. How

sad so grand a life should have been so darkly blurred I (3) Yet " his heart was

perfect with the Lord his God." For he heartily repented of that sin, and was for

given (see 2 Sam. xii. 13; Pss. xxxii. 1—5; li.) God giveth liberally and upbraideth

not. 3. Therefore for David's sake Abijam reigned. (1) " That he might always

have a lamp "—a man of his line. Abijam was a son of David by an unbroken

male descent, and also by a female descent. " His mother's name was Maachah,

the daughter of Abishalom." Abishalnm is written "Absalom" in 2 Chron. xi. 21.

Maachah was the daughter of Absalom as Abijam was the son of David, viz., as

being descended from him. Her father's name was " Uriel of Gibeah," who ap

peared to have married a daughter of Absalom, who left no son (2 Chron. xiii. 2).

She bore the name of her grandmother, who was " Maacah, the daughter of Talmai,

king of Geshur " (2 Sam. iii. 3). (2) Christ is the true lamp of David (see Psa.

exxxii. 17). For His sake the line of David must be preserved. (3) The lamp, too,

must shine in Jerusalem. " God gave him a lamp in Jerusalem, to set up a son

after him, and to establish Jerusalem." The Redeemer must come to Zion, there

to turn away iniquity from Jacob. So before the Romans destroyed Jerusalem, and
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the family of David Lad lost their genealogies, Jesus came and became an expiatory

sacrifice for sin.—J. A. M.

Vers. 0—15.—Reformation. The moral condition of Judah was fearful when Asa

came to the throne. The apostasy of Solomon had inaugurated a retrogression

which was aggravated in the reigns following, so that for three generations the

abominations of the heathens were increasing. The condition of Israel was even

worse, under the system introduced by Jeroboam, to which the successors of that

monarch tenaciously held. When the Holy Land was in such a state of degeneracy,

what was the condi'ion of the world at large ! There was, therefore, the greatest

need for reformation.

I. Of this Asa recame the surject and specimen. Reformations have ever

been inaugurated by individuals who have embodied and exemplified their prin

ciples. Witness Luther in Germany, Knox in Scotland, &c. Such also was Asa.

1. He " did that which was right in the eyes of the Lord." (1) To do right in the

eyes of the world is praiseworthy. For wicked men " know better ; " and they

have keen vision to discover inconsistencies in professors of religion (see Phil,

ii. 15 : 1 Pet. ii. 11—15). (2) To do right in the eyes of good men is a higher com

mendation. They have a purer light, and consequently a finer appreciation of

moral qualities. Things which the world will allow they cannot approve. (3) But

to do right in the " eyes of the Lord " is the highest praise. He reads the heart—

surveys the motives—requires " truth in the inward parts." What a searching

vision shall we pass under in the day of judgment I If that vision approve us now

we shall then have nothing to fear. 2. In this he is compared with David. (1)

David never followed idols. The one blur of his lite was the matter of Uriah, of

which he heartily repented. Who amongst us has nothing to repent of? (2)

David's loyalty to God was sincere and fervent. What a warm spirit of piety

breathes in the Psalms I Are they not, even in our gospel age, a fine vehicle for

spiritual worship ? (3) David was a prophet. This Asa was not. He had the

grace, not the gifts, of the founder of his house. Gifts are not equally within the

reach of all ; graces are. 3. Such commendation was eminently creditable to Asa.

(1) He stands out in remarkable contrast to his father. Abijam was wicked ; Asa

was good. The influence of the father was vicious ; the sou resisted it and was

virtuous. (2) Asa's mother seems to have died early, for Maachah, the daughter of

Absalom, who was his grandmother, is here mentioned as his mother. Under the

influence of Maachah, Abijah developed badly ; notwithstanding that evil influence

Asa developed well. (3) We must not ignore, but fully recognize, individual moral

responsibility. The will cannot be compared to a pair of scales which is mechani

cally moved by weights.

II. Of this also he recame the instrument. This is God's order (1 John i. 3).

What he felt he tried to promote. 1. Beginning with his own house. (1) He re

moved the idols which his father had made. He felt especially bound to do this in

order to cut off the entail of sin from his house. (2) He frowned also upon the

idolatry of his grandmother. " She made an idol in a grove " (ITCX^ nXbsD) a

glory for an Ashere. The word is used for terribleness or majestic glory Jer.

xlix. 16. Setting an image in the cloud of glory was setting it on an ark or

chariot of cherubim to be worshipped. (See Psa. 1. 8, where mytJO is used for the

cloud oi glory about Jehovah.) Asa demolished this nimbus, or glory, together with

the Ashere, or idol, and probably threw the ashes into the Kedron in contempt (com

pare Deut. ix. 21; 2 Kings xxiii. 12; 2 Chron. xv. 16). (3) Furthermore, he re

moved Maachah from being queen (dowager). He thus merited the commendation

of Levi (see Deut. xxxiii. 9 ; see also Math. x. 37). 2. Then influencing the nation.

(1) He removed the Sodomites out of the land. What prosperity can there be in any

state where public immorality is tolerated by the magistrates ? (2) He destroyed

the high places of idolatry with their altars and idols, in the country and in the

cities (see 2 Chron. xiv. 8, 5). (3) The high places used in the worship of Jehovah

after the fashion of the patriarchs, he spared. For this he is but lightly censured ;
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to have limited the ordinances of public worship to the temple would have been the

more excellent way. (4) He encouraged the worship of Jehovah (see 2 Chron. xiv.

4). Not by precept only, but by example also. He dedicated to the Lord the things

which his father had vowed, but either neglected to pay or died before he could

carry his purpose into effect. Also the spoil which he himself had taken from the

Ethiopians (see 2 Chron. xv. 11, 12). Where the heart of God's people is

loyal the treasuries of His house will be full.—J. A. M.

Vers. 16—24.—The War Policy of Asa. " Forty and one years reigned he in

Jerusalem" (ver. 10). The evil kings of Judah were about as numerous as the

good, but their reigns were shorter. " The wicked do not live out half their days."

But though the reign of Asa was long and glorious, his war policy with Baasha "was

not creditable.

I. The orject was right. 1. The war was provoked by Die enemy. (1)

Baasha was the aggressor (ver. 17). War is such a fearful evil that whoever pro

vokes it is greatly culpable. (2) Therefore on Asa's part it was defensive. If human

war is ever defensible it is when defensive. 2. It was provoked by impious inten

tion. (1) Asa had set his heart upon the reformation of true religion, in which he

was blessed by God with peace and prosperity (2 Chron. xiv. 1—7). (2) The more

pious Ephrathites were attracted in great numbers to Jerusalem to join in the pure

worship of the temple ; and the reformation was influencing the northern kingdom

(2 Chron. xv. 9). (3) Baasha now feared, as Jeroboam did when he set up his

calves (ch. xii. 26—28), that his people would return to the house of David. To pre

vent this he proceeded to fortify the frontier town of Ramah (2 Chron. xvi. 1). (4)

This was to coerce the Ephrathites to transgress the law of God (see Deut. xii. 11 ;

xiv. 23—26 ; xvi. 2). To resist this persecution was as pious in Asa as the persecu

tion was impious in Baasha.

II. The means were wrong. 1. They were human. (1) Asa did not rely upon

the Lord. This was the less excusable since God had wrought such signal deliverance

for him from the vast multitude of the Ethiopians (see 2 Chron. xiv. 9—15). What

was the host of Baasha compared with that army ? (2) He did not even inquire of

the Lord. Had God sanctioned his recourse to Ben-hadad then had he been blame

less. (3) Though in other particulars he had listened to the advice of Azariah, the

son of Oded, with blessed advantage, yet in this he had disregarded that advice (see

2 Chron. xv. 1, 2). 2. They were unworthy. (1) What right had he to engage a

heathen to fight with his brethren ? (2) What right had he to bribe a heathen to

break his covenant (1T"U purification) with Baasha, in which the blood of sacrifice

had been sprinkled to express his purity of intention, as we now take the sacrament?

What opinion could the heathen form of the religion of one who could offer a bribe

for such a purpose? (3) What right had he to take the treasure of the temple for

such a purpose ?

III. The success was partial. 1. The end was answered. (1) The Syrians

attacked Israel in the north. The news of this drew Baasha away from Kamah

(vers. 20, 21). (2) This gave Asa the opportunity to demolish the fortifications in

progress so as to open the road Baasha sought to close. He also removed the

material so that the road might be kept open. (3) The material was useful to him

in building Geba of Benjamin and Mizpah. 2. But the price was too great. (1)

He missed an opportunity of spoiling the Syrians as he had spoiled the Ethiopians.

This fact is revealed, though by what means Providence purposed to have brought it

about is not disclosed (2 Chron. xvi. 7). (2) The treasures of the temple and of the

palace were therefore needlessly alienated. (3) His brethren in " Ijon, and Dan,

and Abel-beth-Maachah, and all Cinneroth," or Gennesaret, "with all the land of

Naphtali," were exposed to the horrors of the Syrian invasion. The heart of Israel

would be alienated from Asa in consequence, and the reformation hindered. (4)

Asa's own heart became hardened, else he would not have imprisoned Hanani, and

oppressed some of his people (who probably sympathized with the prophet). (5)

And he inherited the judgment of wars to the end of his days. Also a disease in

the feet, respecting which besought to "physicians rather than the Lord " (2 Chron.

xvi. 10, 12).
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Note : Asa's blunders followed upon his prosperity. Few abide this test. Loss

of spirituality and religious zeal accompanies the growing worldly prosperity of

churches!—J. A. M.

Vers. 1—8.—" Beloved for the father's sake." I. The story of A misused

opportunity. Even in a three years' reign much might have been done. Israel

had its troubles, the past its lessons of wisdom ; but there was no ear to hear the

one, and no heart to attempt redress of the other. 1. The secret of failure. (1)

He was content with things as he found them. It is not said that he introduced

any new idolatries : " He walked in all the sins of his father, which he had done

before him." The sin and responsibility of those who continue to walk in the

paths of sinful, though general and time-honoured, customs, and who do not for

sake the idolatries and iniquities of their fathers. (2) His love was not set upon

God. The worship of Jehovah was still continued. Abijah had experienced the

signal mercy of God (2 Chron. xiii.) His heart might have been won, but it " was

not perfect with the Lord his God as the heart of David his father." There was no

thirsting after God, no delight in the sense of the favour which is life, and the

loving-kindness which is better than life. The love of God the only source of

work for God. 2. The sinful was also a troubled reign: "there was war," &c.,

and it was war with brethren. 3. The opportunity was soon ended : " he

reigned three years." Opportunities abused may be soon removed. The life

which sin has marred death may swiftly seal.

II. A righteous Lire am undying power with God. " For David's sake did

the Lord his God give him," &c. Our good does not die with us or with our gene

ration. The memory of it dwells, and prevails, with God. 1. The smful kmg has

a son to succeed him, and one whom God directs and blesses. 2. The city is pre

served and the flood of evil driven back—" to establish Jerusalem." God's

promises, our prayers, and our purposes are alike remembered. They bloom amid

our dust. Our love and loyalty to God will fall in blessing upon ages yet to come.

III. Sin leaves its stain on the fair record of a righteous life. " Save

only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite." God will not wink at or cloak our

iniquity. Is there any matter of which thou and all will hear when the books are

opened ? If there be, is it not a call for humiliation and for prayer ?—J. U.

Vers. 9—24.—" Zeal without trust.'" An ofportunity recognized and used.

The need of the time wns manfully met. Brought up in an idolatrous home, he

nevertheless saw that this sin was sapping the foundat on of the nation's stability

and strength, and he set himself to root it out. 1. The land was cleansed from

filthy abominaiion, from legalized, and even sanctified, sin (" And he took away

the Sodomites," &c.) The nation that legalizes sin will reap corruption and

shame : that which suppresses it by righteous enactment will pass up into pii"ty

and strength and truest glory. 2. He put down idolatry with unflinching faith

fulness. He "removed all the idols which his father had made.'' "And also

Maachah his mother, even her he removed from being queen," &c. Neither

reverence for the dead not lear of the living was suffered to stand in the way of

his obedience to God. It is easy to condemn sin in the abstract. It is hard to

stand face to face with him who is its servant and say, " Thou art the man." Is

our faithfulness after the pattern of Asa's ? 3. His failure was one of ability, not

of will (ver. 14). We may not be able to accomplish all we desire, or that is

needful, but if our heart be " perfect with the Lord " all is well. 4. He did not

keep back the Lord's portion. The " silver and gold and vessels," which his

father and he himself had vowed, were brought into the Lord's house. His faith

fulness was shown in what he gave as well as in what he condemned.

II. There may re zeal for God without perfect trust in God. The man

of action is not always a man of prayer. 1. Baasha's attempt (see 2 Chron. xvi. 7,

&c.) The danger was great, but to the politician there seemed a way out of it.

He was not shut up to God's help, as in the invasion by the Ethiopian king, and

therefore God was not sought. (1) Forsaking the path of trust, he entered the

1 kings. 2 A
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crooked ways of worldly policy. He bribed Ben-hadad to break faith with Baasha.

How often is self-help stained with meanness and unrighteousness I (2) God does

not always forsake His people when they forsake Him. Asa's plan succeeded.

The fortress that was being built against him became two for him. If unbelief was

so blessed, what mercies might have crowned faith ! 2. The disease which embit

tered his latter days. " Nevertheless in the time of his old age he was diseased in

his feet." Here, again, bis faith was tried and found wanting. "In his disease

he sought not to the Lord but to the physicians " (2 Chron. xvi. 12) ; and he found

no relief. There is a limit to God's forbearance even with His people. How much

is there of our weakness and trouble and distress over which the words are written,

" Ye have not, because ye ask not " I—J. U.

Ver. 14.—Religious sincerity. A beautiful flower often springs from tho midst

of corruption. The more we realize the moral condition of Asa's surroundings the

more we wonder at the grace which made him what he was. His father was

Abijam (or Abijah), the second king of Judah, of whom it is said, " He walked in

all the sins of his father, which he had done before him." His education appears

to have been entrusted to Maachah, his grandmother, a daughter of Absalom the

rebel, and herself a gross idolatress. The remembrance of these fact s makes the state

ment respecting this young prince the more surprising—" Asa did that which was

right in the eyes of the Lord, as did David his father." An independent spirit and

a resolute will must have been coupled with his piety. [Show from this the possi

bility of triumphing over the most adverse circumstances by those who sincerely

seek to serve God.] It is not, however, to his manly resolution, to his vigour, or

to his political wisdom that our attention is specially called by the text, but to his

RELIGIOUS SINCERITY.

I. Religious sincerity asserts itself in reforming zeal (vers. 12, 13). It

was only twenty years since the death of Solomon, yet irrelijjion and vice had

corrupted the nation. Evil spreads more rapidly than good in a fallen world.

The deadly fungus springs up in a night, the fruit-tree grows slowly to perfection.

A half-hearted or timid man would have been content to worship Jehovah himself,

and thus silently rebuke the idolatry of his people ; but Asa, being an earnest man,

could not content himself with any laisses /aire principle. With a strong hand he

would put down evil wherever he could reach it. Often in God's sight to leave evil

alone, unrebuked, and uncombated is to share the guilt of those who commit it.

It is the spirit of Cain, and not of Christ, that asks, " Am I my brother's keeper ? "

Asa's reforming zeal contains lessons to rulers, to employers, to parents, indeed

to all who can mould the circumstances of others. See, therefore, how it made

itself felt. 1. Opportunities for sin were diminished. Ver. 12 implies that there

were those in Judah who made a traffic of vice. Corrupt themselves, they cor

rupted others. There are places in Christian cities which should be swept away by

the strong hand of law. 2. Incentives to sin were destroyed. The idol referred to

(in ver. 13) is literally "the horror." The obscene rites connected with its cultus

will not bear investigation. Suffice it to say that this so-called worship provoked

to vice of the most hideous kinds. Against provocations and incentives to sin how

earnestly should parents guard their children, and masters and mistresses their

servants. Impure literature is in the forefront of these ; not only that which offends

by its grossness, but that which secretly stains by its suggestions. 3. Influences

for sin were removed. Sometimes vice is made popular by leaders of fashion or of

policy. The unrighteousness of a clever man, the impurity of a leader in society

are woefully far-reaching in their effects. Maacliah, the queen-mother, was one

of the most potent in Asa's court, was his near relation, his early instructress ; yet,

with as much wisdom as courage, " he removed her from being queen," and

destroyed her idol publicly and shamefully. It might be said that he was in

debted to her, that she was aged and should be respected, or that she could not

live long, and might therefore be tolerated. Such pleas would not avail with a

man whose " heart was perfect with the Lord." (Apply this.)

Il. Religious sincerity proclaims itself ry confidence in God. This con
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fidence was at tbo heart of Asa's courage. Read onr text in the light of the fuller

history of the king (given in 2 Chron.), and see how his confidence displayed itself.

1. He found rest in God in peril. Many adversaries would be raised by a refor

mation which was ruthless in its rigour. Idolatrous priests, the party led by

Maachah, &c., would rebel ; but Asa was not perturbed. God was his refuge and

strength. 2. He offered prayer to God in his difficulty. As an example read

2 Chron. xiv. Describe the incursion of the Ethiopian host, and this prayer of the

king, " Lord, it is nothing with thee to help, whether with many, or with them

that have no power : help us, 0 Lord our God, for we rest on thee, and in thy

name we go against this multitude." A victory followed which was unique in

the history of God's people. Conquest waits on prayer in every struggle with eviL

8. He consecrated himself and his people to God after their deliverance (see ver.

15, and compare with it 2 Chron. xv.) He renewed the covenant, and afresh

dedicated all he possessed to the Lord. So he deserved the high commendation,

" Asa's heart was perfect with the Lord all his days." It remains yet to be

observed that—

III. Religious sincerity may re associated with imperfect service. He

failed to remwe the high places. This Hezekiah and Josiah did. To leave them

was to provide a way of return to the idolatrous practices he had put down.

Beware of leaving lesser sins unconquered, after victory has been attained over

grosser crimes.—A. R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEE XV. 23—XVI. 23.

The reiqns op Nadar, Baarha, Elah,

ZlMRI, AND OHM, KINGS OF ISRAEL.—Alter

bringing up the history of the kings of

Judith, which has engaged his pen since

eh. xiv. 21, to the date of the death of Asa,

our author goes back some forty years to

record the contemporary history of the king

dom of Israel, with which the rest of this

book, the last thirteen verses alone excepted,

is occupied. On the other hand, noue of

these reigns are even noticed by the chroni

cler, who only refers to the history of Israel,

so far as it is inextricably connected with

the object of his work ; in other words, so

far as is necessary to explain or illustrate

the reigns of the kings of Judah.

Ver. 25.—And Nadab [= hberal] the son

of Jeroboam began to reign [Heb. reigned]

over Israel In the second year of Asa king

of Judah, and reigned over Israel two years.

[The reigns of these five kings of Israel are

related with great brevity. It was not the

object of the author to chronicle secular

history— for this he refers us to " the books

of the days"—he is only concerned with

the events of their reigns in so far as they

relate to the kingdom of God.]

Ver. 26.—And he did evil In the sight of

the Lord, and walked In the way of his

father [Jeroboam begat all his sons, save

one, " in his own likeness " ] , and In his sin

wherewith he made Israel to sin /..-.,

not the rebellion, hut the schism (ehs. xii.

30 ; xiv. 16 ; cf. vers. 30, 34 ; xvi. 2, 13, 19,

Ac.; see Homiletics, p. 274). All the succes

sors of Jeroboam, it Is clear, either thought

themselves compelled, by the exigencies of

their position, to adhere to his ecclesiastical

policy, or found themselves more and more

entangled in its toils.]

Ver. 27.—And Baasha the son of Ahljah

[not the prophet of that name (ch. xiv. 2),

who was an Ephra mite, whereas this Ahijah

was] , of the house of Issachar [This fact is

perhaps mentioned to distinguish the father

of Baasha from the prophet. Or it may

owe itsinserlinu to the insignificance of this

tribe (Gen. xlix. 14, 15) up to this date.

This change of dynasty, unlike the last, was

in no way connected with tribal jealousies.

Baasha owed his elevation to his own abili

ties or to his unscrupulous daring], con

spired [The word implies associates. There

was a plot formed lor Nadab's assassination ]

against him : and Baasha smote him at

Glbbethon [= eminence. In the tribe of

Dan (Josh. xix. 44) and a Levitical city:

one of the four assigned to the Levites in

the territory of that tribe (ib., xxi. 23). It

has not been identified. Evidently it was

on the border of Philistia. Some would con

nect it with the modern MejdeU a little to

the north of Ascalon. The reader will ob

serve how large a number of the names of

towns indicate their elevation. The cities

of those days were set on a hill. It was

dangerous to build in the plain], which
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belonged to the Philistines [Blunt suggests

("Coincidences," p. 181) that it was because

the place had been deserted by the Levites,

in the general exodus to Judah, that the

Philistines availed themselves of the oppor

tunity to seize and fortify it. But the

divided and consequently weakened state

of the kingdom would of itself have encou

raged them to throw off the yoke of Israel

(Ewald)j; for Nadab and ail Israel laid

siege to Glbbethon.

Ver. 28. —Even in the third year of Asa

[We have here (as in ch. xvi. 8, 23) a con

spicuous instance of the Hebrew habit of

counting parts of years as entire years. It

is obvious that if Nadab succeeded to the

throne in the second (ver. 25) and died in

the third year of Asa, he cannt,t have reigned

two full years] king of Judah did Baasha

slay him [As the assassination took place

during the siege, it is extremely probable

that Baasha, like Omri, was the captain of

the host] , and reigned in his stead. [Prob

ably Nadab had showed himself quite un

equal to the task of governing, of which

jading the army was in that age a principal

function (1 Sam. viii. 20). It is just pos

sible that in the occupation of Gibbethon by

Philistines we have a proof of his feebleness

and incapacity. Anyhow, when the strong

hand of Jeroboam is removed, the fruits of

the rebellion at once begin to appear. The

contempt and defiance which Jeroboam had

showed towards constituted authority are now

manifested towards his successor. Baasha

only takes a leaf out of Jeroboam's book

(ch. xi. 26).]

Vcr. 29.—And it came to pass, when he

reigned, that he smote all the house of

Jeroboam j he left not to Jeroboam any

that breathed [Same expression in Josh. xi.

14 ; cf. Deut. xx. 16. Males and females

alike were dest.oyed; see ch. xiv. 11],

until he had destroyed him, according

unto the saying of the Lord, which he

spake by his servant Ahijah the Shilonite

[ch. xiv. 10. It is not implied that it

was became of this prophecy that Baasha

exterminated the house of Jeroboam. It

is probable that, so far from setting him

self to fulfil it, he knew nothing about it,

and, as he thought, merely took effectual

measures for his own security. His seat

could never be safe, so long as one of Jero

boam's house survived. Grotius aptly cites,

with reference to these wholesale murders,

the saying, vqmot 8c varipa KTtivas, viovg

rarfXtirc| :

Ver. 30.—Because of the sins of Jeroboam

which he sinned, and which he made Israel

to sin, by his provocation wherewith he

provoked the Lord God of Israel to anger.

[Cf. ch. xvi. 2, 7, 13, 26. &c.]

Ver. 31.—Now the rest of the acts of

Nadab, and all that he did, are they not

written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

Ver. 32.—And there was war between

Asa and Baasha king of Israel all their

days. [Verbatim as ver. 16, where see

note. Several commentators suggest that

this latter statement was copied from the

chronicles of Israel, and that of ver. 16

from those of Judah. It is held by others,

however, that for Baasha we should here

read Nadab, and in favour of this view is

the fact that the reign of Nadab is still

under consideration, the history of Baasha

only beginning with the following verse.]

Ver. 33.—In the third year of Asa king of

Judah began Baasha, the son of Ahijah to

reign [Practically a repetition of ver. 28.

These iterations are thoroughly in accord

with Eastern usage (cf. vers. 26, 30, 34 ; ch.

xvi. 1, 7,Ac.)] over all Israel In Ttrzah,

twenty and four years.

Ver. 34.—And he did evil In the sight of

the Lord, and he walked in the way of Jero

boam, and in his sin wherewith he made

Israel to sin.

CHAPTER XVL

This division of chapters, immediately

after the commencement of the narrative

of the reign of Baasha, is somewhat unfor

tunate, inasmuch as it obscures the close

connexion between the sin of Baasha and

the prophecy which it provoked . The idea

the historian would convey is clearly this

—the analogy between the dynasty of Jero

boam and that which supplanted it, (l)in

their sin, (2) in the denunciation of each by

a prophet, and (3) in the punishments

which followed their sins—an analogy so

close that the prophet Jehu almost employs

the ipsissima verba of his predecessor,

Ahijoh.

Ver. 1.—Then the word of the Lord came

to Jehu, the son of Hananl [Hanani is

mentioned in 2 Chron. xvi. 7—10 as having

admonished Asa, and as having been thrown

into prison for so doing. Both he and his

son would seem to have belonged to the

kingdom of Judah. We find the latter in

2 Chron. xix. 2 a resident in Jerusalem,

and protesting against the alliance between

Jehoshaphat, whose historian he became,

and whom, consequently, he must have sur

vived (2 Chron. xx. 34), and Ahab. He is

mentioned in the verse last cited as " madeto

ascend on the book of the kings of Israel "

(see Introduction, p. xiii.) His prophelie
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career must have extended over at least

half a century] against Baaaha, saying,

Ver. 2.—Forasmuch as I exalted thee out

of the dust [cf. ch. xiv. 7 ; 2 Sam.vii. 8 ; Psa.

lxxviii. 70. These words assuredly point to

a lowly origin. He may well have risen

from the ranks] , and made thee prince [The

original word is used of leaders of various

degrees, comprehending even the king : ch.

i. 35 ; 1 Sam. ix. 16 ; x. 1 ; cf. Dan. ix. 25]

over my people Israel [There is no approval

implied here of the means by which

Baasha had raised himself to the throne.

All that is said is that he had been an

instrument in God's hands, and owed his

throne to God's sanction and ordering.

Even his conspiracy and cruelties had been

overruled to the furtherance of the Divine

purpose] , and thou hast walked In the way

of Jeroboam,and hast made mypeople Israel

to sin, to provoke me to anger [better vex,

one word] with their sins ;

Ver. 3.—Behold, I will take away [Heb.

exterminate ; same word as in chs. xiv. 10

(where see note) ; xxi. 21 ; xxii. 47, Ac] the

posterity of [Heb. after] Baasha, and the

posterity of [after] his house, and will

make thy house like the house ofJeroboam

the son or Nebat [Cf. eh. xv. 29; xxi. 22, Ac]

Ver. 4.—Him that uleth of [Heb. to ;

see note on ch. xiv. 11] Baasha in the city

shall the dogs eat ; and him that dleth of

his In the fields shall the fowls of the air

eat. [It may be these words, like those of

the next two verses, were almost a formula,

but if so, it is noticeable that precisely the

same formula was used of Jeroboam a few

years before, and Baasha knew well how it

had been accomplished. "All the prophets

in succession have the same message from

God for the same sins " (Wordsworth).]

Ver. 5.—Now the rest of the acts of

Baasha, and what he did, and his might

[as to which see ch. xv. 17—21. He could

hardly have given a stronger proof of his

might than by fortifying a post but five

miles distant from Jerusalem. Kei), how

ever, would interpret the word, both here

and in ch. xv. 23, of his energy and strength

in government. Better Bahr, tapfere

Tliaten. Ewald hence infers that Baasha

was " a man of distinguished bravery "] ,

are they not written in the book of the

chronicles of the kings of Israel ?

Ver. 6.— So Baasha slept with his

fathers, and was burled in Tirzah [cf. ch. xv.

21, 33. This place is twice mentioned as

his residence] , and Elah his son reigned in

his stead. [It is perhaps more than a mere

coincidence that this uncommon name,

Elah ("terebinth," sec note on ch. xiii. 14), is

also the name of the great valley (1 Sam.

xvii. 2, 19 ; xxi. 9) near to Gibbethon, whero

Baasha was proclaimed king.]

Ver. 7.- And also by the hand of the

prophet Jehu, the son of Hanani, came the

word of the Lord against Baasha [This

does not refer, as some have thought, to a

second prophecy on Jehu's part, but is

rather explicative of ver. 2. Bawlinson

thinks the object of the historian herein

was to point out that Bi.asha was punished

for the " murder of Jeroboam [?] and his

family," as well as for the calf-worship.

Keil and Bahr hold that it is designed to

guard against a perversion of ver. 2, " I

made thee prince," Ac. , from which it might

be inferred that he was commissioned of

God to murder Nadab. But it is simpler

to suppose that his primary idea was to

convey, by this repetition, which no doubt

is derived from a different source from the

statement of ver. 2, that Baasha was visited

by God for his various sins. It was no

chance that happened to him. The exci

sion of his house, like that of Jeroboam,

was distinctly foretold], and against his

house, even for all the evil that he did in

the sight of the Lord, in provoking him to

anger with the work of his hands [ver. 2 ;

note the coincidence with ch. xv. 30, in con

nexion with the next words. Bahr explains

" the works of his hands " as idols, Dii

factitii, after Deut. iv. 28, but this appears

somewhat far-fetched] , in being like the

house of Jeroboam, and because he killed

him [i.e., Nadab].

The Feign of Elah.

Ver. 8 —In the twenty and sixth year of

Asa, king of Judah, began Elah, son of

Baasha, to reign over Israel, two years [cf.

ch. xv. and see note on ch. xv. 28] .

Ver. 9.—And his servant [Not only "sub

ject," as Kawlinson, but officer. The same

word is used of Jeroboam ; ch. xi. 26, note.

We may almost trace here a lex talionis.

Baasha was Nadab's "servant," as Jeroboam

was Solomon's] Zlmrl [From the occurrence

of this name among those of the descend

ants of Jonathan (1 Chron. viii. 36), it has

been supposed (Stanley) that this was n

last effort of the house of Saul to regain

the throne] , captain of half his chariots

as in ch. ix. 19 ; x. 26. The violation

of the law of Deut. xvii. 16 brings its own

retribution] , conspired against him [pre

cisely as Elah's father had " conspired " (ch.

xv. 27) against Nadab] , as he was in Tirzah,

drinking himself drunk in the house of

Arza, steward of [Heb. which teat over ; cf.

chs. iv. 6 ; xviii. 3 ; 2 Kings x. 5 ; xviii. 37] his

house in Tirzah. [Several points present

themselves for notice here. First, the ex
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ample of Jeroboam has clearly had its full

lnfluence on the nation. " The Lord's

anointed " is no longer had in reverence, as

in the days of David (1 Sam. xxiv. 6, 10 ;

xxvi. 9, 16; 2 Sam. i. 14), nor is it accounted

a sin to grasp at che crown. (2) Zimri

only docs what Baasha had done before

him. That prince was " hoist with his

own petard." (3) Elah would seem to

have been a dissolute and pusillanimous

prince. His place was clearly with his army

at Gibbethon (ver. 15 ; cf. Jos., viii.

12. 4). And as clearly it was not in the

house of one of his subjects, even the iu-

tendant of his palace. " An Oriental

monarch ... is precluded by etiquette

from accepting the hospitality of his sub

jects " — Rawlinson, who further remarks

that the low tastes which we here find Elah

indulging " had probably been formed before

his father was exalted out of the dust." As

probably they were inherited direct from

his father. Anyhow, they led to his destruc

tion. It is clear that Elah's want of

character, like Nadab's, suggested the con

spiracy of Zimri. (4) It is extremely prob

able, though not absolutely certain, as

Bahr affirms, that Arza was one of the

conspirators, and that the wretched prince

had been decoyed to his house and made

drunk, with a view to his murder there.]

Ver. 10.—And Zimri went In [cf. Judg. iii.

20 ; 2 Sam. iv. 7] and smote him and killed

him, In the twenty and seventh year of

Asa king of Judah, and reigned in hi 3

stead. [Cf. ch. xv. 28 and 2 Kings xv. 23. It

is curious how it happened three times in

the history of Israel that ' ' the only power

ful prince in a new dynasty was its founder,

and after his son and successor reigned two

years, the power passed into other hands "

'Ewald).]

Tlte Reign of Zimri.

Ver. 11.—And it came to pass when he

began to retail, as soon as he sate on his

throne, that he slew all the house of Baasha

[see note on ch. xv. 29. The LXX. Vat.

omits the rest of this verse and the fir-it

clause of ver. 12] : he left him not one that

plsseth against a wall [i.e., not a boy.

See ch. xiv. 10 note] , neither of [Heb. and]

his kinsfolks [The is strictly the per

son to whom (1) the right of redemption

(Lcvit. xxv. 26 ; Ruth, passim) and (2) the

duty of avenging blood (Num. xxxv. 19)

belonged. And this bemg the next-of-kin

(Ruth ii. 12, 13), the word came to mean

near relative, kinsman, as here ; cf. Ruth ii.

20. All the same, it discloses to us Zimri's

object, which was to destroy the avenger of

blood. And it shows (in connexion with

ver. 16) that none of Baasha's children, if

he had other children, had gone to the war] ,

nor of his friends. [Zimri went a step

farther than Baasha had gone. He was not

content with extirpating the royal family,

but put to death the partisans of the ho use,

all who would be likely to sympathize with

Elah or to resent his murder.]

Ver. 12.—Thus did Zimri destroy all the

house of Baasha, according to the word of

the Lord which he spake against Baasha, by

[Heb. in the hand of] Jehu the prophet

[Vers. 1, 7 ; cf. ch, xv. 29. The analogy is

now complete] ,

Ver. 13.—For [^?{< corresponds with the

of ver. 7 = propter ; cf. chs. xiv. 5 ; xxi.

22] all the sin3 of Baasha, and the sins of

Elah his son, by which thoy sinned, and by

which they made Israel to sin, in provoking

the Lord God of Israel to anger [the for

mula of ch. xv. 30, Ac.] with their vanities.

[The calves, not idols, are referred to hi re.

Cf. Dent, xxxii. 21 ; 1 Cor. viii. 4. The

same idea is embodied in the word Beth-

aven; Hosea iv. 15; v. 8.]

Ver. 14.—Now the rest of the acts of

Elah, and all that he did, are they not

written in the book of the chronicles of

the kings of Israel ?

Ver. 15.— In the twenty and seventh year

of Asa king of Julah did Zimri reign [The

same word elsewhere translated in A. V.

began to reign. It is really an aorist =

succeeded to the throne] seven days in Tir-

zah. And the people were encamped

[Heb. encamping] against Gibbethon, which

belonged to the Philistines. [It ban at

first sight a suspicious look that two kings

of Israel, within au interval of about twenty-

five years, should have been slain by con

spirators during a siege of this place. But

when the narrative is examined, its proba

bility and consistency become at oi:ce

apparent. Stanle.v assumes that the siege

lasted over the whole of this period, but it

is more likely that when Baasha found him

self king, he discovered that he had domestio

matters enough upon his hands, without a

foreign war, and ro he raised the siege. It

is very probable that he feared opposition

such as Zimri and Omri subsequently ex

perienced. And his wars with Asa au 1

with Syria may well have prevented his

renewing the undertaking. On the accession

of Elah, however, with the usual ambition

and impetuosity of youth, it was decided to

recommence the siege and to win this city

back for Israel. But the fate of Nadab, and

the consequent ill omen attaching to the

place would not be forgotten, and this, as

well as his voluptuous habits, may have

deterred the fainiant Elah from besieging
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it in person, while the conspiracy which

marked the former siege may at the same

time have suggested to Zimri and others the

thought of conspiring against Elah.]

Ver. 16.—And the people that were en

camped heard say, Zimri hath conspired,

and hath also slain the king : wherefore all

Israel [obviously, all the army. Cf. ch.

xii. 1, 16, 18] made Omrt, the captain of

the host, king over Israel that day In the

camp. [It was hardly likely they would

submit to the usurpation of Zimri. Not

only had he occupied a subordinate position,

but his murder of ail Elah's friends must

have made him a host of enemies in the

camp. It was the natural thing for them,

therefore, to turn to Omri. He had the

advantage of being in possession. The cap

tain of the host stood next to the king

(2 Kings iv. 13 ; 2 Sam. v. 8 ; xix. 13 ; xx.

23), and twice stepped into his place (2

Kings ix. 5). This history has many paral

lels in that of the Koman empire. ]

Ver. 17.—And Omrl went up from Gib-

bethon [" The expression, ' went up,'

accurately marks the ascent of the army

from the Shephelah, where Gibbethon was

situated, to the hill country of Israel, on the

edge of which Tirzah stood " (Rawlinson)] ,

and all Israel [see on ver. 16] with him,

and they besieged Tirzah. [It is probable

that they arrived before the city on the

sixth or seventh day after the assassination

of Elah. This period would just allow

sufficient time for the news of the con

spiracy to travel to Gibbethon and for the

march of the army.]

Ver. 18.—And it came to pass, when

Zimri saw that the city was taken [the

meaning is probably that which Josephus

gives: "When he saw that the city had

none to defend it," or possibly, " when he

saw that a breach was made "] , that he went

into the palace [J1D")S< citadel, fortress, from

DDX altus fuiu So Gesen., Keil, Bahr, al.

The palace, no doubt, consisted of a string of

buildings (ch. vii. 2—9) of which this was

the highest and strongest part. Ewald

thinks that the harem—a word which has

almost the game radicals—or women's

apartment, is meant—the moif tecluded

portion of the great palace (Josephus

understands it to mean " the inmost part "),

and hence infers, as also from 2 Kings ix.

31, that the women of the palace had

willingly submitted to the effeminate

murderer of their lord, and that even the

queen-mother had made advances towards

him (vol. iv. p. 36). But, as Biihr remarks,

there is nothing of this in the text, and

Zimri's desperate act rather shows daring

and contempt of death than effeminacy or

sensuality. And 2 Kings xv. 25 (cf. Psa.

exxii. 7) seems to point to a stronghold

rather than a seraglio] of the king's house,

and burnt the king's house [probably the

palace which Jeroboam had built. Ewald

thinks it was this structure gave Tirzah its

reputation for beauty ; Cant. vi. 4] over

him with fire [According to the Syriac, the

besiegers set fire to the palace. Similarly

Jarchi. But the text is decisive. The

parallel deed of Sardanapalus will occur to

all readers. Rawlinson also refers to Herod,

i. 176, and vii. 107] , and died. [This word

is intimately connected with the verse fol

lowing. But there is no need to rearrange

the verses. The text, as it stands, conveys

clearly enough that Zimri's tragical death

was a retribution for his sins. Bahr re

marks that of Elah and Zimri we learn

nothing, apart from the fact that they held

to the sin of Jeroboam, except how they

died.]

Ver. 19.—For his sins which he sinned

in doing evil In the sight of the Lord, in

walking in the way of Jeroboam, and in

his sin which he did, to make Israel to sin.

[It is quite clear that in his reign of one

week Zimri cannot have done much to show

his complicity in the schism of Jeroboam,

and it is probable that the sacred writer

means that his character and antecedents

were such as to prove that all his sympa

thies were with the irreligious party. Bii fir

thinks that he had " formerly displayed much

partiality for the calf-worship." But it is

quite as likely that the idea in the historian's

mind was that all these events were the

bitter fruits of Jeroboam's misguided and

impious policy, into the spirit of which,

Zimri, like his predecessors, had been bap

tized. It is interesting to remember here

the aspect these repeated revolutions and

assassinations would wear to the kingdom

of Judah, then enjoying quietness and

prosperity nnder Asa. We cannot doubt

for a moment that they were regarded as so

many manifestations of the righteous judg

ment of God, and as the outcomes of that

spirit of insubordination and impiety which,

in their eyes, had brought about both tfie

division of the kingdom and the schism in

the church.]

Ver. 20.—Now the rest of the acts of

Zimri [We see here the tendency of the

historian to express himself in formulae.

He checks himself, however, and does not

odd "and all that he did," Ac , and his

treason that he wrought [Heb. his con

spiracy which he conspired. Though this

was all there was to tell of him, yet no

doubt it would be recorded at greater length

by the historians of the day. We can hardly

suppose that the " books of the words of the
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days " would dismiss so striking an event

in a few sentences] , are they not written

In the book of the chronicles of the kings

of Israel ?

The Interregnum.

Ver. 21.—Then were the people of Israel

divided into two parts : half of the people

followed [lit., teas after. Same expression

2 Sam. ii. 10 ; cf. ch. i. 7] Tlbni the son of

Glnath [Who he was, or why he was set np

in opposition to Omri, it is impossible to

say. It has been supposed that the army

was divided in its preferences, and that part

of the soldiery wished to make Tibni king,

and this is perhaps the most probable con

jecture. It is to be considered that the

entire army was not encamped before Gib-

bethon. Nor are vers. 16, 17 fatal to this

view, as Bahr maintains, because " all

Israel " there clearly means all the army

under the command of Omri. It is hardly

likely that Tibni was set up by the people

of Tirzah, after the death of Zimri, to con

tinue the struggle. The only thing that is

certain is that.the hereditary print iple being

overthrown, the crown appeared to be the

legitimate prize of the strongest ; and Tibni,

who may have occupied a position of im

portance, or have had, somehow, a consider

able following, resolved that Omri should

not wear it without a fierce contest] , to

make him king" [Omri had been aln nly

made king, i.e., anointed, ver. 16] ; and naif

followed Omri.

Ver. 22.—Bat the people that followed

Omri prevailed against the people that fol

lowed Tibni the son of Glnath [It appears,

however, from the following verse that the

straggle lasted four years] : so Tlbni died

[According to Jos., Ant. viii. 12. § 5, he was

slain by the conqueror. The LXX. has here

a carious and probably genuine addition.

" And Thabni died, and Joram hit brother

at that time], and Omri reigned. [The

jingle of the Hebrew words is probably

designed.]

The Rcign of Omri.

Ver. 23.—In the thirty and first year of

Asa king of Judah began Omri to reign over

Israel, twelve years [As Omri was pro

claimed king in the twenty-seventh and

died in the thirty-eighth year of Asa (cf.

vers. 15, 29), he cannot in any case have

reigned twelve full years ; whereas if his

reign is to be dated, as it is here, from the

thirty-first year of Asa, it is obvious that

he would only have reigned seven, or,

according to the Jewish mode of reckoning,

eight years. Rawlinson proposes to get over

the difficulty by rearranging the text. He

would attach the first clause of this verse

to ver. 22, and read, "And Omri reigned in

the thirty-first," Ac. But to this there are

two serious objections. First, that ver. 23,

as it now stands, only follows the usual for

mula with which a new reign is announced

(cf. vera. 8, 15, 20) ; and, second, it is ex

tremely doubtful whether any prose sentence

in the Hebrew ever begins as ver. 23 would

then do, " Reigned Omri over Israel twelve

years." Such a sentence would certainly be

quite alien to the tutu luquendi of our

author. We are therefore reduced to the

conclusion either (1) that the text here, as

in some other instances (ch. vi. I ; 2 Kings

i. 17 ; cf. iii. I ; xiii. 1, 10, iScc.), has suffered

at the hands of a reviser, or (2) that the

numbers have been corrupted in transcrip

tion ; or (3) that the historian expresses

himself in a somewhat confused way. Of

these suppositions perhaps (1) is the most

likely. Anyhow, it is clear that the twelve

years of Omri's reign are to be counted not

from the thirty-first, but from fie twenty-

seventh year of Asa, i.e., from the date of

Zimri's death (see vers. 10, 15, 29). The

confusion has arisen from the fact that it

was not until Tibui was slain, after four years

of conflict, that Omri became Hole ruler] : six

years reigned he in Tirzah.

Ver. 24.—And he bought [i.e., afteT the

six years just mentioned. During the four

years of anarchy Omri would seem to have

retained possession of the capital which he

had taken (ver. 18) on Zimri's death. Bat

the palace being burnt and the defences

perhaps weakened by the siege, he deter

mined, rather than rebuild it, to found a

capital elsewhere] the hill Samaria [Heb.

Shomeron, called by Herod Sebaste, whence

its modern name Sebmtieh. In his selection

of Samaria for the seat of government,

Omri acted with singular judgment. It has

been said that " Sbechem is the natural

capital of Palestine," and no doubtit enjoys

a commanding position and great advan

tages, but Samaria has even superior recom

mendations. It is a site with which no

traveller can fail to be deeply impressed.

Even Van de Velde, who says, "I do not

agree with Dr. Robinson and other writers

who follow him that the mountain of

Samaria presents so admirable a combina

tion of strength, fertility, and beauty, that

the like is hardly to hz found in Palestine "

(vol. i. pp. 374, 375), nevertheless readdy al

lows its superiority to Tirzah, and remarks

on the strength of its positiou. " Many

travellers have expressed a conviction that

the spot was in most respects much pre

ferable to the site of Jerusalem" (Kitto).

It is a large oval or oblong mound, with

a level surface, adapted for buildings,

with steep sides to make its position iui
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pregnable, and surrounded by an amphi

theatre of hills. " Samaria is in a position

of great strength . . . and must before the in

vention of gunpowder have been almost im

pregnable. It stands some 400 feet above

the valley, the sides of the hill being steep

and terraced in every direction for cultiva

tion, or perhaps for defensive purposes . . .

broad and open valleys stretch north and

south, and the hill is thus almost isolated,"

Conder, p. 47, who adds, " Strategical rea

sons may be supposed to have dictated the

choice of the capital of Omri, for on the

north the hill commands the main road to

Jezreel over a steep pass, on the west it

dominates the road to the coast, and on the

east that to the Jordan " (p. 49). Grove

(Diet. Bib. iii. 1099) speaks of " the singular

beauty of the spot," and Stanley (" Jewish

Church " ii. p. 284) justly sees in the selection

of this spot a proof of Omri's sagacity. But

perhaps the best proof is that which the

subsequent history supplies. Shechem and

Tirzah had each been tried, and each in

turn had been abandoned. But Samaria

continued to be the capital so long as the

kingdom lasted] of Shemer for two talents

of silver [variously estimated at £500 and

£800. This purchase, obviously of the

freehold, i.e., in perpetuity, was in contra

vention of the law of Levit. xxv. 23. David

had bought the threshing-floor of Oman, but

that was (1) from a Jebusite, and (2) for a

high religious purpose (2 Sam. xxiv. 24). It

has been suggested that this purchase may

have inspired Abab with the idea of buying

the vineyard of Naboth], and built on [Heb.

built] the Mil, and called the name of the

city which he built, after the name of

Shemer, owner of the hill, Samaria. [It is

not improbable that the vendor bargained

that the land should retain his name (cf.

I'sa. xlix. 11). The reluctance of the

Israelite to part with his patrimony, even to

the king, is brought out very strikingly in

ch. xxi. Shemer, in selling his choice par

cel of land for a capital, might well wish to

connect his name with it. The fact that

)npE> means watch-mountain (Gesen.), and

that we should have expected a name formed

from Shemer to take the form Shimn'm —

Shomeron would strictly imply an original

Shomer—is not by any means a proof that our

historian is at fault in his derivation. For, in

thefirst place, the names Shomer and Shemer

are used of the same person in 1 Chron. vii.

32, 34. And secondly, nothing would be

more in accordance with Jewish ideas than

that Omri, in naming the hill after its

owner, should give a turn to the word which

would also express at the same time its

characteristic feature. A pun, or play upon

words, was the form which wit assumed

amongst the Semitic races (as, indeed, is the

case still, see Conder, p. 301), and the form

ShomerSn would at once perpetuate the

memory of Shemer, and express the hope and

purpose of Omri. It is a curious fact that

the later Samaritans did play upon this very

word, representing themselves as guardians

(D'-ipt?) of the law (Ewald). The Greek

form of the name, Eajmpna, would seem to

have been derived through the Chaldee

jnOB' as found in Ezra iv. 10, 17.]

Ver. 25.—But Omri wrought evil In the

eyes of the Lord, and did worse than all

that were before him. [It has been thought

that Micab vi. 16 ("the statutes of Omri,

4c") points to a fresh departure from the

Jewish faith ; to the organization of the

calf-worship into a regular formal system,

or to " measures for more competely iso

lating the people of Israel from the services

of the house of the Lord at Jerusalem "

(Kitto).

Ver. 26.—For he walked In all the way

of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and In his

sin wherewith he made Israel to sin, to

provoke the Lord God of Israel to anger

with their vanities.

Ver. 27.—Now the rest of the acts of

Omri which he did, and his might that he

showed [Not only in the war with Tibui,

but certainly in the subjugation of the

Moabites, of which mention is made in the

recently discovered Moabite stone. He may

well have had other wars, which, like this,

have escaped notice in Scripture. If the

king of Syria spoke truly (1 Kings xx. .34),

the war with that power had been extremely

disastrous. Yet the Assyrian inscriptions

prove that Omri's name was more widely

and permanently known in the East than

those of his prodece-sors or successors.

Samaria, for example, down to the time of

Tiglath-Pilescr, appears as Beth Khumri,

the "house of Omri;" Athaliab, the daughter

of Ahab, is called a daughter of Omri ; and

Jehu appears in the Black Obelisk Inscrip

tion as " the son of Omri " (Bawlinson,

" Hist. Ulus. of O. T.," pp. 111—12). It is

perhaps an evidence of " his might " that

his dynasty retained the throne to the third

generation], are they not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of

Israel 7 [Vers. 26, 27 are an exact repeti

tion, mutatis mutandis, of ch. xiii. 14 ; cf.

xv. 30.]

Ver. 28.—So Omri slept with his fathers,

and was burled In Samaria [After the ex

ample of earlier kings, he found a grave in

his capital city; cf. chs. ii. 10; xi. 43 ; xiv.

31 ; xvi. 16] : and Ahab his son reigned In

his stead.
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HOMILETICS.

Ver. 29.—The Punis7iment of Jeroboam's Sin. We have already considered the

true character of Jeroboam's sin (pp. 274 sqq.) It now remains for us to observe,

first, the punishment which it provoked, and secondly, its workings in later genera

tions. And its punishment was so great and so varied that it will of itself occupy

the rest of this homily.

But let us remember, in the first place, that there were two parties to this sin.

Jeroboam sinned himself and also " made Israel to sin." King and people alike

were involved in the schism. If the one suggested it, the other embraced it.

Originating with the former, it was approved and perpetuated by the latter. There

were two parties, consequently, to the punishment. That was impartially shared

between sovereign and subjects. We have to consider, therefore—

I. The retribution which befell the royal house.

II. The retribution which overtook the people at large.

I. And in considering the pain and I06S in which this sin involved those who

snte upon the throne of Israel, we must discriminate between Jeroboam and his

successors. Jeroboam was the prime, but not the only offender. If he was the

author, subsequent kings were continuators of the schism. And as he had his

punishment, so they had theirs. Let us therefore take account first of the sorrows

and sufferings of the heresiarch, Jeroboam. Amongst these were the following :

1. The foreknowledge that his kingdom would, be overthrown. This dismal

foreboding must have clouded all his reign, for it dated from the day of that first

sacrifice at Bethel. Then he learnt that a child of David's house should cover his

schemes and memory with disgrace. He knew that the dynasty he had founded

should not endure, and moreover that he was the author of its ruin, and he knew

that others knew it too. " Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown." What shall

we say of the crowned head disquieted by such forebodings as these ?

2. The foretaste of the destruction of his family. As he had learnt from the

man of God of the triumph of his rival and the dishonour of his priesthood, so he

learnt from Ahijah of the excision of his family. This ambitious prince knew that

his posterity would be swept away like dung, would be devoured like carrion. And

he was assured of this, not only by prophetic word and by signs following, but he

had an earnest thereof in the death of his firstborn. He knew that that was but

" the beginning of the end." It was a sharp pang, but it was the lightest part of

his punishment (ch. xiv. 13).

8. Remorse and vexation. He could not fail to compare the two messages of

Ahijah (chs. xi. 31—39 ; xiv. 7—16). The first gave him dominion over ten

tribes. The second left him neither subject nor survivor. God had promised to

" build him a Bure house." God now threatens him and his with annihilation.

And why this change ? He knew why it was. " The gifts and calling of God are

without repentance." It was because of the calves (ch. xiv. 9). How he must

have repented that piece of folly and faithlessness : how he must have cursed his

infatuation—the more inexcusable, as he had the example of Solomon before him.

It is possible that this remorse was so poignant that it shortened his days ; that it

was thus " the Lord struck him, and he died " (2 Chron. xiii. 20).

4. The shameful murder of his family. We can readily believe that a parvenu

like Jeroboam, a servant who had raised himself to the throne, would have been

content to suffer for the rest of his days, if thereby he could have averted the

dishonour of his name and the destruction of his posterity—of all evils the greatest

in the eyes of a Jew. But no ; he foresaw that butchery awaited his nearest and

dearest, and he had not slept long in his grave before the knife of Baasha was at

his children's throats. And this murder of his posterity, though after the manner

of Eastern despotisms, would seem to have been marked by circumstances of

peculiar cruelty (ch. xvi. 7). It was so truculent that it brought down vengeance

on the instrument. Our history gives no details, but it is easy to picture the divans

dripping with blood, the corridors choked with the corpses of Jeroboam's wife and
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children. The annals of Turkey and other Eastern kingdoms would supply many

illustrations of this deed.

5. His own untimely end. For he died by the visitation of God—by a stroke

of some kind or other. He may have perished like Antiochus Epiphanes, like

Sylla, like Herod, like Philip of Spain. Or, like our Henry the First, he may have

never smiled again after his son's death, but steadily drooped to his grave. Some

how his life was cut short. " The wicked shall be silent in darkness."

Such, then, was the fourfold penalty which Jeroboam paid for his siu. Let us

now consider the punishment which befell his successors, who " walked in his way "

and " departed not" from his heresy. We may trace it—

1. In the shortness of their reigns. Nadab, Elah, Ahaziah, all reigned two

years. Zimri one week. None of the kings of Israel reigned like David and

Solomon, or like Asa and other kings of Judah. In the 250 years that the kingdom

of Israel lasted, nineteen kings occupied the throne, as against eleven kings of

Judah. Asa saw seven kings in turn rise and fall during his reign ; Uzziah saw

six ; and we have but to remember that long life was one of the principal sanctions

of the Mosaic dispensation to be assured that these brief reigns were a manifestation

of the righteous judgment of God.

2. In the revolution and assassination which often closed them. In these 250

years the dynasty was changed no less than seven times, and we know what a

change of dynasty meant, in that and a later age. It was one of its traditious that

" the man was a fool who when he slew the father spared the children." Six times

this tragedy of Tirzah was repeated. Once an unhappy prince, to escape the but

chery awaiting him, devoted himself and his household to the flames. Once seventy

ghastly heads, in two heaps at the city gate, witnessed to the work of extermination.

II. But now let us note the share of the people in this dispensation of suffering.

What befell the priests who ministered at Dan and Bethel—what the worshippers

who resorted thither? They or their children suffered these six penalties at least.

1. Misgovernment. Of the kings of Israel there was not one who did not " do

evil " in the sight of the Lord. By which we are not only to understand that he

worshipped the calves ; oppression, exactions, intolerable cruelties may be compre

hended under the words. The case of Naboth (ch. xxi.) was probably not the only one

of its kind. We may be sure, too, that when Elah was drinking himself drunk, in

justice was being practised in his name. Incapacity—on the part of the king—may

have been the cause of some insurrections, but oppression is a much more probable

reason. We know what Rome was like when the purple fell to military adventurers.

Probably Israel fared no better at the hands of its Baashas, Omris, and Menahems.

What suffering a change ot dynasty involved on the peoplo we may gather from

2 Kings xv. 16. An Eastern kingdom at the best was a despotism, at the worst a

devildom.

2. Civil war. The four years' struggle between Omri and Tibni and their

respective partisans, which was a war to the death (ch. xvi. 22), entailed no less

miseries on the country than civil war always does. Lands ravaged, homesteads

fired, women violated—these were some of its incidents. It has been said that no

one can give any adequate description of a battle. What shall be said of a battle

lasting over four years? for in a country not so large as Yorkshire civil strife would

mean unceasing conflict.

3. Invasion. (1) By Abijah (2 Chron. xiii. 4). (2) by Shishak, (3) by Syria, (4)

by Assyria. Shishak was primarily appointed to chastise Judah, Syria was the

lash of Israel. Observe that in the invasion of ch. xiii. 4, 19, Bethel was captured

by the men of Judah, whilst in that of ch. xv. 20, Dan—Jeroboam's other shrine—

was among the first to suffer. The priests of Dan and the inhabitants of the

surrounding territory, the worshippers at its temple, bore the brunt of Ben-hadad's

invasion. But the bands of Syria were always invading the land (ch. xx; 2 Kings

vi.) And many a "little maid" (2 Kings v. 2) was carried off to dishonour.

" Many a childing mother then

And new-born baby died."
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What a picture of the horrors of war have we in 2 Kings viii. 12. Yet such horrors

must have been of common occurrence in Israel. And they culminated in the sack

of Samaria and the captivity of the nation.

4. Loss of territory. Israel was " cut short " (2 Kings x. 82). In 2 Kings i. 1

(cf. iii. 5) Moab rebels. Syria, its great adversary, was once an appanage of Israel.

Now Israel is made a dependency of Assyria (2 Kings xv. 19, 20).

5. Famine. It was the Lord called for this (2 Kings viii. 1). It was one of His

" sore judgments " (Ezek. xiv. 13, 21). And it would seem to have been almost

chronic in Israel (cf. chs. xvii. 1, 12; xviii. 2; 2 Kings iv. 88; vi. 25 sqq. ; vii. ;

viii. 1). And the terrible straits to which the people were reduced thereby may be

inferred from 2 Kings vi. 25, 29 ; cf. Deut. xxviii. 56, 57.

6. Captivity. For the carrying away beyond Babylon into the cities of the

Modes was part of the reckoning for Jeroboam's sin, and for the allied sin of

idolatry (ch. xiv. 15 ; 2 Kings xvii. 22, 23). The " carrying into captivity "— these

are familiar words on our lips. But which of us can form any conception of the

untold, unspeakable miseries which they cover ? The gangs of prisoners tramping to

Siberia give us but a faint idea. "Hermann and Dorothea" is a tale of modem

times, and the flight it pictures conveys no just impression of the horrors of a

wholesale transportation. When the land was swept as with a drag net (cf. 2 Kings

xxi. 13, and compare Herod, iii. 149, vi. 31, where the manner in which the Persians

carried away the population of some of the Greek islands is described), and the

entire population marched in gangs across the burning plains, under brutal and

lustful overseers—men in comparison with whom a " Legree " would be mildness

itself—we may imagine some of the horrors of that journey. Nor did those suffer

ings end in the land of their captivity. Before the people was absorbed amongst

the neighbouring nations, and so effaced from the page of later history, we may be

pretty sure they paid a constant tribute of suffering for their sin. Vae victis, this was

the unvarying law of ancient warfare, and the exiles of Assyria proved it in their

own persons. Two hundred and fifty years after the schism, the seed sown by

Jeroboam was still reaped in cruelty and agony and blood.

Ver. 2.—The Working of Jeroboam's St*. The punishment which Jeroboam's

sin brought down upon himself, his successors, and his people, was not its worst

part. Its influences upon others, the lessons of disobedienco and defiance taught

by that malign example, were even more disastrous. Let us now trace, as far as we

can, its workings ; let us see how the leaven of the calves leavened the whole lump.

1. He begat a son in his own likeness. " The evil that men do lives after them"

—it lives in their children ; it is inwrought into their constitution. As a rule, the

child reproduces the character of the parent, the moral traits, quite as closely as

the physical. There are exceptions—Abijah was one—but they help to prove the

rule. He was the only exception in the house of Jeroboam (ch. xiv. 3). Fortes

crcantur fortibus et bonis, and the converse is equally true. Nabab, and the other

children of that house, not only practised the lessons they had learned in Jero

boam's school, but they reproduced in their own persons the self-will, the impa

tience of control, and the other faults and vices of their father. What wonder if

" Nadab did evil in the sight of the Lord " ? he only " walked," as the next words

remind us, " in the way of his father " (ch. xv. 26).

2. He begat a spirit of lawlessness and insubordination among his people.

There are not a few indications of demoralization and corruption in Israel, corre

sponding with the depravation of religion. The very revolutions, which followed

one after another, are in themselves a proof of this. The chronic disaffection and

the periodical upheavings of society in the northern kingdom, especially when con

trasted with the quietness and security of Judah, can only be accounted for by the

influences of the court. North and south were of one blood, and lived under one

sky. It was because the former had been taught disobedience and disregard of

constituted authority, it was because the sense of reverence and duty had been

weakened by the action of Jeroboam, that it became like a reed shaken in the

water—so often rebelled against its sovereigns. Jeroboam had accustomed them
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to play fast and loose with the commandments of Heaven ; what wonder if they

made small account of their obligations to their earthly king ?

3. He taught Baasha, Zimri, and Omrito lift up their hands against the king.

Just as David's religious veneration for the person of the " Lord's anointed " tended

to make his throne and that of his successors the more secure, so did Jeroboam's

rebellion (ch. xi. 26) afford an example of aggression to later ages. His subjects

were not likely to believe in the " divinity that doth hedge a king." Why should

they scruple to grasp at the crown if it came within their reach ? Why was Nadab

more sacred than Rehoboam? Why should the son of Baasha, again, have more

respect than the son of Solomon ?

4. He taught his subjects, indirectly, to hold life cheap. There had been two

changes of dynasty before Baasha had learned from him to attack the king and to

exterminate his family, but both of these had been, so far as the royal family was

concerned, bloodless. David never thought of slaying the children of Saul. His

inquiry was, " Is there not yet any of the house of Saul that I may show the kind

ness of God unto him ? " (2 Sam. ix. 3.) And when " Israel rebelled against the

house of David," they never contemplated a massacre of Solomon's harem, or even

of insolent Rehoboam . But observe the change in succeeding revolutions. "He

left not to Jeroboam any that breathed" (ch. xv. 29 ; cf. xvi. 11 ; 2 Kings x. 11).

Why this thirst of blood ? It is because Jeroboam has returned from Egypt, and

his godless proceedings have depraved public morality, and the restraints of law

have been enfeebled, and men have grown more reckless and desperate (ch. xvi.

18, 24). It is clear to the most cursory reader that a daring impiety charac

terizes the whole period from Jeroboam to Hoshea, and for this " the sin of Jero

boam " is mainly responsible. That was the " first step " which makes the rest of

the road easy.

5. He entailed his sin upon his successors. 01 each of the kings of Israel do we

read that he " walked in the way of Jeroboam, and in his sin which he did," and

we wonder, perhaps, how it was that not one of these nineteen kings, sprung as

many of them were from different lineages, had the courage and the piety to retrace

his steps, and revert to the primitive faith and mode of worship. But a little reflec

tion will show that this, under the circumstances, was well-nigh an impossibility.

For Jeroboam had made the calf-worship an integral part of the national life. It

was so intertwined with the existence of Israel as a separate people, that to abandon

it would be to repudiate all the traditions of the kingdom, and tacitly to acknow

ledge the superiority of Judah. Any king attempting such a reformation would

appear to be a traitor to his country. The attempt would have provoked a sesond

schism. No, it was clear to each monarch at his accession, if he reflected on the

subject at all, that the calf-worship must go on. The damnosa hereditas which he

had received he must transmit. There was no place for repentance.

6. Hepaved the way for idolatry. Already, in ch. xiv. 15, we find the "groves "

following directly upon the calves, the images of Asherah upon the images of

Jehovah. Ahab and Jezebel are not wholly responsible for the abominations of

Baal and Ashtaroth. It was the daring innovations of Jeroboam had prepared the

minds of men for this last and greatest violation of the law. " Man does not

become base all at once." The plunge into wholesale idolatry would have been im

possible, had not the deep descent to the calf-worsliip been traversed first. Pecati

poena peccatum. That, too, begets children in its own likeness. Those who

despised the " tabernacle of witness " in the wilderness were given up to take up

" the tabernacle of Moloch and the star of the god Remphan " (Acts vii. 42, 43). If

men will not have God in their thoughts, He gives them over to a reprobate mind

(Rom. i. 28).

7. We see his hand in the building of Jericho. It was Hiel, a Bethelite, braved

the curse and rebuilt the walls and reared the gates of the city of palm trees.

Here we see the influence of a prior violation of law. Whether he acted in igno

rance of law, or defiance of law, it is to Jeroboam's sin the deed owed its perpetra

tion. The law might well be forgotten which had been so completely ignored. And

the subject had been encouraged to violate it by his sovereign.
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8. We hear his voice in the cuTset of the children of Bethel. Where but at

Bethel would children have dared thus to revile a prophet of the Lord ? The

children only reflected the impiety and hatred of their parents. And from whom

had these latter learned their hatred but from the king, who " made an house of

high places" there, and inaugurated the schismatic worship with his own hands?

From the day when a man of God laid the city under an interdict, the prophets of

Jehovah must have been unpopular at Bethel, and as the time passed by, and the

breach was widened, passive dislike ripened into open scorn and hatred, and a new

prophet, of whose powers they had had no experience, could not pass by without

insult and defiance.

The Jews have a saying, that in all the scourgings, plagues, and chastisements

which they have endured, there is not one but has in it an ounce of the dust of the

golden calf which Aaron made. The saying holds equally good of the calves

which Jeroboam made. There is not one of the troubles which befell both the

crown and the kingdom, not one of the bitter sufferings which the ten tribes

endured, but had its starting-point in the sin of Jeroboam.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 25—84.—The Seed of Evil-doers. 1. The subject before us furnishes

illustration of the following propositions, viz. :

I. Wicked are the seed of the wicked. 1. There is a sense in which this

is generally true. (1) Jeroboam " made Israel to sin." Nadab " did evil in the

sight of the Lord and walked in the way of his father, and in his sin whereby he

made Israel to sin." (2) Baasha murdered Nadab and usurped his throne. Then

he exterminated the whole house of Jeroboam. In this he fulfilled the words of

Ahijah the Shilonite. Yet was it not out of zeal for God, but to serve his own

selfish ambition. So under the same evil promptings he continued in the sin of

Jeroboam (ver. 34). And his son after him walked in his steps. (3) Do we not

still find that those who loyally serve God are children or grandchildren of godly

persons? "The seed of the righteous is blessed." (4) This is the rule, but not

without its exceptions ; else missions to the heathen, abroad and at home, would

be hopeless, which, thank God, they are not. 2. There is a sense in which this is

universally true. (1) " Seed " is not always reckoned according to the flesh.

" The children of the promise are counted for the seed " (Rom. ix. 8 ; see also the

reasoning, Rom. ix. 13—18). (2) Thus God can, out of the very stones, raise up

children to Abraham. Gentile believers in Christ are such (see Matt. iii. 9 ;

Gal. iii. 26, 29). (3) In this sense all are not Israel who are of Israel. Descend

ants of Abraham who follow not his true faith and good works are not his seed

(see John viii. 37, 40 ; Rom. ii. 28 ; ix. 7 ; Gal. vi. 15). (4) As the good, whether

sprung from evil or good ancestors, are the seed of God ; so are the wicked, whether

sprung from evil or good ancestors, the seed of the devil (see Gen. iii. 15 ; John

viii. 44; 1 John iii. 8). So are the wicked, without exception, the seed of the

wicked.

II. The triumphing of the wicked is short. 1. How brief was the reign of

these kings ! (1) " The days which Jeroboam reigned were two and twenty years"

(ch. xiv. 20). But this was little more than half the term of Asa's reign (ver. 10).

(2) Nadab "reigned over Israel two years." This was really but a portion of two

years, for, according to the usage of Scripture, a year entered is reckoned as if

completed. He " began to reign over Israel in the second year of Asa," and

" in the third year of Asa " did Baasha slay him (vers. 25, 28). (3) Baasha

roigned " twenty and four years," still little more than half the timo of Asa's reign.

This son of David sat upon the throne of Judah long enough to see eight kings

upon the throne of Israel, viz., Jeroboam, Nadab, Baasha, Elah, Zimri, Tibni,

Omri, and Ahab. In these he witnessed no less thau five dynasties 1 2. How

little happiness had they in their rule ! (1) Sin brings the vexation of an evil

conscience, with its attendant disquiet, suspicion, and fear. (2) Also the vexatio:i
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of an angry Providence. They that take the sword take the blade with the haft.

The wars of these ever-changing dynasties left little room for repose. (3) How

difficult for men to learn that worldly ambition and vexation are sisters ; that

abiding happiness is found only in the ways of God I

III. The end of the wicked is destruction. 1. This is written in history.

(1) It is recorded in the history of these kings. Jeroboam in person died upon his

bed, but in his family his light was extinguished in blood. Baasha in like manner

died on his bed, but in his family he too perished by the sword. (2) These

examples are but samples of history at large—sacred, secular. 2. It is also written

in prophecy. (1) We meet with it in the alternatives to the conditions of salvation.

(2) This destruction follows the spirit into the invisible world, and is a " much

sorer punishment " than that which terminates in natural death. (3) Hie judg

ments upon the wicked recorded in history are but figures of the more terrible doom

threatened in prophecy.—J. A. M.

Vera. 25—84.—God's threatenings find at last a complete fulfilment. I. The

last step in a careek of rerellion and folly. Nadab might have been

warned. His way to the throne was opened up by God's judgment in the removal

of Abijah. He must have heard of the Divine threatenings; he might have seen

the evil results of his father's sin. But in the face of all these things he

adopted the sinful policy of his father. 1. "He did evil in the sight of the Lord."

His heart and life were estranged from God and righteousness. This is the ex

planation of all that follows. Contempt of the claims of revelation, and rebellion

against God are but the revelation to men of a heart and life which have already

grieved and provoked God. 2. He continued in a path already dark with the

frown of God : " and walked in the way of his father." The son who continues

in his father's sin may incur thereby a deeper guilt than his. The iniquity of it

may not have been at first so fully manifested. * It might have been considered and

abandoned in the shadow of the father's death. As the ages roll on sins manifest

themselves, and the nation which will not turn from them seals itself for

destruction. Are there sins with us the evil of which we know to-day as we did

not know before ? Then the guilt of their retention is greater than that of their

first commission. 3. He resolutely pursued a path which meant destruction, nut

for himself only, but for an entire people : " and in his sin wherewith he made

Israel to sin." It was nothing less than an attempt to rob God of His chosen

people, and them of Him, in order that the house of Jeroboam might reign in

sa'ety. The terrible selfishness and the murderous heart of sin I

II. The judgment. 1. He was smitten in the midst of his army. The host

of his warriors could not save him. There is no place where God"s hand cannot

reach us. 2. He was slain, not by the Philistines, out by one of his own servants.

Treachery and rebellion were visited with fitting punishment. The strict justice of

the Divine vengeance. His judgments are repayments : " I will repay." 3. The

Divine threatening literally fulfilled (ver. 29). God's words against sin are not

lightly spoken. The end is hid from us, but His eye is resting, while He speaks,

upon the woe.—J. TJ.

Ch. xv. 88—xvi. 7.—Unrighteous Zeal. I. Smiters of the sinful are not neces

sarily righteous (ch. xv. 83, 44). 1. Baasha's crime. Behind the slaughter of his

master and his master's house lay the threatening of God. The Divine decree

seemed to legalize the crime. But God's command did not come to him, nor was

he moved by righteous indignation against the sins of the house of Jeroboam. He

served his own passions, and it was sin to him before God, " because he killed him."

The iniquity of those who rush in to smite wrong and hypocritically veil their hatred

and spite and greed under the plea of zeal for God and righteousness (Kom. ii. 1).

2. His evil life. "He did evil in the sight of the Lord." State reforms are im

possible for men whose own heart refuses God's yoke. Our work can never rise

higher than the level of our life. There is also a spiritual law of gravitation : the

streams of our influence can only flow downward. 8. His hurtful reign. He
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" walked in the way of Jeroboam," &c. He may have condemned Jeroboam's sin

in regard to the calves, &c. ; but when begirt with the same state exigencies he

continued the course he himself had punished with death. It is easy to condemn

the sins of others. God has nobler work for us : it is, when surrounded by their

temptation r to triumph over them, and to serve not by words only but by deeds.

II. God's message to Baasha (ch. xvi. 1—7). 1. His exaltation wot of God.

" I exalted thee out of the dust.'' The throne was not secured by his wickedness.

The Lord had stilled opposition and given him success. 2. It was great and

unlooked for. His tribe had no claim to the throne, and his own place among bis

people was a mean one. But God had, step by step, advanced him, and was now

enabling him to reign in peace. The Lord's help is not withheld from those who

do not know and do not serve Him. " Despisest thou the riches of His goodness

and forbearance and long-suffering, not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth

thee to repentance ? " (Rom. ii. 4.) 3. The return made to God. He had changed

nothing. Israel was still being led down the path of darkness and judgment, " to

provoke Me to anger with their sins." Every higher interest was sacrificed to the

policy of keeping the ten tribes separated from the other two. Statesmen out of

office condemn that which, when in office, they are afraid to change. And how

many are there who are neglecting the trusts God has committed to them. Once

they said, " If we had only place or wealth, &c., God would be served and men blessed."

These have been given and what has been done ? Has the vow been performed ?

4. Baasha's punishment worse than Jeroboam's. " I will take away the posterity

of Baasha and the posterity of his house" (see ver. 11, "Neither of his kindred nor

of his friends"). The Divine justice is shown in the differing penalties of sin.—

J. U.

Vers. 1—7.—Jehu's Prophecy. Jehu was a prophet and the son of a prophet. Of

his father Hanani we read in 2 Chron. xvi. 7—10, where it is recorded to his

honour that he suffered imprisonment for the fidelity of his testimony against Asa.

This son was worthy of such a father. His testimony before Baasha, a man of

desperate resolution and unscrupulous irreligion, was admirably courageous. We

hear of him again after an interval of forty years (see 2 Chron. xix. 2 ; xx. 34). In

his prophecy here—

I. He recites the crimes of Baasha. These were—1. That he " walked in the

way of Jeroboam." This implies (1) that he was influenced by a like ambition.

An ambition to be great in the eyes of men—to be a king. (See ch. xi. 87.) (2)

That to compass this he resorted to unscrupulous measures. He rebelled against

his king. He rebelled against his God. 2. That he made the people of the Lord

to sin. (1) To make any people, or person, to sin is a great crime. And who can

sin only to himself ? Directly or indirectly sin must exert an influence beyond.

(2) To make God's covenanted people to sin is a higher crime. The oath upon

them is violated. The salt of the earth, too, loses its savour, and the world is left

to putrefy. (3) To make God's people to sin, not as by accident, but of set pur

pose, is the highest crime. This Baasha did in upholding Jeroboam's calves—the

" work " of men's " hands " (ver. 7). He did this fearing, as Jeroboam had feared,

that if the people went to Jerusalem to worship they might repent of their rebellion

against the house of David. For the same reason Baasha opposed the reformation

under Asa, and to this end set about the building of Raman (see 2 Chron. xvi. 1).

3. Tluit he thereby provoked the anger of the Lord against them. (1) This ex

pressed itself in the incessant wars by which they were shaken " as a reed is shaken

in the water" (ch. xiv. 15). (2) This is laid at the door of Baasha. His house is

implicated with him. Jehu, therefore, had a message also to his house (ver. 7).

4. And because he killed Jeroboam. (1) This, however, he did not, in person.

Jeroboam died on his bed (ch. xiv. 20). (2) But, in his house, he slew him (ch.

xv. 27—29). A man lives in his posterity; when his posterity are destroyed or

exterminated, he is extinct. (3) Perhaps the words " because he killed him" might

bo fairly rendered " because he killed it," viz., the house of Jeroboam. This any

how is the meaning (see ch. xv. 27, 29). The notion that he killed Jehu is incon
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sistent with the records of history, which bring Jehu upon the scene again in the

days of Jehoshaphat.

II. He utters the judgments of the Lord. 1. The posterity of Baasha was

to be taken away. (1) His own. He was to have no male representative. (2)

That of his house. His female as well as male issvie was to be destroyed. He was

to be utterly rooted out. 2. History repeats itself. (1) It does this because crime

must provoke appropriate punishment. God recognizes the lex talionit—eye for

eye, tooth for tooth. (2) The house of Baasha being like to that of Jeroboam, the

doom is similar. As Baasha executed the judgment of the Lord upon the house

of Jeroboam, another aspirant to royalty is to execute the judgment of the Lord

upon the house of Baasha. Note 3. There are posthumous punishments. (1)

Baasha was as great a criminal as any of his house, yet he came to his grave in

peace and honour. He died on his bed and was buried in state. Must there not be

a future reckoning and retribution ? (2) Baasha is punished in the extermination

of his house. But this judgment came upon him after his decease. How could

that affect him unless there be a future state? (3) The same inference follows

from the judgment upon the bodies of his posterity after their decease. What

matter would it be to him or them to have their bodies eaten by dogs or by vultures

when the life was gone, unless the spirits survived ? (4) How such things react

upon the disembodied spirit is a mystery. " There are many things in heaven and

earth that do not enter into our philosophy."—J. A. M.

Vers. 8—14.— The House of Baasha. The character of Baasha is drawn in the

paragraphs immediately preceding, which also contain an account of his end,

which was better than he deserved, and suggests the reality of a future retribution.

His family so fully followed in his steps that we have no mention of an Abijah

amongst them, "in whom was found some good thing towards the Lord God of

Israel " (see ch. xiv. 13). The judgment of God upon this wicked house is written

in the words before us. We have to reflect upon—

I. The depravity of the house of Baasha. 1. The prophecy of Jehu came to

them as a warning. (1) Such is the nature of this class of prophecies. The

threatenings of God, like His promises, are conditional. So, had they repented,

the judgments denounced would have been removed or moderated. (2) Of this

principle the Scriptures furnish many illustrations. Take, e.g., the argument of

Abraham's prayer for Sodom and its success (Gen. xviii. 23—32). See the effect

of the contrition of Ahab (ch. xxi. 27—29). How the judgment of the Lord upon

Nineveh was averted through their humiliation before God (Jonah iii., iv.). (3) This

prophecy, therefore, came in mercy, as a respite, to give space for repentance.

Else judgment might have fallen without remonstrance, as it did in the issue. By

timely repentance and reformation let us seek to avert all threatened judgments.

2. But here was no repentance. (1) Elah walked in the steps of his father. He

followed the sin of Jeroboam. Their idolatries are called "vanities." The gods

they worshipped could neither profit nor help them. " Happy is that people whose

God is the Lord." Miserable, those whose gods are vanities ! (2) Moreover, Elah

abandoned himself to sensuality. See him iu Tirzah, a palace beautifully situated

(Cant, vi. 4), where he might have found innocent and rational enjoyment. But

there he is in the apartments of Arza, his major domo, drunk ! What a condition

for a king I (3) What a condition for a nation, to be ruled by such a king I The

Ephrathites had reason to repent of their revolution. They did not improve upon

the house of David. Revolutionists have generally found their dreams of a political

Paradise illusory. (4) The wisdom of Christians would be to make the best of the

political system they may inherit, and pray for the speedy coming of the kingdom

of Christ. This was the spirit of Paul's exhortations, even when such a monster as

Nero ruled the kingdoms of the world (see Rom. xiii. 1 ; 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2 ; Tit. iii. 1 ;

also 1 Pet. ii. 13, 17).

II. The instruments of the judgments of God. 1. The wicked follow their

oivn devices. (1) Zimri had an ambition to reign. Such an ambition is not un

common. Few can ascend the throne of a kingdom. But there are tyrants on the

1 KINGS. 2 B
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magisterial bench, in the factory, in the Bhop, in the mansion, in the college. (2)

Zimri had also a desperate resolution to bend circumstances to his object. His

rank as a cavalry officer, commanding half the chariots of Elah, gave him acceBS to

the palace. There, finding his lord helplessly drunk, he sacrificed gratitude and

duty, and struck the fatal blow. What a warning to drunkards 1 Death is especially

terrible when it surprises the sinner in his sin (see Luke xxi. 34). (3) With infernal

promptitude Zimri proceeded to slaughter the whole of the seed royaL In the

massacre he involved also the " kinsfolk and friends," so as to leave no rival to

contest the throne. (4) But how little did he dream, after wading through this sea

of blood, that his reign should be limited to a single week ! How disproportionate

was the end to the means I If men could duly estimate the end, how it would lead

them to hesitate over the employment of the means I 2. But the providence of

God is over all. (1) God foresaw everything. This is evident in the word of

prophecy. And He so controlled the actors that the results answered the ends of

justice. This also is evident in the same word. (2) But this did not excuse the

wickedness of the executioners. God allows the wicked to punish each other for

Him. So makes He the wrath of man to praise Him (see 2 Kings ix. 31). (3)

He has better work for His Baints. To bless is more congenial to them than to

destroy. The ambition of the spiritual is too noble to be satisfied with an earthly

crown, or to pay its price.—J. A. M.

Vers. 8—20.—A Divine judgment and its instrument. I. The judgment. 1. It

was delayed in Ood's long-suffering. Baasha had reigned nearly twenty-four

years ; Elah nearly two. The Lord is swift to bless but slow to strike. He has no

delight in a sinner's death. Do we remember that God's long-suffering to-day is

not forgetfulness or indifference, but the restraining of infinite love ? 2. It came

upon him in his sin. The army was in the field, but he was not there. He was

deaf to the calls of duty and honour. He had lost his self-respect ; he " was

drinking himself drunk in the house " of his chamberlain. And now in a moment

pleasure was swallowed up in terror, the misused life in death. The suddenness

of God's judgments : " at such an hour as ye think not," &c. 8. Its extent. It was

not less than was predicted. His kindred and his friends were out off and their

offspring (ver. 11). Every word was fulfilled. God's threatenings are not exaggera

tions meant to frighten us away from sin; they are descriptions. God's eye is

resting on the woe which is hid from us, and His words are those of perfect truth

and tenderest love.

II. The instrument. 1. Zimri was his servant. He had trusted and advanced

him. Again we notice how ingratitude and rebellion against God are repaid in

kind. If there be no love and truth toward God in us, let us not be surprised if we

find these wanting in others toward us. 2. Though his deed fulfilled God's word,

it was not of God : "he sinned in doing evil in the sight of the Lord ; " it was

" treason that he wrought." That which punishes evil may itself be sin. God's

shield was withdrawn from around the house of Baasha, and an ambitious, cruel

heart was allowed to work its will upon them. It is no justification of our act that

the nation or persons against whom it is done were wicked and deserved their fate;

the question remains, Were we righteous in inflicting it 1 8. The scourge was soon

broken and cast away. He reigned but seven days. In slaying the king he was

but ending his own life ; in entering the palace gained by blood, he was laying him

self upon his funeral pyre. The cup we covet may be a cup of death. Take God's

way, and bide God's time : He will give that which is good.—J. U.

Vers. 15—22.—The Kingdom of Men. Though " the Most High ruleth in the

kingdom of men," yet is He not responsible for the principles by which such

kingdoms are actuated. For these are in striking contrast to those which shall

obtain in the " kingdom of God." In the kingdom of men as represented in the

specimen before us we encounter—

I. Folly. 1. True religion is pure wisdom. (1) It is the " wisdom of God "

revealed—outwardly, in His word—inwardly, by being written by His Spirit in
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the heart. (2) To encourage this is man's highest wisdom. Godliness has promise

of this life—of that to come. 2. False religion is supreme folly. (1) It is in some

respects even worse than no religion. It is more than a negation in respect to

truth; it is pertinacious antagonism to truth. (2) It is folly in relation to the

highest interests of man. It demoralizes in the proportion of its ascendancy. It

forfeits the heaven it professes to seek. It aggravates the hell it professes to avoid.

(3) It expresses itself in vanity. What more vain than the idols of the heathen ?

The very forms of those idols evince the monstrosity of folly. "Witness a monkey

or an onion for a God ; a fish with a man's head ; a satyr ; a griffin 1 (see Deut. xxxii.

21 ; Isa. xli. 29.) 8. Of such folly was the kingdom of Israel flagrantly guilty.

(1) The calves with which they so deeply sinned were introduced hy the kingcraft

of Jeroboam. (2) They are maintained by the kingcraft of all his successors, of

whatever dynasty. Even Zimri, who only reigned seven days, and in those days

was occupied in exterminating the house of Baasha, yet found time to pronounce

himself iu their favour. (3) SVhat a substitute for the Lord God of Israel who

brought them up out of the land of Egypt 1

II. Restlessness. 1. Witnessed in frequent dynastic changes. (1) The house

of Jeroboam lasted twenty-four years. This gave place to that of Baasha, which

lasted twenty-six. Zimri wore the crown seven days. Then came a four years'

struggle for it between Omri and Tibni. At length " Tibni died and Omri reigned."

2. These changes represented strong passions. (1) There was the impatience of

the rule of the house of David which resulted in the revolution in favour of Jeroboam.

Yet so little did they benefit by the change, that when Baasha destroyed that house

they accepted, without a murmur, the rule of the regicide. (2) But when Zimri treated

the house of Baasha as Baasha had treated that of Jeroboam, they did not accept

the second regicide. They now evinced some sense ol right and wrong ; but it was

a wayward sense. There was no inquiry after the will of God. The army set up

Omri, their general ; but the civilians, apparently, chose Tibni. Here was a con

fusion which lasted until the death of one competitor. 8. These commotions were

sanguinary. (1) The division of the nation into two kingdoms induced civil war.

(2) Civil war also attended the treason of Zimri. For the army was occupied with

the siege of Gibbethon when the news of this treason reached them, which deter

mined them to raise the siege and invest Tirzah instead. The capture of Tirzah was

not unbloody. A desperate character like Zimri would not tamely yield, when,

rather than fall into the hands of Omri, he burnt the palace over his head and

perished in the flames. (3) The competition for the crown between Omri and Tibni

protracted the civil war four years. Omri is not said to have resigned until the " thirty-

first year of Asa, whereas Zimri's treason occurred in the twenty-seventh year ofAsa,"

upon which Omri was chosen by the army. (Compare vers. 15 and 23.) The

difference here is about four years.

III. Crime. 1. Foremost under this head is idolatry. (1) We mentioned this

under the head of "folly," but it is not thereby removed from the category of

" crime." Idolatry is the grossest and most direct insult to the living God. (2)

Hence no crime is in Scripture more heavily denounced and more signally obnoxious

to punishment. 2. Next comes the capital crime of murder. (1) As idolatry is

the highest affront to God, so is murder the greatest offence against man. (2) The

crown of Israel was deeply stained with the blood of murder—with that of the

house of Jeroboam ; with that of the house of Baasha. (3) Suicide also disgraced

these violent times. And the note is significant that in his suicide Zimri perished

" for his sins which he sinned in doing evil in the sight of the Lord, in walking in

the way of Jeroboam, and in his sin which he did to make Israel to sin " (vers.

18, 19). Note : Men with their own hands may punish their sin.

What a contrast is the kingdom of Godl Its principles are peace, righteousness,

and joy. Of this those have the earnest who in heart accept Jesus as their

Melchisedec—J. A. M.

Vers. 21—84.—Change without improvement. I. Ombi's indebtedness to

Divine goodness. !• tlis success against Zimri (vers. 15—25). The traitor fell
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before him almost without a struggle. 2. Against Tibni. Israel was equally

divided, yet his life was preserved and the kingdom given to him. Men pass

up' to place and means and influence through a pathway which, if it is only looked

back upon and considered, is full of power to touch the heart and bow it under

the will of God. Do we read the story of our past, and let it touch us with the tale

of God's marvellous mercy ?

II. His sin. 1. His foirdness of heart. Not only was he blind to God's mercy.

He passed up unawed through the midst of the teriiblest judgments and the most

marked fulfilment of God's threatenings. Neither the goodness nor the severity of

God was allowed to touch him. 2. He " did worse than all that were before him."

He was a man of energy and worldly wisdom. Both were bent to strengthen his

power. He went further than Jeroboam, who seduced Israel, for he seems to have

compelled them (see the mention of Omri's statutes, Micah vi. 16) to sacrifice

before the calves. Great talents, if joined to a selfish, hardened heart, only carry

men further away from God.

III. His sin's feuit (vers. 29—84). 1. In his son's character and reign. (1)

" He did evil in the sight of the Lord above all that were before him." (2) It was

possible only to an Ahab to set Jezebel—the great enemy of God and His people—

upou the throne of Israel. (3) It was not enough to worship the calves of Bethel

and Dan. He must turn wholly away from the God of Israel and worship Baal.

2. In the people's contempt of Jehovah. Hiel's act was done in the face of Israel,

yet it was not forbidden ; its commission awakened no fear. The man was left

childless, yet judgments so harrowing and fulfilments of prophecy so marked had

no effect upon his own soul. The legislation that blots out God's ordinances

delivers a people over to darkness and judgment.—J. U.

Vers. 23—28.—Omri's Reign. After a four years' contest with Tibni, the son of

Ginath, for the crown of Israel, the followers of Omri prevailed over the adherents

of his rival. The issue, then, was that "Tibni died and Omri reigned." Whether

Tibni died in battle, or whether, when his followers were overcome, he was taken

and put to death, is not written ; but the record illustrates how in the revolutions

of the wheel of fortune the fall of one makes way for the rise of another. Let us

now view this new monarch—

L In his palaces. 1. " Six years reigned he in Tirxah." (1) This was once a

lovely palace. Beautiful for its situation like Jerusalem (Cant. vi. 4), and beautified

during the reign in it of all the earlier kings of Israel. For it was the third and

last palace built by Jeroboam, the first of these kings, to which he removed from

his palace at Penuel. (2) But it was now damaged by fire. When Zimri shut

himself up iu it as his defences were driven in by the forces of Omri in the siege of

the city, he set it on fire and perished in the conflagration. Thus in a moment the

labour of years was demolished. Destruction is easier than construction. This

principle also holds in morals. (3) Still for six years Omri held his court in this

city. Whether he occupied a portion of the palace which escaped the flames, or

resided temporarily elsewhere in the city, is not revealed. The omissions of Scrip

ture are instructive. Things of minor importance must not be allowed to divert

attention from momentous things. 2. Six years he reigned in Samaria. (1) The

origin of this new capital is here recorded (ver. 24). Seven hundred pounds of

our money seems a small price for a hill considerable enough to be Hie site for

the capital of a kingdom. (Compare 1 Chron. xxi. 25 : 6OO shekels of gold=

£1,095.) Perhaps Shemei was animated by publio spirit when he disposed of

his hill for so trifling a sum. Perhaps he did so to perpetuate his name. His

motive is withheld from us. Herein also is instruction. We are not judges of the

motives of our fellows. God surveys the motives of all hearts. (2) Henceforth

Samaria figures prominently in the history of Israel. It gives its name to the

middle portion of Canaan. Tirzah, Penuel, Shechem, are henceforth little heard

of. Men give importance to places rather than places to men. The importance

even of heaven will be rather that of its inhabitants than of its situation. Learn

the paramount value of spiritual qualities.
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II. At thr altar. 1. " He walked in all the ways of Jeroboam." (1) This

means that he encouraged the worship of the calves, if not that he even appeared

at the altar as high priest (see chs. xii. 33 ; xiii. 1). (2) It means further that he

was moved by the same state policy. He desired to keep his people from Jeru

salem lest they should repent of their revolution from the house of David. (3)

Note : Satan has his opportunities. While the pride of Israel smarted under the

insolence of Rehoboam, Jeroboam could impose his calves upon them. Had he

missed that opportunity, it might have been impossible afterwards to have effected

his purpose. Omri could not have done it. We should be wise as serpents, viz.,

in avoiding the snare of the devil, in availing ourselves of our opportunities for

good. 2. He " did worse than all that were before him." (1) He " made Israel

to sin" as Jeroboam did, persuading them to halt at Bethel or visit Dan, for that

Jerusalem was too far from them. Persuading them also that his calves were

images of the true God (see ch. xii. 28). (2) He bound them by statute to

worship the calves (compare Micah vi. 16). In this he went farther than Baasha,

who had set about buildmg Ramah to prevent the people from going to Jerusalem

(2 Chron. xvi. 1).

III. In his exit. 1. He " was buried." (1) He had a state funeral. Money

might procure that. He left a son to succeed him on the throne who would pay

this public respect to his remains. (2) How variously is the same subject viewed

by men in the flesh, and by the inhabitants of the spiritual world 1 The funeral

of the corpse is the event upon earth ; the destiny of the spirit is the event yonder.

2. He " slept with his fathers." (1) This expression does not mean that he was

buried with them in their sepulchre, for Omri was buried in Samaria, a city which

had no existence in the days of his fathers. Of Baasha also it is said that he

"slept with his fathers, and was buried in Tirzah" (ver. 6), though there is no

evidence that any of his fathers were buried in Tirzah. (2) It seems to import

that he died upon his bed, as the generality of mankind finish their course. This

expression does not appear to be used when any die by the hand of violence as a

judgment of the Lord upon their sin. (3) Yet a violent death was deserved by

Omri, as it was also by Baasha and Jeroboam, who, like him, came peacefully to

the grave. They laid up sin for their posterity (see Job xxi. 19). But are they

thus to escape the punishment of their own iniquity ? Surely there must be a

" ju 'gmcnt to come 1 "—J. A. M.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVI. 29—34.

The Reign of A had.—With the acces

sion of Ahab a new main section of our

history begins—the section which has its

close in the destruction of the houso of

Omri by Jehu, as related in 2 Kings x.

And this reign is recorded at unusual length ;

in fact, it occupies nearly all the remain

ing portion of this volume, whereas the

reigns of preceding kings have in several in

stances been dismissed in a few verses. It

owes this distinction to the ministry of the

great prophet Elijah by which it was marked,

and, indeed, was profoundly influenced ; but

this ministry, it must be remembered, was

necessitated by the critical circumstances of

the time. It may be that " every age thinks

itself a crisis," but no one can fail to see that

this was one of the veritable turning-points

of Jewish history. One of the real " decisive

battles of the world"—that between the

Lord and Baal—was then fought out. No

wonder that our historian frit constrained to

chronicle at length the transactions of a

reign so pregnant both with good and evil

for the people of tho Lord and for the faith

with which they had been put in trust. In

deed, the same guiding principle which led

him to devote so many of his pages to the

reign of Solomon, when the theooratic king

dom was at its highest, impelled him to

linger over the reign of Ahab when religion

was at its lowest ebb. Tho secular his

torian, too often like the sun-dial which

" counts no hours save those serene," draws

a veil over the time of his country's deca

dence, or touches its misfortunes with a
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light hand. It is only in the inspired

records that we havo an impartial register

both of the glory and shame of a common

wealth.

Ver. 29.—And in the thirty and eighth

year of Asa king of Judah [see notes on

ver. 23] began Ahab [" Father's brother."

The name is apposite. He was Omri's alter

ego in impiety] the son of Omri to reign

over Israel : and Ahab the son of Omrl

reigned over Israel In Samaria twenty and

two years.

Ver. 30.—And Ahab the son of Omrl [The

repetition is noticeable. It is possible that

the preceding verse has been revised by a

chronologer. The LXX. text is much more

condensed] did evil In the sight of the Lord

above all that were before Mm. [The same

words are used of his father in ver. 25. It

is not difficult to see in what way Ahab's

rule was worse even than Omri's. The

latter had gone beyond his predecessors in

the matter of the calf-worship. See note on

ver. 25. But the calf-worship, however it

may have deteriorated in process of time—

and it is the tendency of such systems to

wax worse and worse—was nevertheless a

cult, though a corrupt, and unauthorized,

and illicit cultus, of the one true God.

Under Ahab, however, positive idolatry was

established and fostered—the worship of

foreign and shameful deities.]

Ver. 31.—And it came to pass, as If it had

been a light thing for him [Heb. as marg.

was it a light thing ? Ewald (362 a) explains

this to mean " became it was." But it

seems better to understand, " was it such a

light thing . . . that he must needs also ? "

dc] to walk In the sins of Jeroboam the

son of Nebat [i.e., the sins of heresy and

schism], that he took to wife Jezebel

[ = " Without cohabitation," " chaste," Ge-

senius, who compares it with Agrun. It is

hardly the original of-Isabella] the daughter

of Ethbaal [ = "With Baal." The Greek

form 'I8iS/3aAoc or Ef0ii/3aXoc, found in Jos.,

Ant. viii. 13. 1 ; cf. Contr. Ap. i. 18, suggests

as its original iflX i.e., "with him is

Baal." In either case the name well be

came him, for, according to Menander (apud

Jos. I.e.), he was the priest of Astarte, who

gained for himself the throne of the Zido-

nians by the assassination of Phelcs. He is

further said to have reigned thirty-two years,

and to have lived sixty-eight years. He

would therefore be thirty-six years old at

the time of his accession. It does not ap

pear that (Keil) he was the brother of

Pheles. Pheles, however, was certainly a

fratricide. (Uawlinson reminds us that

Jezebel was great-aunt to Pygmalion and

Dido.) This statement helps to explain

Jezebel's fierce and sanguinary character,

and at the same time accounts for her great

devotion to the gods of her country, and for

her determined efforts to establish their

impure rites in her husband's kingdom. It

was only what one would expect from the

child of such a parent] king of the Zldonians

[This alliance, it is extremely probable, was

made for purely political reasons, as a

counterpoise against the active, ambitious,

and encroaching power which had arisen in

Damascene Syria. The army which had

already humbled Omri (ch. xx. 34) could

not fail to be a source of danger to Tyre] ,

and went and served Baal [Heb. the Baal,

i.e., the lord or master ; cf. 6 atpiot. The

name appears among the Babylonians as

Bel (Isa. xlvi. 1)—Greek flijXoc. Reference

has already been made to the frequent re

currence of the word in different compound

names, and in different parts of Palestine,

as showing how widespread must have been

his worship at an earlier age. We are also

familiar with the word in the names Hanni-

bal, Hasdrufcai, Ac. Baal was the supreme

male god of the Canaanitish races, as Ash-

toreth was their great female divinity. The

former was regarded, not only as the pos

sessor, but as the generator, of all], and

worshipped him.

Ver. 32.—And he reared up an altar for

Baal In [Heb. omits in; cf. ch. xv. 15, Ac.]

the house of Baal [A temple, we can hardly

doubt, of considerable splendour. Jezebel

would not be satisfied with less] , which he

had built in Samaria [According to 2 Kings

iii. 2, x. 27, he also raised a pillar (A. V.

image) in the house of Baal. We learn

from Dius and Menander that Hiram had

raised a golden pillar to Baal in Tyre.

Perhaps Ahab may have copied this. But

it is probable that this image, which repre

sented the generative powers of nature, was

an essential part of the impure worship of

Baal. The house and its contents alike

were destroyed by Jehu (2 Kings x. 27).

Ver. 33.—And Ahab made a grove [Heb.

an Asherah, i.e., image of Astarte, a female

figure corresponding to the male effigy just

described. See note on ch. xiv. 23] ; and Ahab

did more to provoke the Lord God of Israel

to anger than all the kings of Israel that

were before him.

Ver. 34.—In his days did Hlel the Beth-

elite [Observe the form 'by.t) TV3. and see

note on ch. ii. 8. It is noticeable that it

was reserved for a man of Bethel to commit

this act of impiety. It was to such results

the worship of the calves contributed] build

[i.e., rebuild, fortify, as in ch. xii. 25 ; cf. ch.

ix. 17. It is clear from Judg. iii. 13 and
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2 Sam. x. 5 that it had not been entirely

uninhabited. But the Arab village was now

converted into a town with gates and bars]

Jericho [We learn from Josh, xviii. 21 that

Jericho then belonged to Benjamin. It had

evidently passed, however, at this date into

the possession of Israel. It has been sug

gested that the transference took place in

the reign of Baasha (Rawlinson). But it

would seem that from the very first, parts of

Benjamin (notably Bethel, Josh, xviii. 13) be

longed to the northern kingdom. See Ewald,

" Hist. Israel," iv. 2, 3. It is not quite clear

whether the rebuilding of Jericho is men

tioned as a proof of the daring impiety of

that age and of the utter contempt with

which the warnings of the law were treated,

or as showing the ignorance and consequent

disregard of law which prevailed. But, on

the whole, it seemg to be implied that Hiel

knew of the threatening of Joshua, and

treated it with defiance. It has been sug

gested that the rebuilding had really been

instigated by Ahab, and for his own pur

poses, hoping thereby to " secure to himself

the passage across the Jordan " (Keil), but

the text affords but slight warrant for this

conjecture] : lie laid the foundation thereof

In Ablram his firstborn [i.e., at the cost of,

in the life of, Abiram] , and set up the gates

thereof in his youngest son Segub, accord

ing to the word of the Lord [Josh. vi. 26] ,

which he spake by Joshua the son of Nun.

[The exact fulfilment of the prophecy is

mentioned, as showing that even in those

dark and troublous times God did not leave

Himself without witness, and that law could

never be violated with impunity.]

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 29—33 ; eh. xvii. 1.—Ahab represents the culminating point of the perversity

of the kingdom of Israel. At once more able and more profane than his pre

decessors, he fostered to an unprecedented degree the corruption of morals,

private and publio injustice, and idolatrous practices. Ahab, prompted by Jezebel,

became the more dangerous enemy of the cause of God. At this period of the

national history arose the greatest of the prophets, Elijah, who well bore out his

name—the strength of God—and who was the faithful type of John the Baptist, the

immediate forerunner of Christ. In the coming of Elijah at such a crisis, we have

an illustration of a general and permanent rule of God's kingdom. The excess of

evil calls out the strongest manifestations of good. Never was the power of Satan

more rampant than at the time when the Son of God appeared upon earth. So in

the end of time, the day of Antichrist will be also the day in which Christ will

intervene most directly in the great drama of history. Let us not, then, yield to a

hopeless pessimism when the powers of darkness seem to be let loose, for the two

following reasons :

I. The letting loose of evil rrings its own condemnation. By showing its

true nature it passes sentence on itself, and brings to maturity all the seeds of

death latent within it. Ahab, casting off all restraints and rushing reoklessly on

his ruin, writes his own condemnation.

II. An Ahar always calls forth an Elijah. Whenever the army of God

seems on the verge of defeat, its Divine leader takes the direct command. Re

flections like these may reinforce our oourage in view of the giant evils of our

own day.—E. de P.

Vers. 80—83.—Moral Ruin through Moral Weakness. This was the turning-

point in the history of the kingdom of Israel. Till now the people had professedly

worshipped Jehovah under the symbol of the calf. Now idolatry of a grosser kind

was avowedly set up as the national religion, on a scale of great magnificence. The

text, therefore, is worthy of our study as the record of an event of deep historic

significance, but we propose to consider it as a suggestive example of the way in

which a man of moral weakness may be betrayed into the worst depravity, to the

undoing of himself and others. We learn the following lessons from Ahab's life, of

which a summary is given here :

I. That a foolish choice may result in lasting dishonour. Ahab's marriage

was the cause of his ruin. Jezebel, his wife, was the daughter of Ethbaal, who had

been the high priest of Astarte, but was led by his ambition and unscrupulousness

to usurp his brother's throne. Her parentage and her surroundings would have
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been a sufficient warning to a prudent king. But besides these Ahab had the

Divine law before him (Exod. xxxiv. 16), which distinctly forbade union with the

Canaanites. Such a marriage was unprecedented in the kingdom of Israel, and

was the more fatal because of the character of the queen, the Lady Macbeth of

Scripture. She was reckless and licentious, fanatical and cruel, with a temper as

vindictive as her will was resolute. Her husband became a mere tool iu her hands.

He could not foresee all the issues of his choice, but he knew the choice was sinful.

Show from this—illustrating by example—1. How one wrong step leads to another.

This marriage to the establishment of idolatry. Indicate the nature of the false

religion set up. 2. How companionship influences character. The stronger moulding

the weaker. " A companion of fools shall be destroyed." 3. How personal fascina

tion may cause men to swerve from rectitude. Jezebel's fascinating power was

regarded as witchery and became proverbial (Kev. ii. 20). 4. How young peojde

should be warned against unholy alliances. Marriage makes or mars character,

hope, and blessedness (2 Cor. vi. 14). " Be ye not unequally yoked together with

unbelievers."

II. That easy good nature may prove the source of deep degradation. Ahab

was not destitute of good feelings and right impulses. Had he been firm instead of

Eliable, and resolutely refused to gratify the queen by the establishment of idolatry,

e might, with God's help, have neutralized the effect of the false step he had

taken. But he was of a yielding nature, while she was resolute ; and so, like

Samson, he lost his kingliness. Point out the special dangers of those who are

kindly and genial. Their unwillingness to disoblige, their wish to be popular, their

dread of derision, their love of ease and pleasure, &c., may have fatal issues.

III. That rrilliant talents will not compensate for moral weakness. This

king was gifted with military skill, with artistic taste, &c., but these could not help

him in the hour of spiritual conflict. Give examples from history of the careers oi

clever but unprincipled men, their meteoric success, their future punishment, here

or hereafter; e.g., Napoleon I. Many men of genius have been ruined by drunken

ness, and often high education has served only to alter the form and increase the

influence of the sin. The clever forger is worse than the common thief; the

viciousness of a leader of society does more injury than the licentiousness of an

iguorant peasant.

IV. That architectural splendours and military victories are not proofs

of national prosperity. Describe Ahab's magnificent buildings, his ivory house,

his daring restoration and fortification of Jericho, his pala«e and park in Jezreel,

which became to Samaria what Versailles once was to Paris. Show how often in

history such costly expenditure has been a sign of decay. Extravagance and

luxuriousness are omens of ruin to a people. " The Decline and Fall " of the

Roman Empire is an abiding illustration of this. Nor will successful wars give

stability to a kingdom. Ahab's victories were great military achievements, but of

what avail to him and to his house ? " The throne must be established in righteous

ness."

V. That ample possessions do not content an unquiet heart. In Jezreel, the

perfection of taste, Ahab was wretched, because he wanted Naboth's vineyard.

(Read that story.) It is not in the power of earthly things to satisfy a hungering

soul. The richest man is not content if he has only his riches, nor will any addition

to them give him satisfaction. " Take heed, and beware of covetousness : for a

man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth ''

(Luke xii. 15). " Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness, foi

they shall be filled." God " satisfieth the longing soul, and filleth the hungry soul

with goodness."

VI. That partial repentance dges not avert God's punishment of sin. Ahab

" put sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and went softly,"

when he heard Elijah's final threat ; but, though this first sign of penitence was

graciously encouraged by a promise, the change went no further. He dreaded

punishment, but his heart did not turn from sin, and therefore, though he disguised

himself in the battle, the arrow "shot at a venture " was winged by Divine retri
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bution to his heart. God is our Judge, as well as our King. For the impenitent

there will be no escape. In vain will they " call on mountains and rocks to fall on

them, and hide them from the wrath of God." Now in this day of mercy, God calls

on all to repent, and find pardon and hope in Him, who has come " to seek and to

save that which was lost."—A. R.

Vers. 29—83.—Ahab's wickedness. The evil genius of the son of Omri appeared—■

L In his walking in the sins of Jeroboam. 1. In this, probably, he en

couraged his father. (1) He appears to have been associated with Omri in the

kingdom. Omri reigned twelve years—viz., six in Tirzah. and six in Samaria ;

but his reign commenced " in the thirty-first year of Asa " (ver. 23). This would

bring the close of his reign to the second year of Jehoshaphat, whereas in the text

we read that "in the thirty and eighth year of Asa, king of Judah, began Aliab,

the son of Omri, to reign over Israel." Hence it is evident Ahab must have been

four or five years associated with his father in the throne. (2) The extreme

wickedness with which Omri is charged was probably owing to Ahab's evil

influence ; for the " statutes of Omri " seem to have been iuspired by the " counsels

of Ahab " (see Micah vi. 16). So the note that "he sinned above all that were

before him " is alike applied to the father and son (see verses 25, 30). And the

leading influence of Ahab may explain why we commonly read of the " house of

Ahab " rather than of the house of Omri. Parents are often demoralized by wicked

children. 2. He did not alter his course after his father's death. (1) The sin of

Jeroboam was perpetuated in Israel down to the time of their captivity. The cap

tivity seemed necessary to break its power over them. Judgment is the last re

source of mercy. (2) The same reasons of state continued to influence the successive

rulers of the nati< n. Reasons of state are too often more potent than reasons of

piety and righteousness. Else we had been spared the discredit of wicked wars,

wicked laws, wicked trading.

II. In his matrimonial alliance with Jezebel. 1. She was a pronounced

idolater. (1) She was a Zidouian, and for any Israelite to marry one of that

nation were a violation of the law of God (Exod. xxxiv. 11—16 ; Deut. vii. 8 ;

Josh, xxiii. 11—13). For a king of Israel to do this was the more reprehensible.

Office brings responsibilities. (2) These people were worshippers of strange gods,

and in particular of Baal. Hence the name of this queen (^>2rK), which may

be derived from DPK, where f and ^3, a contraction of Baal, thus : Where

is Baal t q.d., a seeker of Baal. Hence also her father's name (^jnriK), Ethbaal,

which Gesenius construes to denote, " Living with Baal, i.e., enjoying the favour

and help of Baal." 2. Such alliances have ever proved demoralizing. (1) The

giants (D'^SJ), monsters, viz., in wickedness, perhaps, rather than in stature, whose

violence provoked the judgment of the deluge, were the issue of marriages between

the "sons of God," or holy race of Seth, and the "daughters of men," or profane

descendants of Cain (Gen. vi. 1—4). (2) Solomon's heathen wives and concubines

made a fool of the wisest of men, and brought his house and nation into infinite

trouble (ch. xi. 1—13). (3) The history of this alliance also was most disastrous.

8. For typical reasons also they were forbidden. (1) The marriage union should

represent the union between Christ and His Church (Eph. v. 82). Therefore a

husband, that he may justly represent Christ, is bound to be holy ; and so is his

wife, that she may suitably represent the Church. (2) Should the reverse happen,

then is the woman an emblem of an apostate Church, of which the husband repre

sents the Antichristian head (see 1 Cor. vi. 15, 16). Jezebel, accordingly, is viewed

in this light in the imagery of the Apocalypse (see Rev. ii. 20).

III. In his encouragement given to Baal and Ashere. 1. To Baal. (1) To

this god he built a temple in Samaria. This was the more audacious since, being

placed in his capital, it seemed to vie with the temple of the Lord in the capital

of Judah. (2) To Baal also he reared an altar there. This, of course, meant a

service of priests and sacrifices. (8) Furthermore he himself worshippod Baal.

Thus he gave the influence of his position to the encouragement of this idolatry.
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That influence was therefore also given to discourage the pure worship of the God

of Israel. 2. To Ashere. (1) This word is construed " grove " in the text as eke-

where. But a little reflection will teach us that groves do not spring up in a day.

Beside, it is not here said that Ahab planted #03), but that he made (TVffv) the

Ashere. (2) The Ashere was a Canaanitish idol, probably of the figure of a goat, in

the worship of which there appear to have been very abominable rites.

No wonder, then, the anger of the Lord should be provoked. If we would not

provoke it we must avoid the spirit of idolatry. This spirit is shown in the love of

illicit things. Also in excessive love of lawful things.—J. A. M.

Ver. 84.—The Temerity of Eiel. In discussing this subject we have to

consider—

I. " The woed of the Lord which He spake ry Joshua the son of Nun."

The record of this word is found in Josh. vi. 26. And the questions now arise—1.

Why did God thus curse Jericho f (1) That its desolate condition might be a

standing testimony to His abhorrence of the wickedness of the place. So abandoned

were that people to idolatry that Rahab the hostess alone was accounted worthy of

being saved. And " all her kindred"—(iTJUnBCD"^)—all her families—the word

is plural ; families, viz., on her father's and mother's side, both were given to her

(Josh. vi. 28). Note : The faith of an individual is not only a personal blessing, but

also a blessing to his family, to his nation, to the world, in time, in eternity. (2)

That it might be a standing sign prophetic of judgments to come, (a) Jericho was

the first city which offered resistance to the people of God ; and it was proper it

should stand forth as a figure of the last city that shall offer resistance, viz., Great

Babylon, (b) As Jericho was compassed about six days before it fel!, so is Great

Babylon destined to last until the beginning of the seventh age of prophetic

chronology, (c) As Jericho fell at the seventh blast of the trumpet, so at the

sounding of the seventh Apocalyptic trumpet will Great Babylon come into

remembrance before God. (d) As Bahab, through the righteousness of faith,

escaped the plagues of war and fire which destroyed the city, so are the people

of God urged to come out of Babylon lest they partake her plagues also of war and

fire. 2. Why did God thus curse the rebuilder of Jericho ? (1) Consider the

import of the curse. His eldest eon was to perish by a judgment of Heaven as soon

as the work commenced; and if, notwithstanding the judgment, he persisted in

the undertaking, he should see the death of his youngest son. It is thought the

intermediate members of his family would also perish as the work advanced. That

the curse involved the penalty of death is evident, since the curse upon the city

meant the death of its mhabitants (see Josh. vi. 17). The law of God also expresses

that devoted things must die (see Levit. xxvii. 29). (2) The curse, then, came to

keep up the testimony for God against sin ; also to be a public sign of the judgment

upon Babylon to come. Whoever would remove such a testimony must be a man

of determined wickedness, and therefore deserving execration. Let us beware how

we oppose or discredit any faithful testimony for Christ.

II. The temerity of Hiel to encounter this malediction. 1. The historical

fact is before us. (1) He did build Jericho. Not only did he lay the foundation,

but he also set up the gates. Resolution and persistency are fine qualities when

they are concerned with truth and goodness. But it was otherwise here. (2) He

paid the penalty accordingly. When he laid the foundation his first-born Abiram

perished. This did not deter him. So when he set up the gates " his youngest son

Segub" was smitten. 2. But what could have possessed himt (1) The general

answer to this question is, that the spirit of wickedness possessed him. No godly

man could be so rashly defiant. Even reputable men of the world would shrink

from such an audaoious undertaking. The respect for sacred things manifested by

such unconverted men encourages the hope that they may yet seek His grace and

mercy. Hiel must have been a hardened sinner to have attempted this. (2) A

more particular answer is suggested, (a) He was a " Bethelite." This expression

may mean that he was born in Bethel, though this is not clear. It suggests rather

that he was wedded to the sin of Jeroboam ; for Bethel was the head-quarters ofthat
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apostasy. There Jeroboam placed one of his famous calves. There he built an

altar. There also he built a temple. There his priests congregated, and there he,

in person, officiated as high priest. The service of the calves would so harden the

heart of Hiel as to prepare him to disregard the curse of Jehovah. (6) Then, he

lived in the days of Ahab. These were days of fearful degeneracy. For Ahab

provoked the Lord by wickedness more than all that had been before him. Hid

might argue that if Ahab could thus outrage the law of the God of Israel and

survive, so might his own children survive, though he should transgress the

adjuration of Joshua. It is dangerous to do evil because others have done it,

apparently, with impunity, (c) The curse was denounced a long time ago. Since

then five centuries and a half had passed away. Time weakens memory with men,

and when man has a purpose to serve, he may argue that this also is the case with

God. But He that remembers mercy for ever also remembers justice and judgment.

Let us not deceive ourselves. Let us pray God to bring our sins to our remem

brance, that we may repent of them before Him, for with Him they are never for

gotten till forgiven.—J. A. M.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVII. 1—24.

Elijah and thk oreat drought.—The

picture which the historian has just drawn

of the shameless idolatry and the gross de

generacy of the earlier part of Ahab's reign

forms a fit prelude to an account of the

ministry of the great prophet Elijah, which

occupies this and several succeeding chap

ters ; for the two stand together in the

closest connexion. It was only the unpre

cedented corruption of that age which

necessitated such a mission, and a mission

armed with such credentials as his. It will

be obvious to the most cursory reader that

the narratives comprised in the remaining

portion of this book and the earlier part of

2 Kings are of a very different character

from those which have s0 far been before us.

The ministry of Elijah and Elisha alike is

little more than a series of miracles. Of

their words comparatively few are recorded ;

we hear of little but the signs and wonders

that they wrought. And on this, ground—

because it is miraculous—this portion of

our history is summarily discarded by many

recent writers, not as wholly unhistorical,

but as mythical ; as containing, indeed,

many germs of truth, and as having a basis

of fact, which, however, has been distorted

into its present legendary shape by the

credulity and fancy of a later age, or by

the half-unconscious exaggeration of some

poetico-prophetio writer. But without enter

ing upon the question of miracles generally,

for which this is not the place, two remarks

may be hazarded here. First, that the

narrative is so sober, so circumstantial, so

full of touches which have every appear

ance of having been painted from the life,

that were it not for its supernatural element,

the most destructive critic would never have

thought of questioning its veracity. Secondly,

that if miracles are ever allowable or con

ceivable, if there ever have been occasions

in the history of our race when we might

ooncede to the Necessary Being the liberty

which we ourselves possess, of varying the

so-called order of nature, or of impressing

a visible purpose upon its forces, then

assuredly the time at which we have now

arrived, the beginning of Ahab's reign, was

such an occasion. It is quite true that no

new revelation was then given to the world.

Neither Elijah nor Elisha, as Ewald has

observed, " originated anything essentially

new," but the task assigned them was one

which needed supernatural support and

attestation, no less than the promulgation

of a new law or gospel. It was their work,

at the very darkest hour in the spiritual

history of Israel, when a determined effort

was being made to stamp out the faith of

God's elect, when the nation chosen of God

to be the depositary of His truth was fast

lapsing into heathenism, and more, into un

utterable abominations, it was their work to

witness for God and truth and purity. If

God's purposes of grace to our world, which

had been ripening from age to ago, were not
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now to be frustrated ; if the one lamp

which cost a ray on tho world's thick dark

ness was not to be utterly extinguished,

then, as far as wo can see, God hum send

special messengers, and arm them, in token

of their mission and authority, with super

human powers. The age demanded the

messenger; the messenger must have cre

dentials ; the credentials could only be

miraculous. If it is objected, therefore,

against our history that it contains a mass

of miracles, our answer is that the crisis

necessitated them, and that only miracles

would have availed to accomplish the moral

and religious reformation which Elijah is

allowed on all hands (aee,e.g., Ewald, " Hist.

Israel," iv. 63) to have wrought ; that only

signs such as he was commissioned to show

would have sulliced, in that age, to counter

act the influences of such a princess as

Jezebel and of such a propaganda as her

eight hundred and fifty priests ; to rescue

the world from corruption, and to preserve

to distant generations the treasury of truth

and hope with which the Jewish people had

been entrusted by the Most High. " The

times," says Bishop Hall, were fit for Elijah,

and Elijah for the times. The greatest

prophet is reserved for the worst age. Israel

had never such an impious king as Ahab,

nor such a miraculous prophet as Elijah."

" The profusion of God's miraculous work

ing in Elijah was due to the exorbitant

wickedness of the rulers of Israel at that

time, which required an extraordinary mani

festation of God's Divine power, in order to

recover His people from the ruin and misery

into which they had fallen " (Bishop Words

worth).

The grandeur of the character of Elijah,

however, has been universally recognized,

and not least by those who have disputed

his miracles. Indeed, it may well be ques

tioned whether tlie intellect and conceptions

of that or a much later age were adequate

to create such a character and personality

as his, a character which has profoundly

impressed men of all ages and of all creeds.

The glowing panegyric of the son of Sirach

(Ecclus. xlviii.) need only be hinted at here.

The colossal proportions he assumes in the

traditions and belief of the Mohammedans is

well known. " Omnium suae aetatis pro-

phetarum facile princeps ; et si a Mose disces-

seris, nulli secundus," u the testimony of an

illustrious Jew (Abravanel). "The grandest

and most romantic character that Israel ever

produced " is the verdict of a brilliant writer

amongst ourselves (Stanley). His highest

praise, however, is that "in the New Testa

ment no prophet is mentioned and extolled

so frequently as Elijah " (Bahr). Nor must

it be forgotten here that he it was who was

chosen to appear with Moses in glory at our

Lord's transfiguration, and to speak of the

exodus He should accomplish in Jerusalem

(Luke ix. 31).

The chapter divides itself into four parts.

In ver. 1 we see Elijah standing before Ahab

and denouncing the drought ; in vers. 2—7

we find him hiding in the Wady Chenth

and fed by the " Orebim ; " in vers. 8—19

he is resident at Zarephath, feeding the

widow and her house ; in vers. 17—24 he

restores the widow's son to life and health.

Ver. 1.—And EUjah [This name, which

appears both as -lnj?5<, and, less frequently,

IV^X, means my God is Jehovah. It is so

singularly appropriate to the man who bore

it, and so exactly expresses the idea of his

life and the character of his work (see espe

cially ch. xviii. 39), that it is difficult to resist

the belief that it was assumed by him. This

is certainly more probable than that it was

due to the prescience of his parents. It mar,

however, mark their piety and hopes, and

may have influenced the life of their son.

Cf. 1 Chron. iv. 10], the TlshbM* [So he is

called without any further designation in

ch. xxi. 17 ; 2 Kings i. 3, 8, Ac. The pre

sumption is altogether in favour of ^CYI

being the name of his birthplace. Cf. ch. xi.

29] , who was of the inhabitants of Gilead

[The interpretation of these words is much

disputed. The Heb. stands 'Xy'FI9 Wflil

1}^i3. It will be observed that the first

and second words have the same radicals,

and it has been hence inferred that they

cannot mean "two entirely distinct things"

(Rawlinson, al.), and that either the Maso-

retic pointing must be set aside, when the

words would yield the meaning, " Elijah,

the Tishbite of Tishbe of Gilead, " or they

must be interpreted," Elijah, the stranger of

the strangers of Gilead." But it is by no

means certain that the current interpreta

tion is not the best. Such a play upon

words as it invoives is not at all uncom

mon in Hebrew. The meaning would then

be that Elijah, who was, if not by birth, by
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domicile, of Tishbe, was one of the strangers

—IB'iFl is found in the sense of v&poucot,

inquilinm, in Gen. xxiii. 4 ; Exod. xii. 45 ;

Levit. xxii. 10 ; xxv. 35, 47, Ac.—or immi

grants who had settled in Gilead. The only

objection to this rendering—apart from the

identity of radicals just mentioned—is that

we should have expected to find 'JJ^fH

written plene, as the word always is else

where. It is alleged by Kcil, Bahr, at.,

however, that the stat. conslr. plur. may

well be an exception to the rale, and in sup

port of this view it may be mentioned that

the cognate word, 3i^V, is constantly found

in the constr. plural as 'JJSJ" (see Gesen.,

Thes. 635). It is clear, then, that the

usual interpretation is by no means to be

lightly set aside. It is certainly preferable

to the rendering, " Elijah the stranger," Ac.,

for we have no proof that 'SlB'Fin can bear

this meaning. In favour of the alternative

rendering "the Tishbite of Tishbe," it may

be said that it has the support of the LXX .,

i Ik (ttnjOav, and of Josephus (Aut. viii.

13. 2), U iruXfuc &ta/3iovin ri)c TaXaalmios

Xiipnc. Nor is it any weighty objection to

this view that we now here read of a Tishbe

in Gilead : as for the matter of that, we have

no undoubted traces of any such place wett

of the Jordan ; the passage in Tobit (ch. i. 2,

LXX.), which is often alleged as proving

that there was a Tishbe in Galilee, and from

which Gesenius, Bahr, Keil, Ac., conclude

that this must be the Tishbi here referred

to, being too uncertain to permit us to build

any positive conclusions thereupon. See

Diet. Bib. in. pp. 1489, 1516. In any oase

—and it is perhaps impossible to decide

positively between this and the rendering of

the A.V.—it is clear that Elijah, even if

born in Galilee (but see John vii. 52, for the

belief of the Jews), was trained for his work

in Gilead. It was, therefore, a rugged, un

settled, half-civilized, trans-Jordanic region

gave to the world the greatest of its pro

phets. In this respect he was like Moses

(Exod. iii. 1), and his antitype the Baptist

(Luke i. 80). " The fact that this mission

was entrusted not to a dweller in royal city

or prophetio school, but to a genuine child

of the deserts and forests of Gilead, is in

exact accordance with the dispensations of

Providence in other times " (Stanloy)] said

unto Ahab [The abrupt way in which Elijah

appears upon the scene without a word of

introduction or explanation is certainly re

markable. Ewald observes that " his first

entry within the province of the history

seems almost as unique and inexplicable as

his final disappearance." " Elijah comes in

with a tempest, and goes out with a whirl

wind " (Hall). But there is no sufficient

ground for believing (Tbenius, al.) that a

part of our history which described some of

his antecedents has been lost to us, or that

our text merely recites the issue of a long

conference which Elijah had held with Ahab,

for other prophets of this period, Ahijah,

Shemaiah, Jehu, are introduced to us iu a

similar manner, though it must be allowed

that their respective ministries were of very

different proportions and importance from

Elijah's. This sudden appearance, how

ever, is thoroughly characteristic of the

man. He presently disappears just as

suddenly (ver. 5. Cf. xix. 3 ; 2 Kings i. 8).

It was thought by some in that age that he

was borne hither and thither by the Spirit of

God (ch. xviii. 12), and men of a later time

caught this as one of his prominent charac

teristics (Eeclus. xlviii. 1—12). Hence,

too, the traditions of a still later period,

according to which he was " the fiery

Phinehas returned to earth, or an angel

hovering on the outskirts of the world,"

Stanley] , As the Lord God of Israel llveth

[This formula here occurs for the first

time, and it is full of meaning. It asserts

first that Jehovah, not Baal, is the God of

Israel, and it suggests, in the second place,

that he is the living God, such as Baal was

not, and that though ordinarily He keeps

silence, He is one who can make His power

felt] , before whom I stand [i.e., " Whose I

am and whom I serve" (Acts xxvii. 23). Cf.

ch. xviii. 15. The slaves of the East stood

before their masters. See note on ch. i. 28,

and cf. 1 Sam. iii. 1 ; Luke i. 19. Elijah claims

to speak in God's name, and as His ambas

sador], there shall not be dew nor rain

[Observe the order of the words. Dew is

perhaps put first as more essential to vege

table life. Elijah only denounces a plague

already threatened in the law as the punish

ment of idolatry (Deut. xi. 16, 17 ; xxviii.

23 ; Levit. xxvi. 19). He came forward as

the vindicator and restorer of the law] these

years [An indefinite period. Its duration

depended on Elijah's word, and that again

on the penitence, Ac., of the people. It

was because of the obduracy of king and

people that it lasted so long] but according

to my word. [The idolatrous priests no

doubt claimed for Baal the dominion over

nature and absolute control over the clouds

and rain—a power which, it may be worth

observing, the monks of the convent of St.

{Catherine at Sinai, where Elijah was, are

thought to possess by the Arabs of the

Sm. line peninsula. Elijah directly chal

lenges them to a trial of strength. It was

as if he had said, " The God that answereth

I by rain, let him be God." On the fitness
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of this miracle, both as a sign and as a

punishment, see " Homil. Quart." v. 100, 101.

"To Eastern and Southern nations, where

life and water go always together, where

vegetation gathers round the slightest

particle of moisture and dies the moment

it is withdrawn, . . . the withholding of

rain is the withholding of pleasure, of

sustenance, of life itself " (Stanley). " My

word " is somewhat emphatic, " Nisi ego, et

non alius vir . . . dixero " (Seb. Schmidt).

No doubt there is a special reference to tho

prophets of Baal. Their inability to remove

the ban would prove the impotency of their

god. Elijah had asked for the supernatural

powers which he here claims (Jamas v.

17, 18).]

Ver. 2.—And the word of the Lord came

unto him, saying [cf. ver. 8 ; ch. xviii. 1 ;

xxi. 17 ; 2 Kings i. 8] ,

Ver. 3.—Get thee hence, and torn thee

[for the construction (dat. commodi) cf.

Gen. xii. 2 ; zxii. 2 ; Cant. ii. 11] eastward

[This he must do, whichever side of the

Jordan, east or west, the brook Cherith was,

for his interview with Ahab had probably

taken place at Samaria. But the word

would be specially appropriate, if the

Cherith was beyond Jordan. Ewald, in

deed, holds that our text is decisive on

this point] , and hide thyself [Heb. be hid,

i.e., lie hid, Niphal. It does not seem to

have occurred to the prophet that such a

calamity as he hod denounced against the

country almost made his disappearance

from the scene a necessity, or if it did, he

still waited for instructions. Cf. ver. 9 ;

ch. xviii. 1, &c. Not merely was his flight

necessary in order to escape persecution or

punishment—the search which Ahab insti

tuted for him in part explains his disappear

ance—but to avoid importunity. It would

have been morally impossible for him,

though a man of inflexible will (Bfihr) to

dwell among the people, while the land

groaned under the terrible burden which

he had laid upon it, and which he alone

was able to remove. His life would not

have been safe—see ch. xviii. 4—and the

ordeal would have been intolerable. And

ch. xix. 2 shows that the prophet's na

ture had its weaker side. Wordsworth

observes that Elijah's escapes and de

partures into unknown places are "faint

resemblances of the mysterious vanisbings

of our blessed Lord, after He had delivered

some of His Divine messages which excited

the anger of the people ; " Luke iv. 29;

John viii. 59 ; x. 39] by [Heb. in] the brook

[Heb. ?nj ; i.e., watercourse, wddy. This

word has two meanings. Its primary mean

ing is torrent ; its secondary and, from the

fact that the torrents of the East are for the

most part dried up during the greater part

of the year, its common meaning is torrent-

bed, or ravine, valley. Both meanings are

brought out here. Elijah should dwell in

and drink ofthe bm. Cf. ch. xv. 3] Cherith

[The word means separation, a name which

may possibly indicate that it was extremely

secluded, or it may have been a boundary

line of some sort. Tradition identifies the

brook Cherith with the Wddy-el-kelt, i.e.,

the great valley, west of the Jordan, which

debouches into the Ghor, half a mile south

of Jericho, and Robinson and Porter pro

nounce in its favour. Van de Velde (ii.

310, 311) suggests the Wddy Fasael, a

few miles to the north. But it is much

more probable that it is to be sought in

the region east of the Jordan, where,

indeed, Eusebius and Jerome place it.

It is extremely doubtful whether the

WAdy-el-kelt, or any Cis-Jordanio ravine,

would afford sufficient privacy. Probably

Jericho was already rebuilt. As we cannot

decide with certainty, we may reasonably

conjecture that it is to be sought in Elijah's

own country of Gilead, and probably in the

Wddy Alia*, i.e., at no great distance from

'Abara (Conder, " Tent-work," p. 230), the

Jordan ford nearly opposite Bethshan , where,

indeed, an old tradition places it] that Is

before [Nothing positive can be concluded

from 'J?1??. In Gen. xvi. 12; xxiii. 19;

xxv. 18 ; Josh, xviii. 14, Ac., it means east

ward. But this meaning is gathered from

the context] Jordan. [The Cherith was

clearly one of the lateral valleys which run

into the Ghor. It is just possible that the

name may be recovered by the survey of the

country east of the Jordan, which is now

(1880) being organized.]

Ver. 4.—And it shall be that thou Shalt

drink of the brook [There was clearly

nothing miraculous about the supply of

water. No miracle was wrought even to

continue the supply, ver. 7] ; and I have

commanded [cf. ver. 9 ; Isa. v. 6 ; Amos

ix. 3, Ac.] the ravens to feed thee there.

[Despite the general agreement of scholars

that by D'31y we must understand " ravens,"

I think probability favours the meaning

Orbites, i.e., inhabitants of Orbo. In sup

port of the received rendering is the very

powerful consideration, that it is the inter

pretation of all the versions (except the

Arabic) and of Josephus, who, beyond all

question, represented the belief current in

his own time (Ant. viii. 13. 2). It is also

certain that elsewhere in Scripture we find

some of the inferior animals supematurally

constrained to effect God's purposes, both

of mercy and of judgment (1 Kings xiii. 24 ;
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2 Kings ii. 24 ; Dan. vi. 22 ; 2 Ptter ii. 16),

though never, it must be said, in so rational

and methodical a way. Nor can it rightly

be contended that the words " I have com

manded," 'niV, imply human agency, for

elsewhere we find the Almighty commanding

(same word) the serpent (Amos ix. 3) and

the clouds (Isa. v. 6 ; Psa. lxxviii. 23). It

is not, however, a sufficient account of this

narrative to say that the prophet merely

helped himself to the food which the ravens,

whose habitat was in the Wfidy Cherith,

brought, day by day, to their nests imd

their young. For, not to insist on the

words, D'S<i3P, bringing to him (ver. 6),

the expressions " bread (or food, Orb) and

flesh," and "morning and evening" cer

tainly point to something more than such

a fortuitous supply. Whether the Orebim

were " ravens " or not, they certainly acted

in an intelligent and rational way : they

brought food, that is to say, to the prophet,

and they brought it for months together

with unfailing regularity. But against this

view the following considerations may be

urged. 1. It is hardly in accord with God's

usual way of working, that he should em

ploy birds of the air and those unclean

(Levit. xi. 15 ; Deut. xiv. 14) and ravenous

birds, to feed and succour His saints, rather

than men or angels. Of course, no one who

does not altogether repudiate the super

natural will deny for a moment that the

Almighty could, had it seemed good to Him,

have sustained His prophet by the instru

mentality of ravens, just as easily as by any

other means. But it appears to be almost

a fixed principle of His dealings with men,

not to resort to miracles when ordinary

means will snffice ; or if He does employ

miracles, they are never bizarre or fantastic ;

they are not such as to suggest the idea of

fable or legend ; they are invariably the

simplest and directest means to the end.

And it is submitted that this prolonged and

methodical ministry of ravens is altogether

unlike God's method of procedure on other

occasions. It was an angel succoured Hagar

and Ishmael in their need (Gen, xvi. 7). It

was an angel fed Elijah himself, a few years

later (1 Kings xix. 5, 6). They were angela

who ministered to our blessed Lord after

His long fast (Matt. iv. 11). But God's

" chief means," it is always to be remem

bered, " is man." And it is to be carefully

observed that when, about this very time,

not one, but one hundred prophets were

threatened, just as Elijah was, with death,

no miracle was wrought to save their lives

or to supply their wants, but they were fed

by human agency, with bread and water

(ch. xviii. 13). But it is still more signifi

cant that elsewhere in this narrative, which

is characterized by the profoundest sobriety

and reticence, there is what we may almost

call a studied absence of the miraculous

element. No miracle is wrought to protect

Elijah against Jezebel, but he must consult

for his own safety by flight. He is sent to

the brook Cherith, because there is water

there ; in other words, God chose that hiding

place in order to obviate the necessity for a

miracle. And when the water of the brook

dries up, no miracle is wrought to prolong

the supply, but the prophet, at the risk of

detection, must go forth and seek it else

where. And at Zarephath he is fed, not

by ravens, but by human agency—by a

widow woman. It is true a miracle appears

to have been wrought, but the narrative has

so little idea of effect and gives so little

prominence to the supernatural that even

that is doubted. To put the interpretation

of " ravens, " consequently, on the word

D'31y, provided it will yield any other

meaning, appears to be to do violence to

the spirit of the context, and to the tenour

of Scripture generally. 2. It is somewhat

difficult to believe that such a prodigy aa

this, so altogether unique and irregular,

would not have been mentioned, had it

really happened, elsewhere in Scripture.

The absence of all reference thereto is re

markable, when we consider how constantly

the ministry of Elijah and its lessons (Luke

iv. 25, 26 ; ix. 54 ; James y. 17 ; Rev. xi. 5,

6) are referred to in the New Testament ; but

when we observe what an admirable and un

equalled illustration of God's providential

care this incident would have supplied to

some of our Lord's discourses, and notably

to that of Luke xii. 22 sqq., this silence

becomes almost suspicious. 3. Despite the

practical unanimity of the versions, the

mterpretation "ravens" has been disputed

from very early times. St. Jerome among

Christians, Rabbi Judah Hakko.lesh and

Kimchi amongst Jews—these are but some

of those who have repudiated this render

ing. 4. A very slight change in the vowel

points—D'J1y instead of —yields the

meaning " Arabians. " That a fugitive

would readily find, not only shelter but

sustenance among the Bedouin, whose

generous hospitality and loyalty to strangers

is proverbial, is obvious, and we know that

about this time some Arab tribes had deal

ings with the Jews (2 Chron. xvii. 11) ; but

without any change at all. a sufficient

meaning may be extracted from the word.

For we find that somewhere in the Ciccar,

or plain of the Jordan, off which the Wfidy

Cherith lay, was a rock Oreb (3111?, Judg.

. vii. 25), apparently east of the Jordan (Judg.
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viii. 1), bat in any case, at no great distance

from Bethabara (John i. 28). Now Bpth-

abara has been identified, almost to a cer

tainty (Conder, " Teut-work," pp. 229—232)

with the modern 'Abarah (i.e., passage or

ferry), " one of the main fords of the Jordan

just above the place where the Jalud river,

flowing down the valley of Jezreel and by

Beudn, debouches into Jordan." But we

learn from an ancient and independent

source, the Bereshith Rabba (see Diet. Bib.

ii. 464), that m the neighbourhood of BfUnn,

i.e., Bethshean, there was anciently a town

named Orbo, \2~)D—a word, it is to be

observed, which preserves the radicals of

2~y\v transposed. We may safely assume

that these two places, Orbo and Oreb, were

identical ; that the former was the repre

sentative at a later day of the latter, or was

the shape which the name assumed when

bestowed on the hamlet, as distinct from the

rock. The inhabitants of this place would,

of course, be called D'31y, just as the in.

habitants of Ziph were known as Ziphim

(1 Sam. xxvi. 1), or the men of Zidon as

Zidonim (1 Kings v. 6). We find, conse

quently, that this word, which means

" ravens," also designates the inhabitants

of a village near Bethshean, and probably

east of the Jordan ; that is to say, in or

near Elijah's native country of Gilead. And

with this n?ree the testimonies of Rabbi

Judah and Jerome already referred to. The

former held that the Orebim were not ravens

at all, but inhabitants of Orbo or the rock

Oreb, while the latter says, with equal

positiveness, Orbim, areolae villae in fini-

bus Arabum, Eliae dederunt aTimenta. It

only remains for us to notice the perfect

naturalness and consistency of the narrative

thus interpreted. Elijah i-. bidden to go

eastward ; to hide in the Wady Cherith,

where he would be among tribesmen or

friends. For water, there is the brook ;

for food, the Orbites, whose name would

be familiar to him, and whom he may have

known, are commanded to feed him. He

goes ; he is received with Arab hospitality ;

the Eastern law of Da khefI, by which any

man at any time is entitled to throw himself

upon the mercy and protection of another,

ensures his safety. The Orebim minister

assiduously to his wants. Every morning

before the dawn, every evening after dark,

they bring him bread and flesh.]

Ver. 5.—So he went and did according

unto the word of the Lord : for [Heb. and]

he went and dwelt by [Heb. in] the brook

Cherith, that Is before Jordan.

Ver. 6.—And the ravens brought [Ileb.

bringing] him bread and flesh In the morn

ing, and bread and flesh In the evening

I [the Vat. LXX. has " bread in the morning

and flesh in the evening." It has been

objected that this verse is fatal to the view ad

vanced above—that the D'31y were not birds

but men—that no men w iuld have " come

regularly twice a;day, . . . thus giving them

selves needless trouble and increasing the

chance of detection, when they might easily

have left him a supply for several days"

(Rawlinson). But if we may believe that

the prophet was, if not among kinsmen or

friends, yet among the pastoral, semi-

nomadic people of Gilead, a people, that is

to say, like the Bedawin in their instincts

and customs, it is easy to understand that

having taken him under their protection,

they would make a point of visiting him

regularly, not only to show him all possible

honour, as a person endued with super

natural powers (cf. ch. xviii. 7, 13), but to

afford him some measure of sympathy and

companionship. And we can then see a

reason for the morning and evening being

mentioned. Their visits would be made in

the twilight, which is really longer in tho

East than is generally supposed] ; and he

drank [ Hebrew drinks. The Heb. future often

has the force of an imperfect, and expresses

continued or repeated action] of the brook.

Ver. 7.—And it came to pass after a while,

[Heb. at the end of days. Not necessarily

-post annum. The words no doubt have this

force elsewhere, Levit. xxv. 29 ; Judg. xi.

40; xvii. 10; 1 Sam. xxvii. 7, &c. ; but in

all these cases, the meaning is not resident

in the words themselves, but in the context.

It is impossible to say how long Elijah

remained in the Wady. All we can be sure

of is that he must have been more than two

years, out of the three and a half, at Zare-

phath. See on ch. xviii. 1] that the brook

dried up, because there bad been no rain

In the land. [D»"i, imber, signifies heavy

rain. The word used in ver. 1 is "ItJD, ram

of any kind.]

Ver. 8.—And the word of the Lord came

unto him, saying,

Ver. 9.—Ari£e, get thee to Zarephath

[Cf. Obad. 20. The name points to furnaces

or workshops for the refining of metals, *\"y$,

liquavit. LXX. Sorpeirrd ; cf. Luke iv. 26.

It is now represented by an insignificant

village, Surafend, which, however, preserves

the original name. It lies still, as no doubt

it did then, on the high road between Tyre

and Sidou, and on the shore. The prophet

would thus be in the lion's den, in the very

heart of the dominions of Ethbaal. See

Porter, ii. 397. Stanley (S. and P. p. 268)

shows how the memory of this visit still

lingers in the traditions of the neighbour

hood] , which belongeth to Zidon [Sidon is
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visible from a spot a quarter of an hour

distant. "The dependence of Sarepta on

Sidon is indicated in the inscriptions of

Sennacherib, where it is mentioned as be

longing to Luliya, king of Sidon," Rawlin-

son], and dwell there: behold, I have com

manded a widow woman there to sustain

thee [In considering these words the

generally destitute condition of the widow

of the East should be borne in mind (Acts

vi. 1 ; 1 Tim. v. 3—5, &c.) We gather from

Luke iv. 25, 26, that it was for her sake as

well as his that the prophet was sent

thither. Matt. xv. 21—28 tells of another

Syro-Phoenician woman.]

Ver. 10.—So he arose and went to Zare-

phath [It does not follow that his route lay

over the " White Promontory," or Ladder of

Tyre, the way our Lord took when He " de

parted into the coasts of Tyre and Sidon "

(Matt. xv. 21). If his place of concealment

was anywhere near 'Abara, or Bethshean,

it is probable he would keep east of the

Jordan, as far as Banias or Dan, where the

river is fordable, and whence a road leads

direct to Sidon. He would thus avoid Tyre] .

And when he came to the gate of the city

[the ruins of Surafend are still very con

siderable (see Thomson,"Land and Book," i.

235) and prove it to have been a place of

importance, a town with gates and walls.

" Gate," however, is used somewhat loosely

in the 0. T.—of the entrance to a village,

or even of the place of concourse and of

judgment], behold, the [Heb. o. He did

not yet know that thia was the widow to

whom he was sent. Her replies to his re

quests first informed him that this was the

object of his search] widow woman was

there [Heb. behold there, a widow woman]

gathering of sticks [This was not a promis

ing sign. It only proved her poverty] : and

he called to her, and said, Fetch me, I pray

thee, a little water in a vessel [Heb. the

vessel. Bahr understands the drinking-cup

that Elijah had brought with him from the

Wady Cherith ; but surely it is extremely

improbable that he would carry either cup

or bottle with him. " The vessel " probably

imports the ordinary vessel used for the

purpose—the " potter's earthen bottle "

(Jer. xix. 1). That this was used for fetch

ing water, we know from Isa. xxx. 14], that

I may drink.

Ver. 11.—And as she was going to fetch

it [The gift of water to the thirsty is always

regarded as a sacred duty in the East.

' ' Never yet during many years' residence in

Syria and many a long day's travel, have I

been refused a draught of water by a single

individual of any sect or race. The Bedawy

in the desert has shared with me the last

drop in his water-skin" (Porter). It is clear

1 KINGS.

that the water supply of Phoenicia had not

entirely failed. " The fresh streams of

Lebanon would retain their life-giving

power long after the senntier, springs of

Palestine had been dried up, " Stanley]

he called to her, and said, Bring me, I pray

thee, a morsel of bread [The request for

food will soon reveal to him whether this is

the widow woman who is to sustain him]

in thine hand. [Bain- would understand

here, ' ' Give me a morsel of the bread which

thou hast in thine hand "—einen Bimen dei

Brodes das du besitzest— and he has the

LXX., ifnjuiv aprov rov iv ry xHP' aov' 'o

support him. But it is fatal to this view

(1) that the verb is 'fljJp—the same as

already used in the request for water (ver.

10), and (2) that there is no article before

bread. " The bread in thine hand " would

have been dear, but the words as they stand

can only mean, " Bring me, together with

the water in the vessel, a morsel of bread

in thine hand." Besides, "in thy posses

sion " would probably have been expressed

by " under thine hand," as in 1 Sam. xxi.

3, 4, 8, though " in the hand " is found in

Eccles. v. 13 ; Ezra vii. 25, in a somewhat

similar sense.]

Ver. 12.— And she said. As the Lord thy

God liveth [Bahr, Keil, al. conclude from

this formula that the woman was a wor

shipper of the God of Israel. Bahr is

extremely positive on this point, affirming

that, had she been a heathen, the words

would have been positively hypocritical,

and more, that Elijah would never have

been sent (Luke iv. 26) to an idolater. He

further suggests that possibly she was an

Israelite by birth, who had been married to

a Phoenician. But all this is extremely

doubtful. In the first place, it is note

worthy that the words are, " Jehovah thy

God," words which show that she recognized

Elijah, perhaps by his Jewish face, probably

by his prophetic dress (2 Kings i. 8) as a

worshipper of Jehovah. But had she also

been the same, it is probable that she

would have said " my God," for that form

would not only have given greater force to

her obtestation, but would have established

a bond of sympathy—such as Jews in a

foreign land were only too glad to recognize

—between them. And the remark that it

is hypocrisy to swear bv a god in whom one

does not believe is disposed of by the con

sideration that she may well have believed

in the Lord as well as in Baal. See note on

ch. v. 7. The Tyrians knew nothing of

monotheism] , I have not a cake [3'WD, tho

synonym of il|y (ver. 13), tho smallest kind

of bread. It was baked in the ashes ; hence

2 o
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the LXX. tyupvipiac. We gather from this

pitiful disclosure that the famine had

already extended to Phoenicia, as it

naturally would do, considering how de

pendent thnt co untry was on Israel for its

breadstuff's; see note on oh. v. 9, 11. Josephus

(Ant. viil. 13, 2) cites Menanderas attesting

to a year's drought in the reign of Ethbaal],

but an handful of meal In a [Heb. the]

barrel p3, probably connected with cadu*,

cadenu, Ac.; bucket, pail] , and a little oil in

a cruse : and, behold, I am gathering two

sticks [i.e., a few sticks (Gesenius). We

may compare the German idiom ein Pour

and our "two or three." But "tico" in I

this sense occurs nowhere else in the Bible

—" two or three " is found in 2 Kings ix.

32 ; Isa. xvii. 6 ; Amos iv. 8. According

to Roberts, the word is constantly used for

" few " by the natives of India. This widow

was evidently reduced to the greatest ex

tremities] , that I may go In and dress it

for me and my son [The LXX. has Hkvoiq

here and in ver. 13, and ra rirva in ver.

15. Bahr contends that Elijah first learnt

from these words—the mention of a son

and the absence of any mention of her

husband—that he was addressing a " widow

woman." But we read Gen. xxxviii. 14, 19,

of " garment* of widowhood " (cf. Deut.

xxiv. 17), and ver. 10, "a widow woman,"

Ac., almost, implies that Elijah from the

first re ognized her as such] , that we may

eat it, and die.

V6r. 13.—And Elijah said unto her [This

looks at first like a further test. But it is

pretty clear that the prophet now knew that

the widow of whom God had spoken was

before him] , Fear not ; go and do as thou

hast said [Heb. according to thy word]

but [Heb. only, htneerer] : make me thereof

[Heb. thence, i.e., of the oil as well as the

meal. The former took the place of butter.

Bread was sometimes baked in oil] a little

cake first, and bring it unto me, and after

make for thee and thy son. [The " first"

and " afterwards " are emphatic by position.

When Biihr says that Elijah would never

have made this demand, and that still less

would the widow have paid any attention to

it, had she been a heathen, he appears to

forget the words that followed (ver. 14).

When one in the garb of a prophet swore,

as this man did, by the sacred name, a

heathen, with the belief of the heathen in

miracles, might well be persuaded that the

word was truth. Elijah's manner alone

would carry conviction with it.]

Ver. 14.—For thus saith the Lord God of

Israel [The words, " God of Israel" if any

thing, favour the supposition that he was

speaking to one who was not of Israel. See

on ver. 1. There the words were addressed

to one who was denying the God of Israel]

The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither

shall the cruse of oil fail, until the day

that the Lord sendeth [Heb. giveth. For

|nn see note on ch. vi. 19] rain upon the

earth. [Heb. on the face of the ground. Like

expression ch. xviii. 1 ; Gen. ii. 5. It has

been said that there is not a syllable here to.

imply a miracle, and it has been contended

that this Sareptan household was sustained

for over two years simply by the blessing

of God on the use of natural means. But

clearly, if there was nothing else, there was

supernatural knowledgo on Elijah's part.

And it cannot be denied that the literal con

struction of the words points to a " super

natural and inexplicable multiplication of

food " (Rawlinson), similar to those of

which the Gospels tell. It is just possible

that this was a figure of speech, which

practically meant no more than the neces

saries of life should somehow be provided,

diiectly or indirectly, by God. Nor is

this view effectually negatived, as Bahr

contends, by Luke iv. 26 ; but, in view of

2 Kings iv. 44, Matt. xiv. 15—21, xv.

32—38, it is extremely improbable. It is

curious how many miracles of Elijah and

Elisha foreshadowed those of our blessed

Lord.

Ver. 15.—And she went and did according

to the saying of Elijah [the echo of ver.

13, " Go and do according to thy saying "] :

and she, and he, [or he and she, according

to Chethib] and her house [probably her

friends or poor relatives who came to partake

of her plenty (Biihr)] , did eat many days.

[Heb. days, i.e., an indefinite period. See

note on ver. 7. The word does not refer

to the first baking (ver. 13), but it is to be

explained by the next verse.

Ver. 16.—And [Omit. This verse is ex

plicative, not additional] the barrel of meal

wasted not, neither did the cruse of oil fail,

according to the word of the Lord, which

He spake by [Heb. by tlu- hand of] Elijah.

[Having received a prophet in the name of

a prophet, she received a prophet's reward.

(Matt. x. 41, 42). Stanley suggests that our

Lord, when He spoke of the " cup of cold

water," may have had this incident in his

mind.

Ver. 17.—And it came to pass after these

things, that the son of the woman, the

mistress of the house, fell sick; and his

sickness was so sore, that there was no

breath left in him. [Does this mean that

he was dead ? Keil thinks it perfectly clear

that it does. Biihr is as firmly persuaded

that it does not. He justly remarks (1)

that the same expression occurs in Dan.

x. 17 (cf. 1 Kings x. 5) where it does not

imply death. (2) That as the text does not
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say, " and he died," we mnat conclude that

it did not mean to say it. (:)) Verses 18, 20

do not necessitate the belief that he was

dead (see below). (4) Josephus, who was not

afraid of the miraculous, has interpreted the

words thus : iic mi r,)v ilnix'lv aifuviu Kai

l6Zat vecpov. To this it may be added that

nDi?? simply means breath, and that where

it is desired to convey the idea of life, addi

tional words are used (as in Gen. ii. 7, " the

breath of life ; Gen. vii. 22, " the breath of

the spirit of life." Cf. Job xxvii. 3, Prov. xx.

27 (where the intelligence or reason appears

to bo meant), Eccles. iii. 21. It must be

confessed also that the statement, " his

sickness was so sore," &e., is quite apropos

and intelligible, if we may understand that

he lay in a state of coma, but would be an

extremely roundabout way of affirming that

he was dead.

Ver. 18.—And she said unto Elijah, What

have I to do with thee [Heb. what to me

and thee. Same formula, Judg. xi. 12; 2

Sam. xvi. 10 ; 2 Kings iii. 13 ; Matt. viii.

2'J ; John ii. 4. It means, " What is there

between us ? " or practically, " What have I

done t" ' ' Is this the result of my association

with thee ? Must such sorrow befal me

because thou art with me ? " Blihr] , O thou

man of God ? [This woman, if a Phoenician,

was evidently familiar with the titles borne

by tho Hebrew prophets (ch. xii. 22 ; xiii.

passim ; Judg. xiii. 6, 8). Nor Is this to be

wondered at. The intercourse between the

two nations had been very considerable]

art thou come unto me to call my sin [not

necessarily any " special sin in her past

life,"] to remembrance [her idea evidently

is that the prophet by residing with her,

seeing her life, &c., had become acquainted

with her sinfulness, and had called it to the

remembrance of the Almighty. She does

not mean that he had recalled it to her

mind, but that he had been ihe T3fO or

remembrancer of God. Cf. Gen. xl. 14 ;

Ezek. xxi. 28 ; Jer. iv. 16] and to slay my

son ? [Observe, she does not speak of him

as slain.]

Ver. 19. —And he said unto her, Give me

thy son. And he toak him out of her bosom,

[the age of the child may hence bo roughly

inferred] and carried himup Into a loft Heb.

nj!?Jfn the upper chamber. LXX. To virititjiov.

Loft is most misleading. The upper room

" was often [rather, always] the best apart

ment in an Eastern house" (Rawlinson).

It was sometimes the guest-chamber (Luke

xxii. 11, 12), aud, from the uses to which it

was put, must have been large (Acts i. 13 ;

ix. 39; xx. 8; 2 Kings i. 2). Thomson

(L. A B. i. 235) infers from the fact that

the widow's house had an upper room, "that

the mode of building in Elijah's time and

the custom of giving tho 'alliych to tho

guest were the same as now ; also that this

poor widow was not originally among the

poorest classes (who have no 'alliych), but

that her extreme destitution was owing to

the famine "] , and laid him upon his own

bed. [It may be doubted whether the verb

'ln;]Ty" lit., made him to lie down, would be

used of a corpse.]

Ver. 20.—And he cried unto the Lord, and

said, O Lord my God, hast Thou also [i.e.

in addition to the misery and suffering

brought through me upon my country]

brought evil upon the widow with whom

I sojourn, by slaying [Heb. to slay. Words

worth partly bases his conclusion that the

child was dead on the inexact translation of

the A. V.] her son ?

Ver. 21. — And he stretched himself

[marg. measured himself, but Gesenius holds

that stretch out is the primary meaning of

tho root] upon the child [cf. 2 Kings iv.

34. The commentators are again at variance

as to whether these words imply the use of

natural means or not. Those who hold

that the child was dead naturally adopt the

negative, and some (Keil, Rawlinson, al.)

compare with it the action of our Lord in

the ease of the blind, deaf and dumb (Matt,

ix. 35 ; Luke vii. 14 ; John ix. 6, 7). But

surely the circumstances and tho puqwse

alike, in these lntter cases, were entirely

different. The object of the touch, of anoint-

iug the eyes, &o. , in these cases of healing,

appears to have been to awaken a sufficient

faith—without which " He could do no

miracle" (Matt. xiii. 68)—in men whose

infirmities of blindness, deafness, Ac., pre

vented their attaining faith through the

ordinary channels of seeing and hearing tho

merciful aud gracious Son of man. But

here the child, if not dead, was senseless.

We are driven, therefore, to the belief that

the prophet " used rational means for

warming and revivifying " the child, " not

with the hope that of themselves they

would prove effectual, but in the sure

confidence that God, in answer to his

weeping supplication, would impart super

natural force to the natural hum ui

agencies," Biihr] three times [Not only

in his prayer but also in this triple repeti

tion do we recognize Elijah's profound con

viction that only by the Almighty power of

God could the ohild be restored, and that

whatever means were used, God alone could

make them effectual. For three is the num

ber and signature of the Godhead—" die

eigentlich gbttliche Zahl, die Signatur des

gottlichen Weseus" (Biihr, Symb. i. 143).

Hence it is, inter alia, that " the calling

upon the name of Jehovah in the old
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covenant"—he might have added, "and

in the new ; " cf. Mark xiv. 39, 41 ; 2 Cor.

xii. 8—" was a threefold act : " Psa. lv. 17 ;

Dan. vi. 10, 13 ; Num. vi. 24-26 ; Isa. vi. 3

(Bahr). The correspondence with 2 Cor. xii.

8 is very striking] and cried unto the Lord,

and said, 0 Lord my Ood, I pray Thee

[Heb. now] let this child's soul come Into

Mm [Heb. upon Ai« inside ; ^J) is here, as else

where, used for b#] again. [Though E>9},

here translated " soul," constantly means

" life," yet it by no means settles the question

whether the child was really living or dead.

For (1) the primary meaning of the word is

" breath " (Gesen., Thesaurus, s. v.), and (2)

the words might with perfeot propriety, even

if we interpret " life " or " soul," be used of

one who lay in a lifeless and inanimate

condition. Massillon's graphic language

(vol. i. p. 91, ed. 1838), showing the con

trast between Elijah's procedure and that

of our blessed Lord (Luke vii. 14 ; viii. 54 ;

John xi. 43), is worth citiDg hero: " Elie

rcssuscite des morts, il est vrai ; mais il est

obligG de se coucher pluaieurs fois sur le

corps de l'enfant qu'il ressuscite ; il souffle,

il se retrecit, il s'agite ; on voit bien qu'il

invoque une puissance 6trangere ; qu'il

rappelle de l'empire de la mort uue amc qui

n'est pas soumise a sa voix, et qu'il n'est pas

lui-meme le maitre de la mort et de la vie :

Jesus-Christ ressuscite les morts comme il

fait les actions les plus communes ; il parlo

en maitre a ceux qui dorment d'un sommeil

eterncl, et Ton sent bien qu'il est le Diea

des morts comme des vivants, jamais plus

tranquille que lorsqu'il opOre les plus gran des

choses."]

Ver. 22.—And the Lord heard the voice

of Elijah ; and the soul of the child came

Into mm again, and he revived [or recovered.

Cf. 2 Kings i. 2 ; viii. 8] .

Ver. 23.- And Elijah took the child, and

brought him down out of the chamber Into

the house [Probably the was reached

by an outtide stairoase, and did not directly

communicate with the lower rooms. Cf.

Matt. xxiv. 17 ; Mark ii. 4 ; 2 Kings ix. 13]

and delivered him unto his mother: and

Elijah said, See, thy son liveth.

Ver. 24.—And the woman said to Elijah,

Now by this [Heb. this. Gesenius interprets

nj ?\F\V jiut now. Similarly Bahr, nunmehr]

I know that thou art a man of Ood [not

that she had doubted it before. See ver. 18.

In the face of what Elijah had done for her,

she could not doubt it. All that she means

is that this is a great fresh proof of his

mission] , and that the word of the Lord in

thy mouth Is truth. [This last word JITS

from which Amittai (Jonah i. 1) is formed,

perhaps gave rise to the tradition tbat this

boy was afterwards known as the prophet

Jonah. Amittai was held to have been this

widow's husband.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 1.—The Mission and Ministry of Elijah. The appearance on the arena

of Israel's history of Bueh a champion as Elijah, armed with such high credentials,

wielding such supernatural powers, marks a crisis in the history of God's ancient

Church. We have but to see him, to hear him for one moment, to know that a

great struggle is impending. God, like Nature, which is but a name for God,

" does nothing in vain." Suoh high powers as his foreshadow great issues. Four

points consequently may well engage our attention, viz., the man, his mission, his

message, his ministry.

I. The Man. 1. He was a wild man (Gen. xvi. 12 ; Heb. a wild-ass man).

Abraham has been called au "Arab sheykh." We have in Elijah a veritable

Bedawy, if not by birth or tribe, by training and in character. The rough sheep

skin (ch. xix. 13), the shaggy hair (2 Kings i. 18), the marvellous bodily endurance

(ch. xviii. 46), the careful avoidance of the city, the flight into the desert (ch. xix. 4),

the whole bearing of the man suggests to us the child of the wilderness. He, the

greatest of the prophets, one of the " first three " of those born of women, has the

exterior, the instincts, the heart of an Ishmaelite. He was thus a fit successor of

Moses, the shepherd of Horeb, who in the very haunt and home of the Bedawin,

was trained for his high vocation ; he was meet to be the forerunner and pattern of

the Baptist who was bred in the desert, clad in Arab dress, and fed with Arab food

(Matt. lii. 1, 4). It is impossible to understand the man and his work unless this

bo borne in mind. The gaunt dervish who one day strode into the presence of the

king and lifted up his sinewy arm and denounced the great drought ; the shaggy,
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long-haired sheykh, who single-handed faced the hierarchy of Baal, and knew no

fear, his were the asperities, the privations, the scant fare, the primitive, semi-

noinadic life of a Gileadite. The sweet uses of adversity had moulded this man for

the crisis. Our great chancellors, it has been said, come to us from the garret :

the desert has ever been the school of the greatest prophets. The rugged, unsettled

pasturages of Bashan were a meet nurse for a prophetio child. This champion was

cast " in the clay ground " (see p. 142).

2. He was a man of like passions with ourselves (James v. 17). An " earthen

vessel" (2 Cor. iv. 7). " In all points tempted like as we are," and not "without

sin" (Heb. iii. 15). Tho Bible never pictures men as perfect. The phronema sarkos

remains even in the regenerate.

II. His Mission. Consider—1. Whence it was derived. He was not taught oi

men (GaL i. 12, 17). He was Wiwtjc xai dypa/j/iaroc. The God who separated him

from his mother's womb called him by His grace (ibid. v. 15). He was an extra

ordinary messenger for a great emergency. But observe ; when God employs such

messengers, men whose mission is derived directly from on high, the " signs of an

apostle are wrought by them. We are not to listen to an angel from heaven, unless

he shows us his credentials. We have a right to ask of those who run without being

sent to show us a sign. When the missionary Dr. Wolff told one of the Eastern

bishops that the " Lord had sent him," the prelate not unreasonably asked him for

a display of his powers. If God should send us an Elias again, He will give us at

the some time a sign from heaven.

2. When it was conferred. It was (1) When iniquity abounded. When Hiel had

built Jericho ; when Ahab had raised a temple for Baal ; when Jezebel had gathered

round her an army of false prophets ; when the faith of God's elect was in jeopardy.

The darkest hour is ever before the dawn. Cum duplicantur laleres, venit Moses.

" Man's extremity is," &c. " Israel was sore wounded when God sent them this

balmfrom Gilead " (Henry). (2) When ordinary means were insufficient. There

were true priests in Jerusalem; there were " sons of the prophets," it is probable, in

Bethel and Samaria ; there were seven thousand faithful ones in Israel ; but what

were these against such a queen as Jezebel, against such a propaganda and such a

system as hers ? It was then no longer a question of heresy or schism, of calves

or cherubim, of Jeroboam's or Jehovah's priests ; the very existence of the Church

was at stake. Elijah was summoned to the court ; he was armed with " power to

shut heaven that it rained not in the days of his prophecy " (Rev. xi. 6), with power

to call down fire to devour his enemies, and the like, because only thus could the

elect people be stayed from throwing themselves into the arms of an organized pro

stitution ; from yielding themselves, body and soul, to the whoredoms and witch

crafts of " that woman Jezebel ; " because only thus could the light of truth, the ouo

lamp which illumined the world's darkness, be preserved from utter extinction.

IIL His Message. It was a denunciation of immediate drought, one of the

most terrible calamities that can befal an Eastern land. In Palestine, animal as well

as vegetable life is directly dependent on the rain. Not only do the showers which

irrigate the land feed the springs, but they are carefully stored up in cisterns for

daily use. It is only as compared with the arid wastes of Egypt that the Holy Land

could be called " a land of brooks and waters, of fountains and depths," &c. (Deut.

viii.7). And it is also described by the same writer as a land that " drinketh water of

the rain of heaven " (ibid. xi. 11). Consequently rain, everywhere a prime necessity

of existence, is doubly indispensable in Palestine. The rainfall of Jerusalem is on the

average three times as great as that of London. It is clear, consequently, that this

message threatened a terrible plague, that it portended long and protracted suffering.

There are some who will not hear of the " terrors of the Lord," who would never

have them mentioned in the pulpit. Yet pain and privation are among the first

sanctions of God's law, and we have the authority of many eminent divines for

saying that more men are won to God and right by fear than by love. It sounds

fine and philosophic to speak of fear as an unworthy motive, but men forget what

an unworthy animal is man. Besides, this drought was a part of the punishment,

and was admirably adapted to serve as a punishment for apostasy. It was meet that
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men who practically denied the living God should be practically reminded of their

dependence on Him. It was well that those who held Baal to be lord of nature, should

bo left to discover his impotence (cf. Judg. x. 14; Jer. xiv. 22). "Are there any

of the vanities of the heathen that can give rain ? " " And it was a punishment this,

which penitence might avert. Moreover, it was the penalty foretold in the law

(Deut. xxviii. 23). Elijah was not left to scatter plagues at his pleasure. Like an

earlier prophet, he could not "go beyond the word of the Lord to do less or more"

(Num. xxii. 18). Of himself, he could do nothing (ibid. v. 33). His message was,

" As the Lord liveth." If the rain should only come " according to his word," it

was because his word was God's word. If his prayer for the drought had been

answered (James v. 17), it had first been inspired. He speaks here as the minister,

not the master. He is the willing, patient slave of Jehovah. " Before whom I

stand."

IV. His Ministry. From this initial message let us turn to his ministry as a

whole. And it presents to our view these broad features—

1. It was exercised in, silence. How few are Elijah's recorded words, and those

few are the utterances of but five or six occasions. He was not " might}' in word."

He had no sooner delivered his first brief message than he disappears, and for three

years and a half Israel hears him no more. He speaks for a moment : he is dumb

for a triennium. And when he reappears, it is but for a day. That one day's

ministry ended, he is again hidden from our view. Thrice more he reappears in the

history, but each time it is but for a day, and then he goes into the silent heaven a,

and save on the night of transfiguration, speaks to men no more. How like to the

revelations of God to man. He " keepeth silence (Psa. 1. 8). He too hideth Himself.

" He spake and it was done." How unlike the everlasting chatter of some of our later

prophets. " Ministers," it is sometimes said, " are mere talkers." Elijah proclaims

the dignity, if not " the eternal duty, of silence." "All real work," some one has

said, " is quiet work." How many of our sermons, full of sound and fury, leave not

a trace behind them. But the silent Elias accomplished the regeneration of his

country.

2. It wis a ministry of deed. There was no need for him to speak. The works

that he did bore witness of him. Declamation, argument, remonstrance, would

have been absurd. The time for that was past. And he had actions to speak for

him. Surely there is a lesson for Christ's ministers here. It is true they cannot

work wonders like Elijah ; and it is also true that they are sent to " preach the

Word," to reprove, rebuke, exhort, &c. ; but we are reminded here that a fruitful

ministry must be one of action. Words, however eloquent, in the long turn count

for less than a holy life. The age, however it may hanker after sensationalism, is

nevertheless suspicious of all talk. Why is it that our holy religion has but such an

indifferent hold on the masses of our countrymen? One reason is that while we

" point to heaven," we do not always " lead the way." " Cujus vita contemnitur,

ejus praedicatio despicitur." The life of their parish priest is the only Bible

many Englishmen ever read, and alas, what a smeared and blotted page that some

times is. And those who do hear our sermons have learned to discount them. They

know full well that words are cheap, and that emotion, and even unction, can be

simulated. They often wonder how much of our discourse we really believe and

practise ourselves, and they turn to our lives for an answer. That familiar paradox,

consequently, is full of truth and meaning, that, " in preaching, the thing of least

importance is the sermon." It was well said that actio—action in the truest sense

of the word, not gesture or manner, but conduct—is the first, second, and third

great essential of eloquence (see " Guesses at Truth," ii. pp. 146 seqq.) A French

ecclesiastic, the Abbe1 Mullois, has laid it dowh, as one of the canons of preaching,

that " to address men successfully, they must be loved much." " Nothing influ-

ences others so much as character. Few people are capable of reasoning, and

fewer still like the trouble of it ; and besides, men have hearts as well as heads.

Hence, consistency, reality, ever-present principle, shining through the person in

whom they dwell, and making themselves perceptible, have more weight than

many arguments, than much preaching" (lleygate, " Ember Hours"). It is Baxter
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who spenks of clergymen who " out the throats of their sermons by their lives ; "

but there are many who, without doing this, invalidate their words by their actions.

It is well for us to remember that personal character is the best preparation for the

pulpit. " Facta, non verba; " this is, and will be increasingly, the demand of the

age upon the prophetic order. " Non magna eloquimur ted vivimus." This must

be more and more the response of the ministry.

3. It was brave and fearless. On three occasions this court preacher took his

life in his hand (ch. xvii. 1 ; xviii. 2 ; xxi. 19). On one occasion he seems to have

quailed (ch. xix. 3), but even then it does not appear that he fled from any present

duty, or, like Jonah, declined any commission. His ministry as a whole was boldly

discharged as in the presence of the Eternal, " Before whom I stand." He saw

none other than his Master. Like another preacher before royalty, Massillon, he

spoke as if he saw Death standing at his elbow. Like Daniel, he knew that his God

could deliver him. The fear of man is cast out when we realize the presence of

God (Isa. li. 12, 13).

4. It was seemingly a failure. If others did not think so, he did. We know

that no work, really and truly done for God, can be wasted (Isa. lv. 11) ; but we are

often tempted to think it is. But it must be such work as will stand the trial by fire

(1 Cor. iii. 13). It has been strikingly said, " If any man's work is a failure, the

probability is that it is because he is a failure himself." Still, it is for our comfort

to remember, in times of depression, that the greatest of the prophets saw little or

no fruit of his labours. He was persuaded that even the unexampled miracles that

he wrought were of littlo or no avail (ch. xix. 10). We find that when there were

seven thousand secret followers of the Lord God, Elijah thought himself left alone.

And indeed the state of Israel, even after the ordeal of Carmel, might well lead him

to take the gloomiest and most despairing view of the situation. Jezebel pursues

her infamous way. The son of Ahab sends to consult a foreign oracle, and ignores

the God of Israel. The fire must come down a second time and burn up the

idolaters instead of the bullock and the altar. But all the same, we know that his

work was not in vain. Nor can ours be, if done like his. We have nothing to do

with immediate successes. " One man soweth, another reapeth." Nor is success

in any shape mentioned in our instructions. That is God's part, not ours. We

have but to sow the seed, He must make it grow. The world worships success—

or what it calls success—and the greatest of ministries—Elijah's, Jeremiah's,

Ezekicl's, our blessed Lord's—were all failures from a worldly point of view.

Vers. 3—7.—The Solitary Place. We have just seen that it was from the

wilderness that Elijah went forth into the busy, wicked world, and to the anxious,

dangerous work of a prophet. He, like his antitype, was in the desert "until the

time of his showing unto Israel" (Luke i. 80). There, in secret communion with

God, he had gained strength for the encounter; there he had meditated over the

grievous apostasy of his people, and had " vexed his righteous soul from day to day

with their evil deeds" (2 Pet. ii. 8). And there, as he "prayed earnestly that it

might not rain," the word of the Lord came to him and burned in his bones (Jer.

xx. 9), and bore him into the presence of the king (Amos iii. 8). But it is now for

us to observe that no sooner had he entered upon his ministry, and delivered his

first brief message, than he was sent into the desert—it may be, the same desert—

again. The word of the Lord straightway bids him turn eastward and hide in the

brook Cherith. Now the word Cherith means separation. This section conse

quently may fittingly speak to us of the need of separation, of the uses of solitude

and retirement in the discipline of the saints. From Elijah's separation from his

work and the world we may glean some lessons as to our own. Observe—

1. Solitude was necessary to Elijah's safely. He must hide or lose his head.

When Jezebel cut off the prophets of the Lord (ch. xviii. 13), we may be sure he

would not be spared. Was it not because of him indeed that the others were

attacked ? Had his dwelling been with men, the messengprs of Ahab would

assuredly have found him and slain him (ch. xviii. 10). So it is sometimes neces

sary, for the life of our souls, that we should flee into the desert. It is at our peril
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that we stay in Sodom. We must " escape to the mountain." It may be from

some enchantress, whose whoredoms and witchcrafts are as cruel as Jezebel's ; it

may be from companions whose snares are more perilous than Ahab's sword ; it

may be from a society hardly less pestilent than that of Israel. There are times

when our only safety is in flight. Those hermits who buried themselves in the

Thebaid, or who burrowed in the rocks of the Wady Feiran, the world has only a

smile for their folly, and it is no doubt true that God would have us leaven the

world, not leave it. But it would have been well if some had, for a time at least,

followed their example. How many souls have perished because they would not

enter into their chambers and shut their doors and hide themselves until the indig

nation be overpast (Isa. xxvi. 20) ; because they had not the courage to disappear

for a while, if only into their closets. " He that wilfully stands 6till to catch

dangers, tempteth God instead of trusting him."

2. Solitude was necestary to his soul's health. It is remarkable how God's

elect messengers, each in his turn, have been sent " apart into a desert place to rest

awhile " (Mark vi. 81). Moses must spend forty years in the great and terrible

wilderness ; must spend forty days and forty nights in Horeb, the Mount of God.

Elijah himself only emerges from the Cherith to go to another hiding-place at

Zarephath, and from Zarephath he passes almost directly to the same wilderness

and the same mount where Moses was. The Baptist's life was almost divided

between the desert and the prison. St. Paul must learn his gospel in Arabia. And

our Holy Lord, He must begin His ministry by a forty days' fast, and from tirno to

time must seek a quiet place to rest and pray. All men who are much before the

world need their times ofretirement. In the " loud stunning tide of human care

and crime " it is diffioult to hear the whispers of God in the 60uL Now the voices

of nature, such as men hear in solitude, are among the voices of God. Nature has

been called " God's great green book."

" One impulse from a vernal wood

May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can.''

"There are two books," says Sir Thomas Browne, " from whence I collect my

divinity. Besides that written one of God, another of his servant nature, that

universal and public manuscript that lies expansed unto the eyes of all." And is

not every tree, every leaf, in its way a mute witness for God and purity ? It is

remarkable that the greatest crimes and brutalities are committed in those districts

of this country where men can have neither nature nor solitude—in the dens of

Liverpool, amid the cinder heaps of the Black Country, in the dingy pit villages of

Durham. It is only in quiet, under the silent stars, amid the purple heather, by

the murmuring brook, or in the inner chamber, that we can know ourselves and

our God. The " Ancient Mariner's " conception of his " wide, wide sea "—

" So lonely 'twas, that God Himself

Scarce seemed there to be,"

fiuo though it is, contradicts the experience of the saints, who have found that it

is precisely the profoundest solitude that is instinct with His presence.

And now let us consider how God calls us all in turn to a brook Cherith. (1) He

calls us to separation from sin. The Church is a Cherith. Baptism is a " water of

separation," the token and pledge of our renunciation of world and flesh and devil,

of our admission into the family of God. While in the world, we may not be of it.

Our calling is to holiness (1 Pet. i. 15 ; 1 Thess. iv. 7 ; 2 Tim. i. 9). We are to be

sacrifices (Rom. xii. 1), and the root idea both of holiness and of sacrifice is a sepa

ration to God. (2) Sometimes He calls us to a chamber of sickness, sometimes to

the very " valley of the shadow of death." How often is bodily sickness for the

soul's health I That vale of separation becomes a vale of blessing ; the Cherith

leads to a Berachah (2 Chron. xx. 26 ; cf. Psa. lxxxiv. 6). What a school of the
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heart has that enforced solitude often proved I See Homiletics, p. 13. (3) Nor

must we forget here the Retreat—those opportunities for meditation and prayer,

happily revived amongst us of late years. The name may possibly be Romish, but

the thing is sensible and scriptural enough—a voluntary retirement for a short

period from the world that we may hear and think only of the things which make

for our peace. The saying still holds good, "He goeth before you into Galilee "—

a retired mountain place it was (Matt, xxviii. 16)—" there shall ye see him."

3. Elijah's retirement was for the ultimate welfare of Israel. So long as he

remained amongst them, the people would have looked to him as the author of

their calamities, or would have cried to him to avert them. His disappearance

afforded them leisure to examine themselves and face their sins, and left them

only God or Baal to cry to. It is sometimes well that the prophet should keep

silence. Deus habet suas moras. It is not always that He stretches out his hands

all day long to the disobedient and gainsaying. Having spoken by Elijah to Ahab

and Israel, now He and His prophet must withdraw into the darkness, and the

drought must do its silent work. And there are times, too, when Christ's ministers

must be silent. When the Gadarenes besought our Lord to depart out of their

coasts, He straightway took them at their word (Matt. viii. 34 ; ix. 1 ; cf. ch. xxiii.

88, 89). The apostles were to shake off the dust of their feet against the city that

received them not, and to depart from it (Matt. x. 14), and they did so (Acts xiii.

51). When the Jews counted themselves unworthy of eternal life, Paul and

Barnabas turned to the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 46). When the churches of Asia fell

and repented not, their candlestick was removed out of its place (Rev. ii. 5). Their

loss is our gain. " These things were written for our admonition."

Vers. 4—7.—The Food ofthe Saints. We havejnst seen the prophet in his solitude.

Let us now consider the manner in which he was sustained there. His needs were

supplied in two ways, partly by natural, partly by supernatural means. No miracle

was wrought to give him water. He must make Iur home in the wudy and drink

of the rivulet that flowed past his feet. It was there, and he must help himself to

it. But with his food it was quite different. He could not find that, and so it was

brought to him ; it was provided him by God. For even if it was not laid at his

feet morning and evening by ravens—and we have seen reason to think that it was

not—even if it was furnished him by the villagers of Orbo, his tribesmen and friends,

or by the loyal and hospitable Arabs who roamed over the adjoining region, still it

was supplied by the ordering and special Providence of God. For it is as much a

supernatural work to control, by an unseen Power, the minds of men as the instincts

or habits of birds. If we get rid of the ravens we do not get rid of the miracle.

It is clear, consequently, that he was sustained in part by natural, in part by

superhuman agency. Now our food, like his, is, though in a different way, natural

and supernatural. We use the terms in the popular sense, for who shall say that all

food is not supernatural. True, it comes to us by what we call " natural processes,"

in what we call the " order of Nature ; " but it is obvious that the so-called " laws

of Nature " are only " statements of the observed course of Nature, or the uniform

results of known physical causes ending in some prime cause or causes not merely

physical " (Sir E. Beckett, " Origin of the Laws of Nature "). Nature only means

what is fixed, settled, uniform (Bp. Butler). But, using the words as they are

used in common parlance, part of our sustenance, the supply of our bodily wants is,

for the most part natural; and another part, the satisfaction of our spiritual

necessities, is for the most part supernatural. Our needs, that is to say, aro

supplied something like Elijah's were. Let us trace the resemblance a little

more in detail, and let us see first how it holds good of our

I. Bodily sustenance. We learn from this history—

1. That we must use the means within our reach. Not even for His eleot

messenger, the greatest of the prophets, does God work an unnecessary miracle.

" Dieu n'agit pas par des volontis particulieres " (Malebranche). No doubt God

couldhave supplied his drink just as easily as his dailybread, in an extraordinary way,

but He would not. No ; in a valley debouching into the Jordan was a stream, fed
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from some hidden source, such as the snows of Hermon, or springing from the roots

of the hills of Gilead, and the prophet must seek it, and take up his abode near it.

What do we learn from this but that God " will have our endeavours concur to our

preservation," a truth somewhat roughly, hut strikingly, put in the Puritan mot

iVordre, " Trust in God, and keep your powder dry." It is no real kindness to do

for Elijah what he can do for himself. There are lands where daily bread is to be

had without care or labour ; where a man has but to put forth Ids hand and take

the bread-tree fruit and eat and be satisfied, but that is said to be a doubtful boon.

It is found that the natives of those lauds will not work, and their life, which should

he full of high endeavour, which should aim, if at nothing more, at " making two

blades of grass grow where only one grew before," is wasted in basking in the

eternal sunshine. The primaeval law, " In the sweat of thy brow thou shalt eat

bread," though we call it a curse, is really a blessing. " Six days shalt thou labour "

is as much a Divine command as the command to rest on the seventh. It is God

decrees, '"If auy man will not work, neither shall he eat" (2 Thess. iii. 10). The

imperious necessity to provide our daily bread is one of the springs which keeps

the world in motion : it is the salt which keeps our life from stagnation and

corruption. It is in vain we cry to Jupiter for help. God has given us fields and

seed. He gives us rain and sunshine ; it is for our good that wo should do the rest.

2. That then God will supply what is lacking. When we have done our best

we may justly look to Him to give what we cannot get. And this He will do.

" Thy bread shall be given thee, and thy waters shall be sure" (Isa. xxxiii. 1C).

"Never have I seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging their bread"

(Psa. xxxvii. 25). In the barren wilderness, He gave bread from heaven. " In the

days of famine, they shall be satisfied" (Psa. xxxvii. 19). What a commentary on

these words does this history furnish I Elijah had "called for a famiue on the

land " (ch. xviii. 2 ; Luke iv. 25), and had " broken the whole staff of bread " (Tsa.

cv. 16); but he himself had enough and to spare. God spreads for him " a table

in the wilderness " (Psa. lxxviii. 16), and almost " in the presence of his enemies "

(Psa. xxiii. 5). The stars shall fall from their courses, but he shall have enough.

It has been thought by some that the ravens brought him bread and flesh from

Aliah's own table. It would have been so, had it been neoessary. If he was

supplied with food by hurcan instrumentality, it was none the less by God's

command. And this is God's ordinary way of hearing " the prayer of the poor

destitute ; " he puts it into the hearts of others to help. " God works by means, and

the chief means is man " (Bossuet).

3. That God gives us our bread daily. Elijah only received a small supply of

food at once. Though he had no lack, he had uo profusion. He had " daily

broad"—for " morning and evening are one day " (Gen. i. 5)—and no more. Even

he must walk by faith and learn to " take no thought for the morrow." And daily

bread is all that is promised us ; all that we are taught to pray for (Matt. vi. 11).

And that, perhaps, because a day is a life in miniature ; each day is rounded by

dawn and dusk, by sleep and darkness, into a perfect httle life. Whether the birds

brought him food or not, he and they received it alike, rov ivwimov aprov, the bread

of a day in its day. The lesson of the manna (Exod. xvi. 20) is taught us again by

the brook Cherith.

4. That God guarantees us necessaries, not luxuries. Elijah's fare was frugal.

" Water, bread, and flesh" (cf. Isa. xxxiii. 16). Ar a rule, He gives us food

" exceeding abundantly above all that we can ask or think." How prodigious is

the variety of our food, how lavish its supply I What rich provision has the

Eternal Goodness made for the gratification of our tastes. Fish, flesh, fowl, fruits,

—the list is endless. And of the flesh or fruits, again, how many genera, and iu

the genera how many species, and in the species what countless varieties. Lavish

profusion marks His gifts. But all the same he covenants to give us less than the

fare of Cherith, even bread and water. "God gives order for competency, not for

wantonness" (Hall).

II. Spiritual food. But we are now to consider that " man doth not live by

bread alone, but by every word," &e. (Deut. viiL 3; Matt. iv. 4). The saints have
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meat to eat of which the world knows nothing (John iv. 84). Elijah had other food

than that which the ravens brought him. In giving " daily bread," God does not

forget man's spiritual part, even if he forgets it in his prayer for bread. And God

supplies the soul's needs by laws not unlike those which govern the supply of

material food.

1. We must use the means of grace. The treasury of the Church contains an

abundant provision. There are " living waters," there is " super-substantial bread,"

there is word and sacrament, prayer and psalm. But we must come to the waters

and drink (John vii. 37; Rev. xxii. 17). Our faith needs something to feed upon,

and it is in vain we ask for miracles, so long as we do not use means. If we want

to love God more, we must seek to know God, through His word and works, better.

If we want to be more like Christ, we must be more with Christ, in His word and

ordinances, for it is " association produces assimilation." There is a tendency to

decry the means of grace. There is a religion which is wholly subjective, which

seeks its growth and expansion in everlasting self-introspection or mystical contem

plation of the Divine perfections. But " Thou shalt drink of the brook." True, the

channel is nothing—Annus non ager, facit fructum—but a channel. It is God

must fill it, but if God has dug it, it is presumption to discard it.

" The means that Heaven yields must be embraced,

And not neglected ; else if Heaven would

And we will not, Heaven's offers we refuse."

2. If we are debarred from the means of grace, God will give grace without

means. It is a blessed truth, gratia non ligatur mediis. We may not dispense

with them, but God can. and does. He did so in the oft-cited instance of the dying

thief. He was saved without sacraments, but St. Paul was not (Acts xxii. 16).

And how often have the saints and martyrs, cut off, amid fierce persecutions, from

the communion of the saints, foimd their deserts or their cells glorified by direct

communion with God. Matthew Henry quaintly says that " if we cannot go to the

house of the Lord, we can go to the Lord of the house." The Church of England

proclaims that there may be a true Eucharist without the elements (vide The

Communion of the Sick, 3rd Rubric). But it is only when we are deprived of the

means that we can justly expect God to dispense with them. Ho has commanded

His ministers to feed His Church (Acts xx. 28 ; 1 Poter v. 2) ; lie has given them

word and sacrament, bread and wine, wherewith to nourish it ; but He is indepen

dent both of means and ministers.

3. Supplies of grace are granted day by day. Our soul's bread is a daily bread.

Every day we ask for forgiveness, for grace (Matt. vi. 11) ; and as our days, so our

strength shall be (Deut. xxxiii. 25). If we have not morning and evening prayer

in the Church, we may have it in the house. And morning and evening may be

sanctified by the Word of God and prayer, in private. Each may find a Cherith in

the closet ; each receive there his portion of meat in due season.

4. Grace is given without measure. God does not promise luxuries, because

they are often hurtful. But there is no over-indulgence here. It is significant how

excess in wine is contrasted with being filled with the Spirit (Ephes. v. 18). One

cannot drink too deep of the living waters (John vii. 38). They are given freely

(Rev. xxii. 17).

Vers. 8—16.—The Furnace of Trial. The village of Zarephath appears to have

borrowed its name from the furnace or furnaces created there for the smelting of

metals. See note on ver. 9. A great lexicographer interprets the word to mean, a

" workshop for the melting and refining of metals." But that name might with

scarcely less propriety have been bestowed upon it from the circumstances recorded

in this section. It was a veritable furnace for men ; a place of assay and refining

both for the prophet and the widow with whom he lodged. " Surely . . . there is

a place for gold where they fine it " (Job xxviii. 1).

I. It was a place of trial for Elijah. In connexion with it he was subjected

to the following trials of his faith and courage—
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1. He had to leave his hiding place. For months he had dwelt safely in the

deep, sequestered, peaceful wady. That he must hiile there, and hide so long,

showed how great wns the danger to which he was exposed. But now he is com

manded to quit his asylum, to go forth into the world, to run the risk of recognition,

of betrayal, of death ; and to do so, we cannot doubt, would cost him a struggle,

and put his faith in God to the proof.

2. He had to seek a home in Zidon. How those words would strike upon his

ears, " Which belongeth unto Zidon " I Zidon was the capital of Ethbaal. The

father of Jezebel, his implacable enemy, held sway there. It was like going into the

lion's den. His feeling would be something like that of David's men, " Behold, we

be afraid here in Judah : how much more then if we come to Keilak " (1 Sam.

xxiii. 8). Of all hiding places, that would seem to him to be the most to be dreaded.

How can he escape detection there ! He might well have taken fright, as at a

later period, and have fled further into the desert. Or he might have petitioned,

like Lot (Gen. xix. 20), to be allowed to find some other refuge. But he did

neither. "He arose and went to Zarephath." He was "strong in faith, giving

glory to God " (Eom. iv. 20).

8. He Jiad to be sustained by a widow woman. The position and circumstances

of the Eastern widow are to be remembered here. The seclusion in which Oriental

women live makes its difficult for a widow to find a livelihood, even if there were

work for her to do. And we have only to consider what the position of widows

amongst ourselves would be, if there were no such things as investments, no

means of putting out money to usury (Deut. xxiii. 19). Hence the repeated

injunctions to remember the widow {ibid. xiv. 29 ; xvi. 11, 14 ; xxiv. 17, 19—21 ;

Job xxiv. 21 ; xxix. 18 ; Psa. cxlvi. 9). Hence the special provision for widows in

the early Church (Acts vi. 1 ; 1 Tim. v. 4—9). The widow was an object for

charity, and needed sustenance. And now Elijah learns that by a widow he is to

be sheltered and sustained. And this widow a foreigner, probably an idolater—an

alien both in race and religion. Surely there was a trial both of his faith and of his

obedience here.

4. He finds the widow in the extremest poverty. He encounters her " gathering

of sticks." That in itself was not an encouraging sign. Next he hears from her lips

that her cupboard is empty. She has not food for herself, much less for a stranger.

" A handful of meal," a "little oil," this is all her store. She who was to sustain

his life is herself ready to die. But he knows in whom he has believed. He

" argued not against Heaven's will." He did not " bate a jot of heart or hope."

" Make me a little cake first." He is assured that " they shall not be ashamed in the

evil time, and in the days of famine they shall be satisfied " (Psa. xxxvii. 9). He

knows that " God will not suffer his word to fail, nor alter the thing that is gone

out of his lips " (Psa. lxxxix. 84).

6. He is immured in her house for two years. Those two years were years of

banishment from his country and his work. Three years and a half had he to wait,

and most of the time in a strange land, ere his recal ; cut off, " not from life, yet

from usefulness, which is the end and comfort of life." Which of us would not have

been impatient, or, like the Baptist in his fortress-prison, tempted to think God had

forgotten us ? And he knew that all this time his people were suffering. We

think it strange if a servant of God is laid aside for a few months from his ministry.

But the greatest of the prophets was silenced, was buried alive, for the mystical

period of forty and two months, for " time and times and half a time " (Rev. xi.

2, 8; xii. 6, 14). "When we cannot work for God we must sit still quietly for

him " (Henry). " They also serve who only stand and wait."

6. Hispresence there is noprotection ayainst sickness. Of the three inmates of the

cottage home, one sickens and droops to his grave. This sickness causes us no sur

prise, but it did Elijah (ver. 20) ; and that because he lived under the dispensation

of temporal rewards. Sickness was then regarded as, and it often was, the scourge

of the Almighty (Deut. vii. 15 ; xxviii. 61 ; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 80). It was a trial, conse

quently, of Elijah's faith. It looked as if the hand of the Lord was gone out against

him. It seemed as if he was to be always the author of misfortune (" Hast thou
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also," &c.); as if the widow by whom he had been housed, and who had hidden

him at the risk of her life, was to be requited with cruel punishment for her good

deed. But let us now see in Zarephath

II. A furnace of trial for the widow. It was this in two ways—

1. A stranger demands a share of her last meal. Or, rather, he demands the

first share. " Make me a little cake first." Now consider her position. She is

reduced to her last morsel. So sore is the famine that she and her son, after they

have eaten this meal together, are about to lie down and wait for death. They

must have suffered hunger enough already ; they must have dreaded the hunger

even unto death which awaited them. At this moment a stranger suddenly

appears before her, and says he must eat first. It is tine that he wears the aspect

ol a prophet, and appeals to the Lord God of Israel, but prophets were often

deceivers (chs. xiii 18 ; xxii. 12), and foreign gods could be expected to show her no

favour. And at home, her own flesh and blood, the son of her womb, stretches out

his skinny fingers, attenuated by famine, and cries for all she has to give. More

over, if this prophet could multiply food, as he professed to be able to do, why

should he ask her for bread ? Was it reasonable that she should part with her

last morsel on the strength of such a promise ? " Charity begins at home." " Let

the children first be filled." " Shall I take my bread and my water and give it to

one that I know not whence he is " (1 Sam. xxv. 11) ? Thus she might justly have

argued. We could not have wondered had the ordeal been too great for her ; had

she kept fast hold of her children's bread and denied it to " dogs." But, like that

other Syro-Phoenician woman (Matt. xv. 21 sqq.), her faith was equal to the test;

she " went and did according to the saying of Elijah." And, therefore, of her

also it might justly be said, " I have not found so great faith, no not in Israel."

2. Her sonfalls sick and lies apparently lifeless. The tie between a mother and

an only son is, perhaps, the closest and tenderest of all blood relationships ; and it

has been remarked that it is peculiarly strong and saored in the East. " The only

son of his mother and she was a widow " (Luke vii. 12) : who does not feel the

pathos of these words ? And the tie would be all the stronger in this case because

they had suffered together ; because he had been given back to her from the jaws

of death (ver. 12). It is said by some that we value things in proportion to what

they have cost us, and on this principle they would explain the deep love of the

mother for her offspring. Goethe's mother used to say that " she and her

Wolfgang had always clung to each other, because they had been young together ; "

but to have hungered together, to have, hand in hand, looked Death in the face,

to have seen the spectre retreating, surely this communion in suffering, this

ovfiiraBtia, this compassio, would beget a much profounder sympathy. And now

this boy, whose life had been miraculously preserved, is so sick that there is no

breath left in him. What could this fond and anxious mother think ? Was the

prophet who had given them bread unable to defend them from sickness ? Or was

this God's recompense for her hospitality ? She might have had hard thoughts

of God, or unworthy thoughts of the prophet. It is a wonder she held fast hor

integrity. But she only thought hardly of herself. It must be, she argued, a

judgment for her sin. The man of God had read her life ; had brought her sin to

the remembrance of his Master (ver. 18). It never occurs to her, strong as was

the temptation, to arraign God's providence. But her faith and patience must have

been sorely tried.

It now remains for us to consider how these assays of faith, which have

given to this Phoenician workshop its fame and immortality, were " more

precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire " (1 Peter

l. 7). In that workshop God Himself sat " as a refiner and purifier of silver."

It is said that when the crucible, the fining pot for silver (Prov. xvii. 3), is put

into the furnace, the chymist has a sure and ready test of its purity ; a means of

knowing when his long processes have accomplished their object. When he sees his

face reflected in the glowing and untarnished metal, he knows that the purification

is complete.

It was that Elijah and his hostess ipight learn to know God, might be trans
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formed into the image of God, that they experienced this two years' purgation in

the furnace. It was that the dross might be purely purged, and the tin taken

away (Isa. i. 25) ; that they might be changed mto the image of thoir Creator

(Col. iii. 10; 2 Cor. iii. 18).

Now the historian does not reoord the rosults of this assay, except incidentally.

But we can clearly see that the faith of Elijah and the widow alike grew stronger

by the exercise. How much Elijah gained ; how the discipline told on his subse

quent oareer ; how the trying of his faith wrought patienoe (James i. 3), we cannot

now discover. But we can see that it resulted in the widow's conversion, or in

the confirmation of her faith, and in the glory and praise of God (ver. 24). And that

is not all. Its issues are in eternity. The cross was the forerunner of the crown

(James i. 12).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.—Elijah. In this sudden manner the Tishbite is introduced, upon which

Bishop Hall remarks, " He comes in with a tempest who went out with a whirl

wind." And Lamartine says, " Recalling his life and his terrible vengeance,

it seems as if this man had the thunder of the Lord for a soul, and that the

element in which he was borne to heaven was that in which he was brought

forth." Let us consider—

I. His presence. 1. It is awful in its vagueness. (1) It was of the in

habitants of Gilead—" The hard, stony region," south of the river Jabbok.

This was one of the wildest parts of the Holy Land. The awful scenery of

that district harmonized well with the raggedness of the spirit of this prophet.

John the Baptist first appeared in a wilderness. Out of a wilderness Jesus

came up when He entered upon His public ministry (Matt. iii. 1 ; Luke iv.

1, 14, 15). (2) He is distinguished as the Tishbite. Calmet says Tishbe was

a city beyond Jordan in the tribe of Gad, and in the land of Gilead. Gesenius,

from Relandi, mentions Tishbe as " a town of Napthali." Could there have

been two Tishbes ; and were the words "Of the inhabitants of Gilead" added

to distinguish? (3) "The Tishbite," we incline to think, was a name of office

or commission. It designates Elijah as the Converter (*2Z'T\ from 3C to turn).

In this he resembled John the Baptist, whose commission also was to preach

repentance. (See Matt. xi. 13, 14 ; xvii. 12 ; Luke i. 17.) When Elijah comes

again "before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord," it will

be in his character of Tishbite or Converter, viz., " to turn the heart of the fathers

to the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers." (See Matt. iv.

5, 6). 2. It is awful also in its intensity. (1) His name (1i"P^X) some interpret

to be, " My God Jehovah is he," others, " God is my strength." In either case it

reminds us of God, and God is the very centre of all reality. (2) Elijah brings us

into the very presence of God also by the manner in which ho announces himself.

"As Jehovah liveth, before whom I stand." In this way also the angel Gabriel

announced himself to Zacharias, and that too when ho revealed the coming of the

Baptist. (See Luke i. 19.) It is probable Elijah, like John the Baptist, also was a

priest, and the expression under review may intimate this. (Compare Deut. x. 8.)

About 94U years after this, Elijah, with Moses, in a remarkable manner stood, in

the presence of Jehovah, in the mount of transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 1—8).

(3) This declaration of the living God was appropriately timed. For the calves or

young bulls of Jeroboam, and the bulls and goats of Sidon established through the

influence of Jezebel, had so occupied public attention that He was forgotten.

Lamentable is the substitution of death for life I

His faith. 1. It is bold in its assertion. (1) "There shall be neither dew nor

rain." The material elements which mechanically produce dew and rain were

worshipped by the Phoenicians, and now by the Israelites, while the God that

made them was forgotten. Is not this the very error of modern atheistic physicists ?

They worship Baal, Ashtoreth, and Ashore under other names, and ridicule faith

and prayer. But Elijah asserts the living God as superior to nature, who will
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restrain both dew and rain, and so make the gods to worship him. (See Deut.

xi. 16, 17; Jer. xiv. 22.) (2) "There shall be neither dew nor rain these years''

Dew and rain, according to the course of nature, may be withholden for days, for

weeks, even, in rare cases, for months; but not for years. When therefore for

" three years and six months " these meteors were awanting, the phenomenon was

supernatural. 2. The qualification is no less remarkable—" But according to my

word." (1) Unless divinely authorized to say this, such a declaration would be

most presumptuous. And the inevitable failure of the prediction would cover the

pseudo-prophet with ridicule and confusion. (2) But Elijah was a genuine man.

He spoke under the inspiration of Jehovah before whom he stood. Such inspiration

makes all the difference between presumption and faith. This is just the dis

tinction made by James, who describes Elijah's faith as (iveiryovftevn) inwrought

persuasion of a righteous man (James v. 16). Faith is the gift of God. 3. The

directness is admirable. (1) This address is to Ahab. It comes not to him as a

hearsay, but with the highest authenticity. The inspired messenger of God is

above kings. (See Jer. i. 10.) (2) It is fearlessly delivered. When a man is

conscious that he stands before Jehovah he may use great freedom of speech. The

courage of the lion is in the heart of faith. Elijah was a man of faith because he

was a man of prayer. It is an encouragement to our faith to know that " Elias

was a man of like passions as we are" (James v. 17).—J. A. M.

Vers. 2—6.—Bcsources of Providence. When the heavens are shut up by tho

word of the Lord, what will become of the prophet who declared that word ? Will

he not suffer from the drought in common with the sinners on whose account the

dew and rain are restrained 1 Will he not be exposed to the r.ige of an idolatrous

king and queen whose humbled gods cannot, in this crisis, vindicate themselves?

Will not a demoralized populace resent their sufferings upon the man of God ?

God knows all, and is equal to all, emergencies.

I. He has resources for the protection of his servants. 1. He could

defend Elijah in the midst of his enemies. (1) The power that had shut up

the heavens could surely do this. The elemental fire which now scorched tho

earth, He could cause to fall upon the heads of any who would threaten his servant.

(See 2 Kings i. 10—15.) (2) Without recourse to violence, he could dispose

the hearts of men to respect His messenger, as afterwards He did. (See

chap, xviii.) But this was not now His way. 2. He has also places of

refuge for His servants. (1) If there be a valley secluded from human intrusion

God knows it. In the courses traversed by the brook Cherith Elijah may safely

hide. These recesses lay " eastward" from Samaria, where probably the prophet

had encountered the king; and eastward from the Jordan, for this is the import of

the phrase " before Jordan." Probably this seclusion was in his own wild district

of Gilead. (2) Ahab will not suspect that Elijah is hero ; for how could he possibly

subsist in such a desolate region. Water he might find in the streams of the moun

tains ; but where can he get bread from bald rocks in time of drought ? (Matt,

xiii. 5, 6.) 3. Into such asylums He can guide His saints. (1) " The word of tho

Lord" came to Elijah. Christ is that Word (John i. 1—14). He was the Memra

of the Targums—that personal Word, who "appeared" to patriarchs and prophets.

(See Gen. xv. 1. ; xxviii. 20.) He will be ever with his people guiding them into

safety. (2) " The word of the Lord came unto him saying," or expressing His

wisdom in human vocables. To Elijah the direction was, " Get thee hence," &c.

To all He comes in the promises and precepts of holy Scripture. (3) Those who

believe and obey God's Word, as Elijah did, are in safe keeping. They need never

fear the combinations of wickedness against them.

II. He has resources also for their support. 1. Their water is sure.

"Thou shalt drink of the brook." (1) There was refreshment for the body. The

stream of that brook continued to flow for a whole year. Such is supposed to be

the import of (D'D') days, when there is nothing to limit it (as in ver. 7, rrmrg. ;

see also ver. 15, marg. ; Gen. iv. 3). (2) His soul meanwhile was refreshed, as,

by faith, he realized the wells of salvation which flow from the Word of the Lord,
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(See Psa. xlvi. 4; John iv. 14; vii. 37—89; Rev. xxii. 17.) 2. Their bread shall

be given. " I have commanded ravens to feed thee there. (1) What an unlikely

thing! Ravens were unclean creatures (Levit. xi. 15). They are insect-feeding,

carrion-eating birds, themselves fed by special providence of God. (See Job

xxxviii. 41 ; Psa. cxlvii. 9.) (2) Yet God could do it ; for the instincts of all

creatures are in His hands. He restrained hungry lions from harming Daniel ;

instructed a fish how to behave to Jonah ; and another to lift a piece of silver from

the bottom of a lake and then fasten upon a hook. " Is anything too hard for the

Lord?" (3) Bnt woaW He do it? Would He employ an unclean creature to

feed His servant ? He might have His own reasons even for this. Elijah sustained

for three years and a half in the wilderness was a type of the Christian Church

nourished by the word of God for three and a half prophetic years (Rev. xii.

6, 14). Babylon the great, from whose face the Church had to fly, was the mystical

Jezebel, as the true Church was the mystical Elijah. But in this Church the

destruction of clean and unclean creatures had no place. (See Acts x. 15, 28;

xv. 7—11.) Might not this gospel have been foreshadowed in the manner in

which Elijah was fed? 3. But is it certain that ravens were employed ? (1) He

might have been fed by Arabians f For the word (D' 311?) translated " ravens "

also denotes Arabians. (See it so used in the singular, Isa. xiii. 30; Jer. iii. 2;

Neh. ii. 19 ; and in the plural as here, 2 Chron. xxi. 16 : xxii. 1.) And Gilead

bordered upon that tract of country more especially described in Scripture as

Arabia. (2) Or he might have been fed by merchants. For this word also desig

nates merchants. (See Ezek. xxvii. 9, 27.) If Israelitish merchants supplied the

prophet's needs, then probably would they be of the seven thousand who scorned to

bow the knee to Baal (ch. xix. 18), and so would not discover his hiding place to

Ahab. (3) Or he might have been sustained by certain inhabitants of Oreb, a

rocky place beyond Jordan. (See Judg. vii. 22; Isa. x. 26.) This opinion is

favoured by Jerome, who says, " The Orbim, inhabitants of a town on the confines

of the Arabs, gave nourishment to Elijah." (See more in A Clarke.) (4) Whether

by ravens, Arabians, merchants, or people of Oreb or Orbo, matters little ; God can

spread a table in the wilderness. He can give us the bread of the day in the day

—" bread and flesh in the morning, and bread and flesh in the evening." Neces

sary things are sure ; luxuries we may dispense with. The greatest luxury to the

wise and good is the feast upon the spiritual food which accompanies faithful

obedience to God (John iv. 82—34).—J. A. M.

Vors. 7—9.— The Widow of Zidnn. Towards the close of Elijah's year of

seclusion, to use the words of Dr. Macduff, " the brook began to sing less cheerily ;

once a full rill or cascade, which, night by night, was wont to lull the prophet of

Israel to sleep, it becomes gradually attenuated into a silver thread. In a few days

it seems to trickle drop by drop from the barren rock, until, where pools of refresh

ing water were before, there is nothing now left but sand and stones." It is time

for the prophet to look to God for further direction ; and in response to his prayer,

" the word of the Lord came unto him, saying, Arise," &c. How different are the

resources of the believer from those of the worldling I When the Cherith of the

worlding fails he has nothing further to look to, but when from the believer one

comfort is withdrawn another is at hand (Psa. xxxvii. 19). Let us meditate upon—

I. The command of God to the widow. 1. She is to sustain the prophet of

the Lord. (1) What an honour is this ! For two years and a half to entertain the

man that " stands before Jehovah," at whose word the clouds are sealed or the

windows of heaven opened ! (See ver. 1 and xviii. 41.) The man whose prayer was

to bring fire down upon the sacrifice on Carmel to the confusion of idolatry 1 (ch.

xviii. 38.) Who was to bring the same element down upon the soldiers of Ahaziah !

(2 Kings i. 10—12). Who was destined to ride alive into the heavens in a chariot

of fire! (2 Kings ii. 11). Who was destined, many centuries later, to appear in

glory with Messiah on the mount of transfiguration ! "(Matt. xvii. 3). And who is

yet to come before the great day of judgment to gather back the children of Israel

from their dispersion! (Mai. iv. 5, 6). (2) How could she hope for such distinc
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tion ? A poor widow, so poor that aho has no servant and no fuel in her bonse !

A widow with her son, both at the point of death ! A stranger, and a stranger ot

Zidon too—the land of Baal—and the land of the wicked Jezebel! Note : God's

ways are not as our ways. He hrings unlikely things to pass. How little do we

know what may be the thoughts of His heart concerning us I 2. But how is she to

accomplish this ? (1) Unbelief might murmur at such a requisition. It might

charge God foolishly as a tyrant requiring brick where he had not supplied straw.

Those who shrink from Church work because of fancied incompetence fall into this

error, neglecting to trust God. (2) It is enough that God has commanded.

His commands are promises. (See Exod. lii. 10—12; Jiulg. vi. 14.) See how the

meal and oil are multiplied in the hands of the widow. The more difficult

(humanly considered) the undertaking, the more gloriously will the excellency

of the power of God appear. (See 2 Cor. xii. 9.) Attempt great things for God.

Expect great things from God.

II. The reasons of the command. 1. Elijah needed succour. (1) The brook

is dried up. Now is the time to test the prophet's faith. But he is a man of

prayer, so is familiar with God. Those who best know God have most confidence

in Him. Let us be much in prayer. (2) Then " the word of the Lord came."

Man's extremity is God's opportunity. In no strait let us despair of help while we

keep a single heart. God knows all things. He can do whatever He will.

2. The woman needed succour. (1) She too had come to extremity—to the last

handful of meal. What a touching spectacle is that widow at the gate of Zarephath

gathering a few sticks to prepare the last meal for herself and her son ! (2) Had

she not prayed ? No doubt ; and most sincerely. She was evidently a believer in

the God of Israel. Jehovah was not unknown in the land of that Hiram who

"was ever a lover of David," and so materially aided Solomon in building the

temple (1 Kings v.) (3) But then she was not an Israelite to whom " were the

promises." So in addressing Elijah her words are, " As the Lord thy God liveth."

She believes in the " living God," but cannot presume to call Him her God. (See

Rom. ix. 4.) What right had a poor stranger of Zidon to look for any special

consideration from the Lord ? (4) " He giveth grace uuto the humble." He that

reads the heart saw that she would believe if only she had a promise to authorize

her faith. He accordingly gave her the opportunity which she seized and im

proved. (See Acts x. 1—6.) Let us act up to our light, and God will guide us into

all the truth. 3. But were there no widows in Israel? (1) Upon the best

authority we know that there were " many," and as needy as this Zidonian. Iu

the severity of such a famine deaths from starvation were no rare occurrence.

(2) But the same authority informs us that there were none so worthy as this

widow of Sarepta (Levit. iv. 24—26). No widow in Israel would have received the

prophet as this widow received him. The moral is that if we would have special

favour of God we must have special faith to receive it. Let us ever be in that

attitude of whole-hearted consecration to God which will make us eligible for any

service he may be pleased to promote us to. To be permitted to do anything for

God is an unspeakable honour.—J. A. M.

Vers. 10—16.—The Barrel of Meal. In the East the people kept their corn in

earthen jars to protect it from insects which swarm in the heat of the sun. What

m our translation is called a " barrel " (13) was one of these vessels. The store in

this case was run low ; there was but a " handful " left ; yet this was so multiplied

by the power of God that three persons found at least in it sufficient provision for

two and a half years. Let us inquire—

I. How its condition recame known. 1. Elijah came to Zarephath in quest

of the widow. (1) Such were his instructions (vers. 8, 9). But was there only one

widow in this city of " smelting furnaces " (comp. ch. vii. 14), this hive of industry,

this centre of population ? How, then, is he to discover the right one? (2) God

knows her, and that is enough for the prophet. The Word of the Lord who came

to him at Samaria and at Cherith will now guide him. (See Isa. xlii. 16.)

(3) Let us follow the light we have and God will give us more. So was Abraham's

1 KINGS. 2 D
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faithful servant guided to Rebecca (Gen. xxiv.) 2. He found Jier at the gate of

the city. (1) She was there on an errand of her own, viz., to gather a few dry

sticks to kindle a fire to cook her last meal in this world. (2) She was there also,

though unknown to herself, on an errand from God. She was commanded to

sustain the prophet of Israel. (3) Yet these two errands harmonize. God uses

man's purposes to work out His own. Man proposeth; God disposeth. 3. He

readily identified her. (1) He asked her for water, which, with admirable

promptitude, she went to fetch. This was the sign by which Abraham's servant

identified Rebecca (Gen xxiv. 14). The cup of cold water has its promise of

reward (Matt. x. 42). (1) Then he asked for bread, which further request opened

the way for the whole truth, " As the Lord thy God liveth, I have not a cake, but,"

&c. (ver. 12). From these words it is evident that she recognized Elijah, at least

as an Israelite, and probably as the prophet of Israel ; for he was a person of

pronounced individuality. His profusion of hair, probably, placed Elisha in such

contrast to him that Elisha was mocked as a " bald head." (Comp. 2 Kings i. 8,

and ii. 23.)

II. How its resources were maintained. 1. By the miracle-working power

of God. (1) " The barrel of meal wasted not, neither did the cruse of oil fail,

according to the word of the Lord which he spake by Elijah." This supplied not

only the guest but the widow and her son for two years and a half. As Bp. Hall

remarks, " Never did corn or olive so increase in the growing as these did in the

using." (2) This miracle was similar to that of the manna. The oil was used as

butter for the meal, and the taste of the manna was like fresh oil (Num. xi. 8).

Also to Christ's miracles of the loaves. (3) The lessons are the same. The

miracles all teach that "man lives not by bread alone, but by the word of God."

That this spiritual food is the gift of God. That it differs essentially from the

bread that perishes. Not only is it imperishable, but it multiplies in the using,

grows as it is dispensed. How delightful were the spiritual feasts of that two years

and a half in the widow's dwelling 1 (See Rev. iii. 20.) 2. Through the faith of

the widow. (1) She was predisposed to believe. God saw this, else He had not

honoured her with Efts command to sustain his prophet. (See Luke iv. 24—26.) Let

us ever live in that moral fitness to be employed by God. (2) This disposition

was encouraged. She waited for something to justify her faith in God, and she

got it : " And Elijah said unto her, Fear not ; go and do as thou hast said," ifec.

(vers. 18, 14). She knew that the word of the Lord was with Elijah And this

instruction to make first a little cake for the prophet was according to God's order.

(See Num. xv. 20, 21.) (3) She proved the genuineness of her faith by her

works. " She did according to the saying of Elijah." By works faith is perfected.

And God justified the faith that justified him.—J. A. M.

Vers. 17, 18.—The Reproaches of Death. In verse 15 we read that the widow

and her household did eat of the multiplied meal " days " (D'D'), a term which is

by some Hebraists understood, when used without qualification, to denote a year.

So the phrase with which the text opens, " And it came to pass after these things,"

imports that the miracle of raising the widow's son occurred " after " Elijah had been

one year in her house. The "things" to which this miracle succeeded were the

earlier signs of the presence of God with the prophet, meanwhile the widow read

the bereavement her own way.

I. She saw the hand of God in it. 1. She attributed it to Elijah. " Art thou

come unto me, to slay my son." (1) Not, however, under any notion of unkind-

ness to her in the heart of the prophet. For (a) had she not, and her son with her,

been saved from death by famine in connexion with his sojourn in her house ?

(6) The heavenly conversation they must have had during the year would preclude

such an idea. (2) Yet here is the fact ; and it is written for our learning. The

incidents in Scripture, given under Divine inspiration, are therefore to be very

particularly noted. They cannot be too carefully or too prayerfully studied. 2. SJie

attributed it to him as a "man of God." (1) This was not, in her estimation, an

ordinary case of death. The oircumstances surrounding it were all extraordinary.
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(2) At least she saw that it was intended by God for some high purpose. She was

right. "We should not be wrong so to regard ordinary providences. All God's

purposes are high. All His providences are important. His providence is in

everything. Life therefore is no stale thing.

II. She read his reproaches in it. " Art thou come to call my sin to my

remembrance ? " 1. We should never forget that we are sinners. (1) Whatever

reminds us of God should remind us of sin. For all sin is, directly or indirectly,

against Him ; and this is the gravest side of the offence (Psa. li. 4 ) Luke xv. 21).

(2) Death especially should remind us of God, before whose tribunal it conducts us.

So it should especially remind us of sin, for it is its wages appointed by God. 2.

'The remembrance, however, will affect us variously according to our moral state.

(1) Sin, in the first instance, is called to the remembrance of all that they may hate

it and forsake it. (2) To those who have endeavoured to do this, it is still called to

remembrance, that they may trust in Christ for forgiveness and salvation. (3) To

the justified it is called to remembrance that they may praise God for His mercy.

In this sense sin will be remembered even in heaven. (See Rev. v. 9 ; vii. 9, 17.)

III. She connected these reproaches with the presence of Elijah. "What

have I to do with thee, O thou man of God ? " &c. 1. Why did she do this ? (1)

Prophets were sent usually to reprove, and denounce judgments. Hence the

coming of Samuel to Bethlehem inspired the magistrates and people with alarm.

(See 1 Sam. xvi. 4.) This bereavement, therefore, might suggest to the widow her

sin in general, or some particular sin, though not clearly defined to her as yet.

(2) Or it might have brought home to her some imperfection in the service of God

which she had not previously sufficiently considered. Had she adequately appre

ciated the great privilege of having such a guest ? (3) Was there not in this a con

fession that she was unworthy of such an honour, and a desire implied that she

should be made worthy, lest otherwise his continued presence must become an

occasion of judgments ? Was not the expression of Peter, with whom Jesus lodged,

of similar import when the divinity of the Master was brought vividly before him

by the miraculous draught of fishes, and he exclaimed, " Depart from me, for I am

a sinful man, O Lord 1 (Luke v. 8). 2. Did she not here recognize a great truth t

(1) What sanctifications and consecrations Levites, and more especially sons of

Aaron, needed, who had to draw near to God ; and how perilous to them, even then,

were their approaches to that sacred presence! (Exod. xxviii. 43; Levit. viii. 35; xv.

31 ; xvi. 2, 13 ; xxii. 9 ; Num. iv. 15 ; xvii. 13). (2) How clean should they bo who

bear now the vessels of the Lord ! How careful unsanctified persons should be not

to tamper with holy things 1 Witness the judgments upon Uzzah and Uzziah. (See

1 Sam. vi. 19; 2 Sam. vi. 7; 2 Chron. xxvi. 19, 20.) The sanctification now

required is moral, of which the ceremonial was the type. (3) All shall have to

appear in the very presence of the Judge. How shall we stand then ? Let as now

prepare for that solemnity.—J. A. M.

Vers. 19—24.— The Sign of the Widow's Son. Here is a touching scene—a poor

widow pressing to her bosom the corpse of her only child, while in the agony of her

bereaved soul, addressing Elijah, she says, " What have I to do with thee, O thou

man of God ? art thou come to call my sin to my remembrance, and to slay my

son ? " Now note the words of the text : " And he said unto her, Give me thy son,"

Sus. In this history we have—

I. An example of the power of faith. Behold here—1. The spirit of faith.

(1) He had confidence in God before he prayed. This is evident from the manner

in which he asked the widow for the corpse. Ho did not tell her what he intended ;

but, on the other hand, neither did he express any hesitation as to the comfort she

might expect. (2) This confidence must have been divinely authorized, else it

would have been presumption which, instead of conciliating the favour, would have

awakened the displeasure of God. (3) This was what Elisha and the sons of the

prophets called "the Spirit of Elijah," i.e., the Spirit of God abiding with him. (See

2 Kings ii. 9, 15.) 2. The prayer offaith. (1) He recognized the hand of God in

the bereavement: "Hast thou also brought evil upon the widow with whom I
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sojourn by slaying her son ? " He calls it " evil," yet attributes it to God. Moral

evil God cannot perpetrate, but evil which comes in the form of affliction or punish

ment is a very different thing. (See Job ii. 10 ; Isa. xlv. 7 ; Amos iii. 6; John ix. 1—3.)

(2) He entreated God to restore the child's life. " He cried unto the Lord." Here is

the "fervency" which characterizes "eflectual" prayer. (3) He entreated Him

confidiugly : " O Lord my God." This appealing to God in the possessive expresses

a loving trust in a Covenant-Friend. (See Levit. xxvi. 12 ; Jer. xxxi. 38 ; 2 Cor. vi. 16 ;

Heb. xi. 16 ; Rev. xxi. 3.) (4) Heni'e his success. " The Lord heard the voice of

Elijah." He saw in Elijah those moral qualifications which make it fitting that

He should answer prayer. So the prophet was able to restore the child alive to his

mother. 3. But what example is this for us? (1) Elijah's success in prayer was

not because he was a prophet. James replies to this objection when he assures us

that " Elias was a man subject to like passions as we are." For this is the ground

on which he proceeds to lay down the broad principle, viz., that " the effectual

fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much " (James v. 16 ; see also Acts xi.

24). (2) Therefore we also may be moved by the Holy Ghost ; and we must be so

moved if we would pray effectually. True faith is " of the operation of God "

(Luther's prayer for the recovery of Myconius instanced in Krummacher). (3) But

how may we know that we are so influenced 1 God will make it plain as one of

the secrets of holy communion with Him (Psa. xxv. 14; John vii. 17; xv. 15).

When we are free from selfish desire, and above all things seek God's glory, there

is little danger of being led astray. (4) The widow was no prophetess, but she also

was an example of faith. (See Heb. xi. 85.) Witness her recognition of God, and the

readiness with which she gave her son from her bosom at the prophet's request.

Her faith was honoured as well as his.

II. A profhetic sign. 1. So the widow interpreted it (ver. 24). (1) It authen

ticated Elijah as a " man of God." Not only that he was a good man, but that he

was a prophet of the Lord. (2) Consequently " that the word of the Lord in his

mouth " was no sham. (Comp. ch. xxii.) Spurious prophets could not give miraculous

signs. 2. Such signs were parables. The question, then, is, what did this parable

teach ? (1) Could it be a sign that the drought would be removed which had now

lasted two years, working fearful ravages, and must, il continued long, destroy the

nations visited? For the " word of the Lord in the mouth of Elijah" did encourage

the hope that rain should come upon the earth (ver. 14). The coming of rain would

be a national resurrection. (2) Could it be a pledge of the resurrection of the dead

at the lost day ? The gospel has thrown floods of illustration upon this subject, but

in old times it was obscure. This miracle taught the separate existence of the soul.

Also that the disembodied spirit may and shall be reunited to its organic companion.

(3) Why did Elijah stretch himself upon the child ? He was a type of Christ. So

he made himself like the dead to foreshow that Christ by dying in our room should

give us life. This He does morally. Also physically, viz., in the resurrection of

the body. (Comp. 2 Kings iv. 34; John xi. 43—45; Acts xx. 10.) Is there any

correspondence between the " three times " mentioned in the text and the " three

times" in which our Lord prayed for the removal of the cup of His suffering?

(Matt. xxvi. 44).—J. A. M.

Ver. 1.—The Messenger of Jehovah. Stanley is justified in describing Elijah as

" the grandest and most romantic character that Israel ever produced (S. &. P.,

p. 828). He appears suddenly, and disappears miraculously. Hence imagination has

had scope. Some Rabbins believed that he was Phineas, the grandson of Aaron,

and others that he was an angel from heaven. The impression his ministry made

upon the mind of the people re-appeared again and again after the lapse of centuries.

When, for example, the miracles of our Lord aroused the wonder of the people,

many said, "It is Elias." Such a character and work as were his deserve careful

study. Describe the social and religious condition of the kingdom of Israel after

Ahab's accession and marriage with the dauntless, fanatical, idolatrous Jezebel.

( Never was reformation more called for, and never were supernatural works more

necessary as the credentials of a Heaven-sent ambassador. Our text presents for
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our consideration—I. A messenger from a forsaken God, and II., A message for an

apostate people.

I. A Messenger from a forsaken God. Ahab was congratulating himself on tbe

success of his policy. It had been greater than he could have expected. The old

faith and fervour of the people had died out so completely that they were quiet

under the bold introduction of Baal and Asbtoreth. The Sidonians were linked

with the kingdom of Israel against Syria. Scarcely a protest had been heard

against these political and religious movements. Suddenly there appeared before

the king and queen, perhaps as they were enthroned in their ivory palace, Elijah

the Tishbite ; rough in appearance, as he was bold in utterance. Above the ordinary

height, of great physical strength, a girdle round his loins, and a sheepskin cloak

over his brawny shoulders, his long thick hair streaming down his back, he was

even in appearance a memorable man ; and there was something very startling in

this his sudden dash into the royal presence, to thunder out his curse, and the

rebuke which no doubt preceded it. His appearance may be compared to the flash

of lightning that for a moment makes everything which was before in darkness

vividly distinct. Some points are worthy of note. 1. 2'he obscurity of his origin.

The Tishbite means the " converter," and would fitly describe his work. The

endeavour to discover a town of such name in Palestine appears to have failed.

The phrase, " from the residents of Gilead," does not necessarily imply that he was

an Israelite. He may have been an Ishmaelite or a heathen by birth. It was

designed that obscurity should thus hang over his origin. To the people he would

seem to come all the more directly from God. The human element was over

shadowed by the Divine. Show the mightiness of secret forces in nature, in thought,

and in the kingdom of God. 2. The signs of his fitness. A rough man was needed

to do rough work. The settler in the backwoods wants the strong sharp axe to

effect a clearing, before more delicate implements are required. Elijah had his

constitutional strength and courage fostered by his surroundings. Gilead was a

wild, unsettled country compared with Ephraim and Judah. Instead of stately

palaces and flourishing towns, it boasted tent villages and mountain castles ; and

desperate and frequent were the fights with surrounding freebooters. (See 1 Chron.

v. 10, 19—22. Compare with it " Rob Roy," chap, xix.) The Gileadites were to

Israel what the Highlanders, a century back, were to the Lowlands. Amid scenes

of conflict, of loneliness, probably of poverty, this strong character was moulded.

Compare with Moses in Midian, with John the Baptist in the wilderness. God

gives each servant the right training for the service appointed for him both on earth

and in heaven. 3. The secret of his strength. His name, Elijah, and his formula,

" as the Lord God of Israel liveth," indicate it. An overpowering conviction that

Jehovah lived, that He was near, that He was the God of this people, and that He

would assert His supremacy over all false gods is implied in the verse. This is the

secret of spiritual strength m all ages. The disciples were weak when Jesus was

on the mount of transfiguration, strong when He returned ; they were despondent

after the crucifixion, exultant at Pentecost. The revelation of God's presenco and

power is what all Churches now need. 4. The completeness of his consecration.

"Before whom I stand." This he said, not with a sense of God's nearness only,

nor ot His favour, but to express that he was the Lord's consecrated servant,

through whom and by whom he might do what He willed. Standing is an attitude

of attention, expectancy, readiness. So in ancient Scripture servants are repre

sented as all standing looking towards the king, with loins girded, eyes intent, ready

to do his will. Note : We cannot stand before the Lord until we have knelt before

Him in penitence and humility and prayer. This Elijah had done in Gilead.

II. A message for an apostate peofle. " There shall not be rain nor dew

these years, but according to my word." We assume here the credibility of

miracles and content ourselves with indicating the suitability of this to its purpose.

1. This was revealed in prayer. Elijah had " prayed earnestly that it might not

rain " (James v.) He felt that such a chastisement would move the hearts of the

people, and turn their thoughts towards God, as it ultimately did. The prayer was

the offspring of God's Spirit. The human utterance was the echo of the Divine
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will. The mystery of prayer is revealed (1 John v. 14, 16). 2. This ivat a response

to the challenge of Baal-worship. The productive powers of nature were adored

under the idolatrous symbol. Here they were shown to be dependent on the

unseen God. All natural laws are. They are the expressions of the Divine will.

It was in vain to cry, " O Baal, hear us 1 " 3. This man would affect all classes of

the people. They had shared the sin, and therefore must share the penalty. The

loftiest are not beyond God's reach, the lowliest are not hidden from God's notice.

The tiny garden of the peasant was cursed, as well as the splendid park of the king.

National sin brings national calamities. The message, not to some, but to all, is,

" Repent, and be converted." 4. This was associated with estrangement from God.

It was to be "according to the word " of His servant. The change would be fore

seen and foretold, not by the false priests, but by the praying prophet. The curse

Deut. xi. 16 ; xxviii . 23.) It was removed on repentance (1 Kings xviii.) Listen

to the message God still sends to men, bidding them root out idolatry from every

nation and from every heart. May the God of Israel, before whom they stand,

prosper all His messengers !^A. R.

Vers. 2—4.—Btrange Provision in a Sad Necessity. The miracles associated

with the ministry of Elijah and Elisha have led some to deny the historical

credibility of the Books of Kings. It should be remembered that great miracles

were rendered necessary by a great and general apostasy. It was essential to the

survival of true faith that Jehovah should indicate His unseen sovereignty. In

Israel such attestation was more required than in Judah, where the sanctuary and

the priesthood, in the worst times, testified for God. This passage sets before us

I. Silent suffering. II. Divine deliverance. III. Restful retreat. Each of which

points we will consider.

I. Silent suffering is implied by all that we know of the prophet's circum

stances. The famine he had foretold had come ; and he shared the privations of

the people. Others might have kindness shown them, but there was none for this

man. Regarded as the cause of the calamity, he was an accursed outcast. Upon

such a temperament the steady persistent pressure of hunger and hatred would

tell severely. He would feel pity for others—for the poor dumb beasts, for the

innocent children—and would be tempted to ask, " Was I right in praying for this,

and bringing this woe on the people ? " Meantime he was himself suffering the

rigours of famine, and no chariot of fire came to bear him away from the desolated

land. Like Samson, it seemed as if he hod shaken the house, and was bringing

destruction on himself as well as on the idolaters. Yet not a word of complaint.

He was sustained by the conviction that he had done right, and that God would

see to the issues. Apply the teaching from this to occasions on which men are

still called upon to do God's will, to utter God's truth, regardless of consequences.

Sometimes we are able to " count the cost," and then we should do so. But often

this is impossible. The love of Christ may constrain us to do, or to say, something

which will place us in unexpected difficulties. Illustrate by Peter's zeal, which

prompted him to step out of the boat upon the sea. He was terrified at a result he

had not taken into calculation ; but he was perfectly safe, for he was going towards

Christ. Exemplify by instances from ordinary life—e.g., an assistant in business

refuses to tell a lie, or to act one, and loses his situation. A daughter confesses her

love to Christ, and finds her home a place of torment, ifeo. The one thing that can

support us in such circumstances is the humble, yet confident, conviction that we

have done what God willed, And often from those straits He delivers us in the

most unexpected way, before we ask Him, as He delivered Elijah.

II. Divine deliverance. 1. It was unexpected. No one would have imagined,

and some cannot now credit the means adopted. The ravens have been a sore

offence to critics. Discuss some of their theories—that they were merchants,

Arabians, &c. The difficulties are not removed by the interpretations suggested,

nor do they seem warranted by the text. Had men brought food to the hidden

prophet, Ahab would soon have discovered his whereabouts ; nor would they be

came because of sin, as
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likely to bring food twice daily, when a store might have been conveyed with only

one risk. The supernatural is always startling, but to those who reject materialism

it is not incredible. If God notices a sparrow fall, and if diseases obey Him, as

soldiers obey their general (Matt. viii. 8—10), this feeding by the ravens might well

be. God often uses strange instruments to effect His purposes. Give examples

from Scripture and history. Even the plans and the deeds of the wicked are under

His control. All things work His will. 2. It was revealed. " The word of the

Lord came to him." It comes to us. Sometimes the inward impulse after prayer

impels us to take God's way ; and sometimes all other paths are closed, and of the

one left open Providence says, " This is the way, walk in it." Are we seeking to

know Gnd's will about ourselves ? Are we concerned that our way should be His

choice, and not our own ? " In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct

thy paths."

III. Restful retreat. Describe the wild ravine of the Kelt, which Robinson

and Stanley identify, with some probability, as the Cherith. The precipitous rocks,

in places 500 feet high, the caverns in the limestone, in one of which the prophet

hid, &c. Such a man needed quiet. He had it afforded to him again in Horeb.

No great activity for God can be worthily sustained without much waiting on

Him. In this retreat Elijah had two sorts of provision. 1. Daily bread. It is

only that which we are taught to expect, and pray for. The daily reception of

blessing teaches us our constant dependence. The manna fell every mornmg, and

could not be hoarded for the future. Daily strength, too, is given for daily duties.

2. Quiet communion. All nature would speak to Elijah of his God. The brook

would whisper of the water of life ; the birds would celebrate the care of God, &c.

In the world around him, in secret converse with his own heart, and in earnest

prayer to the God of Israel, before whom he stood, Elijah would get refreshment

and strength for coming conflict and conquest. Refer to the invalid, to the aged,

to the little children, as those to whom God gives a time of quiet, to prepare them

for the future service.

1. Expect God's deliverance whenever you are in the path of duty. 2. Be

content that God should work in His own way. 3. Seek to have a spirit of

contentment, and a heart that is " quiet from the fear of evil.''—A. R.

Ver. 16.—The Widow's Cruse. Describe this incident in the life of Elijah. Show

some of the advantages which arose from his visit to Zarephath ; e.g., 1. It was a

means of blessing to himself. He found a true worshipper of Jehovah even in

the coasts of Tyre, where, under the rule of Jezebel's father, one was least to be

expected. This would strengthen his faith, and it would keep alive his hope that

his work in Israel would " not be in vain in the Lord." We may sometimes

assure ourselves of the vitality of Christianity by witnessing its effects among the

heathen. A visit to the South Sea islands would prove a tonic to debilitated faith.

2. It was a means of blessing to the widow. Not only was she kept alive in

famine for the prophet's sake, but she received spiritual blessing. Christ refers to

Elijah's visit as a sign of the care God had, even under the old dispensation, for

the heathen peoples, where He left not Himself without witness. (Compare Luke

iv. 25.) Show that as Elijah turned from Israel to Zidon, so the apostles turned to

the Gentiles (Acts xviii. 6). Learn from the story the following general lessons :—

I. That God provides for the necessities of His servants. In the famine He

had already made provision for Elijah at Cherith, and now that the supply there

had failed, other resources were opened. Not always in our way, but in some way,

He answers the prayer, " Give us this day our daily bread." He does not promise

luxuries or wealth, but our " bread shall be given to us, and our water shall be

sure." We are not to be anxious about our future, but are to remember that it is in

the hands of God. It is said of our food and raiment, that our " heavenly father

knoweth that we have need of these things." When a child is at home he learns

his lessons, obeys the rules of his parents, &c., but he has no care about the food he

will want on the morrow. He never dreams but that it will be provided. Such

should be our spirit, whatever may be our powers of productive work. We are
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diligently and earnestly to do whatsoever our hands find to do, feeling certain that

" they who seek the Lord shall not want any good thing." The Israelites followed

the cloud, though it led them into the wilderness, with the conviction that God

was leading them ; and when it was necessary He provided manna in proportion to

their wants. If God does not ignore our temporal necessities, He will certainly

not fail to supply our spiritual wants. In the Father's house there is bread enough

and to spare. This we may prove on earth, but its highest fulfilment, will be r.een

in heaven, where the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, shall feed us.

II. That God uses what men would despise. With limitless resources, we

should have imagined that God would miraculously create what was required, dis

regarding "the handful of meal" and the little oil left in a cruse. Not so, however.

There is no waste in the Divine economy. The breath of men, the exhalations

of plants, the refuse cast into the field, or into the sea, the rising mist, the falling

shower, are all accounted for, and have a purpose to fulfil, a work to do. There is

no physical force which becomes utterly extinct, though it passes from one form of

manifestation to another. Motion passes into heat, heat into electricity, &c., iu an

endless cycle. The economy of force asserts itself everywhere under the rule of

God. This, which is proclaimed by science, is constantly illustrated in Scripture.

It is the same God who worketh all in all. If manna is given to the Israelites, it

ceases directly the people can eat of the corn of the country. The supernatural

rises out of the natural. The miraculous provision for Elijah was not a new

creation, but an increase of what already existed ; and in the use of this there was

no prodigality or waste. Compare with Christ's miracle of the feeding of the five

thousand. After showing that He had infinite resources, Ho said to His disciples,

" Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be lost"

III. That God reveals our way step ry step. Picture Elijah sitting by the

brook Cherith, watching its waters becoming shallower day by day under the

drought. He knew not what he should do next, but he waited, and trusted, and

prayed ; and when the brook was dried up, " the word of the Lord came unto him,

saying, Arise, get thee to Zarephath," &c. God does not reveal the future to us, but

draws across it an impenetrable, or at most a semi-transparent veil. We know not

with absolute certainty what a day may bring forth. The advantages of this are

evident—1. It saves us from sorrow and from sin. (1) From sorrow, because if

we foresaw all that we should have to endure, if we knew the day of our death, the

extent of our losses, &c., our burden would be greater than we could bear. " Suffi

cient unto the day is the evil thereof." (2) From sin, because we should grow

absorbed in wcrldly occupations it we were certain life would be long ; or become

despondent and spiritless in work if we knew it would be short. 2. It fosters in

us the graces of trust and prayer. If we know nothing of the future ourselves,

and cannot feel confident about our own plans, we are led to confide in Him who

foresees what is before us, and to ask Him in prayer for daily guidance and support.

IV. That God rewards our consecration of what we have to Him. It was

a generous act towards a stranger, a pious act towards a servant of Jehovah, to

fetch for Elijah the water which was now so costly, and to be willing to share with

him what appeared to be her last meal. " There is that scattereth, and yet in-

creaseth." Even in temporal affairs this is true. Hoard seed in the springtime,

anil you cannot be enriched; scatter it, and the harvest will come. Give to the

poor in the name of their Lord, and you will not fail of reward— either here or here

after. We are to give, however, not for the sake of applause or recompense, but

" as unto the Lord," to whom we owe all that we have. This woman not only

gave to the prophet, but gave to him in the name of a prophet, and therefore

" received a prophefs reward " (Matt. x. 40—42). May He who commended the

widow when she gave her two mites so accept our gifts and services, and so approve

our motives, as at last to say, " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least

of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me ! " (Matt. xxv. 40.)—A. R.

Ver. 21.—Prayer for the Dead. The portrait of the widow of Zarephath is

remarkably natural. Her calmness in speaking of tho trouble that was only
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threatened (ver. 12), is contrasted with her agony when trouble actually conies (ver.

18). She believed in Jehovah though in a heathen kingdom ; yet there was a blend

ing of superstition with her faith. She supposed that God might have overlooked

her sin, had it not been that He was present with His prophet in her home ; and

she confounded discipline with retribution. The latter was the mistake of the bar

barians at Melita. (Compare Acts xxviii. 4.) See also our Lord's teaching, Luke

xiii. 4. The death of this child is to be explained on the principle which asserted

itself in the blindness of the man whom Jesus cured (John ix. 3), or in the illness

of Lazarus, concerning which our Lord said, " This sickness is not unto death, but

for glory of God " (John xi. 4). Rembrandt has depicted the scene brought before

ns in this chapter. In a roughly built upper room the dead child lies upon the

bed ; one hand rests upon his breast, while the other has fallen heavily at his side,

giving a wonderful idea of the weight of death. Elijah Btands on the further side

of the bed with his rugged, earnest face upturned towards heaven and his hands

clasped in an agony of supplication as he says, " O Lord my God, I pray thee let

this child's soul come into him again ! " This event was not intended to be

wondered at as a prodigy, nor was it merely to benefit the widow, but for all time

has spiritual significance. With this belief we see in it—

I. An emblem of spiritual death. The child had died suddenly, or Elijah

would have been told of his illness. His death was real, and was more than the

insensibility of Eutychus (Acts xx. 10). We say that a thing, susceptible of life,

is dead when it cannot receive what is essential to its growth and well-being ;

e.g., a tree is dead when it is no longer able to absorb the nutriment without

which it must fade, and ultimately fall. An animal is dead which can no longer

breath air or assimilate food. The mind is dead—as is that of an idiot—when it

receives no true mental impressions. The soul is dead which is insensible to

spiritual influence. As it is possible to have physical without mental life, so it is

possible to have mental without spiritual life. " Spiritual death " is not a mere

figure of speech. It may be illustrated by the condition of this child. The food

provided for him was useless now, the tenderest words of his mother were un

heeded, and the voice that so lately was musical with laughter was silent. Simi

larly the spiritually dead are indifferent to God's provision, unconscious of their

own possibilities, irresponsive to the Father's voice. " Except a man be born again

he cannot enter the kingdom of God." " He that hath not the Son bath not life."

" Dead in trespasses and sins." " Come from the lour winds, 0 breath, and breathe

upon these slain that they may live."

II. An example of intercessory prayer. A man of Elijah's strong nature

would have strong affections, and we can imagine how intensely he had come to

love this child. On hearing of his death he could only say to the distracted mother,

" Give me thy son," and then carried him up to his own room, and cried to God in

an agony of prayer. 1. It was offered in solitude. Not even the mother was

there. Such intense crises in life must be met alone. Jesus Christ was wont to

" depart into a solitary place " to pray. Understanding our needs He said, "When

thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and shut to the door, and pray to thy Father

which seeth in secret." " Jacob was left alone " when he wrestled with the angel.

Compare Elijah's miracle with that of the Lord, who, when He went into the room

where Jairus' daughter lay dead, " suffered no man to go in," beyond those who

were one with Him in sympathy and prayer. 2. It was peculiarly definite. There

was one want in his heart, one cry on his lips. Our prayers too often are medita

tions on the Divine attributes, or general confessions, and thanksgivings. If our

King asked " What is thy petition ? " we should sometimes be at a loss for an

answer. Pray for one grace, for one unbelieving friend, Ac. 8. It was intensely

earnest. Elijah could not be denied. His was not a speech, but a cry. He looked

for the awakening, and flung himself on the dead in an agony of earnestness as if

he would infuse his own warmth and life. The touch was similar to that of Peter,

when he took the cripple by the hand (Acts hi. 7)—not the ra»ts« of blessing, but

the medium of blessing. The Divine power works through the human agency.

III. An earnest of true resurrection. Elijah could not give life, but he could
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ask God for it. Nor can we arouse to new life by preaching, though God can do so

through preaching. Our words are only the media through which the Holy Spirit

works. The Atlantic cable is useless except as the message is flashed forth by mys

terious unseen power. This distinguishes the miracles of our Lord Jesus from

those of His servants. (Compare Luke vii. 14 with Acts iii. 12—16.) There is a

resurrection wherein saints shall be raised by the power of God to a life of immor

tality, the promise and pledge of which we have in the resurrection of Christ, who

is the "firstfruits of them that sleep." There is also a spiritual resurrection, to

which Paul refers when he appeals to Christians as those " risen with Christ ; and

of this, as well as of that, is there an illustration in our text. Raised to newness of

life we, like the child Elijah prayed for, have to live for awhile in the old sphere.

The prophet gave the child to his mother. Jesus restored Lazarus to his sisters,

the young man at Nain to his mother, and the ruler's daughter to her parents ; and

so to us, who have " passed from death unto life," He says, " Return to thine own

house, and show how great things God hath done for thee.'' This miracle con

strained the widow to accept as God's truth the declaration of His servant (ver. 24).

How much more reason have we, who believe in the supernatural works of His

Son, to say, " We know that thou art a teacher come from God ; for no man can do

these miracles that thou doest, except God be with him ! "—A. R.

Vers. 1—6.— Elijah the Tishbite. One of the noblest of the noble figures that

cross the stage of Old Testament history appears before us here. Few names have

such a halo of glorious associations surrounding them as that of Elijah. The

mystery of his origin, the grandeur of his mission, his physical and moral

characteristics, the peculiar nature of his miracles, his wonderful translation and

reappearance with Moses at the time of our Lord's transfiguration, together with

the place that he occupies in the last utterances of inspired prophecy, and in the

anticipations of the Jewish people—all combine to invest the person of this great

prophet with a peculiar and romantic interest. This opening chapter in the story

of his prophetic ministry is full of instruction. Note—

I. His arrupt appearance. There is nothing actually unique in this. Other

prophets of the age are introduced thus suddenly (Ahijah, Jehu, Shemaiah, &c.)

But considering the circumstances of the time it is remarkable. L It proclaims

God's continued interest in, and sovereignty over, Israel as well as Judah. The

revolt of the ten tribes had not broken the bond between Him and them, or

altered the fact of His supremacy. Nor had their religious defection nullified His

purpose of mercy. 2. It is called forth by a dread moral crisis. The seed sown

by Jeroboam was fast developing its most deadly fruits. The Baal worship brought

in by Ahab and Jezebel was a far worse "abomination" than the worship of the

calves. A cruel persecution was raging, the prophets of the Lord were being slain,

and it seemed as if the true religion would perish out of the land. 3. It was a reve

lation of irresistible power. The worship of Baal was essentially the worship of

power ; probably the productive power of nature. Here is the messenger of Him

" to whom all power belongeth," that great unseen Power that can arrest the order

of nature, seal up the fountains of heaven, wither those resources of earth on which

the life alike of man and beast depends. We are reminded of the various ways in

which God may see fit to fulfil His sovereign purposes. All powers, human and

material, are at His command. " All things serve his might." In the darkest

hour in the history of church or nation, let us believe that still "the Lord

reigneth." Let us trust Him to " plead his own cause," and vindicate the claims

of truth and righteousness.

II. His personal dignity. It is the dignity of one who sustains a special

relation towards "the living God." His name implies this: "Jehovah is my

God." And this solemn asseveration, "As the Lord God of Israel liveth, before

whom I stand," is suggestive of the dignity (1) of personal fellowship ; (2) face to

face vision ; and (3) Divine proprietorship ; (4) consecrated servitude. One would

think the old Jewish tradition were true. It sounds like the voice of an angel.

But lofty as this utterance is, majestic as is the relation towards the Divine Being
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which it indicates, it has its Christian counterpart. Think of St. Paul's -words :

" There stood by me this night the angel of God, whose I am and whom I serve "

(Acts xxvii. 23). This is not an exclusive, exceptional dignity. We may all in our

measure share it. And as no earthly position sheds any real glory upon a man

except so far as he recognizes a Divine element in it, fills it as before God with

holy fear ; so there is no work or office of common life which may not be ennobled

by this feeling. We stand there before God as His servants to do that very thing.

" Such honour have all his saints.''

III. His courage. It is the courage of one who knows that God is with him,

that he is the messenger of the Divine will, the instrument of a Divine purpose,

the channel of Divine strength. He boldly confronts Ahab, " not fearing the

wrath of the king," bearding the lion in his den. Does not mingle with the

people, antedating their sufferings by spreading among them the evil tidings, but

goes straight to him who is the fountain-head of the mischief and can avert the

calamity by his repentance. Such is the brave spirit with whioh God fills his

heroes. Whether m the defiance of danger, or the endurance of suffering, it is

the sense of God—a Divine inspiration, Divine support—that has over been the

spring of the noblest form of courage. " Greater is he that is in you," &c. " If

God be for us," &o. " Be not afraid of their terror, but sanctify the Lord God in

your heart," &o. This is the principle—the solemn fear of God taking possession

of a man casts out all other fear ; in the sense of the sovereignty of a Divine claim,

he fears nothing but the dread of being unfaithful to it. Now this brave spirit was

not kindled in the breast of Elijah all at once. Such a moral phenomenon is not

the birth of an hour or a day. We may believe that it was developed in him

gradually among the mountains of Gilead—a fitting scene for the nurture of such

a moral constitution as his. The fire burned within him as he mused on the

degradation of his country. St. James speaks of the fervency of Elijah's prayer:

"He prayed earnestly that it might not rain," &c. (James v. 17). No doubt the

withholding of the rain was given as a "sign" in answer to his prayer; but after

all, may we not regard his prayer most as the means of preparing him to be the

prophet and minister of this great "sign"? Not that the order of nature was

placed at the caprice of a poor, frail mortal ; but that he, " a man of like passions

with us," was able in the fervour of his faith and prayer to rise up and lay hold on

the strength of God, to read the purpose of God, reckoned worthy to become the

agent in the execution of that purpose. The historic incident is not so far removed

as it may seem to be from the range and level of our common life. Heavou gives

back its answer to suppliant faith. As regards the fellowship of the human soul

with the mind and with the power of God, it must ever be true that " the effectual

fervent prayer of the righteous man availeth much."

IV. His extraordinary preservation. A type of the providential care that

God will ever exercise over those who are faithful to Him in the path of duty and

of trial. Whether " ravens" or " wandering Arabians were the instruments in his

preservation, it little signifies, so that we recognize the positive Divine inter

position. And what is the supply of our daily wants but the fruit of a perpetual

Divine interposition? "Give us this day our daily bread." Walk uprightly

before God, be true to Him in all the sacred responsibilities of life, and trust in

Him to provide (Matt. vi. 33).—W.

Ver. 16.—Entertaining a Stranger. We naturally ask why Elijah should have

been sent at this crisis to Zarephath. The fact that it lay so near to the birthplace

of Jozebel, and in the very home of the Baal worship, may have had something to

do with this. It might be a safer place of retreat for the prophet than it seemed

to be, for Ahab would scarcely dream of following him there. But other reasons

are suggested by the use our Lord makes of this incident (Luke iv. 25, 26). The

prophet was not " accepted in his own country," but found a confiding welcome

and generous hospitality at the hands of an alien. God rebuked the proud

unbelief of His own people by making this poor lone widow, in the midst of her

idolatrous associations, the instrument of His purposes. And thus that early age
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had its foreshadowings of the grace that should hereafter be bestowed on the

Gentiles. The lessons of the narrative lie upon the surface.

I. God's sure guardianship over His servants. Elijah is perfectly safe

tmder the shield of Divine protection, as safe in the region of Sidon as he was by

the brook Cheiitk. He who commanded the ravens to feed him can put it into the

heart and into the power of the Phoenician woman to do the same. When one

resort fails He can provide another. He causes one and another to fail that He

may show how boundless His resources are. There is absolutely no limit to the

possibilities of God's sustaining and protective power. " He shall give his angels

charge concerning thee." The angels of God are many and various. There is

nothing which He cannot make to be the instrument of His purpose, the vehicle oi

His power. And He causes them to wait in duteous ministry on those whom He

has called to high and holy service in His kingdom. God has a grand mission for

Elijah to accomplish in Israel and will take care that he shall be able to fulfil it.

'' Man is immortal till his work be done."

II. The honour God puts on the lowly. We see here not only the Divine

preservation of Elijah, but a special act of grace towards the woman of Zarephath.

It was a signal honour to have been thus singled out from the crowd for such a

Divine visitation, to be used as an important link in the chain of great pubhc-

events, to have her name handed down to future ages as the " woman of Sarepta,"

whose glory it was to " entertain a prophet in the name of a prophet and receive a

prophet's reward." And in this there was not merely a providential arrangement

of outward circumstances, but a gracious influence exerted on her own soul ; for

God lays His sovereign hand not only on (he course of external events, hut on the

secret springs of moral life. Her readiness to respond to the prophet's appeal wan

from Him. Poor and humble as she was His eye was upon her for good. " He

regarded the low estate of his handmaiden." Thus has God often put distinction

upon those who might least have expected it. Let none think themselves beneath

His notice, or too insignificant to be made by Him the instrument of some high

and holy purpose. " Though the Lord be high, yet hath he respect unto the

lowly" (Psa. cxxxviii. 6).

" He hears the uncomplaining monn

Of those who sit and weep alone."

The forlorn and desolate, if only they walk humbly and reverently before Him, are

the objects of His tenderest regard. He is nearer to them than He seems to he,

and often has surprising grace in store for them. The poor widow easts her two

mites unnoticed into the treasury, but He to whom the secrets of all hearts are

open clothes her with honour above all the rich pretentious people who only gave

what they so well could spare. The sinful woman, in self-forgetting devotion,

pours her rich ointment on the head of the incarnate Love ; captious onlookers see

no glory in her deed, but a word from Him crowns it with an everlasting halo of

world-wide fame (Matt. xxvi. 13; Mark xii. 43, 44).

III. The reward of trustful and oredient faith. The poor widow " showed

her faith by her works, and by works was her faith made perfect." At the prophet's

word she drew freely from her scanty store, and " the barrel of meal wasted not,

neither did the cruse of oil fail." The reward of her faith came in the form of a

miracle similar to thnt of Christ's multiplication of the loaves and fishes to feed the

hungry multitude. It surpasses our comprehension, but is not more wonderful

than the mysterious process that is ever going on in the building up of the tissue

of plants and of the animal frame. Shall not the Power that is perpetually chang

ing the elements of earth and air and water into nourishing food for man and

beast be able to increase *' the meal and the oil " as it pleases ? The true life of

faith is one of " patient continuance in well-doing," coupled with calm dependence

on that ever-active power. Of the righteous God says, " Bread shall be given him."

&c. (Isa. xxxiii. 16). " In the day of famine they shall be satisfied " (Psa. xxxvii.

19). Christ did not mock us when He taught us to pray to our Father in heaven,
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" Give us this clay our daily bread." Tread faithfully the path of duty, and " He

that ministereth seed to the sower will both minister bread for your food, and

multiply your seed sown, and increase the fruits of your righteousness" (2 Cor. ix.

10).—W.

Vers. 17—24.—Life from the Dead. The miracles wrought by Elijah or associated

with his name were for the most part of the nature of severe judgments, and present

the person of the lowly prophet in a stern and terrible light before us. But the two

miracles that mark the opening of his career were miracles of mercy, and show

that there was another side to his character, one that was tenderly sympathetic and

humane. Having at first brought hope and a new lease of life to the starving

mother and her child, he now lifts the dark shadow of death from off the desolated

home and turns its sorrow into joy. This narrative has a peculiarly pathetic

interest, and is suggestive of lessons that touch the deepest realities of human life.

It naturally divides itself into two parts, in which we see (1) the sadness of death

and (2) the joy of restoration.

I. The sadness of death. That the child was really dead we cannot doubt.

" There was no breath left in him." The gleam of hope in the poor widow's

condition was suddenly beclouded, and a strauge, yet not altogether unnatural,

revulsion of feeling took possession of her breast. Thus does an unexpected

calamity, especially perhaps when it takes the form of personal bereavement, often

work for a while a sad change in the attitude of the soul. 1. It darkens the whole

horizon of life—quenches the light of other joys. The abundance of meal and oil,

and the honour of the prophet's presence are as nothing while the child lies dead

in the house. There are sorrows which seem utterly to blot out the sunshine < f

one's existence, and to be aggravated rather than relieved by the joys that accom

pany them. 2. It creates resentment against the supposed, or perhaps the real,

author of it. " What have I to do with thee, 0 thou man of God ? " The prophet ,

who had proved himself so beneficent a friend, is regarded as an enemy. 3. It is

a severe test of one's faith in God. This woman, it may be, was in an inter

mediate state of mind between blind devotion to the old idolatries and the roll

acceptance of the faith of Israel. How rude a check did this event seem to give to

her progress into clearer light I Thus is the faith of men often sorely tried by the

adversities of life. This is part of their Divine purpose. The "fiery trial" seems

" strange at first, but the meaning and reason of it are revealed afterwards." Hoppy

they whose faith, in spite of the severe strain put upon it, holds fast to the living

God—too deeply rooted in the soul to be torn up by any sudden sweeping blast.

4. It awakens the sense of sin. " Art thou come to me to bring my sin to remem

brance ? " It is significant that the thought of her own sin should be her first

thought. The calamity brought this to her remembrance because it seemed to her

a sign of God's remembrance of it. Learn that though particular afflictions are

not always to be connected with any particular transgression as their cause (John

ix. 2, 3), yet all sorrow must be traced ultimately to its source in moral evil. It

is a true mstinct that leads us to think of our sins in times of adversity. Whenever

affliction comes to us it should produce tenderness of conscience and call forth the

prayer, " Show me wherefore thou contendest with me," in order that if there be

any secret wrong in ourselves that demands this severe discipline we may have

grace to fight against it and cast it out.

II. The joy of restoration. The behaviour of Elijah is beautifully expressive

of his deep human sympathy, and also of the intimacy of the relation between

himself and God as a man of prayer and the instrument of the Divine energy.

Having special regard to the nature and effect of this miracle of restoration, observe

that—1. It is typical of the beneficent ministry of Christ. In Him the power of

God came, as it never had before, into healing oontact with the frame of our

diseased and dying humanity. He took our nature upon Him that He might

effectually cure its infirmities and sicknesses. " Virtue " continually went forth

from Him. He was the great health-restorer and life-giver ; and as all the healiug

ministries of former ages had anticipated His coming, so all true philanthropy
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since has caught its highest inspiration from the constraint of His love and the

force of His example. 2. It is prophetic of the future glorious resurrection. We

see here one of the many witnesses that gleam out amid the obscurity of the olden

times to the truth that God would surely one day " bring life and immortality to

light)" while it points us on to the time when, " at the voice of the son of God, all

that are in their graves shall Come forth." " Then shall be brought to pass the

saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory " (Isa. xxv. 8 ; 1 Cor.

xv. 54). 3. It illustrates the joy of a soul that for the first time is made fully

conscious of the gracious presence and power of God. " Now by this I know that

thou art a man of God," &c. There is a tone of deep satisfaction in these words.

It is the satisfaction that springs from the discovery of Divine truth and the vivid

sense of God. There is no satisfaction of which the soul of man is capable that

can be compared with this. The end of all forms of Divine manifestation—

prophetic visitations, miracles, providences, &c.—is this. We reach the highest

joy possible to us upon earth when we can say with St. John, " We know that the

Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding, that we may know him

that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in his son Jesus Christ. This is

the true God and eternal life " (1 John iv. 20).—W.

Vers. 1—6.—Elijah's Advent and Service. I. The Great Profhet. 1. Hit name:

Elijah, my God (is) Jehovah. It was a symbol of his spirit. It expressed his

judgment of Israel's idolatry and the choice which with his soul's whole strength

he had made of God. Light and fidelity are the only foundations of any true work

for God or man. 2. His origin. The words (" of the inhabitants," &e.) seemed to

indicate that he belonged to none of the tribes of Israel. (1) His mission was

prophetic of that of the Gentiles. Israel, forsaking God, were to feel that God

was also forsaking them (Eom. x. 19). The very meanness of the origin of God's

faithful ones lends power to their testimony. (2) It proved the infinitude of God's

resources. Ahab and Jezebel might slay His prophets ; they could not arrest the

progress of His work. From the most unthought-of quarter there arises a mightier

than all whose lives had been taken. The power of a devoted life to make the

world feel the impossibility of its prevailing in its contest with God. 3. His atti

tude toward God. " Before whom I stand." He was the Lord's servant. He

lived for Him. His eye rested on Him. The whole man stood girded for prompt,

unquestioning obedience. This is the spirit of all true service. Is God as real to

us ? Do we thus stand before Him ?

II. His Message. 1. The judgment. It was that predicted from of old as the

chastisement of Israel's idolatry (Deut. xi. 17). The land was to be consumed by

drought. The blessings which God withholds from the soul that forsakes Him

are imaged in those withheld from the land. There is " neither dew nor rain."

The refreshment, the rich consolation, once imparted by the word or found in

prayer, are no longer known. The stimulating of loving zeal after what is nobler

and purer has ceased. 2. Through whom it fell : " According to my word." Those

who reject God will be judged by man. God will still confront them in their

fellows. God is magnified in His servants. The kingly power and priesthood of

believers in their relation to the world.

III. His retirement. 1. It served God. Ahab and Israel were left face to face

with Him. Man disappeared that the eye might rest on God alone. There are

times when He is best served by silence. Many words often undo the effect of the

homethrust dealt by a few. 2. It was his safety. He was shielded from Ahab's

anger. We may be hid by affliction from the power of our great foe. Temptation

and danger may have been darkening the path that lay before us when God led us

aside and made us rest awhile with Him. 3. It prepared him for after service.

He was taught God's unfailing power and care. His wants were provided for

though no man knew of his dwelling place ; and that by the most unlikely instru

ments. He learned how fully he might trust God. He to whom God is thus

revealed will not fear the face of man.—U.
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Vers. 7—16.—Divine Care. I. The endlessness of God's resources. 1. The

brook failed ; and one essential of life could no more be had there. But it was only

that this wondrous provision might give place to greater marvels. When means arc

threatened, the heart sinks ; but He who has provided these for a season knows of

the failure ; and He who sent to Cherith can send elsewhere. One channel of help

fails only that the soul may be quickened by a fresh revelation of God's kindness.

2. He was sent io what seemed to be the most dangerous of all places—to the

territory of Jezebel's father. And yet the very unlikelihood of his seeking shelter

there increased his safety. God's path can only be trod by faith, but that faith is

soon changed to praise. 3. He was sent to a most unlikely quarter. The hostess

whom the Lord had chosen was a widow and one who possessed sufficient to

furnish only one more meal for herself and her child. But here again faith was to

break forth into praise. God's power is infinite, and the meanest as well as the

mightiest may be used to glorify Him.

II. The reward of oredient faith. 1. For Elijah. He went undoubting ; he

sought the city, and lo, at the gate (ver, 10) he met his hostess. Those who act

on God's promises will meet with the revelation of His truth and graciousness. 2.

For the woman (vers. 11—16). It was her last meal. Love of her child and her

own hunger must have made it hard to obey, but the seed she sowed in faith

yielded a thousandfold. God's call to sacrifice for His service, for honesty and

truth, is the path to plenty not to loss. 3. For both. The woman entered a

new world. The unseen was unveiled ;< she knew God. Elijah found in a heathen

land a home which God had sanctified. The communion of faith glorifies all human

relationship.—U.

Vers. 17—24.—Affliction and its Fruits. I. The discipline of trial. 1. It is

no proof of God's anger. Sorrow darkens the homes of God's beloved. This was

a home of faith and ministering love. Affliction is no more proof of wrath than is

the farmer's ploughing of his field. To him, with his eye upon the future harvest,

it is only the needful preparation of the soiL And the great Husbandman, with

His eye upon the eternal glory, must open up a bed within the soul's depths for

the seed of life. 2. God's blow may be very heavy. Her son, her only child, is

taken. God's plough sinks deep that His work may be rightly done. The very

greatness of our anguish is a measure by which we may gauge the greatness of

the Lord's purpose and of the love which will not suffer us to miss the blessing,

II. The fruits it yields. 1. It reveals our need. She may have been conscious

daily of the goodness of God and yet been blind to the fact that she needed more

than she had yet received. God now awakens her (1) to the sense of her unworthi-

ness : "What have I to do with thee?" (2) to the remembrance ofher transgressions:

" Art thou come to call my sins to remembrance ? " The darkness of trouble is the

shadow of guilt. There is discipline because there is need of salvation. Sins may

be pardoned, but God must open up a gulf between the soul and them. The time

of trouble is meant to be a time of heart-searching and of confession. 2. It stirs up

to prayer. Elijah's heart was poured out in bold expostulation and earnest entreaty

(vers. 20, 21). In the sharpness of our need our cry gains strength ; we press, in

our urgency, into the Divine presence. These times open up a way to God by

which we find ready access ever after. 9. It leads to the vision of God's glory.

" And the Lord heard," &c. (ver. 22). The prayer was followed by a revelation of

God's power such as till then man had never seen : the dead was raised. "Ask

and ye shall receive." The soul that asks will see God's salvation and be filled

with the light of the Divine glory. 4. It deepens trust. " Now by this I know,''

&c. (ver. 24). When man's need meets God's help, the soul is bound to Him by the

strongest ties.—U.

Vers. 1.—7.—First Preparation of Elijah for his great Mission. After Elijah's

first appearance before Ahab to announce to him the Divine visitation of sterility

and dearth which was to come upon the land as the chastisement of his sin, the pro

phet was sent away into a solitary place to prepare himself for his great and solemu
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mission, which was to overthrow idolatry and vindicate the worship of the true

God. This work of preparation was divided into two great periods. 1. The

preparation of the desert. 2. The lonely life of the prophet in the house of the

widow of Sarepta.

The Desert was, from the time of Moses to the days of John the Baptist, the

great school of the prophets. These men of God were trained for their work: 1.

iiy being brought face to face with their sacred mission in all its greatness, and

free from the prejudices and petty influences of human society. There they could

steadfastly contemplate the Divine ideal, undistracted by the rude realities ofman's

fallen condition. 2. There they were also cut off from all human aid, left to test

their own strength, or rather to prove their own utter weakness, and, overwhelmed

with the sense of it, to cast themselves wholly on Divine strength. Thus they

received directly from God, as did Elijah, the supplies by which they lived, and

realized the conditions of absolute and immediate trust in Him. Coming forth from

this discipline of the desert, they were enabled to say with Paul, " When I am

weak, then am I strong " (2 Cor. xii. 10). 3. This loving converse of the prophets

with their God brought them into closer fellowship, more intimate union, with Him.

Thus they came forth from the desert, like Moses from the Mount of Sinai, bearing

unconsciously upon them the reflection of His glory. As St. Paul says, " We,

beholding as with open face the glory of the Lord as in a mirror, are changed into

the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord " (2 Cor. .

iii. 18). Considerations like these have a fit application to the pastor, who ought

to be much in solitary communion with God, in order to be raised above the com

promises of principle ro common in society, and to get his whole nature permeated

with Divine strength. Every Christian soul has in like manner a prophet's mission,

and ought therefore often to seek the desert solitude, in which the Invisible is

brought near, and to frequent those sacred mountain tops of prayer, where the

disciple, like the Master, renews his strength (Luke v. 16).—E. de P.

Vers. 7—24.—Second Preparation of Elijah. Elijah passed through his second

phase of preparation under the humble roof of the widow of Sarepta. He is in the

right attitude for gaiuing a holy preparedness for his work, for he has placed

himself absolutely and directly under the guidance of God. When the word of God

comes to him, he is ready to arise and go whithersoever it bids. Thus was Christ

" led of the Spirit " to commence His publio ministry (Matt. iv. 1) ; and throughout

His whole course He recognized the same unfailing guidance. The purpose of

God in sending Elijah to the poor widow was to show him, before ho entered on

the great conflict with idolatry, that he had at his disposal a Divine power which

nothing would be able to resist. Elijah was, so to speak, to prove his arms, far

from human observation, ry a passage of deep personal experience. Hence

the double miracle of the barrel of meal and the cruse of oil always full. Hence,

yet more distinctly, that glorious miracle of the raising of the widow's son by the

prophet. This miracle had no witnesses ; nor must we marvel at this. God does

not perform miracles to fascinate onlookers ; He does not make a spectacle of His

marvellous working. His glory is sufficiently magnified in the deliverance of a

humble believer, like the widow of Sarepta, and in the qualification of the prophet

for his mission. Jesus Christ refused to work any miracles for show, and the

sublimest manifestations of His power were reserved for humble hearts and lowly

dwellings. Elijah has learnt to know the strength of God which is in him ; he has

proved it in the secresy of his rouI. He has a full assurance that it will be mani

fested in him when he stands before Ahab, no less mightily than in the obscurity

of the widow's house. This intimate personal experience of the grace of God is of

incomparable value to His servants. If we would have Divine strength to use in

the great conflict with sin around us, we must prove its miraculous energy in our

private life. And let us remember also that our homes may be the scene of the

mightiest manifestations of the grace of God, and of the most signal providential

deliverances, if only our hearts be open to Him in humility and love, like the heart

of the widow of Sarepta.—E. de P.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVIII. 1—10.

Elijah's return and the ordeal of

Moont Carmel.—The preceding chapter

having been exclusively occupied with the

fortunes of Elijah during his enforced ab

sence of three and a half years from the

land of Israel, we are left to conjecture

what the course of events in the northern

kingdom during this period of drought and

suffering must havo been. But it is not

difficult to picture in our minds the steadily

increasing alarm and distress which the

solemn ban he had pronounced must havo

occasioned. At one time, it may be, especially

if the prophet up to that period had been

unknown, both king and people, under

the malign influence of Jezebel, professed

to regard his threatening with contempt,

the more so as the priests of Baal would not

fail to assure them of the protection and

blessing of " the Lord " of nature. But as

the months and years passed by, and neither

dew nor rain fell—as the heavens wero

brass and the earth iron—and the pastures

languished, and the fruits of the earth

failed, and the cisterns became dry, and

man aud child and beast began to suffer the

extremities of thirst, we cannot doubt that

the tone and temper of the country under

went a great change. At first, threats had

been freely uttered against Elijah, who was

perversely regarded as the author of all this

misery, and that and the neighbouring coun

tries were scoured to find him. Moreover,

reprisals were made on the system which he

represented, by a fierce persecution of the

prophetic order, of which he was recognized

as the head. But it is probable that when

the drought lasted into the third and fourth

year, and when absolute ruin and death

stared the country in the face, that then de

fiance had given place to dread and regret in

every bosom, save, perhaps, that of the queen

and the sycophants who ate of her table.

The conviction was steadily gaining posses

sion of the minds of all Israel that Baal and

Ashtoreth were vanities, and that the Lord

alone made the heavens and covered them

with clouds. The great drought, and the

manifold sufferings which it entailed—suffer-

1 KINGS,

ings which the animated description of the

prophet Joel (ch. i.) enables us to realize—

were doing their work. The heart of the

people was being slowly turned backward,

and in the third year of his sojourn at

Zarephath the time was ripe for Elijah's

return, which our author now describes,

together with the striking results which fol

lowed it. In the first fifteen verses, we have

the meeting of Elijah and Obadiah ; in vers.

16—20, the meeting of Elijah and Ahab ;

vers. 21—38 describe the ordeal of Mount

Carmel ; vers. 39, 40, its immediate results;

while the remainder of the chapter depicts

Elljah's prayer for rain, the bursting of the

storm, and the return to Jezreel.

Ver. 1.—And it came to pass after [This

word is wanting in the Heb. except in a few

MSS.] many days that the word of the Lord

came to Elijah In the third year [From

what date is this " third year " to bo

counted ? The prima facie view is that the

words refer to " these years " mentioned in

ch. xvii. 1, i.e., to the date of the announce

ment of tho drought, and this is the inter

pretation of the Rabbins and some of the

moderns. But it is ahnost fatal to this view

that the duration of the drought is dis

tinctly stated in the New Testameut to have

been " three years and six months " (Luke

iv. 25 ; James v. 17). It is every way better,

therefore, to connect the words with ch.

xvii. 7, i.e., with the date of tho sojourn at

Zarephath. It follows hence that the

prophet spent about one year in the AVady

Cherith, and two and a half in the house of

the widow] , saying, Go, show thyself [Heb.

be seen] unto Ahab ; and I will send [Heb.

give] rain upon the earth. [Heb. on the face

of the ground. Cf. xvii. 14.]

Ver. 2.—And Elijah went to show him

self unto Ahab. And [or Now. It would,

perhaps, have been better to begin a new

verso here, as this is the beginning of a

parenthesis, explanatory of the circum

stances under which king and prophet met.

It was the famine led to Obadiah's en

countering Elijah on the road] there was a

sore famine in Samaria. [The effect of a

three years' drought would be to reduce tho

entire people to the verge of starvation. The

severity of tho famine was no doubt miti

gated, as on a former occasion (Gen. xli. 57),

by the importation of com from Egypt.]

Ver. 3.—And Ahab called [Rather, had

called. " The verbs 'il'l Ac. (vers.

3, 4, 5, 6), carry on the circumstantial

2 E
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clauses" (Keil).] Obadiah TThis name is

almost as rcmurkable as Elijah's, or would

be, if it were not more common. It means

"servant of Jehovah." Compare the modern

Arabic Abdullah. Although borne by one

who " feared the Lord greatly " (ver. 3), and

" from his youth " (ver. 12), it occurs too

frequently (1 Chron. lii. 21 ; vii. 3 ; viii. 38 ;

ix. 1C; 2 Chron. xvii. 7 ; xxxiv. 12; Ezra

viii. 9 ; Obad. i., Ac.) to justify the belief

that it was assumed or bestowed as an

indication of his character (Rawlinson)l ,

which was the governor of his [Heb. over

the] house. [Sec note on ch. iv. 6, and cf.

eh. xvi. 9. Rawlinson says it " tells in

favour of the monarch's tolerance that he

should have maintained an adherent of the

old religion in so important an office." But

it is just as probable that it was becaute of

his religion that he occupied this post of

trust. Ahab could depend on his fidelity

and conscientiousness . (Now Obadiah [here

begins a second parenthesis within the first]

feared [Heb. wa* fearing] the Lord greatly.

Vcr. 4.—For it was so, when Jezebel cut

off the prophets of the Lord [Our author

now instances a proof of Obadiah's devotion.

The incident to which he refeis is other

wise unknown to us, nor can we refer it with

certainty to its proper place in the history.

But it is extremely probable that this work

of extermmation was begun ns an act of re

prisals for the drought denounced by Elijah.

Ver. 13 almost implies that it had taken

place during his absence. We see here, con

sequently, an additional reason for bis

flight (cf. ch.xix.2). These "prophets" are

the same as those elsewhere called the

" sons of the prophets, i.e., members of

the prophetic schools ; ef. 2 Kings ii. 3, 5, 7,

&c. ] that Obadiah took an hundred prophets

[This would lead us to suppose that the

great majority escaped. But soever. 19 and

ch. xxii. 6. That we find ro large a number

still in the land, notwithstanding the exodus

(2 Chron. xi. 16), and the steady growth of

impiety, shows that (iod bad not left Him

self without witnesses] , and hid them by

fifty [Keil would insert a second D't'DH

as do some MSS. (Gardiner), and as in

ver. 13. Such a word might easily be

omitted in transcription, it is true. But

" proclivi Uctioni," Ac.] In a cave [Heb. the

cave ; but LXX. Iv oiri/Xni^i. Simdarly in

ver. 13^ What is the force of the article

here it is somewhat difficult to say. It has

been suggested that these caves were in the

sides of Mount Carmel ; there are large

caves under the western cliffs (Stanley) ;

more than two thousand, according to

others ; " often of great length and ex

tremely tortuous" (Die. Bib. i. p. 27H) ; but

this is mere guesswork, as Palestine, being

of limestone formation, abounds in caverns.

See Stanley, S. and P. pp. 151, 52. From the

earliest times we find men—outlaws and the

like— taking up their abode therein. Cf.

Josh. x. 17; Judg. vi. 2; 1 Sam. xxii. 1 ;

Ezek. xxxiii. 27 ; Heb. xi. 38. Probably

the division into two companies was partly

for the sake of security (see Gen. xxii. 8),

and partly for the sake of convenience. The

greater the numlicr to be fed, the greater

tho chance of detection. Compare also

Jacob's precautions Gen. xxxii. 8] , and

fed them with bread [or, food, and water.)

[It is to be observed, as bearing on ch. xvii.

4—6, that these hundred prophets, though

preserved by tho special providence of

God, were nevertheless maintained through

human agency and by natural means.

Ver. 5.—And Ahab said had *aid] unto

Obadiah, Go Into [Heb. in] the land, unto

all fountains [Heb. placet offountain*. Cf.

with IJVU from \\%, 1IXIp from 1IX Ac.]

of water, and unto all brooks [wadiet ; see

on ch. xvii. 3] : peradventure we may And

grass to save the horses and mules alive

[It has been inferred from Ahab's concern

for his stud that he viewed the sufferings of

his subjects with comparative indifference,

or at least regarded them as of altogether

secondary importance. But this is a too

hasty conclusion. His subjects were, for

the most part, as well able to find water for

themselves as he was for them, and he

might safely tiust to their mstinct of telf-

prescrvation to do their best to meet the

emergency. But the dumb cattle, con.

fined to the stall, could not act for them

selves. Hence this expedition in search

of fodder] , that we lose not all the

beasts. [Marg. that ire cut not ourselves

off from, &c. But this rendering, and

still more that of the text, misinterprets

the force of tho Hiphil nn?3- The literal

translation is, " That ice my not have to cut

off from (i.e., a portio.i of, ]D partitive,

as in ver. 13 below, ^OJD). What Ahab

means is that, unless they soon find fodder,

they will have to slaughter a portion of

their animals. So Biihr, Vnd nicht rem dem

Vieh (einen Theil) umbrinyen miisten. Simi

larly Keil.]

Ver. 6.—So they divided the land between

them to pass throughout it ["This personal

inspection by the king and one of his chief

officers marks the extreme straits to which

the Israelites were now reduced" (Rawlin-

sou). The difference, however, between an

Eatt?rn and an European monarch must

not be overlooked. " None (of the emirs of

Arabia or the chiefs of central Asia) think

it beneath them to lead an expedition in

search of grass or water" (Kitto)]: Ahab
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went one way by himself [Heb. alone.

Itawlinson says, " This does not mean

tUat either Ahab or Obadiah was un

accompanied by a retinue," but it may very

well mean that ("lj^. solm; LXX. povoc;

Bahr allein. Cf. ver. 22), if, indeed, it must

not necessarily mean it ; and ver. 14

certainly implies that Obadiah at least was

unattended;, and Obadiah went another

way by himself:

Ver. 7.—And as Obadiah was In the way,

behold, Elijah met him [Heb. to meet him] :

and he knew [i.e., recognized. Same word,

Gen. xxvii. 23 ; xlii. 7, Ac.] him, and fell on

his face, and said, Art thou that [Heb. this,

probably used adverbially (like hie) for here

= n!3;"my lord Elijah? [The humble

obeisance and the terms in which ho ad

dresses him alike show the profound rever

ence with which Obadiah regarded him, as

well he might do, considering the terrible

power he wielded. The whole land was, so

to speak, at his mercy.]

Ver. 8.—And he answered him, I am

[Heb. I ] : go, tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah

Is here. [The last two words are not in the

Hebrew, and the sentence is much more

graphic without them.]

Ver. 9.—And he said, What have I sinned,

that thou wouldst deliver [Heb. that tlmu

art giving] thy servant Into the hand of

Ahab, to slay me ?

Ver. 10.—As the Lord thy God llveth

[Obadiah uses precisely the same adjuration

as the widow of Zarcphath, ch. xvii. 12.

But then, though Jehovah was undoubtedly

his God, He was in a more special and in

timate manner Elijah's God. The oath

corresponds well with the prophet's name] ,

there Is no nation or kingdom, whither my

lord hath not sent to seek thee [Keil says

the hyperbole is to be explained by the " in

ward excitement and fear " of the speaker.

But the Orientals use similar exaggerations

in their calmest moments. All that is

meant is that all neighbouring and acces

sible courts had been communicated with.

This search for Elijah shows that Ahab re

garded him as the author of the drought,

and did not recognize it as sent by God.

The belief in occult and magical powers

has always held possession of the Eastern

mind] : and when they said, He is not

there [Heb. Not, and he, &c.' ; he took an

oath [LXX. ivitepijae, which has been

thought by somo to point to acts of ven

geance. But more probably it is a clerical

error, perhaps for unnurt, or ivM/miai. On

the* frequency of oaths in that age see on

ch. i. 51] of the kingdom and nation, that

they found thee not.

Ver. 11.—And now thou slyest, Gi, tell thy

lord, Behold, Elijah Is here. [Heb. Behold,

Elijah. Obadiah echoes the words of ver. 8.]

Ver. 12,—And It shall coma to pass,

as soon as I am gone from thee, that [Heb.

/ shall go from thee, and] the Spirit of the

Lord shall carry thee whither I know not

[These words, which literally translated are

"shall lift thee up upon where," &c., are to

be explained by 2 Kings ii. 16, " lest the

Spirit of the Lord hath taken him up " (same

word) "and east Aim upon some mountain,"

Ac. Seb. Schmidt, Wordsworth, al. think

that such a transportation must have

already occurred in the history of Elijah,

but the sudden, mysterious disappearance

and the long concealment of the prophet is

quite sufficient to account for Obadiah's

fear. Compare Acts viii. 39. The words

do suggest, however, that it had been

believed by some that the Lord had hid

Elijah, and it is not improbablo that during

his long absence rumours had often gained

credence that he had been seen and had

suddenly disappeared, just as later Jews

have held that ho '' has appeared again

and again as an Arabian merchant to wise

and good Rabbis at their prayers or in

their journeys" (Stanley)]; and so when I

come and tell [Heb. and I come to tell]

Ahab, and he cannot find thee, he shall

slay me [This is just what a prince like

Ahab, or any prince who was under the

guidance of a Jezebel, would do, out of sheer

vexation at losing his prey when so nearly

in his grasp] : but [Heb. and] I thy servant

fear the Lord from my youth. [Obadiah's

meaning clearly is not that he, "as a God

fearing man and a protector of the prophets,

cannot have any special favour to expect

from Ahab'' (Keil ; similarly Ewa1d),but that

it was hard that one who was a steadfast

worshipper of Elijah's God should be slain

for his sake. It is extremely unlikely that

Ahab knew of Obadiah's having protected

the prophets. Ho could hardly have main

tained him in his post had he known that

the steward of the palace had thwarted the

designs of his queen.]

Ver. 13.—Was it not told my lord what I

did when Jezebal slow the prophets of the

Lord, how I hid an hundred men of [Heb.

/;o»i]the Lord's prophets by fifty in a cave,

and fed them with bread and water?

[Stanley happily calls Obadiah " the Sebas

tian of this Jewish Diocletian."]

Ver. 14.—And now thou sayest [ = "This

is to bo the reward of my devotion, is it ? ") ,

Go, tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah Is here :

and he shall slay me.

Ver. 15.—And Elijah said. As the Lord of

hosts liveth, before whom I stand [This

formula Rhonld be compared with that of

ch, xvii- 1. The repetition is suggestive as
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exhibiting the habit of tho man. Ho was

the ready and patient slave of Jehovah.

The n'lX^V is apparently introduced not so

much to " elevate the solemnity of the

oath" (Keil, Biihr)—for surely Elijah would

wish to make the affirmation of ch. xvii. 1

as strong and solemn as possible—nor yet

to convey the meaning that "it is not

Baal or Ashtaroth who are the rulers of the

heavenly bodies" (Wordsworth), for Oba-

diah knew that perfectly well, but because

it was thus better adapted for a believer.

In addressing Ahab it suited Elijah's pur

pose better to give prominence to the idea

that Jehovah was "the God of Israel"], I

will surely show myself unto him to day.

Ver. 16.— So Obadiah went to meet Ahab,

and told him : and Ahab went [Very readily,

it would seem. Anything was better than

suspense and famine. And Elijah's very

return contained in it a promise of rain] to

meet Elijah.

Ver. 17.—And it came to pass, when

Ahab saw Elijah, that Ahab said unto

him, Art thou he 'Rather, here : same

words as in ver. 7. " Do I at last see

theo again ? Hast thou ventured into my

presence? "] that troubleth Israel? [Hub.

thou troubler of Israel. For the word

("1317) see Gen. xxxiv. 30 ; Josh. vi. 18 ; vii.

25; Prov. xi. 17; 1 Sam. xiv. 29. When

Rawlinson says that this charge of troubling

Israel has " never been before brought

against any one but Aehan," he apparently

forgets the passage last cited. " My father

hath troubled the land." Wordsworth

paraphrases, " Art thou the Achan of

Israel ? " but it is very doubtful whether

this thought was in Aliah's mind.]

Ver. 18.—And he answered, I have not

troubled Israel ; but thou, and thy father's

house [It has been supposed that Ahab

" hoped to abash the Tishbite, perhaps to

have him at his feet suing for pardon "

(Rawlinson). If so, he must have com

pletely misjudged his man. And why the

prophet should sue for pardon, when he was

so clearly master of tho situation, it is diffi

cult to imagine. It is quite as likely that

Ahab expected denunciation and defiance

such as he now provokes] , In that ye have

forsaken the commandments of the Lord,

and thou [The change from plural to sin

gular is instructive. Preceding kings

and the people at large had broken

God's commandments by the calf-worship,

but Ahab alone had introduced the Baal-

cultua into tho land] hast followed [Heb.

floest after] Baalim. [The plural may either

refer to the various names and forms under

which Baal was worshipped—Baal-Berith,

Baal-Zebub, &c. (Biihr, at.)—or more prob

ably to the various images or statues of this

god set up in the land (Gesenius). "This

boldness, this high tone, tliis absence of the

slightest indication of alarm, seems to have

completely discomfited Ahab, who ventured

on no reply," &e. (Rawlinson). It is prob

able that, though he put on a bold front, he

was from the first thoroughly cowed.

Ver. 19.—Now therefore send, and gather

to me all Israel [i.e., by representation, the

heads of the people, elders, &c. Cf. ch. viii.

2, 6o ; xii. 16, 18 ; xvi. 16, 17j unto Mount

Carmel [Heb., as almost always, the Carmsl,

i.e., the park. Cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 1—5. It is

"the park of Palestine." It is indebted for

this name to the luxuriant vegetation—" the

excellency of Carmel" (Isa. xxxv. 2)—which

clothes its southern slopes (Porter, p. 371 ;

Stanley, 8. and P. pp. 352—54, and App. p.

14 ; Van de Velde, i. pp. 317, 318). It is now

generally called Mar (i.e., Lord or Saint)

Elyas, after the great prophet. No one

who has seen the locality can have any

doubts as to which part of the mountain

was the scene of the sacrifice, or can fail to

be struck with the singular fitness of tho

place to be the theatre of this thrilling his

tory. Carmel is rather a ridge than a moun

tain, some twelve miles in length. Its

western (or strictly N.N.W.) extremity is a

bold headland, some 6OO feet in height,

which dips almost directly into the waters

of the Mediterranean. Its highest point,

1728 feet above the sea level, is about four

miles from its eastern extremity, which, at

an elevation of 1600 feet, rises like a wall

from the great plain of Esdraelon. It is at

this point, there can be no question, we are

to place the scene of the burnt sacrifice.

The identification has only been effected in

comparatively recent days (1852), but it is

beyond dispute. Not only does the Arab

name which it bears—El Murahkah, " the

Burning," or "Sacrifice"—afford striking

witness to the identity, but the situation

and surroundings adapt themselves with

such wonderful precision to the require

ments of the narrative as to leave no reason

able doubt in the mind. For (1) it is a sort

of natural platform, or pulpit, raised 1000

feet above the adjoining plain, and therefore

well calculated to afford a view of the pro

ceedings, or at least of the descent of tho

Holy Fire, to spectators of all Israel. The

flame would probably be seen by Jezebel in

her palaco at Jezreel. This eminence is

visible from Nazareth, some twenty miles

away. "There is not a more conspicuous

spot on all Carmel than the abrupt, rocky

height of El Murahkah, shooting up so

suddenly on tho cast " (Van de Vtlde, i. pp.

322, 323). " The summit . . . commands

the last view of the sea behind and the first
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view of the great plain in front " (Stanley).

In fact, it was in its way just as well

adapted for the solemn vindication of the

law which took place there as Jebel Suf*afeh

was for the giving of the law. (2) A sort of

plateau near the summit— the table-land

where the altars were built, Ac.—would ac

commodate a vast number of spectators

(ver. 21). (8) There is a spring of water

close at hand—less than 100 yards distant

—aiid a spring which is said to flow even in

the driest seasons, which would supply the

water of which we read in vers. 4, 33-35.

Josephus (Ant. viii. 13, 5) says it came from

the fountain. (1) The sea, though not visible

from the plateau itself, is seen from a point

some 300 feet higher, a detail which accords

admirably with the account of vers. 42—44.

It may be added that the place is still held

sacred by the Druses, and reverenced by

" Jews, Christians, Moslems, and Bedouin

as the site of these miracles of Elijah"

(Thomson). The traveller, consequently,

cannot doubt for a moment, as he stands

on the table-land of El Murahkah and looks

across tho great plain to Jezreel and the

heights of Galilee and Samaria, that he is

on the very spot sanctified by the descent of

the heavenly fire. It should bo added, as

explaining the selection of Carmel by

Elijah, that its situation is central and

convenient ; that it is near the sea, from

whence the rain-clouds would come ; that

it is easy of access from Jezreel ; and that it

was not only a holy place from earlier

times (cf. 2 Kings iv. 23), but also had its

altar of Jehovah, an altar, no doubt, in

constant use when tho people " sacrificed

and burnt incense on tho high places," but

which had in later days fallen into neglect,

and was now broken down. Itwas everyway,

therefore, a most appropriate locality for the

public vindication of tho despised and out

raged law of God. " No place could be con

ceived more fitted by nature to be that

wondrous battle-field of truth " (Tristram in

Wordsworth)] , and the prophets of Baal [so

called not because they wero Weissager mid

Verkilnder (Bahr) of the god, nor yet be

cause they were teachers and emissaries of

his religion, but because of the prophetic

frenzy (ver. 28) into which they worked

themselves (Keil)] four hundred and fifty,

and the prophets of the groves [Heb. of the

A*hcrah, i.e., of Astarte, not " grove," as

Rawlinson. See note on ch. xiv. 15] four

hundred [Rawlinson remarks that " the

number 400 seems to have been one espe

cially affected by Ahab." He reminds us

that we find 400 prophets at the close of his

reign (1 Kings xxii. 6), and also remarks

on " the prevalence of the number 40 in

the religious systems of tho Jews (Exod.

xxxvi. 24, 26 ; Deut. xxv, 3, Ac.)" But when

it is remembered that Baal's prophets wero

450, and the prophets of ch. xxii. 6 wero

about 400 men, the solitary instance of the

400 prophets of Astarte—who, by the way,

were Jezebel's rather than Ahab's ministers

—affords but a slender basis for his con

clusion], which eat at Jezebel's table.

[Heb. eaters of. There is nothing in the

Hebrew to imply that they sat with her at

the same board ; and it is certain that this

would be altogether repugnant to Eastern

ideas of propriety. All that is meant is

that they wero fed by her bounty. See

note on ch. ii. 7.]

Ver. 20.—So Ahab sent unto all the chil

dren of Israel, and gathered the prophets

together unto Mount CarmeL [' ' The per

secuting king became a passive instrument

in the hand of the persecuted prophet "

(Stanley). His ready compliance with

Elijah's request, notwithstanding the bitter

hatred of tho man which he had just be

trayed, is easily explained. It was not so

much that " he bowed before the spiritual

supremacy of the prophet, which impressed

him " (Bahr), as that he hoped, from his

reappearance, that he was now about to

speak the word (ch. xvii. 1) and give rain

upon the earth, and Ahab was willing to

take any measures which would conduce to

that result, It would take some days to

collect tho representatives of the tribes.]

Ver. 21.—And Elijah came unto all the

people [He is concerned not so much with

the king as the people of the Lord. His

object was not " to prove that Ahab and not

he had troubled Israel," but to prove that

Jehovah and not Baal was God. There is

abundant room on the plateau, or "wide

upland sweep " (Stanley), abovo referred

to, to accommodate a large concourse of

people] , and said, How long halt ye between

two opinions? [This is a faithful and felici

tous rendering. But it must be remembered

that " halt " is used in tho sense of " limp."

Vulg. Usqucquo claudicatis ill duas partes.

The same word is used in ver. 26 of the

swaying, tottering dance of the Baal pro

phets.] If the Lord be God [Heb. if Jehovah

the God] , follow him [Heb. go (i.e., walk

straight) after him] : but if Baal, then follow

him. And the people answered him not a

word. [Not only wero they awed by tho

presence of the king and the priests of Baal

on the one side, and of Elijah on the other,

but they were " convicted by their own

consciences," and so were speechless (Matt,

xxii. 12).]

Ver. 22.—Then said Elijah unto the

people, I, even I only, remain [Heb. I, I am

left alone. Cf. Gen. xxxii. 24 ; LXX. /toi'ii-

raroc] a prophet of the Lord [Thcniua
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hciice concludes that the " hundred pro

phets " of whom we read in vers, 4, 13 had

been discovered in their hiding place and

had been put to death. But this by no means

follows from Elijah's statement here or in

ch. xix. 10 (where see note) ; and we know

that the schools of the prophets had not

ceased to exist (2 Kings ii. 3, 5, 7 ; cf. 1

Kings xxii. 8). All that Elijah snys is that

he stood that day atone as a prophet of

Jehovah. "I only remain in the exercise of

the. office of a prophet " (Rawlinson). The

rest might well hesitate, after the fierce

persecution which they had undergone, to

face the king and their bitter enemies, the

Baal prophets. It must bo remembered

that Elijah had had no opportunity of com

municating with them, and he may have

been quite ignorant as to what number had

remained steadfast and true. One thing he

knew, that he alone was left to prophesy,

and to confront the whole hierarchy of the

false God]; but Baal's prophets axe four

hundred and fifty men. [It is clear, not

only from tho silence of this verse and of

ver. 25, respecting them, hut still more from

the fact that thoy escaped in the general

slaughter (ver. 40), that the prophets of

Astartc were not present, and tho natural

inference is that either Jezebel had for

bidden their presence or that they shrank

from tho ordeal. The LXX. inserts " and

tho prophets of the grove, four hundred,"

but the woids arc evidently added from

ver. 19. The Baal prophets would doubtless

have been only too glad to do the same, but

they were under the immediate command of

the king. It is not certain that they had

any forebodings of evil, or dreaded reprisals

on Elijah's part, but they had had proof

conclusive of his power and of their impo

tence. We must remember that all through

the triennium prayers and sacrifices had,

no doubt, been constantly offered with a

view to procure rain. Wo learn from

Menandor (Jos., viii. 13. 2) that even in

Phoenicia supplication had been made for

rain by Ethbaal.

Ver. 23.—Let them therefore give us two

bullocks ; and let them choose one bullock

for themselves, and cut it In pieces [same

word Exod. xxix. 17 ; Levit. i. 6, 12 ; Judg.

xx. 6], and lay it on wood [Heb. the woods],

and put no fire under [Heb. and fire they

a/tall not Bet ro] : and I will dress [Heb.

make, nb'J), like irouw in the LXX., is con

stantly used in a sacrificial senso = offer.

Cf. Exod. xxix. 36, 38, 41 ; Levit. ix. 7 ;

xv. 15 ; Judg. vl. 19, ivc. This is to be re

membered in interpreting our Lord's roCro

iroifirp, k.T.X. (Luke xxii. 19)] the other

bullock, and lay it on wood [the wood],

and put no fire under [and fire I will not

tet to] :

Ver. 21.—And call ye on the name of

your gods [As Elijah is still addressmg the

people, not the prophets of Baal (see ver.

25), this change of person is significant.

Be sorrowfully assumes that they have

taken Baal and Astarte for their gods' , and

I will call on the name of the Lord : and the

God that answereth by fire, let him be God.

[Heb. he shall bo the God, i.e., the true God

and their God. Cf. ver. 39. Not oniy was

a " sign from heaven " (Mark viii. 11) ever

esteemed a more powerful and direct proof

of Divine energy—perhaps as being less

liable to be counterfeited, and as excluding

the idea of the operation of infernal powers

(Matt. xii. 24)—but it must be remembered

that Baal claimed to be the Sun-god and

Lord of the elements and forces of nature ;

while Jehovah had already, according to the

law, identified Himself with this token

(Levit. ix. 24 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 26; 2 Chron.

vii. 1). Indeed, this sign had a double fit

ness as a test of the true religion. It would

not only put the power* of tiie rival deities

to the proof; it would also at the same

time decide which of the rival systems of

worship was acceptable to the Supreme

Being. It is observable that there is no

mention of rain. We might have expected,

after the long drought, that this would be

the test. But that could not be promised

until the Lord had first been recoguized as

God.] And all the people answered and

said, It Is well spoken. [Heb. Good the icord.

They accepted Elijah's proposition, but whe

ther eagerly or reluctantly it is difficult to

say. The Hebrew merely conveys that they

admitted its fairness and reasonableness.

Having gained tho assent of the people,

for whose verdict he aud tin Baal prophets

were now contending, and who were, con

sequently, entitled to be consulted as to the

sign which would satisfy them, he turns to

the band of 400 prophets, who, probably in

all tho bravery of their sacrificial vestments

(2 Kings x. 23), occupied a separate positiou

on the hill top, between the king and the

people, and repeats his proposal to them.

Ver. 25.—And Elijah slid unto the pro

phets of Baal, Choose you one bullock for

yourselves, and dress [or offer, as in ver.

23] it first; for ye are many [Heb. the

many. Every pre-eminence and advantago

which he gives to them will mako his

triumph, wheu it comes, all tho greater. It

is quite possible that he meant again to bint

at their immense superiority in point of

numbers. But no doubt he was only too

glad to find a reason for their taking the
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load. "He is anxious that their inability

shall be fully manifested before he shows

his own power " (Rawlinson). Whether the

idea was also present in his mind that

they " could prepare their victim in a much

shorter time than he could prepare his"

(ib. ) is by no means so certain] ; and call on

the name of your gods [or god, i.e., Baal],

but put no fire under. [The repetition (cf.

ver. 24) shows that the ordeal was proposed

separately to the people and the prophets.]

Ver. 26.—And they took the bullock

.which was given them [Hcb. which he (or

one) gave ; i e. , they dccliued to choose] , and

they dressed it, and called on the name of

Baal from morning even until noon, saying,

O Baal, hear us [Heb. answer us. Same

word as below. They thought they would

be heard for their much speaking]. But

there was no voice [Heb. and not a voice),

nor any that answered. And they leaped

[or limped. Same word as that translated

" halt " in ver. 21. Gesenius thinks the word

is " used scornfully of the awkward dancing

of the priests of Baal." But it seems more

natural to understand it as descriptive of

what actually occurred, i.e., of the reeling,

swaying, bacchantic dance of the priests,

which was probably not unlike that of the

dancing dervishes or the Indian devil-wor-

i-hippcrs of our own time] upon [or near,

i.e., around] the altar which was made.

[Ileb. he, that is, one made, ilK"}? impersonal.

But some MSS. and most versions read -IC^].

Ver. 27.—And it came to pass at noon,

that Elijah mocked [or deceived] them, and

said, Cry aloud [Heb. with a great voice] :

for he is a god [i.e., in your estimation.

''Here is one of the few examples of irony

in Scripture " (\Vords\vorth)[ ; either he 1r

talking 'the marg. he medilateth is prefer

able. CM Sam. i. 16; Psa.cxlii. 3. But the

word has both meanings (see 2 Klngs ix.

11), fairly preserved in the LXX., iloXtaxia

airy Iari) , or he is pursuing [Heb. for he

hath a withdrawal, i.e., for the purpose of

relieving himself. A euphemism. Cf. Judg.

iii. 24 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 3. Stanley attempts

to preserve the paronomasia, fTC*. J'f, by

the translation, " ho has his head full " and

" he has his stomach full "[ , or he Is in a

Journey [the thrice repeated (3 must be

noticed. It heightens the effect of the

mockery] , or peradventure he sleepeth

[Though it was noon, it is not clear that

there is a reference to the usual midday

siesta of the East' , and must be awaked.

Ver. 28.—And they cried aloud [Hcb. in

a great voice, as above. It was not that

they took Elijah's words au tfrieux, but his

scorn led them to redouble their efforts, if

only to testify their faith in their god. The

frantic cries of the Greek Easter (soe Porter,

i. 168; Conder, 176—178) in Jerusalem, the

prayers of the pilgrims for the descent of

the holy fire, may help us to realize the

scene here described] , and cut themselves

[cf. Dent. xiv. 1 ; Jer. xvi. 6 ; xli. 5 ; xlvii. 5]

after their manner [Keil quotes from

Movers, Phoniz. i. pp. 682—83, a description

of the religious dances offered to the Dea

Syria. " A discordant howling opens the

scene. Then they rush wildly about in

perfect confusion, with their heads bowed

down to the ground, but always revolving

in circles, so that the loosened hair drags

through the mire ; then they begin to bito

their arm», and end with cutting themselves

with the two-edged swords which they arc

in the habit of carrying. A new scene then

opens. One of them, who surpasses all the

rest in frenzy, begins to prophesy with sighs

and groans," iSc. In the " Contemporary

Review," vol. xxvii. pp. 371 sqq., Bishop

Caldwell has graphically described the

devil-dances of Southern India—a descrip

tion which may be read with profit in this

connexion. One sentence may be tran

scribed here : " He cuts and hacks and

hews himself, and not unfrequently kills

himself there and then." Kitto mentions

" the furious gashes which the Persians

inflict upon themselves in their frantic

annual lamentation for Hosseiu." Rawlin-

sou says this was also common among the

Carians and Phrygians] with knive3 [Heb.

swords] and lancets [Hcb. lances, spears.

The A. V. is misleading. Ih; instruments

they used were weapons of heavy-armed

troops. For D'nip"], see Num. xxv. 7 ;

Judg. v. 8 ; Jer. xlvi. 4] , till the blood

gushed out upon them. [Heb. until the

shedding of blood upon them. It is perfectly

clear that their faith in Baal was sincere

and profound. Making due allowance for

the fact that they were under the eyes of

their king and patron, and of representa

tives of the entire people, it is still impos

sible to doubt their sincerity. Some of

them, it is probable, were Phoenicians. "Of

one thing I am assured—the devil-dancer

never shams excitement " (Caldwell).]

Ver. 29.—And it came to pass, when mid

day was past [Elijah allowed them all tho

time he could, consistently with the great

work he had himself to do, which would

absorb all the rest of tho day] , and they

prophesied [Notice the striking coincidence

with the description of the worship of

Ashtoreth given above. We are not to

think of vaticinations, but of frenzied cries,

Ac. It is not clear, however, that any fresh

element in their worship is intended, as

Keil imagines. Their service as a whole,

seeing they were prophets, would be called
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a " prophesying, " and the word, conse

quently, may merely mean " they pursued

their calling,'' "they cried and prayed,"

Ac.] until the time of the offering "[Keil

and Kawlinson would translate, " until to

ward* the time," Ac. There is certainly

some iudefiniteness in the words Jli^l^ HJfi

until [the hour] for placing, Ac., but we

may well believe that their dances and

cries continued up to the moment of Elijah's

prayer (ver. 36)] of the evening sacrifice

[Hob. the Minchah, i.e., the meat offering

or unbloody sacrifice. In Gen. iv. 3—6 the

word would appear to bo used of any

offering ; but at a later day it was re

stricted to bloodless offerings, and was

opposed to n3T. Cf. l'sa. xl. 7 ; Jcr. xvii. 26.

Directions as to the offering of the Minchah

are given, Exod. xxix. 38—11 ; Num.

xxviii. 3—8. The evening sacrifice was

probably offered then, as it certainly was

at a later day, at the ninth hour. Cf. Acts

iii. 1 ; x. 3, 30, and see Jos., Ant. xiv. 4. 3.

Wordsworth thinks this synchronism very

significant, as suggesting that the true

worship of God was that of the temple in

Jerusalem] , that there was neither voice,

nor any to answer [as in ver. 261 , nor any

that regarded. [Heb. and not attention. The

LXX. has a curious variation and addition

here : " And Elijah the Tishbite said to the

prophets of the idols, Stand back ; I will now

make ready my offering."]

Ver. 30.—And Elijah said unto all the

people [He has now done with the priests.

They have had their opportunity ; his turn

is come], Come near unto me. [Hitherto

they had gathered round the altar of Baal,

and some, it may be, had joined their prayers

to those of the priests (ver. 24). In ver. 21,

he "drew near"—same word—to them.

Now they must stand round the altar he

is about to build. He will have "eye

witnesses and ear-witnesses" (Keil). There

must be no suspicion of imposture.] And all

the people came near unto him. And he

repaired the altar of the Lord that was

broken down. [It has been already suggested

that this altar may have dated from the

time when there was no house built unto

the name of the Lord. But it is just as

likely that it had been restored, if not

raised, by some of the " seven thousand

who had not bowed their knees unto Baal,"

or by some of the faithful remaining in Israel

after the calf-worship and the hostility

between the two kingdoms had made wor

ship at Jerusalem an impossibility. Anyhow

we can hardly be mistaken in holding that

this was one of the " altars " (ch. xix. 10)

" thrown down " by command of Ahab or

Jezebel. Elijah's repairing it was an act

of profound significance. It showed him

as the restorer of the law and the true

religion.]

Ver. 31.—And Elijah took twelve stones

[This number, too, was full of significance.

Not only would it carry back their thoughts

to the giving of the law (Exod. xxiv. 4 ; xxviii.

21), and to their fathers' entrance into the

promised land (Josh. iv. 3, 9), but it would

remind them of the essential unity of tho

people, notwithstanding the division of the

kingdom. The act was thus a protest

against the schism. We cannot hold with

Keil, Wordsworth, al. that it was "a prac

tical declaration on the part of the prophet

that the division of tho nation into tico

kingdoms was at variance with the will of

God," because we are distinctly told that

that division was "from the Lord" (ch. xii.

15). But it was certainly a witness against

a divided Church, and a reminder of tho

unity of the race] , according to the number

of the tribes of the sons of Jacob, unto whom

the word of the Lord came [Gen. xxxii. 28] ,

saying, Israel shall be thy name. [He thus

protests against the exclusive assumption of

the name of Israel, and the exception of the

southern kingdom from the glorious heritago

and calling of Israel, by the ten tribes But

we cannot follow Biibr in the belief that

Jacob received "from Jehovah tho name of

Israel," i.e., the "soldier of God," because

he commanded his house to " put away the

strange gods" (Gen. xxxv. 2, 10 sqq.), or

that Elijah would teach that "only those

who did as Jacob did had a claim to his

name." The great idea is that the people

are one, and are the Lord's.]

Ver. 32.—And with the stones [the twelve

he had chosen out of the ruins. Cf. Exod.

xx. 25] he built an altar in the name of the

Lord [not " by tho command of Jehovah "

(Bahr), but rather as the minister and for the

service of Jehovah, or, as Keil. " by the

authority and for the glory of Jehovah."

Nor is it certain that " he called, as ho built

it, on the name of Jehovah, and so dedi

cated it to His seri-ice" (Bawl.) See Gen.

xii. 8; xiii. 4 ; xxxiii. 20; xxxv. 7]: and he

made a trench [or channel, 2 Kings xviii. 17 ;

Isa. vii. 3 ; xxxvi. 2 ; Ezck. xxxi. 4. The

word implies that it was for holding the

water, not for keeping off tho people] about

the altar, as great as would contain two

measures of seed [Heb. as the inside (lit.,

house) of two sec hs of seed. These words

have been variously interpreted. Keil, with

Thenius and Wordsworth, understands that

" the trench was so large that you could sow

two seahs of seed upon the ground which it

covered." But apart from the fact that JV3

must refer to capacity rather than super

ficial extent, one docs not measure a
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trench, as Bahr observes, by the ground

which it covers, but by its depth. He

would follow Gescnius in understanding

that the trench was so deep as to hold two

scabs of seed; i.e., as deep as the grain

measure containing two seahs. Tho nNP

was the third of an cpbah. Cf. Jos., Ant. ix.

4. 5, and the aara rpia of Matt. xiii. 33.]

Ver. 33.—And lie put the wocd In order,

and cut the bullock In pieces, and laid him

on the wood [Rawlinson says " He obeyed,

that is, all the injunctions of the law with

respect to the offering of a burnt sacrifice

(see Levit. i. 3—9), and adds, "He thus

publicly taught that all the ordinances of

the law were binding on the kingdom of

Isiael." But it is very probable that tho

priests of Baal had done the same things.

All sacri fice involved such manual acts. Cf.

Gen. xxii. 9, where the same word Tpt> is

used. No doubt the prophet did everything

in an orderly and regular way; but the

people could hardly learn a lesson of

obedience from such elementary acts as

these, and the less so as the law provided

that the sacrifice should be offered only

" by the priests, the sons of Aaron " (Levit.

i. 8), and Elijah's ministrations, conse

quently, might seem to warrant or condone

the ministrations of Jeroboam's intrusive

prictthood. That they did not lend any

real sanction to those irregularities is clear,

however, to us. For, in the first place,

priests were not to be had, all having long

smce left the kingdom. In the second place,

the higher commission of the prophet em

braced within itself the authority for all

necessary priestly acts. Cf. 1 Sam. xvi. 2.

Elijah acted, as Grotins well observes, jure

prophetico, tninoribus ler/ibus exsolutus, ut

mnjores servarei] , and said, Fill four barrels

[Heb. Dn3. Cf. ch. xvii. 12. It designates

the ordinary water-pitcher, generally carried

then, as now, by women : Gen. xxiv. 14—20 ;

Judg. vii. 16 ; Eccles. xii. 6] with water,

and pour it on the burnt sacrifice, and on

the wood. [The water, as already remarked,

was doubtless brought from the adjoining

spring (though it is clear from ver. 40

that the Kishon was not dry, and Thomson

thinks that its sources, and particularly the

fountain of Saadieh, furnished the supply).

" In such springs the water remains always

cool, nndcr the shade of a vaulted roof, and

with no hot atmosphere to evaporate it.'

While all other fountains were dried up, I

can well understand that there might have

been found here that superabundance of

water which Elijah poured so profusely

over the altar" (Van de Velde, i. p. 325).]

Ver. 34.—And he said, Do it the second

time. And they did it the second time.

[Heb. Repeat , and they repeated.] And ho

said, Do it the third time. And they did it

the third time. [Sec note on ch. xvii. 21.]

Ver. 35.—And the water ran round

[Heb. the waters Kent round] about the

altar, and he filled the trench also [i.e.,

the trench, which was only partially rilled

with the water of tho twelve lie now

filled to the brim] with water. [The object

of these repeated drenchings of tho victim

and altar was to exclude all suspicion of

fraud. It would almost seem as if tricks

not unlike that practised year by year at the

Greek Easter at Jerusalem were familiar

to that age. Some of the fathers expressly

state that tho idolatrous priests of an

earlier time were accustomed to set fire to

the sacrifice from hollow places concealed

beneath the altar, and it was an old tradi

tion (found in Ephrcm Syrus, and Chrysos-

tom) that the Baal prophets had concealed

a man for that purposo beneath their altar,

but that he had died from suffocation

(Stanley). Babr, however, sees in these 3x4

vessels of water a symbolical act. The sig

nificance of this combination, he says, is

unmistakable (cf. " Symbolik " i. pp. 150,

169, 193, 205), though we cannot be certain

as to the precise meaning of tho prophetic

act. His only suggestion is that it points

to abundance of rain as the reward of

keeping the covenant (Dcut. xxviii. 12, 23).

But all this is extremely precarious, and

the more so as the pitchers may have been

filled any number of times before the trench

was full]

Ver. 36.—And it came to pass at the

time of the offering of the evening sacrifice

[see note oil ver. 2'J] ,that Elijah the prophet

Lthis designation of Elijah is unusual. Cf.

Mai. iv. 5. Elsewhero he is " the Tishbite,"

or tho " man of God "] came near, and said,

Lord [Heb. Jehmah. Not only docs the

sacred name stand at the head of his

prayer, it is also mentioned thrieo (LXX.

four times)] God of Abraham, Isaac, and

Israel [Two things are to be noticed here :

first, that this formula had only once before

been used, and that by God Himself, before

the giving of law, at the burning bush. It

was when God revealed Himself in flaming

fire that Ho had proclaimed Himself the

God of Abraham, Ac. Secondly, that the

variation " Israel " is made designedly (cf.

ver. 31), not only to proclaim tho Lord as

the "Cod of Israel" (cf. ch. xvii. 1), but

also to suggest that the name and privileges

of Israel belonged to all the sons of Jacob.

The LXX. adds, "Hear me, 0 Lord, hear

me this day by fire "—most of which is

clearly borrowed from the next vorse] , let

it be known this day that thou art God la
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Israel [according to ver. 24, " the God thnt

answcrcth by fire, Ac.], and that I am thy

servant, and that I have done all these

things according to thy word. [LXX. ?ia

oi. Not only the cailicr proceedings of tho

dny, hut Hie three years' drought, Ac. Kcil

would include the miracle about to be per

formed, but tho people could hardly doubt

that that, when done, was done according

to tho liivinc word. It is interesting to

compare with these words ch. xvii. 2, 3, 8,

Ifi, 21, and ch. xviii. 1, all of which mention

the " word of the Lord."]

Ver. 37.—Hear me, O Lord [Jehovah] ,

hear me [or ansiccr me; same word as in

vers. 21, 26, and 29] , that this people

may know that thou art the Lord God

1 Rather. " that thou, Jchorah, art the God."

Same expression as in ver. 21, " let him be

the God "], and that thou hast turned

their heart back again. [Cf. Mai. iv. 5, 6 :

" He (" Elijah tho prophet ") shall turn the

heart of the fathers," Ac. He speaks as if

the miracle were already wrought (cf. John

xi. 41), and the people already repentant.

His prayer is that they may understand

that the prodigy about to be performed was

wrought for their conversion.]

Ver. 38.—Then the Are of the Lord

[Jehovah. Not lightning, hut supernatural

light and heat emanating from God Him

self. Cf. Lcvit. ix. 24 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 26 ;

9 Chron. vii. 1 ; Heb. xii. 29] fell, and con

sumed [Heb. ate up, devoured] the burnt

sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones [m

calcem redigit, Cler.], and the dust [Biilur

translates die lirde, and understands this to

he the earth with which the altnr of twelve

stones had been packed. Similarly Hawlin-

tou. But it is very doubtful whether

puh in, could be used in this sense. It may

mean dry earth, hut this altar had been

deluged with water] , and licked up [T\rff is

clearly onomatopoctic, like our lick; Germ.

leeken ; Gr. Xi/x«, Ac. It expresses well

the action of tongues of flame] the water

that was In the trench.

Ver. 89.—And when all the people saw it,

they fell on their faces [As in Lcvit. ix. 24 ;

2 Chron. vii. 3 ; cf. Num. xxii. 31 ; Josh. v.

14 ; Bev. xi. 16. They recognized in the

fire, that is to say, the token of the

Divine Pretence] : and they said. The Lord

[Jehovah. Tho councxion of this verse

with the three verses preceding is obscured

by our translation] , he Is the God ; the

Lord, he Is the God. [The echo of ver. 24.

The Hebrew words are the same. Stanley

remarks that it is as if (by a slight inversion)

they turned " the name of the prophet him

self into a war-cry, 'Eli-Jah-hu.' "]

Ver. 40.—And Elijah said unto them,

Take the prophets of Baal ; let not one of

them escape. [Elijah's promptitude is ex

tremely striking. The people had hardly

recovered from their terror and awe before

he proceeds to judgment. The narrative

has the air of truth, and was doubtless

reduced to writing by an eye-witness.] And

they took them : and Elijah brought them

down [Heb. caused them to rfo down, i.e. ,

had them brought down. He could but

lead the way, as they numbered 450] to the

brook [Wi'idg. " Like most of the so-called

' rivers of Palestine,' the perennial stream

forms but a small part of the Kishou "

(Grove)] Klshon [" Tortuous," now called

Nahr el Muhatta, the " river of slaughter."

See Thomson, L. and B. ii. pp. 1 10, 141 ;

Porter,pp.383— 4; Diet. Bib.ii.p.45. It flows

directly under Carmel] , and slewthem there.

[Obviously, he merely superintended the

slaughter. That he slew them all with his

own hand is altogether out of the question.

Nor is it clear that " sword in hand he stood

over them " (Stanley). Joscphus rightly ex

plains : " they slew the prophets at Elijah's

instigation." It is almost certain, from

their resorting to tho Kishou for this pur

pose, that it was not quite dry at the time

Their blood would mingle with its waters,

and the flood which the " great rain " would

presently produce (cf. Judg. v. 21) wonll

carry their corpses down to the sea. It has

often been supposed that the mound near

the Kishon, known as Tell el Cassis, " the

mound of tho priests," derives its name

from this slaughter of the prophets of

Baal. But Couder (p. 90) remarks that

" Kassls is the word applied to a Christian

priest, and the word Kohen or Kamir would

more naturally he expected if there was any

real connexion with the idolatrous priests

of Baal."]

This action of the prophet Elijah in insli-

tutiug this wholesale slaughter in the hour

of his triumph has been repeatedly-arraigned

and denounced, but most unjustly. Accord

ing to some, it was an act of gross fana

ticism and cruelty ; others have seen it in a

wild and terrible vendetta for the murder

of the Lord's prophets. By some, indeed,

it has been justified on the principles of the

lex talionis (Exod. xxi. 21, Ac.) ; on the

ground, that is to say, that the men who

had instigated Jezebel in her ottemptcd ex

termination of the prophetic schools had

merited extermination in their turn. But

it is a fatal objection to their view, first,

that we not only have no proof, but no

reason for thinking, that it was at their
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instigation that the queen " cut oil tlie

prophets of the Lord ; " and, secondly, that

it is not clear that she succeeded in her

sanguinary purpose, or that many lives

were sacrificed to her fury. And Elijah's

action needs no such lame apologies. As

the Lord's prophet, as the vindicator and

restorer of the law, there was no other

course open to him. If the Mosaic law

was then written, and this very incident is

one of the proofs that it was then written ;

if, however it had fallen into contempt or

desuetude, it was still binding upon Israel ;

and if Elijah was justified in executing its

provisions, and was required to executo

them, however repugnant they might be to

his inclinations (Deut. xxvii. 26; Gal. iii. 10),

then he could not hive done otherwise than

he did. For it was an essential part of that

law, it was an obligation that was laid, not

onco or twice, but on three separate occa

sions (Exod. xxii. 20; Deut. xiii. ; xvii.

2—7), on the Jewish people, it was a duty

they were to perform, however distressing

and harrowing it might be (Deut. xiii. 6—!)),

to provide that the worshipper of false

gods, and especially the teacher of such

worship, should be put to death. It was

primarily, of course, the duty of the

authorities, of the theocratic king aul his

subordinates, to execute these injunctions.

But the king of that age was corrupt and

powerless—nay, was himself idolatrous. So

great was the depravity of the time that the

false prophet eujoyed the favour and protec

tion of the court, and the true prophet was

everywhere being hunted to death. The

execution of this law, consequently, could

not be expected from the king. It must be

executed, if at all, in spite of him, and in

disregard of his protests. It was only

Elijah, therefore, could put it iuto force,

and Elijah only in the hour of his triumph.

And thejus zelotypamm, the right claimed by

every faithful Jew to execute vengeance, after

the example of Phinehas (Num. xxv. 11),

upon any gross breach of the Divine law

committed in his presence, was not his only

warranty ; he held a commission, higher

than the king's, as the prophet of the Most

High. He had just proved that the Lord

He was God. It was now for him to prove

that God's law was no dead letter. It was

" for him to cut off the men—some of them

1 renegades from the faith of Israel, some of

them foreign emissaries introduced into the

laud—who had corrupted his countrymen,

and threatened the very existence of the

true religion. It is necessary, therefore, for

those who challengo his conduct in this

respect, who call him sanguinary, vindictive,

&c., to settle their account with the law

which he obeyed, and, indeed, with Him

who has approved this deed, and has fore

warned us that He too will act in like man

ner (Luke xix. 27). For this terrible retri

bution is by no means an exceptional or

isolated act, in contrast to the general spirit

of that dispensation ; on the contrary, it

is in thorough accord with the system out

of which it sprung. We gain nothing,

therefore, by repudiating this one trans

action. For clearly, in the first place, it

was allowed and approved cf God, who

otherwise would hardly have answered the

prayer which Elijah presently offered, and

(2) other similar acts have distinctly re

ceived Divine commendation (Exod. xxxii.

25—2S ; Num. xxv. 7—13 ; 2 Kings i. 9

sqq.) It is true that the spirit of Elias

I was not the spirit of Christianity (Luko

1 ix. 56), but it is forgotten how different was

! the dispensation of Elijah from that of tho

1 New Covenant. In that age idolaters must

I receive their just recompense of reward,

I because the judgment to come had not then

been revealed ; because justice must be

measured out to men in this life. We do

not avenge idolatry or irreligion now with

| fire and sword, not because the thing is any

the less siuful, hut because the duty has

been taken out of our hands ; because our

religion instructs us to leave it to Hitn who

has said, " Vengeance is Mine," Ac. It is

perhaps worth remarking here that there is

nothing iu this history half so dreadful as

might be seen on a thousand battle-fields—

and those not battle-fields for truth and

right — on which, nevertheless, Elijah's

critics have learned to look with complacency.

It may, however, be objected to this view

that the punishment denounced by the law

was stoning (Deut. xiii. 10; xvii. 5). But

surely it is easy to seo why, in this particu

lar, the law was not kept. It was simply

that the exigency of the occasion did not
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permit of its being kept. It was because

the 450 traitors to God and their coun

try could not be stoned within the

few hours that remained before the night

closed in and the multitude dispersed,

that a more speedy punishment, that

of the sword, was adopted. And it would

have been a sacrifice of the spirit of the

law to the letter had some few false

prophets been stoned and the rest thereby

been afforded the opportunity to escape, and,

under Jezebel's protection, to renew their

efforts against truth and morality and

religion.

Ver. 41.—And Elijah said unto Ahab, Get

thee up [It is clear from the word rby. that

the king had gone down with the crowd to

the Kishon. Curiosity had perhaps im

pelled him to witness the slaughter which

he was powerless to prevent. And no doubt

he had been profoundly awed by the portent

he had just witnessed], eat and drink [It

is hardly likely that there was aught of

derision in these words. It is extremely

probable that the excitement of the ordeal

was so intense that the king had barely

tasted food all day long. Elijah now bids

him eat if he can, after what he has wit

nessed. There is now, ho suggests, no

further cause for anxiety or alarm. The

people being repentant (vers. 39, 40), and

the men who have brought a curse on the

land being cut off, the drought can now be

abated (cf. 2 Sam. xxi. 1, 6, 14). The next

words assign the reason why he should eat

and drink. It is a mistake, however (Ewald,

Rawlinson) , to suppose that ho was bidden

to "cat of the feast which always followed

a sacrifice," for this was a whole burnt

offering and had been entirely consumed

(ver. 38). It is probable that the attendants

of the king had spread a tent for him upon

the plateau, and had brought food for the

day along with them]; for there is a sound

of abundance of rain [Heb. for a voice of a

noise—!1Dn; cf. hum, anonomatopoetic word

—of rain. Gcsenius and Keil think that the

prophet could already hear the sound of the

drops of rain, but if so, it was only in spirit

(cf. ver. 45). The words may refer to the

rise of the wind which so often precedes a

storm, but it is more probable that Elijah

speaks of signs and intimations understood

only by himself. This was the " word " of

ch. xvii. 1.]

Ver. 42.—So Ahab went up to eat and to

drink. And Elijah went up to the top

[flcb. head] of Carmel [It is clear from

ver. 43 that this was not the actual summit,

nor can it have been, as Biihr supposes,

the outermost promontory towards the sea,

unless he means the foot or slope of that

ridge or promontory, for from this C'SO the

sea was not visible. It also appears from

the rbv of ver. 44 that this point must

have been at a lower elevation than the

plateau where the altar had stood and where

Ahab's tent was] ; and he cast himself down

upon the earth [Same word 2 Kings iv. 34,

35, of Elisha's prostration upon the dead

child. But if Elijah " stretched himself

full length " upon tho earth, as the Easterns

constantly do in prayer (see Thomson, i.

26, 27) it was but for a moment, as we

presently find him kneeling] , and pnt his

face between his knees. ["The Oriental

attitude of entire abstraction " (Stanley).

The posture witnessed to the intensity of

his supplication.]

Ver. 43.—And said to his servant [of

whom we now hear for the first time. It is

an old tradition that this was none other

than the son of tho Sarcptan, who was

afterwards known as the prophet Jonah

(Jerome, Praef. in Jonam). See note on ch.

xvii. 21] , Go up now, look toward [Heb.

the Kay of) the sea. [It is a striking con

firmation of the theory which identifies

El Murahkah with the scene of Elijah's

sacrifice that the sea, though not visible

from the plateau itself, is from the crest of

the hill, a few feet higher. Van de Velde

writes, " On its west and north-west sides

the view of the sea is quite intercepted by

an adjacent height. That height may be

ascended, however, in a few minutes and a

full view of the sea obtained from the top."

Similarly the latest authority, Mr. Cornier :

" The peak is a semi.isolated knoll with a

cliff some forty feet high, looking south

east. . . . The sea is invisible, except from

the summit, and thus it was only by

climbing to the top of Carmel, from the

plateau where the altar may have stood,

that the prophet's servant could have seen

the little cloud," Ac.] And he went up,

and looked, and said, There is nothing.

And he said, Go again seven times. [Cf.

Josh. vi. 15—20; 2 Kings v. 14; Matt.

xviii. 21 ; Psa. cxix. 164. The idea here

is that of sufficiency, of completion, rather

than, as elsewhere, of covenant. And yet

it must be remembered that Elijah was

only praying for what God had already

promised to grant (ver. 1). This earnest

prayer for rain under these circumstances

suggests that the former prayer " that it

might not rain " (James v. 17) had also been

inspired of God. But it is worth consider

ing whether Elijah's attitude was not one

of reverent and assured expectation, as
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much as of prayer. When Kawlinson saya

that " the faithfulness and pntience shown

[by the servant] in executing thin order

without a murmur, imply devotedncss of

no common kind," ho surely forgets that

the drought had lasted for three years and

a half, and that the servant had that day

seen the fires of God descend at Elijah's

prayer. It is inconceivahle, under such

circumstances, that any man could mur

mur.]

Yer. 44.—And It came to pass at the

seventh time, that he said, Behold, there

ariseth a little cloud out of the sea, like

a man's hand. [f|3 lit., palm, hollow of

hand. Cf. Luke xii. 54, " When ye see the

eloud (Gr. ti)v vnpi\i]v) nrise out of the

west, straightway ye Bay, There cometh a

shower; ami so it is." " Still in antnmu

the little cloud comes up like a man's hind

and swells till huge thunder pillars are

piled black and high above the mountains "

(Conder). But it is not in Palestine alone

that a little cloud on the horizon is fre

quently the harbinger of rain] . And he

Bald, Go up [see note on vcr. 42] , say unto

Ahab, Prepare thy chariot [Heb. bind] ,

and get thee down [Keil, Stanley, and

others assume that Ahab's chariot was

waiting at the foot of the mountain. But

it is to bo noticed that the command to

harness the horses precedes that to "go

down." The writer rode down from El

Slurahinh to the plain, and it is quite

conceivable that the royal chariot may

have conveyed Ahab to the plateau of

sacrifice and have waited for him there],

that the. rain stop thee not. [After heavy

rain (Qty}) tho Klshon, which "collects the

whole drainage of this large basin " (Con

der), tho Great Plain, soon becomes an im

passable swamp (Judg. v. 21), "I can tell

you from experience that in wet seasons

it (theWady) is extremely muddy, and then

the Kishon causes great tribulation to the

muleteers. Kareiy indeed do they get

over it without some of their animals

sticking fast in its oozy bottom" (Thom

son, L. and B. ii. p. 218).]

Yer. 45.—And it came to pass in the

meanwhile [Heb. unto thus and unto thus,

i.e., till now and then (cf. Exod. vii. 16 ;

Josh. xvii. 14). Gesen., Biihr, al. support the

rendering of the A. V. Ewald, Keil, al.

understand " while the hand is being moved

hither and thither," i.e., very speedily.

The practical difference is not great] , that

the heaven was black with clouds and

wind, and there was a great rain. [" The

cry of the boy from his mountain watch

had hardly been uttered when the storm

broke upon the plain " (Stanley). " The

storm" [over " the dark slate-coloured ridge

of Carmel," witnessed by Condor in 1872]

"burst suddenly, the rain descending with

violence, hissing on the ground, as if not

able to come down fast enough, and accom

panied with gusts of wind, thunder, and

lightning."] And Ahab rode, and went to

JezreeL

Yer. 46.—And the hand of the Lord was

on Elijah [Same expression 2 Kings iii. 15 ;

Ezek. i. 3 ; iii. 14 ; viii. 1 ; xxxiii. 22 ; cf.

also Exod. ix. 3 ; Judg. ii. i5 ; Kuth i. 13 j

Acts xi. 21; xiii. 11. Some of the com

mentators understand the words of Divine

guidance, some of a supernatural strengthen

ing. Thero is no need to exclude either in

terpretation. An impulse from on high

impelled bim to "gird up his loins" and

go with the king ; a strength not his own

sustained him whilst " he ran," &c. The

distance across tho plain to Jezreel is about

fourteen miles ; tho royal chariot would

drive furiously, and whatever fleetness and

endurance the prophet had acquired in tho

wilds of Gilend, it seems hardly likely that,

after tho fatigues and excitement of that

day, he would have been able, without the

hand of the Lord upon him, to keep ahead

of the chariot horses] , and he girded up

his loins [i.e., gathered round his waist the

abba, or "mantle"—the (cf. ch. xix.

13, 19 ; 2 Kings ii. 13, 14) was so-called

from its ample size—which would otherwise

have impeded his movements. Probably

this, apart from the girdle, was his sole gar

ment. (See Diet. Bib. vol. ii. p. 232)] , and

ran before Ahab [Thomson (vol. ii. p. 227)

mentions an interesting illustration of this

incident which he witnessed. The fore

runners of Mohammed Ali PaBha " kept

just ahead of the horses, no matter how

furiously they wore ridden, and in order to

run with the greatest case they not only

girded their loins very tightly, but also

tucked up their loose garments under the

girdle." But such a spectacle is of common

occurrence in the East. Kitto remarks that

tho Sliatirs of Persia keep pace with ease

with their masters' horses. They also are

tightly girded. His object was apparently

twofold. First, to honour the sovereign

whom he had that day humbled in the

presence of his subjects. The great pro

phet, by assuming the lowly offico of a

foot-man, or forerunner (see note on oh. i.

5), would give due reverence to the Lord's

anointed, like Samuel on a somewhat similar

occasion (1 Sam. xv. 30, 31). Secondly, he

may have hoped by his presence near the

king and court to strengthen any good

resolves which tho former might have

made, and to further the work of reforma-
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tion which he could not but hope the pro

ceedings of that day would inaugurate.

That this tribute of respect would be grateful

to Ahab, who hitherto had only regarded

Elijah as an adversary, it is impossible to

doubt. And that Elijah believed he hud

struck a death-blow to the foreign super

stitious fostered by the court, and especially

by the queen, is equally certain. It is not

clear, as Biihr assumes, that his servant

accompanied him on the road. He may

have rejoined him later on in the day or

night", to the entrance [Heb. until thou

comett to. The Arab aversion, which Elijah

is supposed to have shared, to entering

cities, has often been remarked. But there

were other and deeper reasons why he should

not adventure himself within the city.

Probably the same guiding band which led

bim to Jezreel impelled him to lodge out

side the walls. It was impossible to say

what Jezebel, in her transports of rage,

might do. After such a day, too, any pro

phet would shrink from familiar contact

with men and from the strife of tongues]

of Jezreel. [Ahab had a palace here (ch.

xxi. 1). But Samaria was still the capital,

and so remained till the captivity (ch. xxii,

37 ; 2 Kmgs xv. 13, 14 ; xvii. 5", 6). The

selection of Jezreel as a royal residence is

easily accounted for. It stands on " a knoll

500 feet high" (Conder), overlooking both

the plain of Esdraelon and the valley of

Jezreel. In fact, it is the finest situation

in the " Great Plain." Hence perhaps its

name " the sowing-place of God." See

Stanlev, S. and P. pp. 336 sqq. ; Porter, p.

3.33; Diet. Bib. vol. i. p. 1080 ; Vande Volde,

vol. ii. p. 370.J

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 8, 4.—The Governor of Ahah'a House. There are few things in these

hooks of Scripture more surprising and suggestive than the position of Obadiah in

the palace of Ahab. Consider—

I. Tue age. We have seen that during this reign (ch. xvi. 30, 33 ; xxi. 25), and

especially in the capital city of Samaria (ch. xvi. 32), the wickedness of Israel had

reached its zenith. From the accession of Jeroboam, and the schism which followed

it, the northern kingdom had steadily gone from had to worse, till its apostasy and

impiety culminated under the malign influences of Ahab and Jezebel. Their joint

reign marks a new departure in the religious history of the ten tribes. Hitherto

men had worshipped the God of their fathers, though in an irregular and un

authorized way, and idolatry, though not unknown, had not been open and un

blushing. Now, however, the whole nation, with but few exceptions, abandoned

itself to the licentious worship of Phoenician gods, and the ancestral religion was

proscribed, its altars were overthrown, and a determined effort was made to stamp

out its prophets and professors.

II. The place. We should expect, consequently—what Elijah really believed to

he the case (ch. xix. 10)—that to find a pious man we must search the land as with

a lantern. We should expect to find some Ahdiels, " faithful among the faithless

found," but we should look for them away from the haunts of men, in " caves and

dens of the earth," in the brook Cherith, or the cottage of Zarephath, or

wandering about " in sheepskins and goatskins," &c. (Heb. xi. 87, 38). But we

should hardly hope to find them in the cities of Israel, in the broad light of day, in

conspicuous positions, and least of all should we look for them iu Samaria, where

Satan's seat was, the fortress and citadel of Baal.

Or if we were so sanguine, notwithstanding the godlessness of the times and the

genius of the place, as to count on some saints in Samaria, we should never betake

ourselves to the great men (Jer. v. 5 ) ; we should go in search of piety in the cottages

of the poor. We should never dream of finding any followers of the Lord occupying

an exalted station, living under the shadow of the palace, or in close contact with the

detormiued and unscrupulous queen.

III. His position. But if we were assured that even in Ahab's palace, under the

same roof with Jezebel, a devout and steadfast servant of Jehovah was to be found,

we should certainly have expected to find him in some insignificant servitor, some

poor retainer of the place. That any high official, that a minister of state could re

tain his piety in that cesspool of corruption, that hothed of idolatry and immorality,

and at the very time that Jezebel was cutting off the Lord's prophets, would seem
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to ns altogether out of the question. " What communion," we should ask, "hath light

.with darkness ? or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel ? "

IV. His piety. Yet we find that Obadiah, the intendaut of the palace of Samaria,

the trusted and faithful minister of Ahab, the " third ruler in the kingdom," " feared

the Lord greatly" (ver. 31, and, though surrounded by Baal-worshippers, never

bowed the knee to Baal ; though risking his life by his devotion to Jehovah, yet

served Him truly, and succoured His prophets.

We have a parallel to this, and a still more striking instance of piety under the

most adverse and discouraging circumstances in the New Testament. Wo have

something like it, indeed, in the case ol Daniel and the three Hebrew children ;

something approaching it in the ea?e of Joanna, the wife ol Chuza, Herod's steward

(Luke viii. 3) ; but we find a still closer analogue in the saints of Ciesar's household

(Phil. iv. 22).

When we remember that the saints of Rome were the talk, the admiration, the

patterns of the early Christian Churches " throughout the whole world " (Rom. i. 8) ;

that among the saints of Rome, those of the palace or of the barracks (Phil. i. 13)

attached to Caesar's palace on the Palatine, were conspicuous, at least (oh. iv. 2"2) for

their charity, for the crowning Christian grace of tpiXaceXipia, the stamp and seal royal

of the saints (John xiii. 35 ; 1 John iv. 20) ; when we remember, too, that this was in

Rome, at that period the very worst city in the world, the resort—their own writers

being witness—of all the knaves and charlatans and libertines of the empire ; that

this was in the year A.n. 63, when the palace of the Ca;sars was occupied by Nero,

of all those born of women perhaps the meanest, basest, most infamous, most prof

ligate ; that this Nero was murderer of brother, murderer of mother, of wife, of

paramour; persecutor and butcher of the Christians, sworn foe of goodness and

purity in every shape, patron and abettor of every kind of abomination, according to

some the " Beast " of the Apocalypse ; when we consider that under his roof, in the

pandemonium which be had created around him, saints were found, meek followers

of the unspotted Christ, wo cannot but be impressed with the fact that the wisdom

of God has preserved for our encouragement two conspicuous instances—one under

the Old Dispensation, one under the New—of fervent piety living and thriving in

a palace under the most adverse circumstances, amid the overflowings of ungodliness.

And these facts may suggest the following lessons :

1. "Let every man, wherein he is called, there abide with God" (1 Cor. vii. 20,

24). The temptation to desert our post, because of the difficulties, seductions, perse

cutions it affords, is peculiarly strong, because it presents itself under the garb of

a religious duty. We think we shall " one day fall by the hand of Saul " (1 Sam.

xxvii. 1). We fear the temptation may be too strong for us, and we consult, as we

fancy, only for our safety, in flight. But we forget that " every man's life is a plan

of God;" that we have been placed where wo are by Him, and placed there to do

His work. We forget also that His " grace is sufficient" for us ; that with every

temptation Ho can make a way to escape (1 Cor. x. 13) ; that He will not suffer us

to be tempted above that we are able to bear ; and that flight under such circum

stances must be mere cowardice and faithlessness. It was a great mistake of the

hermits and the religious of a past age to leave the world because it was so

wicked, for this was to take the salt out of the earth, and to leave it to corruption.

If the men who alone can leaven society shut themselves up in a cloister or astudy,

it is simply leaving it to the devil to do his worst. This is not to fight, but to flee.

Except these abide in the ship, how can it bo saved ? (Acts xxvii. 31.) It is egregious

selfishness to hide our candle under a bushel, lest perchance the blasts of temptation

should extinguish it. Obadiah was called by the providence of God to be governor

of Ahab's house. The post must have been one of extreme difficulty, of constant

trial and imminent peril. We see from vers. 10, 14 the kind of man he had to

deal with, and how, from day to day, he carried his life in his hand. But he did not

desert the state of life into which it had pleased God to call him. He considered

that he was there for some good purpose ; that he had a work to do which only he

could do, and he resolved to stop and do his duty. Perhaps he remembered Iha

ruler of Pharaoh's house, and the deliverance he wrought for Israel (Gen. xlv. 7, 3).
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Anyhow, he waited and endured, and at length the opportunity came. When

Jezebel would exterminate the Lord's prophets, then the steward of the palace

understood why he had been placod in that perilous and responsible position. It

was that ho might save much people alive (Uen. 1. 20). Then he did what, perhaps,

only he could have done— took a hundred of the Lord's prophets, hid them in two

caves, and fed them with bread and water.

2. The saints make the best servants. It is scarcely less strange to find Ahab

employing Obadiah than to find Obadiah serving under Ahab. Some have seen

herein a proof of the king's tolerance, but it is much more like a proof of his saga

city. Whether he knew of Obadiah's faith may be uncertain, but we may be sure

that he had proved his fidelity. It was because Obadiah was " faithful in nil his

house " that ho was retained in this position. It was not to Ahab's interest to have

a Baal-worshipper at the head of his retainers. Bad men do not care to be served

by their kind. They pay piety and probity the compliment—such as it is—of en

couraging it in their dependants and children. They find, as Fotiphar did, as

Darius did, that the God-fearing bring a blessing with them (Gen. xxxix. 5). For

if there is no special benediction of their basket and store, of their fruit and fold

(Deut. xxviii. 4, 5), yet they are guarded against peculation and waste (Luke xvi. 1).

How many, like Ahab, have found that those who share their sitis or pleasures

cannot be entrusted with their goods ; that if they would have faithful servants,

they must have God-fearing ones. (See Krummacher, i. sees. 145—149.)

8. It is only the poiuer of God could keep men holy in Ahab's or Nero's palace.

Coleridge has somewhere said that there are two classes of Christian evidences—

Christianity and Christendom ; tho system in itself, its pure morality, its bene

ficent teachings, and its results, its conquests, and achievements in the world. For

it is altogether beyond tho power of human nature to work the moral changes which

Christianity has wrought either to convert men or to preserve them from falling.

That a man who is notorious in his neighbourhood, the talk and terror of the

country side, a chartered libertine, an dme damnec, or even like St. Paul, a per

secutor and injurious ; or liko Augustine, or John Newton ; that such an one should

be suddenly stopped, transformed, ennobled, should preach the faith which he once

persecuted—this is very difficult to account for on human grounds. And that men

with every temptation to sin, everything to lose and nothing to gain by godliness,

worldly interest, pride, passion, shame, everything combining against religion—

that these should, nevertheless, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, live soberly,

righteously, and godly (Titus ii. 12) in the Sodom around them—this is no less a

miracle of Divine grace. The influences that preserved an Obadiah, a St. Paul, a

Pudeus, and Linus, and Claudia (2 Tim. iv. 21) must have been from above. We

know only too well what human nature, unassisted by grace, is capable of. We

know it tends inevitably, not to bear a rich crop of virtues, but, like tho cereals, to

degenerate, to run to seed. In Socrates and Seneca—" half-inspired heathens "—

we see it at its best, and yethow wide the gulf between Nero's preceptorand the saints

of Nero's household. When we see our nature, planted in a hothed of grossness

and profligacy, nevertheless yield the " peaceable fruits of righteousness," then we

know that the hand of the great Husbandman must, if silently and unseen, yet

assuredly, have been at work.

4. If religion held its own in Ahab's or in Nero's court, it will Jwld its own and

win its way anywhere. How can we ever despair of our religion so long as we

have such proofs that it is the "power of God unto salvation"? Society, both in

England and on the continent of Europe, may be very godless ; it may be chang

ing for the worse ; we may be preparing for an outhreak of Communism, Nihilism,

Materialism, Atheism ; the masses in our large towns may be very brutal and

besotted and animal, may be utterly estranged from religion in every shape ; but,

whatever England is liko, and whatever Europe is like, its state is nothing like so

desperate as was that of Rome under Nero. The savages to whom we send our

missionaries, again, no doubt they are debased, sensual, apathetic, or even hostile

to our religion ; but are they really worse, is their case more hopeless, than that of

Ahab's or Nero's subjects ? And if the days of persecution are not ended ; if in
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Cliina, and Melanesia, and Turkey the sword is still whetted against the Christian,

can wo find among them all a moro truculent persecutor than Jezebel, a more

savage and unprincipled inquisitor than Tigellinus. But we cannot pretend that

our sufferings are anything like theirs. No longer are the prophets limited like par

tridges ; no longer are they clad in the skins of wild beasts, or dipped into cauldrons

of pitch; no longer do we hear the sanguinary cry, Christianos ad /cones. And

yet, despito thoso terrible mockings and scourgings, those agonies in the amphi

theatre, those privations in the caves, religion, in Samaria and in Rome alike, held

its ground. In Israel, seven thousand true-hearted confessors would neither be

tempted nor terrified into bowing the knee to Baal. In Italy, the blood of the

martyrs was the seed of the Church ; neither Nero, nor Becius, nor Diocletian

could hinder the onward march of Christ's baptized host, and now it is matter of

history how one day the empire woke up to find itself Christian.

C. If men could be saints in Ahah's and Nero's palace, they may be saints any

where. How constantly do men plead the adverse circumstances in which they

are placed as a reason why they cannot serve God. Sometimes it is a godless street

or wicked hamlet ; sometimes it is an irreligious household or infidel workshop ; or

their trade is such, their employers or associates are such, that they cannot live a

godly life. But the example of Obadiah, the example of those saints of the Praeto-

rium, convicts them of untruth and of cowardice. They cannot have greater

temptations or fiercer persecutions than befell those Roman Christians. If they

proved steadfast, and lived in sweetness and purity, which of us cannot do the

same wherever we may be placed ?

6. The saints of Ahab's and Nero's courts shall rise up in judgment with this

generation, and shall condemn it. In a wicked city, in an impure court, through

tire and blood, they kept the faith. Christianity is now established in the laud.

Kings are its nursing fathers. Its holy rites are celebrated freely and openly. Yet

how many dishonour or deny it ! how many are ashamed of their religion I With

what shame will they meet the brave confessors of the past ! They will need no

condemnation from their Judge (Matt. xii. 41 ; John v. 45).

Vers. 17—20.— The King and his Master. For three and a half years king and

prophet have not met (Luko iv. 25). For three and a half years, forty and two

months, twelve hundred and sixty days (Rev. xi. 2, 8 ; xii. C ; xiii. 5 ; Dan. viL 25), the

mystical period of persecution and blasphemy, the plague of drought has afflicted

the land. But now the time—God's " fulness of time "—has arrived for its removal.

The time to favour Israel is come, and king and prophet meet again. It was an

anxious moment for each of them. It was a critical moment in the history of the

Church. Let us mark their words ; let us observe how they bear themselves ; we

shall surely learn something from their carriage and discourse.

I. The king goes to meet the prophet. Elijah would seem to have waited in

the place where Obadiah left him until Ahab appeared. He is not going to take

the placo of a suppliant. Subject though he is, he is Ahab's superior. He has a

commission higher and nobler than the king's. It is his task to reprove the king ;

hence, in a manner, he summons him before him. The proud monarch who has

scoured all lands in search of him must now humble himself to go before the

prophet. " Behold Elijah."

II. Ahab fears to meet Elijah. It is tine he is the first to speak, and accuses

the prophet of troubling the land ; but we may well believe that, despite his brave

words when Jezebel was at his side, and the cheap courage he manifested when ho

had the court and the priests of Baal at his back, ho must have looked forward to

this meeting with something like dismay. He had good causo for misgivings and

fears. First, he was to encounter a true prophet, and one vested with supernatural

powers. Of one thing he could have no doubt, as to the " sure word of prophecy" in

Elijah's lips. No less than the Sareptan, ho had proved that the word of the Lord

in Elijah's lips was truth (ch. xvii. 24). " He spake and it was done." He had

denounced a drought, and it had come to pass, a drought beyond all precedent, a

drought which still cursed the country, and was at that moment taxing its resources

1 Kisoa. 2 f
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(ver. 5) And of another thingALab must have been equally certain, that this drought

was no chance which had happened him. The coincidence between the word and

the event negatived that idea. He must see in it the finger of God ; he must

recognize in the prophet the power of God. But (2) the man for whom he had

been searching over hill and dale, in town and hamlet, in his own and in adjoining

lands, now proposes n meeting. Clearly, then, he is not afraid. He almost compels

an interview—" I will show myself unto him to-day." (3) Even if Ahab ascribed

his power to magic or witchcraft, still men tremble in the presence of a sorcerer.

We cannot wonder, therefore, if his courage almost failed him, and if he looked

forward to the meeting with something like dread. But he remembers his imperious

consort ; he thinks how full of threatening and fury he himself has been, and he

feels he must put on a bold front ; he must carry himself proudly ; he must tax the

prophet with wrong-doing. And so, when at last they meet, the king is the first

to speak. "Art thou here ?" he cries, almost frightened at the sound of his own

voice. " Art thou here, thou troubler of Israel ? " Words have often served to con

ceal men's thoughts, often been a veil to hide their abject fears.

Now, wo have heard words like these, we havo read of them in other mouths

than Aliah's. It is a common charge against the prophets and people of God.

The saints are always in the wrong. It is always they who " turn the world up

side down " (Acts xvii. 6, 8) ; always they who " do exceedingly trouble our city "

(i'&., xvi. 20). Our Lord was accused of sedition. The first Christians were called

" enemies of the human race." All manner of evil is said against them falsely.

Ahab only speaks " after his kind." He saw that Ehjah had been instrumental

in bringing down the drought and the terriMe famine which accompanied it. Ho

never pauses to ask what moved Elijah to call for a drought ; what caused Elijah's

God to send it. The herald is accused as the cause of the war. " There is nothing

new under the sun." The same charge is made, and with the same unreason and

perversity at the present day. The lamb must have fouled 'the stream, whichever

way it flows. If the Baptist comes neither eating nor drinking, they say, " Ho

hath a devil." If the Son of man comes eating and drinking, they ray, "Behold

a gluttonous man and a winehibber." If we pipe, they will not dance : if we

mourn, they will not lament (Matt. xi. 16 sqq.)

III. Elijah denounces the king to his face. " I have not troubled Israel, but

. thou," &c. " The righteous are bold as a lion." There is no trace of fear iu these

words. The truth has nothing to fear. And the truth it was then, and is now,

that the trouble and suffering of the world spring out of sin, out of forgetting and

forsaking God. If men will leave Him out of their thoughts and lives, their

sorrows cannot but be multiplied (Psa. xvi. 4). It is like leaving the sun out of

our solar sytem—the world would revert to primeeval chaos. The French revolu

tion shows the result of the negation of God. Communism and Nihilism do

the same. " There is no peace to the wicked." But not only do they " pierce

themselves through with many sorrows," but they trouble Israel (Eph. vi. 16),

the peacefid people of God. But for them this world would be a Paradise. It

is they who make wretched homes and broken hearts. It is they who neces

sitate our armies, our police, our gaols, our poor rates. It is they who some

times make us wonder, with some of the ancients, whether this earth is not

really a place of punishment. But for them, and the confusion and misery

they cause, men would never ask " whether lifo is worth living ; " still less con

clude that " the greatest good is never to have been born into the world, and the

next to die cut of it as soon as possible." We are entitled, therefore, like Elijah,

to denounce the godless and the vicious as the enemies of society, as conspirators

against the world's peace and prosperity. "The only common disturber of men,

families, cities, kingdoms, worlds, is sin." It is one of the arguments for our holy

religion that, sincerely practised, it ensures " the greatest possible happiness of the

greatest possible number." It is the brand of Atheism that it brings trouble,

uncleanncss, selfishness, suffering, at its heels.

IV. The king endures the upbraiding of the prophet. To Elijah's "Thou art

the man," he makes no reply. He is taxed with the ruin of his coun!ry, and is
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speechless. His courage has soon evaporated. He who would accuse Elijah cannot

defend himself. Though anointed king, he is weak and helpless (2 Sain. iii. 39),

and owns his subject his superior. How soon have they changed places ! Ahab

has been hunting for the prophet's life, has been vowing vengeance upon him if

found. Now he has found him, and he trembles before him. And this because

conscience has made him a coward. Ho knows in his inmost heart that Elijah

has spoken the truth ; that God is on his side ; and he is afraid of him, just as Saul,

giant and king though he was, was afraid of the stripling David. And men are

still afraid of a true saint of God. They regard him with almost a superstitious

dread. Sometimes it is fanaticism they fear ; but sometimes it is the holiness

which condemns their sinfulness (Luke v. 8).

V. The king obeys the propliet's commands. Elijah might be king from the

commands he issues. " Send and gather to me "—observe " to me "—" all

Israel unto Mount Carmel, and the prophets of Baal," &c. Did Ahab know why

they were wanted ? Did Elijah then tell him of the ordeal by fire ? It is extremely

improbable. It is probable that, though Ahab hoped for rain, still he anticipated

no good to his or Jezebel's prophets from this meeting. He would have disobeyed

this command if he dared. But he has found his master, and it is in the uncouth,

untutored Gileadite. We are reminded of Herod and John, of Ambrose and

Tlieodosius, of Savonarola and Lorenzo de' Medicis, of Mary of Scots and John

Knox. At Elijah's bidding, his posts go throughout the land. The prophet has

had a triumph already. Truth and the consciousness of right, and the power of

God's presence, have proved greater than sceptre and crown.

Vers. 21—40.—IsraeT.i Conversion. It has been remarked elsewhere that in

the history of the Israelitish people we may see pourtrayed the trials and expe

riences of a Christian soul.

And not only is that true of this history as a whole, but it also holds good of

various periods of that history, of various crises in the nation's life. It holds good

of that great crisis recorded in this chapter. For from the conversion of Israel on

the day of Carmel, we may gather some lessons as to the true doctrine of conver

sion, the conversion of a man from sin to righteousness, from the power of Satan

unto God. From the turning of their heart back again (ver. 87), we may learn

something as to the change to be wronght in our own. Let us consider, thereforo—

1. What it was. 2. How it was accomplished. 3. What were its results.

I. What it was. It was—

1. A change of mind. It was a luravoia, a change of thought and view. Of

course it was more than this, but this it was pre-eminently aud primarily. On

that day of the Lord's power (Psa. ex. 3) the views of king and people were altered.

The king and court—and Ahab was not without his ministers and courtiers to

witness the ordeal—had many of them believed in Baal, and served him. It is true

some had wavered (ver. 21) between Baal and Jehovah ; but the people as a whole

had held Baal to be Lord and God, prince of nature, source of lite, not to the

exclusion of Jehovah, but along with Him. The first thing for them to learn,

consequently, was that an " idol is nothing in the world ; " that Baal was no more

than a log (ch. xv. 12), a senseless stock, powerless for good or evil. It is clear

that Elijah's first object was to demonstrate before this great convocation on

Carmel the absolute impotence and nothingness of their idol deities. He had

been proving for three years past and more that Baal had no dominion over the

clouds ; that he could not discharge that primary function of a God, viz., to control

the course of nature, aud give his votaries rain from heaven and fruitful seasons

(Levit. xxvi. 4 ; Deut. xi. 17 ; 1 Sam. xii. 17 ; 1 Kings viii. 36 ; Psa. lxviii. 9 ; Jer.

v. 24 ; Joel ii. 23 ; Amos iv. 7 ; Acts xiv. 17). And now he offers to prove that

Baal has as little power over the fire, that recognized emblem and property of God

(Gen. iii. 24 ; Exod. xix. 18 ; Levit. ix. 24 ; Deut. iv. 36) ; only known to men,

according to an ancient tradition, because it had been stolen from heaven. He

will also prove that the Lord whom he serves can give both fire and rain ; and by

these facts he will gain their understandings, the assent of their minds to the
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conclusion that the Lord alone is God. This was his first task, his main object.

And this is the first step towards the conversion of a soul—that it should "Anoio

the ouly true God and Jesus Christ," &c. At the basis of conversion lies the know

ledge of God and of self. There is a knowledge which " bloweth up ; " while

" charity buildeth up'' (1 Cor. viii. 1). There is also a yvwmc which is life eternal.

He is tho converted man who cnn say, " We have known aud believed the love

that God hath to us " (1 John iv. 16). It was a favourite saying of St. Theresa

that if men really knew God, they could not help loving and serving Him.

liy nature they do not know Him ; they have false and unworthy ideas of Him ;

they think Him to bo altogether such an one as themselves (Psa. L 21), because the

devil, the ''slanderer" (£w/JoXoc), who is not only the " accuser of the brethren"

before God (Rev. xii. 10 ; Job i. 9), but also the accuser of God before the brethren

(Gen. iii. 5), poisons their minds against God, traduces and misrepresents Him, so

that the opening of the eyes (Acts ix. 18 ; xvi. 14; xxvi. 18 ; Luke xxiv. 45 ; Eph.

i. 18), the enlightening of the mind, the shining of the glorious gospel of Christ

in the darkened heart (2 Cor. iv. 4, 6)—this is the beginning of our conversion.

A conversion which rests, not on knowledge, but emotion, cannot be real and

lasting.

2. A change of affection. Believing Baal to be God, they had yielded him their

homage, their service. The heart, for the most part (Rom. vii. passim), goes with

the understanding. If the latter be firmly persuaded, the former is enlisted. " As

he thinketh in his heart, so is he" (Prov. xxiii. 7). Those who regarded Baal as

their helper and benefactor could not help reverencing and loving him (ch. xix. 18 ;

cf. Job xxxi. 27). But when they learnt his impotence ; when they saw that they

had been deceived (Acts viii. 9) ; when it was forced upon them that these things

were dumb idols, lying vanities, and that the Lord alone had made them, sustained

them, blessed them, then there was a strong revulsion of feeling ; their heart was

turned back again ; their affections went forth to Him whom they had slighted

and wronged. And so it is in our conversion. It is not a purely intellectual

process ; it stirs the lowest depths of the heart. When a man realizes that God

is not hate, but love ; that he is a Father, not a hard master ; that the devil has

deceived him and enslaved him, while promising him liberty ; that the world has

cheated him, and its pleasures have mocked him, it would be strange indeed if this

apocalypse did not affect the whole man ; if the knowledge did not lead at once to

loathing and love ; loathing for the enemy who has played us so false and slandered

our gracious Father ; love for Him who first loved us, and sealed His love by pain

and sacrifice. And with the new-born love there will be compunction ; grief that

we have grieved the Eternal Love. This is what we call repentance. It is a part

of the ficTavoia.

3. A change of conduct. If tho head does not always carry the heart with it,

the heart always controls and governs the man. It is the mainspring of our

nature. The heart is the helm that turns the ship " whithersoever the governor

liateth " (James iii. 4). We have no record, indeed, of any permanent change- in the

religious life of Israel, and it has been too readily assumed that all the congregation

that witnessed the descent of the fire, and confessed their belief in Jehovah,

straightway lapsed into paganism. But it is clear that, for a time at least, there

was a change in their conduct. The readiuess with which they slew the priests of

Baal shows it. Indeed, without this there would have been no conversion at alL

For that word, though constantly used in a purely conventional and non-natural

sense—to express, in fact, a mystical change in the man, a peculiar conscious tran

sition which the heart is supposed to experience—really describes a change in the

life aud conduct (Acts xv. 8 ; Luke xxii. 82 ; Matt, xviii. 3 ; James v. 19). The

secret inner change the Scripturo always calls "repentance" (Matt. ix. 13; Luke

xv. 7 ; Acts xx. 21 ; Rom. ii. 4 ; Heb. vi. C, &c.) Conversion is the outward and

visible change resulting from the former, and corresponding with it. Hence

St. Peter's words, "Repent and bo converted" (Acts iii. 19). This conversion

of Israel was not an emotion, an experience, an ecstasy, but a change from Baal-

worship to Jehovah-worship ; from impurity and devilry (Deut. xxxii. 17 ; 1 Cor.
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x. 20) to righteousness ; it was a turning " from idols to servo the living and true

God" (1 Thess. i. 9).

II. HOW WAS ThIS CONvERSION BROUGhT ABOUT ?

1. By the ministry of a prophet. The appeal of Elijah (ver. 21) had some

influence ; the works he wrought—he was a prophet of deed—had much more.

He was God's messenger to turn tho disobedient to the wisdom of the just

(Luke i. 17). We are reminded here of the place which the ministry of tho

word occupies in tho New Dispensation. " How shall they hear without a

preacher ? " " We preach unto you that ye should turn from these vanities,"

&c. (Acts xiv. 15). No one says that a preacher is indispensable, but no ono

can deny that he is God's ordinary instrument for the conversion of men

(1 Cor. i. 18, 21).

2. By the chastening of God. The drought and the famine prepared their

stubborn hearts for Elijah's appeal, and disposed them to decision. At another

time he might have addressed Israel in vain. And sorrow and pain, privation

and bereavement are still not unfrequently found to dispose the rebellious mind

to hear the message of God. " When thy judgments are in the earth, the inhabi

tants of the world will learn righteousness " (Isa. xxvi. 9 ; cf. ver. 16).

3. By the terrors of the Lord. It is the " still small voice " wins most for God ;

but the wind and earthquake and fire have their preparation work to do. Tho law

preceded the gospel, and even the gospel has its stern threatenings. Apostolic

preaching did not overlook the terror of the Lord (2 Cor. v. 11). We can hardly

doubt that fear played some part in the conversion. As on a former occasion, the

giving of the law (Exod. xx. 18), so at this solemn vindication of the law, " the

people were afraid by reason of the fire " (Deut. v. 5). Why, then, should we call

that common which God hath cleansed ? Why discard an instrument which God

has sanctioned ?

4. By a supernatural token. For the firo was the turning-point in this conver

sion. It was at the awful " sign from heaven," this evidence of a Divine Presence,

that the great cry arose, " The Lord, He is the God. " Tho bones were dry until the

breath came into them. And may not this remind us that there is a supernatural

element in our conversion too ? Man cannot change himself. Only by the power

of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit which descended in fire (Acts ii. 3 ; Matt. iii. 11), can

the eyes be opened, tho heart softened, repentance wrought, or true and lasting

conversion to God bo accomplished. This is the dispensation of the Spirit. It is

His to convince of sin (John xvi. 8), to testify of Christ (John xv. 26), to renew the

heart (Titus iii. 5), to give peace and joy (Gal. v. 22).

5. After prayer to God. Not only the prayer of vers. 36, 37, offered before the

restored altar of God (ver. 30) ; Elijah had prayed for many years. The discipline

of drought was an answer to his prayer. Nor can we think that he was alone in

his petitions. The seven thousand would assuredly pray for tho regeneration of their

country. The triumph of Carmel is the answer to those cries of God's elect (Luke

xviii. 7). And prayer is still one of the instruments of our conversion. It is signifi

cant how prayer is mentioned in connection with the example of Elias, and with

conversion in James v. 17—20. Nor is tho mention of prayer in connection with

St. Paul's conversion less instinctive (Acts ix. 11). It is one step the soul takes

towards God ; and by persevering in prayer the goal is reached, for " Every one

that asketh, receiveth" (Matt. vii. 8). Whosoever shall call on the name of the

Lord shall be saved (Acts ii. 21). A prayer of half a dozen words once sufficed for

justification (Luke xviii. 14).

6. It was the result of a sudden decision. " How long halt ye?'' &c. He will

have them make up their miuds one way or the ether. It is better to be cold than

lukewarm (Rev. iii. 16). We cannot serve two masters. How many conversions

are deferred because men will not look facts in tho face ! That is all the preacher

asks of them. " If there is a God, then serve Him. If there is a judgment, then

prepare for it." Decision of character is necessary to the great change. When the

prodigal says, " I will arise," the first step has been taken. And "it is only tho

first step that costs."
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III. What were its results? It is well to ask this question, for some forget

that conversion is not the end, hut the beginning. It is the entrance on the life of

reconciliation and obedience ; it is the door to sanctification and perfection. This

conversion was (1) evidenced by—

1. Obedience. The law enjoined that the false prophet should be put to death

(Dent. xii. 1—11). The sin of seducing the Lord's people was so heinous that it

merited a capital punishment. It has been objected against Elijah that, in the

massacre of these 400 men, he displayed a sanguinary and revengeful spirit. But

it would have been strange if he, the restorer of the law, had ignored one of its

provisions. We should have suspected this conversion had the false prophets been

spared. " This sacrifice was no less pleasing to God than that other." For the true

convert sets himself to do God's will. Whatever grace and favour God may have

showed him cannot release him from the discharge of duty. He must still " keep

the commandments" if he would enter into life (Matt. xix. 17). Obedience is the

touchstone of conversion (Luke vi. 46 ; John xiv. 21).

2. Watchfulness. No doubt one reason why the false prophets were put out of

the way was that they might no longer be able to tempt God's people. The convert

will be careful to avoid all occasions of sin ; ho will cut off tho right hand that

causes him to offend. He will keep himself that the wicked one touch him not

(1 John v. 18). If strong drink has been his snare, ho will abstain; whatever his

besotting sin, he will put it away. But (2) it was followed by—

3. Blessing. After the conversion came the rain, and a renewal of prosperity

and plenty (James v. 18). Not until the people had turned to Him with all their

hearts, could He " be jealous for his land, and pity his people " (Joel ii. 12, 18).

The drought, tho punishment of apostasy, was removed on their repentance. Once

more the thirsty land drank in tho grateful showers ; once more a plentiful rain

refreshed God's inheritance, and tho land brought forth its increase (James v. 18) —

a picture this of the blessings which attend the reconciled soul. " Rivers of living

waters." " The water of life freely.'' " The fruit of the Spirit." " The peaceable

fruits of righteousness."

Vers. 41—45.—Effectual Fervent Prayer. It is pre-eminenlly in the matter of

.prayer that Elijah is proposed to us as an example in the New Testament. From

the long list of Hebrew saints and worthies he has been selected by St. James (v.

17, 18) to prove and illustrate the proposition that "the prayer of a righteous man

nvaileth much in its working " (ver. 16, Revised Version). His prayers for drought

are not mentioned by our historian, but his prayer for rain may not unreasonably

be supposed to be referred to in the account of vers. 42—45. Let us notice its more

prominent features.

1. It teas the prayer of a righ!eous man. The prayers of unrighteous men are

sometimes heard (Luke xviii. 14 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 19), but only their prayers for

grace and pardon. The intercessions of tho wicked for others are of no avail, any

more than the prayers of the impenitent for themselves. " If I regard iniquity in my

heart, the Lord will not hear me " (Psa. lxvi. 18). Common sense teaches that God is

not likely to grant the requests of impenitent rebels. " To the wicked God saith,

What hast thou to do " with intercession ? " Get thee to the prophets of thy father,"

&o. (2 Kings iii. 13). "Go and cry unto the gods which ye have chosen " (Judg. x.

14). But " he will fulfil the desire of them that fear him " (Psa. cxlv. 19).

2. It was the prayer of a man of like passions with us. We are not to think that

Elias stood on a pedestal apart from the rest of his kind. He is not pictured to us,

as are the heroes of so many biographios, as perfect. We are not sure that that

great " day of Carmel " passed without sin. We are quite sure that he betrayed

fear and unbelief in his flight, impatience and discontent in the desert. Yet his

prayers availed much. Let us, therefore, though compassed about with infirmity,

and stained with many sins of ignorance and imperfection, come boldly to the

throne of grace.

3. It wasfervent. " He prayed with prayer" (trpooevxi irpoonvlaTo), says St. James.

His altitude reveals its fervency—it was that of complete self-abstraction, of intense
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inward entreaty. Wo must seek "with all the heart" (Psa. cxix. 2; Ser. xxiv. 7).

Seeking early (Prov. i. 28 ; viii. 17 ; Psa. lxiii. 1 ; Ixxviii. 34 ; Isa. xxvi. 9) does not

mean seeking in youth, but seeking eagerly, intently. Compare the expression,

" rising up early," &c. (Jer. vii. 13 ; xxv. 3, 4 ; xxvi. 5 ; xxxv. 15, &c.) Some one

has said that there are not many persons who really and truly pray half a dozen

times in their lives. We offer up formal or lukewarm petitions, and then marvel

that we receive no answers. Prayer must be I'crevlJc (Luke xxii. 44). It is not that

God is hard to persuade ; it is that He will have us mean what we say. There is

no difficulty with Him. We are straitened in ourselves.

4. It teat persevering. He was not daunted by the laconic " nothing " (Hen.

not aught) of his servant. "Go again seven times." It is not enough to pray; we

must "pray and not faint" (Luke xviii. 1; Eph. vi. 18; Col. iv. 2). We must

"diligently seek him" (Heb. xi. 6). St. Paul besought the Lord thrice (2 Cor. xii.

8), after the example, it is probable, of our Blessed Lord (Matt. xxvi. 44). Compare

the example of Abraham (Gen. xviii. 23 sqq.) Daniel prayed three times a day

(Dan. vi. 10). The " seven times " of Elijah means that he will pray until tho

covenant God hears his petitions (cf. Levit. iv. 6, 17; viii. 11; xiv. 16).

5. It was touching God's kingdom. This is the proper subject for our prayers

(Matt. vi. 83). We may have doubts whether some of the blessings we would fain

crave are good for us, but we always ask " according to his will " when we pray,

" Thy kingdom come." Our prayers for rain or fine weather are often selfish.

Elijah only desired the drought, only supplicated for rain, as a means of influencing

Israel and advancing God's work. It is partly the selfishness of our prayers which has

led men to question the efficacy of all prayer. If men want to have their own way

with the elements, or to make God's power further their private ends, is it strange

if He declines to hear them ? If we are to " obtain our petitions," we must " ask

those things that please him."

6. It was believing. He never doubts the promise of ch. xviii. 1. Ho has already

announced the rain to Ahab, before he prays for it. Similarly our Lord gave

thanks at the grave of Lazarus : " I thank thee that thou hast heard me " (John xi.

41), just as if the dead man had already come to life again. We must ask in faith

(James i. 6, 7 ; Matt. xxi. 21, 22 ; Mark ix. 23). No wonder if God does not hear

the petitions of the man who doubts whether God is, or is the re warder of those

who seek Him. Before wo pray we should at least bo clear that there is One who

hears and can help us. Unbelief makes God a liar.

7. It was humble. " Cast himself down upon the earth." What self-abasement

before God ! And he was heard in that he feared (Heb. v. 7). God has respect unto

tho lowly, and giveth grace to the humble (James iv. 6 ; 1 Peter v. 5 ; Psa. ix. 12 ;

x. 17).

8. It was in the Holy Ghost (Jude 20). This prayer was first inspired. Elijah

would never presume to ask cither for drought or rain, unless tho prayer had been

put into his heart. As he mused in the wilds of Gilead over the apostasy of Israel,

and vexed his righteous sold with the news of the Baal-worship, he felt constrained

to cry to God, as we find His saints constantly doing, to awake, to make bare His

arm, to vindicate His outraged honour. And what could he pray for, except that

God would enforce the penalties He had Himself denounced? His prayer for drought

is the outcome of his zeal for God's law, with which God had Himself inspired him.

And we, too, are promised supernatural help and guidance in our prayers (Rom. viii.

26, 27 ; Jude 20).

!). It availed much. It opened the windows of heaven. "There was a great

rain." It gave life to those who were sitting in the shadow of death. " The earth

brought forth her fruit." The desolate laud became as Eden. Man and beast

drank and lived.

10. It availed immediately. While he was yet speaking, God heard (Isa. lxv.

24). If that word is ever true. Bis dat qui cilo dat, it was true of this occasion.

Indeed, the answer almost anticipated the prayer (ch. xviii. 1, 41). God is more

ready to give than we to pray.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—6.—The Cry for Life. For three years and six months the heavens

were as brass. Throughout the summers the sun glared and flamed in a cloudless

sky, and the temperature, even at night, never sank to the dew-point.

Throughout the winters, if tho temperature reached that point, the elements

were so boisterous that no dew could settle upon the herbage, and the winds

carried the aqueous vapour away to other lands. In the absenco of dew and

rain, vegetation, excepting only that near rivers or fringing streams fed from

the deepest springs, was scorched and blasted. The mortality, therefore, amongst

animals was frightful, and men suffered incredible things. The agony of distress

had now risen to such a pitch that throughout the land there was one earnest,

plaintive cry for life.

I. Some cried Fort life to nature. 1. Such was the case with Ahab. (1) He

had worshipped Baal, the fire of nature. But Baal was now punishing his votaries.

Such is the manner in which the " god of this world " repays his dupes. (2) Yet

did not Ahab repent of his folly. For, instead qf seeking the living God, who was

proving Himself the superior of Baal, he divides tho land between himself and the

governor of his house, to search for herbage. (3) Note also the heartlessness of the

idolater. He is more concerned for his slud than for his people. " Peradventure

wc may find grass to save the horses and mules alive, that we lose not all the

beasts.' 2. lie teas a specimen of a class (1) His queen was of the same way of

thinking. Sho had been brought up to worship Baal. She had a masculine temper

and swayed the mind of her husband. (2) The courtiers and the majority of the

nation, who thought more of court fashion than of the holy service of Jehovah,

bowed the lineo to Baal.

II. Others ciued for life to God. 1. Of this number was Elijah. (1) He

recognized God as above nature, when he announced that there would be a depar

ture from the ordinary course of nature in the withholding of dew and rain for suc

cessive years. Still he recognizes this when he shows himself to Ahab, believing

that God would now give rain (ch. xvii. 1 ; xviii. 1, 2). (2) He recognized God as

above nature before these assurances, for he received them in answer to faithful

prayer (see James v. 17, 18). This is not mentioned in the history, but implied in

his character as a man of God. Note: A man of God is a man of prayer. 2. Obadiah

also was of this number. (1) He " feared the Lord greatly." This arose from the

strength of his faith. We cannot fear that in which we do not believe. (2) His

faith was fruitful in good works. He screened one hundred of the Lord's prophets

from tho violence of Jezebel, and sustained them. "Bread and water," like " daily

bread '' in the Lord's prayer, is an expression for things needful for the body. And

in thus sheltering and nourishing the servants of God, Obadiah hazarded not only

tho loss of his situation, but also of his head. (3) One who feared the Lord greatly

after this fashion would pray to Him. Piety would move him to it. Patriotism

also would move him at this juncture. 3. There were many more who cried to

God. (1) There were tho "prophets of the Lord " preserved by Obadiah, and

doubtless others also who escaped the vigilance of Jezebel. These would cry to

God for life. (2) And if there were so many prophets, or sous of the prophets,

there would be a considerable number of devout persons in Israel notwithstanding

the abounding apostasy (see ch. xix. 18). There is a great deal of goodness where

men little expect to find it.

God is the source of life, not only to the body, but also to tho soul. Let us seek to

Him for life.—J. A. M.

Vers. 7—16.—The Servant of the Lord. Such is the meaning of Obadiah's

name ; and so truly descriptive of his character is it that we may take him as a

typical servant of God.

I. He feared the Lord from his youth. 1. Piety is not natural. (1) On the

contrary, we inherit a depraved heart (Gen. v. 8 ; Pea. li. 5 ; Rom, v. 12 ; Eph.
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ii. 3). (2) And this depravity is complete (Gen. vi. 5 ; Isa. i. 5, 6; Rorii. iii. 9—19).

(8) Life is only tolerable through the meliorating influences of the " gospel of the

grace of God." To these must bo attributed whatever seems good in unconverted

men (Bom. i. 28—32). 2. Grace is free. (1) All are directly the subjects of its

illuminations, restraints, and encouragements (John i. 9 ; 1 Cor. xii. 7). (2) Some

are indirectly specially favoured. Being surrounded by Christian influences.

Being children of godly parents. (3) These opportunities, if duly improved, will

infallibly lead to salvation (Titus ii. 11—14). 3. Those ivho fear Ood from their

youth have great advantages. (1) They have not given evil habits time to consoli

date into rigidity. Time is necessary to this, for habits are strengthened by

repetition. The hard crystallization of bad habits renders the conversion of old

sinners very difficult. Therefore, how few are such conversions, comparatively I

(2) They have a splendid opportunity of founding a strong character of goodness.

"When the habit of resisting temptation is formed, it becomes more and more

natural and easy to resist. Hence, like Obadiah, who " feared the Lord from his

youth," they will come to fear Him " greatly."

II. He fkared the Lord greatly. See the manifestation of this in his—1.

Respect for the ambassador of God. (1) He "knew Elijah." Probably he had

been present when the prophet warned the king that his fire-god would be made

to punish his votaries in the absence of dew and rain (ch. xvii. 1). The godly,

having sympathy with the ministers of God, are quick to recognize them. (2) He

" fell on his face before him." This was the form of a most respectful salutation.

He honoured in him that God whose ambassador he was. Obadiah feared the

Lord too greatly to give to any creature the homage due to God alone. (3) Ho

addressed him reverently, " My lord Elijah." And he spoke of himself as " thy

servant." This was proper on his part ; but we note how Elijah transferred the

style to Ahab—" Go tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah is here." 2. Kindness to the

servants of God. (1) Through the sin of Jeroboam the priests and Levites went

into Judah (see 2 Chron. xi. 13, 14). To supply their lack in Ephraim, prophets'

colleges were established. The students m these colleges were called " sons of the

prophets" (see 2 Kings ii. 3, 5, 7). (2) These, together with their masters, or

" fathers," were probably tho objects of Jezebel's resentment when Elijah could

not be found. They are called " prophets of the Lord " (ver. 13 ; compare ch.

xxii. 35, 38, 41). (3) At the time of that persecution Obadiah sheltered and fed

one hundred of these. This he did at the hazard of his life. Because he feared

the Lord greatly, he feared not the wrath of the king (compare Hob. xi. 23, 27).

3. Faith in the power of God. (1) He believed that Jehovah might raise a wind

that could carry Elijah away from the power of Ahab. He doubtless knew that

Enoch had been translated into the heavens, and may have known of examples of

translations from one locality to another, not recorded in the earlier Scriptures

(compare 2 Kings ii. 11—10 ; Ezek. iii. 14 ; Acts viiL 39). (2) A being who could

do such wonders, and whose power was now terribly manifest in tho drought, was

greatly to be feared (see Matt. x. 28 ; Luke xii. 5). (3) But while God is of all

enemies the most formidable, He is an Almighty Friend.

III. He faithfully served his kino. 1. God-fearing men make good cit izens.

(1) Wicked as Ahab was, he preferred Obadiah to the courtiers of Jezebel in tho

high office of chamberlain. (2) This is not a solitary caso. Joseph over the house

of Pharaoh. Daniel in the house of the kings of Babylon. Christians wore in the

household even of Nero. (3) Tho qualities of a servant of the Lord—truth,

honour, diligence—are those sought after for places of trust. " Godliness is profit

able unto all things " (1 Tim. iv. 8 ; Isa. lviii. 14). 2. God preserves them in their

faithfulness. (1) Service in a licentious court Obadiah would not have chosen.

But lie is in it and maintains his integrity. They that fear the Lord need not go

out of the world. (2) They have a testimony for God. (3) They have opportunities

of serving the servants of the Lord.

Let us not murmur at our providential lot. God can change it if He see fit.

If He does not change it, then He has a purpose in it which we should endeavour

to fulfil.-J. A. M.
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Vers. 17, 18.—The Troubler. Elijah, who during the terrible drought was con

cealed, now, at the word of the Lord, came forth to show himself to Ahab, as God

was about to give rain. "What a meeting ! One of the worst of kings with ono

of the noblest of prophets. AVhat confrontings will there be in the great day of

judgment ! Hero each charges the other with being the troubler of Israel.

Observe, then—

I. That the wicked seek to malign the good. 1. Ahab accused Elijah. (1)

He assumed that all the horrors of the famine were the work of the prophet, and

therefore sought to slay him. How many precious lives, in all ages, have been

sacrificed to the theories of tyrants. (2) This persecutor was terribly in earnest.

Ho sought the prophet in Israel. Then in neighbouring kingdoms. He even took

an oath of the kingdoms that they did not shelter him. It were well for the world

if men were as earnest in good as they are in evil. (3) But God can hide His

Tervants from the fury of their adversaries. In the solitudes of Cherilh. In the

stir of Zarephath. (4| Now Ahab accuses the prophet to his face. But see how

his courage cools in the presence of the man of God. He frames his accusation

mildly in the form of a question, " Art thou he that troubleth Israel ? " Conscience

makes tyrants tremble. 2. He found a pretext. (1) Theorists can easily find pi e-

texts for tyranny. Ahab seized upon Elijah's words (ch. xvii. 1), and drew his

own inference. (2) As these words were verlfied to the letter, the tyrant saw, or

affected to see, his theory confirmed. This kind of reasoning is very common.

(3) AVhy did ho not accuse God ? Elijah acted as the servant of God. He feared

to do this in form, though he did it in fact (see Trow xiv. 31 ; Matt. x. 40—42 ;

xxv. 40, &c. ; Acts v. 39 ; ix. 1—15 ; Hcb. vi. 10). 3. He had a motive. (1) Why

did not Ahab accuse himself'? His conscience no doubt did this for him. (2) But

he could not afford publicly to bear the odium of having brought the miseries of

the famine upon his people. (3) Therefore he shifts the responsibility on to the

shoulders of the prophet. How essentially does the spirit of the lie enter into

all sin !

II. TnuTh comes home in DUE time. 1. Goodness will be vindicated. (1) It

may suffer long under the reproaches of liars. This is permitted because God is

long-suffering. He makes the trial a blessing to " those who are exercised thereby."

(2) But God is jealous for His servants. Therefore the triumphing of the wicked

is but for a season. If the vindication takes not place in this world it certainly

will in the next. (3) Elijah had his opportunity. He repudiated the imputation of

Ahab. Good men arc true patriots. The trial on Carmel settled the question. 2.

Sin will be shamed. (1) Let it only be brought home, and it will cover the sinner

with confusion. (2) " Thou and thy father's house " have troubled Israel " in that

ye have forsaken the commandments of the Lord." Complicity in the sin of

Jeroboatn is specified here. This sin w'as a breach of the first and second com

mandments of the decalogue. It was also a forsaking of the Levitical law, which

prescribed ceremonies that were but parodied in Ephraim. This offence was carried

to its height in the statutes of the house of Ahab which were those of Omri (see

Micah vi. 16). (3) " And thou hast followed Baalim." This was a sin introduced

by Ahab himself, no doubt prompted by Jezebel. The way of error is from bad to

worse.

Sin is the troubler of humanity. It invaded the tranquillity of Eden and broke

it up. It brought down judgments of God upon individual and communities.

Upon Cain. Upon the antediluvians. Upon the cities of the plain. Upon Israel.

It has provoked wars, in whoso wako came pestilences and famines. It troubles

the abyss of hell.—J. A. M.

Vers. 19—21.— Christ or Belial t Here is a curious phenomenon. A monarch,

who had searched all kingdoms for a prophet that he might reek anger upon

his life, now sought out and confronted by that prophet, and submitting to his

orders to call an assembly of the nation I How God can turn about the hearts of

princes ! Conspicuous in this vast concourse are the idolatrous priests with gnash

ing teeth. Elijah stands alone undaunted, a witness for Jehovah, and, appealing
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to the multitude, he accuses them of unworthy hesitation between irreconcilable

services.

I. Why hesitate in seeking happiness ? 1. No joys can compare with the

Jieavenly. (1) There are, indeed, sad professors of the true religion, (a) Some are

constitutionally melancholy. This is a disease which certainly is not aggravated

by the sense of the favour of God. (6) Some have false views of religion. They

caricature it into a sepulchral thing. They do it injustice, (c) But the case most

common is that sad professors do not experience what they profess. They halt

between Jehovah and Baal—between Christ and Belial. In fashion. In friend

ships. In pursuits. So conscience stings them sore. (2) When religion is true

there is the best reason for joy. (a) It brings emancipation from the slavery of

sin. (b) Deliverance from the tyranny of Satan, (c) Adoption into the family of

God. (d) Heirship to everlasting life. The true heir has the title-deeds of his in

heritance in his heart (Eph. i. 13, 14 ; 2 Cor. v. 4, 5). Thus does ho antedate

the very bliss of heaven (Luke xviL 21; Eph. i. 3). 2. If sinners be not sad,

the more shame. (1) For sin degrades the man below the brute. As far below

as the powers of a man are superior. The degradation of a devil would be im

possible to a brute. If a man can be transformed into a compound of swine and

devil and not be sad, this is the climax of depravity. (2) Sin is perfidy to infinite

love. Such ingratitude can only be reconciled with the absence of sadness upon

the ground of the most shameful perversity. (3) The sinner is befooled by

Satan. In his reflective moods he must loathe himself; but Satan whirls him

away from his reflections into some mad dance, and drowns the voice of his con

science in some boisterous laugh. So the fool still befooled exults in his folly.

O shame 1

II. Why hesitate in seeking salvation? 1. Life is the determining period.

(1) It is the seed-time for the reaping in eternity. The yield then will be accord

ing to the sowing now. In quality : " After its kind." Also in quantity. (2)

Therefore the young have a splendid opportunity. They have time in their

favour. " How long shall ye ? " 2. Procrastination is precarious work.

(1) " How long (riDS) Jwp ye?"—this word denotes the passing over from one

place to another—" between two opinions." It is used scornfully of the awkward

leaping of the priests of Baal, in ver. 20. As the squirrel hopping from brauch

to branch may miss its footing and fall, so may the halting sinner hop into ruin.

(2) Consider tho uncertainty of life. Bead the gravestones. How enormous i3

the mortality amongst the young I Unroof hell ! (3) Consider the solemnities

of eternity. The freshness and vividness of memory in tho disembodied state.

What a preparation for the day of judgment 1

III. Foe indecision there is no defence. " The people answered him not a

word." But there are motives to evil when there are no good reasons. Such are—■

1. Conjugal influence. (1) Ahab's heart was estranged from God by the influence

of Jezebel. His predecessors suffered from the same cause. Notably so Solomon.

(2) Beware of contracting ungodly matrimonial alliances. Remember the famine

in Samaria. The same God still " ruloth in the kingdom of men." 2. The smile

offavour. (1) Idolatry was favoured at court. The priests of Ashere feasted " at

Jezebel's table." Mean-spirited Israelites sought court favour at the expense of

the favour of God. (3) True worshippers were persecuted. Elijah had to hide

himself at Cherith and Zarephath. The sons of the prophets had to hide in the

caves of Obadiah. To keep a wholo skin many hesitated. Will yon encounter tho

frown of God to escape tho sneer of an old companion ? 3. The force of example.

(1) Elijah stood alone as the prophet of the Lord. He had with him a handful of

laymen. Obadiah was conspicuous amongst them. If the prophets fed by

Obadiah had issued from their caves, they did not stand forth on Carmel in their

official character. (2) The pronounced idolaters were a larger company. There

were the prophets of Baal four hundred, and the prophets of Ashere four hundred

and fifty, with a proportionate following. (3) Still "the people" were vacillators.

These were the majority. The power and influence of numbers were with the

moderate people who would fain keep good terms with God and the devil. The
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lmltcrs fire still the majority. How few amongst the multitude of the wicked

havo resolved in heart and soul that they will go to the devil I It is time you made

up your mind one way or the other. How long halt ye ?—J. A. M.

Vers. 22—24.— The Test of Fire. Elijah had appealed to the people on their

inconsistency in hesitating between services so widely different and so utterly

irreconcilable as those of Jehovah and Baal. He got no response. " The people

answered him not a word." Then he proposed the test of fire to determine which

was worthy. The conclusiveness of such an appeal could not be challenged ; so

the people with one voice answered, " It is well spoken."

I. The test was unexceptionarle. 1. For Baal was the fire-god. (1) His

name designates him as the lord or ruler. It comes from the verb (b'il2) to own

or possess, to be' master of. But the sun, from its splendour and central position,

accounted the visible lord in the material heavens, was their Baal. Sanchoniathon

says the Phoenicians thought the sun to bo the only lord of heaven, calling him

Bcclsamcn, which iu their language is lord of heaven. In "Beelsamen" we at

once recognize tho Hebrew D'D!? hv2. (2) Baal was the fire or body of the sun,

rather than its light. So in 2 Kings xxiii. 5 we find Baal distinguished from

(COL") the solar light. (Seo Parkhurst under COL".) Parkhurst points out that

the Runic or Islandic Baal signifies fire, tho Saxon Bael, and Bael-fyr, a burning

pile, a pyre, a bonfire. Probably our bonfire is simply a corruption of Bael-fyr.

(3) The image of this idol was a bull. This animal was by the ancients regarded

as the emblem offire. The similitude seems to have been in its red colour, in the

curled hair upon its forehead giving the idea of flame, in the horns budding from

its head suggesting the darting of rays of light from the sun. In Tobit (i. 5) we

read of " tho heifer called Baal." We have the name of this god still preserved in

our English bull. 2. The controversy was whether Baal was independent of

Jehovah. (1) His worshippers claimed this for him. (2) Elijah maintained the

opposite. And with cogent reason, for during three years and six months Jehovah

made Baal punish his votaries. (3) Now the prophet proposes tho further test of

a sudden miracle. If Baal bo god, if he be independent of Jehovah, let him come

down and consume the sacrifice offered to him. If he cannot, then why should he

be worshipped? If Jehovah can send fire on his sacrifice, then is He manifestly

Lord of Baal, and should be so acknowledged. (4) That suitable acknowledgment

of God which such a miracle demands, implies—(a) Recognition of His almighty

providenco and lordship over tho material and moral universe. (6) The engage

ment of all our powers in His worship and service.

II. So was the manner of the test. 1. The prophets of Baal hadprecedence.

(1) Not because Baal was entitled to it, for that would bo a concession of the

argument, but because they wero many. Elijah stood alone the prophet of the

Lord, while the idolatrous prophets were 850 men. (2) They were to provide the

sacrifices. They were wealthy. Elijah was poor. They could not object to the

test when tho sacrifices were of their own selection. 2. The experiment was to be

fair. (1) Not only might the priests of Baal choose their bullock, cut it in pieces

after their approved method, lay it on the wood of the altar; but they must "put

no fire under." Else where would bo the proof of the ability of Baal ? Under

some heathen altars holes wero dug in which fire was concealed, which communi

cating with the altar set the wood on fire to make the simple people believe that the

sacrifice was consumed by miraculous fire. This Elijah would not permit.

(2) Ordinarily tho sacrifices offered to Baal were offered iu fire ; aud sometimes

human sacrifices were so offered. " They built the high places of Baal to burn

their sons with fire, for burnt offerings " (Jer. xix. 5). Tho Phoenician Baal seems

to have been identical with tho Ammonite Molech. " They built the high places

of Baal which aro in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to cause their sons and their

daughters to pass through the fire to Molech" (Jer. xxxii. 35). (3) Ashtaroth also

were virtually the same as "Baalim," under which plural term are included

diversified Baals, as Baal Peor, 4c. ; and so in ver. 25 the prophets of Baal are
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said to Lave (D'nbtf) gods," in the plural. (4) These had their various images,

in some of which the man and hull came into union. The Assyrian man-hull so

conspicuous in the Nineveh marbles, is probably one of these.

Let us bless God for our Christianity, It is puro light. Compared with it other

systems aro dark with ignorance, superstition, and error. It is supremo benevo

lence. Happy is its contrast to tho characteristic cruelties of idolatry.—J. A. M.

Vers. 25—29.—The Failure. When the appeal of Elijah to the people had

gained their applause, he had the prophets of Baal at his command. The test

be had proposed was so fair that they could not reasonably object to it, and tho voico

of the people rendered it impossible for them to evade tho trial. The prophet of

the Lord accordingly pressed the matter home upon his adversaries in the words

of tho text. They were obliged to proceed to the trial which ended in their

discomfiture.

I. Their prayer was earnest. 1. They begun early. (1) Everything seems to

have been in readiness soon after daybreak; so that almost as soon as their Apollo

looked out of the eyelids of tho morning the cry arose, " O Baal, hear us I " (2)

Worshippers of Jehovah should not be less zealous. The early morning was

chosen by His devoted servants (seo Gen. xix. 27 ; xxii. 3 ; Exod. xxiv. 4 ; Job i. 5 ;

Psa. v. 3; lix. 16; lxxxviii. 13; Mark i. 85). Such exercises will be a noble

preparation for the day. 2. They persisted. (1) They continued their supplica

tions until noon. As the sun rollod upwards in the heavenB their hopes rose. As

it neared tho zenith they felt it was now or never, and 850 voices in full chorus

cried, "O Baal, hear us !" (2) Even when the noon point was turned and their god

was sinking in the west, still they urged their suit, adding to their entreaties

frantic gestures and mingling their own blood with their sacrifice (3) Idolatry

is essentially cruel, and in this contrasts strongly with the service of Jehovah (see

Levit. xix. 28; Deut. xiv. 1). The cruel penances of Bome are kindred to those

of Baal's servants. " The devil is a murderer." Of bodies. Of souls. (4) Per

sistency should mark the servants of God. Jacob wrestled all night with the

angel at Penuel, and at daybreak prevailed. The parable of the importunate

widow was given to impress this lesson. We should auk until wc receive. (5)

How blessedly has persistency been rewarded! Ministers have seen this; parents;

Sunday-school teachers ; tract distributors.

II. Bur it was misdirected. 1. Their god was contemptible. (1) Ho was

destitute of tho attributes they ascribed to him. The sun, though a glorious body,

is but matter. It has no more intelligence than a flint. How tho intellects as

well as the eyes of men are dazzled with splendour ! (2) How different is the true

God I He is a Spirit—invisible—omniscient—omnipresent—omnipotent—holy—■

just—good. He claims, and should receive, tho homage of all our faculties. 2.

Their worship, therefore, was ridiculous. (1) So Elijah thought when ho stung

them with mockery. " He is a god ! " (Nin D'i"6x *3) he is a supreme god !

Here is a fine stroke of irony. This weapon of rhetoric was used by our Lord—

" Art thou a master in Israel and knowest not these things 1" (2) " He is tail ing."

He is so stunned with tho thunder of his own voico and with the voices of his

associates in tho pantheon that he cannot hear the ordinary voices of mortals.

Therefore "cry aloud." Or "he is (IVB') meditating" (margin)—in a brown study,
in a reverie—and must be roused. (:•!) " Or he is pursuing," or " hath a pursuit."

He is so engaged with some other matter that he canuot hear your feeble voico.

What sort of god is yours? (4) " Or he is in a journey "—so far away that your

prayer will be useless unless you can cry aloud. (5) "Or peradventure he slcepcth

and must be awaked." You must first raise a clamour about his ears to arouse

him, or you pray iu vain. How doubtful must be tho success of any worship paid

to such a god! 8. Ridicule was righteously applied. (1) It should never be

substituted for reason, as too often it is. It is a favourite weapon with sceptics

who are at a loss for an argument. (2) But where reason is wasted upon stupidity

then it is fitting. Elijah was silent from sunrise till noon, when the experiment

had a fair trial and failed. Thru he rallied the idolaters with a ridicule that was
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full of argument. (3) When evening set in they gave up the contest in despair.

There is an evening coming in which all contests with Jehovah shall so terminate.

—J. A. M.

Vers. 30—35.—The Preparation. As the time of the evening sacrifice approached,

Elijah left the priests of Baal prophesying in despair. Satan, if permitted, could

have brought firo down (see Job i. 12, 16 ; Rev. xiii. 13, 14) ; but God restrained

him. The people were now convinced that Baal was not able to hear his priests ;

so they drew round Elijah, and observed the order in which he proceeded with his

preparation.

L He repaired the altar of the Lord. 1. Tlten there had been an altar of

the Lord on Carmel. (1) Some great man, as Abraham or Samuel, had built an

altar there. Its relics remained .a memorial of the piety of earlier times. Influence

for good or evil is posthumous. (2) This mount was, in consequence, reputed as

holy. Perhaps this determined Elijah in his choice. Holy places were formerly

more important than they are under this spiritual dispensation (see Mai. i. 11 ;

John iv. 20—24 ; 1 Tim. ii. 8). 2. But this altar had been " broken down." (1)

Not only had it fallen into decay, but it had suffered from the hand of violence.

Probably this was one of the sad evidences of the wicked zeal of Jezebel. It was

significant of the apostasy of the times (see ch. xix. 14 ; Rom. xi. 2, 3). Idolatry

was in favour at court ; courtiers therefore favoured it ; so did the multitude who

followed the fashions. (2) Such influences still are potont. Idolatrous fashions

in dress. In furniture. Even iu religion. 3. Elijah would not use the altar used

by the priests of Baal. (1) The service of Jehovah must be pure. It must not be

contaminated by the remotest connection with idolatrous abominations. Let us

search our hearts (see 2 Cor. vi. 15—18). (2) In repairing the disused altar of

Jehovah, Elijah showed that his was no new religion, but that of the fathers of the

nation. So he significantly rebuked the apostasy. 4. Twelve stones were employed

in the repairs. (1) This was " according to the number of the sons of Jacob, unto

whom the word of the Lord came, saying, Israel shall be thy name." This was

done to show that, though ten of the tribes had separated from the house of David,

still, in worship there should be no division (see Gen. xxxii. 28 ; Exod. xxiv. 4 ;

Josh. iv. 5, 20). (2) " The twelve stones being for the twelve tribes were the

mystical body of Him who was their sacrifice and altar both, or who offered His

own body, and suffered in it, and who was promised to be accepted in the name

(^X12*) Israel, i.e. (12*) pleasing to, right with, or upright before £iX) the Lord"

(see Matt. iii. 17). But (3) It was also prophetic of the healing of all schisms

in the mystical body of Christ in the happy time to come (see Ezek. xxxviL 21, 22).

(4) All this the prophet did " in the name of the Lord" (ver. 32). By His direction ;

therefore with notable significance. For His glory. And since God so expressly

authorized such a deviation from the Levilical law, does it not indicate that that

law had its principal valuo in its typical teaching, and that when the antitypes

came it should pass away ? (See Col. ii. 22 ; Heb. viii. 13.)

II. He prepared the sacrifice. 1. "He put the wood in order." (1) Why

did he not dispense with the wood ? The celestial fire certainly did not need it,

for it fell upon the sacrifico before it touched the wood, and was so fervent that

nothing could stand before it. Stones and dust could no more resist it than wood.

Had thewood been intended for fuel, would the prophet have overflowed it with water?

(2) The order was usual in sacrifices. It was observed for typical purposes. The

holocaust was a type of Christ, our Sacrifice, who, when consumed in the holy fires

of tho Godhead on the altar of Calvary, was laid on the wood of the Cross. 2. He

poured water upon the sacrifice. (1) He poured it in great quantity and w-ith

much deliberation, for in preparing the altar he dug a trench to receive the over

flow (vers. 32—35). The water probably came from a deep well-spring in the

mountain side rather than from the Kishon. The Mediterranean seems out of

the question. Josephus states the well to have been the source (Ant. viii. 13).

(2) It was conveyed in four barrels, and these were filled and emptied three times,

thus making twelve. Here again we meet with the number of the tribes of Israel.
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The order, viz., in sets of four three times repeated, was that of the stones in the

high priest's breastplate, upon which were engraven the names of the tribes. (8)

Could this sign be intended to show that a plentiful rain would shortly come upon

all Israel ? And further, that it should come through the repentanco of the people

for whose sin it had been withholden ? That it should come through the return

of the people from the altar of Baal to that of Jehovah ? If so, then in this sign

the gospel nlso is preached to us. We too must be saved from spiritual drought

and death through repentance towards God and faith in Christ.—J. A. M.

Vers. 30—40.—The Triumph. While Elijah completed his preparations for

offering up his sacrifice, the prophets of Baal, who had failed to vindicate their

religion, were hoping that the servant of Jehovah likewise might fail. It wns

matter of history that Jehovah had answered by fire. (See Gen. iv. 5 ; Levit ix. 24 ;

Jndg. vL 21 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 2'i.) About a century before this that fire came from

heaven wbicli was still kept burning upon the altar at Jerusalem (2 Chron. vii. 1).

But Carmel is not Jerusalem ; and Jehovah has not promised to record His name

here. And, should Elijah fail, then would they fall upon hini and destroy him.

Yet, on the other hand, he is an extraordinary servant of Jehovah ; his word con

cerning the rain and dew has come true; so may his confidence respecting this

answer of fire bo honoured. Such thoughts flashed through their minds ; but tho

moment has arrived ; the preparations are complete. Now observe—

I. The prayer. 1. It is offered at the time of the evening sacrifice. (1) Tho

stated evening sacrifice is now on the temple altar. Elijah holds communion with

that altar. He, too, though on Carmel, is a true worshipper of the God of David.

There are differences in religious worship sanctioned by God which must not be

accounted schism. Protestant Nonconformists are not necessarily schismatics.

(2) It is the " hour of prayer." Prayer should ascend wilh the sacrifice ; Christ

should be in all our supplications. The hour of prayer was the "ninth hour"

(Acts iii. 1), that hour in which Jesus " cried with a loud voice, and yielded up his

spirit " (Matt, xxvii. 50). So in submission must we yield up our spirits with his

in pra3-er to God. 2. It pleads for the honour of God. (1) It reminds Him of

His covenant. "Jehovah Elohim of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel." With these

patriarchs He had established His covenant. They knew nothing of Baal's cove

nants. (2) " Let it be known this day that thou art God in Israel." Let those

who will not acknowledge Thee be confounded. (See Josh. ii. 11.) Let those who

repent be reconciled to Thy favour. (8) " Let it be known this day in Israel that

I am thy servant, and that I have done all these things at thy word." Else to

have so acted would have been the height of presumption. But with the authority

of God mistrust would have been presumption. We aro bound to believe the

promises of God. 8. It sues for mercy to the penitent. (1) "Hear me, O Jehovah,

hear me, that this people may know that thou art Jehovah Elohim;" that Thou

art the self-existent, covenant-keeping God. (2) " And that thou hast turned their

heart back again." The blessings of tho covenant are conditioned upon faith.

Without repentance there is no true faith. (3) How few aro tho words of this

prayer! No vain repetitions. How wide the contrast with tho clamour of Baal's

priests !

II. The response. 1. Then the fire of the Lord fell. (1) There was no mis

take about it. It was indeed the "fire of Jehovah"—miraculous firo ; for it worked

downwards, contrary to the ordinary operation of fire, which works upwards. The

sacrifice was soon consumed. Then the wood. Tho water was licked up. The

very stones and dust were vitrified and volatilized. (2) Tho destruction of tho

altar pointed to the plcasnre of God that patriarchal high places should bo removed,

and that all Israel should henceforth worship at the Levitical altar of the temple at

Jerusalem. This is the last instance on record in which God accepted a sacrifice

offered on a patriarchal altar. (3) But where now is Baal ? Is not that celestial

fire which was worshipped as a god completely in tho hands of Jehovah ? 2. The

demonstration teas irresistible. (1) "When all the people saw it they fell upon

their faces." Here was an act of reverence towards God. It was tho sign also of
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their renunciation of Baal. (2) This confession in symhol was accompanied by a

corresponding confession in words. " And they said, Jehovah, he is the Elohim ;

Jehovah, he is the Elohim.'' Words are signs of a fuller expression. (3) But

words must bo followed up by deeds. The prophets of Baal have now to be

sacrificed. The law required this. (See Deut. xiii. 1—11.) They were accordingly

slaughtered by the brook Kishon. Thus was returned upon their heads the

slaughter of the prophets of the Lord. (See vers. 4, 13.) (4) The retribution was

complete. Some are of opinion, because the "prophets of Baal" only are men

tioned, that the 400 prophets of Ashere were absent and escaped. But this does not

follow, for the prophets of Ashere might be included under the designation "prophets

of Baal," as Saul's sons are included in his name. (See 1 Sam. xxxi. 8—13 ;

2 Sam. xxi. 13.) The prophets of Ashere certainly were present. (See vers. 19, 20 ;

also ch. xix. 1.) Let us confess the Lord. In signs : observing His sacraments

and ordinances of worship public and private. In words : confessing Him before

men upon all fitting occasions. In deeds : bringing forth the fruits of good living,

and sacrificing the idolatries that would lead us astray.—J. A. M.

Vers. 41—40. The Sound of Rain. The fire has fallen upon the sacrifice of

Elijah. The people are convinced, renounce Baal, confess Jehovah supreme, and

evince their sincerity by slaying the idolatrous priests. Now there is " a sound of

abundance of rain."

I. This was the sound of salvation. 1. Bain was salvation to the nation.

(1) Three years and six months of drought brought it to the point of extinction.

The heavens were brazen ; the earth was scorched. The people were blackened

with excessive heat, and worn with want. Their numbers were thinned by death ;

survivors moved like skeletons on the edges of their graves. (2) To such the sound

of rain is tidings of life. Let it come, and soon, iu such a climate as Palestine,

vegetation will burst into verdure. There will be "seed for the sower and bread

tor the eater." 2. It was a sign of spiritual blessings. (1) The kingdom of nature

was constituted to furnish apt similes of the kingdom of grace. The blooming of

the desert after rain is a familiar figure of spiritual revival. (See Isa. xxxv. ; lv.

10—13.) (2) The descent of rain is a figure of the descent of the Holy Spirit upon

the receptive soul (Isa. xxxii. 15). Water, a purifier, refresher, vitalizer, fittingly

sets forth His energies ; and as these are active, so in baptism the element should

come upon the person as rain upon the passivo earth. (See Acts ii. 3, 4, 17, 82 ;

x. 44—48.) 3. Revivals have their premonitions. (1) The sound comes before

the rain. It is heard in the branches of trees, and in the waves of seas and lakes.

So is a coming revival discerned in the Church by emotion under the word,

interest in religious services public and private, and increased evangelistic activity.

(2) This is first heard by the spiritual. Elijah was the first to hear the sound of

the coming rain. It begins in the higher heavens before it reaches the earth.

Those who are much in prayer have the sensitive ear to hedr " afar off." (Compare

2 Peter i. 9.)

II. The conditions had reen fulfilled. 1. Sin was repented. (1) The

people saw the impotence of Baal. He could not answer for himself. They were

now convinced of their folly in submitting to such a delusion. So it must be with,

every sinner whose eyes are opened. (2) They destroyed the authors of their

delusion. They slew the prophets of Baal. Not one escaped. So iu the most

complete manner must our evil lusts be slain. No power must be left to them to

lure us from the truth again. 2. Christ was accepted. (1) Elijah mast show

himself to Ahab as a condition of rain (ver. 1). Ahab so far accepted him as to

submit to his directions. But Elijah was a type of Christ, without whose revelation

of Himself to us we can have no spiritual grace. (See ch. xvii. 1.) (2) Elijah

was a type of Christ in his person. His name (rv^X and UV^X) is " My God

Jehovah," or, " Whose God is he," expresses the union of God and man in Christ.

(3) He was a type of Christ also iu his office. All prophets were types of the One

Great Prophet. Elijah, who was remarkable amongst the number, eminently so.

(4) He, too, united with his office of prophet the functions of the priest. He
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offered up the sacrifice on Carrael. In this sacrifice the people accepted Jehovah

us iheir covenant God. So must we likewise accept God in Christ. In token of

their communion with Jehovah they appear to have feasted on the sacrifices.

With the burnt offering there were doubtless peace offerings, for these were usual

accompaniments, upon which the worshippers feasted. This was the eating and

drinking to which Elijah moved Ahab (ver. 42). (5) Elijah also was a type of

Christ in his character of Intercessor. While Ahab and his people were partaking

of the peace-offerings, " Elijah went up to the top of Carmel, and cast himself down

upon the earth, and put his face between his knees." He bowed reverently in

prayer with his head towards the ground—an attitude still observed in the East.

So Christ, in the heights, makes intercession for us. 3. The blessing came.

(1) While Elijah interceded he sent his servant to look for the signs of the coming

blessing. In this parable, in which the prophet is still the type of Christ, his

servant stands for the Church, whose duty it is to look for the fruits of the

Redeemer's pleadings. Are we thus looking? (2) The servant went, and went

again and again before he witnessed any sign, in which the lesson to us is that

while Christ pleads we must never be discouraged, but " hope to the end." (3)

At the seventh time the promise appeared in a cloud as of a man's hand rising out

of the sea, which was to be followed by others in rapid succession until the heavens

were " black with clouds and wind," and the thirsty earth was visited with copious

showers of refreshing rain. This was prophetic of that seventh time, or " fulness of

time," when the hand of God shall act in the sea, or among all nations, and raise

that " plentiful shower "which shall refresh His weary inheritance (Psa. lxviii. 9).

Meanwhile Elijah sent his servant to Ahab, saying, " Harness the horses, and get

thee down, that the rain stop thee not." (4) Now the parable is changed. Ahab,

the king of Israel, after the destruction of the prophets of Baal, riding as in

triumph, and attended by the blessings of heaven, is the type of Christ. So Elijah

runs before him in the spirit and power of God. The Baptist^ accordingly came

"in the spirit and power of Elias," as the forerunner of Christ, in His first advent,

to establish His spiritual kingdom. But Elias, in person, will be His harbinger

when He comes again, in the fulness of His blessing, to establish a visible and

everlasting kingdom (Mai. iv. 5).—J. A. M.

Vers. 7—16.— Obadiah. It is a proof of the extremity of distress to which the

land had been reduced by famine that the king himself with one of his highest

officers, the governor of his household, should have gone forth on this expedition in

search of water and pasturage. The reverence the person of Elijah inspired is seen

in the behaviour of Obadiah towards him when they met. The brief notice we have

of this man is highly instructive.

I. His fidelity. His name, Obadiah, " servant of Jehovah," is suggestive of

the strength of his religious character. And it was probably no vain boast that he

had always sustained it (ver. 12). It may seem strange that so good a man should

have been willing to remain in the service of such a king, and of a state so

demoralized and disorganized by the spirit of idolatry. But note—1. Religious

fidelity wins respect even from those whose own life is most at variance with it.

Ahab must have known that his servant remained true to the God of his fathers,

and his being continued in such a post was a testimony to his moral and practical

worth. Like Joseph in the court of Pharaoh, and Daniel in Babylon, " the Spirit

of God was in him," and the king could find none more worthy of his trust. The

fear of God is after all one of the highest qualifications for the secular businesses

and responsibilities of life, and " when a man's ways please the Lord he moketh

even his enemies to be at peace with him " (Prov. xvi. 7). 2. It is often a noble

thing to stand at the post of duty, however uncongenial the moral atmosphere may

be. We have no reason to believe that Obadiah retained his position by any kind

of moral laxity. He did not violate his conscience in maintaining his secular

allegiance. Naaman the Syrian, in the zeal of his new devotion to the God of

Israel, asked a dispensation of forgiveness if he should bow with his master in the

house of Rimmon (2 Kings v. 18), Dut we have no evidence even of such a com-

1 kings. 2 G
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promise as this in the case of Obadiah. There are times when religions principle

itself dictates that men should refuse to relinquish positions of peculiar danger and

difficulty; but when fidelity to an earthly master is absolutely incompatible with

fidelity to God, an upright spirit will not long hesitate. 3. God may have some

f'reat purpose for His servant in such a case to fulfil. Obadiah's mission may

lave been to mitigate as far as possible the horrors of the famine, to save as he did

the lives of the sons of the prophets (ver. 13) ; to exert, perhaps, some kind of

restraining influence over the conduct of the king. At all events the presence of

such a man in one of the high places of the land would be a standing proof that

God had not utterly abandoned His people. Every situation in life has its grand

opportunities ; when there is no possible way of turning it to good account we

may well forsake it.

II. His fear. " What have I sinned ? " &c. Faithful as Obadiah was, there

was an element of timidity in his nature. He shrank from the risk the commission

of the prophet imposed on him. His timidity has two aspects. 1. So far at it

meant distrust of Ahab it was natural. He knew only too well his capricious and

despotic temper, and could not rely either on his justice or his clemency. "The

tender mercies of the wicked are cruel" (Prov. xii. 10). "Let me not fall into the

hands of man," &c. (2 Sam. xxiv. 14). 2. So far as it meant distrust of Elijah

or of the protective providence of God it was wrong. Could he think that the

prophet would abuse his confidence, or that God would be unmindful of him, and

after allowing him, for no fault of his own, to be involved in danger, would leave

him to his fate ? This shows weakness, and was unworthy of the character he

bore. The best of men have their seasons of weakness, and fail sometimes under

the pressure of unwonted circumstances to maintain the very virtues for which they

are most distinguished. The meek-spirited Moses is impetuous ; the saintly David

falls a prey to grovelling passion ; the brave Peter proves a coward.

III. The triumph of his fidelity over his fear. The solemn asseveration of

Elijah (ver. 15) rouses the braver spirit in him, and he responds to the call and

goes to meet Ahab. When there is true nobility of character in a man, a word, a

flash of light upon the realities of the situation, will often be enough to move him

to put forth all his strength and shake off the spell of meaner feeling that may for a

while have fallen upon him.—W.

Ver. 21.—A solemn alternative. It must have been by special Divine direction

that Elijah was moved thus to put the relative claims of God and of Baal to a

public test. The command to gather the priests and people together on Carmel

was one that Ahab, defiant as he was, dared not resist. We may suppose these

words to have been uttered just before the crisis of the tragedy, when the people

were wniting in breathless silence and suspense upon the issue. Nothing is more

impressive than a pause like this before some expected catastrophe. The prophet

improves it by making one brief pointed appeal to the judgment and conscience of

the people. " How long ? " &c. His voice of stern, yet sorrowful, rebuke must have

struck deep into many hearts ; but " they answered him not a word." " Halting be

tween two opinions " was probably a true description of the mental condition of the

great mass of the people. Some, no doubt, were blind devotees of the reigning

idolatry ; others consented to its rites, and practised them through fear of the penalty

of resistance, or in hope of some form of secular reward. But the greater part of

tlu m were just in this state of moral hesitancy, leaning sometimes to one side and

sometimes to the other, swayed by the influences that happened to be strongest

upon them at the time. It was the fatal defect of their national character, the sad

heritage of earlier days—the " forty years' provocation in the wilderness." What

have we here but a true picture of religious indecision ? Learn from the prophet's

remonstrance—

I. The responsirility of every man as regards his own religious ofinions.

That the people are rebuked for " halting between two " implies their power and

obligation to decide. " Opinions," mental judgments, convictions (marg. "thoughts"),

these are the root from which the fruits of all religious feeling and action grow. Here
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lies the secret guiding and formative power of a man's life. " As a man thinketh in

his heart, so is he." It is thought that inspires ailoctiou, moulds character, guides the

will, determines conduct, rules the man. We cannot well exaggerate the importance

of the relation thought bears to the highest interests of our being. But how are

these " thoughts " of ours determined? Every man's religious idjas and boliefs,

say some, are determined for him by a thousand influences over which ho has no

control—by early education, by the books that fall in his way, by human associa

tions, native temperament, conformation of brain, Ac. There is a measure of truth

in this that we dare not ignore. These things have a great deal to do with the matter,

and the fact should modify our judgment of the mental position of others in relation

to religious truth, and teach us to watch carefully the bearing on ourselves of such

influences. Many of us owe our Christian beliefs far more than we imagine to the

force of favouring circumstances. We may well thank God that it is so; for as we

mourn to think how many things there are that tend to distort the truth and hide

it from man's eyes, so we rejoice that there should be so many channels through

which the Light of Life may find its way into the soul. But however this may be,

God holds every one of us under obligation to think for hmicelf, judge for himself,

believe for himself; to use with uprightness of spirit all the means within his reach

for the formation of right opinions, to welcome and follow the light that shines from

heaven upon his way.

II. The duty op a practical carrying ouf of one's own honest convictions.

" If the Lord be God, follow him." The startling " sign " that was about to be

given them was intended to decide this grave alternative. " The God that answereth

by fire, let him be God." It was great condescension in Jehovah to suffer His

claims to be thus put in seeming competition with those of Baal. But the prophet

would have the decision of the people to spring from real conviction, and that con

viction to be based on sufficient proof And then let it be a practical decision—

final, conclusive, manifest. Let there be an end to all this miserable vacillation,

this shameful subserviency to the leading of Ahah and Jezebel and the Baal priest

hood, this dark dishonour done to the God of Israel by the multiplication all over

the land of heathen groves and altars. All true religious thoughts and opinions have

reference to a true hfe. They are hollow and worthless unless consummated in

this. " Faith without works is dead being alone " (James ii. 17). A heavy con

demnation rests on those who " profess that they know God, but in works deny him "

(Titus i. 1G). It is a fatal inconsistency to believe in a God and yet not " follow Him."

Huvo you true religious ideas and convictions ? Translate your thinking into

life.

III. The uroency of the heed for this practical decision. " How long? "

&c. We may suppose that the prophet was not only impressed with the tardiness

of that generation in declaring once for all for the service of Jehovah, but with the

memory of the weary provocation of the past, When will Israel be true and stead

fast in her allegiance to her God and King ? It is in every respect unreasonable, un

manly, and infinitely perilous to allow the question of your religious position to

remain unsettled.—W.

Ver. 21.—Religious Iiulccision. Describe the gathering of the people upon Mount

Carmel : the suffering they had endured from the long continued drought; the

eager expectancy of the secret worshippers of Jehovah, and the reappearance of

Elijah the prophet ; the general readiness to obey the summons to witness a decisive

contest, fto. The descent into national idolatry had been gradual. One step had

made the next easy, and sometimes inevitable, till now the chosen nation was in

the deepest degradation. Of this many of them were scarcely conscious. They had

followed the example set by the court without remonstrance and without reflection.

The opportunity for consideration had come at last. Elijah abruptly threw him

self into the current of national life—like a gigantic rock in the stream, which cannot

itself be stirred, but whose presence must make itself felt, and may divert the stream

into another channel. The test he proposed to the people was obviously fair ; in

deed, it appeared to give every advantage to the worshippers of Baal. It was not
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fire but rain that the thirsty land required ; but had he said, " The God that answereth

by rain, let him be God," Baal's priests might argue that it was not water but fire

that their God could rule. Elijah would fight the idol on his own chosen ground.

Show how often advantage seems to be given to God's adversaries, as if they were

allowed to make out the best cause they could, yet all to no effect. The wisdom of

the world was left to the Church's foes. The people were not asked to do what was

rrational, but were to have evidence, and this evidence was to be adapted to their

ensuous character. Religion appeals to a man as to a rational being. The sin

with which Elijah charged the people on Carmel was religious indecision, which we

now consider.

I. The condition of indecision. 1. It implies some enlightenment on religious

subjects. Many heathen exist even in a Christian land. Living under the shadow

of our sanctuaries, they are profoundly ignorant of God, of His claims, and of His

gospel. They are not halting " between two opinions," for they have no opinion

about a religious life, but are decided in their godlessness. Such was not the

condition of Israel, nor of their modern representatives. There is no want of in

tellectual knowledge of scriptural truth complained of here. 2. It implies contra

diction between theory and practice. The Israelites would not have denied the

Divine interpositions of the past, and many would have admitted that the temple at

Jerusalem was originally the true place for worship, &c. Like some in Crete, in Paul's

days, " they profess that they know God, but in works they deny him." 8. It implies

dissatisfaction with present condition. They were like men longing for something

which they have not yet resolved to seek. So at Athens, some who heard Paul felt

that his words were so wise and weighty that they exclaimed, "We will hear thee

again of this matter." They were moved by transient feeling, like Felix (Acts

xxiv. 25) and Agrippa (Acts xxvi. 28). To all such comes this protest against

vacillation.

II. The causes of indecision. 1. Want of tJtouglitful consideration. Many

speculate about religion who have never yet cried, " What must I do to be saved ? "

A busy life diverts them from earnest thought, their powers being absorbed in

worldly affairs. Or a frivolous habit of mind may prove their bane. 2. Deficiency

ofpersonal courage. It would require courage under Jezebel's rule to become

worshippers of Jehovah. Give instances of the difficulties which beset earnest men

in modern life, the necessity sometimes arising for true heroism on the part of

those who would follow Christ. 8. Tendency to procrastination. To-day is devoted

to that which is evident to the senses, to-morrow to that which concerns the soul.

Examples :

III. The consequences of indecision. 1. Increase of difficulties. Evil habits

grow in strength. The simple spray of ivy can be gathered by a child's hand, but

after the growth of years, though it is killing the tree, you cannot tear it off. A

worldly man who is now impervious to good never meant to be what he is, but he

expected that when the stress of making his position was over he would have time

and inclination to attend to affairs of the soul. Imperceptibly God seems to have

" given him over to a reprobate mind, because he did not choose to retain God in

his knowledge." 2. Loss of opportunity. Even if it were easier to decide for God

next year, it would be madness to delay. " Boast not thyself of to-morrow," &c.

Read the parable of the Rich Fool—Luke xii. 8. Irreparable ruin. If God's op

portunity is lost, it will not be re-created after death. See how Christ spoke of

Capernaum, of Chorazin, and of Jerusalem. " But now they are hid from thine

eyes." " He that is filthy, let him be filthy still." In face of such penalties press

home the question on the undecided, " How long halt ye between two opinions ? "

—A. R.

Ver. 44.—Elijah's PrayerforRain. The wonders which accompanied theministry

of Elijah were not meaningless prodigies. Those who question the wisdom of

miracles should remember that the condition of those for whom they were intended

rendered them necessary. Sensuous men must learn through their senses, and

worshippers of material force must be met by physical displays of power. We do
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not try to instruct a child by an essay, or to convince a savage by a syllogism.

God could speak directly to the devout patriarchs ; but when the worshippers of

Baal were to know that there was a living God, they saw tho fire from heaven, and

heard the bursting of a storm after years of drought Idolatry had just been swept

away by a whirlwind of popular execration. The time had therefore come for the

curse to be removed. Elijah with a premonition of the distant rain bade king and

people eat of the sacrificial feast, while he went up the mountain to pray. Six

times his servant ascended the loftiest peak of Carmel, and came back to say that

there was no sign of change ; but the seventh time, gazing over the blue expanse

of the Mediterranean, he saw a cloud tiny as a man's hand, which was the pledge

of answered prayer, for soon the heavens were "black with clouds," and over the

thirsty land there was " a great rain." In dealing with events of Old Testament

history, we must guard ourselves against giving a fanciful interpretation which can

not be reasonably justified ; but we must not forget, on the other hand, that such

incidents reveal great principles which run through the whole economy of God, in

the moral as well as in the physical world.

I. The spiritual significance of the blessing sought. The New Testament

justifies us in regarding the rain which Elijah prayed for as a type of the Holy

Spirit, without whom our hearts are barren, and the moral world is dead. See, for

instance, how boldly the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews evolves from the

tabernacle what those who constructed it little imagined. Take as another example

the allusion which Paul makes to the rock in the wilderness, in which he says em-

phat ically, "That rock was Christ. ' ' Recall passages in which the descent of the Spirit

is likened to the falling of rain and the distilling of dew. Points of analogy : the

grounds on which the heavenly blessing is withheld ; the misery that follows its

absence ; the preparation and prayer for its coming ; the subsequent fertility of the

barren land, &c. The sins of our age are not unlike those of Elijah's time, though

they are less gross in form. The enervating luxuries of civilization, the indiffer

ence of many to the decline of religion, the deification of force and of lust, are

examples. There has been a forsaking of the Lord on the part of His people, and

hence this barrenness of good, in spite of all our toil ; because there is a withhold

ing of the gracious influences of the Divine Spirit. May He " come down as rain

upon the mown grass, and as showers that water the earth."

II. The spiritual preparation for the blessing promised. 1, Self-forget-

fulness. Elijah was personally provided for, and would lack nothing. His heart

bled, however, for the suffering people. For them he prayed. We want more of

such soul-bnrdening on the part of parents and pastors. 2. Reformation. By the

execution of the false prophets, Elijah had done all that in him lay to put away

evil Sins are obstacles in the way of descending blessings. We cannot win the

Holy Spirit by good conduct, but we may hinder His work by our sin. Sin is a bar

across the sluice-gates of benediction, and must be removed or broken before the

dry channel can be flooded. 3. Prayer. It is in tho Epistle of James that we are

told that Elijah's prayers brought both the drought and the rainfall. The fact

that the prophet heard the sound of abundance of rain stimulated his supplication,

and did not prevent it. He did not argue that God would send the storm whether

he prayed or not, but believed that the reception of blessing was inseparably con

nected with the offering of prayer. Similarly the Holy Spirit was promised to the

disciples, but they met to pray till He came. " Ask, and you shall receive." 4.

Watchfulness. Elijah was so sure of God's fidelity and goodness that he sent his

servant seven times to look for the faintest sign of rain. We need watchfulness for

the following reasons : (1) The answer to prayer does not always come when and

how we expect it. E.g., we ask for holiness, and God sends an illness, in which

our murmuring closes our heart against the very blessing that is then nearing us.

Or we pray for spirituality, and have the possibility of it presented to us in some

unexpected joy, which too often makes us more worldly than grateful. Or wo en

treat God for the salvation of our child ; and because we do not watch, we fail to

recognize the Bign and pledge of the Holy Spirit's work in the child's eager ques

tioning and simple prayer. (2) The answer to prayer may be long delayed. Elijah
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was not discouraged even by the sixth repetition of the despairing phrase, " There is

nothing." Yet on that very day his one earnest cry had instantaneously brought

down fire from heaven. How often like the Psalmist we say, " Hath God forgotten

to be gracious ? " " Wait on the Lord, wait patiently for him." (3) The answer

to prayer may begin in what teems trifling. A cloud the size of a man's hand,

hardly describable on the horizon, was enough to transfer Elijah's prayer into praise.

Little in itself, it was the beginning of a glorious blessing. The baptism of the

Holy Spirit will not suddenly fill the world with worshippers ; but it will be seen,

perhaps, in the turning to God of one lad, who shall prove the Elijah of his age ; or

in the new light given to one who has long been under the shadow of doubt ; or in

some holy resolve, some noble thought that shall presage blessing to the world.

Blight and insignificant as it may seem, gratefully welcome it, and still hope, and

wait, and pray, till He " come and rain righteousness upon us."—A. R.

Vers. 21—40.—The God that answereth by fire. I. Israel's sin (ver. 21).

1. Its nature : indecision, a want of whole-hearted devotion ; " How long halt

ye? " &c. They tried to combine both worships, bowing before Jehovah in secret,

and publicly before Baal in the assemblies commanded by the court. There are

two who contend to-day for our devotion and service—the world and God (1 John

ii. 15). The world has its rewards and demands; God has His. 2. Its folly.

Both cannot be served. What we build in obedience to one we cast down in

obedience to the other. " If the Lord be God, follow him," &c. 3. The necessity

for its abandonment. The messenger sent to announce blessing (ver. 1) must

first convince of sin and secure its removal. The blessings of God stand at the

door, but they can enter only as our sins are cast out.

II. The challenge (vers. 22—24). 1. A false test rejected. Baal seemed

triumphant. Elijah stood alone, the prophets of Baal were many, and yet the cause

had still to be decided. The pretensions of a faith are not established by numbering

its adherents and weighing their influence. Truth has often stood alone, and may

stand alone again. 2. The true test proposed. Baal's claims and Jehovah's are

put to the proof. There is wrath against the land ; which will remove the cause of

it ? By which will the sin offering laid upon the altar be accepted and the iniquity

be removed ? That test which alone met Israel's need could alone prove Israel's

God. 8. The true test accepted. " And all the people answered and said, It is well

spoken." Israel's answer will yet be the cry of all nations. The heart of the world

will yet acknowledge the true God's work,

III. The decision (vers. 25—39). 1, Baal tried and found wanting. (1) The

first choice was given to the priests of Baal. The world has had time enough to

prove the truth of its pretensions, and to show whether it can meet man's need.

The sacrifice has long lain upon its altar. (2) The earnestness of the false prophets.

The failure is not due to lack of effort on the part of the world's votaries. There

is no path which has not been trod to find whether the world has aught to satisfy

the cry of man's soul ; there is no sacrifice it has called for that has been withheld.

(8) Their perseverance. Midday, the hour of the sun's might, was past, yet still

they cried and cut themselves, &c. The boundless faith and unwearied efforts of

the world's worshippers. (4) The failure. The sacrifice lay unconsmned upon the

altar, lay still there hastening to corruption, when the darkness fell and the priests

lay weltering in their blood. 2. God tried and proved. (1) God's altar built in

the face of the world's discomfiture (vers. 29, 30). It was reared about the time of

the evening sacrifice. "In the fulness of the times." " After that in the wisdom

of God the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased," *c. (1 Cor. i. 21). The

vanity of the world's way was proved ere Christ was manifested. (2) The altar

was ono on which God had been served before (" He repaired the altar of the Lord

which was broken down "). What was lost in the first is restored in the second

Adam. The accepted sacrifice must be offered upon a perfect manhood. (3) God

proved to the uttermost (83—35). There is nothing where that sacrifice is set which

the fire of God will not kindle and change into the glory into which that sacrifice

itself is lifted. (4) The answer. The fire fell ; the accepted sacrifice went up in
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living flame which kindled all things round it—wood, stones, dust, water. We

cannot test God in His own way without receiving an answer which will lift from

the heart's depths the cry, "The Lord, he is God."

IV. The judgment of the false prophets. The manifestation of God's glory

is the hour of sin's overthrow.—J. U.

Vers. 41—46.— Tlie return of blessing. I. Elijah's assurance of God's mercy.

"There is a sound of abundance of rain," but it was only as yet a sound in the

prophet's ear. 1. The ground of the assurance. (1) God had promised (ver. 1),

He would therefore fulfil His word. (2) The preliminary work which He had

sent him to do was accomplished. The people's heart was turned. Their sin

was washed away. The curse would surely, then, be also removed. We build a

still mightier trust on God's consistency. " He that spared not his own son,"

&c. 2. The use he made of it. " He said unto Ahab," and through him to all

Israel, " Get thee up," &c. The work of the believer is to comfort God's people,

and strengthen their expectation of good.'

II. His prevailing with God. 1. The assurance of God's mercy does not

exclude prayer. " Ahab went up to eat and drink," but " Elijah went up to the

top of Carmel." The worldling may expect good and know nothing of supplication ;

not so with the man of God. Expectation is but encouragement to prayer. The

desire that the blessing might come at once and cause the seed of faith to spring up

in the people's hearts, made earnest prayer more necessary to Elijah than the re

freshment which his body craved. 2. 1'he utter lowliness of the true worshipper.

" He cast himself down upon the earth." His face was hid. The man who stands

nearest God is the lowliest of all God's worshippers. 8. His importunity. He did

not cease till his prayer was granted. Again and again was the servant sent till the

small cloud was seen.

III. His attempt to prevail with man. 1. His message to Ahab (" Prepare,"

&c.) showed his care for the king. He was a foe to the sin, but not to the man.

2. He honoured him. He " ran before Ahab to the entrance of Jezreel." The

mighty prophet became the erring king's servant. The ministers of God must seek

to win the sinful as well as to smite their 6in. Hatred and contempt will neither

advance God's cause nor man's well-being.—J. U.

Vers. 1—46.—Elijah and tlie Prophets of Baal. Elijah is now prepared for his

work. He who had sent him into the desert now commands him to enter into

open conflict with idolatry. God makes His will known to him in two ways.

I. By an inward impulse.

II. Through His meeting with the young Obadiah, the protector of the

prophets, and the faithful servant of God in the midst of the impure court of Ahab.

Let it be ours to seek such a twofold assurance of the will of God. Let us not rest

satisfied with an inward impulse, lest we be led astray by an illusive mysticism ; lot

us watch also the indications of Providence. The wisdom that cometh down from

above is not a blind leading ; it can give a reasonable explanation of its motives.

It learns to read the will of God at once in the book of the heart and in that of

Providence. In his decisive interview with Ahab, Elijah shows us how we are to

contend with the idolatry which is always at the root of every doctrine hostile to

God. 1. The first element of strength is his manly and indomitable courage. To

the king's insolent question, " Art thou he that troubleth Israel ? " he replies, " I

have not troubled Israel, but thou and thy father's house, in that ye have forsaken the

commandments ofthe Lord, and thou hast followed Baalim " (ver. 18). He only will bo

victorious in the battle for the right who does not fear to denounce, without flinching,

the sin of his people, and to say, like John the Baptist to the mighty ones, whether

in the realm of society or of science, " It is not lawful for thee " (Matt, xiv.)

Wherever sin is, the witness for truth and righteousness must first strike home to

the conscience before attempting to convince the mind. 2. Everything in the

language of Elijah breathes a full assurance of victory. He knows that he has on

his side that strength of God which he has proved. To believe that we shall be
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victorious is already to have half won the battle. 8. Elijah's irresistible weapon is

prayer. " Hear me, O Lord, hear me ; that this people may know that thou art

the Lord God, and that thou hast turned their heart back again" (ver. 37). If we

now look away from Elijah himself to the plan heproposed to pursue in his warfare

against idolatry, we shall see that no better is possible for us to-day. He does not

midtiply arguments in dealing with his adversaries; he meets them on the common

ground of experience. He gives practical rather than theoretical demonstration of

the power of God. Here are the priests of Baal assembled on Mount Carmel. On

their side are the people, the favour of the king, the confidence of the public.

Elijah stands alone, and yet he feels he is not alone, for God is with him. The

heaven, closed for long months against the fertilizing rain, in punishment of the

perverseness of Israel, seems a vault of iron and brass. Will it ever melt again,

and spread life in soft reviving showers over the land ? In vain Ahab has sent his

servants up and down throughout the country ; the water springs have all failed.

The one question in all hearts is, What intercession may avail to draw down the rain

once more from heaven 1 Elijah offers a challenge full of bitter irony to the priests

of Baal. May he not lawfully do so, as the messenger of Him of whom it is said

that "He shall laugh at the mighty ones who exalt themselves against him"?

(Psa. ii. 4.) In vain the priests cry, and leap, and cut themselves with stones, in

their savage rites ; there comes no answering voice from their deaf and dumb idol.

But at the prayer of Elijah the heavens re-open, and his God reveals Himself in the

glory of His power. Champions of the true God, the God of the gospel, defend it,

as Elijah did, against the insolent idolatry of materialism, or of the pantheism

which sets up an idol as monstrous as the Baal of old. Be bold, like Elijah, in

showing the idolaters how deeply they have fallen. Believe in the victory of your

cause ; use the invincible weapon of prayer ; and to those who have vainly sought

the living water in the broken cisterns of earth (Jer. ii. 13), show the heavens

opened and the gracious rain descending upon all broken hearts, and bringing the

blessings of a full redemption. Give to our generation this conclusive practical

evidence. Meet the positivism of the infidel with the positivism of the Christian.

This is -the surest means of casting down the idol into the dust, without having

recourse to that exterminating sword which the prophet of the old covenant was

commanded to draw upon the idolatrous priests. We live under another dispensa

tion, and ours is that sword of the Spirit which only wounds to heal.—E. de P.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIX. 1—21.

Elijah's flight. TnE TiiEornANY or

HoitEB AND THB CALLING OF ELI8HA.—We

can readily understand with what a sense

of humiliation and shame the weak and

excited king, who must have been awed and

impressed by the strange portent he had

witnessed, would recount the day's proceed

ings to his imperious and headstrong con

sort, and with what intense mortification

and rage she must have heard of the triumph

of the proscribed religion and of the defeat

and death of the priests of Baal. One might

olmost have expected that the testimony of

an eye-witness, and that her husband, to

the greatness and completeness of Elijah's

victory ; that his unprejudiced, and indeed

unwilling, account of the sacrifices, of the

descent of the heavenly fire, of the cries it

wrung from the people, &a., would have

brought conviction to her mind and taught

her how useless it was to kick against the

pricks. But there are eyes so blinded (2

Cor. iv. 4) and hearts so steeled against the

truth that no evidence can reach them, and

this fierce persecutor of the prophets had

long been given over to a reprobate mind.

She listens to his story, but her one thought

is of revenge.

Ver. 1.—And Ahab told Jezebel all that

Elijah had done, and withal how he had

slain [Heb. and all which he had slain.

The construction, if it were not for the ^3

would be usual enough. As that word is

omitted in some MSS. and versions, it is
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possible it has been inserted by a tran

scriber, mechanically, from the J"IX

preceding] all the prophets, [sc., of Baal,

all who were present] with the sword.

Ver. 2.—Then Jezebel sent a messenger

unto Elijah [The prophet, wrapped in his

abba, was seemingly about to spend the

night in the open air, possibly at the gate,

or in the plain. There, in the darkness,

the messenger found him, Bahr assumes

that this message had Almb's sanction ; i.e.,

that he must have known of it and was too

weak to prevent it. But it is just as likely

that it was sent without his privity. On

the evening of that day he would be afraid

to threaten one vested with such tremendous

puwera as Elijah had just proved himself to

possess] , saying [Here the LXX. inserts

" If thou art Eliou and I Jezebel "] , So let

the gods [As D'r6}{ is here found with a

plural verb, it is rightly assumed that the

reference is to the divinities of Phoenicia or

of paganism generally. Besides, Jezebel

would hardly swear by the one God of

Elijah and of Israel. The LXX., however,

has u fouc] , do to me, and more also [Heb.

and so let them add. See ou ch. ii. 23.

Stanley appositely recalls to our minds

" the tremendous vows which mark the

histoiy of the Semitic race, both within and

without the Jewish pale, the vow of Jeph-

tl.ah, the vow of Saul, the vow of Hanni

bal." Rawlinson remarks that this oath

was " familiar in the mouths of kings about

this time " (1 Kings xx. 10 ; 2 Kings vi. 31).

But it was a standing formula in Israel at

all times. See Ruth i. 17 ; 1 Sam. iii. 17 ;

Ac.] , If I make not thy life as the life of

one of them by to-morrow about this time.

[" That queen consort, it seems, was, in

effect, queen regent " (Henry). What in

duced the queen to send this message ? For

it is obvious that if she really meant to slay

Elijah, she took the very means to defeat

her purpose by thus forewarning him of

her intentions. Some of the older exposi

tors (see, e.g.. Hall, vol. ii. p. 396) have

seen in the act a proof of her blind infatua

tion, of that infatuation which God often

employs to defeat the machinations of

wicked men, and this view is not to be

lightly rejected. That she fully meant what

she said is hardly to be doubted. But later

writers, including Keil, Biibr, and Words

worth, see in the threat nothing more than

a scheme for ridding herself of the presence

of Elijah. They argue that, rinding herself

unable to put him to death, partly because

of the impression he had made upon the

people, and partly, too, because of the

ascendancy he had just gained over the

king, she resolved, by threatening him with

instant death, to give him an opportunity

for flight. But this view hardly takes suffi

ciently into account tho exasperation, tin-

blind unreasoning hate, or the reckless and

desperate character of the queen. It must

be remembered that this message was

despatched, not after she had had time for

thought and calculation, but on the spur of

the moment, as soon as she had heard of

the massacre of the priests of Baal. That

night she could do nothing, nor perhaps

could she see her way clearly to compass

his death on the morrow. But she will

have him know that he is not going to

escape her, and that, whatever the effect on

her husband, she is unconquered and un

relenting. She does not stop to argue that

he may take the alarm and flee. But she

must gratify her impotent rage forthwith

by threatening him with death the next

day.]

Ver. 3.—And when he saw that [Heb.

and he saw and arose, &c. But the LXX.

has Kai iQofinttn, and the Vulgate titnnit,

and it is to be observed that this meaning,

"and he feared," can be extracted from this

word X1M without any change of radicals, for

the full form XT', is occasionally abbreviated

into XT ; see 1 Sam. xviii. 12 ; xxi. 13 ; 2

Kings xvii. 28. A few MSS. have here

XVM and it certainly suits the context

better. Bahr, who interprets, " he saw how

matters stood," i.e., that she meant him to

flee, is not justified in asserting that this

expression would require an accusative of

the person feared. (See, e g., Gen. iii. 10 ;

xv. 1 ; xviii. 15.) Both he and Keil further

more object to this interpretation that it is

contrary to actual fact, neither of them

being willing to allow that Elijah was

afraid. Bahr says it is inconceivable that

the man who had that day faced alone king

and priests and the entire people should have

become all at once afraid of a bad woman,

and he explains Elijah's flight as caused by

the discovery that he could not carry on his

work of reformation, and by the absence of

any intimation (like that of ch. xviii. 1) that

he was to stay and hazard his life. But

apart from the fact that we are distinctly

told that he " went for his life " (cf. vers.

4, 10), and that his flight seems to have

been instant and hurried, history tells of

many great souls, hardly less brave than

Elijah's, which have succumbed to a sudden

panic. Anyhow, it is evident that for tho

moment Elijah had lost faith in God,

otherwise he would certainly have waited

for the "word of the Lord," which had

hitherto invariably guided his movements

(ch. xvii. 2, 8 ; xviii. 1). No doubt other

emotions besides that of fear were struggling
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in his breast, and prominent among these

was the feeling of profound disappointment

and mortification. It is clear that he had

hoped that the " day of Carmel " would

turn the heart of the entire nation back

again (ch. xviii. 37), and the great shout of

vcr. 39, and the subsequent execution, at his

command, of the men who had deceived and

depraved the people, might well justify the

most sanguine expectations. We can readily

imagine, consequently, how, especially after

the excitement and fatigues of that day, the

threatening and defiant message of the

queen would seem the death-blow of his

hopes, and how, utterly dispirited and

broken down, he lost all trust, all faith,

and, while fleeing for his life, " requested

for himself that he might die" (ver. 4)],

he arose, and went for his life [Keil is

compelled, by his refusal to allow that Elijah

was actuated by fear, to render these words,

"went to commit his soul to God in the

solitude of the desert." But the meaning

is settled for us by the like expression in

2 Kings vii. 7 ; nor does Jer. xliv. 7 lend

any support to Keil's view. Gesenius com

pares Tpixt'v <r((ii ^/vxns- Od. ix. 423. The

A. V. exactly represents the meaning] , and

came to Beer-sheba [Gen. xxi. 31 ; xxvi.

33. The southern boundary of Palestine

(Josh. xv. 28 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 7 ; Judg. xx. 1 ;

1 Chrou. xxi. 2, &c.j, allotted to the tribe

of Simeon (Josh. xrx. 2), which tribe, wc

gather from this passage (see also 2 Chron.

xix. 4), was now absorbed in the southern

kingdom. (See note on ch. xi. 31.) Words

worth suggests that " perhaps he resorted

to Beer-sheba in order to strengthen his

faith with the recollection of the patriarchs

who had dwelt there," <frc. But if that had

been his object, a journey to the place was

hardly necessary, and it is clear that he

only passed through it on his way to Mount

Sinai. "Beer-sheba was about 95 miles

from Jezreel"—Bawluison, who adds that

Elijah cannot have reached it till the close

of the second day. But we must remember

that his pace would be regulated by the

powers of his servant, probably a mere lad

(LXX. watSipiov), so that it is hardly likely

he could travel day and night without

stopping to rest] , which belongeth to Judah

[It is part of Keil's argument in proof that

Elijah did not flee from fear of Jezebel,

that, had such been the case, he would have

remained in the kingdom of Judah, where

he would have enjoyed the protection of

Jehoshaphat. But it is by no means certain

that this prince, considering his close alliance

with Ahab (ch. xxii. 4 ; cf. xviii. 10 ; 2 Kings

viii. 18; 2 Chron. xviii. 1), would have

sheltered the prophet. Indeed, it is remark

able, as Blunt has well pointed out (Coincid.

pp. 183, 184), that the prophet never took re

fuge in the southern kingdom. At one time

he found a sanctuary beyond the Jordan ; at

another in the kingdom of Tyre, but never

in the realm of Jehoshaphat. When he

does come in haste to Beer-sheba, " it is

after a manner which bespeaks his reluc

tance to set foot within that territory, even

more than if he had evaded it altogether."

The reason partly was, no doubt, as Words

worth says, that his mission was to idola

trous Israel. Judah had both priests aud

prophets of its own] , and left his servant

[There is no warrant for the assertion

(Stanley) that "one only of that vast

assembly remained faithful to him, the

Zidonian boy of Zarephath." The identity

of this boy with the servant is by no means

certain ; nor is the defection of the people

at all proven] there. [Probably because

he wished to be alone with God ; possibly

because the boy was then too exhausted tu

go further, and there was no reason why

he should be subjected to the uncertainties

and privations of desert life ; hardly for the

security of both (Blunt). It is perhaps

implied, however, that the kingdom of

Judah, though not a safe abode for him,

would be for his servant. When we re

member that this servant never rejoined

him, but that presently Elisha took his

place, we can scarcely help wondering

whether he was afraid to accompany Elijah

any longer (cf. Acts xv. 38).]

Ver. 4.—But he himself went a day's

Journey Into the wilderness [Cf. Gen. xxi.

14, 21 ; Jer. ix. 2 ; Bev. xii. 6. Beer-sheba

stands on the fringe of the desert of Et-Tih.

It was not for the sake of security alone

that the prophet plunged into the " great

and terrible wilderness." It is probable

that from the first, " Horeb, the mount of

God," was in his thoughts. He may well

have seen that he was destined to be a

second Moses; that he was raised up to

assert and enforce the covenant of which

Moses was the mediator. We have seen

already that he cites the words spoken to

Moses at the bush (ch. xviii. 36) ; that to

him as to Moses there was granted an

apparition of fire ; we now find him re

jected as Moses had been before him (Acts

vii. 25, 35). How natural that, like Moses,

he should flee into the land of Midian, to

the place where God had spoken with Moses

face to face. Wordsworth reminds us that

the Jewish Church, by its cycle of lessous,

suggests a comparison between the Law

Giver and the Law Restorer] , and came

and sat down under a [Hcb. one ; see note on

ch. xiii. 11] juniper tree [The DJJ*I, here

found with a feminine numeral (Keri,
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masculine), in ver. 5 with a masculine, is

not the juniper, but the plant now known

to the Arabs as retem, i.e., the broom {genista

monospermy,, or G. raetam), " the most

longed-for and most welcome bush of the

desert, abundant in beds of streams and

valleys, where spots for camping are

selected, and men sit down and sleep in

order to be protected against wind and

sun " (Robinson, Pal. vol. i. p. 203). It docs

not, however, afford a complete protection

(Thomson, L. and B. vol. ii. pp. 43(3, 437).

Every traveller remarks on its abundance in

the desert ; it gave a name, Rithmah, to one

of the stations of the Israelites (Num. xxxiii.

18. Cf. Stanley, S. and P. pp. 20, 79). Its

root3 are still used by the Bedouin, for the

manufacture of charcoal (cf. Psi. cxx. 4,

"coals of rethem"), which they carry to

Cairo] : and he requested for himself [Heb.

a*kcd as to his life, accusative of reference]

that he might die [Again like Moses, Num.

xi. 15 ; Exod. xxxii. 32] ; and said, It Is

enough [or, Let it be enough. LXX. iKavov-

atito. Seo note on ch. xii. 28] ; now, 0 Lord,

take away my life [" Strange contradiction I

Here the man who was destined not to taste

of death, flees from death on the one hand

and seeks it on the other." Kitto] ; tor I

am not better than my fathers. [These

words clearly reveal the great hopes Elijah

had formed as to the result of his mission,

and the terrible disappointment his banish

ment had occasioned him. Time was when

he had thought himself a most special

messenger of Heaven, raised up to effect

the regeneration of his country. He now

thinks his work is fruitless, and he has

nothing to live for longer. Keil concludes

from these words that Elijah was already

of a great age, but this is extremely

doubtful.]

Ver. 5.—And as he lay and slept [" While

death was called for, the cousin of death

comes unbidden " (Hall)] under a [Heb.

one] Juniper tree, behold, then [Heb. njf

this; "behold here," siehe da, Gesen.], an

angel [Heb. messenger ; the same word as in

ver. 2, but explained in ver. 7 to be a

messenger of (rod. Cf. Gen. xvi. 9 ; xxi.

17] touched [Heb. touching] him, and said

unto him. Arise and eat. [Probably he had

eaten little or nothing since leaving Jezreel.

Food was now what he most needed. This

circumstance suggests that the profound

depression betrayed in his prayer (ver. 4)

was largely the result of physical weakness.]

Ver. 6.—And he looked, and, behold, there

was a cake [same word as in ch, xvii. 13]

baken on the coals [Heb. a cake of stone*, or

coals. LXX. iytpvipiaQ. The thin, flat bread

of the East, especially among the nomadic

desert tribes, is constantly baked in a rude

oven, constructed in the sand or soil. A

little hollow is made ; sometimes it is lined

with stones to retain the heat ; fuel, often

the root of the genista, is placed upon it

and kindled, and when the sand or stones

arc sufficiently hot, the embers are raked

to one side, and the dough is placed in the

oven, where it is sometimes covered with

the ashes. Hence the Vulgato calls it sub-

cinericius panis] , and a cruse of water at

his head [i.e., the place of his head. Marg.

bolster. The word is almost used as a

preposition. Cf. 1 Sam. xix. 13 ; xxvi. 7] .

And he did eat and drink, and laid him

down again. [Heb. returned and laid doicn.]

Ver. 7.—And the angel of the Lord came

again the second time, and touched him

[i.e., to awaken him. It was the food was

to strengthen him] , and said. Arise and eat

[Probably he had eaten but little the first

time, for sorrow and weariness] ; because

the journey is too great for thee. [The

LXX. on jtoMi; airb aov t) o;oc and tho

Vulgate grandis enim tibi restat via, which

Biihr follows, seem hardly so true to the

Hebrew idiom as the A. V. rendering. Keil

cites Vatablus, iter est nuijus qumnpro viribus

tui*. It is very improbable that (ltawlinson

al.) the journey to Horeb was now suggested

to him for the first time by the angel.]

Ver. 8.—And he arose, and did eat and

drink, and went in the strength of that

meat forty days and forty nights [Cf.

Exod. xxiv. 18 ; xxxiv. 28 ; Deut. ix. 9, 25 ;

Jonah iii. 4 ; Matt. iv. 2 ; Acts i. 3. But

the primary reference is perhaps to the

" forty days and forty nights " which Moses

spent in Horeb, during which he " neither

did eat bread nor drink water " (Dcut. ix. 9),

or to the forty years during which Israel

was sustained in this same desert with

"angels' food" (Psa. lxxviii. 25). It is

noteworthy how both Moses and Elias

wore precursors of our Lord in a forty

days' fast. 1 ' The three great fasters met

gloriously on Tabor" ■ (Hall). It is not

implied that it took the prophet the whole

of this time to reach Horeb, which is only

distant from Beersheba some 130 miles.

' ' There are eleven days' journey from

Horeb, by the way of Mount Seir to Kadesh

Barnea" (Deut. i. 2). It is of courso

possible that he wandered aimlessly hither

and thither during this period, but it seems

better to understand the words of the whole

of his desert sojourn] unto Horeb the mount

of God. [See note on ch. viii. 9. It is just

possible that Horeb was already known as

" the mount of God " at the time God ap

peared to Moses there—the whole of the

Sinaitic peninsula was sacred in the eyes

of the Egyptians ; but it is more probable

that this designation is used in Exod. iii. 1
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proleptically, and that it was bestowed on

the Mount of the Law because of the

special revelation of tho Godhead there

(Exod. iii. 6 ; xix. 3, 11, 18 ; Deut. i. 6 ;

iv. 10 ; v. 2, Ac.)]

Ver. 9.—And he came thither unto a cave

[Hab. the cave. LXX. To oiriiXaiov. Many

commentators identify this with "the clift

of the rock" where Moses was concealed

while the Lord " passed by " (Exod. xxxiii.

22), and the use of the same word, "Qy

in ver. 11 certainly favours this view. But

is it dear that tho clift fissure) was a

cave t Ewald understands " the cave in

which at that time travellers to Sinai

commonly rested." It is perhaps worth

remembering that a part of tho desert,

though at some distance from Horcb, bears

at this day the name of Maghr'irah, or cave.

But there is a "narrow grot" pointed out

by tradition as tho abode of Elijah, on the

fide of Jebel Musa. " There is nothing to

confirm, but there is nothing to contradict,

the belief that it may have been in that

secluded basin, which has long been pointed

out as the spot. ... No scene could be

nvre suitable for the vision which follows"

(Stanley). There is, however, one formidable

difficulty in the way of this identification,

viz., that the cave is only just large enough

for a man's body, which does not agree with

ver. 13] , and lodged means strictly to

pais the night. It is possibly connected

radically with there ; and, behold, the

word of the Lord came to him [Not " in

vision as he slept " (Rawlinson). He could

not " go forth " in his sleep. That he was

to go forth " on the morrow " is equally

unlikely see ver. 11, note], and he said

unto him, What doest thou here, Elijah 1

[Many writers, Bahr and Keil among them,

will not allow that there is aught of reproof

in this question, or that Elijah had in any

way erred in his hasty flight. The former

asks how it comes to pass that the angel,

instead of reproving him, succoured and

strengthened him (vers. 6, 7), if he was

acting in faithlessness or disobedience. But

surely it does not follow that God denies all

graoe and sustenance to His elect servants

even if they do, in a moment of despair,

forget or distrust Him. Elijah may have

been strengthened for this very journey,

because God would meet with him and

teach him the lessons of patienco and trust

he needed to learn, at the " mount of God "

itself. And his answer, especially when

contrasted with that of ver. 14 (where see

note), certainly betrays, not only irritation

and despair, but a " carnal zeal whioh

would gladly have called down the ven

geance of the Almighty upon all idolaters "

(Keil). The question in itself, it is true,

does not necessarily impart censure—it

might merely mean, " What wouldst thou

learn of me ? " But when it is remembered

that the prophet had been sent to every

other destination by the "word of the

Lord," and that he had left Jezrcel without

any such word—left it in terror and bitter

disappointment and sheer distrust of God-

it does look as if the words conveyed a

gentle reminder that he had deserted the

post of duty, and had no right to be there.

So Clerieus, " Quasi Dttis direret nihil esse

Eliae ivgotii in soliludine, sed potius in locis

habitatix, ut illic Iiumines ad veri Dei cultum

adduceret."]

Ver. 10.—And he said, I have been very

Jealou3 [Cf. Num. xxv. 11, whioh the pro-

phut may have had in his mind. But the

jealousy of Phinehas was in harmony with

that of God (ver. 13)] for the Lord God of

hosts [" The title of Lord God of hosts is first

heard in the mouth of Elijah the prophet,

who had been very jealous for Jehovah in

opposition to Baal and Ashtaroth [Ash-

toreth?] the Phoenician deities; cf. 2 Kings

xxiii. 5, ' Baal, the sun, and moon, and

planets, and all the host of heaven ' "

(Wordsworth)] : for the children of Israel

have forsaken thy covenant [he had memo

ries of the covenant all around him],

thrown down thine altars [cf. ch. xviii. 30,

note. It is clear that many altars, similar

to that ou Carmel, had been built, and had

been overturned] , and slain thy prophets

with the sword [li the " hundred prophets "

of ch. xviii. 13 escaped, of which we can

not be certain, others did not] ; and I, even

I only, am left [See note on ch. xviii. 22. It

must be confessed that the prima facie

view is that the prophets had been well-

nigh exterminated. But we must take into

account the deep despondency with which

Elijah spoke, and remember the correction

which his words received (ver. 18)]; and

they seek my life, to take it away. [The

commentators arc hopelessly divided as to

the spirit and temper with which these

words were spoken. Bahr, as beforo, is very

positive that there is no complaint or mur

muring against God on Elijah's part. He

contends that the prophet has been led to

Sinai simply by the earnest longing for a

disclosure concerning the dealings of God,

and for instructions as to his future conduct ;

and this view has the support of other

weighty authorities. But it is extremely

difficult to resist the conclusion that we

have here at the least a " tacit reproof that

God had looked on so quietly for such a

length of time, and had suffered things to

come to such an extremity " (Keil). St.
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Paul speaks of him as pleading with God

anaiust Israel (ivrwyxuvu Tip 8ttp Kara row

'JdpoiyX. Rom. xi. 2), and certainly repre

sents the xpijucmaiioi he received as a cor

rection. And the idea which this verse,

taken in connexion with the prophet's flight

(ver. 3) and his prayer (ver. 4), leaves on

the unbiassed mind certainly is that in his

zeal for God he resented not only the grow

ing corruption of the age, but above all the

frustration of his efforts to stay it. What

burdened and vexed his righteous soul was

that in the very hour of victory, when the

people bad confessed that Jehovah alone

was GoJ, he, the one solitary witness for

the truth, should be driven from his post

lo escape as best he might, and to leave the

covenant people to the baneful influence of

Jezebel and her army of false prophets. It

is the cry which we hear over and over

again in the Old Testament, the complaint

of the silence and apparent indifference of

God, of the persecution of the righteous,

and the impunity of evil-doers.]

Ver. 11.—And he said, Go forth [The

LXX. inserts avptov, which, however, is

destitute of authority, and was probably

inserted from Exod.xxxiv. 2, to explain the

difficulty which the prophet's apparent dis

regard of this command creates] , and stand

upon the mount before the Lord. And,

behold, the Lord passed by [Heb. passeth

by. Only used here and in Exod. xxxiii.

22; xxxiv. 6 of the Divine Being. The

beatific vision must be transient. An abid

ing presence, a was more than man

could bear. So Biihr. As Elijah does not

seem to have gone forth from the cave until

he heard the still small voice (ver. 13), some

would take the participle "Q5J which is prob

ably employed as more graphic, as a future,

i.e., " the Lord will pasi by," and this is the

interpretation of the LXX. ; Hoi irapeXti-

afrai tiptop Kai tfiov irvtvfta utya. c.r.X. The

effect of this re- arrangement of the text

would be that the words, " And behold the

Lord passing by," must be taken as a part

of the message, "Go forth," Ac.,and not as

a statement of what happened. That state

ment would then begin with the next words,

"And a great and strong wind," Ae. But

in that case we might have expected " For

behold," &c., or the " And behold " would

have come before " a great and strong

wind," Ao. It is also to be considered—and

this seems to me decisive—that the words

" rent," "break," Ac., are also participles,

which it would be unnatural to divorce from

the participle preceding] , and a great and

strong wind [Such as was not uncommon

in that region. The approach to Smai from

the west is known as Nukb-IIuicy, "the

pass of the wmds." Elsewhere we find the

Wddy-el-Burk, or " valley of lightning."

These phenomena—the tempest, fire, Ac. —

would be all the more awful and impressive

because of the surrounding desolation and

the utter solitude] rent the mountains,

and brake In. pieces the rocks before the

Lord; hut the Lord was not In the wind

[Heb. not in the wind Jehovah] : and after

the wind an earthquake [Once before

(Exod. xix. 18) an earthquake accompanied

the descent of God upon the same moun

tain. The desert of Sinai, with the excep

tion of the Hammam Pltaroun and other

hot springs, affords no traces of volcanic

action. " Everywhere there are signs of the

action of water, nowhere of fire " (Stanley).

But Cjn properly means (compare rauschen,

rush) a crashing noise (Job xxxix. 24 ; Isa.

ix. 4), and the mysterious sounds of Jebel

Musa have often been remarked (see Stan

ley, S. and P. pp. 13, 14)]; but the Lord

was not In the earthquake :

Ver. 12.—And after the earthquaks a

fire [For the association of tempest, earth

quake, fire, ifec., as punishments of God, nee

Isa. xxix. 6, and Psa. xviii. 7, 8. " Fire "

may well signify lightning (Job i. 16 ; Exod.

ix. 23). For a vivid description of a

thunderstorm at Sinai, see Stewart's " Tent

and Khan," pp. 139, 140; ap. Stanley, " Jew.

Ch.," vol. i. p. 149] : but the Lord was not

In the fire : and after the fire a still small

voice. [Heb. a voice of gentle silence.

nDOT an onomatopoetic word, is allied to our

word dumb. Very similar expression Job

iv. 16. What was the object and meaning

of this succession of signs? First, let us

remember that Elijah was the prophet of

deeds. He taught his contemporaries not

by word but by act. He is here taught in

turn by sigus. There passes before him in

the mountain hollow, in the black and dark

night, a procession of natural terrors—of

storm, and earthquake, and fire. But none

of these tilings move him ; none speak to

his soul and tell of a present God. It is the

hushed voice, the awful stillness, over

powers and enchains him. He is to learn

hence, first, that the Lord is a God " mer

ciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abun

dant in goodness and truth " (Exod. xxxiv.

6) ; and secondly, that as it has been with

himself, so it will be with others ; the name

of the Lord will be proclaimed in a voice of

gentle silence [ib., ver. 5). The weapons of

His warfare, the instruments of religious

progress, must be spiritual, not carnal. Not

in fire and sword and slaughter, but by a

secret voice speaking to the conscience, will

God regain His sway over the hearts of

Israel. (See Homiletics.) The striking simi
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larity between this theophany and that

which Moses saw in the same place, or at

no great distance from it, mast not be over

looked, for this constitutes another lmk

between law-giver and law-restorer. The

proclamation of Exod. xxxiv. 3, 7 is the

best exponent of the parable of vers. 11, 12.

To each was the vision of God grunted afler

a faithful witness against idolatry, and after

a slaughter of idolaters ; each was in a clift

of the rock ; in either case the Lord passed

by ; the one was taught by words, the other

rather by sigus, but the message in each

caso was the same—that judgment is God's

strange work, but that He will by no means

clear the guilty (ef. ver. 17).]

Ver. 13.—And it was so, When Elijah

heard it, that he wrapped his face in his

mantle [Like Moses, Exod. iii. 6 ; cf.

xxxiii. 20 ; xxxiv. 33 ; 2 Cor. iii. 13 ; Isa.

vi. 1, 2. This mantle (see note on ch.

xviii. 46) was probably a shecpskin. The

LXX. calls it /uj\ur,; (cf. Heb. xi. 37). In

Zech. xiii. 4 we find that the prophets wore

a mantle of hair] , and went out, and stood

[Same words as in ver. 11. It was the still

small voice, apparently, that first brought

him to obey the command there given. He

would perhaps be afraid to issue from the

shelter of his cave during the tempest and

the earthquake, which may have followed

directly after the instruction to go forth

was given. Possibly there was a lesson for

him here also, viz., that amid the din and

excitement and torturo of drought and

famine and fire and blood the commands

of God are less likely to be heard in the soul

and obeyed, than in the hour of peace and

stillness. The drought and famine and

sword have their work to do, even as the tem

pest and the earthquake have theirs ; but it

is by the voice of mercy and love that the

hearts of men are turned back again. "Not

in the strong east wind that parted the Red

Sea, or the fire that swept the top of Sinai,

or the earthquake that shook down the

walls of Jericho would God be brought so

near to man as in the still small voice of the

child of Bethlehem" (Stanley)] in the

entering in of the cave. [He hardly obeyed

the letter of the command of ver. 11 even

then. Does not this point to a rebellious

and unsubdued heart ? Is it not a confirma

tion of the view taken above, that he fled to

Horeb, full of bitter disappointment and

murmuring against God ; and that the pur

pose of this revelation was not only to teach

him as to God's dealings with men, but also

to school and subdue his own rebellious

heart?] And, behold, there came a volceunto

him [The expression is different from that

of ver. 9. There we read of the " word of

the Lord," here of a"voioe." But this is

not to be identified with the "still small

voice" of ver. 121, and said, What doest

thou here, Elijah ? [As in ver. 9.]

Ver. 14.—And he said, I have been very

Jealous for the Lord God of hosts : because

the children of Israel have forsaken thy

covenant, thrown down thine altars, and

slain thy prophets with the sword ; and I,

even I only, am left; and they seek my

life, to take it away. [Verbatim as in ver.

10. What are we to understand from this

repetition of the former answer ? Has the

lesson of this theophany been lost upon

him? Has he failed to grasp its signi

ficance ? It is probable that he only par

tially understood its meaning, and it cer

tainly looks as if he still felt himself an

injured and disappointed man ; as if the

recollection of the way in which his work

had been frustrated still rankled in his soul.

But though the words are the same, it is

possible, and indeed probable, that the tone

was entirely different ; that instead of speak

ing, as he had spoken before, querulously and

almost defiantly, he now, catching Mr inspi

ration from the still small voice, speaks with

bated breath and profound self-humiliation.

The facts are the same. He repeats them,

because they aud they alone explain why he

is there, and because he cannot see as yet

how they are to be remedied. But he is

now conscious of a misgiving as to the

wisdom and piety of his course. He feeU

he has acted hastily and faithlessly, and

has wanted to do God's work in his own

rough way. He will go- back, if it be God's

will ; he will be content to wait God's time,

and to follow His leading. The commission

which is straightway given him almost

proves that he had experienced a change.

It implies that he is now fitted for his hi^h

ministry.]

Ver. 15.—And the Lord sail unto him.

Go, return on thy way [Heb. to Ihy wa;/,

as in Gen. xix. 2 ; xxxii. 2 ; Num. xxiv. 25,

Ac.] to the wilderness of Damascus [The

construct case with n local. Keil refers to

Deut. iv. 41 ; Josh. xii. 1 : and Ewald 216 b.

This cannot mean " through the desert to

Damascus," for he could not possibly go

any other way, nor yet " to the desert

(through which he had just come) to

Damascus," for he was then in the heart

of the desert. He was to find a hiding-place

—we find the king of Damascus at war with

Ahab, ch. xx.—or possibly a sphere for work,

—he would be near Hazael—in the rugged

desert which stretches south and east of the

Syrian capital. (See Stanley, " Sinai and

Palestine," p. 410; Porter's "Five Years in

Damascus," vol. ii. p. 254 sqq.) Here, too, the

prophet would be at no great distance from

his own country. See on ch. xvii. 3] : and
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when thou contest, anoint [Hcb. and thou

nha.lt come and anoint. LXX. xai ij&tc. kiu

Xpi'»«£. The A. V. increases the difficulty.

In the Hebrew the time of the anointing is

indefinite. This commission has long been

a crux interpretum. For neither Hazael,

nor Jehu, nor Elisha, so far as we have

any record, was ever anointed by Elijah.

Elisha was called by him to the prophetic

office. Hazael, it is barely possible, may

have beeu anointed secretly, like David

(1 Sam. xvi. 2, 13), but all that we gather

from Scripture is, that he was called in an

indirect way, and certainly not anointo.l, by

Elisha (2 Kings viii. 12—15). Jehu was

certainly anointed, but it was neither by

Elislia nor Elijah (2 Kings ix. 1, 6), but by

oue of the sons of the prophets. All we

can say, consequently, is that the command

was obeyed in the spirit, and no doubt in

the best poss,ibleJtime and way. There may

have been good reasons, of which we know

nothing, why Elijah should devolve the

appointment of the two kings upon his

successor, and we can readily understand

that the word " anoint " was, as in Judg. ix.

8, Isa. Ixi. 1, never meant to be construed

literally. For in the first place, we have

no record elsewhere of the anointing of any

prophet ; and secondly, it is remarkable that

when Elijah might so easily have anointed

Elisha, he did nothing of the kind. It is

clear, therefore, that he understood the word

to mean ' ' appoint." And the root idea of

anointing, it must be remembered, was the

getting apart for the service of God (Exod.

xxix. C). Hence it was (Biihr) that vessels

(Exod. xxx. 26 sqq.), and even stones (Gen.

xxviii. 18), were anointed. And when we

find that these three persons were set apart

sooner or later, nnd in different ways, to

fulfil the high purposes of God, that ought

to suffice us. The author of this history

clearly found no difficulty in reconciling

this account and that of 2 Kings viii., ix. It

has also been objected to this charge (Baw-

linson) that it is no "explanation or appli

cation of the preceding parable." But this

is precisely what it appears to have been

intended to be. The prophet is here taught

by word much the same lesson that had

been conveyed by signs, in the preceding

vision. No doubt there are additional par

ticulars—the vision dealt only with prin

ciples, the charge descends to details and

prescribes duties—but still the great lesson

that souls are to be won, that God's kingdom

is to be advanced, not by wrath and ven

geance, by fire and sword, but by meekness

and gentleness, through the reason and the

concience, is proclaimed. Hazael and Jehu,

each wag God's instrument to punish ; each

was like the sweeping storm or the devour

ing fire, each was an engine of destruction ;

but by neither of theso were the hearts of

men turned to the Lord. It was the sword

of Elisha, the sword of his mouth (cf. Isa.

xi. 4; xlix. 2; Bev. i. 10; ii. 16), should

constrain men to hide their faces and

humble themselves before God] Hazael [the

seer of Ood. This name, viewed in con

nection with Elijah's vision of God, is

noticeable] to be king' over Syria:

Ver. 16.—And Jehu [Jehovah is he. The

name was as appropriate as Elijah's] the

son [i.e., descendant, probably grandson

(2 Kings ix. 2, 14). Nimshi may have been

a person of more importance than Jehoslia-

phat] of Nimshi shalt thou anoint to be

king over Israel [The prophet thus learns

that the house of Omri is to share the fate

of the dynasties which had preceded it.

Jezebel's triumph is not to endure] : and

Elisha [My God it salvation. This name,

borne by the successor of Elijah, " My God

is the Lord," looks like a fresh revelation

of God's nature and purpose of grace] the

son of Shaphat [Judge] of Abel-meholah

[The mention of his abode, Abel-meholali,

"the meadow of the dance" (cf. ch. iv. 12 ;

Judg. vii. 22), a town in the Jordan valley,

at no great distance from Beth-shean,

almost implies that he was hitherto un

known to Elijah. It is to be observed

that no such addition follows the mention

of Hazael or Jehu] shalt thou anoint to

be prophet in thy room. [So far from

Elijah's work being fruitless, or from the

prophetic order being extinguished, provi

sion is now made for his successor.]

Ver. 17.—And it shall come to pass, that

him that escapeth the sword of Hazael

[See 2 Kings viii. 12, 28; x. 32; xiii. 3, 22]

shall Jehu slay [2 Kings ix. 24—33 ; x.

passim, Cf. Isa. lxvi. 16] : and him that

escapeth from the sword of Jehu shall

Elisha slay. [Elijah might reasonably in

terpret the commission to "anoint" Hazael,

<fec. , as a figure, seeing there is an undoubted

figure of speech here. Elisha was a man

of peace. His sword was the "sword of

the Spirit, the word of God." It was by

" the breath of his lips he slew the wicked "

(Isa. ii. 4; 2 Thess. ii. 8; Hosea vi. 6).

Not only are vers. 16, 17 an interpretation,

in some sort, of the vision, but they are an

auswer to Elijah's complaint (vers. 10, 14).

The "children of Israel" who had forsaken

the covenant should be punished by Hazael

(cf. 2 Kings viii. 12, "I know what thou

wilt do unto tho children of Israel," and

cf ch. x. 32) ; the king and queen who had

thrown down the altars and slain the

prophets should be slain, one by the sword

of Syria, the other at the command of Jehu ;

while to his allegation that the prophets
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were extinct and he was left alone is opposed

the ordination of a successor, and the men

tion of the " seven thousand " in vcr. 18.]

Ver. 18.—Yet I have left me [So St. Paul,

Bom. xi. 4, rariAurov ; but the LXX.

(KaroXei'if'fic) and all the versions translate

the word as future, as in the margin, I tcill

leave, and so the 1 conversive seems to re

quire. See Gesen., Gram. § 124—26] seven

thousand [not ro much a round as a sym

bolical number—" the irXoyij of the godly "

(Keil). " The remnant according to the

election of grace " (Rom. xi. 5). It is like

the 144,000 and the 12,000 of Rev. vii. 4—8.

The prominent idea is perhaps this : Though

the children of Israel have forsaken My

covenant, yet I have kept and will keep it.

It also supgestshow the still small voice had

been speaking in the silence] In Israel, all

the knees which have not bowed unto Baal,

and every mouth which hath not kissed

him. [We gather from Job xxxi. 26, 27

that it was customary to kiss the hand to

tho idol, or object of worship, and from

Hosea xiii. 2 to kiss the image itself. Most

of the commentators adduce Cicero in Ver-

rem iv. 43, where he speaks of the statue of

I lercules at Agrigentum, the lips and chiu of

which were a little worn by the kisses of

devotees.]

Ver. 19.—So he departed thence, and

found [Nothing can be concluded from this

word as to previous acquaintance] Ellsha

the son of Shaphat, who was ploughing

[It was in the winter, consequently (Prov.

xx. 4. See Conder, p. 328). " Elisha is found

not in his study, but in the field : not with

a book in his hand, but the plough " (Hall)

with twelve yoke of oxen [Hob. ploughing

twelve yoke, from which Ewald gathers that

lie was ploughing twelve yoke of land—

1pX like jugum, is used as a measure of

land in 1 Sam. xiv. 14, Isa. v. 10—and was

then at work on the twelfth and last. But

the meaning of the " twelve yoke " here is

surely settled by the" yoke of oxen ; " cf. ver.

21 and see below] before Mm [This word

slso points to animals, not land. The twelve

pair of oxen, it is generally thought, are

mentioned to show that Elisha was a man

of substance. It is not certain, however,

that all the twelve belonged to him. See

next note] , and he with the twelfth [' ' I

have seen more than a dozen ploughs thus at

work. To understand the reason of this,

several things must be taken into account.

First, that the arable laud of nearly all vil

lages is cultivated in common ; then that

Arab farmers delight to work together,

partly for mutual protection, and partly

from their love of gossip," &c. Thomson,

L. and B. i. 208] : and Elijah passed by

him [Heb. to him. The idea that ho may

have " crossed the stream of the Jorden "

(Rawlinson) is extremely improbable. Tiie

current is strong, and it is not everywhere

fordablc, especially in winter] , and cast his

mantle upon him. [Heb. to him vb$. But

LXX. iir avruv. Already, it would seem, the

rough hairy mantle had come to be recog

nized as the garb of a prophet (cf. Zech.

xiii. 4). " The prophet"s cloak was a sipn of

the prophet's vocation " (Keil). To cast the

cloak to or upon l.lisha was therefore an

appropriate and significant way of desig

nating him to the prophetic office. " When

Elijah went to heaven Elisha had the mantle

entire " 2 Kings ii. 13 (Henry). The Ger

mans use the word mantel-kind of an adopted

child.]

Ver. 20.—And he left the oxen [As, being

the last iu the line, he could do, without stop

ping the others. It is probable too that,

Elisha being the last, Elijah's action would

not have been observed by the rest], and

ran after Elijah [ It is clear that Elisha both

understood the act, and made up his mind

at once. No doubt he too had long sighed and

prayed over the demoralization of his coun

try and the dishonour done to his God.

Elijah, after casting tho mantle, strode on,

leaving it for Elisha to take or reject it.

The latter soon showed his choice by run

ning after him] , and said. Let me, I pray

thee, kiss my father and my mother, and

then I will follow thee. And he said unto

him, Go back again [Heb. go, return] : for

what have I done to thee ? [There is not

a word of reproof here, as Wordsworth and

Rawlinson imagme. Indeed, it would have

been strange if there had been. A greater

readiness to obey the prophetic summons,

Elisha could not well have showed. Forth

with, as soon as he realized his coll, "he left

the oxen and ran after " his newmaster. True,

he asks permission—and why should he not ?

for " grace is no enemy to good nature "—

to give a parting embrace to the father and

mother to whom he owed his life, and whom

he had been required by God to honour.

But there is no proof of " a divided heart "

here. If he had begged to be allowed to

stay and bury his mother and father (St.

Luke ix. 59—61) it might have been other

wise. But he suggests nothing of the kind.

He says r " One kiss, one farewell, and then

I will follow thee." It is a complete mis

take, consequently, to interpret Elijah's

words to mean, " Go, return to thy plough

ing, for why shouldst thou quit it ? . . .

Thou canst remain as thou art " (Rawlin

son). Their true meaning, as evidenced by

the sequel (ver. 21), clearly was, " Go back

and kiss them ; why shouldst thou not ? For
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what have I done to thee ? I have summoned

thee to follow me. But I have not required

thee to repudiate thine own flesh and

blood."]

Ver. 21.—And he returned hack from him

("Wordsworth ig not warranted in affirming

that Elisha " did not go back and kiss," &c.

The text rather implies that he did] , and

took a yoke [Hob. the yoke. Cf. ver. 19]

of oxen, and slew them [Heb. sacrificed ;

LXX. itivut. But the word, though gene

rally restricted to sacrificial acts, primarily

means " to slay " simply, as here, and in

tien. xxxi. 51; 1 Sam. xxviii. 24; 2 Chron.

xviii. 2 ; Ezek. xxxix. 17. There was no

altar there, and the flesh of a sacrifice was

never boiled] , and boiled their fleBh [Heb.

boiled them, thejlssh] with the Instruments

of the oxen [the plough, yoke, &c. The

plough of the East is extremely rudo and

slender, but the yoke, shaft, &c, would

afford a fair supply of wood. The scarcity

1 of timber may have had something to do

j with this application of the " instruments

of the oxen ; " but it is much more import

ant to see it in a symbolical act, expressive

of Elisha's entire renunciation of his secular

i calling. He would henceforth need them

[ no longer. Cf. 1 Sam. vi. 14 ; 2 Sam. xxiv.

22] , and gave unto the people [Not only the

! servants or peasants who had been plough

ing with him, but possibly his neighbours

and friends. This was a farewell, not a

religious feast. Cf. Luke v. 29, where Levi

makes a " great feast " on the occasion of

his call] , and they did eat. Then he arose,

and went after Elijah, and ministered unto

him. [i.e., becamehis attendant, as Joshua

had been the minister of Moses (Exod. xxiv.

13 ; Josh. i. 1), and as Ciehazi subsequently

became servant to him. See 2 Kings iii. 11 :

" Elisha . . . which poured water on tho

hands of Elijah; " and cf. Acts xiii. 5.]

HOMILETICS.

God and the Man of God. This chapter lends itself more readily to textual than

to topical treatment.

Ver. 1.—" And Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had done." Was there no word,

then, of what God had done ? Did he think that Elijah, by his own power or holi

ness, liad brought down fire from heaven ? Or if Elijah brought it, was there no

thought of Him who sent it ? But it is an every-day experience that men will

think of anything, talk of anything hut their Maker. They do not " like to retain

God in their thoughts" (Rom. i. 28). Perhaps Ahab was afraid in the presence of

Jezebel to connect tho awful portent with the name of the Lord. That would be

tantamount to confessing before her that tho Lord He was God (ch. xviii. 24).

Jezebel, therefore, may think it was magic if she will. Men are not unseldom

cowards in religion, even before their own wives and children. How blessed it is

when husband and wife rehearse to each other the righteous acts of the Lord ; how

doubly blessed when the believing husband wins and saves the unbelieving wife

(1 Cor. vii. 14, 1G). Then marriage is a sacrament indeed.

"And . . . liow he had slain all the prophets," &c. There was no need to tell

her that, at least that night. This communication shows that Ahab's heart was

unchanged, otherwise he would have practised a discreet reserve. He must have

known full well what the effect of those dark tidings would be. Had he wished for

her conversion, ho would surely have waited till the morning light. That would havo

given the other tidings he had brought a chance to work repentance. To speak

of the death of the prophets would be to fill her with ungovernable rage. It was

charity to hold his peace. That was " a time to keep silence."

Ver. 2.—" Then Jezebel sent a messenger." Not, as we might have expected, to

sue for forgiveness, hut to threaten reprisals. " She swears and Btamps at that

whereat she should have trembled " (Hall). There is no hate like a woman's, no

wickedness like hers. They never do things by halves.

" Men differ at most as heaven and earth,

But women, best and worst, as heaven and hell."

This woman will not be persuaded though ono rose from the dead (Luke xvL 1).

The fiery sign was lost upon her (" Faith cometh by hearing, not by apparitions").

Ahab witnessed the execution of the priests and was too much awed to prevent it.

Jezebel only hears of it, and straightway vows vengeance against its author. " Adam

1 kings. 2 II
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was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the transgression " (1 Tim.

ii. 14).

" The gods do so," &c. This is like much of tho profaue swearing that we hoar,

" full of sound and fury, signifying nothing." It costs very little to invoke factitious

deities. " The gods she sware by could do her no harm." They had not been able

to save their own prophets. Cf. Judg. vi. 81.

" If I male not thy life," &c. The enemies of God's Church and prophets aro

always chained, and sometimes are infatuato too. They cannot "go beyond the

word of the Lord to do less or more " (Num. xxii. 18). " Tho king's heart is in the

hand of tho Lord ... he turncth it whithersoever he will " (Prov. xxi. 1). " lie

taketh tho wiso in their own craftiness" (1 Cor. iii. 19), and turns the counsel of an

Ahithophel into foolishness (2 Sam. xv. 81). The icrath of man is made to praise

Him (Psa. lxxvi. 10). "Her throat preserved him whom she meant to kill." " It

were no living for godly men if the hands of tyrants were allowed to be as bloody as

their hearts" (Hall).

Ver. 3.—" He arose and went for his life." Flijah, the intrepid apostle ofCarmel,

who had met the king without fear and faced the four hundred Baal prophets, and

stood alone contra mundum, is seized with panic fear. Tho champion of the morn

ing becomes tho coward of the evening. We may well exclaim here, Quantum

mutatus ah illo ! well ask, " Lord, what is man ? " Some have called man a demi

god; have seen in him " the peer of the angels." "What a piece of work," says

Hauilct, "is man 1 how noble in reason! how infinite in faculties I in form aud

moving how express and admirable 1 in actiotf how like an angel ! in apprehension

how like a god 1 " In Elijah we see man at his best. He was one of the " first

three.'' He is distinguished even from his brother prophets by the work he was

called to do, by the powers with which he was entrusted, by the grace given to him,

the care taken of him, the triumphant end granted to him. But how weak and

unworthy does this elect messenger of God now appear. " Should such a man as I

am flee?" (Neh. vi. 11.) " How aro the mighty fallen 1 " How completely he is the

sport of circumstances ; how full of contradictions his conduct. At one moment he

flees fo.r his life; at the next he requests for himself that he may die. " Doth he

wish to be rid of his life because ho feared to lose it ? " (Hall.) Yesterday strong

in faith, fearing neither man nor devil ; to-day trembling before a woman, wretched

aud despairing. But more than that, we find him impatient, petulant, proud,

arraigning the providence and wisdom of God. " Take away my life,'' this is the

cry of a mortified ambition ; of one who cannot trust himself in God's hands any

longer. " I am not better than my fathers." What do these words reveal, but that

he had thought/himself better than they ; that he had been " exalted above measure

through theilrandanco of revelations " ? (2 Cor. xii. 7.) And this is Elijah, the re

storer of the law, the express ambassador of heaven. It is well said that he was

" a man subject to like passions as wo are " (James v. 18). " I have seen an end of

nil perfection." Here is humanity at its best, and how poor and weak it is. If

man is "the glory" he is also " the scandal of the universe."

" Chaos of passions, passions all confused,

Still by himself abused or disabused,

Created half to rise and half to fall,

Great lord of all things, yet a prey to all ;

Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurled,

The glory, jest, and riddle of tho world."

Ver. 5.—" Behold, an angel touched him." So that he was wa!ched and guarded,

even while he slept. His impatience and faithlessness have not diminished the loving

care and tenderness of God. "He knoweth our frame." His very sleep was.or-

d.iined in mercy. Observe the contrast between the pity and love of God and the

childish repining and discontent of the man of God I Observe, too, how God uses

the ministry of angels 1 Compare Matt. iv. 11 ; Luke xxii. 48; Acts xxvii. 23 ; v.

19; xii. 8. " Are they not all ministering spirits?" (Heb. i. 14.) " No wilderness is

too solitary for the attendance of those blessed spirits." " While he slept, his break

fast is made ready for him by those spiritual hands."
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" How oft do they their silver bowers leave

To come to succour us that succour want 1

How oft do they with golden pinions cleavo

The flitting skyes, like flying pursuivant,

Against fowle fieneles to ayd us militant I

Thoy for us fight, they watch, and dewly war.l,

And their bright squadrons round about ns plant ;

And all for love and nothing for reward.

0 why should heavenly God to men have such regard '.' "

Ver. 0.—" A cake hahen on the coals," &c. Not only was the prophet protected,

he was provided for by the angel. What a commentary on that verse, " He giveth

it to his beloved while they sleep " (Psa. exxvii. 2, Heb.) And does not God give us

all food in like manner ? While the farmer sleeps, the seed spring.* and grows

tip, he knoweth not how (Mark iv. 27). Our Keeper neither slumbers nor sleepi

(Psa. exxi. 4). Observe also how God prepares a table in the wilderness. It is not

the first time He has given angels' food in the desert (Psa. lxxviii. 25 ; Neh. ix. 21 ;

Dent. viii. 16).

Ver. 7.—" Arise and ca!." Though this was eupernatural food, so far as wo

can see miraculously provided, and in any case of preternatural efficacy, yet it

must be taken and eaten in the ordinary way. Elijah might have been endued

with strength for his desert journey without the aid of any material elements. The

angel's touch or even the word of the Lord would surely have sufficed (Judg. vi. 21 ;

Ezek. ii. 2 ; iii. 24 ; Luko vii. 7). Instead of which a cake is baken on the coals,

and he must rise and eat thereof, eat thereof twice. God works by means, and it is

for man to use them. It is presumption to expect God to dispense with them

because He can do so.

Ver. 8.—" Went in the streng!h of that mea(,"&2. It is very noticeable how many

miraculous feedings we have in Holy Scripture. Not only does the New Testament

record a feeding, now of five thousand with five loaves, now of four thousand with

seven loaves (Matt. xv. 9, 10) ; not only is one or other of theso mentioned by all

four evangelists (Matt. xiv. 17 ; Mark vi. 38 ; Luko ix. 13; John vi. 9 ; Matt. xv. 86 ;

Mark viii. 6) ; but the Old Testament, in addition to such narratives as those of

1 Kings xvii. 14 sqq. ; 2 Kings iv. 1—6, 42 sqq., tells of a miraculous supply of food

which extended over forty years (Exod. xvi. 14—35 ; Dout. viii. 3,4, 16). Is not all

this to teach us that man doth not live by bread alone ? (Deut. viii. 3.) Are thoy not

rehearsals, adumbrations of tho great mystery of our religion, of the true " bread

from heaven which giveth life unto the world"? (John vi. 32 sqq.) We too are

journeying to Horeb, the mount of God. The home of our souls is tho " mountain of

myrrh and the hill of frankincense " (Cant. iv. 6). And the journey is too great

for us. Without Divine aid, without soul food, we shall " faint by the way." But

God has provided for us a gracious viaticum, a meat which tho world knows not of,

flesh which is meat indeed, blood which is drink indeed (John vi. 55).

Ver. 9.—" The word of the Lord came to him." Though he had not merited such

a favour, for ho had acted without that word when he lied. True, he fled to the

desert, so far as wo can see, that he might hear what God would say concerning

him, but he had no right to presume that He who had not spoken at Jezreel would

speak at Sinai. But God never deals with us as wo deserve, or as we deal with one

another. " If thou, Lord, shouldest mark iniquities, O Lord, who shall stand ? " (Psa.

exxx. 3".) " If they break my statues . . . then will I visit their transgression

with the rod . . . nevertheless, my loving-kindness will I not utterly take from

him," &e. (Psa. lxxxix. 31—83). " Thou hast played the harlot with many lovers ;

yet return again to me, saith the Lord" (Jer. iii. 1). If the word did not come to

us when wo stray, how could we bo reclaimed ? God must take tho first step

(John vi. 44).

" What doest thou here, Elijah?" It is more than doubtful whether there was

any audible voice (see ver. 12). God spoke through the conscience. And this is

stiil the organ used by the Holy Ghost. Have we never heard this question in our

secret souls ? perhaps when we stood in tho way of sinners, or sat in the seat of the
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scornful. We should do well to put it repeatedly to our own hearts. " Bernard*, ad

quid venisti ? "—it was thus that the greatest saint of the Middle Ages often tried

his motives and conduct.

Ver. 10.—" 1 have been very jealous." We ofton confound zeal for our own ends

and purposes with zeal for God ; often misread our ownmotives. Jehu cried, " Come

and see my zeal for the Lord " (2 Kings x. 16) ; " hut Jehu took no heed to walk in

the law of the Lord God of Israel," &c. (vers. 29, 31). Saul's "zeal for the children

of Israel and Judah " (2 Sam. xxi. 2) procured the impalemant of seven of his sous.

St. Paul hears witness of the Jews, that " they have a zeal of God, hut not according

to knowledge," and testifies of himself, " concerning zeal, persecuting the Church"

(Phil. iii. 6; cf. Actsxxvi. 9,11). We can understand the cynical warning. Surtout,

point de zele, when we rememher what crimes have been committed in its name.

The spirit of Elias, the spirit of fire and sword (2 Kings i. 10 ; 1 Kings xix. 1), is

not the spirit of our Lord or His Church (Luke ix. 55, 56). There was not im

probably in this complaint something of the resentment which James and

John felt when the Samaritans did not receive them. Was it not in part pique at

his rejection by Israel led to Elijah's intercession against them ? (Rom. xi. 2.) It

is true, ho begins, "They have rejected thee," but he ends, "They have rejected

me " (1 Sam. viii. 7). And our lamentations over the non-success of our ministry,

are they inspired by the dishonour done to God, or the indifference manifested

towards ourselves ? " There may he both pride and temper in the complaint, " He

followeth not us " (Mark ix. 38).

Ver. 11.—"Stand . . . before the Lord." Only thus can we know ourselves, and

self-knowledge must be our first aim. " E caclo descendit, yviuBi aiavrov." " In thy

light shall we see light." We compare ourselves with pigmies when we compare

ourselves with others (2 Cor. x. 12). It is only in the presence of our Maker that

we learn our nothingness and sinfulness. " Now mine eye seeth thee. Wherefore

I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes " (Jobxlii. 5, 6). "Beholding the glory

of the Lord, wo are changed into the same image" (2 Cor. iii. 18).

Ver. 12.—" A still small voice." The terrors of the Lord awe the soul ; His love

melts and wins it. What the law could not do, the gospel has done (Rom. viii. 3).

Christ draws men unto Him by the sweet attraction of His cross (John xii. 82).

The lightnings and thunders, the trumpet and the voices of Sinai, do not move the

world as do the seven last words of the Crucified. " Not in the wind that parted

the Red Sea, or the fire that swept the top of Sinai," was God brought so near to

man, " as in the ministrations of Him whoso cry was not heard in the streets, as in

the still small voico of the child at Bethlehem " (Stanley). This parable may be com

pared with the familiar fable which tells how storm and sun strove together for the

mastery. The former made the traveller wrap his garments more closely about

him ; the latter made him cast them aside. Love is more powerful than fear, and

that because "love is of God." Judgment is His strange work. "God loves to

make a way for Himself by terror, but He conveys Himself to us in sweetness "

(Bp. Hall)—a truth well brought out in Theodore Monod's exquisite hymn—

" Yet He found me : I beheld Him

Bleeding on the cursed tree ;

Heard Hun pray, ' Forgive them, Father ; '

And my wistful heart said faintly,

' Some of self, and some of Thee.'

" Day by day His tender mercy

Healing, helping, full and free ;

Sweet and strong, and, ah ! so patient,

Brought me lower, whilst I whispered,

' Less of self, and more of Thee.'

" Higher than the highest heavens,

Deeper than the deepest sea,

Lord, Thy love at last hath conquered ;

Grant mo now my spirit's longing,

' None of self, and all of Thee.' "
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Ver. 13.—" Wrapped his face in his mantle." He was afraid to look upon God

(Exod. iii. 6 ; cf. Gen. iii. 10, " I hid myself"). " Conscienco makes cowards of us

all." Besides, no man can see His face and live (Exod. xxxiii. 20). The beatific

vision is too much for our poor mortality, too much for the angelic powers (Isa.

vi. 2). It is in mercy that God is veiled from our view. The seeing God as He

is belongs to the times of restitution (Matt. v. 8 ; Heb. xii. 14 ; Rev. i. 7 ; xxii. 4 ;

1 Cor. xiii. 12).

Ver. 14.—" I have been very jealous," &c. The same question, and precisely the

same words in reply. But everything was not the same. The man and the manner

were alike changed (cf. 1 Sam. x. 6). Ho has heard the " still small voice," and

it has hushed his own. How true it is, " It is not the words we say, but the manner

and spirit in which we say them, gives them their force and significance."

Ver. 15.—" Go, return." This is God's answer to tho question, " What doest thou

here?" " Thou hast now no business here. Thou hast a work to do elsewhere.

Thou art not left alone, nor has God ceased to watch over and care for His Church.

His ministers of wrath are already nominated ; it is for thee to call them to their

work." Which of God's servants has not desponded like Elijah ? Who has not

been tempted to think his work a failure ? Who has not had to complain of a gain

saying and disobedient people ? How many have been induced to desort their posts ?

But no man's work can bo a failure unless he is a failure himself. Our work is to

witness, whether men will hear or whether they will forbear. If they forbear, who

shall say that that work is not successful? And it maybe suggested here that

work is often the very best remedy for despondency and doubt. The diligent soul

has no time for self-torture. Its eye is fixed on others. There is a quaint legend

which tells how, some years.after the event, St. Thomas was again troubled

with agonizing doubts as to ourSLord's resurrection. He sought the apostles, and

began to pour his soul's troubles into their ears. But first one, then the other,

looked at him in astonishment, ahd/told the unhappy doubter that he was sorry

for him, but really he had so much to do he had no thno to listen to his talc. Then

he was fain to impart his woes to some devout women. But they, as busy as

Dorcas and in like employment, soon made him understand that they had no

leisure for such thoughts as these. At last it dawned upon him that perhaps it was

because they were so busy that they were free from tho doubts by which he was

tortured. He took the hint ; he wont to Parthia ; occupied himself in preaching

Christ's gospel, and was never troubled with doubts any more.

Ver. 18.—" Yet have I left mc seven thousand." There is always a remnant

(Rom. xi. 4, C). The gates of hell cannot prevail against the Church. God has His

secret ones, unknown to men. The number of the elect must be accomplished.

(Rev. vii. 4). The prophets have been too much given to pessimist views. " God's

faithful ones are often his hidden ones " (Psa. lxxxiii. 3).

" Yet in fall'n Israel are there hearts and eyes,

That day by day iu prayer liko thine arise,

Thou know'st them not, but their Creator knows."

Archbishop Ussher used to say to say that in the great Assize, if tho King should

set him on His right hand, three things would surprise him. First, to find himself

there ; secondly, to find that numbers of whose salvation he had always been confi

dent were not there ; thirdly, to find that thousands of whose salvation he had

always despaired were there after all.

Ver. 19.—" Found Elisha . . .ploughing." God never calls an idle man. "If

ye have not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your

trust the true riches ? " (Luke xvi. 11.) Tho man who will not plough by reason of

the cold (Prov. xx. 4), if he put his hand to the gospel plough, will presently look

back (Luke ix. 62), and go not to the work (Acts xv. 38). The apostles were called

from their ships, their nets, the receipt of custom, &c, none from the market-place or

the street corners. They only exchanged one department of God's work for another,

for " the man who makes two blades of grass grow where only one grew before is
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a fellow-worker with God." Laborarc est orare. " An honest calling in t'.ie world

docs not at all put us out of the way of our heavenly calling." " In all labour is

profit."

Ver. 20.—" Be left the oxen" No' service without sacrifice. Sometimes it is only

ships and nets (Mark i. 20), sometimes it is houses anil lauds, fathor and mother,

wife and child (Matt. xix. 29).

" Go bach again.'' Why should ho not kiss his father and mother? " For God

commanded, saying, Honour thy father and mother," and it is not for the greatest of

tho prophets to make the commandment of God of none effect (Matt. xv. 4—6).

Keligion developes and intensifies the domestic affections. Ties of flesh become

stronger and closer when cemented and consecrated by grace. It would be strange

if the religion of love made husband or wife, parent or child, love each other

less.

Ver. 21.—" Tool: a yoke of oxen and dew them.'' He has done with earthly

pursuits. He burns his ship3 behind bun. It would he well for the Church of

Christ if her ministers acted in like manner. The temptation to eke out a scanty

income by trade, especially among missionaries, must be great ; hut a man cannot

be half a clergyman, and must not be entangled with tho affairs of this life. Some of

the Swiss pastors have become hotel-keepers, but if they have been the gainers,

religion has not. Of all masters, religion and business are the two which can

least be served together.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.—Elijah's Prayer for Death. How erratic have boon tho movements

of this prophet I Our first introduction to him is at the court of Ahab, whence, as

soon as he utters his prophecy, he is away to Cherith in the east, among the wilds

of Gilead. Next wo find him in tho north, at Zarephath of Zidon. Then he meets

Obadiah, probably in the plain of Esdraelon, whence he passes over to Carmel in

tho west. From Carmel he runs before Ahab's horses to the entrance of Jezreel.

Tho next day finds him on his way to Beershoba in the extreme south of Judah.

The day following he is pushing his way into the wilderness of Sinni, where wo

now find him under a shrub, requesting for himself that he may die. Let us

consider—

I. The occasion op this prayer. I. Jezebel had threatened his life. (1) Ahab

had reported to his queen what Elijah had done at Carmel, and in particular

recounted how ho had slain all the prophets. In this statement we notice two

capital faults. He did not recount what Jehovah had done; he did not properly

distinguish the " prophets " slain as idolatrous and false. The gospel may be

variously preached. (2) Instead of reflecting and repenting, Jezebel was filled with

resentment, and resolved upon the destruction of Elijah. Miracles will not do more

than reason with a corrupt and prejudiced heart. (See Luke xvi. 31 ; John xii. 10,

11.) (il) She accordingly sent messengers to Elijah with an oath, declaring that

within twenty-four hours she would revenge upon his life the slaughter of her

priests. Wickedness is not always politic : by giving him this notice she gave him

nn opportunity to escape. 2. To save his life he fled. (1) Was this wrong ? Some

have blamed him for it because ho did not first ascertain the will of God. Had ho

no voice of God in the instinct of self-preservation ? Had he no voice of God in

tho providence which apprised him of his peril ? Would he not have tempted the

Lord his God to have waited for another voice ? Had he remained and forfeited

his life, would he not have been to blamo ? God gives us our reason, and if we

follow its light, together with that of an upright conscience, we shall do well. (2)

But who can say that Elijah had no direction from the word of the Lord ?

Certainly there was a plan for his journey recognized by the angel with which he

was familiar (see ver. 7). The distance from Beersheba to Horeb was about 150

miles. (3) Iu his flight he came first to Beershoba, where he was under the pro

tection of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, who feared the Lord. There ho left hia
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servant in safety, and might have abode himself in safety had he not acted under

the promptings of inspiration to proceed alone into the wilderness. (3) Alone with

God he asks to die. (1) The Hebrew phrase is, " He requested for his life that he

might die." There is life in death to the righteous. (2) " It is enough." This is

the language of disappointment. Ho looked for bettor fruit of his ministry than he

found. He thought, Surely this demonstration on Carmel will extinguish idolatry ;

but he finds Jezebel swearing against his life, and apparently in a position to carry

out her purpose. " Now, O Lord, take away my life ; for I am not better than my

fathers." I am no more useful hero than they have been who are gone hence. Let

me join them.

II. Tur answers given to it. 1. They come in the form of physical refresh

ment. (I) Elijah's prayer was evidently uttered under the influence of physical

exhaustion and discomfort. His sitting under the "juniper" is mentioned, not to

suggest that he derived comfort from an ample shade, but rather to show how little

shelter he could find. The word (Dm) is construed as in the text by the Hebrews,

by Jerome, and the Vulgate ; yet it is rather the genista (broom), a shrub with

yellow flowers which grows in the desert, and which has its name (from Dm to

bind) from the toughness or tenacity of its twigs, which were used for loithes. Not

only was he wayworn with his journoy and exposure to the sun, but faint also for

want of food and drink. (2) The answer came to his prayer, therefore, in the bless

ing of refreshing sleep. Out of this also ho was seasonably aroused by an Angel to

find a cake on the coals (as bread is sometimes baked in the East) and a cruse

of water at his bolster. God knows our frame, pities ua, and makes due allowance

for our frailties. When wo find our spirits in a morbid state lot us look to our

health. Hygiene may come, even to the soul, as an angel of God. 2. They came

to him in spiritual blessing. (1) The refreshment which Elijah received was

supernatural in its source. The bread and water came to him with the word and

touch of the Angel-Jehovah (mrp ^^D). This was no common angel, but one of

the Persons of the Godhead. (2) It was supernatural also in its effects (ver. 8).

In these he is brought intimately into association with Moses and Jesus. (Comparo

Exod. xxxiv. 28 ; Dent. ix. 9, 18 ; Matt. iv. 2.) It is also noteworthy how these

three appear in glory together on the holy mount. (See Luke ix. 30, 81.) Tho

spiritual life we derive from God's word is set forth in tho mystery of the manna

which for forty years nourished tho people of God in this wilderness. It is also set

forth in that now life of Jesus in which after His resurrection He appeared to His

disciples during forty days. (See Eom. vi. 11 ; Gal. ii. 20.)—J. A. M.

Vers. 9—18.—Elijah at Horcb. Elijah went in tho strength of the refreshment

he had received from the Angel-Jehovah a forty days' journey to Horeb. He was

now on holy ground. It was the " mount of God " on which Moses had seen the

Angel-Jehovah in tho bush, and was within sight of Sinai, memorable for the giving

of the law. On Horeb he lodges in a cave, perhaps the very recess from which

Moses witnessed tho Shechinah (see Exod. xxxii. 22), and here becomes tho subject

of Divine communications and revelations. Consider now—

I. His intercession against Israel. 1. Observe the occasion. (1) The question

came to him by tho word of the Lord, " What doest thou hero, Elijah ? " In answer

to this ho urged what Paul calls his " intercession against Israel " (Rom. xi. 2, 0).

Wherever we are it behoves us to ask ourselves what business we have here.

Everywhere our first business is to glorify God. (2) This question is thought to

suggest that Elijah might have been more profitably employed elsewhere. But did

he not come here after receiving supernotural strength from God Himself expressly

for this journey ? (See vers. 7, 8.) (3) Rather must we not look upon his journey

in the light of a parable, showing how God abandons those who refuse to bo

reformed? (Compare Jer. ix. 2.) In this view we can see how Elijah acted in

"faith" in this journey; for Paul seems to allude to him in Hebrews xi. 38.

2. The matter of the accusation. (1) Tho view now given harmonizes with this,

the substance of which is the prophet's great jealousy for tho Lord God of hosts,

whose honour had been outraged by the apostasy of the children of Israel. Hero
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is no confession of that unworthy timidity with which Elijah has been, we think,

too hastily charged. Nor had he any rebuke from God for such supposed dastardli-

ncss, which doubtless ho would have received had he deserved it. Ho is here

because ho cannot abide in the land of Israel, where Jehovah was commonly

insulted. (2) He recounts the particulars of his grief. " For the children of Israel

have forsaken thy covenant"—have substituted false Elohim for Thee; "thrown

down thine altars"—attempted to abolish Thy worship; " slain thy prophets with

the sword "—to provide against any revival of the pure religion of their fathers ;

" and I, even I only, am left ; and they seek my life to take it away." Of what

use, then, could he be to such a people ? (See Hosea iv. 17.) (3) The motive of this

intercession to God against Israel is not personal revenge, but zeal for Jehovah.

Aud though we are bound, as Christians, to love our enemies, that does not say

that we are to love the enemies of God. There is a spurious charity in high favour

which the Scriptures do not sanction. (See 2 Chron. xix. 2 ; Psa. cxix. 19 ; exxxix.

21 ; Luke xiv. 20.) Beware of that charity which has complicity with sin. (4j The

repetition of the answer when a second time the question was put evinces the deep

sincerity of the prophet's soul.

II. The answer of God unto him. 1. This u-as first given in symbol. (1) To

witness the vision ho was caused to stand on the mouut before the Lord. Probably

this was the place where Moses stood on a similar occasion (see Exod. xix. 9, 16).

We should have the Hock of Ages for our foundation when we witness visions of

God. All shall witness them in the judgment of the great day. (2.) Terrible signs

immediately followed upon the passing by of Jehovah, («) First, " a great and

strong wind rent the mountains, and brake iu pieces the rocks before the Lord."

Here was a sign of wrath upon the rulers and people, through invasion. (Comparo

Jer. iv. 11—13 ; Ezek. vi. 2 ; Amos iv. 1). (6) " Aud after the wind an earthquake."

This is a sign of revolution, whether in things civil, ecclesiastical, or both. {Compare

Psa. lxviii. 8; Rev. vi. 12; xvi. 18). (c) "And after the earthquake a fire." This

is the symbol ofjudgments more immediately from God (see Pout. iv. 24; Psa.

xviii. 12—14; Ixvi. 12; Jer. xlviii. 45). (3) But the Lord was iu none of these.

Judgments are a strange work to Him. They are necessary to the order of His

government, but uot congenial to His nature. " He delightcth iu mercy." So the

Lord was in the " still small voice " which followed. The gentle voice of the gospel

follows the law which came with the uproar of the elements, and God is in it. So

Elijah wrapped his face in his mantle. (Compare Exod. iii. 6; Isa. vi. 2.) 2. It

was afterwards expounded in words. (1) Elijah, the intercessor against Israel,

and therefore the impersonation of anger against sin, was to return to Israel by way

of Damascus, where he was to " anoiut Hazael to be king over Syria." In Hazacl

now we must look for the " strong wind " that was to come up and make havoc

upon the mountains and rocks of Israel. (Compare 2 Kings viii. 12, 13 ; x. 32, 33 ;

xiii. 3.) (2) "Jehu the son of Nimshi" was Elijah to "anoint to be king over

Israel." Here was the instrument of the "earthquake" of revolution. (See 2

Kings ix. 1—3.) Not only did Jehu bring a signal destruction upon the whole

house of Ahab ; he brought down judgment also upon the worshippers of Baal

(2 Kings x. 28). (3) " Elisha the son of Shaphat " was this impersonation of

righteous anger to " anoint to be prophet" in his room. Here is God's instrument

of " fire." His words are to be swords of flame. So "it shall come to pass that

him that escapeth from the sword of Hazael shall Jehu slay; and him that escapcth

from tho sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay." No sinner can escape the fire of God's

word. (4) But tho " still small voice " of the gospel of mercy has its triumphs.

" Yet I have left me seven thousand in Israel," &c. God has His faithful " hidden

ones " (Psa. Ixxxiii. 3). No wonder Elijah should cover his face with reverent

gratitude at the discovery of that sealed company in whose midst was Jehovah-

Khamjiah ! (Ezek. xlviii. 35 ; Rev. vii. 13—17.)—J. A. M.

Vers. 19—21.—The Call of Elisha. After the visions of Horeb, and in pur

suance of the commission there received, Elijah returned from the wilderness and

re-entered tho land of Israel. Whether he went round by Damascus, and in his
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course anointed Ilazael to be king over Syria, as Samuel had anointed David long

before he ascended the throne of Israel, we are not informed. It is not necessary

for the fulfilment of his instructions (ver. 15) to suppose that he did so ; for prophets

aro said to do things which they predict. (See Jer. i. 10; Ezek. xliii. 3; Rom. iv.

17.) The reason is that their predictions aro sure to be accomplished ; and upon

the same principle a true faith in the promises of God is said to be the "substance"

or subsistence of " things hoped for " (Heb. xi. 1). It is certain that Elisha mado

provision for the anointing of Jehn ; Elisha also informed Hazael that he should

be king over Syria (see 2 Kings viii. 13 ; ix. 1—3). The call of Elisha was by the

hand of Elijah.

I. The call of Elisha was from God. 1. Elijah threw his mantle over Elisha.

(1) The prophet's mantle was the symbol of his office. It seems to have been the

skin of an animal, or composed of some hairy material (see 2 Kings i. 8 ; Zech.

xiii. 5 ; Isa. xx. 2 ; Matt. iii. 4). In allusion to this, perhaps, the popes invest their

cardinals with the pallium—a cloak or pall made of wool. (2) The mantle of

Elijah thrown upon Elisha was the sign that he was to "follow him," to bo his

servant first, and oventually to be his successor. The mantle, accordingly, came

fully into the possession of Elisha when his " master" was " taken from his head "

(2 Kings ii. 3, 13). (3) The "spirit of Elijah" then "came upon Elisha." So

essential to a prophet is the Spirit of God that prophets themselves are called

"spirits." False prophets also aro called "spirits," but for an opposite reason

(see ch. xxii. 22, 23 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 32 ; 1 John iv. 1, 2). 2. Elijah a<:tcd under Divine

direction. (1) After ho had asked for himself that he might die, God expressly

commissioned him to anoint " Elisha the son of Shaphat of Abel-Meholah " to be

" prophet in his room" (ver. 16). The true minister is God's gift. (2) God knew

the qualities of Elisha. The manner in which ho received the call proved him to

be a true man. God's order is, first "grace," then "apostleship " (see Rom. i. 5).

Those persons deceive themselves who, being destitute of godliness, affect apostle

ship (see Psa. 1. 16). Nor can apostleship abide where grace is forfeited (Acts

1. 25). (3) Elijah found Elisha, not in the schools of the prophets, but ploughing

in the field. The spirit of prophecy will not bo tied down to human institutions,

however venerable and respectable.

II. The response of Elisha was to God 1. He accordingly renounced the

world. (1) He had something to sacrifice. The "twelve yoko of oxen" indicate

prosperity. The glimpse wo get of his home is sufficient to discover comfort and

happiness. Everybody has something to give up for God. (2) At the call of God

he gave up all. Instantly he " left the oxen and ran after Elijah." There should

be no hesitation in entering upon the service of God. Elisha did not go homo to

ask but to take leave of his parents. For the authority of God is above that of

parents. His proposal to return to his home was not a pretext for delay, else he

would have merited the censure of our Lord (see Luke v. 29; ix. 61, 62) The

completeness of his renunciation of the world was expressed in his sacrificing the

oxen together with the gear. Ministers, in particular, should be free from the

entanglements of this life (see Matt. x. 9, 10; 1 Cor. ix. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 4). 2. He

followed Elijah. (1) He had something to encounter. The life of a prophet was

not without its privations and discomforts. And in following Elijah, whose life was

threatened with an oath by Jezebel, he would expose himself to her malignity. The

offence of the cross has not ceased. (2) He encountered all cheerfully. Elijah

responded to his request to let him kiss his father and mother before following him,

saying, " Go, return ; for what havo I done to thee '? " This answer was intended

to throw upon Elisha the consideration of all that was involved in his call, so that

his choice might be intelligent and free. Ho was not long in counting the cost.

God had predisposed his heart (see Psa. ex. 3). Soon we find him pouring water

upon the hands of Elijah—lovingly serving the servant of his Lord (2 Kings iii. 11).

Observe : 1. Elisha, though evidently a great man at Abel-Meholah, could

handle the plough. Thero is no disgrace in honest labour. It is even honourable.

2. While in pursuit of his business he was called of God. Business will not be

honest if it prevent us from hearing God's voica. 8. He returned to kiss his father
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and mother and make a farewell feast with his household before following Elijah.

Natural affection and social endearments, within proper limits, are respected by

religion. 4. Elisha's parents do not seem to have hindered him. Those parents

incur fearful responsibilities who, under worldly influences, hinder their sons from

responding to a call cf God to enter His ministry.—J. A. M.

Vers. 1—18.—The Desponding Prophet. A marvellous change has come over

Elijah. It is difficult to iumgino a more complete contrast than is presented by his

moral attitude iu this and the previous chapters. He who just before has so boldly

confronted the proud king, and defied the priests of Baal, standing without fear

before his flaming altar, aud sternly carrying out the judgment of God on the cor

rupters of His people, is now filled with dismay, and flics from the post of duty and

of danger. So unstablo arc the grandest forms of human virtue, and so weak arc the

noblest of men when God is pleased for a while to leave them to themselves. Con

sider (1) The prophet's stato of mind. (2) The way in which God deals with him.

I. The prophet's state of mind. It is one of deep despondency. Fear of the

queen's revenge is not enough of itself to explain it. There is disappointment at

the apparent result of tho events of tho previous day, weariness of life, disgust at

the condition of the land, a sense of powerlcssness before tho difficulties of his

position, perhaps doubt as to the wisdom of what he has done. Ho speaks and

acts as a dispirited, broken-hearted man. Note some of the manifest causes of this

despondency. We can never thoroughly understand the feelings of a man unless

wo take into account the sources and occasions of them, and try to put ourselves in

his place. 1. Physical exhaustion. His bodily frame was worn and weary. His

animal spirits had had a great strain upon them, and now suffered a corresponding

relapse. Unwonted exertion of strength was followed by unwonted weakness. The

relation that exists between the state of the body and the state of the mind is very

mysterious, but very real. The elation or depression of our religious feeling depends

far more on mere physical conditions than we often imagine. A diseased body will

often cause a dark cloud to come over tho spirit's firmament; much that is morbid

in the religious thoughts and emotions of good men needs to be dealt with by the

physician of the body rather than of the soul. 2. Loneliness. He was without

tho companionship and sympathy of those who would share his labours and perils.

" I, even I only, am left, and they seek my life to destroy it." It is a single-handed

conflict iu which ho is involved. There are none to stand by him, none whom he

can trust. Such isolation is the severest possible test of fidelity. As the rock never

appears more majestic than when seen standing alone, with the ocean billows

rowing round it, so with one who is " faithful found among the faithless," cut off

from all natural and human supports, isolated in a surrounding sea of indifference

or iniquity. (Think of Paul: " At my first answer no man stood with me, but all

forsook me," 2 Tim. iv. 1G ; above all the Christ. " I have trodden the winepress

alone, and of the people there was none with me," Isaiah lxiii. 8.) Supernatural

help w ill often come for special emergencies, and will make the soul sublimely inde

pendent of external aid ; but it is hard to carry on a long, patient conflict with diffi

culties alone. 8. Want of success. His ministry seems all in vain. His words

are but as the dreams of the false prophets. The solemn testimony given on Carmel

has passed away without effecting any real chango in tho condition of things. The

fire that consumed his sacrifice has gono out. Righteous vengeanco has been in

flicted on the idolatrous prophets, and the Kishon has6wept away their blood. The

drought has done its work, and tho rain has returned upon the land. Aud now nil

seems to be going on just as it was before. Ahab and Jezebel are as hostile and

treacherous and full of cruel hate as ever ; and as for the people, there is no kind of

security for their constancy to their recent vows. Surely he is living his sad life in

vain I That dreariest of all thoughts to a man of high and holy purpose—that his

labour is utterly fruitless—sweeps like a withering wind through his soul, and he

wishes ho wero dead. " 0 Lord, take away my life, for I am no better than my

fathers." 4. The sense of having forsaken the post of responsibility. It may

have been a natural impulse that moved him to "fly for his fife," but no wonder
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his despondency deepened as he lost himself in the solitudes of the wilderness. His

was the inward disquietude which will always be tho penalty of a man's having

weakly or wilfully deserted the path of duty. When good men place themselves in

a false position, they must expect the shadow of some morbid condition of feeling to

fall upon their spirits. When the hands of those who ought to be busy about some

work for God are idle, their hearts aro left a prey to all sorts of evil influences.

Religious activity is one of the main secrets of religious health. What is our grand

business in this world but just to battle against the weaknesses of our own nature,

and the iorce of adverso circumstances ? And when the difficulties of our position

gather thickest about us, then is tho time to cast ourselves most fearlessly on the

Divine power that will enable us to overcome them and listen to the voice that says,

" Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee the crown of life."

II. God's way of dealing with him. Taking a general view of the Divine method,

we see that each successive step is wisely adapted to the prophet's need. 1.

Physical refreshment. An angel is sent with food for the nourishment of his ex

hausted frame ; not to talk with him, not by remonstrance or persuasion to chase

away his morbid feelings, but to feed him. The disease of the mind is to be cured

by first removing tho weakness of the body, which was one of its causes. It is a

suggestive incident. Our physical nature is as truly an object of Divine thought and

care as the spiritual. God will not fail to supply the meaner wants of His children.

The beneficent ministries of His providence are ever auxiliary to the higher purposes

of His grace. 2. A significant revelation of the Divine presence and power. The

remarkable phenomena described in the eleventh and twelfth verses on doubt had

a symbolic meaning. The wind, the earthquake, and the fire were emblems of tho

conspicuous and extraordinary manner in which Elijah probably expected the work

of God to be carried on. The "still small voice " that followed taught him that

God's chosen way of working was rather one that is calm and noiseless. The

stirring events that had recently taken place were only preparatory to the silent but

mightier energy of His spirit working through the voice of the prophet. We aro

apt to over-estimate the power of that which " cometh with observation." Why

should the wind, and the fire, and the earthquako bo God's only instruments ? Is

He not equally in the gently-dawning light, the soft-whispering breeze, tho silent,

secret forces of nature '! Your path of usefulness may be obscure, your influence

unobserved, its issues slowly developed. But be not disheartened. Remember the

" still small voice " breathing in the ear of the prophet at the mouth of tho cave

when the tumult was over, and learn that it is by a feeble instrument and a quiet,

patient process that God will accomplish His grandest work in the moral sphere.

This is the method of the world's Redeemer. " He shall not cry nor lift up, nor

cause his voice to be heard in the streets, &c. (Isa. xlii. 2, 3, 4). 3. Words of rebuke

and encouragement. " What doest thou here, Elijah?" " Go, return on thy way."

" Yet have I left me seven thousand in Israel," &c. Thus docs God reprove him

for the faithlessness that lay at tho root of his despondency. If the veil that hid

the secret fife of Israel could at that hour have been uplifted, he would have seen

how little real reason there was for it. Seven thousand living witnesses might have
como forth from their obscurity to show that his work was not in vain. WTe littlo

know what God is doing boneath the surface, at the secret heart of society, when

appearances seem most unfavourable. Let us be true to ourselves and to Him,

doing faithfully tho work Ho has given us to do in storm or in calm, and leave it to

Him to bring about the glorious issuo. " Be ye therefore steadfast, immovable,"

&c. (1 Cor. xv. 58).—W.

Ver. 19—21.—The Call of Elisha. It was by an express Divine command that

Elijah summoned Elisha to the prophetic office (ver. 16). And yet we may discern

a purely human element in this. He did it by tho impulse of natural feeling.

Stern, riigged, self-reliant as he was, he needed sympathy and companionship. Ho

yearned for the society of a kindred spirit. He could not bear to live alone. Whether

he had any previous personal knowledge of Elisha we know not ; but it is certain

that, totally different as the two men were, he found in him a faithfnl friend and
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servant. And scanty as the materials of the narrative may be, there is enough to

show how deep and tender an affection existed between them. Note in reference

to this call—

I. The sovereignty of the Divine choice. No indication is given as to why

Elisha particulaily should have been called to this office. So it has generally been

in the case of those who, in the olden times, were raised up to occupy distinguished

positions in the development of the Divine plan. (Abraham, Moses, Saul, David,

Ac.) So was it iu Christ's choice of the inner circle of His disciples ; as when to the

sons of Zebedeo mending their nets, and to Matthew at the receipt of custom. He

said, " Follow me." But the elections of God are never arbitrary und capricious.

He chooses whom He will to be the instruments of His purpose, "taking one of a

city and two of a family " as it pleases Him (Jer. iii. 14). But there is always some

deep and sufficient reason for this, though we may not be able to trace it. Every

man who has done any great work for God in the world has been more or less

deeply impressed with this senso of a special Divine call and commission. And it

has given a dignity to his bearing and strength and courage to his spirit that

nothing else could give. Every true Christian finds highest inspiration in the

thought that God has singled him out from the crowd and summoned hiui to the

service of a consecrated life. " Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and

ordained you," &c. (John xv. 16).

II. The sacred personal relation it estarlished retween the profhet and

his servant. Elijah's throwing his " mantle '' upon him as he passed by was a

symbolic act indicative of this. It was the sign of their common prophetic voca

tion, the seal and bond of the new relation existingbetweenthem. It betokened—

(1) some kind of adoption to sonship. " My Father, my Father'' (2 Kiugs ii. 12).

(2) A transference of the responsibility of the prophetic work. (3) The imparta-

tion of the same spirit, even the "double portion" of the first-born (2 Kings iii.

9, 10). We see here something dimly typical of the relation Christ sustained

towards His chosen apostles. "As thou hast sent mo into the world, even so also

have I sent them," &c. (John xvii. 18, 19). Some such relation subsisted between

Paul and his " dearly beloved son " Timothy. " As a son with the father he hath

served with me in the gospel " (Phil. ii. 22). " Wherefore I put thee in remem

brance," &c. " Hold fast the form of sound words," &c. (2 Tim. i. C, 13). The

thought becomes proverbial when we speak of the " mantle " of a great leader

falling upon his successors. One of the chief ends of a noble life is answered when

others take up the work that it left unfinished, and catch the spirit of its example ;

nothing more sacred than the spiritual bond thus established.

III. The completeness of Elisha's self-surrender. Natural feeling for a

moment throws an obstacle iu the way. " Let me, I pray thee, kiss my father and

my mother." It was a hard task for him at once to loosen himself from family

ties, and relinquish the comforts of what was probably a prosperous pastoral life,

and cast in his lot with the wandering prophet. Elijah's answer seems to disown

the exercise of any undue constraint upon him, and simply leaves him free to choose.

But tho loyalty of his spirit to the Divine authority soon settles the alternative,

and after an act expressive of his entire abandonment of the associations of his

former lite, " he arose and went after Elijah and ministered unto him." We are

reminded of the way in which Christ called on men to surrender their all and

follow Him (Luke ix. 57—62). Fidelity to Him demands complete self-sacrifice.

Tho strongest fascinations, and even the dearest ties of earth, will give way to the

realized sovereignty of His claims. " He that loveth fathor or mother more than

me is not worthy of me " (Matt. x. 37).—W.

Ver. 4.—The Causes of Despondency. Human character is more complex than

many imagine. Its elements are so diverse, and sometimes so contradictory, that

only God can fairly judge it. The biographies of Scripture and the subtleties of our

own hearts combine to enforce the lesson, "Judge not, that ye be not judged."

We should have placed in the foremost rank the disciple who first acknowledged

the divinity of our Lord, and we should have cast him out of the Church who denied
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his Lord with oaths and curses ; yet both the one and the other were the outcome

of the same character. Never was contradiction more complete than in Elijah.

One day he leads a whole nation in penitence, the next he flees to save his life, as

one who has thrown up all hope of Jehovah's cause. None but the pitiful and

patient Father-God would have judged him aright; nor was Elijah the last to say,

" Thy gentleness hath made me great." We are reminded that it is difficult to

judge ourselves as well as others. On Carmel, Elijah might have thought himself

invincible, and in Horeb an unmitigated coward, but he was neither. Varieties of

mood must not be too much considered. They do not afford a fair index to

character. We are not_infidels because we pass through a phase of_doubtf wn are

not reprobatesfbecause we are~3oeply conscious of sfn, norare~we Christians because

we enjoy a religious service. A sad and frequent experience of religious life, that

of despondency, is set before us here, and we will seek to discover its causes.

I. Kkaction after excitement. Great natures are peculiarly subject to this.

The impulse which impels to a noble act has a rebound proportioned to its intensity.

Peter and John the Baptist stand beside Elijah as exemplars of this fact. From it

arises the special peril of revivalistic services. Excitement has its place and power

in the advance of Christ's kingdom, but we must not substitute spasmodic feeling

for steady growth.

II. Exhaustion of physical and nervous ENERGY. Even the gigantic strength

of Elijah underwent a terrible strain on Carmel. Anxiety, enthusiasm, burning

zeal, exultation combined to agitate him, and these were doubtless preceded by

many days and nights of passionate, agonizing prayer. God's provision for the

prophet—the sleep that came over him, as over a tired child, tho food prepared by

angel hands—prove that this was recognized.

Show tho mutual dependence of body and mind. Neither the equable tempera

ment of some Christians nor the excitability of others is due always to the

presenco or absence of Divine grace. Good food, fresh air, and change of scene

would do more than religious exercises to restore tone to some who are despondent.

The neglect of sanitary laws is a sin. There was far-reaching wisdom in Paul's

declaration, " I keep the body under."

III. Absence of sympathy. " I am left alone." " I only am left." Such was

the burden of Elijah's cry. This is a special source of despondency to missionaries

Burrounded by the heathen. It affects also multitudes who are not so literally alone.

They may have many Christians around them, but in their special work, in their

peculiar difficulty, they can find none to help, or even to understand them. " Alone

in a crowd" is a true description of many a disciple of Christ, who is thinking his

own thoughts and fighting his own foes. Show from this the wisdom of the provision

God has made in Church fellowship. Point out the causes which tend to make such

communion unreal or unhelpful. Urge the cultivation of sympathy with young

disciples, with obscure workers, &c.

IV. Influence of doubt. The confidence of the prophet on Carmel had broken

down. Jezebel had not been cowed by the sudden revulsion of popular feeling.

She doubted its permanence, and at all events resolved that she would not lose heart,

so Ahab and his courtiers were reassured when she swore to have revenge on Elijah.

The prophet thought now that he had been too sanguine—that the one chance had

come and gone without effect. Doubt paralyzed him. Doubt of God's willingness to

forgive plunges the penitent into despondency. He would scarcely venture secretly

into a crowd to touch the hem of Christ's garment. Doubt of God's readiness to

hear and answer prayer keeps the Christian from the light of His countenance, &c.

V. Invisibility of antagonists. Elijah could face his visible foes on Carmel

without quailing—indeed, he dared to taunt them at the risk of being torn to pieces—

but against this vague feeling of despair he could not hold his own. Moral battles

are the hardest to fight. He who can grapple with what is- tangible sometimes

fails when called on to " wrestle not with flesh and blood, but with principalities,

and powers, and the rulers of the darkness of this world." Some would rather run

the risk of being condemned hereafter, as wicked and slothful servants, than have

the certainty of being sneered at now as those who are " righteous overmuch."
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VI. Enforced inactivity. Elijah's opportunity for vigorous action seemed over.

He was cast in upon his own thoughts. Few could bear it less patiently than he.

The man who can dare and do anything finds it specially hard to wait and to

suffer. Similar temptation to despondency comes to those who are laid aside by

illness, or removed from a happy sphere of service. But that 1s the time to wait on

the Lord, and so "renew our strength."

Conclusion. In all hours of despondency remember that He who knew the

aqony of Gcthsemane and Calvary pities us, andfeels for 11s. "We have not a

High Priest who cannot he touched with the feeling of our infirmities," &c.—A. R.

Ver. 9.—A Questionfrom Qod for the consideration of Man. Elijah was fleeing

from peril and from work, but he could not flee from God. The Father seeth in

secret. No man is out of His sight, no feeling eludes His vigilance (Psalm exxxix.)

Christ knew the plans of nis foes (Matt. xii. 25). He understood the unexpressed

wants of the sinful (Matt. ix. 2). He heard the secret' conversations of His followers

(Mark ix. 83), and lovingly answered their unspoken questions (John xvi. 19).

In this story God's pity is as conspicuous as His knowledge. Refreshed by the

provision given by unseen hands, Elijah went to Horeb, a place sacred in its asso

ciations and lonely in its grandeur. There, hidden in a cave from the wrath of

Jezebel, the voice of Jehovah reached him, saying, " What doest thou here,

Elijah?"

I. The question* came to a profhet in nis hour of despair. This Divine inter

position on his behalf teaches us the means God uses to bring us out from our

despondency. The prophet was delivered from his depression by learning the

following lessons : 1. That God was near. Whatever the sin that needs pardon,

the weakness that wants conquering, the doubt that wants unravelling, there is no

fear of the issue if we can consciously bring it to God. Elijah was saved because

he dared tell Jehovah all that was in his heart. Moses sometimes was compelled

to leave his work to the elders, that ho might speak to God face to face. The

disciples "went and told Jesus" their grief and their triumph. Aye, and the

Master Himself nerved Himself for work and for suffering by prayer—on the

mountain or in the garden. Satan says, Give up prayer till your difficulties are

removed. Christ says, " Come uuto me, all ye that labour, and are heavy laden, and

I will give yon rest." 2. That success was assured. Elijah thought he stood alone,

but the Lord said, " Yet I have left me seven thousand in Israel," &c. Success was

not where the prophet had looked for it. The crowds on Carmel had not been radically

changed, but the secret worshippers of God had been strengthened by his heroism.

So in the Lord's ministry, the nucleus of the Church was not found in the ap

plauding multitudes on Olivet, but in the few faithful ones in the garden of Geth-

semane. Our work may be greater than we think. No word or work for Christ

fails of its reward. " For as the rain cometh down, and tho snow from heaven, and

returneth not thither, but watercth the earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud,

that it may give seed to tho sower and bread to the eater : so shall my word be that

goeth forth out of my mouth : it shall Dot return unto me void, but it shall accom

plish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it." 3.

That work was waiting (ver. 15). Elijah was not to remain in the cave, any more

than the disciples were to dwell on the mount of transfiguration. For his own

sake and for the good of others he was to be up and doing. If you would be saved

from brooding, despondency, and doubt, throw yourselves into tho work of God.

Do with all your might what your hands find to do: and your service will restore

tone to your mind, and bring hope to your heart, and prepare you to hear the " Well

done, good and faithful servant."

II. This question camr to a man in a false position. " What doest thou here,

Elijah ? " The inquiry should pursue others who have fled to caves in which they

would fain hide themselves from responsibility. 1. It comes to the impenitent, in

the cave of concealment. They say, " Doth God know ? " He sees the secret sin,

He knows the iniquity of that which society applauds, and the day is coming when

excuses shall be stripped off, and wickedness discovered. Before that terrible day,
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when " the secrets of all hearts shall ho disclosed," come to the feet of a pai doi....^

God. 2. It comes to the penitent in the cave of despondency^ To all such God

says, " Come now, and let us reason together.'' 3. It comet to the indolent in the

cave of sloth. Years of profession unrelieved by a single act of sorvice or sacri

fice call for repentance. 4. It comes to the sorrowful in the cave of murmuring

" Lift up the hands which bang down," &c. Suffer your Redeemer to bring you out

of the horrible pit, am' " put a new song into your mouth, even praise unto our

God."

Conclusion. The Lord speaks to all. " To-day if ye will hear his voice,

harden not your hearts."—A. R.

Vers. 12.—The still S7nall Voice. Describe the stupendous scenes amidst which

Elijah stood. A wind came shrieking up the mountain ravines, unseen yet instinct

with secret force ; an earthquake made the solid ground heave and reel ; firo glared

from heaven, like that which had fallen on the sacrifice at Carniel, or on a subse

quent occasion consumed the captains and soldiers of Ahaziah. Amidst this war

of the elements the prophet was unmoved by fear ; indeed, probably a wild exultation

filled his heart as he saw this stormy reflection in nature of the conflict within him.

(Compare Shakespeare's splendid description of King Lear in the storm.) Tho

uproar in nature was succeeded by a solemn calm ; and as Elijah waited for the

next marvellous display of Divine power, " a still small voice" broke the silence,

and the prophet knew that it was tho voice of God. He who till now had been

undaunted and unmoved, now reverently covered his face witli his mantle, and

bowed in humble worship in the fult presence of Him before whom angels veil their

faces. This strange and weird experience evidently had reference to tho work

which Elijah had attempted, and over which he was now so despondent. When

he learnt that the Lord was not in the wind, the earthquake, or the fire, he re

flected that permanent religious reformation might not result from the material

signs of Divine power, displayed in the withholding of the rain, the raising of the

dead, or the fall of fire on Carniel, but from the more quiet testimony of his own

devout life, and from the fidelity of the " seven thousand who had not bowed tho

knee to Baal." In effect, the message to him and to us was this : " Not by might,

nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord." We are taught, in the first place—

I. The spiritual weakness of what seems mighty. " The Lord was not in

the wind, .... in the earthquake, .... in the fire." Let us exemplify this

truth—1. By the experience of Elijah. He had done many mighty works, but

the people were startled rather than reformed. No radical and abiding change

had been effected. " The wind " may represent the drought, both in its coming and

in its ceasing ; " the earthquake," the raising of the child from tho dead ; and " the

fire," the answer to prayer on Carniel. It was not these wonders which could

change the heart of the people, but " tho still small voico " speaking within for

God. 2. By the miracles ofjudgment. Take the plagues of Egypt as specimens.

Marvellous enough they were, but in the result " Pharaoh's heart was hardened."

3. By the penalties of the law. Show from the history of Israel, and from the

comments made on it hi the Epistles, the powerlessness of tho law to put away sin.

The fear of punishment may cheek tho outward manifestation of sin, but in itself

does not conquer innate sinfulness. If a child does not love his father, no orders,

however stringently enforced, will make him happy. It was not John the Baptist,

bnt Jesus Christ, who was the world's Redeemer. 4. By the events of Providence.

Illness, the dread of death, a startling bereavement, a national calamity, &c, do

not convert men, unless through them or after them ''the still small voice" is heard.

Men may bo driven to alarm, to murmuring, to despair, perhaps to suicide ; but

their hearts are still rebellious under the influence of trouble. It is not the storm,

but the voice of Jesus in the storm, saying, " It is I," that brings rest to those who

welcome Him.

II. The spiritual strength of what seems feeble. The still small voice, which

only a listening man could hear, was more Divine and more mighty than all Elijah

had witnessed before. There was all the difference between God's power and God's
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the fire," but His was the still small voice ; con-

follows on preparation. Elijah had heard so

iniicii, iiud been so Miiea iun> jen listening for the wonderful, that he did not

fail to hear this. Bo the miracles which had not converted the people had made

them ready for Elisha and the school of the prophets. Similarly John preceded

Jesus. It is thus in personal experience. The earthquake did not convert the

jailer at Philippi, but it aroused him to ask, " What must I do to be saved ? "

Trouble does not save a man, but it may make him ready to listen to the words of

life. Some must lose all before they find all in God. 2. It reminds of secret forces.

The most mighty are silent in nature and in grace ; e.g., gravitation is far more

tremendous than volcanic agency. 3. It typifies the influence of the Holy Spirit.

" He shall convince the world of righteousness," &c. How secretly He melts the

heart to repentance, faith, and obedience, and changes the whole current of affec

tion and thought. 4. It whispers of tlie love of Christ. He forced none into His

kingdom, but won all His subjects man by man. Not His reproaches, but His look

of love, broke the heart of Peter into penitence, after the denial. Paul's inspiration

was found not in applause or success, but in this—that he could ever say, " The love

of Christ constraineth me."

Conclusion. Wait for no resistless influences, for no startling events ; but listen

to the " still small voice " which speaks within, testifying of your deep necessity

and Christ's glorious redemption.—A. B.

Vers. 1—8.—The Prophet's Despair. I. Elijah's weakness. 1. His disappoint

ment. With the hand of the Lord upon him he had come to Jezreel (ch. xviii.46).

Was it not because a farther success for God awaited him there? Could Carmel's

wonders and the mercy of God in tho rain now flooding the earth be resisted ?

Jezebel's message, displaying only determined and increased hostility, rudely dispels

tlie dream. The blighting of the long-expected fruit of prayer and waiting and

mightiest effort is worse to bear than all the hardships which went before. Other

trials may depress, but under this the spirit is utterly broken. 2. His fligh t. He

shows no trust in Him who was mightier than JezebeL He flees to the souih of

Judah. Even there it does not seem to him that he is in safety, and he goes a day's

journey into the wilderness ; but neither at Jezreel nor at Beersheba does he seek

direction from tlie Lord. The overthrow of hope is also the overthrow of faith.

Ceasing to hope in God we cease to wait on God. 8. His prayer. (1) Its incon

sistency. He had fled for his life, and now he prays God that he may die. We

are not fittest for heaven when we are most tired of earth. We must " enter his

gates "—the gates of the city that hath foundations—" with praise," not with com

plaints and accusations. (2; Its unbelief. God's work is abandoned as impossible ;

nothing remains for Him but to take back the life of His defeated servant I Many

a noble heart besides has lifted up the same cry of despair. The noblest of man

kind are nothing when once the lire of trust is quenched in the soul. "The just

shall live by faith;" when faith dies, every good and noble thing dies with it.

II. How God binds up the broken-hearted. 1. He gives rest. "He lay and

slept." Even in the desert to which we flee unbidden, God gives shelter and rest.

" For so he giveth his beloved sleep." 2. He imparts strength for the onward

way to where ligh t will break upon the darkness and a new mission will be given.

Elijah is fed once and again with angel food, and in the strength of it goes " forty

days and forty nights Unto Horeb, the mount of God." W'e are revived with tender

heavenly ministrations : we see His goodness in the land of the living, and pass

onward to tho place where we shall meet with Him and hear His voice.—J. U

Vers. 9—18.—Elijah at Horeb. I. How God deals with the despairing. 1.

Elijah's mistake. Because Jezebel's enmity remained unsubdued the struggle was

at once given over as hopeless ; " and he came thither unto a cave, and lodged

there." The same mistake is made by those who labour on with unexpectant

toil, whose wrestling with God is given up, whose feeble thought and listless tones

proclaim their hopelessness : by those who have laid down the work to which
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God called them—preachers in retirement or in other spheres, teachers, &c.—

and those who have ceased to strive against their own sin. 2. God's remedy. (1)

The heart is searched. " What doest thou here, Elijah ? " A prophet in the desert ?

A living man illumined with the light of the know ledge of God, a companion of

rocks and stones and solitude ; and death and sin crying to be visited with the

rebuke of God, and hearts fainting for lack of His light and consolations ? Was it

for this God endowed and called thee ? A word for those who have left the vine

yard ; for those who have not yet entered ; for the worldly and the sinful. To hear

this voice is preparation for entering the path of life and of service. Till it be

heard there is no possibility of either. (2) Unbelief is unveiled. When God's voice

is heard, and the reasons for the wilderness flight are named, it is seen that He has

been shut out of sight. He mentions his own zeal, and Israel's sin, but of God

there is nothing said. It is unbelief alone which can kill prayer and earnest,

hopeful toil. It was only when Peter ceased to gaze on Jesus that the stormy

waves engulfed him. If we are in the wilderness, forgetfulness of God has set us

there.

II. The path of deliverance for the hopeless. 1. The vision of God. Elijah's

thoughts of God's way were corrected. (1) God was not in the whirlwind, or the

earthquake, or the fire. What had failed to turn Israel and subdue Jezebel was not

what was really God's power unto salvation, but what Elijah erroneously conceived

to be this. We despair because certain methods, influences, arguments fail ; but

they can only fail because God is not in them. (2) God was in the still small voice

that awoke within the heart. The power which now hold and searched the prophet's

own soul was the manifestation of what was power for the souls of others. 2. The

recognition of ourselves as only part of the manifold agency of God. Other hands

as well as his were to carry on the work of judgment and of mercy (vers. 15—17).

To feel our brotherhood with the servants of God fills us with joy and power. 8.

The assurance that God never works in vain (ver. 18). The results may be hid

from us, but they are known to Him.— J. U.

Vers. 19—21.—The Prophet's Call. I. TnE call to service. 1. Where it found

him—in the field engaged in laborious, careful toil. The Master chooses servants

for higher trusts who have been faithful in lower. 2. How it came. The mantle cast

upon him was a sign of adoption. It was a call to share the prophet's home and

love. Elijah was to find a son in the newly-called servant of God, and Elisha a

father in the great prophet of Israel. We pass into God's service through union

with His people.

II. Indecision rebuked (ver. 20). 1. The request. He "ran after Elijah," yet

with entreaty for permission to go back and kiss father and mother. The new ties

and the old were both binding him, and the vain attempt was made to comply

with both. God's call must from the first have the mastery. The seeming severity

which we are called upon to exercise will yield fruits of joy. God, fully chosen,

will be fully known ; and the breaking of lower ties may preach the claims of God

to those we love best. 2. The answer. " Go back again, for what have I done to

thee ? "- The gift neglected is taken away. As we value it and sacrifice for it, in

that measure is it given to us. Treat God's grace as nothing, and to you it becomes

nothing.

III. The choice made. 1. The past was broken with. His own yoke of oxen

were slain, the instruments of his toil consumed. 2. It was done with glad

ness. He made a feast for the people. 8. He took the place which God meanwhile

assigned him. " Then he arose, and went after Elijah, and ministered unto hira."

Humble, loving companionship with God's people is preparation for taking up their

work.—J. U.

Vers. 4—21. Beturn of Elijah to the Desert. It is well for us to recognize that

the great sen-ants of God are men like ourselves, that they were formed of the same

clay, and that they share our infirmities. Elijah had no time to magnify himself

after his triumph on Mount Carmel. It was at this very moment God allowed him

1 kings. " 2 1
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to pass through the most terrible mental conflict. Led into the bare and arid

solitudes of Horeb, ho fell into a state of depression bordering on despair, and,

throwing himself down under a juniper tree in the wilderness, he cried, " O Lord,

now take away my life! " (Ver. 4.) A spiritual crisis like this comes in the life of

mosUmen of God, and may be explained by two reasons. 1. There is a spiritual

necessity for it. The man of God who has gained the first great victory is apt to

think that it is decisive and final, and that he may now cease to fight. And behold,

the evil that was vanquished yesterday lifts up its head again, and the conflict

has to be begun anew. " I have been very jealous for the Lord God of hosts ; for

the children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant" (ver. 10). 2. This painful crisis

is permitted by God, who will not have His servants uplifted in their own eyes, even

by the most splendid triumphs of the cause which it is their honour to maintain.

This is the explanation of the mysterious thorn iu the flesh with which St. Paul

was buffeted ('2 Cor. xii. 7). This is the cause of the momentary despondency of

John the Baptist, which prompted that utterance of a faltering faith, " Art thou

he that should come ? " (Matt. xL 8.) To the same source we may trace the

anguish of Luther in the Wartburg. He who is pleased thus to exercise the soul of

His children is Himself their only efficient Comforter. God raises His downcast

servant Elijah by means of a glorious vision. The Lord is not in the wind, not in

the earthquake ; these are but the symbols of His awful majesty. He is in the still

small voice, which whispers the name afterwards to bo proclaimed to the whole

world by the beloved disciple, and written in letters of blood upon the cross : " God

is love" (1 John iv. 10). Let us not forget, however, that if God is not in the stormy

wind and earthquake, these manifestations of His severity necessarily preceded

the manifestation of that love which is His true essence. It was needful that the

reed which had presumed to lift up itself against God should be bent, that the hard

heart, like the stone, should be broken in order that the still small voice might gain

an entrance to it. Repentance must come before the deliverance and joy of pardon.

It is by this path through the desert that God leads every soul of man ; it was thus

that He led His servant Elijah. His overwhelming anguish of soul was like the

whirlwind which prepared the way for the soft whisper of heavenly peace. This

desert of spiritual desolation is to be made to blossom like the rose under the re

viving breath of the Lord (Isa. xxxv. 1). Elijah comes forth from it with renewed

strength and courage, after the wholesome discipline of humiliation, a witness to us

of the truth of the I)ivine assurance uttered by the lips of Christ Himself: "Blessed

are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted" (Matt. v. 4).—E. de P.

CHAPTER XX. 1—43.

The invasions of Israel by the Syrians

axd their results.—The insertion of this

chapter, which contains an account of two

invasions of Israel by the hosts of Syria,

and of the utter defeat of the latter, and

which therefore constitutes a break in the

history of Elijah, which has occupied the

historian up to the end of ch. xix., and

which is resumed with ch. xxi.—the inser

tion of this twentieth chapter in this place

is apparently due to the compiler of these

records, who seems to have adopted this

arrangement as the more chronological. It

is not absolutely certain, however, that we

owe this disposition of his materials to the

original compiler, as the Vatican LXX.,

which sometimes appears to represent an

older and purer text, places ch. xx. after

ch. xxi., thereby concluding the history of

Elijah—so far as it was comprehended in

the reign of Ahab—before entering on the

subject of the Syrian wars! It is not im

probable, consequently, that this latter was

the original order; and it is quite certain

that the account of Elijah's ministry, of

which ch. xxi. forms a part, is of a piece with

ch. xix., and by the same hand, and is by

a different hand from the author, or authors,

of chaps, xx. and xxii. Ch. xxii. 1 also

supplies a reason why that chapter should

follow ch. xx. There seems, moreover, to

be a close connexion between ch. xxii. and
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the denunciation of cb. xx. 42. But the

present arrangement evidently dates from

very early times.

Ver. 1.—And Benhadad [Sec on ehs. xi.

14 and xv. 18. The LXX. uniformly spells

the name Ader (vioc "kho). The form T1X

is found in ch. xi. 17, and 1 and "I are fre

quently interchanged ; cf. Gen. xxv. 15,

xxxvi. 39 with 1 Chron. i. 30, 4G. We learn

from ver. 34 that thiB prince was the son of

a Syrian king who had conquered somo of

the cities of Israel, but we cannot neverthe

less bo certain that ho was the son of that

Ben-hadad (ch. xv. 18) who invaded Israel

in the reign of Baasha (Ewald) See on

ver. 34.] the king of Syria gathered all his

host [See note on ch. x. 2, where we havo

same word] together : and there were thirty

and two klng-3 with him [Evidently these

were vassals, not allied powers. Tho

number alone proves that they must have

been petty princes or chieftains of Hittite

tribes, ruling over very limited districts and

all acknowledging the suzerainty of the king

of Damascus, all paying tribute (ch. x. 25),

and furnishing a contingent in time of war.

" Tho Assyrian inscriptions show that this

country was, about the period in question,

parcelled out into a number of petty king

doms," d'o. (Rawlinson. See " Records of the

Past," vol. xii. p. 20)], and horses, and cha

riots [Heb. horse anil chariot; cf. ver. 21

and chs. i. 6 ; x. 26 ; xvi. 9, &o. Both are

collective nouns. We sec here the fruit and

retribution uf Solomon's irreligious policy

(ch. x. 29 and Uomilctics, p. 210). " A kiug

who has been probably identified with this

Ben-hadad brought into tho field against

Assyria nearly 1000 chariots" (Rawlinson)] :

and he went up and besieged Samaria, and

warred against It. [The object of this ex

pedition was clearly to humble and to plunder

the kingdom of Samaria. It would almost

appear, from the animus of the Syriau king

and the studied offensiveness of his mes

sages, as if Ahab or Israel must have given

him dire offence. But Ben-hadad was

clearly a vain and overbearing and tyran

nical prince, and the only crime of Israel

may have been that it was independent of

him, or had refused to do him homage.]

Ver. 2. —And he sent messengers to Ahab

kins of Israel into [Heb. to. It is not clear

that they entered the city. They may have

delivered their mes-sage to the king, or to

his representatives at the gates or to the

people on the walls (2 Kings xviii. 18, 27)]

the city, and said unto him, Thus salth

Ben-hadad,

Ver. 3.—Thy silver and thy gold is mine

[Heb. mine it is] ; thy wives also and thy

children [Nothing reveals Ben-hadad's object

more clearly than the mention of Ahab's

wives. When we consider how jealously

the seraglio of an Eastern prince is guarded,

and how the surrender of the harem is a

virtual surrender of the throne (2 Sam. xvi.

21, 22 ; note on ch. ii. 22), and certainly a

surrender of all manhood and self-respect,

we see that his aim was to wound Ahab in

his tendercst point, to humble him to the

lowest depths of degradation, and possibly

to force a quarrel upon him] , oven th9

goodliest [The LXX. omits this. Bahr says

the word can only apply to the sons, and

that it must mean the most eminent young

men of the city—not Ahab's children—

whom Ben-hadad demanded as hostages.

But against this is (1) Ahab's answer, " All

that I have," <fcc. ; (2) the fact that Ben-

hadad obviously meant insult and plunder;

and (3) the language of ver. 7, where see

note] , are mine. [Heb. mine are they. Raw

linson would explain this excessive demand

of the Syrian king by the assumption that

when it was made the siege had already

lasted a long time, and that the people were

now reduced to the greatest straits, circum

stances which the historian, with the cha

racteristic brevity of tho sacred writers,

omits to mention. But really no such

supposition is needed. The overwhelming

force which Ben-hadad had at his back

would, in his eyes, justify any demands.

And the prima facie view of ver. 2 is that

the messengers were sent on the first ap

proach of the army, or rather at the be

ginning of the siege.]

Ver. 4.—And the Meg of Israel answered

and said, My lord, O King, according to thy

saying, I am thine, and all that I have.

[Much has been written about Ahab's pusil

lanimous acquiescenoe in these disgraceful

terms, &c. But it is not absolutely clear

that he ever meant to surrender either wives

or children to the invader. All that is cer

tain is that he judged it wise, in the presence

of the enormous force arrayed agaiust him,

to make every possible concession, to adopt

the most subservient tone, and to cringe at

the feet of Ben-hadad. But all the time he

may have hoped that his soft answer would

turn away wrath. It is very far from certain

that had Ben-hadad sent to demand the

wives and children which Almb here sccma

willing to yield to him they would have been

sent. When Ben-hadad threatens (ver. C)

a measure which involved much less indig

nity than the surrender of the entire seraglio

to his lusts, Ahab stands at bay. Allowance

must be made for the exaggerations of

Eastern courtesy. The writer was enter

tained in 1861 by Jacob esh Shcllabi, then

sheykh of the Samaritans, who repeatedly

used words very similar to these. "This
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honse is yours," he would say ; never mean

ing, however, that he should be taken at his

word.]

Ver. 5.—And the messengers came again,

and said, Thus speaketh Ben-hadad, saying,

Although [Heb. '3. According to some of

tho grammarianR, this is merely the Hebrew

equivalent ol the on recitantit. But the

DS '3 of the next verse suggests that there

must be a connexion between the two, and

that the second emphasizes the first, much

as in tho A. V.] I have sent unto thee, say

ing, Thou shalt deliver me thy silver, and

thy gold, and thy wives, and thy children.

[Our translators have often sacrificed force

to elegance by disregarding the order of the

Hebrew, which here, e.g., is " Thy silver and

thy gold . . . to me thou shalt give them."]

Ver. G.—Yet I will send my servants unto

thee to-morrow about this time [This pro

posal was definite and immediate, the first

demand was vague and general. " In the

first Ahab was to send what he thought fit

to give ; in the second, Ben-hadad's servants

were to take into their own hands whatso

ever they thought fit to sieze " (Words

worth)] , and they shall search thine house,

and the houses of thy servants; and it

shall be, that whatsoever Is pleasant In

[Heb. the desire of] thine eyes [The LXX.

and some other versions have a plural

Buffix—their eyes. But the Hebrew text is

to be preferred. The object of Ben-hadad

was to couch his message in the most offen

sive and humiliating terms, and " the desire

of thine eyes " would be likely to cut deeper

and wound more than " the desire of their

eyes "], they shall put It in their hand, and

take it away. [If Ahab ever hoped by his

abject submission to conciliate tho Syrian

king, ho now finds that bis words have had

just the opposite effect. For all that the

latter concluded from it was that Ahab was

one upon whom he might trample at plea

sure, and this servility encouraged Ben-

hadad to renew his demands in a still more

galling and vexatious form. This second

message discloses to us still more plainly

the royal bully and braggart, and shows us

what the " comity of nations " in the old

world was often like.]

Ver. 7—Then the king of Israel called

all the elders of the land [lliihr remarks

that this expression, compared with " the

elders of the city " (oh. xxi. 8, &c.), sug

gests either that these nobles, as the highest

officials, had their residences at the court, or

upon the approach of Ben-hadad had be

taken themselves thither with their treasures.

Rawlinson builds on this slender basis the

conclusion that the council of elders which,

he says, belonged to the undivided kingdom,

had been continued among the ten tribes,

had an important place in the government,

and held regular sittings at the capital]

and said, Hark, I pray you, and see how

this man [or fellow. The fit expresses

either hatred or contempt. Cf. ch. xxii.

27 ; Luke xxiii. 2, 18, &c] seeketh mis

chief [the purport of Ahab's address is

not, " Ben-hadad is not satisfied with

my treasures ; he wants yours also " (Bahr),

for there is no reference whatsoever to their

property, but, "See how he is determined

on our ruin. Nothing short of our de

struction will suffice him. He is bent on

provoking an encounter, that he may

plunder the city at pleasure." The salient

word is the njh] : for he sent unto me for

my wives, and for my children [LXX. mpi

rutv viiov fwv. This shows clearly that " the

most eminent young men " cannot be meant

in ver. 3] , and for my silver, and for my

gold : and I denied him not [What these

words mean depends on what ver. 4 (where

see note) means. It is difficult to conceive

that any monarch could gravely proclaim

his own shame to his counsellors ; could

confess, that is, that he had consented to

surrender his children and concubines with

out a struggle.]

Ver. 8.—And all the elders and all the

people [not only, i.e., the inhabitants of

Samaria (Keil), but also those who had fled

thither for refuge. It is not implied that

they were formally consulted, but at such a

crisis, when nothing could be done, humanly

speaking, without their support, it was

natural that they should express their

opinion] said unto him, Hearken not unto

him, nor consent. [Lit., tlwu shalt not con

sent, bit is the equivalent of pi), ne, and ab

of ot>, non. Cf. Amos v. 5, audEwald 350 a.]

Ver. 9.—Wherefore [Heb. and] he said

unto the messengers of Ben-hadad, Tell

my lord the king [He still employs the

same obsequious language as in ver. 4] , All

that thou didst send for to thy servant at

the first I will do : but this thing I may

[Heb. can] not do [At first sight it appears

as if Ahab objected to the search (ver. 6),

i.e., plunder, of his house and capital much

more than to the surrender of his wives to

shame and of his children to slavery. But

we must remember that a man is ready to

promise almost anything in his extremity,

and that we do not know what construction

he put, or would have claimed to put, upon

Ben-hadad's first demand, had that monarch

consented to revert to these conditions, or

by what means he hoped to evade it] . And

the messengers departed, and brought him

[Ben-hadad, not Ahab, as liawlinsou
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imagines] word again. [Not the " word re

lated in the next verse" (Bawlinson), but the

message just recorded.]

Ver. 10.—And Ben-hadad sent unto him,

and said [These words would be quite

superfluous, if the oaths of which we now

hear were the " word " of ver. 9] , The gods

do so unto me, and more also [see notes on

eh. ii. 23 ; xix. 2] , If the dust of Samaria

Bhall suffice for handfuls [The meaning of

pugilli, is fixed by Isa. xl. 12, and I

Ezekl xiii. 19j for all the people that follow

me. [Heb. that are in my feet. Same ex

pression Judg. iv. 10 ; v. 15 ; 1 Sam. xxv.

27 ; 2 Sam. xv. 17, &e. This thoroughly

Oriental piece of bluster and boasting, which

was intended, no doubt, to strike terror into

the hearts of king and people, has been

variously interpreted, but the meaning

appears to be sufficiently clear. Ben-hadad

vows that he will make Samaria a heap of

dust, and at the same time affirms that so

overwhelming is his host, that this dust

will be insufficient to fill the hands of his

soldiers. Bawlinson compares with it the

well-known saying of the Trachinian to

Dicneces, that tho Median arrows would

oWure the sun (Herod, vii. 226), but 2 Sam.

xvii. 13 is still more apposite.]

Ver. 11.—And the king of Israel answered

and said, Tell him, Let not him that

glrdeth on his harness boast himself as he

that putteth It off. [This proverb consists

of four words in tho Hebrew. The commen

tators cite the Latin, Ne triumphant canas

ante victoriam, but proverbs to tho same

effect are found in most languages.

Ver. 12.—And It came to pass, when Ben-

hadad [Heb. he] heard this message [Heb.

icord], as he was drinking, he and the

kings in the pavilions [Heb. booths. The

word shows that, in lieu of tents, kings and

generals on an expedition sometimes used

leafy huts, like those of Israel (Levit. xxiii.

31, 42). Such booths, it is said, arc still

erected on military expeditions in the East] ,

that he said unto his servants, Set your

selves in array [Heb. ID'S? one short, de

cisive word. His indiguation and astonish

ment were too great for more. We might

perhaps render " Form." CI. 1 Sam. xi. 11 ;

Josh. viii. 2, 13 ; Job i. 17 ; Ezek. xxiii. 24.

It cannot mean oltolo/iiiaart xapana (LXX.)]

And they set themselves in array [orformed.

Again one word, which is more spirited and

graphic, and conveys that the command was

instantly obeyed] against the city.

Ver. 13.—And, behold, there came a pro

phet [Heb. one prophet. Cf. ch. xiii. 11.

According to Jewish writers, this was

Micaiah, son of Imlah, but ch. xxii. 8

negatives this supposition, This is another j

proof that all the prophets had not been

exterminated. Where Elijah was at this

time, or why he was not employed, we havo

no means of determining. Bahr says that

he was " least of all suited for such a

message," but not if he had learned the

lesson of ch. xix. 12. At the same time, it

is to be remembered that he invariably

appears as the minister of wrath. It may

also be reasonably asked why this gracious

interposition was granted to the kingdom of

Samaria at all. Was not this invasion, and

would not the sack of the city have been, a

just recompense forthegross corruption of the

age, for the persecution of the prophets, drc?

But to this it may be replied that Ben-hadad

was not then the instrument which God hod

designed for the correction of Israel (see ch.

xix. 17 ; xxii. 31 ; 2 Kings x. 32), and further

more that by his brutal tyranny and des

potic demands, he had himself merited a

chastisement. The city, too, may have been

delivered for the sake of the seven thousand

(ch. xix. 18; 2 Kings xix. 34. Cf. Gen.

xviii. 26 sqq.) But this gracious help in the

time of extremity was primarily designed

as a proof of Jehovah's power over the gods

of Syria (cf. vers. 13, 28 ; ch. xviii. 39 ;

2 Kings xix. 22 sqq.), and so as an instru

ment for the conversion of Israel. His

supremacy over the idols of Phoenicia had

already been established] unto Ahab king

of Israel, saying, Thus salth the Lord,

Hast thou seen all this great multitude ?

[cf. ver. 10. " In Bcn-hadad's wars with

the Assyrians, we sometimes find him at the

head of nearly 100,000 men " (Bawlinson).]

Behold, I will deliver it into thine hand this

day ; and thou shalt know that I am the

Lord. [This explains to us the motif of

this great deliverance. ]

Ver. 14.—And Ahab said, By whom ? And

he said, Thus salth the Lord [Observe tho

repetition. He is careful to give special

prominence to the sacred name, as the only

help in trouble (Psa. xx. 1, 5, 7, <Sc.)] , Even

by the young men [or servants— has

both meanings, corresponding with jr«Tc

(cf. Gen. xxxvii. 2 ; 2 Kings v. 20 ; viii. 4]

of the princeB of the provinces. [The local

governors (cf. chs. iv. 7; x. 15), on the

approach of Ben hadad, had apparently fled

to the capital. Whether these "young

men" were their "pages" (Thenius), or

even were " young lads " (Ewald) at all, or,

on the contrary, a "select body of strong

young men " (Bahr), the body-guard of the

various governors (2 Sam. xviii. 15) (Von

Gerlach), may be doubtful ; but when Bahr

says that Ahab would not have consented

to appoint weak boys to lead the van, at

least without remonstrance, he must have

! forgotten that all the ordinary means at
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Aliab's disposal were equally insufficient,

and that in themselves 200 or 2000 tried

veterans would have been just as inadequate

a force as 200 pages. The agency by which

the victory was won was purposely weak

and feeble (per titrbani imbellem), in order

that the work might be seen to bo of God

(cf. Jndg. vii. 2; 1 Cor. i. 27, 29). And

this consideration makes against the sup

position that the attacking body was com

posed of tried and skilful warriors.] Then

lie said, Who shall order [Hcb. bind: we

speak of "joining battle "] the battle ? [The

meaning is—not, " who shall command this

force," but, " which side shall begin the

fray?"] And he answered, Thou [i.e., t'.\y

band of young men shall make the attack.]

Ver. 15.—Then he numbered [or reviewed

(cf. Num. i. 41 sqq. ; iii. 39—43)] the young

men of the princes of the provinces, and

they were two hundred and thirty-two [cf.

2 Chron. xiv. 11; Psa. xxxiii. 16; Deut.

xxxii. 30, Ac. LXX. haKoaia rpuiKOvra.

Theocloret remarks that by this band—230,

as he understood it—Almighty God would

destroy the hosts of thirty and two kings.

The numbers may ltavo been recorded

beeauso of the correspondency] : and after

them he numbered all the people, even all

the children of Israel, being seven thousand.

[This number is of course to be understood,

unlike that of ch. xix. 18, literally. And

tho context (cf. ver. 19) shows that this

was the number of fighting men. But this

small army can hardly fail to create sur

prise, especially if wo compare it with tho

statistics cf the soldiery of an earlier ago

(2 Sam. xxiv. 9 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 5 ; 2 Chron.

xiii. 3 ; xiv. 8). It is true this was not

strictly an army, but a garrison for the de

fence of the capital. But it looks very much

as if, under the feeble rule of Ahab, the

kingdom of Israel had become thoroughly

disorganized. "Tho position of Jarchi is

that of a true Rabbi, viz., that the 7000

were those who had not bowed the knee

unto Baal (ch. xix. 18)," Biihr.]

Ver. 16.—And they went out at noon.

["At tho time when Ben-hadad, haughty

and confident, had given himself up with

his vassals, to the table, news of which had

probably been received in the city" (Biihr).

But it seems at least equally probable that

tho noon hour was selected either in obo-

dience to the unrecorded directions of the

prophet, or as being a time for rest and

sloop, as it still is in the East.] But Ben-

hadad was drinking himself drunk in the

pavilions, he and the kings, the thirty and

two kings that helped him. [Strong drink

would seem to have been a besetment of

the monarchs of that age (cf. ch. xvi. 9;

Prov. xxxi. 4 ; Dan. v. 1 sqq. ; Esther i. 10; I

vii. 2 ; Hab. ii. 5). It can hardly have

been to " mark his utter contempt of the

foe," Rawliuson, who compares Belshazzar's

feast (Han. v. 1—4) when besieged by Cyrus.

But Ben-hadad was the besieger. We are

rather reminded of Alexanders carouse at

Babylon.]

Ver. 17.—And the young mon of the

princes of tho provinces went out first;

and Ben-hadad sent out [Or had tent

out. Possibly, tho unusual stir in the

city, the mustering of the troops, &c., had

led to his sending out scouts before the

young men issued from the gates. The

LXX., however, has " And they send and

tell the king of Syria," which Rawlinsoa

thinks represents a purer text. But it

looks like an emendation to avoid the diffi

culty, which is removed by translating

rhzis.\ as pluperfect] , and they told him, say

ing. There are men come out of Samaria.

[Heb. men went forth, d'o.]

Ver. 18.—And he said, Whether they be

come out for peace [i.e., to negociate or to

submit] , take them alive ; or whether they

be come out for war, take them alive.

[We may trace in these words, possibly

the influence of wine, but certainly tho

exasperation which Ahab's last message hod

occasioned the king. So incensed is he

that he will not respect the rights of am

bassadors, and he is afraid lest belligerents

should be slain before ho can arraigu them

before him. Possibly he meant that they

should be tortured or slain before his face.]

Ver. 19.—So these young men of the

princes of the provinces came out of th9

city, and the army which followed them.

[i.e., the 7000. They "came out" after

the young men.]

Ver. 20.—And they slew every one hi3

man [Tho LXX., which differs here con

siderably from tho Hebrew, inserts at this

point Kai tleuTipwtrev tKatrrot rbv vap

altrov. Ewald thinks the Hebrew text

ought to be made to correspond, and would

read Szhti ))\?*\ i.e., each repeatedly

killed his man, as in 1 Sam. xiv. 16] : and

tho Syrians fled ]\Vhcn a few had fallen,

utter panio seized the rest. The separate

kings, with their divided interests, thought

only of their own safety. It was a sauce

qui peut. " Tho hasty and disordered flight

of a vast Oriental army before an enemy

contemptible in numbers is no uncommon

occurrence. Above 1,000,000 of Persians

fled before 47,000 Greeks at Arbela " (Raw-

linson). The very size of such hosts,

especially where the command is divided

and where the generals are drunk or in

capable, contributes to their defeat,; and

Israel pursued them: and Ben-hadal the
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king of Syria escaped on an horse [Thcnius

suggests that this was a chariot horse, the

first that presented] with the horsemen.

[Heb. and horsemen ; sc., escaped with him

(Keil). He had an escort in some of his

fugitive cavalry.]

Ver. 21.—And the king of Israel went out

[It looks as if Ahab had remained within

the city until the defeat of the Syrians was

assured] , and smote [LXX. rai i\a(St, and

captured) the horses and chariots [i.e., the

cavalry and chariotry ; cf. ver. 1] , and slew

the Syrians with a great slaughter. [Heb.

in Syria a great, Ac.]

Ver. 22.—And the prophet [obviously the

same prophet] came to the king of Israel,

and said unto him, Go, strengthen thyself

[both as to army and to city] , and mark,

and see what thou doest L" Take every

precaution. Don't think that the danger

is past "] : for at the return of the year [in

the following spring. There was a favourite

time for campaigns (2 Sam. xi. 1), viz.,

when the rainy season was past. Several

late wars, notably those of our own armies

in Africa anil Afghanistan, have been con

siderably influenced by the seasons. And

the wars of ancient times were almost

universally summer raids. " Sustained in

vasions, lasting over the winter, are not

found until the time of Shalmaneser "

(2 Kings xvii. 5 ; xviii. 9 10, Rawlinson)]

the king of Syria will come [Heb. eomcth]

up against theo.

Ver. 23.—And the servants of the king

of Syria said unto him [naturally anxious

to rctrievo their character and obliterate

their disgrace] , Their gods are gods of tho

hills [All pagan nations havo believed in

local deities, Dii montium, dii ncmorum, Ac.

(see 2 Kings xviii. 33—35 ; xix. 12, 13).

Keil accounts for this belief—that the gods

of Israel were mountain divinities, by the

consideration that the temple was built on

Mount Moriah, and that worship was always

offered on " high places." Kitto reminds us

that the law was given from Mount Sinai,

and that fire had recently descended on

Mount Carincl. " In Syrophoenicia, even

mountains themselves had Divine honours

paid to them " (Movers, Phocn. i. 6<,7 sqq.)

But it is enough to remember that Samaria

was a hilly district, and that the courtiers

must find some excuse for the defeat] ; there

fore they were stronger than we ; hut [Heb.

(D^lXl often well rendered but not iu this

instance) by the LXX. oi' fir)v ci riXAd] let

us fight against them in the plain, and

surely we shall be stronger than they.

[This counsel, which apparently rests on

rclipious grounds alone, was, it is probable,

really dictated by the practical consideration

that in the plain the Syrians would be able

to deploy their chariots—a most important

arm of their service—in a way which they

could not do in the valleys round Samaria.

See ch. xvi. 24, note. Moreover, the

Israelites would lose the advantage of a

strong position and the cover of their forti

fications if they could be induced to meet

them in the "great plain," or on any

similar battle-field.]

Ver. 24.—And do this thing. Take the

kings away, every man out of his place,

and put captains [Sume word as in ch. x.

15, whe re see note] in their rooms. [Not so

much because (Bahr) the kings only fought

through compulsion, for they appear to

have been in complete accord with Bcn-

hadad (vers. 1, 12, 16), as because of their

incapacity and divided interests and plans.

The captains would presumably be selected

because of their valour, military skill, Ac. ;

the kings would owe their command to tho

accident of birth, Ac. Moreover, an army

with thirty-three leaders could not have

the necessary solidarity. Bahr assumes

that the removal of the kings would involve

the withdrawal of the auxiliaries which they

contributed. But this does not appear to

havo occurred toBen-hadad's advisers when

they said, " put captains in their rooms."

If the auxiliaries were withdrawn, what were

the thirty-two captains to command ?]

Ver. 25.—And number thee an army, like

the army that thou hast lost [Heb. that it

fallen from thee, not as marg., that teas fallen.

For the form 'qniXI? seeEwald, 264 h)] .horse

for [Heb. as] horse, and chariot for chariot :

and we will fight against them in the plain,

and surely we shall be stronger than they.

And he hearkened unto their voice, and did

so.

Ver. 26.—And it came to pass at the

return of the year, that Ben-hadad num

bered the Syrians [Heb. Syria], and went

up to Aphek [As the word signifies "for

tress," it is only natural that several

different places should bear this name, and

the commentators are not agreed as to

which of them is here intended. Keil and

Bahr identify it with the Aphek hard by

Shuncm (1 Sam. xxix. 1 ; cf. xxviii. 4), and

therefore in the plain of Esdraelon, while

Gcscnius and Grove—the latter because of

its connection with "n!5"IJ!3 the plain, a

word applied, koT iZox,)v, to the plain in tho

tribe of Reubcn (Deut. iii. 10 ; iv. 43 ; Josh,

xiii. 9, 16, 17, 21, Ac.)—would see in it the

Aphek east of the Jordan, the Apheca of

Eusebius, and perhaps the placo mentioned

2 Kings xiii. 17 (where, however, see note).

This trans-Jordonic Aphek is now repre

sented by the village of Fik, six miles east
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of the sea of Galilee, and standing, as Aphek

must have then stood, on the high road

between Damascus and Jerusalem. On the

whole, the balance of probability inclines

to the latter. It would follow hence that

the Israelites, emboldened by their victory

of the preceding year, had crossed the river

to meet the enemy], to fight against Israel.

[Heb. to the war with Israel.]

Ver. 27.—And the children of Israel were

numbsred [lit., numbered themselves. Hith-

paelj, and were all present [Bather, and

were provided with food, = to nourish.

The Alex. LXX. inserts icm Zioutifiiioav.

Vulgate acceptis cibariis. Marg. were vic

tualled. This word of itself suggests that

they were at a distance from their capital

or other city] , and went against them [Heb.

to meet them] : and the children of Israel

pitched before them like two little flocks

| t]V0 strictly means separated. It is rightly

translated "little flocks" (not "flocks,"

Rawliuson), because tho idea is that of two

bands of stragglers separated from the main

body of the flock. So the Vulgate, duo

jiarvi greges coprarum ; butLXX., Ivoiroipvia

aly&v. Ewald thinks the " two flocks "

points to an auxiliary force furnished by

Jehoshaphat, lighting with Israel. Ho

also thinks goats are mentioned to convey

the exalted position of the camp upon tho

hills. Flocks of goats as a rule are smaller

than those of sheep, the former being more

given to straying] of kids [lit., she-goats.

" These flocks pasture mostly on the cliffs,

and are smaller than the flocks of sheep "

(LSiihr)] ; but the Syrians filled the country.

[The whole plain swarmed with their legions

in striking contrast to the two insignificant

bodies of Israelites.]

Ver. 28.—And there came a man of God

[Whether this is the same person as the

" prophet " of vers. 13, 22, is not quite clear.

The difference in the designation (see on

ch. xiii. 1 and p. 303) would lead us to sup

pose that a different messenger was meant.

It is true the Hebrew has the article

" the man of God" (LXX. 6 av9panro£ rou

6eoD), but D'r6sn E'»Sjt (see Judg. xiii. 6 ;

Deut. xxxiii. 1) is often hardly distinguish

able from the same words without the

article], and spake [Heb. said, same word

as below] unto the king of Israel, and said,

Thus earth the Lord, Because the Syrians

[Heb. Syria, but with a plural verb] have

said, The Lord is God of the hills, but he Is

not God of the valleys, therefore will I

deliver all this great multitude into thine

hand, and ye shall know that I am the

Lord. [It was partly for the instruction of

Israel, and to confirm their wavering faith

in Jehovah (see ver. 13), that this deliverance

was wrought. But it was also that neigh

bouring nations might learn His power, and

that His name might be magnified among

the heathen.]

Ver. 29.—And they pitched one over

against the other [Heb. these opposite these]

seven days. [The Syrians, despite their

overwhelming numbers, appear to have been

afraid to attack, and the Israelites were

naturally reluctant, despite the promise

they had received, to join battle with so

great a host] . And so it was, that in the

seventh day the battle was joined [Heb.

the war drew near. It may have been by

the direction of the man of God that the

Israelites attacked on the seventh day, or

the precedent of Jericho (Josh. vi. 15) may

have influenced their leaders; or the num

ber seven, properly the mark and signature

of tho covenant, may have come to bo

regarded superstitiously—in fact, as a lucky

number (cf. Isa. lxv. 11 ; Esther iii. 7] :

and the children of Israel slew of the

Syrians an hundred thousand footmen In

one day. [This prodigious slaughter may

well create surprise. That two compara

tively small companies should be able,

physically, to slay, with the rude weapons

of that age, 100,000 warriors, fighting for

their lives, seems hardly credible. It is

probable, therefore, that the numbers here,

as elsewhere, have been exaggerated in the

course of transcription. Another explana

tion of the difficulty has, indeed, been sug

gested by Bahr, viz., that 13^1 may signify

here, as it undoubtedly docs elsewhere,

" defeated," " put to flight " (see Gen. xiv.

5 ; 1 Sam. xiii. 4, etc.) And the Hebrew

at first sight seems to favour this idea, for

it may be rendered literally, they smote

Syria, a hundred thousand, Ac. The 100,000

would then represent the entire strength

of the Syrian infantry. But the mention

of the " footmen " and of ' ' one day " alike

suggests that it is of slaughter, not disper

sion, that the historian speaks.]

Ver. 30.—But the rest [Plainly those not

•fain. It cannot mean those not defeated]

fled to Aphek [It is clear that this fortress

was then in the possession of the Syrians,

as they took refuge within its walls] , Into

the city; and there a wall [Heb. the wall,

i.e., tho city wall] fell upon twenty and

seven thousand of the men that were left.

[Tho Hebrew implies that these were prac

tically all who survived the battle. D*")Oijfl

is tho word translated above, " the rest."

We have here surely an exaggeration, even

more obvious than that of ver. 39. For even

if we suppose an earthquake, it is difficult

to believe that the walls of a place like
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Aphek could bury so large a number in

their ruins. Rawlinson suggests that the

Syrians at the time were "manning the

defences in full force," and that the earth

quake " threw down the wall where they

were most thickly crowded upon it ; " but

the question arises whether it is possible to

mass 27,000 men upon any part of a wall, or

all the walls, especially of an ancient vil

lage fortress. Thenius hints that the fall

of the wall may have been occasioned by the

Israelites undermining it during the night,

but it seems hardly likely that so small a

force could undertake operations of that

kind against so formidable a body of

troops. Keil objects to this view on another

ground, viz., that its object is to negative

the idea of a Divine interposition. But the

text does not ascribe the fall of the wall to

any such interposition, and we know that

the sacred writers are not slow to recognize

the finger of God whenever it is exerted.]

And Ben-hadad fled, and came Into [Heb.

to] the city [i.e., Aphek. Rawlinson in

terprets this statement to mean that he

" fled from the wall, where he had been at

the time of the disaster, into the inner parts

of the city," but this is extremely doubtful.

Observe the words, " fled and came to the

city"—words almost identical with those

used of the fugitives above] , into an Inner

chamber. [Heb. into a chamber tcithin a

chamber, as in ch. xxii. 25. This cannot

mean " from chamber to chamber," as

marg. It is to be observed that T1n alone

signifies properly an inner chamber. See

Gen. xliii. 30; Judg. xvi. 9, 12. Rawlinson

thinks that a secret chamber may be meant

" a chamber in the wall, or one beneath

the floor of another."]

Ver. 31.—And Ms servants [Possibly the

very same men who (ver. 23) had counselled

this second expedi tion] said unto him, Behold

now, we have heard that the kings of the

house of Israel are merciful kings [As no

doubt they were when compared with con

temporary pagan sovereigns] : let us, I

pray thee, put sackcloth on our loins [in

token of humiliation and contrition. pV

is identical, radically, with uokkoc, saccus,

and our sacA], and ropes upon our heads

[i.e., round our necks. To show how com

pletely they were at Ahab's mercy. Biibr

shows that this custom still exists in China,

but the well-known story of the citizens of

Calais, after its siege by Edward III., sup

plies a closer illustration] , and go out [Heb.

*70] to the king of Israel [It would appear

from the language of ver. 33 as if Ahab's

army was now besieging the place. He

himself may have kept at a safe distance

from it] : peradveature ha will save thy

life. [LXX. our lives, rdc ifrjxae. VfUv.]

Ver. 32.—So they girded sackcloth on

their loins, and put ropes on their heads,

and came to the king of Israel, and said,

Thy servant Ben hadad sarth, I pray thee,

let me live. [Compare with this abject

petition for life the arrogant insolence of

vers. 6, 10. The tables are indeed turned.]

And he said, Is he yet alive ? he is my

brother.

Ver. 33.—Now the men did diligently

observe whether anything would come

from him, and did hastily catch it [Heb.

and the men augured—tJ'OJ divinavit, Cf.

Gen. xliv. 15 ; Levit. xix. 2b ; 2 Kings xvii.

17. LXX. oiwviaavTO. Vulgate acceperunt

pro ominc—and hatted and made him declare

whether from him, the meaning of which is

sufficiently clear, viz., that the men took

Ahab's words, "He is my brother," as a speech

of good omen, and immediately laid hold of

it, and contrived that the king should bo

held to it and made to confirm it. The only

difficulty is in the word n'l which is i'lraS

\iy. Tho Talmud, however, interprets it to

mean, declare, confirm; in the Kal conjuga

tion and the Hiphil would therefore mean,

made him declare. The LXX. and Vulgate,

however, have understood it otherwise,

taking obn as the equivalent of )^in rapuit.

The former has avi\t£avTo rov \6yov Ik row

arofiaTOt aiiTou, and the latter rapucrunt

verbum ex ore ejm. They would seem also

to have read instead of -UDIprVD 1}^n

(Ewald). The law of dakheel (see Layard,

N. and B. pp. 317—319), by which Rawlin

son would explain this incident, seems to

be rather an usage of the Bedouin than of

any civilized nations] : and they said, Thy

brother Ben-hadad. Then said he, Go ye,

bring him. Then Ben-hadad came forth

to him [out of his hiding-place and out of

the city] : and he caused him to come up

into the chariot. [A mark of great favour

(compare Gen. xli. 43), and of reconcilia

tion and concord (cf. 2 Kings x. 15).]

Ver. 34.—And Ben-hadad said unto him,

The cities, which my father took from

thy father, I will restore [Wo can hardly

see in these words " the terms of peace

which he is willing to offer as the price of

his freedom '' (Rawlinson), because he was

absolutely at Abab's mercy, and was not in

a position to make any stipulations ; but

they express Ben-hadad's idea of the results

which must follow the conquest. His utter

defeat would necessitate this reconstruction

of their respective territories, Ac. Wc can

not be quite certain that the cities here re

ferred to are those enumerated in ch. xv.
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20, as taken by Ben-hadad's armies from

Baasha. Fur Baasha was not the father,

nor even was he the " ancestor " (as Keil,

later edition) of Ahab, but belonged to a

different dynasty. At the same time it is

quite conceivable that a prince in Ben-

hadad's position, in his ignorance or forget-

fulness of the history of Israel, might uso

the word " father " improperly, or even in

the sense of " predecessor." We know that

2^5 had a very extended signification. Keil

and Bahr, however, think that we have a

reference to some war in the reign of Omri

(cf. ch. xvi. 27), which is not recorded in

Scripture. And the words which follow

make this extremely probable, inasmuch as

in Baasha's days Samaria had no exist

ence] ; and thou shalt make streets [JliXn

lit., whatever is without ; hence streets,

spaces, quarters] for thee In Damascus, as

my father made in Samaria. [The com

mentators are agreed that a permission to

establish bazaars or quarters, in which the

Hebrews might live and trade, is hero con

ceded] . Then said Ahab [These words are

rightly supplied by our translators. The

meaning would have been quite clear had

the Hebrews been familiar with the use of

quotation marks. For lack of these, all

the versions ascribe the words to Bcn-

hadad] , I will send thee away with this

covenant. So he made a covenant with

him, and sent him away.

Ver. 35.—And a certain man [Heb. one

man; cf. ch. xiii. 11, note] of the sons of

the prophets [Here mentioned for the first

time, though the prophetic schools prob

ably owed their existence, certainly their

development, to Samuel. The '3n iJ3 are

of course not the children, but the pupils of

the prophets. For this use of " son," cf.

1 Sam. xx. 31 ("a ron of death") ; 2 Sam.

xii. 5 ; Deut. xxv. 2 ; Matt, xxiii. 15 ;

1 Kings iv. SO; Ezra ii. 1; John xvii.

12, and Amos vii. 14. Gesenius refers

to the Greek iarpwv t>ici, pi)ropbtv vioi, &c.,

and says that among the Persians "the

disciples of the Magi arc called, " Sons of

Magi." The word, again, does not neces

sarily imply youth. That they were some

times married men appears from 2 Kings

vi. 1, though this was probably after their

collegiate life was ended. As they were

called " sons," so their instructor, or head,

was called "father" (1 Sam. x. 12)] said

unto his neighbour [or companion. Another

prophet is implied. It was because this

" neighbour " was a prophet that his dis

regard of the word of the Lord was so sinful,

and received such severe punishment] , In

the word of the Lord [sec on ch. xiii. 1],

Smite me, I pray thee. [Why the prophet,

in order to the accomplishment of his

mission—which was to obtain from Ahab's

own lips a confession of his deserts—why

he should have been smitten, i.e., bruised

and wounded, is not quite clear. For it is

obvious that he might have sustained his

part, told his story, and obtained a judg

ment from the king, without proceeding to

such painful extremities. It is quite true

that a person thus wounded would perhaps

sustain the part of one who had been in

battle better, but the wounds were in no

way necessary to his disguise, and men do

not court pain without imperious reasons.

Besides, it was " in the word of the Lord "

that these wounds were sought and received.

It is quite clear, therefore, that it cannot

have been merely to givo him a claim to an

audience with the kmg (Ewald)—he coald

easily have simulated wounds by means of

bandages, which would at the same time

have helped to disguise him—or that he

might foreshadow in his own person the

wounding which Ahab would receive (ch.

xxii. 11), for o£ that he says nothing, or

for any similar reason. The wounding, we

may be quite sure, and the tragical circum

stances connected therewith, are essential

parts of the parable this prophet had to act,

of the lesson he had to teach. Now the

great lesson he had to convey, not to the

king alone, but to the prophetic order and

to the whole country, the lesson most

necessary in that lawless age, was that of

implicit unquestioning obedience to the

Divine law. Ahab had just transgressed

that law. He had "let go a man whom God

had appointed to utter destruction ; " he had

heaped honours on the oppressor of his

country, and in gratifying benevolent im

pulses had ignored the will and counsel of

God (see on ver. 42). No doubt it seemed

to him, as it has seemed to others since,

that he had acted with rare magnanimity,

and that his generosity in that age, an age

which showed no mercy to the fallen, was

unexampled. But he must be taught that

he has no right to be generous at the ex

pense of others ; that God's will must bo

done even when it goes against the grain,

when it contradicts impulses of kindness,

and demands painful sacrifices. He is

taught this by the prophetic word (ver. 42),

but much moro effectively by the actions

which preceded it. A prophet required to

smite a brother prophet, and that for no

apparent reason, would no doubt find it re

pugnant to his feelings to do so; it would

seem to him hard and cruel and shameful

to smite a companion. But the prophet

who refused to do this, who followed his

benevolent impulses in preference to the

word of the Lord, died for his sin—died
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forthwith by the visitation of God. What

a lesson was this to king anil country—for

no doubt the incident would be bruited

abroad, and the very strangeness of the

whole proceeding would heighten the im

pression it made. Indeed, it is hardly

possible to conceive a way in which the duty

of unquestioning obedience, could be more

emphatically taught. When this prophet

appeared before the king, a man had

smitten and wounded him, disagreeable and

painful as the task must have been, because

of the word of the Lord ; whilst a brother

prophet, who declined the office because it

was painful, had been slain by a wild beast.

It is easy to see that there was here a

solemn lesson for the king, and that the

wounding gave it its edge.] And the man

refused to smite him.

Vcr. 30.—Then said ho unto him, Because

thou hast not obeyed the voice of the Lord,

behold, as soon as thou art departed from

me, a lion [Heb. the lion, perhaps the lion

appointed already to this office, or one that

had lately been seen in the neighbourhood]

shall slay thee. And as soon as he was de

parted from him, a [Heb. the] lion found

him [same word as in ch. xiii. 21, where see

note], and slew him. [For the same sin

as that of " the man of God (ch. xiii. 21, 2G),

viz., disobedience (Deut. xxxii. 24 ; Jer. v. G),

and disobedience, too, under circumstances

remarkably similar to those. In fact, the

two histories run on almost parallel lines.

In each case it is a prophet who disobeys,

and disobeys the " word of the Lord ; " in

each case the disobedience appears almost

excusable ; in each case the prophet appears

to be hardly dealt with, and suffers instant

punishment, whilst the kiug escapes ; in

each case the punishment is foretold by a

prophet { in each case it is effected by the

instrumentality of a lion. And in each

case the lesson is the same—that God's

Commands must be kept, whatever tho cost,

or that stern retribution will inevitably

follow.]

Ver. 37.—Then he found another man,

and said, Smite me, I pray thee. And the

man smote him, so that In smiting he

wounded him. [Heb. smiting and wounding.

This last particular is apparently recorded

to show how promptly and thoroughly this

" other man," who is not said to have been

a prophet, obeyed the charge. Probably he

had the fate of the other before his eyes.]

Vcr. 38.—So the prophet departed, and
■waited for the king by the way, and dis

guised himself with ashes upon his face.

[Rather, a bandage upon hit eyes. "IDX

there can be no doubt, denotes some sort of

covering (LXX. reXn/iwi'), and is probably the

equivalent of "ISJ>. Ashes cannot bo put

on the eyes, and even on the head would be

but a poor disguise. This bandage was at

the same time in keeping with the prophet's

role as a wounded man, and an effective

means of concealment. It would almost

seem as if this prophet was personally

known to the king.]

Ver. 39.—And as the king passed by, he

cried unto the king [in his capacity of

supreme judge ; see on ch. iii. 9] : and he

said, Thy servant went out Into the midst

of the battle [i.e., the recent battle] ; and,

behold, a man turned aside [ID; cf. ch. xxii.

43 ; Exod. iii. 3 ; xxxii. 8. But Ewald, til.

would read, prince or captain (properly

"K?"), a change which certainly lends force

to the apologue, and makes tho analogy

more complete. Only such an officer was

entitled to give such an order. Moreover,

just as a common soldier ought to obey his

captain, so should Ahab have obeyed God.

I But as our present text yields a good anil

sufficient meaning, we arc hardly warranted

in making any change] , and brought a man

unto me, and said, Keep this man: If by

any means he be missing, then shall thy

life be for his life, or else thou shalt pay

[Heb. iccigh. There was then no coinage.

Payments were mode by means of bars of

silver or gold] a talent of sliver. [A con

siderable sum—about £400. " The prisoner

is thus represented to be a very important

personage " (Thenius). There is a hint at

Beu-hadad. Ewald holds that the wounds

represented the penalty inflicted instead of

the talent which a common soldier naturally

could not pay.]

Ver. 40.—And as thy servant was busy

[Heb. doing. The LXX. irtpttfiXtyaTo it

j fuSXdc eov, and the Vulgate dum ego turbatiu

hue illueque me verterem, have led some

critics to urge the substitution of H^S funi-

ing, or "{Ji? looking, for TwO doing, in the

text. But no alteration is needed] here and

there [or hither and thither—tho n is

generally local—as in Josh. viii. 20. But

sometimes it is merely demonstrative, " hero

and there," as in Gen. xxi. 29, Ban. xii. !>,

i and so it may be understood here (Ge-

senins)] , he was gone [Heb. he is not]. And

the king of Israel Bald unto him, So shall

thy judgment be ; thyself hast decided it.

[Gf. 2 Sain. xii. 5—7, Ahab has himself

pronounced that his judgment is just, and

what it shall be.]

Ver. 41.—And he hasted, and took the

ashes away from his face [Heb. removed the

covering from upon his eyes] ; and tho king

of Israel discerned him that he was of the

prophets. [That is, he was one of the
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prophets who were known to him. The

face alone would hardly havo proclaimed

him a prophet. Aud the prophet's dress

would of course have hecn laid aside when

the disguise was assumed.]

Ver. 42.—And he said unto him, Thus

saith the Lord, Because thou hast let go

[ Heb. sent aicay ; same word as in ver. 34.

This is an indirect proof that those were

the words of Ahab] out of thy hand [Heb.

out of hand—same idiom in 1 Sam. xxvi.

23—i.e., poller, possession. Cl. Gen. xxxii.

12 ; Exod. xviii. 9 ; Num. xxxv. 25] a man

whom I appointed to utter destruction

[Heb. a man of my devoting. Cf. Isa. xxxiv.

5 ; Zech. xiv. 11. It is the word used of the

Canaanites and their cities, Deut. ii. 34 ; vii.

2 ; Josh. viii. 26 ; x. 28 ; and it gavo a name

to the city Ilormah, Num. xxi. 3 ; xiv. 45.

Ben-hadad, therefore, was doomed of God] ,

therefore thy life shall go for [Heb. be in-

ttead of] his life, and thy people for his

people. [By the lcx talionis. It was prob

ably because of this denunciation (cf. ch.

xxii. 8) that Josephus identifies this prophet

with Micaiah, the son of Imlah, " whom

Ahab appears to have imprisoned on account

of some threatening prophecy " (Rawlinson).

See ch. xxii. 9, 26. For tho fulfilment of

this prediction see ch. xxii. It has seemed

to some writers as if Ahab were here very

hardly dealt with for merely gratifying a

generous impulse, and dealing magnani

mously with a conquered foe. Indeed,

there are commentators who see in his

releaso of the cruel and insolent tyrant a

"trait which does honour to the heart of

Ahab." But it is to bo remembered, first,

that Ahab was not free to do as he liked in

this matter. His victories had been won,

not by his prowess, by the skill of his

generals, or the valour of his soldiers, but

by the power of God alone. The war, that

is to say, was God's war : it was begun and

continued, and should therefore havo been

ended, in Him. 'When even the details of

the attack had been ordered of God (ver. 14),

surely He should have been consulted as to

tho disposal of the prisoners. The prophet 1

who promised Divine aid might at any rate

have been asked—as prophets constantly

were in that age (ch. xxii. 5, 8)—what was

the " word of the Lord " concerning Israel's

overbearing and inveterate enemy. Bat

Ahab, who had himself played so craven a

part (vers. 21, 31), and who had contributed

nothing to these great and unhoped-for

victories, nevertheless arrogated to himself

their fruits, aud thereby ignored and dis

honoured God. Secondly, if he had so

little regard for his own private interests as

to liberate such a man as Ben-hadad, ho

ought, as trustee for the peace and welfare

of Israel, to have acted differently. The

demand of ver. 6 should have revealed to

him the character of the man he had to

deal with. And lastly, he was acting in

defiance of all the principles and precedents

of the Old Testament dispensation. For

one great principle of that dispensation

was the lex talioni*. The king was the

authorized dispenser of rewards and punish

ments, not only to wicked subjects but to

aggressive nations. It was his duty to

mete out to them the measure they had

served to Israel. And the precedents were

all in favour of putting such wretches as

this Ben-hadad to the sword (Josh. x. 26 :

Judg. vii. 25 ; 1 Sam. xv. 33). If he had

been the first oppressor who fell into the

hands of Israel, Ahab might have had

some excuse. But with the fate of Agag, of

Adoni-bezek, of Oreb and Zeeb, in his

memory, he ought at any rate to have

paused and asked counsel of God before

taking Ben-hadad into his chariot and

sending him away with a covenant of peace,

to reappear at no distant period on the

scene as the scourge of the Lord's people.]

Ver. 43.—And the king of Israel went to

his house heavy and displeased [Heb.

sullen and angry; same words ch. xxi. 4],

and came to Samaria. [The order of this

verse suggests that the house was one in or

near Aphek, in which the king was lodged

after the battle—on which this interview,

therefore, followed closely—and that shortly

afterwards he left it for his capital.]

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—43.—The Purgatory of Nations and Kings. The two invasions of Israel

by the armies of Syria, and their defeat by the finger of God, may suggest some

lessons as to God's dealings with nations, and with oppressive and tyrannical kings.

Two considerations must, however, be borne in mind here. First, that the pre

sent age, unlike the Mosaic, is not a dispensation of temporal rewards and punish

ments. It is true that even now men do receive a rough sort of retribution,

according to their deserts, from tho operation of natural laws; but that retribution

is uncertain and indirect. Sometimes vengeance overtakes the wrong-doer, but as

often as not be escapes scathless. The Jewish economy, however, had absolutely
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none but temporal sanctions. A "judgment to come " formed no part of its system.

It dealt with men as if there were no hereafter. It taught them to expect an exact

and proportionate and immediate recompense ; an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a

tooth. It preached an ever-present Deity, the true King of the country, visiting

every transgression and disobedience with its just recompense of reward (Heb. ii. 2).

And so long as that economy was practised in its integrit3', so long, either through

tho immediate dispensations of God, or the mediate action of the authorities who

represented Him, did vice and crime, extortion and oppression, infidelity and

apostasy, receive their just deserts. But with the advent of our Lord, and. His

apocalypse of life and immortality, all this was changed. Wo no longer look for

temporal judgments because we are taught to wait for the judgment-seat of Christ.

It is only within very narrow limits that we expect to see vice punished or virtue

rewarded. It causes us no surprise, consequently, to find even the tyrant and op

pressor escaping all the whips and stings of vengeance. We know that he will not

always escape ; that though " the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind ex

ceeding small," and that he and all such as he will surely satisfy the inexorable

claims of Justice hereafter.

But there is apparently one exception—and this is the second consideration—to

this general rule. If the individual is not judged here, the nation is. For nations,

as such, have no existence apart from this life present. In the kingdom of the

future, nationalities have no place (Col. iii. 11). . " Mortals have many tongues,

immortals have but one." If, then, men are ever to be dealt with in their corporate

capacity, they must, and as a matter of fact they do, receive their reckoning here.

It surely is not diffioult to trace the finger of God in the history of Europe as well

as of Israel, of modern as of ancient times. In our own generation have not both

Austria and Prussia paid in blood for the spoliation of Denmark? Have not the

United States suffered for their overweening pride and greed and reckless specula

tion ? Has not France paid a heavy forfeit for the corruption, the profligacy, the

secularity which marked the latter years of the Empire ? Has not England, too,

had to lament her intermeddling ? have not her late reverses suggested to many

minds the painful thought that the hand of the Lord is gone out against her ? Is

she not suffering at this moment for her past misgovernment of Ireland ? Is not

Turkey, by the agonies of dissolution, expiating the uncleanness and injustice of the

last four centuries ? Yes, it should be clear that whatever arraignment awaits the

individual hereafter, the community, the nation, receives its requital and acquittance

here.

And if this be so, it is obvious that the king, the representative of the country, or

the sovereign power, who is responsible primarily for the action of the community,

will have a share, and by far the largest share, in whatever good or evil befalls it.

On him primarily does the disgrace and blow of a disaster fall. It is not always

true that " the kings make war and their subjects have to pay for it," for the king,

in case of defeat, pays the heaviest toll of all. And though there is no one to call

him to an account for internal misgovernment, yet even that does not go unrecorn-

pensed, as the history of Borne, of Russia, of Turkey, of England shows. We are

warranted in looking, consequently, for the punishment of aggressive nations and

tyrannical kings in this present age.

Now this chapter describes two invasions of tho territory of Israel, and two suc

cessive defeats of the invaders. In the invasions we see tho punishment of Israel

and of Ahab ; in the defeats the punishment of Syria and Ben-hadad. Let us

inquire, in the first place, what each had done to provoke and deserve his respective

chastisement.

1. Tnu invasions. That these were punishments hardly needs proof. For can

any land be overrun with a horde of barbarians, such as the Syrians and their coh-

federatos, the Hittite chieftains, were, without widespread and profound suffering 1

We know what invasion means in modern times, when warfare is conducted with

some approach to humanity, but what it meant in the Old World and the Orient, we

are quite unable to realize. It is idle to say that the Syrians were defeated in the

end. Who shall picture to us what the thousands of Israel suffered during the
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advance, possibly during the retreat, of that unwieldy and rapacious host, certainly

during the occupation of the country ? " Before them the garden of Eden, behind

them a desolate wilderness " (Joel ii. 8). Fire, rapine, famine, these three fell

sisters marched in their train. The invasions, then, though repelled, would entail

prodigious loss and suffering on the people. It would not compensate the Jewish

farmer for the loss of his corn and oil and wine, still less the Jewish father for the

dishonour of his daughters, to know that the siege was raised, that the king had

fled to an inner chamber, that thousands of their enemies lay buried under the

walls of Aphek. No, each invasion was nothing short of a national calamity, and

we do well to ask what it was had provoked this chastisement. It was—

1. The sin of the people at large. The sin of Israel at this epoch was idolatry.

The sin of Jeroboam had already received, in part at least, its recompense. A

Syrian invasion in a preceding generation (ch. xv. 20) had wasted the territory of

Ban. But the calf-worship was continued, and vile idolatry was now associated

with it. It is true this had been fostered, if not introduced, by Jezebel, but it is im

possible to acquit the people of blame. The pleasant vices of the Phoenician ritual

were sweet to their taste. They loved to have it so. Justice demanded, conse

quently, that they should share in the punishment. Idolatry had already procured

the investment and spoliation of Jerusalem ; it now accounts for the march of the

Syrians and the siege of Samaria, the centre of the Baal-worship. This is the third

time that a foreign army has appeared before a polluted shrine. " How can they

expect peace from the earth who do wilfully fight against heaven ? "

2. The sin of iis rulers. We have just seen that Ahab and Jezebel were

primarily responsible for this last great apostasy. It was Jezebel' really who

"reared up an altar *br Baal," &c. (ch. xvi. 82), though Ahab was a facile instrument

in her hands. We find, consequently, that king and queen were the first to suffer,

and suffered most. It is easy to picture the abject wretchedness and despair to

which Ahab was reduced by the insolent messages of the northern barbarian.

Those were indeed days of trouble and rebuke and blasphemy. The iron must have

entered into his soul as he found himself utterly without resources, at the mercy

of one who showed no mercy, but absolutely gloated over his misery. Nor did

Jezebel escape her share of torture. She had to face the prospect of being handed

over, with the other ladies of ihe harem, to the will of the brutal, sensual, drunken

despot who was thundering at their gates. Had her hair turned white, like that

of another queen, in one night, we could not have wondered at it. Strong-willed,

desperate woman that she was (2 Kings ix. 31), she must have known too well how

cruel are the tender mercies of the wicked not to have trembled. It is clear,

therefore, that that prince and princess reaped somo fruit of their doings in this

life.

But it may be said that this reign of terror did not last long, and that despair was

speedily succeeded jy the joy and triumph of victory. But the victory was not ono

which could afford unmixed satisfaction, either to king or people. It was not won

by their prowess. It was of such a kind that all boasting was excluded. In the

first place, they owed it to a prophet of the Lord—one of the order whom Jezebel

had persecuted. It would therefore heap coals of fire upon Ahab's head. Secondly,

it was achieved by a handful of boys. His trained veterans had to follow their lead

and enter into their labours. It w-as therefore more of a humiliation than a glory

for his arms. It left him, in the presence of his people, a helpless debtor to that

God whoso altars he had overthrown ; to that prophet whose companions he had

slain.

Such were the immediate causes of the invasion. Two others, which were more

remote, must be briefly indicated.

3. The unwisdom and unbelief of Asa. Ho it was who first taught the Syrians

that the way to Samaria lay open to them, and that the spoils of the country repaid

the cost and trouble of invasion (ch. xv. 18, 19).

4. The impiety of Solomon. The horses and chariots furnished by that great

prince to the " kings of the Hittites and the kings of Syria " (ch. x. 29) now over

run the great plain and stream into the valleys of Samaria. The Syrians owed the
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most important arm of their service (vers. 1, 25) to tho disobedience of the Lord's

anointed. The two-and-thirty subject princes had once been the vassals of Solo

mon (ch. iv. 21). We now turn to—

II. The defeats. If this prodigious host was really called together to chastise

the idolatries of Israel, it seems 6trange that it was not allowed to effect its purpose ;

that in the very hour of victory it was utterly and irretrievably defeated. But the

explanation is not far to seek. Its advance was the punishment of Ahab's sin ; its

dispersion the punishment of Ben-hadad's. " Well may God plague each with

other who means vengeance to them both." And Ben-hadad's sin consisted in—

1. Defiance of Ood. The battles of the Old World, as this chapter shows, were

regarded as the contests of national deities. The defeat of Pharaoh was a judg

ment upon the gods of Egypt (Exod. xii. 12). It was to altars, hecatombs, in

cantations that Balak looked for help (Num. xxii., xxiii.) It was the mighty gods

of Israel that the Philistines feared (1 Sam. iv. 7, 8). And we know how Goliath

(ib., ch. xvii. 45) and Sennacherib alike (Isa. xxxvii. 23) defied the living God.

And when we see Ben-hadad swearing by his gods (ver. 10), when wo find his

courtiers accounting for their first defeat by the belief that the gods of their adver

saries were gods of the hills only, we perceive at once that this war was regarded

on Syria's and Israel's part alike (ver. 28) as a trial of strength between the deities

whom they respectively worshipped. The defeat, consequently, was primarily

the punishment of Ben-hadad's blasphemy (Isa. xxxvii. 29).

2. Wanton insolence and cruelty. We constantly find the instruments used of

God for the punishment of Israel, punished in their turn for their oppression of

Israel. We have instances in Judg. iii. ; iv. 8, 22 ; vi. 1 ; cf. vii. 25 ; 2 Chron. xxxii.

21 ; Isa. x. 6—12, 24 sqq. ; xiv. 4 sqq. ; Obad. x. 28. When king or army

exceeded their commission, when they trampled on the foe, they straightway pro

voked the vengeance which they were employed to minister. It would have been

strange if such overbearing brutality as Ben-hadad's (vers. 8, 6, 10) had gone tin-

reproved.

3. Overweening pride. He was so intoxicated with the greatness of his army,

with the praises of his courtiers and allies, that he thinks, Nebuchadnezzar-like, that

neither God nor man can withstand him. His haughtiness comes out very clearly

in his messages (vers. 3, C), in his scorn of his adversaries (vers. 16—18), iu the

passionate outburst with which he receives Ahab's reply (ver. 10). " The proud

Syrian would have taken it in foul scorn to be denied, though he had sent for all

the heads of Israel." And pride provokes a fall (Prov. xvi. 18 ; xxix. 23 ; cf. 2 Chron.

xxxii. 26 ; Isa. xvi. 6, 7 ; Obad. iv.) The highest mountain-tops draw down on

themselves the artillery of the skies. Pride stands first on the list of the "sevon

deadly sins,'' because self-worship is the most hateful form of idolatry, the most

obnoxious to the Majesty of Heaven.

4. Drunkenness. Like another invader, he transgressed by wine (Hab. ii. 5 ; cf.

Dan v. 2, 23). His revels in the thick of the siege reveal to us the man. It would

have been, in Jewish eyes especially, a glaring injustice if such a man, while em

ployed to chastise the sins of others, had escaped all chastisement himself. And

Lis two-and-thirty confederates were like him. They bad aided and encouraged

him ; they drank with him (ver. 16), and they fell with him (ver. 2-1).

It only remains for us now to observe how exact and exemplary was the punish

ment which overtook king and princes and the entire army—for the army, no

doubt, had shared the views and vices of its commanders. The defeat of tho entire

host was not occasioned by the sin of its leader alone, any more than the invasion

was provoked by tho sin of Ahab alone. In the day that God visited the sin of

Ben-hadad, He visited also the sin of Syria. In tho first place, the drunkenness of

the leaders brought its own retribution. It involved the demoralization of the

soldierj'. With such besotted and incapable heads, they were unprepared for

attack, and fell an easy prey to the vigorous onslaught of the 232 youths. Tho

size of the host, again, contributed to make the disaster all the greater. And what

but pride and cruelty had dictated the assembling of such an enormous array,

merely to crush a neighbour kingdom ? And their prido was further humbled by
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the circumstances of their defeat. It was to their eternal disgrace that a handful

of men, of boys rather, unused to war, foemen quite unworthy of their steel, had

routed and dispersed them ; that their innumerable army had melted away before

" two little flocks of kids." 'What a contrast to the proud boasting of ver. 10! Even

the manner of Ben-hadad's escape, his hurried, ignominious flight on the first horse

that offered ; his cowering abjectly in a corner of an inner chamber, this helped to

sink him to a lower pitch of shame. The cavalry that was to accomplish such great

things ; he is thankful for one of its stray horses to bear him away from the field

of slaughter. The walls of Aphek, again, avenged his threats against the walls of

Samaria. And the kings who had flattered him and encouraged his cruel projects,

they too received a meet recompense, not only in the defeat, but in their summary

degradation from their commands ; while the courtiers who suggested the second

expedition expiated their folly by the miseries and indignities which they suffered.

It was a pitiful end of a campaign begun with so much of bluster and fury, and

threatening ; that procession of wretched and terrified men, with " sackcloth on

their loins, and ropes on their heads." Nor did the losses of Syria end with the

battle or the earthquake ; the king voluntarily cedes a part of the territory which

his father had won by his valour from Israel, and returns to his capital with a deci

mated army, a tarnished fame, and a restricted realm. His gluttonous desire for

pillage, his forcing a quarrel upon Israel, his defiance of the Almighty, have been

punished by the forfeiture of all he holds most dear.

It has more than once been remarked that the history of Israel has its lessons for

the individual soul. But it also speaks to nations and kings. This chapter pro

claims that neither any people nor its rulers can forget God with impunity ; that

disregard of His laws is sure to bring down His judgments ; that the purgatory of

nations is in this life present ; that, while the individual awaits a judgment to come,

the community is judged now, by sword, and famine, and pestilence ; by invasion

and defeat; by loss of fame and territory; by bad harvests and crippled trade.

Corporate bodies and communities may " have no conscience," but they will prove

sooner or later, as Assyria and Babylon, as Medes and Persians, as Greeks and

Romans, as Russia and Turkey, as France and Germany have proved, that " verily

there is a reward for the righteous; verily there is a God that judgeth in the earth'"

(Psa. lviii. 11).

But this history has other lessons than those which concern nations and kings.

Some of these we may glean as we pass along.

Ver. 1.—" All his host . . . thirty and two kings . . . horses and chariots." It

bos been remarked that it is not easy to account for this expedition. Was it that

Ahab had refused to do fealty ? or had he offered some personal affront to the Syrian

king ? Nay, may we not find explanation enough in the fact that Ben-hadad,

having an enormous host at his command, must find something for it to do ? Large

standing armies are constantly the cause of war. Preparations for war in the

interest of peace (si vis paccm, &c.) are so manifestly paradoxical that who can

wonder if war, and not peace, is the result ? Let Europe beware of its bloated

armaments. It is natural for statesmen to wish to have something to show for the

cost of their maintenance.

Ver. D.—" Thy silver . . . is mine." A conspicuous instance this of that law of

old time—

" the simple plan

That they should take who have the power,

And they should keep who can."

But is our modern warfare so very different in principle ? Why may kings remove

landmarks any more than peasants ? Why may a Ben-hadad, an Alexander, a

Napoleon cry, " Your lands or your life," without reproach, and yet the footpad who

plays at the same game on the highway is hanged for it ? Why should what is

plam " stealing " in private life be called " conveying " or " annexing " when

practised on a larger scale?

Ver. 4.—" I am thine." "Wisely doth Ahab, as a reed in a tempest, stoop to
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this violent charge." " It is not for the overpowered to capitulate." Besides,

who knew what tho " soft iinswer " might effect ? If smooth words could do no

good, rough ones would certainly do much harm. The meek always have the best

of it, and so inherit the earth.

Ver. 9.—" This thing I may not do." " Better die than live in disgrace," says

the Greek proverb. The king of Samaria was in a similar strait to those four

logical lepers who, a few years later, in another siege, lay at the gate of the city

(2 Kings vii. 4). He could but die in any case, and he might perchance livo if he

stood on his defence. Even a worm will turn when trod upon. We should think

scorn of Abab, had he not made a stand for his life and wife and children.

Ver. 10.—" The gods do so to me," &c. How often has the swearer to eat his

words. The hero does ; he never talks of what he will do. " Victory is to bo

achieved, not to be sworn." This vulgar fashion of calling upon God to do oneself

some hurt thus appears to be of great antiquity. But it always prooeeds from those

who have very little belief in God at all. The profane swearer is practically an

infidel, so far as the gods he invokes are concerned. An Italian workman was

once reproved in a Roman studio for the oaths which he swore by tho sacred name

of Qesu. " Oh," said he boldly, " I'm not afraid of Him at all.'' Then, lowering his

voice to a whisper, he added, " I'll tell you what I'm afraid of : it is His blessed

mother." He never swore by the Deity he believed in.

Ver. 12.—" Set yourselves in array " (Heb. ID'?*). The command was prompt

and decided enough. But observe, he himself went on drinking (ver. 16). This

helps to explain his defeat. He was a man of words only. The successful generals

—it is a trite saying— are those who say " Come," not " Go."

Ver. 13.—" There came a prophet." 0 altitudo! For years past the prophets

have been proscribed, hunted, harried to death. Vet in his darkest hour, when

other refuge fails him, Ahab finds a prophet at his side. God bears no gmdges.

It is sufficient to give us a claim upon His help that we are helpless (Psa. Ixviii. 5 ;

Hosea xiv. 8). He "comforteth" (i.e., strengthened, con fortis) "those that

are cast down" (2 Cor. vii. 6). "Who can wonder enough at this unweariable

mercy of God ? After the fire and rain, fetched miraculously from heaven, Ahab

had promised much, performed nothing, yet God will again bless and solicit him

with victory ; one of those prophets whom he persecuted shall comfort his dejection

with the news of deliverance and triumph." This act of grace should have proved

that the Lord was God, and that the prophet was His messenger. It is not in man

to act thus.

" Thou shalt know that I am the Lord." " Not for thy righteousness or the

uprightness of thine heart dost thou go in to possess their land, bat for the wicked

ness of these nations," Ac. (Deut. ix. 4, 5). The drought, the fire, the great rain,

none of these had convinced the king and queen. Will deliverance from the jaws

of death move them 1 Will they believe in a God of battles? Will they recognize

His finger in a superhuman victory ?

Ver. 15.—" The young men . . . were two hundred and thirty-two." " Not by

might nor by power " (Zech. iv. 6). God's host is ever a little flock (cf. Judg. vii.

2—7 ; 2 Cliron. xx. 12 ; 1 Cor. i. 27—29). The " weak things" were chosen then,

as subsequently, " that no flesh should glory in his presence." God never departs

from that rule. The " carpenter's son," the " fishermen," the " unlearned and

ignorant men" —it is the same prinoiple underlies His choice in every case.

Ver 16.—" Drinking himself drunk . . . he and the kings." Of strong drink it

may justly be said, " Many strong men have been slain by her " (Prov. vii. 20).

" It is not for kings to drink wine " (ib., xxxi. 4). Noris it for warriors. Alexander,

conqueror of the world, was conquered by wine. Our great generals of modern

times have been abstainers. The march to Coomassie, to Candahar was effected

without the aid of intoxicants. The Russian soldiers in the Crimea were drugged

with vodka, but it did not prevent their defeat.

Ver. 18.—" Take them alive." " Security is the certain usher of destruction.

We have never so much cause to fear as when we fear nothing " (cf. Dan. v. 1, 30;

Luke xvii. 27 ; 1 Thess. v. S).

1 KINGS 2 K
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Ver. 20.—" They slew every one his man." It is thus the world must be won

for Christ. Mohammed had two fixed ideas : first, to make converts ; second, to

make his converts soldiers. And every Christian is a soldier of the Cross, enlisted

at his baptism into the Church militant. By personal, individual effort are

Churches built up and believers added to the Lord. So it was in the first days.

" Andrew findeth his own brother Simon." " Philip findeth Nathanael " (John i.

41—45).

Ver. 23.—" Their gods are gods of the hills." It is no uncommon thing to find

men laying the blame of their misfortune on God. We smile at those poor pagans

who beat their wooden gods with sticks, or those Italian villagers who, a few weeks

ago (Sept., 1881), threw the image of their patron saint into a well, and set upon their

parish priest, because their prayers for rain remained unanswered ; but the same

thing, slightly varied in shape, is often done amongst ourselves. "Bad luck" is

held responsible tor many of the failures for which we have only ourselves to

thank. That " everybody is against him " is often the cry of the man who has no

enemy but himself. The idle scoundrel who has wife and children generally

accuses them of being the causes of his misfortunes ; if he has no such scapegoats,

he will lay the blame on God's providence. He never remembers that he himself

was " drinking himself drunk " at the hour for action.

Ver. 22.—" Go strengthen thyself." Though God had delivered him once and

would deliver him again (ver. 28), yet Ahabmust consult for his owu safety. While

trusting in God, he must keep his powder dry. The same prophet who has an

nounced deliverance by a band of youths, wholly inadequate to cope with the

Syrians, now bids him look well to the defences of the country. Aide-toi et Dieu

t'aidera; this is the purport of his message.

Ver. 29.—" Seven days." Compare the " seven thousand " of ver. 15, and Josh,

vi. 4, 15, 16. He hath commanded His covenant for ever (Psa. iii. 9; cf. 1 Chron.

xvi. 15 ; Psa. lxxxix. 28, 34). By this act, Israel (1) showed that they remembered

the works of the Lord, His wonders of old time ; and (2) they reminded Him of His

holy covenant (Luke i. 72—74).

Ver. 30.—" A wall fell," &c. (Cf. Acts xxviii. 4 ; Hab. ii. 11). " A dead wall in

Aphek shall revenge God on the rest that remained." Where they sought shelter

and thought themselves secure, they found death (cf. Amos v. 19 ; ix. 3 ; Psa.

cxxxix. 7—10 ; Luke xix. 40).

Ver. 31.—"The kings of Israel are merciful kings." How true is that of the

true King of Israel. He is the very fount of mercy (Exod. xxxiv. 7 ; Num. xiv. 18 ;

PsS. xxv. 10 ; c. 5 ; ciii. 17 ; cxxx. 7). We often picture Him as " less merciful than

His image in a man." But let us do Him this dishonour no more. It is " His

property always to have niorcy." Is He less clement than an Ahab ? Is His heart

less tender to penitent rebels ? " Behold now, we know that the King of Heaven,

the God of Israel, is a merciful God ; let us put sackcloth upon our loins, and strew

ashes upon our heads, and go meet the Lord God of Israel, that he may save our

souls."

Ver. 84.—"I will send thee aivay," &c. On another occasion such conduct as

this was commanded (2 Kings vi. 22, 23). Why, then, was it sinfulnow ? Precisely

because it was not commanded ; because God intended the opposite (ver. 42). It

was not clemency, it was culpable weakness to send this overbearing despot, who

had already cost Israel so dear, to send him to his home, there to renew his plots

against the people of God. As well might the magistrate compassionate the burglar,

or the garotter, and instead of shutting him up in prison, send him into the streets,

to be the plague of society. The king, like the magistrate, is trustee for the com

monwealth. He has no right to gratify his benevolent instincts at the expense of

the community. Still less right had the theocratic king, the representative of

Heaven, to liberate, ex mero arbitrio, a tyrant whom God had manifestly given

into his hands. " Charity cannot excuse disobedience." He had proved Ben-hadud

.twice, yet he asks for no material guarantees. He neither consults nor remembers

his deliverer.

Ver. 40.—" Thyself hast decided it." So shall our judgment be. " Out of thine
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own mouth," &o. (Luke xix. 22). How many will stand self-condemned, condemned

by their own precepts, condemned by the sentences they have passed upon others,

by the measure they have exacted from others, &c.

Ver. 43.—"Heavy and displeased." Cf. Pss. xvi. 4; xxxii. 10. " Uneasy lies

the head that wears a crown." Life out of Ood brings only disappointment. The

most magnificent of kings found it vanity and vexation of spirit. The things of

earth cannot satisfy the soul of man, the soul made for God. History has preserved

for uS a striking testimony to this truth in the confession of Abdalrahman,

caliph of Spain. " I have now reigned," he wrote, "fifty years in victory or peace;

beloved by my subjects, dreaded by my enemies, and respected by my allies.

Riches and honours, power and pleasures, have waited on my call, nor does any

earthly blessing appear to have been wanting to my felicity. In this situation I

have numbered the days of pure and genuine happiness which have fallen to my

lot : they amount to fourteen I O man, place not thy confidence in this present

world."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—11.—The Spirit of War. In human histories so much is made of

brilliant uniforms, scientific discipline, skilful manoeuvres, exploits, surprises, and

successes, that readers are carried away with " the pomp and circumstance " of so-

called "glorious war." In the text we have the other side ; and we are reminded

of the appeal of James: "From whence come wars and fightings among you?

Come they not hence, even of your own lusts that war in your members ? " (James

iv. 1.) Conspicuous amongst these is—

I. The spirit of war. We see this—1. In Ben-hadaXs message (ver. 3). (1)

We do not understand this to be a demand from Abab for the actual surrender to

Ben-hadad of his " silver " and " gold," " wives " and " children." Else it would

be difficult to see any material difference between this first message and that which

followed (ver. 6). (2) The meaning seems to be that Ben-hadad would hold Ahab

as his vassal, so that Ahab should retain his wealth, wives, and children only by the

sufferance and generosity of his superior. He would have the king of Israel

reduced to the condition of the " thirty and two kings " who, with their subjects

and fortunes, appear to have been at his service (compare ver. 12 with ver. 24). 2.

In his confident boasting. (1) He boasts of the vastness of his army. " All the

people that follow me." The Hebrew is given in the margin, " at my feet," sug

gesting subjection and submission. (2) Of the certainty and ease with which such

an army may carry victory. " The gods do so to me and more also if the dust of

Samaria shall suffice for handfuls for all the people that follow me." They need

not be content with handfuls of dust when they can fill their hands with the most

valuable things in Samaria. (3) This was the boasting which Ahab rebuked by the

use of what had probably been a proverbial expression : " Let not him that girdeth

on his harness boast himself as he that putteth it off." This caution might be

profitably considered by those who are engaged in spiritual conflicts : " Be not

high-minded, but fear."

II. The spirit of injustice. This we see—1. In Ben-hadad's requisitions. (1)

In those of his first message right is outraged. " Thy silver and gold are mine."

Taking this demand in the sense of Ahab's coming under villenage to Ben-hadad,

the claim was iniquitous. Man has rights of property and freedom, which, unless

they are forfeited to law by crime, should ever be held most sacred. The injustice

of slavery is horrible. (2) The second message went even farther. It threatened

open robbery. Robbery not only of the monarch, but of his subjects also. A

starving wretch who steals a loaf of bread may be convicted as a felon ; but a

warrior who plunders kingdoms—a Napoleon—is glorified as a hero I But how will

these weigh together in the balances of the sanctuary 1 2. In his principles of

appeal. (1) Justice is not named. How often is justice named in warfare where
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it has no place l The Syrian king was more outspoken than many modern war-

makers. (2) Mercy is quite out of the question. Yet in modern times wars

against savages have been trumpeted as benignities, because of the civilization

which, it is presumed, will follow in their wake I (3) Ben-hadad did not live iu

these favoured times, so the one principle to which he appeals is might. " He has

the men," and he will have " the money too I " In this he has had too many

successors in the kingdoms of civilization. (4) Not only must the covetousness

of the king be gratified ; so also must the host " at his feet ; " and since the " dust

of Samaria " will not satisfy them, Samaria must be tacked and pillaged. One

injustice begets another.

IlI. The spirit of cruelty. This appears—1. In theprovocations. (1) Observe

the " putting " of Ben-hadad's requisitions. No attempt is made to spare the

feelings of Ahab, but, on the contrary, the language is studiously framed to lacerate.

"Whatsoever is pleasant in thine eyes"—note, not what is pleasant in the

eyes of the spoilers—" they shall put it in their hand and take it away." (2)

Witness also the peremptoriness. " To-morrow about this time." 2. In the

struggles. (1) Men are in conflict. This is not a strife of elements without

feeling, which is terrible enough, but of flesh and blood and nerves with exquisite

sensibilities, with susceptibilities of acute pain and suffering. (2) The combatants

are armed. That they may put each other to torture they are provided with

swords, spears, arrows ; and in these days of civilization, with fire-arms of various

kinds. Elephants, camels, horses, and other animals are pressed into the dreadful

service. (3) Survey the battle-field after the strife. Men and animals dead and

dying, mingled ; gaping wounds ; mangled limbs, sickening horrors 1 What

pictures of cruelty are here I (4) Reflect upon the homes plunged into grief

and poverty entailed through the loss of bread-winners ; and add the sequel of

pestilences and famines. Surely we should pray for the advent of that peace

ful reign of righteousness which is promised in the Scriptures of prophecy.—

J. A. M.

Vers. 12—21.—The hand of Cod. The notable answer of the king of Israel to

the insolent king of Syria, " Let not him that girdeth on the harness boast himself

as he that putteth it off,'' came to Bon-hadad when he was drinking wine with the

thirty and two kings that followed him. He at once gave orders to his servants

to set themselves in battle array. While the enormous host which "filled the

country " (see vers. 25, 27) disposed itself to attack the city, the men of Israel,

who were but a handful, naturally trembled for the issue. ' At this juncture God

interposed in the manner related here, and thereby asserted the general truths,

viz.—

I. That God rules in the destinies of men. 1. Here He showed His hand.

(1) He sent a prophet. Jarchi says it was Micaiah, the son of Imlah, while others

think it was Elijah in disguise ; but it is useless to speculate on this point. We

are more concerned with the purport of His message, which was to promise victory

to Israel, and to indicate how that victory should be organized, so that in the issue

Jehovah might be acknowledged. (2) The hand of God was seen not only in the

prophet's foreknowledge of events, but also in the wisdom of the adjustments by

which they were to be brought about. For the victory was organized according to

instructions of the prophet, purporting also to be from the Lord. Who but the

Lord could have foreseen that at noon Ben-hadad and his kings would be so drunken

as to be unfit and indisposed to take their posts of command ? Who else could

have foreseen that Ben-hadad would have been so foolish as to order the sortie to

be taken alive ? For thereby the Syrians were put to a disadvantage, which

enabled the " young men of the princes of the provmces " and those who followed

them to slay " every one his man," and throw the invading host into confusion.

(3) The power of God also was evident when the disparity of numbers is considered.

An army of seven thousand Israelites could never, without supernatural aid, have

demoralized and routed the formidable hosts of Syria. (4) And that God was in

this victory could not be reasonably doubted, since this was not an extraordinary
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event by itself, but one of a series ofsuch events ; therefore it could not have been an

aocident. It was preceded by three years of drought which began and ended

according to the "word" of Elijah, with the miracle. on Carmel. 2. By so

sliowing His hand He evinced that He is ever working. (1) When events are

ordinary, men are disposed to see in them natural causes only ; but extra

ordinary events force upon their consideration the fact of a superior agency

behind these causes. (2) This truth is the more evident when the ordinary are

recognized in the extraordinary. Thus God ordered the battle. He appointed

the general, disposed the attack which was to assure the victory, and timed every

thing so to fit in with circumstances as to bring about the promised result. (3)

With God there is no essential difference between things ordinary and extra

ordinary. It is simply a question of proportions. For natural causes are all

second causes, and would have no existence but for the First Cause. A miracle is

but the unusual action of the First Cause upon the second causes ; but in the usual

action, God is none the less present and necessary to the result.

II. That He rules in righteousness and mercy. 1. He humbles the proud

in righteousness. (1) Defeat in any case is humiliation. To Ben-hadad after his

confident boasting it was eminently so. He would remember the lesson, " Let

not him that girdeth on his harness boast himself as ho that putteth it off." Let

us observe it. (2) The manner was an aggravation of the defeat. It was

accomplished by two hundred and thirty-two " young men of the princes of the

provinces," who are by some thought to have been a militia raised by provincial

magistrates, and by others, with perhaps better reason—for the number seems too

small to answer the former description—the attendants of such of those princes as

were then in Samaria. It was intensely humiliating that a company of suuh

combatants should rout a formidable army. God makes the weak confound the

mighty. (3) Ben-hadad would be mortified to think how his overweening confi

dence, together with his drunkenness, had directly contributed to his humiliation.

He was too drunk to appear at the bead of his army, but not too drunk to find his

way to the cavalry to facilitate his flight. " There is but one step from the sublime

to the ludicrous ! " 2. He shows long-suffering in mercy. CI) The judgment upon

Ben-hadad was mercy to Ahab. It delivered him from the hand of a cruel

oppressor. It gave him another warning and space for repentance. (2) Did Ahab

deserve this? Certainly not, while he submitted to be led by Jezebel, and that

notwithstanding his experience of the drought and the miracle on Carmel. God

is long-suffering in mercy. (3) But there were " seven thousand in Israel, all the

knees which had not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed

him." Jarchi would identify these with the " seven thousand " mentioned in verse

15. Probably some of that seven thousand went to compose this, and for their

sakes it may have been that God had so signally interposed. Let us never lose

sight of God. Let us discern His hand in nature, providence, grace. Let us

never provoke His justice by pride, by rebellion. Let us respect His long-suffer

ing by repentance. Lot us throw ourselves upon His mercy for salvation, for help.

—J. A M.

Vers. 22—80.—Wisdom in Gounnd. No man is so wiae that it may not be to

his advantage to consider advice ; but in listening to advico we may be led astray.

There are two classes of advisers, viz., those who are influenced by the " wisdom

of this world," and those who are influenced by the " wisdom from above." Of

both we have examples in the text.

I. TnE WISDOM OF THIS WORLD IS A WISDOM OF EXPEDIENCY. 1. It U not

destitute of sagacity. (1) It has its maxims of prudence, (a) Ben-hadad's

counsellors would not have him underrate his enemy. The army they advise him

to raise for the invasion of Israel must not be inferior to that which had been

lately vanquished (ver. 25). Let us not underrate our spiritual foes. (6) Neither

would they have him underrate the quality of his soldiers. They do not admit

that his army was fairly beaten, but speak of " the army that thou hast lost," or

" that fell from thee." In this also they were right, for if God had not helped
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Israel the Syrians would not have been routed. In all our spiritual conflicts let us

fight under the banner of Jehovah. (2) It has its lessons of experience, (a) Ben-

hadad's counsellors lay emphasis here—" And do this thing, Take the kings away,

every man out of his place." Why remove the kings ? Because in the last war

they were " drinking themselves drunk " when they should have been at their

posts, and the army, without officers, became confused and demoralized. Trust

not the kings again (see Pss. cxviii. 9 ; cxlvi. 3). (6) " Put captains in their

rooms." Let the army be commanded by men of ability and experience. Pageants

are of no use in times of exigency. 2. But its sagacity is mingled with folly.

(1) Because the motives of the wicked are vicious, (a) In his former war Ben-

hodad's impulse was pride. The insolence of his demands evidenced this (vers.

3, 6). But what wisdom is there in pride ? (b) Though mortified by defeat, that

pride remained, and was now moved by the spirit of revenge : " Surely we shall be

stronger than they." But what wisdom is there in resentment? (c) Beyond these

base feelings the desire for plunder seems to have moved the Syrian. But where

is the wisdom in a king becoming a common robber ? (2) Because they put them

selves into conflict with the Almighty, (a) The Syrians formed an unworthy

idea of the Elohim of Israel when they localized and limited Him to the hills.

Palestine is a hilly country, and its cities and high places were generally on hills ;

and probably in the hill country of Samaria the cavalry and chariots of Syria were

of little service. (See Psa. xv. 1 ; xxiv. 8 ; lxxxvii. 1 ; oxxi. 1.) (6) In the proposal

to give Israel battle in the plains the Syrians now set Jehovah at defiance.

II. The wisdom from arove is the wisdom of truth. 1. It is far-reaching.

(1) God sees the end from the beginning. We should therefore seek His counsel

and guidance. (2) He forewarns His people. He sent His prophet to the king of

Israel to inform him that the king of Syria would come up against him at the

return of the year. He forewarns us of the things of eternity. 2. It is prudent.

(1) The prophet advised Ahab to prepare for the event. " Go, strengthen thyself,

and mark, and see what thou doest." We should ever deport ourselves as in the

presence ofspiritual foes. (2) God helps those who help themselves. 3. It is un-

the advice of the prophet, " at the return of the year," viz., " at the time when

kings go forth to battle " (see 2 Sam. xi. 1; 1 Chron. xx. 1), probably answering to

our March, which has its name from Mars, the god of war, Ben-hadad " went up

to Aphek to iight against Israel." There were several cities of this name : one in

the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix. 30) ; another in Judah (1 Sam. iv. 1) ; a third in

Syria (2 Kings xiii. 17). The last is probably that referred to here. 4. It is

profitable. (1) This follows from its other qualities. The guidance which is

" prudent," " far-reaching," and " unerring must be " profitable." (2) But

further, those who follow that guidance so commend themselves to God that He

directly interposes in their behalf. There was a faithful " seven thousand " in

Israel (ch. xix. 18). (3) If in conflict with those who prefer a worldly policy, they

not only have God on their side, but they have Him with them against their

enemy. (4) God helped Ahab against Ben-hadad, not that Ahab deserved it, but

that Ben-hadad had to be punished (ver. 28. See also Ezek. xxxvi 22). The

" two little flocks of kids " could not have slain in one day " one hundred thousand

men " unless God had helped them. The hand of God also was in the falling of

that wall by which " seven and twenty thousand " perished.

Let us faithfully pursue the policy of right. Let us never permit the expediency

of a moment to swerve us from this. Truth abides.—J. A. M.

Vers. 30—43.—False Mercy. The first army with which BeD-hadad invaded

Israel was defeated with " great slaughter," and the king saved himself by flight.

The defeat of the second was even more oomplete, when 127,000 men were de

stroyed and the king had to surrender at discretion. But Ahab, for his false mercy

in sparing the life of Ben-hadad, brought judgment upon himself and upon his

people.

1. Mercy is false when it ofposes the righteousness of God. 1. That

 

come to pass.
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righteousness dooms the incorrigible to death. (1) " The wages of sin." The

incorrigible will certainly find this in the " damnation of hell " (Psa. ix. 17). (2)

Their time also in this life is shortened either by the sword of the magistrate or by

the judgment of God. They get sufficient space for repentance ; but the space so

given, if misimproved, aggravates the terror of their death. Protracted probationary

existence under such conditions, therefore, becomes a doubtful mercy. (3) It is also

the reverse of mercy to their contemporaries, because the influence of the wicked is

mischievous. It is, therefore, a considerate judgment that they do "not live out

half their days " (Psa. lv. 23). (4) The difference between good and evil cannot be

too strongly marked. The good must have no fellowship with the wicked. In

eternity their separation is complete (Matt. xxv. 46 ; Luke xvi. 26). The more

perfect the separation here, the more of heaven upon earth will the good enjoy ;

and the more of hell upon earth, the wicked. 2. Ben-hadad was obnoxious to that

doom. (1) He was guilty of the highest crimes against humanity. In his offensive

wars he was not only a public robber, but also a wholesale murderer. But murder

at least is held to be a capital crime (see Gen. ix. 5 ; Exod. xxi. 12, 14; Levit. xxiv.

17. See also Matt. xxvi. 52 ; Rev. xiii. 10). (2) He was guilty likewise of the highest

ciimes against God. He was not only a gross idolater, but also a blasphemer of

Jehovah. He localized and limited Him as " Elohim of the hills " and defied Him

in the plains. But such blasphemy also was punishable with death (Levit. xxiv.

11—16). (3) He committed all these offences in the land of Israel, where they were

capital crimes, and the God of Israel delivered him into the hand of Ahab that he

might suffer the penalty. 3. But Ahab opposed his mercy to the righteousness of

God. (1) But is there no mercy for the penitent ? Certainly there is. In repent

ance there is no encouragement to evil ; on the contrary, in it evil is condemned.

Faith in Christ is the perfection of repentance since therein only can we be effec

tually delivered from sin. Repentance must be genuine. (2) Ben-hadad 's repent

ance was not genuine. His servants " girded sackcloth on their loins, and put

ropes on their heads, and came to the king of Israel, and said, Thy servant Ben-

hadad saith, I pray thee, let me live." (Sir John Froissart relates that the inhabit

ants of Calais acted in a similar manner when they surrendered their city to

Edward III. in 1346). All this was intensely mortifying to Ben-hadad, whose tone

was so different when he thought himself in the position of a dictator (see vers. 3—6).

The haughtiest in prosperity are often the meanest in adversity. (3) But here is

no show of repentance towards God. He confesses that he deserves to be hanged

for invading the land, but not a word about his blasphemy against the Elohim of

Israel. Yet Ahab granted him his life.

II. Those who show such mercy encounter the judgment of God. 1. Because

thereby they encourage evil. (1) If sin be committed with impunity it will soon

lose its character. Men are naturally inclined to sin, and are restrained chiefly by

fear of its penalties. If these are remitted, offences against the law of God will

come to be justified. (2) The estimate of goodness would consequently be lowered,

for we judge of qualities by contrasts. Heaven is seen in its strongest light as the

antithesis of hell. Remove from sin its sinfulness, and goodness will be distorted

into weakness or folly. (3) Such confounding of right and wrong must be fatal

to all law and order, and tend to inaugurate the wildest confusion and the deepest

misery. All this flows from the principle of false or indiscriminate meroy. 2. Hence

Ahab was held to be an accomplice with Ben-hadad. (1) He had an unworthy

sympathy with this blaspheming monarch. " Is he yet alive 1 He is my brother."

" Brother king, though not brother Israelite. Ahab valued himself more on his

royalty than on his religion " (Henry). Would Ben-hadad have called Ahab his brother

had he been victorious ? (2) " He caused him to come up into the chariot." This

was a sign of cordial friendship (see 2 Kings x. 15, 16). " The friendship of the

world is enmity against God." So instead of imposing terms, he accepted those

proposed by Ben-hadad (ver. 34). (3) " So he made a covenant with him and sent

him away." The form of these covenants was to cut a sacrifice in twain, and the

persons entering into the compact walked between the pieces and were sprinkled,

together with the articles of agreement, with the blood, to express that if they
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tailed to fulfil their pledge God might treat them as the sacrifice had been treated.

8. A hob in t onsequcnce was doomed to die. (1 ) This was signified to him by

another prophet. He is by the Jews supposed to have been Micniah, and with

some reason perhaps (compare ch. xxii. 8). (2) This prophet, after the example

of Nathan (2 Sam. xii.), made Aliab pronounce Lis own sentence (vers. 37—42). In

the doom of the prophet who, for disobedience to the word of the Lord in not smit

ing his fellow, was destroyed by the lion, Ahab could also read his doom lor not

obeying the word of the Lord when he should have smitten Ben-hadad to death (vers.

86, 80). (8) The prophecy came true. Ahab was slain fighting against the Syrians

to recover Bamoth in Gilead (ch. xxii. 35). And by the hands of the Syrians, under

Hazael, the children of Israel suffered severely (see 2 Kings viii. 12 ; x. 32, 83). (4)

In anticipation of these things Ahab "went to his house heavy and displeased."

Heavy at the tidings and displeased with the prophet. It would have been more

to his advantage had he gone to the house of God in contrition for the sins of his

wicked life.—J. A. M.

Vers, 1—21.—Veiled M-rcies. I. Ahab's extremity (vers. 1—11). God's goodness

to the froward is shown by His bringiog them into circumstances where they may

prove and know Him. The clouds they " so much dread are big with mercy." 1.

The land is overrun and the capital besieged. The fruit of sin is difficulty and dis

aster. The land and the life which will not acknowledge God will know at last what

it is to be bereft of His protecting care and the ministrations of His goodness. These

are the eternal portion only of those whom they raise and bless. 2. His degrada

tion (vers. 2—4). In his own city he has to listen and assent to the terms that rob

him at one stroke of all that is dearest and best. The foe has no mercy, and Ahab

neither strength nor dignity. Those who forsake God, and shut themselves out

from the experience of His truth and mere}-, will prove the vanity of every other

trust. 8. His helplessness (vers. 5—11). (1) Compliance with Ben-hadad's first

demands does not save him from further degradation. Those who rely only on the

world's compassion lean on a reed which will break and pierce them. (2) Ahab's

defiance (ver. 11) was an appeal to chance. He had no clear confidence that

Ben-hadad's threatenings would come to nothing. Forgetfulness of God is weakness

for the battle of life, and darkness amid its dangers. Are we remembering Him ?

Are we stirring ourselves up to lay hold on God ?

II. God's help (vers. 12—21). 1. Its compassiona'cness. The help came un

sought, and when, indeed, there was no thought of Beeking it. How often has He

thus prevented us with the blessings of His goodness I 2. Its timeliness. The

final attack was about to be made (ver. 12). The progress of the siege had no

doubt alarmed Ahab, and led to negotiation. Now it needed but one more effort

and the Syrian hosts would be surging through the streets of Samaria. "Within the

city there was only a terrible fear, or dull, defiant despair. But now, as the blow

is about to fall, the shield of God sweeps in between. The Lord knows His time

to help, and, by helping, to reveal Himself and bind us to Him. 8. Its fulness.

(1) Israel is glorified. The weakest part of the army achieves the victory. (2)

Ahab is honoured (ver 14). The victory is gained under the leadership of the man

whom God might have righteously destroyed. (8) The triumph is complete

(vers. 20, 21), Ben-hadad a fugitive, and his army a prey. The glory of God is

manifested most of all in His mercy. We cannot contemplate our deliverance from

danger and the fulness of our triumph in Ghrist without feeling upon our soul the

recreative touch of the hand of God.—J. U.

Vers. 22—43.—licsistrd Mercy. I. God multiplies His benefits to the sinful

(vers. 22— 30). Ahab makes no public acknowledgment of God's mercy, nor, so far

as appears, has it been suffered to change in any way his attitude towards Jehovah ;

yet God crowns him with loving-kindnesses. 1. Delivered from one danger, he is
■warned of another. " Go, strengthen thyself, and see what thou dost," &c. The

enemy, baffled for the time, will return again. The intimation was a call not only to

prepare his hosts and strengthen his cities, but, beyond all else, to seek His face who
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hail delivered him already, and was able to deliver him again. Wo are warned of

dangers that we may strengthen ourselves in God. There is love in the warning, aud

vaster love in the offered strength. 2. When the danger comes lie is assured of success

(ver. 28). The most needful preparation had been neglected ; Ahab had not sought

God. But God again seeks him. Mark the unwearied, all-forgiving love of God.

8. The Lord fights for him. In vain did the Syrians change their ground and

remodel their army. In vain did they surround with their myriads the two small

hands of Israel. They are given as stubble to the swords of Israel, and the very

walls of the city into which they flee for safety become their destruction. God's

hand is so marked in His deliverances, that the sinful cannot fail to see the wondrous

love that is behind, them. They bring us face to face with " the depths of the

riches " of His mere}'. 4. The purpose of the mercy. " Ye shall know that I am

the Lord." It is the revelation of God, and is meant to be the birth-hour of tlie

soul. The goodness of God may be mentioned with seeming gratitude, but it has

been barren of result unless it has brought us into the presence of the King. The

Divine Love has blessed us in vain unless it has become the light of the Lord's

face.

II. How the mercy was made of no EFFECT. To Ahab the mercy brought only

deeper condemnation. It will be more tolerahle for Tyre and Sidon in the day of

judgment than for Chorazin and Betlisaida, which saw the goodness of God in

Christ, and yet reponted not. 1. The mercy was frustrated by prayerlessness.

Though warned of the danger, he does not with lowly confession of sin and un-

worthiness implore God's direction and help. There is no breaking up of the fallow

ground that it may receive the blessing as the seed of joy and life in God. 2. By

tkanJclessness. When the blessing came it might still have saved him. The

benefits with which God had loaded him might have bowed him in lowly acknow

ledgment of his multiplied iniquities and long impious rebellion. The goodness of

God leads us to repentance only as we pass in before the Lord through the gates of

praise. 8. By blindness to the indications of God's will. The multitude slain in

the battle, the falling of the wall upon those' who escaped, the overthrowing of

every defence till the king, the head and centre of the whole evil, was reached,

might have shown that God purposed to make an end for the time of the Syrian

power, and give a full deliverance to Israel. The fruit of the victory was blighted

by Ahab's blindness and folly. To co-operate -with God in working out our own

salvation, we must read and faithfully fulfil His purpose. 4. By vanity and worldly

policy. He enjoys for a brief moment the power which God has given, becomes

the benefactor and brother of the man whom the Lord had doomed, and makes a

covenant with him. The trust which God had desired should wholly rest upon

Himself he reposes in his foe. The hour of prosperity, which should be our

covenant-time with God, is too often made the occasion for worldly alliances,
•which lead us to forget Him and all we owe to Him.

III. Mercy frustrated bears fruit in judgment (vers. 85—43). 1. The

message came through swift and stern judgment. Disobedience meant death

(vers. 35, 86). The Divine threatenings come to us through terrible judgments.

2. Ahab wa* self-condemned. The voice of conscience is on God's side. "If our

heart condemn us," &c. 3. His own life should answer for the life he spared.

Letting go God's enemy, and keeping back his hand from God's righteous though

terrible work, he destroyed himself. No cross, no crown. The awful price which

a soul must pay for present ease and pleasure : "He that loveth his life shall lose it."

4. The shadow of God's wrath swallows up the worldling's peace (ver. 43) ; and it

falls ever deeper till the end come.—U.

Ver. 40.—The Neglected Opportunity. Bcn-hadad II. was seeking his revenge for

a defeat inflicted on him the preceding year by the Israelitish army, led by a band

of 232 young noblemen. He had disciplined his army, and re-officered it, no

longer allowing money or family influence to supersede military skill. Every

thing that organization could accomplish or superstition dictate (ver. 23) had been

done, but all proved in vain ; for the contest was not simply between Ben-hadad and
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Ahab, but between the heathen and the living God who had been blasphemously

challenged. Describe Ben-hadad's successful appeal to Ahab after the defeat. Why

was it not commendable (as it was, for example, after the siege of Calais) to spare

the vanquished? Because the motive was not pity, but policy; and the criminal

allowed to escape had avowedly fought as Jehovah's foe. It is sometimes " expe

dient that one man should die for the people." Ben-hadad's death would have

been the salvation of Ahab, who in the next war fell mortally wounded ; it would

have ensured a lasting peace, as this was the campaign of the Syrian king, rather

than of the Syrian people ; and it would have seriously shaken the confidence of

the heathen in their gods. The king let his prisoner go to his own undoing. It

was this sin which was now rebuked. Picture Ahab returning from the field

flushed with victory. He is accosted by a man who has been sitting wounded and

dusty beside the road. He is a disguised prophet, probably Micaiah, acting a

parable. Says he, in effect : " I have come from the battle. In the hour of

victory, the captain, whom I acknowledge I was bound to obey, gave me in charge

a prisoner of note, saying that if he escaped my life should answer for it. I admit

that I failed, though not designedly ; but while thy servant was busy here and

there he was gone. Ought I to suffer for that slight negligence 1 " And when

Ahab answered, " Yes,"the disguise wasflung off, and the daring prophet appeared,

saying, "In pronouncing my doom, thou hast pronounced thine own." [Read

vers. 42 and 43.] The prophet set before the king a picture of his neglect of

opportunity which is worthy of our study. We observe—

I. That ofportunity is given of God. " There is a time for every purpose

under heaven." Examples : (1) In the operations ef nature. There is a suit

able time for the gathering of fruit. It may not come when you wish it or expect

it; but neglected then, the fruit is spoiled. A farmer may in the spring be " busy-

here and there " with other things, and so neglect to sow his seed. The oppor

tunity does not recur. (2) In the cultivation of mind. The indolent schoolboy

never gets again the leisure and opportunity for study ; and if he did, his capacity

for acquiring knowledge has decreased. Contrast the flexibility of mind of the lad

with that of the man in middle life. (3) In the acquisition of material good.

Energy, promptitude, and diligence displayed at a critical moment make a man

a millionaire. " There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken at the flood,

leads on to fortune," &c. (4) In the consecration of life. No father is content

with the physical beauty of his child if mentally he is dead—an idiot ; nor is our

heavenly Father satisfied to see mental vigour accompanied by spiritual death.

He looks for a change, which is a passing from death unto life, and for this He gives

opportunity. Observe, secondly—

II. That opportunity is granted to all. If you would discover this, (1)

Consider your outward circumstances. The helpfulness of a Christian home ;

inherited tendencies ; direct religious teaching ; exemplars of holy life ; recog

nition of God at the family altar ; services frequented from childhood. If these

leave you unblessed, they leave you under heavier condemnation. Soon the home

may be broken up, and the encouragements to good may vanir.h, and with

unavailing regret you will say, " As thy servant was busy here and there, they

were gone." (2) Consider your inward condition. There are seasons when it is

easier to avail ourselves of religious advantages. Youth is such a season, for then

impulses are generous, susceptibilities are tender, affections free. Under the

influence of bereavement or personal illness religious convictions are experienced.

In and through these the Holy Spirit works. Such a time may be like the

morning twilight which brightens into day, or like the evening twilight that

deepens into night. Beware of letting convictions slip !

III. That opportunity is neglected ry many. Two causes of this may be

suggested : (1) The pressure of business. The man on the battle-field was busy

enough, but he failed to remember his special charge. Nothing he did was wrong

in itself, but it became a wrong when it led to the neglect of obvious duty : and if

his life was sacrificed because of that neglect, the advantage gained by other

activity was of no value. Apply this, and show the difficulty in the way of
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meditation and prayer, created by the multitudinous claims upon our activity.

(2) The effect of frivolity. Some people are "busy hero and there" in another

sense. You never know where to find them. Their character is indeterminate ;

their information is incomplete ; their work is wanting in persistence and

thoroughness ; and their whole life is frittered away, they scarcely know how.

Each day conies to such an one, saying, " Here is something for you to do for God,

something for you to think of for your spiritual good ;" and, having delivered its

message, the day falls back into the darkness of night. Again and again tho

message comes in vain, until the last day approaches, then vanishes, and eternity

is at hand ! The work is left undone ; and over the lost opportunity lie can only

say, " While thy servant was busy here and there, it was gone."

Conclusion.—1. Apply to Christians who are neglecting work for God. 2.

Apply to the careless who are neglecting decision for God.—A. R.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXI.—1—29.

The stohy of Napoto. The doom op

Ahab'h house. His penitence.—Ver. 1.—

And It came to pass after these things

[ These words arc omitted in the Vat. LXX.,

which, as before remarked, transposes chs.

xx. and xxi. See introductory note.ch. xx.],

that Naboth [" Fruit," " produce " (Ocsen).

Wordsworth sees in him a type of Christ,

cast out of the vineyard (Matt. xxi. 39) and

slain] the Jezreelite [The Alex. LXX. here,

and throughout the chapter, reads 6 'lapa-

nXirr/c. Josephus (Ant. viii. 13. 8) says

that Naboth was of illustrious family]

had a vineyard, which was in Jezreel

[See note on ch. xviii. 46], hard hy the

palace [LXX. threshing -floor. Stanley

(Diet. Bib. vol. ii. p. 454), arguing from this

word, would reject the Hebrew text of this

narrative, which places both the vineyard

aud the plot of ground (2 Kings ix. 25, 26)

in Jezreel, and would locate the vineyard

on the hill of Samaria, in the " void place "

of ch. xxii. 10] of Ahah king of Samaria.

[It is clear from these last words that Jezreel

hud not replaced Samaria as the capital. It

was a " palace " only that Ahab had there.

No doubt the beauty of the situation had

led to its purchase or erection. As Jezreel

is only twenty- five miles distant from

Samaria, it is obvious that it might be

readily visited by the court.]

Ver. 2.—And Ahab spake unto Naboth, say

ing, Give me thy vineyard [The prediction

of Samuel (1 Sam. viii. 14) is being realized] ,

that I may have It for a garden of herbs [as

in Deut. xi. 10; Prov. xv. 17], because It

Is near unto [Hcb. beside] my house : and

I will give thee for it a better vineyard

than it : or [Hub. omits or] , if it seem good

to thee [Heb. if good in thine eyes] , I will

give thee the worth of it in money. [Heb.

I trill give to thee siwer, the price of it. See

note on ch. xx. 39. Whatever Ahab's moral

weakness, he was certainly a prince of some

enterprize. Ch. xxii. 3!) speaks of the

" cities " which he built. And the palace of

Jezreel would seem to have been erected by

him. This vineyard was to be one of his

improvements.]

Ver. 3.—And Naboth said to Ahab, The

Lord forbid It me [Hcb. Far be it to me

from Jehovah. These words reveal to us, first,

that Naboth was a worshipper of the Lord

—otherwise he would hardly have used the

sacred name, and that to Ahab, with whom

the servants of the true God had found but

scant favour ; and, secondly, that he looked

upon the alienation of his patrimony as an

act displeasing to the Lord, and as violating

the law of Moses (Levit. xxv. 23 sijq. ;

Num. xxxvi. 7 sqq.) We have instances of

the sale of land to the king in 2 Sam. xxiv.

24—but that was by a Jebusite—and in ch.

xvi. 24], that I should give the inherit

ance of my fathers unto thee. [" The

preservation of the H^nj was for every

covenant-keeping Israelite a matter not

merely of piety towards his family and his

tribe, . . . but a religious duty " (Biihr).

It is clear, however, that the restraints of the

old Mosaic law began to be irksome in that

latitudinarian age. Many of its provisions

were already regarded as obsolete ]

Ver. 4.—And Ahab came Into his bouse

[At Samaria, as we gather from vers. 18, 14,

16, Ac ] heavy and displeased [Heb. sullen

and angry ; same words as in ch. xx. 43.

Ewald thinks that we have here a clear re

ference to that passage! because of the

word which Naboth the Jezreelite had

spoken to him : for [Heb. and] he had

said, I will not give thee the inheritance of

my fathers. And he laid him down

upon his bed [Kawlinson understands this

to mean the couch on which the Orientals

recline at meals. And ntSQ is used with

this meaning in Esther i. 6 Ezek. xxiii.
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41, and elsewhere. But "his bed" seems

rather to point to his private chamber ; see

on ver. 5] , and turned away hla face [The

Vulgnte adds adparietem, Cf. 2 Kings xx. 2 ;

from which place it may have been uncon

sciously introduced here] , and would eat no

bread. [Keil contends that " this childish

mode of giving expression to his displeasure

shows very clearly that Ahab was a man

sold nnder sin (ver. 20), who only wanted the

requisite energy to display the wickedness

of his heart in vigorous action;" but

whether this is a just inference from these

words may well be questioned. It rather

shows that so little did he meditate evil that

he accepted the refusal of Naboth as con

clusive, and gave way to childish grief.

Ver. 5. —But Jezebel his wife came to

him, and said unto Mm, Why is thy spirit

so sad [same word as in ver. 4] , that thou

eatest no bread ? [It would seem that the

queen missed him from the banqueting

hall—he can hardly, therefore, have lain

down on one of the divans or couches

therein—and went to his bedroom to in

quire the reason.]

Ver. 6.—And he said unto har, Because I

spake unto Naboth the Jezreelite, and said

unto him. Give me thy vineyard for money

[ileb. silver]; or else, If it please [Heb.

<U light] thee, I will give thee another vine

yard for it: and he answered [Heb. said],

I will not give thee my vineyard. [Ahab

does not meution the reason which Naboth

assigned for his refusal. But Naboth's reasons

were nothing to him, and he had hardly

given them a second thought.]

Ver. 7.—And Jezebel his wife said unto

him, Dost thou now govern [Heb. make;

LXX. iroidf tiaaiXia] the kingdom of

Israel 7 [There is no question expressed in

the Hebrew which stands, " Thou now

makest the kingdom over Israel." The com

mentators generally, however, understand

the words—as the LXX. and the A. V.—as

an ironical question, " Art thou ruler in

aught but name ? " though some take it as

an imperative : " Do thou now exert

authority over the kingdom of Israel."

And on the whole, this latter interpre

tation appears to be preferable. " Do thou

now play the king. Make thy power

felt. Give me the requisite authority. I

will," &c.] Arise, and eat bread [orfood],

and let thine heart be merry [Heb. good ;

same words 1 Sam. xxv. 36] : I [This word

is emphatic. " If tlwu wilt do thy part, /

will do mine."] will give thee [no need to

buy it] the vineyard of Naboth the

Jezreelite.

Ver. 8.—So she wrote letters [Heb. writ-

ings] In Ahab's name, and sealed them with

5us seal [The use of the seal, for the pur

pose of authentication, is of great antiquity.

8 ,me of the Egyptian signets are m',re than

4,000 years old. Their use in the age of the

patriarchs is attested by Gen. xxxviii, 18

and xli. 42 ; their importance is proved by

the text, by Esther iii. 10; viil. 2, 8, 10

(cf. "Herod," iii. 128); Dan. vi. 17; Jer.

xxxii. 10, 54; Hag. ii. 23, Ac. Whether

this seal—which does not necessarily prove

that those who used it could not write—

was impressed upon the writings themselves

according to the modern practice of the

East, or upon a piece of clay (Job xxxviii.

14), which was then attached to the letter

by strings, we have no means of knowing.

The use of Ahab's seal affords a strong pre

sumption that he was privy to her designs

(Utitir), but of this we cannot be absolutely

certain], and sent the letters unto the

elders [see Dent. xvi. 18] and to the nobles

[same word Nch. ii. 16 ; iv. 13 ; Eccles.

x. 17] that were in his city, dwelling [or

inhabitants, as in ver. 11] with Naboth.

Ver. 'J.— And she wrote in the letters,

saying, Proclaim a fast [The object of this

ordinance was to give the impression that

the city was labouring under, or threatened

with, a curse, because of some undiscovered

sin (2 Sam. xxi. 1 j Josh. ix. 11 ; Dent,

xxi. 9), which must be removed or averted

by public humiliation. Cf. Joel i. 14; ii.

12 ; 1 Sam. vii. 6 ; 2 Chron. xx. 3)], and set

Naboth on high among the people. [Heb.

at the head of the people. KeU, of. interpret,

" bring him into the court of justice, as

defendant before all the people." And cer

tainly l3^in here, and in the next verse—

where it is used of the witnesses (cf. ver.

13)—means, make to sit ; which looks as if

judicial procedure were intended. But "at

the head of the people " rather suggests that

in the public assembly, which marked the

fast (Joel ii. 15), Naboth was assigned the

most distinguished place. The reason for

this is obvious, viz., to give a colour of im

partiality to the proceedings. As Grotius,

Se odio damnasse crederentur, quern ipsi

honorarerunt. It would also accord with

the popular idea of retributive justice that

Naboth should be denounced in the very

hour of his triumph and exaltation.

Josephus, however, says that it was be

cause of his high birth that this position

was assigned him.]

Ver. 10.—And set two men [according to

the provisions of the law (Deut. xvii. 6, 7 ;

xix. 5 ; Num. xxxv. 30). " Even Jezebel bears

witness to the Pentateuch" (Wordsworth).

Josephus speaks of three witnesses] , sons of

Belial [i.e., worthless men. This use of

the word " son " (cf. Tsa. lxxxix. 22, " eon

of wickedness "), which is one of the com
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monest idioms of the East, throws some light

on the expression "sons of the prophets"

(see ch. xx. 35, note ; cf. Deut. xiii. 13 ; Matt,

xxvi. 6O)], before him [confronting him],

to bear witness against him, saying, Thou

didst blaspheme [Heb. bless ; cf. Job i. 5,

11 ; ii. 5 ; LXX. evXoynm. The Lexico

graphers are not agree! as to how this

word, the primary meaning of which is to

kneel, hence to pray, to bless, came to

signify curse or blmpheme. According to

some, it is an euphemism, the idea of

cursing God being altogether too horrible

for the Jew to express in words ; whilst

others derive this signification from the

fact that a curse is really a prayer addressed

to God; and others, again, account for it by

the consideration that a person who bids

farewell to another sometimes does so in

the sense of dismissing and cursing him.

Anyhow, it is noticeable that the word

" blessing " is sometimes nsed with a similar

meaning amongst ourselves] God and the

king [God and the representative of God

in Israel are here coupled together, as in

Kxod. xxii. 28. To curse the king was

practically to curse Him whose vicegerent

he was (of. Matt, xxiii. 18—22). Hence

such cursing is called blasphemy and was

punishable with death (Deut. xiii. 11 ; xvii.

5 ; 2 Sam. xvi. 9 ; xix. 21 ; and see on

ch. ii. 43, 44)]. And then carry him out

[i.e., out of the city (cf. Levit. xxiv. 14;

Acts vii. 58 ; Luke iv. 29 ; Heb. xiii. 12).

" Locus lapidationis erat extra urbem, omnes

enim civitates muris cinctae paritatem habent

ad castra Israelis" (Babyl. Sanh.)], and

stone him [the legal punishment for blas

phemy (Levit. xxiv. 16)] , that he may die.

[The terrible power accorded to " two or

three witnesses," of denouncing a man to

death, accounts for the prominence given

to the sin of bearing false witness (Kxod.

xx. 16; xxiii. 1; Deut. xix. 16). It found

a mention in the Decalogue.]

Ver. 11.—And the men of his city, even

the elders and the nobles who were the

Inhabitants In his city, did as Jezebel had

sent unto them [Their ready compliance

shows not merely the " deep moral degrada

tion of the Israelites" at that period, but

also the terror which the name of Jezebel

inspired], and as it was written In the

letters which she had sent unto them.

[That she did not hesitate to put her in

famous command into writing shows the

character of the woman.]

Ver. 12.—They proclaimed a fast, and

set Maboth on high among the people.

Ver. 13.—And there came In [Heb. came.

The assembly was probably held al fresco.

From the word A. V. yesterday, but

strictly, yesternight, Stanley suggests that

the trial took place by night. But the word is

often used in the wider sense of "yesterday "

(Gesenius)] two men, children of Belial,

and sat before him : and the men of Belial

witnessed against him, even against Naboth,

in the presence of the people [The whole

congregation was interested in a charge of

blasphemy. If unpunished, the gudt rested

on the congregation. Hence the provision

of Deut. xxiv. 14. By the imposition of

hands they testified that the guilt of the

blasphemer thenceforth rested upon his own

head], saying, Naboth did blaspheme God

and the king. Then they carried him

forth [Heb. made him to go forth] out of

the city, and stoned him with stones, that

he died. [It appears from 2 Kings ix. 26

that the children of Naboth, who other

wise might have laid claim to their patri.

mony, were put to death at the same time,

and probably in the same way ; cf. Josh,

vii. 24, 25 ; Num. xvi. 27. This was, the

rule of the East (Dan. vi. 24). The prin

ciple of visiting the sins of the parents

upon the children seems to have been

carried to an excess, as we find Joash

(2 Kings xiv. 6) instituting a more merciful

rule.]

Ver. 11.—Then they sent to Jezebel

[clearly she was not at Jezreel], saying,

Naboth is stoned, and is dead. [Stanley

observes that it is significant that this

announcement was made to her and not

to Ahab. It appears from ver. 19 that the

corpses both of Naboth and his ohildren

were left to be devoured of dogs.]

Ver. 15.—And it came to pass, when

Jezebel heard that Naboth was stoned, and

was dead, that Jezebel said to Ahab, Arise,

take possession [or inherit, succeed to ; same

word Gen. xxi. 10; Deut. ii. 24; Jer. xlix. 1.

The possessions of a person executed for

treason were ipso facto forfeited to the

crown. There was no law prescribing this,

but it followed the principles of the Mosaic

code. Just as the goods of the idolater

were devoted as cherem to the Lord (Deut.

xiii, 16), so those of the traitor reverted to

the king. So Keil] of the vineyard of Naboth

the Jezreellte, which he refused to give to

thee for money [there is a proud malicious

triumph in these words. " He refused,

simple fool, to sell it. Now thou canst

have it for nothing. I have discovered a

better plan than buying it"] : for Naboth

is not alive, but dead.

Ver. 16.—And it came to pass, when Ahab

heard that Naboth was dead, that Ahab

arose up [According to the LXX., his first

act was to rend his clothes and put on

sackcloth. Afterwards "he rose up," Ac.]

to go down [The "Great Plain, on the
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margin of which Jezreel stands, is at a much

lower level than Samaria, which is in the

mountain district of Ephraim"] to the

vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite, to take

possession of it. [" Behind him—probably

in the back part of his chariot—ride his

two pages, Jehu and Bidkar (2 Kings ix.

26)," Stanley. But the expression " riding

iu pairs after Ahab " (A.V. "rodo together

after ") does not make it certain that they

were in tho same chariot. Indeed, they

may have been on horseback. This was

apparently (2 Kings ix. 20) on the day after

the murder.]

Ver. 17—And the word of the Lord came

to Elijah the Tlshblte, saying [As in ch.

xvii. 1, 8 ; xviii. 1],

Ver. 18.—Arise, go down [Biihr hence

concludes that Elijah was at this time in a

mountain district. But wherever he might

bo, this word would probably be used of a

journey to the plain of Esdraelon] to meet

["Tho word used 1 Sam. xvii. 48 of Dafid

going out to meet Goliath " (Stanley). But

the same word is used (ib., ch. xviii. G) of the

women going out to meet Saul, and indeed

it is the usual word for all meetings. We

cannot hence infer, consequently, that Elijah

went forth as if to encounter a foe] Ahab

king of Israel, which is In Samaria [i.e.,

whose seat is in Samaria ; who rules there.

There is no need to understand the word of

the territory of Samai hi] : behold, he is in

the vineyard of Naboth, whither he is gone

down to possess It. [The words imply that

Elijah found Ahab—strode into his presence

—in the vineyard ; not that ho was there

already when the royal chariot entered it

(Stanley).]

Ver. 19.—And thou shalt speak unto him,

saying, Thus saith the Lord, Hast thou

killed [Jjin^pn, a rare and expressive word.

We might reuder, slaughtered] , and also [this

word suggests that Jezebel's programme,

which he had accepted, was fast being

accomplished. But in the very hour of its

completion it should be interrupted] taken

possession 7 AndV thou shalt speak unto

him, saying, Thus salth the Lord [For tho

repetition, see on ch. xx. 13, 14], In the

place where dogs [LXX. at £f£ cai ol gftyce]

licked the blood of Naboth shall dogs lick

thy blood [according to the lex talionis, as

in ch. xx. 42] , even thine. [Heb. even thou.

Tho LXX. adds, "And the harlots shall

bathe in thy blood." For the construction

see Gesen., Gram. § 119. 3 ; and cf. Gen.

xxvii. 34 ; Prov. xxiii. 15 ; Psa. ix. 7.

Thenius contends that there is a contra

diction between this ver. and ch. xxii. 38

(together with 2 Kings ix. 25) which is

absolutely insuperable. But as Biihr ob

serves, " How thoughtless our author mnst

have been if in two consecutive chapters—

i.e., on the same leaf, as it were—he had

inadvertently inserted direct contradictions."

And the following considerations will show

that the discrepancy is only apparent. (1)

The sentence here pronounced against Ahab

was, on his repentance, stayed in its execu

tion. God said distinctly, " I will not bring

the evil in his days," and as distinctly-

added that He would " bring the evil in his

ton's days, upon hit house" (ver. 29). And

(2) with the prophecy, as thus modified, the

facts exactly record. The body of Jehoram

was " cast into the portion of the field of

Naboth the Jezreelite " (2 Kings I.e.). And

if it be objected (3) that our historian sees

in the death of Ahab in Samaria (ch. xx.

I.e.) a fulfilment of this prophecy, the answer

is that that death was a partial fulfilment

of Elijah's words. The repentance of Ahab,

having secured him immunity from this

sentence, his subsequent folly and sin (cf.

ch. xxii. 27) nevertheless brought down

upon him a judgment of God strikingly

similar, as we might expect it would be, to

that originally denounced against him,

which was now reserved for his son. In

other words, the prophecy was fulfilled to

the letter in the person of his son, but it

had a secondary fulfilment in its spirit on

himself] .

Ver. 20.—And Ahab said to Elijah, Hast

thou found me [Not merely, " Hast thou

found me out ? hast thou surprised me in

the very act ? " though this meaning is not to

be excluded, but also, " Has thy vengeance

overtaken me 7 " VXD is used in this sense
T T

1 Sam. xxiii. 17 ; Isa. x. 10 ; Psa. xxi. 9.

Ahab is so conscience-stricken by the sudden

apparition of Elijah, whom in all probability

he had not seen or heard of since " the day

of Carmel," and by his appearance on the

scene at the very moment when he was

entering on the fruit of his misdoing, " in the

very blossom of his sin," that he feels that

judgment is already begun] , 0 mine enemy 7

[No doubt the thought was present in

Ahab's mind that Elijah had ever been

opposed to him and thwarting him, but he

does not dream (Von Gerlach, in Biihr) of

justifying himself by ascribing Elijah's in

tervention to personal hatred towards him

self. The sequel shows that he was

thoroughly conscious of wrong-doing.] And

he answered, I have found thee: because

[not because I am thine enemy, but because]

thou has sold thyself [or sellest thyself, i.e.,

surrendeiest thyself wholly. The idea is

clearly derived from the institutions of

slavery, according to which the bondservant

was wholly at his master's disposal and was
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bound to accomplish his will. Whether

" the practice of men selling themselves

into slavery " (Rawlinson) existed in that

age may perhaps be doubted. We have the

same thought in 2 Kings xvii. 17, and Rom.

vii. 14] to work evil In the sight of the

Lord. [We can readily gather from these-

words why the doom was denounced against

Ahab, who had but a secondary share in

the crime, rather than against Jezebel, its

real perpetrator. It was because Abab was

the representative of God, God's mimster of

justice, Ac. If he had not himself devised

the death of Naboth ; if he had, which is

possible, remained in ignorance of the means

by which Jezebel proposed to procure him

the vineyard, he had nevertheless readily

and gladly acquiesced in her infamous

crime after its accomplishment, and was

then reaping its fruits. And because he

was the king, the judge, who, instead of

punishing the evil-doer, sanctioned and

approved the deed, and who crowned a reign

of idolatries and abominations with this

shameful murder, the prophetic sentence is

directed primarily against him.]

Ver. 21.—Behold, I will bring evil upon

thee, and will take away thy posterity

[Heb. exterminate after thee. See note on

ch. xiv. 10. Ahab knew well the meaning

of these words. He had before him the

examples of Baasba and Zimri], and will

cut off from Ahab [Heb. to Ahab] him that

plsseth against the wall, and him that Is

shut up and left In Israel [see on ch. xiv. 10] .

Ver. 22. —And will make thine house like

the house of Jeroboam the son of Nebat

[cf. ch. xv. 29], and like the house of

Baasha the son of Ahijah [ch. xvi. 3, 11],

for used in the sense of bv, as else

where] the provocation wherewith thou

hast provoked me to anger [ch. xiv. 9 ;

xvi. 7, Ac.] , and made Israel to sin.

Ver. 23.—And of Jezebel [Heb. to Jezebel.

LXX. ry 'If?n/3iX. But we cannot be sure

that she also received a message of doom

from Elijah, as b like bs after verbs of

speaking sometimes has the meaning of,

concerning. Cf. Gen. xx. 13; Psa, iii. 8;

Judg. ix. 54 ; 2 Kings xix. 32. Moreover,

if the denunciation had been direct, it

would have run, " The dogs shall eat thee,"

Ac. See also ver. 27] also spake the Lord

[Probably at the same time. Certainly by

the same prophet (2 Kings ix. 36). Elijah's

words to Ahab appear to be only partially

recorded (ib, , ver. 26)] , saying, The dogs

shall eat Jezebel [see on ch. xiv. 11} by the

wall [?n same word as is used of the

strength and defences of a town, sc. its forti

fications, and especially of the ditch or

moat before them. Ct 2 Sam. xx. 15. The

LXX. render by TCportixiaua or irepirtixog,

the Vulgate by antemurale. " There is always

in Oriental towns a space outside the walls

which lies uncultivated and which is natu

rally used for the deposit of refuse of every

kind. Here the dogs prowl, and the kites

and vultures find many a feast " (Rawlin

son). In 2 Sam. xxi. 12 we find the bodies

of Saul and Jonathan impaled in the open

space (A. V. " street ") of Bethshean. This

heap of refuse—for such the place soon be

comes—is called in the Arabian Nights " the

mounds " (Stanley)] of JexreeL [Retribntion

should overtake her near the scene of her

latest crime (2 Kings ix. 36). By this the

just judgment of God would be made the

more conspicuous.

Ver. 24.—Him that dieth of Ahab in the

city the dogs shall eat ; and him that dieth

In the fields shall the fowls of the air eat.

[See on ch. xiv. 11 ; xvi. 4. Stanley, for

getting that the phrase is almost a formula,

thinks that " the large vultures which in

Eastern climes are always wheeling aloft

nnder the clear blue sky doubtless suggested

the expression to the prophet." " Tho hori

zon was darkened with the visions of

vultures glutting on the carcases of the

dead, and the packs of savage dogs feeding

on their remains, or lapping up their blood. "]

Ver. 25.—But [Heb. Only] there was none

like unto Ahab, which did sell himself to

work wickedness in the sight of the Lord

[as in ver. 20], whom Jezebel his wife

stirred up [or as Marg., incited, instigated

and urged to sin. Cf. Deut. xiii. 7 Heb. ;

Job xxxvi. 18].

Ver. 26.—And he did very abominably In

following Idols [Heb. to go after the idols.

For the last word see on ch. xv. 12] , accord

ing to all things as did the Amorites. [Heb.

the Amorite—the word is always singular—

here put as a nomen generate for the seven

nations of Canaan. Cf. Gen. xv. 16; 2

Kings xxi. 11 ; Exek. xvi. 3 ; Amos ii. 9, 10.

Strictly the term Amorite, i.e., Highlander,

is in contrast with Canaanite, i.e., dwellers

in the lowlands ; see Num. xiii. 29 ; Josh,

v. 1. But the word is used interchangeably

with Canaanite (cf. Deut. i. 44 with Num.

xiv. 45, and Judg. i. 10 with Gen. xiii. 8),

Hittitcs (Judg. i. 10 with Gen. xxiii. 2, 8,

10), Hivites (Gen. xlviii. 22 with Gen. xxxiv.

2), and Jebusites (Josh. x. 5, 6, with Josh,

xvii. 63, Ac.) The ethnical and geographi

cal ideas of the Jews were never very pre

cise. The idolatries of the seven nations

hod lingered, as we might expect, amongst

the Zidonians, whence they were re-intro

duced into tho kingdom of Samaria—one

fruit of disobedience to the command of
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Deal. vii. 1—5, Ac] , whom the Lord caat

out before the children of Israel [lXut. ii.

31 ; iii. 8, Ac]

Ver. 27.—And It came to pass, when

Ahab heard those [Hi b. these] words [vers.

21—24, and others not recorded], that he

rent his clothes [cf. 2 Sam. xiii. 19; Job i.

20 ; ii. 12 ; Jer. xxxvi. 24, Ac] , and put

sackcloth upon his flesh [ch. xx. 31; 2

Kings vi. 30 ; Joel i. 8 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 10,

Heb.], and fasted, and lay [i-e., slept] in

sackcloth, and went softly. [All these were

signs of contrition and humiliation (ver. 29).

The " going softly"—Josephns says he went

barefoot—is especially characteristic of the

subdued and chastened mind ]

Ver. 28.—And the word of the Lord came

to Elijah the Tlshbite, saying, [It is not

clear that this mitigation of the sentence

was announced to Ahab],

Ver. 29.— Seest thon how Ahab humbleth

himself before me ? [The repentance, if it was

not profound, or enduring, was nevertheless,

while it lasted, sincere. The Searcher of

hearts saw in it a genuine self-abasement.

And " He will not break the bruised reed

nor quench the smoking flax ; " Isa. xlii. 3 ;

Matt. xii. 20.] Because he humbleth him

self before me, I will not bring the evil

[There is a manifest reference to ver. 21,

where the same words are used] in his days ;

but in his son's days [There is no injustice

here—no threat of punishment against the

innocent instead of the guilty—as might at

first sight appear. For in the first place,

(iod knew well what the son would be, and

in the second place, if the son had departed

from his father's sins he would have been

spared (Ezek xviii. 14 tqq.); the sentence

would have been revoked. Judgment was

deferred to give the house of Ahab another

chance. When Ahab lapsed into sin, he

suffered in his own person : when his sons

persisted in sin, excision befell the family]

will I bring the evil [ver. 19] upon his

house [ver. 22],

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—15.—The Martyrdom of Naboth. History tells of few crimes of its

kind more Uagitious, more cruel and cold-blooded than this. Here we see that

spectacle which one of the ancients said was dear to tho gods—a just man suffering

shameful wrongs with dignity and patience : wo sco a man because of his fidelity

to God and His law judicially done to death by the representative of God, by the

authority appointed to execute the law.

And just as the crime has few parallels, so has the history few equals in point of

graphic force and quiet pathos. It is like one of those sketohes by the hand of a

master, which set us wondering to see how much effect can be produced, and how

much meaning conveyed, by a few broad lines and touches. We see in the first place

the king, from his palace lattices, or from his garden slopes, casting hungry, envious

eyes on the rich vineyard of his neighbour. He must have it at any cost. The

residence is incomplete without it. We then hear him making overtures to the

sturdy owner. There is a smile upon his face. His words are smoother than butter.

Nothing could be fairer, as it seems at first, than his proposals. Surely Naboth

will do well to sell or exchange on such liberal terms as these. But we find liim

straightway shrinking in pious horror from the idea. There is nothing to soften

or modify his blunt and abrupt refusal. He cannot, he will not, do this thing and

sin against God. Wo see a cloud of vexation gather on the king's brow. He

is foiled. The project on which he has set his heart he cannot realize. With n

mortified scowl, a look in which suppressed rage and bitter disappointment are

equally blended, he terminates the interview and hurries to his palace, while

Naboth, strong in the consciousness of right, but not without misgivings as to the

issue, goes to tell his story to his wife and children at home.

And now the scene changes. We are admitted to a room, a bedroom of the

palace of Samaria. We see on an ivory couch, in an ivory house (ch. xxii. 29),

or in a chamber ceiled with cedar, and painted with vermilion (Jer. xxii. 14),

a man whose soul is so vexed and troubled that he can eat no bread, that he has

a word for no one, but turns his face sullenly to the wall. Can this be the king of

Israel? can this be Ahab, whose recent victories over the Syrians have rung

through many lands ? It is Ahab indeed. The great conqueror is a slave to

himself. By his side there stands his dark, malignant, Phoenician consort. We
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Lear his pitiful, almost childish, complaint, that he cannot have the vineyard lie

so much covets, and we straightway see a look of something like scorn upon her

face. We hear her almost contemptuous rejoinder, " Art thou, then, so helpless,

so utterly without resources, as to lie here and grieve like a spoilt child ? Is it for

nothing that thou art a king, or art thou king in name only ? If thou art haffled,

I am not. Arise, and eat bread. Banish dull care and give thyself up to feasting.

I will give thee the vineyard of this wretched peasant."

The next tableau introduces us to another chamber of this same royal residence.

The king may keep his bed if he will, but the queen is up and doing. The scribes

are now writing at her command. She it is who dictates the words, who stamps

the writings with the king's seal. The scribe's hand may well tremble as he pens

the infamous decree, for the letter consigns Nabotli to death ; but she knows no

fear, has no scruples. The letters are despatched, the royal posts carry their

sealed orders to Jezreel, and the murderess sits down to eat and drink, and rises

up to play.

Again the scene changes. We find ourselves in a village convocation. The

elders of Jezreel, tho officers of the royal borough, have proclaimed a fast. Their

town has incurred the wrath of God, and they must find out and expiate the sin.

Nabotli is there. He fears this meeting bodes him no good, but he is compelled to

attend. Ho finds himself, to his great surprise, set " at the head of the people."

But who shall picture the astonishment and pain in this man's face, when there

rise up in that assembly, two miserable varlets who swear that he, Naboth, the

humble servant of the Lord, the man who has honestly striven to keep the law,

even against his king, has committed a horrible breach of law, has blasphemed

God and the anointed of God. He thinks, perchance, at the first, that the charge

is so utterly reckless and improbable, that none of these his neighbours, who know

him so well, and have known him from his youth up, will entertain it for a

moment. But he is speedily undeceived. He finds that he has not a chance with

them, that all steel their faces and hearts against him. He perceives that there is

a conspiracy against him. In vain he protests his innocence ; in vain he appeals

to his blameless life. His cries and those of his wife and children arc alike

unheeded. In a trice he is condemned to die the death of the blasphemer.

And now wo find ourselves hurried along by a tumultuous crowd. We pass

through the city gate, we reach the open space outside the walls. So far, Naboth

has hardly realized that they are in earnest, so suddenly has the thing come upon

him. Surely it is some grim jest that his neighbours play upon him. It can

not be that he is to die, to look for the last time on the faces of those he loves,

on his native fields, on the blessed light of the sun. But if he has any lingering

hopes of deliverance they are rapidly dispelled. He sees them making prepa

rations for his execution. They are going to stone him on the spot. " 0 God in

heaven I" he thinks, "is it for this I have kept Thy law? Is this agony and death

the reward of mine integrity ? Must I then die, when life is so sweet ! Is there no

power to rescue me out of the jaws of the lion ? Has God forgotten me ? or will

He look on it and require it?" (2 Chron. xxiv. 22.) It is true the history says

nothing of any such thoughts, of any prayers, appeals, entreaties, threatenings ;

but the history, it must bo remembered, is but an outline, and that outline it is

left for us to fill up. And we cannot doubt that Naboth had some such thoughts

as these. But whatever they were, they were speedily brought to a close. " The

king's business required haste." Time for reflection would mean time for repent

ance. The witnesses speedily divest themselves of their abbas; they lay them

down at the feet of the elders ; they take up stones and rush upon him. At the

first blow he quivers from head to foot with a great throb of pain, but blow follows

fast upon blow ; he sinks senseless ; the blood streams from his wounds ; the dear

life is crushed out of him, and Naboth's name and the names of his sons are

added to those on the glory roll of tho noble army of martyrs.

But it is now for us to ask what led to this shameful deed. There were five

parties to this tragedy—Naboth, the king, the queen, the eldors, the witnesses. Let

us see how each of these contributed, though in very different ways, to this

1 kings. 2 L
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diabolical result. Wo shall thus see how Naboth, who was murdered iu the name

of law and religion, was a martyr to law and religion. And let us consider—

1. The piety of Naboth. For it was his religion brought this doom upon his

head. He had but to comply with the request of the king—and what loyal

subject would not wish to gratify the Lord's anointed ?—and all would have gone

well. So far from being stoned, he would have been honoured and rewarded.

And that request seemed so reasonable. There was no attempt at robbery or

confiscation. The king offered an ample equivalent ; a better vineyard than it, or

bars of silver which could buy a better. Was he not perverse aud wrong-headed to

let a scruple stand in the way ? We should not have done so. No ; but is not that

precisely because we have not the steadfast piety of Naboth '? There is no reason

to think that he was not loyal. Doubtless he would have been glad to oblige his

king. But there were two considerations stood in the way. First, his duty to

God ; secondly, his duty to his forefathers and to his posterity. His duty to God.

For God's law said, ''The land shall not be sold for ever" (Levit. xxv. 23) ; it laid

down that every child of Israel should " cleave to the inheritance of the tribe of his

fathers" (Num. xxxvi. 7). And Naboth knew this, and Ahab knew it. But to

the latter the law was a dead letter ; to the former it was a living reality. To him

there was no God but one, no will to be considered in comparison with His. If

Naboth could but have consented to do as others had done (ch. xvi. 21), he would

have kept his life. But he could not. He " did not fear loss, but sin." It was a

crime against Jehovah, and he would not consent. Moreover it was—though

perhaps this thought had comparatively little influence with him—a wrong to his

ancestors and to his posterity. For generations past, ever since it was allotted to

his first father, had that vineyard been in his family. It had been transmitted

through a long line to him. It was his duty to transmit it intact to those who

came after him, and he would do it. It was for these reasons—sentimental

reasons some would call them—that Naboth died, because of his belief in a living

God, and because he kept His law, and especially the first aud fifth commandments

of the Decalogue.

2. The impiety of Ahab. Just as the action of Naboth arose out of his belief, so

did that of Ahab spring out of his practical unbelief—an apt illustration of the close

connexion between our faith and our practice. This crime had its beginning, its

fons et origo, in idolatry. It was because Ahab worshipped gods many and lords

many that his allegiance to the Divine law was shaken. The law of Baal, he

argued, did not forbid the alienation of land—why should the law of Jehovah ?

The root of this sin, therefore, like the root of all sin, was unbelief. And its blossom

was a direct violation of the Decalogue. Out of the breach of the first command

ment sprang violations of the sixth, eighth, ninth, and tenth. Just as Naboth, the

believer in the one true God, stands out conspicuously as a keeper of the ten words,

ro do all the other parties in the tragedy stand convicted of violating them. It was

primarily the tenth commandment that Ahab set at nought. He had no right to

set his heart upon that vineyard, which the great King had given to another. And

a breach of law was the less excusable in his case, insomuch as he was the guardian

of law and was acquainted with its provisions (Deut. xvii. 18). Of all men, he

should have been the last to defy or disregard it. But it is only when we consider that

when his subject, to whom he should have been an oxample, set him an example,

and refused to participate in his sin, that then, so far from repenting and praying

that the thought of his heart might be forgiven him, ho mourns and repines that he

was not allowed to consummate it—it is only when we consider this that we realize

its true character. His was a sin against light and knowledge ; a sin against his

helper and benefactor (ch. xx. 13, 28) ; a sin in spite of maml'old warnings ; a sin

which led to blacker sin still. He coveted an evil covetousness to his house. That

" love of money " was a root of false witness, of foul murder. And in this estimate

of Ahab's sin it is assumed that he neither knew nor sanctioned Jezebel's designs.

If he gave her the royal seal with the least idea of the malignant purpose to which

she would apply it, he was virtually an accessory before the fact, and so was guilty

of murder and robbery. And oven if he was ignorant of her intentions, still the
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readiness with which he reaped the fruits of her crime makes him a partaker in her

Bin. It is a common saying that the "receiver is as bad as the thief." And ho

must have known that "Jezebel could not give this vineyard with dry hands."

3. The depravity of Jezebel. Great as Ahab's guilt was, it was altogether

eclipsed by that of his wife. At her door lies the real sin of the murder. Tho

hands that accomplished it were not so guilty as the heart that suggested it and the

mind that planned it. Ahab broke the tenth, Jezebel the sixth, eighth, ninth, and

tenth commandments. Covetousness, false witness, murder, confiscation, she

stands convicted of them all. But what lends its most hideous feature to her sin

is the consideration that she, the sworn foe of the law of Jehovah, availed herself of

its forms to compass Naboth's death. Was ever such black-hearted ingenuity as

hers ? We can fancy her laughing in her sleeve at the crafty use she made of tho

hated system of the Jews. We can see her shaking her finger at Naboth and say

ing " Simple fool I thou hast stood out for the law ; thou shalt have a surfeit of it this

time." It is possible that she rejoiced at the base part to which she commits the

elders of Jezreel. If they will cling to their austere and gloomy creed, she will

make them carry out its provisions. To this shameful murderess it added zest to

her sin that she scored a triumph against the followers and the law of the God of

Israel. We must also observe the evident satisfaction, the malicious triumph, with

which she hears of Naboth's death. So far from feeling tho leaBt compunction, she

hurries with the good news to her husband. Her part, so far as we know, is

absolutely without a parallel of all the daughters of our first mother. What name is

there so deservedly infamous as hers ?

4. The corruption of the elders. We may readily acquit them of liking the tosk

entailed upon them. They could not embark on that course of crime without

many qualms of conscience and secret self-upbraidings. But the name of Jezebel

inspired so much terror that they dared not resist her will. Their sin was, first,

that they feared man more than God. It was unbelief at bottom ; they had more

faith in the finger of the queen than in the arm of the Almighty. They argued, as

the Turkish peasant does, that the queen was near and God was a long way off.

It was, secondly, that they abused their office. In defiance of law (Exod. xxiii. 2,

0 ; Dent. xvi. 19), they wrested judgment and condemned the innocent (Deut. xxvii.

19, 25), and so they share with Jezebel the guilt of the murder. It is idle to plead

the constraint put upon them, to say that they would have died had they resisted

her; they should have died rather than slay the innocent. But for their com

plaisance, the queen might have been baffled. One might reasonably expect ciders

—the " judges and officers " of the land (Deut. xvi. 18)—to answer, " We ought to

obey God rather than man." History tells of many jndges who have withstood

the corrupt commands of their sovereign. During tho Mohammedan rule in Spain

one of the caliphs took forcible possession of a field belonging to one of his subjects.

This man, as a forlorn hope, stated his grievance before the kadi, a man renowned

for his integrity, and the kadi promised to bring his case before the king. Load

ing his mule with a sack of earth which he had taken from the stolen field, he

strode into tho presence of the priuce, and asked him to be so good as to lift tho

sack of earth to his shoulders. The caliph tried to comply with his request, but

tho burden proved too heavy for him; he could not move, still less carry, it.

"Wretched man !" cried the judge, " see what thou hast done. Thou canst not carry

one mule's burden of the earth of this field of which thou hast deprived thy subject.

How, then, canst thou hope to sustain the whole field on thy shoulders in the dread

ful day of judgment ? " The appeal was successful ; the prince made immediate

restitution and rewarded the judge. But nothing of this kind did the elders of

Jezreel. They only feared for their skins. They argued that one or the other

must die, and if so it must be Naboth. And so he died, and they bore the stain of

blood upon their souls.

5. The perjury of the witnesses. It is hardly correct to describe their sin as

perjury. It was much more than that. It was actual murder also. As witnesses,

they had to cast the first stone—to take the principal part in the execution. Even

without this they were guilty of murder, for it was upon their testimony that
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Naboth was condemned to die. They share with the elders, consequently, the guilt

of violating the sixth and ninth commandments. But they were " sons of Belial "

to begin with. They were not ministers of God ; still less were they the " Lord's

anointed." And they were but instruments in the hand of others. The elders were

the hand ; the queen was the head.

It is clear, then, that Naboth's death was a true martyrdom. He died a victim to

his faith in God and his obedience to law. He was a witness (/nSprvc). consequently,

for God no less than Elijah or Elisha. Like Elijah, he was a piiblic vindicator of

the law, and he sealed his witness with his blood. He died because he would not

deny it ; because others, its guardians and executors, violated and abused it.

But if any deny his right to be enrolled in the army of martyrs, it only needs to

compare his end with that of the protomartyr Stephen, and indeed with that of our

blessed Lord. The analogy could not well be closer. 1. The same passions and

influences were at work in each case. It was unbelief and pride and covetousness

occasioned the death of Naboth. These were the forces arrayed against our Lord

and against Stephen. Was there a coveted vineyard in one case ? so there was in

the other (Luke xx. 14, 15). 2. The tribunals were equally corrupt. The Sanhe

drim was the counterpart of the elders ; the council of Jerusalem of that of Jezreel

(Matt. xxvi. 59 ; Acts vi. 12). 3. The princes of this world occasioned the death of

Naboth ; the princes of this world took counsel against the Christ (Acts iv. 26, 27),

and crucified the Lord of glory (1 Cor. ii. 8). 4. The charge was the same in every

case, viz., blasphemy (Matt. xxvi. 65 ; Acts vi. 13). The variation is extremely

slight: "God and the king" in one case; "against Moses and God" in another

(Acts vi. 11). 5. The charge was made in each instance by men who were con

spicuously law-breakers (John xvii. 19 ; Acts vii. 53), and it was made in the name

of law (John xix. 7 ; Acts. vi. 14). 6. The means used to compass the death were

alike in every case, viz., false witness (Matt. xxvi. 59, 60; Acts vi. 11, 13). 7.

Each of these three martyrs suffered without the gate (Acts vii. 58 : Heb. xiii. 12).

Like Naboth, Stephen was stoned ; like Naboth, our Lord would have been stoned

if the Jews had had the power (John xviii. 31), and if the counsel of God had not

willed otherwise (Acts iv. 28). 8. There is indeed one difference, and that is sug

gestive. The martyrs of our religion prayed for their murderers (Luke xxiii. 34 ;

Acts vii. 60) ; the martyrs of Judaism could only cry, " The Lord look on it and

require it " (2 Chron. xxiv. 22). The blood of the covenant speaks better things

than the blood of Naboth.

Vers. 17—24.—Divine Retaliation. We have just seen Naboth martyred

because of his fidelity to law ; we have seen him murdered by men who in the

name of law violated all the laws of God and man.

Now the dispensation under which these men lived promised a present recom

pense, a temporal reward, to obedience, and it denounced temporal punishment

against "every transgression and disobedience." We may imagine, consequently,

how this tragedy would strike the men of that age. They would see in it a direct

failure of justice. They would ask whether there was a God that judgcth in the

earth. They would look, and especially the God-fearing amongst them, in utter

perplexity and distress on this conspicuous instance of the triumph of force and

wrong. " What is the Almighty," they would be tempted to ask," that we should

serve him ? and what profit should wo have if we pray unto him ? " (Job xxi. 15.)

They would be tempted to think that " in keeping of his conunandments there

was no reward ; yes, even tempted to say in their hearts, "There is no God"

(Psa. liii. 1).

It would have been strange, therefore, if such a red-handed, cold-blooded murder

had passed unnoticed and unavenged ; if the dogs had been left to feast on the

remains of Naboth, and Ahab had been suffered to enter on his vineyard without

protest. But this was not to be. The men of Jezreel had not seen the last act in

the tragedy. They must learn that " no reckoning is brought in the midst of the

meal ; the end pays for all ; " they must be taught to count no man happy before

his death. They must be reminded that there is a prophet in Israel, ami a God of
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Israel who will by no means clear the guilty. And so Elijah, the great restorer of

the Law, stands forth to avenge the death of Naboth, the law-keeper, at the hands

of law-breakers.

" Arise, take possession of the vineyard of Naboth, which he refused to give thee

for money, for Naboth is not alive, but dead." Did the king stop to ask how this

death had been brought about ? Did he know the shameful crime that had been

committed in his name, and under his palace walls ? He must have known some

thing of it, if not all. Even if he thought it prudent to ask no questions, still he

would remember the significant promise of ver. 7 ; he would have some suspicions

of the purpose for which the royal seal was required ; and it would be clear to him,

even if he did not know the exact circumstances, that somehow Jezebel had com

passed Naboth's death. It was clear to him that this vineyard was bought at the

price of blood.

But he will not let such considerations as these hinder his enjoyment of it. All

he thinks of or cares for is this, that the vineyard is his and he can enter upon it

at once. He will enter upon it at once. His chariot shall bear him to the spot.

He will view his new property that day ; he will begin his garden of herbs forthwith.

The citizens of Jezreel, the " elders," and " children of Belial " amongst them,

see the royal chariot crossing tho plain, breasting the hill, entering the city. They

know full well what is its destination. There is hardly a child in the city but

guesses the king's errand. It causes them no surprise when the chariot and its

escort pass on to the vineyard of Naboth. But they shall learn, and through them

all Israel shall learn, that there is a just God in heaven, and that even the king

is responsible to a Higher Power ; and they shall know that God Himself is

against the evildoer, and shall render to every man according to his works (Prov.

xxiv. 12 ; Matt. xvi. 27 ; 2 Tim. iv. 14).

For who is this that strides up to the king as he stands in the coveted vineyard,

and shapes his projects concerning it ? It is a prophet—the dress proves that ;

a glance shows that it is the dreaded, mysterious prophet Elijah. "Behold Elijah "

(ch. xviii. 8, 11) is on their lips. Whence has he come ? Since the day of Carmel

he has been hidden from their view. They had often wondered why he had so

suddenly disappeared ; whether he was still alive ; whether the Spirit had cast

him upon some mountain or into some valley (2 Kings ii. 16) ; whether he was

hiding among foreigners as he had done before. And now he is amongst them again.

And Jehu and Bidkar at least (2 Kings ix. 25), and probably others with theru,

presently understand the reason of his sudden reappearance. " Hast thou killed,"

he thunders forth, " and also taken possession ? " They see the guilty look on Ahab's

face ; they note his ashy paleness ; they observe how he trembles helplessly from

head to foot. Then they hear the terrible doom—and their ears tingle, as Elijah's

impassioned words fall upon them—" Thus saith the Lord, In the place where

dogs licked the blood of Jezebel shall dogs lick thy blood, even thine." They hear,

and Ahab hears, that for him a death as cruel and shameful as Naboth's is re

served; that, king though he is, he shall come to the dogs at tho last. But more :

they presently learn that for his children, born in the purple and delicately

nurtured, there remains a reckoning ; that their blood must be shed, their bodies

torn of beasts, like those of Naboth's sons. Nor shall proud Jezebel, the prime

mover in this murder, escape. In the open space before the city wall the dogs

which devoured the flesh of Naboth shall feast upon her dead body. All this was

spoken in the broad day, before king and retinue, by a prophet whose words had

never fallen to tho ground. The king is found out ; he is taken red-handed in the

blossoms of his sin. Yesterday the crime, to-day the sentence. We may compare

the feelings of that group standing in the vineyard with those of that surging crowd

who saw Robespierre standing under the guillotine to which he had consigned so

many hundreds of Frenchmen. "Aye, Robespierre, there is a God." We may

imagine how they stood for a while transfixed to the spot ; how, when Elijah had

hurled his words at the king, he strode away and left them to rankle in his mind.

But the thing was not done in a corner, and it could not be kept secret. As tho

chariot returns to Samaria the townsman in the street, the peasant in the field >
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perceive that something untoward has happencdt The news of Elijah's reappear

ance spreads like wildfire ; his scathing words are passed from lip to lip ; every

town and hamlet soon knows that Nahoth is avenged ; it knows that with what

measure king and queen meted to him it shall he measured to them again.

The lessons which this puhlic manifestation of the righteous judgment of God

had for the men of that age, and some of which it has still, may he briefly stated ill

the words of Scripture. Among them are those :

1. "The eyes of the Lord are in every place beholding the evil and the good"

(Prov. xv. 3) ; God doth know, and there is knowledge in the Most High,

(l'sa. lxxiii. 11 ; cf. Psa. xi. 4).

2. " Verily there is a reward for tho righteous ; verily he is a God that judgeth

in the earth" (Psa. lviii. 11). " Thou beholdest mischief and spite, to requite it

with thy hand " (Psa. x. 14).

3. " Bo sure your sin will find you out" (Num. xxxii. 23).

4. " Though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not he unpunished " (Prov.

xi. 21).

5. " I will come near to you in judgment, and I will he a swift witness against

the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and against false swearers, and against

those that oppress the hireling in his wages, tho widow and the fatherless, and

that turn aside the stranger from his right, and fear not me, saith the Lord " (Mai.

iii. 5).

6. " Whoso eheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed " (Gen. ix. C).

7. " Life for life, eye for eye, tooth, for tooth, hand or hand, foot for foot, burn

ing for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe " (Exod. xxi. 23—25). " God

loves to punish by retaliation " (Hall).

Vers. 28, 29.—Divine Relent ings.—If we wore to seek the Scriptures through for

a proof that God's " property is always to have mercy," and that judgment is His

strange work, where should we find a more striking and eminent one than in this

relenting towards Ahab ? Consider—

I. Ahar's sin. In this respect " there was none like him." He "sold himself to

work wickedness." It was not because of Naboth's murder alone that the sen

tence of vers. 19—22 was pronounced against him; it was for the varied and

accumulated sins of a roign of twenty years. Among these were—

1. The sin of schism. Ho continued the calf-worship (ch. xvi. 31). He kept

" the statutes of Omri." Despite the warnings of prophets and of history, he

maintained the shrines, sacrifices, priests, of Bethel and I)an.

2. The sin of his marriage. " Was it a light thing to walk in the way of Jero

boam that he must take to wife Jezebel" (ch. xv. 81 Heb.), in direct violation of

the law (Deut. vii. 1—3), in disregard of the example of Solomon ? To place such

a woman, daughter of such a house, on the throne of Israel was to insult the true

religion, and to court its overthrow.

3. The sin of idolatry. (Ch. xvi. 82.) Samaria had its house of Baal, its altar

for Baal. He did very abominably in following idols (ch. xxi. 26).

4. The sin of impurity. This was involved, as we have already remarked,in

the idolatry of that age. "Ahab made anAsherah" (ch. xvi. 82). Indeed, it is

to the impurities of Canaanitish worship that the words just cited (ver. 26) refer.

The abominations of the Amorites are not to be named amongst Christians.

5. The sin of persecuting the prophets. It is very possible that Ahab himself

was no persecutor, but Jezebel was, and he should have restrained her (1 Sam. iii.
18). He was directly responsible for her deeds. She owed her power, place, and ■

influence to him.

6. The sin of releasing the persecutor of God's people. Tho pardon and favour

he accorded to Ben-hadad are mentioned as a part of the provocation wherewith ho

provoked the Lord (ch. xx. 42). It sprang out of his forgetting God. He ignored

altogether God's will and pleasure iu the matter. See p. 492.

7. The sin of slaying Nabothand his som. For with this crime Ahab is charged.

" Hast thou killed ? " "I have seen yesterday the blood of Naboth . . . and I will
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requite thee " (2 Kings ix. 26). Perhaps he flattered himself that that sin lay at

Jezebel's door. If so, he is soon undeceived.

Such was Ahab's sevenfold sin. Consider—

II. Its aggravations. It enhanced his guilt that—

1. He was the Lord's anointed. He was the head of the Jewish Church. Fidel

Defensor—- this was the highest function of a true king of Israel. His very

position reminded him of the gracious and marvellous history of his fathers. To

him it was granted to be the representative of heaven to the chosen people. How

great the sin when the champion of the faith became its oppressor, when the

" nursing father" of the Church depraved and prostituted it.

2. He had witnessed miracles. The drought, the fire, the rain, all these

signs and tokens had been wrought in his presence. Unto him they were showed

that he might know that the Lord He was God (Deut. iv. 35, 36 ; of. 1 Kings xviii.

89). Did ever king hear the voice of God as he had done ?

3. He had been miraculously helped and delivered. Cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 15. If

he gave no heed to the signs, he should have been moved by the victories God had

granted him. These were plain proofs that the Lord alone was God (ch. xx. 13, 28).

But neither plagues, nor signs, nor victories moved that rebellious heart. He is

scarce home from his Syrian compaigns, to enjoy the fruit of his success, than he

lends himself to fresh sin, to murder and oppression. He, the executor and

guardian of law, connives at the murder of a law-abiding subject. Let us now

consider—

III. His repentance. Now that he is found out and denounced, like Felix, ho

trembles. As Elijah stands over him, and announces the doom of his house, he

sees a horrible vision of blood and slaughter. The garden of herbs he has pictured

dies away from his view. He sees in its stead his own mangled body cast into the

plot of ground where he was then standing. He sees his hands, his feet, his face

gnawed by the curs of the adjoining city. He sees his proud consort stripped of

her silk attire, suffering a like indignity in the neighbouring ditch. He sees his

children, the fruit of his body, stretched in the streets-of the town, or iu the open

champaign, a feast for the jackal and the carrion crow. " Like the house of Jero

boam," "like the house of Baasha," ho knew the horrors involved in these words.

A horrible dread overwhelms him. He is smitten by sudden compunction. He must

get away from this cursed spot at once. He might then, have justly said to his

charioteer, " Turn thine hand and carry me away, for I am wounded " (ch. xxii. 84).

An arrow from Elijah's lips has pierced his harness through. Ho mounts his

chariot, it bears him through the plain, bears him to his palace—no longer "heavy

and displeased," but utterly crushed and terrified. Again he steals to his bed

chamber, and turns his face to the wall and eats no bread. In vain the queen

assays to laugh him out of his fears. No instruments of music can charm his

melancholy, no physicians can minister to that mind diseased. He cannot banish

that vision from his thoughts. It haunts him like a nightmare. Can he not avert the

doom ? Can he not make his peace with Heaven ? He has but lately forgiven a

cruel and persistent enemy ; is there no forgivoness for him ? He will make tho

effort. He too will " gird sackcloth on his loius, and put a rope on his head," and

go to the great king of Israel. He rises from his couch a sadder and a wiser man.

He rends his kingly robes and costs them from him ; he assumes the garment of

humiliation, he fasts, he prays, he goes softly. It is true his penitence was

neither profound nor enduring (ch. xxii. 8, 26), but it was undoubtedly—

1. Sincere while it lasted. It is a mistake to call it the " shadow of a repentance."

There was real contrition—not only fear of punishment, but also sorrow for his sin.

We may be sure that, like a former king of Israel, his cry was, " I have sinned

against the Lord" (2 Sam. xii. 13).

2. Open and public. His queen, his courtiers, saw the sackcloth, marked the

hushed voice, the downcast eye, and knew what it meant (ver. 29). " Scest thott

how Ahab ? " &c., implies that it was notorious. The crime was known of all men ;

the sorrow and humiliation must be the same.

8. Marked by restitution. The Scripture does not say so, but it does not need
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to say so. There could be no real repentance, certainly no relenting, on God's part

so long as Ahab kept the vineyard. His prayers would have been unheeded so long

as there was a lie in his right hand. A " penitent thief" has always restored the

theft. Ahab could not recall Naboth to life. But he could surrender the vineyard

to the widow, and we may be sure he did so.

But this repentance, this self-abasement was observed, was carefully watched

outside the palace. As day by day, with contrite heart and bowed head and soft

footstep, the miserable king moved among his retainers, the merciful God and

Father of the spirits of all flesh beheld his returning prodigal, yearned over him,

ran to meet him. He who will not break the bruised reed nor quench the smoking

wick welcomed the first faint tokens of contrition. The sentence of doom shall be

deferred. The same voice which just now thundered, " Hast thou killed ? '' &c., is

now hushed into tenderness. " Seest thou," it says, "seest thou how Ahab

humbleth himself before me? Because," &c. (ver. 29). Ahab receives—

IV. Pardon. And this pardon, it is to be observed, was—

1. Instant. The rebellion had lasted for years. The forgiveness follows on the

heels of repentance. While ho was speaking God heard. Cf. Dan. x. 12.

2. Free and full. If Aliah's repentance, that is to say, had been lasting, the

sentence would have been reversed so far as he was concerned. It was not finally

reversed because of his subsequent sin and that of his sous. The guilt of innocent

blood, no doubt, could only be purged by the blood of him that shed it (Num. xxxv.

83), and it is to be remembered that Jezebel was never included in the pardon. But

it is probable that God, to " show forth all long-suffering,'' would have spared the

king and his sons, if they had turned from their evil way.

3. Conditional. " Bum sc bcre gesserit." This provision is always understood, if

not expressed.

4. Forfeited. When Ahab turned like a dog to his vomit, then the sword

which had been sheathed awhile leapt again from its scabbard, and he was suddenly

destroyed, and that without remedy.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—d.—Covetousness. Amongst the arguments used by Samuel to dis

courage the people of Israel from desiring a king, he said, " He will take your

fields, and your vineyards, and your olive-yards, even the best of them." We have

in the verses before us a notable example of the truth of this forecast, understanding

covetousness in a bad sense.

I. Desire, in the arstract, is not covetousness. 1. It is the principle of

exchanges. (1) If persons had no desire to possess anything beyond what they have

acquired, there would be no motive to trade. Of the virtuous woman it is said,

" She considereth a field and buyeth it: with the fruit of her hands she planteth a

vineyard " (Prov. xxxi. 16). (2) All commerce is founded upon the desire to make

exchanges. 2. But commerce is fruitful in blessings. (1) There are evils con

nected with trading, viz., where dishonest practices come into it. But these are in

trusions; and they are denounced as "illegitimate" and " uncommercial" (2)

Genuine commerce gives profitable employment to thought and labour. (3) It

brings the countries and peoples of the wide world into correspondence. Thereby

it enlarges our knowledge of those countries, their peoples and products, aud other

wise stimulates science. (4) It encourages philanthropy. Relief is afforded for

distresses through famines, floods, fires, earthquakes ; and religious missions are

organized. 3. Besire, well directed, should be encouraged. (1) To be absolutely

without desire for things evil would be a happy state. Therefore this state should

be earnestly desired. (2) There is also the positive desire to be Christ-like. This

can scarcely be too vehement. (8) Ahab does not seem to have signalized himself

in either of these directions.

II. Illicit desire is covetousness. 1. We should not desire what Ood has

forbidden. (1) Herein Ahab was wrong in desiring the vineyard of Naboth. It
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was the "inheritance of his fathers," transmitted in the family of Naboth, from the

days of Joshua, and it would have been unlawful for him to part with it (Levit. xxv.

23 ; Num. xxxvi. 7). (2) Ahab was wrong in tempting Naboth to trangress the

commandment of the Lord. He should never have encouraged a desire, the grati

fication of which would involve such a consequence. (3) It was a pious act in

Naboth, who, doubtless in tilings lawful would be pleased to gratify the king, to have

indignantly refused to gratify him here. " The Lord forbid it me that I should

give the inheritance of my fathers unto thee." He had his tenure from the Lord.

He looked upon his earthly inheritance as a pledge of a heavenly. 2. This rule

requires the study of Ood's word. (1) It is of the utmost moment to us to be ac

quainted with the will of God. This he has revealed in the Scriptures. (2) In

cases of transgression we cannot plead ignorance when we have the Bible in our

hands. Neither can we shift now our responsibility on to our teachers. (3) Do we

make proper use of our Bibles ? Do we study them 1 Do we read them prayer

fully } We must not sell the moral inheritance we have received from the past.

III. Inordinate desire is covetousness. Some things are lawful without

limit. Such are the direct claims of God. (1) The love of God. We may love Him

with all our heart. We cannot love Him too much, or too much desire His love.

(2) The service of God. This, indeed, is another form of love ; for love expresses

itself in service (John xiv. 15, 23 ; Bom. xiii. 10 ; Gal. v. 14 ; 1 John v. 8). (3) The

hnowledge of God. To love and serve God perfectly we must have a perfect know

ledge of Him according to our capacity. We cannot too ardently desire this

knowledge. (4) If Ahab had loved, served, and known God with perfect desire, he

would have found such satisfaction as to have rendered it impossible for him to havo

sulked as he did because he could not obtain Naboth's vineyard. When God is

absent there is a restless void ; nothing can satisfy an unholy spirit. 2. Other things

are lawful in measure. (1) Otherwise they would interfere with the direct claims

of God. The creature must not be put into competition with the Creator. " Thou

shalt have none other gods beside me." (2) Desire for sensible and temporal things

must not displace the desire for things spiritual and eternal. To love the inferior

preferably to the superior is to deprave the affections. (8) It would have been

lawful for Ahab to have purchased a lease of the vineyard of Naboth at a fair price,

leaving it in the power of Naboth to have redeemed it ; and for it to revert to

Naboth or his heirs in the jubilee (Levit. xxv. 23—28). But this desire to possess it,

even under these conditions, could not be justified if a refusal should lead him to go

home " heavy and displeased " and sicken with chagrin. Ahab's discontent brought

its own punishment. He was a king, yet discontented. Discontent is a disease of

the soul rather than of the circumstances.—J. A. M.

Vers. 5—14.—A Sinful Nation. Time was when the Hebrew nation was great and

respected, " a praise in the earth " for kings wise and honourable, for magistrates

upright and noble, and for a people faithful and true. But how completely is all

this changed ! A more pitiable picture of national depravity could scarcely be drawn

than that presented in the text. Here wo have—

I. An iniquitous palace. 1. The Icing is utterly unprincipled. (1) See him

"heavy and displeased," sick with rage and chagrin, lying in bed in a sulk, bis

face turned away, refusing to cat. And what for ? What dreadful calamity has

befallen him ? Simply that he could not have the vineyard of Naboth for a

garden of herbs ! (2) But, to make things worse, he could not have it without in

ducing Naboth to transgress God's law (see Levit. xxv. 23). Naboth had too much

respect for the law to yield. Ahab was really sulking against God ! (3) What a

model king is this ! How could he expect his subjects to be law-abiding when he

showed them this example ? What a royal soul to take it thus to heart that in ad

dition to his kingdom he cannot have this vineyard ! 2. His queen is a " cursed

woman." (1) Such is the style in which she is described by Jehu (2 Kings ix. 34).

She seems never to have failed in any incident of her life to justify this description.

(2) Now she promises to give Abab the vineyard of Naboth. Thus she encouraged

bis evil humour, instead of pointing out to him, as she should have done, his folly.
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(3) She will accomplish this by an act of cruel ami treacherous despotism scarcely to

be paralleled in history (vers. 8—10). She makes her pliant husband her accom

plice, using, with his consent, his seal of state, as probably she had done before when

she destroyed the prophets of the Lord (ch. xviii. 4), to give authority to the missive

of death. She engaged in this business all the more readily beeause Naboth appears

to have been one of the " seven thousand " who would not bend to Baal.

II. An unscrupulous magistracy. 1. Their servility is horrible. (1) Not a

voice of any noble or elder in Jezreel is raised in protest against the order from the

palace to have Naboth murdered. With eyes wide open—for the sons ofBelial are not

found for them ; they have themselves to procure these wretches—they proceed to

give effect to the dreadful tragedy. (2) What motive can influence them? They

are afraid of Jezebel. They knew her power over Ahab, and they knew the cruelty

and vindictiveuoss of her nature was nerved by more than masculine resolution.

(3) But where was their fear of God? 2. It is aggravated by treachery. (1)

Naboth was one of their number. Is not this suggested in the words, " the elders

and nobles that were in the city, dwelling with Naboth " t Then is there no voico

of neighbourly friendship to speak for Naboth ? No/voice is raised. (2) Ifone voice

found courage surely others would take courage, and it might be found in the

sequel that the sense of justice would be represented by such numbers and influence

that even Jezebel might hesitate to reek vengeance upon them. But not a voice

was raised. 3. The treachery is aggravated by hypocrisy. (1) The tragedy

opens with a fast. This is proclaimed ostensibly to avert from the nation the

judgments of God supposed to have been provoked by the crimes of Naboth. How

much moro fitting had it been proclaimed to avert the judgment provoked by the

crimes of Naboth's murderers ! (2) The accusation is, " Thou didst blaspheme God

and the King" ("1^01 D'nSs 11313), which by some is rendered, " Thou hast blessed

the false gods and Molech." Parkhurst says, " The Lexicons have absurdly, and

contrary to the authority of the ancient versions, given to this verb (113) the sense

of cursing in the six following passages: 1 Kings xxi. 10, 13 ; Job i. 5, 11 ; ii. 5, 9.

As to the two first, the LXX. render "1"Q in both cases by evXoyiw, and so the Vulgate

by beudico, to bless. And though Jezebel was herself an abominable idolatress,

yet, as the law of Moses still continued in force, she seems to have been wicked

enough to have destroyed Naboth upon the false accusation of blessing the heathen

Alcim and Molech, which subjected him to death by Deut. xiii. 6 ; xvii. 2—7." (3)

What abominable cruelties have been perpetrated under the name of religion 1

III. A demoralized peofle. 1. Sons of Belial are at Jtand. (1) There seems to

have been no difficulty in procuring men so lost to truth and mercy that they will

readily swear away the life of a good citizen. Nor is this to be wondered at

when the whole magistracy are sons of Belial, no better than those they suborned.

Jezebel saw no difficulty in procuring such. The nobles and elders of Jezreel

found none. (2) The sons of Belial no doubt were paid for their services. The

" consideration " is not mentioned. What will not some men stoop to for gain !

What will they hazard in eternity I And for what a trifle ! 2. No voice is raised

for justice. (1) Naboth has no hearing in his defence. The sentence given, he

is hurried away to be stoned to death. (2) His family are sacrificed along with

him (see 2 Kings ix. 26). This was on the principle that the family of Achan had

to suffer with him (Josh. vii. 24). But how different are the cases ! (3) Unless

the family of Naboth had perished with him, the vineyard would not have fallen

to the crown. This would be an objection to Jezebel hiring sons of Belial to

assassinate Naboth, for Naboth's heirs would still have to be disposed of. Melan

choly is the condition of the nation in which right is sacrificed to might. " Sin is a

reproach to any people."—J. A. M.

Vers. 15—24.—Divine Inquisition. Ahab lost no time in reaping the fruit of

Jezebel's wickedness. The next day, after the mirrder of Naboth and his family,

we find him taking possession of the coveted vineyard (see 2 Kings ix. 26). But

in all this dark business there was an invisible Spectator, whose presence does not

seem to have been sufficiently taken into the account.
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I. God is an omniscient observer. 1. He inspects all human actions. (1) Ho

was present in the palace looking uprm the king of Israel as he sulked and 6ickened

upon his bed. His eye also was fiQl upon Jezebel as she proposed her ready cure

for the monarch's chagrin. " Thou God seest me." (2) He was present in that

court of justice when the honest Naboth was "set on high among the people." He

witnessed the sons of Belial as they swore away the lives of a worthy family. Ho

looked into the faces of the " nobles'' and " elders " of Jezreel who suborned these

perjurers. " Thou God seest me." (3) He was a spectator at the place of execu

tion. He saw the steadiness of Naboth's step, and noted well the bearing of his

sons as they came forth to suffer for righteousness. And the swelling of every

muscle of those who hurled the stones was measured by His piercing vision. " Thou

God seest me." 2. He surveys all human motives. (1) He clearly discerned the

abominable hypocrisy of Jezebel's "fast." It was proclaimed ostensibly to avert from

the nation Divine judgments provoked by the alleged blasphemy or idolatry of

Naboth. The vineyard of Naboth had more to do with it than his crime. It is " a new

thing in the earth " to see Jezebel jealous for the honour of Jehovah ! (2) He knew

why the sons of Belial publicly perjured themselves, and accurately estimated the

price for which they sold the lives of honourable citizens. He also estimated tho

cowardly fear of Jezebel's wrath, rather than encounter which tho magistrates

carried out her wicked instructions. " Nobles " and " elders " they were accounted

by men ; perjurers, murderers, and dastards they were accounted by God. (3) He

nicely weighed the motive which nerved the muscle of every man who lifted a

stone against the life of Naboth. If any were misled by the hypocrisy of the

authorities, and thought they " did God service " when they cast the stones, their

sincerity was recognized; and those who were not deceived were also known. 3.

Nothing is forgotten before Him. (1) As He sees the end from the beginning so

does Ho see the beginning from the end. (2) Let us never forget that God never

can forget. Every action of our lives is present with Him—so every word—so

every thought and intent of the heart. Therefore—

II. God is a supreme judge. 1. He makes sin bitter to the sinner. (1) The

acquisition of the vineyard, the murders notwithstanding, was at fir. t so pleasing

to Ahab that it cured his sickness, and he " rose up to go down to the vineyard

of Naboth the Jezreelite, to take possession of it." And this is often the first effect

of the gratification of covetousness. (2; But how transient is the unworthy satis

faction ! It is soon succeeded by a season of reflection. The sudden apparition of

Elijah upon the scene filled Ahab with alarm. His conscience now brought his

guilt home, and before Elijah uttered a word, the king exclaimed, " Hast thou

found me, O mine enemy ? " This was the language of mingled hatred and fear (see

GaL iv. 16). The presence of the good is a silent and effective rebuke to the wicked.

(3) Tho enormity of Ahab's guilt wasbronght home to hini by the questions, " Hast

thou killed, and also taken possession ? " He has killed, for by taking possession

he sanctions the means by which his title is made out (see Job xxxi. 89 ; Jer. xxii.

13, 14 ; Hab. ii. 12). (4) God's Holy Spirit still, by means of the word of prophecy,

if not by the lips of living prophets, carries guilt to the consciences of sinners, aud

fills them with remorseful shame. 2. He conveys judgments in His providence. AVe

read this principle in the denunciations uttered by Elijah. (1) Upon Ahab. " In

the place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy blood, even

thine." This was fulfilled (see ch. xxii. 38). But how " in the place ? " for Naboth

suffered near Jezreel. Jezreel is, generally, called Samaria, being like Bethel, one

of the " cities of Samaria " (see ch. xiii. 32). So in verse 18, the vineyard of Naboth

is said to be in Samaria. The passage is more clearly thus translated : " And the

word of Jehovah came to Elijah the Tishbite, saying, Arise, go down to meet Ahab

the king of Israel, who is in Samaria ; behold, at the vineyard of Naboth, whither

he is gone down to take possession of it." (2) Upon the family of Ahab (vers. 21,

22, 24). This was a reprisal for the family of Naboth sacrificed with him (see

2 Kings ix. 20). All was to the letter accomplished (see 2 Kings ix., x.) (3) Upon

Jezebel. The " cursed woman " is signally execrated (ver. 23). Tho retribution

was as signally accomplished (see 2 Kings ix. 30). (4) This law of retribution in
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lho judgments of Providence is not limited to sacred history. Ore -tes recognized

it when he said to .lEgisthus—

" Go where thou slew'st my father,

That in the selfsame place thou too may'st die."

It may he read in every full and accurate history. 3. He will finally judge the

world. (1) For Naboth and his family have yet to be vindicated. Providence has

vindicated their reputation ; but they have to be vindicated in person also. To this

end all parties concerned in their murder will have to stand face to face, with their

hearts exposed to the clear light and sensible presence of Omniscient Justice. What

defence can the sons of Belial then set up ? The magistrates ? Jezebel ? Ahab ?

(2) What a day of vindications will that he to all the righteous ! What a day of

confusion to all the wicked ! Everything will be righteously adjusted in that final

sentence (Matt. xxv. 34, 41, 46).—J. A. M.

Vers. 25—29.—Altai's Repentance. After the terrible sentence pronounced by

Elijah upon Ahab for his enormities follows this account of his repentance. The

record teaches—

I. That there is repentance foe the vilest. 1. Ahab answered this descrip

tion. (1) He " wrought wickedness." So have we all. But his was evil of no

common order. " He did very abominably in following idols, according to all

things as did the Amorites, whom the Lord cast out before the children of Israel."

(See Gen. xv. 16 ; 2 Kingsxxi. 11.) (2) He wrought this wickedness "in the sight

of the Lord," as the Amorites did not, for they had not the religious privileges of

an Israelite. Ahab in particular had signal proofs of the presence of God. The

shutting and opening of the heavens, to wit, together with the miracle on Carmel.

Where much is given much is required. (3) He had " sold himself" to work this

wickedness. (See Bom. vii. 14.) He was slave to Jezebel—slave to Satan. He

drudged hard in his serfdom. (4) None of his predecessors had gone so far wrong.

" There was none liko unto Ahab'' (see ch. xvi. 33). Jeroboam had " made Israel

to sin," and Omri, at the instigation of Ahab, made " statutes " to confirm that sin.

(See Micah vi. 16.) Ahab went further, and established the worship of Baal, with

its attendant abominations of Ashere. (See ch. xvi. 29—33.) (5) He was in the

worst company. Ho had married a " cursed woman," and submitted to he led by

her into the extremes of wickedness. " Whom Jezebel his wife stirred up." Under

her instigation he consented to a wholesale massacre of the sons of the prophets ;

and now she makes him her accomplice in the murder of Naboth, with its

attendant atrocities. 2. Yet Ahab took God's message to heart. (1) He believed

the terrible sentence, as he had good reason to do, for it came by the hand of

Elijah. In all his former experience he had found that the word of the Lord in

Elijah's mouth was truth. (2) Now, with his death vividly before him, and the

fearful doom of his house—all the fruit of his crimes—these crimes live up again,

and pass in formidable order before his eyes. (See Psa. 1. 21 ) Conspicuous

amongst the spectres that would move before him would be those of the newly

murdered Naboth with his children. (3) This ghastly phantasmagoria would be

to him a premonition of the solemnities of the final judgment in which the

thousands injured, whether in body or soul, by his bad conduct and influence,

would cry to God's justice for vengeance upon the royal culprit. 3. He humbled

himself accordingly. (1) Before Jehovah. He "rent his clothes" in token of

deep grief. (Seo Gen. xxxvii. 34 ; Job i. 20 ; Ezra ix. 3.) " He put sackcloth upon

his flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and went softly." Here were all the

signs of deep contrition before God. They were symbols of the prayer of the heart

for mercy. (2) Before men. To put on sackcloth he laid aside those robes of

state in which he had prided himself. Instead of moving with his former kingly

tramp he now " went softly." (Compare Isa. xxxviii. 15.) He moved with the

timid step of a culprit. (3) Who will say his repentance was not genuine ? God

did not say so. He afterwards, indeed, professed to " hate " a faithfid servant of

God (ch. xxii. 8). But what does this prove ? Simply that he afterwards relapsed
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into sin. And it admonishes us not to presume upon any dogma of infallible final

perseverance, but, by the help of God, to " work out our own salvation with fear

and trembling."

II. That there is mercy foe the penitent. 1. God observed the repentance

of Ahab. (1) He observed it before man had. He saw its first motions in the depths

of his heart. He saw the prodigal "while yet a great way off" (Luke xv. 20).

(2) Doubtless He graciously encouraged these motions so that they ripened into

confession. And does not the goodness of God still lead men to repentance, even

the vilest ? 2. He called the attention of Elijah to it. (1) To the prophet he

said, " Seest thou how Ahab humbleth himself before me." This was an

encouragement to the man of God. His labour was not in vain. Ahab required

some moral courage to humble himself before Jehovah in the presence of Jezebel.

(2) God in His goodness directs His servants to those who are penitent that they

may minister words of encouragement to them. Ananias was sent to Saul

(Acts ix. 11). 3. He extended His mercy to the suppliant. (1) "Because he

humbleth himself before me, I will not bring the evil in his days : but in his son's

days will I bring the evil upon his house." The mercy is not a reversal of the

mischief, neither was the repentance. The mischief is done, and cannot be reversed.

Early piety is therefore earnestly to be desired that the mischief of an evil life may

be avoided. (2) It was a substantial benefit nevertheless, (a) To Ahab personalty.

It was something to be spared the pain of witnessing the judgments of God upon

his wicked house ; but, what is still more considerable, this mercy contained a

visible are signs or portents of things spiritual. (i>) It was also a benefit to his

nation. For after this, probably, came the war with Ben-hadad, in which God

interposed in a very remarkable manner on behalf of His people. In the Septua-

gint, which translation was made from much older copies of the Hebrew Bible than

any now extant, this chapter and that here before it change places ; and the order

in the Septuagint is also followed by Josephus. (3) This fact is very important,

for it shows also where the backsliding of Ahab commenced. It was evidently in

the false mercy which he showed to Ben-hadad. After this relapse God forsook

him and handed him over to evil spirits and lying prophets, who wrought his nun.

" He that endureth to the end shall be saved."—J. A. M.

Vers. 1—24.—The Progress of Sin. This chapter describes one of the blackest

crimes which ever, blotted the page of history. The description is so graphic that

we seem eye-witnesses of the tragedy, and so suggestive that we can understand the

motives and feelings of the principal actors. Naboth has been blamed sometimes

for refusing what appeared a reasonable request—that he would sell a piece of land

to his rightful king at a fair price. It is evident, however, that he was not only

acting within his right, but that he could not have assented to the proposal without

breaking the Divine law given by Moses. The paternal inheritance might only be

sold in extreme poverty, and then on the condition that it might be redeemed at any

time ; and, if not previously redeemed by purchase, it reverted to the original owner

at the year of jubilee (Levit. xxv. 13—28). With Naboth it was not the dictate of

churlishness, but of conscience, to refuse the proposal of the king. Nor was Ahab's

guilt the less because the crime was suggested by Jezebel. He might be deficient

in nerve and inventiveness, but he was not in iniquity. Let us trace him in this

his hideous downfall, that none of us may be " hardened by the dcceitfuluess of

sin." Our subject is the Progress of Sin. We see here—

I. Possessions leading to covetousness. His stately palace and park at

Jezreel did not content him. With greedy eye he looked on this tiny plot of free

hold, and resolved to have it. It is not in the power of material possessions to

satisfy man. The rich man must be richer still ; the large kingdom must extend

itself yet further ; the great business must crush the small competitors, &c. How

often this leads to wrongs wrought on the poorer and weaker 1 "The love of

money is the root of all evil." " Take heed and beware of covetousness, for a

man's life consisteth not in the abundance of things that he possesseth,"

promise respecting the world
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II. Covetousness leading to discontent. " He laid himself down upon Lis

bed, and turned away his face, and would eat no bread." Disappointed of that

which he coveted he could find no pleasure in that which he already possessed.

Show how easily a discontented habit of mind may be formed, and how it embitters

everything. Thankfulness, gladness, and hope are strangled by this serpent sin.

The necessity of watching against the rise of this in our children.

III. Discontent leading to evil counsel (ver. 7). Ahab was just in the

right condition to welcome anything bad. On an ordinary occasion he might

have repelled this hideous suggestion. Satan watches his opportunity. His

temptations are adapted to our age, our social position, our mood of mind. What

would fail to-day may succeed to-morrow. What the youth would spurn the old

man may welcome, dec. " Watch and pray, lest ye enter into temptation." It is

an evil thing to have a bod counsellor always near you. Let that thought guard

us against unholy associates.

IV. Evil counsel leading to lies (ver. 10). The fast was a hypocritical device

to prepare the minds of the people for the death of Naboth. Its appointment pre

supposed that there was a grievous offence committed by some one, which the

community was to mourn. Their suspicions would be ready to fasten on any man

who was suddenly and boldly accused by two independent witnesses. The scheme

was as subtle as it was sinful. Give oxamplcs of the use of deceit and lies in

modern life for the purpose of making money, advancing social interests, dec.

Show the sinfulness of this.

V. Lies leading to murder (ver. 18). Not only was Naboth killed, but his

children also (2 Kings ix. 20). Hence the property would revert to the king. It

was a cold-blooded murder. Few worse are recorded in history. Seldom is this

most heinous crime committed until the way has been paved for it, as here, by

lesser sins. Exemplify this.

VI. Murder leading to retribution. Read Elijah's bold and terrible denun

ciation of the crime on the very soil of the coveted vineyard (vers. 20—24).

Retribution may linger long, but it comes at last. In the light of many a startling

discovery we read the words, " Be sure your sin will find you out."

Conclusion.—" Cleanse thou me from secret faults : keep back thy servant also

from presumptuous sins," &c—A. B.

Vers. 27—29.—Partial Penitence. Such was the effect of Elijah's message

delivered in the vineyard of Naboth. Tho fearless courage of the prophet had

again asserted itself, and once more the king quailed before his terrible words of

denunciation. The subject is the more worthy of study because the deceitfulness

of the human heart is here laid bare by "the searcher of hearts." If we under

stand Ahab, we shall better understand ourselves.

I. The deceitful nature of Ahab's humiliation. We shall show that there

was a mixture of the good and evil, of the true and false. 1. It originated in a

true message. No phantom of his own brain, no utterance of a false prophet

misled Ahab ; but the declaration of a man who, as he know by experience, spoke

truly, and spoke for God. He dared not refuse credence to the message, but that

his heart was unchanged was shown in his continued hatred to the messenger

(1 Kings xviii. 17 ; xxi. 20). In all ages the word of God has been " as a fire," and

as a "hammer" (Jer. xxiii. 29). Give examples. The Ninevites, the Jews at

Pentecost, &c. It has " pleased God, by the foolishness of preaching, to save them

that believe." 2. It asserted itself in fasting and tears. These would be natural

signs of distress. In themselves they were no evidence of sincerity. It is easier

to put on the outward than to experience the inward. There is always danger of

letting the visible supersede the invisible, though it is only of value as the honest

expression of conviction. Leaves and blossoms may be tied around a dead branch,

but that does not make it live. (The perils of Ritualism.) Even under the Old

Dispensation this was understood. Samuel said, " To obey is better than sacrifice,"

&c. David exclaimed, "Thou desirest not sacrifice," &c. (Psa. li. 16, 17; see also

Micah vi. 8; Isa. i. 11). Compare the words of our Lord, "Moreover when ye
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fust, be not as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance ; for they disfigure their faces,

that they may appear unto men to fast." 8. It consisted in terror, not in turning.

Aliah was thoroughly alarmed, but imagination rather than conscience was at work

within ln'm. He did not forsake his idols, nor give up Naboth's vineyard, nor

abandon his self-confidence. See next chapter, which narrates his dealings with

Micaiah. Evidently there was no change of heart or of life ; nor had his present

feeling any abiding influence. He was like those who are alarmed at the thought

of hell, not at the thought of sin. They shrink from punishmeut, but not from

guilt. Examples. The drunkard weeping maudlin, tears over his poverty; the

detected wrong-doer. thrown out of employment; the sinner who believes himself

to be at the point of death, &o. True repentance makes us feel and act differently

towards sin and towards God.

II. The Divine notice of Ahab's humiliation. 1. It did not escape the Divine

search. God looks down from heaven to see if there wero any that do good. He

rejoices to find not the evil that must be punished, but the feeble germs of good

that may bo encouraged. (Compare Psa. xiv. 2.) Even such a sinner as Ahab

(ver. 25) was not disregarded when he showed the faintest signs of repentance.

God would foster them lovingly, as He fosters the seed sown in the warm earth.

The prodigal is seen " when yet a great way off." Even the first beginnings of

righteousness were commended by our Lord: " Jesus, beholding him, loved him,"

&c. 2. It led to tlie mitigation of the Divine punishment. Ahab's feeling was

real as far as it went. The postponement of punishment was to give opportunity

for more genuine repentance. Had that revealed itself, the judgment would have

been averted. Compare this with our Loi'd's washing the feet of Judas, though He

knew he was about to betray Him. " The goodness of God leadeth to repentance."

See how ready God is to meet those who may return to Him (Acts ii. 38 ; Joel ii.

12—14). [Note.—We ought to notice and encourage what is right even in those

who are not what they should be, commending it whenever it is possible.] 3. It

failed to win a reversal of tlie Divine judgment. A temporary repentance may

be followed by a temporary reprieve ; but final salvation must be preceded by true

repentance. If the heart is not turned from sin, it cannot bo turned from hell.

"Godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation, not to be repented of; but the

sorrow of this world worketh death." Not only must evil be expelled, but good

must enter ; for if the heart is left " empty, swept, and garnished "by self-reforma

tion, the evil spirits will return. Good must supersede evil ; Christ must supplant

sin ; the Holy Spirit must conquer tho evil spirit. (Compare Acts xi. 17, 18.)

A partial penitence gained reprieve, and much more will a thorough repentance

gain justification. As Trapp says, " If the leaves of repentance be bo medicinal,

much more the fruit."—A. R.

Vers. 1—4.—First Stepis in tlie Path of Crime. I. UxaniDLiiD desire. 1. The

spirit in ivhich Ahab came. He came down to Jezreel not to present a thank-

offering to God for recent deliverance, nor to inquire what might bo done to meet the

wishes or improve the condition of tho people. Had he come thus, paths of useful

ness would have opened up before him, and, instead of the dark memory of guilt,

he would have left behind him blessing and praise. God and man were alike shut

out, and self was set up as that which alone was to be regarded and served. Such a

spirit not only stands open to temptation ; it invites it. Right aims shut out is half

Satan's victory. 2. Hoiv tlie temptation presented itself. He was about to make

improvements upon tho palace, and his eye fell on Naboth's vineyard. This made

into a garden of herbs would secure greater privacy and allow other improvements

to be carried out. As he looked only upon his own things the advantages of the

acquisition were magnified, the fire of desire was kindled and fanned into even

fiercer flame. A Belfish spirit is ready to be set on fire by the slightest spark of

evil suggestion. There was much in God's recent goodness, much also in the

necessities of Israel, to raise Ahab above so small a care. The spirit of selfish dis

content, which " never is, but always to be, blest," makes thankfulness and service

alike impossible. If it rulo us we are already set in the way of sin. From tho
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spot on which we stand a hundred dark paths branch out—envies, jealousies, false

hood, dishonest dealing, mean lying artifices, thefts, murders. When tempted to

set the heart on what we have not, let us come back into the midst of the good

which God has given, and say that if He see it to be best for us, that will be given

too. 3. How the object was pursued. All restraints were cast aside. Ahab's offer

(ver. 2) seems at first sight most generous. But it shut out of sight (1) the ties

which bound Naboth to his inheritance, and (2) the duty he owed to God. The

Israelite could not alienate his lot even when pressed by direst necessity. It might

be parted with for a time, but it returned again to its rightful owners at the year

of jubilee. Ahab's offer was a temptation to Kaboth to think lightly of God's

arrangements and to despise his birthright.

II. Misdirected anger. "Ahab came into his house heavy and displeased,''

not with himself, but with Naboth. His anger was not against his sin, but against

the man who had rebuked it. Ho might have stood arid said, " I have sinned. I

have abused my position. I have been caring for my own good, and not for theirs

over whom God has set me." But he took the side of his sin against the truth.

He that struck at that struck him. When God meets us as He then met Ahab, we

must either return humbled and penitent into the right way, or withstand Him and

pass into deeper darkness.—U.

Vers. 5—14.—Sin's friendships, and what they lead to. I. The sinful find

many helpers. Ahab seems to have done all that he was able or cared to do.

He had tempted Naboth and failed, and the matter seemed to have come to an

end. But where Ahab stops, Satan's servants meet him and carry on the work.

Jezebel prevails on him to tell the story, and the elders of Jezreel and its sous

of Belial are ready to do their part also, to give him his desire and steep his soul in

crime. The man who is casting away means and character and health and

eternal life will find friends to take the part of his worse against his better self,

and agents enough to aid him in accomplishing his sinful wilL It is vain to think

of arresting a career of vice merely by change of place. Satan has his servants

everywhere.

II. The misuse of influence. There is much that may be admired in Jezebel's

conduct. However false she was to others, she was true to her own. With tender

ness, which lends a peculiar grace to a strong, regal nature like hers, she approaches

the moody monarch. Under the warm sunshine of loving sympathy the bands

which bind the burden to his soul melt away. It is laid down and exposed to view.

But however good the impulses which incite the wicked to action, their feet take

to the paths of sin. 1. Her sympathy becomes fierce championship of wrong.

There is love for Ahab, but no consideration for Naboth, and no regard to the voice

of justice and of God. How much human love to-day is after the pattern of

Jezebel's—narrow, selfish, unjust 1 The home is everything ; the world outside

has no claims, sometimes not even rights ! Others are regarded with pleasure as

they favour those we love ; with aversion and hatred so soon as they oppose them,

or even stand in their way. Homes are meant to be training schools for God's sons

and daughters, where they may learn to be patient, forbearing, less exacting, able

to make allowances for difference of disposition and of judgment, and so pass out

able to do a brother's, sister's part in the great world around them. But Jezebel's

affection frustrates God's plan and arms the home against the world it was meant

to serve. 2. She goads him on to greater sin. She blames him not for setting his

heart so upon a trifle, but for letting the matter rest where it did. She reminds

him of his might and Naboth's weakness: " Dost thou now govern ?" &c. How

often does the sympathy of the wicked daringly recommend what the heart had

feared to think, and this too with reproaches of weakness, of wrongs and slights left

unavenged 1 Instead of quenching the fire of hate, they fan it into fiercer flame.

3. She bears him onward into crime (vers. 7—10). Ahab's very weakness would

have prevented him shedding Naboth's blood, but her subtle brain and indomitable

will supply what is needful to steep his soul in guilt. How many dark stains have

been in this very way fixed upon the page of history I How much genius and

talent have thus served, and are serving now, the devil's purpose (
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III. The evil wrought by time-seevkrs (vers. 11—15). There is nothing to

relieve the baseness of the elders and nobles of Jezreel. They were not impelled

by misguided affection to avenge a fancied wrong. They could not even plead

ignorance. They wore behind the scenes and arranged for the trial. It was murder

of the deepest dye—murder done under the guise of zeal for the offended majesty

of God. They had one of the grandest opportunities of shielding innocence and

rebuking wickedness in high places. They had only to say they could not lend

themselves to such a deed. But these do not stand alone. The greatest crimes in

history have been wrought in this very way. Is there no place to-day over which

" Jezreel " might well be written ? Are there no men and no causes frowned upon,

not because that in themselves they deserve such treatment, but because they are

not in favour, and it will not pay to belriend them ? Are there none who will use

their influence in favour of a good cause when it is safe to do so, but who will be

looked for in vain when it sorely needs to be befriended ? There may be no crime

wrought now in this land such as was then done in Israel ; but should the time come,

these are the men who will do as the elders and nobles did then. The spirit is the

same, and in the like circumstances it will bear the same fruit.—U.

Vers. 15—29.—Quilt and Mercy. I. To enjoy the fruits of sin is to takb

its guilt. " Hast thou, killed ? " &c. It is not said that Aliab knew of the plot. The

plain inference is that he did not. Jezebel wrote to the elders, and to her the tidings

were sent that the deed was done. But if Aliab did not know before, he knew after.

Knowing how it had been procured he nevertheless received it, and heard as he stood

there the word of the Lord : " Hast thou killed, and also taken possession ? " There

are men, for example, who could not pass their days in the vile drink traffic. They

could not sleep at night for thought of the wives and mothers and children whose

misery had pleaded in God's sight against them and their work. The thought of the

souls they had helped to lead down into the eternal darkness would terrify them.

But they can pocket the gains of that very trade ; they can receive the higher rent

which their property secures because it is let to the sellers of drink, and live in

quietness, and sit at the Lord's table, and die in good esteem, and go forth to meet—

what ? the same judgment as the publican ! Your reputable merchant may not lio

and cheat ; but if the young men that serve behind his counters do so, and if he

knowingly pockets the gains of such baseness, he is equally guilty in God's sight.

To take the fruit of falsehood and oppression and wrong is to stain our souls with

their guilt. "Thus saith the Lord, In the place where dogs licked the blood of

Nabotb shall dogs lick thy blood, even, thine." " Behold I will bring evil upon

thee," &c. (vers. 21—24).

II. What it means whek a man finds the truth hateful. Ahab's question,

" Host thou found me ?" &c, was a self-revelation. There wore many to whom

Elijah's presence would have been like that of an angel of God ; but to Ahab it is as

the shadow of death. And the explanation was, " Because thou hast sold thyself to

work evil in the sight of the Lord." It is only to death that the truth is a savour

of death. He was sin's bondman. For the gratification of evil desire he had sold

himself to work Satan's will, and now in his attitude to God's servant he was own

ing Satan still as master. It is easy to listen with approval, and with pleasure even,

when other men's sins are dealt with ; but when our own are touched—when we

are met with our feet standing in Naboth's vineyard, what is our attitude toward

the truth ? Is it anger or submission ? Whom do we own as master, Satan or

God?

III. The riches of God's mercy (vers. 25—29). 1. The greatness of AliaVs

sin. He had outstripped all who had gone before him, great as their sins had been ;

" but there was none like unto Ahab," &c. 2. The inadequacy of his repentance.

It was no doubt Bincere, but it did not go far enough. It was fear ofjudgment, not

loathing of sin. 8. The fulness of the Divine compassion. Verses 25 and 26 might

well have been a prelude to the record of full and speedy vengeance, and especially

so in view of the unsatisfactory nature of his sorrow. But it is the introduction to

the story of mercy. All that sin—sin of deepest dye—will not prevent God running

1 kings. 2 M
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forth to meet Ahab so soon as he begins to turn to Him. That sorrow, shallow

though it was, God had marked and accepted. " Seest thou how Ahab ?" &c. God

is not a stern, relentless Judge. Father's heart has never yearned over child as

God's over us.—U.

Ver. 20.—Naloth's Vineyard. The robbery and murder of Naboth form one of

the darkest episodes in the story of Aliah's life. We see that idolatry and perse

cution were not the only crimes into which Jezebel seduced him. Indeed, such

iniquities never stand alone. They would naturally be the parents of many more.

He was probably guilty of many such acts of cruel wrong during his wicked career.

This is related to show how completely he had " sold himself to work evil in the

sight of the Lord." Let us think of (1) his sin, (2) his punishment, (3) his remorse.

I. His sin. It had many elements of moral wrong in it, and is not to be

characterized by any one particular designation. 1. Avarice. Large and rich as

his royal domain was, he envied Naboth the possession of his little vineyard. 2.

Oppression. It was a wicked abuse of power. " Might " to him was " right."

3. Impiety. Ahab must have known that he was tempting Naboth to the violation

of an express Divine command (Num. xxxvi. 7). 4. Abject moral weakness. This

is seen in his childish petulance (ver. 4) and in his mean subserviency to the

imperious will of Jezebel. 5. Base hypocrisy, in subjecting the injured man to the

decision of a mock tribunal. Crimes like this generally present various phases of

evil thought and feeling; and when they attempt to cover themselves with a false

veil of rectitude, it only tends to deepen immeasurably our sense of their iniquity.

II. His punishment. The prophet was assuming his true function in pronouncing

this swift judgment on the cruel wrong that had been committed. His calling was

to proclaim and enforce the laws of eternal righteousness, to vindicate the oppressed,

to rebuke injustice, and that not least, but rather most of all, when it sat enthroned

ou the seats of authority and power. Note respecting this punishment. 1. Itt

certainty. Ahab could not really be surprised that his " enemy had found " him,

for that " enemy " was but the instrument of a God to whom " all things are naked

and opened." " The eyes of the Lord are in every place, beholding the evil and the

good," and the transgressor can never escape His righteous judgment. " Be sure

your sin will find you out" (Num. xxxii. 23). 2. Its correspondence with the

crime. " In the place where the dogs licked the blood of Naboth," &c. (ver. 19).

The principle involved in this has often been a marked feature of the Divine retri

butions. " Whatsoever a man soweth," &a. (Gal. vi. 7, 8). " They have sown the

wind, and they shall reap the whirlwind " (Hosea viii. 7). 3. Its delay. The sen

tence was fully executed only in the person of his son Joram (2 Kings ix. 25, 26) ;

but this in no way alters the character or lessens the terribleness of it as a punish

ment upon him. Especially when we remember what an instalment of the full

penalty was given in the violenoe of his own death (ch. xxii. 84—87). " Because

sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the

sons of men is fully set in them to do evil " (Eccles. viii. 11). But when, space

being thus given them for repentance, they abuse it, they do but " treasure up

wrath for themselves against the day of wrath," and, falling under the righteous

vengeance of God, they do not escape " till they have paid the uttermost farthing."

Thus did Ahab inherit the woe pronounced on him who thinks to secure any good

for himself by iniquity and blood (Hab. ii. 12). Ill-gotten gain always brings with

it a curse.

III. His remorse (ver. 27). It can scarcely be called repentance. It may have

been sincere enough so far as it went, and for this reason God delayed the threatened

punishment ; but it was wanting in the elements of a true repentance. It was the

compunction of a guilty conscience, but not the sacred agony of a renewed heart.

It sprang from sudden alarm at the inevitable consequences of his sin, but not from

a true hatred of the sin itself. It soon passed away, and left him still more a slave

to the evil to which he had " sold himself " than he was before. " For godly sorrow

worketh repentance to salvation not to be repented of : but the sorrow of the world

worketh death" (2 Cor. vii. 10).—W.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB XXII. 1—53.

The expedition of Ahab and Jehosha

phat against Ramoth-Gilead. The death

of Aiiar. The reigns of Jeuoshafhat

and Aiiaziah.

Ver. 1.—And they continued [rather,

rested. Heb. sate, dwelt. Cf. Judg. v. 17-

The LXX. has ixdOiae, sing.] three years

without war [The Hebrew explains the

' ' rested "—there was notwar, <So. See Ewald,

286 g. The three years (not full years,

as the next verse shows) are to be

counted from the second defeat of Ben-

hadad ; the history, that is to say, is re

sumed from ch. xx. 34—43. Rawlinson

conjectures that it was during this period

that the Assyrian invasion, uuder Shal-

maneser II., took place. The Black Obe

lisk tells us that Ahab of Jezrcel joined a

league of kings, of whom Ben-hadad was

one, against the Assyrians, furnishing a

force of 10,000 footmen and 2000 chariots ;

see " Hist. Illust." pp. 113, 114. The com

mon danger might well compel a cessation

of hostilities] between Syria and Israel.

Ver. 2.—And it came to pass in the third

year [Of the peace ; not after the death of

Naboth, as Stanley] , that Jehoshaphat the

king of Judah came down [The journey to

Jerusalem being invariably described as a

"going up," one from Jerusalem to the

provinces would naturally be spoken of as a

"going down "] to the king' of Israel. [For

aught that appears, this was the first time

that the monarchs of the sister kingdoms

had met, except in battle, since the disrup

tion, though the marriage of Jehoram, son

of Jehoshaphat.with Athalinh, the daughter

of Ahab and Jezebel, had taken place some

years before this date (2 Chron. xviii. 1, 2).

It is probable that it was the growing power

of Syria had led to this affinity and alliance.]

Ver. 3.—And the king of Israel said unto

hi3 servants [During the visit. It se^ms

likely that Jehoshaphat went down to

Samaria by Ahab's invitation, and that tho

latter then had this campaign in view. The

chronicler says that Ahab "incited," or

"stirred him up" (same word as in ch.

xxi. 25) to go with him to battle. Ahab

was unable to contend single-handed, and

without Divine assistance —which he could

not now look for—against Syria ; and saw

no means of compelling the execution of

the treaty which Ben-hadad had made with

him (ch. xx. 34), and which he appears to

have shamelessly broken, except by the help

of Jehoshaphat, whose military organiza

tion at this time must have been great, and,

indeed, complete (2 Chron. xvii. 10—19).

It is in favour of this view that Ahab enter

tained him and his large retinue with such

profuse hospitality. The chronicler, who

dwells on the number of sheep and oxen

slain for the feast, intimates that it was

this generous reception "persuaded" Je

hoshaphat to join in the war], Enow ye

that Ramoth in Oilead [Generally, as

below (vers. 4, 6, &o.), " Ramoth-Gilead,"

i.e., of Gilead. See note on ch. iv. 13.

This " great frontier fortress was, in the

hands of Syria, even after many reverses,

a constant menace against Israel "(Stanley)]

is ours [i.e., it was one of the cities which

Ben-hadad had promised to restore (oh.

xx. 34). This shows that, as we might

expect from a man of Ben-hadad'S over

bearing yet pusillanimous character, he

had not kept good faith. Though so long a

time hod elapsed, it was still in his bands] ,

and we be still [i"lt{'n is onomatopoetic,

like our " hush." Marg. rightly, silent from

hiking it. The word conveys very expres

sively that they had been afraid of making

any movement to assert their rights, lest

they should attract the attention and anger

of their powerful and incensed neighbour] ,

and take it not out of the hand of the king

of Syria ? [It is hardly likely that Ahab

could have forgotten the warning of ch.

xx. 42. It is probable that Ben-hadad's

flagrant disregard of his treaty engagements

determined him to run all risks, especially

if he could secure the help of the then

powerful king of Judah.]

Ver. 4.—And he said unto Jehoshaphat,

Wilt thou go with me to battle to Ramoth-

Gilead ? [It is probable this question was

asked with some misgivings. Such an

alliance was altogether new, and Ahab

might well wonder how the idea would

strike a pious prince like Jehoshaphat.

That the latter ought to have refused his

help, we know from 2 Chron. xix. 2.] And

Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, I am

as thou art [Heb. as I as tlwu], my people

as thy people, my horses as thy horses.

[From the ready and unreserved way in

which he at once engages in this war, we

may safely conclude that he, too, had

reason to fear the power of Syria. Probably

Ben-hadad, when he besieged Samaria (ch.

xx. 1), had formed the idea of reducing the

whole of Palestine to subjection. And

Jehoshaphat would remember that Ramoth-

Gilead, where the Syrian king was still en
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trenched, was bat forty miles distant from

Jerusalem. Bahr holds that horses are

specially mentioned " because they formed

an essential part of the military power"

(Psa. xxxiii. 16, 17 ; Prov. xxi. 31). It is

true that in a campaign against the Syrians

they would be especially useful (see on ch.

xx. 1.) ; but they receive no mention at the

hands of the chronicler, who reads instead

of this last clause, " And we (or I) will be

with thee in the war."]

Yer. 5.—And Jehoshaphat said unto the

kln^ of iBrael, Inquire, I pray thee, at

[This word iB redundant] the word of the

Lord to day. [DVJ hardly conveys that

"he asks to have the prophets called in at

once," " lest Ahab should consent in word

and pat off the inquiry in act " (Rawlinson) ;

but rather means, "at this crisis," " under

these circumstances." This request agrees

well with what we learn elsewhere as to

Jehoshaphat's piety (2 Chron. xvii. 4—9;

xix. 6—7, Ac.) And, remembering how

Ahab's late victories had been foretold by a

prophet, and had been won by the help of

Jehovah, Jehoshaphat might well suppose

that his new ally would be eager to know

the word of the Lord.]

Ver. 6.—Then the king of Israel gathered

the prophets [Called by Micaiah " hit

prophets" (ver. 22), and " thy prophets"

(ver. 23)] together, about four hundred

men [From the number (cf. ch. xviii. 19)

it has been concluded that these were " the

prophets of the groves," i.e., of Astarte,

who escaped the massacre of the Baal

prophets (ch. xviii. 40). Others have sup

posed that they were prophets of Baal. But

both these suppositions are negatived (1)

by the fact that Jehoshaphat asks Ahab to

" inquire at the word of Jehovah," and (2)

that these prophets profess to speak in the

name and by the Spirit of Jehovah (vers.

11, 12, 24). Moreover (3) Ahab would

hardly have insulted Jehoshaphat by bring

ing the prophets of Baal or Astarte before

him (Waterland in Wordsworth). And yet

that they were not true prophetB of the Lord,

or of the " sons of the prophets," appears (1)

from ver. 7, where Jehoshaphat asks for a

" prophet of the Lord ; " and (2), from ver.

20 sqq., where Micaiah disclaims them, and

is found in direct opposition to them. The

only conclusion open to us, consequently—

and it is now generally adopted—is that they

were the priests of the high places of Bethel

and Dan, the successors of those whom

Jeroboam had introduced into the priestly

office. It need cause us no surprise to find

these priests here described as " prophets "

(cf. Jer. xxii. 13 ; Ezek. xiii. 1), and as

claiming prophetic gifts, for the priests of

Baal bore the same name (ch. xviii. 19, 22,

<tc.), and apparently pretended to similar

powers. " No ancient people considered

any cultus complete without a class of men

through whom the god might be ques

tioned " (Bahr). The existence of so large

a number of prophets of the calves proves

that the inroads of idolatry had by no

means destroyed the calf-worship. If its

priests were so many, its worshippers cannot

have been few] , and said unto them. Shall

I go against Ramoth-Gllead to battle, or

shall I forbear 7 And they said, Go up ; for

the Lord It is very significant that

at first they hesitate to use the ineffable

name. It was probably this circumstance

excited Jehoshaphat's suspicions. It has

been said that the reason why he was dis

satisfied with this answer is unexplained ;

but when we remember how careful the

true prophet was to speak in the name of

Jehovah (chs. xiv. 7 ; xvii. 1, 14; xx. 13, 14,

28), we can hardly doubt that it was their

mention of " Adonai " occasioned his mis

givings. The chronicler gives the word as

Klohim] shall deliver it [LXX. Mouf

iuau, shall surely give it] Into the hand of

the king.

Ver. 7.—And Jehoshaphat said. Is there

not here a prophet of the Lord [Heb.

Jeltovah] besides [i.e., in addition to these

toi-di$ant prophets. He hardly likes to say

bluntly that he cannot regard them as

inspired, but at the same time hints clearly

that he cannot be satisfied as to their

mission and authority] , that we might In

quire of him ?

Ver. 8.—And the king of Israel said unto

Jehoshaphat, There Is yet one man [Cf. ch.

xviii. 22], Micaiah [The name (=Who is

like Jehovah ?) is as appropriate to the man

who bore it as Elijah's name was to him

(ch. xvii. 1 ; cf. xviii. 39). But it is not an

uncommon name in the Old Testament—it

is borne by eight different persons. Compare

Michael, " Who is like God ? "] the son of

Imlah [The chronicler writes the name

Imla, N/>??;] , by whom we may inquire of

the Lord [Ahab evidently had wished Je

hoshaphat to understand that the prophets

already consulted were prophets of Jeho

vah, as no doubt they claimed to be. One

of them bore a name in which the sacred

Jah formed a part] : but I hate ['PK.JB' (cf.

odi), have learned to hate] him [Ahab had

good reasons for not caring to consult a

man whom he had put into prison (see ver.

26, and compare Matt. xiv. 3), because of his

reproofs or unwelcome predictions. Jose-

phus, and Jewish writers generally, iden

tify Micaiah with the nameless prophet of
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ch. xxi. 42] ; for he doth not prophesy good

concerning me, hut evil. [The chronicler

adds VlpJ"^9 ; i.e., persistently, through-

oat his whole career. Ahab insinuates that

Micaiah is actuated by personal dislike.

The commentators refer to Homer. II. iv.,

106—108.] And Jehoshaphat said, Let not

the king say so. [He docs not mean

that the prophet cannot say just what he

will, but suggests that Ahab is prejudiced

against him. Perhaps he suspected that

there might be a very different reason for

Micaiah's sinister predictions.]

Vcr. 9.—Then the king of Israel called

an officer [Heb. one eunuch. So the LXX.,

civovyov tva. So that Samuel's forebodings

have been realized (1 Sam. viii. 15, marg.)

Probably, like Ebed Melech, the Ethiopian

(Jer. xxxviii. 7), he was a foreigner ; possibly

a prisoner of war (Herod, iii. 49 ; vi. 32).

Deut. xxiii. 1 suggests that even such a

king as Ahab would hardly inflict this

humiliation upon an Israelite. From 1

Chron. xxviii. 1, Heb., we gather that even

David's court had its eunuchs, and we may

be sure that Solomon's enormous harem

could not be maintained without them. In

later days we find them prominent in the

history, and occupying important positions

under the king (2 Kings viii. 6 ; ix. 32 ;

xxiii. 11 j xxv. 19 ; Jer. xxix. 2 ; xxxiv. 19 ;

lii 25, <Src. Cf. Gen. xxxvii. 36)] , and

said. Hasten hither Micaiah the son of

Ixnlah.

Ver. 10.—And the king of Israel and

Jehoshaphat the king of Judah sat each

on his throne [" Oriental kings had port

able thrones, which they took with them

upon their journeys" (Herod, vii. 212.

Layard, "Nineveh and Babylon," p. 150)

Hawlinson], having put on their robes

[As a council of state was to be held, the

kings put on their official vestments. D,-p?

simply means "coverings," "clothes," but

that the spcoial royal dress is here intended

is clear, as Biihr observes, from Levit.

xxi. 10. This gathering of prophets and

counsellors seems to have followed the

banquet. When Jehoshaphat expressed

his readiness to go to war, Ahab appears

to have forthwith convened this assembly,

in order that the matter might be put in

train at once. Ewald says a review of the

troops was designed, but of this the text

knows nothing] in a void place [Heb. a

\hrahinq-floor. See note on ch. xxi. 1. The

" floor " implies not only a vacant space,

but an exalted position. Ordinarily, it

would not be enclosed within the city

walls, nor does it appear that this floor was]

In the entrance [Xho Hebrew has no prepo

sition ; simply IUTI^ which would be more

correctly rendered " at the entrance." The

town gate was the great place of concourse

(2 Kings vii. 1). Here, too, justice waB dis

pensed. See Buth iv. 1 ; 2 Sam. xv. 2 ;

xix. 8 ; Pss. lxix. 12 ; exxvii. 5 ; Deut. xxi.

19 ; Gen. xix. 1 ; xxiii. 10 ; Amos v. 12, 15,

Ac.] of the gate of Samaria; and all the

prophets prophesied before them. [They

continued their prophesyings even whilst

Micah was being summoned. Or the refer

ence may be to the prophesyings of ver. 6.

Ver. 11.—And Zedeklah [This name =

" Justice of Jehovah," is one of the proofs

that these cannot have been prophets of

Baal, as Stanley and others suppose] the

son of Chenaanah [= " Canaanitess." But

we gather from 1 Chron. vii. 10 that this,

like Shelomith, was a man's name. The

Benjamite there mentioned may be identical

with the father (or ancestor) of Zedekiah]

made him [Bawlinson would translate " had

made him." Ho says that the horns must

have " been made previously, in expectation

of some such occasion as that now afforded

him." But it is quite conceivable that

during the prophesyings, which clearly

lasted some time, the idea occurred to

Zedekiah, and it would not take long to

put it into execution] horns of iron

[Thenius understands that these were iron

spikes held on the forehead. But the

reference is clearly to the horns of a

bullock, and the appropriateness of the

prophetic act is only manifest when we

remember that Ephraim is compared to a

bullock (Deut. xxxiii. 17), and more, that

Moses spake beforehand of the strength of

his horns, and predicted that with them he

should "push the people together to the

ends of the earth." Not only, that is to

say, was the horn a familiar Oriental

symbol of power (1 Sam. ii. 1, 10 ; 2 Sam.

xxii. 3 ; Pss. lxxxix. 24 ; xcii. 10 ; Dan.

vii. 21 ; viii. 8, Ac), but it was identified

in a peculiar manner with the powerful

tribe of Ephraim ; in other words, with the

kingdom of Israel. This symbolical act

was not necessarily an imitation of the

action of Ahijah (ch. xi. 30). Such acted

parables were not uncommon among the

prophets (2 Kings xiii. 15 ; Isa. xx. 2 ; Jer.

xiii. 1 ; xix. 10 ; xxxii. 9 sqq. ; Ezek. iv.,

v. ; Acts xxi. 11)] : and he said, Thus salth

the Lord [Heb. Jehovah. He now uses the

sacred name ; no doubt because of Jehosha-

phat's demand, ver. 7] , With these shalt

thou push [the word of Deut. xxxiii. 17]

the Syrians, until thou have consumed

them.

Ver. 12.—And all the prophets prophe-

| sled [Heb. were prophesying] so, saying,
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Go up to Ramoth-Gllead, and prosper

[a Hebraism for "thou wilt prosper."

Geseniug, Gram. § 127. 2, cites parallels

in Gen. xlii. 18 ; Prov. xx. 13 ; Tea. xxxvii.

27 ; Job xxii. 21 ; Isa. viii. 9 ; xxix. 9, and

reminds us that in the Latin divide et

impera we have the same idiom] : for the

Lord [all speak in His name now, hoping

thus to satisfy the king of Judah] shall

deliver it Into the king's hand.

Ver. 13.—And the messenger that was

gone [or went] to call Mlcalah, spake unto

him, laying, Behold now, the words of the

prophets declare good unto the king with

one mouth [Heb. one mouth good to the king.

The messenger may possibly have had in

structions to seek to conciliate Micaiah. In

any case be thinks it well to tell him of

the unanimity of the prophets. His testi

mony, ho suggests, will surely agree with

theirs] : let thy word, I pray thee, be like

the word of one of them, and speak that

which Is good. [Heb. speak good.]

Ver. 14.—And Micaiah said, As the Lord

llveth, what the Lord salth unto me, that

will I speak. [We are forcibly reminded of

the answer of Balaam, Num. xxii. 18, 38.

And we may see not only in the suggestion

of this messenger, but also in Ahab's belief

(vor. 8), that Micaiah could prophesy at

pleasure, a striking correspondence with

the ideas of Balak (ih. v. 6, 17). Instead of

regarding the prophet as being merely the

mouthpiece of Deity, he was believed in

that age to have a supernatural influence

with God, and to be entrusted with magical

powers to shape the future, as well as to

foretell it.]

Ver. 15.—So he came to the king. And

the king said unto him, Mlcalah, shall we

go against Ramoth-Gllead to battle, or

shall we forbear ? [Same words as in ver.

6. There is an apparent studied fairness

in this repetition. It is as if Ahab sai l,

" Despite his prejudice against me, I will

not attempt to influence his mind. I only

deal with him as with the rest."] And he

answered him, Go, and prosper : for the

Lord shall deliver it into the hand of the

king. [As Ahab's inquiry is the echo of the

question of ver. 6, so is Micaiah's response

identical with the answer of the prophets.

He simply echoes their words, of which,

perhaps, he has been informed by the

eunuch. There was an exquisite propriety

in this. The question was insiucere ; the

reply was ironical (cf. ch. xviii. 27). Ahab

is answered "according to the multitude

of his idols" (Ezek. xiv. 4). He wishes to

be deceived, and he is deceived. No doubt

Micaiah's mocking tone showed that his

words were ironical ; but Ahab's hollow

tone had already proved to Micaiah that he

was insincere ; that he did not care to know

the will of tho Lord, and wanted prophets

who would speak to him smooth things and

prophesy deceits (Isa. xxx. 10). ]

Ver. 16.—And the king said unto him.

How many times shall I adjure thee that

thou tell me nothing but that which is

true in the name of the Lord ? [Rawlinson

concludes from these words that " this

mocking manner was familiar to Micaiah,

who had used it in some former dealing

with the Israelite monarch." But we must

remember that Ahab's words were really

addressed to Jehoshaphat. He is so mani

festly playing a part, that we need not

assume that he is strictly truthful. His

great desire evidently is to discredit Micah's

predictions, which he clearly perceives, from

the bitter and ironical tone of the latter, will

be adverse to him.]

Ver. 17.—And he said [We may imagine

how entire was the change of tone. He now

speaks with profound seriousness. Thomas

sees in the peculiarity and originality of this

vision a proof of the historical truth of this

history. " We feel that we are pradually

drawing nearer to the times of the later

prophets. It is a vision which might

rank amongst those of Isaiah or Ezekiel"

(Stanley)] , I saw all Israel scattered upon

the hills, as sheep that have not a shep

herd : and the Lord said, These have no

master : let them return every man to his

house in peace. [The last words are illus

trated by the command of ver. 31 ; compare

ver. 36. Wo may also picture the effect

these words would have on the assembly at

the city gate. For, however much they

might bo inclined to discredit Micaiah's

words, and however much the reckless,

unreasoning war-spirit might possess them,

there were none who did not understand

that this vision portended the dispersion of

the Israelite army and the death of its

leader. King and people had been con

stantly represented under the figure of

shepherd and sheep, and notably by Moses

himself, who had used these very words,

"sheep without a shepherd" (Num. xxvii.

17 ; cf. Paa.lxxviii. 70, 71 ; Isa. xliv. 28; Jcr.

xxiii. 1, 2 ; Ezek. xxxiv. passim. It is ob

servable that Micaiah's vision, like Zede-

kiah's parable, borrows the language of the

Pentateuch. Coincidences of this remote

character are the most powerful proofs that

tho Pentateuch was then written.]

Ver. 18.—And the king of Israel said

unto Jehoshaphat, Did I not tell thee that

he would [Heb. say to thee, lie trill, &e.]

prophesy no good concerning me but evil ?

[It is clear that Ahab had understood per-

j fectly the purport of Mioaiah's words. He
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now appeals to them as a proof of the

latter's malice.]

Ver. 19.—And be said, Hear thou [in

2 Chron. xviii. 18, Hear ye] therefore [The

LXX. has «rj oBrwc, whence it would almost

appear that they had the text |3 t6 heforo

them (Bahr). But is every way to be

preferred. It is emphatic by position, and

the meaning is, " Since you will have it

that my words are prompted by malice,

hear the message I have for yon," Ac.] the

word of the Lord. I saw the Lord [It is

not implied (Wordsworth) that he had any

direct and objective vision of God, such as

Moses (Exod xxxiv. 5), Elijah, or St. Ste

phen. He here declares what he may have

seen in dream or trance. (Cf. Rev. i. 10 ;

iv. 2 ; Isa. vi. 1 ; Ezek. i. 1.) It was a real

but inner vision (Keil). In its interpreta

tion the caution of Peter Martyr is carefully

to be borne in mind ; Omnia haec dicuntur

avBpuiwavaBuii] sitting on his throne [It

was natural for some of the commentators

to see in these words a reference to the two

kings then sitting in their royal apparel,

each upon his throne. But it is very

doubtful whether any such thought was

present in the mind of the speaker, who

i-imply relates a vision of the past] , and all

the host of heaven [The celestial powers,

cherubim, angels, archangels, who surround

the Lord of glory. That there can be no

reference to the snn, moon, and stars, not

withstanding that these are called " the

host of heaven" in Deut. iv. 19, xvii. 3, is

clear from the next words. The expression

is to be explained by Gen. xxxii. 1, 2]

standing by him [V^f ; for the meaning, see

Gen. xviii. 8] on his right hand and on

his left. [The resemblance of this vision

to that of Is.iiah (ch. vi. 1—8) must not be

overlooked.]

Ver. 20.—And the Lord said. Who shall

persuade [Same word in Exod. xxii. 16,

Heb. ; Judg. xiv. 15 ; xvi. 5 ; Prov. i. 10,

<fec.; in all of which instances it is trans

lated "entice." Compare with this qurs.

tion that of Isa. vi. tt.j Ahab, that he may

go up and fall at Ramoth-Gllead ? [The

meaning is that Ahab's dpath in battle had

been decreed in the counsels of God, and

that the Divine Wisdom had devised means

for accomplishing His purpose.] And one

said on thli manner, and another said

[Heb. laying] on that manner. [Biihr again

quotes from Peter Martyr: " Innuit varins

providentiae Dei motlo*, quibiu decreta ma

ad exitum perducit, and adds that in this

vision " inner and spiritual processes are

regarded as real phenomena, nay, even as

persons."]

Ver. 21.—And there came forth a spirit

[Heb. the spirit. By some, especially of

the earlier commentators, understood of

the evil spirit. But the view now gene

rally adopted (Thenius, Keil, Bahr) is that

"the spirit of prophecy" is meant, "the

power which, going forth from God and

taking possession of a man, makes him a

prophet (1 Sam. x. 6, 10; xix. 20, 23).

The X'3p is the nnn B»X (Hosea ix. 7) "

Bahr. This power is here personified] , and

stood before the Lord, and said, I [emphatic

in the Hebrew] will persuade [or entice]

him.

Ver. 22.—And the Lord said unto him,

Wherewith? [Heb. Jly whatt] And he

said, I will go forth, and I will be a lying

spirit [Heb. a spirit of a lie. Cf. Zech.

xiii. 2 ; 1 John iv. 6] In the mouth of all

his prophets. [His prophets, not God's.

Cf. i Kings iii. 13.] And he said. Thou

shalt persuade him, and prevail also : go

forth, and do so.

Ver. 23.—Now therefore, behold, the

Lord hath put a lying spirit In the mouth

of all these thy [Cf. .. o7co; vuuv. Matt,

xxiii. 38] prophets [This statement, espe

cially to those who have taken the narra

tive literally, and who have seen m " the

spirit" either one of the angels of God, or

Satan himself, has presented almost in

superable difficulties. The main difficulty

lies in the fact that the Almighty and All

Holy is here made to give His sanction

to deceit and lying, for the purpose of

tempting Ahab to bis death. We have

precisely the same difficulty, though, if pos

sible, more directly expressed in Ezek. xiv.

9 : "If the prophet be deceived ... I the

Lord have deceived that prophet." Cf.

Jer. xx. 7 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 15. But this diffi

culty vanishes if we remember that this is

atithropopathio language, and is merely

meant to convey that God had " taken the

house of Israel in their own heart," because

they were " estranged from Him through

their idols" (Ezek. xiv. 5). Ahab wished

to be guided by false prophets, and the

justice of God decreed that he should be

guided by them to his ruin. Sin is pun

ished by sin. " God proves His holiness

most of all by this, that He punishes evil

by evil, and destroys it by itself" (Bahr).

Ahab had chosen lying instead of truth :

by lying—according to the lex talionis—he

should be destroyed. The difficulty, in fact,

is that of the permission of evil in the

world ; of the uso of existent evil by God

to accomplish His purposes of good] , and

the Lord [not I alone, ver. 18] hath

spoken [i.e., decreed] evil concerning thee.

Ver. 21.—But Zedeklah the son of Che
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naan&h [Bawlinson holds that he was a

sort of coryphaeus of the false prophets. It

is more probable that, having put himself

forward on a former occasion (ver. 11), he

now feels specially aggrieved at Micaiah's

blnnt assertion, that he and the rest have

been possessed by a spirit of lies] went

near, and smote Mlcaiah [A thoroughly

natural touch. But the whole narrative

has every mark of naturalness and veracity.

It is easy to see how enraged Zcdekiah

would be at the slight cast upon his pro-

photic powers. Apparently this gross in

dignity elicited no protest or word of dis

pleasure from either of the kings. Micaiah,

like Elijah, was left alone] , on the cheek

[cf. Job xvi 10 ; Lam. iii. 30 ; Luke vi.

29 ; and above all Matt. xxvi. 67 ; Luke

xxii. 64 ; Acts xxiii. 2. Herein Micaiah

had " the fellowship of sufferings " (Phil,

iii. 10) with our blessed Lord. Raw

linson thinks that his hands would be

bound, but this is extremely improbable.

In that case Ahab could hardly have asked

him to prophesy (ver. 15), or if he did,

Jehoshaphat would know beforehand what

to expect], and said, Which way [Heb.

What, or where. The chronicler supplies

"way," thereby bringing the expression

into unison with ch. xiii. 12; 2 Kings iii.

8 ; Job xxxviii. 24] went [Heb. passed,

crossed, '\2v] the Spirit of the Lord [These

words are important, as showing that the

speaker had not identified " the spirit " of

ver. 21 with the evil spirit : Job. i. 6 sqq.]

from me to speak unto thee ? [It is pretty

clear from these words, in connexion with

ver. 23, that Zedekiah had been conscious

of an inspiration, of a spirit not his own,

which impelled him to speak and act as he

did. We must not attach too much import

ance to a taunting and passionate speech,

but its meanmg appears to be: I have

spoken in the name and by the spirit of

Jehovah. Thou claimest to have done the

same. How is it that the Spirit of God

speaks one thing by me, another by thee ?

Thou hast seen (ver. 19) the secret counsels

of Heaven. Tell us, then, which way, Ac.

Ver. 25.—And Micaiah said, Behold, thou

■halt see [Keil understands, "that the Spirit

of the Lord had departed from thee." But

the meaning rather appears to be, " Thou

shalt see which was a true prophet." He

does not answer the insolent question, but

says, " Thou wilt alter thy mind in the day,"

dc. With this may be compared our Lord's

words, Matt. xxvi. 64. He also manifests

our Lord's spirit (1 Peter ii. 22 sqq.) "as if

the Great Example had already appeared

before him " (Biihr)] in that day when thou

shalt go into an inner chamber [see note ou

ch. xx. 30] to hide thyself. [When was

this prediction fulfilled? Probably when

the news of the defeat reached Samaria, or

on the day after Ahab's death. Jezebel

would almost certainly take summary

vengeance upon the false prophets who were

responsible for her husband's death and the

reverses of the army. Or if she did not,

the prophets had good reason to fear that

she would, and would hide accordingly.

Ver. 26.—And the king of Israel said.

Take [Sing. Take thou. This command

was probably addressed to the eunuch men

tioned in ver. 9] Micaiah, and carry him

back [Heb. make him return. This shows

clearly that he had come from prison] unto

Amon the governor [1B' chief; same word

in chs. iv. 2; xi. 24 ; xvi. 9; Gen. xxxvii.

86; xl. 9, 22, &c. The " chief of thecity "

is also mentioned 2 Kings xxiii. 8 ; cf.

Neh. xi. 9] of the city [who would

naturally have charge of the town prison.

Probably the prison was in his house. Cf.

Gen. xl. 3 ; Jer. xxxvii. 20] , and to Joash

the king's son. [Thenius supposes that

this prince had been entrusted to Amon for

his military education, and refers to 2 Kings

x. 1. But in that case he would hardly

have been mentioned as associated with him

in the charge of so important a prisoner.

Whoever Joash was, he wos a man in

authority. It is curious that we find

another prophet, Jeremiah, put into the

prison of Malchiah, the son of the king

(A, V. the son of Hammelech ; same expres

sion as here), Jer. xxxviii. 6; cf. xxxvi. 26.

Some have seen in this designation a name

of office, and Bahr thinks that " Joash was

not probably a son of Ahab, but a prince

of the blood." But when we remember

what a number of sons Ahab had (2 Kings

x. 1), no valid reason can be assigned why

Joash should not have been one of them.

He may have been billeted upon Amon, and

yet associated with him in the government

of the city.]

Ver. 27.—And say [Heb. thou shalt say].

Thus saith the king, Put this fellow in the

prison [Heb. house of the prison. Biihr

thinks that Micaiah had formerly been in

arrest under Amon's charge, and now was to

be committed to the prison proper. But

more probably the words mean, " put him in

the prison again." His superadded punish

ment was to be in the shape of prison diet.

It is probable that it was owing to the pre

sence of Jehoshaphat that Micaiah escaped

with no severer sentence] , and feed him

with bread of affliction [or oppression, J*r6

pressit ; cf. Exod. iii. 9 ; Num. xxii. 25 ; 2

Kings vi. 32] , and with water of affliction

[Josephus (Ant. viii. 15. 4) relates that

after Micaiah's prediction the king was in
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great suspense and fear, until Zedekiah

deliberately smote him, in order to show

that he was powerless to avenge an injury as

the man of God did (ch. xiii. 4), and therefore

no true prophet. This may be an " empty

Rabbinical tradition " (Bahr), but we may

be sure that Ahab did not hear Mieaiah's

words unmoved. He had had such con

vincing proofs of the foresight and powers

of the Lord's prophets that he may well have

trembled, even as he put on a bold front,

and sent Micaiah back to the prison house] ,

until I come in peace. [This looks like an

effort to encourage himself and those around

him. But it almost betrays his misgiv

ings. He would have them think be had no

fears.

Ver. 28.—And Micaiah said, If thou re

turn at all in peace, the Lord hath not

spoken by me. And he said, Hearken, O

people [Rather, 0 nations. Audite, populi

onirics , Vulgate. He appeals, so to speak,

to the world] , every one of you. [It is a

curious circumstance that these same words

are found at the beginning of the prophecy

of Micah (ch. i. 2). The coincidence may

be purely accidental, or the words may have

been borrowed by the prophet, not, indeed,

from our historian, but from some record,

the substance of which is embodied in this

history. Micah lived about a century and a

half after Micaiah ; about a century before

the Book of Kings was given to the world.

Ver. 29.—So the king of Israel and

Jehoshapat the king of Judah went up to

Bamoth-Gllead to battle. ["By the very

network of evil counsel which he has

woven for himself is the king of Israel led

to his ruin " (Stanley). We can hardly

doubt that Jehoshaphat at least would have

been well content to abandon the expedition.

After the solicitude he had manifested for

the sanction of one of the prophets of

Jehovah, and after that the one who had

been consulted had predicted the defeat of

the army, the king of Judah must have had

many misgivings. But it is not difficult to

understand why, notwithstanding his fears,

he did not draw back. For, in the first

place, he had committed himself to the war

by the rash and positive promise of ver. 4.

In the next place, he was Ahab's guest, and

had been sumptuously entertained by him,

and it would therefore require some moral

courage to extricate himself from the toils

in which he was entangled. Moreover, he

would have subjected himself to the impu

tation of cowardice had he deserted his ally

because of a prophecy which threatened the

latter with death. The people around him,

again, including perhaps his own retinue,

were possessed with the spirit of battle, and

treated the prophecy of Micaiah with con

tempt, and it would be difficult for him to

swim alone against the current. It is prob

able, too, that he discounted the portentous

words of Micaiah on account of the long

standing quarrel between him and Ahab.

And, finally, we must remember that his

own interests were threatened by Syria, and

he may well have feared trouble from that

quarter in case this war were abandoned.

Rawlinson suggests that he may have con

ceived a personal affection for Ahab ; but

2 Chron. xix. 2 afforda but slender ground

for this conclusion.]

Ver. 30.—And the king of Israel said

unto Jehoshaphat [At Ramoth-Gilead, on

the eve of the battle], I will disguise myself

[same word ch. xx. 38] and enter [The

margin," when he was to disguise himself,"

&c., is quite mistaken. The Hebrew has

two infinitives; lit., to disguise oneself and

enter ; a construction which is frequently

employed to indicate an absolute command.

Cf. Gen. xvii. 10; Exod. xx. 8 ; Isa. xiv.

31 ; and see Ewald, 328 c. " The infini

tive absolute is the plainest and sim

plest form of the voluntative for excla

mations" (Bahr). It agrees well with

the excitement under which Ahab was

doubtless labouring] into the battle. [It

is not necessary to suppose with Ewald,

Rawlinson, al., that he had heard of Ben-

hadad's command to his captains (ver. 31).

It is hardly likely that such intelligence

could be brought by spies, and there would

be no deserters from the Syrian army to

that of the Jews. It is enough to remem

ber that Mieaiah's words, " these have no

master," could not fail to awaken some

alarm in his bosom, especially when con

nected with the prophecy of ch. xx. 42. He

will not betray his fear by keeping out of the

fray—which, indeed, he could not do without

abdicating one of the principal functions of

the king (1 Sam. viii. 20), and without ex

posing himself to the charge of cowardice ;

but under the circumstances he thinks it

imprudent to take the lead of the army, as

kings were wont to do (2 Sam. i. 10), in his

royal robes. He hopes by his disguise to

escape all danger] : but put thouon thyrobes

[LXX. rbv iiiarifJuov funi. "My robes."

"We can neither imagine Ahab's asking

nor Jehoshapbat's consenting to such a pro

cedure. Jehoshaphat had his own royal

robes with him, as appears from ver. 10 "

(Rawlinson). If this LXX. interpretation

could be maintained it would lend some

colour to the supposition, otherwise destitute

of basis, that Ahab by this arrangement

was plotting the death of Jehoshaphat in

order that he might incorporate Judah into

his own kingdom. It is clear, however, that

Ahab then had other work on his hands,
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and it is doubtful whether even he was

capable of such a pitch of -villainy. What

he means is, either (1) that the Syrians have

a personal enmity against himself (ver. 31),

whereas they could have none against the

king of Judah ; or (2) that Jehoshaphat's

life had not been threatened as his own

had. "These words Vjfy nns1 are not to

be taken as a command, but simply in this

sense : Thou canst put on thy royal dress,

since there is no necessity for thee to take

any such precautions as I have to take "

(Keil). Do they not rather mean that

Jehoshaphat should bo the recognized leader

of the army in which Ahab would serve in

a more private capacity ?] And the king- of

Israel disguised himself, and went into the

battle.

Ver. 31.—But the king of Syria com

manded [rather, had commanded. These

words are of the nature of a parenthesis.

" Now the king," Ac. ilJIf is so rendered in

2 Chron. xviii. 30] his thirty and two

captains [mentioned in ch. xx. 24. It does

not follow, however (Wordsworth), that

these very men had been spared by Ahab]

that had rule over his chariots [Heb.

chariotry. Another indication that the

chariots were regarded as the most import

ant arm of the Syrian service] , saying,

Fight neither with small nor great, save

only with the king of Israel. [This

Orientalism, translated into Western ideas,

means, " Direct your weapons against the

king." What Ahab had done to provoke

such resentment is not quite clear. Raw-

linson supposes that Ben-hadad's " defeat

and captivity were still rankling in his

mind, and he wished to retaliate on Ahab

the humiliation which ho considered him

self to have suffered." But it is impossible

to see in Ahab's generous conduct towards

him a sufficient reason for the fierce hatred

which these words disclose. It is much

more probable that some affront had subse

quently been offered to the Syrian monarch,

possibly in the shape of the reproaches

which Ahab may have addressed to him on

account of his retention of Ramoth-Gilead,

and the gross violation of the treaty of ch. xx.

84. It is also possible that he hoped that

the death of Ahab would terminate the war

(Bahr).]

Ver. 32.—And it came to pass when the

captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat,

that they said, Surely "N, not only

(Biihr, Keil), but certainly ; cf. Gen.

xliv. 28 ; Judges iii. 24 ; 2 Kings xxiv.

3] it [Heb. he] is the king of Israel.

And they turned aside [Cf. ch. xx. ,:«»,

same word. The Hebrew inserts V?^.

The chronicler reads 13DJ they turrounded

him, instead of -HDJ ; and the LXX. has

ItiKkiwnv in both places. But the Syrians

can hardly have actually closed round the

king, and the alteration might easily bo

made in the course of transcription] to

nght against him [according to their in

structions] : and Jehoshaphat cried out.

[This cry has been very variously inter

preted. According to some, it was his own

name that he ejaculated, which is possible,

if tho command of ver. 31 was known in the

allied army. According to others, it was

the battle-cry of Judah, which, it is said,

would be familiar to the Syrians, and which

would rally his own soldiers round him.

Tho Vulgate, no donbt influenced by the

words of 2 Chron. xviii. 31, " And the Lord

helped him, and God moved them to depart

from him," interprets, clamavit ad Dominant.

That it was a cry for Divine help is the most

probable, because it is almost an instinct,

especially with a pious soul like Jehoshaphat,

to cry to God in the moment of danger.

That he had doubts as to whether the course

he was pursuing was pleasing to God, would

make him all the more ready to cry aloud

for mercy the moment he found himself in

peril. But it may have been merely a cry

of terror. It must be carefully observed

that the Scripture does not say that it was

this cry led to his being recognized and

spared.]

Ver. 33.—And it came to pass, when the

captains of the chariots perceived [in what

way we are not told. But Ahab would be

known to some of them, ch. xx. 31] that it

was not the king of Israel, that they turned

back from pursuing him.

Ver. 34.—And a certain man [Heb. a

man. It was natural for some of the Rab

bins to identify this archer with Naamau

—the tradition is found in Josephus. But

it is directly contrary to the spirit of the

narrative to attempt to identify him. As

it was a chance arrow, so it was by an

unknown archer] drew a bow at a venture

[Heb. in his simplicity, i.e., with no inten

tion of shooting Ahab : not knowing what

he was doing. That this is the meaning is

clear from the use of the words in 2 Sam.

xv. 11], and smote the king of Israel be

tween the Joints of the harness [The

marg., joints and the breastplah, comes

nearer the Hebrew. But it is clear that tho

rendering joints, notwithstanding that it has

the support of Gesenius and others, is a

mistaken one. " In the joints " we can un

derstand, but " between the joints and the

coat of mail," gives no sense. It is obvious

that D'tyin like |ntftj following, must

signify some portion of the armour, and the
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meaning of the veib adhaesit, leads

ub to conclude that " the hanging skirt of

parallel metal plates—hence the plural"—

(Biihr) is intended. The coat of mail only

covered the breast and ribs. To this

a fringe of movable plates of steel was

attached or fastened, hence called D'p^H.

So Luther, Zwischen den Panzer und Hen-

gel. One is reminded here of the Parthian

arrow which wrung from Julian the Apos

tate the dying confession, "Thou hast

conquered, O Galilean." Cf. Psa. vii. 13,

14] : wherefore be Bald unto the driver of

his chariot, Turn thine hand [or, accord

ing to the Chethib, hands. The charioteers

of Palestine, like those of Egypt and Assyria,

or those of modern Russia, held a rein in

each hand. Same expression 2 Kings ix.

23. The meaning is " turn round "] and carry

me out of the host; for I am wounded.

[Ueb. made nick. The king probably felt

his wound to be mortal, as a wound in such

a part, tho abdomen (cf. 2 Sam. ii. 23 ; iii.

27 ; xx. 10), would be. Vulgate, gravitcr

vuhuratus sum. How far an arrow in snch

a place could penetrate, we may gather from

2 Kings ix. 24 ; cf. Job xvi. 13. And he

was seemingly anxious that the army should

not know it, lest they should be discouraged.

They would soon discover it if ho remained

with the host ; he can fight no longer ; his

wound needs attention ; hence this com

mand. It is quite possible that the cha

rioteer, in the din and confusion of battle,

may not have observed that his master was

wounded. Tho arrow had not struck any

part of the armour.]

Ver. 35.—And the battle Increased [Heb.

went up. Marg. ascended. The tide of

warfare rose higher and higher. Both Kcil

and Biihr think that the image is taken

from a swolling river, and cite Isa. viii. 7.

The object of this verse is to explain how it

was that the king's request was not com

plied with] that day: and the king was

stayed up In his chariot [Hob. made to

stand. LXX. i}i> tirrn/cwc. He was sup

ported in his chariot by some of his ser

vants, and maintained in an erect posture.

Chariots were destitute of seats. Accord

ing to Thenius and Keil, he maintained

himself erect, by his own strength. But

tho word is passive] against the Syrians

[Heb. in the face of the Syrian), njji

coram. His back was not turned to them,

as he had desired. The idea that he was

in any way fighting against the Syrians is

altogether foreign to the text. It is at

first sight somewhat difficult to reconcile

this statement with the direction given to

the charioteer in the preceding verse, and

some have been led, though without suffi

cient warrant, to conclude that Ahab left

the field, had his wound bound up, and

then returned to take his part in the battle.

But the explanation is very simple. As the

battle increased, it became impossible to

comply with the king's deBire. So thick

was the fight that retreat was impossible.

Hence the wounded king, who would other

wise have sunk down to the bottom of tho

chariot, had to be "stayed up in the pre

sence of the Syrians." This circumstance

may also account for the fact that he died

at even. Had it been possible to remove

him and staunch his wounds, he might

have lingered for some time. As it was, ho

bled to death. It is not clear, therefore,

that "his death was kingly" (Kitto), or

that wo must concede to Ahab "the credit

of right princely fortitude on this occasion "

(Rawliuson). Ho would have left tho host

could he have done so. It was his ser

vants propped up the dying man in his

chariot, to encourage the army. What a pic

ture for an artist—the king with the pallor

of death spreading over his face, the anxious

faces of the attendants, the pool of blood,

the sun sinking to the horizon, &a.] , and

died at even : and the blood ran out of the

wound [Heb. the blood of the wound poured]

into the midst [Heb. bosom ; LXX. k6\ttov,

the hollow part, or "well." The same word

is used of the concave part of the altar] of

the chariot.

Ver. 3C.—And there went a proclamation

throughout the host [Heb. And the shout

ing passed over in the camp. Gescnius will

have it that H3"! muBt mean a " joyful

cry," and would see the cause of joy in tho

cessation of hostilities and the permission

to return home] about the going down of

the sun [According to the chronicler (ch.

xviii. 34), it was at sunset that the king

died. It seems natural, therefore, to con

nect this shout with his death. But the

approach of night would of itself put an

end to the battle. It does not appear that

Israel had been utterly defeated, or had

Buffered great loss. But " they had no

master"], saying, Every man to his city,

and every man to his own country [or

land].

Ver. 37.—Bo the king died [The LXX.

makes this to bo a part of the proclamation,

CKaaToe els r»/v . . . yiiv in tU)vi]kiv o

/3n<7iX;i/c, which involves a very Blight

change in the Hebrew text, •\ban no »d

instead of "pOPI nO'l and gives a better

sense. It has already been stated that

the king died. Such repetitions however are

common in Hebrew, and this reading hus
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almost the look of nn emendation] and

was brought [Heb. came. The A. V. ia

against the grammar. As "came" would

be a strange word to use of a dead man,

it is highly probable that instead of XT3'1

we should read with the LXX. eni

r)\9ox] to Samaria; and they burled the

king In Samaria [" with his father," ch.

xvi. 28].

Ver. 38.—And one washed the chariot

in [or at ; Heb. b])] the pool of Samaria.

[Nearly all Eastern cities had their tanks

or pools, often outside the city gate. Jeru

salem has several of these, and we read of

one at Hebron (2 Sam. xiv. 12) and Gibeon

(ii. ii. 13). Cf. Cant. vii. 4. The Hebrew

word n^"1? is preserved in the modern Ara

bic Birkeh) ; and the dogs [The LXX. has

the twine and the dogs. The mention of

swine is hardly likely to have been omitted,

had it formed part of the original text]

licked up his blood [cf. ch. xxi. 19, note.

According to Josephus, the chariot was

washed " in the fountain of Jezreel." The

alteration would appear to have been made

to avoid the difficulty occasioned by the dis

crepancy between the statement of the text,

and that of oh. xxi. 19] , and they washed

his armour [So the Chaldaic and the

Syriac. But this translation is now aban

doned, (1) because it is contrary to the

usage of the language to make n13T the

object; and (2) because that word occurs

in the Old Testament only in the sense of

harloU (Bahr). The true meaning is that

given by the LXX., Kai at wopvat iXovvavro.

}*rn does not require any object such as

" chariot," or " corpse," for it is found in

the sense of bathe (intrans.) in Exod. ii.

5; Num. xix. 19; Ruth iii. 21; 2 Kings

v. 10. Bahr reminds us that harlots are

elsewhere associated with dogs (Deut. xxiii.

19 ; Rev. xxii. 15). This fact is mentioned

as a proof of the just judgment of God.

Even if these harlots were not prostitutes

devoted to the service of the Phoenician

deities, whose cultua Ahab had sought to

establish in Israel, still the result of his

religious policy had been the spread of

prostitution. It is a fino example of the

lex tolionit. " He which is filthy, let him

be filthy still"] ; according unto the word

of the Lord which he spake [the reference

is to ch. xxi. 19] .

Ver. 39.—Now the rest of the acts of

Ahab, and all that he did, and the Ivory

house which he made [So called because

it was adorned with ivory. See on ch. xi. ;

and cf. Amos iii. 15 ; Psa. xlv. 8 ; Cant. vii.

5. Rawlinson cites several passages from

Greek and Latin authors to prove that

ivory was anciently applied, not only to

furniture, but to the doors and walls of

houses], and all the cities that he built

[Probably Jezreel was one, but we have no

information concerning them. The fact

that he did build cities, however, is one

proof of Ahab's entorprizc. He was not

weak in all particulars], are they not writ

ten In the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

Ver. 40.—So Ahab slept with his fathers;

and Ahazlah [" Whom Jehovah upholds."

The name suggests that, notwithstanding

his idolatries, Ahab cannot have completely

abandoned the worship of the Lord] his

son reigned In his stead.

Reign of Jchothaphat.

Ver. 41.—And Jehoshaphat [" Whom

Jehovah judges"] the son of Asa began to

reign over Judah in the fourth year of

Ahab king of Israel. [The historian now

resumes for a moment the history of Judah,

which has dropped out of notice since ch.

xv. 24, where the accession of Jehoshaphat

was mentioned. His reign, which is here

described in the briefest possible way, occu

pies four chapters (xvii.—xx.) of 2 Chron.]

Ver. 42.—Jehoshaphat was thirty and

five years old when he began to reign;

and he reigned twenty and five years In

Jerusalem. And his mother's name was

Azubah the daughter of Shllhl.

Ver. 43.—And he walked In all the ways

of Asa his father [Apart from his alliance

with the house of Ahab, and the troubles

in which it involved him, his reign was

alike pious and prosperous. Like Asa's, it

was distinguished by internal reforms, and

by signal deliverances from foreign ene

mies] ; he turned not aside from it [as Asa

was tempted to do in his old age], doing

[Heb. to do] that which was right In the

eyes of the Lord : nevertheless the high

places were not taken away [Heb. de

parted not, as in ch. xv. 14 ; 2 Chron. xv.

17 ; 2 Kmgs xii. 4, Heb. ; xiv. 4, Heb. But

see 2 Chron. xviii. 6. The discrepancy is

the exact parallel of that between 1 Kings

xv. 14 and 2 Chron. xiv. 3; or between

this latter passage and 2 Chron. xv. 17.

And the explanation is the same, viz., that

an effort was made to remove the high

places, which was partially, and only par

tially, successful] ; for the people offered

and burnt Incense yet In the high places

[cf. ch. iii. 2].

Ver. 44.—And Jehoshaphat made peace

with the king of Israel. [One great feature

of his reign was this : that the hostility

which had lasted, even if it sometimes

slumbered, between the two kingdoms for
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seventy years, from the date of their sepa

ration to the time of Asa's death, gave way

to peace and even alliance. Judah now

recognized the division of the kingdom as

an accomplished fact, and no longer treated

Israel, even theoretically, as in rebellion.

It is probable that the marriage of Jehoram

and Athaliah was at once the fruit of, and

was intended to cement, this good under

standing (2 Chron. xviii. 1). It is hardly

likely (Bahr) that the peace was the result

of the union of the two families. From the

analogy of ib. xix. 2 ; xx. 37 ; cf. 1 Kings

xvi. 31 ; 2 Kings iii. 14, we should conclude

that the marriage at any rate was ill-ad

vised and displeasing to God. Bahr sees

in it a step on the part of Jehoshaphat

towards realizing the union of the two

kingdoms under the supremacy of Judah.

He thinks that we cannot otherwise account

for this complete change of front.]

Ver. 45.—Now the rest of the acts of

JehOBhaphat, and his might [as in ch.

xv. 23, xvi. 27, &c. It is noticeable that this

word is not used of Ahab, notwithstanding

his wars and victories] that he showed [see

2 Kings iii. 9 sqq. ; 2 Chron. xvii. 12 sqq.

His judicial reforms are hardly referred to

here], and how he warred [ib. chs. xviii.,

xx.] , are they not written In the book of

the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

Ver. 46.—And the remnant of the Sodom

ites, which remained in the days of his

father Asa [It appears hence that Asa's

removal of the religious prostitutes (ch.

xv. 12), like that of the high places, had

been but partial], he took [Heb. extermi

nated] out of the land.

Ver. 47.—There was then no king In

Edom: a deputy [3yj, same word as in ch.

iv. 7. It is implied that this officer was ap

pointed by the king of Judah (Wordsworth)]

was king. [This fact is mentioned to

show how it was that Jehoshaphat was

able to build a fleet at Ezion-Geber, in

the territory of Edom (oh. ix. 26). That

country would seem to have regained its

independence very soon after Solomon's

death (ch. xi. 14), but would also appear

from the text, and from 2 Kings via. 20,

22, to have been again made subject to

Judah, probably by Jehoshaphat himself ;

see 2 Chron. xvii. 10, 11.]

Ver. 48.—Jehoshaphat made [The Chethib

has ten, obviously a clerical error for

nS^V made] ships of Tharshlsh [see note

on oh. x. 22] to go to Ophlr [In 2 Chron.

xx. 30, Thanhish is read for Ophir. Words

worth holds that two separate fleets ore in

tended, bnt this is most improbable] for

gold [Evidently the great prosperity of

his reign had suggested to him the idea of

emulating Solomon's naval exploits, and of

reviving the commerce of his people with

the East] : but they went not [Heb. if Kent

not] : for the ships were broken [Probably

they were dashed by a storm against the

rocks which " lie in jagged ranges on each

side," Stanley] at Ezion-Geber.

Ver. 49.—Then said Ahaziah the son of

Ahab unto Jehoshaphat, Let my servants

go with thy servants in the ships. But

Jehoshaphat would not. [But wc ore told

in 2 Chron. xx. 37 that the ships were

broken, according to a prophecy of Eliezer,

the son of Dodavah, because Jehoshaphat

had joined himself with Ahaziah. The

explanation is that the fleet had been built

by the two kings conjointly, and manned

by the subjects of Jehoshaphat exclusively ;

and that, after the disaster, Ahaziah pro

posed either to repair the injured vessels,

or to construct a second fleet, which should

then be partly manned by sailors of the

northern kingdom, " men probably accus

tomed to the sea, perhaps trained at Tyre"

(Kawlinson). This proposal was declined

by the king of Judah, not so much on

account of the "reflection on his subjects'

skill contained in it," as because of the pro

phecy of Eliezer, and the evidently judicial

disaster which had befallen the fleet already

built.]

Ver. 50.—And Jehoshaphat slept with

his fathers, and was buried with his

fathers In the city of David his father : and

Jehoram his son reigned In his stead [2

Chron. xxi.]

Reign of Ahaziah.

Ver. 51.—Aha Ulan the son of Ahab began

to reign over Israel In Samaria the seven

teenth year of Jehoshaphat king of Judah,

and reigned two years over Israel. [Parts

of two years ; 2 Kings iii. 1 ; and cf. i. 17

and viii. 16. It is suggested that Jehoram

was associated with his father in the

government of Judah from the date of the

expedition against Ramoth-Gilead, and this

is not improbable. But it has been already

remarked that these chronological notices

appear to have undergone a revision which

has sometimes resulted in confusion.]

Ver. 52.—And he did evil in the sight of

the Lord, and walked in the way of his

father [ch. xvi. 30—33 ; cf. 2 Kings iii.

2] and in the way of his mother [The

powerful influence of Jezebel, even after

Ahab's death, is hinted at here. It was to

her that idolatry owed its position in Israel] ,

and In the way of Jeroboam the son

of Nebat [the calf-worship and idolatry

existed side by side] , who made Israel to

sin.

Ver. 53.—For he served Baal, and wor-
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shipped hun, and provoked to anger [or

vexed] the Lord God of Israel, according to

all that his father had done. [The ter

mination of this book at this point could

hardly bo more arbitrary if it had been

made by accident. These verses are closely

connected with 2 Kings ch. i. The division

here obscures the connexion between the

sin of Ahaziah and the judgments which it

proroked ]

IIOMILETFCS.

Vers. 1—40.—The Death of Ahab and the Defeat ofIsrael. This chapter is almost

entirely occupied with an account of the death of Ahab, and of the circumstances

which preceded and attended it. The earlier portion of the chapter, which con

tains the prophesyings of the false prophets and the vision of Micaiah, is only

recorded because of its bearing on the death of the king, and the dispersion of his

army.

And the prominence accorded to Aliah's end only corresponds with the space

assigned to his reign. That reign was so full of evil for Israel that it occupies a

fourth part of this entire book. It was meet, therefore, that the death which

avenged it should he recorded with proportionate detail. For the battle of Eamoth-

Gilead was the final payment—so far as this world is concerned—for the sins of two

and twenty years.

But it is to bo observed in the first place that Ahab's repentance (ch. xxi. 29), as

the penitence begotten of fear often is, was hut shortlived. Had it lasted, we had

not road of this tragical death. How soon the king shook off his impressions we

know not, but we do know that—thanks to the natural weakness of his character,

still further enfeebled by years of self-indulgence and submission to a stronger will

than his own ; thanks to the evil genius (ch. xxi. 25) ever at his Ride to stifle good

resolves and to steel his heart against the true religion ; thanks to the impious

system to which he found himself committed, and the toils of which he found

it impossible to break, this unhappy king steadily lapsed into his old sins. It

" lutppeued unto him according to the true proverb, " The dog is turned to his vomit

agaiu " (2 Peter ii. 22).

And it is also to be considered here that Israel had gone hand in hand with him

in his downward course. Had the king's career been one of steadily increasing

demoralization ? so had that of the people. The death of Naboth affords sufficient

proof of this. The ready compliance of the elders, the alacrity with which they

perpetrated that judicial murder, shows to what a moral depth the example of the

court and the idolatry around them had plunged the holy nation. No ; king and

queen had not sinned alone, and justice required they should not suffer alone.

Nations and their rulers, as we have already seen, receive a reckoning iu this life ;

how much more the covenant people and the Lord's anointed ? Placed as they

were under a direct law of temporal punishments and rewards, it would have been

strange, indeed, if such a reign as this had gone uurecompensed. But so far from

that, they have already received part reckoning for their sin. The three years

drought, the famine, the terrible Syrian invasions, have avenged a part of their

idolatries and immoralities; but there still remains a long score of guilt to be

expiated in shame and suffering and blood.

And here it may be well to remind ourselves what were the sins which awaited

a settlement under the walls of Eamoth-Gilead. They were five in number. (1)

The calf-worship—the hereditary sin of the northern kingdom, the sin of Jeroboam ;

(2) the worship of Baal with the prostitution which accompanied it—the sin

primarily of Jezebel and her Phoenician following, but shared in by almost the

entire nation ; (3) the determined persecution of the prophets and the virtual pro

scription of the ancient faith ; (4) the release of the Syrian king in disregard of God's

will —the sin of Ahab and his captains ; and (5) the murder of Naboth in defiance of

all law—the sin of the rulers ana elders. It may be thought that the two last were

peculiarly Ahab's or Jezebel's sins, and that the people had no part in them ; but

this is a mistaken view. No doubt he and his infamous consort had by far the
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largest share in all the four, and therefore they received, as we shall see

which the king supported, just as they practised the abominations which he had

introduced, so had they approved his policy towards Ben-hadad—see the words of

ch. xix. 42, "thy people for his people"—and the guilt of innocent blood, as we

know (Num. xxxv. 33 ; Deut. xxi. 7 ; 2 Sam. xxi.) rested on the community until

it had been cleansed in blood. It is clear, then, that at the time when this chapter

opens, king and people, though in very different degrees, were chargeable with the

sins of schism, of idolatry, of unfaithfulness to God, of murder. It is now for us to

observe how these things were expiated.

Now there are two principles which underlie all God's retributive dealings with

his ancient people. First, that sin is left, or made to bring its own penalties. Per

quod quispeccat,per idem quoque plectitur idem. Secondly, that the penalty is ever

correspondent with the sin. This latter is what we commonly call the lex talionis.

We have had instances of the working of both of these laws, but especially of the

latter, in the earlier portions of this history. We shall find the same laws in

operation here.

For consider—I. By what means Ahab was led to death and Israel to defeat.

II. By what instruments these punishments were inflicted. III. In what way they

were signalized as the chastisements of sin.

I. In considering the influences which moved Ahab to war, and which led to

his destruction, we must assign the first place to—

1. The perfidy of Ben-hadad: No doubt it rankled in Ahab's breast that, after

he had dealt so magnanimously with a prostrate foe, after he had treated an inso

lent invader with unexampled generosity, and after a solemn covenant had been

made betwixt them, it rankled in his soul that a Syrian garrison, in spite of all em

bassies and remonstrances, should hold the Jewish fortress of Ramoth-Gilead and

thus offer a standing menace to Israel and Judah alike. But did it never occur to

him that the conduct of Ben-hadad was but the counterpart of his own ? He too

had forgotten his benefactor and deliverer, to whom he was bound by solemn

covenant ; he still maintained a garrison of idolatrous priests in the heart of

Immanuel's land. Ben-hadad's breach of faith was no greater than his own.

Probably, he never thought of this when he debated whether he should go up against

Ramoth-Gilead. He would remember, however, that he had only himself to blame

for this act of perfidy, and he would devoutly wish he had dealt with the oppressor

as he had deserved ; he would perhaps think that it only served him right for his

weakness and sin. We see, however, that he is paid back in his own coin, that the

measure he has meted to God is measured to him again. The sin of three years

before gave the first impulse to war and death.

2. The lies of thefalseprophets. It is hardly likely that Ahab would have engaged

in this war but for the unanimous verdict of the four hundred prophets in its favour.

We see in Micaiah's vision that a " lying spirit " was the principal means employed

to procure his fall (ver. 22). But what were these prophets, and how came they to

prophesy thus ? One thing is certain, that they were not prophets of Jehovah, and

another thing is also clear, that whether they were prophets of Baal, or, as is most

probable, prophets of the calves, the false system which Ahab had supported be

came through them a means of his destruction. The schism or the idolatry, as the

case may be, is bearing its bitter fruit. He has sown to lies, he reaps to delusions.

It is a conspicuous instance of the just judgment of heaven that Ahab is lured to

his death by the impostors he had cherished and patronized. " He that hates truth

shall be the dupe of lies." The sin of the calves too brings its own retribution.

But how was it, it is worth asking, that these four hundred sycophants came

to counsel him thus ? Was it not that they took their cue from him, and

prophesied what they knew would please ? They saw that the king had already

made up his mind—for his resolution was taken before they were summoned (vers.

4, 5), and they thought it wisest to swim with the stream. It may be they were

guided by other and inscrutable impulses (ver. 23), and were constrained, they knew

not how, to prophesy as they did ; it may be they honestly mistook the vox populi

by far the severer punishment.
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for the vox Dei, but probably the working of their minds was this : " The king

wishes it. Jehoshaphat assents to it. The people are set npon it. We should be

going against common sense and our own interests to resist it."

And so the king was a second time paid in his own coin. Those martial pro

phecies had been minted in his own brain. He wished for lies and he had them. His

own passions and pride were reflected, were echoed, in the voices of his four hundred

soothsayers. It is the case of which both sacred and profane history supply so many

examples, Homo vult decipi et decipiatur. It is thus God deals with deceivers still.

He leaves them to be deceived, to be the prey of their own disordered fancies. It

is notorious how men find in the Bible what they wish to find there ; how all un

suspectingly they read their own meanings into the words of Scripture ; how they

interpret its injunctions by the rule of their own inclinations. " He feedeth on

ashes ; a deceived heart hath turned him aside that he cannot deliver his sonl, nor

say, Is there not a lie in my right hand? " (Isa. xliv. 20). " Ephraim is joined unto

idols : let him alone " (Hosea iv. 17).

3. The silence of the Lord's prophets. Why was it, we cannot help asking here,

why was it that there were no true prophets present, at this crisis in the history of

Israel, to step forth and warn the kmg against this undertaking 1 Why were the

four hundred deceivers left to have their own way ? We see here the fruit of perse

cution, the recompense of those fierce dragonnades which Jezebel had maintained

against the prophetic order. Of the men who might have interposed to prevent

this disastrous expedition, some were dead, others were banished; king and queen

had wickedly silenced them. They now reap the fruit of those repressive measures.

Their curses come home to roost. Elijah might have saved king and country, but

he is hiding from the wrath of Jezebel, or is withdrawn by God from the arena of

history. Micaiah the son of Imlah foresaw the end, but Ahab had imprisoned

him, and could not brook to take his advice, and had persuaded himself that his

admonitions were the outcome of personal enmity. It is true this prophet was not

silent, but plainly foretold defeat and death ; but Ahab was in a manner bound not

to regard his warnings. He had told Jehoshaphat it would be so. It would look

like cowardice to be influenced by his vaticinations. And so he is left to the prophets

of his choice : no hand is raised to stop him : he goes straight into the jaws of death,

the victim of his own folly and cruelty and sin.

H. The insthcments of retribution were—

I. The king whom Ahab had wickedly spared. We have already seen in what

the sin of sparing the tyrant Ben-hadad consisted (p. 492). It is now for us to

observe that this foolish and impious deed brought its own peculiar Nemesis. It was

Ben-hadad himself who said, " Fight neither with small nor great, but with the

king of Israel only." Ahab's ill-advised clemency procures his own destruction.

With base natures, it only needs that we should put them under obligations

which they cannot possibly discharge, in order to provoke their bitter enmity.

But it is much more material to observe here that in Ben-hadad's conduct we may

see a parable of the cruel revenge which a cherished sin will often take on those who

have once conquered and then trifled with it. The devil that was cast out returns

bringing with him seven other devils more wicked than himself (Matt. xii. 45). We

are constantly as tender to the sins which tyrannized over us as was Ahab to Ben-

hadad. Instead of slaying them—hewing them in pieces before the Lord—we leave

the roots of bitterness in the heart's soil, and they spring up and trouble us. It is

like that peasant of whom we have all read, who found a viper in the field, benumbed

with the winter's cold, and put the venomous beast into his bosom to warm it back

into life. The first use it made of its restored power was to wound and destroy its

benefactor. How dearly have we often paid for our pleasant vices !

2. The Syrians who were once subjects of Israel. It is well to remember here

that these enemies who gave Ahab his death-wound at Rnmoth were once under

the heel of Israel (2 Sam. viii. 6). Now we see their relations reversed. Syria has

now become the standing oppressor of the chosen people. We have already pointed

out some of the steps which led to this result. The sin of Solomon (see p. 223) and

the unfaithfulness ofAsa alike were factors in the change. But the most influential
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reason was the godlessness of Abab. But three years ago Syria lay at bis mercy ;

its power was completely broken. But Abab, so far from learning that the Lord

was God (cb. xx. 18, 28), had ignored the Lord, and acted as if his own might

had gotten him the victory. How fitting that these same Syrians should be the

instruments to scourge him.

3. An unknown, unconscious archer. The arrow that pierced Ahab's corselet was

shot " in simplicity," without deliberate aim, with no thought of striking the king.

It was an unseen Hand that guided that chance shaft to its destination. It was truly

" the arrow of the Lord's vengeance." (Cf. 2 Kings xii. 17.) It would be deeply

instructive could we kuow the thoughts of that unhappy king, as with the arrow in

his side, and the blood draining from his wound, and forming a sickening pool in

the well of the chariot, he was stayed up those wretched weary hours until the sun

set against the Syrians. Surely be knew at last that " the Lord was God " (ch.

xviii. 89 ; xx. 13, 28). His cry would now bo, " Thou hast found me, O my enem3\"

He would think, it may be, of Elijah's and Micaiah's prophecies ; he would think

of Naboth's bleeding and mangled corpse ; be would think, above all, that bis siu

bad found him out, and that Jehovah bad conquered. He had fought all his life

for Baal, but it was in vain ; be bad been kicking against the pricks ; he had been

wrestling not with flesh and blood, but w ith an Invisible, Irresistible, Omnipotent

God, and now he is thrown, cast down never to rise again.

III. It now only remains for us to consider the circumstances of Ahab's death.

These were of so portentous and exceptional a character as to mark it—

1. Asa direct visitation of God. The army, that day defeated, the contingent

of Judah, the citizens of Samaria, the subjects of both kingdoms, could not think

that a mere chance had happened to Abab when they remembered (1) That this

death had been distinctly foretold. Not once or twice, but three times had a pro

phetic voice foreshadowed for him a sudden and shameful end (ch. xx. 42 ; xxi. 19 ;

xxii. 17, 28). Moreover, Micaiah, the last of these monitors, had staked his reputation

as God's prophet on the fulfilment of his prediction of disaster. And his oracle had

not been spoken in secret ; he had appealed to the entire assembly gathered round

the two kings—and the flower of Israel and Judah alike were there—and even to

neighbouring nations (ver. 29, Heb.), to be witnesses of his words, and those words

were fresh in their memories. (2) How the king met his death. For it was of

course known to the army that Abab had disguised himself, whilst Jehoshaphat had

put on his robes. After the sinister prophecy of Micaiah, we may be sure that the

allied armies would watch, with the gravest anxiety, for the issue. They would per

ceive that the king himself was not without his fears ; they would wonder whether

his disguise would procure his escape. And when at the end of the day they learnt

that Jehoshaphat who had been arrayed like a king, and who on that account bad

been exposed to imminentperil, bad escaped unhurt, whilst their king, who had never

been recognized, had been pierced by a chance arrow between tho joints of bis

harness and mortally wounded, was there one but would see the finger of God in

this death ? Surely if the Psalmist's words were then written, they would occur to

their minds, " Whither shall I go from thy spirit, and whither shall I flee from

thy presence? " &c. (I'sa. exxxix. 9—12), or that other Psalm, " God shall shoot at

them with a swift arrow ; suddenly shall they be wounded " (Psa. lxiv. 7), and the

result would be that all men would fear and declare the work of God (t'6. ver. 9), and

confess that this was His doing. The fugitives who stole away in tho dark and black

night to their homes, like sheep without a shepherd, would have learnt one lesson

at least that day, viz., that there was " a God that judgeth in the earth."

2. As God's appropriate recompense for the sins of that aye. We have already

seen how this history puts its stamp of reprobation on (1) the calf-worship, inasmuch

as by tho prophets of the calves tho king was beguiled into this enterprize. But

the sin of Jeroboam was not the special sin of Ahab's reign. On the contrary, the

calf-worship was rather overshadowed and eclipsed by the frightful idolatries, which

had so much greater fascination for the evil heart of unbelief. It was the charac

teristic of that reign that the unclean rites of Baal and Astarte, the abominations of

the Amorites, were re-established in the land. We see in Ahab's deatli (2) the requital

1 KINGS. 2 N
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of his share in that sin (ch. xvi. 31, 32). The idolatry which had desolated the church

was avenged by a horde of idolaters ravaging the land and slaying the arch-idolater

in battle. There is a rough lex ialionis here. (Cf. Jer. v. 19.) If they would have

idolatry they should taste the tender mercies of idolaters. On that field were the

predictions of Moses (Deut. xxviii. 25), Samuel (1 Sam. xii. 25), and Solomon

(1 Kings viii. 33) fulfilled.

(3) But a recompense still more exact and conspicuous attended the impurities

which Ahab had practised under the name of religion. He had filled the land with

prostitutes. What a proof of the just judgment of God it was that these infamous

persons added dishonour to his death ! Ho had maintained them through life : he

should be associated with them in his end. The harlots bathed in the pool that

was reddened with his blood (vers. 38, Heb.)

(4) Nor was the connexion of Ahab's death with the sin of releasing Ben-hadad

any less conspicuous. What meant that strange malignant command, " Fight . . .

only with the king of Israel ? " Was it not that the Syrian king, on whom Ahab

would not execute vengeance, had become, in the counsels of God, an instrument of

vengeance, a minister to execute wrath, against the anointed of the Lord ? " Thy

life shall go for his life "—it was thus that every religious mind would interpret so

singular and, considering the circumstances (chap, xx.), so otherwise inexplicable a

word ofcommand. It was as if Ben-hadad had proclaimed that his mission primarily

was to settle the long arrearages of justice with that wicked Ahab.

(5) How the murder of Naboth was avenged that shameful day, it is hardly neces

sary to point out. There was a strict retaliation—wound for wound, stripe for

stripe, blood for blood, dishonour for dishonour. There were many, besides Jehu

and Bidkar, who would recall the fierce threatening of the Tishbite (ch. xxi. 19) ;

many, besides priests and prophets, would remember the axiom of their law, " blood

defileth the land," &c. (Num. xxxv. 33), or would think on that day of the so-

called " precept of Noah," " Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed" (Gen. ix. 6). The elders of Jezrcel, yes, and Jezehel herself, understood

that Naboth's blood had cried from the ground, and that the cry had come up into

the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth. It was His foot that was dipped in the blood of

His enemies (Psa. lxviii. 23).

And this ignominious death—hi what sharp contrast it stands with the indolent,

luxurious, sensual life ! " The ivory house that he made," what an irony we may

see in those words ! " Shalt thou reign, because thou closest thyself in cedar. . . .

He shall be buried with the burial of an ass," &e. (Jer. xxii. 15, 19). The cities

he built, the victories he won, how poor and empty do these exploits seem as we

stand by the pool of Samaria, and see the livid, blood-stained corpse dragged from

the chariot ! The Latin poet asks what all his pleasures, travels, knowledge, can

avail a man who has to die after all ; but the question presents itself with tenfold

force when life's fitful fever is followed by such a sleep, by such a dream, as Ahab's.

" It had been good for that man if he had not been born " (Matt. xxvi. 24).

And the death of Ahab was followed by the dispersion of his army. When the

proclamation rang through the host, " Every man to his country," aud when the

serried ranks precipitately broke up, and horseman and footman fled for his life,

then the share of Israel in the sins of Ahab and Jezebel was in part expiated.

There was not a man but knew why " the children of Israel could not stand before

their enemies." " There is an accursed thing in the midst of thee, O Israel."

(Josh. vii. 12, 13). Baal had troubled them, had made of the heights of Ramoth a

very valley of Achor.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.—Bad Company. According to the order of the chapters in the LXX.,

which is probably the original or true order, chapter xx. should immediately precede

this. Then, after the history of the war between Ahab aud Ben-hadad, this chapter

opens naturally : " Aud (hey continued three years without war between Syria and
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Israel." In the third year of this peace Jehoshaphat visited Ahab ; and from this

visit arose serious events, which are admonitory to us that we should avoid the

company of the wicked.

I. Bad company compromises character. 1. It injures morals. (1) The earlier

career of Jehoshaphat was faultless. He is highly commended for his faithfulness

to God and zeal against idolatry (2 Chron. xvii. 1—6). (2) His first fault was

sanctioning the marriage of his son Jehoram with Athaliah the daughter of Ahab

(2 Kings viii. 18, 26). (3) This led the way to the further fault of that friendly

visit to Ahab mentioned here, for which he was rebuked by " Jehu the son of

Hanani the seer " (2 Chron. xix. 2). (4) Yet once again we find him falling into

a similar snare. He agreed with Ahaziah the son of Ahab, a wicked scion of a

wicked house, jointly to equip a fleet at the port of Ezion-Geber, on the Red Sea, to

sail to Ophir for gold. In this also he incurred the anger of the Lord and suffered

the loss of his fleet (ver. 48 ; 2 Chron. xx. 35—37). Note : A fault is like a seed,

fruitful " after its kind." A fault once committed prepares the way for a repetition.

2. It damages reputation. (1) Reputation is character as estimated by men.

This estimate may or may not be just ; for men may judge wrongly through

ignorance of circumstances which would put a new complexion upon conduct.

Therefore judgments should be charitable, and not too hastily formed. (2) But

it is a maxim among men, generally true, that " you may know a man by his

friends." Friendships involve sympathies. It had been better for Jehoshaphat's

reputation had he never made affinity with the wicked house of Ahab. (3) This

principle will apply to books. Hence the kindred maxim, " You may see a

man in his library." It is bad enough when the newspaper shuts up the Bible ; it

is worse when the Bible is neglected through preference for sensational fictitious

literature. 3. It impairs influence. (I) This follows. Character is influence.

Reputation is influence. Advice will be readily received from a genuine man,

which coming from an artificial character would be spurned. (2) What a power

for good or evil is moral influence ! See the evil exemplified in Israel under Ahab

and Jezebel. See the good in Judah under Jehoshaphat. Lessons : Let your

character be true. Jealously guard your reputation. Look to these for the sake of

your influence.

II. Bad company compromises happiness. Because—1. Happiness is involved in

character. (1) This truth is abundautly illustrated in sacred history. Examples

are furnished in the text. Secular history teaches this truth. Everyday experience

evinces it. (2) Yet is it difficult so to convince individuals of this as to lead them

to abandon sin and throw their energies wholly into the blessed service of God.

Happiness is proportionate to the completeness of consecration. This consecration

cannot be reconciled with the friendship of the world (James iv. 4). 2. Goodness

is grieved in it. (1) Jehoshaphat was not long in the company of Ahab before his

ear was offended by horrible words. " I hate him." Whom did Ahab hate ?

Micaiah, the faithful prophet of the Lord. Does not this look like a declaration of

hatred against the Lord ? (See Prov. xiv. 31 ; xvii. 5 ; Zech. ii. 8.) (2) Why does

Ahab hate Micaiah ? " For he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil."

Because he does not falsify the truth of God to flatter me. Because he does not

play the devil to please me, as these four hundred do I Note : Hatred to God means

love to Satan. (3) Such sentiments were distressing to the feelings of Jehoshaphat.

To the revulsion of his righteous soul he gave expression (but too feeble) in the

remonstrance, " Let not the king say so." The conversation of such as are in

sympathy with evil will offend the good in proportion to their purencss. 3. It leads

the most wary into trouble. For the persuasions of the wicked are subtle. (1) In

presence of Jehoshaphat " The king of Israel said unto his servants, Know ye

that Ramoth in Gilead is ours, and we bo still, and take it not out of the hand of

the king of Syria ? " It was a considerable city in the tribe of Gad on the other side

Jordan, and one of the cities of refuge. It was one of the cities which Ben-hadad,

by the letter of his covenant, was bound to restore (see ch. xx. 34). The cause of

Israel was obviously just. (2) Then turning to Jehoshaphat, Ahab said, " Wilt thou

go with me to battle at Ramoth-Gilead ? " To which, carried away with the
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obvious justice of the cause, Jehoshaphat responded, " I am as thou ait, my people

as thy people, my horses as thy horses." This was too strong a compliment to

Aliab and liis people, and the response was too ready. We may not champion

every just cause. It may be wrong to champion a good cause in wicked company.

(3) Bethinking himself, as a godly man should do, " Jehoshaphat said unto the

king of Israel, Inquire, I pray thee, at the word of the Lord." A good man seeks

to take God with him, and so long as he abides in this holy company he is safe.

But let him beware that he be not persuaded by the wicked to forsake it. (4) Aliab

was equal to the occasion. He had four hundred prophets ready with one month

to pronounce for the war, and that, too, in the name of the Lord. This hireling

company, however, did not satisfy Jehoshaphat, yet he fell into their snare. He

should have availed himself of the opportunity to withdraw given him in the

prophecy of Micaiah ; but, under the spell of Allah's evil influence, he went to the

battle and got into trouble. There is no safety in the company of the wicked. 4.

It provokes judgmen ts of God. (1) The good partake in the plagues of their wicked

associates. Jehoshaphat barely escaped, through the mercy of God, with his life ;

and lie suffered the loss of many of his people (see Rev. xviii. 4). The fly that keeps

aloof is not entangled in the spider's web. (2) The good incur Divine judgments

for their own sin. The sin of friendship with the enemies of God. The sin such

friendship must infallibly occasion. Such was the experience of Jehoshaphat (see

2 Chron. xix. 2). Such will be yours. Avoid it.—J. A. M.

Vers. 9—14.—T7ie False and the True. There would be no counterfeit coin if

there were no sterling ; so neither would there be false prophets if there were no

true. Because there are both, their qualities have to be tested, that we may refuse

the spurious and value the genuine (see Jer. xxiii. 88). To this end let us consider—

L Tests which may not be trusted. 1. Tlte test of profession. (1) Ahab's

prophets " prophesied." That is to say (a) They used modes usual with prophets

to procure information from Heaven. These were sacrifice, prayer, music (see

1 Sam. x. 5, 6 ; 2 Kings iii. 15), and, when time permitted, fasting. (6) They used

modes usual with prophets to communicate the information when received.

" Zedekiah, the son of Chcnaanah, made him horns of iron : and he said, Thus

saith the Lord, With these shalt thou push the Syrians, until thou have consumed

them " (cf. Jer. xxvii. 2 ; xxviii. 13). The " horn " was the symbol of a king (see

Dan. vii. 24 ; Rev. xvii. 12). These were " two,'' to represent Ahab and Jehoshaphat,

Israel and Judah. They were of " iron " to express strength (see Dan. ii. 40). The

prophecy was that, aided by Jehoshaphat, Ahab should push the Syrians to destruc

tion. (2) They prophesied " in the name of the Lord." Some think because their

number corresponded to that of the prophets of Ashere (ch. xviii. 19) these were

the same, having escaped when the prophets of BaaJ were slain at the brook Kishon

(ch. xviii. 40). If so, then their profession on this occasion was designed to deceive

Jehoshaphat (see Jer. xxiii. 30). (3) Anyhow there was profession enough, but it

was hollow, and proved conclusively that profession must not be taken as a test of

truth. 2. The test of numbers. (1) Here were " four hundred " who prophesied

professedly in the name of the Lord. Against this number Micaiah the son of

Imlah stands alone ; yet the truth of God is with him against the multitude.

" Truth is not always to be determined by the poll. It is not numbers, but weight,

that must carry it in the council of prophets " (Bishop Hall). (2) This instance

does not stand alone. The majority was in the wrong against Noah. Elijah was

in the minority on Carmel, but he was right. Jesus had the whole Jewish Church

against Him, though He was Truth itself. 3. The test of unanimity. (1) The

four hundred were united against Micaiah. Sometimes there is unanimity of this

kind against a common object, where otherwise there is little agreement. Herod

and Tilate made friends in opposition to Jesus. (2) But these prophets wero agreed

among themselves. They all seem to have followed the leadership of Zedekiah.

"And all the prophets prophesied so, saying, Go up to Ramoth-Gilead, and

prosper: for the Lord shall deliver it into the king's hand." 4. How docs this

argument bear iqwn the authority of the Church! (1) It is pleaded that the
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Church, which is practically understood to he the clergy in council, has authority

to bind the conscience in matters of faith. The arguments relied upon to sustain

this view are generally based upon claims of profession, numbers, and agreement.

(2) On the other hand, the definition of the Church is questioned, and the claims

are refused as insufficient for their purpose, since by them Ahab's prophets might

prove themselves true !

II. Tests which may re trusted. 1. The ivitnesscs should be honest. (1)

Ahab's prophets were interested in their testimony. They enjoyed the patronage

of the king, and they said what they knew would gratify him. Their testimony,

therefore, is open to suspicion. (2) Micaiah, on the contrary, had nothing to gain,

but everything to lose, in taking his course. He knew the temper of the king. He

was importuned by the king's messenger to concur with the king's prophets. Ho

had already suffered for his faithfulness, for he seems to have been brought from

the custody of Amon, iu whose prison he had probably lain for three years. By

flattering Ahab he might now obtain release, but by taking an opposite course he

could only expect to go back to jail. Probabilities also were against him, for in the

last two battles, Ahub, without the aid of Jehoshaphat, worsted the Syrians.

Should the king of Israel now " return in peace " what may Micaiah expect? (3)

Nothing but the consciousness that he was uttering the truth of God could account

for the son of Imlah deliberately encountering all this. And only upon this ground

could he hope for any favour from God. Suspicion, therefore, as to the honesty of

Micaiah is out of the question. (4) But can it be pleaded that the honesty of the

ecclesiastics who framed the decrees of councils is beyond suspicion ? In decreeing

the infallibility of the bishop of Rome, e.g., were they disinterested, when they knew

how pleasing to him would be the reputation of such an attribute, and when they

knew what patronage and power to injure were vested in his hands ? 2. They should

have miraculous authentication. (1) It is easy to say, " Thus saith the Lord,"

but not so easy to evince it. The four hundred could say it, but they could show

no miracle to prove that they spoke from God. (2) It was otherwise with Micaiah.

For, with the Jews, we presume he was that prophet who " prophesied evil con

cerning Ahab," and authenticated his message by the sign of the lion destroying

his fellow for disobedience (cf. ver. 8 with ch. xx. 35—43). (3) Clergy in council

may claim Divine authority for their decrees, but unless they can verify their claim

by adequate signs they presume when they impose. 3. Their testimony should be

agreeable to the word of God. (1) " Micaiah said, As the Lord liveth, what the

Lord saith unto me, that will I speak." The one questiou for us in these days is

this : Is the testimony agreeable to the Bible ? This we know by infallible proofs

to be the word of God. " But," it is objected, " the Bible needs authoritative in

terpretation, and who is to interpret but the Church ? " To which we may answer,

And the Church still more needs authoritative interpretation, and who is to inter

pret but the Bible ? The authority of the Bible is admitted ; that of the Church is

in question. (2) The right of private judgment must bo maintained. For the

exercise of this right we shall every one of us give account of himself unto God.

That ill-defined thing, the Church, cannot release us from this obligation. We

cannot put our judgment and conscience into commission.—J. A. M.

Vers. 15—23.—Micaiah' s Prophecy. It is evident from the text and from ver. 8

that this was not the first time Ahab and Micaiah had met. The Jews suppose,

apparently with reason, that Micaiah was that prophet who, when Ahab sent

Ben-hadad away with a covenant, said to the king of Israel, " Thus saith the Lord :

Because thou hast let go out of thine hand a man whom I appointed to utter

destruction, therefore thy life shall go for his life, and thy people for his people "

(see ch. xx. 35—43). In considering the prophecy of Micaiah now before us, we

notice—

I. That it is prefaced with a sally of irony. 1. He answers the king in the

wordt of his prophets. (1) Cf. vers. 6, 12, 15. (2) These words are equivocal.

" The Lord shall deliver it into the hand of the king." What king ? " The king "

may mean either Ahab or Ben-hadad. What ? This is not clear ; for the word
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"it" is supplied. Is it Ramoth-Gilcad or something else that is to be delivered

into the hand of the king (of Israel) ? or is it the king of Israel or something else

to be delivered into the hand of the king (of Syria) ? What kind of prophecy is this ?

(3) The utterance of these prophets resembles those of the heathen oracles, the

following appropriate samples of which are given by A. Clarke : " The Delphic

oracle spoke thus of Cra'sus, which he understood to his own destruction : ' Cronus,

Huh/7ii penetrans, magnam subvertet opum vim;' which is to say, ' If you march

against Cyrus, he will overthrow you,' or 'you will overthrow him.' He trusted in

the latter, the former took place. He was deluded, yet the oracle maintained its

credit. So in the following : * Aio te, JEacida, Romanot vincere 2'osse. Ibis

redibis nunquam in bello peribis.' Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, understood by this

that he should conquer the Romans, against whom he was making war ; but the

oracle could be thus translated : ' The Romans shall overcome thee.' He trusted in

the former, made unsuccessful war, and was overcome ; and yet the juggling priest

saved his credit. The latter line is capable of two opposite meanings : ' Thou shalt

go, thou shalt return, thou shalt never perish in war,' or, ' Thou shalt go, thou shalt

never return, thou shalt perish in war.' " 2. But he repeals those words with

significant expression. (1) The bare repetition, with proper emphasis, of the equi

vocal words of tho false prophets would be a fine stroke of irony. But when to

emphasis were added tone, gesture, play of feature, the irony would become very

keen. (2) This sarcasm of Micaiah is worthy to compare with that of Elijah (see

ch. xviii. 27). " Go and prosper." This assurance of thy prophets is vague enough

to encourage the confidence of a simpleton ! 3. God uses terrible rhetoric in His

wrath. (1) Irony and sarcasm are fitting weapons to be wielded against those who

have neither conscience nor reason (see l'rov. xxvi. 3—5). Ahab was a man of this

class. Witness the logic of his hatred (ver. 8). He felt the sting (ver. 16). (2)

These weapons are formidable in the hands of the Almighty (see Psa. ii. 4, 5 ;

xxxvii. 13; Prov. i. 24—32 ; Eccles. xi. 9; Mai. ii. 17 audiii. 1 ; Rom. ii. 1-^9).

II. That it compares favourarly with that of his competitors. 1. Its

burden is the reverse of equivocal. (1) There is in sacred prophecy a double sense,

but the sound is certain. It is not a dubiousness but a manifoldness of meaning, a

development, an evolution, such as we find in a seed that opens first into the blade,

then into the ear, and eventually into the full corn in the ear. (2) This prophecy

of Micaiah gave a distinct answer to the question of Ahab (ver. 13). The advice

was to forbear. These " sheep." The sheep is not a creature fitted for battle.

They have "no shepherd." Their king, deserted by the Spirit of God, has not the

qualities of a shepherd. Therefore " Let them return every man to his house in

peace." (3) But the advice contains a prophecy. It is to this effect: their king

who ought to be their shepherd, shall fall at Ramoth-Gilead, and his people shall

be like sheep, " scattered upon the mountains " by the power of the enemy (compare

Zech. xiii. 7). 2. The vision shoivs that all worlds are undfr Divine control.

(1) " I saw the Lord sitting on his throne." Here was a comparison with the scene

before him, described ver. 10. Ahab and Jehoshaphat are enthroned as kings on

the earth ; but there is a King in the heavens immeasurably above them. (2) " And

all the host of heaven standing by him on the right hand and on the left." Tho

host of heaven stood while Jehovah sat. They awaited His commands. Those on

His " right hand" probably to render services of benevolence ; those on His " left,"

services of judgment. (3) Then comes in another kind of agency (vers. 20—23).

This scene is analogous to that described in the Book of Job (see Job i. 6 ; ii. 7).

Things in heaven, things in earth, things under the earth, all serve the puqioses of

Diviue Providence (see Job xii. 16 ; 2 Thess. ii. 11, 12 ; Rev. xx. 7, 8). (4) The way

wardness of Ahab showed how fully he was under the control of the spirit of false

hood. This is seen in his senseless resentment against Micaiah. Turning to

Jehoshaphat, he said, " Did I not tell thee that he would prophesy no good con

cerning me, but evil? " as if Micaiah's own utterances could control the providenca

of God. Then turning to his officers he had Micaiah marched back to the prison

where Ahab knew he could find him (cf. ver. 8 with vers. 26, 27). Let us give due

heed to the more sure word of prophecy.—J. A. M.
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Vers. 21—29.—The Argument of Wickedness. The Bible is a book of texts

because it is a book of types. It does not profess to give full histories, but refers to

public records for these (see Josh. x. 13; 2 Sam. i. 18; 1 Kings xi. 41 ; 1 Chron. ix. 1).

Inspiration selects from histories typical or representative incidents to bring out the

principles of the grace and truth of God. In the scene before us we have types of

wickedness in Zedekiah and Ahab, the one ecclesiastical, the other civil, which

may be profitably studied in the arguments they use contending with Micaiah, the

representative of the truth of God. These arguments are—

I. Rage against the truth. The reason is obvious, viz., because the truth is

the worst that can be said of the wicked. 1. It is the worst that can be said of

their character. (1) It shows up their selfishness. The one object of Ahab was

that " good " might be prophesied for him. To gain this he sold himself to his

four hundred liars. These liars, to gain the patronage of Ahab, sold their con

sciences. Because Ahab could not gain flattery from Micaiah, he hated him. (2)

It shows up their folly. For what was the selfishness of Ahab but self-deception?

The jiatronage of liars could not convert falsehood into truth, neither could the

persecution of a true man convert truth into falsehood. Zedekiah, in deceiving

Ahab, deceived his own soul. All sin is folty. (3) It evinces their degradation,

for it proves them to be the dupes and serfs of infernal spirits. Can degradation

go lower ? 2. It is the worst that can be said of their doom. (1) The wicked are

to be destroyed in time. Ahab in particular was to fall at Ramoth-Gilead. From

that battle lie was " not to return in peace." Zedekiah was to " go into an inner

chamber to hide himself," as Ben-hadad had done (eh. xx. 30), and there to meet

his fate. While to the righteous death is an entrance to glory, it is the " king of

terrors " to the wicked (see 1 Cor. xv. 55—57). The sting is here : (2) The wicked

are to be destroyed in eternity. The alarm with which the ancients received pre

dictions of maltreatment to their corpses arose from their apprehension that it

presaged a posthumous retribution upon the soul. The dogs licking the blood of

Ahab would suggest that devils would not only be the instigators but also the

instruments of his ruin. (3) Who can estimate the horrors of damnation ? The

truth will prove to be the worst that can be said of the lost. Is it wonderful, then,

that the wicked should abhor the truth ? 3. They are therefore constrained to

hypocrisy. (1) For their own sakes they have to play the hypocrite. They conceal

their selfishness and affect generosity, conscious that were their base soul-hunger

to come honestly to the day, they would become odious. They hide their folly and

affect wisdom lest they should suffer contempt. (2) For the sake of society wicked

men are hypocrites. Were they to be honestly known to each other, respect and

confidence would be at an end ; in fact, society would be impossible. There are no

friendships in hell.

II. The resentment of violence. 1. The logic of the wicked is weak. (1)

Zedekiah's speech was pertinacious : " Which way went the Spirit of the Lord from

me to speak unto thee ? " He assumed what Micaiah had not conceded, that he

ever had the Spirit of the Lord. Micaiah had declared him, on the contrary, to have

been influenced by a " spirit " of a very different description. Zedekiah also denied

what he should have disproved, viz., that Micaiah had the Spirit of the Lord. (2)

Ahab wanted a prophet of the God of truth to tell lies to please him. He found four

hundred to tell him lies, professedly in the name of the Lord. But the one honest

man who told him the truth he imprisoned, because the truth did not please him.

Yet the truth was what he adjured him to tell. What reason is there in all this?

(3) What sinner is there in our day who can clear himself of folly ? (See Prov.

xiii. 19; 1 Cor. iii. 19.) 2. The strength of the wicked is tyranny. (1) The

reason of Zedekiah was in his fist (ver. 24). " Which way ? " From the fist to

the cheek? The coward us d this argument with a council of four hundred

ecclesiastics about him, and tho civil power in reserve. So was Jesus insulted

(see Matt. xxvi. 57—68). So were the Protestant confessors. False prophets have

ever been the worst enemies of the true. Micaiah did not return the blow, but referred

the decision to God. True prophets wield other than carnal weapons. (2) The reason

of Ahab was in lur bribes and prisons. Micaiah could not be cajoled as the four
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hundred were, therefore " the king of Israel said , Take Micaiah, carry him back r.utJ

Amon the governor of the city, and to Joash the king's son, and say, Thus saith the

king, put this fellow in prison, and feed him with bread of affliction, and with water

of affliction, until I come in peace." (3) But truth is not vanquished thus. How

confident was Ahab that he should "come in peace " 1 And this is that Ahah who

three or four years before so sagaciously said to Ben-lmdad, " Let not him that

girdeth on his harness boast himself as he thatputteth it off." Persistency in sin does

not sharpen men's wits. Time vindicates truth. To this vindicator Micaiah called tho

attention of the people (ver. 29). (4) But where was Jehoshaphat ? He was silent

when he should have spoken for the prophet of God. See the influence of bad

company. " So the king of Israel, and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah went up to

Kamoth-Gilead." Alas, Jehoshaphat!—J. A. M.

Vers. 30—38. Lessons of the Battle. After disposing of Micaiah by sending him

to prison with hard fare as the reward of his faithfulness, Ahab and Jehoshaphat

gathered their forces and set out together to fight for the recovery of Kamoth-Gilead.

The events of the day show—

I. That prophecy may tend to its own fulfilment. 1. Micaiah's words in

fluenced Ahab's conduct. (1) Though Ahab liad imprisoned the prophet he could

not shake off the influence of his prophecy. So with a view to obviating its effect he

proposed to disguise himself. He speaks of himself in the third person .(ver. 39),

thus (cannn), " He will [strip] disguise himself "—a form of speech, perhaps, con

sidered suitable to an action in which he was to appear as a third person. To com

plete the deception, if we follow the LXX., he induced Jehoshaphat to put on his

(Aliah's) robes, (a) Note the subtlety of the wicked. Ahab's proposal to Jehoshaphat

was ostensibly to give him the post of honour in commanding the arruy. This, too,

may have suggested the use of the third person in speaking of himself. Ahab's real

purpose was to divert from himself the fury of the battle ; and probably he hoped

Jehoshaphat might be slaiu. In that case his son-in-law would succeed to the throne

of Judah, and he might be able so to manage him as to serve his own purposes, (b)

In all this we see the danger of bad company. We see it likewise in the sad fact

that Jehoshaphat should become a party to a contrivance to falsify the word of God !

(2) But how useless are disguises when the providence of Omniscience is concerned !

Ahab might hide himself from the Syrians, but he could not hide himself from

God. Neither could he hide himself from angels and devils, who are instruments

of Divine Providence, ever influencing men, and even natural Laws, or forces of

nature. Note : No disguise will avail to evade the scrutiny and retributions of tho

judgment-day. (3) Yet by his disguise Ahab, unwittingly, helped the prophecy.

" The king of Syria commanded his thirty and two captains that had rule over his

chariots, saying, Pight neither with small nor great, save only with the king of

Israel." Suppose Ahab had been in Jehoshaphat's place, and had fallen into the

hands of the captains, what would have become of the words of Elijah ? (See ch.

xxi. 19.) But as things worked out these words became literally true. 2. They also

influenced the conduct of the Syrians. (1) The Syrians would be aware of the

prophecy of Micaiah dooming Ahab to fall at Ra'moth-Gilead. For in a country

about the size of North Wales, Samaria being distant from Ramoth-Gilead only

thirty miles, the news of this public meeting of kings and contest of prophets could

not be a secret. Ahab would facilitate the publication of the encouragement he

had from the four hundred, to strike terror into the Syrians ; but where the news

of his encouragement went the words of Micaiah also would travel. (2) Probably

'this intelligence determined the Syrians to "fight only against tho king of Israel,"

in which they would have the God of Israel with them, the forniidableness of whose

hostility they had experienced in the last two battles (compare 2 Chron. xxxv. 21,

22). To this Jehoshaphat probably was indebted for the sparing of his life, for

" God moved the Syrians to depart from him " (see 2 Chron. rviii. 31). And prob

ably they were influenced by it to agree to the proclamation to disband, when the

death of Ahab became known (cf. vers. 17, 30). 3. Note a remarkable illustra

tion of this principle in the zeal of Jehu in exterminating the house of Ahab (see
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2 Kings ix. 25, 2G; x. 10, 11, 16, 17). Those who are " looking for," are thereby

"hastening the coming of the clay of God " (fee 2 Peter iii. 12).

II. That nevertheless the hand of God is in it. 1. This was evident in

the case of Ahab. The purpose of Ben-hadad, should Ahab have fallen into his

hands, is not recorded. Would ho return Allah's compliment of releasing him

with a covenant ? Would he show Ahab how he ought to have treated him ? (2)

But God had other means than the captains of Ben-hadad to accomplish His purpose

" A man drew a bow at a venture (marg. " in his simplicit3' ") and smote the king of

Israel between the joints and harness." A simpleton brings down a king ! (See

Prov. i. 32.) God guided the arrow to the opening in the joints of the armour, as

He guided the pebble from the sling of David into the frontals of Goliath. No

armour is proof against the shafts of Divine vengeance. (3) The hand of God also

was seen in the sequel. The prophecies of Elijah and Micaiah seem to be in con

flict. The one speaks of the dogs licking (he blood of Ahab at " Samaria ; " the

other of Ahab falling at " Bamoth-Gilead." Who but God could so order events

that there should be no conflict here ? " The blood ran out of the wound into the

midst (Heb. bosom) of the chariot;" perhaps more correctly, "iuto the bosom of

the charioteer," on which the king leaned. "And one washed the chariot;" or

rather, " And the driver washed himself in the pool of Samaria, and the dogs

licked his blood " i.e., the blood of Ahab which fell from the bosom of the driver.

"And the things they washed." For ni3t denotes the several hinds of things,

being derived from JT, a hind or species. Before the person and things denied with

blood were permitted to enter the city, they were to be washed ; and the dogs

licked np the blood that fell from the driver's bosom, and off the things, as they lay

to be washed (see Psa. Ixviii. 23). (4) But were not the words of Elijah " In the

place where the dogs licked the blood of Naboth " (viz., Jezreel) " shall dogs lick thy

blood, even thine " '? But in the context there, the vineyard of Naboth is said to be

in Samaria (see ch. xxi. 18, 19), because Jezreel, like Bethel, was one of the " cities

of Samaria" (see ch. xiii. 32). In the very vineyard of Naboth did the blood of

Ahab flow from the veins of his son (see 2 Kings ix. 25, 26). The providence that

accomplished is no less admirable than the omniscience that predicted. 2. This

was also evident in the case of Jehoshaphat. (1) Micaiah did not say that the

king of Judah should fall at Ramoth-Gilead ; but his prophecy did intimate that he

would be of little use to the army. The word (D'JIN) m ver. 17 rendered " master "

is plural, and evidently associates Jehoshaphat with Ahab. When Ahab was

wounded to death and Jehoshaphat had fled for his life, the people had "no

masters," so the proclamation soon followed which determined " every man to his

house in peace." (2) Jehoshaphat's danger lay in his being assimilated to Ahab.

He should never have said, " I am as thou art " (ver. 4), then would he not have

been persuaded to don Ahab's robes. By the influence of his company Jehoshaphat

was becoming morally like him, and therefore was in danger of sharing his miser

able fate (see Prov. xiii. 20). (3) To avoid this danger he had to become himself

again. " He cried out " [to Jehovah] (see 2 Chron. xviii. 31) ; and thus was dis

covered to the captains, who would expect to hear Ahab cry rather to Baal. The

hand of God was evident in Ins deliverance ; and this he might read as a parable

assuring him that his future safety must lie in his renouncing evil companions and

returning to the piety of his earlier years.—J. A M.

Vers. 80, 40, 51—53.—Survival. After the account of Ahab's death and burial,

and of the manner in which the dogs of Samaria fulfilled the prophecy of Elijah,

the earlier verses of our text follow. In the first of these the reader is referred to

the archives of the nation for an account of the " rest of the acts " and works of

this monarch, viz., those to which inspiration was not here specially directed. In

the second, the succession of Aliaziah is mentioned. With these verses, because of

the unity of the subject, we associate the three verses referring to the reign of

Ahaziah, with which the chapter closes. Taking the latter first in order, we see—

I. That Ahab survived in Ahaziah. 1. This was legally true. (1) " So Ahab

slept with his fathers; and Ahaziah his son reigned in his stead." In law, a
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man is said to "live in his heirs." He is never legally dead while he has an

heir. There is a Rood reason for this. Ahaziah would never have mounted

the throne of Israel unless his father had heen there before him. He reigned

in the posthumous influence of Ahah. His representative. (2) When a man is

what is called " the architect of his own fortune," he is said to have had " no

fnther." But in this language the fact is ignored that, under Providence, this

" architect " is indebted to his ancestry for his existence, for his faculties, aud for

the circumstances which he may have seized and moulded into this "fortune." 2.

It was also morally true. (1) In Ahaziah the vices of Ahab were reproduced.

" He did evil in the sight of the Lord, and walked in the way of his father." The

bad example of his father wrought its influence into his character, and thus Ahab

survived in Ahaziah. (2) The record descends to particulars. " He walked in the

way of his father, and in the way of his mother." Here not only is Jezebel repro

duced in Ahaziah, but Ahab's sin iu mariying Jezebel also survives. "And in the

way of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin." Here is not only the

posthumous influence of Jeroboam, but also of the sin of Ahab in perpetuating it.

" For he sen'ed Baal, aud worshipped him." The establishment of this Canaanitish

abomination was due to Ahab and Jezebel, and they infamously survive in its per

petuation. (3) Note (a) A Church is not the more true for being established. Here

were two State Churches which were, in the Biblical sense, atheistic, (h) For con

current endowment, whatever may be said for its expediency, there can be no moral

defence. 3. But there was no necessity for this. (1) Legal representation is an

accident over which we have no control. It is a notable truth that men have influ

ences in spite of themselves, aud that these also are posthumous. (2) But moral

representation is in a different category. Ahaziah might have reigned in Ahab's

stead without imitating his vices. "Jehoram the son of Ahab," e.g., "wrought

evil in the sight of the Lord ; but not like his father, and like his mother ; fur he

put away the image of Baal that his father had made " (2 Kings iii. 2). (3) Ahaziah

should have been admonished by the history of the judgments of God upon the

house of Jeroboam. He should have taken the warning given iu the judgments of

God on the sins of hisifather. His guilt, therefore, was upon his own head, and he

suffered accordingly. He reigned two years. God makes short work with some

sinners. His death was provoked by his perversity (see 2 Kings i. 3, 4). We see

further—

II. That Ahar survives n» history. 1. He survived in secular history. His

acts and works were written in the chronicles of his nation. (1) Amongst these

were mentioned " all the cities that he built." Perhaps this buildiug of cities

simply meant the construction of fortifications for their defence. Whether they

reflected credit or discredit upon his memory we cannot pronounce. A man may

do a great deal of work to very little profit. (2) The chronicles mentioned " the

ivory house which he made." This palace had its description probably from the

quantity of that valuable substance used in its ornamentation. But this does not

seem to have been to his honour. A kingdom impoverished through famines,

wars, and idolatries was in no position to bear the cost of such a piece of

luxurious and selfish vanity. Amos accordingly denounces this work of pride

(Amos iii. 15). (3) The survival of Ahab in secular history was a consequence of

his social position. The masons and carpenters, whose skill brought the works of

Ahab to perfection, had no mention there. Social status is a talent from God, for

the right use of which men are accountable. 2. He survives in sacred history.

(1) The sacred history consists of selections from the secular under the guiding

influence of Divine inspiration, with a view to illustrating the principles of tho

providence, truth, and grace of God. To illustrate such principles is the noblest

end of writing. So of reading. What quantities of trash, in which the claims of

God are ignored, is both written and read ! (2) In these selections the notices of

the wicked are generally brief. Perhaps no wicked man has a larger share of the

sacred writings occupied with his acts than Ahab. Such acts are not agreeable to

the Spirit of God. But in the hands of inspiration they are made an influence for

good. They are recorded, apparently, because of their relation to the actions of
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prophets and good men. They are made to serve as a dark background to show

up to admiration virtuous qualities, and to be made themselves odious in the

contrast. The principles of the wicked should only be studied to be shunned. So

God brings good out of evil. (3) The sacred records have survived the secular.

" The book of the chronicles of the kings of Israel " has long since perished. The

sacred records have come down to our times. In these, after a lapse of nearly

thirty centuries, Ahab survives. But for these his name would not be known.

Note (a) the Providence which has preserved the Scriptures evinces their Divine

authenticity, (b) Things are permanent as they stand related to the everlasting

God. (c) The posthumous influence points to the immortality of man.—J. A. M.

Vers. 41—50.—Jehoshaphat. These words give a summary of the life of this

king of Judah, and faithfully record, as the Scriptures do to admiration, the good

and the bad, as these will be considered in the judgment of tho great day.

Consider—

I. The praise of Jehoshaphat. 1. He came of a good stock. (1) He was " of

the house and lineage of David." The traditions of that house were in many

respects a glorious inheritance. David was a " man after God's own heart." In

no instance was he found inclining to idolatry. (2) He was the son of Asa. Of

his mother we have this significant mention: "And his mother's name was

Azubah, the daughter of Shilhi. And he walked in the ways of Asa his father, and

departed not from it, doing that which was right in the sight of the Lord." This

suggests the healthiness of his mother's moral influence. The referenco here to

Asa, too, is highly honourable. (3) Tho blessing of pious parents is iuestimable.

It works beneficially in example, irr precept, in solicitude. This last is most

effectual in prayer to God. Those who are favoured with godly parents should

praise God evermore. Wicked children of pious parents are doubly culpable.

2. He improved his advantages. (1) He " walked in the ways of Asa his father."

These were ways of righteousness. Let the children of godly parents now ask

themselves whether they walk in the good ways of their ancestors. (2) Ho

" turned not aside from it." He showed no favour to idolatry. The note which

follows is no impeachment of the truth of this statement : " Nevertheless the high

places were not taken away ; for the people offered and burnt incense yet in the

high places." The high places that Jehoshaphat spared were those in which tho

true God was worshipped in accordance with the usage of patriarchal times

(see 2 Chron. xxxiii. 17). (3) He went farther than Asa in the work of reforma

tion :—"Tho remnant of the Sodomites which remained in the days of Asa his

father he took out of the land." The parallel place to this in the Chronicles is :

" And his heart was lifted up in the ways of the Lord : moreover ho took away tho

high places and the groves (D»1BW out of Judah" (2 Chron. xvii. 6; xix. 3). By

removing the Sodomites we understand that he demolished their shrines, their

Asherim, their instruments of pollution. When the nests are destroyed the rooks

fly. 3. This w is to his praise. (1) Others, similarly placed, failed to make this

good use of their advantages. Jehoram, his own son, may be mentioned in sad

contrast to him. Several of his ancestors had scandalously departed from the

godly ways of their father David. Men will be justified or condemned in tho light

of such comparisons in the last great day (see Luke xi. 31, 32). (2) God rewarded

him with prosperity (2 Chron. xvii. 4, 5). He had an army—probably an enrolled

militia—of 1,100,000 men. The Philistines, Arabians, and Edomites were subject

to him. The note here, that " there was then no king in Edom : a deputy was

king," which prefaces the account of his fleet at Ezion-Geber, was designed to

explain how Jehoshaphat was able to have a fleet at a port which belonged to

Edom (see ch. ix. 26), viz., because he appointed the viceroy in Edom which was

tributary to him (see Gen. xxvii. 29, 37 ; 2 Sam. viii. 14).

II. The blame of Jehoshaphat. This seems all to have been connected with

the "peace " which he made "with the king of Israel." It appears to have com

menced with—1. The marriage of his son. (1) Jehoram, the eldest son of Jehosha

phat, and with his consent, took Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, to be
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his wife. Jehoshaphat's heart was lifted up with the abundance of his " riches antl

honour,'' and "joined affinity with Ahab" (see 2 Chron. xviii. 1). He became too

great to be content with an humble match for his son, and sacrificed godliness to

grandeur. He has many imitators in this. (2) Unequal yoking has ever been

prolific in mischief. Athaliah inherited the evil spirit of both her parents, and she

led away the heart of Jehoram from God to his ruin. The object of this marriage

was to build up the house of Jehoshaphat, but it well-nigh proved its ruin (see

2 Chron. xxii. 10, 11). God is the builder of families (see 2 Sam. vii. 11, 27 ;

1 Kings ii. 24; xi. 38; Psa. cxxvii. 1). 2. His friendship with Ahab. (1) This

evil grew out of the marriage. The peace between Israel and Jndah, which in the

abstract was a benefit, was probably a condition of the marriage. But the friend

ship between Jehoshaphat and Ahab which followed, was too intimate for the good

of the king of Judah's soul. (2) Evils beget evils. This friendship led to Jehosha

phat helping Ahab in his war against Syria, and had nearly cost Jehoshaphat his life.

It also sullied his reputation, for he was persuaded into it by Ahab against the voice

of Micaiah. This friendship exposed Jehoshaphat to the reproof of the prophet

Jehu (2 Chron. xix. 2). 3. His friendship with Ahaziah. (1) This son of Ahab

was no more a companion fit for Jehoshaphat than Ahab. For Ahaziah "walked in

the way of his father, and in the way of his mother, and in the way of Jeroboam

the sou of Nebat, who made Israel to sin: for he served Baal and worshipped him,

and provoked to anger the Lord God of Israel, according to all that his father had

done." (2) Yet Jehoshaphat formed a trade alliance with Ahaziah. They jointly

fitted out a fleet at the port of Ezion-Geber, ou the Red Sea, to sail to Ophir for

gold. But for this God rebuked him, and "the ships were broken " in the port (see

2 Chron. xx. 35—37). Let no money consideration, no gold of Ophir, induce

godly young men to enter into trade partnerships with the ungodly. (3) This

judgment of God had a salutary effect upon Jehoshaphat. For when Ahaziah

would renew the attempt at Ezion-Geber, Jehoshaphat declined (ver. 49). Let ns

be careful never to repeat a blunder.—J. A. M.

Vers. 1—28.—Crime brings its own punishment. I. The wicked rush upoy

destruction'. 1. Ah/ib provokes the war in which he himself will perish. Tho

peace which had lasted so long might have continued. Every day it was pro

longed was a day placed between him and death ; and yet with his own hand ho

brings to an end the period of grace. How often are the calamities of the wicked

invoked by themselves, and are the fruit of their own rashness ! 2. It came as the

prompting of the deepest wisdom. Jehoshaphat's presence afforded the oppor

tunity of forming a league to which success seemed certain. The selfish cun

ning of the sinful becomes a snare to them. 3. He closes his ear against God's

deterring counsel. (1) When asked to inquire of God, he briugs those only who

will speak the things that accord with his own determination. The false prophets

are called, but not the true. (2) When compelled to bring Micaiah from the prison

(see ver. 26, " carry him back unto Amon," &o.), he endeavours to prevent Jehosha

phat being moved by his words. Micaiah is his enemy, therefore a prophecy of good

is not to bo expected from him, (3) When warned he will not be hindered, but

defies God, who would save him, by insulting and persecuting His servant (ver. 27).

II. The false profhets. 1. They bind the cords which arc leading a sinful

soul to death. The word which they profess to speak for God is a word which it

pleases the king to hear. It is the echo of his own desires (ver. 6). There are

those who by voice and pen proclaim a new gospel. It is no longer sought to lead

up the world to God and thus reconcile it to Him. It is boldly declared that the

reconciliation is already effected. God has come down to it. There is no anger

and no threatening and no terrible shadow of judgment. There is nothing but

goodness and love. They are the false prophets of to-day, and these do for the men

of their generation what those did for Ahab. 2. Their blasphemy. When a prophet

of Jehovah was asked for (ver. 7), they who have hitherto spoken only of Adonai do

not scruple to take the name of the Highest into their lips (vers. 11, 12). We do

not escape the false prophets when we appeal from their speech concerning the
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God of nature to His revealed will, the word of the Lord. They meet vts there.

It is in vain we seek to rest upon the plainest words ; they are explained away.

Hell is a superstitious dream, and the cross of the disciples of Christ a mere figure

of speech, with no hard, stern reality behind it. 8. They are possessed by a spirit of

falsehood (vers. 21—23). Their position is more a punishment of past sin than

conscious transgression. They speak with honesty of a sort, but it is out of their

heart's darkness. They were willing to bo deceived, and they have been deceived.

They did not wish to know God as He is, and they have been left with the god of

their own imagination. In which school are we, that of the false prophets, or of

the true ? 4. They smite the true servants of God. Zedekiah's blow preceded the

king's judgment. It proved nothing but his own soul's distance from God. It was

the act of a man provoked by zeal for his own honour. He who had been moved by

zeal for God's honour would have stood in silent awe of that terrible but certain

judgment which the man was braving

III. The true servant of God. 1. In a corrupt court his is no welcome

presence (ver. 8). The distance between Ahab and God was reflected in that which

separated him from the speaker of God's word. Continued faithfulness, if it may

not win, must be repelled and hated. " Woe unto you when all men speak well of

you ; for so," 4c. 2. The necessity laid on h im to declare tlie whole counsel of God

(ver. 14). He cannot turn to the right hand or the left; the world's wealth cannot

bribe him, its power and cruelty cannot terrify him. What king or people desire

to hear, or courtly prophets or current creeds have said, weighs nothing with him.

He cannot speak in God's name aught save what God lias said. 8. Hi* message.

He speaks first in easily discerned irony (vers. 15, 16). It was an intimation to the

king that he desired to hear no prophecy that would run counter to his inclinations.

Then, when he is solemnly appealed to, a picture is presented (ver. 17) of the

smitten, shepherdless people, which might well have touched even Ahab's heart.

Next king and people are led up to the throne of God. The servant and his words

are forgotten in the revelation of his Master. Even the false prophet's utterances

are turned to account ; they and the reliance which the king is placing on them

are part fulfilment of the Divine vengeance. There was deeper tenderness and

truer love for Ahab in that one breast than in all the four hundred. 4. The great

ness of all true service for God. There is a glory about that despised, persecuted

man before which that of both kings pales. It is a glory which nothing can tear

from the loyal heart, and which shines the brighter amid the world's darkening

hate. It is a glory which may be our own.—U.

Vers. 29—40.—The Certainty of God's Threatenings. I. Ahab's attempt to

elude the Divine vengeance. 1. His apprehension of coining evil. If Micaiah's

words were net the words of God, why should he take precautions ? His heart

gives the lie to his own unbelief; the words cling to him. The bold refusal to listen

to God's word is no assurance that the soul will not afterwards be shaken by a

fearful looking for of judgment. 2. His ungenerousness (ver. 30). " I will dis

guise myself; but put thou on thy robes." The effect of the counsel was

necessarily to concentrate tho enemy's attention upon Jehoshaphat. Sin not only

makes a man a coward, it robs him of nobleness. 3. The immediate effect of

Ahab's stratagem. Ben-hadad's arrangements for tho capture or slaughter of

Ahab were rendered of no avail. The captains could not find the man they

sought. A momentary success often attends the plans of those who endeavour

to flee from God. 4. The cliance shot. The success of Ahab's device only

served to make the blow come more plainly from tho hand of God. Ben-hadad's

purpose could be baffled, but not His. There is no escape from God.

II. The fulfilment of God's word. 1. He fell at Itamoth-Gilead (ver. 20).

2. " Israel was scattered upon the hills," and the command was given to return

(vers. 17, 3G). 3. The dogs licked Ahab's blood (ch. xxi. 19), not in Jezreel, indeed,

because the judgment then pronounced was that of the overthrow of the dynasty.

This was delayed on account of Ahab's repentance, and happeued, as predicted,

" in his son's days" (ch. xxi. 29). But the personal part of the prediction, " The dogs
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Bliall lick thy blood, even tliine," was not revoked. There are prophecies both of

evil and of good, within the range of which we set ourselves. God's words are

touching us, and will likewise be literally fulfilled.—U.

Vers. 41—53.—Two Life Stories. I. Jehoshaphat's. 1. He prolonged Die good,

influence of Jiis father's reign. Judah's thought was still kept under the light of

truth, and its life more fully led into the ways of God : he completed Ids father's

reforms (ver. 46). The continuance of God's work anywhere is as important as

the origination of it. 2. He was consistent. " He turned not aside from it." He

did not merely begin well ; over his whole reign there rested the Divine approval ;

lie did "that which was right in the eyes of the Lord." The life which is ever

sinning, repenting, forgettiug, achieves nothing. It is like a plant uprooted and

planted again, to be again uprooted, Ac, and which, even should its life be pre

served, will never bear fruit. It is like " a backsliding heifer," and with such a life

the great Husbandman's work cannot be carried on. 8. Tliere was failure at well

as success in his career. " Nevertheless the high places were not taken away."

He had endeavoured to remove them (2 Chron xvii. 6). But " the people offered

and burnt incense yet in the high places." The mightiest efforts in the great war-

tare with darkness leave something for other hands to do, and must till He come

who alone can perfect all tilings. 4. He sought to be at peace with his brethren

(ver. 44). He went further in this, indeed, than he ought to have done (2 Chron.

xix. 2), but the desire for peace was laudable. 5. He humbled himself under God's

rebuke (compare vers. 48, 49 with 2 Chron. xx. 35—87). At first he hod been be

guiled into fellowship with the idolatrous king of Israel without reflecting upon the

danger which lay in it for himself and his people. But when God had manifested

His displeasure, nothing could make him renew the confederacy. The judgment

might mistake, but the heart was loyal to God.

II. Ahaziah's. 1. A sinful life. " He did evil in the Eight of the Lord." With

such a life there was no possibility of blessing for his people. The roots of his use

fulness were destroyed. To do, we must first of all become. Our work cannot rise

above the level of our life. 2. A disastrous policy (vers. 52, 53). He continued

the work of Israel's destruction. The departure made by Jeroboam and perfected

by Allah and Jezebel, he accepted in its full rejection of Jehovah. He did not go

beyond them, he simply did " according to all that his father had doue," but in

doing this his sin was of the deepest dye. His father had been judged, but God

was still braved, and Israel was led still nearer to destruction. We may only con

tinue what others have begun ; but if we pay no heed to the proofs of God's anger,

and take no thought of the inevitable results of the policy wo pursue, our persistence

may bo ono of the deepest crimes against God and man.—U.

Ver. 34.—The Pierced Armour. This occurred during the third campaign of

Ben-hadad against Israel. Micaiah had forewarned Ahab against the danger he

incurred, and was cast into prison for his pains. The warning was, however, taken

sufficiently to heart to induce the king to disguise himself. Describe the expedient

adopted, and its remarkable failure. Ahab was in many respects a typical sinner.

He was an idolater, a persecutor, impenitent, though sometimes touched ; and in

the plenitude of power he fell. We see here—

I. A man aimed against God. True he was fighting against the Syrians, but as

he girded on his armour he rememberod aud defied the words of the prophet.

His ominous prophecy should not be fulfilled, he would yet come back safe and

victorious to put Micaiah to death, and with this determination ho put Jehoshaphat

in command, and clad himself with proof armour. Iu spirit, therefore, he was

fighting not only against the hosts of Syria, but against the word of God. Hence

let us depict one who is armed against God. Reverse tho description St. Paul gives

(Eph. vi.) of one armed by God. The impenitent sinner represented by Ahab

defends himself. 1. By false hopes (Deut. xxix. 19, 20). These constitute his

" helmet," which wards off true thoughts of self and sin. He blindly trusts in

Divine mercy, while sin is unrepealed, forgetting that " a God all mercy is a God
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unjust " (Young). " There is none other name given under heaven whereby we

may be saved," &c. " How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation ? "

2. By a hardened heart. This is his " breastplate." A man impenitent is a man

lost. Some are :' past feeling," their consciences are "seared as with a hot iron,"

and God gives them over to their " hardness of heart," and to an " impenitent

mind." " Who has hardened himself against God, and prospered ? " We may

become "hardened by the deceitfulness of sin." 3. By defiant words. There is a

tongue which is set on fire of hell. Adduce examples. Ahab defied Micaiah. 4.

By an unbelieving m ind. The king questioned the truth of the prophet's message.

He had more confidence in his own past success and in his military skill than in

the declaration of a man who knew somethingof God but nothing of war. Unbelief

ever prevents the inflowing of Divine goodness. Jesus "could do no mighty works

because of their unbelief." 5. By a dumb spirit. No asking for pardon, no cry

for mercy rose from Ahab's heart, or it would not have proved too late ; for the

Lord is " not willing that any should perish."

II. A man stkickkn ry God. The chance arrow of the Syrian archer fulfilled

the Divine purpose. 1. By the arrow of conviction. God's word is sharp and

powerful, and pierces even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and is a

discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. (1) It may be shot unwittingly,

as the archer drew at a venture not knowing what he might hit. Lot our words

for God be pointed, and be winged by faith, and He will see that they hit the mark.

(2) It may touch the one vulnerable spot. That arrow pierced " between the joints

of arniour " otherwise proof. So David's stone would have fallen powerless on the

greaves or the breastplate of the giant of Gath. God, who knows our hearts, tries

every avenue. Through our reason, through our affections, through our conscience,

His word seeks to find its way. 2. By the arrow ofjudgment. (1) It was foretold

(ver. 28). Ahab ran the risk. So do they who continue in sin after hearing of " a

certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour

the adversaries." (2) It teas inevitable. All disguise and precaution were un

availing. The justice of God sooner or later reaches the right man. (3) It was

terrible. The weak, sensuous man, whose promise had sometimes been so fair,

fell in a moment from kingship, from life, and from hope. " He that being

reproved hardeneth his neck, shall suddenly be destroyed, and that without often

remedy."—A. R.
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" II is quite impossible, in the limits of a brief notice,
to review and characterize these ponderous volumes as
they deserve. But I may say at once that the exposi
tions contained in them, especially considering; that they
are meant for popular use, maintain a very high level.
From the strictly orthodox point of view, I doubt, for
instance, whether any better commentary on the Book
of Genesis has been written than that of Mr. Whitelaw,
or has been written in a better spirit."— The Expositor.

"We are bound to say that the more we see of this
Commentary the better we like it ; and the more highly
do we estimate the ability, piety, and sound judgment
with which it is being carried on. Most readers will
feel that they understand far better the plan and purpose
of the entire Commentary after an attentive perusal of
the volume upon Genesis ; and it would not be too much
to say that, take it altogether, there is no other Com
mentary upon Genesis in the English language quite
equal to it. Fuller and more comprehensive than either
Bishop Wordsworth's, J. H, Blunt's, or the * Speaker's'

Commentary, it yet avoids the prolixity, the faults of
style, the somewhat pedantic and over-learned dis
quisitions of Lange's Bibel-werk,* which it sometimes
tasks even a scholar to disentangle ; while its comments
are, in all respects, adequate and learned, and wherever
we have tested them pious and orthodox."—The Lite
rary Churchman.

" The Introductions of the volume on Genesis are
specially able and complete. Canon Farrar contributes
a General Introduction to the Old Testament—setting
forth the way in which for homiletical purposes it is to
be interpreted and used—full of scholarly and common-
sense canons and suggestions ; Bishop Cotterill an
elaborate dissertation on the development of the idea of
law, from its beginning in human consciousness to its
culmination in the revelation of God ; Mr. Whitelaw a
defence of the Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch,
dealing in detail with objections. Mr. Whitelaw is also
the author of the Exposition of Genesis and of its
Homiletics. The Homilies are by Dr. Montgomery
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Professor Redford, Rev. W. Roberts, and Rev. F. j
Hastings. The volume is throughout a very able and
important exposition of this first and seminal book of the j

Bible."—British Quarterly Review.

" We do not, of course, commit ourselves to all the
positions of this massive introduction, nor indeed to
the exegetical conclusions without exception of the rest
of the volume, but that does not prevent our saying
with reference to the ' Pulpit Commentary ' on Genesis
that there is nothing like it, and that no one who
wishes to be thoroughly informed on this precious
portion of Holy Writ can afford to be without it."—

Methodist.

"In the two volumes before us we have the plan of j
the ' pulpit' Commentary sufficiently matured to enable
us to judge of its value. Each chapter in the Com
mentary is examined mostly verse by verse, and the
light accumulated by modern discoveries, and, let us
add, by modern controversies, is used to clear up the
meaning of the text. This is succeeded by homiletic
reflections in which the chapter is examined in a broader
sweep, and the lessons which may fairly and reasonably
be deduced from the Scriptural narrative arc stated in
such a manner as to make thcin useful as outlines of
sermons, or at least as suggestive of the ruling thoughts
which would rise in the minds of hearers, and demand a
recognition in any exposition of the chapter. Such a
design faithfully adhered to and carried out with
a largeness of view, limited only by the plain and
settled meaning of the text, will place in the hands of
those called upon to expound the Scriptures of truth a
selection of materials of unfailing value, and ready for
onstant use."— Bull.

"The commentary by Mr. Whitelaw is done with very
great thoroughness. '—Leeds Mercury.

"The commentaries of to-day represent not only
industry but research ; they are laborious as welt as
wide. The one before us is not only laborious but original.
It is, in fact, three commentaries in one."—Liverpool
Albion.

" There are two points to be specially noted in this
work. One is that it is brought out under the auspices
of clergymen and Dissenting ministers working together
in its production ; the other is that it is a gigantic
magazine of materials prepared for being promptly made
up into sermons."—Guardian.

"We repeat emphatically the high encomium which
we have passed upon former volumes of ' The Pulpit
Commentary.' This is a grand book."—Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon in Sword and Trowel.

"We have done all this conscientiously, and the
result of our inspection lays it on us as a simple duty
to say that, amongst all the commentaries which it
might occur to the reader to compare with this one (and
those are such as Lange's), this amongst them all is the
best ' Genesis ' for homilctical purposes that we have.
And let it be remarked that this ' Genesis * will be found
to serve these purposes in a manner much more learned
and scholarly than the ordinary homilist will likely or
can reasonably expect. . . . The Exposition of Genesis,
for which Mr. Whitelaw is also responsible, is, as we
have said already, avery able and scholarly perform
ance. The expositor is obviously a true exegete. There
is a true exegetical impulse and tact in extracting the
meaning out of the language of the sacred writer instead
of transposing the mind of the interpreter into it. There
is great care and caution and a fine balancing of reasons
and mature and safe judgment maintained in dealing
with controverted and difficult passages. The summa
tion of objections to the rejected interpretation, and of
grounds of preference for the adopted one is masterly,
and such as makes the points easy, both of understanding
and of remembrance. . . . The^ scientific borderlands of
theology, so often lifted into view in the first chapters
of Genesis, are carefully surveyed, and very safely laid
off. Mr. Whitelaw has mastered the scientific informa
tion and principles necessary for this in away too seldom
repeated. He proceeds with full, conscious deliberate-
ness on the indispensable rule of avoiding both unneces
sary collision and premature attempts at harmony
between the revelations of nature and of Scripture.
The Word of God is not staked rashly on human inter

pretations. Altogether, the exposition is one of great
practical avail, extremely satisfactory, we should think,
to the scholar, and of the utmost utility, at the same
time, for the pulpit—a utility greatly enhanced by the
' Homiletics,' that is, homilctical analyses of these suc
cessive paragraphs. These ' Homiletics 1 are, while
keeping to their proper office of analysing the text and
breaking it up for preaching purposes, the freshest
and most suggestive pulpit material we have seen."—
Edinburgh Daily Review.

" In fact, these expositions are a new testimony that
science and revelation are simply two revolving wheels
with indentations intended from the very first to fit into
each other, and neither of which has anything to fear,
the only thing sure to suffer being the mistaken, because
Eremature, interpretations thrust in between. The whole
ook reminds us very much of Lange, although the

great German commentator has none of those homiletical
outlines which are fitted to be of such service in these
busy days to the self-reliant preacher who knows how to
use them, namely, not to stifle but to suggest thought.
In another important sense the Commentary differs from
Lange even in its best English attire, as well as from the
series of commentaries of the old Puritan divines pub
lished by Nichol, of Edinburgh; we mean in this, that
it is not overloaded, and that you can get at once what
you need. This is a great boon, saving both time and
temper, while every word tells. As a book specially
intended for ministers of religion, as the title indicates,
this Commentary will pass, when completed, into the
front rank of Biblical expositions in the English or in
deed in any other language."—Liverpool Mercury.

' ' The Exposition is wholly by Mr. Whitelaw, and is
carefully and ably done. He has evidently spared no
pains to make clear the meaning of the sacred nar
rative. He has had the best commentaries con*
stantly by him, but he has not been a mere compiler
or their slavish follower. While giving the views
which others have held, which is most useful for
the student, he is careful to give his own. His
has been an independent study, but it is the inde
pendent study of one who knows how to use the labours
of others in the same field. The early chapters of
Genesis, from the alleged conflict between their teaching
and that of science on the subject of the Creation, are the
most difficult to an expositor. It would be affirming too
much to say that Mr. Whitelaw fully disposes of all
difficulties ; but it may be asserted that his Exposition
will be found in the main to be as satisfactory as any
which has been given. He has not dealt with this por
tion of Genesis without having read widely what geolo
gists, as well as Biblical critics, have written upon it.
But able and excellent as his Exposition is throughout,
yet we are inclined to rate his Homilies higher. We
have made a pretty extensive examination of these, and
have found them all admirable. The divisions arc
logical, the heads arc briefly and pointedly stated, and
the indication of their treatment is full of relevant matter.
In his hands the richness of Scripture history, in the
material which it furnishes for pulpit instruction, is well
brought out."—North British Daily Mail.

"The main labour of the volume appears to have
rested with Mr. Whitelaw, who has certainly done it in
a most careful and workmanlike way. In ordinary cir
cumstances it would be folly to expect of a writer who
essays at once the diverse tasks of critic, exegete, and
homilist, that he should be successful in ail three ; but
Mr. Whitelaw may fairly claim to have achieved that
distinction. His Commentary is a production of great
learning, and for working purposes will be found in
valuable. _ It will bear comparison with any in the
language in the fulness with which it exhibits not only
the writer's own view, with the reasons on which it 'is
grounded, but almost every opinion and shade of opinion
which has ever been held by others and written down in
books ; as also in the frankness of its treatment of
scientific, historical, and chronological difficulties. If
the student whose mind is exercised with these difficulties
happens to differ from the commentator, he cannot, at
least, complain that the materials are withheld from him
for framing a sounder judgment."—Glasgow Herald.

" We look forward with interest to the continuance of
this bold undertaking, and hop* to see it brought to a
successful conclusion. '— Church Times.
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" Competent scholarship, exact thought, and reverent
handling of the Scriptures are apparent on every page.
He has mastered the voluminous literature which has
gathered round this special book of Scripture, and is
acquainted at first hand with all the critical, historical,
and geographical problem, which await solution."—
Daily Free Press.

" Of course, it would have been impossible to read care
fully the whole of these five hundred closely printed
large octavo pages, and it may be there are some
opinions in it from which we might dissent ; but judging

from what we have read, we can confidently recommend
it. Whilst it may be inferior in scholarship to the great
works of Keil and Delitzsch, Ewald, Kurtz, and Heng-
stenberg, it will be found more useful than those, not
only generally, but also for its special purpose. It may
be confidently asserted that when completed the ' Pulpit
Commentary' will be the best purely English com
mentary in existence. It divides the book into short
paragraphs, of each of which there is a good exposition.
The homiletic outlines follow, which may be used or
read as a substitute for sermons. Then come homilies
or sermon outlines on the same paragraphs by Rev.
Prof. W. Binnic, D.D., Rev. E. S. Prout, M.A., Rev.
D. Young, B.A., and Rev. J. Waite, B.A. In different
parts of the work there are special articles—for instance,
on the position of Kadesh, the thirty-eight years' sub
mergence of the history after the rebellion at Kadesh,
the history of Balaam, Balaam's prophecies, the zeal of
Phinehas, the extermination of the Midianitcs, and the
two lists of stations between Egypt and the Jordan. A
homiletical index at the end of the volume adds greatly
to its value."—Leeds Mercury.

"As the book of Numbers has never yet been fully
expounded, we all the more heartily welcome this
volume. If by any good word of ours we could increase
the sale of this noble series of commentaries, we should
count the time and space to be most profitably employed.
Messrs. C. Kegan Paul and Co. deserve to be supported
abundantly in an enterprise so daringly planned and so
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admirably executed. Perhaps the best service we can
render both to our readers and the publishers is to quote
from the prospectus the following statement as to the
design of these volumes, upon which the best scholars
of the age are employed."—Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, in
Sword and Trowel.

"The great difficulties created by the gaps of time in
the book of Numbers, by the slaughter of the Midianitish
women, the perplexities created by Kuenen and Colenso
with reference to the two censuses, and the number of
fighting men in the camp of Israel, are handled by Mr.
Whitelaw very judiciously and ably, and the textual
commentary by Mr. Winterbotham, with its special
notes, docs not shirk difficulties which have been often
felt. Some very happy homiletic use is made of the
grander portions of the sublime story*"—Evangelical

Magazine.

" The wisdom of the editors has in no instance been
more clearly exhibited than in the selection of Mr.
Winterbotham as expositor and homilist ; and we are
glad to meet him on ground where his exegetical powers
are tested to the utmost. ^ His colleagues, too, bear
names which guarantee ability and soundness. The
difficulties of the book arc dealt with mainly in two
elaborate introductions ; one by Mr. Whitelaw, whose
valuable contribution on Genesis we have already re
viewed ; and one by Mr. Winterbotham. Of the former
it is impossible to speak too highly. The questions
raised by the thirty-seven years' chasm, the number of
fighting men, and of the congregation, the duties of the
priest, the marshalling of the host, the Midianitish
victory, etc., are handled in the clearest and most satis
factory manner. We have only one exception to make
to Mr. Winterbotham's introduction, and that is that he
sets too little store on the external evidence in favour of
the book. Otherwise it is scholarly, philosophical^ and
sound. With regard to the so-called barren details of
the book, we have seldom read anything more interest
ing and suggestive than the manner in which some of

them are dealt with."—Methodist.

JOSHUA.

By Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. ; with introduction to the Historical Books by Rev. A.

PLUMMER, M.A. ; and with Homilies by Rev. E. DE PRESSENSE-, D.D., Rev. R.

GLOVER, Rev. J. WAITE, B.A., Rev. S. R. ALDRIDGE, B.A., Rev. W. F.

ADENEY, M.A. {Third Edition.) Price I is. bd.

OPINIONS OF

" Joshua is treated by Rev. J. J. Lias, and his entire
work is fully deserving of similar praise But
of publications of our own day, the work before
us must easily bear away the palm for method and
comprehensiveness. There has been nothing like it
for the methodical way in which the whole surface of
the Holy Scriptures has been treated with a homiletical
intention, and we must say also in the general power
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and ability with which the work is done. The volumes
are of a goodly size and length, for it is hardly possible
to compress the work very greatly ; so that we fear the
completed work must be a lengthy one. It appears to
be conceived and carried on in a thoroughly fair and
candid spirit, though not entirely by Churchmen ; and
the names of the various writers (each of them men of
eminence in their several positions} speak for them
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selves. ... All that learning, much industry, and an
excellent method can do has been done to produce a
work in which the laborious preacher may find the exact
information for suggestive thought or careful generali
zation which he needs for his pulpit work, ready to his
hand. And this is no small praise."—Ecclesiastical

Gazette.

" No commentary worthy of the sacred text of Joshua
has appeared in an English dress till the publication
of the present volume. Kcil is hardly up to his usual
mark. Fay, in Lange, is far below even the average
of that unequal work ; even Calvin's masculine intellect
seems at fault here, and Mr. Espin, in the * Speaker's
Commentary, ' while reasonably full and sound on the
whole, hardly reaches a high standard of excellence.
We have examined this volume with much care, and I
have no hesitation in pronouncing it immeasurably the
best interpretation of Joshua in the language. Mr. Lias,
in addition to having the whole existing literature on
the subject to work upon, has brought to his task critical
and exegetical powers of a rare order, and the industry,
judgment and literary skill of the late learned Hebrew
professor at Lampeter, have produced a commentary
that will be the standard work for this and the next
generation. *—Methodist.

" The Commentary on Joshua by Mr. Lias is as
scholarly, painstaking, and effective as his contributions
to the Cambridge Bible for schools, which have been
characterized in these pages more than once."—
Expositor.

" Turning to" the Commentary itself, we must express
unmixed satisfaction with the opening excursus of Prin
cipal Plummer, in which, while showing his thorough
familiarity with the objections of Ewald, Dr. Davidson,
and others, to the narrative of Joshua, he exposes their
unduly dogmatic tone, and gives abundant evidence for
accepting the authenticity of the book itself and pre
servmg it in the canon of Scripture. ... As a specimen >
of the expository part of this book, we may refer to the ;
annotations on the Cities of Refuge^ which contain some
excellent thinking in small space, m addition to which
it may be said that the fairness in relation to real dif
ficulties conspicuous throughout cannot be better illus
trated than in the exegesis on the crucial passage about
the sun and the moon standing still in the valley of
Ajalon. . . . 'The Pulpit Commentary,' when com
pleted, must take its place supreme and without a rival

among all the expositions of the Sacred Scriptures
published in our language."—Liverpool Mercury.

"As several volumes of the 'Pulpit Commentary'
have already reached a third or fourth edition, their
value appears to be understood and appreciated. The
present volume opens with an introduction to the his
torical books from Joshua to Nehemiah, by the Rev.
A. Plummer, Master of University College, Durham.
Although there is nothing specially original in this in
troduction, the materials of previous investigations and
criticisms are well arranged and grouped ; and the
whole affords a concise yet graphic account of the history
of Israel during the time referred to. The special in
troduction to the Book of Joshua, from the pen of the
Rev. J. J. Lias, late Hebrew Lecturer at Lampeter
College, ably deals with the various critical questions
involved; vmdicates the integrity and early authorship
of the book ; and discusses with candour and clearness
the so-called moral and miraculous difficulties which it
presents. Mr. Lias also supplies the Exposition and
Homilies in a series of concise and condensed notes,
which presents the latest results of scholarship. The
Homilie* are by Dr. E. de Presscnse", and the Revs.
R. Glover, J. Waite, W. F. Adeney.and S. R. Aldridge ;
and, while very various in character, are valuable and
suggestive- The volume throughout is a useful help to
the nomiletical student of the Book of Joshua."—Leeds

Mercury.

" Whilst noticing Mr. Plummer's portion of the volume,
we would call attention to some brief remarks at the end
of the general introduction on the place which the
historical books of the Old Testament are fitted to
occupy in pulpit ministrations. These remarks ore sug
gestive, and will prove valuable to the preacher. The
exegetical parts of the volume are done with extreme
care ; and Professor Lias, to whom we are indebted for
this part of the book, deserves praise for the industry
with which he has collected the materials to illustrate
this portion of the * Pulpit Commentary.' The homiletic
applications are from the pens of various writers, and-
are of different degrees of merit. They, however, are
almost all of practical value—some, indeed, of great
value—the germs of many a future sermon, we trust."—

John Bull.

" We repeat with even fuller emphasis the opinion
wc expressed in noticing previous volumes of the Com
mentary, that it stands first in its own department."—
British and Forei&t Evangelical Review.

JUDGES AND RUTH.

By the Right Rev. Lord A. C. HERVEY, D.D., and Rev. J. MORISON, D.D. ; with

Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. THOMSON, M.A., Rev. W. M. STATHAM, Rev. A. F.

MUIR, M.A., and Rev. W. F. ADENEY, M.A. {Third Edition.) Price 10s. 6V.

OPINIONS OF

"The introduction, as well as the commentary, is
vigorous and suggestive."—British Quarterly Review.

"The Book of Judges has been entrusted to Lord
Arthur Hervey, Bishop of Bath and Wells, for 'expo
sition and homiletics/ and is well and thoroughly done,
as would be expected from a divine who has made that
portion of Scripture to some extent his special study."—

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

"Another volume of this valuable Bible commentary
deserves to be warmly welcomed. The exposition of
the Book of Judges, by the Bishop of Bath and Wells, is
full of solid learning and practical truth suited to all
classes of readers, while the homiletical portion has
many features to recommend it to ministers of religion.
. . . Too much commendation cannot be bestowed on
the commentary on Ruth by the Rev. Dr. Morison, of
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Glasgow, the founder of one of the smaller denomina
tions of Scotland, and a scholar of undoubted ability, as
his volume on the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the
Romans abundantly shows. We have no hesitation in
pronouncing this the best exposition of the charming
idyll of Ruth to be found in the English language. It
is not surpassed by the volume of the same name in
Lange's series, written by one of the great divines of
Germany ; while the homilies of Professor Thomson and
the Rev. W. M. Statham largely increase its worth for
Eractical purposes. If this commentary continues as it
as begun, it will be without a rival in this or any other

country, for giving biblical students an accurate know-
ledge of the original text, together with the latest results
of mvestigation in the lands of the Bible themselves.
The publishers have done wisely in putting these expo
sitions into the hands of interpreters of the highest
reputation, and from the favour with which their enter
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prise has been already received, they must be satisfied
that public opinion has confirmed their judgment. This 1
volume itself is a monument of patient and most perse
vering research, as those who know anything of the
labour involved will see at a glance. It would be a wise
investment on the part of congregations to place the
book in every minister's library. '—Liverpool Mercury. ,

" In the volume before us we have, too, the work of a
scholar who has made this part of Scripture his peculiar
study. The Bishop of Bath and Wells speaks, there
fore, with the confidence of one who is familiar with his |
subject; and his notes and 'homiletics' can hardly fail
to be of great use to the preacher, wherever he may
consult them. . . . The commentary on Ruth is itself
as good and edifying, and the entire volume quite equal
to those which have preceded it."—Church Quarterly

Revieiv.

" The commentary must by this time be so well known
to our readers that we need not repeat our former ex*
planation of its character and aim. Suffice it to say
that so far as it has yet appeared we have no hesitation
in pronouncing it the best commentary for preachers we
have yet seen, and that the volume before us, while less
bulky than its predecessors, is upon the whole equal to
them in point of merit."—Literary World.

" No clergyman ought to complain of the difficulty of
pulpit preparation with such a work in his hands ; the
danger is rather lest the business of preaching be ren
dered too easy, and the preacher himself robbed of his
independence. Looking over this volume, however, we
do not see that there is much fear for this result ; the
homiletic notes are more suggestive (as it is so desirable
that they should) than exhaustive. The reader will find
no sermon complete and to his hand, but he will find
what it is intended he should find, homiletic notes, to be
worked up in the laboratory of his mind, and put into
shape for the pulpit by dint of arrangement and thought
on his part. We have been careful to examine into the
treatment which some of the more difficult passages in
the 'Judges' have received at the hands of the com
mentators, and find it eminently satisfactory. For
example, Mr. Adcney's note, the murder of Sisera by
Jael, is to be commended for its good sense and reason
ableness. Nothing is said that shocks the moral sensi
bilities. The note on Jcphthah's vow is also good."—

Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette.

" The exposition of Judges, '
' "ing nearly all th

, while able and well in
formed, furnishing nearly all that a student can want,
strikes us as a little lacking in vigour. On the other
hand, Lord Hervey's introductiont discussing questions
of sources, date, chronology, etc., is admirably and con

cisely written, and states views which by their caution
and conspicuous good sense will probably commend
themselves to most minds as satisfactory. No complaint
on the score of vigour can be made to Dr. Si orison's
treatment of Ruth. Introduction and commentary alike
are in his best style, and constitute a valuable addition
to the literature of this charming book. The homiletical
parts are able, and extract from the histories most of
the lessons and applications they are capable of yielding.
The knotty places in the narrative—JaePs treachery, the
exploits of Samson, Jephtha's vow—are handled with
care and judgment, and from independent standpoints.
Most preachers shrink from continuous exposition of
the Book of Judges, but for those who are mclined to
attempt the task this volume afTords abundance of sug

gestive help."—Glasgow Herald.

" Homilies full of suggestive thought."—Xoncon-

formist.

"Of 'The Pulpit Commentary,' edited by Canon
Spence and the Kev. Joseph Exell, an equally satis
factory account may most conscientiously be given. The
volumes are got up in the same handsome style ; authors
eminent for ability and piety furnish the material; and
the homiletical object is kept constantly in view. When
this undertaking was begun, one feared lest it should be
somewhat fragmentary and crude ; but we are bound to
say that the best means have been taken to make it a

\ thorough and trustworthy work. Mr. Exell deserves
credit for his services in the cause. He has helped
greatly to raise Homiletics to the rank of a branch of
theological science ; and his endeavour to maintain
homiletics in vital connection with her twin-sister, Exe-
getics, is much to be commended. It- is the homiletical
element that distinguishes the commentary, and by which
it is to be judged. That element is singularly nch and
full, and it gives one a remarkable impression of the
manifoldness of Bible-teaching, even in the historical

books."—Catholic Presbyterian.

" In the same volume there is a brief exposition of the
Book of Ruth, by Dr. James Morison, which is, to my
mind, the gem cf the whole collection."—Expositor.

" It is unnecessary to speak in detail of the fulness and
excellence of this exhaustive commentary, a library in
itself, and which every clergyman's library ought to
possess. . . . With this commentary int his library, the
clergyman is almost free from the necessity of obtaming

any q\\ist."—Clergyman's Magazine.

" The story of Ruth is brought out with fine tact and
ample learning, and Mr. Statham's and Mr. Thomson's

homilies are very vigorous, and to the point."—

Evangelical Magazine.

FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL.

By Very Rev. R. PAYNE SMITH, D.D. (Dean of Canterbury) ; with Homilies by Rev.

D. FRASER, D.D., Rev. Prof. CHAPMAN, M.A., and Rev. BRYAN DALE, M.A.

(Fourth Edition.) Price 15*.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" The Dean of Canterbury's Commentary on i Samuel

is, as those who know him, and his course of study
would expect, quite the best help to the reading of that
attractive book to be found in English literature."—

Expositor.

" 1 thank you much for the large and handsome
volume on i Samuel which you have kindly sent me. 1
have examined it in a few places, and feel sure that, in
its special character of a homiletical commentary, it will
prove of the greatest use to students of Holy Scripture."
-The Right Rev. C. J. EllicotT, D.D., Lord Bishop

of Gloucester and Bristol.

" Another of those volumes of the * Pulpit Commen
tary,' which are doubtless of lasting use to clergy

men, has been added to the growing series edited
by the Rev. Canon Spence and the Rev. Joseph
Exell. The present work, which deals with tne
First Book of Samuel, follows the excellent plan upon
which the preceding volumes have been designed. First,
an introduction is given, in the same scholarly tone
which characterized this part of each former work ;
and then follow_ expositions, a comprehensive sermon
outline, and homilies by various authors."—Daily Tele

graph.

"This new volume of 'The Pulpit Commentary
amply confirms the high opinion which we were led
to form of its predecessor. Under the careful editor
ship of Canon Spence and the Rev. Mr. Exell, the
exegetical and homiletic departments have been placed
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in the hands of such capable men as Dr. Payne Smith,
and Dr. Donald Fraser, who have produced what we
may safely pronounce to be the best Commentary which
has yet appeared in the English language on the First
Book of Samuel."—Edinburgh Daily Review.

"We have thus endeavoured to give some slight idea
of the plan of the work. There is nothing like it in the
language. It is a mine of wealth for the preacher to dig
in, and no one can fail to derive much that is valuable
and excellent from it. To attempt to criticise the work
in detail is manifestly impossible. We can only counsel
all readers to possess themselves of it, for if further com
mendation is wanted, it may be found in the illustration
hereby afforded to the proverbial saying that 'nothing
succeeds like success.' The first volume of the ' Pulpit
Commentary ' that was published only a few months ago
is already in its third edition, and a second edition of the
present volume which is but just out has already been
called for. It is obvious, therefore, that the work sup
plies a felt want, and that the public accordingly will
have it."—Stanley Leathes, D.D., Prof, of Hebrew,
King's College, London.

" There was ample room for a comment upon Samuel,
for there is scarcely anything upon that book worth
mentioning. This noble volume fills the gap exceedingly
well, and will be invaluable to all mmisters."—Rev.
C. H. Spurceon in Sword and Trowel.

" So far as we have been able to examine the volume,
the exposition seems thoroughly sound, sober, and clear ;
the homiletical sections are rich in good thoughts ;
and the homilies, or outlines of sermons, considerably
above the average of productions of the kind which have
come under our notice. The undertaking shows no sign
of deterioration. The amount of matter compressed into
the volume—573 pages large octavo, and closely printed
—is simply enormous, and the price amazingly low. A
good feature of the work is the homiletical index of
subjects as they occur in the successive chapters."—

Leeds Mercury.

" ' The Pulpit Commentary ' differs from Lange's great
work in avoiding the endless accumulation of divergent
interpretations, and the comments which German exc-
getes are so apt to pronounce on one another. More
over, the homilies and homiletical illustrations are not
a mosaic of quotations from all sources, such as we find j
both in the 'Homiletical Commentaries' published by 1
Dickinson and the work of Langc already referred to.
They are the well-considered work of two highly-com
petent and thoughtful preachers. Sometimes they en
trench upon the exegetical department and suggest
sources of further exposition. Wc call especial attention
to the method in which all three writers have handled |
the ' Magnificat of the Old Testament,' and also the i
weird and tragic close of Saul's life. The first published j
instalments of* The PulpitCommentary ' augur a great
success for the work when it shall reach completion."—

Evangelical Magazine.

" The selection of writers has been wisely made—how
wisely a perusal of the book itself will best prove. The
work has been done throughout with admirable fulness [
and thoroughness, and we think we discern in the |
volume before us, even more than in the preceding one,
that happy combination of harmony in the general |
current of thought with variety in mode of treatment j
which goes so far to make a commentary of this sort
really useful. . . . But this volume will have a use to |
many besides the preacher ; it will be an invaluable
help to the teacher m his class, and to the conductor of i
Bible readings ; while even to the private Christian it \
would form an admirable companion in the study of this
part of Scripture. We do not hesitate to say that the (
editors. Canon Spence and Mr. Exell, as well as the j
publishers, are domg a great service in carrying out so ;
vigorously their gigantic undertaking."—Baptist.

" Nothing could be better calculated to meet the j
needs of the preacher in these busy days, in which all
public men have so many calls upon their time and 1
energies, than the plan adopted in this work. It is pos
sible that Lange's ' Bibel-werk' may have suggested
the design which has been followed out by the editors,
but those who have been in the habit of using Lange,
and who_ turn to the ' Pulpit Commentary,' will not be
long in discovering the superiority of the latter for prac
tical purposes."—Halifax Courier,

t "Indeed, the Commentary stands in the same rela
tion to this age that FarTar*s ' Life of Christ ' does ; it is
alive with beauty of style and vigour of thought, and
conscious of all the light that recent years have cast on
the study of the sacred Scriptures. We do not hesitate
to say that for exegetical purposes, and for helpful
stimulus, it will prove the commentary of the day; and
teachers especially, whether in church or school, will
find the inspiration that they too often seek in vam tn
the dull and dreary platitudes of many so-called aids
and helps."— Christian World.

"The book is a great storehouse of expository and
homiletical matter."— Unitarian Herald.

"The Dean of Canterbury's monograph on Samuel
and his times is very ably done. Its scholarship is what
we might have anticipated from the Dean's learning, but
its breadth and humanity, its vigorous grasp of the
period of Samuel and of his mission in it, and his liberal
construction of the questions involved, are as unexpected
as they are welcome. The Dean is quite abreast of the
criticism of the day, and deals with the questions that it
raises in a thorough scholarly and unprejudiced way.
Only good can come of such honest and fearless literary
criticism as applied to the historical books of the Old
Testament—all the more weighty in this instance as
coming from a writer whose evangelical orthodoxy and
devoutness are beyond all praise.

" Professor Chapman sums up homiletically the charac
teristics of each section,and Dr. Donald Fraser and Mr.
Bryan Dale supply homilies on the principal ideas and
verses. Those of Mr. Dale especially are happy and

vigorous, and will be very useful to preachers. The
work so far worthily justifies its title."—British

Quarterly.

" Such narratives as the Books of Samuel lend them
selves, it is evident, with the greatest ease to the condi
tions of the homiletic method. Every one knows how
comparatively easy it is to preach on a history or a
parable which contains in itself the element of personal
mterest ; whereas this has to be supplied by means of
illustrative metaphors or stories to teaching given in a
more abstract form. Hence we ought to see the method
at its best in this volume ; and though we cannot tell
what future volumes may prove of its advantages, yet
assuredly the preachers for whose use this Commentary
is intended may be thankful if the same high standard of
ability is maintained throughout. We do not know that
wc have any objection to offer, save on mere matters of
opinion here and there. On the whole the Commentary
seems to us even better than the ' Notes for Sermons ' ;
but both are generally very good."— Church Quarterly
Review.

" But it is to the character of his criticism and exe
gesis that we would call special attention. There is not
a verse, and hardly even a clause, or a word involving
anything of interest or importance, out of more than 800
verses which this book contains, which is not subjected
to the closest criticism, both textual and exegetical, by
one who is able to bring to his assistance all the resources
of scholarship in the original language and its cognate*,
with the ancient versions, for throwing light upon the
narrative as it moves along. Great pains, also, is devoted
to fixing the geographical localities and identifying the
towns named m the book, so far as that can be done with
the aid of the most recent discoveries of the Palestine
Exploration Society's agents. In fact, after studying
carefully the full exposition of any one chapter or section
of the sacred text, any competent expositor should feel
himself provided with nearly all the pulpit help which he
should demand."—Aberdeen Daily Free Press.

" Homiletical works have won for themselves an indis
putable placein English literature, and the vast majority
of them by no means belong to the high class of ' The
Pulpit Commentary,' while its careful exposition saves it
from being confounded with the general run of helps
to indolent or incompetent preachers."—H'esleyan
Magazine.

" I have no hesitation in saying that I like * The
Pulpit Commentary' very much, and think it calculated
to be a very useful work, especially to clergymen. I
have all the volumes which have appeared already, and
shall gladly be a subscriber to the New Testament
series.51—The Right Rev. J. C. Rvlr, D.D., L*rd
Bishop ofL iverpool.
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OPINIONS OF

" Wherever we have examined the work, we have
found the treatment to be extremely full and satisfactory,
and leaving little or nothing to be desired."—Clergy
man's Magazine.

" There is a certain amount of novelty in the plan
of the ' Pulpit Commentary,' and the idea strikes
us as a useful one, of rendering assistance to preachers
in drawing out the moral and didactic aspects
of the Biblical narratives. It is not indeed absolutely
new, having been carried out with a prolixity truly
German in Lange's ' Bible-werk* But it may fairly be
claimed for the present work that a Commentary wntten
in English will prove more adapted practically to English
audiences than one which must of necessity, good as it
is, bear the marks of its German origin. The plan
adopted here is to provide for each chapter or section of
a chapter an ' Exposition ' giving all necessary explana
tion of the meaning of the narrative, and illustrating it
from history and archaeology. This part of the work
seems to us very well done throughout."—Literary
Churchman.

" So far, however, it seems to have been carried out
with care and fair success ; and there can be no doubt
of its being a vast help to any one wishing to preach
sermons on those parts of Scripture. — Church
Quarterly Review.

" It is a book of solid worth, and to be studied with
profit not only by the class for whom it is specially
designed, but by students of Scripture generally who
desire to make study of the text go hand-in-hand with
practical edification. . . . The homiletical parts consist
first of homiletical outlines on the paragraphs ; then of
more special and detailed outlines from different pens,
reflecting varieties of thought and treatment. Great
pains has evidently been taken to make this portion of
the work really useful ; and we can honestly recommend
the homiletical sections as in the mam good, and
abounding in strong, healthy common sense, which
seldom fails to turn the passage in hand to excellent
practical account. We are therefore able to give to
this new competitor for public favour a sincere expres
sion of good will."—Glasgow Herald.

"The Expositions of the Books of Ezra, Nehemiah,
and Esther, by Professor Rawlinson, are short, compact,

clear, and well arranged."—Scotsman.

" We shall watch with much interest the course of this
Commentary, and we shall be disappointed if it should
not prove all that it professes to be, and is fitted to
become—a valuable 'pulpit commentary' on the whole
of Holy Scripture, useful especially to those who have
to prepare sermons for pulpit delivery, but not with
out its value to others as well as to the clergy."—
John Bull.

THE PRESS.

"We are often led to admire the manner in which the
various texts are treated, the felicity of arrangement,
the suggestive nature of the remarks, and withal the
freedom in general from straining the passage, and
forcing upon it meanings which it does not naturally
bear. There is a soberness, a judiciousness, and a sug-
gestiveness which arc much to be commended."—Rev.
P. J. Gloag, D.D.

" We have examined the volume just issued with
some care, and feel safe in affirming that it is the
most useful book extant on that part of sacred
Scripture with which it deals."—Bradford Daily
Telegraph.

"The conception is admirable, the working out of the
idea thorough and conscientious, many of the homilies
are striking in their originality, are not unlikely to fire
the genius of other and gifted preachers, whilst the
printing and general clear arrangement leave nothing to
be desired."—Nonconformist.

t "In all respects this is a very excellent contribu
tion to exegetical literature." — London Quarterly
Review.

"Preachers must have mistaken their calling alto
gether if they do not find it easy to think out a sermon
after consultmg 'The Pulpit Commentary-' "—Rev. C.
H. SruRGEON m Sword and Trowel.

"Although it bears the name of the Pulpit com*
mentary, it is not exclusively homiletical. The homily
forms a strongly characteristic feature, but exegesi>,
criticism, and illustration are the basis of the work.
Whatever elucidates the text in the way of contem
poraneous history, geography, and antiquities ; whatever
difficulties of a verbal, scientific, or moral kind ; what
ever conflict there may be, or seem to be, with modern
forms of thought and recent speculations in philosophy ;
all these are first dealt with before the text is applied to
homiletical purposes. _ The undertaking is an ambitious
one, but, if we may judge from the volume before us,
the high aim will be reached to a considerable extent."
—Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

" We have here three distinct commentaries, in one
handsome volume ; and if we can commend the pub
lishers for their part of the work, much more heartily can
we recommend the work itself; for anything more fitted
to give just the kind of aid which our pulpits need to
make them both instructive and edifying we cannot con
ceive."—Aberdeen Daily Free Press.

" The ' Pulpit Commentary' is admirably done. The
text is carefully explained, and is made very suggestive.
Helpful homilies arc appended, fresh, vigorous, and
natural. The Book of Esther is a capital specimen of
scholarly and helpful exposition."—Freeman.

V Volumes on the FIRST BOOK OF KINGS, LEVITICUS, and DEUTERONOMY,

ARE IN ThE PRESS, AND WILL BE PUBLISHED IMMEDIATELY.



THE

PULPIT COMMENTARY:

NEW TESTAMENT.

The favourable manner in which the early volumes of the

PULPIT COMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTAMENT

have been received, has induced the Editors and Publishers to make

active preparation for a similar series devoted to the various books of

the NEW TESTAMENT. The co-operation of a number of Biblical

Scholars, many of whom have been engaged in the revision of the

Authorised Version, has already been secured, so that due attention

will be given to the changes which have been made in the text, whilst

the distinctive character of the Commentary, as one that is essentially

expository and suggestive, will be borne in mind.

BOOKS AND AUTHORS.

ST. MATTHEW. . . Rev. J. R. L.UMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity,

Cambridge University.

,, MARK. . . . The Very Rev. E. Bickersteth, D.D., Dean of Lichfield.

LUKE. . . . Rev. Canon SPENCE, M.A., Vicar of St. Pancras.

,, JOHN. . . . Rev. Prof. H. R. Reynolds, D.D., Cheshunt College.

ACTS The Right Rev. Lord A. C. Hervey, D.D., Bishop of

Bath and Wells.

ROMANS. . . . Rev. James Morrison, D.D., Glasgow.

L & II. CORINTHIANS. . Rev. Canon Farrar, D.D., Westminster.

EPHESIANS. . . . Rev. Prof. G. W. Blaikie, D.D., New College, Edin

burgh.

PHILirPIANS. . . The Very Rev. J. J. S. Perow.ne, D.D., Dean of

Peterborough.

COLOSSIANS. . . Rev. G. G. Findlay, B.A., Richmond College.

I., II. THESSALONIANS. Rev. P. J. Gloag, D.D.

I., II. TIMOTHY. . . The Rev. E. H. Perow.ne, D.D., Vice Chancellor of

Cambridge University.

TITUS Very Rev. I. S. Howson, D.D., Dean of Chester.

PHILEMON. . . . Rev. S. J. Eales, M.A., Principal of St. Boniface

Mission College.

HEBREWS. . . . Rev. Prof. A. B. Bruce, D.D., Free Church College,

Glasgow.

JAMES Rev. Prof. W. F. Moulton, D.D., The Leys, Cambridge.

I., II. PETER. . . . Rev. Principal David Brown, D.D., Free Church

College, Aberdeen.

L, II., III. JOHN. . . Rev. A. Plummer, M.A., Master of University College,

Durham.

The Writers on the remaining Books will be duly announced, and also the

Homiletical Contributors,
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